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1033 
ro34 
ro35 Table of hymn-titles of Division III., books xiii.-xviii. 

Table of hymn-titles of the Supplement, book xi:x:. 
7. The names of the seers of the hymns . . . . 

Whitney's exploitation of the Major Anukramai:i-i 
Doubtful points . 
Entire books of division I I I. ascribed each to a single seer . 

· Value of these ascriptions of quasi-authorship 
Prominence of. Atharvan and Brahman as seers . . . 
Hymns of Atharvan and hymns of Aiigiras: possible contrast . 
Consistency in the ascriptions . 
Palpably fabricated. ascriptions 
Alphabetical index of seer-names and of passages ascribed to them . 

8, Brief index of names and things and words and places . • • . 
An elaborate index uncalled for here . • . . 
Alphabetical list of names and things . . . . 
Alphabetical Hst of Sanskrit words 
List of AV. passages . 

9. Additions and corrections 
· Omissions and. errors not easy to. rectify in the electrotype plates , . 

1036-1037 
ro38-ro4r 

1038 
ro38 
1038 
1038 
1039 
ro.39 
ro39 
ro40 

1040-1041 

1042-1044 

1042 

1042 

1044 
1044 

1044-1046 
1045 
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PARAGRAPHS IN LIEU OF A PREFACE 

BY WHITNEY 

L Announcement of this work. - The following paragraphs from the pen of Professor 
'Whitney, under the title, "Announcement as to a second volume of the Roth-Whitney 
edition of the Atharva-Veda," appeared about two years before Mr. Whitney's death, in 
the Proceedings for April, 1892, appended to the Journal of the American Oriental 
Saclety, volume xv., pages clxxi-clxxiii. They show the way in which the labor done 
by Roth and 'Whitney upon the Atharva-Veda was divided between those two scholars. 
Moreover, they state briefly and clearly the main purpose of Whitney's commentary, 
which is, to giYe for the text of this Veda the various readings of both Hindu and 
European authorities (living or manuscript), and the variants of the Kashmirian or 
Paippalada recension and of the corresponding passages. of other Vedic texts, together 
with references· to, or excerpts from, the ancillary works on meter, ritual, exegesis, etc. 
They are significant as showing that in Mr. Whitney's mind the .translation was entirely 
subordinate to the critical notes. Most significant of all- the last sentence makes a 
clear disclaimer oLfinality for this work by speaking of it as "material that is to help 
toward the study and final comprehension of this Veda."-C. R. L.J 

When, in 1855-6, the text of the AtharvawVeda was published 
by Professor Roth and myself, it was styled a "first volume," 
and a second volume, of notes, indexes, etc., was promised. The 
promise \vas made in good faith, and with every intention of 
prompt fulfilment; but circumstances have deferred the latter, 
even till now. The bulk of the work was to have fallen to Pro
fessor Roth, not only because the bulk of the work on the first 
volume'''had fallen to me, but also because his superior learning 
and ability pointed him out. as the one to undertake: it. It was 
his absorption in the great labor .of the Petersburg Lexicon that 
for a long series of years kept his hands from the Atharva-.Veda -
except so far as his working up of its material, and definition of 
its vocabulary, was a help of the first order toward .the understand~ 
ing of it, a kind of fragmentary translation. He has also made 
important contributions of other kinds to its elucidation: most of 
all, by his incitement to inquiry after an Atharva-Veda in Cash
mere, and the resulting discovery.of the so-called Paippalada text,· 
now vveff known.to all Vedic scholars as one of the most impor~ant 
finds in Sanskrit .literature of .the last half.•century, and of 'which 

xvii 
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the credit belongs in a peculiar manner to him. I have also done 
something in the same direction, by publishing in the Society's 
Journal in 1862 (Journal, vol. vii.) the Atharva-Veda Prati9akhya, 
text, translation, notes, etc. ; and in I 88 I LJ ournal, vol. xii.J the 
Index Verborum - which latter afforded me the opportunity to 
give the pada•readings complete, and to report in a general way 
the corrections made by us in the text at the time of its first issue. 
There may be mentioned also the index of pratikas, which was 
published by Weber in his lndische Stud£en, vol. iv., in 1857, from 
the slips written by me, although another (Professor Ludwig) had 
the tedious labor of preparing them for the press. 

I have never lost from view the completion of the plan of pub
lication as originally formed. In 1875 I spent the summer in 
Germany, chiefly engaged in further collating, at Munich and at 
Tiibingen, the additional manuscript material which had come to 
Europe since our text ·was printed; and I should probably have 
soon taken up the work seriously save for having been engaged 
while in Germany to prepare a Sanskrit grammar, which fully 
occupied the leisure of several following years. At last, in 1885-6, 
I had fairly started upon the execution of the plan, when failure 
of health reduced my working capacity to a minimum, and rendered 
ultimate success very questionable. The task, however, has never 
been laid wholly aside, and it is now so far advanced that, barring 
further loss of power, I may hope to finish it in a couple of years 
or so; and it is therefore proper and desirable that a public 
announcement be made of my intention. 

LStatement of its plan and scope and design.J- My plan inclt1dcs, in 
the first place, critical notes upon the text, giving the various 
readings· of the manuscripts, and not alone of those collated by 
myself in Europe, but also of the apparatus used by Mr. Shankar 
Pandurang Pandit in the great .edition ·with commentary (except 
certain . parts, of which the commentary has not been found) 
which he .has been for years engaged il1 printing in India. Of 
this extremely well-edited and valuable work I have, by the kindM 
ness of the editor, long had in my hands the larger half; and doubt
less the whole will be issued in season for me to avail myself of 
it throughout. Not only his many manuscripts and rrotriyas 
(the living equivalents, and in some respects the superiors, of 
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manuscripts) give valuable aid, but the commentary (which, of 
course, claims to be "Saya~1a's ") also has very numerous various 
readings, all worthy to be reported, though seldom offering anything 
better than the text of the manuscripts. Second, the readings of the 
Paippalada version, in those parts of the Veda (much the larger 
half) for which there is a corresponding Paippalada text; these 
were furnished me, some years ago, by Professor Roth, in whose 
exclusive possession the Paippalada manuscript is held. Further, 
notice of the corresponding passages in all the other Vedic texts, 
whether Sa111hita, Brahma1:ia, or Sutra, with report of their various 
readings. Further, the data of the Anukramai)i respecting author
ship, divinity, and meter of each verse. Also, references to the 
ancillary literature, especially to the KaU<;ika and Vaitana Sutras 
(both of which have been competently edited, the latter with a 

translation added), with account of the use made in them of the 
hymns and parts of hymns, so far as this appears to cast any light 
upon their meaning. Also, extracts from the printed commentary, 
wherever this seems worth while, as either really aiding the under
standing of the text, or showing the absence of any helpful tradi
tion. Finally, a simple literal translation; this was not originally 
promised for the second volume, but is added especiallyin order 
to help "float" the rest of the material. An introtluction and 
indexes will give such further auxiliary matter as appears to be 
called for. ·· 

The design of the volume will be to put together as much as 
possible of the material that is to help toward the study and final 
comprehension of this Veda. 

L The purpose and limitations and method of the translation. - In a critique pub
lished some six years earlier, in 18861 in the American Joiernal of Philology, vii. 2-4, 
Whitney discusses. several ways of translating the Upanishads. His remarks on the 
second "way" leave no doubt that, in making his Veda-.translation ·as he has done, he 
fully recognized its provisional character and felt that to attempt a definitive one would 
be premature. His description· of the '' third way," mutatis mutandis, is so. good a . 
statement of the principles which have governed him in this work, that, in defaultof 
a better one, it is here reprinted. -C. R. L.J 

One way is, to put one's self frankly and fully under the guid~ 
ance of a native interpreter. . . . Another way would be, to give 
a conspectus, made as full as possible, of all accessible native interw 
pretations -in connection with which treatment, one could hatdly 
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avoid taking a position of critical superiority, approving and con
demning, selecting and rejecting, and comparing all vvith what 
appeared to be the simple meaning of the text itself. This ·would 
be a very welcome labor1 but also an extremely difficult one; and 
the preparations for it are not yet sufficiently made; it may be 
looked forward to as one of the results of future study. 

A third way, leading in quite another direction, would be this: 
to approach the text only as a philologist, bent upon making a 
version of it exactly as it stands, representing just what the words 
and phrases appear to say, without intrusion of anything that is 
not there in recognizable form: thus reproducing the scripture 
itself in Western guise, as nearly as the nature of the case admits, 
as a basis whereon could afterward be built such fabric of philo
sophic interpretation as should be called for; and also as a touch
stone to which could be brought for due testing anything that 
claimed to be · an interpretation. The maker of such a version 
would not need to be versed in the subtleties of the later Hindu 
philosophical systems; he should even carefully avoid vvorking in 
the spirit of any of them. Nor need he pretend to penetrate to 
the hidden sense of the dark sayings that pass under his pen, to 
comprehend it and set it forth; for then there would inevitably 
mingle itself with his version much that was subjective and doubt
ful, and that every successor would have to do over again. Workw 
ing conscientiously as Sanskrit scholar only, he might hope to 
bring out something of permanent and authoritative character, 
which should serve both as help and as check to those that came 
after him. He would carefully observe all identities and paral
lelisms of phraseology, since in texts like these the word is to no 
smaH extent more than the thing, the expression dominating the 
thought: the more the quantities are unknown, the less ,vill it 
answer to change their symbols in working out an equation. Of 
all leading and much-used terms, in case the rendering could not 
be made uniform, he would maintain the .. identity by a liberal 
quotation of the word itself in parenthesis after its translation, so 
that the sphere of use of each could be made out in the version 
somewhat as in the original, by the comparison of parallel pas
sages; and so that the student should not run the risk of having 
a difference of statement which might turnout important covered 
from his ~yes by an apparent identity of phrase - or the contrary .. 
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Nothing, as a matter of course, would be omitted, save particles 
whose effect on the shading of a sentence is too faint to show in 
the coarseness of translation into a strange tongue; nor would 
anything be put in without exact indication of the intrusion. The 
notes would be prevailingly linguistic, references to parallel pas
sages, with exposition of correspondences and differences. Sen
tences grammatically difficult or apparently corrupt would be 
pointed out, and their knotty points discussed, perhaps with 
suggestions of text-amendment. But it is needless to go into 
further detail ; every one knows the methods by which a careful 
scholar, liberal of his time and labor toward the due accomplish
ment of a task deemed by him important, will conduct such a 
work. 
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EDITOR'S PREFACE 

Whitney's labors on the Atharva-Veda.-As early as March, 1851, at 
Berlin, during Whitney's first semester as a student in Germany, his teacher 
Weber was so impressed by his scholarly ability as to suggest to him the 
plan of editing an important Vedic text.1 The impression produced upon 
Roth in Ttibingen by Whitney during the following summer semester 
was in no wise different, and resulted in the plan for a joint edition of 
the Atharva-Veda.2 Whitney's preliminary labors for the edition began 
accordingly upon his return to Berlin for his second winter semester. 
His fundamental autograph transcript of the Atharva-Veda Sarhhita is 
contained in his. Collation-Book, and appears from the dates of that book 3 

to have been made in the short interval between October, 1851, and 
March, 1852. The second summer in Tilbingen (1852) was doubtless 
spent partly in studying the text thus copied, partly in planning with 
Roth the details of the method of editing, partly in helping to make the 
tool, so important for further progress, the index of Rig-Veda pratikas, 
and so on; the concordance of the four principal Sarhhitas, in which, to 
be sure, Whitney's part was only "a secondary one," was issued under 
the date November, 1852. During the winter of 1852-J he copied the 
Prati<takhya and its commentary contained in the Berlin codex (Weber, 
No. 361 ), as is stated in his edition, p. 3 34. As noted below (pp. xliv, 1), 
the collation of the Paris and Oxford and London manuscripts of the 
Atharvan Samhita followed in the spring and early summer of 1853, just 
before his return (in August) to America. The copy of the text for the 
printer, made with exquisite neatness in nagari letters by Mr. Whitney's 
hand, is still preserved. 

The Edition of the text or" First volume." -The first part of the work, 
containing books i.-xix. of the text, appeared in Berlin with a provisional 
preface dated February, 1855. The .provisional preface announces that 
the text of book xx. win not be given in full, but only the Kuntapa-hymns, 
and, for the rest of it, merely references to the Rig-Veda; and promises, 
as the principal contents of the second part, seven of the eight items of · 
accessory material enumerated below. _-This plan, however, was changed, 

1 See the extract from Weber's letter, below, p. xliv. The text was the Taittiriya Ara~yaka. 
2 .See the extract from Roth's letter, below, p. xliv. 
a See below, p. cxvii. 

xxiii 
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and the second part appeared in fact as a thin Htft of about 70 pages, 
giving book xx. in full, and that only. To it was prefixed a half-sheet 
containing the definitive preface and a new title-page. The definitive 
preface is dated October, r 8 56, and adds an eighth item, exegetical notes, 
to the promises of the provisional preface. The new title-page has the 
words "Erster Band. Text," thus implicitly promising a second volume, 
in which, according to the definitive preface, the accessory material was 

to be published. 
Relation of this work to the "First volume" and to this Series. - Of 

the implicit promise of that title-page, the present work is intended to 
complete the fulfilment. As most of the labor upon the first volume had 
fallen to 'Whitney, so most of the labor upon the projected "second" was 
to have been done by Roth. In fact, however, it turned out that Roth's 
very great services for the criticism and exegesis of this Veda took a 
different form, and are embodied on the one hand in his contributions 
to the St. Petersburg Lexicon, and consist on the other in his brilliant 
discovery of the Kashmirian recension of this Veda and his collation of 
the text thereof with that of the Vulgate. Nevertheless, as is clearly 
apparent (page xvii), Whitney thought and spoke of this work 1 as a 
"Second volume of the Roth~Whitney edition of the Atharva-Veda," and 
called it "our volume" in writing to Roth (cf. p. lxxxvi); and letters 
exchanged between the two friends in I 894 discuss the question vvhethcr 
the "second volume" ought not to be published by the same house 
(F. Diimmler's) that issued the first in 1856. It would appear from 
Whitney's last letter to Roth (written April I o, I 894, shortly before his 
death), that he had determined to have the work published in the 
Harvard Series, and Roth's last letter to Whitney (dated April 23) 
expresses his great satisfaction at this arrangement. This plan had the 
cordial approval of my friend Henry Clarke Warren, and, while still in 
relatively fair health, he generously gave. to the University the money to 
pay for the printing. 

External form of this work. - It is on account of the relation just 
explained, and also in deference to Whitney's express wishes, that the 
size of the printed page of this work and the size of the paper have been 
chosen to match those of the "First volume." The pages have been 
numbered: continuously from r. to roo9, as if this work were indeed one 
volume; but, since it was expedient to separate the work into two halves 
in binding, I have done so, and designated those halves as volumes seven 

1 In a letter to the editor, dated March 28, r8Sr, speaking of Roth's preoccupation with 
A vestan studies, Whitney says: HI fear I shall yet be obliged to do AV, H. alone, and think 
of setting quietly about it next year." Again, June 17, 188r, he.writes: "I have begun work 
on vol. ii. of. the AV., and am resolved to put it straight through." 
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and eight of the Harvard Oriental Series.1 The volumes are substan
tially bound and properly lettered ; the leaves are open at the front ; and 
the top is cut withou! spoiling the margin. The purpose of the inexpen
sive gilt top is not for ornament, but rather to save the volumes from the 
injury by dirt and discoloration which is so common with ragged hand
cut tops. The work has been electrotyped, and will thus, it is hoped, be 
quite free. from the blemishes occasioned by the displacement of letters, 
the breaking off of accents, and the like. 

General scope of this work as determined by previous promise and ful:fil
ment.-Its general scope was determined in large measure by the promise 
of the definitive preface of the "First volume." The specifications of 
that promise were given in eight items as follows : 

r. Excerpts from the Prati'takhya; 5. Excerpts from the Anukrama1,?-I; 
2. Excerpts from the Pada-patha ; 6. General introduction ; 
3. Concordance of the AV. with other Samhitas; 7. Exegetical notes ; 
4. Excerpts from the ritua.l (Kau~ika); 8. Critic al notes. 

Of the above-mentioned promise, several items had meantime been 
more than abundantly fulfilled by Whitney. In r 862 he published the 
Pratic;akhya (item r), text, translation, notes, indexes, etc. Of this 
treatise only excerpts had been promised. In I 88 r followed the (unprom.:. 
ised) Index Verborum,2 in which was given a full report of the pada
readings (item 2). The Table of Concordances between the several Vedic 
Sa111hitas (r852) and the Index of pratrkas of the Atharva-Veda (1857), -
the first in large measure, the second in largest measure, the work of 
'Whitney, -went far toward the accomplishment of the next item (item 3). 
Pupils of the two editors, moreover, had had a share in its fulfilment. 
In I 878 Garbe gave us the Vaitana-Sutra in text and translation; and 
that was followed in 1890 by Bloomfield's text of the Kau~ika-Sutra. 
The inherent difficulties of the latter text and the excellence of Bloom
field's performance make us regret the more keenly that he did not give 
us a translation also. The material for report upon the ritual uses of the 
verses of this Veda (preparative for item 4) was thus at ha~d. 

1 For conscience sake I register my protest against the practice of issuing works in gratui• 
tously confusing subdivisions, as Siinde and .Haiften and Abtei!ungen and Liifmtngm. - In 
this connection, I add that the page-numbers of the main. body of this work, which are of use 
chiefly to the pressman and the binder and are of minimal consequence for purposes of cita• 
tion, have been relegated to the inner comer of the page, so that the book and hymn, which are 
of prime importance for purposes of finding and citation, may be conspicuously and conven
iently shown in the outer corners. I hope that such regard for the convenience of the users of 
technical books may become more and more common with the makers of such books. 

2 The published Index gives only the words and references. It is inade from a much fuller 
manuscript Index, written by Whitney on r72r quarto pages, which quotes the context in which 
the words appear, and which for the present is in my hands. 
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While making his London collations in 1853 (see below, p. lxxii), Whit
ney made also a transcript of the Major Anukrama1:i1, and subsequently 
he added a collation of the Berlin ms. thereof (preparative for item 5). 
- In the course of his long labors upon Atharvan texts, vVhitney had 
naturally made many observati<?ns suitable for a general introduction 
(item 6). Roth had sent him a considerable mass of exegetical notes 
(item 7). - Furthermore, during the decades in which Whitney had 
concerned himself with this and the related texts, he had noted in his 
Collation-Book, opposite each verse of the Atharvan Sari1hita, the places 
in the other texts where that verse recurs, in identical or in similar form, 
in whole or in part; thus making a very extensive collection of concord
ances, with the Atharvan Sarnhita as the point of departure, and providing 
himself with the means for reporting upon the variations of the parallel 
texts with far greater completeness than was possible by means of the 
Table and Index mentioned above under item 3. 

The critical notes. - Of all the eight promised items, the one of most 
importance, and of most pressing importance, was doubtless the eighth, 
the critical notes, in which were to be given the various readings of the 
manuscripts. In his Introductory Note to the Atharvan P.rati<;akhya 
(p. 338 : year 1862), Whitney says: 

The condition of the Atharvan as handed down by the tradition was such as to 
impose upon the editors as a duty what in the case of any of the other Vedas would 
have been an almost inexcusable liberty-namely, the emendation of the text~ 
readings in many places. In so treating such a text, it is not easy to hit the pre
cise mean between too much and too little; and while most of the alterations made 
were palpably and imperatively called for, and while many others would have to 
be made in translating, there are also a few cases in which a closer adherence 
to the manuscript authorities might have been preferable. 

The apparatus for ascertaining in any given passage just what the mss. 
read was not published for more than two decades. Complaints on this 
score, however, were surely estopped by the diligence and effectiveness 
with which both editors employed that time for the advancement of the 
cause of Indic philology. In his Introduction to the Index Verbonnn 
(p. 2: year 1880), Whitney says: 

There will, of course, be differences of opinion as to.whether this Lcourse of pro
cedurej. was well~advised- whether they L the editors J should not have contented 
themselves with giving just what the manuscripts gave them, keeping suggested 
alterations for their notes; and, yet more, as to the acceptableness of part of the 
alterations made, and the desirableness of others which might with equal reason 
have been made. • • • It is soughtl in the Index J simply to call attention to all 
cases in which a publishedreading differs from that of the manuscripts, as well 
as to those comparatively infrequent ones where the manuscripts are at variance, 
and to furnish the means .•• for determining in any particular case what the 
manuscripts actually read. 
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Thus the eighth item of the promise also (as well as the second) was ful
filled by the Index. - Desirable as such critical notes may be in con
nection with the Index, a report of the variants of the European mss. of 
the Vulgate recension in the sequence of the text was none the less 
called for. The report is accordingly given in this work, and includes 
not only the mss. of Berlin, Paris, Oxford, and London, collated before 
publishing, but also those of Munich and Ttibingen, .collated twenty years 
after (see below, p. xliv, note 5, p. lxiv). 

Scope of this work as transcending previous promise. - The accessory 
material of this work, beyond what was promised by the preface of the 
text-edition, is mentioned in the third paragraph of W-hitney's "Announce
ment," p. xviii, and includes the reports of the readings of the Kashmirian 
recension and of S. P. Pandit's authorities, extracts from the native com
mentarx, and a translation. For the first, Roth had performed the long 
and laborious and difiicult task of making a careful collation of the 
Paippalada text, and had sent it to Whitney. In his edition published in 
Bombay, S. P. Pandit had given for the Vulgate recension the variants 
of the authorities (Indian : not also European) accessible to him, and 
including not only the variants of manuscripts, but also those of living 
reciters of the text. The advance sheets of his edition he had sent in 
instalments to Whitney, so that all those portions for which Pandit pub
lished the comment were in Whitney's hands in time to be utilized by 
him, although the printed date of Pandit's publication (1895-8) is sub
sequent to Whitney's death. 

Evolution of the style of the work. - To elaborate all the varied material 
described in the foregoing paragraphs into a running commentary on 
the nineteen books was accordingly Whitney's task, and he was u fairly 
started" upon it in I 88 5-6. As was natural, his method of treatment 
became somewhat fuller as he proceeded with his work. There is· in my 
hands his prior draft of the first four or five books, which is relatively 
meagre in sundry details. It was not until he had advanced well into the 
second grand division (books viii.-xii.) that he settled down, into the style 
of treatment to which he then adhered to the end. 

Partial rewriting and revision by Whitney. -Thereupon, in. order to carry 
out the early books in the same style as the later ones, it became neces
sary to rewrite or to revise the early ones. He accordingly did rewrite 
the first four (cf. p. xcviii below), and. to the next three (v., vi., vii.). he 
gave a pretty thorough revision without rewriting; and at this point, 
apparently, he was interrupted by the illness which proved fatal. The 
discussion of the ritual uses in book viii. (supplied by me) would doubt
less have been his next task. Not counting a lot of matter for his General 
Introduction, Whitney's manuscript of his commentary and translation, 
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as he left it at his death in I 894, consisted of about 2500 folios. Had 
Whitney lived to see it printed, the editor of this Series would probably 
have read one set of proofs, and made suggestions and criticisms freely 
on the margins, which the author would then have accepted or rejected 
without discussion; and the whole matter, in that case a very simple one, 
would have been closed by a few lines of kindly acknowledgment from 
the author in his preface. 

Picking up the broken threads. - It is, on the other hand, no simple 
matter, but rather one of peculiar difficulty and delicacy, to edit such a 
technical work as this for an author who has passed away, especially if he 
has been the editor's teacher and friend. The difficulty is increased by 
the fact that, in the great mass of technical details, there are very many 
which have to be learned aµew by the editor for himself, and others still, 
which, through long years of labor, have grown so familiar to the author 
that he has hardly felt any need of making written memoranda of them, 
and which the editor has to find out as best he can. 

Relation of the editor's work to that of the author. -Although \Vhit~ 
ney's manuscript of the main body of the work ,vas written out to the end, 
it was not systematically complete. Thus he had written for book i. (and 
for that only) a special introduction, showing that he meant to. do the like 
for the other eighteen. Of the General Introduction as it stands, only a 
very few parts were worked out; for some parts there were only rough 
sketches ; and for very many not even that. And in unnumbered details, 
major and minor, there was opportunity for long and patient toil upon the 
task of systematically verifying all references and statements, of revising 
where need was, and of bringing the whole nearer to an ideal and unat
tainable completeness. What these details were, the work itself may 
show. l:~ut besides all this, there was the task of carrying through the 
press a work the scientific importance of which called for the best typo
graphical form and for the utmost feasible accuracy in printing. 

Parts for which the author is not responsible._; No two men are alike 
in the various endowments and attainments that make the scholar; and, in 
particular, the mentalattitude of any two towards any given problem is· 
wont to differ. It is accordingly not possible that there should not be, 
arnong the editorial additions to Whitney's manuscript or changes therein, 
many things which he would decidedly have disapproved. They ought 
certainly therefore to be marked in such a waythat the reader may easily 
recognize them as additions for which the editor and not the author is 
responsible ; and for this purpose two signs have been chosen, L and J, 
which are like incomplete brackets or brackets without the upper hori~ 
zontal strokes, .and which may be called '~ ell~brackets" and suggest the 
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initial letter of the editor's name (cf. p. c). Besides· the marked additions, 
there are others, like the paragraphs beginning with the word "Trans
lated," whi~h are not marked. It is therefore proper to give a general 
systematic account of the editorial additions and changes. 

The General Introduction. - This consists of two parts: the first, by the 
editor; the second, elaborated in part from material left by the author. -
Part I. -- Besides the topics which unquestionably belong to the General 
Introduction and are treated in Part II., there are a good many which, 
but for their voluminousness, might properly enough have been put into 
the editor's preface. Such are, for example, the discussions of the vari
ous critical elements which form the bulk of 'Whitney's Commentary. 
I have printed them as Part L of the General Introduction. The form 
of presentation is, I trust, such that, with the help of the Table of Con
tents, the student will be able to find any desired topic very quickly. 

The· General Introduction: Part II. - Certain general statements con
cerning the manuscripts and the method of editing, and concerning the 
text of the Atharva-Veda Samhita as a whole, must nee_ds be made, and 
are most suitably presented in the form of a general introduction prefixed 
to the main body of the work. For this Introduction, Whitney left a 
considerable amount of material. Parts of that. material were so well 
worked out as to be nearly or quite usable for printing: namely, the brief 
chapter, 8, on the metrical form of the Sari1hita, and (most fortunately!) 
nearly all of the very important chapter, I, containing the description of 
his manuscripts. The like is true, as will appear from the absence of ell
brackets, of considerable portions of chapter 10, on the extent and struc
ture of the Sarhhita. - Chapters 2 and 3 (concerning the stanza fd1iz no 

devtr ablt!1taye and the Collation"Book) might have been put in Part I., 
as being from the editor's hand; but, on the ground of intrinsic fitness, 
they have been put immediately after the description of the mss. 

For chapters 4 and 5 and 6 (on repeated verses, on refrains, and on 
accent-marks) and chapter 9 (on the divisions of the text), Whitney left 
sketches, brief and rough, written with a lead-pencil and written (it would 
seem) in the days of his weakness as he lay on a couch or bed. I have 
m'ade faithful use of these sketches,. not only as indicating in detail the 
topics that Whitney most desired to treat, but also as giving, or at least 
suggesting, the language to be used in their treatment. Nevertheless,. 
they have been much rewritten in parts, and in such a way that it is hardly 
feasible or even worth while to separate the author's part from the editor's. 
The final result must pass for our joint work. The sketch for chapter 7 
(on the orthographic method of the Berlin text) was also a lead-pencil 
draft; but it was one that had evidently been· .made years before those 
last mentioned, and its substance was such as to need only recasting in 
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form, and expansion, - a work which I have carried out with free use of 
the pertinent matter in Whitney's I)rati~akhyas (cf. p. cxxiii, note). 

To revert to chapters 9 and IO (on the divisions of the text, and on its 
extent and structure), they are the longest of all, and, next after chap
ter r (on the mss.), perhaps the most important, and they contain the 
most of what is new. After putting them once into what I thought was 
a final form, I found that, from the point of view thus gained, I could, by 
further study, discover a good many new facts and relations, and attain to 
greater certainty on matters already set forth, and, by rewriting freely, 
put very many of the results in a clearer light and state them more con
vincingly. The ell-brackets distinguish ·in general the editor's part from 
the author's. If, in these two chapters, the latter seems relatively small, 
one must not forget its large importance and· value as a basis for the 
editor's further studies. 

With the exceptions noted (chapters 2 and 3), it has seemed best, in 
elaborating this part of the General Introduction, to restrict it to the 
topics indicated by Whitney's material, and not (in an attempt at sys~ 
tematic completeness) to duplicate the treatise which forms Bloomfield's 
part of the Grundriss. Bloomfield's plan is quite different; but since a 
considerable number of the topics are indeed common to both, it seemed 
better that the treatment of them in this work should proceed as far as 
possible independently of the treatment in the Grundriss. 

The editor's special introductions to the eighteen books, ii.-.xix. - Since 
Whitney's manuscript contained a brief special introduction to the first 
book, it was probably his intention to write one for each of the remaining 
eighteen. At all events, certain general statements concerning ea.eh 
book as a whole are plainly called for, and should properly be cast into 1 

the form of a special introduction and be prefixed, one to each of the sev
eral books. These eighteen special introductions have accordingly been 
written by the editor, and are, with some trifling exceptions '(cf. pages 
471-2, 739, 792, 794, 8 r4) entirely from his hand. The J1arya;1a-hymns 
(cf. p. 47r) and the divisions of the pa1ytrya-material (pages 628, 770, 793) 
called for considerable detail of treatment; similarly the discrepancies 
between the two editions as respects hymn-numeration (pages 389, 610) 
and the J1a1yaya-divisions (pages 77r, 793); likewise the subject-matter of 
book xviii. (p. 8!3) ; while the supplementary book xix;, on account of its 
peculiar relations to the rest of· the text and to the ancillary treatises, 
called for the most elaborate treatment of all (p. 895). 

The special introductions to the hymns: editor's bibliography of previous 
translations and discussions.--These are contained in the paragraphs begin
ning with the word "Translated." -In the introduction to each hymn, in 
a paragraph immediately following the AnukramaJ.].i-excerpts, and usually 
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between a statement as to where the hymn is "Found in Paipp." or in 
other texts, and a statement as to how the hymn is "Used in Kauc_;;.," 
Whitney had given in his manuscript a statement as to where the hymn 
had been previously translated by Ludwig or Grill or some other scholar. 
For Weber's and Henry's translations of whole books, he had apparently 
thought to content himself by referring once and for all at the beginning 
of each book to the volume of the lndisclze Studicn or of the Traduction. 
By a singular coincidence, a very large amount of translation and explana
tion of this Veda (by Deussen, Henry, Griffith, \Veber, Bloomfield : see 
the table, p. cvii) appeared within three or four years after Whitney's 
death. The version of Griffith, •ancl that alone, is complete. As for the 
partial translations and discussions, apart from the fact that they are 
scattered through different periodicals and independent volumes, their 
multiplicity is so confusing that it would be very troublesome in the case 
of any given hymn to find for oneself just how many of the translators 
had discussed it and where. I have therefore endeavored to give with 
all desirable completeness, for every single one of the 5 88 hymns of books 
i.-xix. (save ii. 20-23), a bibliography of the translations and discussions 
of that hymn up to the year 1898 or thereabout. For some hymns the 
amount of discussion is large: cf. the references for iv. i6; ··v. 22; ix. 9; 
x. 7; xviii. I; xix. 6. At first blush, some may think it "damnable iter~ 
ation" that I should, for hymn-translations, make reference to Griffith 
some 588 times, to Bloomfield some 214, to Weber some I 79, or to Henry 
some 167 times; but I am sure that serious students of the work will find 
the references exceedingly convenient. As noted above, they are given 
in th'e paragraphs beginning with the word "Translated." Although these 
paragraphs are almost wholly editorial additions, I have not marked them 
as such by enclosing them in ellwbrackets. 

I have always endeavored to give these references in the chronological 
sequence of the works concerned (see the table with dates and explana
tions at p. cvii). These dates need to be taken into account in judging 
Whitney's statements, as when he says '' all the translators" understand 
a passage thus and so. Finally, it is sure to happen that a careful com~ 
parison of the views of the other translators. will often reveal a specific 
item of interpretation which is .to be preferred to Whitney's. Here and 
there, I have given a reference to such an item ; but to do so systematic~ 
ally is a part of the great task which this work leaves unfinished. 

Added special introductions to the hymns of book xviii. and to some others. 
-,- The relation of the constituent material of the four sowcalled "hymns" 
of bookxviii. to the Rig~Veda etc. is such that a clear synopticstatement of 
the provenience of the different groups of verses or of single verses is in 
the highest degree desirable; and I have th7refore endeavored to give such 
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a statement for each of them, grouping the verses into" Parts" according 
to their provenience or their ritual use or both. An analysis of the 
structure of the single hymn of book xvii. also seemed to me to be worth 
g1vmg. Moreover, the peculiar contents of the hymn entitled "Homage 
to parts of the Atharva-Vedan (xix. 23) challenged me to try at least to 
identify its intended references; and although I have not succeeded 
entirely, I hope I have stated the questionable matters with clearness. 
I have ventured to disagree with the author's view of the general signifi
cance of hymn iii. 26 as expressed in the caption, and have given my 
reasons in a couple of paragraphs. The hymn for use with a pearl-shell 
amulet (iv. ro) and the hymn to the lunar asterisms (xix. 7) also gave 
occasion for additions which I hope may prove not unacceptable. 

Other editorial additions at the beginning and end of hymns. - Whitney's 
last illness put an encl to his revision of his work before he reached the 
eighth book, and reports of the ritual uses of the hymns of that book 
from his hand are insufficient or lacking. I have accordingly supplied 
these reports for book viii., and further also for x. 5 and xi. z and 6, and 
in a form as nearly like that used by Whitney as I could; but for viii. 8 
,/" army rites") and x. 5 ("water-thunderbolts"), the conditions warranted 
greater fulness. 1 Whitney doubtless intended to give, throughout his 
entire work, at the end of anuvlikas and books and pmpcitlzakas, certain 
statements, in part summations of hymns and verses and in part quota
tions from the Old Anukramal).I. In default of his final revision, these 
stop at the end of book vii. (cf. p. 470), and from that point on to the 
end I have supplied them (cf. pages 475, 481, 516, 737, and so on). 

Other additions of considerable extent.-Of the additions in ell~brackets, 
the most numerous are the brief ones ; but the great difficulties of books 
xviii. and xix. have tempted me to give, in the last two hundred pages, 
occasional excursuses, the considerable length of which will, I hope, prove 
warranted by their interest or value. The notes on the following topics 
or words or verses may serve as instances : twin consonants, p. 832 ; 
anjoydnais, p. 844; su-fdhsa, p. 853; aitat, p. 860; dva dkri_pan, p. 875; 
the pitrnidhana (" eleven dishes,,), p. 8 76 ; vi'i-ny/e etc., p. 880; sa?itfr:itya, 

p. 886; on xviii. 4. 86-87; xix. 7. 4; 8. 4; 26. 3 ; 44. 7; 45. 2 (sulutr 
etc.) ; 47, 8; 5 5. I., 5. 

The seven tables appended to the latter volume of this work.-.. The list of 
non-metrical passages is taken from the introduction to Whitney's Index 
Verborum, p. 5. -The list ;of hymns ignored by Kau~ika, p. IOII, is 
taken from memoranda in Whitney's hand.copy of Kam;ika. - The 

1 It may here be noted that, for the short hymns (books i.--vii.), the ritual uses are given in 
the prefixed introductions; but that, for the subsequent long hymns, they. are usually and more 
conveniently given under the v~rses con,cerned. 
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concordance of the citations of Kau~ika by the two methods, I have 
made for those who wish to look up citations as made in the Bombay 
edition of the commentary. The same purpose is better served by writ
ing the number of each adltyliya, and of each ka~i4ika as numbered 
from the beginning of its own adhytiya, on the upper right-hand corner 
of each odd page of Bloomfield's text. - The concordance of discrepant 
Berlin and Bombay hymn-numbers I have drawn up to meet a regret
table need. -The concordance between the Vulgate and Kashmirian 
recensions is made from notes in the Collation-Book, as is explained at 
p. lxxxv, and will serve provisionally for finding a Vulgate verse in the fac
simile of the Kashmirian text.~ The table of hymn-titles is of course 
a mere copy of Whitney's captions, but gives an extremely useful con
spectus of the subjects in general. -The index of the names of the seers 
is a revised copy of a rough one found among Whitney's papers. To 
it I have prefixed a few paragraphs which contain general or critical 
observations. 

The unmarked minor additions and other minor changes. - These are of 
two classes. The first includes the numerous isolated minor changes 
about which there was no question, namely the correction of mere slips, 
the supplying of occasional omissions, and the omission of. an occasional 
phrase or sentence. Of the mere slips in ·whitney's admirable manu
script, some (like" thou has" at ii. 10. 6, or the omission of "be brought" 
near the end of the note to ii. I 3. 5) are such as the care of a good proof
reader would have set right; but there were many which could be recog
nized as slips only by constant reference to the original or to the various 
books concerned. Such are "cold" instead of "heat" for ghraizsd at 
xiii. r. 52 and 5 3; "hundred" (life-times) for "thousand" at vi. 78. 3 ; 
"Mercury" for "Mars " at xix. 9. 7 ; "kine " for u bulls ,, at iii. 9. 2 and 
"cow" for "bull" at i.· 22. I; 11dfiih for 'vdfii1i at xviii. 2. I 3. At vi. 
14r. 3 his version read "so let the Ac;vins make," as if the text '\Vere 
kr~wtdm arvlnti. At the end of the very first hymn, Whitney's statement 
was, "The Anukr. ignores· the metrical irregularity of the second pada "; 
here I changed "ignores" to "notes." - He had omitted the words 
"the parts of" at iv. I 2. 7; "a brother" at xviii. L 14; '' which is very 
propitious" at xviii. 2. 3 I ; "the .Fathers n at Xviii. 2. 46. Such changes 
as those just instanced could well be left unmarked. 

The second class has to do with the paragraphs,. few in number, the 
recasting or rewriting of which involved so many minor changes that 
it was hardly feasible to indicate them by ell-brackets. The note to xviiE 
3•. 60 is an example. Moreover, many notes in which the changes are 
duly marked contain other changes which seemed hardly worth marking, 
as at xix, 49. 2 or 55. I: cf. p. 806, 1 5. 
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The marked minor additions and other minor changes. - In a work like 
this, involving so great a mass of multifarious details, it was inevitable that 
a rirrorous revision such as the author could not e:ive to it, should detect 

b ' . '-' 

many statements requiring more or less modification. Thus at xix. 40. 2, 

the author, in his copy for the printer, says: "\Ve have rectified the 
accent of sumedlzds / the mss. and SPP. have sumt!dhas." In fact, the 
edition also has sumldhiis, and I have changed the statement thus : 
"Lin the editionj we Lshould havej rectified the accent Lso as to readJ 
smnedhlts." The changes in the last _two books are such that it was 
often best to write out considerable parts of the printer's copy afresh: 
yet it was desirable, on the one hand, to avoid rewriting; and, on the 
other, to change· and add in such a way that the result might not show 
the unclearness of a clumsily tinkered paragraph. To revise and edit 
bet~veen these two limitations is not easy ; and, as is shown by the 
example just given, there is no clear line to be drawn between what 
should and what should not be marked. As noted above, it is evident 
that all these matters would have been very simple if the author could 
have seen the work through the press. 

The revision of the author's manuscript. Verification. -The modifica~ 
tions of the author's manuscript thus far discussed are most,ly of the 
nature of additions made to carry out the unfinished parts of the author's 
design, and are the modifications referred to on the title-page by the 
words "brought nearer to completion." The work of revision proper 
has included a careful verification of every statement of every kind in the 
commentary so far as this was possible, and a careful comparison of the 
translation with the original. This means that the citations of the parallel · 
texts have been actually looked up and that the readings have been com
pared anew in order to make sure that the reports of their variations from 
the Atharvan readings were correct. This task was most time-consuming 
and laborious; as to some. of its difficulties and perplexities, see below, 
p. lxiv. Verification means further that the notes of Whitney's Collation~ 
Book and of .the Bombay edition .and of Roth's collation of the Kashmirian 
text were regularly consulted to assure the correctness of the author's 
reports of variants within the Atharvan school; further, that the text and 
the statements of the Major Anukramai;i were carefully studied, and, in 
connection therewith, the scansion and pada-division of the verses of the 
Sarhhita ; and that the references to the Kauc;ika and Vaitana Sutras. 
were regularly turned up for comparison of the siitras with Whitney's 
statements. · Many technical details concerning these matters are given on 
pages lxiv ff. of the General Introduction. Since the actual appearance of 
Bloomfieldand Garbe' smagnificent facsimile of the birch-bark manuscript 
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of the Kashmirian text antedates that of this work, the reasons why the 
facsimile was not used by me should be consulted at p. lxxxv. 

Accentuation of Sanskrit words. - In the reports of the readings of 
accented texts, the words are invariably accented. The Kashmirian text is 
reckoned as an unaccented one, although it has occasional accented pas
sages. The author frequently introduces Sanskrit words, in parentheses 
or otherwise, into the translation, and usually indicates their accent. 
The editor has gone somewhat farther : he has indicated in the transla
tion the accent of the stems of words which happen to occur in the voca
tive (so saddnvas, ii. 14. 5), except in the cases of rare words whose proper 
stem-accent is not known (examples in ii. 24) ; and, in cases where only 
one member of a compound is given, he has indicated what the accent of 
that member would be if used independently (so -nithd at xviii. 2. I 8, as 
part of sahdsra~iztha; -k.rt!tra at iii. 3. 4, as part of anyak.yetrd; cf. ii. 8. 2). 

Cross-references. - Apart from the main purpose of this work, to serve 
as the foundation of more nearly definitive ones yet to come, it is likely 
to be used rather as one of consultation and reference than for consecu
tive reading. I have therefore not infrequently added cross-references 
from one verse. or note to another, doing this even in the case of verses 
which were not far apart : cf., for example, my reference from vii. 80. 3 
to 79. 4 or from vi. 66. 2 to 65. I. 

Orthography of Anglicized proper names. - The translation is the princi
pal or only part of this work which may be supposed to interest readers 
who are without technical knowledge of Sanskrit. In order to make the 
proper names ~herein occurring more easily pronounceable, the author 
has disregarded somewhat the strict rules of transliteration which are fol
lowed in the p!!inting of Sanskrit words as Sanskrit, and has written, for 
example, Pushan and Purandhi instead of Pil§an and Purarhdhi, sometimes 
retaining, however, the strange diacritical marks (as in Afigiras or Varul)a) 
where they do not embarrass the layman. To follow the rules strictly 
would have been much easier; but perhaps it was betterto do as has been 
done, even at the expense of some inconsistencies (cf. Vritra, Vritra, 
Vrtra.; Savitar). 

Editorial short-comings and the chances of error. - Labor and pains have 
been ungrudgingly spent upon Whitney's work, to ensure its appearance 
in .a form worthy of its great scientific importance; but theworkis exten.;. 
sive and is crowded with details of such a nature that unremitting care is 
needed to avoid error concerning them. Some striking illustrations of 
this statement may be found in the foot-note below.1 Despite trifling 

l Thus in the first line of his note on xix. 50. 3, the author wrote tareyus ,instead of tarema, 
taking tareyus from the word immediately below tarema in .the text .. This sense-disturbing 
error was overlooked by the author and by Dr .. Ryder, and once by me also, although discovered 
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inconsistencies of orthography or abbreviation, I trust that a high degree 
of accuracy in the real essentials has been attained. I dare not hope that 
my colleagues will not discover blemishes and deficiencies in the work; 
but I shall be glad if they do not cavil at them. India has much to teach 
the vVest: much that is of value not only for its scientific interest, but 
also for the conduct of our thought and life. It is far better to exploit 
the riches of Indian wisdom than to spend time or strength in belittling 
the achievements of one's fellow-workers or of those that are gone. 

The biographical and related matter. JThe First American Congress of 
Philologists devoted its session of Dec. 28, 1894 to the memory of Whitney. 
The Report of that session, entitled "The "Whitney Memorial Meeting,n 
and edited by the editor of this work, was issued as the first half of vol
ume xix. of the Journal of the American Oriental Society. The edition 

I 

was of fifteen hundred copies, and was distributed to the members of the 
Oriental Society and of the American Philological Association and of the 
Modern Language Association of America, to the libraries enrolled on 
their lists, and to some other recipients. Besides the addresses of the 
occasion, the Report contains bibliographical notes concerning vVhitney's 
life and family, and a bibliography of his writings: but since, strictly 
speaking, it contains no biography of Whitney, I have thought it well to 
give in this volume (p. xliii) a brief sketch of his life; and in preparing it,, 
I have made use, not only of the substance, but also, with some freedom,. 
of the form of statement of the autobiography which Whitney published 
in ~1885 (see p. Ix). Moreover, since the people into whose hands this 
work will come are for the most part not the same as those who received 
the Report, it has been thought advisable to reprint therebom the editor's. 
Memorial Address (p. xlvii) as a general estimate of Whitney's character 
and services, and to give, for its intrinsic usefulness, a select list of his 
writings (p. lvi), which is essentially the list prepared by Whitney for the 
"Yale Bibliographies" (List, 1893). 

at last in timefor correction. -At xix. 27. 7, I had added sttrJ1am as the Kashmirian reading 
for the Vulgate siiryam,, simply because Roth's Collation gave .mryam; but on looking it up in 
the facsimile, last line of folio. 136a, I found, after the plates were made, that the birch-bark 
leaf really has suryam and that the slip was Roth's. .....;.. In regard to xix. 24, 6 b1 the Fates 
seemecl to have decreed .that error should prevail. Here the manuscripts rea<l Vapi1ttim. This 
is reported in the foot.:note of the Berlin edition as vapinfim (1st error). The editors· intended 
to emend the ms, reading to vap,7-nam, which, however, is misprinted in the text as 'varil11fun 
(2d error). .[The conjecture vapli.nitm, even if rightly printed, is admitted to be an unsuccessful 
ohe.] In the third line of his comment, Whitney wrote, "The vd,rilnam of our text " etc. (3d 

. error). This I corrected to vap1nam, and added, in a note near the end of the paragraph, that 
the conjecture was." Misprinted vapilnfun." My note about the misprint was rightly printed in 
the second proof; but. in the foundry proof, by some mishap, it stood II Misprinted varilnam .. '" 
(4th error). The fourth error I. hope to amend successfully in the plate. 
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General significance of Whitney's work. - Its design, says ·Whitney 
(above, p. xix, Announcement), is "to put together as much as possible of 
the material that is to help toward the study and final comprehension of 
this Veda." Thus expressly did the author disavow any claim to finality for 
his work. As for the translation, on the one hand, the Announcement 
shows that he regarded it as wholly subordinate to his commentary; and 
I can give no better statement of the principles which have guided him in 
making it, than is found in the extracts from a critical essay by "Whitney 
which I have reprinted (above, p. xix), and from which moreover' we may 
infer that he fully recognized the purely provisional character of his trans~ 
lation. I am sorry that infelicities of expression in the translation, which 
are part and parcel of the author's extreme literalness (see p. xciv) and do 
not really go below the surface of the work, are (as is said below, p. xcviii) 
the very things that are the most striking for the non-technical reader 
who examines the book casually. 

As for the commentary, on the other hand, it is plain that, taking the 
work as a whole, he has done just what he designed to do. Never 
before has the material for the critical study of an extensive Vedic text 
been so comprehensively and systematically gathered from so multifa
rious sources. The commentary will long maintain for itself a place of 
first-rate importance as an indispensable working-tool for the purposes 
which it is designed to serve. I have put· together (below, pages xcii
xciii) a few examples to illustrate the ways in which the commentary will 
prove useful. A variety of special investigations, moreover, will readily 
suggest themselves to competent students of the commentary; and the 
subsidiary results that are thus to be won (the "by-products," so to say), 
are likely, I am convinced, to be abm1dant anc;l of large interest and value. 
Furthermore, we may confidently believe that Whitney's labors will inci
dentally put the whole discipline of Vedic criticism upon a broader and 
firmer basis. 

Need of a systematic commentary on the Rig-Veda. - Finally, Whitney 
seems to me to have made it plain that a similar commentary is the indis
pensable preliminary for the final comprehension of the Rig-Veda. That 
commentary should be as much better and. as much wider in its scope as it 
can be made by the next generation of scholars; for it will certainly not be 
the work of any one m~n alone. It isa multifarious work for which many 
elaborate preparations need yet to be made. Thus the parallel passages 
from the Rig-Veda and the other texts must be noted with completeness 
on the margin of the Rik Samhita opposite the padas concerned; for this 
task Bloomfield's Vedic Concordance is likely to be the most important 
single instrument. Thus, again, Brahmai:ia, <;rauta, Gyhya, and other 
texts appurtenant to the Rig-Veda, together with Epic and later texts, 
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should all be systematically read by scholars familiar with Vedic themes 
and diction, and with an eye open to covert allusion and reference, and 
should be completely excerpted with the Rik Samhita in hand and with 
constant references made opposite the Rik verses to the ancillary or illus
trative passages which bear upon them. It is idle folly to pretend that 
this last work would not be immensely facilitated by a large mass of 
translations 1 of the more difficult texts, accurately made, and provided 
with all possible ingenious contrivances for finding out quickly the rela
tions between the ancillary texts and the fundamental ones. Thus to 
have demonstrated the necessity for so far-reaching an undertaking, may 
prove to be not the least of ·Whitney's services to Vedic scholarship. 

The Century Dictionary. - Doubtless much of the best of Whitney's 
strength through nearly ten of his closing years was given to the work 
devolving on him as editor-in-chief of The Centwry Dictionary, an Encyc!o
pedic Lexicon of the English Language (see p. Ix, below). But for that, 
he might perhaps have brought out this commentary himself. Since I, 
more than any one else, have personal reasons to regret that he did not do 
so, there is perhaps a peculiar fitness in my saying that I am glad that he 
did not. Whoever has visited for example the printing-offices which make 
the metropolitan district of Boston one of the great centers of book
production for America, and has seen the position of authority which is 
by them accorded to that admirable work, and has reflected upon the 
powerful influence which, through the millions of volumes that are affected 
by its authority, it must thus exercise in the shaping of the growth of 
our English language, - such an one cannot fail to see that Whitney was 
broad-minded and wise in accepting the opportunity of superintending the 
work of its production, even at the risk of not living to see the appear
ance of the already long-delayed Atharva-Veda. Perhaps his most potent 
influence upon his day and generation is through his labors upon the 
Century Dictionary. 

Acknowledgments. - I desire in the first place to make public acknowl
edgment of my gratitude to the late Henry Clarke Warren of Cambridge. 
He had been my pupil at. Baltimore; and, through almost twenty years 
of intimate acquaintance and friendship, we had been associated in our 
Indian studies .. To his enHghtenedappreciation of their value and poten~ 
tial usefulness is due the fact that these dignified volumes can now be 
issued; for during his lifetime he gave to Harvard University in sundry 

1 Roth writes to Whitney, J U:ly 2, 1893: Ich begreife nicht, .wie ein junger Mann, statt nach 
wertlosen Dingen zu greifen, nkht Heber sich a11 die U ebersetzung und Erklarung eines Stiickes 

. aus Taittirrya Brahmat}a oder Maitrayai;i Samhita wagt; nicht um die minutiae des Rituals zu 
erforschen, sondern um den. Stoff, der zwisch.en diesen Dingen steckt, zugiinglich zu machen 
.und zu erlautern .. Auch in den Medizinbiichem ga.be es viele Abschnitte~ die verstanden und 
bekannt zu. werden verdienten. 
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instalments the funds with which to pay for the printing of Whitney's 
commentary. Whitney was professor at Yale; the editor is an alumnus 
of Yale and a teacher at Harvard; and vVarren was an alumnus of 
Harvard. That the two Universities should thus join hands is a matter 
which the friends of both may look upon with pleasure, and it furnishes the 
motif for the dedication of this work. But I am glad to say that learning, 
as well as money, was at Mr. Warren's command for the promotion of 
science. Before his death there was issued his collection of translations 
from the Pali which forms the third volume of this Series and is entitled 
"Buddhism in Translations," a useful and much-used book. Moreover, 
he has left, in an advanced state of preparation for press, a carefully made 
edition and a partial translation of the Pali text of Buddhaghosa's famous 
encyclopedic treatise of Buddhism entitled "The Way of Purity" or 
Visuddhi-Magga. It is with gladness and hope that I now address myself 
to the arduous and happy labor of carrying Mr. Warren's edition through 
the press. 

· Next I desire to express my hearty thanks to my former pupil, Dr. 
Arthur W. Ryder, now Instructor in Sanskrit at Harvard University, for 
his help in the task of verifying references and statements and of reading 
proofs. He came to assist me not long after the close of his studies 
with Professor Geldner, when I had got through with a little more than 
one third of the main body of Whitney's commentary and translation. 
For books i.-vii., I had revised the manuscript and sent it to press, leav
ing the verification to be done with the proof-reading and from the proof.:. 
sheets. Dr. Ryder's help began with the verification and proof-reading 
of the latter half of. book vi. ; but from the beginning of book viii., it 
seemed better that he should forge ahead and do the verification from 
the manuscript itself, and leave me to follow with the revision and the 
supplying of the missing portions and so on. His work proved to be so 
thoroughly conscientious,and accurate .that I was glad to trust him, except 
of course in cases where a suspicion of error was aroused in one or both 
of us. A few times he has offered a suggestion of his own ; th~t given 
at p. 739 is so keen and convincing that greater boldness on his part 
would not have been unwelcome. To my thanks I join the hope that 
health and other opportunities may long be his for achieving the results 
of which his Hterary sense and scholarly. ideals give promise. 

Mrs. Whitney, upon turning over to me her husband's manuscript of 
th ip work, together with his other manuscript material therefor, was so 
kind as to lend me a considerable number of his printed books, s.ome 
of which, in particular his copy of the Kau<;ika Sutra, have been a. great 
convenience by reason of their manuscript annotations. It is a pleasure 
to be able to make to Mrs. Whitney this public expression of mythanks. 
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To my neighbor, Miss Maria Whitney, I am indebted for the loan of 
the medallion from which the noble portrait of her brother, opposite 
page xliii, has been made. The medallion is a replica of the one in the 
Library of Yale University, and is a truthful likeness. 

Of an occasional friendly turn from Professors Theobald Smith, George 
F. Moore, and Bloomfield, and from Dr. George A. Grierson, I have already 
made note (see pages 242, 756, 983, 243). Professors Bloomfield and 
Garbe allowed me to reproduce here a specimen leaf from their beautiful 
facsimile of the K.ashmirian text. Professors Cappeller and Hopkins and 
Jaco bi were so good as to criticize my Sanskrit verses.1 In particular, 
I thank my colleague, Professor Morris H. Morgan, for his kindness in 
putting the dedication into stately Latin phrase. 

It is with no small satisfaction that I make public mention of the 
admirable work of the Athemeum Press (situated in Cambridge) of Messrs. 
Ginn and Company of Boston. The Hindus sometimes liken human 
effort to one wheel of a cart. Fate, indeed, may be the other ; but our 
destiny, they say, is not accomplished without both elements, just as there 
is no progress without both wheels. It is so with a book : good copy is 
one wheel; and a good printing-office is the other. Whitney's long expe
rience was guarantee for the prior requisite; and the other I have not 
found lacking. The way has been a long one, with plenty of places for 
rough jolting and friction; but the uniform kindness and the alert and 
intelligent helpfulness of all with whom I have had to do at the Press 

· ha.ve made our progress smooth, and I am sincerely grateful. 
Human personality and the progress of science. - Had Whitney lived to 

see this work in print and to write the preface, his chief tribute of grateful 
acknowledgment would doubtless have been to his illustrious preceptor 
and colleague and friend whose toil had so largely increased its value, to 
Rudolph Roth of TUbingen. Whitney, who 'tvas my teacher, and Roth, 
who was my teacher's teacher and my own teacher, both are passed 
away, and Death has given the work to me to finish, or rather to bring 
nearer to an ideal and so unattainable completeness. They arc beyond 
the reach of human thanks, of praise or blame: but I cannot help feeling 
that even in their life-time they understood that Science is concerned 
only with results, not with personalities, or (in Hindu phrase) that the 
Goddess of Learning, Sarasvatr or Vac, cares not to ask even so much 
as the names of her votaries ; and that the unending progress of Science 
is. indeed like the endless flow of a river. 

1 These, I trust, will not be wholly unpleasing to my pundit-friends in India, who, as they 
will find the thought in part un-Indian, .will not, I hope, forget that it was primarily and design
edly conceived in Occidental form. Their great master, Dal)q.in, has a kind word £or men in my 
case at the close of the :first chapter of his Poetics. 
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Teacher and teacher's teacher long had wrought 
Upon these tomes of ancient Hindu lore, 

Till Death did give to one whom both had taught 
The task to finish, when they were no more. 

'T is finished,-yet unfinished, like the flow 
Of water-streams between their banks that glide ; 

For Learning's .streams, that down the ages go, 
Flow on for ever with a swelling tide. 

Here plodding labor brings its affluent brook; 
There genius, like a river, pours amain : 

While Learning - ageless, deathless - scarce will look 
To note which ones have toiled her love to gain. 

Alike to her are river, brook, and rill, 
That in her stately waters so combine, 

If only all who choose may drink their fill, 
And slake the thirst to know, the thirst divine. 

The Gita's lesson had our Whitney learned
To do for duty, not for duty's meed. 

And, paid or unpaid be the thanks he earned, 
The thanks he reeked not, reeked alone the deed . 

. Here stands his book, a mighty instrument, 
Which those to come may use for large emprise. 

Use it, 0 scholar, ere thy day be spent. 
The learner dieth, Learning never dies. 
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BRIEF SKETCH OF WHITNEY'S LIFE 

BY THE EDITOR 

William Dwight Whitney was born at Northampton, Massachusetts, 
February 9, 1827, and died at New Haven, Connecticut, on Thursday, 
June 7, I 894, aged sixty-seven years and nearly four months. He 
was son of Josiah Dwight and Sarah (Williston) Whitney. The father, 
Josiah Dwight Whitney (1786-1869), was born in Westfield, oldest son 
of Abel Whitney (Harvard, 1773) and of Clarissa Dwight, <laughter of 
Josiah Dwight. The mother was daughter of the Rev. Payson Williston 
(Yale, 1783) of Easthampton, and sister of the Hon. Samuel Wi1liston, 
the founder of Williston Seminary. The father was a business man in 
Northampton, and later manager, first as cashier and then as president, 
of the Northampton Bank, and was widely and honorably known for his 
ability and integrity. William was one of a goodly family of children, 
of whom may be named, as devoted to scientific and literary pursuits, the 
eldest, Josiah Dwight Whitney (Yale, 1839), for a long time the head of 
the Geological Survey of California and from I 86 5 to I 896 Professor of 
Geology in Harvard University; Miss Maria Whitney, the first incumbent 
of the chair of Modern Languages in Smith College; James Lyman 
Whitney (Yale, 1856), since 1869 a member of the Administrative Staff 
of the Boston Public Library and its head from x899 to 1903; and Henry 
Mitchell Whitney (Yale, 1864), from 1871 to 1899 Professor of English 
in Beloit College. 

Whitney made his preparation for college entirely in the free public 
schools of his native town, entered the Sophomore class of Williams Col
lege in 1842, and was graduated in 1845. He then spent three full years 
in service in the bank, under his father. Early in 1848 he took up the 
study of Sanskrit. In the spring of I 849 he left the bank ; spent the 
summer. as assistant in the Geological Survey of the Lake Superior 
region, and in the autumn went for a year to New Haven, to continue 
his Sanskrit studies under Professor Edward E. Salisbury and in com
pany with James Hadley, and to prepare for a visit to Germany, already 
planned. On May 22, 1850, he was elected a corporate member of the 
American Oriental Society. He sailed (for Bremen) September 20, 1850. 
The •xt three winters were passed . by him in Berlin and the summers 
of r85I and 1852 in Ttibingen, chiefly under the instrnction of Professors 

. :diii 
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Albrecht \i\leber 1 and Rudolph Roth respectively, but also of Professor 
Lepsius and others. Already during his first summer with Roth, the 
edition of the Atharva-Veda was planned.2 In October, 1851, he began 
copying the Berlin manuscripts of the _text, and finished that work in 
l\farch, 1852. Leaving Berlin 3 in March, 1853, he stayed seven weeks in 
Paris, three in Oxford, and seven in London (collating Sanskrit manu
scripts), and then returned to America, arriving in Boston August 5. 

Before quitting Germany, he received an invitation to return to Yale 
College as Professor of Sanskrit, but not until August, I 8 54, did he go 
there to remain. His election was dated May lo, 18 54, so that his term 
of service exceeded forty years. The events of such a life as his are, so 
far as they concern the outside world, little else than the succession of 
classes instructed and of literary labors brought to a conclusion. It may 
be noted, however, that very soon after their marriage, Mr. and Mrs. 
vVhitney went, partly for health and partly for study,4 to spend somewhat 
less than a year in France and Italy (November, 1856 to July, 1857), 
passing several months at Rome. In I 873 he took part in the summer 
campaign of the Hayden exploring expedition in Colorado, passing two 
full months on horseback and under canvas, coursing over regions which 
in good part had been till then untrodden by the feet of white men, and 
seeing Nature in her naked grandeur-mounting some nine times up to 
or beyond the altitude of 14,000 feet. In the summer of I 87 5 Mr. \;\lhit
ney visited England and Germany,5 mainly for the collection of further 

1 In a letter to Salisbury from Weber (see JAOS. iii. ::n5), dated Berlin, March 29, r85r, 
Weber writes: "I have already had the pleasure of instructing two of your countrymen in 
Sanskrit, Mr. Wales and Mr. Whitney. Mr. Whitney certainly entitles us to great hopes, as he 
combines earnestness and diligence with a sou11d and critical judgment. I hope to induce him 
to undertake an edition of the Taittiriya-Ara!,1yaka, one of the most internsting Vedic Scrip• 
tures." vVhitney's fellow-student was Dr. Henry '\Vare Wales (Harvard, 1838), who had 
already, nearly two years before, by a will dated April 24, 1849, provided for the endowment of 
the Wales Professorship of Sanskrit in Harvard University, which was established in due course 
January 26, r903, and to which the editor of these volumes was elected March 23, r903. 

2 This appears from the following portion (see JAOS. iii. 216: cf. also p. 5ot) of an interest
ing letter from Roth, dated Tiibingen, August z, 185r: "I have had for a scholar, through this 
summer, one of your countrymen, Mr. Whitney of Northampton. Through the winter, lu: ·will 
reside in Berlin, in order to collect there whatever can be found for the Atharvaveda, and then 
return here with what is brought together. We shall .then together see what can be done for 
this Veda, hitherto without a claimant, which I consider as the most important next to .the. 
Rigveda." Cf.Roth's letter of November 18, 1894, JAOS. xix. 100. 

8 The date given on p. 1 is not quite correct : see p. cxviii. 
4 The AV. Pratika-index (Ind. Stud., vol. iv._: seep. 62) is dated Paris, May, r857. 
6 In particular; Munich and Tiibingen (cf. JAOS. x., p. cxviii, ::::::PAOS. for Nov. 1875). At 

that time, the editor of these volumes was residing at Tiibingen as a pupil of Roth and as one 
of theHttle group to which. belonged Garbe, Geldner,.Kaegi, and Lindner. Whitney's arrival 
(July 6) was a great event and was hailed with delight. It may be added that it was privi* 
lege of Whitney and myself to take part in the memorable feast given at Jena by Hoh gk on 
his sixtieth birthday; June I I, 187 5, in celebration of the completion of the great Sanskrit Lexicon. 
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material for the Atharva-Veda. In 1878 he went to Europe with his 
wife and daughters, to write out his Sanskrit Grammar and carry it 
through the press, and spent there fifteen months, chiefly at Berlin and 
Gotha. 

Of Whitney's scientific writir1gs, the most important ones 1 (since they 
are scattered among many other bibliographical items: pages lvi to Ixi) 
may here be briefly enumerated in several groups of related works. 
- I. The edition of the Atharva-Veda; the Alphabetisches Verzeichniss 
der Versanfange der Atharva-Sarilhita; the Atharva-Veda Prati~akhya; the 
Index Verborum; to which must now be added the two present volumes 
of _critical commentary and translation. In the same general category 
belongs his Taittir1ya Prati~akhya. As a part of the fruit of his Sanskrit 
studies must be mentioned also the Surya~Siddhanta; and, finally, his 
Sanskrit Grammar, with its Supplement, The Roots, Verb-forms, and 
Primary Derivatives of the Sanskrit Language. - 2. His chief contribu~ 
tions to general linguistics are comprised in his Language and the Study 
of Language and in the two series of Oriental and Linguistic Studies . 
and in his Life and Growth of Language. Here may be mentioned his 
article on "Language" in J ohnson's Cyclop~dia (vol. ii., I 876) and that on 
"Philology" in the Encyclopredia Britannica (vol. xviii., I 88 5). - 3. His 
principal text-books are his German Grammars (a larger and a smaller) 
and Reader and Dictionary, his Essentials of English Grammar, and his 
French Grammar. Important as an influence upon the conservation and 
growth of the English language is his part in the making of The Century 
Dictionary (see p. xxxviii). 

Of 'Whitney's minor writings, those which he included in the Yale 
Bibliographies (p. lvi, below) extending to I 892, with a few others, are 
enumerated in the List below. A much fuller list, comprising 360 
numbers, was published in the Memorial Volume, pages 121-r 50. One 
reason for putting some of the lesser papers into the last-mentioned list 
was to show the versatility of Mr. Whitney's mind and the wide range of 
his interests. 

Mr, Whitney's services to science were recognized by scholars and 
learned corporations. Thus he received the honorary degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy from the University of Breslau in 186r; tha.t of Doctor of 
Laws from Williams College in 1868, from the College .of William and 
Mary (Virginia) in I 869, from the University of St. Andrews (Scotland) 
in 187 4, from Harvard in 1876, and from the University of Edinburgh in 
1889. He was a member of the American Philosophical Society (PhHa
delphia and of the National Academy of Sciences (Washington). He 
was onorary member of the Oriental or Asiatic societies of Great 

1 Some estimate of their general significance is given below, pages li to liiL 
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Britain and Ireland, of Japan, of Germany, of Bengal, of Peking, and of 
Italy; and of the Philological Society of London. He was a member 
or correspondent of the Royal Academy of Berlin, of the Royal Irish 
Academy, of the Imperial Academy of St. Petersburg, of the Institute of 
France, of the Royal Academy in Turin, of the Lincei in Rome, of the 
Royal Danish Academy, and so on. He was a Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Edinburgh. In I 88 I he was made a Foreign Knight of the 
Prus.sian Order pour le merite, being elected to fill the vacancy occasioned 
by the death of Thomas Carlyle. 

On the 27th of August, 1856, Mr. Whitney married Miss Elizabeth 
Wooster · Baldwin, daughter of Roger Sherman and Emily (Perkins) 
Baldwin of New Haven. Mr. Baldwin, a lawyer of the highest rank, 
had been Governor of Connecticut and Senator in Congress, and inherited 
his name from his grandfather, Roger Sherman, a signer of the Declara
tion of Independence, and one of the committee charged with drawing 
it up. Miss Baldwin was a great-great-granddaughter of Thomas Clap, 
President of Yale from 1740 to 1766. Mr. and Mrs. Whitney had six 
children, three sons and three daughters. The daughters, Marian Parker 
and Emily Henrietta and Margaret Dwight, with their mother, survive 
their father; as does also one son, Edward Baldwin, a lawyer of New 
York City, Assistant Attorney-General of the United States from I 893 
to I 897. He married Josepha, daughter of Simon Newcomb, the astron
omer, and one of their children, born August 26, I 899, bears the name 
of his grandfather, William Dwight Whitney~ 
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Delivered by the Editor at the First American Congress of Philologists, J-Vhitne_y 
JJ[emorial JJ.[eeting, December, I894 

AN ESTIMATE OF WHITNEY'S CHARACTER AND SERVICES 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, -There are some among us who can remember the time 
when "a certain condescension in foreigners" easily gave us pain. There was little 
achievement behind us as a people to awaken us to national self-consciousness and to a 

realizing sense of our own great possibilities. Time is changing all that. The men 
have come, and some, alas ! are already gone, of whose achievements we may well be 
proud wherever we are. In the battles for the conquests of truth there are no distinc
tions of race. It needs no international congress to tell us that we belong to one great 
army. But to-night-as the very .titles of these gathered societies show-Science has 
marshalled us, her fifties and her hundreds, as Americans. We look for the centi1rion, 
for the captain of the fifties ; and he is no more ! And we call, as did David, lamenting 
for Abner, "Know ye not that there is a prince and a great man fallen this day in 
Israel," yea, and like Jonathan, "in the midst of the battle?" 

It is in the spirit of generous laudation that :we are assembled. to . do honor to our 
illustrious countryman. And it is well. \Ve may praise him now ; for he is gone. 
But I cannot help thinking of a touching legend of the Buddha. Nigh fifty years he 
has wandered up and down in Ganges-land, teaching and preaching. And now he is 
about to die. Flowers fall from the sky and heavenly quires are heard to sing his 
praise. "But not by all this," he answers, - "but not by all this, 0 Ananda, is the 
Teacher honored; but the disciple who shall fulfil all the greater and lesser duties, -
by him is the Teacher honored," It is fitting, then, that we pause, not merely to praise 
the departed, but also to consider the significance of a noble life, and the duties. arid 
responsibilities which so great an example urges upon us, - in short, the lesson of a life 
of selvice. 

It would be vain to endeavor, within the narrow limits which the present occasion 
imposes, to rehearse or to characterize with any completeness the achievements· that 
make up this remarkable life. Many accounts 1 of it have been given of late in the 
public prints. Permit me rather to lay before you, by way of. selection merely, a few 
facts concerning Mr. Whitney which may serve to illustrate certain essential features of 
his character and fundamental motives of his life. 

And indubitably first in importance no less than in natural. order Is the great fact of 
his heredity. William Dwight Whitney was born, in 1827, at Northampton, Massachu
setts, and in his veins flowed the best blood of a typical New England community, of 
the Dwights and the Hawleys, -heroes of the heroic age of Hampshire. His stock 
was remarkable for sturdy vigor, both of body and· of intellect, and was in fact that 
genuine ·istocracy which, if it be true to its traditions, will remain...:... as for generations 

1 Mo able among them is the one by Professor Thomas Day Seymour of Yale, in the 
((American Journal of Philology," vat 15. 
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it has been - one of the prime guarantees of the permanence of democracy in America. 
Few places in this land have produced a proportionately greater number of distinguished 
people than has Northampton. Social advantages were thus added to those of birth, 
and to all these in turn the advantages of dwelling in a region of great natural beauty. 

It was in \Villiam 'Whitney's early infancy that his father moved into a dwelling built 
on the precise site of the Jonathan Edwards house. This dwelling was the second in a 
row of six neighboring houses, all of which could boast of more or less notable occu~ 
pants. In the first lived Dr. Seeger, who was educated at the same school and time as 
Schiller, at "the Solitude." Beyond the \Vhitneys' was the house in which lived Lewis 
S. Hopkins, the father of Edward \V. Hopkins, the Sanskrit scholar of Bryn Mawr. 
The fourth was the original homestead of the "rimothy Dwights, in which the first Yale 
President of that name, and Theodore, the Secretary of the Hartford Convention and 
founder of the New York" Daily Advertiser," were born, both grandsons of Jonathan 
Edwards. The adjoining place was the home of the elder Sylvester Judd, and of his son 
Sylvester, the author of "Margaret ; " and the sixth house was occupied by the Italian 
political exile, Gherardi, and later by Dr. William Allen, ex-President of Bowdoin College. 

\-Vhitney was a mere boy of fifteen when he entered \Villiams College as a sopho
more. Three years later (in 1845) he had easily outstripped all his classmates and 
graduated with the highest honors ; and with all that, he found ample time to range the 
wooded hills of Berkshire, collecting birds, which he himself set up for the Natural 
History Society. The next three or four years were spent by him as clerk in the North
ampton Bank, with accounts for his work, German and Swedish for his studies, orni
thology and botany for his recreations, and music for his delight, - unless one should 
rather say that all was his delight. These oft-mentioned studies in natural history I 
should not linger over, save that their deep significance has hardly been adverted upon in 
public. They mean that, even at this early age, Whitney showed the stuff which dis
tinguishes the genuine man of science from the jobbers and peddlers of learning. They 

1 mean that, with him, the gift of independent and accurate observation was inb"orn, and 
that the habit of unprejudiced reflection upon what he himself saw was easily acquired. 

This brings us to a critical period in the determination of his career. In the encv
clopedias, Whitney is catalogued as a famous Indianist, and so indeed he was. But ... it 
was not because he was an Indianist that he was famous. Had he devoted his life to 
the physical or natural sciences, he would doubtless have attained to equal, if not greater 
eminence. Truly, it is not the what, but the ho·w I That he did devote himself to 
Indology appears to be due to several facts which were in. themselves and in their conM 
comitance accidental. First, his elder brother, Josiah, now the distinguished professor 
of geology in Harvard University> on his return from Europe in 1847, had brought with 
him books in and on many languages, and among them a copy of the second edition of 
Bopp's Sanskrit Grammar. Second, it chanced that the Rev. George E. Day, a college• 
mate at Yale of Professor Salisbury, was Whitney's pastor. And third, he met with 
Eduard Desor. 

There is in possession of Professor Whitney of Harvard a well-worn volume of his 
father's called the Family Fact'"book. It is, I am sure, no breach of confidence if I say, 
in passing, that this book, with its varied entries in all varied moods and by divers 
g_ifted hands, is the reflex of a most remarkable family life and feeling. In it, among 
many other things, are brief autobiographic annals of the early life of William Whitney, 
and in its. proper place the following simple entry: "In the winter of 18, 9 com-
menced the study of Sanskrit, encouraged to it by Rev. George E. Day. In , 1849, 
went out with Josiah to Lake · Superior as I assistant sub-agent' on the Geological 
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Survey." To William 'Whitney were intrusted the botany, the barometrical obsen·ations, 
and the accounts. And although the ornithology was not formally intrusted to him, 
there is abundant evidence that he was habitually on the look-out for the birds, with 
keen eye and with attentive ear. He must, already, in the spring, have made substantial 
progress by himself in Sanskrit; for his article (almost the first that he published) 
entitled "On the Sanskrit Language," a translation and abridgment of von Bohlen, 
appeared in the August number of the "Bibliotheca Sacra" for 1849, and must there
fore have been finished before he left home. \Vith him, accordingly, he took his 
brother's copy of Bopp. 

Besides the two brothers, there was a third man-of-power in the little company that 
:spent the summer among the swamps and mosquitoes of the great copper region. 
That man was Eduard Desor, already a young naturalist of distinction, and afterward 
famous both in science and in public life in Switzerland. He had come only a short time 
before, with Agassiz, and as his friend and intimate associate in scientific undertakings, 
from N eufchatel to Cambridge. He was by nature full of the purest love for science ; 
and that love had been quickened to ardent enthusiasm by his own work, and by his 
intercourse with other bright minds and eager workers whom he had known in Paris 
and N eufchatel and in the Swiss glacier-camps of Agassiz. Small wonder if the intimate 
relations of that summer's camp-life in common gave opportunity for potent influence of 
the brilliant young Huguenot upon the brilliant young Puritan. It is to Desor, and to 
Ms words and example, that my Cambridge colleague attributes in large measure his 
brother's determination to devote himself to a life of science rather than to business or 
to one of the learned professions. That the chosen department was Sanskrit may be 
a.scribed in part to the accident of the books thro~vn in his way; in part to the interest 
of the language and antiquities of India, intrinsically and as related to our own ; and in 
part to the undeniable fascinatio11 which the cultivation of the virgin soil of an almost 
untrodden field has for a mind of unusual energy, vigor, and originality. 

William Whitney has left a full and interesting journal of this summer. Tuesday, 
July 24, while waiting for the uncertain propeller to come and rescue them from the 
horrible insect pests, he writes from Copper Harbor: "For my part, I intend attacking 
Sanskrit grammar to-morrow." And then, on Wednesday: "I have, after all, managed 
to get thro the day without having recourse to the Sanskrit, but it has been a narrow 
escape." And five weeks later, from Carp River: "Another day of almost inaction, 
most intolerable and difficult to be borne. How often have I longed for that Sanskrit 
grammar which I so foolishly sent down before me to the Sault ! ~, 

The autumn of 1849, accordingly, found him at New Haven, and in company with 
Professor· Hadley, studying under Edward Elbridge Salisbury, the Professor of the 
Arabic and Sanskrit Languages and Literature. The veteran Indologist of Berlin, Pro
fessor Weber, has said that he and Professor Roth account it as one of their fairest 
honors that they had Whitney as. a pupil. To have had both a Whitney and a Hadley 
at once is surely an honor that no American teacher in the departments here represented 
this evening can match. In a man whose soul was beclouded with the slightest mist .of 
false. pretension or of selfishness, we may well imagine that the progress of such pupils 
might easily have occasioned a pang of jealousy. But Mr. Salisbury's judgment upon 
them illuminates his own character no less than that of his pupils when he says, " Their 
quickness of perception and unerring exactness of acquisition soon made it evident that 
the teacher and the taught must change places." 

We ~ come to the transition period of Whitney's life. He is still a pupil, but 
.already also an incipient master. " r 8 50, Sept. zo. Sailed for Germany in: the steamer 
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Washington. Spent three winters in Berlin, studying especially with Dr. Weber, and 
two summers in Tilbingen, ·wurtemberg, with Professor Roth." Thus runs the entry in 
the Fact•book. A few lines later we read: "Leaving Berlin in April, I 8 53, stayed six 
weeks in Paris, three in Oxford, and seven in London (collating Sanskrit manuscripts), 
and then returned in the steamer Niagara, arriving in Boston Aug. 5." Such is the 
modest record that covers the three momentous years of the beginning of a splendid 
scientific career. For in this brief space he had not only laid broad and deep founda
tions, by studies in Persian, Arabic, Egyptian, and Coptic, but had also done a large 
part of the preliminary work for the edition of the Atharva-Veda,-as witness the 
volumes on the table before you, which contain his Berlin copy of that Veda and his 
Paris, Oxford, and London collations. 

Meantime, however, at Yale, his honored teacher and faithful friend, Professor Salis
bury, "with true and self-forgetting zeal for the progress of Oriental studies" (these are 
Mr. Whitney's own words), had been. diligently preparing the way for him; negotiating 
with the corporation for the establishment of a chair of Sanskrit, surrendering pro tan to 
his own office, and providing for the endowment of the new cathedra ; leaving, in short, 
no stone unturned to insure the fruitful activity of his young colleague. Nor did hope 
wait long upon fulfilment ; for in I 8 56, only a trifle more than two years from his induc
tion, Whitney had, as joint editor with Professor Roth, achieved a most distinguished 
service for science by the issue of the editi"o princeps of the Atharva-Veda, and that 
before he was thirty. 

Jn September, 1869, - that is to say, in the very month in which began the :first 
college year of President Eliot's administration, - Whitney was called to Harvard. It 
reflects no less credit upon Mr .. Eliot'~ discernment of character and attainments than 
upon Mr. Whitney's surpassing gifts that the youthful president should turn to him, 
among the very first, for aid in help.ing to begin the great work of transforming the 
provincial college into a national university. The prospect of losing such a man was 
matter of gravest concernment to all Yale College, and in particular to her faithful 
benefactor, Professor Salisbury. Within a week the latter had provided for the endow~ 
ment of Mr. Whitney's chair upon the ampler scale made necessary by the change of 
the times ; and the considerations which made against the transplanting of the deeply 
rooted tree had, unhappily for Harvard, their chance to prevail, and Whitney remained 
at Ne.w Haven. 

It was during his studies under Mr. Salisbury, in May, 1850, that he was elected a 
member of the American Oriental Society. Mr. Salisbury was the life and soul of the 
Society, and,' thanks to his learning, his energy, and his munificence, the organization 
had already attained to "standing and credit in the world · of scholars." Like him, 
Mr. Whitney was a steadfast believer in the obligation of which the very existence of 
these assembled societies is an acknowledgment, - the obligation of professional men 
to help in " co-operative action in behalf of literary and scientific progress ; " and, more 
than that, to do so at real personal sacrifice. 

'fhe :first meeting at which' Mr. Whitney was present was held October. 26, 1853. 
More than thirty·three years passed, and he wrote from the sick-room: "It is the first 
time in thirty~two years that I have been absent from a meeting of the American Oriental 
Society, except when out of the country." His first communication to the Society was 
read by Mr. Salisbury, October 13, 1852; and his last, in March, 1894, at the last meet~ 
ing · before his death. Of the se.ven volumes, vi.-xii., of the Society's Journal, more 
than half of the contents are from hispen, to.say nothing of his numerous and il')!l,.portant 
paper:s in the Proceedings. In 1857, the most onerous office of the Society, that of 
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Corresponding Secretary, which from the beginning carried with it the duty of editing 
the publications, was devolved upon him ; and he bore its burdens for twenty-seYen 
years. Add to this eighteen years as Librarian and six as President, and we have an 
aggregate of fifty-one years of official service. The American Philological Association, 
too, is under deep obligation to Whitney. He was one of its founders, and, very fit
tingly, its first president. For many years he was one of the most constant attendants 
at its meetings, a valued counsellor, and one of its most faithful helpers and contributors. 

Some might think it a matter of little importance, but it is certainly a significant one, 
that, after paying his Oriental Society assessments for about thirty-five years, at last, 
and when facing mortal illness, he paid over the considerable sum required to make 
himself a life member. A little later, -for the candle still burned, - and with strictest 
injunction of secrecy during his lifetime, he sent to the Treasurer his check for a 
thousand dollars of his modest savings, to help toward defraying the Society's expenses 
of publication, and in the hope that i_t might serve as a " suggestion and encouragement 
to others to do likewise." 

Added to all this was his service in keeping up the very high scientific standard of 
the Society's publications. The work of judging and selecting required wide knowledge, 
and the making of abstracts much labor; while the revision or recasting of the papers 
of tyros unskilled in writing demanded endless painstaking, not always met by gratitude 
and docility. All this cost him a lavish bestowal of time, of which hardly any one in 
the Society knew, and that for the reason that he took no steps to have them know. So 
exemplary was his freedom from self-seeking in all his relations with the Society. 

The rehearsal of the titles of Mr. Whitney's books and treatises would give to this 
address too much the character of a bibliographical essay; and, besides, it would 
merely tend to impress hearers who are accustomed to count volumes rather than to 
weigh them. His distinguishing qualities, as reflected in his work, are everywhere so 
palpable that it is not hard to describe them. Perhaps the most striking and pervading 
one is that which Professor Lounsbury calls his" thorough intellectual sanity." In read
ing his arguments, whether constructive or critical, one can hardly help exclaiming, 
How near to first principles are the criteria of the most advanced theories. and high
stepping deliverances ! With him, the impulse to prick the bubble of windy hypothesis 
upon the diamond-needle (as the Hindus call it) of hard common-sense was often irre
sistible, and sometimes irresistibly funny. Witness this passage from his boyish journal: 
"Qn entering the river [the St. Mary's], we found ourselves in an archipelago of small 
islands; which stretches from the Sault down to the foot of the Georgian Bay. --says 
[that] -- actually .visited thirty-six thousand such islands, .•. which ih my opinion 
is a whopper. To have done it, he must have stopped .upon ten a day, every day for. ten 
years." This may. seem trivial. In fact, it is typical. It is in essence · the same kind 
of treatment that he gave in later life to any loose statement or extravagant theory, 
although.printed in the most digni:fied journal and propounded by the most redoubtable 
authority. 

Breadth and thoroughness are ever at war with each other in meri,, for that men are 
finite. The gift of both in large measure and af once,.:_ this marks the man of genius. 
That the gift was Whitney's is clear to any one who considers the versatility of his 
mind1 the variousness of his work, and the quality of his results. As professor of 
Sanskrit, technical work in grammar, lexicography, text-criticism, and the like, lay 
nearest to him ; but with all this, he still found strength to Uluminate by his insight 
many questions of general linguistic theory, the. origin of language, phonetics, . the 
difficult subject of Hinduastronomy and th,e question of its derivation, the method and 
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technique of translation, the science of religion, mythology, linguistic ethnology, alpha
betics, and paleography, and much else. Astonishing is the combination of technical 
knowledge in widely diverse fields which appears in his elaborately annotated translation 
of the famous Sanskrit astronomical treatise called Suryasidclha.nta, and which, again, 
he brought to bear upon his criticisms of earlier and later attempts to determine the age 
of the Veda by its references to solar eclipses, and by its alleged implications respecting 
the place of the equinoctial colures. 

But not only in respect of contents were ·whitney's writings of conspicuous merit ; he 
had also the sense of form and proportion, - that sense for lack of which the writings. 
of many a scholar of equal learning are almost nugatory. At twenty-two, his English 
style had the charms of simplicity, clearness, and vigor, and they held out to the last~ 
And what could be more admirable than his beautiful essay, - a veritable classic, -
" The Vedic Doctrine of a Future Life"? His subjects, indeed, if treated seriously, 
do not lend themselves to the graces of rhetorical or ornate writing; and his concise 
and preg11ant periods sometimes mock the flippant or listless reader. But his presenta
tion, whether of argument or of scientific generalization, is always a model of lucidity, 
of orderly exposition, and of clue subordination of the parts. This was a matter on 
which he felt deeply; for his patience was often sorely tried by papers for whose sloven
liness in diction, arrangement, and all the externals of which he was a master, the 
authors fondly thought that their erudition was forsooth an excuse. 

Indeed, for the matter of printer's manuscript, more than once has Boehtlingk, the 
Nestor of Indianists, taxed him home with making it too good, declaring it a wicked sin 
to put time on such things, though playfully admitting the while that he had killed off 
with his own desperate copy I cannot remember how many luckless type-setters in the 
office of the Russian Academy. 

Where there was so much of the best, it is not feasible to go into details about all. 
Yet I cannot omit mention of some of his masterpieces. Very notable is his" Language 
and the Study of Language," - a work of wide currency, and one which has done more 
than any other in this country to promote sound and intelligent views upon the subjects 
concerned. It deals with principl~s, with speculative questions, and with broad gen er• 
alizations, - the very things in which his mastery of material, self-restraint, even balance 
of mind, and rigorous logic come admirably into play. 

0£ a wholly different type, but not one whit inferior withal, are his Prati<;5.khyas. 
These are the phonetico-grammatical treatises upon the text of the Vedas, and are of 
prime importance for the establishment of the text. Their distinguishing feature is 
minutire, of marvellous exactness, but presented in such a form that no one with aught 
less than a tropical Oriental contempt for the value of time can make anything out of 
them as they stand. Whitney not only out-Hindus the Hindu for minutht!, but also
such is his command of form - actually recasts the whole, so that it becomes a book of 
easy reference. 

As. £or the joint edition of the Atharva--Veda, it is a most noteworthy fact that it has 
held its own now for thirty-eight years as an unsurpassed model of what a Vedic text
edition ought to be. His "Index Verffl:>rum to the Atharva-V~da," a work of wonderful 
completeness and accuracy, is much more than its name implies, and may not pass with
out brief mention, inasmuch as its material formed the basis of his contributions to the 
Sanskrit-German lexicon published by the Imperial Academy of Russia. This great 
seven-volumed quarto, whose steady progress through the press took some three and 
twenty years, is the Sanskrit Stephan us. Americans may well be proud of · the fact 

, that to Whitney belongs the distinguished honor of being one of the four. "faithful 
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collaborators" who, next to the authors, Boehtlingk and Roth, contributed most to 
this monumental work. 

Of all his technical works, his "Sanskrit Grammar," with its elaborate supplement, 
"The Roots, Verb-forms, and Primary Derivatives of the Sanskrit Language," forms 
the crowning achievement. Here he casts off the bonds of tradition wherever they 
might hamper his free scientific procedure, and approaches the phenomena of language 
in essentially the same spirit and attitude of mind as that in which Darwin or Helmholtz 
grappled the problems of their sciences. The language is treated historically, and as 
the product of lif~ and growth ; and the work is filled \Vith the results of scores of 
minute and far-reaching special investigations. The amount of material which is here 
subjected to rigorous and original methods of classification and scientific induction is 
enormous ; and none but those who were familiar with his writing-table can well realize 
the self-restraint that he used in order to bring his results into moderate compass. 

In all these technical works there is little that appeals to the popular imagination, 
and absolutely nothing to catch the applause of the groundlings; but much, on the 
other hand, to win the confidence of the judicious, It was therefore natural that 
\Vhitney should be sought as editor~in-chief for what is in every sense by far the 
greatest lexfoographical achievement of America, "The Century Dictionary." And 
despite the ability and size of the editorial staff, we may well believe that this office was 
no sinecure; for the settlement of the principles of procedure demanded the full breadth 
of learning, the largeness of view, and the judicial temper of a master mind. Among 
the great body of his countrymen, this will be Whitney's best-known monument. 

Mr. 'Whitney was a genuine lover of nature and of the world out of doors no less 
than of his books ; and so, with his keen sense of humor and love of fun, he was a 
charming companion for the woods and hiJls. Physical courage, too, abounded, often 
with a daring impulse to meet bodily risk and clanger, as when he climbed the so-called 
Look-off Pine, about one hundred and thirty feet high, a monarch overtopping the 
primeval forests of the Ontonagon River, and broke off its top as a trophy; or as when, 
with his brother, he indulged in the youthful escapade of passing the forbidden point of 
the spire of Strasburg Cathedral by clambering out and around the point of obstruction 
on the outside, and of mounting thence toward the sununit as far as there was any 
opening within the spire large enough to contain a man's body. He was intensely 
American, in the best sense of the word; and his patriotism, aside from its loftier mani
festations (of which a moment later), showed itself in some lesser ways not unpleasing 
to recall. In describing his passage through the wilds of the Detroit River, he says in 
that youthful journal, "There was little difference in the appearance of the two sides; 
but I endeavored to persuade myself that the American offered evidence of more active 
and successful industry than the British." 

I venture to quote in part the words and in part the substance of a recent letter from 
one of.his old pupils. There is no one, said .this pupil, whose privilege it was.to know 
him more intimately, who could not speak of the deep tenderness underlyinghis ordinary 
reserve, of his profound sympathy with difficulty and misfortune, and of his ever~steadfast 
loyalties. Of the last a touching illustration is 'found in his remembrance of the .Schaal 
family, in whose house auf dem Graben he lodged during his Ti.ibingen summers of 
r85r and 1852. Nearly forty years later he wrote to this pupil, then. in Tilbingen, 
asking him to seek out the Schaals, and to be the bearer of kindly messages to them. 
Fraulein Schaal spoke of the delight her mother and herself had felt at the mei;sages 
sent them by the professor who had become so celebrated, but who had not forgotten 
the~, and showed the visitor Professor 'Whitney's room, all unchanged, a typical 
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S!ttdentenzimmerJ· in the middle, a long plain table, and by it an uncushioned arm-chair. 
That, said she, was Professor \Vhitney's chair, and in it he used to sit for hours at that 
table, almost without moving. · 'When he moved the chair more than a little, I knew 
that it was time for me to take him his mug of beer, and perchance a bit of bread. And, 
as a very small girl then, I wondered at the table, which was covered with little bits of 
paper, which he had arranged in a certain order, and was very particular that no one 
should disturb. The only adornment which he had in the room was an American flag 
draped over tbe mirror; and on the Fourth of July he said he would work an hour less 
than usual, as it was the anniversary of American independence. •The flag was the 
symbol of a true passion; and in his toils for truth he felt that he was working, first for 
the welfare, and second for the glory of his country. And as for the latter, how many 
an American student in Germany has been proud of the generous recognition of 
'Whitney's success! Years ago, continues the letter, I was exchanging a few words with 
a famous Orientalist. The Herr Professor kindly asked me from what part of .America 
I came. New Jersey, I told him, and his face grew very blank. I know Connecticut, 
said he. And he knew Connecticut, as did his colleagues, largely because he knew 
Whitney. So much for the letter of a loving and beloved pupil. 

It suggests withal an inquiry: What was the secret of Whitney's great productivity? 
In the first instance, -it is almost needless to say, -his native gifts. But it is far 
from true that native gifts a·re always fruitful. Next to them came his power of dis
cerning what was the really important thing to do, and his habit- self.imposed, and 
enforced with Spartan rigor- of doing something every working·day upon that really 
important thing, and, above all, of doing that something first. Such was his regularity 
that even the dire necessity-which arose in 1882-of moving from one dwelling
house into another did not break it. "Even moving," he writes, "I expect to find con
sistent with regular doses of Talavakara, etc." The "art of judicious slighting n was a 
household word in his family, a weapon of might; its importance to the really great is 
equalled only by its perilousness in the hands of the unskilful. His plans were formed 

, with circumspection, with careful counting of the cost, and then adhered to with the 
' utmost ·persistence, so that he left behind him nothing fragmentary. "\,Ve may change 

Goldsmith's epitaph to suit the case, and say that Whitney put his hand to nothing that 
he. did not carry out, - nlhil quod incepit non perfecit. 

And what shall I say of the lesser virtues that graced him? As patient as the 
earth, say the Hindus. And endless patience was his where patience was in place. 
And how beautiful was his gentleness, his kindness to those from whom he looked for 
nothing again, his gratitude to those who. did him a service l And how especially well 
did. the calm dignity which was ever his wont become him when he. presided at the 
meetings of learned societies! How notable the brevity with which he presented his 
papers! No labored reading from a manuscript, but rather a simple and facile account 
of results. An· example, surely! He who. had· the most to say used in proportion the 
le.ast time in saying it. And this was indeed of a piece with his most exemplary ha.bit, 
as editor of the publications of the Oriental Society, of keeping his own name so far in 
the background; For how genuine was his modesty of bearing, of speech, and of 
soul! 

And in harmony therewith was his reverence for things hallowed. 

He counted not himself to have attained, 
This doughty toiler· on the paths of truth; 
And scorned .not them who lower heights .had reached. 
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As was his attitude toward things sacred, so also was it toward those who ,vent before 
him in science. He did not speak sneeringly of ,~,hat they, with lesser light, had 
achieved. And to him Aristotle was none the less a giant because some d\varf on a 
giant's shoulders can see farther than the giant himself. 

If I may cite my own words used on a former occasion, \Vhitnev's life-vvork shows 
three important lines of activity, - the elaboration of strictly te~l111ical works, the 
preparation of educational treatises, and the popular exposition of scientific questions. 
The last two methods of public service are direct and immediate, and to be gainsaid of 
none; yet even 1-ere the less immediate results are doubtless the ones by which he 
would have set most store. As for the first, some may incline to think the value of an 
edition of the Veda or of a Sanskrit grammar-to say nothing of a Pratic;akhya
extremely remote; they certainly won for him neither money nor popular applause; and 
yet, again, such are the very works in which we cannot doubt he took the deepest satis~ 
faction. He realized their fundamental character, knew that they were to play their 
part in unlocking the treasures of Indian antiquity, and knew that that antiquity has its 
great lessons for us modems; further, that the history of the languages of India, as it 
has indeed already modified, is also yet to modify, and that profoundly, the whole 
teaching of classical and Germanic philology, both in method and in contents; and that 
the history of the evolution of religions in India is destined to exert a powerful influence 
for good upon the development of religious thought and life among us and our children. 
He labored, and other men shall enter into .his labors. But it is this "faith, the 
assurance of things hoped for," -1r{<J'1rii; J>.:rritoµ.fvwv v1rc5<rTauir;, -which is one of the 
most vital attributes of the true scholar. 

In the autumn of r 886 came the beginning of the end, an alarming disorder of 
the heart. Adhering closely to a strictly prescribed physical regimen, he labored on, 
according to his wavering strength, heaping, as it were, the already brimming measure 
of his life-work. His courage, his patient learning of the art of suffering, his calm 
serenity in facing the ever-present possibility of sudden death, - this was heroic. And 
through it all forsook him not the two grand informing motives of his life, - the pure 
love of truth, and an all-absorbing passion for faithful service. 

\Vith this love of truth, this consuming zeal for service, with this public spirit and · 
broad humanity, this absolute truthfulne;s and genuineness of character, is 1i,0t this life 
an inspiration and. an example more potent by far than years of exhortation? Is not 
this truly one of the lives that make for righteousness? 

And what then.? On the tympanum of the theatre at Harvard are inscribed in the 
Vulgate version those noble words from the book of Daniel:-

QVI·AVTEM·DOCTI•FVERINT 

FVLGEBVNT•QVASI•SPLENDOR•FIRMAMENTI 

ET•QVI•AD•IVSTITIAM•ERVDI:VNT'.MVLTOS 

QVASI·STELLAE·IN·PERPETVAS•AETERNrr ATES 

We may say them of him: And they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the 
firmament; and they that turn many to righteousness, as the stars for ever and ever. 
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This list is reprinted with unimportant modifications from the one com
piled by Whitney and published at New Haven, I 893, as his part of the 
Bibliographies of the Present Officers of Yale UniversitJI. It consists of 
about 150 numbers; a much fuller list (of about 360 numbers) is given 
in the Memorial Volume mentioned above, p. xxxvi. The articles (about 
a score) reprinted in his Oriental and Linguistic Studies (First series, I 873 : 
Second series, 1874) are marked by the note "Reprinted in Studies," 
with an added i. or ii. 

The abbreviations are for the most part as explained below, pages ci
cvi; but for the non"technical reader, several of the most frequently 
cited serials may here be noted.: Journal of the American Oriental 
Society (J AOS.) ; Transactions. of the American Philological Association 
(APA.); American Journal of Philology (AJP.) ; North American Review 
(N. Amer. Rev.). 

1849 On the grammatical structure of the Sanskrit. (Translated and abridged from von 
Bohlen.) Bibliotheca Sacra, vi. 47 r-486. 

1850 A comparison of the Greek and Latin verbs. Ibid., vii. 654-668. 
1852 Tabellarische Darstellung der gegenseitigen Verhaltnisse der Sanhitas des Rik, Sa.man, 

weissen Yajus und Atharvan. Ind. Stud., ii. 321-368. 
1853 On the main results of the later Vedic researches in Germany . .fAOS. iii. 289-328. 

Reprinted in Studies, i. 
1854 On the history of the Vedic texts. Ibid., iv. 245-26r. 
1855 Bopp's Con)parative accentuation of the Greek and Sanskrit languages. Ibid., v. 195-~2r8. 

On tlle Avesta, or the sacred scriptures of the Zoroastrian religion. .Ibid., v. 337-383. 
Reprinted in Studies, i. 

1856 Contributions from the Atharva-Veda to the theory of Sanskrit verbal accent. Ibid., 
v. 385-4r9. Translated into German in Kuhn and Schleicher's 1Jeitrt1,{!'e z. vn;rl, 
Sprachforsch1mg,. i. 187-222. 

1855-56 Atharva-Veda-Sanhita, herausgegeben von R. Roth und W. D. Whitney. r, 1855; 
2, 1856; roy. 8°, 458 pp. 

1857 Alphabetisches Verzeichniss der Versanfange der Atharva-Samhita. Jnd. Stud.t iv. 9-64. 
1858 The British in India. New Englander, xvt I00-:I4r. · Reprinted in Studies, ii. 
1859 China and the Chinese. ibid., xvii. I II-143. Reprinted in Studies, ii, 

On the Vedic d9ctri11e of a future life. lJi'b!iotheca Sacni, xvi,404-:4zo. Reprinted in 
Studies, i. 

1880 Translation of the Siirya-Siddhiinta, a text-book of Hindu astronomy: with notes, and 
an appe11dix. .f A OS. vi. 141-498. [Both translation and notes are entirely by Pro
fessor Whifney, though in the work itself this fact is acknowledged only .in the words 
"assisted by the Committee of Publication."] 

1861 China and the West. New Englander, xix. 1-3r. Reprinted in Studies, ii. 
Miiller's History of Vedic literature. Chn'stian Examiner, 1.xx.· 251-281. Reprinted in 

Studles, i. 
lvi 
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1861 On Lepsius's Standard Alphabet. JAOS. vii. 299-332. 
Review of Soule and Wheeler's Manual of English pronunciation and spelling. New 

Englander, xix. 913-929. 
1862 The Atharva-Veda-Priitic;akhya, or <;aunakiyii. Caturadhyayika: text, translation, and 

notes. JAOS. vii. 333-616. 
1863 On the views of Biot and ·weber respecting the relations of the Hindu and Chinese 

systems of asterisms; with an addition, on Miiller's views respecting the same subject. 
Ibid., viii. 1-94. 

1861-1863 The following articles in Appleton's 1\/ew American Cyclopa:dia, rst ed.: }1ersia, 
Language and Literature of, xiii. 324-328. - Sanskrit, xiv. 611-616. - Semitic Race 
and Languages, xiv. 760-762. - Syriac Language and Literature, xv. 547-549. - Turn.
nian Race and Languages, xvi. 42-43. - Turkish Language and Literature, xvi. 63-66. 
- Veda, xvi. 280.-Zendavesta, xvi. 8ro-8u.-Zoroaster, xvi. 834-835. 

1864 Brief abstract of a series of six lectures on the P1inciples of Linguistic Science, delivered 
at the Smithsonian Institution in March, 1864. Smithsonian Report for 1864, pp. 95-r r 6. 

1865 On the Jyotisha observation of the place of the colures, and the date derivable from it. 
JRAS. i. 316-33r. 

On Miiller's second series of lectures on the Science of Language. N. Amer. Rev., c. 
565-581. Reprinted in Studies, i. 

Is the study of language a physical science? ibid., ci. 434-474. 
1866 On Lepsius's Standard Alphabet: a letter of explanations from Prof. Lepsius, with notes 

by W. D. W_hitney. JAOS. viii. 335-373. 
Reply to the strictures of Prof. Weber upon an essay respecting the asterismal system 

of the Hindus, Arabs, and Chinese. Ibicl., viii. 382-398. 
1867' Language and the Study of Language: twelve lectures on the principles of linguistic 

science. New York, r 2°, xi + 489 pp. Translated in to German by Prof. Julius Jolly, 
1874, Mtinchen (Ackermann), 8°, xxix + 713 pp. ;-into Netherlandish by J. Beckering 
Vinckers, 2 vols., 1877-81, Haarlem (Bohn), 8°, xvi+ 436 pp. and iv+ 476 pp. 

The value of linguistic science to ethnology. .New Englander, xxvi. 30-52. 
Languages and dialects. N. Amer. Rev., civ. 30-64. 
On the testimony of language respecting the unity of the human race. Ibid., cv. 214-241. 
Key and Oppert on Inda-European philology. Ibid., cv. 5:n-554. Reprinted in Studies, i. 
The aim and object of the Sheffield Scientific School. Annual Statement for 1867-8, 

pp. 9-21. 
1868 The translation of the Veda. N. Amer. Rev., cvi. 5r 5-542. Reprinted in Studies, i. 

On A. M. Bell's Visible Speech. Ibid., cvii. 347-358. Reprinted in Studies, ii. 
1869 On Mtiller's Chips from a German Workshop, I., II. .Ibid., cix. 544-556, Reprinted in 

Studies, ii. 
A Compendious German Grammar, with supplement of exercises. New York, 12°, xvi+ 

252 + 51 pp. 
187'0 A German Reader, in prose and verse, with notes and vocabulary. New York, 12°, 

X + 52 3 PP• 
MUller on the. Science of Religion. Nation, No. 276, Oct. 13. 
On comparative grammars. N. Amer. Rev., cxi. 199-208. 

1871 On the nature and designation of the accent in Sanskrit. Trans. APA. for 1869-70, 
pp. 20-45. 

On the present condition of the question as to the origin of language. Ibid., pp. 84-94. 
Reprinted in Studies, i. 

On Cox's Mythology of the Aryan Nations. . N. Amer. Rm, cxii. :nS-229. Reprinted 
in Studies, ii. 

On Muller's translation of the Rig-Veda. Ibid., cxiii. 174-187. Reprinted in Studies, i. 
Language and Education. Ibid., cxiii. 343-374.. Reprinted in Studies, i. 
On Miiller's lectures on the Science of Language, 6th ed. Ibid., cxiii. 430-441. Reprinted 

in Studies, i. 
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lviii Select Lz'st of T¥hitney's T¥ritz'ngs 

1871 Examination of Dr. Haug's views respecting Sanskrit accentuation. JA OS. x., pp. ix-xi, 
= Proc. for May. 

The Taittiriya-Prati9akhya, with its commentarr, the Tribhashyaratna: text, translation, 
and notes. JAOS. ix. 1-469. 

1872 Steinthal on the Origin of Language. l\~ Amer. Rev., cxiv. 272-308. Reprinted in 
Studies, i. 

Jacolliot's Bible in India. independent, May 2. 

Strictures on the views of August Schleicher respecting the nature of language and kin
dred subjects. Trans. APA. for 1871 1 pp. 35-64. Reprinted in Studies, i. 

1873 Oriental and Linguistic Studies: the Veda; the Avesta; the Science of Language. 
New York, 12°, ix+ 417 pp. [First series.] 

On material and form in language. Trans. APA. for 1872, pp. 77-96. 
Notes to Colebrooke's Essay on the Vedas. Pp. 103-132 of vol. I of the second edition 

of Colebrooke's Essays, London, 8°. 
Intercollegiate emulation. Mztion, No. 399, Feb. 20. 
On the U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories. Amer. Journal of Science for Dec., 

vi. 463-466. 
Hall's Recent Exemplifications of False Philology. The New York Times, Feb. 26. 
Hall's Modern English. Ibid., Dec. 6. 
The Hayden Expedition (letters from Colorado). The New York Tribune, extra No. 14, 

Dec. 30. 
Text-books for the study of Sanskrit. The (Yale) College Cot-want, Dec. 13. Reprinted, 

with corrections and additions, June 27, r874. 
La question de l'anusvara Sanscrit. Memoires de la Sociltd de Lingttistiqtte de Paris, 

vol. 2 (1875), pp. r94-r99. 
1874 On Darwinism and language. N. Anier. Rev., cxix. 6r-88. 

Oriental and Linguistic Studies. Second series: The East and West; Religion and 
Mythology; Orthography and Phonology; Hindu Astronomy. New York, 12'\ 
xi + 432 pp. 

Who shall direct the national surveys? Nation, No. 464, May 21. 
On Peile's Greek and Latin Etymology. Trans. Philo!. Soc. of London for 1873-4, 

pp. 299-327. 
On the Chinese sieie as constellations. JA OS. x., pp. lxxxii-lxxxv, = Proc. for May. 
On recent discussions as to the phonetic character of the Sanskrit ,mtuviira. Ibid., 

pp. lxxxvi-lxxxviii. 
On the Sanskrit accent and Dr. Ha\ig. Ibid., pp. ciii-cv (for Oct.). 

1875 The Life and Growth of Language: an outline of linguistic science. (International 
Scientific.Series, vol. 16.) New York, 12°, ix+ 326 pp. Translated into German by 
Prof. A. Leskien, 1876, I 2°, xv+ 350 pp.,. Leipzig (Brockhaus); -into French, 1876, 
8°, vii+ 264 pp., Paris (Bailliere); into Italian by Prof. F. d'Ovidio, 18761 8°, xxi + 
389 pp., Milan (Dumolard) ;-into Netherlandish by G. Velder1nan, 1879, 8°, vi + 
274 pp., Arnhem.(Quint) ;-into Swedish by G. Stjernstrom, 1880, 12°, viii+ 320 pp., 
Stockholm (Bjorck). 

'Pva-EL or 0/uet-natural or conventional? T·rans. APA. for 1874, pp. 95-n6. 
Are languages institutions? Contemporary Rev. (London), xxv, 713-732. 
Streitfragen .der heutigen Sprachphilosophie. Deutsche Rttndst:hau (Berlin), iv. 259-279. 

18 7 6 On the classification of the forms of the Sanskrit aor.ist.. JA OS. x., pp. cxxiv-cxxv, ::::: 
Proc. for May. 

ZeO = dyai'ts, and other points relating to Sanskrit grammar, as presented in M. Miiller's 
recent volume of " Chips." Ibid., pp. cxxvi-cxxix. 

On . De Rouge's derivation of the Phenician · alphabet from the Egyptian characters. 
Ibid., pp. cxxxi-cxxxii (for Nov.). 

~he study of English grammar, New England Journal of Education, Mar. 18, Apr, 15, 
May 13. 
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1876 Miiller's Rig-Veda and commentary. lle·w England1.lr, xxxv. 772-79r. 
Language. Article inJohnson's Nt:'W Universal Cyclopa:dia, ii. 1633-1641. 
The system of the Sanskrit verb, Proc. APA., pp. 6-8, in Trans. for 1876. 

1877 Essentials of English Grammar, for the use of Schools. Boston, 12°, xi + 260 pp. 
A botanico-philological problem. Trans. APA. for 1876, pp. 73-86. 
On Cockneyisms. Proc. APA., pp. 26-28, in Trans. for 1877. 
On the current explanation of the middle endings il1 the Inda-European verb. JA OS. 

x., pp. cxliii-cxlv, = Proc. for May. 
Douse on Grimm's Law. Nation, No. 631, Aug. 2. 

1878 On the relation of surd and sonant. Trans. APA. for 1877, pp. 41-57. 
The principle of economy as a phonetic force. Jbid., pp. 123-134. 
On the derivative conjugations of the Sanskrit verb. JA OS. x., pp. clxviii-clxx, :::: Proc. 

for May. 
1879 A Sanskrit Grammar, including both the classical language and the older dialects, of 

Veda and Brahma1)a. Leipzig (Breitkopf u. Hartel), 8°, xxiv + 486 pp. Second ed., 
revised and extended, ibid., 1889, xxvi + 552 pp. Third ed., ibid., 1896. Translated 
into German by Prof. H. Zimmer, ibid., 1879, 8°, xxviii + 5w pp. 

1880 Collation of a second manuscript of the Atharva-Veda Pratic;akhya. JAOS. :x. 156-171. 
Logical consistency in views of language. AJP. i. 327-343. 
Mi:iller's Sacred Books of the East. Indejmdent, Nov. I r. 
Sayce on the Science of Language. Nation, No. 774, Apr. 29. 
On the rules of external combination in Sanskrit. JA OS. xi., pp. xxxii-xxxiv, :::::: Proc. 

for May. 
On the .transliteration of Sanskrit. Jbid., xi., pp. li-liv, = Proc. for Oct. 

1881 Index Verborum to the published text of the Atharva-Veda. Ibid., xii. 1-383. 
On the so-called Science of Religion. Princeton Rev., !vii. 429-452. 
On inconsistency in views of language. Trans. APA. for 1880, pp. 92-II~. 

What is articulation? .A.f P. ii. 345-350. 
On Lepsins's Nubian Grammar. Ibid., ii. 362-372. 

1882 On mixture in language. Trans. APA. for r8Sr, pp. 5-26. 
General considerations on. the Indo-European case-system. Ibid. for 1882, pp. 88-100. 
Eggeling's translation of the <;atapatha-Brahmal)a. AJP. iii. 391-410. 
The cosmogonic hymn, Rig-Veda x. I 29. JA OS. xi., pp. cix-cxi, = Proc. for May. 
Further words as to surds and sonants, and the law of economy as a phonetic force. 

Proc. APA.; pp. I2-18, in Trans. for 1882. 
Le pretendu Henotheisme du Veda. Revue de l'lflstoire des Religi(ms (Paris), vi. 129-:--143. 

1883 On the Jaiminiya- or Talavakara-Brahmal).a, JAOS. xi., pp. cxliv-cxlviii, = Proc. for 
May. 

Isaac Taylor's The Alphabet. Science, Sept. 28. 
The various readings of the Sama-Veda. JAOS. xi.,pp. clxxxiv-clxx:x:v, = Proc. for Oct. 

1884 The varieties of predication. Trans. APA. for 1883, pp. 36-4r. 
The study of Hindu grammar and the study of Sanskrit. AJP. v. 279-297. 
On E. Kuhn's Origin and Language of the Transgangetic Peoples. ibid., v. 88-93. 
On the classification of certain aorist-forms in Sanskrit ... JA OS. xi., pp. ccxviii-ccxx, = 

Proc. for Oct. 
On the etymology of the Sanskrit noun vrata. Ibid;, pp. ccxxix-ccx:x:xi. 

1885 On combination and adaptation as illustrated by the exchanges of primary and secondary 
suffixes. Trans. APA. for 1884, pp. II r-123. 

The roots, verb-forms, and primary derivatives of the Sanskrit language. A supplement 
to his Sanskrit Grammar, by W. D. W. Leipzig (Breitlrnpf u. Hartel), S0

, xiv+ 250 pp. 
Translated into German by Prof. H. Zimmer, ibid., 1885, S0

, xv+ 252 pp. 
The sif• and sa-aorists (6th and 7th aorist forms) in Sanskrit. AJP. vi. 275-284. 
Numerical results from indexes df Sanskrit tense- and conjugation-stems. JA OS. xiii., 

pp. xxxii-xxxv, = Pr(Jc. for May. 
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1885 On Professor Ludwig's views respecting total eclipses of the sun as noticed in the Rig
Veda. Ibid., xiii., pp. lxi-lxvi (for Oct.). 

Philology, pt. I. - Science of Language in general. Article in the Encycl. Brit. xviii. 

76y-780. 
LEdited: Forty years' record of the class of r 845, ·williams College. New Haven, 8°, 

xvii + r 96 pp. Pages I 7 5-182 contain. an autobiographical sketch. Although brief, 
it is of importance because it is trustworthy.J 

1886 Hindu eschatology and the Katha Upanishad. JA OS. xiii., pp. ciii-cviii, = Proc. for 
May. 

A Practical French Grammar, with exercises and illustrative sentences from French 
authors. New York, 12°, xiii+ 442 pp. 

The roots of the Sanskrit language. Trans. A PA. for 188 5, pp. 5-29. 
The Upanishads and their latest translation. A/P. vii. 1-26. 
The following articles in Appleton's New American CJ1c!op(l:dia, 2d ed.: Alphabet, i. 348-

351. -Africa, Languages of, i. I7J,-Aryan Race and Language, i. 799-802. 
188'1 The method of phonetic change in la11guage. Proc. APA., pp. 33-35, in Trans. for 1886. 

The Veda. Centu1-y J1:fa.r:azine, xxxiii. 9r2-922. 
N ates on part IV. of Schroder's edition of the :rviaitrayai;i.i-Samhita. / A OS. xiii., pp. 

ccxxvi-ccxxviii, =: Proc. for Oct. 
1888 On the second volume of Eggeling's translation of the <:;atapatha-Brahma1Ja. .Ibid. xiv., 

pp. vi-xi (for Oct.). 
1889 On the rand ar-forms of Sanskrit roots. Ibid. xiv., pp. cxlviii-cl (for Oct.). 
1890 Bohtlingk's Upanishads. AJP. xi. 407-439. 
1891 Translation of the Katha Upanishad. Trans. APA. for 1890, pp. 88-II2. 

Open letter to the members of the American Oriental Society. Privately printed. New 
Haven, 8°, 8 pp. 

L1889-91 The Century Dictionary. An Encyclopedic Lexicon of the English Language. 
Prepared under the superintendence of \Villiam Dwight Whitney, Ph. D., LL.D., 
Professor of Comparative Philology and Sanskrit in Yale University. Published by 
The Century Co., New York. In six volumes, royal quarto. Pages xviii + 7046 
(:::::: 2r,r38 columns)+ 30.J 

l The preface to the first volume is dated May rst, 1889. The supplementary note to 
preface is dated October 1st, r89r. The actual work began, of course, long before 
the prior date. The "superintendence" of the Lexicon naturally involved very far
reaching thought and planning (p. liii, above); but, in addition to this, the proofs of 
every one of the 21,138 columns were read by Mr. Whitney himself. See The Cmtm-y 
llfagazine, xxxix. 315.J 

1892 On Delbriick's Vedic Syntax. AJP. xiii. 271-306. 
Max Miiller and the science of language: a criticism. New York, r2°, iii+ 79 pp. 

L 11:fr. Whitney's list closes here. The followinJ" titles an: ati{led by the edito1·. J 

Announcement as to a second volume of the Roth-Whitney edition of the Atharva-Veda. 
/A OS.Xv., pp. clxxi-clxxiii, = Proc.· for April. 

On the narrative.use of imperfect and perfect in the Brahma1:as. Trans. APA. for 1892, 
pp. 5-34. 

Review of F. Max Muller's Veclic Hymns, Translated. (Sacred Books of the East, vol. 32.) 
The New World for June, pp. 349-35!. 

1898 Select list of Whitney's writings. (Essentially the same as that just given: see above, 
p. lvi.) 

The native commentary to the Atharva-Vecla. Fe.s~t;nm an Roth (Stuttgart, Kohlham
mer), pp. 89-96. 

The Veda in Pat;tini. Giornale delta Societ(z Asi,ztica lta!z~ma, vii. 243-254. 
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1893 Simplified spelling. A symposium on the question "Is simplified spe1Hng feasible as 
proposed by the English and American Philological Societies?" XI. The American 
A nthropolo,rist, April. 

On recent studies in Hindu grammar. AJP. xiv. 171-197. 

On recent studies in Hindu grammar . ./AOS. xvi., pp. xii-xix, =: Proc. for April. 
1894 Examples of sporadic and partial phonetic change in English. Brugmann u11d Streit

berg's .lndogermanische Forschungen, iv. 32-36. 

On a recent attempt, by Jacobi and Tilak, to determine on astronomical evidence the 
date of the earliest Vedic period as 4000 B.c. JAOS. xvi., pp. lxxxii-xciv,::::: Proc. for 
March. 

On the third volume of Eggeling's translation of the c;atapatha-Briihmar;ia, with remarks 
on "soma = the moon." Ibid., xvi., pp. xcv-ci. 

LPasthumously jttblished.J 

1.905 Atharva-Veda Samhita: translated, v,ith a critical and exegetical commentary. Revised 
and brought nearer to completion and edited by C. R. L. Cambridge, Mass., roy. 3°, 
cl:xii + iv+ 1046 pp. (Vol's vii. and viii. of the Harvard Oriental Series.) 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION, PART L 

BY THE EDITOR 

General Premises 

Scope of this Part of the Introduction. -As stated above, p. xxix, this 
Part contains much that might, but for its voluminousness, have been put 
into a preface. The main body of the present work consists of transla
tion and commentary. Of the latter, the constituent elements are mainly 
text-critical, and their sources may be put under ten headings, as follows: 

I. Vulgate. 
2. Vulgate. 
3. Vulgate. 
4. Vulgate. 
5. Vulgate. 

European mss. 
Indian mss. 
Indian reciters. 
Commentator's readings. 
Pada-readings. 

6. Vulgate. Prati<;akhya and its comm. 
7. Vulgate. The Anukramal).IS. 
8. Vulgate. KauQika and Vaitana. 
9. Kashmirian recension. Paippalada ms. 

10. Parallel texts. 

Of these sources, nine concern the Atharva-Veda, and the tenth concerns 
the parallel texts. Of the nine concerning the Atharva-Veda, eight con
cern the Vulgate or <;aunakan recension, and the ninth concerns the 
Kashmirian or Paippalada recension. Of the eight concerning the Vul
gate, the first four concern both the sainhita- and the pada-pa{has,1 and 
the second four concerµ the ancillary texts. 

Partly by way of indicating what may fairly be expected in the case of 
each of these elements, and partly by way of forestalling adverse criti
cism, it will be well to make certain observations upon them seriatim, 
under the ten headings. Under an eleventh, I desire to add something 
to what was said in the preface, p. xxxvii, about the commentary as a 
whole; and, under a twelfth, to add a few necessary remarks concerning 
the translation. Under a thirteenth, the. explanation of abbreviations etc. 
may be put; and finally, unqer a fourteenth, a tabular view of previous 
translations· and· comments. 

Scope of the reports of variant readings.-By '' variant readings" are here 
meant departures from the printed Berlin text.2 Absence of report means 

1 Doubtless the paila-pi!/lta also. is an ancillary text, and these headings are therefore not 
quite logical;· but they will serve. · 

2 Here it is to be noted that, by reason of breakage of type, the. last part of the "run'' (as 
the printers say) is not always likethe first; in other words, that not every copy of the BerHn 
edit.ion is like every other (cf. note to i. 18. 4). 

lxiii 
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lxiv General Introduct£on, Part I.: by the Editor 

in general that the mss. present no true variants, albeit vVhitney does 
not rehearse every stupid blunder of every ignorant scribe. There is of 
course no clear line to be drawn between such blunders and true variants; 
and in this matter we must to a certain degree trust the discrimination 
of the learned editors. 

The term " manuscripts" often used loosely for " authorities," that is, 
manuscripts and oral reciters. - S. P. Pandit, in establishing his text, 
relied not only upon the testimony of written books, but also upon that 
of living reciters of the Veda. Accordingly, it should once for all here 
be premised that \Vhitney in the sequel has often used the word "manu
scripts" (or" mss.") when he meant to include both mss. and reciters and 
should have used the less specific word "authorities." I have often, but 
not always,1 changed "mss." to "authorities," when precise conformity 
to the facts required it. 

The difficulty of verifying statements as to the weight of authority for a 
given reading may be illustrated by the following case. At iii. ro. I 2 c, 
Whitney's first draft says, "The .f of vy t?:,falzanta is demanded by Prat. 
ii. 92, but SPP. gives in his text -z~v dsahanta, with the comm., but against 
the decided majority of his mss., and the minority of ours (H.O., and per
haps others: record incomplete)." The second draft reads, "SPP. gives 
in his text vy as-, against the decided majority of all the mss." Scruti
nizing the authorities, written and oral, for the sa11ihitii (since for this vari
ant pada-mss. do not count), I find that Whitney records H.O., and that 
SPP. records Bh.K.A.Sm.V., as giving .f, in all, seven authorities; and 
that Whitney records P.M.W.E.I.K., and that SPP. records K.D.R., as 
giving s, in all, nine authorities. Whitney's record is silent as to R.T.; 
and SPP's report of K. is wrong either one way or else the other. The 
perplexities of the situation are palpable. I hedged by altering in the 
proof the words of the second draft so as to read "against a majority of 
the mss. reported by him." 

I. Readings of European Mss. of the Vulgate Recension 

The reports include mss. collated, some before publication of the text, and 
some thereafter. -To the prior group belong Bp.B.P.M.W.E.I.H.; to 
the latter, collated some twenty years after publication,2 belong O.R.T.K. 
Op.D.Kp. Whitney's description of the mss. is given in Part II. of the 
Introduction (p. cxi), and to it are prefixed (pp. cx-cxi) convenient tabular 

1 Thus in the note to iii. 7. 2, "a couple of SPP's mss." means two menj not books. Cf. notes 
to .xix, 32. 8; 33. 1. 

2 In discussing iii. 23. 6, V-lhitney says in the Prat. (p; 44:2), "Every code:x presents dyii:1~,.; 
while in this work (below, p. I 28) he reports 0. as reading dyiltt;. Since "every codex'' means 
every codex collated before publication, this is no contradiction. 
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I. Readings of Ezwopean 11:fss. o/ the Vulgate lxv 

views of the mss. The immediate source of these reports is his Collation
Eook: see pages cxvii to cxix. In the Collation-Book, the Berlin and 
Paris readings (B.P.) are in black ink; the Bodleian readings (1\/LW.) are 
in red; the London or "E.I.H." readings are in blue; and, excepting the 
variants of K.Kp. (which are also in blue), those of the mss. collated after 
publication (O.R.T.Op.D.) are in violet. The writing is a clear but small 
hand. The indications of agreement with the fundamental transcript are 
either implicit (the absence of any recorded variant), or else made explicit 
by the use of very small exclamation-points. The differences of method 
in recording are duly explained at the beginning of the Collation-Book, as 
are also the meanings of the various colored inks : and \Vhitney's procedure 
throughout the Book conforms rigorously to his prefatory explanations. 

The interpretation of a record so highly condensed and not always complete 
was sometimes an occasion of error, even for Whitney who made the 
record and knew the circumstances of its making; and, as may well be 
imagined, such interpretation was positively difficult and embarrassing for 
the editor (who had not this knowledge), especially in cases where, after 
the lapse of years, the colors of the inks were somewhat faded. - Thus 
Whitney misinterprets his notes of collation at vi. 36. 2, where it is PJ.K. 
(and not Bp.2~.K., as he wrote it in his copy for the printer) that read 
·vzrva/_z. -Again, at vi. 83. 3, it is W.O.D. (and not H.O.R., as. he wrote 
it for the printer) that read galantds. - Again, in writing out his com
mentary for the printer so many years after making his collation, he 
frequently forgot that there was no Op. for books v.-xvii., and has 
accordingly often reported a reading in violet ink as a reading of Op. 
when he should have reported it as a reading of D. This slip happened 
occasionally through several hundred type-pages and remained unnoticed 
even until the electroplates were made; but I believe I have had all the 
instances of this error rectified in the plates. - Likewise, in writing 
out for the printer, the fact seems to have slipped from his mind that 
he had made his fundamental transcript of book v. from codex Chambers 
rn9 (= Bp. 2

) and not, like all the rest of the first nine books, from Cham-
bers 8 (= Bp.). I have accordingly had to change "Bp." into "Bp. 2

," 

or vice versa, some ten times in book v. (at 6. 8 ; 7. 3 ; 8. 3 ; 24. 3, 14; 
27. 10; 30. I 1). :-- I may add that in (the often critkally desperate) 
book xix., Whitney seems to use such an expression as "half the mss." 
loosely in the sense of " a considerable part of the mss. '' : so at xix. 29. ·I, 

where the record is presumably not complete for Whitney1s authorities, 
and where "half,, is not true for SPP's. - For my own part, in. con
sulting the Collation-Book for manuscript readings, I have exercised all 
reasonable care, using a. magnifying glass regularly and referring fre.;. 
quently to the prefatory explanations. 
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2. Readings of Indian Manuscripts of the Vulgate 

By , , Indian mss.'' are meant those used by S. P. Pandit. - No other 
Indian authorities are intended, in this section and the next, than those 
given in S. P. Pandit's edition; they include, as is fully and most inter
estingly explained in his preface, no_t merely manuscripts, but also oral 
reciters. \,Vhitney had only the advance sheets of the parts with comment 
(books i.-iv., vi.-viii. 6, xi., and xvii.-xx. 37); but, although the remain
ing parts were accessible to me, I did not attempt for those remaining 
parts to incorporate S. P. Pandit's apparatus criticus into Whitney's work. 
I refrained with good reason, for such an attempt would have involved far 
too much rewriting of \tVhitney's copy for the printer. 

S. P. Pandit's reports not exhaustive. -It is far from being the case that 
S. P. Pandit always reports upon all his authorities. For books i.-xvii. 
he had I 2 smizliita and 6 pada authorities, besides the incomplete comm.; 
but at ii. 36. 4, note 2, for instance, he reports only 6 out of I 3 authori
ties.1 In summarizing SPP's reports, Whitney often says "all of SPP's 
mss.,'' "all but one," "the majority," "half," and so on; and it must 
therefore here be noted that these expressions refer not to the totality of 
SPP's authorities concerned, but rather to the totality of those concerned 
and reported upon by SPP. in any given instance. Compare Whitney's 
notes to iii. 4. 5 (line 2 of the note); iv. 7. 3 (line 6); iv. 26. 5 and iii. 30. 3 ;. 
ii. 36. 4 (line 9), with SPP's critical notes on the same verses. 

3. Readings of Indian Oral Reciters of the Vulgate 

By" Indian oral reciters" are meant those employed by S. P. Pandit. - It 
was from the lips of three living authorities that the Bombay editor took 
much of the testimony which he used in the establishment of his text. 
His Vaidikas were Bapuji Jivai:iram (cited as Bp.), Ke~avµ Bhat bin DajI 
Bhat.(K.), and VenkaiJ Bbatji (V.), "the most celebrated Atharva Vaidika 
in the Deccan." The last two were authorities for the whole text in 
both pa.thas, smhhita and pada. The remarks made in the preface to 
the Bombay edition by S. P. Pandit concerning his reciters are extremely 
interesting and suggestive. 

Errors of the eye checked by oral reciters. - The student should· bear in 
mind the especial weight of the oral testimony in cases where errors of 
the eye, as distinguished from errors of the ear, are probable. Thus the 
testimony of the reciters, at ix. 8 ( I 3 ). 20, establishes the reading visa/pa-, 
as against visalya- of the Berlin text. Save· in AV., the word is otherwise 

1 At iv. 26. 5, SPP. reports .8 out of r3 samMta authorities, Sm. and V. being given on both. 
sides, and of course wrongly on one or the other. 
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unknown, and, as the ms.-distinction between lya and !pa in such a case 
is W(?rthless, the instance is a typical one to show the value of the 
reciters' reading: see vV's note to vi. 127. 1. The case is somewhat 
similar at iii. 12. 3, asyand-, as against iispand- (see the note and my aclcli
tion); so also at viii. 6. I 7, spandand, as against syandarui, where, although 
only V. is cited, his testimony is abundantly confirmed by the sense (see 
note). At xix. 66. r (see note), as between those mss. which give piihi 
and the Vaidikas K. and V., who recited J!tiki, there can be no question 
that we ought to follow the latter, although SPP. strangely rejects their 
evidence. Cf. the notes on ft~ya)'a, at iv. I 8. 4, and samulpalli, at vi. I 39. 3. 
One of the clearest errors of visual or graphical origin is "Saya1;a's" 
idam,, at vi. 37. 2, for hradmn or htdmn of the authorities, including K. 
and V. (cf. Vv's and SPP's notes). If this comm. was the real SayaJ)a, 
the blunder does him no credit. At viii. 2. r, flut.f# is established (as 
against f1'Zt.f#) by the testimony of all the reciters; although the case is 
less clear at iii. I 7. 2 and 30. 7 (see the notes). Upon their testimony, at 
x. 7. 16 (see notes), we ought to accept as the true Atharvan reading, 
_prapyastts, albeit a'JTa~ "'Aeryoµrwov and of questionable meaning. 

4. Readings of the Hindu Commentator 

The critical value and the range of his variant readings. - Whitney has 
given full and well-reasoned expression to his low opinion of the exegeti
cal value of the commentary and of the range and critical value of its 
variant readings, in a:n article in the Festgntss an Roth, pages 89-96. 
To.that article, with its abundant lists and details, I call, as in duty bound, 
the especial attention of the reader. The commentator does indeed cor
rect a good many surface-blunders, part of which the Berlin editors had 
also corrected; and his readings are occasionally supported (as against 
the two editions) by a. parallel text: 1 but his variants "consist almost 
exclusively of single words or forms,'' and of real critical insight he 
exhibits almost none. 

Thus he fails to recognize the fact that the ordinary usage of the mss. 
makes no distinction between double consonants in groups where the 
duplication is. phonetic, and those in groups where the duplication is ety
mological (cf. W's Grammar, § 232); and is accordingly so obtuse as to 
misunderstand and explain tddytbneti, at iv. 19. 6, as tdd ytim cti, although 
the slightest heed for the rules of accent would have shown him that it is 
impossible for the combination to mean anything but tdd dydm eti. Simi
larly at iv. 28. 3, again with utter disregard of accent, he makes out of . 

1 Thus at xix. 20. 4 b, vdrmfi./tar vdrma sz~ryafh the comm. reads agnir for ahar, and is 
supported therein by A<;S. and Ap. 
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stuvdnnemi (that is stwvdn em£: cf. Festgruss, p. 90-91) an untranslatable 
stuvan ne1ni: here, it is true, one of the wildest blunders of the pada
kara was before him ; but even a modicum of insight should have kept 
him out of that pitfall. Again, he seems never to have observed that 
past passive participles with a preposition accent the preposition (cf. 
Grammar, § I 08 5 a), and accordingly takes smiivrtas at xviii. 3. 30 as if 
it were sdin:vrtas. Despite accent and pada-kara, he takes rajasa, p. -saft, 
at xi. 2. 2 5, as instr. of rdjas I And so on. 

The text used by the commentator is nevertheless notably different 
from that given by the mss. used for the Berlin edition, and from that 
given by S. P. Pandit's authorities. In books i.-iv. Whitney counts over 
three hundred peculiarities of the commentator's text, and in the Fest
gruss he gives several lists of them. He has intended in the present 
work to report all variants of the commentator's text throughout, and I 
trust that those which may have escaped his notice (or his and mine) will 

prove to be few indeed. 
Was the commentator of the Atharva-Veda identical with the Sayal).a of 

the Rig-Veda ?-I suggest that it might prove to be an interesting and by 
no means fruitless task to institute a systematic and critical comparison of 
the Madhaviya-vedartha-praka<;a (or RV.-bluif)'a) with the bild,[J1a on the 
AV., with special reference to the treatment of the accent in the two 
works, and to the bearings of these comparisons upon the question of 
the identity of the Sayal).a of the RV. with the "Sayal).a" of the AV. 
The latter 1 does indeed sometimes heed his accents; but the occasions 
on which he takes notice of them expressly are of utmost rarity (see·W's 

· note to xix. r 3. 9 · and mine to verse 4). 
If, by way of comparing the two comments, we take the accusative plural 

yanzdrajnas, we find that at RV. x. r6. 9 SayaJ.].a explains it quite rightly 
as a possessive compound, J'amo rqja yefa11z, tan/ while at AV. xviii. 2. 46, 
on the other hand, in the half-verse addressed to the dead man, 'by a 
safe ( ?) road, go thou to the Fathers who have Yama as their king/ 

· dparipare~ia patha yamdrii:f1iafz pitrn gaclza, "Sayai;ia" makes of the very 
same form a gen. sing. and renders 'by a safe road belonging to king 
Yama (tasya svabhutcna margc!za) go thou to the Fathers 1 ! Evidently, 
so simple a matter as the famous distinction between {ndra~fatru and the 
blasphemous indra-fatn2 (cf. Whitney on TPr. xxiv. 5 ; Weber, Ind. Stud. 
iv. 368) was quite beyond his ken. Such bungling can hardly be the work 
of a man who knew his Rig-Veda as the real Sayal).a did. 

1 A remark in his comment on ii. 4. I (Bombay ed., i; 21016), to the effect that the jan:g1't,1.is 
a kind of tree familiarly known in Benares, suggests the surmise that his bharya may have been. 
written in that city. ' 
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5. Readings of the Pada-patha 

These were reported in the Index, and have since been published in full. -
As elsewhere noted, these have been reported in the 11ldl~1: J>'crbamm in 
such wise (see lnde.1::, p. 4) as to enable us to determine the pada:-form of 
every item of the Atharvan vocabulary. An index, however, is an incon
venient vehicle for such information, and the complete j1ada-jlti(lta, as 
published by S. P. Pandit, is accordingly most vvelcorne. Some of his 
occasional errors of judgrnent in the establishment of that text are pointed 
out by Whitney in the p1aces concerned; but the pada,-pli(ha has deeper
seated faults, faults which are doubtless original with its author and not 
simple errors of transmission.1 Here again I may make a suggestion, 
namely, that a critical and systematic study of the palpable blunders of 
the pada-pli{ha would be an interesting and fruitful task. Even the pada
text of books i.-xviii. stands on a very different plane from that of the 
RV. (cf. Geldner, Ved. Stud., iii. 144). A critical discussion of its char
acter is not called for here; but several illustrative examples may be given. 

Illustrations of the defects of the Pada-patha. - Verb-compounds give 
occasion for several varieties of errors. Thus, first, as respects accentua
tion, we find, on the one hand, incorrect attribution of accent to the verbal 
element (cf. v. 22. I r); and, on the other, denials of accent which are quite 
intolerable, as at xiv. 2. 73 (yr!: a: agamau instead of iiod,_[[aman) and xiv. 
r. 9 (ydt: savz'td: adaclat: where ~akalya resolves aright savitd: ddadlit). 2 

Secondly, as respects details of division, we find gross violation of the 
rule. The rule (a very natural one) for compounds with finite verb-forms 
is that the preposition, if accented, is treated as an independent word 
and has the vertical mark of interpunction (here represented by a colon) 
after it; but that, if accentless (proclitic), it is treated, not as an inde
pende1:it word, but as making a word-unit with the verb-form, and is 
accordingly separated therefrom only by the minor mark of separation 
or avagraha (here represented by a circle). Thus in AV. i. I, we have 
nl: ramaya and parioydnti. Such a division as nl0 rmnaya or pari: ydnti 
would be wholly erroneous; and yet we find errors of the first type at 
vi. 74. 2 (sdm-:frtapayibni), n4. 2 (i'ipaofekima), xiii. 3. ~7 (v!obhatz'), xviii. 
2: 58 (pdrioziikhayatiii), 4. 53 (vlodatiltat).3 

l The pada-text of book xix., which swarms with blunders (cf. p. 895, end, 896, top), is 
clearly very different both in character and origin from the pada-text of books i.-xviii. 

2 If Whitney is right in supposing that vi. 1. 3 is a spoiled l}'ilyatr'i the first pacla of which 
ends with savitt1, then I believe that the accent1essness of siivift,t is to be regarded as pointing 
to a false resolution and that the pada-text should be amended to ftosii'vifat; but cf. vii. 73. 7 c 
and <;akalya's resolution of its RV. parallel. 

s In some of these cases, the rationale of the error is discernible: cf, the notes, especially 
the note to xiii. 3. 17. 
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Various combinations.- The combination of e or o (final or initial) with 
other vowels gives rise to errors. Thus at viii. 2. 2 I cd = i. 35. 4 cd, 

tlnu (= te dnu) is resolved by the pada-kara as te dnu, and the comm. 
follows him in both instances. In matters concerning the combination 
of accents he is especially weak, as when he resolves saptdsJ1an£ into saptd 

dsyani at iv. 39. IO (see note). The errors in question are of considerable 
range, from the venial one of not recognizing, at xiv. I. 56, that dnvar
tijye means dn11,: vartirye, 1 to the quite inexcusable ones of telling us that 
yd stands for ydlz in the verse x. IO. 32, ;·d c1.1din 'uidzt{e dadzts, te etc., or 
that nziiyd stands for mliyd[t as subject of jafize in viii. 9. 5. Perhaps his 
tdt :yam: et£ (iv. 19. 6) and stuvdn: nenzi' (iv. 28. 3), already noticed (p. lxvii) 
in another connection, may be deemed to bear the palm. Beside the 
former we may put his resolution 2 of shnatvdrn ( = s6mat tvdm), at 
iv. 10. 6, into schna: tvdni. 

6. The Pratiga.khya and its Commentary 

Character of Whitney's editions of the Prati~akhyas. - In the preface 
to his edition of the Taittirrya Sathhita, Weber speaks with satisfaction 
of the service rendered him in the task of editing that Sarhhita by 
Whitney's critical edition of the appurtenant Prati<;akhya. Whitney's 
edition of that treatise is indeed a model ; but even his earlier edition of 

. the Atharvan Pratic;akhya was buttressed by such elaborate studies of 
those actual facts which form the topics of the Pratic;akhya, and by such 
complete collections of the different classes of those facts, that he could 
speak with the utmost authority in criticism of the way in which the 
maker of the Pratic;akhya, or of the comment thereon, has done his work, 
and could pronounce weighty judgment concerning the bearing of the 
treatise in general upon the constitution of the Atharvan text. 

Bearing of the Atharvan, Prati~akhya upon the orthography and criticism 
of the text. - First, as for the orthography, a discussion of the importance 
of the Pratii;akhya for that purpose is superfluous for any student 
acquainted with the nature of the treatise; but the orthographic method 
pursued by the editors of the Berlin text and the relation of that method 
to the actual prescriptions of the Prati~akhya are made the subject of a 
special chapter, below, p. cxxiii. - Secondly, the treatise does bear upon 
the general criticism of the text. That it ignores the nineteenth book .is 
a weighty fact among the items of cumulative evidence respecting the 
original make~up of the text and the supplementary character of that 

1 Cf. the confusion betweenj{itv rfabhas andpatu vnabhas at xix'. 27. 1, Bombay ed. 
2 .C£. note to xix. 50. I, where nfrjahyastfna td1it druparlf jahiA doubtless meaning nlrjahi 

and~ stend1n drupadlfahi, is resolved.as n{ff :jahyi'l~: tena, 
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book: see p. 896, line 6. In matters of detail also, the treatise or its 
comment is sometimes of critical value : thus the non-inclusion of itjas 
pade among the examples of the comment on APr. ii. 72 (see note) 
arouses the suspicion that vi. 63. 4 (see note) ·was not contained in the 
commentator's AV. text. 

Utilization of the Atharvan Prati~akhya for the present work. - ,i\Thit
ney' s edition is provided with three easily usable indexes (not blind 
indexes) : one of Atharvan passages, one of Sanskrit words, and a general 
index. The first gives in order some eight or nine hundred Atharvan 
passages, and gives nearly twelve hundred references to places in the 
Pratit;akhya or the comment or \Vhitney's notes, in which those passages 
are discussed. Whitney has transferred the references of the first index 
with very great fulness, if not with absolute completeness, to the pages 
of his Collation-Book, entering each one opposite the text of the verse 
concerned. Very many or most of them, after they have once been util
ized in the constitution of the text of the Sari1hita, are of so little further 
moment as hardly to be worth quoting in the present work; the rest will 
be found duly cited in the course of Whitney's commentary, and their 
value is obvious. 

7. The AnukramaifiS : " Old" and " Major" 

More than one Anukramal).i extant. -At the date of the preface to the 
Berlin edition, it was probably not clearly understood that there was 
more than one such treatise. The well-known one was the Major Anu
krama1).I, the text of which was copied by 'Whitney from the ms. in the 
British Museum in I 8 5 3, as noticed below, p. lxxii. In making his fun
damental transcript of the Atharvan text, certain scraps, looking like 
extracts from a similar treatise, were found by Whitney in the colophons 
of the several divisions of the mss. which he was transcribing, and were 
copied by him· in his Collation-Book, probably without recognizing their 
source more precisely than is implied in speaking of them as "bits of 
extract from an Old Anukramal}-I, as we may call it" (see p. cxxxviii). 

The Pancapatalika. - The Critical Notice in the first volume of the 
Bombay edition made it clear that· the_ source of those scraps is indeed 
an old Anukramal}-I, and that it is still extant, not merely as scattered 
fragments, but as an independent treatise, and that its name is Pan.ea-

. patalika. That name is used by " Saya1;ia" when he refers to the treatise 
in his comm. to iii. 10. 7. In the main body of this work: the treatise is 
usually styled the "quoted Anukr." or the "old Anukr." The word 
"old" means old with reference to the Major Anukrama1;.I; and since 
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the dependence of the latter upon the former is now evident (see p. 770, 
4T 4, end, p. 793, ~ 1, end) it appears that the word "old" was rightly 
used. The excerpts from the treatise, scattered through Whitney's 
Collation-Book, have been gathered together on six sheets by him. I was 
tempted to print them off together here for convenience; but several 
considerations dissuaded me : they are after all only fragments; they are 
all given in their proper places in the main body of this work; and, finally, 
the Bombay editor (see his Critical Notice, pages I 7-24) gives perhaps 
more copious extracts from the original treatise than do the colophons 
of \,Vhitney's mss. For some of the excerpts in their proper sequence 
and connection, see below, pages 770-1, 792-3, and cf. pages 632, 707, 
737, 814. 

Manuscripts of the Pancapatalika. - Doubtless S. P. Pandit had a com-
plete ms. of the treatise in his hands; and, if its critical value was not 
exhausted by his use of it, it may yet be worth while to make a criti
cal edition of this ancient tract. It is not unlikely that the ms. which 
S. P. Pandit used was one of those referred to by Aufrecht, Catalogus 
catalogormn, p. 315, namely, Nos. 178-9 (on p. 61) of Kie1horn's Report 
on the searcli for Scmskrit mss. in the Bonzbay Presidency during· the year 
I 88o-8I. Both are now listed in the Catalogue of t!te collections of viss. 
deposited in the Dcccan College (Poona), p. 179. According to Garbe's 
Verzez'clmiss der lndi"schen Handschriften (Ti.ibingen, 1899), p. 90, Roth 
made a copy of the treatise from a Bikaner ms., which copy is now in 
the Tiibingen Library. 

The Brhatsarvanukrama'.Q.i. - This treatise is usually styled· in the 
sequel simply "the Anukr.," but sometimes "the Major Anukr." The 
excerpts from the treatise which are given at the beginning of the intro
ductions to the several hymns in this work are taken from Whitney's 
nligarz transcript which he made in London in I 8 5 3 on the occasion of 
his visit there to make his London collations (p. xliv). The transcript 
is bound in a separate volume; and the edited excerpts are so nearly 
exhaustive that relatively little work remains for an editor of the treatise 
to do. 

Manuscripts of the B~hatsarvanukrama:µi. - Whitney made his tran~ 
script from the Polier ms. in the British Museum which is now numbered 
548 by Bendall in his Catalogue of the Sansk1'it mss. in tlte. · British 
)]/fztseum of 1902. The ms. forms part of Polier's second volume described 
below, p. cxiii, under Codex I ; and it is the one from which was made 
the ms. transcribed for Col. Martin and numbered 235 by Eggeling (see 
again p. cxiii). Whitney afterwards, presumably in 1875, collated his 
London transcriptwith the Berlin ms. described by Weber, Verzeichn-iss, 
vol. ii., p. 79, No. 1487, and added the Berlin readings in violet ink. The 
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Berlin ms. bears the copied elate sainvat I 767 (A.D. I 7 I 1) : it is characterized 
by Weber, Ind. Stud. xvii. 178, as "pretty incorrect" ; but my impres
sion is that it is better than the ms. of the British Museum. 

Text-critical value of the Anukrama~is. - The most important ancillary 
treatise that an editor needs to use in establishing the text of the sa1izhita, 
is the Prati<;akhya; but the Anuk.ramaiJIS are also of some importance, 
especially for the settlement of questions concerning the subdivisions of 
the text (cf., for example, pages 6r r, 628: or note to iv. I I. 7), as has 
been practically shown by S. P. Pandit in his edition, and in his Critical 
Notice, pages 16-24. -The pronouncements of the AnukrammJis con
cerning the verse-norms of the earlier books (seep. cxlviii) are also of value 
in discussing general questions as to the structure of the sa1jzhitli. In 
particular questions, also, the statements of the Major Anukr. are some
times of critical weight. Thus iii. 29, as it stands in our text, is a hymn 
of 8 verses; but our treatise expressly calls it a fatfrca, thus supporting 
most acceptably the critical reduction (already sufficiently certain : see 
note to vs. 7) of the hymn to one of 6 verses, the norm of the book. 
-Here and there are indications that suggest the surmise that the order 
of verses (cf. p. 739) or the extent of a hymn (cf. p. 768), as contemplated 
by the Anukr., may be different from that of our text. - Its statements 
as to the "deity" of a given hymn are sometimes worth considering in 
determining the general drift of that hymn; and its dicta regarding the 
"seers" of the hymns are of interest in certain aspects which are briefly 
noticed below, pp. 1038 ff. - Then too, the manuscripts of the Anukr. 
may sometimes be taken as testimony for the readings of the citeclpratlkas 
(cf. note to iv. 3. 3). And it happens even that the authority of the 
Major Anukr. may be pressed into service at x. 5. 49 (see the notes) to 
determine which pair of verses (whether viii. 3. 12-13 or vii. 6r. 1-2) is 
meant by the ydd agna iti dw! of the mss. (see below, p. cxx: and cf. the 
case at xix. 37. 4). 

The author of the Major Anukrama:J.li as a critic of meters.-The author 
shows no sense fQr rhythm. His equipment as a critic of meters hardly 
goes beyond the rudimentary capacity for counting syllables. Thus he 
calls ii. I 2. 2 jagati; but although pada a has 12 syllables, its cadence has 
nojagati character whatever. To illustrate the woodenness of his methods, 
we may take ii. 13. I: this he evidently scans as I r + I r : ro + 12 = 44} 
and accordingly makes it a simple tri{r/ttbh, as if the "extra" syllable i.n 
d could offset the deficiency in c ! For the spoiled c of the Vulgate, the 
Ppp. reading pibann amrtam (which is supported by MS.) suggests the 
remedy, and if we accept that as the true Atharvan form of the verse, it 
is then an example of the mingling (common in one and the same verse) 
of acatalectic jagati padas with c·atalectic forms thereof. So far, indeed, 
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is he from discerning matters of this sort, that his terminology is quite 
lacking in words adequate for their expression. 1 

If the author of the Major Anukr. showed some real insight into Vedic 
meters, ·his statements might, as can easily be seen, often be of value in 

affecting our critical judgment of a reading of the sa11zlz'ita or in deter
mining our choice as between alternative readings. The contrary, rather, 
is wont to be the case. Thus at iv. I 5. 4, his definition, 1,n·ra{purastad
brhati, implies the division (given also by the pada-mss.) IO + 8 : 8 + 8, 
thus leaving the accentless pa1janya stranded at the beginning of a pada ! 
An excellent illustration of the way in which he might help us, if we 
could trust him, is offered by iv. 32. 3 b, which reads tdpasa yujd ·vi jalzi 
i;dtn,n. Here Ppp. makes an unexceptionable tn~·tubh by reading;ahlha, 
and the author of the Anukr. says the verse is tri1tubli. His silence 
respecting the metrical deficiency in the Vulgate text would be an addi~ 
tional weighty argument for judging the Ppp. reading to be the true 
Atharvan one, if only we could trust him - as we cannot. Cf. end of 
W's note to iv. 36. 4. 

Such as it is, his treatment of the meters is neither even nor equably 
careful. Thus he notes the irregularity of vii. I I 2. I, while in treating 
the repetition of the very same verse at xiv. 2. 45 (see note), he passes 
over the bhuriktva1n in silence. Throughout most of the present work, 
·Whitney has devoted considerable space to critical comment upon the 
treatment of the meters by the Anukr. Considering the fact, however, 
that the principles which underlie the procedure of the Hindu are so 
radically different from those of his Occidental critic, no one will be 
likely to find fault if the criticisms of the latter prove to be not entirely 
exhaustive. 

His statements as to the seers of the hymns. - The ascriptions of quasi~ 
authorship, made by the author of the Major Anukr. and given in the 
Excerpts, are set forth in tabular form at p. ro40 and are critically dis
cussed at p. 1038, which see. 

8. The Kau~ika-Siitra and the Vaitana-Siitra 

The work of Ga~e and Bloomfield and Caland. -As elsewhere rnentioned 
(p. xxv), the Vaitana has been published in text and translation by Garbe, 
and the text of the Kau~ika (in I 890) by Bloomfield. Since I 890, a 
good deal of further critical work upon the KaU<;ika has been done by 

1 For the reader's convenience it may be noted that verses deficient by one or two syllables, 
respectively, are called by him nicrt and virflj; and that verses redunda11t by one or two are 
called bhiwij and svarfi;: 
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Bloomfield 1 and by Caland.2 - The value of these Sutras is primarily as a 
help to the understanding of the ritual setting and general purpose of 
a given hymn, and so, mediately, to its exegesis. From that aspect they 
will be discussed below (p. lxxvii). Meantime a few words may be said 
about their value for the criticism of the structure of the Sarnhita. 

Bearing of the ritual Sutras upon the criticism of the structure and. text 
of the Samhita. - Bloomfield himself discusses this matter in the intro~ 
duction to his edition of Kauc;ika, p. xli. He there points out instances 
in which briefer independent hymns have been fused into one longer 
composite hymn by the redactors of the Sa1hhita, and shows that the 
Sutras recognize the composite character of the whole by prescribing 
the employment of the component parts separately. Thus (as is pointed 
out also by 'Whitney), iv. 38 is made up of two independent parts, a 
gambling-charm (verses r-4) and a cattle-charm (verses 5-7). The Sutra 
prescribes them separately for these wholly different uses, the former 
with other gambling-charms ; and to the latter it gives a special name. 
Bloomfield's next illustrations, which concern vii. 74 and 76, have in the 
meantime given rise to the critical question whether vii. 74. r-2 and 
76. r-2 did not form one hymn for Ke<;ava.3 

The mss. of the Sutras may sometimes be taken as testimony for the 
readings of the cited pratikas. The like was said (p. lxxiii) of the mss. of 
the Anukramal).IS. The mss. of the Kauc;ika (cf. Bloomfield's Introduction, 
p. xxxix) are wont to agree with those of the Vulgate, even in obvious 
blunders. 

Grouping of mantra-material in Sutra and in Samhita compared. - Many 
inst'ances might be adduced from the Kauc;ika which may well have a 
direct bearing upon our judgment concerning the unitary character of 
hymns that appear as units in our text. To cite or discuss them here 
would take us too far afield, and I must content myself once more with a 
suggestion, namely, that a systematic study of the grouping of the mantra
material in the ritual, as compared with its grouping in the Samhita, ought 
to be undertaken. At Kauc;. 29. r-14 the verses of AV. v. I 3 are brought 
in for ufe, all of them and in their Vulgate order. The like is true of 
AV. ix. 5. 1-6 at KalH;. 64. 6-r6. Whether it would lead to clear-cut 

I See his seven Contrlbtttions to th,e interpretation ef the Veda (below, p. d), his Hymns of 
the AV. (SBE. xlii.), and his review of Caland's Zattberritttal (Gi:ittingische gelehrte Anzeigen, 
I 902, no. 7 ). 

2 See his .Altindlsches Zmtbern'tual, and his eight papers Zttr Exege.se ttnd Kritik der ritue!len 
Si'itras (ZDMG. li.-lvii.). Of the papers, those most important for the Kau~ika .are the ones 
contained in vol. liii. Se.e also WZKM, viii. 367. 

s See .Bloomfield's note, SBE. xlii. 558 ; Whitney's introduction to vii. 74, and the note added 
by me at p. 440, top; and Calarid's note 5 to page rn5 of his Zauberritttal, Hymn 76 of the 
Berlin ed. is in no wise a unity: see the introduction thereto, 
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results is doubtful; but the relation of the two groupings is a matter no 
less important than it is obscure. The obscurity is especially striking in 
book xviii., where the natural order of the component rites of the long 
funeral ceremony is wholly disregarded by the diask:euasts in the actual 
arrangement of the verses of the Sarhhita. Thus xviii. 4. 44, which accom
panies the taking of the corpse on a cart to the pyre, ought of course to 
precede xviii. 2. 4, which accompanies the act of setting fire to the pile. 
See my remark, below, page 8 70, lines 7-9, and my discussion, pages 
870-r, of "Part III." and "Part V." of xviii. 4. As is noted at xviii. 
r. 49 and 2. I, the ritu~:il group of verses that accompany the oblations to 
Yama in the cremation-ceremony wholly disregards even so important a 

division as that between two successive anuvaka-hymns. It is pointed 
out on p. 848 that verse 60 of xviii. 3 is widely separated from what 
appears (most manifestly and from various criteria) to be its fellow, to wit, 
verse 6. 

Many difficulties of the Kam;:ika yet unsolved. - It will very likely 
appear that Whitney has misunderstood the Kau~ika here and there; as 
also, on the other hand, he has in fact here and there corrected the text 
or the interpretation of Garbe or of Bloomfield. At the time of Whit
ney's death, Bloomfield's chief contributions (SBE. xlii.) to the interpre
tation of Kaw;ika had not yet appeared, nor yet those of Caland. As I 
have more than once said, no one ought to be so well able to give a trust
worthy translation of a difficult text as the man who has made a good 
edition of it; and for this reason one must regret that Bloomfield did not 
give us - in the natural sequence of the si.itras- as good a version as 
he was at the time able to make, instead of the detached bits of in'ter~ 
pretation which are scattered through the notes of SBE. xlii. Caland 
observes, in the introduction to his Zaztberritual, p. IV, that in using the 
Kau~ika he soon found that, in order to comprehend even a single 
passage, it is necessary to work through the whole book. The like is, 
of course, equally true of the Prati~akhya. A commentator upon the 
Samhita who wishes (as did Whitney) to combine in his comment the 
best of all that the subsidiary treatises have to off er, cannot of course 
stop to settle, en passant, a multitude of questions any one of which may 
require the investigation of a specialist. Thus Whitney, in his note to 
x. 5. 6, said in his ms. for the printer, "The Kau~. quotes the common 
pratika of the six verses at 49. 3, in a witchcraft-ceremony, in connection 
with the releasing of a bull." If Caland is . right (Zauberritual, p. r 7 I), 
the hocus-pocus with the "water-thunderbolts" does not begin until 
49. 3, and the svayam is to be joined to the preceding sutra (ZDMG. 
liii. 2 I I), and the letting loose of the bull (49. I) has nothing to do with 
the uses of x. 5. This is just the kind of error which we cannot fairly 
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blame Whitney for making. Special difficulties of this sort should have 
been settled for him by the sutra-specialists, just as he had settled the 
special difficulties of the Prati~akhya when he edited that text. 

Value of the ritual Sutras for the exegesis of the Sathhita. - Estimates 
of the value of these Sutras as casting light upon the original meaning 
of the mantras have differed and will perhaps continue to differ. The 
opinion has even been held by a most eminent scholar that there is, on 
the whole, very little in the Kau~ilrn which really elucidates the Sari1hita> 
and that the Kau~ika is in the main a fabrication rather than a collection 
of genuine popular practices. The principal question here is, not whether 
this opinion is right or wrong, but rather, to what extent is it right or 
wrong. It is, for example, hard to suppose that, upon the occasion con
templated in km::i-~Iika 79 of the Kauc;ika, a young Hindu, still in the hey
day of the blood, would, at such an approach of a climax of feeling as is 
implied in the acts from the talpardm~ui to the actual nidlm1;ana (79. 9) 
inclusive, tolerate - whether patiently or impatiently- such an accom
paniment of mantras as is prescribed in sutras 4 to 9. \1/hatever philo
logical pertinence may be made out for them (cf. Whitney's note to xiv. 
2. 64), their natural impertinence to the business in hand seems almost 
intolerable. 

To this it may be answered that the Sii.tra often represents an ideal 
prescription or ideale Vorscltrijt, 1 compliance with which was not expected 
by any one, save on certain ceremonial occasions, the extreme formality 
of which was duly ensured by elaborate preparation and the presence of 
witnesses. . 

The data of the Kau~ika no sufficient warrant for dogmatism in the 
exegesis of ~he Samhita. - There is every reason to suppose that the 
actual text of the samhitas is often a fragmentary and faulty record of 
the antecedent (I will not say original) oral tradition; and that the 
stanzas as we find them have often been dislocated and their natural 
sequence faulted by the action of the diaskeuasts. It is moreover 
palpable that questions of original sequence, so far from being cleared up, 
are often complicated all the more by the comparison of the sequences of 
the ritual texts (see p. lxxv). In these days of rapid travel and communi
cation, it is hard to realize the isolation of the Indian villages (gn"imas) 
and country districts (janapadas) in antiquity. That isolation tended to 

l I owe this suggestion to Professor De1briick of Jena, who was my guest while I had this 
chapter in hand and was so kind as to criticize it. As a curious parallel to the case above 
cited, he told me of the verses prescribed for use in the Bri.idergemeine . of Count Zinzenc!orf : 

Mein rnir von Gott verlichenes Weib! 
Anitzt besteig' ich .deinen Leib. 
Empfange meinen S.imen 
In Gottes Namen. Amen, 
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conserve the individuality of the several localities in respect of the details, 
for example, of their nuptial and funeral customs; so that the local 
diversities are sometimes expressly mentioned (uccavaca janapadadhanna 
gre'i1nadhannii,f ea: AGS. i. 7r). Astonishingly conservative as India is 
(see my remarks in Karpuramafijari, p. 206, ~ 2, p. 23 r, note 2), it can 
nevertheless not be doubtful that her customs have changed in the time 
from the date of the hymns to that of the ritual books. Evidently, there 
are divers general considerations which militate strongly against much 
dogmatism in the treatment of these matters.1 

Integer vitae as a Christian funeral-hymn. -During the last twenty-four 
years, I have often been called to the University Chapel to pay the last 
tribute of respect to one or another departed colleague or friend. On 
such occasions, it frequently happens that the chapel choir sings the first 
two stanzas of the Horatian ode (i. 22), -integer vitae scelerisque punts, to 
the solemn and stately music of Friedrich Ferdinand Flemming. Indeed, 
so frequent is the employment of these words and this music, that one 
might almost call it a part of the" Funeral Office after the Harvard Use." 
The original occasion of the ode, and the relation of Horace to Aristius 
Fuscus to whom it is addressed, are fairly well known. The lofty moral 
sentiment of the first two stanzas, however seriously Horace may have 
entertained it, is doubtless uttered in this connection in a tone of mock.
solemnity. Even this fact need not mar for us the tender associations 
made possible by the intrinsic appropriateness of these two pre.Christian 
stanzas for their employment in a Christian liturgy of the twentieth cen
tury. But suppose for a moment that the choir were to continue singing 
on to the end, even to Lalagcn mnabo, du!cc loquentenz I what palpable, 
what monstrous ineptitude! If only the first two stanzas were extant, 
and not the remaining four also, we might never even suspect Horace of 
any arriere-pensee in writing them; and if we were to interpret them 
simply in the light of their modern ritual use, how far we should be from 
apprehending their original connection and motive! 

Secondary adaptation of mantras to incongruous ritual uses. - Let no 
one say that this case is. no fair parallel to what may have happened in 
India. On the contrary : instances - in no wise doubtful and not a whit 
less striking-of secondary adaptation of a mantra to similarly incongtu
ous uses in the ritual may there be found in plenty. This secondary 
association of a given mantra with a given practice has often been 

1 Caland's sketch of the funeral rites is a most praiseworthy and interesting one, and his 
description of the practices which he there sets forth in orderly and lucid sequence is well worth 
the while: but his. descriptions are taken from many sources differing widely in place and time; 
and it is on many grounds improbable that the ritual as he there depicts it was ever carried out 
in any given place at any given time. 
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determined by some most superficial semblance of verbal pertinence in the 
mantra, when in fact the mantra had no intrinsic and essential pertinence 
to the practice whatsoever. For example, <;GS. prescribes the verse 
dl..\•mn for use when the bride greases the axle of the wedding-car; here, 
I think, there can be no doubt 1 that the prescription has been 1?t1ggestecl 
by the surface resemblance of dk1an. • they have eaten ' to dk-fam, 'axle.' 
Or, again, to take an example which has been interestingly treated by 
Bloomfield,_ the verses xiv. 2. 59-62 doubtless referred originally to the 
mourning women, who, with dishevelled hair, wailed and danced at a 
funeral; and they were presumably used originally as an expiation for 
such noisy proceedings. Secondarily, they have been adapted for use in 
connection with the wedding ceremonies, "in case a wailing arises," and 
doubtless for no better reason than that they contained the word for 
"wailing"; and they have accordingly been placed by the diaskeuasts 
among the wedding verses, where we now find them. See Bloomfield,. 
AJP. xi. 34r, 338: and cf. vii. 466. 

9. Readings of the Kashmirian or Paippalada Recension of the 
Atharva-Veda Samllita 

General relations of this recension to the Vulgate or ~aunakan recension. 2 

- Just as, on the one hand, the minute differences between two closely 
related manuscripts of the same recension (for example, between vVhit
ney's P. and M.) represent upon a very small scale the results of human 
fallibility, so, upon the other hand, do the multitudinous and pervading 
differences between the general readings of the manuscripts of the Vul
gate and those of the birch-bark manuscript of the Kashmirian recensioo 
truly represent in like manner the fallibility of human tradition, but on a 

very large scale. The <;;aunakan or Vulgate recension represents one 
result of the selective process by which the India.n diaskeuasts took from 
the great mass of mantra-material belonging to the oral tradition of 
their school a certain amount, arranging it in a certain order; the Kash
mirian recension represents another and very different result of a similar 
process. 

Since the birch~bark manuscript has thus far maintained its character 
as a unique, we shall perhaps never know how truly it represents the best 
Kashmirian tradition of this Veda; it is quite possible that that tradition 
was vastly superior to the written reflex thereof which we possess in the 

l I had hesitatingly advanced this view, below, in my note to xviii. 4. 61; and I am pleased 
to see now that Bloomfield had unhesitatingly given it as his own opinion long before, at AJP~ 
xi. 34r. 

2 Further reference is made to these general relations below, at p. 1013. 
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birch-bark manuscript, and which, although excellent in many places, is 
extremely incorrect in very many. Systematic search will doubtless 
reveal the fact that the Paippalada recension, even in the defective form 
in which it has come down to us, often presents as its variant a reading 
which is :wholly different, but which, as a sense-equivalent, yields nothing 
to the Vulgate in its claim for genuineness and originality: thus for the 
Vulgate readings tdtas (x. 3. 8), i'yiija (x. 7. 3 r), yd ea (x. 8. 10), kfiprdnz 
(xii. I. 35), anid ea (xii. 4. 38), respectively, the Paipp. presents the sense
equivalents tasnzat, ;~1ganza, J'Ota, 01a1n, and grhefzt. 

The material selected by the makers of the two recensions is by no 
means coincident. The Kashmirian text is more rich in Brahma1Ja pas
sages and in charms and incantations than is the Vulgate.1 The coinci
dent material, moreover, is arranged in a very different order in the two 
recensions (cf. p. IOI 5); and it will appear in the sequel that even the 
coincident material, as between the Kashmirian and the Vulgate forms 
thereof, exhibits manifold differences of reading, and that the Kashmirian 
readings are much oftener pejorations than survivals of a more intelligent 
version. 

This, however, is not always the case: thus, of the two recensions, the 
Kashmirian has the preferable reading at xii. 2. 30 d. Or again, at v. 2. 8 
and xiv. r. 22, the Kashmirian recension agrees with the Rig-Veda, as 
against the Vulgate, and, at xi. 2. 7, with the Katha reading. In this 
connection it is interesting to note that the conjectures of Roth and 
Whitney for the desperate nineteenth book are often confirmed in fact 
by the Kashmirian readings: instances may be found at xix. 27. 8; 32. 4, 
5, 8; 44• 2; 46. 3 (two) ; 53. 5; 56. 4. 

The unique birch--bark manuscript of the Paippalada text. - This is 
described by Garbe in his Verzeiehniss as No. 14. It consisted of nearly 
three hundred leaves, of which two are lost and eight or more are defec
tive. They vary in h~ight from r4 to 2 r centimeters; and in width, 
from I r to 16; and contain from I 3 to 23 lines on a page. The ms. is 
dated smit'llat 95, without statement of the century. If the year 4595 of 
the Kashmirian loka"kala is meant, the date would appear to be not far 
from A.D. r 5 I 9. A description of the ms., with a brief characterization 
of some of its peculiarities, was given by Roth at Florence in Sep. r 878, 
and is published in the Atti de! IV Congresso internaz£onalc degli' Oricn
ta!ist-i, ii. 89-96. Now that the facsimile is published, further details are 
uncalled for. A specimen of the plates of the facsimile is given in the 
latter volume of this work. The plate chosen is No. 341 and gives the 
obverse of folio 187, a page from which have been taken several of 
the illustrative examples in the paragraphs which follow. 

1 So Roth in the Atti (p. 95), as cited on this page. 
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Roth's Kashmirian nagari transcript (Nov. 1874). -A nagari copy of 
the original birch-bark manuscript was made at <;rinagara in 18 7 3. This 
copy is No. 16 of Garbe's Vcrzezdmiss, and we may call it Roth's Kash
mirian nagarI transcript. It came into Roth's hands at the end of 
November, 1874. The year of its making appears from Roth's essay, 
Der Atliarva,veda -in Kasclnnir, pages l 3-14; and the date of its arrival 
in Ttibingen, from p. I I of the same essay. \Vith great promptness, 
Roth gave an account of it in his essay, just mentioned, which was pub~ 
lished as an appendix to an invitation to the academic celebration of the 
birthday (March 6, 1875) of the king.1 -It would appear that Roth's 
Kashmirian transcript was not the only one made from the birch-bark 
original in India: S. P. Pandit seems also to have had one; for he cites 
the Paippalada in his edition, vol. iv., p. 369. The copy used by him is 
doubtless the nagari copy procured by Bi.ihler, and listed as VIII. I of 
the collection of 1875-76, on p. 73 of the Catalogue of the Deccan Col
lege manuscripts. See also Garbe's Ve·rzeichnz'ss, under No. I 7, for the 
description of another copy (incomplete). 

Arrival of the birch-bark original in 1876 at Tiibingen. - The original 
seems to have come into Roth's hands in the early summer of 1876. 
The approximate date of its arrival appears from 'Whitney's note to 
p. xiii of the pamphlet containing the Proceedings of the Am. Oriental 
Society at the meetings of May and Nov., 1875, and May, 1876 (= JAOS. 
x., p. cxix) : "As these Proceedings [that is, the pamphlet just mentioned] 
are going through the press, it is learned from Professor Roth that the 
original of the DevanagarI copy, an old and somewhat damaged ms. in 
the Kashmir alphabet, on highly fragile leaves of birch-bark, has reached 
him, being loaned by the Government of India, which had obtained 
possession of it. It c'orrects its copy in a host of places, but also has 
innumerable errors of its own. It is accented only here and there, in 
passages." 

Roth's Collation (ended, June, 1884) of the Paippalada text. ---This is 
written on four-page sheets of note-paper numbered from I to 44 (but 
.sheet 6 has only two pages) ; the pages measure about 5 ½ X 8 ½ inches, 
and there are. some 9 supplementary pages (see p. lxxxii, top), sent .in 
answer to specific inquiries of Whitney. As appears from the colo
phon added by Roth (see below, p. 1009), this Collation was finished 
June 2 5, I 884. Since Roth's autograph transcript described in the next 
paragraph was not made until some months later, I see little <:::hance of 
error in my assuming that Roth made his Collation for Whitney from his 
Kashmirian nagarI transcript, and that he used the birch-bark original to 

1 My copy of Roth's essay was given me by my teacher, the author, Feb. 26, 187 5. 
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some extent to control the errors of the copy.1 Occasional susp1c10ns 
of error in 'the Collation were not unnatural, and they led Whitney to 
ask Roth to reexamine the manuscript upon certain doubtful points. 
vVhitney's questions extend over books i. to v., and others were noted, 
but never sent. Roth's answers form a valuable supplement to his 
Collation, and end in April, I 894. 

Roth's autograph nagari transcript (Dec. 1884). - The end of the Colla
tion which Roth made for \Vhitney was reached, as just stated, June 2 5, 
1884. After the following summer vacation, Roth made a new transcript 
from the birch-bark, as appears from his letter to vVhitney, dated Jan. r r, 
r'893: "Von Paippalada babe ich devanagarI Abschrift, aber nicht voll
standig. Die mit Vulgata gleichlautenden Verse, die nur durch Fehler 
Eckel erregen, habe ich blos citiert, z.B. die vielen aus RV., nehme mir 
aber doch vielleicht noch die Mtihe, sie nachzutragen. Ich babe an der 
Abschrift unermiidlich vom 19. Sept. bis 28. Dez. I 884 geschrieben uncl 
diese Leistung als eine ungewohnliche betrachtet." This transcript is 
doubtless far more accurate than the one used for the Collation. The 
badness of the latter and the fragility of the birch-bark original were 
doubtless the reasons that determined Roth to make his autograph nagarI 
transcript: see p. lxxxv, top. L~ Seep. 1045.J 

The facsimile of the Tiibingen birch-bark manuscript (190I). -A mag
nificent facsimile of the birch-bark manuscript has now been published by 
the care and enterprise of Bloomfield and Garbe.2 The technical perfection 
of the work is such as to show with marvellous clearness not only every 
stroke of the writing and every correction, but even the most delicate 
veinings of the bark itself, with its injuries and patches. Even if other 
things were equal, the facsimile is much better than the original, inas
much as a copy of each one of 544 eKquisitely clear and beautiful chromo
photographic plates, all conveniently bound and easy to handle and not 
easily injured and accessible in many public and private libraries through
out the world, is much more serviceable than the unique original, 

1 In some cases, fragments of the birch-bark original seem to have become lost after Roth's 
Kashmirian nagari transcript was made, so that the latter, and the two other Indian copies 
mentioned on p. lxxxi, have thus become now our only reliance. Thus for avlvrdhat of the Vul• 
gate. at i. 29. 3 b, :):{oth reports as Paipp. variant abhfbhr;at, arid adds "nur in der Abschrift 
vorhanden." This :inust have stood on the prior half of line 12 of folio 3 b of the birch-bark 
ms.; but a piece of it is there broken out. 

2 The Kashmirian Atharva-Veda. (School of the Paippaladas). Repr;dnced by chromo• 
photography from the manuscript in the University Library at Ti.ibingen. Edited under the 
auspices of the Johns Hopkins University ilfl Baltimore and of the Royal Eberhard~Karls
University in Tiibingen, Wlirttemberg, by Maurice Bloomfield, Professor in the Johns Hopkins 
University, and Richard Garbe, Professor in the University of Tiibingen. Baltimore .. The 
Johns Hopkins Press. 1901. The technical work by the firm of Martin Rommel & Co.~ 
Stuttgart. 
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written on leaves of birch-bark, fragile with age, easily injured, requiring 
the utmost caution in handling, and accordingly practically, inaccessible 
except to a very few persons : but other things are not equal ; for the 
transitory advantage of the brilliantly heightened contrast of color which 
is gained by wetting the hirch-bark original, and which passes away as 
soon as the leaf is dry, is converted into a permanent advantage by the 
chrornophotographic process, in which the plates are made from the 
freshly wetted original. Moreover, the mvner of a facsimile is at liberty 
to use it at home or wherever he pleases, and to mark it (with pen or 
pencil) as much as he pleases. The facsimile may therefore truly be said 
to be in many respects preferable to the original. 

Roth's Collation not exhaustive. - Now that the superb facsimile is 
published, it is possible for a competent critic to test Roth's Collation in 
respect I. of its completeness, and 2. of its accuracy. As, first, for its 
completeness, it is sufficiently apparent from several expressions ·used by 
Roth,1 that he saw plainly that it would be the height of unwisclom to 
give with completeness the Kashmirian variants as incidental to a work 
like this one of Whitney's, whose main scope is very much broader. Roth 
was a ma~ who had a clear sense of the relative value of things - a sense 
of intellect_ual perspective; and he was right. 

Faults of the birch-bark manuscript. - The birch-bark manuscript is 
indeed what we may call in Hindu phrase a veritable 'mine of the jewels · 
of false readings and blunders,' an apapathaskhalitaratniikara, a book in 
which the student may find richly-abounding and most instructive illus
trations of perhaps every class of error discussed by the formal treatises 
on text-criticism. Thus it fairly swarms with cases of haplography (the 
letters assumed, on the evidence of the Vulgate, to be omitted, are given 
in brackets): tain tva fti.le sarvavfriis su 1vlrli [ ariftavira] ablti san carenza: 
z'ltaiva dkntva pratz' [ti]#ha falc, folio 54 b3-4 = iii. I 2. I c, d, 2 a; 'Uafa{kare 
yathii yafa[t : [yathci yafaS] sovzaplthe, fo Ho I 8 7 a rs-16 = x. 3. 2 z b, 2 r a ; 
aditye ea [nrca]kfasi, folio 187 at1 = x. 3. 18 b; apa steda1ii 2 vtisama

thmiz gotham uta [ta]skaranz, folio I 58 b1 = xix. 50. 5 a, b. Confusions as 
between surd and sonant (cf. p. 749, p. 57) and between aspirate and non
aspirate and between long and short vowels· are so common as hardly to 
be worth reporting : cf. ttfase na,I pari d!tehi sarvan riitn anakasa(.t, which 
is found at folio I 58 b4 = xix. 50. 7 a, b, • and exemplifies all three cases 

1 Such are : "Verse, die nur <lurch Fehler Eckel erregen," p. lxxxii; " On y trou ve, i1 est vrai, 
de tres-bonnes parties, mais d'autres sont tellement defigurees, qu'on a besoin de conjectures 
sans nombre pour arriver a un texte lisible," Atti, p. 96; "das Kauderwelsch," "ganze Zeilen 
so unsicher dass man nicht einmal die Worter trennen kann," p. lxxxvi. 

2 To judge from stedam for stenam, we might suppose that the ms. at this point was written 
down by a scribe at the dictation of a reciter with a bad cold in his head. 
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(dh for d, i for i, k for g). - Of variety in the character of the Kash
mirian variants there is no lack. Thus we see the omission of a needed 
twin consonant (cf. p. 832) in yad [d]a~ufena, folio 91 b 5 = v. 5. 4 a; inter
esting phonetic spellings in 1nahi)1ani of folio 264 b 6 for vzahyam of 
iii. r 5. I d, and in e te 'l't.Uriy anaqvalzas of folio I 5 8 a 1 7 for ye te rcitry 
anarfvahas of xix. 50. 2 a; inversion in the order of words in same k.1atra1n 
ea rcif{hnnit ea of folio 187 a 4 = x. 3. 12 c. Not one of these examples was. 
reported, though probably all were noticed, by Roth. In his Collation 
for v. 6, he notes for verses r 1-14 "unwesentliche Differenzen," without 
specifying them. We may regret his failure to report such an interesting 
reading as yathi:iharn t;atrzthtisany, folio 3 b 1 4, where t;atruhti is a correct 
equivalent of the t;atrulzas of the Vu]gate, i. 29. 5 c; but with such a blun
der as asani in the very next word, and such grammar as aya'iiz vaca!J, in 
the preceding pada, we cannot blame him. In an incomplete collation, 
there is no hard and fast line to be drawn between what shall be reported 
and what shall not. 

Collation not controlled by constant reference to the birch-bark ms. -
Secondly, as for the accuracy of Roth's Collation in the variants which 
he does give, - I do not suppose that Roth attempted to control his 
Kashmirian nagar'i transcript (No. I 6, Garbe) on whic~ he based his 
Collation, by constant reference to the original. Thus flr, I have hardly 
come upon inaccuracies myself; but it is not improbable that occasional 
slips 1 on his part may yet come to light. It is proper here, therefore, 
partly by way of anticipating ill-considered criticism, to explain the 
situation. 

Such reference would have ruined the birch-bark ms. -As any one can 
see from the table, pages IOI8 to 1023, the Kashmirian correspondents 
of the Vulgate verses are to be found in the birch-bark manuscript in an 
entirely different order. Thus, if we take for example the six Vulgate 
verses iii. 12. I, 6, 8; 13. I; 14. r; 15. r, we shall find their Kashmirian 
corresponde11ts at the following places (leaf, side, line) respectively: 
54 b 2 , 276 b 7, 225 a rn, 50 a 1, 32 b s, 264 b 5. From this it is evident that 
the mechanical process of referring, as one proceeds verse by verse through 
the Vulgate, to the parallel verses of the birch-bark original, for the pur
pose of checkip.g step by step the transcript used for the Collation, would 
have jnvolved an amount of handling of the fragile birch-bark leaves 
(nearly 300 in number) which would have ruined them. The leaves are 
now about 400 years old, and some idea of their fragility may be gained 
from the remarks in the preface to the facsimile, page II. It was doubt
less this difficulty that impressed upon Roth the necessity of making a 
copy which should be at once accurate, and also strong enough to endure 

1 Such as .suryam at p. xxxvi, foot-note. 
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handling without injury. To copy the birch~bark leaves in their proper 
order is a process by which they need suffer no harm; and this is pre
cisely what Roth did (see p. lxxxii) as soon as possible after finishing the 
pressing task of making the Collation for Whitney. Seep. 1045.J 

Care taken in the use of Roth's Collation. Word-division. - In carrying 
this work through the press, I have constantly and with the most scrupu
lous pains utilized Roth's original Collation and his supplementary notes 
thereto, endeavoring thus to check any errors concerning the Kashrnirian 
readings that might have crept into Whitney's copy for the printer. Since 
Roth's system of transliteration differs considerably from "Whitney's, the 
chances for mistakes arising through confusion of the two systems were 
numerous; and I have taken clue care to avoid them. It may here be 
noted that vVhitney's system transliterates anusvara before a labial by vi 

and not by ·in; 1 but that in printing the Kashmirian readings, I have 
followed the Collation in rendering final anusvara by 1iz. (or 1i), save before 
vowels. Furthermore, in making use of Roth's Collation, Whitney has 
habitually attempted to effect a satisfactory word-division. In many 
cases this is hardly practicable ; and in such cases it was probably a 
mistake to attempt it. For examples, one may consult the readings at 
v. 29. 2, 'syatanio; vi. 44. 2, sarogazimiz; xo9. I ,jzvlitavt"i yati; I 29. 3, vrkfe 
sarpita[t intending vrk.fe1v cir-; vii. 70. 1, dr1ta nr:fyo, intending dt,f{li,d iij-. 

The Kashmirian readings have not been verified directly from the fac
simile by the editor. - As the facsimile appeared in 190 I, it is proper for 
me to give a reason for my procedure in this matter. In fact, both my 
editorial work and the printing were very far advanced 2 in I 901, so that 
a change of method would in itself have been questionable; but an 
entirely sufficient and indeed a compelling reason is to be found in the 
fact that it would have been and still is a task requiring very much labor 
and time to find the precise place of the Kashmirian parallel of any given 
verse of the Vulgate, a task which can no more be done en passant than 
can the task of editing a Prati<;akhya,--:-all this apart from the difficulties 
of the <;aracla alphabet. 

Provisional means for :finding Vulgate verses in the facsimile.- Whitney 
noted in pencil in his Collation-Book, opposite each Vulgate passage hav
ing a Kashmirian parallel, the number of the leaf of the Kashmirian text 
on which that parallel is found, adding a or b to indicate the obverse or 
the reverse. of the leaf. These numbers undoubtedly refer to the leaves 
of Roth's Kashmirian nagari transcript {No. 16, Garbe) from which Roth 

1 I am sorry to observe that the third (posthumous) edition of his Grammar (see pages 5r8-9) 
misrepresents him upon this point. 

2 The main part of this book was in type as far as page 614 (xi. L I 2) in Dec. 19or. The 
remainder (as far as p. roo9, the end) was in type Dec. 13, 1902. 
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made his Collation; but as there was no prospect of their being of any 
use, \Nhitney has not given them in this work. 

One of Roth's first tasks, after the arrival of the birch-bark original, 
was doubtless to find the place therein corresponding to the beginning of 
each leaf of his Kashmirian nagarI transcript. These places he has indi
cated by writing over against them on the side margin of the bark leaf 
the number of the leaf (with a or b) of that transcript. 

This was most fortunate; for the added numbers, in Roth's familiar 
handwriting, although sometimes faint or covered up by a ·patch used in 
repairing the edges of the bark leaf, are for the most part entirely legible 
in the facsimile: and it has given me much pleasure during the last few 
days (to-day is April 2 r, r 904) to assure myself of the fact which I had 
previously surmised, that these pencilled nurn bers afford us an exceed
ingly useful, albeit roundabout, means of finding the place of any Kash
mirian parallel in the facsimile, _:_useful at least until they are superseded 
by the hoped-for edition of an accurate transliteration of the facsimile 
with marginal references to the Vulgate. Whitney's pencilled reference
numbers were arranged by Dr. Ryder in the form of a table, which I 
have recast and given below : see pages 10 r 3 ff. 

What ought an " edition " of the Kashmirian text to be? - This question 
was privately discussed by Whitney and Roth in the letters 1 exchanged 
between them in 1893. Whitney hoped that all that was peculiar to the 
Kashmirian text might be printed in transliteration in the Kashmirian 
order and interspersed with references to the Vulgate parallels of the 
remainder, also in the Kashmirian. order, the whole to form an appendix 

1 Under date of Feb. r4, 'Whitney suggests to Roth: "'\Vhy not give a Paipp. text, as an 
appendix to our volume [" our volume" means the present work], noting in their order the 
parallel passages by reference only, and writing out in full, interspersed with the former, the 
remainder? " - Roth makes answer, March 14: "Ich will nur wiinschen, <lass Ihre Gesund
heit so lange Stand halte, um das Werk zu Ende zu fiihren. Weil das aber als eit1 gli.icklicher 
Fall zu betrachten ist, nicht als eine sichere Voraussicht, so wi.inschte ich alle · Erschwerungen, 
also auch die Frage von einer Publikation der Paippal. Ree. ganzlich beseitigt zu sehen." 
- "Whitney, June 16, expresses the hope that Roth may reconsider the matter, I. because "a 
text of such primary importance will ahd must be published, in spite of its textual condition,'' 
and 2. because "there will, so far as I can see, no other opportunity present itself of producing 
it so modestly and unpretendingly, or in a method adapted to its imperfect state: the occasion is 
an ideal one." -Roth answers, July 2: "Mein Heber Freund, das ist kein erfreulicher Bericht, 
welchen Ihr Brief vom z6. }uni iiber Ihre Erlebnisse erstattet. Und ich sehe namentlich 
darads, dass Sie die Geduld sich erworben haben, die durch U ebung im Leiden kommt •..• 
In einer Ausgabe der Paipp. miisste das gauze gedruckt werden, von A. bis Z. . • • Wie wird 
sich das Kauderwelsch gedruckt ausnehmen ? ganze Zeilen so unsicher, <lass man nicht eimnal 
die \Vi:irter trennen kann. . . . Danm bessern, was ja das einzige Verdienst ware, dlirfte man 
nicht. . • . Fiir Sie wird die einzige angemessene Sorge in diesem Augenblick sein, wieder 
gesund zn werden, alsdann die zweite, den Atharvan ans Licht zu bringen." - "Whitney 
writes, Aug. 25: "I give up with reluctance the hope of the further inclusion of Paipp. in ou:r 
edition; but I will not bother you further with remonstrances or suggestions." 
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to the present work. Roth's hope was that 'Whitney's strength might 
hold out long enough for him to finish this ,vork without such a burden
some addition. Neither hope was fulfilled; and at that time, doubtless, 
even the thought of a facsimile reproduction was not seriously enter
tained. Bloomfield's difficult task of securing the needed funds once 
accomplished, the next step, unquestionably, was to issue the facsimile 
,vithout any accessory matter. That too is now an accomplished fact; 
but the facsimile, apart from its large paleographic interest, is still, in 
default of certain accessories, a work of extremely limited usefulness. 
As to what should next be clone, I have 110 doubt. 

I. A rigorously precise transliteration. - First, the whole text, from A 
to izzard (as Roth says), should be printed in a rigorously precise trans
literation. Conventional marks (other than those of the original), to indi
cate divisions between verses and padas and words, need not be excluded 
from the transliteration, if only the marks are easily recognizable as 
insertions of the editor. 

As to minor details, I am in doubt. In the prose parts, the translit
eration might correspond page for page and line for line with the birch
bark original: the metrical parts might either be made to correspond in 
like manner line for line with the original ; or else they might be broken 
up so as to show fully the metrical structure (and at the same time, with 
a little ingenuity, the Kashmirian vowel-fusions), in which case the begin
ning of every page and line of the bark leaves should be duly indicated 
by a bracketed number in its proper place. In case the transliteration 
corresponds with the original line for line throughout, then the obverse 
and reverse of each bark leaf might well be given together in pairs, the 
obverse above, and the reverse below it, _on each page of the translitera
tion, since this would be especially convenient and would yield a page of 
good proportion for an Occidental book. 

2. Marginal references to the Vulgate parallels.-Secondly, on the mar
gin throughout, and opposite every Kashmirian verse that corresponds to 
a verse of the Vulgate, should be given the reference to the place in the 
Vulgate where the corresponding Vulgate verse is found. 

3. Index of Vulgate verses thus noted on the margin. -Thirdly, in an 
appendix should be given, in the order of the Vulgate text, an index of 
all the Vulgate verses thus noted on the margin, with a reference to the 
birch-bark leaf and side (obverse or reverse~ a or b) and line where its 
Kashmirian correspondent may be found. 

These I conceive to be the essential features of a usable edition of 
the Kashmirian text, and I hold them to be absolutely indispensable. 
The text is often so corrupt that one cannot emend it into intel" 
ligibility without sacrificing too greatly its distinctive character. All 
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conjectures, accordingly, should be relegated to a second and separately 

bound volume. 
4. Accessory material: conjectures, notes, translations. - The accessor..y 

material of the second volume should be arranged in the form of a single 
series of notes and in the sequence of the Kashmirian original, and it 
should have such numbers and letters at the outside upper corners in the 
head-lines, that reference from the originat to the notes and from the 
notes to the original may be made with the very utmost ease and celerity. 
This accessory material should comprehend all conjectures as to the more 
original Kash.mirian form of manifestly corrupt words or passages, in so 
far as they point to readings not identical (compare the next ·paragraph) 
with those of the Vulgate; indications of word-division, especially the 
word-division of corrupt phrases and the resolution of the very frequent 
double sandhi; a running comment, proceeding verse by verse, giving 
any needed elucidatory matter, and explaining the rationale of the blun
ders of the Kashmirian version where feasible (as is often the case), point
ing out in particular its excellences, and the many items in which it 
serves as a useful corrective of the Vuigate or confirms the conjectural 
emendations of the latter made in the edition of Roth and Whitney; -
and all this in the light of the digested report of the variants of the 

parallel texts given by Whitney in the present work and in the light of 
the other parallels soon to be made accessible ·by Bloomfield's Vedic Con
cordance. An occasional bit of translation might be added in cases where 
the Kashmirian text contains something peculiar to itself or not hitherto 
satisfactorily treated. 

For the cases (hinted at in the preceding paragraph) where corrupt 
Kashmirian readings point simply to readings identical with those of the 
Vulgate, a simple reference to the latter will sometimes suffice to show 
the true reading and sense of what the Kashmirian reciters or scribes 
have corrupted into gibberish. Thus the Kashmirian form of xii. 3. 36 b, 

found at folio 226 bI 3, is yii'vanta{i kiimcin samitli,u jmrasthat. Apart from 
the aspiration (overlooked by Roth) of the prior dental of jmrast,it, each of 
these four words by itself is a good and intelligible Vedic word ; but taken 
together, they yield far less meaning than do the famous Jabberwock 
verses of Through the L(}oking-glass.1 Their presence in the Kashmirian 
text is explained by their superficial phonetic resemblance to the Vulgate 
pada ydvanta!z, kdma{t sdm atltrJas tan, of which they are a palpable and 
wholly unintelligent corruption. It is evident that, with the Vulgate 
before us, conjectural emendation of the Kashmirian text in such cases 

1 For the sake of fathers to whom English is not vernacular, it may be added that this 
classic of English and American nurseries is the work of Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (" Le·wis 
•Carroll") and is a pendant to Alice's Adventzwes in 'fVonderiand. 
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is an entirely gratuitous procedure. And as for such grammar as kcne
da1n bhit1nir nilzata[z, (a feminine noun, with neuter adjective pronoun and 
masculine predicate participle: folio I 86 axs = x. 2. 24°'), - to mend that 
would be to rob the Kashrnirian text of its piquancy; and why should 
we stop with the genders, and not emend also the senseless niha- to the 
intelligible 'Zlihi-? Let all this be done, and we have the Vulgate text 
pure and simple. 

IO. Readings of the Parallel Texts 

The texts whose readings are reported. -The principal texts included in 
these reports are: of the Sarhhitas, the Rig-Veda, Taittiriya, Maitraya1;:ii, 
Vajasaneyi-, Sama-Veda, and Atharva-Veda; of the Brahma1).as, the 
Aitareya, Kau~itaki, Taittiriya, c;atapatha, Paficavii1~a, and Gopatha; of 
the Ara11yakas, the Aitareya and Taittiriya .; of the Upanishads, the 
Kau~Itaki, Katha, Brhadaral).yaka, and Chandogya; of the <.;rauta-Sutras, 
the A~valayana, c;ankhayana, r\pastamba, K.atyayana, and Latyayana; 
of the Grhya-Sutras, the A~valayana, (:ankhayana, .Apastamba, I-Iira11-
yake~i-, Paraskara, and Gobhila. Other texts are occasionally cited : 
so the Kathaka and the Kapi~thala Sari1hita, and the Jaiminiya Brah
mal).a; and the names of some others may be seen from the List of 
Abbreviations, pages ci ff. I have added references to some recently 
edited parallel texts, without attempting to incorporate their readings 
into the digested report of the variants: such are the l\fantra-patha, von 
Schroeder's "Kathahandschriften," and Knauer's Manava-Grhya-Sutra. 
Von Schroeder's edition of Kathaka i. came too late. The information 
accessible to Whitney concerning the then unpublished Black Yajus texts 
was very fragmentary and inadequate; this fact must be borne in mind 

,in 'connection with implied references to the Kathaka and Kapi~thala (cf. 
his notes to iii. 17; 19; 20; 21; v. 27; vii. 89). 

The method of reporting the readings aims at the utmost possible accu
racy. - Whitney has constantly striven for three things : that his reports 
should be characterized, I. and 2., by the utmost attainable accuracy and 
completeness; and, 3., that they should be presented in a thoroughly 
well-digested form. First, as to the accuracy, little need be said. It 
may be well to remind the reader, however, that Whitney has used the 
most methodical precision in this matter, and that, accordingly, if, under 
a given AV. verse, he cites a parallel text without mention of variant, his 
silence is to be rigorously construed as meaning positively that the 
parallel text reads as does the AV. verse in question. As a matter of 
fact, I believe that it wiH be found possible in nearly every case to recon
struct the parallel texts with precision from the data. of Whitney's reports. 
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It needs here to be noted that Whitney, in reporting variants from the 
Maitraya~I, has disregarded what are (as explained by von Schroeder in 
his introduction, pages xxviii-xxix) mere orthographical peculiarities of 
that text. Accordingly, at iii. 14. 3, he treats the na (= nas) a gata of 
MS. as if it were na d gata. Again, the MS. correspondent of iii. 19. 3 
has, in sarnhita, svdiz, and in pada, svdn / \!Vhitney reports svdii, and quite 
properly, although it is neither the one thing nor the other. So at ii. 34. 3, 
he reports tdii, although MS. has, in s., tdiz, and in p., tan. 

The completeness of the reports far from absolute. - Secondly, as for its 
completeness, it may be asked whether Bloomfield's great work, the Vedic 
Concordance, will not show \Nhitney's parallels to be far from exhaustive. 
To this I reply that the primary purpose of Bloomfield's Concordance is 
to give the concordances, and to do so with as near an approach to com
pleteness as possible, even for the less important texts, a task of which 
the preliminaries have required the assiduous labor of years. In \Vhit
ney's work, on the other hand, the giving of concordances is only one of 
many related tasks involved in his general plan, and is, moreover, only 
incidental to the discussion of the variants. I have tested the two works 
by comparison of random verses in the proof-sheets, and find (as I 
expected) that Bloomfield does indeed give very many references which 
are not given by Whitney; but that these references (apart from the 
Kathaka) are concerned prevailingly with the numerous subsidiary or 
less important texts which fall within the purview of the Concordance. 
Whitney had excerpted all the texts, so far as published (see the list, 
above), which were of primary importance for his purpose. The parallels 
to which Bloomfield's additional references guide us will have to be 
reckoned with in due course by 'Whitney's successors ; but I surmise that 
they are not likely upon the whole greatly to affect the sum of our critical 
judgments respecting the Atharvan text.1 

The reports are presented in well-digested form.-Thirdly, as to the form 
of the reports. It is one thing to give numerical references to the places 
where the padas and their variants are to be found.2 It is another to 
rehearse, in full for each text concerned, the readings containing variants; 
and the result of this process is in a high degree space-consuming and 
repetitious for the author, and time-consuming and confusing for the user. 
It is yet another ahd a very different thing to compare these readings 
carefully, to note the points of agreement, and to state briefly and clearly 
the points on which they differ.3 The result of this last procedure is a 

1 In spite of its intrinsic importance, such is the case, I believe, with the <;B., to which · 
Whitney makes, 1 think, rather meagre reference. 

2 And it is a large achievement to do it on such a scale as does the Concordance. 
3 Whoever doubts it, let Mm take so very simple a case as AV. ii. 29. 3 o.r iv. 14. I, write 

out the AV. text in full and then the. three parallel Yajus-texts beneath. it, compare them, 
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well-digested report of the variants which is easily and quickly usable for 
the purpose of critical study. I call especial attention to this valuable 
feature of Whitney's work, partly because of its practical importance, and 
partly because it shows the author's power of masterly condensation and 
of self-restraint. 

11. Whitney's Commentary: Further Discussion of its Critical 
Elements 

Comprehensiveness of its array of parallels. - I have already called 
attention (p. xxxvii) to the fact that the Commentary expressly disavmvs 
any claim to finality; and have spoken briefly of its importance as a tool, 
and of its comprehensiveness. In respect of the comprehensiveness of 
its array of parallels, it answers very perfectly one of the requirements 
set by Fischel and Geldner in the Introduction (p. xxx) to the Vedische 
Studien: "Das gesamte indische Altertum lrnnn und muss der vedischen 
Exegese dienstbar gemacht werden. In vorderster Linie wollen auch 
wir den Veda aus sich selbst erklaren <lurch umfassenderes Aufsuchen 
der Parallelstellen und Combinieren zusammengehoriger aber in verschie
denen Teilen des Veda zerstreuter Gedanken." That \Vhitney's work will 
prove to be an instrument of great effectiveness in the future criticism 
and exegesis of the Veda I think no one can doubt. It will easily be seen 
that often, in the cases where the older attempts have failed, the fault is 
to be laid not so much to the learning and ingenuity of the scholars con
cerned, as to the lack of powerful tools. Such a powerful tool is this ; 
such is Bloomfield's Concordance; and other such helpful tools are sure 
to be invented and made in the next few decades. The pratlka-indexes of 
Pertsch, Whitney, Weber, Aufrecht, and von Schroeder are admirable; 
and without them Whitney's work could not have been made. Their 
main use is to make feasible the systematic comparison of the texts one 
with another. This is what 'Whitney has done here, with the· Atharvan 
text as starting-point, and the results of his comparison lie before us in 
the conveniently digested reports of the variants. 

Criticism .of specific readings. - Examples abound showing how the 
reports may be used for this purpose. They enable us to recognize the 
corruptness of a reading, which, although corrupt, is nevertheless to be 
deemed the genuine Atharvan reading, as in the case of yd~ cdrati at 

underscore in red ink the points of difference, and then state them with brevity and clearness. 
Then let him examine Whitney's reports, and I think he will freely admit that they are indeed 
well-digested and are models of masterly condensation. More difficult cases are ii. r. 3; 13. I; 
iii. Io. 4; I 2. 7 ; 19. 8; vii. 83. 2; 97. r; .xiv. 2. 71. The amount and intricacy of possible varia
tion is well exemplified by vi. II 7. I. Perhaps Whitney has erred in the direction of over
condensation in his note to vii. 29. 2. 
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iv. 5. 5 over against the ydf ea cdrati of RV. vii. 5 5. 6 ; or, again, to dis
cover with certainty the true intention (cf. TB. ii. 4. 710

) of a lot of waver
ing variants, as in the case of those that disguise the svdravo nzitd!z of 
xix. 42. r. They show us that the vastly superior tradition of the RV. 
corrects that of the AV. in many places (cf. the accentless asa/zanta of 
xi. I. 2); but that the AV. occasionally scores a point even against the 
RV., as in the case of maghdsu at xiv. r. I 3 (RV. aghdsu), or as in the 
case of nazt ... niiu at xviii. I. 4 (RV. no ... nau). What a puzzle is 
the phrase (xiv. 2. 72) janiydnti nav dgrava[t, 'The unmarried [plural] of 
us two [ dual] seek a wife,' by itself, involving, as it does, a breach of the 
mathematical axiom that the whole is greater than any of its parts! but 
the comparison of RV. vii. 96. 4, with its nzt for nau, teaches us that the 
error lies in the nau, even if it does· not show us with certainty how that 
error is to be emended. Even with all the array of variants, we are (as 
Whitney notes at iv. 8. I ; vi. 22. 3 ; 3 r. 3) at times forced to the conclu
sion that certain verses were hopelessly spoiled before ever any of the 
various text-makers took them in hand. 

Illustrations of classes of text errors. - I have already hinted at the 
variety of special investigations to which the mass of critical material here 
assembled invites. The various occasions of probable error in the trans
mission of Indic texts have not yet been made the object of a systematic 
and formal treatise. Here we have, conveniently presented, the very 
material needed for such an advance in the progress of Vedic criticism. 
By grouping suspected readings into clearly defined classes, it will become 
possible to re.cognize suspected readings as real errors with a far greater 
degree of certainty than ever before. Illustrations of this matter are so 
abundant as easily to lead us far afield; but several may be given.1 

Auditory errors. -A most striking example of a variation occasioned 
by the almost complete similarity of sound of two different readings is 
presented by the jwatitya of AGS. iii. ro. I r, as compared with the 
pratica!z of AV. vi. 32. 3. Compare dyiim of HGS. i. 15. 3, with;)dm of 
AV. vi. 42. I. - Confusion of surd and sonant is exemplified in the variant 
version of part of the familiar RV. hymn, x. r 54, given at AV. xviii. 
2. r4, where we have ylbltyo mddhu pradhtf:v ddhi, 'for whom honey [is] 
on the felly.' This may or may not be the genuine Atharvan reading; 
but it is certainly an unintelligent corruption of the jwadluivati of the 
RV.: and it is very likely that we have the same blunder at vi. 70. 3, 
where the occasion for the corruption is palpable.2 The simplification of 
twin consonants is exemplified at xviii. 3. 3, where the editors of the Berlin 

1 Others, taken frbm the Kashmirian text, are given above, p. lxxxiii. 
2 Confusions of surd and sonant are discussed by Roth, ZDMG. xlviii. ro7: cf. note to 

ii. 13. 31 below. The Kashmirian text swarms with them. 
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text gave, with the support of all the n1Ss. then accessible, the reading 
fi11am rtr!b/iyas: that this is an error for mrttfbhyas is shown beyond all 
doubt by the TA. variant mrta;1a fivdm (cf. the note on p. 832). 

Visual errors. - Several classes of errors are chargeable to " mistakes 
of the eye." Confusions such as that between palti and yt"ilu: are simple 
enough, and are sometimes to be controlled by the evidence of oral 
reciters (cf. p. lxvi); but, considering the fragmentariness of our knowl
edge of Indic paleography, who may guess all the more remote occasions 
for error of this kind? - Of errors by haplography, yd dstt· yd,; cdrati 
(just mentioned) is a good type: this is undoubtedly the true Atharvan 
reading, and it is undoubtedly wrong, as is shown by the meter, and the 
comparison of RV., which hasydf ea cdrati: cf. notes to iv. 5. 5; vi. 71. I; 
vii. 8 I. I ; xix. 42. 3 ; 5 5. 3. For a most modern case, see note to 
xiii. 2. 35. 

Metrical faults. Hypermetric glosses and so forth. - Our susp1C1ons of 
hypermetric words as glosses are often confirmed by the downright 
absence of those words in the parallel texts. Instances are: luisttibllyiini 
at AV. iv. 13. 7 (cf. RV. x. 137. 7); dev6 at RV. x. 150. 41 (cf. RV. iii. 
2. 8); asnzdbliymn at TS. ii. 6. 12 2 (cf. nal; at RV. x. 15. 4); z'-mdm at 
AV. xiv. 2. 40 (cf. RV. x. 85. 43). -On the other hand, the damaged 
meter of our text often suggests a suspicion that some brief word has 
fallen out or that some briefer or longer or otherwise unsuitable form 
has been substituted for an equivalent suitable one; and the suspicion is 
borne out by the reading of the parallel texts. Thus in divo [va] 1.1-i,Itza 

utd vii prthivya, nzaho [ v,z.] vi~·~za zm5r antdrile,:t'it, the bracketed vets, miss
ing at AV. vii. 26. 8, are found in their proper places in the TS. and VS. 
parallels. The patu and iyits of AV. xviii. 2. 5 5 quite spoil the cadences 
of a and c, which cadences are perfect in their RV. original at x. I 7. 4. 

Blend-readings. -The blend~readings, as I have called them, stand in 
yet another group. A good example is found, at AV. xiv. 2. I 8 (see 
note), in praja·vati vit•asilr devfkania syond / its genesis is clear, as is 
also the intrusive character of syond> when we compare the Kashmirian 
reading prajavati virasitr devrkama with that of the RV., virasnr devdkamii 
syona (11 syllables). The like is true of as)'d at VS. xii. 73, dgan-ma 
tdmasas piirdm. asyd: cf. the oft-recurring dtliri,r1na tdmasas pardm asyd 
with the aganma tamasas parmn of the Kathaka, xvi. r2, p. 235 3

, -The 
above-given examples suffice to show how rich is the material gathered 
in this work for an illuminating study of the fallibilities of human tradition 
in India. 

1 Here Bollensen long ago proposed ( Orient imd Occident, ii. 48 5) to athetize abhavat. 
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12. Whitney's Translation and the Interpretative Elements of the 
Commentary 

The Translation : general principles governing the method thereof. - The 
statements concerning the principles involved in the translating of the 
Upanishads, as propounded by 'Whitney in his review of a translation of 
those texts, apply - mutatis rnutandis - so well to the translation of this 
Veda, that I have reprinted them (above, p. xix : cf. p. xxxvii) ; and to 
them I refer the reader. 

The translation not primarily an interpretation, but a literal version. -
'Whitney expressly states (above, p. xix) that the design of this work is 
"to put together as much as possible of the material that is to help 
toward the study and final comprehension of this Veda"; accordingly, 
we can hardly deny the legitimacy of his procedure,' on the one hand, in 
making his version a rigorously literal one, arrd, on the other, in restrict
ing the interpretative constituents of the work to narrow limits. He 
recognized how large a part the subjective element plays in the business 
of interpretation; and if, as he intimates, his main purpose was to clear 
the ground for the interpreters yet to come, his restriction was well 
motived. It is, moreover, quite in accord with his scientific skepticism 
that he should prefer to err on the side of telling less than he knew, and 
not on the side of telling more than he ,knew : a fact which is well illus
trated by his remark at viii. 9. r8, where he says, "The version is as lit
eral as possible; to modify it would imply an understanding of it." 

A literal version as against a literary one. - Let no one think that 
Whitney was not well aware of the differences between such a version as 
he has given here, and a version which (like that of Griffith) makes con
cessions to the demands of literary style and popular interest. Whitney's 
version of xviii. 1. 50, as given below, reads : 'Yama first found for us a 
track; that is not a pasture to be borne away; where our former Fathers 
went forth, there [go] those born [of them], along their own roads.' 
With this compare his version of 1859 (0. and L. S., i., p. 58): 

Yama hath found for ns the first a passage; 
that's no possession to be· taken from us; 

Whither our fathers, of old time, departed, 
thither their offspring, each his proper pathway. 

Each version has its own quality; each method has its justification: to 
make a complete translation after the second method, one must inevitably 
waive the cons,icleration of philological difficulties, a thing by no means licit 
for Whitney in such a work. as this. The admirable version of Griffith 
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illustrates the advantages of the second method, and also its inherent 
limitations.1 

Interpretative elements: captions of the hymns. - The preponderating 
elements of the commentary are of a critical nature, and these have been 
diS'cussed by me at length in chapters I to I I of this Part I. of the Gen
eral Introduction (above, pages lxiv to xciii); of the interpretative elements 
a few words need yet to be said. And first, it should be expressly stated 
tl~at the"English titles of the hymns (the captions or headings printed 
in Clarendon type throughout, just before the Anukramm:iI-excerpts) con
stitute, for the books of short hymns at least, a most important part of 
the interpretative element of this work. They have evidently been formu
lated by \Vhitney with much care and deliberation, and are intended by 
him to give briefly his view of the general purport of each hymn. In a 
few cases these captions were lacking, and have been supplied by me 
from his first draft (so at i. 35) or otherwise (so at ii. 12; v. 6; vii. 109: 
cf. books xv., xvi., and xviii., and p. i72, end). These captions are given 
in tabular form near the end of the work : see volume viii., p. I 024. 

Interpretations by Whitney. - \Vhere the text is not in disorder, a rigor
ously literal version is in many (if not in most) cases fairly intelligible 
without added interpretation. The need of such additions 'Whitney has 
occasionally, but perhaps not often, recognized. Thus after rendering the 
padas i. 2. 3 ab by the words 'when the kine, embracing the tree, sing the 
quivering dexterous reed/ he adds, "that is, apparently, 'when the gut-· 
string on the wooden bow makes the reed-arrow whistle.' " Similarly at 
vi. I 2 5. I. The text speaks at xvi ii. I. 5 2 of an offense done puntfdta : 
Whitney renders 'through humanity,' and adds "that is, through 2 human 
frailty." Cf. note to vii. 33. I. 

It may be noted in this place (for lack of a better one) that Whitney, 
in reporting the conjectures or interpretations of his predecessors, passes 
over some in silence. Sometimes this appears to have been done inten~ 
tionally and because he disapproved them. Thus at iv. 37. 3, he notes in 
his first draft the suggestions of BR. and OB. concerning avarvasdnz; 

l It would be idle presumption in me to praise the work of a man ·whose knowledge of the 
literature and customs and spirit of India is so incomparably greater than my own; but I may 
be allowed. to repeat the j udgment of my revered anf beloved friend, l\L Auguste Barth, con
cerning Griffith's Veda-translations : Elle [the RV. translation) se presente ainsi sans aucun 
appareil savant, ce qui, du reste, ·ne veut pas dire qu'elle n'est pas savante. L'auteur, qui a 
longtemps dirige le Benares College, a une profonde connaissance des langues, des usages, de 
l'esprit de l'Inde, et, pour maint passage, on aurait to•rt de ne pas tenir grandement compte 
de cettf;l version en apparence sans pretentions (Revue de l'histoire des religions, year I893, 
xxvii. 181). Elle [the AV. translation] ... merite les memes eloges (Ibidem, year 1899, 
xxxix .. 25). 

2 By a curious coincidence, "through human frailty" is precisely the rendering given by 
Griffith. 
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but ignores them in his second. Similarly, at ii. 14. 3, he omits mention 
of a translation of the verse given by Zimmer at p. 420. 

Exegetical notes contributed by Roth. - It appears from the letters 
between Roth and 'Whitney that the former had written out a German 
version of this Veda, and that, although it was complete, its author did 
not by any means consider it as ready for publication. In order to give 
Whitney the benefit of his opinion on doubtful points, Roth made a brief 
commentary upon such selected words or phrases (in their proper sequence) 
as seemed to him most likely to present difficulties to Whitney. The 
result is a parcel of notes, consisting of 250 pages in Roth's handwriting, 
which is now in my keeping. From these notes Whitney has incorpo
rated a considerable amount of exegetical matter into his commentary. 
It is yet to be considered whether the notes contain enough material 
unused by Whitney to warrant their publication, if this should appear 
upon other grounds to be advisable. 

The translation has for its underlying text that of the Berlin edition. -
With certain exceptions, to be noted later, the translation is a literal ver
sion of the Vulgate Atharvan text as given in the Berlin edition. For 
the great mass of the text, this is, to be sure, a matter of course. It_ is 
also a matter of course in cases where, in default of helpful variants to 
suggest an emendation of a desperate line, we are forced to a purely 
mechanical version, as at xii. I. 37 a, 'she who, cleansing one, trembling 
away the serpent,' or at vi. 70. 2 ab. Even in the not infrequent cases 
where (in spite of the lack of parallel texts) an emendation is most obvious, 
Whitney sticks to the corrupted text in his translation, and reserves the 
emendation for the notes. Thus, at iv. 12. 4, dsrk te dst!ti -rolzatit tmi,istbn 
11ur.nslna rohatu, he renders 'let thy blood, bone grow,' although the 
change of dsrk to asthnti would make all in order. 

The translation follows the Berlin text even in cases of corrigible corrup
tions. - On the other hand, it may seem to some to be not a matter of 
course that 'Whitney should give a bald and mechanically literal version 
of the true Atharvan text as presented in the Berlin edition in those very 
numerous cases where the parallel texts offer the wholly intelligible read
ings of which the Atharvan ones are palpable distortions. Granting, 
however, that they are, although corrupt, to be accepted as the Atharvan 
readings, and considering that this work is primarily a technical one, his 
procedure in faithfully reproducing the corruption in English is entirely 
justified. 

A few examples may be given. Whitney renders tdhz tvti bhaga sdrva 
if joltavimi (iii. 16. 5) by 'on thee here, Bhaga, do I call entire,' although 
RV.VS. have johaviti, 'on thee does every one call.' At v. 2. 8, tziraf 

dd 1.dr;vam an,zavat tdpa.r;,;Nin is rendered 'may he, quick, rich in f ervor, 
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send(?) all/ although it is a corruption (and a most interesting one) of 
the very clear line dttraf ea 1_1if,)ti avnzod dpa S7)d{t. So puruddmiiso 
{vii. 73. I), 'of many houses,' although the <:;rauta-Sutras offer jmmta
maso. At RV. vi. 28. 7 the cows are spoken of as 'drinking clear water 
and cropping good pasture,' srtydvasmiz riftiHti{t: the AV. text-makers, at 
iv. 2 I. 7; corrupt the phrase to -se ntfd1tti{t,, but only in half-way fashion, 
for they leave the RV. accent to betray the character of their work. 
Even here Whitney renders by 'shining (ri'it;cmtl(!) in good pasture.' The 
AV., at xviii. 4. 40, describes the Fathers as tistnam tz,fam ztpa y/ sdcante ,· 
·whitney is right in rendering the line by' they who attach themselves unto 
a sitting refreshment/ although its original intent is amusingly revealed 
by HGS., which has (ju1antlim) mast 'mam 1 z,,fam uta ;1e b!taj'ante, 'and 
they who partake of this nourishment every month.' For other instances, 
see the notes to iv. 2 r. 2 a; iii. 3. r ; iv. I 6. 6 (ntt;antas for m~wintas), 8 
(1Hfsu1J,o); 27. 7 (vidittfrn); vi. 92. 3 (dlut-vatu.); ii. 35. 4; iii. r8. 3; iv. 2. 6; 
r 5. 5 ; vii. 2 I. I ; and so on. 

Cases of departure from the text of the Berlin edition. - These are always 
expressly stated by "Whitney. They include, first, cases in which the 
Berlin edition does not present the true Atharvan text. An example 
may be found at xix. 64. I, where the editors had emended wrongly to 
dgre and the version implies dgne. At xix. 6. I 3, the editors, following the 
suggestion of the parallel texts, had emended to chdndciizsi the ungram
matical corruption of the AV. chdndo !ta (jajnire tdsmiit) ; but since 
Whitney held that the latter reading '' has the best right to figure as 
Atharvan text," his intentionally ungrammatical English 'meter were 
born from that' is meant to imply that reading. 

Here are included, secondly, cases in which the Berlin reading, although 
it has to be recognized as the true Atharvan reading, is so unmanageable 
that Whitney has in despair translated the reading of some parallel text 
or an emended reading. Thus at vii. 57. 2 c it is assumed that ubltl id 
asyo , bhe asya rajata{t is, although corrupt, the true Atharvan reading. 
The corruption is indeed phonetically an extremely slight distortion, for 
tp.e RV. has 1tb!te id asyo 'bhdyasya n"fjata{t; and from this the translation 
is made. - Other categories might be set up to suit the slightly va'tying 
relations of mss. and edition and version: cf. xix. 30. r; xviii. 4. 87; and 
so on. 

Whitney's growing skepticism and correspondingly rigid literalness. -
At xiii. 4. 54, Whitney says : "Our rendering has at least concinnity
unless, indeed, in a text of this character, that be an argument against 
its acceptance." The remark is just; but one does not wonder that its 

.author has been called dcr grosse Skeptz'kcr dcr Sprachwissensc!taft. That 

l Perhaps the corruption is yet deeper seated, and covers an original milsl-mlisy ttr/am. 
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his skepticism grew with the progress of his work is clear from a com
parison of the unrevised with the revised forms (cf. p. xxvii) of the early 
books. Thus at vi. 57. 2, as a rendering of jalii[d, his manuscript at first 
read 'healer'; but on the revision he has crossed this out and put the 
Vedic word untranslated in its stead. \Nith his skepticism, his desire for 
rigid literalness seems to have increased. At ii. 3 3. 5, the first draft trans
lates prdpada very suitably by 'fore parts of the feet'; but the second 
renders it by 'front feet.' Similarly, at vi. 42. 3, there is no reasonable 
doubt that parf~zya prdpadcna ea means [I trample] 'with heel and with 
toe' (cf. viii. 6. I 5 ; vi. 24. 2) ; but again he renders by 'front foot.' At 
iii. I 5. 7, his prior draft reads 'watch over our life' : 'life' is an unim
peachable equivalent of 'vital spirits' or pra'}Jds; but the author has 
changed it to 'breaths' in the second draft. 

His presumable motive, a wish to leave all in the least degree doubtful 
interpretation to his successors, we ca11 understand; but we cannot deny 
that he sometimes goes out of his way to make his version wooden. Thus 
he renders blzt, when used of skins or amulets (viii. 6. r I; 5. I 3) by 'bear' 
instead of 'wear.' At iv. 2 I. I, he speaks of cows as 'milking for Indra 
many dawns,' although 'full many a morning yielding milk for Indra' 
can hardly be called too free. Cf. his apt version of ztttariinMtttarii11i 
sdmii1n at xii. r. 33, 'from one year to another,' with that given at iii. ro. r ; 
I 7. 4, 'each further summer.' In a charm to rid the grain of danger, 
vi. 50. I d, 'make fearlessness for the grain' is needlessly inept. It is 
easy for Sanskritists, but not for others, to see that 'heroism' (virya), as 
used of an herb at xix. 34. 8, means its 'virtue ' (and so he renders it at 
xii. I. 2); that 'bodies' of Agni at xix. 3. 2 are his 'forms' (rivfis or 
l(horas) ; and so on; but to others, such versions will hardly convey the 
intended meaning. The fact that svastfblzis, in the familjar refrain of the 
Vasi~thas, is a plural, hardly justifies the infelicity of using such a plural 
as 'well-beings ' to render it at iii. I 6. 7 ; and some will say the like of 
'wealfulnesses' (iv. r3. 5), 'wealths,' and 'marrows.' 

It lies entirely beyond the province of the editor to make alterations 
in matters of this kind. It is perhaps to be regretted that these infelici
ties,Gi'\,Vhich do not really go below the surface of the work, are the ve~y 
things that are the most striking for persons who examine the book casu
ally and without technical knowledge; but the book is after all primarily 
for technical study. 

Poetic elevation and humor. - The places in which the AV. rises to any 
elevation of poetic thought or diction are few indeed. Some of the 
funeral verses come as near it as any (among them, notably, xviii. 2. 50); 
and some of the philosophic verses (especially of x. 8 under Deussen•s 
sympathetic treatment) have an interest which is not mean. The motive 
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of xix. 47 is an exceptionally coherent and pleasing one. I presume 
that the idea of sending the fever as a choice present to one's neighbors 
{v. 22. 14) is intended to be jocose. \1/itchcraft and healing are serious 
businesses. If there is anything else of jocular tone in this extensive 
text, I do not remember that any one has recognized and noted it. The 
gravity of vVhitney's long labor is hardly relieved by a gleam of humor 
save in his introduction to ii. 30 and his notes to vi. 16. 4 and 67. 2 and 
x. 8. 27, and the two cited at p. xcvii, line 4 from encl, and p. xciv, 1. 23. 

13. Abbreviations and Signs explained 

General scope of the list. - The following list is intended not only to 
explain all the downright, or most arbitrary abbreviations used in this 
work, but also to explain in the shortest feasible way all such abbreviated 
designations of books and articles as are more or less arbitrary. The 
former generally consist of a single initial letter or group of such letters; 
the latter, of an author's name or of the abbreviated title of a work. 

The downright abbreviations. - These are for the most part identical 
with those used by \tVhitney in his Gnmzmar and given and explained by 
him on p. xxvi of that work : thus AA. = Aitareya-Aral}yaka. - Whit# 
ney's omission of the macron proper to -the A in AA, AB., A<;S., AGS., 
BAU., and TA. was doubtless motived by a purely mechanical considera
tion, the extreme fragility of the macron over a capital A; that he has not 
omitted it in A.past. or .Ap. is a pardonable inconsistency. - The sigla codi
cum are explained at p. cix, and only such of them are included here as have 
more than one meaning: thus, Vv. = \\Tilson codex and also= \tVhitney. 

Abbreviated designations of. books and articles. - For these the list is 
intended to give amply sufficient and clear explanations, without follow
ing strictly any set of rules of bibliographers. In the choice of the des
ignations, brevity and unambiguousness have been had chiefly in mind. -
An author's name, without further indication of title, is often used arbi
trarily to mean his most frequently cited work~ Thus "Weber" means 
Weber's Indz'sclze Stud-icn. With like arbitrariness are used the names 
of Bloomfield, Caland, Florenz, Griffith, Grill, Henry, Ludwig, •Muir, 
Winternitz, and Zimmer :. cf. the list. - Where two coordinate reference
numbers, separated by a comma, are given (as in the case of Bloomfield, 
Grill, and Henry), the first refers to the page of the translation, and the 
second to the page of the commentary. Of similar numbers, separated 
by "or" (as on p. 286), the first refers to the original pagination, and 
the second to the pagination of the reprint.1 

1 Here let me protest against the much worse than useless custom of giving a new pagina
tion or a do.uble pagi~ation to separate reprints. If an author in citing a reprinted article does 
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Explanation of arbitrary signs. - The following signs (and letters) are 
used in the body of this work more or less arbitrarily. 

Parentheses are used in the translation to enclose the Sanskrit original 
of any given English word (see above, p. xx), such indications being 
often most acceptable to the professional student. For numerous 
instances, see xii. I, where the added bhtzmi or prtkivt (both are added in 
vs. 7) shows which of these words is meant by the English earth. They 
are also used to enclose an indication of the gender (m. f. n.) or number 
(du. pl.) of a Vedic word whose gender or number cannot otherwise be 
shown by the version. 

Square brackets are employed to enclose some of the words inserted. 
in the translation for which there is no express equivalent in the· 
original. 

Ell-brackets, or square brackets minus the upper horizontal stroke 
(thus: L J ), were devised by the editor to mark as portions of this work 
for which ·Whitney is not responsible such additions or changes as were 
made by the editor (cf. p. xxviii, end). These types were devised partly 
because the usual parentheses and brackets were already employed for 
other purposes, and partly because they readily suggest the letter ell, the 
initial of the editor's name. 

Hand. - In order to avoid the expense of alterations in the electro
plates, all considerable additions and corrections have been put together 
on pages 1045-46, and reference is made to them in the proper places by 
means of a hand pointing to the page concerned (thus, at p. 327, line I I :· 

~Seep. 1045). 
The small circle (thus: o ) represents the avagraha or division-mark 

of the pada-texts. This use of the circle is common in the mss. (as 
explained at p. cxxii) and has been followed in the Indez Virbonnn 
(seep. 4). 

The Italic colon ( : ) is employed as equivalent of the vertical stroke 
used in nagari to separate individual words or padas. Both circle and 
colon are used in the note to vi. I 3 r. 3. I regard both the circle and the 
colon as extremely ill adapted for the uses here explained. 

The letters a, b, c, d, e, £, etc., when set, as here, in Clarendon type, are 
intended to. designate the successive padas of a Vedic stanza or verse. 

Alphabetic list of abbreviations. - The downright abbreviations and the 
abbreviated designations of books and articles follow here, all in a single 
alphabetically arranged list. 

not give each reference thereto in duplicate, or if his reader does not have· at hand both the 
original and the reprint (and either of these cases is exceptional), the seeker of a citation is 
sure to be baffled in a large proportion of the instances concerned. It is amazing that any 
author or editor can be so heedless as to tolerate this evil practice. 
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AA. = Aitareya-Arai:iyaka. Ed. Bibl. Ind. 
1876. 

AB. = Aitareya-Brahmai;ia. Ed. Th. Auf
recht. Bonn. 1879. 

Abh. = Abhandlungen. 
A<;S. = A~valayana-<;rauta-Stitra. Ed. 

Bihl. Ind. 1874. 

In the ed., the I 2 adhyii;1as of the work 
are divided into two Hexads (!a(kas), a 
Prior and a Latter, and the numbering of 
those of the Latter begins anew with r. 
In \Vhitney's citations, the numbers run 
from i. to xii.: thus (in his note to iv. 39.9) 
A<;S. II. ii. 14. 4 is cited as viii. q.. 4. 

AGS. = A~valayana-Grhya-Stitra. Ed. A. 
F. Stenzler in Sanskrit and German. 
Leipzig. 1864-5. Ed. also in Bibl. 
Incl. 1869. 

AJP. = American Journal of Philology. 
Ed. B. L. Gildersleeve. Baltimore. 
1880-. 

Ak. = Akadem ie. 
Amer. = American. 
Anukr. = Anukramai;ii or, sometimes the 

author of it. 
Ap<;S. or Ap. = Apastamba-<:;rauta-Sutra. 

Ed. R. Garbe in Bibl. Ind. 1882-
1902. 3 vol1s. 

ApGS. = Apastambiya-Grhya-Sutrn. Ed. 
M. \Vinternitz. Vienna. 1887. 

APr. = Atharva-Veda Prati<;akhya. Ed. 
W. D. Whitney in J AOS. (vii. 333-
6 r 5 ). 1862. Text, translation, and 
elaborate notes. 

Aufrecht. Das XV. Buch des AV. Text, 
translation, and notes. Ind. Stud. i. 
12 I-I 40. 1849. See below, p. 769. 

AV.= Atharva-Vecla. AV.= also Athar
va-Veda-Sam hi ta. Ed. by R. Roth and 
W. D. Whitney. Berlin. 1855-6. Ed. 
also by Shankar Pandurang Pandit. 
Bombay. I 895-8. 4 vol's. 

-av. = -avasana: see explanation following. 

In the excerpts from the Anukr., the 
Sanskrit eka-, dvi-, tri'-, etc., constantly 
recurring in composition with avasiina and 
pada, are abbreviated by the Arabic nu
merals I, 2, 3, etc. Thus, at p. 727, the 
excerpt 3-av. 6-p. atyarft' may be read as 
try-avasancl 1a{-padll '~J'tiffilj. 

B.= Brahmai.ia. 
BAU.= Brhad-ii.raIJyaka-Upani~ad. Ed. 

Otto Bohtlingk:. Leipzig. 1889. Other 
ed1s: Cale., Bo., Poona. 

Baudhayana = Baudhayana-Dharma-~as
tra. Ed. E. H u1tzsch. Leipzig. I 884. 

Bergaigne: see Rel. Ved. 
Bergaigne-Henry, Manuel= l\f anuel pour 

etndier le Sanscrit vedique. By A. 
Dergaigne and V. Henry. Paris. I 890. 

Bibl. Ind. = Bibliotheca Inclica, as desig
nation of the collection of texts and 
translations published by the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal in Calcutta. 

BI. == Bloomfield. 
Bloom.field (without further designation of 

title) = Hymns of the AV., together 
with extracts from the ritual books and 
the commentaries, translated by Mau
rice Bloomfield. Oxford. r 897. This 
book is vol. xlii. of SBE. 

In this work Bl. sums up a very large 
part, if not all, of his former "Contribu
tions" to the exegesis of this Veda, which 
he had published in AJP. (vii., xi.1 :xii., 
xvii.), JAOS. (xiii., xv., :xvi. - PAOS. 
included), ZDMG. (xlviii.). The" Contri
butions" are cited by the abbreviated des
ignations (just given) of the periodicals 
concerned. 

Bloomfield, Atharvavecla = his part, so en
titled, of the Grundriss. 1899. 

Bo. :::: Bombay. 
BR. = Bohtlingk and Roth's Sanskrit

Worterbttch. Published by the Impe
rial Russian Academy of Sciences. St. 
Petersburg. 1852-1875. Seven vol's. 
Often called the (Major) (St.) Peters
burg Lexicon. Cf. OB. 

Caland (without furtherindication of title) 
= Altindisches Zauberritual. Probe 
einer U ebersetzung der wich tigsten 
Theiie des Kaw;ika-Sutra (kai;ic;Iikas 7-
52). By W. Ca.land. Amsterdam. 
I 900. From the Verhandelingen der 
Koninklijke Ak. · van Wetenschappen 
te Amsterdam. Deel II I. No. 2. 

Caland, Todtengebra.uche = Die Altindi
schen Todte~- und Bestattungsgebrau
che. Amsterdam. 1896. Seep. 813. 
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Caland, Totenverehrung = Ueber Toten
verehrnng bei einigen der I ndo-Ger
m anischen Volker. Amsterdam. I SSS. 

Caland, Pitpnedha-Siitras = The Pitpne
dha-Sutras of Baudhayana, Hira1?-yake
c;in, Giiutama. Leipzig. 1896. 

Cale. = Calcutta or Calcutta edition. 
<;B. = <;atapatha - Brahmai~a. Ed. A. 

··weber. Berlin. 1855. 
<;<;s. = <;ankhayana- <;rauta-Siitra. Ed. 

A. Hillebrandt. Bibl. Ind. 1888. 
<;GS. = <;ankhayana-Grhya-Sutra. Ed. H. 

Oldenberg in Ind. Stud. (xv. r-166). 
1878. Skt. and German. 

ChU. = Chandogya- Upani~ad. Ed. 0. 
Bohtlingk. Leipzig. 1889. Skt. and 
German. Eel. also in Bibi. Ind., Bo., 
and Poona. 

Collation-Book= manuscript volumes con
taining Whitney's fundamental tran
script of the AV. text and his collations, 
etc. For details, see p. cxvii. 

comm. = the commentary on AV. ( as
cribed to Saya1:a and published in the 
Bombay ed.); or, the author thereof. 

Da9. Kar. = Da~a Karmi."i\1i, a paddhati to 
certain parts of the Kauc;. See Bi's 
introduction, p. xiv. 

Delbrtick. Altindische Syntax. Halle. 
1888. 

Denk:schr. = Denkschriften. 
Deussen, Geschichte = Allgemeine Ge

schichte der Philosophie mit besonderer 
Berilcksichtigung der Religio11en. By 
Paul Deussen. Leipzig. The first vol. 
(part r, 1894: part 2, 1899) treats of 
the philosophy of the Veda and of the 
Upani~ads. 

Deussen, Upanishads = Sechzig Upani
shad's des Veda aus dem Sanskrit 
i.ibersetzt und mit Einleitungen und 
Anmerktmgen versehen. Leipzig. 
1897. 

Dhanvantari = Dhanvantariya - Nigha11tu. 
Some references are to the Poona ed.; 
Roth's references are, I presume, to 
his transcript described by Garbe, 
Verzeichniss der (Tiibinger) Indischen 
Handschriften, No. 230. 

du.== dual. 
ed. == edition ( of) or editor or edited by 

or in. 
et al. = et alibi. 
f. or fem.= feminine. 
Festgruss an Bohtlingk = Festgruss an 

Otto von Bohtlingk zum Doktor-Jubi
laum, 3. Februar 1888, von seinen 
Freunden. Stuttgart. 1888. 

Festgruss an Roth= Festgruss an Rudolf 
von Roth zum Doktor-J ubilaum, 24. 
August 1893, von seinen Freunden und 
Schtilern. Stuttgart. I 893. 

Florenz= his German translation of AV. 
vi. 1-50, with comment, in vol. xii. of 
Bezzenberger's Beitrage. Gottingen. 
1887. See below, p. 281. 

GB.= Gopatha-Brahmaiia, Eel. Bibl. Ind. 
1872. 

Geldner : see Siebenzlg Lieder and Ved. 
Stud. 

Ges. = Gesellschaft. 
GGA. = Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen. 
GGS. = Gobhila-Grhya-Sutra. Ed. Fried-

rich Knauer. Leipzig. 1885. Text, 
transl., and comment : in 2 parts. 

Grammar or (Skt.) .Gram. or Gr.= Whit
ney's Sanskrit Grammar, 2d ed. Leip
zig and Boston. 1889. There is a 3d 
ed. (1896), which is essentially a re
print of the 2d. 

Grassmann == Rig-Veda. Uebersetzt etc. 
Leipzig. I 876-7. 2 vol's. 

Griffith= The hymns of the AV., trans
lated, with a popular commentary. By 
Ralph T. H. Griffith. Benares and Lon
don. 1895-6. 2 vol's. Cf. p. xcv, above. 

Grill= Hundert Lieder des AV. By Julius 
Grill. 2d eel. Stuttgart. 1888. Trans
lation and comment. 

Grohmann= Medicinisches aus dem AV., 
mit besonderem Bezug auf den Takman. 
In Ind. Stud. (ix. 381-423). 1865. 

Grundriss = Grundriss der Indo-Arischen 
Philologie und Altertumskunde. Be
grilndet von Georg Biihler. Fortgesetzt 
von F. Kielhorn. Strassburg. 1896-. 

Gurupujakaumudi = Festgabe zum fi.inf
zigjahrigen Doctorjubiliium, Albrecht 
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\Veber dargebracht von seinen Freun
den und Schiilern. Leipzig. 1896. 

h. = hymn or hymns. 
Ha.la's Saptac;ataka: reference is made to 

A. Weber's treatise· thereon (Leipzig. 
I S70) and to his edition thereof ( Leip
zig. 1881). 

Hardy-= Die Veclisch • brahmanische Pe
riode der Religion des alten Indiens. 
By Edmund Hardy. l\Iiinster in \Vest
phalia. 1893. 

Henry (without further indication of title) 
= Victor Henry's French translation 
of books vii.-xiii. of the AV., with com
mentary. It appeared in 4 vol's (Paris, 
Maisonneuve) as follows : book :xiii., 
I 891 ; book vii., I 892 ; books viii.-ix., 
1894; books x.-xii., 1896. For pre
cise titles, see below, pages 388, 47r, 
562, 708. 

HGS. = Hirar:iyake~i-Grhya-Sutra. Ed. J. 
Kirste. Vienna. I 889. 

Hillebrandt, Veda-Chrestomathie. Berlin. 
1885. 

Hillebrandt, Ved. Myth. = his Vedische 
Mythologie, Breslau. 1891-1902. 

Hillebrandt, Ritual-litteratur = his part of 
the Grundriss. I 897. 

IF.= Indogennanische Forschungen. Ed. 
by Brugmann and Streitberg. Strass
burg. I 892-. 

IF A. = Anzeiger fi.ir Indogermanische 
Sprach- und Altertumskunde. " Bei
blatt" to IF. 

Index Verborum = Whitney's Index Ver
borum to the published Text of the 
AV. Issued as JAOS., vol. xii. New 
Haven, Conn. 1881. 

Ind. Streifen = A. Weber's Indische 
Streifen. Berlin and· Leipzig. 1868. 
I 869. I 879. 3 vol's. 

Ind. Stud. = Indische Studien. Ed. Al
brecht Weber. Volumei.(Berlin. 1849-
50) to volume xviii. (Leipzig. 1898). 

JA. = Journal Asiatique. Public par la 
Societc Asiatique. Paris. 1822-. 
Cited by series, vol., and page. 

JAOS. = Journalof the American Oriental 
Society. New Haven, Conn. 1843-. 

JB. = Jaiminiya-Drahmm;a. Cited from 
\Vhitney's transcript, described by him 
at JA.OS. xi., p. cxliv, = PAOS. for 
l\Tay, 1883. 

JRAS. :::::: Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society of Great Britain and Ireland. 
London. 1834-. 

JUB. = Jaiminiya - Upani~ad - Brahma9-a. 
Ed. H. Oertel in JAOS. (xvi. 79-:!6o). 
1896 (presented, 1893). Text, transl., 
notes. 

K. = Kathaka; or, stmll:times the codex 
K. Von Schroeder's ed. of book i. of 
the Kathaka appeared in Leipzig, 1900. 

Kap. = Kapi~thala-Sarhhita. 
KathaB. = Katha-Drahma1.1a: see below, 

P· 903, 4r 2. 

Katha-hss. = Die Ti.ibinger Kat}rn-Hand
schriften und ihrc Beziehung zum TA. 
By L. von Schroeder. Sb. der k. Ak. der 
Wiss. in Wien. Vol. I 3 7. Vienna. r 898. 

Kauc;;. = The Kiluc;;ika-Sfitra of the AV. 
\Vith extracts from the commentaries 
of Darila and Kec;;ava. Ed. Maurice 
Bloomfield. Issued as vol. xiv. of J AOS. 
I 890. For concordance of two methods 
of citing this text, see p. 1012. 

KB. = Kaui:,itaki-Brahmar:ia. Eel. B. Lind
ner. Jena. 1887. 

KB U. = Kau~itaki- Brahmar:ia - U pani~ad. 
Ed. E. B. Cowell. Bibl. Ind. 1861. 
Text and translation. 

K<;S. = Katyayana-<;rauta-Sutra. Ed. A. 
Weber. Berlin. 1859. 

Ke<s, = Ke~ava or his scholia on Kauc_;. 
See Brs introd., p. xvi. 

Kuhn's Pali-gram. = Beitra.ge zur Pali
grammatik von Ernst vV. A. Kuhn. 
Berlin. 187 5. 

KZ; = Zeitschrift for vergleichende Sprach~ 
forschung . . . • begriindet von Th. 
Aufrecht und A. Kuhn. J.:terlin. (Now 
Gijtersloh.) 1851-. 

Lanman, Noun- Inflection= Noun - Inflec
tion in the Veda. By C. R. Lanman. 
li1 JAOS. (x. 325-601). r88o. 

Lanman, (5kt.) Reader = Sanskrit Reader, 
with Vocabuhiry and Notes. By C.R. 
Lanman. Boston. I 888. 
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u;s. = Latyayana- <;rauta - Sutra. Ed. 
Bibl. Ind. 1872. 

Ludwig (without further indication of title) 
== vol. iii. of his Der Rigveda in 6 vol's. 
Prag. I 876-88. 

Vol's i.-ii. contain the translation of the 
RV., and iv.-v. contain the comment. 
Vol. iii. (1878) contains many translations 
from AV. and is entitled Die Mantra-lit
terat ur und das alte Indien als Einleitung 
zur Ueb. des RV.- Where reference to 
the transl. of the RV. equivalent (in vol. i. 
or ii.) of an AV. passage is intended, that 
fact is made clear (as at p. 118 top, I 13, 
248, etc.). 

Ludwig, Kritik des RV.-textes: seep. 860. 
m. ::::: masculine. 
Macdonell, Ved. Mythol. = his Veclic My

thology in the Grundriss. 1897. 
MB. = Mantra- Brahmar;ia (of the SV.). 

Cited from ed. in pedodical called 
Usha. Calcutta. 1891. 

MBh. = Maha-Bharata. Citations refer to 
Bo. ed. ( or ed's ), or to both Bo. and 
Cale. ed's. 

Mem. Soc. Ling. = Memoires de la Societe 
de linguistique de Paris. 

MGS. == 1\.Hi.nava-Grhya- Sutra. Ed. F. 
Knauer. St. Petersburg. 1897. 

MP.= Mantra-Patha: or, the Prayer Book 
of the A.pastambins. Ed. M. Winter
nitz. Oxford. 1897. Part of the ma
terial of MP. had already been given 
in the work cited below under Winter
nitz, Hochzeitsrituell, as explained 
also below, p. 738. 

MS.= l\Hiitrtiya\1i-Sa111hita. Ed. L. von 
Schroeder. Leipzig. 1881-6. 

Muir (without further indication of title) = 
OST., which see. 

Mair, Metrical Translations from Sanskrit 
Writers. London. 1879. 

N. = North.,., 
n.::::: note; or, sometimes neuter. 
Naigeya-ka.1:-~la of SV. : see below, under 

sv. 
Nak~. orNak~. K.=Nak~atra-Kalpa. See 

Bl's introcL to KaU<;., p. xix. 
Noun-Inflection ; see above, under Lan

man. 

O. and L. S. = Oriental and Linguistic 
Studies. By W. D. Whitney. New 
York. I 873. 1874. 2 vol's. 

OB.= Otto Bobtlingk's Sanskrit-Worter
buch in ki.irzerer Fassung. St. Peters
burg. 1879-89. Seven vol's. Often 
called the Minor (St.) Petersburg 
Lexicon. Cf. BR. 

Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des RV. Band I. 
M etrische und textgeschichtliche Pro
legomena. Berlin. 1888. 

Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda. Ber
lin. I 894, 

Omina und Portenta: see under Weber. 
OST.= Original Sanskrit Texts. Trans

lated by John Muir. London. 1868-
73. 5 vol's. 

p. = pada-pat}1a. 
-p. (as in 3-p., 4-p.) = pada (in the sense 

of subdivision of a stanza): see expla
nation above, under -av. 

Paipp. = Paippalada or Kashmirian AV. 
For details concerning the collation 
and its sources and the birch-bark 
original and the facsimile, see above, 
pages lxxx ff. 

Pai:i. :::::: Pai;iini's Gram.mar. 
Pandit, Shankar Pandurang: see below, 

under SPP. 
PAOS. = Proceedings of the American 

Oriental Society. 

They were formerly issue<l (with pagina
tion in Roman numerals to distinguish 
them from the Journal proper) as ap,pen
dixes to be bound ttp with the volumes of 
the Journal; but they were also issued in 
separate pamphlets as Proceedings for 
such and such a month and year. The 
citations below are so given that they can 
readily be found in either issue. 

Pari<;. = AV. Paric;i~ta: cf. Bl's introd. to 
Kau<;., p. xix. 

PB. = Paficavi6<;a-Brahmai;a or Tai;ic:Iya
M aha-brahma,::ia. Ed. Hibl.Ind. 1870-
74. 2 vol's. 

Peterson, Hynms from the RV. Ed. with 
Saya3:a's comm., notes, and a transl. by 
Peter Peterson. Bombay. 1888. 

Pet. Lex. = the Major St. Petersburg Lexi
con. See BR. 
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Pet. Lexx. = the two St. Petersburg Lexi
cons, Major and Minor. See BR. and 
OB. 

PGS. = Paraskara-Grhya-Sutra. Ed. A. 
F. Stenzler. Leipzi-g. I 876. 1878. 
Skt. and German. 

Fischel, Gram. der Prakrit-sprachen = his 
part, so entitled, of the Grundriss. 
1900. 

Fischel, Ved. Stud.: see below, under Ved. 
Stud. 

p. m. = prima manu. 
Poona ed.= ed. of the .Ananda-A<;rama 

Series. 
Ppp. = Paippalada AV.: see above, under 

Paipp. 
Prat. or Pr. = Pratic;akhya of the AV.: see 

above, under APr. 
Proc. = Proceedings. 
R. = Roth ; or, sovu:timts the codex R. 
Rajan. = Rajanighai:itu. Cited no doubt 

from Roth's own ms., now Ti.ibingen 
ms: I 76. There is a Poona ed. 

Rel. V ed. = Abel Bergaigne's La Religion 
vedique d'apres les hymnes du RV. 
Paris. 1878-83. 3 vol's. Bloomfield 
made an Index of RV. passages there
in treated. Paris. 1897. 

Rev. = Review. 
Roth, Zur Litteratur und Geschichte des 

Weda. Stuttgart. 1846. 
Roth, Ueber den Atharva Veda. Ti.ibin

gen. 1856. 
Roth, Der Atharvaveda in Kaschmir. 

Ti.ibingen. 187 5. 
Roth, Ueber gewisse Ki.irzungen des 

Wortendes im Veda. Verhandlungen 
des VII. Internationalen Orientalisten
Congresses. Vienna. t 887. 

Roxburgh, Flora Indica: the citations by 
vol. and page refer to Carey's ed. of 
1832 ; but these can easily be found in 
the margin of the Cale. reprint of I 874. 

RPr. or RV. Prat.= RV. Prati<;akhya. 
Ed. Max Mi.iller. Leipzig. r 869. Also 
by A. Regnier in JA. 

RV.= Rig-Veda or Rig-Veda-Sari1hita. 
Ed. Th. Aufrecht. Also by Max 
Mi.iller. 

R W. = Roth and Whitney. 
s. = sa1ilhita-pfttha. 
Sachsische Ber. = Berichte der konigl. 

Sachsischen Ges. der \Viss. 
$B. == $acJvi11c;a-Brahmai;i.a. Cited pre-

sumably from ed. of Jiliananda Vidya
sagara. Cale. I 881. Ed. of part by 
K. Klemm. Gtitersloh. 1894. 

Sb. = Sitzungsberichte. Those of the Eer
lin Ak. are usually meant. 

SBE. = Sacred Books of the East. Transl. 
by various Oriental Scholars and ed. 
by F. Max Ivitiller. Oxford. I 879-
1904. 49 vol's. 

Scherman, Philosophise he Hymnen = Phil. 
Hymnen aus der RV.- und AV.-Sarh
hita verglichen mit den Philosophemen 
der iilteren Upanishad's. Strassburg. 
1887. 

schol. = scholia of Darila or of Kec;ava or 
of both, on Kauc;. : see Bl's introd., p. 
xi and p. xvi. 

von Schroeder: see above, Katha-hss., 
and below, Zwei Hss. 

Siebenzig Lieder des RV. Uebersetzt 
von Karl Geidner und Adolf Kaegi. 
Mit Beitragen von R. Roth. Tiibingen. 
1875. 

s.m. == secunda manu. 
Speyer, Vedische Syntax = his part of the 

Grundriss, entitled Vedische und San
skrit Syntax. I 896. 

SPP. = Shankar Pandurang Pandit as 
editor of the Bombay edition of the AV. 
It is entitled: Atharvavedasainhita 
with the Commentary of Saya1,.1acarya. 
1895-8. 4 vol's. 

Surya - Siddhanta = Translation of the 
Surya-Siddhanta, a Text-book of Hindu 
Astronomy; with Notes; etc. InJAOS. 
(vi. I4t-498). r86o. 

SV. = Die Hymnei1 des Sama-Veda. Ed. 
Th. Benfey. Leipzig. r848. Text, 
transl., glossary. 

The verses of the Prior arcika are cited, 
by the numbers in natural sequence, as i. 
I to i. 585; similarly, those of the Latter 
ilrcz'ka, as ii. I to ii. I 2 2 5. - The verses of 
the Naigeya supplement to the Prior arcika . 
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are cited as SV. i. 586 to i. 641, and as 
edited by S. Goldschmiu.t in the Monats
bericht der k. Ak. der Wiss. zu Berlin, 
session of Apr. 23, 186S. Cf. note to AV. 
iv. 26. 1 and to xiii. 2. 23. 

TA. = Taittiriya - i\ra1;iyaka. Ed. Bibl. 
Ind. r 872. There is also a Poona ed. 

TB. = Taittiriya - Brahmai;a. Ed. Bibl. 
Ind. 1859-? There is also a Poona ed. 

TPr. = Taittiriya-PriHic;akhya. Ed. W. D. 
Whitney. In JAOS. (ix. I-469). 
187 I. 

Trans. = Transactions. 
TS. = Taittiriya-Sarhhita. Ed. A. Weber. 

In Ind. Stud.,vol'sxi. and xii. Leipzig. 
I 871-2. There is also a Poona ed. 

Va.it. = Vaitana-Siitra. Ed. R. Garbe. 
London. 1878. German transl. by 
him. Strassburg. 1878. 

Ved. Stud.= Veclische Stuclien. Von R. 
Fischel und K. F. Geldner Stuttgart. 
3 vol's. 1889. 1897. 19or. 

VPr. = Vajasaneyi-Pratic;akhya. Ed. A. 
Weber. In Ind. Stud. (iv.). 1857-8: 
Skt. and German. 

VS. = Vajasaneyi-Sari1hita. Ed. A. Weber. 
Berlin. I 8 5 2. 

vs. (never v., which is used as meaning 5) 
=verse: vss. =verses: cf., for exam

ple, line 2 of note to iv. I 2. I. 

W. = Whitney; or, s01ne.times the codex 
w. 

Weber (without further indication of title) 
= \Veber's Indische Studien: see 
above, Ind. Stud. 

Weber, Omina und Portenta: in Abh. der 
k. Ale der Wiss. for 1858. Berlin. 
1859. 

Weber, R.ajasuya = Ueber die Klinigs
weihe, den Rajasuya: in Abh. der k. 
Ak. der Wiss. for 1893. Berlin. x893. 

Weber, Sb.: for the meaning in book 
xviii., see below, p. 813. 

\,Veber, Vajapeya = Ueber den Vajapeya: 
in Sb. der k. Ak. der ,viss. for 1892, 
pages 765-813. Berlin. 1892. 

Weber, Vedische Beitrage. 

Under this title was issued a series of 9 
articles in Sb. der k. Ak. der \Viss. zu 
Berlin, from 1894 to 1901. They are 
usually cited by Sb. and the date. For the 
AV., the most important is no. 4 (1895, 
concluded 1896), treating book xviii., as 
explained below, p. 8r3. 

\,Veber's Translations of books i.-v. and 
xiv. and xviii.: for these, seep. cvii. 

\Vh. or Whitney, Grammar: see above, 
under Grammar. 

Whitney, Index Verborum : see above, 
under Index. 

'Whitney, 0. and L. S.: see above, under 
0. and L. S. 

\,Vhitney, Roots = The Roots, Verb-forms, 
and primary Derivatives of the San
skrit Language. Leipzig. I 88 5. 

\V'hitncy's other contributions relating to 
the AV.: for some of these, see Preface, 
pages xxiii, xxv, xxvi. 

\Vinternitz or (in book xiv. : cf. below, p. 
738) simply Wint.= his Hochzeits
rituell in the Denkschrif ten der k. Ak. 
der \Viss., vol. xl. Vie1i.na. I 892. 

Wiss.= \Vissenschaften. 
WZKM. = Wiener Zeitschrift fi.ir die 

Kunde des Morgenlandes. Vienna. 
1887-. 

ZDMG. = Zeitscbrift der Deutschen Mor~ 
genlandischen Gesellschaft. Leipzig. 
1847-. 

Zimmer (without further indication of title) 
= his Altindisches Leben. Berlin. r 879. 

Zwei Hss. = Z,vei Hanclschriften der k. k. 
HofbibliotT1ek in Wien tnit Fragmen
ten des Kathaka. By van Schroeder. 
In Sb. der k. Ak. der Wiss. for 1895 
(38 pages). Vol. cxxxiii. Vienna. I 896. 

I4. Tabular View of Translations and Native Comment 

Previous translations. - Native commentary. - It may prove useful to 
have, in convenient tabular form, a list of the most important or compre
hensive previous translations, with dates; and also a list of those parts of 
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the text upon which the native commentary has been published in the Bom
bay edition. The dates are taken from the title-pages of the volumes con
cerned; the dates of'the prefaces, or of the parts of the volumes concerned, 
are sometimes considerably earlier. For bibliographical details, see the 
List, pages ci-cvi. The braces at the right show which of SPP's four 
volumes contains the text, or the text with comment, of any given book. 
I. Translation of the whole text. 

Griffith, 1895, 1896: seep. cii. 

II. Translations of a mass of selected hymns. 
Bloomfield, 1897: seep. ci. Ludwig, r878: seep. civ. Grill, 1888: seep. cii. 

III. a. Translations of single books. III. b. Books with comment of "S5.ya~a." 
Book i. \Veber, Inclische Studien, iv. 1858. Book i., entire. l 

ii. " xiii. 1873. Book ii., entire. 
iii. " " xvii. 1885. lJook iii., entire. SPP's vol. i. 
iv. " xviii. 1898. Book iv., entire. 
v. " 

vi. 1-50. Florenz (seep. 281). 1887. 
vii. Henry, Le livre vii. 1892. 

viii. Les livres viii et ix. 1894. 
ix. 
x. Les Ii vres x, xi et xii. 1896. 
xi. " 

xii. " 
:xiii. Les hymnes Rohitas. 1891. 
xiv. \Veber, Indische Studien, v. 1862. 
xv. Aufrecht, Intlische Studien,i. 1850. 

xvi. 
xvii. 

xviii. Weber, Sitzungsberichte. 1895-6. 
xix. 
xx. 

Book vi., entire. 
Book vii., entire. 
Book viii., I-6. ) SPP's vol. ii, 

Book xL, enHre. l 
I SPP's vol. iii. 

Book xvii., entire. I 
Book xviii., entire. [ 
Book xix., entire. J SPP's vol. iv. 

Book xx., 1-37. 

Chronologic sequence of previous translations and discussions. - In judg
ing between the translations or opinions of different exegetes, it is 
desirable to know their chronological sequence. In giving the detailed 
bibliographical minutire below, at the beginning of each hymn, I have 
always endeavored to arrange them chronologically; but the following 
brief table in addition will not be superfluous. The difference in time 
of the printing of the translations of Griffith and Bloomfield and Henry 
(x.-xii.) was so small that they must have been each independent of the 
others. For the places of publication etc., see the List, pages ci-cvi. 
1850. Aufrecht, book xv. 1887. Scherman, selections. 1895. Griffith, books i.-ix. 
1858. Weber, book i. 1887. Florenz, book· vi. 1-50. \Veber, book xviii. 1-z. 
1862. Weber, book xiv. 1888. Grill,2d ed., roo hymns. 1896. Weber, book xviii. 3-4. 
1872. Muir, select., OST. v. 189r. Henry, book xiii. Griffith, books x.-xx. 
1873. Weber, 2d ed., book ii. 1892. Henry, book vii. Henry, books x.-xiL 
1878. Ludwig, selections. 1894. Deussen, Geschichte,i. L r897. Bloomfield, selections. 
1879. Zimmer, selections. Henry, books viii.-ix. 1898. 'Weber, books iv.-v. 
1885. Weber, book iii. :t895. SPP's text, vol's i.-ii. SPP's text, vol's iii.'.""iv. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION, PART II. 

ELABORATED BY THE EDITOR, IN LARGE PART FROM \VHITNEY'S 

MATERIAL 

General Premises 

LContents of this Part.-While Part I. contains much that might be pre
sented in a preface, the contents of Part II. are more strictly appropriate 
for an introduction. The contents of Part I. are briefly rehearsed at 
p. lxiii; and the contents of both Parts, I. and II., are given with more 
detail and in synoptic form at pages x-xv, which see. As was the case 
with the ten text-critical elements of the commentary in P~rt I., the 
subject-matter of Part II. also may be put under ten headings as follows: 

r. Description of the manuscripts. 6. Accentuation-marks in the mss. 
2. Their opening stanza. 7. Orthographic method of Berlin text. 
3. Whitney's Collation-Book. 8. Metrical form of the Atharvan sari1hita. 
4. Repeated verses in the mss. 9. Divisions of the text. 
5. Refrains and the like in the mss. 10, Its extent and structure.J 

LAuthorship of this Part. - While Part I. is wholly from the hand of 
the editor, Part II. is elaborated in large measure from material left by 
Whitney. Chapters 2 and 3, however, although written by the editor, 
are incorporated into this Part, because the most fit place for them is 
here, just after chapter I. In the rewritten portions of the other chap
ters, it has not been attempted thoroughly to separate the author's part 
from the editor's; but paragraphs which are entirely by the editor are 
enclosed in ell-brackets, L J. The whole matter has been carefully stated 
by me in the preface, at pages xxix-xxx, and these the reader is requested 
to consult.J 

I. Description of the Manuscripts used by Whitney 

LThe brief designations of his manuscripts (sigla codicum). -The sigla 
0. and L. seem to be arbitrary. It is helpful to note that vVhitney appar
ently intended that all the rest should be suggestive. Thus B., P., R., T., 
and D. are the initials respectively of Berlin, Paris, Roth, Tanjore, and 
Deccan ; small p. of course means pada-text ; and small s. means smizhita
text; and K. was the first letter of Bikaner not previously employed as 

cix 
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ex General Introdztctz'on, Part II.: z'n part by VVhz'tney 

siglum. M. and vV., which designate the mss. of the Mill collection and 
"Wilson collection of the Bodleian, were chosen as being initials of Mill 
and \Vilson. The letters E. I. H., as designating the mss. of the Library 
of the India Office in London, were plainly meant to suggest the name 
East India House, the designation of the London establishment of the 
Hon. East India Company previous to I 8 58. Qbserve that ·whitney' s 
"I." was first used by him to designate E.I.H. ms. No. 2 r42 (Eggeling's 
No. 234), but only until he discovered that that ms. was a mere copy of 
the Polier ms. in the British Museum; after that time ·whitney collated 
the Poli er original, retaining for it, however, the designation " I." The 
sigla of the mss. used by Whitney before publication are essentially the 
same as those given by him at the encl of his Introductory Note to the 
AV.Pr., p. 338, which see.J 

LSynoptic table of the manuscripts used by Whitney. - It will be conven
ient to have, -in addition to vVhitney's description of his mss., a synoptic 
table of them, cast in such a form that the reader may easily see just 
what ones were available for any given book. The following table is 
essentially the same as one which \iVhitney made for his own use.J 

SAJ.VIHITA-1\IANUSCRIPTS P ADA-MANUSCRIPTS 

"East Tan- Bik- "Dec-
Berlin Paris Oxford India House" Haug Roth jore aner Berlin Haug can" Bikaner 
~ ,---A----,. ,...--.A.........-, 
Mill Wilson Mus. 

i. P. M. w. E. I. H. o. R. T. K. Bp.a: Bp.2a: Op. D. Kp. 
ii. P. M. w. E. I. H. o. p ,. T. K. Bp.a: Op. D. Kp. 

iii. P. M. w. E. I. H. 0. R. T. K. Bp.,i Op. D. Kp. 
iv. P. M. w. E. I. H. 0. R. T. K. Bp.a: Op. D. Kp. 
v. P. M. w. E. I. H. 0. R. T. K. Bp.1r. Bp,2b' D. Kp. 

vi. P. M. w. E. I. H. o. R. T. K. Bp.a: Bp.2b" D. Kp. 
vii. P. "M." w. E. I. o. R. T. K. Bp.a: Bp.ab"' D. Kp. 

viii. P. "M." w. E. I. o. R. T. K. l3p.,i Bp.ab" D. Kp. 
ix. P. "11." w. E. I. o. R. T. K.. Bp.,z Bp.2b" D. Kp. 
:x. P. ''M." w. F I. o. R. T. K. Bp.b D. Kp. 

xi. B. P. M. w. E. I. 0. R. T. K. Bp.b D. Kp. 
xii. B. P. M. w. K I. 0. R. T. K. Bp.b D. K.p. 

:xiii. B. P. M. w. E. I. o. R. T. K. Bp.b D. Kp. 
xiv. B. P. M. w. E. I. o. R. T. K.. Bp.b D. Kp. 
xv, B. P. M. w. E. I. o. R.. T. K. Bp.b D. l(p. 

:xvi. B. P. M. w. E. I. 0. R. T. JC Bp.b n. Kp. 
xvii. B. P. M. w. E. I. o. R. T. K. Bp.b D. Kp. 

xyiii. B. P. M. E. I. o. R. T. K. Bp.b Op. D. Kp. 
xix. B.- P. M. w. E. I. 0. R. T. K. D.L. Kp. 
XX. B. P. M. w. E. I. 0. R. T. K. Bp.c Bp.2~· Op. D. Kp. 

LBerlin manuscripts of the Atharva-Veda. -A tabular view of the vari. 
ous numberings and designations of the nine Berlin mss., Weber, Nos. 
33 r-339, will be found useful and is given- here. The left.hand column 
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I. Description o/ the 3fanztscrij;ts used by iVkitmy cxi 

gives the sigla used by 'Whitney, but with some marks (a, b, c, ', ") added 
for convenience of reference to or from the preceding table. The second 
column shows which books any given ms. contains. The third gives the 
numbers of the mss. as they stand in \Veber's Catalogue; and the fourth 
gives the old numbers assigned to those mss. when they formed a part of 
the collection of Sir Robert Chambers. The right~hand column shmvs what 
book or group of books was transcribed by ·Whitney from the: original ms. 
named in the same line. 

Books Weber-No. Chambcrs-N o. Copied by Whitney 

Bp.a i.-ix. 3"" ..>- 8 Books i.-iv. and vi.-ix. 
Bp.b x.-xviii. 335 108 Books x.-xviii. 
Bp.c xx. 336 II4 Book xx. 
Bp.2,i i. 33r II7 
Bp . .:b' Jv, 333 109 Book v. 
Bp.2b" Lvi.-ix. 334 107 
Bp . .'?C xx. 337 II6 
B.' xi.-xx. 338 lI5 Book xix. 
B." xi.-xx. 339 I20 J 

LManuscripts used by Whitney before publication of the text. -The fol
lowing descriptions were written out by vVhitney in such form as to 
require almost no changes.J · 

Bp. Under this designation arc, for convenience's sake, grouped two 
Berlin pada-manuscripts, making together a complete pada-text to books 
i.-xvm. The :first manuscript, Bp.a (Chambers, No. 8; \Veber, No. 332), is 
described on pp. 82-83 of \Veber's Catalogue of the Berlin Sanskrit mss. 
It contains books i.-ix., written in a clear but rather rude hand, quite 
fairly correctly, and accented throughout in a uniform manner. At the 
end of book ii. is a colophon (given in full by Weber), stating the date as 
A.D. I 593-4; but this is probably copied from the scribe's original. At 
the end of the fourth book was perhaps another colophon ; but, if so, it 
is lost, with the last word of the last verse in the book, by the omission 
of a leaf (leaf 125). The second manuscript, Bp.h (Chambers, No. 10E; 
Weber,, No. 335 : see Weber's Catalogue, pp. 83-84), containing books 
x.-xviii., is defective at the end, lacking the last two verses of xviii. 
(except the first word of 4. 88), and of course also the colophon. It is 
writt~n in three different hands, with fair correctness (Weber's note, 
"by the same hand as 334," is a mistake). It is accent.eel in the· same 
manner as No. 332. 

Bp.2 This designation also applies to more than one manuscript: the 

first manuscript, Bp.2a, contains only book i. (Chambers, No. I I 7; Weber, 
No. 331 : Cat., p. 82), is handsomely and very accurately written, and is 
quite independent of Bp. It is dated A.D. 1632. Its mode of accentua
tion changes .soon after the beginning (see below, p. cxxi). The second 
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manuscript, Bp.2b, contains books v.-ix. This manuscript, though one in 
paper, size, and hand, has by some means become separated into two 
parts, the one (Chambers, 109; ·weber, 333) containing only book v., and 
the other (Chambers, 107; \Veber, 334: both p. 83 of Cat.) containing 
books vi.-ix. They are less independent than Bp:''\ representing the 
same proximate original as Bp. (though they are not copied from Bp., nor 
are they its original) ; but they are decidedly more accurate than Bp., and 
also more carefully corrected since copying. There is no colophon to 
either part, but they are as old, apparently, as Bp.2a, or as Bp.; their 
mode of accentuation agrees throughout with that of the latter. 

B. or Bs. This is the Berlin manuscript (Chambers, I I 5 ; \i\Teber, 338 : 
pp. 84-85 of Cat.) of books xi.-xx. in sa/1z!t.ita-text. It is rather incorrect 
and somewhat worm-eaten. It bears the elate A.D. 16II. In the Berlin 
Library is (Chambers, 120; Weber, 339: p. 85 of Cat.) a modern copy 
LB." J of it, having value only as having been made before its original was 
~o much worm-eaten as at present. 

P. and M. These are virtually one manuscript, being two copies of the 
same original, by the same hand, and agreeing precisely in form and 
style. P. is in the Paris Library, and is in two volumes, marked D 204 

and D 205. M., also in two volumes, belongs to the Mill collection in 
the Bodleian Library at Oxforcl.1 By some curious and unexplained blun
der, the copy of books vii.-x. that belonged to M. was sent by mistake to 
Paris with P., so that P's first volume contains books i.-x., and its 
second vii.-xx., while of M. the first volume contains i.-vi., and the 
second xi.-xx. In the references made in the notes below, the copy of 
vii.-x. included in the first 2 volume of P. is accounted as M. The differ
ences of the two are not altogether such as are due only to the last copy
ist; since P. has been collated and corrected (winning thereby some false 
readings). P. is also more carefully copied than M., but bot:h are rather 
inaccurate reproductions of a faulty original. A colophon copied in both 
at 'the end of book xi. gives smnvat 1812 (A.D. 1756) as the date, doubtless 
of the original ; the copies are recent, probably since the beginning of the 
nineteenth century. Their "mode of accentuation is by strokes, not dots ; 
that of P. is defective from xiii. I to xix. ro. 

W. This also, like M., belongs to the Bodleian Library at Oxford,8 and 
is a sa:11zhz'ta-manuscript of the whole Atharvan, excepting only book 

1LM. is the ms. listed by Aufrecht, in his Catalogue of the Bodleian Sanskrit Manuscripts, 
p. 392 b, as No. So of the Codices Milliani.J 

2 L The printer's copy of this paragraph in Whitney's handwriting says clearly "second vol
ume"; but the original description of the mss. (made by him probably .in 1853) says clearly 
"first volume": I feel sure that the original is right and. have altered the proof to co1Tespond 
therewith. J 

3 LListed by Aufrecht,. p. 385 b, as Nos. 499 and 500 of the Codices Wilso1iiani.J 
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xvm. It has no colophon at the end, but is a modern copy, on European 
paper, and in part made from the same original as P. and M., as is shown 
both by accordances in minute peculiarities and errors of reading, and 
by containing at the end of book xi. the same colophon as they. In 
certain of the books, namely i., ii., vi.-x., xvi., xvii., it shows signs of 
greater independence. It is by far the most faulty and least valuable of 
all the manuscripts collated. Only the first book is accentuated, nearly 
in the familiar RV. method. 

E. This is a sa1izhiM-manuscript of all the twenty books (except the 
latter half of xviii., from 3. 6 on), belonging to the India Office Library in 
London. It is described in Eggeling's Catalogue on p. 37 (now numbered 
229 and 230; formerly 682 and 760 or I I 3). It has no date; Eggeling 
reckons it as of the I 7th century. It is written on coarse rough paper, 
in a large and irregular hand, apparently by a scholar for his own use, 
and is fairly correct. The text is here and there a little mutilated at the 
edges by the reprehensible carelessness of the binder; otherwise it is in 
good preservation. Its method of accentuation is very various : see 
below, p. cxxii. 

I. This is a complete copy of the smizhitaAext, in large form (14¼ 
X 6¼ in.), being one of the set of Vedic manuscripts brought to Europe 
by Col. Polier, and now belonging to the British Museum in London. 
The Atharvan material is contained in two volumes: vol. i. gives first 
book xix., then xx., then i.-x. ; vol. ii. gives the Anukramat;;tI, then the 
Gopatha Brahmai~a, then books xi.-xvii., then xviii. - each division, in 
both volumes, being separately paged. There is no colophon ; but the 
whole is evidently a modem copy, made for Col. Polier himself. It is on 
smooth paper, well written, and not especially inaccurate. It contains 
the verse fdin no dc'Vfr etc. prefixed at the beginning, like some of the 
manuscripts compared later (see p. cxvi). 

Of all this Atharvan material of Polier's, a copy was made for Col. 
Martin while it remained in the latter's keeping (as Prof. H. H. Wilson 
informed me that he personally knew it to have been for a time); and this 
copy now constitutes Nos. 233-236 of the India Office collection, being 
credited as presented by R. Johnson (No. 234, containing Books xi.
xviii., has W. D. W.'s note to this effect reported in the Catalogue; but 
Prof. Eggeling fails to notice that the other volumes are of the same 
character). The collation of No. 234 was begun, but abandoned on the 
discovery of its origin. Doubtless No. 232 (old number 901) is another 
copy of the Polier first volume, made at the same time for Colebrooke, 
or else Lmade for Martin andJ later given Lto Colebrookej by Martin, as 
it is stamped "Claud Martin" ; Lat all events, the one who gave it to the 
Library was Colebrookej. 
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H. This manuscript, again, belongs to the India Office Library (No. 23 I ; 

old No. I I 37; Catalogue, p. 37). It contains only the first six books, 
and is handsomely but rather incorrectly written. It has no date, but its 
accentuation was added in A.D. l 708. Its mode of marking the accent 
varies : see below. 

L Manuscripts collated after publication of the text. - The following 
descriptions also were written out by \Nhitney, except those of mss. R. 
and T., which have been supplied by the editor. J 

The above are all the manuscripts known to have been in Europe in 
I 8 53 ; and upon them alone, accordingly, the printed text was founded. 
Those that follow have been since collated, and their readings are reported 
in the notes to the translation. 

o. In the possession at present of the Munich Library, but formerly of 
Prof. M. Haug (to whom they belonged at the time of their collation), are 
a parcel of Atharvan manuscripts containing a complete sa1i1hita-text, 
with a pada-text of six books, variously divided and bound together, 
and in part mixed with other texts. The smizhita-text is designated as 
above: it is in five parts: 1. books i.-v., on European paper, 8 ¼ x 3 in., 
each book separately paged. The date at the end, fake I 737 (= A.D. I 8 I 5) 
may be that of the original from which this copy is made. It is written 
in a small but neat and clear hand. 2. Books vi.-xvii., 8 ¼ x 3 ¼ in., writ
ten in a good sizeable hand, by a MarimajI; dated sahzvat 1690 (A.D. 1634); 
the parer is in parts badly damaged, so as hardly to hold together, and 
of two leaves in book xii. only fragments remain. It makes great use of 
the vira1na, and of \..:.,/ as anusvara-sign. It numbers the verses only in 
·vargas, making no account of the hymns (si2ktas); nor does it notice the 
prapa{haka division. 3. Book xvi ii., 9 ¼ X 5 in. ; in a large regular hand; 
dated r;ake I 73 5 (A.D. I 813). When collated, it was bound in one volume 
with pada-ms. of i.-iii. before it, and sainhita of xx. after it. 4. Book xix., 
bound up with I. (smhhita i.-v.), and in all respects agreeing with it, save 
that the (copied?) date is two years later; both are works of the same 
copyist. 5. Book xx., bound in (as above noted) after 3. The size is 
8¼ X 4.½ in., and it is dated r;ake 1735 (A.D. 1813). 

Op. This designates the pada-text of the Haug or Munich manuscripts, 
as above described. They include books i.-iv., xviii., and xx., in three 
divisions: 1. books i.-iii., bound up (as noted above) with the sa-/nhi"ta
text of xviii. and xx. The books are paged separately, but all written by 
one hand; the date at the end is fake I 733 (A.D. 1811); size 9 x 4¾ in. 
The hand is large and dear, and the text (corrected by the accentuator) 
very correct. 2. Book iv.: size 8x4 i.n.; elate fake 1736 (A.D. 1814). 
3. Books xviii. and xx., bound with the preceding, and of same size; 
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separately paged; date t;akc 1762 (A.D. 1840). From xx. are omitted the 
peculiar Atharvan parts, except hymn 2. 

0. and Op. were not collated word by word throughout, because use of· 
them was allowed onlY. for the time of a limited stay in Munich. Books 
xv.-xix., and the peculiar parts of xx., also the pa1yt.i_ya hymns in the pre
ceding books, and the pada-text, were collated thoroughly; in the met
rical parts of vi.-xiv. the comparison was made by looking through the 
transliterated copy and noting readings on all doubtful points. 

LThese mss. are described in the Ve·n::ciclmis~ dcr oricnta!isd,cn 1-fand
schriften azts dcnz Nt.ulzlasse des Professor Dr. JJfartin 1-lcutg in ..Jliincltcn, 

MUnchen, T. Ackermann, 1876. By the siglum 0. are designated the 
mss. there numbered 12, r3, and 14; by Op., those numbered 15 and 17. 
The dimensions there given differ in part a little from those given by 
vVhitney. It is worth while to report from JAOS. x., p. cxviii, W's criti~ 
cal remark about this material: "all in good and correct manuscripts, 
made by and for Hindu scholars (not copies by professional scribes for 
the use of Europeans)." J 

R. LThis is a complete smizhita-ms., belonging at the time of its collation 
(1875) to Roth, and now in the Tilbingen University Library. It is 
described by Roth, Der Atharvaoeda -in _Kaschmir, p. 6, and by Garbe, in 
his Verzcichniss, as No. I 2, p. I r. It is bound in two volumes, the one 
containing books i,.:..x., and the other, books xi.-xx. In the colophons to 
a number of the books (so viii., ix., x., xiv., xix.) is the date t;ake I 746 
(A.D. 1824); but at the end of xx. is the date smiivat 1926 (A.D. I 870). 
It was bought for Roth from a Brahman in Benares by Dr. Hoernle, and 
Roth judged from the name of the scribe, Patuvardhana Vithala, that it 
originated in the Deccan. Whitney says (JAOS. x., p. cxviii, = PAOS. 
Nov. I 87 5) that it has special kindred with the Haug mss. Roth adds 
that it is written and corrected throughout with the most extreme care
fulness and is far more correct than the AV. mss. are wont to be.J 

T. LThis also is a complete smhhi'tii-ms., a transcript made from the 
Tanjore-mss. described on p. 12 of A. C. Burnell's Classiji,1/d lndez to the 
Sanskrit mss. z'n the palace at Tanjore and numbered 2526 and 2527. 
The transcript was sent to Roth by Dr. Burnell and is described by Roth 
and by Garbe in the places just cited under codex R. Books i.-iv. of the 
transcript are unaccented; the rest are accented. According to Burnell, 
No. 2 526 contains books i.-xx., is unaccented, and was written about 
A.D. 1800; and No. 2527 contains books v.-xx., is accented, and was writ
ten A.D. I 827 at Benares. I find no note stating the relation of Roth's 
transcript to its Tanjore originals : presumably the transcript of the unac
cented books, i.-iv., was taken from the unaccented No. 2 526 ; and that 
of the accented books, v.-xx., from No. 2527.J 
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D. This is a pada-manuscript belonging to the Deccan College at 
Poona, collated while in Roth's possession at Tilbingen. It is unac
cented in book xviii. It is very incorrectly written, and its obvious 
errors were left unnoted. It gives a pada-text even for book xix., but 
not for the peculiar parts of xx. LThe Index to the Catalogue of I 888 
of the Deccan College mss. gives only two complete pada-mss. of the AV., 
to wit, the ms. listed as III. 5 on p. I 3, and the one listed as XII. 82 on 
p. r 7 4. The Catalogue gives as date of the latter smii'vat I 720; and as 

date of the former, sa1ii11at I 7 4r. In the Collation-Book, Whitney gives 
at the end of book xx. the colophon of his D. with the dates samvat 1741, 
rake 1606. This agreement in date seems to identify his D. with the 
ms. III. 5. That ms. is a part of the collection of 1870-71, made by 
Buhler; it is booked as consisting of 43 5 pages and as coming from 
Broach or Bharuch.J 

L. A pada-manuscript of xix. in the Berlin Library was apparently 
copied from D. while it was still in India (this copy is denoted by L.). 
Lit is described by Weber, 'Ven::eichniss, vol. ii., p. 79, under No. 1486, 
with details confirmatory of the above.J 

K. By this sign is meant a manuscript from Bikaner containing the 
complete sariih£ta-text; it was for some time in the hands of Roth at 
Tu bingen, and was consulted by means of a list of some I 200 doubtful 
readings sent to Ttibingen and reported upon. These concerned books 
i.-xviii. alone; xix. and the peculiar parts of xx., not admitting of treatment 
in that way, did not get the benefit of the collation. The manuscript 
claims to be written in sa1izvat 1735, fake 1600 (A.D. 1678-9), by E1jmzvii
ga~ura, under king Anu.pasinha, at Pattana-nagara. 

Accompanying this is a pada-manuscript written by the same scribe, 
but without accents. Where there is occasion for it, this is distinguished 
by the designation Kp. 

2. The Stanza ~arh. no devfr abhi~taye as Opening Stanza 

L It was doubtless the initial stanza of the text in the Kashmirian recen
sion. -This stanza, which appears as i. 6. r of the Vulgate, doubtless 
stood at the beginning of the Paippalada text. In I 8 7 5, Roth, in his 
AV. in Kaschmir, p. 16, remarks upon the general agreement in the tra
dition according to which fdln no etc. was the initial stanza of Pa.ipp., 
and not ye tri.1aftdf:i as in the Vulgate; and regrets all the more on that 
account that the first leaf of the Paipp. ms. is lost.J 

L <;am no as initial stanza of the Vulgate text. - Whitney notes that this 
stanza is also found prefixed to the text of theVulgate in four of the mss. 
used by him, to wit, I. and R. and 0. and Op: Thus at the beginning of I. 
we have the stanza fd-in no devtr abhf,l{aye entire, and then yl trifaptd!J.J 
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Lin 1871, Haug had noted, p. 45 of his Brahma und die Bnzlwiancn, 
that the Mahabha9ya, in rehearsing the beginnings of the four Vedas, 
gives ftl1JZ etc. as the beginning of the A V.,1 and that both of his n1Ss. 
(our 0. and Op., as just stated) prefix the stanza. In 1873, Ind. St. xiii. 
43 I-3, \Veber again called attention to the fact concerning the Maha
bba~ya, and to a similar one concerning the Gopatha Brahmai:ia. In 1874, 
Indian Antiqutuy, iii. I 32, Bhandarkar speaks of our stanza as representa
tive pratika of the AV. in the Brahmayajfia or daily devotional recitation 
of the Hindus. For further discussion of the matter, see Bloomfield, 
Kau<;ika, Introduction, pages xxxvii and xxxviii, and the references there 
given, and his note to 9. 7, and his §§ I 3-14 in the Gnmdriss, p. 14. 
vVe may add that in 1879 Burnell observed, on p. 37 b of his Tcny·ore 
Catalogue, that the real South Indian mss. of the lVIahabhaf}ya ignore the 
AV. and omit the fd1h no devtr.J 

3. Whitney's Collation-Book and his Collations 

LDescription of the two volumes that form the Collation-Book. -The 
Collation-Book is the immediate source of the statements of this work 
concerning the variants of the European mss. of the Atharva-Veda. It 
contains, in Whitney's handwriting, the fundamental transcript (in Roman 
transliteration) of the text, and the memoranda of the subsequent colla~ 
tions. It is bound in two volumes: of these, the second, comprehending 
books x.-xx., appears to have been written first, since it is dated "Berlin. 
Oct I 8 5 1-J an I 8 52 " ; while the first, comprehending books i.-ix., is 
dated "Berlin. Jan-March 1852, 11 and thus appears to have been written 
last. The volumes are of good writing-paper (leaves about 8 by ro inches 
in size), the first containing 334 leaves, and the second, 372.J 

L Whitney's fundamental transcript of the text. - In copying book x. 
(the first book copied), Whitney has written the text on both sides of the 
leaf; but for the books subsequently copied, books xi.-xx. and i.-ix., he 
has written the text on the verso only and used the recto of the next leaf 
for various memoranda. For all the first eighteen books except book v., 
this fundamental copy is a transcript of the padct-text contained in the 
two Berlin pada~mss. (see the table on page cxi), called Chambers, 8 
and 108, and designated above as Bp. For bc)ok v., he copied from one 
of the four mss. to which the designation Bp.2 is applied, to wit from 
Chambers, 109.J 

1 L While reading proof, I see that \V eber had made the same observa.tion in 186:2, Ind. Stud. 
v. 78. Moreover, the fact that pdtli 110 figures as opening stanza of AV. in the GB. at i. 29 is 
now used (1904) by Caland, WZKM. xviii. r93, to support his view that the GB. attaches itself 
to the .Paipp. recensfon.J 
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LThe fundamental copy of book xix. was made by Whitney from the 
sainhita-ms. Chambers, r I 5 = B. He appears to have copied the text first 
on the recto, without word-division, and using Roman letters, although 
applying to them the vertical and horizontal accent strokes as if to 
nagarl; and aft.erwarcls to have written out the text on the opposite page, 
the verso of the preceding leaf, with word-division, and with accents 
marked in the usual European way. At xix. 27. 6 Whitney makes the 
note, "acc. from Paris ms. to the end of the book." - For book xx., the 
transcript was made from Chambers, r 14 = Bp.c.J 

L Collations made before publication of the text. The Berlin collations 
(first collations). - In this paragraph, only books i.-xix. are had in view, 
and codex B. 11

, as being a mere copy of B.', is disregarded. From the 
table on p. ex, it appears that for books ii.-iv., x., and xix. there was 
only one ms. at Berlin, and so none available for collation. The first col
lation of book v. (since this was copied from Bp.2 = Chambers, 109) was 
made of course (see the table) from Bp. = Ch. 8. The first collation of 
the books copied from Bp. was made (also of course) from Bp.2

: that 
is, the first collation of book i. was made with Ch. 1 r 7, and that of books 
vi.-ix. ·with Ch. 107. For books xi.-xviii. the collation was made of 
course with B.= Ch. r I 5.J 

LThe Paris and Oxford and London collations. - These, made in the 
months of March to July, I 8 5 3, were the last collations before the printing 
of the text. They were made in the order as named, and their sequence 
appears from the biographical sketch 1 above, p. xliv.J 

L Collations made after publication (that is, made in 1875 or later.) -
Twenty years or more after the issue, in Feb. I 8 5 5, of the printed text 
of books i.-xix., were made the collations of the mss. enumerated below. 
See above, page xliv, and J AOS. x., p. cxviii.J 

LCollation of the Haug, Roth, Tanjore, and Deccan mss. -The collation 
with the Haug mss., 0. and Op., was made at Munich, in June and July, 
1875. Then followed, at Tiibingen, the collations with the mss. D. and 
T. and R.J 

LThe collation with the Bikaner ms., K.-This, as stated above, p. cxvi, 
was made by means of a list of doubtful readings sent by Whitney to Roth 
and reported upon. J 

L Other contents of the Collation-Book. - The various memoranda (men
tioned above, p. cxvii, 13) are usually written on the blank page opposite 
the hymn or verse concerned. They include the excerpts from the 
Major Anukramal)I, the citations of concordant passages gathered from 
an exceedingly comprehensive study of the other Vedic texts, very full 

1 LThe date quoted at top of page 1 is not quite correct. Whitney spent from March 19 to 
May 10 (1853) at Paris, May 12 to June I at Oxford, and June I to July 22 at London.J 
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references to the AV. Prati~akhya and to the Kau~ika and Vaitana 
Sutras, references to the writings of Occidental Veclic scholars in which 
a given verse or hymn has been treated by way of translation or comment, 
schemes of the meters and criticism thereof, and finally misce1laneous 
notes. - I may add here that Whitney left a Supplement to his Collation
Boole It consists of I 9 loose leaves containing statements of the variants 
of B.P.M.\N.E.I.H. in tabular form. With it are about a dozen more 
leaves of variants and doubtful readings etc.J 

4. Repeated Verses in the Manuscripts 1 

Abbreviated by pratika with addition of ity eka. etc. -There are 41 
cases of a repeated verse or a repeated group of verses occurring a second 
time in the text and agreeing throughout without variant with the text 
of the former occurrence. These in the mss. generally, both stnizhitii and 
pada, are given the second time by _pratil:a only, with it)' ckii (sc. f-k) or 
iti dvl or iti tisrdf.t added and always accented like the quoted text-words 
themselves. Thus ix. IO. 4 (= vii. 73. 7) appears in the mss. as itpa hvcrya 
ity t!kii. On the other hand, the very next verse, although it differs from 
vii. 73. 8 only by having rbltydgat for nydgan, is written out in full. So 
xiii. 2. 38 (= x. 8. I 8) appears as salzasrlih~iydm it;1 eka; while xiii. 3. 14, 
which is a second repetition of x. 8. I 8 but contains further the added 
refrain tdsya etc., is written out in full as far as tdsya. The like holds 
good of xiii. 3. 18. See note to xiii. 3. I4. 

List of repeated verses or verse-groups. - The 4 I cases of repetition 
involve 5 2 verses. The list of them is given on p. 3 of the Inde;,.; Verbo

nun (where xix. 23. 20 is a misprint) and is given with the places of first 
occurrence. The list is repeated here, but without the places of first 
occurrence, which may always be ascertained from the commentary 
below. It is: iv. 17. 3; v. 6. I and 2; 23. ro--12; vi. 58. 3; 84. 4; 94. 1-2; 

95.1-2; w1.3; vii.23.1; 75.r; 112.2; viii.3.18,22; 9.11; ix.1.15; 
3. 23; IO. 4, 20, 22; x. I. 4; 3. 5; 5. 46-47, 48-49; xi. IO. I 7; xiii. I. 41 ; 
2. 38; xiv. I. 23-24; 2. 45; xviii. I. 27"'.""28; 3. 57; 4. 2 5, 43, 45-47, 69; 
xix. I 3. 6; 23. 30; 24. 4; 27. 14-r 5; 37. 4; 58. 5. 

Further details concerning the pratika and .the addition. -The pratika 
embrace.s the first word, or tbe first two, Lor even the first three, when 
one or two of them are enclitics: so vi. 94. I ; IOI. 3; viii. 3. 22; ix. I. I SJ; 
but at xix. 58. 5 the whole first pada is given with ity t!ka added. Occa
sionally, in one or another ms,, the repeated verse or group is given in 
full: thus by O.R. in the cases of repetitions in book xviii. Both edi
tions give all the repeated verses in full. 

1 L On this topic, Whitney left only rough notes, a dozen lines or so : cf. p. xxix.J 
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The addition is lacking at v. 6. I and v. 6. 2; although these are consecu
tive verses, it is clear from the separate giving of two pmtzkas that here 
repetitions of non-consecutive verses are intended, and that the addition 
in each case would be ity t!kli. The addition is also lacking at xiv. I. 23-24; 
where, however, the repetition of consecutive verses, vii. 8 I. 1-2, is intended. 
Here again the mss. give two pratikas separately, purvapardm (=vii.Sr. r 
and xiii. 2. I I) and ndvonmm[t ( = vii. 8 r. 2) ; and they do this instead of 
giving pztrvapardm iti dvr!, because the latter procedure would have been 
ambiguous as meaning perhaps also xiii. 2. I I-I 2. 

The addition iti pii,rva is made where the pratlka alone might have 
indicated two verses with the same beginning. This happens at xiii. I. 41 
(where avdft pdrc~za might mean either ix. 9. I 7 or I 8 : see note, p. 7 I 6) 
and at xviii. 4. 43 (but as to this there is disagreement: see note). - By 
lack of further addition, the intended repetition is doubtful at x. 5. 48-49, 
where J1dd agna iti dvl might mean either viii. 3. I 2-r 3 or vii. 6 r. r-2 

(see note, p. 585); there is doubt also at xix. 37. 4 (the case is discussed 
fully at p. 957). 

5. Refrains and the like in the Manuscripts 

Written out in full only in first and last verse of a sequence. - For the 
relief of the copyists, there is practised on a large scale in both the sa1jz. 
hita- and the pada-mss. the omission of words and padas repeated in suc
cessive verses. In general, if anywhere a few words or a pada or a line 
or more are found in more than two successive verses, they are written 
out in full only in the first and last verses and are understood in the 
others Lcf, p. 793, endj. For example, in vi. r7, a hymn of four verses, 
the refrain, being c, d of each of the four, is written out only in r and 4. . 
Then, for verse 2 is written only maid dad/zdre 'nzdn vdnaspdtin, because 
J'dthe 'ydm }rthivt at the beginning is repeated. LThat is, the scribe 
begins with the last one of the words which the verse has in common 
with its predecessor. J Then, because dlidhara also is repeated in 2-4, in 
verse 3 maid also is left out and the verse reads in the mss. simply 
dadhdrapdrvatlin girtn - and this without any intimation of omission by 
the ordinary sign of omission. - Sometimes the case is a little more 
intricate. Thus, in viii. ro, the initial words so 'd akriimat are written 
only in verses 2 and 29, although they are really wanting in verses 9-17, 
pa1yaya II. (verses 8-I 7) being in this respect treated as if all one verse 
with subdivisions Lcf. p. 5 r2 topj. 

Such abbreviated passages treated by the Anukramai:ii as if unabbreviated. 
- The Anukramai:ir generally treats the omitted matter as if present, 
that is, it recognizes the true full form of any verse so abbreviated. In 
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a few instances, however, it does not do so; such instances may be found 
at xv. 2, where the Anukr. counts 28 instead of 3 2 or 4 x 8; at xv. 5 (16 
instead of 7 x 3); at xvi. 5 (ID instead of 6 x 3); at xvi. 8 (33 instead of 
108 or 27 x 4): cf. the discussions at p. 774, 4T 2, p. 772, 4T 3, p. 793 end, 
p. 794 top. Such treatment shows that the text has (as we may express 
it) become mutilated in consequence of the abbreviations, and it shows 
how old and how general they have been. - One and another ms., how. 
ever, occasionally fills out some of the omissions - especially R., which, 
for example, in viii. 10 writes s6 • d al.:rtimat every time when it is a real 
part of the verse. 

Usage of the editions in respect of such abbreviated passages. - Very 
often SPP. prints in full the abbreviated passages in both smizldtii and 
pada form, thus presenting a great quantity of useless and burdensome 
repetitions. Our edition takes advantage of the usage of the mss. to 
abbreviate extensively; but it departs from their usage in so far as always 
to give full intimation of the omitted portions by initial words and by 
signs of omission. In all cases where the mss. show anything peculiar, 
it is specially pointed out in the notes on the verses. 

6. Marks of Accentuation in the Manuscripts 

Berlin edition uses the Rig-Veda method of marking accents. -The 
modes of marking the accent followed in the different mss. and parts of 
mss. of the AV. are so diverse, that we were fully justified in adopting 
for our edition the familiar and sufficient method of the RV. That 
method is followed strictly throughout in books i.-v. and xix. of the Haug 
ms. material described above at p. cxiv under 0. I and 4, but only there, 
and there possibly only by the last and modern copyist. LWhitney notes 
in the margin .that it is followed also in book xviii. of 0., and in books 
i:-iii. and iv. of Op., and in part of Bp.2 a. In this last ms., which is 
Chambers, I 17, of book i., thej method of accentuation is at the beginning 
that of the Rik, but soon passes over to another fashion, precisely like 
that of Bp. Lsee next , J saving that horizontal lines are made use of 
instead of dots. The method continues so to the end. 

Dots for lines as accent-marks. - The use of round dots instead of lines 
as accent-marks is a ·method that has considerable vogue~ It is applied 
uniformly in the pada-mss. at Berlin (except in Bp.2a as just stated): a 
dot below the line is the anztdli.ttatara-sign, in its usual place; then the 
sign of the enclitic s1.1an·ta is a dot, usually not above, but within the 
ak{;ara ,- and the independent svarita is marked either by the latter 
method or else by a line drawn transversely upward to the right through 
the syllable. The dots, however, are unknown elsewhere, save in a 
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large part of E. (from near the end of vi. 27 to the end of xix.) and also 
in large parts of H. 

Marks for the independent svarita. - It was perhaps in connection with 
the use of the dots that the peculiar ways of marking the independent 
s,z1arita arose. The simplest way, used only in parts of the mss., is by a 
line below, somewhat convexed downwards. Or, again, we find just such 
a line, but run up into and more or less through the ak1ara, either below 
or through the middle. LFrom this method was probably developed the 
method ofJ starting with a horizontal bit below and carrying it completely 
through the ak;ara upwards and with some slant to the right and ending 
with a bit of horizontal above. L Cf. SPP' s Critical Notice, p. 9.J This 
fully elaborated form is very unusual, and found only in three or four 
mss. (in part of Bp.2 a = Ch. I I 7, in D. and L., and occasionally in Kp.); 
Lits shape is approximately that of the "long J" : cf. SPP's text of ii. 14 
and my note to iii. I I. 2J. 

Horizontal stroke for svarita. -A frequent method is the use of the 
anudattatara line below, just as in the RV., but coupled with the denota
tion of the enclitic svan'ta by a horizontal stroke across the body of the 
syllable, and of the independent svarz'ta by one of the signs just noted. 
But even the independent svarita is sometimes denoted by the same sign 
as the enclitic svarz'ta, to wit, by a dot or a horizontal line in the syllable 
itself. The last method (independent svarz'ta by horizontal) is seen in 
the old ms. of book xx., Bp.C, dated A.D. 1477, and in B'. 

The udatta marked by vertical stroke above, as in the MaitrayaJ}.i. -
It is a feature peculiar to E. among our AV. mss. that, from the begin
ning of book vi. on, it marks the udatta syllable by a perpendicular stroke 
above,* while the enclitic svarita, as in other mss., has the horizontal 
stroke in the akfara; but just before the end of vi. 27, both these strokes 
are changed to dots, as is also the anudfittatara-stroke; while in xx. the 
accentuator goes back to strokes again for all three. *LNote that in 
SPP' s mss. A. and E. the udatta is marked by a red ink dot over the 
proper syllable.J 

Accent-marks in the Bombay edition. - SPP., in his edition, adopts the 
RV. method, with the sole exception that he uses the fully elaborated 
peculiar J-sign, given by the small minority of the mss., * for the inde
pendent .svarita. No ms., I believe, ot those used by us, makes this 
combination of methods ; and it may safely be claimed that our procedure 
is truer to the n1Ss., and on that as well as on other accounts, the preferable 
one. *LSee, for example, his Critical Notice, p. 14, description of Cp.J 

Use of a circle as avagraha-sign. - As a matter of kindred character, 
we may mention that for the sign of avagraha or division of a vocable 
into its component parts, a small drcle is used in all our pada-texts, even 
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of book xx., excepting in the Munich text of xviii. and xx., as stated on 
p. 4 of the Index Vc-rbonan. Llt is used also in SPP's pada-mss.: see his 
Critical Notice, pages I I-14.J This special AV. sign has been imitated 
in our transliteration in the Index and in the main body of this work 
lcf. page c J; but it may be noted that SPP. employs in his pada-text the 
sign usual in the RV. 

7. Orthographic Method pursued in the Berlin Edition 1 

Founded on the manuscripts and the Prati~akhya. - Our method is of 
course founded primarily upon the usage of the manuscripts; but that 
usage w~ have, within certain limits, controlled and corrected by the 
teachings of the AV. Prati\akhya. 

That treatise an authority only to a certain point. - The rules of that 
treatise we have regarded as authority up to a certain point; but only up 
to a certain point, and for the reason that in the AVPr., as in the other 
corresponding treatises, no proper distinction is made between those 
orthographic rules on the one hand which are universally accepted and 
observed, and those on the other hand which seem to be wholly the out
come of arbitrary and artificial theorizing, in particular, the rules of the 
var~za-krmna 2 or dir;g-ha-pii(lza. L Cf. Whitney's notes to A VPr. iii. 26 
and 32 and TPr. xiv. I .J 

Its failure to discriminate between rules of wholly different value. -
Thus, on the one hand, we have the rule LA VPr. iii. 27: see vV's noteJ 
that after a short vowel a final n or ~t or n is doubled before any initial 
vowel, a rule familiar and obligatory 8 not only in the language of the 
Vedas but in the classical dialect as· well; while, on the other hand, we 
have, put quite upon the same plane and in no way marked as being of a 
wholly different character and value, such a rule as the following: 

The rule Liii. 3 r J that after r or Ii an immediately following consonant 
is doubled; Las to these duplications, the Prati~akhyas are not in entire 
accord, Pal}.ini is permissive, not mandatory, and usage differs greatly, and 
the It stands by no means on the same footing as the r: cf. \V's Grmnmar, 
§ 228; his note to Pr. iii. 3 r ; and Pal}.ini's record, at viii. 4. 50-5 I, of the 
difference of opinion between <;akatayana and <;akalya.J 

Another such rule is the prescr'iption that the consonant at the end of 
a word is doubled, as in tn·ltupp, vidyutt, godltukk; this is directly con
travened by RPr., VPr., TPr.-'- Yet another is the prescription that the 

1 L For this chapter, pages cxxiii to cxxvi, the draft left by Vvhitney ·was too meagre and unfin
ished to be printed. I have rewritten and. elaborated it, using freely his own statements and 
language as givenin his notes to the Prati9akhyas.J 

2 Cf. p. 832, 1 4, below. 
3 Nearly all the mss •. and SPP. violate it a.t xi. 1. 22. 
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first consonant of a group is doubled, as in aggni[l, vrkk.yal;, etc. LSee 
W's notes to these rules, at iii. 26 and 28.J L" The manuscripts of the 
AV., so far as known to me, do not, save in very infrequent and entirely 
sporadic cases, follow any of the rules of the var~takrama proper, except
ing the one which directs duplication after a r; and even in this case, 
their practice is as irregular as that of the manuscripts of the later litera
ture." So Whitney, note to iii. 32.J 

Items of conformity to the Prati~akhya, and of departure therefrom. -
Without including those general euphonic rules the observance of which 
was a matter of course, we may here state some of the particulars in 
which the authority of the Prati~akhya has served as our norm. 

Transition-sounds: as in tan-t-sarvan. - Pr. ii. 9 ordains that between 
n, ?Z, n and r, .y, s respectively, k, t, t be in all cases introduced: the first 
two thirds of the rule never have an opportunity to make themselves 
good, as the text offers no instance of a conjunction of ii with f or of ~z 
with -! ; that of final n with initial s, however, is very frequent, and the t 
has always been introduced by us (save Lby inatlvertenceJ in viii. 5. 16 
and xi. 2. 2 5 ). -The usage of the mss. is slightly varying L" exceedingly 
irregular," says W. in his note to ii. ·9, p. 406, which seeJ: there is not a 
case perhaps where some one of them does not make the insertion, and 
perhaps hardly one in which they all do so without variation. · 

Final -n· before £- and j-: as in paoan janmani. - Pr; ii. I o and I r pre
scribe the assimilation of -n before a following palatal (i.e. its conversion
into -n), namely, before r- (which is then converted by ii. I 7 into eh-), and 
before a sonant, i.e. before j- (since jh- does not occur). In' such cases 
we have written for the converted -n an anusvara; there can hardly arise 
an ambiguity tin any of the instances. LA few instances may be given: 
for ~nj-, i. 33. 2*; ii. 25. 4, 5; iv: 9. 9*; 36. 9*; v. 8. 7; 22. 14*; vi. 50. 3; 
viii. 2. 9 *; xii. 5. 44; for -n hi. 19. 4 *; iii. I I. 5 ; iv. 8. 3 ; 22. 6, 7; xviii. 
4. 59. The reader may consult the notes to those marked with a star. 
- SPP. seems to allow himself to be governed by his mss.; this is a 
wrong procedure: see notes to viii. 2. 9; i. 19. 4; iv~ ?· 9.J tLBut see 
:xiii. I. 22.J 

Final -n before c-: as in ylt1ir ea. - Rule ii. 26 virtually ordains the 
insertion of f'· Owing to the frequency of the particle ea, the cases are 
numerous, and the rule is strictly followed in all the Atharvan mss. and 
so of course in our edition. This is not, however, the universal usage of 
the Rik : cf. for example ii. r. r 6, asnzan ea td1i; ea, and see RPr. iv. 3 2. 

Final· -n before t-: as in tiins tc. - The same rule, ii. 26, ordains the 
insertion of s. As in the other Vedas, so in the AV., a s is sometimes 
inserted and sometimes not; its Pr. (cf. ii. 30) allows and the mss. show 
a variety of usage. Of course, then,. each case · has been determined on 
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the authority of the mss., nor do there occur any instances in ,vhich this 
is wavering and uncertain. LThe matter is fully discussed in \rV's note 
to ii. 26, and the 67 cases of insertion and the 28 cases of non-insertion 
are given on p. 4 r 7. Cf. also note to AV. i. I I. 2.J 

Final -t before ~-: as in asmac cluzrcwas. - By the strict letter of rules 
ii. I 3 and I 7, the r- is converted into eh- and the preceding final -t is then 
assimilated, making -cch-. In such cases, however, we have always fol
lowed rather the correct theory of the change, since the -t and f- by their 
union form the compound -eh-, and have written simply -eh-, as being a 
truer representation of the actual phonetic result. The mss., with hardly 
an exception, do the same. LThe procedure of the edition and of the mss. 
is, I believe, uniformly similar also in cases like rcluit, gacha, yac!ta, etc.J 

Abbreviation of consonant-groups: as in paiikti and the like. - By ii. 20 

a non-nasal mute coming in the course of word-formation between a 
nasal and a non-nasal is dropped : so panti _; clzintam and nmdhi instead 
of ckinttmn and ,rzozddld; etc. The mss. observe this rule quite consist
ently, although not without exceptions; and it has been uniformly fol
lowed in the edition. At xii. r. 40, amljJrayuiiJ..:/li.m is an accidental 
exception ; and here, for once, the mss. happen to agree in retaining 
the k. L Cf. the Hibernicisms stren'tlz, len'th, etc.J 

Final -m and -n before 1-: as in leaii lolunn and sarvci1i lokiin. - Rule 
ii. 35 prescribes the conversion of -m and of -n alike into nasalized -!. In 
either case, the resultant combination is therefore, according to the pre
scription of the Pr., nasalized -l + l-, or two l's of which the first is nasal-• 
ized. Thus kam lokam becomes ka + nasalized l + lokam, a combination 
which we may write as ka'l lokam or as kmil lokmn or as kaii lo!..:am. 

Lit is merely the lack of suitable Roman type that makes the discussion 
of this matter troublesome. In nagari, the nasalized l should properly 
be written by a l with a nasal sign over it. In Roman, it might well be 
rendered by an l with a dot as nearly over it as may be (thus 7); in prac-• 
tice, a 11, is made to take the place of the dot alone or else of the dot+ l, 
so that for the sound of "nasalized !" we find either nl or simply 1i.J 

For the combination resultant from -m l-, the mss. are almost unani
mous in writing Lnot what the Pr. ordains, but ratherj a single l with 
nasal sign over the preceding vowel, as in kaf1, loka1n at xi. 8. I I ; this. 
usage is followed by the Berlin text. 

For the resultant from •n l-, the mss. follow the Pr., not without excep-· 
tions, and write doubled l with nasal sign over the preceding vowe], as in 
sarvaii lokan, x. 6. x6, etc., asmi1i loke, ix. 5. 7, etc.; this usage also has 
been followed in the Berlin text (but not with absolute uniformity). - It 
would probably have been better to observe strictly the rule of the Pr~ 
and to write both results with double land preceding nasal sign. 
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Visarga before st- and the like: as in npu stena steyakrt, viii. 4. ro = 
RV. vii. 104. ro. Our Pr. Lsee note to ii. 40J contains no rule prescribing 
the rejection of a final visarga before an initial sibilant that is followed 
by a surd mute. The mss. in general, although with very numerous and 
irregularly occurring exceptions, practice the rejection of the !z,, and so 
does the Rik L cf. RPr. iv. I 2 ; TPr. ix. I ; VPr. iii. I 2J; and the general 
usage of the mss. has been followed by us. LFor examples, see x. 5. 1-14: 
cf. also notes to iv. 16. I (ya stayat: SPP. yas tayat), i.. 8. 3, etc.J 

The kampa-ngures I and 3. - Respecting the introduction of these 
figures between an independent circumflex and an immediately following 
acute accent in the sa,jzhitii, our Pr. is likewise silent. The usage of the 
mss. is exceedingly uncertain and conflicting : there is hardly an instance 
in which there is not disagreement between them in respect to the use of 
the one or of the other; nor can any signs of a tendency towards a rule 
respecting the matter be discovered. There are a few instances, pointed 
out each at its proper place in the notes, in which a short vowel occurring 
in the circumflexed syllable is protracted before the figure by all the 
smn/zz'ta-mss. * Such cases seemed mere casual irregularities, however, 
and we could not hesitate to adopt the usage of the Rik, setting I after 
the vowel if it were short in quantity, and 3 if it were long. LThis matter 
is discussed with much detail by W. in his notes to APr. iii. 65, pages 
494-9, and TPr. xix. 3, p. 362.J *LSee APr., p. 499, near end, and notes 
to AV. vi. 109. I and x. I. 9.J 

The method of marking the accent. - With respect to this important 
matter, we have adapted the form of our text to the rules of the Rik 
rather than to the authority of the mss. As to the ways of marking the 
accent, a wide diversity of usage prevails among the Atharvan mss., nor 
is there perhaps a single one of them which remains quite true to the 
same method throughout. Their methods are, however, all of them in 
the main identical with that of the Rik, varying only in unimportant 
particulars. L The details have been discussed above (see p. cxxi), and 
with as much fulness as seemed worth while.J 

8. Metrical Form of the Atharvan Sarhhita 

Predominance of anu~tubh. -The two striking features of the Atharva
Veda as regards its• metrical form are the extreme irregularity and the 
predominance of anuftztblt stanzas. The stanzas in giiyatri and tri.f{ublt 
are correspondingly rare, the AV. in this point presenting a sharp con
trast with the Rig-Veda. The brief bits of prose interspersed among 
metrical passages are given below, at p. IOI I, as are also the longer pas
sages in Brahmal'.}.a-like prose. Lin the Kashmirian recension, the latter 
are even more extensive than in the Vulgate: seep. lxxx.J 
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Extreme metrical irregularity. - This is more or less a characteristic of 
all the metrical parts of the Vedic texts outside of the Rig-Veda (and 
Sama-Veda). In the smiikitiis of the Yajur-Veda, in the Brahmai:ias, and 
in the Sutras, the violations of meter are so common and so penrading 
that one can only say that meter seemed to be of next to no account in 
the eyes of the text-makers. It is probable that in the Atharvan sa1i1hita 
the irregular verses outnumber the regular. 

Apparent wantonness in the alteration of RV. material. - The corrup
tions and alterations of Rig-Veda verses recurring in the AV. 'are often 
such as to seem downright wanton in their metrical irregularity. The 
smallest infusion of care as to the metrical form of these verses would 
have sufficed to prevent their distortion to so inordinate a degree. 

To emend this irregularity into regularity is not licit. - In very many 
cases, one ca.ri hardly refrain from suggesting that this or that slight and 
obvious emendation, especially the omission of an intruded word or the 
insertion of some brief particle or pronoun, would rectify the meter. It 
would be a great mistake, however, to carry this process too far, and by 
changes of order, insertions, and various other changes, to mend irregu
larity into regularity. The text, as Atharvan, never was metrically regu
lar, nor did its constructors care to have it such; and to make it so would 
be to distort it. 

9. The Divisions of the Text 

LSummary of the various divisions.- These, in the order of their extent~ 
are: pra..pa(lzakas or 'Vor-lesungen' or 'lectures,' to which there is no 
corresponding division in the RV. ; ka~zrfas or 'books,' answering to the 
ma~iqalas of the RV.; and then, as in the RV., anu-vakas or 're-cita
tions,' and sftktas or 'hymns,' and rcas or 'verses.' The verses of the 
long hymns are also grouped into 'verse-decads,' corresponding to the 
vargas of the RV. Besides these divisions, there are .recognized also 
the divisions called artha-sftktas or 'sense-hymns' and paryaJ,a-siiktas or 
'period-hymns'; and the subdivisions of the latter are called pmyayas. 
In the pcuyaya-hymns, the division into ga~ias (or sometimes dm_ufakas: 
p. 628) is recognized, and the verses are distinguished as ai1asanarcas and 
ga~zavasanarcas (see p. 472). A great deal of detail concerning the divi.; 
sions of the books (the later books especially) may be.found in the special 
introductions to the several books.J 

LThe :first and second and third grand divisions of books i.-xviii. - A 
critical study of the text reveals the fact that the first eighteen books are 
divided (see p. xv) into three grand divisions: the first (books i.-vii.) 
contains the short hymns of mis.cell!B.neous subjects; the second (books 
viii.-xii.) contains the long hymns of miscellaneous subjects; and the 
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third ceinsists of the books (xiii.-xviii.) characterized each by unity of 
subject. These divisions, although not clearly recognized in name (but 
cf. page clvii, below) by the text-makers, are nevertheless clearly recog
nized in fact, as is shown by the general arrangement of the text as a 
whole and as is set forth in detail in the next chapter, pages cxl-clxi. 
Concerning their recognition by the Old Anuk.r., see the paragraphs 
below, pages cxxxix f. In this chapter will be treated the divisions 
commonly recognized by the native tradition.J 

The division into prapathakas. - The literal meaning of pra-pat,haka is 
"Vor-lesung ' or 'lesson ' or 'lecture.' This cl ivision, though noticed in 
a.11 the mss., is probably a recent, and certainly a very secondary and 
unimportant one. It is not recognized by the commentary, and it does 
not appear in the Bombay edition. No ms. gives more than the simple 
statement, "such and such a prapa/haka finished"; no .enumeration of 
hymns or verses is anywhere added. There are 34 prapiifhakas, and they 
a.re numbered consecutively for the whole text so far as they go, that is, 
from book i. to book xviii. inclusive. The prapa{haka-clivision is not 
extended into books xix. and xx. 

Prapathakas: their number and distribution and extent. - First grand 
division (books i.-vii.): in each of the books i.-iii. there are 2 prapli{hakas; 
in each of the books iv.-vi. there are 3; and in book vii. there are 2 : in 
all, (6 + 9 + 2 =) 17. -Second grand division (books viii.-xii.): in each 
of the five books viii.-xii. there are 2 prapa{hakas: in all, IO. - Third 
grand division (books xiii.-xviii.): each of the first five books, xiii.-xvii., 
forms r prapii{haka, while the sixth and last, book xviii., forms 2 : in all, 7. 
- Sum for the three divisions, (r 7 + IO + 7 =) 34. - In book iv. the 
division is very uneven, the first of the 3 pmpa/hakas containing 169 
verses or over half the book; while in xii., on the other hand, in order to 
make an even division of the 304 verses as between the 2 prapa{hakas, 
the end of the first is allowed to fall in the middle of a hymn (just after 
3. 30), thus giving 148 verses to the first and I 56 to the second. L On 
comparing the verse-totals of the books of the first grand division with 
the number of pmpa{hakas in each book, an attempt towards a rough 
approximation to equality of length among them will appear. The like 
is true in the second grand division; and also in the third (n.ote espe
cially book xviii. ), so far as is feasible without making a pnzpli,{ltaka run 
over more than one book.J 

Their relation to the anuvaka-divisions. - The pmpathaka•divisions 
mostly coincide with the anuviika-divisions. Exceptions are as follows: 
pnipatliaka. I I begins with v. 8, in the middle of the second anuvaka of 
book v.; rg begins with viii. 6, in• the middle of the third anuviika of 
book viii. ; 2 r begins with ix. 6, in the middle of the third annvaka 
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of book ix.; 23 begins with x. 6, in the third anuvaka of book x.; 25 
begins with xi. 6, in the third anur;,1iilt'a of book xi.; and 27, as already 
noted, begins in the middle of the third hymn (and conterminous amt7Jiika) 

of book xii. · 

The division into kal].gas or 'books.' - LThe word hii?ufa means literally 
'division' or 'piece,' especially the 'division of a plantwstalk from one 
joint to the next,' and is applied to the main divisions of other Vedic 
texts (TS., MS., c_;B., etc.). The best and prevailing rendering of the 
word is 'book.' As to the length of the kli{u_ias ancl their arrangement 
within their respective grand divisions, see p. cxliii, below.J The division 
into ka~icfas is of course universal, and evidently fundamental. 

The division into anuvakas. - The anw,/cikas, literally 're~citations,' are 
subdivisions of the individual book, and are numbered continuously 
through the book concerned. They are acknowledged by the mss. in 
very different manner and degree. There is usually added to the anu
vlika a statement of the number of hymns and verses contained in it, 
Land those statements are reproduced in this work in connection with 
the comment.J LFrom these it appears that the a:m,viika-clivisions are 
sometimes very unequal: thus the last amnJiika of book vi., where the 
average is 35 verses, has 64.J Lin the course of the special introductions 
to the books, there is given for each of the books vii.-xix. (except xiv. 
and xvii.) a table showing the number of hymns and the number of 
verses in each anuviika: see pages 388 and so on. For xiv. and xvii. 
also the facts are duly stated, but not in tabular form, which was need
less.J The enumeration of verses is often made continuously through 
the anztvaka (cf. p. 388, end). 

LTheir number, and distribution over books and grand divisions. - The 
pertinent facts may be shown by a table with added statements. In the 
table, the first couple of lines refers to the first grand division; the second, 
to the second ; and the last, to the third. 

Books i. ii. iii. iv. v. vi. vii. contain 
respectively 6 6 6 8 6 13 IO anuvakas. 

Books viii. ix. :x. xi. xii.* contain 
respectively 5 5 5 5 5 anuvakas. 

Books :xiii.* xiv.* x.v. xvi. xvii.* xviii.* contain 
respectively 4 2 2 2 I 4 anuvakas. 

Thus the first grand division has 5 5 anuvakas; the second has 2 5; and 
the third has I 5 : sum, 95'. Moreover, book xix. contains 7, and xx. con
tains 9. In the colophon to book xvii., neither printed edition has the 
note pratham.o 'nuvaka(.z.; but it is found (cf. p. 8 r2) in the mss. Each 
of the books viii.-xi. has ten hymns (p. 472), and so each anwvli,ka there· 
consists of just two hymns. In book xii., of five hymns, the anu.vaka, is 
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coincident with the hymn. The like is true in books xiii., xiv., xvii., and 
xviii. (p. 814). In the table, these five books are marked with a star. 
But furthermore : if, as seems likely (see p. cxxx, below), books xv. and 
xvi. are to be reckoned each as a book of two hymns (and not as of I 8 
and 9 respectively), then all the books from xii. on, to xviii., are to be 
starred, and regarded as having their amt1)akas and hymns conterminous.J 

Lf t is noted at p. 898, 12, that in book xix. there appears an attempt 
to make the anuvaka-divisions coincide with the sense-divisions or divi
sions between the subject-groups. I do not know whether the same is 
true in books i.-xviii., not · having examined them with regard to this 
point ; it is true in the case of the last anm,ali:a of book ix. (= RV. i. 164 
=AV. ix. 9 and ro), where, as the RV. shows, the true unit is the 
amtvaka and not the AV. hymn. On the other hand, Whitney observes 
(at p. 194) that an anuvttka-division falls in the middle of the M:rgara
group, and (at p. 247) that another falls between v. I 5 and r 6 with entire 
disregard of the close connection of the two hymns.J 

LTheir relation to the hymn-divisions in books xiii.-xviii.-In these books 
and in xii., the anuvaka is, as noted above, admittedly conterminous with 
the hymn everywhere except in the two pa1ya)'a-books, xv. and xvi. In 
the colophon to xiv. I, a ms. of Whitney's speaks of the hymn as an 
anuvaka-sz'tkta ,· and it is possible that, for book xiv., at least, the author 
of the Anukr. did not recognize the hymn-divisions (see p. 739). That 
they signify very much less in books xiii.-xviii. than they do in the earlier 
books is very clear (see the third paragraph of p. cxxxi, and the third of 
p. clx) ; so clear, that it is not unlikely that they are of entirely second
ary origin.J 

Lit is at the beginning of book xii. that the anuvaka-divisions begin to 
coincide with the hymn-divisions; and it i~ precisely at the corresponding 
point in the Anukr. (the beginning of pa/ala viii.) that the author of that 
treatise apparently intends to say atha 'nuvaka ucyante. From book xii. 
on, therefore, it would seem that the sarilhita was thought of by him as a 
collection of anuviikas, or that the subordinate division below the kii!tr!a 
which was alone worthy of practical recognition, was in his opinion the 
anuviika and not the sukta.J 

Llf this be right, then it would seem as if, in the series of books 
xii.-xviii., the books xv. and xvi. ought not to be exceptions. In them, 
also, the groups of individual jJaryiryas or paryaya-groups should be con
terminous with the anuvakas. Book xv. will fall, accordingly, into two 
groups of 7 and II paryayas respectively; and book xvi. into two groups 
of 4 and 5. This method of grouping the paryayas receives some 
support from the fact that hymn xix. 23 refers to book xv. as "two 
anuvakas" (see note to xix. 23. 2 5), and from the fact that the Paficapatalika 
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makes similar reference to book xvi. (see p. 792, ,T 4, to p. 793), and 
speaks of our xvi. 5 as littva, that is, 'the first .1 of the second group 
(p. 793). Moreover, the treatment of books xv. and xvi. by the makers 
of the Pai pp. text (see p. IOI 6, line I 2) would indicate that the am17.1i'iJ,:a 

is here the practically recognized unit subordinate to the /..:,'i!ttfa. As for 
the bearing of this grouping upon the citation of the text concerned and 
upon the summations, cf. p. cxxxvii, top, and p. cxlv, table 3, both forms.J 

LThe division into siiktas or' hymns.' -The hymn may well be called 
the first considerable natural unit in the rising scale of divisions. Of the 
hymn, then, verses and padas are the natural subdivisions, although single 
verses or even stock-padas may also be regarded as natural units. Book 
and hymn 1 and verse are all divisions of so obviously and equally funda
mental character, that it is quite right that citations should be made by 
them and not otherwise. However diverse in subject-matter two succes
sive sfiktas may be, we rightly expect unity of subject within the limits 
of what is truly one and the same sukta. It is this inherent unity of 
subject which justifies the use of the term artha-siikta (below, p. cxxxiii) 
with reference to any true metrical hymn ; and our critical suspicions are 
naturally aroused against a hymn that (like vii. 3 5) fails to meet this 
expectation. The hymn, moreover, is the natural nucleus for the second
ary accretions which are discussed below, at p. cliii.J 

LThe hymn-divisions not everywhere of equal value. - It is matter of 
considerable critical interest that the hymn-divisions of different parts of 
our text are by no means of equal value (cf. p. clx). Thus it is far from 
certain whether there is any good ground at all for the division of the 
material of book xiv. into hymns (the question is carefully examined at 
pages 738-9). And again, the material of book xviii. is of such sort as 
to make it clear that the hymn-divisions in that book are decidedly 
mechanical and that they have almost no intrinsic significance (seep. 814, 
,- 6, p. 827, 48J 2, p. 848, 1 8). The familiar Dirghatamas-hymn of the 
Rig-Veda has been divided by the Atharvan text-makers into two (ix. 9 
and 10), and doubtless for no other reason than to bring .it into an 
approximate uniformity in respect of length with the hymns of books 
viii.-xi. (p. clvi). As Whitney notes, hymns xix. 53 and 54 are only two 
divided parts of one hymn: so IO and I I ; 28 and 29.J 

LThe division into :rcas or 'verses.' - This division is, of course, like the · 
division into books and hymns, of fundamental significance. It is main
tained even in the non-metrical passages; but the name is then usually 
modified by the prefixion of the determinative avasiina, so that the prose 
verses in the paryaya-hymns are called avaslinarcas (p. 472).J 

1 L This part of the statement· is subject, for books xiii.-xviii., to the modification implied in 
the preceding paragraph.J 
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LSubdivisions of verses: avasanas, padas, etc. - Concerning these a few 
words may be said. Avasana means 'stop,' and so 'the verse-division 
marked by a stop.' The verse usually has an avasana or 'stop' in the 
middle and of course one at the end. Occasionally, however, there are, 
besides the stop at the end, two others : and the verse is then called try
avaslina. Moreover, we have verses with more than three stops, and 
sometimes a verse with only one (ekavasana). - The next subordinate 
division is the pada or 'quarter.' As the name implies, this is commonly 
the quarter of a four-lined verse or verse with two avasanas; but some
times, as in a verse with an odd number of padas (like the gayatri), a 
pada may be identical with an avasana. The division into padas is recog
nized by the ritual, which sometimes prescribes the doing of a sequence 
of ceremonial acts to the accompaniment of a verse recited pada by pada 
(pacclzas) in a corresponding sequence. - Even the pada is not the final 
possible subdivision, as appears from KB. xxvi. 5, rca1h vanillarcmh 7.Ja 

pr:Jdmiz vii pada11i vii var~-za1ii vii, where the verse and all its subdivisions 
receive mention.J 

Numeration of successive verses in the mss. - In this matter, the mss. 
differ very much among themselves, and the same ms. differs in different 
books, and even in different parts of the same book; so that to give all 
details would be a long, tedious, and useless operation. A few may be 
given by way of specimen. In books iii. and v. the enumeration in our 
mss. is by hymns only. LSometimes it runs continuously through the 
anuvaka: above, p. cxxix.J In vi. it is very various: in great part, z 
hymns are counted together; sometimes 4; also I o verses together, or 9, 
or 8. In book vii., some mss. (so P. and I.) number by decads within 
the anztvir,ka, with total neglect of real suktas; and the numbering is in 
all so confused and obscure that our edition was misled in several cases 
so as to count 5 hymns less in the book than does the Anukr., or than 
SPP's edition. The discordance is described at p. 389 and the two num
berings are given side by side in the translation. 

L Groupings of successive verses into units requiring special mention. -
The grouping of verses into units of a higher degree is by no means so 
simple and uniform in the mss. as we might expect. It is desirable, 
accordingly, to discriminate between decad-sitktas and artlza-si2ktas and 
paryaJ,a-sztktas. The differences of grouping are chargeable partly to the 
differences of form in the text (now verse, now prose) and partly to the 
differences in length in the metrical hymns.J 

Decad-suktas or 'decad-hymns.' - With the second grand division 
begins (at book viii.) a new element in the subdividing of the text: the 
metrical hymns, being m1;1.ch longerthan most of those in the first division, 
are themselves divided into verse-decads or groups of ten verses, five or 
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more odd verses at the encl of a hymn counting as an added decad. The 
numbers in the final group thus run from five to fourteen: cf. pages 388, 
end, and 472, 1 5. Book xvii. divides precisely into 3 decads: p. 805. 
The average length of the decad-snktas is exactly ten verses in book x. 
(3 5 decads and 3 50 verses: p. 562), and almost exactly ten in book xviii. 
(28 decads and 283 verses: p. 814). I.11 the summations, these decads 
are usually called sz7ktas and never by any other name (as darata;1as), 
while the true hymns are called art/2a-siiktas. 

LAlthough known to the comm. and to some rnss. in book vii. (p. 388), 
the decad-division really begins with book viii.; and it runs on through 
book xviii. (not into xix. : p. 898, line 6), and continuously except for the 
breaks occasioned by the pmyci)ia-hymns (p. 4JI, end) and pm:;,t:zfa-books 
(xv. and xvi. : pages 770, 793). In book vii., this grouping is carried out 
so mechanically as to cut in two some nine of the short sense-hymns of 
the Berlin edition. The nine are enumerated at p. 389, line 8 ; but in 
the case of five of them (45, 54; 68, 72, 76), the fault lies with the Berlin 
edition, which has wrongly combined the parts thus separated.J 

Lln the summations, as just noted, the decads are usually called srtktas ,
and they and the pm:;,ti;Jla-si2ktas are added together, like apples and pears, 
to form totals of "hymns of both kinds" (p. 56 I, line 8). The summa
tions of the decad-sz'2ktas and par)'liya-srtktas for books viii.-xviii. are duly 
given below in the special introduction to each book concerned, and these 
should be consulted; but for convenience they may here be summarized. 

Book viii. ix. x. 
Decads 24 21 35 
Paryayas 6 7 

xi. 
27 
3 

xii. I :xiii. xiv. 
23 I4 14 
7 6 

:xv. 

18 

xvi. xvii. xviii. 

3 28 

9 J 

Artha-siiktas or 'sense-hymns.' - LThis technical term might be ren
dered, more awkwardly, but perhaps more suitably, by 'subject-matter 
hymns.' It is these that are usually meant when we speak of "hymns" 
without any determinative. The comm. very properly notes that hymns 
xix. 47 and 48 form a single artha-sukta, and that the next two form 
another. The determinative artha- is prefixed in particular to distinguish 
the sense-hymns from the pary1crya-hymns (p. 6r I, -,Y 5), and there is little 
occasion for using it of the short hymns of the first grand division.J The 
verses of the artha-sukta are sometimes numbered through each separate 
component decad or st7kta, and sometimes through the whole artha-sztkta, 
the two methods being variously mingled. In books xii.-xiv.'and xvii. and 
xviii., as already noted, the artha-sz?ktas and anuvakas are coincident, the 
mss. specifying their identity. 

LParyaya-siiktas or '· period-hymns.' - In the second and third grand 
divisions are certain extended prose-compositions calledJ j>a?yaya-si'tktas. 
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They are divided into what are called paryiiyas, or also paryaya-sztktas, 
but never into decads. L The term pa1ycrya-sukta is thus somewhat 
ambiguous, and has a wider and a narrower meaning as designating, for 
example, on the one hand, the whole group of six pmyiiyas that compose 
our ix. 6, or, on the other, a single one of those six (e.g. our ix. 6. I-I 7). 
To avoid this ambiguity, it is w,ell to use paryc'iya only for the narrower 
meaning and pmyiiya-sfi,kta only for the wider. The hymn ix. 7 is a 
parytiya-sft!?ta consisting of only one pmydya. For the word pary-aya 
(root i: literally Um-gang, circuit, ?TEp{ooo-:) it is indeed hard to find an 
English equivalent : it might, with mental reservations, be rendered by 
'strophe'; perhaps 'period' is better; and to leave it (as usual) untrans
lated may be best.J 

LThe parytiya-hymns number eight in all, five in the second grand 
division (with 23 pmyiiyas), and three in the third grand division (with 
33 paryayas). They are, in the second division, viii. IO (with 6 paryayas); 
ix. 6 (with 6) and 7 (with I) ; xi. 3 (with 3); and xii. 5 (with 7); arid, in 
the third division, xiii. 4 (with 6); book xv. (I 8 paryiiyas); and book xvi. 
(9 paryayas). The paryc'iya-sftktas are marked with a P in tables 2 and 3. 
For further details, see p. 472.J 

Lit will be noticed that two books of the third division, xv. and xvi., 
consist wholly of paryayas; and, further, that each book of the second 
division has at least one of these hymns (ix. has two such, and contigu
ous), except book x. Even book x. has a long hymn, hymn 5, consisting 
mostly of prose, but with mingled metrical portions; but despite the fact 
that the Anukr. divides the hymn into four parts, which parts are even 
ascribed to different authors (p. 579), it is yet true that those parts are 
not acknowledged as paryayas. Moreover, the hymn is expressly called 
an artlta-sukta by at least one of 'Whitney's mss.J 

LDifferences of the Berlin and Bombay numerations in books vii. and xi.x. 
-As against the Berlin edition, the Bombay edition exhibits certain 
differences in respect of the numeration of hymns and verses. These 
are rehearsed by SPP. in his Critical Notice, vol. i., pages 16-24. Those 
which affect book vii. are described by me at p. 389, and the double 
numberings for book vii. are given by Whitney from vii. 6. 3 to the end 
of vii. The Bombay numberings are the correct ones (cf. p. 392, line 4 
from end). Other discrepancies, which affect book xix., are referred to 
at p. 898.J 

LDifferences of hymn-numeration in the paryaya-books. - These are the 
most important differences that concern hymns. They affect all parts of 
a given book after the first paryri,ya of that book. They have be.en carefully 
explained by me at pages 610-r I, but the differences will be more easily 
apprehended and .discussed if put in tabular form. The table harmonizes 
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the hymn-numbers, without going into the detail of the difference of verse
numberings, which latter, however, are not seriously confusing. 

Hymns of the 
Bombay ed. 

2 

3 
• 4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
IO 

II 

I2 

13 
I4 
15 

The underwritten hymns or parts of hymns of the Berlin edition correspond 
to the hynms of the Bomb,1y edition as numbered iu either margin. 

Book Tiot)k Bot)k Book lkwk 
viii. ix. xi. xii. xiii. 

2 2 2 z .:) 

3 3 3.1-31 3 3 
4 4 3.3:i-49 4 4.1-13 

5 5 3.50-56 5 .. 1-6 4.q-2r 

6 6.r-17 4 5.7-u 4.2:.2-28 

7 6.rS-30 5 5.12-27 4.:i,J-45 

8 6.31-39 6 5.28-38 4.46--51 

9 6.40-,g 7 5.39-4(, 4.5z-56 
IO,r-7 6.45-48 8 5 .. 17-61 

IO, 8-r7 6.49-fo 9 5.62-73 

I0.18-2r 7.r-:i6 IO 

I0.22-25 8 
10.26-29 9 
I0.30-33 IO 

Hymns of the 
Bombay .,d. 

,7 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
ro 
II 

12 

I.., 
,) 

LJ 
r5J 

LSince the two editions differ, the question arises, "Which is right? The 
fourth paragraph of p. 6 I I (which see) leaves it undecided, but states the 
real point at issue plainly. I now believe that the methods of both 
editions are at fault and would suggest a better method. To inake the 
matter clear, I take as an example the paryli;1a-sfikta :xi. 3, which consists 
of a group of three paryayas. 

Suggested method 

xi. 3. I r-3r 

xi. 3. 2 1-18 

Xi. 3• 3 I-7 

Berlin method 

xi. 3. r-31 
xi. 3· 32-49 
xi. 3. 50-56 

Bombay method 

xi. 3. r-31 
::d. 4. r-18 
xi. 5· 1-7 

The four sets of numbers in the first column relate to the four text
divisions : the first set (xi.) to the book; the second (3) to the paryirya
silkta or group of paryayas; the third (I, 2, 3) to the individual paryrt~yas of 
that group; and the fourth <1-3r, 1- 18• r-1) to the verses of the pa1ytt11as.J 

Lin the Berlin text, on the one hand, we must admit that each of the 
three component pa1yayas of xi. 3 is duly indicated as such by typograph
ical separation and that the pmy,rya-numbers (r and 2 and 3) are duly 
given in parenthesis. That text, however, practically ignores the jJa1yiiyas, 
at least for the purposes of citation, by numbering the verses of all three 
continuously (as verses r-56) from the beginning of paryaya I to the end 
of 3. Thus only the group of paryayas is recognized; and it is numbered 
as if coordinate with the artha~suktas of the book.J • 

Lln the Bombay text, on the other hand, each paryiiya is numbe.red as 
if coordinate with an artha~sztkta, and the verses are numbered (of course, 
in this case) beginning anew with I for each pmyl"iya. This method 
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ignores the unity of the group of individual pmycryas and throws previous 
citations into confusion.J 

LBooks xv. and xvi. consist wholly of parycryas. Here, therefore, the 
case is not complicated by the mingling of paryiiJ1as and artha-s'iiktas, 
and the Berlin text ignores the grouping 1 of the pmyiryas, and treats and 
numbers each paryiiJ'a as if coordinate with artha-si?ktas, and numbers 
the verses beginning anew with l for each paryaya (cf. p. 770, line 30).J 

Whitney's criticism of the numbering of the Bombay edition. - L Whitney 
condemned, at p. 625, the procedure of the Bombay edition. In his 
material for this Introduction, I now find a few additional words on the 
matter, which may well be given.J 

Each jHtJ)'t'iJ'a is reckoned, in the summations, as on the same plane as 
a real hymn or artha-sukta. Hence SPP. is externally justified in count-· 
ing, for example, the nine artha-stiktas and three pa1ya;1as of book xi. as 
twelve hymns, numbering the verses of each separately; at the same 
time, such a deviation from the method pursued in our edition, throwing 
into confusion all older references to book xi. after 3. 3 r, was very much to 
be deprecated, and has no real and internal justification, since each body 
or group of pa1yayas is obviously and undeniably a unitary one (see, for 
example, our viii. ro, and note the relation especially of its third and fourth 
and fifth subdivisions or pa1ya31as). In such matters we are not to allow the 
mss. to guide us in a manner clearly opposed to the rights of the case. 

LSuggestion of a preferable method of numbering and citing. - It is 
plain, I think, that both editions are at fault: the Berlin edition, in ignor
ing the individual pa1yayas in books viii.-xiii. and in ignoring the paryr~:va:-

. groups in xv.-xvi. ; and the Bombay edition, in ignoring the pmyaya-groups 
everywhere. Moreover, the procedure of the Berlin text is inconsistent 
(p. 7 70, line 27) as between books viii.-xiii. and books xv.-xvi., the unity 
of the groups in xv.-xvi. being no less "obvious and undeniable" than in 
the example jt~st cited by Whitney.J 

L The purpose underlying the procedure of the Berlin edition was that 
all references should be homogeneous for all parts of the Atharvan text, 
not only for the metrical parts but also for the prose pa1yi'i:J1as, and con
sist of three numbers only. But, as between the paryayas and the rest, 
it is precisely this homogeneity that we do not want; for the lack of it 
serves the useful purpose of showing at a glance whether any given cita
tion refers to a passage in prose or in verse.J 

LFor a future edition, I recommend that all paryaya-passages be so 
:numbered as to make it natural to cite them by book, pm7aya:-group 
paryaya, and verse. The verse-number would then be written as an 
exponent or superior; and, for example, instead of the now usual ix. 6. 3 I, 

1 As to what this grouping should be, see the discussion at p. c:xxx, near end. 
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45; 7. 26; xi. 3. 50, we should have ix. 6. 3r, 51 ; 7. I26; xi. 3. 3 1 • In books 
xv. and xvi. I should. reckon the amt'Utika as determining the limits of each 
group of pa1ytfJ1as (p. cxxx) ; and thus, for example, instead of the now 
usual xv. 7. I; 8. I; 17. I; xvi. 5. I, we should have xv. I. 7 1 ; 2. I1; 2. 101; 

xvi. 2. 11. The tables on pages 77 I and 793 may serve for conversion
tables as between the proposed method and the Berlin-Bombay method.J 

LThe merits of this method are clear from what has been said : it avoids 
ignoring the parya;1as of viii.-xiii. and the groups of xv.-xvi., and avoids 
the inconsistency of the Berlin method; it maintains the recognition of 
the uniformity of books viii.-xi. as books of ten hymns each (p. 61 I, 

line 2 5) ; and it assimilates all references to jJmJlt~pa-text in a manner 
accordant with the facts, and shows at a glance that they refer to pary,tiw.
passages.1 Moreover, it avoids the necessity of recognizing hymns of 
less than 20 verses for division III. (p. cxlv); and by it one is not incon
venienced in finding passages as cited by the ol<ler method.J 

LDifferences of verse-numeration. - The differences of hymn-numeration, 
as is clear from the foregoing, involve certain differences of verse-numer
ation also; but besides these latter, there are certain other differences of 
verse-numeration occasioned by the adherence of the Born bay editor to 
the prescriptions of the Anukramal).IS. They have been fully treated in the 
introductions to the books concerned ; but require mention here because 
they affect the verse-totals of the tables considered in the discussion 
(pages clvii, clix) of the structure of the text. The five jJtuy,iya-hymns 
affected are given in the first line of the subjoined table, and in the sec
ond are set references to the pages of this work where the Bombay totals 
are given. The third line gives the totals of a·vasanarcas for the Bombay 
edition, and the fourth those for the Berlin edition, and the fifth the dif~ 
ferences. It may be well to remind the reader, that, in its proper place 
in the text, the second paryaya of xi. 3 is printed, both by R W. and by 
SPP. (at vol. iii., pages 66-83), as IS numbered subdivisions; but that 
the Bombay editor prints it again (just after p. 356 of the same vol.), this 
time as 72 avasanarcas, as required by the Anukr. The matter is fully 
explained by me, pages 628-9. The totals for xi. 3 in the one eel. are 
:t·I + I 8 + 7 = 56, and in the other 3 I + 72 + 7 = IIO, a difference of 54. 
The sum of the plus items is I 88. 

Paryaya-hymns 

[See pages 

Bombay totals 
Berlin totals 

Plus items 

Viii. IO 

516 

67 
33 

34 

ix. 6 

546 

73 
62 

II 

xi. 3 book xv. book xvi, 

632 771 793] 

IIO 220 103 
56 141 93 

54 79 IO J 
1 LI beg the reader to compare my remarks on the !v!ethod of Citation in the preface to the 

Karpilramafijari, pages xv-xvi. For citations of the l\Iiihara~tri or verse passages, the expo
nent is a letter; for <;auraseni or prose, it is a figure.J 
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Summations of hymns and verses at end of divisions. - These are made 
in the mss. at the encl of the division summed up, and constitute as it 
were brief colophons ; and the details concerning them are given in the 
notes at the points where they occur. LFor examples, see the ends of the 
several anuvakas and books: thus, pages 6, I 2, I 8, 22, 29, 36, and so on. 
The summations become somewhat more elaborate and less harmonious 
in the later books: see, for example, pages 516,561,659, 707, 737.J 

The summations quoted from the Pancapatalika. -A peculiar matter to 
be noted in connection with the summations just mentioned is the con
stant occurrence· with them, through books i.-xviii., of bits of extract 
from an Old Anukrama1).I, as we may call it: catch-words intimating the 
number of verses in the divisions summed up. LFor details respecting 
this treatise, see above, p. lxxi.J These citations are found accordantly 
in all the mss. - by no means in all at every point; they are more or less 
fragmentary in different mss.; but they are wholly wanting in none of 
ours (except K. L and perhaps L.J). The phrases which concern the end 
of a book are the ones apt to be _found in the largest 11;um ber of mss. In 
book vii. there is a double set, the extra one giving the number of hymns 
in the mmvaka. 

Llndication of the extent of the divisions by reference to an assumed norm. 
- In giving the summations of verses, it is by no means always the case 
that the Paficapatalika expresses itself in a direct and simple way. Some~ 
times indeed it does so where its prevailing method would lead us to 
expect it to do otherwise : thus in book vi., where the normal number of 
verses to the anuvaka is 30, it says simply and expressly that anuviikas 
3 and 4 have 3 3 verses each (trayastrilifaktji.u: p. 3 I I) and that 5 and 6 
have 30 each (trbir;akiizt: p. 1045). Very often, however, the extent of 
a division is intimated by stating its overplus or shortage with reference 
to an assumed norm. One hardly knows how much critical value to 
assign to the norms (the last anitvaka of book vi., with 64 verses, exceeds 
the norm of 30 by more than the norm itself); but the method is a devia~ 
tion from straightforwardness of expression, and that deviation is increased, 
as is so often the case, by the gratuitous exigencies of the metrical form 
into which the Paficapatalika is cast. Thus for book v. it says (pages 
230, 236), 'the first [anuvaka] falls short of sixty by twice six and the 
next after the first by eleven.' So forty-two is in one place (p. 61) 'half
a-hundred less eight,' and in another (p. 439) it is 'twice twenty-one.' 
For anuvaka 3 of book vii. the total is 3 I (norm 20); but here (p. 4r 3) 
not even the overplus is stated simply as 'eleven,' but rather as 'eight 
and three.' This method of reference to a norm is used even where the 
departure from it is very large, as in the case of anw,Jiika 3 of book iv., 
which is described (p. I 76) as having 2 I verses over the norm of 30.J 
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LTables of verse-norms assumed by the Paficapatalika. -For the first 
grand division (books i.-vii.), on the one hand, this treatise assumes a 
norm for the verse-totals of the anuvakas of each book.1 These may be 
shown in tabular statement as follmvs: 

For book i. ii. iii. iv. v. vi. vii. 

Verse-totals 153 207 230 324 376 454 2S6 
Anuvakas 6 6 6 8 6 IJ IO 

Averages 25 34 ,,s 
,) 40 6~ .., 35 29 

· Anuvaka-Norms 20 20 30 30 60 30 :zo 

The norm is spoken of (p. 92) as a nimitta, literally, perhaps, 'fundamental 
determinant.' Frequent reference has already been made to these norms 

. in the main body of this work, either expressly (as at pages 220 and 388: 
cf. also pages 6, I 8, 22, r 52), or implicitly at the ends of the mw11cikas.J 

LBy combining (as in lines 2 and 3 of the table) a part of table r of 
p. cxliv with a part of the table on p. cxxix, the actual average of the 
verse-totals of the anuviikas may be found for each book (as in line 4). 
It is perhaps a fact of critical significance that for each book this average 
is greater than the norm assumed by our treatise.J 

LFor the second grand division (books viii.-xii.), on the other hand, 
our treatise assumes a norm which concern.s the verse-totals of the hymns, 
and not (as in the first division) those of the anuviikas. They are, in 
tabular statement, as follows : 

For book viii. ix. ;x:. xi. xii. 

Verse-totals 2 59 302 35° 313 3o4 
Hymns 10 JO IO IO 5 
Averages 26 30 35 31 61 

Hymn-Norms 20 20 30 20 60 

The lengths of the hymns are often (not always) described by stating the 
overplus or shortage with reference to these norms. This is oftenest 
the case in book x. (so with seven hymns out of ten: see p. 562) ; it is 
the case with all the artha-suktas of book xii. (four out of five: p. 660);. 
with hymns I, 3, and 5 of book ix., and 6 and 8 of book xi.; and least 
often and clearly the case with book viii. (cf. the unclear citation, p. 502, 

~f 2). - Here again the actual averages are greater than the norms.J 
LThe three "grand divisions" are recognized by the Paiicapatalika. --

Partly by way of example, and partly with ulterior purpose, we may 
instance the citations from the Paflcapatalika which give the verse-totals 
of the six anuvakas of book iii. These totals are respectively 33, 40, 38, 
40, 3 5, and 44. The citations are indeed to be found below, scattered 
over pages 92, ro3, I r 3, I 2 3, I 3 r, and 14 r ; but it will be better to combine 

1 LAnother and wholly different matter is the norm assumed for the v.erse-totals of the indi
vidual hymns of each book (seep. cxlviii): thus book i. is the book of four-versed hymns.J 
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them here (with addition of the "obscure" clause of p. 141, ~ 8) into 
what appears to be their proper metrical form, with attempted emendation 
at the points 1 in which the verse was obscure to Whitney: 

triizcann£mittlf,h sadrccszt k(ir11cis > • • • • • .,,,. 

tz"sro daf.'i \r;{au dar;a panca ea rca{t: 
caturdm;a • nt_yci / amn,1akar;ar; ea. 

smizkhyii;:n vidadhylid adhika11z nimz'ttat. 

'Among the six-versed [hymns] (i.e. in book iii.), the verses are to be 
(made: i.e.) accounted [respectively] as three, ten, eight, -ten, and five, 
with thirty as their fundamental determinant; and the last as fourteen : 
and one is to treat the number (anwvaka by anztvaka: i.e.) for each 
anuv/i,ka as an overplus over the norm.' J 

Lln the section headed "Tables of verse-norms" etc., it was shown 
that, while the Paficapatalika's norms for books i.-yii. concern the anzt-
1.1Cikas, its norms for books viii.-xii. concern the hymns. This distinction is 
observed also by the comm. in making his decad-clivisions (seep. 472 : 1. 28). 
These facts are in entire accord with the explicit statements of the Pafica
patalika: to wit, on the one hand, with that of the verse just translated; 
and, on the other, with the remark cited at the end of viii. I (p. 47 5, end), 
suktafaf ea ga7Jana pravartate, 'and the numbering proceeds hymn by 
hymn.' Here suktar;as is in clear contrast with the anit·valecir;as of our 
verse, and the remark evidently applies to the remaining books of the 
text that come within the purview of the Paficapatalika, that is (since it 
ignores .books xix.-xx.), to books viii.-xviii. or to the second and third 
grand divisions.J · 

LThus, between the first grand division on the one hand and the second 
and third on the other, our treatise makes a clear distinction, not only by 
actual procedure but also by express statement. But this is not all. 
As between the second and the third, also, it makes a distinction in fact : 
for, while a norm that concerns the verse-totals of artha-suktas (and not 
of anuvakas) is assumed for the second, no norm is assumed for the third 
(cf. p. 708, line 12) and the verse-totals for each artha-sftkta or paryiiJ1a
s11kta are stated simply hymn by hymn.J 

10. Extent and Structure of the Atharva-Veda Samhita 

Limits of the original collection. - It is in the first place clearly appar
ent that of the twenty books composing the present text of the Atharva
Veda, the first eighteen; or not more than that, were originally combined 

1 The mss. read: 'ntyiinu-, with double sandhi; ~sap for -pap, with confusion of sibilants; 
smjikh;1ii (but one has indeed -yitm); and adhz'kanim-, with omission of a needed twin conso
nant (cf. p. 832). As to the use of kr, cf. below, p. 52 end, and p. 1861 ,r 3. 
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together to form a collection. There appears to be no definite reason to 
suppose that the text ever contained less than the books i.-xviii. It is 
easy to conjecture a collection including books i.-xiv. and book xviii., 
leaving out the two prose pmy,z,11a-books xv. and xvi. and the odd little 
book xvii. with the queer refrain running nearly through it; but there is 
no sound reason for suspecting the genuineness of these prose books 
more than of the prose hymns scattered (see below, p. IOI r) through 
nearly all the preceding books; and in the Paippalada recension it is 
Vulgate book xviii. that is wanting altogether, books xv.-xvii. Lor rather, 
books xv.-xviii.: cf. p. ror 5J being not unrepresented. 

Books xix. and xx. are later additions. - That these are later additions 
is in the first place strongly suggested by their character and composi
tion. As for book xx., that is in the niain a pure mass of excerpts from 
the Rig-Veda; it stands in no conceivable relation to the rest of the 
Atharva-Veda; and when and why it 1,vas added thereto is a matter for 
conjecture. As for book xix., that has distinctly the aspect of being an 
after-gleaning; if its hymns had been an accepted part of the main col
lection when that was formed, we should have expected them to be dis
tributed among the other books; and the text is prevailingly of a degree 
of badness that sets it quite apart from the rest; while its pada-text must 
be a most modern production. LFor the cumulative evidence in detail 
respecting book xix., see my introduction, pages 895-8.J 

Other evidences of the former existence of an Atharva-Vecla which 
was limited to books i.-xviii. are not rare. That the pn1pa{ltaka-clivision 
is not extended beyond book xviii. may be of some consequence, but 
probably not much. The Old Anukrama1:i.I stops at the same point. 
More significant is it that the Kau<;ika-siitra Ldoes not, by its citations,1 
imply recognition of the text of book xix. as an integral part of the smiz
ltita, and that itJ ignores book xx. completely. It is yet more impor
tant that the Prati<;akhya and its commentary limit themselves to books 
i.-xviii. 

In the Paippalada text, the material of book xix. appears in great part, 
as we are bound to note, and quite on an equality with the rest. 0£ 
book xx., nothing Lor practically nothing: see p. 1009J so appears. It is 
also noteworthy that Paipp. (as mentioned above) omits ~ook xviii.; but 
from this need be drawn no suspicion as to the appurtenance of xviii. to 
the original AV. -The question of the possible extension of individual 
hymns anywhere does not concern us here, Lbut is discussed on page cliii.J 

1 LThere are five verses which, although occurring in our xix., are yet cited by Kau9. in full, 
as if they did not belong to the Atharvan text recognized by Kau9. Moreover, there are cited 
by Kauy. six pratikas which, although answering to six hymns (between 51 and 68) of our xix:., 
may yet for the most part be regarded as ka!pajli mantras. l:<~or a detailed discussion of the 
matter, see pages 896-7. J 
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LThe two broadest principles of arrangement of books i.-xviii. - Leaving 
book xx. out of account, and disregarding also for the present book xix. 
as being a palpable supplement (see pages 89 5-8), it is not difficult to 
trace the two principles that underlie the general arrangement of the 
material of books i.-xviii. These principles are :J 

LI. Miscellaneity_or unity of subject and 2. length of hymn.-The books 
i.-xviii. fall accordingly into two general classes : I. books of which the 
hymns are characterized by miscellaneity of subject and in which the 
length of the hymns is regarded; and 2. books of which the distinguish
ing characteristic is a general unity of subject and in which the p1°ecise 
length of the hymns is not primarily regarded, although they are prevail
ingly lo11g.1 The first class again falls into two divisions: I. the short 
hymns; and 2. the long hymns.J 

LThe three grand divisions (I. and II. and HI.) as based on those princi
ples.-We thus have, for books i.-xviii., three grand di.visions, as follows: 
I. the first grand division, consisting of the seven books, i.-vii., and com
prehending the short hymns of miscellaneous subjects, more specifically, 
all the hymns (not paryii)'as: p. cxxxiv) of a less number of verses than 
twenty 1 ; II. the second grand division, consisting of the next five books, 
viii.-xii., and comprehending the long hymns of miscellaneous subjects, 
more specifically, all the hymns (save those belonging to the third division) 
of more than twenty verses; and III. the third grand division, consisting, 
as aforesaid, of those books of which the distinguishing characteristic is 
a general unity of subject, to wit, the six books, xiii.-xviii. - There are 
other features, not a few, which differentiate these divisions one from 
another; they will be mentioned below, under the several divisions.J 

LThe order of the three grand divisions. - It is clear that the text ought 
to begin with division I., since that is the most characteristic part of it . 
all, and since books i.-vi. are very likely the original nucleus of the whole 
collection. Since division I. is made up of hymns of miscellaneous sub
jects (the short ones), it is natural that the other hymns of miscellaneous 
subjects (the long ones) should follow next. Thus the last place is natu
rally left for the books characterized by unity of subject. This order 
agrees with that of the hymn-totals of the divisions, which form (cf. tables 
r, 2, 3)_ a desceiading scale of 433 and 45 and I 5.J 

LPrinciples of arrangement of books within the grand division. - If we 
have rightly determined the first rough grouping of the material of books 
i.-xviii. into three grand divisions, the question next in logical order is, 

1 LT.his statement is true without modification, if we treat books xv. and xvi. each as two 
hymns or pm:va;1a-groups in the manner explained and reasoned at p. cxxx, and implied in the 
second form of table 31 p. cxlv: cf. p. cxxxvii, line 13.J 
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vVhat governs the arrangement of the books \vithin each division? This 
question will be discussed in detail under each of the three divisions 
(cf. pages cxlix ff., clvii, clix); here, accordingly, only more general state.:. 
ments are called for. Those statements concern the verse-norms of the 
hymns for each book, and the amount of text.J 

LThe normal length of the hymns for each of the several books. - For 
the first grand division these norms play an important part in determin
ing the arrangement of the books within that division, as appears later, 
p. cxlix. For the second grand division it is true that the Paficapatalika 
assumes a normal hymn-length for each book (p. cxxxix) ; but that seems 
to have no traceable connection with the arrangement of the books within 
that division (p. clv). For the third, no such norn1 is even assumed (p. cxl, 
near end). J 

LThe amount of text in each book. -Table.-This matter, in its relation 
to the order of the books, I must consider briefly here for the three grand 
divisions together, although it ·will be necessary to revert to it later (pages 
clii, clvii, clix). Since our smj1/tit,i is of mingled verse and prose, it is 
not easy (except with a Hindu ms., which I have not at hand) to esti
mate the precise amount of text to be apportioned to each separate book. 
If we take as a basis, however,"' the printed page of the Berlin text, and 
count blank fractions of pages, the 352 pages are apportioned among the 
I 8 books as follows: 

Book i. has I 3 pages Book viii. has 2 2 pages Book xiii. has 13 pages 
ii. 16 ix. 21 xiv. I2 

iii. 20 x. 27 xv. 10 

iv. 27 xi. 25 xvi. 5 
v. 28 xii. 22 xvii. 3 

vi. 40 xviii. 2I 

vii. 27 

Division I. 171 Division II. 117 Division III. 64 

From this it appears that, for division.I., the amount of text is a continu~ 
ously ascending one for each of the books except the last (book vii.); and 
that, for division III., it is a continuously descending one for each of the 
books except (in like mariner) the last (book xviii.); and that, although 
the verse-totals of the Bombay edition for the books of division II. form 
a series (see p. clvii, line II) which ascends continuously (like that of I.) 
for all books except (once again) the last, the books of division II. are, on 
the whole, most remarkable for their approximate equality of length.J 

Arrangement of the hymns within any given book. - While the general 
guiding principles of arrangement of the books within the division are 
thus in large measure and evidently the external ones of verse-norms and 
amount of text, it is not easy to see what has directed the ordering of the 
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Table I, First grand division, books i.-vii., seven books 
Book Book Book Book Bonk Book Book 
vii. vi. i. ii. iii. iv. v. Sum of Sum of 

Verse-~ 1 2 3 ,j, ·5 6 s contains hymns verses norms 

56 hs. of 1 vs. 56 56 
26 hs. of 2 vss. 2(3 52 
10 122 11s. of 3 vss. 132 396 
11 12 30 hs. of 4- vss. 58 212 
8 8 1 22 hs. of 0 VSS, 34 170 
4 2 5 13 hs. of 6 vss. 24 144 
8 1 5 G 21 hs. of 7 YSS. 36 252 
3 4 6 10 2 hs. of 8 vss. 25 200 
1 1 2 3 4 hs. of 9 vss. l1 99 

2 3 2 hs. of 10 vss. 7 70 
1 1 G hs. of 11 vss. 8 88 

2 5 hs. of 12 vss. 7 84 
1 n hs. of 13 vss. 4 52 ,) 

., 
hs. of H vss. 3 42 ,) 

3 hs. of lo vss. 3 45 
1 h. of 16 vss. 1 16 

2 hs. of 17 vss. 2 34 
1 h. of 18 vss. 1 18 

118 142 35 36 31 40 31 hymns 433 
286 454 153 207 230 324 376 verses 2,030 

Table 2. Second grand division, books viii.-xii., five books 
Book Book Book Book Book Sum of Sum of 
viii. ix. x. xi. xii. contains hymns verses 

1 h. of 21 vss. 1 21 
1 2 hs. of 22 vss. 3 66 

1 h. of 23 vss. 1 23 
1 2 hs. of 24 vss. 3 72 
1 1 1 hs. of 25 V!;s. 3 75 
3 1:P 1 3 hs. of 26 vss, 8 208 

1 2 hs. of 27 vss, n 
,) 81 

2 1 hs. of 28 vss. 3 84 
1 1 hs. of 31 vss. 2 62 

1 h. of 32 VSS, 1 32 
lP 1 hs. of 33 vss. 2 66 

1 1 hs. of 34: vss. 2 68 
1 h. of 3o vss. 1 35 

1 h. of 37 VS$, 1 37 
1 h. of IJS vss. l 38 

2 hs. of 44 vss. 2 88 
1 h. of 50 vss. 1 60 

1 h. of 53 vss. 1 53 
1 h. of 56 vss. 1 55 

1:P h. of 5(1 vss. 1 50 
1 h. of 60 vss. l (30 

1:P h. of 62 vss. 1 Ei2 
1 h. of 63 vss. 1 63 
lP h. of 73 vss. 1 73 

10 10 10 10 5 hymns 45 
259 302 350 313 304 verses 1,528 
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Table 3. Third grand division, books xiii.-xviii., six books 
Rohita Wedding Vratya Paritta Sun Funeral 
Eook Book Book Book Book Ilook Sum of Sum of 
xiii. xiv, xv. xvi. xvii. :x.viii. contains hymns '\'Cl"Sl:S 

2 hs. of !l vss. 2 (J 

1 1 hs. of ·1 vss. 2 8 
2 hs. of •• vss. 2 10 
1 3 hs. of tl vss. ·! 2·! 
2 1 hs. of 'vss. 3 21 
1 h. of 8 \'SS. 1 s 
3 hs. of n vss. 3 ')t,,o, _, 
1 h. of 10 vss. 1 10 
4 1 1w. of 11 vss. 5 55 
1 h. of 12 vss. 1 12 

2 hs. of rn vss. 2 2G 

- h. of 26 vss. 1 26 1 
h. of 24 '\?SS. 1 27 
h. of :JO vss. 1 !JO 

1 h. of 40 vss. ,i(j 

lP h. of i'iO vss. 1 56 
1 hs. of no \'SS, 2 120 

1 h. of ,n vss. 1 tn --,- h. of ia vss. 1 04 

1 h. of 7a vss. 1 ~0:-1 
I •J 

1 h. of 'lo vss. 1 75 

1 h. of 89 vss. 1 sn 

4 2 18P Or 1 4 hymns 38 
188 139 Hl tJ'"' ., 30 283 verses 874 

tSuch is Whitney's table; and it is well to let it stand, as it furnishes the 
best argument against treating the pm-;•iiyas of books xv. and xvi. each as 
a single hymn (cf. p. cxxxvi, top). Treating them as explained at p. clx, it 
will appear as follows. 

Table 3, second form 

Rohita Wedding Vratya Paritta Sun Funeral 
Book Book Book Book Book Book Sum of Sum of 
:xiii. xiv. :xv. xvi. :xvii. :xviii. contains hymns verses 

1 h. of 26 vss. 1 26 
1 h. of 30 VSS, 1 30 

IP h. of 32 vss. 1 32 
1 h. of 46 vss. 1 4(j 

lP h. of oO vss. 1 50 
1P h. of o6 vss. 1 50 
1 1 hs. of 60 vss. 2 120 

1P 1 hs. of 61 vss. 2 122 
1 h. of 64 VSS, 1 64 

1 h. of 73 vss. 1 73 
1 h. of 7o vss. 1 75 

1 h. of 89 vss. 1 80 
1P h. of 91 vss. 1 91 

4 2 2P 2P 1 4 hymns 16 
188 139 141 93 30 283 verses 874J 
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several hymns within any given book. It is clear that the subject has 
not been at all considered; nor is it at all probable that any regard has 
been had to the authorship, real or claimed (we have no tradition of any 
value whatever respecting the "rishis "). Probably only chance or arbi
trary choice of the arranger dictated the internal ordering of each book. 
L On this subject there is indeed little that is positive to be said; but (in 
order to a,void repetition) I think it best to say that little for each grand 
division in its proper place under that division : see pages cliv, clvii, 
and clx.J 

LDistribution of hymns according to length in the three grand divisions. -
Tables I and 2 and 3. -The distribution of the hymns according to their 
length throughout the books of the three grand divisions is shown by 
Whitney's tables r, 2, and 3, preceding. The numbers rest on the numera
tions of the Berlin edition, and due reference to the differences of numera
tion of the Bombay edition is made below at p. cxlvii. A vertical column 
is devoted to each book and in that column is shown how many hymns of 
r verse, of 2 or 3 or··4 and so on up to 89 verses, there are in that book, 
by the number

1 
horizontally opposite the number of verses indicated in 

the column headed by the word "contains." To facilitate the summation 
of the number of hymns and verses in the Atharva-Veda, the last column 
but one on the right gives the number of hymns of I vs., of 2 vss. and s9 
on, in the division concerned, and the last column on the right gives the 
total number of verses contained in the hymns of r vs., of 2 vss. and so 
on (the total in each line being, of course, an exact multiple of the num
ber preceding in the same line). Accordingly we may read, for example, 
the sixth line of table I as follows : "Book vii. contains IO hymns of 3 
verses and book vi. contains I 22. The sum of hymns of 3 verses in the 
division is I 3 2, and the sum of verses in those hymns is 396. "J 

LTables I and 2 and 3 for divisions I. and II. and III. - These ought 
properly to come in at this point; but as their form and contents are 
such that it is desirable to have them stand on two pages that face 
each other, they have been put (out of their proper place) on pages cxliv 
and cxlv.J 

LGrouping of the hymns of book xix. according to length. -Table 4. -
Apart from the two hymns, 22 (of 2 I verses) and 23 (of 30), which are in 
divers ways of very exceptional character, it appears that every hymn of 
this book, if judged simply by its verse.total length, would fall into the 
first grand division, as being of less than 20 verses.1 This fact is of crit
icaJ interest, and is in keeping with the character of book xix. as an after
glean ing, and in particular an after~gleaning of such material as would 
properly fall into the first grand division (cf. p. 895, 1 2). The table: 

lLAnd so would hymns 22 and 23, if judged by their actual length.J 
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Table 4. The supplement, book x:ix:., one book 

In book xix. there are 15 4 2 9 6 s 4 3 12 2 hymns, 
Containing respectively I 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 ro II verses. 

In book xix. there are 2 I I hymns, Total: 7'2 hymns. 
Containing respectively 14 15 16 2I 30 verses. Total: 456 verses.J 

LSummary of the four tables. -Table 5. - Extent of AV. Sarhhita about 
one half of that of RV. -The totals of hymns and verses of tables 1-4 
are summed up in table 5. From this it appears that the number of 
hymns of the three grand divisions of the Atharva-Veda Sa1i1hita is 516 
or about one half of that of the Rig-Veda, and that the number of verses 
is 4,432 or considerably less than one half. If the summation be nfade to 
include also the supplement and the parts of book :xx. which are peculiar 
to the AV., the number of hymns amounts to 598 or about three fifths of 
that of the RV., and the number of verses amounts to 5,038 or about one 
half of that of the RV. Table 5 follows : 

Table 5. Summary of Atharvan hymns and verses 

Grand division I., books i.-vii., contains 433 hymns and 2030 verses. 
Grand division II., books viii.-xii., contains 45 hymns and 1528 verses. 
Grand division III., books xiii.-xviii., contains 38 hymns and 874 verses. 

----
Totals for the three grand divisions : 516 hymns and 4432 verses. 

The supplement, book xix., contains 72 hymns and 456 verses. 

Totals for books i.-xix. : 588 hymns and 4888 verses. 

The Kuntapa-khila of book xx. contains IO hymns and I 50 verses. 

Totals for books i.-xix. and khila: 598 hymns and 5038 verses.J 

LThe numbers of tables 1-5 rest on the Berlin edition. The differ
ences between that and the Bombay edition do not affect the amount of 
text, but only the verse-totals. Even the verse-totals are not affected, 
but only the hymn-totals (p. 3 89, L 10), by the differences in book. vii. 
For the paryaya-hymns, the verse-totals of the Bombay edition amount 
to r 88 more (see p. cxxxvii) than those of the Berlin edition. For the 
Bombay edition, accordingly, the grand total must be raised (by I 88) 
from 5,038 to 5,226.J 

LFirst grand division (books i.-vii.): short hymns •of miscellaneous sub
jects. - While the general considerations of length and subject are indeed 
sufficient for the separation of books i.-xviii. into three grand divisions 
as defined above, the first division shows yet other signs of being a minor 
collection apart from the other two. In the first place, the hymns that 
compose it are mostly genuine charms and imprecations, and wear on the 
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whole a general aspect decidedly different from that of books viii.-xviii., as. 
is indeed apparent enough from the table of hymn-titles, pages I 024-37; 
they are, in fact, by all odds the most characteristic part of the Atharva
Veda, and this is tacitly admitted by the translators of selected hymns 
(see p. cvii), their selections being taken in largest measure ( cf. p. 28 I) 
from this division. In the second place, the books of this division are 
sharply distinguished from those of the others by the basis of their inter
nal arrangement, which basis is in part that of a clearly demonstrable 
verse-norm, a norm, that is to say, which, for each separate book, governs 
the number of verses in the hymns of that book.1J 

LEvidence of fact as to the existence of the verse-norms. -A most per
vading· implicit distinction is made by the Major Anukramar;ii between 
this division and the next in its actual method of giving or intimating 
the length of the hymns. In division II., on the one hand, the number 
of verses is stated expressly and separately for every hymn. In division 
I., on the other hand, the treatise merely intimates by its silence that the 
number for any given hymn conforms to the norm assumed for that book, 
and the number is expressly stated only when it constitutes a departure 
from that norm. Thus for the 142 hymns of book vi., an express state
ment as to the length is made only for the 20 hymns (given at p. 28 I, 

lines I 7-r 8) which exceed the norm of three.2 - For convenience of 
reference, the norms may here be tabulated : 

Books vii. 
Norms I 

vi. 

3 

i. 

4 

ii. 

5 
iii. 
6 

iv. 

7 
v. 
SJ 

LExpress testimony of both Anukrama1:1.is as to the verse-norms. - The 
Major Anukr. (at the beginning of its treatment of book ii. : see p. 142) 
expressly states that the normal number· of verses for a hymn of book i. 
is four, and that the norm increases by one for each successive book of 
the first five books: jnt1vaka~zcjasya catztrrcajmzkrtir z'ty evanz uttarottara
kii{ztfelit ~ra.fthain yavad ekaiJ.?adhika etc. Than this, nothing could be 
more clear or explicit. Again, at the beginning of its treatment of book 
m., it says that in this book it is to be understood that six verses are 
the norm, and that any other number is a departure therefrom: atra 

l LThat books i.-vii. are distinctly recognized as a separate unity by the Major Anukr. appears. 
also from the fact that for the right or wrong study of its first five jafalas (in which books i.-vii. 
are treated), special blessings or curses are promised in a passage at the beginning of the sixth. 
The fact was noted by Weber, Verzeiclmiss, vol. ii., p. 79; and the passage was printed by hitn 
on p. 8r.J 

2 LAt i. I, and also. at v. 9 and 10 (these two are prose pieces), the treatise states the number 
when it is normal. This is not unnatural at i. r, the beginning; and considering the prevailing 
departure from the norm in book v., it is not surprising there. On the other hand, the omis• 
sions at iv. 36 and vi. 121 are probably by inadvertence.J 
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1a~ircaprakrtir aJlJ'a 7.rikrtir iti vi.fiin'f_ydt. At the beginning of book iv. 
it has a remark of like purport : brtthma /a.:.f1iii1zam -iti k/i~1tfc saptarcasfll't.:1~ 
prakrtir (so London ms.: cf. p. 142 below) an;,·,r 1,1il,:rtir -i(v aczwgc1chd. 
Moreover, it defines book vi. as the trcasiil,:tak,'i~ufam (cf. pages 28 I, 388), 
and adds to the definition the words tatra trcaprakrtir itart.'i '<-'z'/,.Ttir iti . 

. Cf. \Veber's Ver:::eichniss dcr Berliner Sansl.·rit-hss., vol. ii., p. 79.J 
Lin the recognition of the verse-norms, as in much e]se (p. lxxii, top), 

the Paficapatalika serves as source and guide for the author of the Major 
Anukr. Thus the older treatise calls book ii. 'the five-versed' (see the 
citation at p. 45), and book iii. in like manner 'the six-versed' (seep. cxl). 
Cf. also· the statements of the next paragraph as to book vii.J 

L One verse is the norm for book vii. - The absence of any book in which 
two-versed hymns are the normJ and the frequency of two-versed hymns 
in book vii., might lead us to think that both one-versed and two-versed 
hymns are to be regarded as normal for book vii. (cf. p. 388, line I 3) ; 
but this is not the case (cf. line 24 of the same page). The Major Anukr. 
speaks of book vii. as' the book of one-versed hymns,' ckarca.n7ktaJ..·tzvrfanz ,
and its testimony is confirmed by the Old Anukr., as cited by SPP. on 
p. I 8 of his Critical Notice, which says, 'among the one-versed hymns 
[i.e. in book vii.], [the anzr.11,Pkas are or consist] of hymns made of one verse,' 
tk-snktii ekarcc:w. Further confirmation of the view that one(not one or two) 
is the true norm for book vii. is found in the fact that the Anukr. is silent 
as to the length of the hymns of one verse (cf. p. cxlviii), but makes the 
express statement dvyrcam for each of the thirty 1 hymns of two verses.J 

LArrangement of books i.-vii. with reference to verse-norms. - If we 
examine table I (p. cxliv), in which these books are set in the ascending 
numerical order of their verse-norms, several facts become clear. It is 
apparent, in the first place, that this division is made up of those seven 
books in which the number - normal or prevalent- of verses to a hymn 
runs from one to eight; secondly, that the sa1izlzita itself begins with the 
norm of four; and, thirdly, that the number two as a norm is missing 
from the series. Fourthly, it is indeed apparent that every book shows 
departures from its norm; but also -what is more important in this con
nection - that these departures are all on· one side, that of excess, and 
never on that of deficiency.J 

l LThis is the true number. The number 261 given at p. cxliv in table I, rests on the actual 
hymn-divisions of the Berlin text. On account of the discordance, the 30 hymns may here be 
named: I, 6. 1-2, 6. 3-4, 13, 18, 22, 25, 29, 40-42, 47-49, 52, 54. 2 with 55. 1, 57-58, 6r, 64, 
68. I-2, 72. 1-2, 7 5, 76. 5-6, 78, 108, I 12-114, u6. (They are very conyeniently shown in the 
table, p. 1021.) :Note on the other han<l the silence of the Anukr. as to our 45, 54. 1, 68.3, 
and 72 .. 3. Its silence means that our 45. I (seer, Praskal).va) and 45. 2 {Atharvan) and 54. I 

(Brahman) form three one-versed hymns, a fact which is borne out by the ascriptions of quasi
authorship; and that 68. 3 and 72. 3 form two more.J 
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L We may here digress to add that, if we compare table I with those 
following, it appears, fifthly, that in l,ook vii. are put all the hymns of 
the three grand divisions that contain only I or 2 verses; sixthly, that 
neither in this division, nor yet in the other two, nor even in book xix., 
is there a hymn of 19 verses, nor yet one of 20. 1 From table I, again, it 
appears, seventhly, that this division contains a hymn or hymns of every 
number of verses from 4 verses to 18 verses (mostly in books i.-v.) and 
from I verse to 3 verses (exclusively in books vi. and vii.).J 

LExcursus on hymn xix. 23, Homage to parts of the Atharva-Veda. -
It is worth while at this point to recall to the reader's mind this remark
able hymn in its bearing upon some of the questions as to the structure 
of our text: see pages 931-4, and especially °iT 6 of p. 93 I. As our sa1ii
h-ita begins with four-versed hymns, so does xix. 23 begin with homage 
"to them of four verses" (p. 93 I, line 29), and not with homage "to them 
of one verse.'' Again, grouping all hymns of four verses or more in this 
division according to length, there are I 5 groups (not in the least con
terminous with books) each containing a hymn or hymns of every num
ber of verses from 4 to I 8, and to these I 5 groups the first r 5 verses of 
xix. 23 correspond (p. 93 r, line 27). Again, of the fact that books i.-xviii. 
contain not one hymn of 19 verses nor yet one of 20, account seems to 
be taken in that the form of verses I 6 and I 7 differs from that of the 
I 5 preceding (p. 93 r, line 37). Again, as in our series the norm two is 
lacking, so also is lacking in xix. 23 a dvyrceb!tya[t svliha (but cf. p. 931, 
line 28, with p. 933, line 2). Finally the verses of homage "to them of 
three verses" and "to them of one verse" (xix. 23. 19-20) stand in the 
same order relative to each other and to the verses of homage to the I 5 
groups as do books vi. and vii. to each other and to the books containing 
the hymns of more than three verses, namely books i.-v. - Cf. further 
pages clvii and clix.J 

LWe now return to the arrangement of the books within the division by 
norms. - The norms of books i.-vii. respectively, as the books stand in 
our text, are 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 3, I. From this point of view, the books fall 
into two groups: group X contains books i.-v., and its norms make a sim~ 
ple continuous ascending numerical scale beginning with four (4, 5, 6, 7, 8); 
group Y contains books vi. and vii., and its norms make a broken descend
ing numerical scale beginning with three (3, r). Here several questions 
arise as to group Y: first, why is its scale inverted, that is, why does not 
book vii. precede book vi.? second, why does not group Y (and in the 
reversed order, vii., vi.) precede group X, so as to make the whole series 
begin, as is natural, with one instead of four, and run on in the text as 
it does in the table at p. cxliv? and, third, why is the scale broken, that 

1 Lin the Kuntapakhila there are two hymns of 20.J 
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is, why have not the diaskeuasts made eight books of the first division, 
including not only one for the one-versed hymns, but also another for 
the two-versed? J 

L 'With reference to the last question, it is clear that the amount of 
material composing the two-versed hymns (30 hymns with only 60 verses: 
seep. cxlix, note) is much too small to make a book reasonably commensurate 
with the books of the first division; it is therefore natural that the 
original groupings of the text-makers should include no book with the 
norm of two. J 

LE.xceptional character of book vii. - The first two questions, concern
ing group Y or books vi. and vii., are closely related, inasmuch as they 
both ask or involve the question why book vii. does not precede book vi. 
By way of partial and provisional answer to the second, it is natural to 
suggest that perhaps the scrappy character of the one-versed and two
versed hymns militated against beginning the Vedic text with book vii. 
And indeed this view is not without indirect support from Hindu tradition: 
for according to the Btltad-Dcva:tii, viii. 99, the ritualists hold that a hymn, 
iri order to be rated as a genuine hymn, must have at least three verses, 
trcadhama,iz yii/n:ikii,[t suktanz iihu[z.1 It may well be, therefore, that the 
diaskeuasts did not regard these bits of one or two verses as real hymns, 
as in fact they have excluded them rigorously from all the books i.-vi. 
From this point of view our groups X and Y have no significance except 
for the momentary convenience of the discussion, and the true grouping 
of books i.-vii. should be into the two groups, A, containing books i.-vi., 
and B, containing book vii.J 

LThe exceptional character of book vii. is borne out by several other 
considerations to which reference is made below. Its place in the scuh

hz"tii is not that which we should expect, whether we judge by the fact 
that its norm is one verse or by the amount of its text (p. cxliii). If 
we consider the number of its hymns that are ignored by Kam;,:ika 
(see pp. IOI r-2), again we find that it holds a very exceptional place in 
division I. Many of its hymns have a puUogether look, as is stated at 
p. cliv ; and this statement is confirmed by their treatment in the Paip
'palada recension (p. 10r4, 1. r 5). Just as its hymns stand at the end of 
its grand division in the Vulgate, so they appear for the most part in the 
very last book of the Paippalada (cf. p. 1013, end). As compared with the 
great mass of books i.-vi., some of its hymns (vii. 73, for instance) are 
quite out of place among their fellows.J 

1 LFor the productions of modern hymnology, one hardly errs in regarding three verses as 
the standard minimum length, a length convenient for use, whether in reading or singing, and 
for remembering. A two-versed hymn is too short for a dignified unity. Possibly similar con
siderations may have had validity with the ancient text-makers.J 
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LBook vii. a book of after-gleanings supplementing books i.-vi. - It is 
very easy to imagine group A, or books i.-vi., as constituting the original 
nucleus 1 of the scuizhita (p. cxlviii, top), and group B, or book vii., as being 
an ancient supplement to that nucleus, just as book xix. is unquestionably 
a later supplement to the larger collection of the three grand divisions 
(cf. p. 895). This view does not imply that the verses of book vii. are 
one whit less ancient or less genuinely popular than those of books i.-vi., 
but merely that, as they appear in their collected form, they have the 
aspect of being after-gleanings, relatively to books i.-vi. This view 
accords well with the exceptional character of book vii. as otherwise 
established and as just set forth (p. cli).J 

LArrangement of books with reference to amount of text. - If these con
siderations may be deemed a sufficient answer to the first two questions 
so far as they relate to book vii., there remains only that part of the 
second question which relates to book vi. One does not readily see why 
the smjzhita might not have opened with book vi., the book of the varied 
and interesting three-versed hymns, so that the norms would have run in 
the order 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ( r); and, since this is not the case, it may be 
that some other principle is to ·be sought as a co-determinant of the 
order of arrangement.J 

Llf we consult the table on p. cxliii, we see that, in division I., the 
scale of numbers of printed pages of text in each book (r 3, 16, 20, 2 7, 28, 
40, 27) is a continuously ascending one for each book except the last 
(book vii.). The like is true if we base our comparison on the more pre
cise scale of verse-totals for each book (r 53, 207, 230, 324, 376, 454, 286), 
as given at the foot of table I, p. cxliv.J 

LThese facts, in the first place, strongly corroborate our view as to the 
exceptional character of book vii. By the principle of norms, it should 
stand at the beginning of the division; by the principle of amount (judged 
by verse-totals), it should stand between books iii. and iv. That it does 
neither is hard to explain save on the assumption of its posteriority as a 

collection. In the second place, these facts suggest at the same time the 
reason for the position of book vi. in the division, namely, that it is placed 
after books i.-v. because it is longer than any of those books.J , 

LResume of conclusions as to the arrangement of books i.-vii.- Book vii., 
as a supplement of after~gleanings, is placed at the end of the grand 
division, without regard to amount of text or to verse-norm. Books i.-vi. 
are arranged primarily according to the amount of text,2 in an ascending 
scale. For them the element of verse-norms, also in an ascending scale, 

1 Lif asked to discriminate between the books of that nucleus, I should put books vi. and i. 
and ii. first (cf. p. cliii, ,r 3); at all events, book v. stands in marked contrast with those three.J 

2 L Whether this amount is judged by verse-totals or by pages, the order is the same. J 
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appears as a secondary determinant. It conflicts with the primary deter
minant in only one case,1 that of book vi., and is accordingly there 
subordinated to the primary one, so that book vi. (norm: 3) is placed after 
books i.-v. (norms : 4-8).J 

LDepartures from the norms, by excess. -The cases of excess are most 
numerous in book v. (see p. 220), and concern over of all the hymns. 
On the other hand, the cases of conformity to the norm are most numer
ous in books vi. and i. and concern about !J. of the hymns in each book. 
For books ii., iv., vii., and iii. respectively, the approximate vulgar fraction 
of cases of conformity is~, ½, -1-, and E· For each of the seven books, in the 
order of closeness of conformity to the verse-norm, the more precise frac
tion is as follows: for book vi., it is .S 59; for i., it is .8 5 7 ; for ii., it is .6 r ; 
for iv., it is .52; for vii., it is .47; for iii., it is .42; and for v., it is .06.J 

LCritical significance of those departures. - From the foregoing para
graph it appears that the order of books arranged by their degree of 
conformity (vi., i., ii.), agrees with their order as arranged by their 
verse-norms (3, 4, 5), for the books of shorter hymns. This is as it 
should be; for if the distinction of popular and hieratic hymns is to be 
made for this division, the briefest would doubtless fall into the prio1! 
class, the class less liable to expansion by secondary addition.J 

We are not without important indications 2 that the hymns may have 
been more or less tampered with since their collection and arrangement, 
so as now to show a greater number of verses than originally belonged to 
them. Thus some hymns have been expanded by formulized variations 
of some of their verses ; and others by the separation of a single verse 
into more than one, with the addition of a refrain. L Yet others have 
suffered expansion by downright interpolations or by additions at the 
end; while some of abnormal length may represent the juxtaposition of 
two unrelated pieces.J 

Illustrative examples of critical reduction to the norm. - L The instances 
that follow should be taken merely as illustrations. To discuss the cases 
systematically and thoroughly would require a careful study of every 
case of excess with reference to the structure of the hymn concerned 
and to its form and extent in the parallel texts, -in short, a special 
investigation.8J 

1 L That the two orders, based on the one and the other determinant, should agree througl10ut 
books i.-v. is no doubt partly fortuitous; but it is not very strange. The variation in the num
ber of hymns for each book (35, 36, 31, 40, 31) is confined to narrow limits; and if, as is prob* 
able, the departures from the norm were originally fewer and smaller than now, the verse-totals 
for each book would come nearer to being precise multiples of those ascending norms.J 

2 LCf. P· 281, ,r 2.J 
s LA very great part of the data necessary for the conduct of such an inquiry may be 

fotmd already conveniently assembled in this work in Whitney's critical notes; for, although. 
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Thus in i. 3 (seep. 4), verses 2-5 are merely repetitions of verse I (and 
senseless repetitions, because only Parjanya, of the deities named, could 
with any propriety be called the father of the reed: cf. i. 2. 1); while 
verses 7 & 8 have nothing to do with the refrain and are to be combined 
into one verse: we have then four verses, the norm of the book. 

Once more, in ii. ro (see p. 5 r ), no less evidently, the verse-couples 
2 & 3, 4 & 5, and 6 & 7 are to be severally combined into three single 
verses, with omission of the refrain, which belongs only to verses I and 8 : 
so that here we have five verses, again the normal number. 

So, further, in iii. 31 (seep. 141), as it seems clear, 2 & 3, without the 
refrain, make verse 2; 4 with the refrain is verse 3 ; and 5 is a senseless 
intrusion; then, omitting all further repetitions of the refrain, 6 & 7 make 
verse 4 ; 8 & 9 make verse 5 ; and 1 o & 1 I make verse 6, six being here 
the verse-nor.in. 

In book vi., a number of hymns which exceed the regular norm are 
formular and would bear reduction to hymns of °three verses: instances 
are hymns 17, 34, 38, 107, 132. LThe cases are quite numerous in which 
the added verse is lacking in one of the parallel texts. Thus in book vi., 
'hymns 16, 17, 34, 63, 83, ro8, r2r, and 128 (see the critical notes on 
those hymns and cf. p. 1014, I. 16) appear in the Paippalada text as hymns 
of three verses each.J 

Besides these cases, there are not a few others where we may with 
much plausibility. assume that the verses in excess are later appendixes 
or interpolations: such are i. 29. 4-5; ii. 3. 6; 32. 6; 33. 3 ab4cd, 6; iii. 
I 5. 7-8; 2 I. 6, 8-ro (see note under vs. 7); 29. 7-8; iv. 2. 8; 16. 8-9; 
r 7. 3; 39. 9-10; vi. 16. 4; 63. 4; 83. 4; 122. 3, S; 123. 3-4. In book 
vii., moreover, the put-together character of many of the longer hymns is 
readily apparent (cf. hymns 17, 38, 50, 5 3, 76, 79, and 82 as they appear 
in the table on p. ro2 I). 

But such analyses, even if pushed to an extreme, will not dispose of all 
the cases of an excess in the number of verses of a hymn above the norm 
of the book: thus iii. 16 corresponds to a Rig-Veda hymn of seven verses; 
iv. 30 and 33 each to one of eight; and v. 3 to one of nine. It will be 

· necessary to allow that the general principle of arrangement Lby verse .. 
normsj was not adhered to absolutely without exception. 

LArrangement of the hymns within any given book of this division. - In 
continuation of what was said in general on this topic at p. cxliii, we may 
add the following. The "first" hymn (pii.rvmn), "For the retention of 
sacred learning," is of so distinctly prefatory character as to stand of 

scattered through those notes, they may yet be said to be "assembled" in one work, and 
more "conveniently" than ever before. The investigation is likely to yield results of interest 
and v.uue.J 
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right at the very beginning of the text, or removed therefrom only by the 
prefixion of the auspicious r;a11z no drr•lr abh(r(ayc (p. cxvi). It is note
worthy that books ii., iv., v., and vii. begin each with a "l\ilystic" hymn; 
that the five kindred hymns "Against enemies n are grouped together at 
ii. 19:.....23, as are the seven Mrgara-hymns at iv. 23-29. Hymns iii. 26-:q 
are grouped in place and by name, as dziyukt,:; and so are the "two 
Brahman-cow" hymns, v. 18 and 19, and the 1.,iiif .. 1linarl_ya couple, vi. 35 
and 36. The hymns "To fury>, make a group in the AV. (iv. 31-32) as 
they do in the RV., from which they are taken.J 

LSecond grand division (books viii.-xii.): long hymns of miscellaneous sub
jects. -As was said of the first division (p. cxlvii), there are other things 
besides length and subject \Vhich mark this division as a minor collection 
apart from the other two : the verse-norms do not serve here, as in division 
I., to help determine the arrangement, the norms assumed by the .Panca
patalika (p. cxxxix) being for another purpose and of small significance ; 
and the reader may be reminded of the fact (p. cxxxii) that the grouph1g 
of verses into decads runs through this grand division. It is a note
worthy fact, moreover, that the material of division II. appears distinctly 
to form a collection by itself in the Paippalada recension, being massed 
in books xvi. and xvii. The Vulgate books viii.-xi. are mostly in Paipp. 
xvi. and the Vulgate book xii. is mostly in Paipp. xvii. This is readily 
seen from the table on p. 1022.J 

LTheir hieratic character: mingled prose passages. - More important 
differential features are the following. In the first place, if it be admitted 
that the first division is in very large measure of popular origin (p. cxlvii), 
the second, as contrasted therewith, is palpably of hieratic origin: witness 
the hymns that accompany, with tedious prolixity, the offering_ of a goat 
and five rice-dishes (ix. 5) or of a cow and a hundred rice-dishes (x. 9); 
the extollation of the virdj (viii. 9), of the cow (x. 10), of the rice-dish and 
the pra~id and the Vedic student (xi. 3-5) and the ikclti-1ta (xi. 7); the 
hymn about the cow as belonging exclusively to the Brahmans (xii. 4); 
the prevalence of "mystic" hymns (cf. viii. 9; ix. 9-ro; x. 7--8; xi. 8); the 
priestly riddles or brahmodyas (cf. x. 2, especially verses 20-:-25); and the 
taking over of long continuous. passages from the Rig-Veda, as at ix. 9-ro. 
In no less striking contrast with division I., in the second place, is the 
presence, in every book of division II., of an extensive passage of prose 
(viii. ro; ix. 6, 7; x. 5 ; xi. 3; xii. 5). This prose is in style and content 
much like that of the Brahmal)as, and is made up of \Vhat are called (save 
in the case of x. 5) 'periods' or paryayas: see pages cxxxiii and 472. It is 
evident that we are here in a sphere of thought decidedly different from 
that of division I.J 
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LTable o.f verse-totals for the hymns of division II. - The following 
table may be worth the space it takes, as giving perhaps a better idea of 
the make-up of the division than does the table on p. cxliv. Opposite 
each of the five prose paryaya-hymns is put a P, and opposite the hymn 
x. 5 (partly prose) is put a p. Disregarding the hymns thus marked, the 
verse-numbers are confined, for books viii.-xi., within the range of varia
tion from 2 I to 44, and from 5 3 to 6 3 for book xii. 

Hymn in viii. in ix. in x. in xi. in xii. 

I has 21 24 32 37 63 verses 
2 28 25 33 31 55 
3 26 31 25 56P 60 
4 25 24 26 26 53 
5 22 38 5op 26 73 P 

6 26 62 p 35 23 
7 28 26r 44 27 
8 24 22 44 34 
9 26 22 27 26 

lo 33 P 28 34 27 J 

General make-up of the material of this division. - Whereas division I. 
contains a hymn or hymns of every number of verses from one to eighteen 
and none of more, division II. consists wholly of hymns of more than 
twenty verses, and contains all the hymns of that length occurring in 
books i.-xviii. except such as belong of right (that is, by virtue of their 
subject) to the third division.1 The forty-five hymns of this division have 
been grouped into books with very evident reference to length and num
ber, as shown by the table just given: the five longest have been put 
together to form the last or twelfth book, while each of the four preced
ing books contains an even quarter of the preceding forty or just ten 
hymns. Disregarding ix. 6 and xi. 3 (paryaya-hymns), books viii.-xi. con
tain all the hymns of from 21-50 verses to be found in the first two grand 
divisions, and book xii. contains all of more than 50 in the same divisions. 
Anything more definite than this can hardly be said respecting the arrange
ment of the several books within the second division. From the tables 
it appears that no such reference to the length of the hymns has been 
had in division II. as was had in division I. None of the books viii.-xii. 
is without one of the longer, formular, and mainly non-metrical pieces 
(marked with P or p in the table above); and this fact may point to an 
inclination on the part of the text-makers to scatter those prose portions 
as much as possible among the poetical ones. 

1 LSee the tables, pages cxliv-cxlv. -Book xix. contains two hymns, mostly prose, of which 
the subdivisions. number 21 and 30 (cf. p. cxlvii); and among the Kunta.pa-hymns are three of 
20 or more verses.J 
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L Order of books within the division : negative or insignificant conclusions. 
- If we consider, first, the amount of text in pages 1 for each book, 
namely 22, 21, 27, 25, 22, the series appears to have no connection with 
the order of the books; on the contrary, the books are, on the whole, 
remarkable for their approximate equality of length. The case is similar, 
secondly, with the hymn-totals of the Bombay edition, I 5, r 5, IO, I 2, and 
r r. Thirdly, the verse-totals for each of the five books, according to the 
numeration of the Berlin edition, are 2 59, 302, 3 50, 313, and 304 (see 
above, p. cxliv), a sequence in which we can trace no orderly progression. 
On the other hand, fourthly, if \Ve take the verse-totals of the Bombay 
edition, to wit, 293, 3 r 3, 3 50, 367, and 304,2 we see that the first four 
books, viii.-xi., are indeed arranged, like books L-vi. (p. clii), on a con
tinuously ascending arithmetical scale. Furthermore and fifthly, if, for 
the verse-totals of each of the five books, we make the (very easy) substi
tution of the average verse-totals of the hymns of each book, we obtain 
again a series, to wit, 29.3, 3 I.3, 35.0, 36.7, and 60.s, which progresses con
stantly in one direction, namely upward, and through all the five books.J 

Arrangement of the hymns within any given book of this division. -
LFrom the table on p. clvi it would appear that the individual hymns are 
not disposed within the book with any reference to length. It may, how
ever, be by design rather than accident that the only hymn with the small
est number of verses in this division is put at the beginning, and that the 
longest is put last.J The arrangement in this division, like that in the 
first, shows no signs of a systematic reference to the subjects treated of, 
although (as in division I. : p. clv, top), in more than one instance, two 
hymns of kindred character are placed together: thus viiL I & 2; 3 & 4; 
9 & IO; ix. 4 & 5; 9 & 10; x. 7 & 8; 9 & IO; xi. 9 & 10; xii. 4 & 5. 

LPossible reference to this division in hymn xix. 23. - Such reference, 
I suspect, must be sought in verse I 8, if anywhere, and in the two words 
mahat-kii~zcja}'a svdha, 'to the division of great [hymns], hail!' See 
p. 93 I, , 7, and the note to vs. I 8.J 

LPostscript. - Such was my view when writing the introduction to 
xix. 23. Even then, however, I stated (p. 932, line 12) that verses 2 I and 
22 were not accounted for. Meantime, a new observation bears upon 
vs. 2 r.J 

Limmediately after the passage referred to at p .. cxlviii, foot-note, the 
Major Anukr., at the beginning of its treatment of book viii., proceeds: 
'Now are set forth the seers and divinities and meters of the mantras of 

1 LAs printed in the Berlin edition .(see above, p. cxliii). From a ni{t;arims. written in a hand 
of uniform size, I might obtain different and interpretable data.J 

2 LThis series differs from the Berlin sequence by a plus of 34 and II and 54 in the first and 
second and fourth members respectively: seep. cxxx.vii, and cf. pages 516, 546, 632.J 
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the sense-hymns of the kp,dra-ka~zcfas (? or -k1J~zcfa ?). To the end of the 
eleventh kii~zqa, the sense-hymn is the norm.' etc. atha k1udra-ka~zcfli

' rtlzasii.kta-nzantrii{za,n r.ri-daivata-chandlbisy ucyante. tato yavad ekadar;a
kli~i~lci-' ntam, arthasftkta..prakrtis tavad vihaya paryaJ1iin viracj vii (viii. ro) 
prablzrtzn i'ti' etc. vVhat pertinence the word hrudra may have as applied 
to books viii.-xi. I cannot divine ; but it can hardly be an accident that 
the very same word is used in the phrase of homage to parts of the AV. 
at xix. 22. 6 and 23. 2 I, k1udrlbhya{t svdlza, and that this phrase is followed 
in h. 22 and in the comm's text of h. 23, by the words paryayikt!bhya{t 

svdha, that is, by an allusion to the paryiiJ1as, just as in the text of the 
Anukr. Apart from vss. 16-18 of xix. 23, vss. 1-20 refer most clearly to 
the first grand division ; and vss. 23-28 refer just as clearly to the third. 
The allusion to the second ought therefore certainly to come in between 
vs. 20 and vs. 23, that is it ought to be found in vss. 21 and 22. We have 
just given reason for supposing that vs. 2 r contains the expected allusion. 
The meaning of ekanrcebhyaft of vs. 22 is as obscure as is the pertinence 
of k.ptdn!bhya{t ,· probably ekanrcr!bhya[i is a corrupt reading. lf I am 
right as to vs. 2 r, the mystery of vs. I 8 becomes only deeper.J 

Third grand division (books xiii.-xviii.) : books characterized by unity of 
subject. - The remaining six books constitute each a whole by itself and 
appear to have been on that account kept undivided by the arrangers 
and placed in a body together at the end of the collection. The books 
in which the unity of subject is most clearly apparent are xiv. (the wed
ding verses), xviii. (the funeral verses), and xv. (extollation of the Vratya). 
LThe unity of books xiii. and xvii., although less striking, is yet sufficiently 
evident, the one consisting of hymns to the Sun as The Ruddy One or 
Rohita, and the other being a prayer to the Sun as identified with Indra 
.and with Vislu:iu. In book xvi., the unity of subject is not apparent,1 
although it seems to consist in large measure (see p. 792) of "Prayers 2 

against the terror by night." J Book xvi. is not so long that we might 
not have thought it possible that it should be included as a pa1;1ci)1a~s1tkta, 

in one of the books of the second division; and book xvii., too, is so 
brief that it might well enough have been a hymn in a book. 

LHindu tradition assigns at least four of the books of this division each 
to a single seer; the whole matter is more fully set forth at p. 1038. 
However much or little value we may attach to these ascriptions of 

1 Liu one of the old drafts of a part of his introductory matter, Vvhitney says: Until we 
understand the character of the ceremonies in connection with which book :x:vi. was used, it 
may not be easy to discover a particular concinnity in it. ·with reference to that remark, I 
have said, at p. 792: The study of the ritual applications of the book distinctly faUs, in my 
opinion, to reveal any pervading concinnity of purpose or of use.J 

2 LPerhaps, using a Pali tez-m, we may designate book xvi. as a Paritta.J 
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quasi-authorship, they are certainly of some significance as a clear mark 
of differentiation between this division and the other t\'vo.J 

LDivision III. represented in Paippalada by a single book, book xviii. -
·An item of evidence important in its relation to the Vulgate division III. 
as a separate unity is afforded by the treatment of that division in the 
K.ashmirian recension: the Vulgate books xiii.-xviii., namely, are all grouped 

. by the makers of the Paippa]ada text into a single book,· book xvi ii., and 
appear there either in cxlr::nso or else by representative citations. The 
relations of the Vulgate division to the Paipp. book are set forth in detail 
at p. 1014, which see.J 

lNames of these books as given by hymn xix. 23. - It is a most signifi
cant fact, and one entirely in harmony with the classification of books 
xiii.-xviii. on the basis of unity of subject, that they should be mentioned 
in hymn xix. 23 by what appear to be their recognized names. It is 
therefore here proper to rehearse those names as given in verses 2 3-28 
of the hymn (see pages 93 r, 1 5, and 933). They are: for book xiii., 
'the ruddy ones,' rJhitcbhyas, plural ; for xiv., 'the two Suryas,' stt,ytt
blzyam, or the two [amn.1tikas] of the book beginning vvith the hymn of 
Surya's wedding; for xv., 'the two [annviikas] about the ·vratya,' ·uriityd
bhyam (accent !) ; for xvi., 'the two [anuvakas] of Prajapati,' priijiipatyd
bhyi'i.1n / for xvii., 'the Vi~asahi,' singular; and for .xviii., 'the auspicious 
ones,' maiigalik/bhyas, euphemism for the inauspicious funeral verses.J 

LOrder of books within the division. -The verse-totals for the books 
are, by the Berlin numeration, 188, r39, 141, 93, 30, and 283, and, by the 
Bombay numeration, I 88, r 39, 220, I 03, 30, and 28 3 (above, p. cxxxvii). · 
But for the disturbing influence of the numerous brief pmyiiya-verses of 
book xv. upon the third member of these series, they would both coincide 
in their general aspect with the series based on the amount of text in 
pages of the Berlin edition, namely, I 3, r 2, 10, 5, 3, and 2 r (as given 
above, p. ·cxliii). From the last series, it appears that these books, except 
the last, are arranged in a descending scale of length, therein differing 
from divisions I. and II. in which the scale was an ascending one. In 
all three divisions, the final book is an exceptional one : in the first, it is 

, a scanty lot of after-gleanings; in the second, it contains the five longest 
hymns, each about twice as long as the average of the four books preced
ing; and in the third, again, it contains very long hymns, which are, 
moreover, an extensive and peculiar collection of verses, unified indeed 
(like those of book xiv.) in large measure by the ritual uses to which they 
are put, but on the whole quite different in origin and character from 
most of the rest (see the introductions to the hymns of book xviii.).J 

LTable of verse-totals for the hymns of division III. -The following 
table is made like that on p. clvi, and may give a better idea of the 
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make-up of the division than does the one on p. cxlv. That seems to me 
wrong, because it follows the Berlin edition in treating the I 8 individual 
_par_yti,.Jlas of book xv. and the 9 of book xvi. each as one hymn (see 
p. cxxxvi), and in having to recognize accordingly hymns of 3 verses, of 
4 and 5 and so on, in this division. We certainly must recognize some 
larger unity than the parytiya in books xv. and xvi.; and, whether that 
unity be the book or the anuvaka, in either case we avoid the necessity 
of recognizing any hymns with a verse-total of less than 20 in this division 
(see table 3, second form, p. cxlv). Assuming that xv. and xvi. make 
each two hymns, the table is as follows : 

Hymn in xiii, in xiv. in xv. in xvi. inxvii. in xviii. 

I has 60 64 50P 32 p 30 61 verses 

2 46 75 91 p 61 p 60 
3 26 73 
4 56P 89 

The scale of hymn-totals for each book is thus 4, 2, 2, 2, r, and 4; and it 
then appears that all the books of the division except the last are arranged 
on a descending scale, the three books of two hymns each being arranged 
among themselves on a clescending scale of amount of text.J 

L Order of hymns within any given book of this division. - As to this, 
questions can haoclly be raised; or, if raised, they resolve themselves into 
questions in general concerning the hymn-divisions of books xiii.-xviii. 
and their value.J 

LThe hymn-divisions of books xiii.-xviii. and their value. - In these 
books the whole matter of hymn-division seems to be secondary and of 
little critical value or significance (cf. p. cxxxi). - First, as to the metri
cal books (xiv., xviii., xiii., xvii. : that is, all but the two pa1yciya-books xv. 
and xvi.). In them, the hymn-division is, as in book xii. of division II., 
coincident with the anuvaka-division. Book xiv. is divided into two hymns 
by both editions, not without the support of the rnss. ; but the Major 
Anukr. seems rather to indicate that the book should not be divided (for 
details, see pages 738-9) : the hymn-division is here at any rate question
able. Book xviii., properly speaking, is not a book of hymns at all, but 
rather a book of verses. The Pancapatalika says that these verses are 
'disposed' (vilzitas) in four anuvcikas (see p. 814, ~ 5, and note the word 
para{z., masculine): from which we may infer that the amt,z,d,fa-division is 
of considerable antiquity; but the significance of the coincident hymn
division is minimized by the facts that a ritual sequence runs over the 
division-line between hymns r and 2 (see p. 814, 16, and p. 827, 1 2) 

and that the division between. hymns 3 and 4 ought to come just before 
3. 73 (and not just after: see p. 848, , 8). Even with book xiii. the 
case is essentially not very different: see the discussions in Deussen's 
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Gcschichte, i. r. 2 r 5-230. Book :x:vii. consists of a single a1m1.,lil..Yt, (it is 
the only book of which this is true: p. 805); and,although in the colo
phons the mss. apply both designations, cutU'l.'tlA'tt and artlw-siiltta, to its 
30 verses (which the mss. divide into decads), it is truly only one hymn.J 

LThe pmyaya-books, books xv. and xvi. remain. These, as appears from 
the tables on pages 771 and 793, consist each of two amt'Z't'ikas with 7 and 
r I and with 4 and 5 jct,J't'iJ 1as respectively. ·when writing the introduc
tions to those books, I had not seriously considered the proper grouping 
of the paryii,_yas (cf. p. 770, lines 29-30). The discussion at p. cxxx, 
above, seems now to make it probable that the jtUJ1trya-groups should be 
assumed, as everywhere else from book xii.-xviii., to be conterminous 
with the anuvlikas. The bearing of this assumption on the method of 
citation is treated at p. cxxxvi, above. The effect of this assumption 
upon the summations is shown in table 3, second form, p. cxlv, and in 
the table on p. clx. J 
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Cross-references to Explanation of Abbreviations and so forth 

LAs such explanations are often sought at the end of the matter p'aged 
with Roman numerals (or just before page I of the pages numbered with 
Arabic), it will be well to give here cross-references to certain matters 
most frequently sought for, as follows: 

For explanation of abbreviations, see . 
For explanation of abbreviated titles, see 
For explanation of arbitrary signs, see. 
For key to the designations of the manuscripts, see 
For synoptic tables of the manuscripts, see . 
For description of the manuscripts, see 
For table of titles of hymns, see volume VIII., 

PAGES 

xcix-cvi 
xcix-cvi 

C 

cix-cx 
cx-cxi 

cxi-cxvi 
• 1024-1037 J 
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ATHARVA-VEDA-SAi1IHITA. 

TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH 

WITH A CRITICAL AND EXEGETICAL COMMENT.ARY. 

Book I. 

Tr-m first book is made up mostly of hymns of 4 verses each, 
and no other ground of its existence as a book needs to be 
sought. It contains 30 such-hymns, but also one (34) of 5 verses, 
two (r I and 29) of 6 verses, one (7) of 7, and one (3) of 9. There 
are conjectural reasons to be given in more than one of these 
cases for the exceptional length. Hymns of 4 verses are also 
found in books vi. and vii. ( I 2 in vi., and I I in vii.), also 9 in xix. 
The whole book has been translated by \Veber, Indische Stiu:lien, 
vol. iv~ ( 1858), pages 393-430. 

I. For the retention of sacred learning. 

[Atharvan. - ·vticaspatyam. cati1rrc,m1. ii;:u;r/ubham: 4. 4..p. viriil urobrltati.] 

The hymn is found also near the beginning of Paipp. i. MS. (iv. IZ, I encl) has the 
first two verses. It is called in Kam;. (7. 8; 139. 10) tri:Mpfiya, from its second word; 
but it is further styled (as prescribed in 7. 8) briefly pil.rva 'first,' and generally quoted 
by that name. It is used in the ceremony for " production of wisdom " (med!tiiJanana: 
ro. 1), and in those for the welfare of a Veclic student (r I. r) ; further, with various 
other passages, in that of entrance upon Vedic study (139. 10); and it is also referred 
to, in an obscure way (probably as representing the whole Veda of which it is the 
beginning), in a number of other rites with which it has no apparent connection (r2. 10; 
14. I; 18. 19; 25. 4; 32. 28); finally (r3. r, note), it is reckoned as belonging to the 
·varcasya ga1,1a, And the co.mm. LP• 5, endj quotes it as used by a parit;i.yf,z (5. 3) in 
the pu.ypabhi.yeka of a king. The Va.it. takes no notice of it. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 393; Griffith, i. I. 

r. The thrice seven that go about, bearing all forms - let the lord of 
speech assign to me today their powers, [their] selves (tanz,). 

Ppp. reads paryaJtti in a, and tan,vam adltyiidadltiitlt v1e for d. MS. combines 
trlsaptas in a, and tanvo ·d;1a in d. The !I' of our trl.yapta is prescribed in Prat. ii. 98 ; 
vlicas p- is quoted under Prat. ii. 7r. 

Tri~aptds is plainly used as the designation of an indefinite .number, = 'dozens' or 
'scores.' Supposing rruta to signify one's acquired sacred knowledge, portion of rrutl, 

1 
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i. I- BOOK I. THE ATHARVA-VEDA-SA~II-IIT.A. 2 

it perhaps refers to the sounds or syllables of which this is made up. If, on the other 
hand, r;nrta (as in vi. 4r. I) means 'sense of hearing,' the tn'.yajJtiis may be the healthy 
hearers, old and young (so R.). R. prefers to regard tan'vtzs as gen. sing.: tam/o me 
== , to me ' ; the comm. does the same ; \Veber understands accus. pl. Read in our 
edition bd!ii (an accent-sign dropped out under -!ii). 

As an example of the wisdom of the comm., it may be mentioned that he spends 
a full quarto page and more on the explanation of tri.yaptlis. First, he conjectures 
that it may mean 'three or seven' ; as the three worlds, the three /;'tt{tas, the three 
highest gods ; or, the seven seers, the seven planets, the seven troops of Maruts, the 
seven worlds, the seven meters, or the like. Secondly, it may mean 'three sevens,' as 
seven suns (for ,vhich is quoted TA. i. 7. I) and seven priests and seven Adityas 
(TA. i. I 3. 3 ; RV. ix. r q. 3), or seven rivers and seven worlds and seven quarters 
(TB. ii. 8. 3S), or seven planets and seven seers and seven Marut-troops. Thirdly, it 
may signify simply thrice seven or twenty-one, as t\velve months+ five seasons+ three 
worlds+ one sun (TS. vii. 3. 10s), or :five malzabht?tas + five breaths + five jnanen
driyas + five karmendriyas + one antafzkaratza, At any rate, they are gods, who are 
to render aid. L Discussed by "Whitney, Festgruss an Roth, p. 94. J 

2. Come again, lord of speech, together with divine mind ; lord of 
good, make [it] stay (ni-rmn) ; in me, in myself be what is heard. 

Two of our mss. (H. O.) have ramaya in c. Ppp. begins with ttpa neha, and has 
aso.yjate in c, which R. prefers: But MS. rather favors our text, reading, for c, d, 
vcisupate vf ramaya nuiyy evti tanv/im mdma _; and it begins a with upaprehi. The 
comm. explains frttfam as ttjJtidhyayiid vz'dhito 'dlzitalii vedarastradikam _; and adds 
11 because, though well learned, it is often forgotten." 

3. Just here stretch thou on, as it were the two tips of the bow with 
the bow-string ; let the lord of speech make fast (ni-yam); in me, in my
self, be what is heard. 

Ppp. reads, in a, b, tanfl, itbhey aratnf. With the verse is to be compared RV. x. 
166. 3. Prat. i. 82 prescribes the pada-reading of ii.rtnfofoa, and iv. 3 quotes abM vi 
tame. LThat is, apparently (a), 'Do [for me] some stretching [or fastening],' namely, 
of my sacred learning, as also in c. J 

4. Called on is the lord of speech ; on us let the lord of speech call ; 
may we be united with (sanz-gam) what is heard; let me not be parted 
with what is heard. 

Ppp. has, for b ff., itpahztto 'ha1it ·vacaspatyu so1itsrtena radhasz' samrtena vi 
rad!iasi- badly corrupt. For similar antitheses with upaliil, see AB. ii. 27; VS. ii. 10 b, 
r I a. In AA. (H. 7. 1) is a somewhat analogous formula for the retention of what is 
heard or studied (adhita): vutam me ma pm haslr mtenli 'dhitena 'ltoratrlint sa;k 
dadhami. The Anukr. notes the metrical irregularity of the second pada. 

2. Against injury and disease: with a reed. 
[Atharvan. - cifndram,uam .,· jifrjanyam. ilnur/ubham: 3 . .3-p. viril.{tntima gayatri:] 

The hymn is not found .in the Paipp. ms., but may have been among the contents of 
the missing :first leaf. In the quotations of the Kau~. it is not distinguishable from the 
following hymn; hut the comm. is doubtless right in regarding it as intended at 14. 7, 
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3 TRANSLATION AND NOTES. BOOK I. -i. 3 

where it, with i. 19-21 and sundry other hymns, is called S<i,i?.:;;ri'im!i.-a or I battle-hymn,' 
used in rites for putting an enemy to Hight; and it {or \'S. r) is apparently designatt!d 
by jrathamas_ya ( as first of the sli.1ilJ:;rlimika. h yinns) in I 4. I 2, where the avoidance of 
wounds by arrmvs is aimed at; it is also reckoned (q.. 7, note) as belonging to the 
a.parTzjita /!Jltui_; further, it is used, with ii. 3, in a healing ceremony (25. (i) for assuag
ing wounds, etc.; and, after hymn I has been employed in the upii!Mrman, it and the 
other rernaining hymns of the mtu'Vt'zktt are to be muttered ( 139. I I). The comm. 
LP· I 6, top J, once more, quotes it from N ak!;iatra terror, for <;;'anti, says Bloomfield J 
Kalp a I 7, I 8, as applied in a mahiifi"inti called a.pariiji't1i. 

Translated: \:Veber, iv. 394; Griffith, i. 3; Bloomfield, S, 233. -- Discussed: Bloom
field, AJP. vii. 467 ff. or JAOS. xiii. p. cxiii; Florenz, Be:::::enbtrger's Beitriige, xiv. r 78 ff. 

I. \Ve know the reed's father, Parjanya the much-nourishing; and 
we know well its mother, the earth of many aspects. 

Vi"dmii, is quoted in Prat. iii. I 6 as the ex~unple first occurring in the text of a 
lengthened final a. 

2. 0 bow-string, bend about us; make thyself a stone; being hard1 

put very far away niggards [ and] haters. 
A bow-string is, by Kam;. r4. 13, one of the articles used in the rite. Viith b com

pare ii. 13.4 b. Pada dis RV. iii. r6. 5 d. 'Niggard' is taken as conventional render
ing of drciti. The comm. reads 1.1ffus, RV.-vdse. 

3. When the kine, embracing the tree, sing the quivering dexterous 
(? rbhzt) reed, keep away from us, 0 Indra, the shaft, the missile. 

That is, apparently (a, b), 'when the gut-string on the wooden bow makes the reed
arrow whistle': cf. RV. vi.67. I I c,d. The comm. explainsrbhum asuru bhusamlinam (!), 
and dldyum as dyotamiinam, which is probably its etymological sense. LDiscussed, 
Bergaigne, Rel. vid. i. 278 n., ii. 182.J 

4. As between both heaven and earth stands the bamboo(? t{jana), so 
let the reed-stalk (mzirzja) stand between both the disease and the flux 
(iisravd). 

The verse seems unconnected with the rest of the hymn, but to belong rather with 
hymn 3. The comm. glosses te.fana with veim~ For lisra'va, cf. ii. 3 ; vi. 44. 2 ; the 
comm. explains it here by vzt:ztratislira 'difficulty (?) of urinating' or 'painful urina
tion' L' diabetes,' rather? J. Bloomfield understands it to mean "diarrl1cea," and bases 
upon this questionable interpretation his view of the meaning of the whole hymn, which 
he entitles " formula against diarrhq;a." 

3. Against obstruction of urine: with a reed. 
[Atharvan. - navarcam. pa17'an;1amitrii.dibahudevatyam. iinttf/ztbhtzm: I-5. pathyiipaii.kti.] 

Of this hymn, only vss. 7-8 are found in Pai pp. (in xix. ), without the refrain. It is 
doubtless intended at Kaui;. 25. 10, as used in a rite for regulating the flow of urine ; 
vss. 8-9 are specified in 2 5. I 2. The H reed" implies some primitive form of a fistula 
urinaria, the vastiyantnz (one of the niiliyttnlriitd) of the later physicians - who, 
however, do not appear to have made frequent use of it. 

Translated: \Veber, iv. 395 ; Griffith, i. 4; Bloomfield, xo, 235. - Cf. Bergaigne
Henry, .ll1anu.el, p. 130. 
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1. vVe know the reed's father, Parjanya of hundredfold virility; with 
that will I make weal (fd,rn) for thy body; on the earth [be] thine out
pouring, out of thee, with a splash ! 

The last pacla is found also at TS. iii. 3. 10 2 ; Ml {ti, again at xviii. 2. 22. 

2. We know the reed's father, Mitra of hundredfold virility; with that 
will etc. etc. 

3. We know the reed's father, Varui:ia of etc. etc. 
4. We know the reed's father, the moon of etc. etc. 
5. vVe know the reed's father, the sun of etc. etc. 
6. What in thine entrails, thy (two) groins (? gavfn1), what in thy 

bladder has flowed together - so be thy urine released, out of thee, with 
a splash ! all of it. 

The comm. reads in b (with two or three of SPP's mss., which follow him) sa1n~r£-
tam,, He explains the ga'vinyiiu as '' two vessels (natji) located in the two sides, 
affording access to the receptacles of urine." 

7. I split up thy urinator, like the weir of a tank- so be thy etc. etc. 
The comm. (with the same mss. as above) has in b vartam. Ppp .. reads vrtra'lit 

ve;antya: yantyaft. L' I pierce or open up thy urethra' - with a metallic catheter, 
says the comm.J 

8. Unfastened [be] thy bladder-orifice, like [that] of a water-holding 
sea - so be thy etc. etc. 

Ppp. gives, for b, savwdrasyo 'tadhir eva. 

9. As the arrow flew forth, let loose from the bow- so be thy etc. etc. 
Instead of paraodpatat in a, we should expect pariiopdtat, the equivalent of a 

present. 
1t is easy to reduce this hymn to the substance of four verses, the norm of the book, 

by striking out vss. 2-5, as plainly secondary variations of vs. I, and combining vss. 7-8 
(as in Ppp.) into one verse, with omission of the sense-disturbing refrain. 

4. To the waters : for blessings. 
[ Sindhudvija. - aponaptrfyii?zi, somabdiiivatllni. gifyatrib_iz": 4. jttrastildbrluzti.] 

The hymn is not found in Paipp. It and the two that next follow are reckoned by 
Kau9. (9. 1, 4) to both rant£ gatzas, major (brhat) and minor (laghzt); also (7, 14) to 
the ajJii.?ii si:Zktani or water-hymns, applied in various ceremonies; and by some (18. 25, 
note) to the salz'la gatia, which Kau<;, begins with hymns 5 and 6. The same three are 
joined with others (19. I) in a healing rite for sick kine, and (4r. 14) in a ceremony for 
good fortune. Again (25. 20), this hymn is used (with vi. 51) in a remedial rite, and 
(37. I) in the interpretation of signs. Hymns 4-6 further appear in Va.it. (16. Io) as 
used in the aponaptrrya rite of the agni#oma sacrifice, and 4. 2 alone with the setting 
down of the vasativari water in the same sacrifice. The four verses are RV.i.23. 16-r9; 
for other correspondences; see under the verses. 

Translated : Weber, iv. 396 ; Griffith, i. 6. 
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I. The mothers go on their ways, sisters of them that make sacrifice, 
mixing milk with honey. 

2. They who are yonder at the sun, or .. ,._,,.;.. ..... , ... ,~~ vvith whom is the sun 
- let them further our sacrifice. 

The verse is found further, without variant, in VS. (vi. 24 e). 

3. The heavenly waters I call on, where our kine drink ; to the rivers 
(s!ndhu) is to be made oblation. 

L Cf. note to x. 9. 27, below.J 

4. \iVithin the waters is ambrosia in the waters is remedy; 
and by the praises (P,nir;asti) of the waters ye become vigorous ('<N?fin) 
horses, ye become vigorous kine. 

The second half~verse is here rendered strictly according to the accent, which for
bids taking the nouns as vocatives; SPP. reads in c, vvith all his mss. and the great 
majority of ours bh,frmtlw (our two Bp. give ; the accent is to be regarded as 
antithetical. RV. gives prdprstr~rc at end of b, and ends the verse with c, reading d/1//1 

blui,vata 'i/1{/ina(t. Other texts have the verse : VS. 6 a), TS. (i. 7. 71 ), and l\JS. 
(i. r r. I); all lack a fourth ptida, and have at end of b pnffasti:rn_: for c, ,~s. has 
bhcfr1ata vi'i:fina(t, TS. dfllt"i. l•hwvatha 'Vt?jina(t, and MS. bhwvata ~·,itjina{t. 

5. To the waters : for blessings. 

[Sindhudz,,ipa.-(etc., as -t),) 

The first three verses occur, without variants, in Paipp. xix. The whole hymn, with 
the first three verses of tbe one next follcrwing, are, also without variants, RV. x. 9. I-7 
(vs. 5 is here put before 4; 6, 7 are also RV. i. 23. 20 a, b, c, 2I); and they likewise 
occur in other texts: thus, 5. I-3 in SV. (ii. I 187-1189), VS. (xi. 50-52 et al.), TS. 
(iv. I. 51 et al.), MS. (ii. 7. 5 et al.), and TA. (iv. 42. 4 et al.), everywhere with the same 
text Lfor other references, see l\IGS., p. 147 J; as to 5. 4 and the verses of 6, see under 
the verses. Hymns 5 and 6 together are called famblmmayobhii, Kauc;. 9. r ; for their 
uses in connection with the preceding hyrnn, see under that hyn.111. Both appear also in 
the house-building ceremony (43. 12), and this one alone in the da-rfajnirtlamiisa- or 
par-van-sacrifices (6. 17); while the schol. add it (42. 13, note) to the ceremony on the 
home-coming of the Vedic student. For the use in Va.it. with hymns 4 and 6, see under 4; 
with 6 (also under the name fambhumayobhzt) it accompanies in the pttfitbandha (10. 19) 
the washing of articles employed; and with it alone, in the agnicayana (28. II), is the 
lump of earth spdnkled. The comm., finally, quotes the hymn from Nak~. Kalpa 17, 
r 8, as used in a maha,r;,inti called aditya. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 397 ; Griffith, i. 7. 

I. Since ye are kindly waters, do ye set us unto refreshment (i'bj ), 
unto sight of great joy. 

2. What is your most propitious savor (rdsa), of that make us share 
here, like zealous mothers. 

3. We would satisfy you in order to that to the possession of which 
ye quicken, 0 waters, and generate us. 
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i. 5- BOOK I. THE ATHARV A-VEDA-SAMHITA. 6 

L May not jandyatha, like English produce, here mean 'bring,' and so signify about 
the same thing as jfnvatha f! J 

4. Of the waters, having mastery of desirable things, ruling over 
human beings (cm'fa~zi), I ask a remedy. 

The verse follows in RV. our 6. I. It is found, without variants, in TB. (ii. 5. 8 5) 

and TA. (iv. 42. 4) ; but MS. (iv. 9. 27) has a corrupt third piida, with much discordance 
among the mss., and adds a fourth. 

6. To the waters: for blessings. 

[Sindhudvipa (Atharviiktti). - (etc., as 4). 4. }athyiipaiikti.] 

The hymn is not found in Paipp., but perhaps stood at the beginning of its text, on 
the lost first leaf: see L Bloomfield's in trod. to the Kaui;., p. xxxvii and ref's, esp. Weber, 
v. 78 and xiii. 43 r J. Verses I-3 occur in RV., as noted under the preceding hymn, and 
1-2 in other texts, as pointed out under the verses. For the use of the hymn, with its 
predecessor or its two predecessors, in Kaui;. and Vait., see above, under those hymns. 
Verse I is also (Kiiuc;. 9. 7) directed to be repeated (with the gtzyatri or sli:vitrf-verse) 

at the beginning and end of rantz' rites, and to be recited part by part six times, ,vith 
rinsing of the mouth, in the indramaltotsa1,1a ceremony ( r 40. 5). 

Translated : 'Weber, iv. 397 ; Griffith, i. 8. 

I. Be the divine waters weal for us in order to assistance, to drink ; 
weal [ and] health flow they unto us. 

The verse occurs further, without variants, in VS. (xxxvi. 12), TB. (i. 2. I r et al.), TA. 
(iv. 42. 4), and Ap. (v. 4. I); in SV. (i. 33) is repeated fdlit nas (instead of if.pas) at 
beginning of b. The comm. explains ablii~'!i by abhiyajana ! 

As to the prefixion of this verse to the whole text in a part of our mss., see p. cxvi. 

2. Within the waters, Soma told me, are all remedies, and Agni (fire) 
wealful for all. 

Found also in TB. (ii. 5. 86), without variants, and in MS. (iv. 10. 4), with, for c, 
ifpaf ea 'ZlifVdfambhzwa(t. 

3. 0 waters, bestow a remedy, protection (vdnttha) for my body, and 
long to see the sun. 

Only RV. has this verse. 

4. Weal for us the waters of the plains, and weal be those of the 
marshes, weal for us the waters won by digging, and weal what are 
brought in a vessel ; propitious to us be those of the rain. 

Padas a-d are nearly repeated in xix. 2. 2. 

The mss. sum up this anu,viika LI, J or chapter as of 6 hymns, 29 verses ; and their 
quoted Anukr. says tidyajrathama rco na,va syur ·vidyiit: i.e. the verses exceed by 9 
the assumed norm of the chapters, which is 20. L Regarding ·vidjlit, see end of notes 
to i. I I. j 
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7. To Agni: for the discovery of sorcerers. 

[ Ciitana. - saptarcam. iimtffttbham : 5. triffttbh.] 

-i. 7 

This hymn and the following occur in Paipp. iv., where the length of this one is 
more in place than here among the hymns of four verses. Both, with eight other hymns 
(mostly attributed by the Anukr. to Catana as author), are called by Kau~. (8. 25) 
catanani 'expellers,' and are used in a few places for exorcism and such purposes. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 398 ; Ludwig, p. 523 ; Griffith, i. 9; Bloomfield, 64, 237. - · 
Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, Manuel, p. r3r; also ·Whitney, Festgntss an Rotlz, p. 94 f. 

I. Bring hither, 0 Agni, the sorcerer (ytitudh?ma), the k£mzdin, speak
ing out (stu); for thou, 0 god, being revered, hast become slayer of the 
barbarian (ddsyzt). 

Stzt is shown by its use also in 8. I, 2 to have here the virtual meaning 'confess' 
L' naming, i.e. confessing himself'; cf. laztdare 'praise,' but also 'name,' 'mention 'J. 
The comm. does not see this, but stolidly renders it' praise,' making the :first line mean 
"bring the god who praises my oblation or else who is praised by us, and make the 
yatudhdna etc. go away" ! He is never weary, when kimldin occurs, of repeating 
Yaska's (6. r r) silly etymology from kim idanfm 'what now?' Ppp. reads for a stu.
vana.f/ilnaya, and, for c, d, t'vmit hi dei,a1iz shtto hantii tasyo 'ta babhi2vyatlza. 

2. 0 most exalted one (paranz.c~r;t/dn), Jatavedas, self-controller, Agni, 
partake of (pra-af) the sacrificial butter, of the sesame oil (?) ; make the 
sorcerers cry out. 

The translation 'sesame oil' follows our text, taildsya_; but the reading of all the 
mss., which SPP. follows, is tauldsya, and Ppp. has titlasya. The comm. explains 
the word as meaning "situated in the sacrificial ladle," from tulii 'balance,' used for 
'spoon,' because by the latter the butter is measured out - or, he adds, it signifies 
simply avadiyamana 'cut off' (in the technical sense), since the root tu! means ztmnane 
L' mete out' J. Ppp. further reads in c, d priif iinmii yiitudhaniitl ·vilapayafz. The 
comm. first takes iii lii.paya from root li, and. makes it equal vinczfaya l but he adds 
further a derivation from vi. laj; L' make 'em squeal,' as we should say J. At end of a, 
the sa,ithita-mss., as usual, are divided between -[thin and -#lzi1i _; S PP. chooses the 
former L cf. Prat. ii. I I J. Ppp. has vafz'm in b. 

3. Let the sorcerers cry out (vi"-lap), let the devouring !dmid{ns; then 
do you, 0 Agni together with Indra, welcome this our oblation. 

Ppp. combines, as often, -dhiinii 'tri-, in a-b; and it reads yathii for atha in c, and 
at the encl haryatiim. SPP. reads everywhere attrfn, the theoretically correct form, 
but never found in the mss. 

4. Let Agni first take hold ; let ~ndra, having arms, push forth ; let 
everyone that has a demon, coming, say "here am I." 

Yii!ttmant 'having a familiar demon (yatit)' is the equivalent of yiitudhana 'sor
cerer,' lit'ly 'holding a demon.' Ppp. has for a, b agnij pzwastad a yacltatt-t jwat/za 
lndro mtdadas ,z1iiJuuna .,· and for d, aymn as,nii:i tetlya. 

5. We would fain see thy heroism (vi1yc't), 0 Ja.tavedas; proclaim to 
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us the sorcerers, 0 men-watcher ; let them all, burnt about by thee in 
front, come to this place, proclaiming themselves. 

Ppp. reads in a ,vzryii,; in c, -tajta.y .,· in d, yantu. The change of meter makes 
the verse suspicious as original part of the hymn ; but the presence of all the verses in 
Ppp., in the same order, puts the intrusion, if it be one, far back. 

6. Take hold, 0 Jatavedas ; thou wast born for our purpose; becoming 
our messenger, 0 Agni, make the sorcerers cry out. 

The comm. this time, utterly regardless of the obvious connection with vi lajantu 
in 2 d, and of the general sense of the hymn, glosses ,z;z" lajaya only with vz'nar,aya. 
Ppp. has a totally different text : ii rabhas·va brlihmatul jcUavedo hrdi kli1nliya 
-randhaya : ditto na agnlr itt ti;/lza yatttdhaniin z'hii "naya. 

7. Do thou, 0 Agni, bring hither the sorcerers bound; then let Indra 
with his thunderbolt crush in (apz'-1;rafc) their heads. 

Api ,zwav (used almost always of the head) is perhaps more nearly 'cut open'; 
Ppp. reads aja (-il-~'tl vncattt. In b, 1'tja baddltil1i would be a more acceptable reading. 
The Prat. (ii. 27) quotes ujabaddhlbi as the first instance in the text of such treatment 
of final -an. Our text, by an error of the printer, reads bdjret1-a for vd.f- in c. 

8. To Agni and other gods: f~r the discovery of sorcerers. 

[ Catana. - il1tttf/itbltam: 4. hcirhatagnrblui tri1tubh.] 

The hymn, except vs. 4, is found in Paipp. iv. also next after our hymn 7, but in the 
verse-order I, 3, 2. For its use by Kauc;. with 7, see under the latter. 

Translated: ·weber, iv. 401 ; Ludwig, p. 523; Griffith, i. I I ; Bloomfield, 65, 239. -
Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, llfanutl, p. 132; 'Whitney, Festgruss an Roth, p. 94 f. 

I. This oblation shall bring the sorcerers, as a stream does the foam ; 
whoever, woman [ or] man, hath done this, here let that person speak out. 

Ppp. has for c, d nida1it strl jmman kar ya:ram bhu1Ja.tl't1it jana{t. L For stu, see 
i. 7, I, note.J · 

2. This man hath come, speaking out ; this man do ye welcome ; 0 
Brihaspati, taking [him] into thy control- 0 Agni and Soma, do ye (two) 
pierce [him] through. 

Ppp. has in a, b stwvana gama t'l1a1ii smo 'ta pratz".,· in c, d, Vctft! X•tfti ',g-nf~•omli·v 

-id dhata1h. The comm. makes nonsense every time by insisting· on rendering stu by 
"praise"; here it is yu.ymiin stievan. 

3. Of the sorcerer, 0 som0;~drinker, slay the progeny and conduct 
[him hither]; of him, speaking out, make fall out (nis-pat) the upper eye 
and the lower. 

The comm. fills out the ellipsis in b by making it mean "conduct our progeny 
to obtain desired result" ! and stiwanasya is bhit.ya tvad,v(ra;,rMi stutilit kttrPataft. 
Ppp. reads nyastz1,z1anasya. S P P's text as \vell as ours gives nf st- (p. n!ft: st-) ; the 
sa,iihlta-mss;, as everywhere, are divided between that and nf(i st- _,. the latter is at1thor
ized by the silence of the Pratigilkhya Lsee p. 426 J concerning the combination. 
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4. Wherever, 0 Agni, thou lmowest the births of them, of the 
devourers that are in secret, 0 Jataveclas, them do thou, increasing 
through worship (brdlznzan) - slay of them, 0 Agni, with hundredfold 
transfixion. 

The irregular meter and broken connection of the second half-verse suggest possible 
corruption of the text: cf. asura7Jiiliz fatatarhdn, TS. i. 5. 76• The meter (I I + I r : 
9 + 9 = 40) is well enough described by the Anukr. if we may take barltatagarblta · as 
meaning dvz'blirh- 'containing two padas of nine syllables.' L For -tdrham, cf. Gram. 

§ 995.J 

9. For some one's advancement and success. 
[ A tharvan. - vasviidinana:mantroktadevatyam. trifi{/1tbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. i. Reckoned to the 1varcasya ga?za (Kau<;. 13. I, note), and 
further used in various ceremonies : by itself, in that of the restoration of a king (I 6. 27); 
with i. 3 5 and v. 28, in two ceremonies for fortune and for power ( r r. I 9 ; 5 2. 20) ; with 
seven others, employed by a teacher at the reception of a Vedic student (5 5. I 7). In• 
Va.it. (3. I), vs. 3 accompanies an oblation to Agni in the par·van-sacdfi.ces. And the 
comm. quotes its use in the N ak~. Kalpa I 7-I 9, in two mahiiftinti ceremonies called 
ii:iriivati and barhaspati_; and in Pari~i~~a 5. 3, in the fittfabh(reka rite. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 401 ; Ludwig, p. 456; Zimmer, p. 163 ; Griffith, i. 12; 

Bloomfield, u6, 239. 

I. In this man let the Vasus maintain good things ('vdsu) - Indra, 
Pushan, Varu-r:ia, Mitra, Agni ; him let the A.dityas and also the All-gods 
maintain in superior light. 

Ppp. substitutes tva.y/a for p i"i.ya in b, and uta me de--vZi for uttarasmin in d. The 
Anukr. appears to sanction the metrical combination adityo •ta in c. 

2. At his direction (pradi~), 0 gods, be the_re light, sun, fire, or also 
gold ; be his rivals (sapdtna) inferior to him ; to the highest firmament 
(naka) make this man ascend. 

The translation implies in c the obviously called-for emendation of asmdt to asmat .,· 
the comm. :first explains it as asmadfyat puru.yat, and then, alternatively, as used for 
asmat by Vedic shortening of the vowel. Ppp. begins with asmin deva(z pradz"~ti/ and 
its second half-verse is quite different: tdtaretta brahma1ia vi bhi1.M knzviino anyan 
adharan sapatnan (d = ii. 29. 3 d). 

3. With what highest worship (brdhman), 0 Jatavedas, thou didst 
bring together draughts (pdyas) for Indra, therewith, 0 Agni, do thou 
increase t_his man here; set him in supremacy (frai,#hya) over his fellows 
(sajatd). 

Ppp. reads uttaretta in b, and its d is riiyas po.ya1it ;rai;1-jhyam a dhehy asmiii. 
The verse is found also in TS. (iii. 5. 4 2), MS. (i. 4. 3), and K. (v. 6). Both TS. and 
MS: read !za,vf;a for brdhma,ia in b, and agne · tvam zttd (for tvam agna ilzd) in c; 
and MS. has ~bharan in a, vardhayli mam in c, and ma for cnam at the end ; and it 
inserts 11-zddhye before fYM,f /hye in d. 
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4. I take to myself their sacrifice and splendor (vdrcas), their abun
dance of wealth and their intents (ci'ttd), 0 Agni ; be his rivals inferior to 
him ; to the highest firmament make this man ascend. 

The second half-verse is the same with 2 c, d above, and the translation makes the 
same emendation as there. Doubtless 1n'tttini 'acquisitions' should be read for dtdni 
in b ; the comm. glosses with buddhim. The text is defaced in Ppp.; but in d can be 
read uttame deva jyotz'.fi' dhatutama (?) L meaning, presumably, dadhlitana J. 

10. For some one's release from Varu:i;i.a's wrath. 

[Atharvan. - iisuram, vartttiarn. trt'li.yfubham: 3, 4. amtf/ttbh (3. kakummati).] 

Found in Paipp. i. Used in Kaut;. (25. 37) to accompany lavation of the head in a 
healing ceremony (for dropsy, comm. and schol.). 

Translated: \Veber, iv. 403; Ludwig, p. 445; Griffith, i. r3; Bloomfield, I r,241 ; 
'Weber, Sb. 1897, p. 599, cf. 594 ff. - Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, Manuel, p. r33. 

I. This Asura bears rule over the gods; for the wills (1.1dt;a) of king 
Varu1:i,a [come] true; from him, prevailing by my worship (brdhman), 
from the fury of the formidable one (ugrd) do I lead up this man. 

' Come true,' i.e. are realized or carried out : the more etymological sense of satya. 
Ppp. reads Vifaya for vafa Id. The comm. explains f afadlina as " exceedingly sharp ; 
having attained strength by favor of Varu~a, gratified by praise etc." Tatas j>ari in c, 
as the :first example of its kind of combination, is quoted in Prat. ii. 66. The Anukr. 
ignores the first pada as a jagati. 

2. Homage be to thy fury, 0 king Varm;a ; for, 0 formidable one, 
thou dost note (ni-ci) every malice (drugdhd). A thousand others I impel 
(.Pra-su) together; a hundred autumns of thee shall this man live. 

The obscure third pacla is understood by the comm., perhaps correctly, to mean "I 
buy off this man by furnishing Varm:a a thousand others as substitutes." Two of our 
mss. (0. Op.) read ugrdm (or u,..gram) in b; Ppp. is defaced in a, b; as second half
verse it reads : fatavi sahasraih pra stt1_1iimy anytin ayatit no jivli,,lt fanulo 1yajJiiye. 
Here, too, pada a is an unacknowledgedjag·a:a. L Comm. cites, £or c, AB. vii. I 5.J 

3. In that thou hast spoken with the tongue untruth, much wrong -
from the king of true ordinances (-dhdnnan), from Varurya, I release thee. 

L Read yc£t t1Jtfm -u11dktha dnrtmn .'? J The comm. has in a the absurd reading 
·wvakta, treating it as for tt"vaktha, which all the mss. give. 

4. I release thee out of the universal, the great flood (an1avd); speak, 
0 formidable one, unto [thy] fellows here, and reverence our incantation 
(bnt!unan). 

'Universal' (1.1aif'Viinara), i.e., perhaps, dangerous to all men ; and the dropsy, 
Varuq.a's special infliction, is probably spoken of as 'flood' L cf. RV. vii. 89. 4j. The 
( doubtful) rendering of the second half~verse takes it as addressed, like the first, to the 
patient ; t11e comm. regards it as said to Varuqa, which is not impossible. L See Geld~ 
ner, ZDMG,lii. 733.J Ppp. reads amulicam at the beginning, and has a lacuna in place 
of c, d. L Render aja-ci by 'regard'? J 
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1 I. For successful childbirth. 

[Atharvan. - fa(/rcam. jilttf?tam. piiiiktmn: 2. anut(ttbh; .3. 4:P• 'lt:rr;iiggarbhii ktzkmmnaty 
anuttubh; 4-6. pathyiipaiikti.] 

Verses 2-4 occur together in Paipp. i., 5 and 6 in xx., but at different points. In 
Kaw;. (33. I) it is quoted· at the beginning of a long and intricate ceremony (filling the 
whole section) for safe delivery, the first of the strzkar11uz1ii or 'women's rites' ; its 
details have nothing to do with the text of the hymn, and cast no light upon the latter's 
difficulties. The Anukr. add to the author's name: anena mantroktlin aryamadide1.1an 
narfsztkhaprasavaya 'bh(r(17ye 't/tuiz ea sarvabhi'r aprarthayat. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 404; Ludwig, p. 478 ; Griffith, i. 14 and 473; Bloomfield, 
99,242. - Discussed: Roth, lleber den Athar-va-'veda, p. 15. 

I. At this birth, 0 Pushan, let Aryaman [as] efticient (vedhds) invoker 
utter vd~·at for thee ; let the woman, rightly engendered, be relaxed ; let 
her joints go apart in order to birth. 

The translation of c implies emendation of the text to vi sisrtam. Roth formerly 
preferred sfsrta11i nary rtdfmjiitafi 'let a timely child come forth, 0 woman'; ·we'ber 
leaves sisratti.m as pl. with indefinite subject1 and understands the two following words 
as a parenthesis : "be the woman properly constructed" ; Ludwig renders as if sfsrtanz _; 
Roth now (as in BR.) would emend only sisrtam, and understand it of the 'flow' of 
water preceding birth.; but that would be rather sru, and sr without a prefix in such a 
sense seems very unlikely Le£,, however, sdrann zfpafz, RV. iv. 17. 3J. l!tdfrajlitii 
might also be possessive, 'rightly engendering.' The comm. takes siltiiu as from silti 
Lnot sz7tf, fem., nor slltu, fem.: note accent and gender !J, and meaning the ceremony 
at birth ; 1.1edhns as= Dhatar 'the creator' ; rtaprajtUii as= jvvad-apatya_; and 
sisratam (to the plural form of which he :finds no objection) as "may she be relieved 
(vinifzsrta) of the pangs of birth." The metrically irregular verse (9 + 10 : 10 + I I = 
40) is a jaiikti solely in virtue of the L aggregate J number of its syllables. 

2. Four [are] the directions of the sky, four also of the earth : the 
gods sent together the fc:etus ; let them unclose her in order to birth. 

Or 'unclose it,' tdm, which SPP. reads in text and comm. (the latter omits the 
word itself in the paraphrase) with the minority of his mss., but against all of ours; 
Weber and Roth prefer tam. The word and its predecessor are quoted in the Prat. 
(ii. 30 ), as the earliest example in the text of a combination of n and t without inserted s ; 
but the form of the quotation (samaz'rayantadznam) prevents our seeing whether its 
authors read tiim or tam _; the. comm. gives tam. In d, the comm. gives· the false form 
t7rtiavanttt. The text in Ppp. is confused, but does not appear to intend aiiy variants 
from our reading. 

3. Let Pushan (?) unclose [her or it J ; we make the yoni go apart ; do 
thou, sti{a11ii, loosen ; do thou, bi{ kalii, let go. 

The translation implies a very venturesome emendation in a, jni~•if for si7~wi (all the 
authorities have the latter) : Pushan, referred to in vs. r as principal officiating deity, 
might well be called on to do in particular what all the gods were begged to do in vs. 2 

c, d. L But· see Bloomfield's comment.J The comm. gives three different etymologies 
for s27lii: root sfl + suffix -sa_; .root s1t + root srw,; and su.-1qas. Sz7-Fatza and bzikala 
are possibly names of organs ; for the latter, Ppp. has puf kale, probably ctn alteration 
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to a more familiar word ; the comm. understands szifatti and b(rkalt' ( of course, equally 
possible) ; the former, from roots sit and san, is name of an accouching goddess; the 
latter (for which are given three diverse but equally absurd etymologies) is another 
deity. The Anukr. apparently intends the verse to be read as 6 + 8 : 7 + 8 = 29, 
instead of admitting the obvious resolution tu-dvi in c. The supplying of gdrbham as 
omitted at the beginning would make a good anit,F/ztbh. 

4. Not as it were stuck (c1hata) in the flesh, not in the fat, not as it 
were in the marrows, let the spotted slimy(?) afterbirth come down, for 
the dog to eat ; let the afterbirth descend. 

SPP. reads in a pfoasi, with the comm. and a small minority of his mss.; three of 
ours (H. O. Op.) have pibasi. Ppp. has a very different text (preserved in the nagari 
copy, though lost in the original text) : nai '1.1a sna•Zfastt na parvasit na ketlze:rn (ke("e,tit) 
:Jta nakheru ea_; then our c, d, without variant; then naz" 'va pause (miiitse ?) na pivasi 
nat' 'va /.:tiStyo~ 1Jana yutam_,· then our e; and with this ends the hymn as given in 
book i. The comm. reads in a mlbisbta for mll1isi nd, and resorts to various devices 
to get rid of the difficulty thus caused ; two of our mss. (0. Op.), and one or two of 
SP!)'s, give the same. Some of our mss. are very awkward about combining jardyzt 
and dtta7,1e, in part omitting the 'Zl, or (I.) reading :Yiltt-. PGS. (i. r6. 2) has the verse, 
but in different order : first our c, d, without variant; then our a, b, in the form ntii ',va 
:mii,isena pivari na kasmiJic, cami "J'afam _,- then our e. But for its support of c,lvalam, 
we might be tempted to emend to k/,valam _; the comm. has the worthless explanation 
jalasyo paristhitac,aiviUa,vat lintanzvaya11tisambaddham. Further may be compared 
HGS. ii. 3. I. LMP., at ii. II. 19, 20, has the verse with variants.J 

5. I split apart thy urinator, apart the J16ni, apart the [two] groins, 
apart both the mother and the child, apart the boy from the afterbirth ; 
let the afterbirth descend. 

Ppp. (x:x.) has for a, b •vt' te crtami t,1;rm·i1it v' yoni ·vi ga'Vtl(Jliitt _; ford, ·vi garbhmit 
ea jarliyuja(t_,· and TS. (iii. 3. ro 1 ) presents a version nearly accordant -..vith this, but 
with takar1'i1, gm.1inyii1t, and (at the end) jari{vtt ea: neither has our refrain. 

6. As the wind, as the mind, as fly the birds, so do thou, 0 ten months' 
[child], fly along with the afterbirth; let the afterbirth descend. 

Ppp. has the version yathii vato yatlui dt~flta y,ztltii safadroyajanta: evii tc garbha 
ejatu. nir iiitu dac,amiisyo bahir Jarciytt{ta saha. For 'do thou fly' might be given, do 
thou fall,' the verb having both meanings. L Ten (lunar) months : cf. \Veber's second 
nakfatra-essay, p. 313, Abh. dt?r Berliner Akad., r86r.J L Cf. RV. v. 78. 8.J 

This amnNika L2,J has 5 hymns, 25 verses; and the old Anukramm;ii, as quoted, 
says pancti pare tu (apparently the 1.iirlyiit quoted at the end of an. I belongs rather 
here than there). 

12. Against various ailments ( as results of lightning ?) • 

[Bhrgvangiras. -yak.ymaniipanadez,atilkam. j'i{:;,itam: 4. anu.yfubh.] 

Found also in Paipp. i. It is reckoned (Kau~. 26. r, note) as belonging, with many 
other hy111ns1 to a takmanlifana or takman-destroying gaiia, a.nd is used (26. r) to 
accompany the drinking of. various things in a healing ceremony (comm. says, against 
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disease arising from hurtful changes of wind, bile, or phlegm), and also (38. 1) in one 
against bad weather (durdina), or (Ke~.) for the prevention of rain. The third verse 
further is added to the Mrgara hymns in connection with lavation in another healing 
:rite (27. 34). 

Translated: Weber, iv. 405; Griffith, i. 15; Bloomfield, JAOS. xiii. p. cxiii ff. 
(== PAOS. May 1886); AJP. vii.469ff.; SBE. xlii. 7,246. - Bloomfield regards it 
as addressed to "lightning, conceived as the cause of fever, headache, and cough." 
See his elaborate comment. Weber made it relate to fever, puerperal or infantile (on 
account of jarayujd, I a). 

I. First born of the afterbirth, the ruddy (usriya) bull, born of wind 
and cloud (?), goes thundering with rain; may he be merciful to our 
body, going straight on, breaking ; he who, one force, hath stridden out 
threefold. 

The translation implies emendation in b to vatabhm}ds or -fc1s, as suggested by 3 c; 
it is proposed by \Veber, and adopted by Bloomfield, being a fairly plausible way of 
getting out of a decided difficulty. 'Weber renders, however, "with glowing win0-
breath " ; R., "with scorching wind" ( emending to -bhrajjas). The comm. reads 
'ViUavrajas (a couple of SPP's mss., which usually follow him, do the same), and 
explains it as "going swiftly like the wind," or, alternatively, "having a collection of 
winds." The 'bull' is to him the sun, and he forces this interpretation through the 
whole hymn. Neither he nor Kau~. nor the latter's scholia see anywhere any intima
tion of lightning ; yet this is perhaps most plausibly to _be suspected in the obscurities 
of the expression (so R. also). The first words in a are viewed as signifying 'just 
esc.apecl from its fretal envelop (in the cloud).' Ppp. is wholly defaced in the.second 
half-verse; in the first it offers no variants, merely combining -Ja.J prath- in a, and read
ing -bhraja st- in b. Emendation in d to yasyaf' kam would improve both meter and 
sense. Tredhif, in d must be read as three syllables (as in RV.) to make the verse a 
full jagati. L At OB. vi. 59 b, viita-dhra}as is suggested- by R.? J 

.. 
2. Thee, lurking (vi) in each limb with burning (fods), we, paying 

homage, would worship (vidh) with oblation; we would worship with 
oblation the hooks, the grapples, [him J who, a seizer, bath seized this 
man's joints. 

Or yds, at beginning of d, is abbreviation for' when he' or 'with which he.1 LRen
der, rather, 'hath seized his (accentless) joints.' The patient is in plain sight of the 
exorcist. Emphatic pronou~ is therefore needless; so enam vs. 3.J Some of our 
mss., by a frequent blunder, read in a fifry~. Th.e prolongation of the final of a.sya in 
d is noted by the comment to Prat. iv. 79. Ppp. has a very different (and corrupt) 
text : ... fip·iyii?zo yo grkita parasya g-rbhi'tl: aiiko. tam afiko havifii yajiiml hrdi 
frito manasa yo jajana. The definition of this verse and the next as tn~·jubk seems 
to have been lost from the Anukr., which reads simply d,vitzya before antya 'nttf/ztbh. 

3. Release thou him from headache and from cough - whoever hath 
entered each joint of him; the blast (? ftt,rma) that is cloud-born and that 
is wind-born, let it attach itself to foresUrees (vdnaspdti) and mountains. 

Ppp. has srJatiim for sacattim. in d. The comm. takes kiisds in a as nomin., explain
ing it as hrtkaiifhamadhyavarti prasiddhaft f le1marog·avlfqaft .,- vtitajiis to him is 
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kiizt.y/hyiid viiyor idpanna(i. L For r;ir.yakti, see Knauer, Indogermanische Forschzm
gen, A nzeiger, vii. 225 ; Bloomfield, AJ P. xvii. 416; Bohtlingk, Berichte der scichsischen 
Ges., 1897, xlix. 50, who takes it as 'a stiff neck with head awry.'J 

4. \/\Teal [be] to my upper member (gdtra), weal be to my lower, weal 
to my four limbs; weal be to my body. 

Ppp. has a quite different text : in a, b, te both times for me, and paraya for a'va
riiy.a .; for c, r;a1ft te fJr.f!ibhyo majjabliyafi ea_; in d, tava for mama: the address to a 
second person is decidedly to be preferred. This is found also in the corresponding 
verse in VS. (xxiH. 44) and TS. (v. 2. 12 2), with readings in part agreeing further with 
those of Ppp. : t;ti1iz te jdrebhyo gdtrebh.yafz t;dm astv dvarebhyaft : t;dm asthdbhyo 
ma/jdbhyafi t;dm v astu tanvii'i td11a: but TS. has for d t;tfaz u te tam'n;e bhuvat. 

13. Deterrent homage to lightning. 

[Bhrgvaiigiras.-vilidyutam. ilmtr/ztbham: J· 4-p. viratj jagati,· 4-. trir/upparil brhatigarbhii 
paiikti.] 

The hymn occurs in Paipp. xix., and vs. I also in xv. It is used by Kam;. (38. 8, 9) 
in a charm against lightning, with vii. I I ; and it also appears (139. 8), with i. 26 and 
vii. I I and several other hymns, in the ceremony of introduction to Vedic study. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 406; Griffith, i. 16. 

r. Homage be to thy lightning, homage to thy thunder; homage be 
to thy bolt (dpnan), with which thou hurlest at the impious one (dztefdf). 

The version of this verse in Ppp. xix. is like ours ; in xv., d reads yenii dt2rlit pra,dl
.Jassasi (pratyasyasi?). The first half-verse is found also in VS. (xxxvi. 21 a, b). 
The irregular combination diZtjafe (p. duft0 dafe) is noted by Prat. ii. 60. The comm. 
regards Parjanya as addressed, but then proce~ds to give another interpretation of the 
verse, based on the absurd assumption that namas = annam, which appears also in 
numerous other places. To him, also, dpnan is a me_1;haniiman. In our edition, an 
accent-mark is omitted over the -pna- of dpnane. 

2. Homage to thee, child of the height (pravdt), whence thou gather
est (sanz-uh) heat (tdpas); be merciful to ourselves; do kindness (mdyas) 
to our offspring (tokd). 

Ppp. has r;a,h nas for mdyas in d. The first half-verse forms in VS. (xxxvi. 2r c, d) 
one verse with our r a, b ; but VS. has Lfor a ntimas te bhaga1Jann astu .; andJ for b 
yatafi s-zi/tft samihase 'from whence thou strivest after the sky,' which indicates that 
our reading is corrupt. L Fischel discusses pra·vdt ' stream ') at length, Ved .. Stud. 
ii. 63--,.76, see 68. J 

3. Child of the height, be hoinage ~o thee; homage we pay to thy 
missile (hcti) and heat (tdpus); we know thy highest abode (dhdman) 
that is in secret; thou art set as navel within the [cloud-Jocean. 

l The te in b is superfluous.J Ppp. rectifies the meter of a by omitting c1;a.,· its 
other padas are more or less corrupt: 1uzmas te hete tifm~ryiii in b (which ends there); 
gandltarvo navza par- in c ; nihit,'isa niibhi(i at the end. The comm. takes ttip11s as 
adjective. The verse is scanned by the Anukr. as I 2 + I 2 : r 1 + r 1 :::::· 46 syllables. 
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4. Thou whom all the gods did create, the bold one, l[the gods]J 
making an arrow for hurling - do thou, besung in the council (viddtha), 
be merciful to us; to thee as such be homage, 0 goddess. 

Dhr,nw1n in b might qualify f1um directly. The comm. supplies he afane 'O thun
•derbolt' as addressed. He reads vzrla in c. Ppp. reads for a, b ymiz tva dnH"i ajana
yanta vi9"ve1a,iz krtzvana afanaya tri11,1iii_; and ford mitrasya 'Vartt?tasya prasr:rfii.u. 
The Anukr. seems to scan as I o + I 1 : I o + 9 = 40 syllables. L Read in c m,nfaya 
and in d tda tdsyai ?- For viddtha, see discussions of Bloomfield, JAOS.xix.2 17, and 
Geidner, ZDMG. Iii. 757; and the literature cited by Foy, KZ. xxxiv. 226.J 

14. Imprecation of spinsterhood on a woman. 

[ Bhrgvangiras. - viiru!zan"t vo 'ta yiimya1ii 'Vii. iintt:r/ztbhmn: I. kakummat'i; 3. 4-.P• vir~1·-] 

Found in Paipp. i. Used by Kam;. (36. 15-18) in an incantation against a woman; 
the details of it cast no light on those of the hymn ; and the comm. defines its purpose 
simply as striyafi punJ,1asya 'Va daurbhagyakara{tam. 

Translated: 'Weber, iv. 408; Ludwig, p. 459; Zimmer, p. 314 (these misapprehend 
its character) ; Griffith, i. 17 ; Bloomfield, J AOS. xiii. p. cxv = PA OS. May, I 886; or 
AJP. vii. 473 ff.; or SBE. xlii. 107, 252. 

I. Her portion (bhdga), splendor have I taken to myself, as from off 
:a tree a garland ; like a mountain with great base, let her sit long with 
the F~thers. 

Ppp. has for a aha1Jz te bhagam a dade .,· its b is defaced ; in c it gives mahiimitliii 
,,va. The comm. renders bhag,un by bhagyam, here and in the other verse, recognizing 
no sexual meaning. Pitnu he renders "in the later [z c, d] to be specified houses of 
father, mother, etc.," and all the translators understand it in the same way; but it is 
questionable whether the plural of pz'tar would ever be used in this sense; and the 
repeated mention of Yama later indicates that there was at least a double meaning in 
the expression. Perhaps a girl remaining unmarried was called "bride of Yama," 
i.e. as good as dead, and her stay at home compared to that in the other world. L Cf. 
Antigone, 816, "I shall be the bride of Acheron," 'Ax~pown vuµq,eva-w.J The Anukr . 
.appears to ratify the abbreviated reading -bu.dline 'va in c ; it counts six syllables in d. 

2. Let this girl, 0 king, be shaken down to th~e [as] bride, 0 Yama; 
., be she bound in her mother's house, also in her brother's, also in her 
father's. 

Ppp. has yat for &fi'i at the beginning; The comm. foolishly interprets riiJan as 
indicating Soma, because Soma is :first husband of a bride (he quotes RV. x.85.40: 
d. AV. xiv. 2. 3 ff.), and takes yama as his epithet, as being her constrainer (niyii~ 
:maka). For ni-dhi7 compare iii. I I. 7 ; at TS. v. z. 5,3 it is used with jJi'tr,[zt, LDoes 
not ni-dhil covertly suggest nidhuvana, which, in its obscene sense, may be as old as 
the Veda?J 

3. She is thy housekeeper, 0 king ; we commit her to thee; she 
shall sit long with the Fathers, until the covering in of her head. 

The translation of d implies the obvious emendation to samopyzu, which SPP. even 
admits into his text, on the authority of the comm., but against every known ms.; Ppp., 
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however, gives samopya. The comm. explains it by sa1fzvajanat bhz7mau samjatanat, 
and as equivalent to maraizajmyantam 'till death' ; that this last is the virtual sense 
is extremely probable. That i1ap has not the sense 'shave' in the compound (cf. A<;S. 
vi. r o. 2) is shown by t~e inappropriateness of the prefixes sam + a to that sense, and 
the frequency of the combination in the other sense. LSee Bloomfield, 255, t7 ffrltzdft 
keram djilit, 'till she shed the hair from her head.' J Ppp. has further ivuim u pari 
dadhmasz' in b. The comrn. gives kulapa (for-pas: our pada-text kulaopii.fz) in a. The 
resolution (ir-1ii-afi in d would make the verse a full amtlfubh _; the Anukr. counts only 
I 4 syllables in the second half. 

4. With the incantation (brdlmzan) of Asita, of Ka<;yapa, and of Gaya, 
I shut up (api"-nah) thy' portion (vulva?), as sisters do what is within a 

box (-ktJ;a). 

L For the names, see Bloomfield, 255, and AJP. xvii. 403.J Bhag-a perhaps has 
here a double meaning. Three of our mss. (E.I.fI.) with one or two of SPP's, read 
in c anta,Fkoc,am, against Prat. ii. 62, which expressly prescribes (i. The comm. treats 
anta(t and ko(,am as two independent words; antaft kot;e would be a not unacceptable 
emendation. The Anukr. appears to sanction the abbreviation -kofmh 'va. 

r5. With an oblation: for confluence of wealth. 

[Atharvan. -sliindh,zvam. iimtf/itbham: 2. bhttrikpathyiipaii.kti.] 

Found in Paipp. i. (in the verse-order I, 4, 3, 2). Used by Kam;. only in a general 
'rite for prosperity (19. 4), to accompany a douche for persons bringing water from two 
navigable streams and partaking of a dish of mixed grain; it is also reckoned (I9. 1, 

note) to the pu1/ika mantras, or hymns bringing prosperity. 
Translated: Weber, iv. 409 ; Ludwig, p. 371 ; Griffith, i. 19. 

I. Together, together let the rivers flow, together the winds, together 
the birds (patatdn); this my sacrifice let them enjoy of old ; I offer with 
a confluent (sa1hsrii:vya) oblation. 

The verse is nea;ly identical with xix. 1. 1, and in less degree with ii. 26. 3. From 
:xix. r. 3 c it may be conjectured that we should read pradf;as in c. L If we do read 
jwadfvas, why not rendei it by 'continually'? J Ppp. has not the second half-verse, 
but instead of it vs. 3 c, d. For b Ppp. gives sadi 11tf.tti dh,yii uta. The comm. accents 
s,bii-sam in a. There is perhaps some technical meaning in sailtsrii,,z,ya 'confluent' or 
'for confluence' which we do not appreciate, but it is also unknown to the comm., who 
explains the word only etymologically. The verse is an iistarapaiiktz' (strictly -zilrliJ: 
8 + 8 : ! r + I I :::::: 38), and its definition as such is perhaps dropped out of ,the Anukr. 
text (which reads iidyii d·vitiylt bliwrlk etc.). 

2. Come straight hither to my call, hither ye confluents also; increase 
this man, ye songs ; let every beast (Paflt) there is come hither ; let what 
wealth (ray{) there is stay (stha) with him. 

The pada-mss. all give yd.ft in e. Ppp. has in a, b 'idmh. ha'l.,Yti ttjetane 'da1it, and, 
for c, a.sya 'Vardhayato rayim. The last pada is nearly RV. x. 19. 3 d. L Render 
'with thfs man let 1 etc. J The omission of evct in a would make the verse regular. 
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3. What fountains of the streams flow together, ever unexhausted, 
with all those confluences we make riches (dlzdna) flow together for me. 

Ppp. has in a, b ye nadibhyas savisravanty ucchamas saram ak.1z"kii. The comm. 
gives the verse twice, each time with a separate explanation. 

4. What [fountains] of butter (sarpis) flow together, and of milk, and 
of water, with all those confluences we make riches flow together for me. 

Ppp. reads saJizsravas for sarjn"-[as in a. The comm. supplies first avaya·viis as 
omitted subject in the verse, but afterwards utsiisas from vs. 3, which is of course right. 

16. Against demons: with an amulet of lead. 

[ Clltana. - agnindram, viirtt~iam, dadhatyam. i'lnitffttbham. : 4-. kakttmmatI.] 

Found in Paipp. i. Kauc;. does not include the hymn among the ciitanani (8. 25), 
but a Paric;. (ib., note) reckons it to them (in accordance with the Anukr.). Kauc;. 
(47• 23) uses it once in a rite of sorcery (for the death of one's enemies: comm.), and 
its commentator (47. 13, note) in another. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 409; Grill, I, 75; Griffith, i. 20; Bloomfield, 65, 256. 

I. vVhat devourers, on the night of new moon, have arisen troop
wise (?) - the fourth Agni is the demo1Hlayer; he shall bless us. 

·vrajam in b is obscure; 'troopwise' is the conjecture of BR. ; the comm. reads 
instead bhrajam, and absurdly explains it as bhrlijamibtiim or -nam ' shining,' and 
qualifying either the night or the "hearty" man whom the demons have risen to injure! 
Ppp. has turyds for turzyas in c; what is meant by it is not clear; the comm. gives 
three· different explanations : fourth after the death of his three brothers and predeces
sors (quoting for these TS. ii. 6. 61); as the house-fire apart from the three sacrificial; 
or as the iiJigirasa fire, as distinguished from the sacri:ficial, the household, and that of 
battle - thus teaching us nothing but his own ignorance and perplexity. Grill follows 
Weber in understanding the word to mean'' powerful.'' Ford, Ppp. has san na(i patu 
tebhyaft. 

2. The lead Varm).a blesses; the lead Agni favors; Indra bestowed 
on me the lead; it, surely, is a dispeller of familiar demons. 

Ppp. combines 11uiz' 'ndra p- in c, and has ford amfviiyas tit catam (for ccUa:nam). 
The comm. ascribes the mention of Varul).a to \he fact that river"foam is one of the 
articles declared (Kauc;. 8. r8) equivalent to lead, and here intended by that name. 
L Cf. Bloomfield, JAOS. xv. 158.J 

3. This overpowers the v!f kandha/ this drives off (badh) the devour" 
ers ; with this I overpower all the races (.jiitd,~ that are the .fifiid's. 

The first half-verse is nearly repeated below, as ii. 4. 3 a, h The short a in the 
reduplication of sasalie in c, though against the meter and in part against usage, is read 
by all the mss., and in the comment to Prat. iii. 13. Ppp. has in a v1)·kandam (but 
compare ii. 4. 3, where -dham). The comm. explains the (more or less fully personified) 
disorder as a disturbance caused by rakras or pz'faca and obstructing motion (gatz';. 
pratz'bandhaka) : cf. below ii. 4 and i_iL 9. 
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4. If our cow thou slayest, if [our] horse, if [our] man (purztfa), we 
pierce thee there with lead, that thou be no slayer of our heroes. 

Ppp. l1as for c sisena ,vidhyamas t'va. 

The 5 hymns of this anttviika L3· J, as of the next, have just the norm, 20 verses,. 
and the quotation from the old Anukr. (given at the end of hymn 2 I) is 'lli1i(akav ato· 
~nyau. At the end of the present hymn is read vbi(atya kuru, which is perhaps the 
statement as to the assumption of a norm. 

The first prapat,liaka ends here. 

I 7. To stop the vessels of the body. 

[Brahman. - J'O:,ititicvatyam. ilntt;rfttbham: I, bhiwff / 4· .J-f'· iir:ri,[;iiyatrT.] 

Found in Paipp. xix. (in the verse-order 3, 4, I, 2). Used once by Kaui;. (26. ro: 
the quotation appears to belong to what follows it, not to what precedes), in a remedial 
rite, apparently for stopping the flow of blood (the comm. says, as result of a knife 
wound and the like, and also of disordered menses). 

Translated: \:Veber, iv.411; Ludwig, p. 508; Grill, 16,76; Griffith, i.21; Bloom
field, 22, 257. - Cf. Hillebrandt, Vcda-Chrestomathie, p. 46. 

r. Yon women (J'O{dt) that go, veins with red garments, like brother
less sisters (jr:imi) - let them stop (sthii), with their splen<lor smitten. 

Ppp. makes yo,Fitas and jamayas change places, and has sar7.1fis (better) for hirlis 

in b. The co.mm. takes yo.yftas as gen. sing., and hence naturally understands rajm,a
hananarjyas to be meant in the verse ; he renders h-iriis by sirlis ./ and he explains that 
brotherless sisters pitrkitle smhtii.nakarmatte pi~ujadiiniiya ea, t(1·fhanti. The Anukr~ 
refuses to sanction the contraction -tare •,va in c. 

2. Stop, lower one! stop, upper one! do thou too stop, midmost oner 
if the smallest stops, shall stop forsooth the great tube (dhamdni). 

The accent of tf#hati seems to show ea to be the equivalent of est here. 

3. Of the hundred tubes, of the thousand veins, have stopped forsooth 
these midmost ones; the ends have rested (nr:m) together. 

In d, emendation to dntyas 'the end ones' would be an improvement; but Ppp. 
also has antas: sakam antii 'ranisata.11 its c is corrupt (asthit nibatldltiimii11i'i) ; and it 
inserts te after f atasya in a. 

4. About you hath gone (kranz) a great gravelly sandbank (dhanfi:); 
stop [and] be quiet, I pray (sit kam). 

The comm. sees in dhami only the meaning "bow," and interprets it "bent like a 
bow " : namely, a vessel containing the urine ; in sikatii.s he sees an allusion to the 
menses, or to gravel in the bladder. Kau<s, (26. 10) speaks of sprinkling on dust and 
gravel as a means of stanching the flow of blood; more probably, as vVeber first sug
gested, a bag filled with sand was used : in neither case can the rnenses be had in view. 
Ppp. reads s'i!da111,ayt btmii. sthira~ carastliz'dam. The third pada is identical with 
RV. i. I 9r. 6 d; the comm. (as Sayai;i.a to the latter) fails to recognize the root 'il; and 
he renders it prerayata, as if root ir were it1 question. 
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18. Against unlucky marks. 

[ Dravi1:zodas. - viiinilyakam. iinitffttbham: r. upar(rpidviriiifbrhati; 2. nicti/ag-ati_; 
3. 'Viriit(t"istib·apaiiktitritfttbh.] 

Verses 1-3 are found in Paipp. xx. (but vs. 2 not with the others). Used by Kam;. 
(42. r9) in a charm against unlucky signs in a woman. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 41 I ; Ludwig, p. 498 ; Geidner, Ved. Stitd. i.314; Griffith, 
i. 22 ; Bloomfield, 109, 260. - It may be mentioned that Geidner takes the whole hymn 
as relating to a domestic cat. 

I. Out we drive (nz'r-su) the pallid sign, out the niggard; then, what
ever things are excellent (bhadrd), those we lead together (?) for our 
progeny. 

The translation implies in d the very venturesome emendation of drlitim to sam.,· 
the former appears wholly impracticable, and has perhaps stumbled into d from b ; 
Geldner conjectures instead lva. Ppp. is defaced, and gives no help. The comm. 
reads lak.ymam, and explains laliimyam as accus. sing. masc. : !alame bha11avi lila
kasthanagatam,; to yam· in c he supplies cihnani L making c a separate sentence and 
supplying bhavantu J. It would also be possible to make the cesura after prajiiyiii, and 
read narayamasi (so R.). In our edition, dele the accent-mark under tii• of tiini in c. 

2. Savitar has driven out the trouble (? dra~zi) in her feet; out have 
Varm].a, Mitra, Aryaman [driven] [that] in her hands; out hath Anumati, 
bestowing (ra) upon us; the gods have driven this woman forward unto 
good fortune. 

All the mss. give in a savi.yak, which SPP. very properly retains, though the comm. 
and Ppp. have -.yat (see my Skt. Gr.:i, § 151 a); 'savi.yak (p. as-) would be an improve
ment, and may be understood. For c, d, Ppp. has yad adi'tya,navati raratta Jnzasuv?i, 
sa•vi'ta saubhagaya. The comm. gives two etymological guesses at aratiim (which is 
his reading, instead of -tiivz), both worthless, and describes rara1,ztt as accented on the 
final. The separation of this verse from the others in Ppp. indicates that it probably 
has nothing to do with "marks." It is rather unusual for the Anukr. to take notice of 
the occurrence of a tril/ttbh pada in a jagati verse. L d, no less than c, is tril/ubh, pro
nounce devtisavi~u[i. J 

3. Whatever in thy self, in thy body, is frightful, or what in hair or 
in mien - all that do we smite away with [our] words; let god Savitar 
advance (srtd) thee. 

'God Savitar' or 'the heavenly impeller,' everywhere equivalent. Ppp. begins yat 
ta "tman tanva ghoram, and has for c, d tat te ·vid,vtilt itjabadhaye.f"i11i jra tva suvli, 
savz'tii saubliagaya. The _metrical description of the verse (r I + I I : ro + Io =: 42) 
by the Anukr. is unusual and questionable. 

4. The antelope-footed, the bull-toothed, the kine-repelling, the out
blowing, the licked-out, the pallid - these we make disappear from us. 

Designations either of the unlucky signs or of the women marked with them --
probably the fotmer. The comm. prefers the latter, except for the two last, which he 
blunderingly takes from the stems -rfliya and -mya, and makes them qualify lakl1na 
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understood. He explains go,1edhii (p. goosed!tt7:m) as "going like a cow," and 'Vili~l!ta 
as a lock "on the edge of the forehea\1, licked as it were the wrong way" - or what is 
called a "cow lick" L Skt. kiikaj;ak:w J. Both editions give at the beginning rft;yaj;-, 
inste'ad of the true reading ft;yap-, which the comm. (with three of SPP's mss.) has ; 
the mss. bungle all the occurrences of this word. In part of our edition the 1i1 is broken 
off from vf .yadati1Ji. 

19. Against enemies. 

[Brahman. - i'iirvaryam. ilnu-:fubham: 2. jmrastiidbrhati; 3. path;1iipaiikti.] 

The hymn is found also in Paipp. i. With the two that follow it (and others), it is 
reckoned by Kau~. (14. 7) among the sa,itgriimikciizi or battle-hymns, or likewise (ib., 
note) to the aparajita ('unconquered') ga~za/ without them, but with vi. r3, it is used 
in several of the charms to ward off the effects of portents (ro4. 3 ; ro5. I; I 13. 3). In 
Vait. (9. 21), vs. 3 appears alone in the catztrmi'isya or seasonal sacrifice, accompanying 
the release of the two jntrofat;a baskets. 

Translated : \Veber, iv. 413 ; Griffith, i. 23 ; Bloomfield, r 20, 262. - Cf. Bergaigne
Henry, LJ1'anuel, p. I34• 

I. Let not the piercers fi n<l us, nor let the penetraters find [us] ; far 
from us make the volleys (rannyZi) fly, dispersing-, 0 Inclra. 

Ppp. combines mo •bhi- in b. The rendering of t;aravya follows the comm., here 
and to vs. 3 (t;arasa1itltati). 

2. Dispersing from us let the shafts fly, those that are hurled and 
that are to be hurled; ye divine arrows of men (mamt~-ya-), pierce my 
enemies. 

The comm. inserts an "and" in c: "divine and human arrows"; this is possible, 
but opposed by the accent. Ppp. has for c, d: devii mamtfya n·ayo 'mi"tran no 1,1i 
viddhaht ./ the comm. also reads vidhycztu. 

3. Whether one of our own or whether a stranger, fell ow or outsider, 
whoso assails (abhz"-diis) us - let Rudra with ~ volley pierce those my 
enemies. 

l)pp's version is somewhat different : yas savuino yo •samiino •mltro no j1glui1isatl: 
rzubw; t;miyii t,in amz"tran ·vi ·viddhata. \Vith a, b compare RV. vi. 75. 19 a, b: y6 
naft. s'vo dra!tO ydf ea nfl/yo j{g-hli1isati ( = SV. ii. I 222 a, b, which combines s'vd 'ra?to); 
the latter half of this verse is our 4 c, d. Two or three of our mss. (P.M.O.p.111.) fol
low RV. in omitting yo after svo. Ap. iv. r6. I has yo na(t sajnztJw yo •nztu1 mart,, 
(bhidiisati' de11li~, with a wholly different second half. The comm. absurdly explains 
ni;\'tyas as 11irgatavl:r)'O nikrlfabala(i fatnt(t. 

4. ·whatever rival (sapdtna), whatever non-rival, and whatever hater 
shall curse us, him let all the gods damage (dhrwv); incantation (brdhman) 
is my inner defense. 

Ppp. has as first half-verse sabandhttf cli. 'sabandhuf ea so na indrii 'bhldtisati. 
The second half-verse is found, without variant, in RV. (and SV. : see under vs. 3). 
The comm. explains sapatna well as jfllitin7pafz. ratru!.z. SPP. follows the very bad 
example of a part of his rnss. by reading dvz;,an eh- (instead of -an or -an) in b L cf. i. 33. 2, 

ii. 4. 6, and see· Prat. ii. I o, I 7, and especially I r. - The pada.-text reads dvi'.ydn J. 
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20. Against enemies and their weapons. 

[Atharvan. - siiumycwz. ilnitffitbham: I. triffztbh.] 

-i. 20 

The first three verses are found in Paipp. xix., and vs. 4 in ii.: see below. For the 
use of the hymn by Kau~. \Vith 19 and 21, see under 19. And vs. I is used alone (so 
the comm.) in the parvan-sacrifices (Kaui;. 2. 39), on viewing the cooked oblation. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 413 ; Griffith, i. 24. 

1. Let there be the ddarasrt, 0 god Soma; at this sacrifice, 0 Maruts, 
be gracious to us ; let not a portent find us, nor an imprecation; Jet not 
the wrong that is hateful find us. 

The :first pada is rendered on the assumption that the s{i,man of this name, as 
described in PB. xv. 3. 7, is intended; it might be used of the person intended to be 
benefited : 'let him be one not getting into a split (i.e. hole, or difficulty)': this is the 
sense distinctly taught in PB.; the comm. says na kadiicid apz" s1.nzstrzsamijiam prii
jmotu (madfya(t r;at-ruft) ! The verse occurs in TB. (iii. 7. S1 2 : and repeated without 
change in Ap. ii. 20. 6), with bhavata in a, mrc_latii (without the anomalous accent) in b, 
and vrJdnii in d. Ppp. begins with atllirawr bh-, adds ayam after soma in a, and has 
in d the easier reading prii "pad duchzmli for 1,1idad vrjina. The second half-verse 
occurs again as v. 3. 6 c, d. Though connected with vss. 2 1 '3 in Paipp. also, this verse 
does not appear to have anything originally to do with them. 

2. What missile (senya) weapon of the malignant (aghayz't) shall go up 
today, do ye, Mitra-and-Vann)a, keep that off from ~1s. 

The first half-verse in Ppp. is yo •dya sainyo vadlto jighiisa1iz nam upiiyati, which is 
nearly our vi. 99. 2 a, b. The half-verse occurs also in PB. (i. 3. 3 a, b) and A<_;S. 
(v. 3. 22 a, b), both of which have siizonyas ,· PB. elides yo "dya_; A<;S. gives at the 
end -irati. Aghiiyunam would be the proper accent (and this the comm. has), unless 
the word were understood as feminine. 

3. Both what [is] from here and what from yonder - keep off, 0 
Varm)a, the deadly weapon ; extend great protection (t;drnzan) ; keep very 
far off the deadly weapon. 

The pada text marks the pada-division in the fast half-verse before instead of after 
the second yat. Ppp. reads in b ya"vayaft. The second J1alf-verse is found again at 
the end of the next hymn - which is perhaps an additional indication that this hymn 
properly ends here. The Anukr. ignores the metrical irregularity of the verse (9 + 8 : 
7 + 8 == 32). LRead in a ito ydd, and .in cyacha na:/i.J 

4. Verily a great ruler (rasd) art thou, overpowerer of enemies, unsub
duecl, whose companion (sdkhi) is not slain, is not scathed (jya) at any 
time. 

This verse is the first in RV. x. I 5 2, of which the remaining verses constitute the 
next hymn here ; in Ppp. it occurs with them in ii., far separated from the matter which 
in our text precedes it. RV. and Ppp. both read for b amitraklu.idd ddbltutaft.,· and 
RV. accents in d jiyate kcidii. The comm. paraphrases fiisas by fiisalr:o niyantii,.,· he 
takes jiydte as from root ji, which is of course equally possible. 
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21. Against enemies. 

[Atharvan. - aindram. iinu;(ubham.] 

22 

As just pointed out (under 20. 4), this hymn and the last verse of the preceding 
make one hymn in RV. (x.152) and in Paipp. (ii.); the latter has a differentverse
order (3, 2, 1, 4), but no various readings. For other correspondences, see under the 
several verses. For the ritual use of the hymn with the two preceding, see under I 9; 
it is further reckoned (Kau~. I 6. 8, note) to the abhaya (' free from fear or danger') 
ga!ia. It is the first hymn applied (with vii. 55) in the svastyayana or 'for well-being' 
ceremonies (50. r), and is, according to the comm., referred to as such in 25. 36. Verse 2 
is also used, with others, by Va.it. (29. 5), in the agnz'cayana or building of the fire-altar. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 414 ; Griffith, i. 25. 

r. Giver of well-being, lord of the people (vfr;), Vrtra-slayer, remover 
of scorners, controlling, let the bull Inclra go before us, soma-drinker, 
producing fearlessness. 

The comm. renders ,viJnrdhds by vir;e-1etta manlhayitii r;atrilttiim, although he 
explains nzfdhas in vss. 2, 3 by savigramlin _; the word is plainly a possessive com
pound L accent! no genitive J, expressing in form of epithet the action of 2 a and 3 a. 
RV. reads in a i 1ir;ds pdtis. The verse occurs further in TB. (iii. 7. I I 4) and TA. (x. I. 9) ; 
both have vi(ds, and, in d, s1;astidiis for somajJiis. 

2. Smite away, 0 Indra, our scorners (nzfd!t) ; put (yam) clown them 
that fight (Prtan;1) [us]; make go to lowest darkness whoso vexes us. 

RV. reverses the order of c and d, and reads ddharavz_; and with it agree precisely 
SV. (ii. 1218) and VS. (viii.44 a et al.); while TS. (i.6. 124) and MS. (iv. 12.3) have 
for c adlzaspadcfoi tdm u!t krdM. L Cf. MGS. ii. 15. 6 hand p. 155.J 

3. Smite away the demon, away the scorners; break apart Vrtra's 
(two) jaws; away, 0 Indra, Vrtra-slayer, the fury of the vexing enemy. 

RV. and SV. (ii. 1217) have the same text; TS. (i.6. 12s) reads fdtrfin for nik:1·as, 
nttda for jahi, and bhiimltrJ £or ·vrtraJtan. 

4. Off, 0 Indra, the mind of the hater, off the deadly weapon of him that 
would scathe; extend great protection; keep very far off the deadly weapon. 

RV. reads vuznyds for mahdt in c, andyavaya for yiiv- in d. TS. (iii. 5. 8, only a, b) 
supplies in the first half-verse the missing verb, jahi, putting it in place of 'lladhtfm. 
Unless we resolve rdrma into three syllables, the amt,>'/itbh is defective by a syllable. 
LAdd naft after yacha.? J 

The 5 hymns of this anu11iil:a L 4. J again have 20 verses, the norm : see at the con
clusion of the preceding amrviika (after hymn 16). 

22. Against yellowness (jaundice). 

[Brahman. - sc'luryatn uta mantroktaharimadevatyam. ifnu;/ubham.] 

Found in Paipp. i. Used by Kau~. (26. 14) in a remedial rite (against heart disease 
and jaundice [kamala, Ke<;,; kamila, the comm.]). 
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Translated: Weber, iv. 415 ; A. Kuhn, KZ. xiii. r r 3 ; Griffith, i. 26 ; Bloomfield, 
7,263. - Cf. also Zimmer, p. 388; Bloomfield, AJP. xii. 437; Bergaigne-Henry, ilfanuel, 
p. 134. Kuhn adduces analogous old Germanic charms. 

I. Let them (both) go up toward the sun, thy heart-burn (-dyota) and 
yellowness; with the color of the red bull, with that we enclose (pari-dha) 
thee. 

Ppp. reads in a udetam.,· its c is yo rollitasya gor vanzas, which construes better 
with d. The abbreviated writing hrdyot- for hrdt(yot- (see my Skt. Gr. § 232 a Land 
Roth, ZDMG. xlviii. roz J) betrays the pada-text into dividing hrodyotafi (cf. tdd ydm, 
iv. 19. 6; so even the RV. pada-text has jaratovffam from Jaraddvf.yam at v. 8. 2). 
SPP. has properly in his text the unabbreviated form hrddyo-. ll'doayatli1n in the 
AV. Index Verborum is an erratum for t'td ayatam: the comm. takes the form, doubt
less wrongly, as 3d sing. mid. instead of 3d du. active. Kauc;. follows the indication of 
c, d, and of 3 a, b, by prescribing the use of products of a red cow, hair and skin etc., in 
the healing rite. 

2. With red colors we enclose thee, in order to length of life; that this 
man may be free from complaints (-rdpas), also may become not yellow. 

Ppp. has a different second half-verse : yatha tvam arapli • so atho 'lziirito · blza,va. 
The third pada is iv. 13. 4 d (or RV. x. I 37. 5 d). The comm. explains rapas as= papa. 

3. They that have the red one for divinity, and the kine that are red 
. - form after form, vigor ('vdyas) after vigor, with them we enclose thee. 

The translation implies the easy emendation in a to rohitiidevatyas, in accordance 
with the universal use of de,vatya elsewhere. The 'red one' is perhaps the red star ( or 
lunar asterism) Rohi1.11, our Aldebaran. Ppp. reads rohi!tir devatya, and in b rohi?tir 
uta.,· in d it has tena tva. 

4. In the parrots, in the ropa~uikas, we put thy yellowness; likewise 
in the hdridravas we deposit thy yellowness. 

Not one of our mss. gives at the beginning the true reading p'tke,Jtt, as found in RV. 
i. 50. 12 Land Ppp.J (and TB. iii. 7. 62.2), but it is presented by the comm., and by three 
of SPP's authorities. RV. and TB. have me for te. both times, and accent haridra-
114,w. The names are understood by the comm. as those of birds: ·roPattii.ka == ka.y/ha
ptka, apparently a kind of parrot, and haridrava == gopitanaka, apparently a yellow 
water-wagtail. LPpp. has in b prajJa(taka~a. J 

23. Against leprosy : with a healing herb. 
[.Atharvan (;veta!ak1maviniipanilya 'nenii, 's£knun Ofadhim astiiut). - vilnaspatyam. 

iimtffltbham.J 

Found in Paipp. i., but defaced, so that for the most part comparison is impossible. 
Also, with vs. 3 of the next hymn, in TB. (ii. 4. 4i-z). Used by Kaw~. (26. 22-24), in 
company with the next following hymn, in a remedial rite (against white leprosy, 
rvetaku.y/ha, schol. and comm.). 

Translated: Weber, iv. 416 ; Ludwig, p. 506; Grill, 19, 77 ; Griffith, i. 27; Bloom
field, r6, 266; furthermore, vss. r, 2 by Bloomfield, AJP. xi. 325. - Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, 
lvfanuel, p. 135. 
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I. Night-born art thou, 0 herb, 0 dark, black, LandJ dusky one; 
O colorer (rajanz), do thou color this leprous spot and what is pale (palitd). 

According to the comm., the herb addressed is the haridrii (Curcuma longa). 
R. writes : "The rajani is known to the lexicographers, and has later as principal name 
parjJafi [an Oldenlandia dyeing reel, OB.], Madana 46. 47, Dhanvantari (ms.) i. 27. In 
Bhavapr. i. 194 (where, according to my old and good ms., ranjaniis to be read instead 
of -na ), it is noted that this remedy is fragrant, and comes out of the north. It has a 
dark aspect. The species not to be determined, because the later identifications are 
entirely untrustworthy." LSee Dhanvantari, Ananda-a~rama ed., p. 17.J The causative 
stem rajaya (the meter calls for raj-) is found only here. 

2. The leprous spot, what is pale, do thou cause to disappear from 
hence, the speckled ; let thine own color enter thee ; make white things 
(fukld) fly away. 

TB. bas na (nafi P-) for t·va and apmtiim for vif atam in c, and in d f7Jetilnz' for 
fztklani. The comm. gives Plthak for ff lat in b, and has the usual support of a small 
minority of SPP's mss. 

3. Dusky is thy hiding-place, dusky thy station (iisthana); dusky art 
thou, 0 herb; make the speckled disappear from hence. 

TB. has the easier reading ni'!ayanam in' a. The comm. again gives Prthak in d; 
he holds that the plant here addressed is the indigo (nili). 

4. Of the bone-born leprous spot, and of the body-born that is in the 
skin, of that made by tl~e spoiler (dft.yi) - by incantation have I made 
the white (r;vetd) mark disappear. 

Ppp. has in c dhil,1ya_; TB. reads instead krtydyaJ· the comm. explains di,~-i as 
ratri7tpad#a krtya. Ppp. has at the encl anenaram. 

24. Against leprosy. 

[ Brahman. - iisu1·ivanaspatidei,1atya1n. iinu:v/ubham : 2. nicrtpathyl'ipaiihti.] 

Found in Paipp. i., but not in connection with the preceding hymn. For the use of 
23 and 2..J. together by Kau~., see under hymn 23. 

Translated : ·weber, iv. 4 r 7 ; Ludwig, p. 509 ; Grill, I 9, 77 ; Griffith, i. 28 ; Bloom
field, I6, 268. 

I. The eagle (supar~ui) was born first ; of it thou wast the gall ; then 
the Asura-woman, conquered by fight (J11;d1t), took shape as forest-trees. 

Ppp. reads at the end 7.Janasj>atlft, which is more in accordance with the usual con
struction of riijavi ltr (mid.) and the like. Ppp. has also Jighii1isitii for _yudhi1, jitli in c. 
R. suggests the emendation: tad iisurr (instr.) JZ:g-luitsita,it rz7-, 'that, attempted to be 
eaten by the .1\surI, took on vegetable form ' : i.e. became a healing plant. The comm. 
still regards the indigo as addressed. He coolly explains jitii by its opposite,jita,zratl. 
All our mss. have in d the absurd accent cd!.we (emended in the edition to cakre); 
SPP. reports the same only of two pada-mss. 

2. The Asura-woman first made this remedy for leprous spot, this 
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effacer of leprous spot ; it has made the leprous spot disappear, has made 
the skin uniform (sdriipa). 

Ppp. has again (as in 23. 4) anenarat in c ; in d it reads sun7pam. 

3. Uniform by name is thy mother; uniform by name is thy father; 
uniform-making art thou, 0 herb; Lso J do thou make this uniform. 

Found also, as noted above, in TB. (ii. 4. 4z), which has for c sari7jii 'sy o.yadhe. 
Ppp. reads throughout surz7jJ-. It inserts between this verse and the next : yat tanfl
jmh yad agni.Ja11i citra kiliisa ja.Jf1i1e: tad astzt sukrtas tanvo yatas ivti 'ji nayiimasi. 

4. The swarthy, uniform-making one [is] brought up off the earth; 
do thou accomplish this, we pray; make the forms right again. 

All our mss. have at the beginning ftimd, and also very nearly all SPP's; but the 
latter very properly admits r;ya- into his text, it being read by the comm. with a couple 
of mss. that follow him, and being found in Ppp. also. Ppp. once more has sun7jJ- _; 
it corrupts b into Prthfvyabhyarbha•vam, and gives sadaya at end of c. The phrase 
iddvz it .yit is quoted in Prat. iii. 4 and iv. 98, which prescribe the protraction and linguali
zation, and words of the verse are repeatedly cited in the commentary to other rules. 

25. Against fever (takmdn). 

[Bhr_i;rvaiigiras. - yak.pnaniifaniignidaivatam. triii.y/ubham: 2, 3. virtitjga-rbhii; 
4. puro 'nu;fubh.] 

Found in Paipp. i. Used by Kam;. in a remedial rite (26. 25) against fever, in con
nection with heating an ax and dipping it in hot water to make a lo~ion ; and reckoned 
( 26. I, note) to the takmanaf ana gaiia. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 419 ; Grohmann, Ind. Stud. ix. 384-6, 403, 406; Ludwig, 
p. 51 I ; Zimmer, p. 384 and 381 ; Griffith, i. 29; Bloomfield, 3, 270; Henry, Journal 
Asiatique, 9. x. 512.- Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, lJ1"amtel, p. 136. 

I. As Agni, entering, burned the waters, where the maintainers of 
duty (dhdnna-) paid acts of homage, there they declare to be thy highest 
birth~place ; then do thou, 0 fever (takmdn), complaisant, avoid us. 

The comm. explains pada a in accordance with the ceremonial act founded on its 
mechanical interpretation; c Le£, RV. i. 163. 4 dJ shows that it is part of the heavenly 
w·aters that is intended. Sa1itvidvan (occurring nowhere else) he renders "fully know
ing thy cause, the fire (or Agni)" : the translation takes it as eqt1ivalent to the not 
uncommon sarh11idii.1ta. Adahat he quietly turns into a future : '' shall burn thee, 0 
fever"! Ppp. reads aditltat instead, and in c combines to ta "!tuft. L Cf. Grohmann's 
interpretation, I.e., 403, 404. J 

2. If thou art flame (arcis) or if heat (t;ocis), or if thy birth-place seeks 
the shavings (?), hrzt,/u by name art thou, 0 god of the yellow one; then 
do thou, 0 fever, complaisant, avoid us. 

The pada-reading rakalyaoe.r{ in b is assured by Prat. iii. 52, but the meaning is 
extremely obscure. Ppp. has the better reading t;tikalye;u 'among the shavings'; 
janltram rather requires · a locative. The comm. guesses it as loc. of rakalye{;, from 
fakalya explained as a "heap of shavings," and root i.y 'seek,' and so an epithet of fire; 
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BR. conjecture" following the shaving, i.e. glimmering." Ppp. reads in a dltilmas for 
t;ocis. The name at the beginning of c is of quite uncertain form ; the ms. readings are 
hriltju, hrz7dru, hrzuju, hil~lu, rz7tju, hntdbhu, lzrutju, rz7tjhu Lhn7tjlzu J ; SPP. adopts 
in his text the same form as we, and, it is to be hoped, on the authority of his oral 
reciters, which in such a case must be better than mss. ; Ppp. has (in both verses) 
Jmtju, which is a word occurring also elsewhere, and meaning "ram" ; the comm. reads 
ri7~ihu, explaining it as = roha!.,,a, or jmru-[at;arire utpadaka 'producing in the human 
body.' 

LHenry, Joitrnal Asiatique, 9. x. 513, suggests that the problematic word may be 
connected with the Assyrian fziwa~u and the Hebrew fzart7t;, and so go back to a proto
Semitic *fzariitfit, 'gold.' J. Halevy, however, I.e., 9. xi. 320 ff., suggests that it may be 
rather a Sanskritization of xXwp6s, 'greenish-yello'lv,' and compares the relations of 
viiitjiirya, Prakrit 11e{urya (veruliya) (:J-17p(/'ll.Xw11. Cf. further, Barth, Re,vue de l'histoire 
des religions, xxxix. 26. J 

3. If heating (t;okd) or if scorching (abhifokd), or if thou art son of 
king Vanu:ia, lm1tfu by name etc. etc. 

Ppp. has for b the more sensible version rudrasya pn'i{W yadi 11tir1t?t0 (71ii. 'nt?ZO ?) 'si. 

4. Homage to the cold fever, homage I pay to the fierce (n7rd) heat 
(r;ocis) ; to the one that befalls on every other day, on both days, to the 
third~day fever be homage. 

Ppp. reads in b dttriiya hnn.lii, 7,1aytuit te, and in c ubhayebhyaf ea hatas. The com
pound ubhaym!yus is noticed in Prat. iv. 2 I. L As for rhythmical fevers - tertian, 
quartan, etc., see Grohmann, I.e., 387, 388.J 

26. For protection from the wrath of the gods. 

[Brah.man.- ind1·iidlbahiedevatyam. giiyatram: 2. 3-p. slimni triffttbh; 4-. ptldanicrt 
(2, 4. e,hivasana)]. 

Found in Paipp. xix., but vss. 3--4 elsewhere than r-2. The hymn appears to he 
called (so schol. and the comm.) apanodaniini 'thrusters away' in Kauc;. (I4• r4), and 
quoted and used as such in 25. 22 and (with iv. 33) in 42. 22 ; it is further applied 
(with 27 and vi. 3, 76) at the beginning of the s71as{va_yana rites, on going to bed and 
getting up again (50. 4), and (with i. r3 and other hymns) in the rite of entrance on 
Vedic study (139. 8). 

Translated: 'Weber, iv. 420 ; Griffith, i.31. 

L Far be that from us- may [your] missile (hct!) be, 0 gods; far 
the bolt (d.fman) which ye hurl. 

The last pada is identical with RV. i. 1 72. 2 c ; the other two padas (for which Ppp. 
has no vatiants) sound in part like a misunderstood echo of the RV. text: artf s,t 'Va(z 
s1tdana7.10 mdn,ta rnJatfydru(t. For c Ppp. has lire m,wtiim (or martiim_; for maru~ 
tiim ?) acasti(i. The comm. foolishly supplies an " 0 our enemies " in c ; apm'i he 
explains as J1antradivinirm11.kta(t pt(rt"itzaft. The Anukr. ignores the defectiveness of b. 

2. Be yon Rati ('liberality') a companion (sdkhi) for us; a companion 
[be] Indra, Bhaga, Savitar of wondrous favors. 
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Rat! seems to be made a personification here, as in iii. S. 2 and vii. r 7. 4 below ; the 
comm. makes it equal to Mitra or Surya. Ppp. has a very different text: sakhe '71a 110 

ratir astu sakhe 'ndras sakJta savita: sakha bhagas satyadharmii no 'silt; which is 
better as regards both sense and meter. The tnpada of the Anukr. is probably a mis
reading for dvipadii .,· the mss. agree with it in using no a·21asiina-sign in the verse, and 
SPP. very properly follows them; the pada-mss. mark a cesura after rati[i. The 
comm. makes cz'traradhiis = bahitvidha1Jz dhanmft yasya. 

3. May ye, issue (ndpat) of the height, sun-skinned Maruts, yield us 
breadthful protection. 

The mss. all read at the end sapnithas, and SPP. retains it in his text; the comm. has 
saprat!ias, in accordance with our emendation. L Cf. Lanman, Nomi-Inflection, p. 560.J 
The comm. further bas yacchiita in c. 

4. Do ye advance [us], be gracious; be thou gracious to our selves 
(tani1), show kindness (nzdyas) to our offspring (tokd). 

Ppp. :fills up the deficiency of a, reading sit mnlata su:rfirlatii mnta no aghiibhyaft 
stokiiya tanve da (perhaps defective at the end). The mss., supported by the Anukr., 
make no division of the verse before mdyas, and SPP. follows them; the meter, how
ever, is plainly gayatri. The name given by the Anukr. is not used by it elsewhere; 
it doubtless signifies, as in the VS. Anukr., 7 + 7 + 7 = 2r syllables, the resolution 
-bhi-as being refused in b and c. 

27. Against various evils. 

[ Atharvan (svastyayanakii11w!t,). - crbzdramasmn ute 'ndrii{iidtiivatam. iinu:rfubham: 
I. patllyiipaiikti.] 

Found in Paipp. xi:x. For the use of the hymn with its predecessor by Kam;., ::;ee 
under 26; it is also reckoned to the S'l/astyayana gatta (25. 36, note); and vs. 4 appears 
by itself near the beginning of the s7.mstyayana ceremonies, in the same rite as hymns. 
26 and 27. 

Translated: 'Weber, iv. 421 ; Ludwig, p. 5 r 7; Griffith, i. 32. - Griffith says the 
sloughs are to make the travellers invisible to highway robbers, and cites an old English 
analogue. 

I. Yonder on the further shore are she~adders, thrice seven, out of 
their sloughs (/ant;,u); with the sloughs of them do we wrap up (dpi vya} 
the (two) eyes of the malignant waylayer. 

Jard.yu. in the sense ' cast-off skin. of a snake' appears to be quotable only here ; 
the comm. regards the word as so applied by a figure : jarayuvat farfrasya 71e'1(akas 
t-vaca{t. Ppp. reads ima.y pare in a, and ja.rjarayu'vatz, in b ; the comm. has · instead 
nirjara z'va, explaining as jarii:rahita deva i'va. 

2. Let the cutting one (krt) go asunder, she who bears as it were a 
club (pinaka); asunder [go] the mind of her that returns to life (punar
bhz't) ; unsuccessful [are] the malignant ones. 

Ppp. has no variants to cast light on this very .obscure verse ; it adds at the end 
ape 'ta; parzpant/zi'no po 'ghayur ar.yaht. The comm. reads jnmarbhavfi in c; he 
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supplies "the army ( sena) of om enemies " as the missing noun in the verse, and 
explains the epithet as." reassembling after dispersal." He paraphrases krntatf with 
chindatf.. LS PP's pada-reading is jmnaftabhit'Vitft, against Index verborimz, p. I 84 
(corrected p. 383), and against Skt. Gr. § 352 a, which should be corrected by p. 4n 
of Lanman's Notm-Injlection.J 

3. The many have not been able together; the few have not ventured 
on [it]; like the sprouts (? ddga) of a bamboo (ve~zz't) round about, unsuc
cessful [ are J the malignant ones. 

The :first half-verse in Ppp. is defaced, but apparently its text agreed with ours, 
except that at the end stands abhz.' dhn·{zitvmn. As the second half is wanting, these 
two padas probably form one verse with the two reported above, under vs. 2. The 
comm. reads diid(l;tts at end of b, and has 1td,gii. ·i'va paritas in c, explaining udga ety
mologically as = fiikha. The comment to Prat. iii. I 3 quotes diidhn;us, and that to 
ii. 38 gives adgas among its examples; neither adga nor ttc(t;a appears to be quotable 
from elsewhere. 

4. Go forward, ye (two) feet; kick (splmr) forward; carry to the 
houses of the bestower (Pr); let Indra.91 go first, unscathed, unrobbed, 
in front. 

Ppp. has gr ham and 1_1ahantu (yet padfiu) in b, and, ford, jihitvli, m1tkfi1a pathii.. 
The comm. reads ajita in d; he ingeniously quotes from TS. (ii. 2. Sr) "Indra.1:ii is 
deity of the army " in explanation of her introduction here. L Cf. Bergaigne, Religion 
Vifdiqne, iii. 155 n.J 

28. Against sorcerers and witches. 

[ Ciitana. - svast;1ayanam. iimt~'/ubham : 3. viriifpath,vabrhat'i; 4. pathyiljmiikti.] 

The hymn is not found in Paipp. Though not mentioned as one of the clitanfi.ni 

by the text of Kau<_;., it is added to them by the schol. (8. 25, note). It is once used 
by itself in a witchcraft ceremony (ablii'carika) for the relief of one frightened, accom
panying the tying on of an amulet (26. 26). 

Translated: Weber, iv. 423 ; Griffith, i. 33, 

I. Hither hath come forth god Agni, demon~slayer, disease-expeller, 
burning away deceivers, sorcerers, himidlns. 

In our text, upd is a misprint for lipa (an accent-sign slipped out of place to the 
left). The comment on Prat. i-v'. 3 quotes the first three words as exemplifying the dis~ 
co11nection of prefixes from a verb. 

2. Burn against the sorcerers, against the kimldins, 0 god ; burn up 
the sorceresses that meet thee, 0 black-tracked one. 

In c the comm., with two or three of SPP's authorities that follow him, reads 
kt-1_tza11artmane (treating it as a vocative). 

3. She that hath cursed with cursing, that hath taken malignity as 
her root (? mtra), that hath seized on [ our] young to take its sap- let 
her eat [her own] offspring. 
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The verse is repeated below as iv. 17. 3, and has there a parallel in Ppp. The 
comm.first takes mi7.ram as for miZlam (as rendered above), but adds an alternative 
explanation as miZrcliiika-ram, adjective to agham _: he has iidade in place of -dhe. 
Jatdm is metrically an intrusion, but completes the sense. 

4. Let the sorceress eat [her own] son, sister, and daughter (? napd); 
then let the horrid-haired sorceresses mutually destroy (vi-lzan) one 
another; let the hags (anryz) be shattered asunder. 

The comm. explains na,ptt as naptri or jautrasya (jmtrasya ?) ajatyarilpa sa1Jz
tatl. He reads yatuditanl (for -nzs) in a, and atha in c. 

The 7 hymns of this anzwaka LS• J have 28 verses, as determined by the quoted 
Anukr.: pancame •~ttiu. 

29. For a chief's success: with an amulet. 

[ Vasi,r/ha. - .pujrcatn. abkiv1wta11za{iisilktam. iimtl/t✓bhatn.] 

Found (except vs. 4) in Paipp. i., and (with the same exception, in RV., chiefly x. r 74 
L: namely, AV. verses I, 2, 3, 6 correspond respectively with RV. verses I, .2, 3, 5. See 
Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des RV., i. 243 J. Kau~. uses the hymn in the ceremony of 
restoration of a king, with preparing and binding on an · amulet rnade of the rim of a 
chariot-wheel (16. 29: the comm. says, vss. r-4); the last two verses are specifically 
prescribed for the binding on. The comm. quotes the hymn as employed by the 
Nak~atra Kalpa (19) in a m.aliti(t"inti called mahendri. 

Translat.ed: Weber, iv. 423 ; Griffith, i. 33. 

I. With an over-rolling amulet (nzm;i), wherewith Indra increased
therewith, 0 Brahmal).aspati, make us increase unto royalty (ra,rtrd). 

A blti, literally 'on to,' so as to overwhelm. Our version spoils the consistency of 
the verse by reading -vavrdM and vardhaya in b and d for RV. (x. 174. 1) -vavrte 
and vartaya, which Ppp. also gives (Ppp. vartaya{i). Ppp. further has lmam for 
asman 111 c. RV. reads liavilli for matzina in a. The long i of abliivarta (p. abltiov-) 
is noted by Prat. iii. I 2. 

2. Rolling over our rivals, over them that are niggards to us, do thou 
trample on him who fights- on whoever abuses (durasy-) us. 

RV. (x. r74. 2) has in d irasyctti_; Ppp., by a not infrequent blunder, .reads duras
yatu. Pada a lacks a syllable, unless we resolve .._patniin into three syllables. 

3. Thee hath god Savitar, hath Soma. made to increase, thee have all 
existences (bhittd) [made to increase], that thou mayest be over-rolling. 

The connection is again spoiled in our text by the substitution of avzvrdhat in b for 
avvvrtat (which is read by RV. x. I 74. 3); with the former it is impossible to render 
the prefix abhl. This time Ppp. gives abhibhrfat instead, doubtless a mere corruption. 

4. The over-rolling, overcoming, rival-destroying amulet be bound 
upon me unto royalty, unto the perishing (parabhu) of rivals. 

The verse is wanting in both RV. and Ppp. Its excision, with the following verse 
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(which, however, Ppp. has), would leave the hymn of normal length, and composed of 
four out of the :five verses of RV. x. _174 L, of the fourth of which the excision is called 
forj. 

5. Up hath gone yon sun, up this spell (vdcas) of mine, that I may be 
slayer of foes, without rivals, rival-slayer. 

RV. x. r 59. I a, bis to be compared (b reading z'ul aydm ma11u1,JuJ bhdgaft) ; Ppp. 
appears to mix the versions of b, giving, ungrammatically, ayam with ·vacas. L Cf. also 
MP. i. 16. 1.J 

6. A rival-destroying bull, conquering royalty, overpowering- that I 
may bear rule over these heroes and the people (jdna). 

RV. (i. 174. 5) has instead of a our 5 d (found also as x. 6. 30 c, and xix. 46. 7 b); 
in c it reads blnttanam. L Cf. MP. i. r6. 5.J 

30. For protection: to all the gods. 

[Atharvan (1l)'ttfl.·iimal;.). - v11ii;vadcva11t. triiif(ltbham: 3. fiilvaral;nrbh<'l virif1(1i7c~•,rti.] 

Found in Paipp. i., but damaged and only in part legible. The hymn .belongs, 
according to the comm., to the iiyu1ya (' for length of life') gatza, although not found 
among those mentioned ( Kam;;. 54. r r, note) as composing that gatta ./ it is used in 
ceremonies for long life by 52. I 8 and 59. I ; also, with i. 9 and other hymns, in the 
reception of a Veclic student (55. r7), and in dismissal from Vedic study (139. 15). 
And vss. 3, 4 appear in Vait. (4. 4, I 5) in connection with different parts of the pm·71an
sacrifices. The comm. further quotes it from Nak~. Kalpa 17 and 18 in two mahti{anti 
rites, styled liira'ZJati and •v1'ilfvade1.1T, and from Pari<_;i~ta 5. 4, in the pu~rpilbhf:1·eka 
ceremony. 

Translated: \Veber, iv. 424 ; Ludwig, p. 430 ; Griffith, i. 34. 

I. 0 all ye gods, ye Vasus, protect this man ; likewise ye Adityas, 
watch ye over him; him let not one related (sdniiblt:i) nor one unrelated 
- him let not any deadly weapon of men (pc'i1'tntfqa) reach. 

Ppp. has in b the false form jt~1,1rata. The comm. paraphrases ~miblu' in c by 
gm-·bhtir;aya. LFor the syntax, cf. Caland, KZ. xxxiv. 456.J 

2. vVhoso ,of you, 0 gods, are fathers and who sons, do ye, accordant 
(sdcctas), hear this utterance of mine ; to you all I commit this man ; 
happily unto old age shall ye carry him. 

Ppp. has at the end naylUha. The comm. reads in b ullllam. 

3, Ye, 0 gods, that are in the heaven, that are on earth, that are in 
the atmosphere, in the herbs, in the cattle, within the waters - do ye 
make old age the length of life for this man; let him avoid the hundred 
other deaths. 

The intrusion of jaft't,5zt and ajJslt in b spoils the meter Lor we may read;1l"nttfril.·:1<i 
dfadhr,rv apsz't antdft J ; Ppp., ornitting j;afz2~·u and mtMr, makes it good. The AnuJsr. 
requires us to scan the pada. as of r 4 syllables. Prat. ii. 1 or notes the lingualization in 
forms of as after tfi.vi, and the comment cites this passage (a) as example, The comm. 
has in d 'vnzakta, and renders it as causative. L As to I or deaths, see Zimmer, p. 400. J 
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4. Whose are the fore-offerings and whose the after-offerings ; the 
gods that share the oblation and that eat what is not made oblation of ; 
you among whom the five directions are shared out-you do I make 
sitters at the session (sattrd-) of this man. 

Ppp. reads in d tan no •smai satrasadltaft k-. The comm. explains ahutadas as 
bali'harat,tiididevas _; in sattra he sees nothing more than simple sadana. Both editions 
read satra-, in accordance with universal manuscript usage. 

31. To the divine guardians of the quarters. 

[Brahman. - iipapaliyam, viisto~patyam. ilnitffubham: J· vi'riiftn4ubh; 
4. pariimt{/UPtri1fubh.] 

Found in Pai pp. i. The hymn is called in Kauc;. (38. 1 r) ii.fiijlUiyam, and is also 
reckoned by the schol. (8. 23, note) to the ,z,asto-1jatiyani or 1.1iisttt ga?ta. It is used 
with xii. I in the ceremony (38. I 6) for establishing a house, and again, except vs. 3, as 
dr1ihat,tani 'establishers ' in a like rite (38. I I) ; it appears in one of the sava-sacrifices 
(64. I) with an offering of four dishes (cah1ftrari1;va), and in the portent ceremony 
(r27. 6) against obscuration of the "Seven Sages'' (the Dipper, or Charles's \Vain) by 
a comet. Verse 2 (32. 27, note ; but the comm. says instead vs. I, quoting its pratika) 
is reckoned among the aizholiiigas, and applied in rites for healing, security, long life, 
etc.; and vs. 4 (50. II) in one for good fortune in the night. In Va.it. (36. 20) the 

. hymn (as arapalfya) accompanies in the arvamedha the turning loose of the sacrificial 
hqrse. And the comm. quotes it as used in Nak~. Kalpa 14 in the adbhuta mahlifiin#. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 425 ; Ludwig, p. 372; Griffith, i. 35 .. 

I. To the four immortal region-guardians of the regions (dr;a), to the 
overseers of existence (bhi?td), would we now pay worship (vidh) with 
oblation. 

The verse occurs also in TB. (ii. 5. 33) and A<;S. (ii. ro. r8): in the latter, without 
variants ; TB. inserts tvii after iiraniim in a. The comm. paraphrases aras by fracy
iididifas, which is plainly its meaning here. 

2. Ye, 0 gods, who are the four region-guardians of foe regions -do 
ye release us from the fetters (Pdfct) of perdition (nirtti), from every dis
tress (dtiltas). 

The comm. reads stana for sthana in b. The Anukr. does not note b as metrically 
deficient, doubtless making the harsh resolution ca-ttt-zf-ro. 

3. Unlamed I sacrifice to thee with oblation; unmaimed I make obla
tion to thee with ghee ; the god that is fourth region-guardian of the 
regions, he shall bring hither to· us welfare (sub/zutd). 

At the beginning, d(riivtas is read by half the mss .. (including our.,. E .. I. O. Op. K. Kp.) 
and by the comm.; SPP. gives asr- in his text, as we in ours. Arlonas in b in our 
edition is an erratum for arlotzas. Ppp. has for a, b arrotuis te Jzaililii vidltema marra-
1nas te ghrt- ./ the comm. also reads ap-o!zas. Ppp. gives turyas in c : the word perhaps 
means simply' [any] one of the four.' The Anukr. appears not to sanction the resolu
tions to tu-a which would fill out a and .b. , The fada-mss. mark the division between 
c and. d after devas, as the sense, but not the meter, demands. 
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4. Well-being (svasti) be to our mother and father, well-being to kine, 
to creatures (jdgat), to men (j1t1-z1~·a); all welfare [and] beneficence 
(? suviddtra) be ours ; long may we see the sun. 

For jagate in b Ppp. has uta, with manifest advantage to both meter and sense ; 
and it reads iJtruleblz_yas (with our H.s. m.), and in d drwva. Many of the sanihi"ta
rnss. (including our H. K.) give tzo after pitd in a. The cornrn. gives three different 
interpretations (taking it always, however, from vid and not from dli) for the ambigu
ous sttvidatra. The Anukr. appears to read no •stu in c, and ji-og and si'i-ri-am in d 
Lrather, j_yog and st7tyam, so as to make I I + I I : I I + 8 ? J. L As to jagat, see Zimmer, 

p. 150.J 

32. Cosmogonic. 

[Brahman. - dyiivaprthivfyam. ilnu:r{ttbham: 2. kakummatl.] 

Found in Paipp. i., next after our hymn 3 I. Used by Kau~. in a women's rite 
(34. 1), against barrenness, and again (59. 3) in a ceremony for prosperity, to heaven 
and earth; and the first verse (so the comm.) further (6. 17), as alternate to x. 5. 23, 
with conducting water into the joined hands of the sacrificer's wife, in the parvan
sacrifices. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 426; Ludwig, p. 533 ; Griffith, i. 36. 

r. Now, ye people, take knowledge; he will speak a great mystery 
(? brdhmcm); that is not on earth nor in the sky whereby the plants. 
breathe. 

With a, b is to be compared the very similar line xx. I 2 7. I a, b : iddni Jami 1,pa 
fr1tta niirar;atisd stavi~yate _; which makes it probable that the ungramm.atical 1n'ddtha 
means 1.tidata or vedatha (accent is unmotived), and suggests also ·vadz;r_yate, passive ; 
the former seems confounded with the noun vidat!tti, of which viddthc, or, as Ppp. 
reads, viddtham, would make fairly good sense : 'will now be spoken at (or to) the 
council.' Ppp. reads yatas for _yena in d. L For prlittdnti, see Prat. iv. 57. J 

2. In the atmosphere is the station of them, as of those sitting 
wearied; the station of this that exists (bhutd): that the pious know -
or they do not. 

'Of them' (asam, fem.) in a the comm. explains to mean "of the plants," and then, 
alternatively, " of the waters " ; doubtless the latter is correct, the waters being that 
"whereby the plants live" (r d). Ppp. reads in a antarik~·am, which means virtually 
the same as our text: the reservoir of the waters is the atmosphere or is in it (not in 
heaven nor earth, I c). The analogy of vii. 95. 2 suggests g,foam as wanting at the 
beginning of b : the waters are ordinarily as quiet as cows that lie resting : a compari
son from the usual Vedic source. Weber suggested that sthfz,na be read twice ; and 
th.is R. favors. The Anukr. ignores the deficiency in the pada. For d1 Ppp. has vidu,r 
krd bhe{atodanaft. 

3. What the (two) quaking firmaments (nJdasi)- and the earth -
fashioned out, that at present is always wet, like the streams of the 
ocean. 

In b the translation implies emendation .. to tftak1ata1n, as favored by the Ppp. read
ing nara-cak.yatam./ there remains the anomaly of letting the verb agree with rodasi' 
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(Ppp. has rodhasi); perhaps we ought to read bh11mes 'out of the eartl1.' The comm., 
with a disregard of the accent which is habitual with him, takes rodasl and its epithet 
as vocatives, and then supplies dyaus, vocative LJAOS. xi. 66J, in b to help make a 
dual subject for the verb! Ford Ppp. has vidurassevavartasf. L For c, cf. (B. vi. 6. 33.J 

4. The one bath covered all ; this rests upon the other ; both to the 
heaven and to the all-possessing earth have I paid homage. 

The first pada is translated according to the Ppp. version: 1.druam fl1l;)'a 'bhi 
'Va1Jiira.,· which is quite satisfactory; \Veber had suggested abht •.,;zf; "ra. The pada
reading is abhiovtira, and the word is quoted under Prat. iii. I 2 as an example of a 
compound showing protraction of the final vowel of the first member. TB. (iii. 7. ro3) 
and .Ap. (ix. I4. 2) have the verse, and both have anyd 'blti1;a1,1rdlu!. The comm. gives 
abhi-viiras, and explains it in three ways, as a.bltito 'Varatzmiz chiidmutm, as abhfvrtam, 
and as abhitafi sambhaja11ayuktam. For b, Ppp. has 7/ir;vam anyasyiim ad!u' r;ratam. 

For 'Zlifvdvedase in c (Ppp. •·;.1if'va7_1edltase ./ TB . .Ap. 7/2°(1.ldkarmatze) the comm. also 
gives two interpretations, from ·vid ' acquire ' and from vid ' know.' 

33. To the waters: for blessings. 

[(:atiztati. -ciindramasam ajiyam uta. tri'ii{/1tbham.] 

Found in Paipp. i., and also in TS. (v. 6. r), MS. (ii. 13. r), and the Mantrapatha 
Li.2.2-5J(Winternitz in Denksch. d. '£,VienerAkad.xl.44). LSee also l\IGS.i.2.1r 
and p. r 5 8. J Reckoned by Kauc;. to the afczni st7ktani 'hymns of the waters' ( I 2 I. I, and 
7. 14, note), also to both the fiinti gatuz.s (9. I, 4); appears further, with several ott1er 
hymns, in a rite for good-fortune (4r. 14) ; and in the godti1ui ceremony to accompany 
bathing after the shaving (54· 5), also in the feet-washing of a guest (90. 9), against 
the portent of the appearance of water in a waterless place ( I 2 r. I), and against that of 
the causeless breaking of water-jars etc. (136. 8). And the comm. quotes it as employed 
by Paric;i~ta v. 2 in the jJttf fiibhi,1eka rite. 

Translated: vVeber, iv. 428; Winternitz, Hochzeltsrituell, vViener Denkscllr. xl. 44; 
Griffith, i. 37. 

I. Of golden color, clean (t;ztci), purifying, in whom [was] born Savitar, 
in whom Agni; who, of beauteous col01·, assumed Agni as embryo - let 
those waters be weal, pleasant to us. 

L In c, · for dadhirtf, better, 'conceived'? J TS. and MS. read in b jiitdft kar;yapo 
yii.r•v !ndra[i.,- and Ppp. agrees with them; MP. has agn!ft instead of !ndraft. In c 
TS. MS. give v!riljJas for suvanzas_; and TS. omits yiis, and hence has dadhire (un
accented); MS. putsyifs after agn!m. MP. offers te for nas in d. LAs to sa7.n'tr = 
kar;yapa, cf. Bloomfield, AJP. xvii. 403.J 

2. In the midst of whom goes king Varur;i.a, looking down at, the 
truth-and-falsehood of men ; who, of beauteous color, etc. etc. 

The first half-verse is found also in RV. (vii. 49. 3 a, b), without difference of read
ing; MP. agrees through the whole verse L except in d, te for nas J ; TS. MS. have a 
wholly different c. The comment to Prat. ii. r r gives avapar;yan janlinam as example 
of the general requirement that final n be assimilated to a following initial palatal, and 
half or more of our mss. so read; but SPP., as elsewhere, gives -an j- L cf. note to 

i. 19. 4J. 
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3. They of whom the gods in heaven make [their] draught (bhak:,d); 
they that come to be abundantly in the atmosphere ; who, of beauteous. 
color, etc. etc. 

Again TS. MS. have a different c (yafi prthi'llim pdyaso 'nddntz' t;ttkra(t). Our 0. 
has at end of c 1dn7piift (as TS. MS. in I c). MP. substitutes nh,,i~•/i'is for bha'vanti 
in b. The comm. renders bhakfdm by upabhogyam. 

4. With propitious eye behold me, 0 waters; with propitious body 
touch my skin ; they that are ghee-dripping, clean, purifying - let those 
waters be weal, pleasant to us. 

The first half-verse appears again below as xvi. r. r 2. It alone is found in TS. and 
MS. ; but our c is RV. vii. 49. 3 c, and the two other texts have it after our 2 a, b 
Lall reading madhu- for ghrta-J. M P. reads t;ivtfna f'vli c(fJ,\>U:fi'i pauantv lpaft, and 
in b spnantu and te. AB. (viii. 6. IO) quotes the whole verse in its TS. and MS. ver
sion. Our Bp. K. read -t;cyutas in c; Ppp. has -r;catas. The Anukr. ignores the redun
dancy of one syllable (or more) in b. 

34. A love-spell : with a sweet herb. 

[Atharvan. - paiicarcam. madug·hama?tisiiktam. vanaspatyam. iimtf/ttbhttm.] 

Verses I, 2, 5 are found in Paipp. ii., vs. 3 in vi., and vs. 4 in part in viii. It is 
used by Kauc;. in a ceremony for superiority in disputation (38. r 7) : the ambitious dis
putant is to come into the assembly from the north-east, chewing the sweet plant; 
again, twice in the nuptial ceremonies, once with tying a madz~glta amulet on the finger 
(76. 8), and once (79. 10) on crushing the amulet at the consummation of the marriage. 
The comm. further declares it used at the disputation in the arvamedlta sacrifice ; but 
he quotes no authority for it. All these applications are evidently imposed upon the 
hymn, not contained in it. 

Translated : Weber, iv. 429 ; Grill, 52, 78 ; Griffith, i. 38 ; Bloomfield, 99, 274. -
Cf. Hillebrandt, Veda-chresto:matliz"e, p. 46. 

r. This plant is honey-(nzdd/w-)born ; with honey we dig thee; forth 
from honey art thou engendered ; Lso J do thou make us possessed of 
honey. 

The comm. calls the plant madhuka, and uses that form of the name also in the 
quotations from Kaug. (instead of madugha, madhllgha, etc. ; the mss. vary greatly in 
their readings). 

2. At the tip of my tongue honey, at the root of my tongue honeyed'" 
ness; mayest thou be altogether in my power (knitu), mayest thou come 
unto .my intent (cittd). 

The second half-verse agrees nearly with that of iii. 25. 5 and vi. 9. 2, in both of 
which the ydtlta, here unexpressed, helps the construction (though the accent of tisa.s 
does not absolutely need it, being capable of being viewed as antithetical). Ppp. has 
for ajikviiya 'gre me mad/tit, and for c, dyathii :mii1it kiimlny aso (our 5 c) ymh 1Hicil 
ntam anvciyasf. The comm. explains madhz?!akam by madhurarasabahula11i jalavta•• 
d!zz2lakavrk~·a.Pitt/Ja1ii yathil ,/ he understands the plant to be addressed in c, d-which 
is plainly wrong, 
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3. Honeyed (mddltmnant) [is] my in-stepping, honeyed my forth-going; 
with my voice I speak what is honeyed; may I be of honey-aspect. 

Vadani might be a better reading in c. The first half-verse resembles RV. x. 24. 6 a, b 
(m. m. parilyatzam mddhttmat jntnar dyanam). Ppp. has for second half-verse ,z1aca 
madhumad ubhyama ak.yo me madhitsa,iuln;z:. The comm. takes mad/tu and saliulrt;as 
in d as two independent words. 

4. Than honey am I sweeter (mddhu), than the honey-plant more 
honeyed ; of me verily shalt thou be fond (? ·van), as of a honeyed branch. 

The majority of our mss. (not Bp.' I. E. D.) read here 1mulh1,ghiit in b, as do also 
the Prat. mss. in both places (ii. 5 c; iv. r6 c) where the verse is quoted ; but at vi. ro2. 3 
all read -du-; SPP. reads -du- (as does our text), and makes no report of discordance 
among his authorities ; the comm. has -du-, and derives the word from madhudugha. 
All the mss., and both texts, give the unmotived accent ·vdniis in c; the comm. explains 
the word by sambhajes. He again regards the plant as addressed in the second 
half-verse. Ppp. (in viii.) has a and b, with Laham for asmi andJ matihuma,i for 
madughat. 

5. About thee with an encompassing (paritatnzi) sugar-cane have I 
gone, in order to absence of mutual hatred ; that thou mayest be one lov
ing me, that thou mayest be one not going away from me. 

The second half-verse is found repeatedly later, as ii. 30. I d, e and vi. 8. 1-3 d, e. 
The pada-reading in d is dpaogti, and the word is quoted under Prat. iii. 34 as one of 
the cases of irregular hiatus to which the rule refers. Disregarding this, SPP. alters the 
pada-text to ajaogaft, against all our pada-mss. and most of his, for no better reason 
than that the comm. seems to read so. Our Bp. (both copies) accents here apaogil, as 
also at vi. 8. I, 3, but not at ii. 30. 1. The comm. allows this time that the address is to 
a woman. L Ppp. has for b-d yak.[a??,iikam avidvi.ye yatha na vidvlivadvi na vibltiiva 
kadii cana. As for the rite, cf. Paraskara's Grhya-sUtra, iii. 71 , and Stenzler's note.J 

35. For long life etc.: with a gold amulet. 
[Atharz•an. -hiiira!tyam ,' iiindriignarn nta viiifvadevam. jagatam: 4. a1tiJf/ztb,t[ar!Jhii 

4..p. tri1fubh.] 

Not found in Paipp. L Of vss. I and 2, Schroeder gives the Katha version, with 
variants, Ti'ibing·er Ka/ha-hss., p. 36. J Used by Kau<;,, with i. 9 and v. 28, in two·cere
monies for fortune and for power (II. I 9 ; 5 2. 20) ; and the comm. considers it involved 
also at 57. 31, in the upanayana. The comm. further quotes it from the i.iditya maha-: 
r;anti in Nak~. Kalpa r.9; also from Pari<;i~ta 4. I and r3. 1. 

Translated: Weber, iv. 430; Ludwig, p~ 457 ; Griffith, i. 39. 

I. What gold the descendants of Dak~a, well~willing, bound on for 
<:;atanika, that I bind for thee, in order to life (ayus), splendor, strength, 
to length of life for a hundred autumns. 

It would rectify the meter and improve the sense ( considering that· dirghayutvd 
follows) to omit cfyttfe in c; the Anukr. notes the redundancy of the pada (14 syllables). 
VS. (xxxiv. 52) has the first half-verse, with a different second half; and so has a RV. 
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khila to RV. x. 128 (9, Aufrecht, p. 685). The Kau~. speaks of yugmakn-tiala as the 
amulet: probably a pair of beads of gold like kruiala berries. The comm. quotes 
AB. viii. 21. 5 for <;atanika. 

z. Not demons, not pit;acds overcome him, for this is the first-born 
force of the gods ; whoso bears the gold of the descendants of Dak~a, 
he makes for himself long life among the living. 

VS. (xxxiv. 51) has the verse, reading tdd for enam and taranti for sahante in a, 
accenting bibhrirti in c, and giving de11e1u for jzvt1u in d ; and it repeats d with mamt:,
yef it instead; and the RV. khila (8, as above) follows it very nearly (but caranti in a, 
and dakfaya?zii hz'r- in c). The Anukr. ignores the metrical irregularities of a and b. 

3. The waters' brilliancy, light, force, and strength, also the heroic 
powers (vz1y1,r,) of the forest trees, do we maintain in him, as in Indra 
Indra's powers (indnyd); this gold shall he, being capable, bear. 

The comm. expl:::i,ins ddkt,amii~za in d by 11ardhamiina. Omission of the superfluous 
£ndriyif?ti in c would rectify the meter ; the _pada-text marks the division wrongly before 
asmfn instead of after it ; L the Anukr. likewise reckons asvdn to d and describes the 
pada as one of I 4 syllables ! J. 

4. VVith seasons of summers (? sdnui), of months, we [fill] thee, with 
the milk of the year I fill [thee]; let Indra-and-Agni, let all the gods, 
approve thee, not bearing enmity. 

Emendation to t-vii 'ham at the end of a would rectify both meter and construction. 
Between c and d the _pad a-text wrongly resolves td 'nu into td: dmt ( as again at viii.2.21 ), 
and the pada-mss. put the sign of pada division before instead of after te J apparently 
the Anukr. makes the true division L after te, accentless J. The comm., too, understands 
t!. The combination -b/z(r {vii is quoted as an example under Prat. ii. 84. 

The concluding amwiika L 6. J has again 7 hymns, with 3 1 verses ; and the quoted 
Anukr. of the mss. says el.iidara co 'ttare para syu~. 

Some of the mss. sum the whole book up correctly as 35 hymns, I 53 verses. 
Here ends also the second _prapii/haka. 
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Book II. 

L THE second book is made up mostly of hymns of 5 verses each. 
It contains 22 such hymns, but also five hymns (namely, 3, 4, 14, 
15, and 32) of 6 verses each, five hymns (namely, 5, 17, 27, 29, and 
33) of 7 verses each, and four hymns ( namely, ro, I 2, 24, and 36) 
of 8 verses each. Compare page I. The possibilities of critical 
reduction to the norm are well illustrated by hymns ro, I 2, 14, 
27; see, for example, the critical notes to ii. 10. 2. 

The whole book has been translated by \Ve ber in the .ivfonats
berichte der .Kon. A kad. der T✓Viss. zit Berlin, June, 18 70, pages 
462-5 24. This translation was reprinted, with only slight 
changes, in Indische Studz"en, vol. xiii. ( I 873 ), pages I 29-2 I 6. 
The following references to Weber have to do with the reprint.J 

1. Mystic. 

[ Vena. - brahm/itmadaivatam. trlli;(ubham : J· ;'tigati:] 

Found in Paipp. ii., and parts of it in other texts, as pointed out under the several 
verses. LVon Schroeder gives what may be called a Katha-recension of nearly all of it 
in his Tiibinger Kafha-hss., pp. 88, 89.J Used by Kauc;. (37. 3) in addressing various 
articles out of whose behavior afterward signs of success or the contrary, and the like 
oracular responses, are to be drawn (the comm. gives them in a more expanded detail). 
And Va.it. (29. 14) applies vs. 3 in the ujavasatka rite of the agnlcayana. 

Translated: ·weber, xiii. 129; Ludwig, p. 393; Scherman, Phz'losojhz'sche 1-:lymnen, 
p. 82; Deussen, Geschichte, i.r 253; Griffith, i. 41. 

I. Vena (the longing one?) saw that which is highest in secret, where 
everything becomes of one form; this the spotted one (pfr;ni) milked 
(when] born; the heaven-(svar-)knowing troops (vni) have shouted at it. 

A bit of labored · obscurity, like the verses that follow ; books iv. and v. begin .simi
larly; no attempt will be made here to solve the riddles. The comm. explains at great 
length (nine 4to pages), but evidently without any traditional or other•understanding; 
he guesses and etymologizes this way and that, giving in part wholly discordant alter
native interpretations. In this verse he first takes 1.1!na as = Aditya; and then, after a 

.complete exposition on this basis, he says: yadvli: venaft jm/anyiitmii madhyama-
sthano devalt,, and gives another; Prfni· to him is "the common name of sky and sun." 

The translation given implies emendation in c of jil.yamanas to -na .,· but the epithet 
might belong to vrifs (so Ludwig and the comm.); or be the second object of adulzat 
(so Weber). The variants of the parallel versions of other texts make the impression 
(as often .in other cases) of rather aimless stumbling over matters not understood. 

37 
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VS. (xxxii. 8) and TA. (x. I. 3) have the first half-verse: VS. reads in a pafyan nihita1it 
gtthii sdd, and TA. pdt;yan 'Vffva bldtvanani vidvJn.,· both have ikanztfam at end of b. 
The prati"ka is quoted in c;c;s. xv. 3. 8, with the addition £ii' panca, apparently referring 
to this hymn. Ppp. has padam for guhii in a, ekana!lavi in b, dhemtr for fruzis in c 
(with -nas at the end), and, ford, s•varvido •bhyanuktir 1.1irli/. The phrase abhy amt

~ata vdift, occurs also in RV. iv. r. I 6 d; Fischel ( Ved. Stud. ii. I z I Land 32 I J) takes 
vrds to mean "women"; the comm. etymologizes it as a'21rtatmiinaft jJrajaft. L Cf. 

RV: x. I 23. 2. J 

2. May the Gandharva, knowing of the immortal, proclaim that high
est abode that is in secret ; three quarters (padd) of it [are] deposited in 
secret; whoso knoweth them, he shall be the father's father. 

Ppp. begins with Prthax (for pra tad), and for amrtasya has -ttuiz na, probably 
intending the amftmit mt of VS. (xxxii. 9) and TA. (x. I. 3-4: TA. reads also voce). 
In b, TA. gives ndma (for dhama); and for _paramam TA. has nfhitam, and VS. 
vfbhrtam, while VS. ends with gltlzii sdt and TA. with git!zastt. In c, Ppp. and TA. 
give padii, and Ppp. nihata _; and TA., this time with the concurrence of Ppp., ends the 
pada again with glllzasit. Ind, TA. has tdd for t,foi, and sa11iMs for sti pitlts, while 
Ppp. gives vas for yas at the beginning. Prat. ii. 73 prescribes the combination 
jdtz't~ p- (in d), and both editions read it, though nearly all our smithita-mss., and part 
of SPP's, read -ht(z p~ instead. To make a good trz'~·tubh pada, we must resolve pr-ti 
at the beginning. L Hillebrandt, Ved. i1fytlzol. i. 433, discusses the verse. J 

3. He, of us the father, the generator, and he the connection (bdndlm), 
knoweth the abodes, the beings all; who of the gods is the sole nomen~ 
clator, of him all beings come to inquire. 

Here, as usual elsewhere Lcf, BR. iv. 1088, citations fron1 TB., TS., AB.J, -praptam 
is of infinitival value. Ppp. begins quite differently: sa no bandlmr janitli stt ,vfdltartii 
dhiirJIUZ?ti veda etc.; its c, d are our 5 c, d, with variants for which see under vs. 5. 
VS. (xxxH. 10) and TA. (x. I. 4) have a verse made up like that of Ppp., differing 
frmn the latter in the first half only by having vidltatd and dlu1mani. A corresponding 
verse in RV. (x. 82. 3) reads in a yds for sd and again for set uM, accents of course 
z1ida in b, and has na11u1,dhtts in c and anyti for .rd·rvii in d; and with it agrees in all 
points VS. xvii. 27; while TS. (iv. 6. 2) and MS. (ii. 10. 3) also follow it closely in a, 
c, d (MS. 1Jidhartii in a) but have a different b: yt1 na[t .rattS abhy if stfj}t~7itmz. Our 
0. has the RV. readings, 7,1ida in band namadhils in c; and the latter is given by the 
comm. and by nearly half of SPP's authorities; the latter's text, however, agrees with 
ours. The verse is no Ja/;tttl at all, but, if we make the frequent (RV.) combination 
so 'td in c, a perfectly regular tr(r/ubh. 

4. About .. heaven-and~earth at once I went; I approached (itpa ... stha) 
the first~born of righteousness (rtd), abiding in beings as speech in the 
speaker; eager (?) is he; is he not Agni (fire)? 

0£ this verse, only the first pada is found in VS. (xxxii. 12 a) and TA. (x. r. 4), VS. 
reading #vii for ii.yam, and TA. having at the end J'anti stu(yti(I. Ppp. has for first 
half pari vifvii bhwvanany ayam upaca.yte prathamaja rtasya, and for d dhiisrmfz 
ne~·ar,za t7.le,>'O agnifi. The accus. 'l.lifcmn in c suggests emendation to -.ythdm, in apposi
tion with pratlutmaj&m.,· but then the comm. agrees with Ppp. in reading instead -jiis, 
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and emendation without any traceable sense to guide us is of no avail. The combina
tion bhttvane1thd (p. -m:0sthd) is noted under Prat. ii. 94. In the jada-text of b is 
noted from our mss. no other reading than 11pa: ati~·/hc.,· but SPP. gives 1tjJa: aot1ifhe, 
and reports no various readings; as tiofi~·the (without any accent) is an impossible form 
L Skt. Gr. § ro83 aJ this is perhaps simply a blunder in his text; the comm., with a 
minority of SPP's mss., has -t(,/het. 

5. Around all beings I went, the web (tdntu) of righteousness stretched 
out for beholding, where the gods, having attained immortality (anz{'ta) 
bestirred themselves (? ira;,a-) upon the same place of union (:J16nz"). 

The proper rendering of d is especially doubtful, but ddhi, by its independent accent 
(which is established by Prat. iv. 5), is clearly only a strengthener of the locative sense 
of yon(itt. In b, perhaps better 'to behold the web' etc. (the comm. absurdly explains 
the particle kdm as sukhatmakam brahma). The second half-verse is, as noted above, 
found in VS., TA., and Ppp., combined into one verse with our 3 a, b; Ppp. bas in it 
iinafami samline dhamann addhi arayanta .,· VS. reads trtfye dJutman for our sanu'im! 
yrJmiu / TA., trdye dhifmib1y abhy afrayanta. Ppp. bas as vs. 5 something quite 
different: for a, _pan· cl;1tivliprthivi sadyli "yam ( exchanging 4 a and 5 a: see under 4) ; 
for b, our own b; for c, d de-vo de-vatvam abhirak:ramt'itzas samiinmfz bandhuvi 'lllpa
ricchad ekafi. The first pada requires the harsh resolution vi-ftt-t'i to make it full L vff-
1.1ani would be easier J. 

2. To Gandharvas and Apsarases. 

[ Miitrnaman. - gandharvif.psarodevatyam. triiif/ubham : I. virac!.fagatf; 4. J1'· vi-n'itznania
gliyatri; 5. bhuriga1tttf/1tblt.] 

Found in Paipp. i. (only in the nagarf copy). Called by Kauc;. (8: 24), with vi. 1 II 
and viii. 6 (and the schol. add iv. 20: see ib., note), matrnamani 'mother-names' (per
haps from the alleged author); they are employed in a remedial rite (26. 29: "against 
seizure by Gandharvas, Apsarases, demons etc." comm.), and several times (94. I 5; 
95. 4; 96. 4; ror. 3; rr4. 3; r36. 9) in charms against various portents (adbliutani). 
And verse I is allowed by Va.it. (36. 28) to be used in the arvamedlza sacrifice as alter
native for one given in its text (27). Further, the comm. quotes the 1mUr11aman hymns 
from the <;;anti Kai pa (16) as accompanying an offering in the sacrifice to the planets 
(graltayajria); and from the Nakf?, Kalpa (23) in the tantrabhut,i mahafantz'. 

Translated: 'Weber, xiii. 133; Griffith, i. 42; verses 3-5 also by Weber, Abk .. Ber
liner Akad. 1858, p. 350(= Omina undPortenta).-Cf. Hillebrandt, Ved.1/Jiythol. i.433. 

1. The heavenly Gandharva, who is lord of being (bhuvana), the only 
one to receive homage, to be praised (ifl) among the clans (vlf) - thee 
being such I ban (yu) with incantation, 0 heavenly god; homage be to 
thee; in the heaven is thy station. 

Ppp. reads in c deva divya. The comm. understands yaumi in c as "join H (sa1ii
yojayami) LBR. vi. 138, 'festhalten 'J: RV. i. 24; II a, tdt tva yiimi brdhma{tli, sug
gests emendation. Tf1e combinationycis :P- in a_is by Prat. ii. 70. 

2. Touching the sky, worshipful, sun-skinned, cleprecator of the seizure 
(lufras) of the gods-gracious shall be the Gandharva, who is lord .of 
being, the only one to receive homage, very propitious. 
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Ppp. begins with diva sPr-1{0, and inverts the order of c and d. The comm. explains 
sfl.ryatvac by silryasamana1_1ar?ta, and haras by krodlza. The Anukr. does not heed 
that c is ajagati pada. 

3. He hath united himself (sam-gam) with those irreproachable 
ones (f.) ; in (dpi) among the Apsarases was the Gandharva; in the ocean 
is, they tell me, their seat, whence at once they both come and go. 

Ppp. combinesj~g-mii "bhi(t in a, and has in b apsarii.blds for -rasu_; its second half
verse reads thus: samudra smiz sadanam ahus tatas sadya upacaryanti. \Veber 
takes sam jagme in a as 1st sing. The comm. gives tvvo diverse explanations of the 
verse, the first taking the Gandharva as the sun and the Apsarases as his rays. 

4. 0 cloudy one, gleamer (didyztt), starry one -ye that accompany 
(sac) the Gandharva Vi~vavasu, to you there, 0 divine ones, homage do 
I pay. 

All those addressed are in the feminine gender, i.e. Apsai:ases. Ppp. has namii.itu 
for nama it in c. The Anukr. LH we assume that its name for the meter (as at i. 2. 3; 
iv. 16. 9) means I r + I I + I I J passes without notice the deficiency of two syllables in a. 

5. They that are noisy, dusky, dice-loving, mind-confusing- to those 
Apsarases, that have the Gandharvas for spouses, have I paid homage. 

Ppp. reads in a tam(r-, and two of our mss. (P.M.) give the same. Ppp. has also 
ak:1ikamas in b. Our \V. I. combine -bhyo akaram in d. The verse is not bhurij (as 
the Anukr. calls it), but a regular tllntl(ublt. On account of the epithet "dice-loving" 
in b, Weber calls the whole hymn "Wiirfelsegen" (' a blessing for dice'). 

3. For relief from flux: with a certain remedy. 

[ A fi,l{t'ras. - .ya!lrcam. blt,iif(IJ)'c'iyurel/u1.nvantarid1iivatani. ilnu.yfttbham : 6 . .3-p. s•variilu}a1·i.y
tilnma!uibrhati.] 

This hymn in Paipp. also follows the one that precedes it here ; but in Paipp. vss. 3 
and 6 are wanting, and 4 and 5 are made to change places ; and vs. I is defaced. Kauc;. 
employs it only once (25. 6), in a healing rite for various disorders and wounds (fva
rfiti.riiratimJUranii!tivraite!\'it, comm.), with i. 2. 

Translated : Weber, xiii. r 38 ; Ludwig, p. 507 ; Grill, I 7, 79 ; Griffith, i. 43 ; nioom
:fielcl, 9, 277. 

I. What runs down yonder, aiding ( ?), off the mountain, that do I 
make for thee a remedy, that thou mayest be a good remedy. 

At the end, dsatl would be a very acceptable emendation: 'that there may be.1 

Avatkd (p. avatokam: quoted in the cornment to Prat. i. 103; ii. 38; iv. 25) is 
obscure, but is here translated as from the present participle of root av (like ejatka, 
v. 23. 7 Le£, abhbnadyatkd, <;B., vik#tzatkd, VS.J); this the comm. favors (·vyiidh£ .. 
parihiire?ta rak.yakam); Ppp. has in another passage twice avatakam (but evidently 
meant for avatkam: a1.1atakam. mama. bht-'fajam. avataka1iz parivacanaJJt). In a, our 
P.M. read -dhiivasi'. 

\'i· '·, ,,, '·,:' 

i' ;-; . ,·:t~;,;~t:·i~t]i;J 

;••.;~Y.i.lU: 
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2. Now then, forsooth ! how then, forsooth? what hundred remedies 
are thine, of them art thou the chief (uttmnd), free from flux, free from 
disease (droga~ia). 

In b, me' are mine' is an almost necessary emendation. Yet Ppp. also haste: ,id afi;__t;lif 

~ata1it yad bhe1ajiin£ te sahasrani vii ea yani te_,- and, in d, aroha11am _; cf. also vi. 44. 2. 

The obscure :first pada is here translated as if uttered exclamatorily, perhaps accompanying 
some act or manipulation. Asriiva is rendered by the indefinite term ':flux,' its specific 
meaning being uncertain; it is associated with ro .. f;a also in i. 2. 4; the comm. explains 
it as atfsaratz"mittraniirfivratiii.di. L Cf. Zimmer, p. 392.J 

3. The Asuras dig low down this great wound-healer; that is the 
remedy of flux; that has made the disease (r6ga) disappear. 

The pada-text in b is ant(iosr&?tam, and the word is quoted under Prat. ii. 40 as an 
example of the assim.ilation of a final ft to an initial sibilant; there can be no question, 
therefore, that the proper reading is arussri11w or arztfzsrrl?ta_; yet the abbreviated 
equivalent (see my Skt. Gram. § 232 a) arusra?Ut is found in nearly all the mss., 
both here and in vs. 5, and SPF. adopts it in his text. The comm. gives two discord
ant explanations of the word: vra?tasya jllikasthii.navi vratzamukham L' place where 
it gets ripe or comes to a head'? J, and arufz sriiyati pakvam bhavaty anena. At the 
end, the comm. has afifa1nat (as our text in 4 d). 

4. The ants (ztpqjzka) bring up the remedy from out the ocean; that 
is the remedy of flux; that has quieted (ram) the disease. 

The comm. explains upajfktis as valmikanz~~iidikli, ·1/amryaft, _; Ppp. has instead 
1tjJacfkas_,- elsewhere is found ztpadikti (see Bloomfield in A] P. vii. 482 ff., where the 
word is ably discussed) ; L cf. also Pali upacz'ka J. The Ppp. form, upacika, indicates 
a possible etymology, from upa + d; Ppp. says in book vi.: yasyii b}iiimya upacika 
(ms. -kiid) grha1it knwata "tmane: tasyas te 'Vz"fvadltiiyaso vi.yad221a?zam ud bhare. 
The earth which ants make their high nests of, and which contains their moisture, has 
always been used as having remedial properties. The "ocean" here (cf. u.daka in vi. 
Ioo. 2), if not merely a big name for the reservoir of water beneath the surface, is ::J.. 

tank or pool. Ppp. has an independent second half-verse : aruspiinam asy atharva?io 
rogasthiinmn asy ii.tharvaiuwz. 

5. This is a great wound-healer, brought up from out the earth ; that 
is the remedy of the flux; that has made the disease disappear. 

Ppp. reads arnsjJanam (or -sya-) in a, and in b Prthivy,i ,bhy. 

6: Weal be ,to us the waters, propitious the herbs; let Indra's thun
derbolt smite away the demoniacs (rak,fds); far away let the discharged 
arrows of the demoniacs fly. 

In•a all the mss. read apds, which SPP. rightly retains in his text; other examples 
of the use of this accusative form as nominative occur in the text (see the Index- verbo
rttm); the comm. has ii,Pas, as our edition by emendation. We may safely regard this 
unmetrical "verse" as a later addition to the hymn ; so far as regards the num,ber of 
syllables (12: 12 + 14 = 38), it is correctly described by the Anukr., as the name maha
brhati is elsewhere used in the latter, but apparently by no other similar treatise. 
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4. Against various evils: with a jangi~a amulet. 

[ Atharvan. - ,[il(lrcam. ciiniiramasam uta ;"ti1z<:-iladevatakam. iintt{/ttbham : I. virii/ 
prastiirapaiikti. J 

42 

Found also (except vs. 6 and parts of I and z) in Paipp. ii. Accompanies in Kam;. 
(42. 23) the binding on of an amulet "as described in the text" (iti manfr{)ktam), 

against various evils (the comm. says, "for thwarting witchcraft, for protecting one's 
self, for putting down hindrances"). 

Translated: Weber, xiii. 140; Griffith, i. 45; Bloomfield, 37, 280; in part also by 
Grohmann, Ind. Stud. ix. 4r 7-418. - As to the jaligitja, see Zimmer, p. 6 5 ; also Weber 
and Grohmann, 11. cc. 

r. In order to length of life, to great joy, we, taking no harm, all the 
time capable (dak-)~), bear the jangitjd, the i 1(i.kandha-spoiling amulet. 

Ppp. has I a, b with z c, d as its first verse; very possibly •the two half-verses 
between have fallen out in the ms.; it has in b r,ryambho rk:,amii{tli (for rakf-) s-. The 
comm. has rak1amiitzas also ; it is the better reading. The comm. gives no further 
identification of jaligi(la than that it is" a kind of tree" (adding 'Varattasyam jrasid
dhafz, 'familiarly known at Benares' !) ; he defines vz':1·kandha in the same manner as 
above, to i. I 6. 3. 

·2. From jambhd, from virani, from vi1 kandha, from scorching (abhi
,;6cana), let the jaiigirfd, the amulet of thousand-fold valiance (-vzrya), 
protect us about on every side. 

Jambhd. is perhaps 'convulsion,' or lockjaw; at Ppp. xi. 2. ro it is mentioned with 
hanugraha_; below, at viii. I. 16, it is called sa1ilhanu 'jaw-closing'; the comm. gives 
two discordant and worthle,ssly indefinite explanations. Viranf. should signify some
thing crushing or tearing to pieces ; Ppp. xi. 2. 3 names it with 1..1iJrmbha _; the comm. 
says rarzravz}arattiit. Ppp. has of this verse (see under vs. 1) only the second half, 
and combines mattt's sa!ttisravlrya1 pari na:'i' p-. 

3. This one overpowers the vi-)·kandha ,· this drives off the devourers ; 
let this jangit_id, possessing all remedies, protect us from distress. 

The first half-verse we had· above as i. 16. 3 a, b, with i'ddm for aydm. Ppp. begins 
this time also with -ldam, has silte (mate J?) for sahate, and for b reads ayani nik10 Yi,i 
badhate.; it gives vi.ykandham with our text. 

4. With the amu1et given by the gods, the kindly jafigit.fd, we over
power in the struggle (VJltiylfmd) the vf;handha [and] all demons. 

Ppp. reads ford dhyliy.ase si'lmahtr. The comm. explains vytf...ylivu first by savica
ra?ie, and then. by savicam{ta.j>rade(,e. 

5. Let both the hemp and the jangiqd defend me from the vi~1'kandha: 
the one brought from the forest, the other from the juices (nfsa) of 
ploughing. 

That is, from cultivated ground. The" hemp" is doubtless, as the, comm. defines 
it, that of the string by which the amulet is bound on. Ppp. has at the'beginning kha
nar; ea tvii ja- ./ and its second half-verse is corrupted into ara11.yiid abhy itbhrta.y knya 
~nyo rasebhya{z. 
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6. Witchcraft-spoiling is this amulet, likewise niggard-spoiling ; like
wise shall the powerfu1Jmzg£tjd prolong our life-times. 

The absence of this verse in Ppp. indicates that the hymn originally consisted of 
five verses, in accordance with the norm of the book. The verse is very nearly xix. 
34. 4. Emendation to ariitidi7-1atz.as ( as in xix.) in b would rectify the meter; the 
Anukr. takes no notice of its irregularity. At the end, two of our mss. (E.I.) and 
three of SPP's read tilr.yat. LFor his sdlzasvan, see note to i. 19.4.J 

5. Praise and prayer to Indra. 

[Bh?:g-tt Atharva!ia· -saptarcam. aindram. triii1jubha11i: I, 2. upar(,fii.d brhat'i (I. nictt; 
2. virlif); 3. vira(pathylibrhati; 4 . .7i,gati purov£raj.] 

Verses r, 3, and 4 are found in Paipp. ii., and 5-7 elsewhere in its text (xiii.). 
Verses r-3 occur also in SV. (ii. 302-4) ancl <:_;<;S. (ix. 5. 2); and the first four verses 
form part of a longer hymn in A<; S. (vi. 3. I). KB. (xvii. I) quotes by way of prafika 
vs. I a, b (in their SV. and c_;c;s. form), and speaks of the peculiar structure of the 
verses, as composed of twenty-five syllables, with nine syllables interpolated (three at 
the end of each of the first three fiv~-syllabled piidas): cf, Roth, Ueb. d. A r,r_, 1856, 
p. I I ff., and \V'eber, notes to his translation. At TB. ii. 4. 310 may be found RV. x. 
96. I treated in a somewhat similar way (four syllables prefixed to each j~g-ati-pada); 
the first five verses of RV. x. 77 itself are another example; l}ret others are AV. vii. 
14 (I 5). I, 2; v. 6. 4 a, c; RV. i. 70. I I as it appears at A(_;S. vi. 3. r ; cf. further RV. 
x. 2 I, 24, 2 5 J. LI suspect that these interpolations were used as antiphonal responses. J 

The hymn is used once in Kauc;. (59. 5), among the kiimya rites, or those intended 
to secure the attainment of various desires; it is addressed to Inclra, by one desiring 
strength (balakiima). In Va.it. (16. II), it (not vs. I only, according to the comm.) 
accompanies an oblation to Soma in the agniNoma sacrifice, and again (25. 14) a -fO!ia
figraha. And the comm. quotes it from Nak:;;. Kalpa I 7 and 18, in a mahafantl to 
Indra. None of these uses has about it anything special or characteristic. 

Translated : "Weber, xiii, 143 ; Griffith, i. 46. - Verses 5-7 discussed, Lanman's 
Reader, p. 360-1. 

I. 0 Indra, enjoy thou -drive on;- come, 0 hero -with thy two 
bays ; - drink of the pressed [soma] - intoxicated here - loving the 
sweet [draught], fair one, unto intoxication. 

Ppp. omits the three interpolations (as Weber reports certain Sutra-works to assert 
of the Atharvan texts in general), and reads indra Ju.ras·va yttJzi t;ura jn'ba s1dat; t;a 
madhm; cakiina ciirmn madathaft. The second interpolation in A(_;S. is hari iha, 
apparently to be read as harl 'lza, for which then SV. and c;c;s. give the senseless 
lzdriha. The third, in all the three other texts, is matfrnd ('like a wise one'?); the 
translation above implies the heroic ( or desperate) emendation of mater lha to :mat ta 
ihd (to be read matte 'hd); Weber conjectures mdder ha. Ac;s. and c;c_;s. have the 
older madkvas for mad!zos. The comm. has no notion of the peculiar structure of 
these verses: as, indeed, he has no phraseology in his vocabulary to suit stich a case; 
he explains mates first as mananryasya, then as medha7rinasJ· and cakanas as either 
tarpayan or stilyamlinas. The Anukr. implies that the second half-verse scans as 
8 + I I syllables, instead of 9 + I o. 
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2. O Indra, [thy] belly- like one to be praised - fill thou with the 
sweet [draught] -like the heavens - with this soma-like the sky 
(sz1ar) - ; unto thee have gone the well-voiced intoxications. 

The omission of this verse in Ppp. is perhaps only an accidental one, due to the 
scribe. The first interpolation in the other texts is ntii,ymil nd,- to get a sense, \Veber 
boldly emends to nih1ya11i na 'like [the hold] of a vessel'; the comm. explains by 
1n?tanas (a1tenll "dariitifaya ukta(t !), taking no heed of the accent-which, however, 
requires to be changed to ntivyas, whichever sense be given it; perhaps nadyo mi 'like 
streams,' would be most acceptable. In the third interpolation, SV. combines s·var nd 
and A<;S. <;<;S. s1,1ar ~u£J· and the mss. vary between the two; our edition reads the 
former, with the majority of our mss.; SPP. has the latter, with the majority of his; one 
or two of ours corrupt to s11iir mo •pa. The three other texts have at the encl ast!ws. 
The comm. takes di1Jds as gen., supplying amrteua, to govern it; and he takes s-viir as 
of locative value. The Anukr. scans the verse as 8 + 8: S + ro::::: 34 syllables. 

3. Indra, a swiftly-overcoming friend, who slevv Vritra- like moving 
[streams]-, [who] split Vala - like Bbrgu -, who overpowered his foes 
in the intoxication of soma. 

The translation follows closely our text, though this, as the other versions show, is 
badly corrupted in a, b, even to the partial effacement of the first interpolation. The 
others read accordantly: {ndras tura,}'t7tz mitrd nd jt~[!ltt7na 11rtrd11i ydtir mf ,- our yadr 
may possibly be meant for ydti1t 'as he did the Yatis., The comm. explains yads first 
as tisurya(t prajli{l, then as pari1.wa,jakii(t. Ppp. agrees with the other texts, only 
omitting the interpolations: indras turii,}',i(l Jaghc""imi 1/rtram .,· it then omits the third 
pada, and goes on thus: sasiiha fatriin mavmr c,i: 'Vtljrlr made sovuz.1ya. All the 
AV. mss. read sasalze, unaccented, and SPP. admits this into his text; our edition 
makes the necessary emendation to sasahl Lin some copies (and so the Indt:.i- 'l,'crbo

-n11n) ; in others the accent-mark has slipped to the right J; the other texts rectify the meter 
by reading sasiihl ( our O. agrees with them as regards the ii). \Vords of Yerses 2 and 
3 are quoted in the Prat. comment, but not in a way to cast any light upon the 
readings. LSPP., with 1nost of his authorities and our Op., reads -z1aldm.J The metric~l 
definition of the Anukr. is of course senseless; it apparently implies the division 
9 + 7: 8 + ro == 34 syllables. 

4. Let the pressed [somas] enter thee, 0 Indra; fill thy (hvo) paunches; 
help, 0 mighty one ! for our prayer (dM) come to us ; hear [my] call, 
enjoy my songs; hither, 0 Indra, with self-harnessed [steeds]; revel 
here unto great joy. 

This verse is really, as A<;S. plainly shows, made up of two like the preceding three, 
of five five-syllabled paclas each, but without interpolations. The first half~verse is 
vs. 5 in A<;S., where it reads thus: ii h.Hi 1n~·antn ka·vz'cr na sut,lsa indra t1..1a:1'/li ua : 
Pnuz.s1Ja kitkli somo na ~-vi!fh!ihi ptra dlziyii h(vlilla~. O.f the two versions of the last 
pada, that of A<;S. is doubtless the original, though ours (the pada has d!tiyd ti z'!ti if 
1uz,(l) is ingenious enough to give a fair sense; the reading dh~yt!M is authenticated by the 
Prat. comment, which quotes it more than once (to iii. 38 ; iv. II 3-I r 5). The trans
lation implies the restoration of a1.n'<f{ihf1 as· the only true reading L namely, an aorist 
imperative from av- see Skt. Gram.i § 908 Ji the mss, all read vilh!iht; which SPP's 
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edition as well as ours properly emends to 'Vitjtjhf. L My copy of the printed text reads 
·vitflitjhi_; but Whitney's Inde.1: Verbontm and his Roots, Vt'rb-forms, etc. have 'Vt/!iltf, 
under vij. J The comm. reads 'l'rtf!ihi, explaining it by vard/1aya l The second half
verse is rather more altered in its AV. version; in A<;S. (as vs. 4), with the interpo
lations, it runs thus: vudhi ha'vmit 1u1- indro na giro jzt}'as·va vajri ;ui: indra sayug
b!zir didyun na matsviz madaya mahe ratu~ya. Ppp. has only this half-verse (without 
the interpolations), reading thus: p·1tli ha'va me kiro ju.yasya indras_ya gubhir matsa 
madaya mahe ra{tiiya. The Anukr. would doubtless have us divide I o + I 3 : I o + I 3 
= 46 syllables. L As to vitjhtjhi, see notes to Prat. i. 94. Accent of mdtsva, Gram. 
§ 628.J 

'\Ve may conjecture that the hymn originally ended here, as one of five verses; the 
appended three verses that follow are of a wholly other character. A<;S. adds one 
more verse, which is RV. i. 70. I I, with similar interpolations after each of its four 
five-syllabled paclas. 

5. Now will I proclaim the heroisms of Indra, which first he of the 
thunderbolt (vq/dn) did; he slew the dragon (did); he penetrated to 
the wate1:s; he split Lforthj the bellies (1.mk~rd~zli) of the mountains. 

Verses 5-7 are RV. i. 32. r-3 ; and found also in TD. (ii. 5. 4 1-
2

) ; vss. 5 and 6 
further in MS. iv. 14. 13, and vs. 5 in SV. (i. 613): in these texts without any variant 
from the RV. reading; they all have in 5 a jrd, and put 'VirJ'Ettti before it. Ppp. also 
offers no variants from our text. SP P. reads pni in a, with all the mss. L except our O. J, 
and our text should have done the same. The comm. renders cintt in c by tadanan
taram, and tatarda by jihi1isa I also 7,1ak:rd?uis in d by nadyas. 

6. He slew the dragon that had resorted (;ri) to the mountain; Tvash
tar fashioned for him the whizzing (?) thunderbolt; like lowing kine, 
flowing (syand), at once the waters went down to the ocean. 

The text is precisely the same as in the other passages. The comm. explains s7.1arya 
as su;(htt jreratiiya, (from sit + root r), and tatak1a as tik;iza1ii cakiira / 

7. Acting like a bull, he chose the soma; he drank of the pressed 
[draught] in the tdkadrukas/ the bounteous one (maglzd·van) took his 
missile thunderbolt ; he slew that first-born of dragons. 

RV. (and TB.) combines in a -?ZO evniita, and some of the mss. (including our 0.) 
do the same. The comm. understands the trikadrukas as the three abhiplava days. 
L For d, rather, 'smote him, the :first-born of dragons.' The difference is, to be sure, 
only a rhetorical one.J 

In the first anwuaka, ending .here, are included S hymns, of 29 verses; the old 
Anukr. says : pancarcadye (i.e. 'in the first division of the. 5-verse book ') viltfateft syur 
navo .,rdhvam. · 

6. Praise and prayer to Agni. 

[('aunaka (sampatkilmatz). - ifgneyam. triiiffubham: 4. 4-p. ilrfl pankti; 
5. virafprastii:rapankti.] 

Found in Paipp. iii.; also in VS. (xxvii. r, 2, 3, 5, 6), TS. (iv. r. 7), and MS.(ii. rz. 5). 
Used by Kaui;., with vH. 82, in a kttmya rite for success (sampad, 59. 15) ; and .also, in 
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the chapter of portents, alone, in one against bad years (samlis). Va.it. has it in tht 
agnicayana ceremony (28. 4), at the beginning, and a little later (28. 10) vs. 3 alone, on 
depositing the lump of earth on a lotus-leaf. The comm. quotes it from the N ak~. K. 
(17 and rS), in a mahii~iinti called iigneyi_; and, from Paric;i~!a 7. 2, vs. 5 (with vii. 35), 
in a nightly rite. L Observe (note to vs. 3) that Ppp. agrees with the Yajus-texts and 
Kiiuc;. in associating our vii. 82 with this hymn. J 

Translated: Weber, xiii. 146; Griffith, i. 48. 

I. Let the summers (sdma), 0 Agni, the seasons, increase thee, the 
years, the seers, what things are true; shine thou with the heavenly 
bright space (rocand); illuminate (a-bha) all the four directions. 

TS. reads at the end jrtMvyiis (for catasras). Ppp. has for b stuit1Jatsara n-ayo 
ya nu sakhyti, and in c gives t(yumnena for di-vyt!na. The comm. glosses samas by 
savi'vatsariis. L If the translation implies that rocanina is an instr. of accompaniment, 
it is less apposite than Mr. Whitney's earlier version, 'shine together with heavenly 
brightness' -which I take to be Agni's own (cf. RV. x. 4. 2). His brightness is nil 
by day-time. The" together" were better left out.J 

2. Both do thou become kindled, Agni, and do thou increase this 
man, and arise unto great good fortune ; let not thine attendants (upa
sattdr) be harmed, 0 Agni; be thy worshipers (brakmdn) glorious, not 
others. 

The other texts are in accordance in reading bodh.aya (for vardh.aya) in a, and Ppp. 
nearly agrees with them, having prati bodhaye ,nam_; for c the others give m!i. ea rilad 
upasattii te agne. 

3. Thee, 0 Agni, do these Brahmans choose ; be propitious to us, 0 
Agni, in the [sacrificial] enclosure (? smiz-vdra~za); rival-slayer, Agni, 
conqueror of hostile plotters, be thou ; watch unremitting over thine own 
household. 

MS. has the same text; the two others give a slightly different c: sapahttihti n() 
abhimati/fc ea. Ppp. has for b p',vo :,ptt: jmibhnto 1tedihi, and ford S'lle k:w, didilly 
aprayuc!ian; it then inserts, before vs. 4, our vii. 82. 3; and it is very noteworthy that 
the three Yajus-texts do the same. The comm. renders san'z7Hiraize l,lta11ti by 1.rit!yamli
nasyii 'pi pramli.tlasya smizchii.dane 11arta.n.1a 'hide any oversight of ours.' The 
Anukr. pass.es without notice the two j,~,;atf-padas in the verse. 

4. Take hold of thine own dominion (k~r;atni), Agni; with [thy] friend, 
Agni, strive. (Jmt) in friendly wise; [as one] of midmost station. among 
[his] fellows (sajatd), [as one] to be severally invoked of kings, Agni, 
shine thou here. 

VS. TS. read sv,1:yu.s for svtna in a, and all the three parallel texts have m£tnuiht!ye 
(for -dhri) in b, while Ppp. gives 1n.itradheyam, and the comm. -dhiis. In c~ VS. TS. 
fill out the meter by adding edhl after •:r/hi'i,_; MS. has instead -ffheyiiya, Ppp. -#lteha 
viasya. Ppp. also has vacas7Ht at end of b. The three other texts accent 1Jiha'vy/is in d. 
The comm. joins rajfi.am to· what precedes, and sagely points out that Brahmans are 
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Agni's 'fellows' because, like him, born from the mouth of Brahman, and hence that 
sajata here means Brahmans. The metrical definition of the verse ( I r + I r : 8 + I I 

= 41) is wholly artificial and bad. 

5. Over enviers, over delinquents, over the thoughtless, over haters, -
verily all difficult things, 0 Agni, do thou cross ; then mayest thou give 
us wealth accompanied with heroes. 

The translation implies emendation of the impossible nihtis to nidas_; the comm. 
shows bis usual perverse ingenuity by giving two different etymologies of nOias, from 
1ti + han and from ni + hii_; neither of them is worse than the other. The three 
parallel texts all have n{has, Ppp. nuhas. Both editions read sfdhas, but it is only a 
,common error of the mss., putting r for ri; nearly half of SPP's mss. (though none of 

. ours) have the true reading srfdhas, which is that also of VS. and TS. (MS. sfdhas). 
In c, all the pada-rnss. present the absurd reading vffviifi.,· and nearly all the mss. 
leave Iara unaccented, in spite of hi, and both printed texts leave it so, although three 
•of SPP's mss. have correctly tdra, as also MS.; VS. and TS. give sdhasva for tara 
t-vam, and Ppp. has cara tvam. For a, b, Ppp. has at{ nuho •ti ninrtfr aty aratir 
.ati d1.J1-~ra(i_; for b, VS. TS. •ty dcittim dt,y arlitim agne, and MS. dt,y acittim dti nfrrtim 
adyd. The comm. explains sridhas by dehaforaktin rogfin. In the metrical definition 
-0f the verse, prasttira- must be a bad reading for astara-. 

7. Against curses and cursers : with a plant. 

[Atharvan.-bhiiifa}yilyurvanaspatidiiiva(yam. iilzttffttbhmn: I, Murij; 4. virihj
uparif/iidbr hati.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used with other hymns (ii. 25; vi. 85, etc.) in a healing rite 
(Kauc;. 26. 33-35) for various evils, and accompanying especially (ib. 35) the binding 
on of an amulet. And the comm. reports the hymn as employed by Nak~. Kalpa (17, 19) 
in a mahii,fibzti called bhargavi. 

Translated: Weber, xiii. 148; Ludwig, p. 508; Grill, 24, Sr ; Griffith, i. 49; Bloom
field, 91, 285. 

r. Hated by mischief, god-born, the curse-effacing plant hath washed 
away from me all curses, as waters do filth. 

Ap. (vi. 20. 2) has a verse much like this: atharvytt#a devajilta •vitju fajathajam
bhanifi: apo malam -lva pra 'ttiJann asmat m fajJathiin adh-l. The comm. explains 
-yopanz in c L discussed by Bloomfield, AJP. xii. 421 J as vlmolzani nivarayitri. The 
comm. states diirva (janic1t1n dact,ylon) to be the plant intended, and the Anukr. also 
says dilrvam astaut. In our edition read in d nzdchapd- (an accent-sign slipped out of 
place). The Anukr. refuses this time to sanction the not infrequent contraction mdlam 
"va iu c. 

2. Both the curse that is a rival's, and the curse that is a sister's, what 
a priest (? brahmdn) from fury may curse - all that [be] underneath 
our feet. 

Sapatna perhaps here ' of a fellow wife,' and jtbnyif.s perhaps ' of a near female rela
tive'; the comm. explains jtimi as "sister, but connoting one's fellows (sah«jlUa)." 
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3. From the sky [is] the root stretched clown, from off the earth 
stretched up; with this, thousand-jointed (-kd~ufa), do thou protect us 
about on all sides. 

Compare xix. 32. 3, where darblta-grass is the plant similarly described and used. 

4. Protect me about, my progeny, [ and] what riches are ours ; let not 
the niggard get the better (tr) of us; let not hostile plotters get the better 
of us. 

Our text reads at the beginning pdri 'mfzm, ,vith the majority of our mss. (only P.p.m. 
\V.K.Kp. are noted as not doing so); butpdri miim, which SPP. gives, and which all 
his authorities, as reported by him, support, is doubtle(.,s better, and the translation 
follows it. Two of our rnss. (H.K.), with one of SPP's, give ariiti'r tzo m- in c. The 
irregular meter of the verse (8 + 8: 7 + 10 = 33) is very iil described by the Anukr. 
LThe a'vasana of c is put after tlirit_; but the accent of tiiri~·1'ts marks that as the initial 
of d. RV. ix. II4. 4 sug;gests that our c is in clisorder.J 

5. Let the curse go to the curser; our [part J is along with him that is 
friendly (sulzdrd) ; of the eye-conjurer (-'mantra), the unfriendly, we crush 
in the ribs (Pr~#). 

Nearly all our mss. (except P.M.K.), and part of SPP's, read in b
0 

s11ltif.t_; many 
also have in d fint!ds, but the distinction of # and .;!h is not clearly made in any of 
the mss. The comm. takes cak.;us and mantraJya in c as tvw independent words. 
L See Griffith's note, and mine to xix. 45. z. J 

8. Against the disease k~etriya: with a plant. 

[Bhr.rrvaiigiras. - vanaspatyam; yak{manaranadiliz,atam. 1i1tu{tubham: .3. fiathyifj•aiikti; 
4. virilj; 5. niqtpath;1iipaiikti.] 

Verse r occurs in Paipp. i. It is reckoned (Kau<;, 26. r, note) to the talmzan1'iffllta 

ga?ttZ, and is used in a healing ceremony (against kuli'i._!{ataktt~,Puzk:raya,graha11yiidirogds, 
com111.), accompanying various practices upon the diseased person, which are evidently 
rather adapted to the words of the text than represented by them (26. 4r-27. 4), and, 
according to the comm., are rather alternative than to be performed successively. 

Translated: Weber, xiii. 149; Lt1clwig1 p. 513; Griffith, i. 50; Bloomfield, 13,286. 

I. Arisen are the (two) blessed stars called the Unfastencrs ('vicft); let 
them unfasten (1n>muc) of the k~rctrlyd the lowest, the highest fetter. 

The disease !.\1·etr£vti (lit'Iy, 'of the. field') is treated elsewhere, especially in iii. 7 
(mentioned also in ji. IO; I . .J., 5 ;. iv. 18. 7). The comm. defines it here as /.\1'drc para~ 
k:l't}f('t: jmtrapautriirli~arlre cikitsya(t (quoting for this interpretation Pill], v. 2, 9z) 
k:l't~yaku:r!hiitlidtJ{,adft{itapitrmi'itriidifarfriivaya'vebhya t~gata(t k:M;)ttiku:r/hapasmiirii
din>/J<l!t - apparently an infectious disorder, of various forms, appearing in a whole 
family, or perhaps endemic. 'The name 1victtli.1t ' the two unfasteners ' is given later to 
the two stars in the sting of the Scorpion (;\ and v Scorpionis: see S17rya-Slddhiinta, 

note to viii. 9 ), and there seems no good reason to doubt that they are the ones here 
intended; the selection of two so inconspicuous is not any more strange than the appeal 
to stars at all; th'e comm. identifies them with Mula, which is the asterism cornposed 
of the Scorpion's tail. The verse is nearly identical with iii. 7. 4, and .its first half is vi. 
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121. 3 a, b. Ppp. has for c, d suk.p1tn)'asya ,moicatiini sa1izgrcwtlzya lirdayasya ea. 
L" Their [the two stars'] healing virtue would doubtless be connected with the meteoro
logical conditions of the time at which their heliacal rising takes place." - Sfirya

siddlzlinta, I.e., p. 33 7. J 

2. Let this night fade away (apa-vas); let the bewitchers (f., abhz'kft~ 
·van) fade away; let the kfetriyd-effacing (-nafana) plant fade the k1ctriyd 
away. 

The night at time of dawn is meant, says the comm. (doubtless correctly). He 
gives two renderings of abhikrt·varis: one, from root kr, abhito rogaftintilit lntrVii?uift, 
the other from krt ' cut,' kartanafila(t pi;acyaft. According to Kau~. the hymn accom
panies a dousing with prepared water outside the house (? bahis); with this verse it is 
to be done at the end of the night. 

3. With the straw of the brown, whitish-jointed barley for thee, with 
the sesame-stalk (? -pi"ii:fz) of sesame, let the kfetriyd-effacing etc. etc. 

The comm. understands ar:juna- in a as a tree so named:. " with a splinter of it " ; 
tilajJinfi is to him tilasalzita11uznjarl. \Vith this verse "what is mentioned in the text" 
is directed by Kau~. (26. 43) to be bound on, and also (so the comm. understands the 
connection) a.clod of earth and stuff from an ant-hill etc. 

4. Homage to thy ploughs (ldiigala), homage to thy poles-and-yokes: 
let the kfetrzjd-effacing etc. etc. 

Comm. makes langala = 11r1abhayuktasfra: "homage to the specified parts of the 
plough or to the divinities of them." \iVith this verse, he says, the sick person is put 
underneath an ox-harnessed plough for his dousing (Kau~. " with his head under a 
plough-yoke "). Some allusion to the name of the disease as coming from "field" is 
perhaps intended. The Anukr. strangely forbids the resolution -bhi-as in a and b. 

5 ~ Homage to them of constantly falling eyes, homage to them of the 
same region (? sa'lndeoa), homage to the lord of the field : let the k.retriyd
effacing etc. etc. 

With this verse, according to Kau~. (27. 2-4) the patient is put in an empty house 
(ptnyafala), and further in an old hole (jaratkhata) that has housegrass (;alatnia) in 
it, and is there doused and mouth-rinsed. In accordance with this, the comm. declares 
sanisrasak1ils to signify "' empty houses," as having their round windows • (gavak1a) 
and other openings in a state of dilapidation. He reads in b sa1izde;ebhyas, making it 
mean "old holes " (jaradgarta), because sa1hdir;yant11 tyajyante tadgatamrdadanena 
- which is hardly intelligible; and both words are of obscure meaning. In a charm 
against all sorts of. hurtful beings, Ppp. (vi. 3. 4) reads as follows ; abhihasta1h. sari
sr:fani, bhrastiiktmit nzrd,z1angttlim, and diisagranthymit slint'srasam ttd rai1ye dallt;ii.
rttsya1it tani. In this verse again, -bhyas in bis read as one syllable by the Anukr. 
LSPP. divides the verse after smitder;yeblzya(i with most of his mss.; but three of them 
make avasana after pataye. Comm. and all five translators take sani- as a possessive 
compound (sanlsrasa + akfan): accent, Gram. 2 § r298. b, end.J 
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9. Against possession by demons : with an amulet. 

[Bhtg·vafigiras. - viinaspatyam; yakfma:naranadaivatam. iimt#ubham: I. viril/pra
stiirapafikti.] 

Found in Paipp. ii. (in the verse-order I, 5, 4, 2, 3). Reckoned, like the next pre-
ceding and the next following hymn, to the takmanafana ga?W (Kiiu~. 26. I, note), 
and made (27. 5, 6) to accompany the binding on of an amulet composed of splinters. 
(from ten different trees: the comm.), being muttered by ten friends who lay hands on 
the patient. 

Translated: Weber, xiii. 153; Ludwig, p. 506; Grill, 8, 82; Griffith, i. 51; Bloom
field, 34, 290. - Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, JJ.1 anuel, p. I 3 7. 

I. 0 thou of ten trees, release this man from the demon, from the· 
seizure (grahi) that bath seized him in the joints; then, 0 forest tree, con
duct him up to the world of the living. 

The first half-verse is quite different in Ppp. : dafavrkyo sa1iz ce 'mam ahitisro grii
hya1: ea. The comm. takes parvan in b as either the joints of the body or those of 
the month, new and full moon. The Anukr. scans the verse as 10 + 12: 8 + 8 = 38, 
making the first pada-division after ral.\,asas (and the pada-mss. so mark it); but it is. 
rather a regular pa'7kti, with the easy resolution 1mtiica imam in a. 

2. This man hath come, hath arisen, hath gone unto the troop (vrata) 
of the living; he bath become of sons the father and of men (nf) the· 
most fortunate. 

Ppp. has in c abhiUa (for abhutl u), and in d n'f?uim. L Pronounce it agtid.J 

3. He hath attained (adld-g-a) attainments; he hath attained (adld
g-am) the strongholds (-purli) of the living; for a hundred healers are his, 
also a thousand plants. 

The 'attainments ' (adhfti), according to the comm., are the Vedas and objects 
formerly learned (adhita), and now, by restored health, recovered to memory. Ppp. 
reads instead atlhitavz in a, and pura 'giit in b ; and its c, d are ratmit te c.1ya vlntdhrt 
sahasram uta bhe~raja(i. Emendation to bh,1~·aja in our c would improve both sense and 
meter. The comm. here, as in sundry other places, derives 11frudh from ·vi + ntdh, on 
the ground that they vinmdluznti ·viniir,ayanti rt?gi'in. 

4. The gods have found thy gathering (? clt{), the priests (bralnnd1t) 
and the plants; all the gods have found thy gathering upon the earth. 

In a, our Bp. has citfm, and Op. crtti,11 (both cftbn in c) ; Ppp. reads ciitam in both 
a and c; either word is elsewhere unknown. The con:1m. derives ciH either from the 
false root ci'v 'take, cover,' or from c:lt 'observe,' and fabricates his alternative explana
tions accordingly. If it comes from. ci, there is hardly another example of a like forma
tion. Ppp. has for a cata1h. te dez,a 'vidavi ./ and, in c, d, cata,,it tebhyo ltt miim a11itla11i 
bkil-. 

5. Whoso made, he shall unmake ; he verily is best of healers; he 
himself, clean, shall make for thee remedies, with the healer. 

The application . of the pronouns here is more or less questionable.· Ppp. reads sit 
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for sa in a, and has a more intelligible second half-verse : sa e·va tubhyaliz. bhc,Iajani 
cakara bhijajati ea_; our bhi~·d:fa in dis probably to be emended to -jiim L' the clean one 
of the healers'? J. The comm. understands sa at the beginning either as " the great 
sage Atharvan" or as the creator of the universe; and m'.fkarat as graha,z_1f'karas;1a 
famana1ii or ni.ykrtilli karottt. Weber renders the latter "shall put it to rights." 

10. For release from evils, and for welfare. 

[BhrgvanJ!'iras. - af/ttrcam. nirrtidyil:z11'i}tthivyiidinriniideVt1tyam. I. tri.yt,ubh; 2. 7.p. atti; 
3-5, 7, 8. 7-1'· dhrti / 6. 7-p. atya:rfi (ei,a • hmi1 t'v,'im iti dviiv i'izt.yftihiiu j>1i"datt).] 

Found in Paipp. ii. (with vs. 8 preceding 6 and 7, and the refrain· added only to vs. 8). 
The hymn occurs further in TB. (ii. 5. 6 1

•
2
), and parts of it in HGS. (ii. 3. 10; 4. 1 ). 

L And its original structure is doubtless clearly reflected by the MP. at ii. I 2. 6, 7, 8, 9, 
1 o. Cf. note to our verse 2. J It is, like the two next preceding, reckoned (Kau~. 26. I, 

note) to the takmanar;ana ga1_1-a, and it is employed (27. 7) in a healing ceremony, per
formed at a cross-roads, while chips of kamplla are bound on the joints of the patient, 
and they or he are wetted with bunches of grass. According to the comm., the rite is 
intended against ktetriya simply. 

Translated: \Veber, xiii. 156; Ludwig, p. 513; Griffith, i. 52; Bloomfield, 14,292. 

I. From k~·etriyd, from perdition, from imprecation of sisters (Janz!-), 
from hatred (drzHt) do I release thee, from Varur;ia's fetter; free from 
guilt (-dgas) I make thee by [my] incantation; be heaven-and-earth both 
propitious to thee. 

TB. HGS. have for a only k.yetriyaf tvii nfrrtyii:i tva, in c brdlzvta?te and karomi', 
and in d i'-mi instead of stam. Ppp. has at the end -tltlvf 'ha bhittam. 

2. Weal to thee be Agni, together with the waters ; 
Soma, together with the herbs: so from 1..~fe!rzyd, from 
etc. etc. 

weal [be] 
perdition, 

The repetition (with eva 'ham prefixed) of the whole first verse as refrain for the 
following verses is not made by TB. and HGS. except after our vs. 8, and there only to 
fft(iif; and in Ppp. it forms (complete) a part only of the same verse 8 (though this 
stands before our vs. 6). Its omission from vss. 2-7, and their combination into three 
whole 4-pada verses Land the omission of padas e and f from vs. 8 J, would reduce the 
hymn to the· norm of the second book, and is recommended not only by that circum
stance, but by the L wording in vss. 2-3, the construction in vss. 4~5, the concu;;~nt 
testimony of TB. and MP., and also of HGS. so far as it goes, and by theJ plain 
requirements of the sense also. L Cf. the analogous state of things in iii. 3r and the 
note to iii. 3r. I r.J For a, b TB. HGS. substituteftith te agni(t saltii 'dbltir astu (d,it 
dyfzvaprthivt sahlii't •.yadhfbhz'fz. .,· and Ppp. differs from them by having dhfbhis instead 
of adbhfs, and gavas for dy . •. vi (also saho •,fa-). The comm. reads tva for tvam 
in vss. 2-7 at the beginning of the refrain. This refrain is scanned by the Anukr. as 
7 + 7 + I 1 : I I + I I = 47; and the addition in vs. 2 of 9 + 8 makes 64 syllables, a true 
at/i.,- but the other verses it is not possible to make agree precisely, in any natural way, 
with the metrical definitions given; 3-7 are of 69 syllables, 8 of 7 r. L By beginning padas 
a and b with ftf1iz Htbhyam, and pronouncing both salzd's with hiatus, and combining 
2 ab with 3 ab, we get a perfectly regular tr#fubh.J 
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3. Weal to thee may the wind in the atmosphere bestow (dhii) vigor; 
weal to thee be the four directions : so from k:'>ctnj1d, etc. etc. 

TB. HGS. have for a fd1n antarik;a1h sahd 1./citena te; Ppp. differs by reading 
sahaviitam astu te.: the two former, in b, put bhavmtht last. The comrn. has in a L for 
vtiyo dhat J the better reading vayodhiis, but he makes it mean "sustainer of birds,,.! 
L' Weal to thee [be] the wind in the atmosphere, the vigor-bestower.'J 

4. These four heavenly (de,vd) directions, having the wind as lord, 
upon which the sun looks out - so from k~retriyd, etc. etc. 

TB. HGS. (4. r) have for a yit daivir; ccitasra(t pradfr;a(z .,· Ppp. also omits t'mis, 
and combines devz; jra-, combining the pacla immediately ,vith our 3 b. HGS. makes 
one verse of our 4 a, b and 5 a, b, and puts it in 4, after all the rest. 

5. "Within them I set thee in old age; let the ydk~·nza, let perdition 
go forth far away : so from k1ctri,yd, etc. etc. . 

Ppp. has at the beginning ttis-v e 'dtwi jarasa a.,· TB. HGS. give til.st"iliz t7N1.jardsa 
ii_; both the latter read in b 1drrtim. 

6. Thou hast been released from yd.!.:\rnta, from difficulty (duritd), from 
reproach (a1.Jadyd); from the fetter of hatred and from seizure hast thou 
been released : so from k:'>etriyd., etc. etc. 

Ppp. has both times amoci for amukthiis. TB. likewise, and also, in a, b d7)ll1'{J'rzi 

drulut(i pii(ii,it nfrrtyi'ii co • d am-. HGS. has neitl4er this verse nor the next; that 
Ppp. puts our vs. 8 before it was noticed above. The comm. explains a1¼u/yiit by 
jii.myiirlya.bldfa1isanariiplin nindanat. L TB., in comm. to Cale. ed., and in Poona eel., 
has avartyai. J 

7. Thou hast left niggardy, hast found what is pleasant; thou hast 
come to be in the excellent world of what is well done: so from A'~\·drz),d, 
etc. etc. 

Nearly all the stulthitii-mss. omit the final visarga of cir;Jida(t before .. 1J101zdm. The 
comm. reads abh17t in b; TB. does the same, and, correspondingly, d·,lidat in a, with 
a'vartim (better L cf. iv. 34. 3 ; x. 2. 10 J) for driitim. The comment to Prfi.t. ii. .,t.6 quotes 
ahiis in this verse as not aliiir, i.e. as from. lu"i, not ltr. 

8. The gods, releasing from the seizure of darkness the sun \Vhom it 
had befallen, let him loose from sin (lnas) : so from li:>~rctriyd1 etc. etc. 

It was noticed above that the other texts add the refrain (TB. HGS. LlVfP._I only to 
pdfli,t) only to this verse, ·where alone it is in place. Ppp. has yatha for adhi at end 
of a, and the other texts . .Ydt,- b in Ppp. is devii mmicanfzt ,zsr.ftw pan:tasa(l.; in the 
othel' texts dc1Ni cimmicann tisrjan 11_.vhtasa(t. 

L For rtam, cf. rt1.1ii, iv. 40. I. 1\fost of SPP's mss. and our M.I.H.O.K. read 
:nir tftiasafz. For inas1 \V's first draft has • evil,' which is better. See Lanman, F1•st
grttss an Roth, pp. 187"""190. -- If, with the other texts, we drop e, f and oinit ntrrt;1,"is 
from c, we get a perfect meter, I 2 + I 2 : I r + I I. The· other texts spoil the refrain by 
beginning e1.1dm ahtim.imdm.J 

The anm.1cika L2.J has. again 5 hymns, with 28 verses; the quotation is a:rfa, !mrytid 
d·vit◊'e. 
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II. To counteract witchcraft: with an amulet. 

[ (;ukni. - krt)'ii/watihara!iasi7ktam _; krtyiidt7fa~zadeva(i1mn. I. 4-p. vir1'ltjgt'i.yatr'i; 
2-5. 3-p. paro,nzih (4. pifi!ikamadhy,'i nicrt).] 

L The hymn is not metrical.J Not found in Paipp., nor elsewhere. Reckoned as 
first of the krt_yiijwatiharatta (' counteraction of witchcraft') ga!Ut (Kam;. 39. 7 and 
note) ; used in a charm for protection against witchcraft (39. 1 ), ,vith binding-on of a 
sraktya amulet; and again later (39. I 3; the comm. says, only vs. I), in a similar rite. 
The comm. quotes it further from Nak§, K. (r 7, r9), in a mahii~iinti called btirhaspatf. 

Translated: \Neber, xiii. 163; Griffith, i. 54. - Discussed by Bloomfield, AJ P. vii. 
477 ff., or JAOS. xiii., p. cxxxii (= PAOS. Oct. 1886). 

I. Spoiler's spoiler (ditfi) art thou; missile's missile (hetf) art thou; 
weapon's weapon (meni) art thou : attain (tip) the better one, step beyond 
the equal (sanzd). 

The body of the verse is addressed to the amulet; the refrain more probably to its 
wearer (so, too, Weber); but the comm. assigns the latter also to the arn.ulet, and 
quotes to show it TS. ii. 4. r4, which rather supports the contrary opinion. He calls 
vzeni a vajranaman, deriving it from root nzi 'damage.' L See Geldner's discussion of 
meni (' hurt done to another in vengeful anger'), Festgntss an Bohtlingk, p. 31, 32.J 

2. Srakt)'a art thou; re-entrant (pratisard) art thou; counter-conjur
ing art thou : attain the etc. etc. 

The comm. says that srakti' is the tilaka-tree, and sraktya means made from it; 
jratisam is something by which sorceries are turned back (upon their performer); it 
seems to mean virtually a circular amulet-L such as a bracelet? For re-entrant, 'Whit
ney has interlined re·vertent (sic), better, perhaps, reverting, trans. or intrans. J. 

3. Conjure (ablti-car) against him who hates us, whom we hate: attain 
the etc. etc. 

4. Patron (sftrf) art thou ; splendor-bestowing art thou ; body-protect
ing art thou : attain the etc. etc. 

The comm., without explaining why, glosses sitri with abhi:fna 'knowing.' 

5. Bright (fztkrd) art thou; shining (bhrajd) art thou; heaven (svar) 
art thou ; light art thou : attain the etc. etc. 

The comm. thinks svar to be jvaradirogotjlidanena tapakaft, or else II the common 
name of sky and sun." 

The Anukr. scans vs. I as 6 + 6 + 6: 12 = 30, and.the other verses as 8 + 8: I2 =28, 
excepting vs. 4, which is 9 + 6 : I z = .27 (restoring the a of asi in b). 

I2. LAga.inst such as would thwart my incantations.J 

[Bharadviija. -a,J/arcam. niinifdevatyam. · triii{fztbham: 2. jagati; 7, 8. anu,Jfitbh.] 

Found in Paipp. ii., but in the verse-order 1, 3, z, 4-6, 8, 7. The hymn is called by 
Kau<;. (47. I 2) bharadvajajravraskam 'Bharadvaja's hewer-off' L or 'cleaver' J (from 
expressions in the verses), and is to accompany the cutting of a staff for use in rites of 
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witchcraft (as at 47. 14, 16, 18; 48. 22); and its several verses are applied through an 
extended incantation (47. 25-57) against an enemy; the details of it throw no light 
upon their interpretation. 

Translated: E. Schlagintweit, die Gottesurthei!e der lndier (Mi.inchen, I 866, A bh. 
der bayer. Akad. dcr u,'iss.), p. 13 ff.; Weber, xiii. 164; Ludwig, p. 445; Zimmer, 
p. 183; Grill, 47, 85; Griffith, i. 55; Bloomfield, JAOS. xiii., p. ccxxi f. (= PAOS. 
Oct. 1887) or AJP. xi. 334-5 ; SBE. xlii. 89, 294. - The first four interpreted it as 
accompanying a fire-ordeal; but Grill and Bloomfield have, with good reason, taken a 

different view. The native interpreters know nothing of any connection with an ordeal, 
nor is this to be read into the text without considerable violence. 

'11 
I. Heaven-and-earth, the wide atmosphere, the mistress of the field, 

the wonderful wide-going one, and the wide wind-guarded atmosphere -
let these be inflamed (tajJ)'a-) here while I am inflamed. 

All the j,ada-mss. read at the end tapytimiinc fti, as if the -i.vord were a dual fem. or 
neut.: a most gratuitous blunder; SPP's pada.-text emends to -ne. Ppp. reads in d 
teftt for ta ilui (which is, as in not infrequent otber cases, to be contracted to ttf • hd ,,
the Anukr. at least takes no notice of the irregularity here ; but it also ignores the jagati 
value of b). The comm. naturally explains the "wide-goer" as Vish1Ju; he does not 
attempt to account for the mention of "the wide atmosphere" twice in the verse, though 
sometimes giving himself much trouble to excuse such a repetition. The last pacla he 
paraphrases by "just as l am endeavoring to destroy the hateful one, so may they also 
be injurers of [my] enemy, by not giving him place and the like": which is doubtless 
the general meaning. 

2. Hear this, 0 ye gods that are worshipful (J'ajrdya) ; Bharadvaja 
sings (t;mis) hymns (uli:·t!td) for me; let him, hound in a fetter, be plunged 
(ni-yuj) in difficulty who injures this our mind. 

That is, probably, our design or intent; the comm. says (inappropriately) -id1im jn7r
V(Wi SilJl?mir_gapra11rttam miinasam: i.e. seduces us to evil courses. All the mss. 
chance to agree this time in omitting the visarga of yajit~vii,ft before stht& in a. But 
Ppp. reads tu instead of stha, and in b 1tktyanl ~aJi.ratu, as it often changes -ti to -tu,· 
but here the imperative (or vVeber's suggested ftllisat) would improve the sense. L Pro
nounce de,vaa,!t and reject stlu£ _; the meter is then in order- I 2 + 12 : I 2 + 1 r. J 

3. Hear this, 0 Indra, soma-drinker, as I call loudly to thee with a 
burning (r;uc) heart; I hew (vrar;c) him [down], as a tree with an ax, who 
injures this our mind. 

Or (in b) 'call repeatedly'; the comm. says punaft fnma(t. 
The comm. paraphrases lm!irena with ,z1a:frasadn1ma panifZmli. 
is got by adding tvtim after so,najJa. J 

Ppp. has in c 'l'tf Ciisi. 

L An orderly trif/itb!t 

4. With thrice eighty sfinzan-singers, with the Adityas, the Vasus, the 
Angirases - let what is sacrificed~and~bestowed of the Fathers aid us -
I take yon man with seizure (ltdras) of the gods. 

I~'{iijn7.rtdm in c has probably already the later meaning of merit obtained by such 
sacred acts; the comm. says tadubhayajanitalit sukrtam. Ilaras he calls a krodha
nainan. He understands the 'three eighties' of a to be the triplets (trca) in gilyatrl, 
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11nzih, and brhati, eighty of each, spoken of in AA. i. 4. 3 - simply because they are 
the only such groups that he finds mentioned elsewhere; the number is probably taken 
indefinitely, as an imposing one. 

5. 0 heaven-and-earth, attend (ti-didki) ye after me; 0 all ye gods, take 
ye hold (ii-rabh) after me; 0 Angirases, Fathers, soma-feasting (somyd), 
let the doer of abhorrence (apahamd) meet with (a-r) evil. 

Ppp. reads in a didhyatam L cf. Bloomfield, AJ P. xvi i. 417 J, and in d j)(zpas1'iricclzet7J 
ap-. The comm. does not recognize dtdhi as different from didz~ rendering iidfjte 
bhavatam. Lin a, the accent-mark under -1.1i is missing.J 

6. Whoso, 0 Maruts, thinks himself above us, or whoso shall revile 
our incantation (brdhman) that is being performed-for him let his wrong
doings be burnings (tdjms); the sky shall concentrate its heat (sam-tap) 
upon the brdhnzan-hater. 

The verse is RV. vi. 52. 2, with sundry variants. At the beginning, RV. bas the 
better reading dti vii_: in b, krijdmiitza11i nfnilstlt _; for d, bralm1adi,f.[mn abhi tdni 
(0catu dylUifz. Ppp. follows RV. in d (but with (OCa for (Ocatu) ; in c it reads vrajaniini. 
The comm. renders ·vrjz'n;lni falsely by va1jakan£ badhak,in{. 

7. Seven breaths, eight marrows: them I hew [off] for thee with [my] 
incantation; thou shalt go to Yama's seat, messengered by Agni, made 
satisfactory. 

The last pada is xviii. 2. I (RV. x. 14. 13) d. All our mss. and about half of SPP's 
have in a majnds (for maj.fllds); yet SPP. adopts in his text the reading manytf..s, 
because given by the comm., which explains it artificially as for dhamanyas, and signi
fying "a sort of vessels situated in the throat"; no such word appears to be known 
elsewhere in the language, and some of the mss. have in other passages of the text 
manyas for ma.fizas. Our Bp. gives dya at beginning of c ; the word is translated 
above as Ldytis J, subjunctive of i with doubled subjunctive-sign (see my Skt. Gram. 
§ 560 e), or of its secondary root-form ay; the comm. takes it from yc'i, which makes 
him no difficulty, since in his view imperfect and imperative are equivalent, and he 
declares it used for yahi". Ppp. reads for c yama-r,ta gaclia s,zda1iam. Lin many parts 
of India today jn and ny are phonetically equivalent. Cf. SPP's mss. for ix. 5. 23.J 

8. I set thy track in kindled Jataveclas ; let Agni dispose of (? vif) the 
body; let speech go unto breath (? dsu). 

The verse is in part obscure ; · the comm. sets it in connection with one of the details 
of the Kau~. ceremony: "I set or throw in the fire the dust from thy track combined 
with chopped leaves: i.e. I roast it in the roaster; let Agni, through this dust entering 
thy foot, pervade or burn thy whole body"; he takes ant as simply equivalent to pratia, 
and explains: sarvendriyavyavahli:rafilnyo bhavatu, become incapable of acting for 
the senses: i.e. become mere undifferentiated breath-which is perhaps the true mean
ing. L Quite otherwise A. Kaegi-citation in Bloomfield, p. 294.J The Anukr; appar
ently expects us to resolve it at the beginning into a~if. Ppp. has in a ii dadii.mi", and 
for d lma1k gachatzt te vasu. 

The last two verses are so discordant in style and content, as well as in meter,· with 
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the rest of the hymn that we can hardly consider them as properly belonging to it. 
Their omission, with that of the borrowed RV. verse (our 6), would reduce the hymn to 
the norm of this book. 

13. For welfare and long life of an infant. 

[Atharz:an:-bahuclevlltyam util "gni:yam. trliiffttb!umz: 4. anttf(ztbh y' 5. viriitjagati.J 

Verses r, 4, 5 are found in Paipp. xv. Though (as Weber points out) plainly having 
nothing to do with the giJdana or tonsure ceremony, its verses are applied by KauC;, to 
parts of that rite. Thus, it accompanies the preparations for it (53. 1) and the ,vetting 
of the youth's head (53. I 3); vss. z and 3, the putting of a new garment on him (54. 7); 
vs. 4, making him stand on a stone (54. 8); vs. 5, taking away his old garment (54. 9). 
And the comm. quotes vss. z and 3 from Pari<;iga 4. I as uttered by a purohita on handing 
to a king in the morning the garment he is to put on, and vs. 4 from ibid. 4, as the same 
throws four pebbles toward the four directions, and makes the king step upon a fifth. 

Translated: Weber, xiii. I 71 ; Zimmer, p. 322; Griffith, i. 57. 

I. Giving life-time, 0 Agni, choosing old age; ghee-frontecl, ghee
backed, 0 Agni - having drunk the sweet pleasant (cam) ghee of the 
cow, do thou afterward defend (rak1) this [boy] as a father his sons. 

The verse occurs also in various Yajur-Veda texts, as VS. (xxxv. r 7), TS. (i. 3. I44 
et al.), TB. (i. 2. 1 11

), TA. (ii. 5. r), MS. (iv. r2.4) LMP. ii. 2. rj, and-in several Sutras, 
as A<;S. (ii. ro. 4), <;GS. (i. 25), and HGS. (i. 3. 5), with considerable variations. TS. 
(with which the texts of TB., TA., and A<;S. agree throughout) has in a ha7,1f:rn Ju~\'tt
iuis, which is decidedly preferable to jardsani ·vnuinds L, which is apparently a mis
placed reminiscence of RV. x. 18. 6 or AV. xii. 2. 24J; at end of b, l;fl{lt{y<mir edhi_; 
and, in d, ptttntm for putnin. VS. has for a ,tyu~'llliin agne ha-ziffli -z11yl/1iinds, and 
agrees with TS. etc. in b, and also in d, save that it further substitutes imtfn for imdm. 
MS. reads dt7.Ja for agne in a, and jdbaJtn amftam for pit'ztci mddhu of c L thus making 
a good td.y/ubli padaJ, and ends d withjmtn£1hja.rdsc ma e 'mdm. Ppp. agrees through
out with MS., except as it emends the latter's corrupt reading at the end to jarastJ na)'t? 
,mam/ and HGS, corresponds with Ppp. save byhavinggnuzmis in a. LMP. follows 
HGS.J (;GS. gives in a havi'.yii vrdhlinas, in b agrees with TS. etc., and has in d 
jdte 'va jutram, iha r-. The last pacla is ja,r::atr. 

LThe Anukr. counts II+ I r : 10 + 12 = 44: as if ro + I 2 ,vere metrically the same 
as I r + I I ! or as if the "extra" syllable in d could offset the deficiency in c l The 
impossible cadence of c is curable by no less radical means than the adoption of the 
Ppp. reading. All this illustrates so well the woodenness· of the methods of the Anukr. 
an.d its utter lack of sense of rhythm, that attention may well be called to it.J 

2. Envelop, put ye him for us with splenclor; make ye him one to die 
of old age; [make] long life; Brihaspati furnished (pra--Jmm) this garment 
unto king Soma for enveloping [himself]. 

The verse is repeated below, as xix. 24. 4. It is found also in H GS. (i. 4. 2) L M P. 
ii. 2. 6 J, and a, b in MB. (i. I. 6). HGS. in a omits m:zs, and reads 11iisascii 'na.m for 
varcase ':mam, and in bit has t;ati'i.yu1am for ftirt.imr<yu.m.,· l\·fB. agrees with this, only 
making the verse apply to a girl by giving eni"im and t;atii)'1t{fm. There appears to be 
a mixture of constructions in a: pciri dhatta 7.1arcasa is right, but dhct.ttd requires rather 
vdrcase. Emending to knzutd would enable jczrdmttytntt to be construe<l with z'mam 
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in a L; but cf. ii. 28. 2 J. Verses 2 and 3 are apparently lost out of Ppp., not originally 
wanting. 

3. Thou hast put about thee this garment in order to well-being; 
thou hast become protector of the people (?) against imprecation; both 
do thou live a hundred numerous autumns, and do thou gather about 
thee abundance of wealth. 

The translation implies emendation of gn,tznfzm in b to krffinftm, as given by 
Ppp. and by PGS. (i. 4. 12) and HGS. (i. 4. 2) in a corresponding expression to xix. 
24. 5 below. L MP., ii. 2. 8, reads ,'ipintim.J Such blundering exclrnnges of surd and 
sonant are found here and there; another is found below, in 14. 6 b Lso our ii. 5. 4, Ppp.J. 
All the mss., and both editions, read here gn,-, and the comm. explains it by ga'viim, and, 
with absurd ingenuity, makes it apply to the asserted fear of kine, on seeing a naked 
man, that he is going to take from them the skin which formerly belonged to him, but was 
given to them instead by the gods; the legend is first given in the words of the comm. 
himself, and then quoted from <;B. iii. I. 2. 13-r 7. For comparison of the Sutra-texts 
in detail, see under xix. 24. 5, 6. In c, our 0. Op. read jlvas. L Cf. MGS. i. 9. 27 a 
and p. I 52, s.v. jarz'dltlisye. \Vith c, d cf. PCS. ii. 6. 20.J The :first pada is properly 
jcrgatr. (szt-astrtve). Lf~ Seep. 1045. J 

4. Come, stand on the stone; let thy body become a stone; let all 
the gods make thy life-time a hundred autumns. 

The second pad a is nearly identical with RV. vi. 7 5. I 2 b; with a, b compare also 
ACS. i. 7. 7 and MB. i. 2. I, similar lines used in the nuptial ceremonies. L "With a, c, d 
compare MGS. i. 22. 12 and p. 149.J Ppp. has for a, b imam ar;vzanam a ti:r;tlzii •ene 
'va i'ZJa?lt stltiro bha'va: pra mnizhi durasyatafi sahasva prtancxyata[z_; which differs 
but little from the AGS. verse. The Anukr. apparently expects us to resolve vi-t;u-e in c. 

5. Thee here, of whom we take the garment to be first worn, let all 
the gods favor; thee here, growing with good growth, let many brothers 
be born after, L[ after thee,]J as one well born. 

This verse makes it pretty evident that in vs. 3 also the garment is the first that is 
put on the child after birth. But the comm., ignoring the gerundive -vasycmt, thinks 
it a "formerly worn" garment that is "taken away" ; and Kauc;. misuses it correspond
ingly. HGS. (i. 7. I 7) has a corresponding verse, omitting viisas in a, combining 
'virve av- in b, and reading siehrdas for sui1rdhii in.c. LNearly so, MP. ii. 6. 15.J In 
Ppp. the text is defective ; but savitii is read instead of swvrdh/J,. Some of our sa1.iz
hita-mss. (P.M.W.LH.) lengthen to -1.1asy2vn before !uiriimas in a. The verse is very 
irregular in the first three padas, though it can by violence be brought into tri,Hubh 
dimensions; it has no Jagati quality whatever. 

14. Against sadiinvas. 
[ Cacana. -:ra!lrcam. riilrignidevatyam td,,, 11uzntroldadtvatlikam. amq(1tbham: 2. bhztrij; 

4. upari:rfiidvira~ibrkati.] 

All the verses are found in Paipp., vs. 4 in v., the rest (in the verse-order I, 5, 61 z, 3) 
in ii. It is reckoned by Kau<s, to the ciitanani (8. 25), and also arnong the hymns of 
the br!tachitnti ga~ia (9. I) ; it is used in the women's rites ( strr.karmli,!zi) to prevent 
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abortion (34. 3) ; also in the rite for expiation of barrenness in cattle (·va~a~anzana _; 
44. 11); and in the establishme.nt of the house-fire (72. 4), with sprinkling of the 
entrance, and finally in the funeral ceremonies (82. 14) 1 with the same action. The 
comm. further refers to the use of the ciitana and mli.trnaman hymns in N ak~. K. 23 
and ~anti K. r 5. All these uses imply simply the value of the hymn as exorcising evil 
influences or the beings that represent them, and do not help us to see against what it 
was originally directed: ·weber suggests rats and worms and such like pests; perhaps, 
rather, troublesome insects: as usual, the indications are so indefinite that wide room 
for conjecture is left open. 

Translated : Weber, xiii. I 7 5; Ludwig, p. 522; Grill, 1, 89; Griffith, i. 58; Bloom~ 
field, 66, 298. LI~ Seep. 1045.J 

I. The exp ell er, the bold, the container, the one-toned, the voracious 
- all the daughters (napti) of the wrathful one, the sadan·vlis, we make 
to disappear. 

By the connection, the obscure words in the first half-verse should be names of indi
vidual sadiinvas, but dlti1d?iam (the translation implies emendation to -?u"im) is mascu
line (or neuter), and dhntzzt,n (for which Ppp. reads dluit1yam) not distinctively 
feminine. Nissalil (SPP's text reads, with the sanihitii-mss. generally, ni(tsa-: p. wi(z
osalifm) is taken by the letter of the text, as if from nift-si'ila,y = ni(z-siira_y,; the comm. 
gives first this derivation, but spoils it by adding as alternative "originating from the 
stila, a kind of tree." R. suggests nifzsalam "out of the house," adverb. The comm. 
shamelessly derives dhzia?tcWl from dhr:,, and explains it as " a seizer with evil, so 
named"; he also takes -11li.dya as = 1.,acana. All our pada-mss. commit the gross 
blunder of dividing jighataS'Vtzm, as if the word were a compound; SPP. lets the 
division stand in his pada-text. Ppp. reads in c napatiyas. 

2. Out of the cow-stall we drive you, out of the axle, out of the 
wagon-body (?); out of the houses we expel you, ye daughters (duhit() of 
1nagundi. 

The comm. understands upiinasdt (for which two of our mss., P.M., read upamiimz~ 
st!t) to mean" a granary" -or else" a wagon full of grain"; and d!..\l'tl "a gambling 
house." He does not venture to etymologize 1mi.gmull, but calls it simply the nmne of 
a certain piraci. The pada-mss. read mag1mdyli,, which SPP. properly emends to -dyli{l. 

Ppp. has for b the corrupt nir yoninnrpi'inaca, Lin c mai,,"U1u(ya,J and at end of d clita
yamasi. The Anukr. takes notice of the metrical irregularity of c. 

3. Yon house that is below- there let the hags be; there let debility 
(sedi) make its home (ni-uc), and all the sorceresses. 

Ppp. has a different version of the first three padas: tmm:wtinn mlharc~ /;tht! sarvil. 
S'Vmita :rliyaft. : tatra ,:Plijmzli ni yarchatu. The comm. renders scdi by nirrti. 

L Our accent-notation does not here distinguish a kliiipra circumflex (ny-i)r.yantu) 
from an enclitic circumflex (sedtr ?ZJ'tttyanht - as if it were the impossible ni•tt(J'CZntu, 
accentless); nor do the mss. of SPP,: hut in his text, he here employs the stroke, like 
"long f'' or the sign of integration1 which does distinguish thern.J 

4. Let the lord of beings drive out, also Indra, from here the satUn
viis, sitting on the bottom of the house; let Indra subdue them with the 
thunderbolt. 
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The omission of this verse, as being not found with the rest in Ppp. ii., vvould reduce 
the hymn to the norm of the second book. Ppp. (in v.) rectifies the meter of d by 
omitting indras. The metrical definition of the Anukr. is mechanically correct. The 
comm. understands bhiztapati to designate Rudra. 

5. If ye are of the endemic (? k-1etriyd) ones, or if sent by men; if ye 
are born from the barbarians (ddsyu) - disappear from here, 0 sadd1was. 

All the mss., both here and in the next verse, accent at the end sadtfnz1as, though the 
word is plainly a vocative, and is so understood by the comm. (who says nothing of the 
accent, and indeed in general pays no heed to it); SPP. retains the manuscript reading. 
Ppp. has for aya deva gha k:,etr-iyad, and for cyad astu dafvibho jati't. 

6. I have gone around the abodes (dhdman) of them as a swift [steed 
about] a race-course; I have won (ji) all your races (iijf); disappear from 
here, 0 saddnvi'is. 

The translation implies the evidently necessary emendation asaram at end of b; Ppp. 
has it, and also the comm.; both editions give asaran, with all the mss. But Ppp. agrees 
with the mss. in giving just before it the false reading i;l7.y/ham for kl7- ( our text emends, 
but, by an oversight, gives -fz'ir instead of -p't(i before it); and SPP. retains /Jll-. The 
comm. has instead gla:,fham, and explains it as "the further goal, where one stops (stha) 
wearied (glana)." 

15. Against fear. 

[Brahman. -;acfrcam. p1·ai1apa11a_yurdevatyam. tri'_padgilyatram,] 

Found also in Paipp. vi., but in a much fuller form, with thirteen verses, of which 
our six are, in their order, vss. r, 4, 3, 7, r 2, I 3 ; the others deal with wind and atmos
phere, cow and ox, Mitra and Vanu;ia, Indra and Indra's might (indriya), hero and 
heroism, breath and expiration, and death and immortality (amrtam); after bibher is 
added in vs. 1 eva me 'jJizna JJu"i rz~,aya, and, at the end of the hymn, the same, but 
with ri1a for ri1aya. In Kan~. (54. I 1 ), the hymn is used, with vi. 41, at the end of the 
godiina ceremony, on giving food to the boy. It is also counted by the schol. (ib., note) 
to the ayu;ya ga?za. The comm. makes no reference to the godana rite, but declares 
the use to be simply by one desiring long life (ii.yu#ama). 

Translated: Weber, xiii. 1-79; Griffith, i. 59. 

I. As both the heaven and the earth do not fear, are not harmed, so, 
my breath, fear not. 

L MGS., at i. 2. r3, has evam me priitta 11u"i bibha evam me pra(ttz ma r(fa~. J 

2. As both the day and the night do not fear etc. etc. 
The comm. here applies for the first time the term paryaya to these sentences, corre

spondent but with elements in part different. 

3, As both the sun and the moon do not fear etc. etc. 

4. As both sacrament (brdhman) and dominion (kiatrd) do not fear 
etc. etc. 

That is, the Brahman and K~atriya castes· ( brahmaizajati and fo.latriyajiz#, comm.), 
as the words might properly enough be translated. 
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5. As both truth and untruth do not fear etc. etc. 

6. As both what is (bhittd) and what is to be (bildvya) do not fear 
etc. etc: 

The comm. paraphrases bhtUdm by sattlinz praptavi vastujiUam _,· the past would 
seem to be a better example of fixity than the future ; but neither is "untruth" (vs. 5) 
to be commended as an example. L Weber would read ea rtdm. J 

16. For protection. 

[Brahman. - pra!tiij>iiniiyurdevatyam. ekiivast'lnam: I. I-p. iisuri tri1/1tb!z ,· 2. I-j. iismy 
Uf!dh ,· 3. I-j. iisuri tri.y/ublz; 4, 5. 2-p, iisurigtiyatri.J 

LNot metrical.J Found (except vs. 5) in Paipp. ii. (in the verse-order 2, 1, 3, 4), 
The hymn, with the one next following, is used by Kaui;. (54. I 2) immediately after 
11yrnn I 5 ; and the comm. adds, quoting for it the authority of Paithinasi, to accompany 
the offering of thirteen different substances, which he details. Both appear also in 
Va.it. (4. 20), in the parvan sacrifices, on approaching· the aha11anfva fire; and vss. 2 

and 4 further (8. 7, 9) in the t~grayattti and caturmiisya sacrifices. 
Translated: ·weber, xiii. I 79; Griffith, i. 60. 

I. 0 breath-and-expiration, protect me from death: hail (svdlul) ! 
The first extension of the notion of j>n"'itza 'breath,' lit. 'forth-breathing,' is by addi

tion of ajJi11za, which also is lit. 'breathing away,' and so, when distinguished from the 
generalizedpriitta, seems to mean 'expiration.' The comm. here defines the two thus: 
prlig iirdkvamukho •niti ce:i'/ata itz' pratzaft_,· aj>ii 'ni~y ava17mttkhar cc,F/ata i~y aj>ti1uz~. 
For svaha he gives alternative explanations, following Yaska. The verse (without 
svli.ha) is found also in Ap. xiv. r9. 3. "T·rz':1·/u.bh" in the Anukr. is doubtless a mis~ 
reading for jJaiikti, as the verse has I I syllables, and I and 3 would have been 
defined together if viewed as of the same meter. 

2. 0 heaven-and-earth, protect me by listening (itpafnttz') : hail! 
The pada-mss. read 1'tj>a0 rrutyli. (not ..,yii(t), and, in the obscurity of the prayer, it is 

perhaps best to follow them L' by overhearing' the plans of my enemies? J; otherwise, 
'from being overheard' L by my enemies? J would seem as suitable; and this is rather 
suggested by the Ppp. reading, ttpaf:rttte (for -te(t ?). 

Ppp. has after this another verse: dhanayii ,:1,u:1·c jm1j'iiyiii mii jJtitavi s·viiltli. 

3. 0 sun, protect me by sight : hail! 
Ppp. has cakf1t:1·i '(protect my) t\'VO eyes.' Our O.Op., with some of SPP's mss., 

read sz11:i1as for :;1a. 

4. 0 Agni Vai<;vanara, protect me with all the gods : hail ! 
Ppp. makes, as it were, one verse out of our 4 and 5, by reading a,gm: ·virvmnbhara 

wi"fvato via j>liJd S'i.lt'ihii. The comm. gives several different explanations of 1.1aif11iinanz 

'belonging to all men,' 011e of them as 1Jif11iin-ara,:::::: jalltiln j>rmri-fta(t I 

5. 0 all-bearing one, protect me with all bearing (bhdras): hail! 
The sense is obscure ; at xii. I. 6 the epithet ' all-bearing' is, very properly, applied 

to the earth; hut here the word is masculine. The comm. understands Agni to be 
meant (and this the Ppp. reading favors); hut he relies for this solely on BAU. i.4. 7 
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(which he quotes); and that is certainly not its meaning there. \Veber conjectures 
Prajapati. LThe BAU. passage is i. 4. 16 in Bohtlingk's ed. See "\Vhitney's c1miticism · 
upon it at AJP. xi.432. I think nevertheless that :fire may be meant-see Deussen's 
Seclzzig Upanisliad's, p. 394.J It does not appear why the last two verses should be 
called of two padas. 

I 7. For various gifts. 

[Brahman. - .raj>tarcam. prc'i?zifjil1liiyzwdevatyam. el.:li'Va.riinam: I-6 . .r.p. ilm6 tri:r(ub!t .: 

7• li.rzt1')' it{!ZiJi..] 

L Not metrical. J Paipp. has a similar set of phrases in ii. For the use of the hynm 
by Kau~. and Va.it., see under hymn I 6. It is a1so, with 15 and others, reckoned by the 
schol. to Kau~. (54. 1 I, note) to the iiyu,1ya gatui. 

Translated: Weber, xiii. I So; Griffith, i. 61. 

r. Force art thou; force rnayest thou give me: hail! 
The Ppp. has no phrase corresponding to this. Some of our mss., as of SPP's, read 

da instead of dli(t before s'vdha, in this hymn and the next, where they do not abbreviate 
the repetition by omitting both words. The comm. regards them both as addressed to 
Agni, or else to the article offered (lti7yamanadm7-~vam). L Cf. M GS. i. 2. 3, and p. 149 
and citations. J 

2. Power art thou; power rnayest thou give me: hail! 
Ppp. has sahodii agnes salto me dlui s11ahii. 

3. Strength art thou; strength mayest thou give me: hail l 
Ppp. gives baladti agnir bala;it ·me svtihii. 

4. Life-time art thou; life-time mayest thou ·give me: hail! 
The corresponding phrase in Ppp. is : i1yur asya iiyur me dha S'Zliihi'i. 

5. Hearing art thou; hearing mayest thou give me: hail l 
There are no phrases in Ppp. answering to this and the two following verses; but 

others with varcas and tejas as the gifts sought. 

6. Sight art thou ; sight mayest thou give me : hail! 

7. Protection (pariparza) art thou; protection mayest thou give me: 
hail r 

The anuvaka L3•J has 7 hymns, with 42 verses; the Anukr. says: a;tona1h tasmiic 
chatiirdha,n trtrye. 

Here ends also the third prajii/haka. 

18. For relief from demons and foes. 

[Ca:tana (sapatnak~rayal•ama~). - iigneya,n. dviiipadam; samnibiirJi.atam.] 

LNot metrical.J Ppp. has some similar phrases in ii. The hymn belongs to the 
catanizni (Kau~. 8. 25 : the comm. regards only the last three verses as ctUana, because 
vs. 3 is the one whose pratika is cited in the Kau~. text; but it is perhaps more likely 
that arayak:raya?t.am is an oversight for bhratruyak,1-) ; it is used by itself also in one 
of the witchcraft rites (abhicarikii?li), while adding fuel of reeds to the.fire (48. 1). 

Translated: Weber, xiii. 180; Griffith, i. 61. 
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r. Adversary-destroying art thou; adversary-expulsion mayest thou 
give me: hail! 

'Adversary' is lit. 'nephew' or 'brother's son' (bhratriiya). The Ppp. phrases are 
after this model : bhratrvyak:1·zizam asi bltratr7JJ't~jambhanam asi svalziz, and concern 
successively the j>i~acas, sadanviis, and bhratrvyas. The Anukr. supports the comm. 
in regarding the hyn~n as addressed to Agni, and agrees with Kauc;. in regard to the 
accompanying action, saying: sapatnak:raya?tifz samidha iJ,dhaya 'gnim priirthaniyam 
aprarthayat. L Instead of "destroying" W. has interlined " destruction." J 

2. Rival-destroying art thou; rival-expulsion mayest thou give me: 
hail! 

3. Wizard- (? ardya-) destroying art thou; wizard-expulsion mayest thou 
give me : hail ! 

4. Pifticd-clestroying art thou; piracd-expulsion mayest thou give me: 

hail! 

5. Saddn·va-destroying art thou; saddn·va-expulsion mayest thou give 
me: hail! 

Read in our edition sadan·vlictfr-. 

19. Against enemies: to Agni (:fire). 

L Not metrical.J This hymn (but not its four successors and counterparts) is found 
in Paipp. ii.; also in MS. (i. 5. 2: in verse-order I, 4, 3, 2, 5) and Ap. (vi. zr. I : in 
verse-order 3, 4, I, 2, 5) ; further, in K. Its first pratika (but regarded by the schol. and 
by the comm. as including all the five hymns) is used by Kaui;. (47. 8) to accompany 
the purastad homas in the witchcraft rites. The Anukr. has a common description of 
the :five hymns, 19-23, as pafic,i sii.ktiini juxfictzrccini partclijafytini (? or -catajJii(Y-) 
tripadgiiyatrat'Y ekiivasiiniini. L The mss. blunder; but paiiclipatyam· is probably 
right; see note to Kau~. 47. 8. J 

Translated : Weber, xiii. I 8 I ; Griffith, i. 62. 

r. 0 Agni ! with the heat that is thine, be hot against him who hates 
us, whom we hate. 

MS. leav-es (in all the verses) the a of as1min unelided, and both MS. and Ap. insert 
ea before 11ayc£m. 

2.. 0 Agni! with the rage (hdras) that is thine, rage against him who 
hates us, whom we hate. 

Pniti hara has to be strained in rendering, to preserve the parallelism of the expres
sion. L Or, 'with the seizing-force that is thine, force back him' etc. ? J 

3. 0 Agni ! with the gleam (arcfs) that is thine, gleam against him 
who hates us, whom we hate. 

4. 0 Agni ! with the burning (t;ocfs) that 1s thine, burn against him 
who hates us, whom we hate. 
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5. 0 Agni! with the brilliancy (tljas) that is thine, make him unbril
liant who hates us, whom we hate. 

Ppp. has fvotis for tcjas, and ,Prati da!ta for ,.itt,.Jasavi knm _; for the latter, MS. and 
Ap. readprati titigdlli (also K., ti{yagdhi). 

The meter is alike in the four hymns 19-22; the .A.nukr. restores the a of asmlin, and 
in vss. r-4 scans 6 + 7 + ro = 23, and, in vs. 5, 6 + 9 + 10 = 25. 

20. The same : to Vayu (wind). 

This and the three following hymns are mechanical variations of the one next preced
ing, differing from it only by the name of the deity addressed, and in hymn 23 by the 
pronouns and verbs being adapted to the plural deity. They are wanting in the other 
texts. The comm. does not deign to explain them in detail, but prefixes a few intro
ductory words to the text of this one. For the Anukr. descriptions of the meter, and for 
the use by Kane;., see under hymn I 9. It would be space wasted to write out the trans
lation in full. L They should all be regarded as non-metrical. J They are briefly treated 
(not translated) by Weber, xiii. 182, and Griffith, i. 62. 

r. 0 Vayu ! with the heat that is thine etc. etc. 
2-5. 0 Vayu ! with etc. etc. 

21. The same: to Siirya (sun). 

I. 0 Siirya ! with the heat that is thine etc. etc. 
2-5. 0 Surya ! with etc. etc. 

22. The same : to the moon. 

I. 0 moon ! with the heat that is thine etc. etc. 
2-5. 0 moon ! with etc. etc. 

23. The same: to water. 

I. 0 waters! with the heat that is yours etc. etc. 
2-5. 0 waters! with etc. etc. 
Here the meter, owing to the plural verbs, is different; the Anukr. calls that of 

v15s. 1-4 (6 + 8 + 10::::: 24) samavi[ama, a gayatri 'of uneven members,' and vs. 5 
(6 + I o + IO = 26) the same, with two syllables in excess L svaraf-vzjama J; 

24. Against kimidins, male and female. 

[Brahman. - ar/arcam. iiyutyam. piiiiktmn . , .. ] 

L Not metrical. J Part of the hymn is found in Paipp. ii., but in a very corrupt con
<lition : see under the verses below. Kaui;. makes no use of it that is characteristic, or 
that casts any light upon its difficulties, but prescribes it simply as 1.o be employed in 
a certain ceremony (19. 9-13) for prosperity (according to the comm., for removal of 
a bad sign), called "of the sea" (siimudra: the comm. says, offering in a fape/astlta 
fire, in the midst of the sea); it is also reckoned (r9. I, note) to the :mantras called 
j;utfika 'for prospedty.' .The words that precede the refrain in each verse are apparet;1tly 
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the names of kimidins. The Anukr. says that Brahman in each verse praised with 
verses the deity mentioned in it; and gives a long description of the meters that is 
too confused and corrupt to be worth quoting in full. 

Translated: Weber, xiii. r 82 ; Griffith, i. 62. 

r. 0 ferabhaka, r,erabha I back again let your familiar demons go ; 
back again your missile, ye kimidins ! whose ye are, him eat ye; who 
hath sent you forth, him eat ye; eat your own flesh. 

Ppp. reads : farabhaka .yerarabha punar bho yanti yadava.y jmnar hati.y kimidina(i 
yasya stha dam, atta J'O va jm"ilzi tam uttam masa1isa manyata. The comm. in the 
last phrase gives sa instead of svli, and has much trouble to fabricate an explanation. 
for it (as::::: tasya, or else for sa hetifz). <;erabhaka he takes as either sukhasya prapaka 
or farabhavat sar'lJe:',iilfz hilisaka, but is confident that it designates a "chief of yiitu
dhanas." Of the refrain, the first part seems metrical, and the second prose, in three 
phrases; and it may be counted as 8 + 8: 6 + 7 + 5 (or 7) = 34 (or 36): the prefixed 
names add 7 syllables (vss. I, 2), or 5 (vss. 3, 4), or 3 (vss. 6-8), or 2 (vs. 5). L Bloom
field comments on dhait and the like, ZDMG. xlviii. 577.J 

2. 0 ftvrdhaka, r;ivtdlta I back again let your familiar etc. etc. 
3. 0 nzrokd, anum-roka I back again let your familiar etc. etc. 
4. 0 sarpd, anusarya I back again let your familiar etc. etc. 
5. 0 f1trtzi I back again let your familiar demons go ; back again your 

missile, ye she-kimidins; whose ye are etc. etc. 
6. 0 upabdi I back again let your familiar etc. etc. 
7. 0 tbJ'ttni I back again let your familiar etc. etc. 
8. 0 bltari1fi I back again let your familiar etc. etc. 
To represent all these verses, we find in Ppp. re'vrka revrdha sarpiin sarpa mrokan 

mro ;)'ar?zyatro jmj17wvapajwado punar 'VO yanti yadava(t: jJ1tnar jii.tz':r kimidzna(z 
ya,~ya stha dam atta yo na prahi tam tthias sii mii-1isii{l)' attii. It has not seemed 
worth while to try to translate the names, though most of them contain intelligible ele
ments Lsee 'Weber, p. 184, 186J, and the comm. forces through worthless explanations 
for them all. In vs. 8 he reads bharzZci, and makes an absurd derivation from roots Mr 
and afic (" going to take away the body''). L In the first draft, \V. notes that the four 
feminine names of vss. 5-8 might be combined to one trit(ttbli pilda, which ·with the 
common refrain would give us the normal five "verses."J 

25. Against ka1.1vas: with a plant. 

[ Critana. - vamupa(vam. {im,1r/ubham: 4. bhttrefj,] 

Found in Paipp. iv. Both 'Weber and Grill regard the hymn as directed against 
abortion ; but no sufficient indications of such value are found in its language, though 
some of the native authorities intimate their discovery of such. Knu~. (S. 25) reckons it 
to the ciitana hymns; and it is employed, with ii. 7 and other hymns, in a remedial cere~ 
mony (26. 33-36) against various evils, specially accompanying the smearing of the 
designated plant with sacrificial dregs (samf!Ua) upon the patient. 

Translated: Weber, xiii. r87; Grill, 20, 92; Griffith, i. 64; Bloomfield, 36,302 . . 
I. Weal for us, woe (dr,am) for Niqti ('perdition') hath the divine 
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spotted-leaf made; since it is a formidable grinder-up (-j'dmblzana) of 
kd~ivas, it, the powerful, have I used (blta_j). 

The comm. makes no attempt to identify the pnnipar1li as any particular plant, but 
simply paraphrases it with citrapar1zy o;adlzi(l. R. discusses the word as follows : "the 
J;rr;nipanzz is, r. according to the commentary to K<;;S. xxv. 7. I 7, the same with 1mira
par1zt:, i.e. Glycine debilis J. 2. according to other schol., the same with lak~·matzii, a plant 
having upon its leaves red spots, in which the form of a child is claimed to be seen. 
Bhavapr., i. 208, calls it also putrajant:, and Rajanigh., vii. r 14, jmtrakanda, or putnulii, 
or jnmikandit, indicating a bulbous plant; it is credited with the power to cure barren
ness of ·women; 3. according to Am. Ko~. and the other Nigha1}!us, it is a leguminous 
plant, identified by Chund Dutt (3.f at. mcdica) with U:raria lag-(}jwlioidcs Dec., having 
hairy leaves without colored spots. The second of these identifications would suit the 
hymn." Abhak.fZ-° might mean 'I have partaken of or drunk'; but neither Karn;. nor 
the comm. know of such a use of the plant. The strange appearance in this hymn ( only) 
of kc£tzva as name of evil beings is passed by the comm. without a word of notice; he 
simply paraphrases the word with papa. LBut see Bergaigne, Rcl. vld. ii. 465, and Hille
brandt, Ved. 11:fytho!. i. 207.J Ppp. reads in b nirrtaye karat, and in d t1Ja 'hm~rczm 
for abhak.fi, 

2. This spotted-leaf was first born overpowering;· with it do I hew 
[ off] the head of the ill-named ones, as of a bird (fak1tni). 

L <;ak1t- is misprinted r;akf-. J The reading ·vrr;ct7.mi, without accent (which is given 
in both editions, on the authority of all the mss.) implies that the fourth pada begins 
with r;fras, the preceding three words being (as is easy) resolved into eight syllables; 
and the pada-mss. also mark the pacla-division before r;fras. The Anukr., however, 
regards the verse as a simple anztr/ubh, which it plainly is, r;fras belonging to c; the 
accent should therefore be emended to 'Zltt;ct7mz". Ppp. reads satli'inviiglmi pr- for a, 
and, in c, d, taya kaizvasyci,iz r;z"rar; chinadmi i;;ak-. The comm. explains the "ill-named n 

as dadrwvisarpakar;vitrli,dikttffharo/,ra'<-n°i;;eliis, or varieties of leprosy. 

3. The blood-drinking wizard, and whoso wants to take away fatness, 
the embryo-eating kd~zva do thou make disappear, 0 spotted-leaf, and 
overpower. 

One or two of our mss. (W.I.), and several of SPP's, read in b jlhiri;ati LI. has 
-iri;-J. Ppp. has at the end sahas'vatl. 

4. Make them enter the mountain, the life-obstructing (-yopana) kd1:,t
vas ,- do thou, 0 divine spotted-leaf, go burning after them like fire. 

LAs,to ka~iva1i, cf. i. r9.4!1. As to -yopanci, see Bloomfield, AJP. xii.423.J This 
verse and the next are too much defaced in Ppp. to admit comparison in detail; but its 
text differs somewhat from ours. The Anukr. refuses to sanction the common abbre
viation to agnir 'va in d. 

5. Thrust them forth to a distance, the life-obstructing kd~zvas 1• where 
the darknesses go, there have I made the flesh-eaters go. 
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26. For safety and increase of kine. 

Found in Paipp. ii. Used by Kauc;. (19. 14), with iii. 14, iv. 21, and ix. 7 L not vi. II. 

3 - see comm. to ix. 7 == I 2 J, in a ceremony for the prosperity of cattle. 
Translated: Weber, xiii. r88; Ludwig, p. 371; Griffith, i. 65; Bloomfield, 142,303; 

vss. I and 2, also by Grill, 64, 92. - Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, flfanuel, p. 138. 

I. Hither let the cattle come that went away, whose companionship 
(salzacard) Vayu (the wind) enjoyed, whose form-givings· Tvashtar knows; 
in this cow-stall let Savitar make them fast (ni-yam ). 

Or, ' whose forms,' ri7padheya being virtually equivalent to simple rz7pa. Ppp. reads. 
in b sahataram. The "cow-stall" does not probably imply anything more than an 
enclosure. The Anukr. passes without notice the jagatf pada d. 

2. To this cow-stall let cattle flow-together Lstream together J (sam
snt) ; let Brihaspati, foreknowing, lead them hither; let SinivalI lead 
hither the van (dgra) of them; make them fast when they have come, 
0 Anumati. 

Lin the prior draft of 3, Mr. \Vhitney has' stream.'J Ppp. has at the end yacchiit_; 
one of SPP's mss., yaccliat. The comm. gives anugate (= lie antt/5twzanahliritd) in d. 
The value of jJra in the common epithet prajanant (rendered 'foreknowing') is obscure 
and probably minimal. LAs to the deities here named, see Zimmer, p. 352, and Hille
brandt, Ved. 1.lfytho!. i. 422. J 

3. Together, together let cattle flow LstreamJ, together horses, and 
together men, together the fatness that is of grain; I offer with an obla
tion of confluence. 

For the oblation called 'of confluence,' to effect the strearning together of good 
things, compare i. r 5 and xix. I. The change of meter in this hymn need not damage 
its unity, in view of its occurrence as one hymn in Ppp. Ppp. reads in b j1iiuni~1·t1s, ancl 
in c sphatibhls (for yii sph-). The metrical definition of the Annkr. seems to reject the 
obvious resolution •'Vi-e~iia in d. 

4. I pour together the milk (ifrfini) of kine, together strength, sap, 
with sacrificial butter ; poured together are our heroes ; fixed are the 
kine in me Lrather, with meJ [as] kine:-lord. 

Ppp. reads 7.1alam in b, combines -ktii 'smiikam in c, and has for d vzayi ga1.1af ea 
gopatiiu. The redund,tnt syllable in d (noticed by the Anukr.) would be got rid of 
by changing mayi to the old locative vu! L; but with better metrical result, by adopting 
the Ppp. readingJ. With the second half-verse is to be compared Ac;s. iii. I I. 6: ar#fli 
asmaka,ii 'Virli mayl l;it'va(t santu gojcttiiu. The comm. says that ,g,iv,im in a means 
gr:l'finlim • of heifers (having their first calf).' 

5. I bring (a-kr) the milk of kine; I have brought the sap of grain; 
brought are our heroes, our wives, to this home (dstaka). 
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Ppp. has aliar1am in b, in c iihari.ylwz (for ahrtas) and 'Zliriin, and in d ii patnlm 
e 'dam. Our Bp. gives ahari.yam (and H. aliarari.ram) in b, and nhtltiis in c. 

The anwvaka L 4. J has this time 9 hymns, with 48 verses ; the old Anukr. says th~r
z7navi [i;atiirdha11i] turfy aft. 

27. For victory in disputation: with a plant. 

[ICajz'Fi_jala. - saptarcam. 'l'iinaspatyam. ,'inz1:r(ubham.] 

Found in Paipp. ii. Kau~. uses the hymn in the rite or charm for overcoming an 
adversary in public dispute: one is to come to the assembly from the north-eastern 
direction (because of its name aparajita ' unconquered '), chewing t11e root of the plant, 
and to have it in his mouth while speaking; also to bind on an amulet of it, and to wear 
a wreath of seven of its leaves (38. 18-21). Verse 6, again, is reckoned (50. 13, note) 
to the riiudra gatia. The comm. further quotes from the Nak~. Lerror for <;antiJ K. 
(17, 19) a prescription of the use of the hymn in a mahiifanti called aparajitii. 

Translated: ·weber, xiii. r90; Ludwig, p. 461; Grill, 1st edition, r8, 5r; Bloomfield, 
JAOS. xiii., p. xlii (PAOS. May, 1885), or AJP. vii. 479; Grill, 2d edition, 23, 93; Griffith, 
i. 66; Bloomfield, SBE. xlii. 137,304. -Bloomfield was the first to point out (on the 
authority of Kauc;.) the connection of prllf with root jrach, and to give the true inter
pretation of the hymn. Grill follows him in the second edition. 

I. May [my] foe by no means win (jz') the· dispute; overpowering, 
overcoming art thou; smite the dispute of (my] counter-disputant; make 
them sapless, 0 herb. 

"Dispute" (prilf) is literally' questioning.' The comm. renders the word in a by 
pra~'/ar 'questioner,' but in c gives us our choice between that and j;rar;na 'question,' 
and in 7 a acknowledges only the latter meaning. Pratijrai;as is translated here as 
genitive ; the comm. takes it secondly as such, but first as accus. pl. ; the Ppp. reading 
favors the latter: sa 'mi'ln pratiprai;o jaya rasii kr-. With either understanding, the 
accent is anomalous; we ought to have pratipril{as. Arasiin also is in favor of the 
plural. If we could emend prdi;am in c to j>rlir;i 'in the disputation,' it would make 
things much easier. For a Ppp. has yat; catrz7n sa1hjayat. Ned in a is simply the 
emphasized negative. 

2. The eagle discovered (anu-vid) thee; the swine dug thee with his 
snout : smite the dispute etc. etc. 

Pada b shows that the root is the part of the plant employed. If we struck off the 
irppertinent refrain from vss. 2-5, and combined the lines into two verses, the hymn 
would conform to the norm of the second book (as in more than one case above 

LP· 37 J). 
3. Indra put (kt) thee on his arm, in order to lay low (str) the Asuras : 

smite the dispute etc. etc. 
The comm., both here and in the next verse, understands-bhya(!t) starrta11e as -bhyas 

tdrz-, though he then explains tarftave by starrtum. Pada a is rendered in accordance 
with the comm. and with Weber ; Grill, ' took thee into his arm.' 

4. Indra consumed ('vz'-af) the patd, in order to lay low the Asuras: 
smite the dispute etc. etc. 
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The comm. reads in a pii/hiim, and uses that form in all his explanations; pii/iim 
seems to be given in all the mss., and in Ppp., and both editions adopt it; but the mss. 
are very little to be trusted for the distinction of t and fh. " The plant is the C!ypea 
Jzernandifolia, whose bitter root is much used. It grows all over India, and is said to 
be applied to ulcers in the Penjab and in Sindh CvV, Dymock, Vegetable mat. med.)" 
(R.). L In his note, Roth gives piiflim as Ppp. form; but in his collation, he gives as 
Ppp. re~ding in a, b payam indro J vya{i?Zi'in hantave as~. The Anukr. apparently expects 
us to resolve vi-c'i-pt-at in a. 

5. \i\Tith it will I overpower the foes, as Indra did the siilt"i7.Jrkds: smite 
the dispute etc. etc. 

The translation implies emendation of the inadmissible siik.ye to sak.yye, than which 
nothing is easier (considering the frequent loss of y after a lingual or palatal sibilant) or 
more satisfactory, for both sense and meter; it is favored, too, by the Ppp. reading, 
sak{iye. No other example of long tt in a future form of this verb appears to be quot
able; but the exchange of a and ii in its inflection and derivation is so common that this 
makes no appreciable difficulty. The comm. accepts Sl'ik:rc, rendering it by abhi bhaviimi. 
The Anukr. notes no metrical irregularity in the verse. In our text, accent siilavrkfin 
(an accent-mark out of place). LTo \Veber's note on salii11rkti, add Oertel, JAOS. 
:xix. 2 r 23 f. This allusion adds to the plausibility of \V's suggestion about the Yatis, 
note to ii. 5. 3.J 

6. 0 Rudra, thou of healing (?) remedies, of dark (nila) crests, deed
doer ! smite the dispute etc. etc. 

Ppp. has for c, d fir~rfatit durasyato jalti yo smlM abhidcisati, which is plainly much 
better than the repetition of the refrain, and for which the latter has perhaps been sub
stituted in our text. The comm. draws out to great length a series of derivations for 
rudra, and gives two for jalii:\·a, and three different explanations of karmakrt. L Bloom
field discusses jal- etc. at length, AJ P. xii. 42 5 ff. J 

7. Do thou smite the dispute of him, 0 Indra, who vexes us; bless us 
with abilities (t;dkti) ; make me superior in the dispute. 

Ppp. reads pn'fam for frtiftuit tvam in a, and ends b with -dt'isttJe. The comm. has 
prt'ifam instead of priifi in d and is supported in it by two of SP P's authorities. The· 
prar;am in a he explains by viiJ,yam, and that in his d by pra.yfiiram. 

28. For long life for a certain person (child?). 

[t;ambltii. -jarimii)1iwdiii,Jatmn. trlil:rfuliham: l',Jii,g-ati,• 5. bhuri/.] 

Found in Paipp. (vss. 1-4 in i.; vs. 5 in :xv.). Used by Kam;:. in the ltodiina cerc~ 
mony (54. I 3), as tlte parents pass the boy three times back and forth between them .1.11d 
make him eat balls of ghee; and the same is done in the cz7(fii or ciiztla (hair:.cutting) cere
mony (54. 16, note); the schol. also reckon it to the tl)'1tD1agaiux (54. 11, note). 

Translated: Weber, :xiii. 192; Grill, 48, 94; Griffith, i. 67; Blomnfield, 50, 306. 

I. For just thee, 0 old age, let this one grow; let not the other 
deaths, that are a hundred, harm him; as a forethoughtful mother in her 
lap a son, let Mitra. protect him from distress that comes from a friend 
(tnitrzya). 
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Ppp. has in b tvat for fata1iz ye, and combines in d mitre 'nam. The omission of either 
-imdm or anye would rectify the meter of b. The comm. most foolishly takes jariman 
:first fromjr 'sing,' and explains it as he stiiya1mina a_g-nel then adding the true ety
mology and sense. The "jagtitf" is quite irregular: r 2 + I 3 : I I + I 2 = 48. L Bloom
field cites an admirable parallel from RV. iv. 55. 5; but in his version he has quite 
overlooked the verb-accent. J 

2. Let Mitra or helpful (? rift1das) Vanu;a in concord make him one 
that dies of old age; so Agni the offerer· (Mtar), knovving the ways 
(va;11tna), bespeaks all the births of the gods. 

All our fada-mss. read in a n°fildii instead of -tlt."i(i ; SPP. properly emends to -clti/z. 
This wholly obscure word is found independently only here in AV.; its rendering above 
is intended only to avoid leaving a blank; the comm. gives the ordinary etymology, as 
hilisakiznam attii,; Grill, emending to an°ftidas, brings out an ingenious but uncon
vincing parallelism with Gr. epllwo/2s; and, as noticed by him, Aufrecht also would under
stand arz'rlidas 'very prominent.' Ppp. reads for a vzitrar; ea t·vii var21i1ar ea rziii.dazt, 
and has at the end of d -vuzni' 1,1akti. 

3 ., Thou art master (fy) of earthly cattle, that are born, or also that 
are to be born; let not breath leave this one, nor expiration; let not 
friends slay (vadh) this one, nor enemies. 

All the mss., and the comm., read at end of b janftras, which SPP. accordingly retains, 
while our text makes the necessary emendation to jdnitvii.s, which Ppp. also has. Ppp. 
L omits va in b ;J elides the initial a of apano and amitraft after mo _; and it puts the verse 
after our vs. 4. Pada blacks a syllable, unnoticed by the Anukr. Lreadjadsas? J. · 

4. Let father heaven, let mother earth, iri concord, make thee one that 
dies of old age; that thou mayest live in the lap of Aditi, guarded by 
breath and expiration, a hundred winters. 

Ppp. reads /e for /va in a, and dirgliam ayu(i for smJzvicliine in b; also rtyiz for adites 
in c. The Anukr. takes no notice of the irregularity of the meter (9 + r r : ro + r 2 

== 42 : a poor tr(r/ttbh I); the insertion of ea after .frthivt in a, and emendation to 
jf.vasi in c, would .be easy rectifications. L In order to bring the. cesura of a in the right 
place, read 'dyldt.y and fva each as one syllable and insert a ea also after pita. Thus all 
is orderly, 1 I + I I : 1 I + I 2. The accent-mark over :Pr- is gone. J 

5. This one, 0 Agni, do thou lead for life-time, for splendor, to dear 
seed, 0 Varul).a, Mitra, king! like a n1other, 0 Aditi, yield (yam) him 
refuge; 0 · all ye gods, that he be one reaching old age. 

All the fada-mss. read at end of b mltraorajan, as a compound; and SPP. so gives. 
it; the comm. understands rajan correctly as an independent word, but perhaps only as 
he in general is superior to the restraints of the Jada-readings. Ppp, (in xv.) has friyo 
for :Yam in b. The verse is found also in TS. (ii.3. Io3), TK (ii. 7. 7s), TA. {ii. 5. 1), 
and MS. (ii. 3.4). All these give krdhl for naya at end of a; TA. MS._ have tigmd1n 
ojas instead of friydlh retas in b; TS. TB. MS. read soma riijan at end of b, while TA. 
offers instead sr:bfi ;iradlti_; all accent jdrada,!(i's in d> and MS. leaves asat at the end 
unaccented. In <;GS, (i. 27), again, is a version of the verse, omitting naya in a, read
ing (with MS.) ti'gmam ojas and soma in b, and having aditi{i farma yalitsat in c. 
L Von Schroeder gives the Katha version, Titbinger Kaflia-hss., p. 72-3.J 
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29. For some one's long life and other blessings. 
[ Atharvan. - saptarcam. bahudevatymn. triiif/ztbham: I, am1;r/ttbh; 4. j>art'ibrhati 

nicrtprastiirapaiikti.] 

Found in Paipp., but in two widely separated parts: vss. r-3 in xix., and vss. 4-7 
in i. (next following our hymn 28). Used in Kauc;. (27. 9 ff.) in a curious healing rite 
for one afflicted with thirst : the patient and a well person are set back to back, wrapped 
in one garment together, and the latter is made to drink a certain potion apparently 
prepared for the other; thus the disease will be transferred to the well person: a total 
perversion of the proper meaning of the hymn. Again, it is used (54. 18) in the godczna 
and cit{ia ceremonies, and, according to the schol. (58. I 7, note), in that of name-giving; 
and the schol. ( 42. 15) further add it in the rite on the return home of a Vedic student. 
And vs. 3 accompanies in Vait. ( 22. I 6) the pouring of the a(ir milk into the clarified 
soma in the jnUabhrt at the agm;,toma sacrifice L cf. comm. and Hillebrandt, Ritual
litteratur, p. I 29 J. 

Translated: Weber, xiii. 194; Ludwig, p. 493; Griffith, i. 68; Bloomfield, 47, 308. 

I. In the sap of what is earthly, 0 gods, in the strength of Bhaga's 
self (tanu) - length of life to this man may Agni, Surya- splendor may 
Brihaspati impart. 

Or it might be 'in the sap of earthly portion, in strength of body' (a, b); 'what is 
earthly' would refer to some characteristic product of earth applied in the rite; the 
comm. understands the god Bhaga, but his opinion is of no authority. As \Veber sug
gests, the exchange of iiyu1yam here in c and t1yus in 2 a would rectify the meter of 
both verses: in neither case does the Anukr. note an irregularity. Ppp. has here iiyur 
asnz.ai, but follows it with somo 'Varca dhiita brh-. Some of our mss., with two or three 
of SPP's, accent iiyi11yam. The comm. takes de1)tzs in a for a nominative. 

2. Length of life .to him assign thou, 0 Jatavedas; progeny, 0 Tvashtar, 
do thou bestow on him; abundance of wealth, 0 Savitar ('impeller'), do 
thou impel to him ; may he live a hundred autumns of thee. 

The construction of a dative with adhi-ni-dlui in b seems hardly admissible; BR. 
Liii, 917 J, in quoting the passage, reads asme, apparently by an intended emendation, 
which, however, does not suit the c~nnection; asmfn is the only real help. 

3. Our blessing [ assign him] refreshment, possession of excellent 
progeny; do ye (two), accordant, assign [him J dexterity, property (dni• 
'ZJi'tza); [let] this man [be] conquering fields with power, 0 Indra, putting 
(hr) other rivals beneath him. 

The verse is difficult, and, as the parallel texts show, badly corrnptecl. .llfir wis 
(for which Weber ingeniously suggested &firize) is supported by iiffr nas in MS. 
(iv. 12. 3) and tiffr me in TS. (iii. 2. 8s) and K<;S. (x, 5. 3); and all these versions give 
it a verb in b, dadhiitu, instead of the impracticable dual dltattanz, with which our scfce
tasliu is in the same combination. The alteration of this to the sd11arcasam of TS. 
MS., or the Szt'varcasam of K<;S. and Ppp., would indicate that of dhattam to ~ttim (as 
middle), and allow sense to be made of the pada. All the other texts, including Ppp., 
give in a sujwajastvdm instead of the anomalous and bad saupr-. TS. MS. K<;S. 
have i.yam for ddk~·am in b. The translation implies emendation of jdyam in c to jdyan 
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in accordance with the smi1jdyan of the other texts ; but Ppp. has smii Jayat, which 
would be even more acceptable - only not with ahdm, as all the four read for aydm. 
TS. MS., finally, combine anyii1i adli- in d; K<;S. elides •nyan. In K<;S., as in Va.it., 
the first word is to be understood as artr; the comm. interprets both ways Las from ii(fs 

'blessing' or from ii( fr ' milk' J. He regards the iiu of sauj,ra- in a as simply "Vedic," 
and heaven and earth as addressed in b. 

4. Given by Indra, instructed by Varurya, sent forth by the Maruts, 
hath the formidable one come to us ; let this man, in your lap, 0 heaven
and-earth, not hunger, not thirst. 

The "thirst" of the patient in Kaw;;. has no more substantial foundation than the 
last two words of this verse. The text in Ppp. is defaced, but shows sn/as for (l'j/as in 
a, and in c, d, after -thivi, par£ dadiim-i sa ma. The Anukr. would have us scan 
1 I + r r : 8 + 9 = 39, dividing before updsthe.; but the pada-mss. mark the division 
correctly, after that word. 

5. Assign refreshment to him, ye (two) that are rich in refreshment; 
assign milk to him, ye rich in milk; refreshment have heaven-and-earth 
assigned to him, [have] all the gods, the Maruts, refreshment [have] the 
waters. 

'Refreshment' is the conventional rendering selected for the ambiguous word ihj and 
its varieties. Nearly all our mss. (all save P. M.), and all of SPP's, have the false 
accentuation deviis in d; both editions emend to de'ZJt7s, which the comm. also under
stands. So also with dydvaprtltivt in c, for which the mss. have either dyavaprthi'·vi (so 
nearly all of ours and one of SPP's) or dya1JajJrtldvt (so, according to SPP., all his save 
one, with our O.D.); only our H. has the true reading, which is given by emendation in 
both editions. The verse (1 o + I o : I 2 + 1 I = 43) is far from being a good tri,#ublz. 

6. With propitious things (f.) I gratify thy heart; mayest thou enjoy 
thyself (nzud) free from disease, very splendid; let the two that dwell 
together (? sa·vasin) drink this stir-about (manthd), putting on [as] magic 
the form of the (two) A~vins. 

The second half-verse is said apparently of a married pair, who are by supernatural 
means to become as beautiful as the A<;vins. Of course, the comm. follows Kam;. in 
understanding it of the sick .and well man, and taking saviisfn as " dressed in one gar
ment." The comm. supplies adbhfs in a, which is plausible (so Weber). Ppp. reads in 
a tarpayantn, in b 1nodama1za( care, 'ha, and in d afvinau. Several of SPP's mss. 
give matham in c. 

7. Indra in the beginning, being pierced, created this refreshment, 
[this] unaging svadhd; it is thine here; by it live thou for autumns, very 
splendid; be there no flux of thee; the healers have made [it] for thee. 

Ind, ;J, s1tsrot is here rendered as if it involved the idea of iisrava 'flux'; the ii 
seems to forbid its being taken to mean "let it not be spilled"; the comm., however, 
so understands it: pracyuto nza bhitt. Some of our mss. (M.P.W.) read tvdya at 
beginning of c. The comm. has -tlrjam in b. Ppp. gives, in a, b, 'Viri_ro agram 27.ryiwi 
svadham ajatiim etam efii. 
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30. To secure a woman's love. 

[Prajiipati (kiiminimano'bhimukhikarri.,;;zakiima{t). - r'lrvinam. ilmtffztbham: 
I. pathyii}anhti; 3. bhuri,i,] 

Found in Paipp. ii. (in the verse-order I, 5, 2, 4, 3). Used by Kauc;. (35. zr ff.), vvith 
vi. 8 and other hymns, in a rite concerning women, to gain control over a certain person : 
a mess of various substances is prepared, and her body smeared with it - which is 
11mch like the proverbial catching of a bird by putting salt on its tail. 

Translated: Weber, v.218 and xiii.197; Ludwig, p.517; Grill, 52,97; Griffith, 
i. 70 ; Bloomfield, I oo, 3 I I. 

1. As the wind here shakes the grass off .the earth, so do I shake thy 
mind, that thou mayest be one loving me, that thou mayest be one not 
going away from me. 

The last half-verse is the same with the concluding pa.das of i. 34. 5 and vi. 8. 1-3; 
SPP. again alters the pad,z-text to dpao,gli.(t (see under i. 34. 5); Ppp. has here for e 
e1Jti mama t71t7:,yasf. l)pp. reads in a, b bltitmyci • dlti ·vatas ( ! ) tr-. \Ve should expect 
in a rather bltz-Zmyam, and this the comm. reads, both in his exposition and in his quota
tion of the -pratika from Kaw;;. ; but Bloomfield gives no such variant in his edition. 

2. May ye, 0 Ac;vins, both lead together and bring [her] together 
with him who loves her. The fortunes (bluka) of you (two) have come 
together, together [your] intents, together [your] courses (vratd). 

Notwithstanding the accent of -vdktathas, it does not seem possible to understand 
ced in a as 'if' (Grill, however, so takes it; ·weber as above), since the second half
verse has no application to the Ac;vins (we should like to alter 1_1t"im in c to ni'iu). L nut 
see Bloomfield.J The translators take ktim!nii in a as for kiimlni'iu 'the (two) lovers,' 
which it might also well be; the comm. says kciminii mayii. He also calls vrata simply 
a karmmtiiman, which is very near the truth, as the word certainly comes fron.1 root 
7.-'tt (see JAOS. xi., p. ccxxix = PAOS. Oct. I884). Ppp. reads 1Ufitas in b for 11a!.\,a• 
thas; and, in c, d, sar,vi.i '17gam.isy a,gmatci stuit cakffhi,1·l sam etc. Both here and in 
vs. 5 bhaga might possibly have its other sense of l{t:nitalia, or imply that by double 
meaning; but the comm., who would be likely to spy out any such hidden sense, says 
simply b!uzgyani. Lin a, afvz'nli is misprinted.-\V's implications are that if 1Hik,wthas 
were toneless it 1night be taken as a case of antithetical construction and· that there 
would be no need to join it with afd. J 

· 3. What the eagles [are] wanting to say, the free from disease [are] 
wanting to say- there let her come to my call, as the tip to the neck of 
the arrow (kzUmala). 

The first half-verse is very obscure, and very differently understood by the transla
tors; the rendering above is strictly literal, avoiding the violences which they allow 
themselves; the comm. gives no aid; he supplies strf1n1aya1h vli!..•ytmz to.:vat, and explains 
anamiVas by atogl?to ~drfitafz. (? SPP. understands drpti'i.fi) ktimt..'fana{z.. Ppp. has an 
independent text : yas .sujJanzii rakftitta •va 1za vak.ya{,a ·vtt triUitnp£tmh ma1ui~ : ca(Jtt1 

'·va gulmalihii yathi'f. - too corrupt to make much of. The Anukr. declines to sanction 
the contraction falyl 'va in d. 
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4. What [was] within, [be] that without; what [was] without, [be] 
that within; of the maidens of many forms seize thou the mind, 0 herb. 

In the obscure formalism of a, b the comm. thinks mind and speech to be intended. 
L Why not n!tas and ~ipas ?J 'Of all forms,' i.e., as often elsewhere, 'of every ·sort 
and kind.' L Ppp. reads abiiliya11i for bahyani yad biihyani.J 

5. Hither hath this woman come, desiring a husband; desiring a wife 
have I come ; . like a loud-neighing (krand) horse, together with fortune 
have I come . 

. That is, perhaps,' I have enjoyed her favors.' None of the mss. fail to accentyathti 
in c. 

3 I. · Against worms. 

[Kii~zva.-mahidcvatyam uta ciindram. iinu;tubham: 2. uparittc'idviriicfbrhatf,• 3.t'bfi 
tr(rfitblt ,· 4. jm'fgukta bthati; 5. /m~fuktif, trif{ztbh.] 

Found also in Paipp. ii. Used by Kam;;. (27. 14ff.) in an extended healing rite 
against worms ; the detail of the ceremonial has nothing to do with that of the hymn, 
and does not illustrate the latter. 

Translated: Kuhn, KZ. _xiii. 135 ff.; Webe1\ xiii. 199; Ludwig, p. 323; Grill, 6, 98; 
Griffith, i. 71; Bloomfield, 22, 313. -Cf. Zimmer, pp. 98, 393; Mannhardt, Der Baum
kttltus der Germanen, p. 12 ff.; K. Miillenhoff, Denknzdler deutscher Poesie aus dt.mz 
8. bis I2. Jahrhttndert 3, i. I 7, 181 ; and especially the old Germanic analogues adduced 
by Kuhn, I.e. Griffith cites Harper's jfagazine, June, 1893, p. ro6, for modern usages 
in vogue near Quebec. 

I. The great mill-stone that is Indra's, bruiser (tdrha?za) of every worm 
- with that I mash (.Pi-1) together the worms, as khdlva-grains with a 
mill-stone. 

Our mss. and those of SPP., as well as Ppp., vary, in this hymn and elsewhere, quite 
indiscriminately between krimi and kfJJii, so that it is not at all worth while to report 
the details; SPP. agrees with us in printing everywhere krfmi. Two of our mss. 
(0. Op.), with one of SPP's, read dhrfdt in a. Ppp. gives at the end khalvZUi i,z,a. 
The comm. explains krimln by faririintargatan sarvii,n k.yudrajantitn. 

2. The seen, the unseen one have I bruised, also the hurtlm have I 
bruised; all the algd~z~us, the ralltnas, the worms we grind up with our 
spell · (vdcas). 

The distinction of -{g-a- and -la- in the manuscripts is very imperfect; I had noted 
only one of our rnss. as apparently having a{I:;-dti(/iin, here and in the next verse; but SPP. 
gives this as found in all his authorities, including oral ones ; and the comm. presents 
it, and even also Ppp.; so that it is beyond all question the true reading. The comm. 
explains it here as etannamna[z krimivir;e~ran, but in vs. 3 as ;oizitamihisadi'i~akan janti7"'t 
- which last is plainly nothing more than a guess. Instead of kun7:rmn in b, he reads 
kttrlram, with three of SPP's mss., and Ppp.; other mss. differ as to their distribution 
of it and i:Z in the syllables of the word, and two of ours (Op. Kp.) give kurlzram. Two 
of SPP's authorities give 'Varcasa in d. Ppp. further has adraham. for atrham both 
times, and r;alzUan in c. The omission of krfm.ln in d would ease both sense and meter. 
LAs to sarvan eh-, cf. iii. II. 5,iv.8.3, and Prat. ii. 17, note.J 
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3. I smite the algd7::tcfus with a great deadly weapon; burnt [or] 
unburnt, they have become sapless; those left [or] not left I draw clown 
by my spell ('vdc), that no one of the worms be left. 

It seems hardly possible to avoid amending at the encl to 1tch(ryzftai, passive. Ppp. 
reads in b dunadduna, and its last half-verse is defaced. 

4. The one along the entrails, the one in the head, likewise the worm 
in the ribs, the crvaskavd, the ·vyadlzvard - the worms we grind up with 
our spell (vdcas). 

The comm., and two of SPP's mss., read in bjJZi.r:l'?ZC)'am 'in the heel'; and SPP. 
admits into his text after it krfmin, against the great majority of his mss. and against 
the comm.; none of ours have it, but three (0. Op. Kp.) give kdmfm, which looks like 
an abortive attempt at it. For ,z1yadhrvaram in c, Ppp. has yaravi ./ all the mss. have 
1..1yadh11ardmJ· unless it is to be emended to 11.Jad·varam (cf. vi. 50. 3, note), it must prob
ably be derived from -z,yadlt 'pierce'; but the pa:da-reading ·vioadh-zmrdm points rather 
to ,z1i-adlt11an _; the comm. takes it from the latter, and also, alternatively, from 1.Ji and 
a-dh1.mra_; a-z1askavd is, according to him, ,waggamanasvabhii'va.,· it seems rather to 
come from .../sku 'tear.' The expression priigukta 'as heretofore defined' is not used 
elsewhere in the Anukl-.; it is used by abbreviation for upan'.f/tid,z1irii,fi (vs. 2); but why 
the two verses were not defined together, to make repetition needless, does not appear. 
L Ind, again, krlmln is a palpable intrusion. J 

5. The worms that are in the mountains, in the woods, in the herbs, 
in the cattle, within the waters, that have entered our selves (tanit) - that 
whole generation (jdniman) of worms I smite. 

Two of SPP's mss. agree with the comm. in reading tl for yi at beginning of c; and 
the comm. has further tanvas for ta,wam. Ppp. inserts ye before 'Vane:w, andye (with 
an twasana before it) also before o~·adhf:m_,· for second half-verse it gives y,1 "smilluuit 
tanno (i.e. tanvo) sthfima cakrir (i.e. cakrur or cakrire) indras Nin hantu malm.tii vadh
ena. Priigttktii in the Anukr. apparently repeats this time the superfluous iir:rl of vs. 3. 

The amwiika L5· J has 5 hymns and 29 verses, and the extract from the old Anukr. 
says tatc> 1nzratiit' or •pariinte. 

32. Against worms. 

[ fitativa. - :rrufrcam. iidityadez.1at;vmn, iFmtffubhmn: I. J-:P· bhmtrg,i;1tt.tri.: 6. 4-·P· niqd 111·~,ih. J 
This hymn occurs in Paipp. ii. (with vs. 3 put last), next before the one that here 

precedes it. Kam;. applies it (27. 21 ff.) in a healing ceremony against worms in cattle. 
LThe material appears in Ppp. in the order I, 2 ab, 4 cdab, 5 ab, 6, 3 abc 5 d. The 

expression of Kauc;. 27. 22, "with the words ft hatiifl (vs. 5 d) at the end of the hymn," 
suggests the reduction of the hymn to the norm of the book, 5 vss. (seep. 37). This 
is borne out by Ppp., where the material amounts to 5 vss. and ends with our 5 d. 
But what the intruded portions are it is not easy to say. The parts missing in Ppp. 
are our 2 cdt 3 d, 5 c.J 

Translated: Kuhn, KZ. xiii. 138; ·weber, xiii. 2or; Ludwig, p. 500; Grill, 7, 100 i 

Griffith, L 72; Bloomfield, 23, .3 I 7. - Cf. Hillebrandt, Veda-ch-restomathi'tI, p. 47. 

I. Let the sun (adityd), rising, smite the worms ; setting, let him 
smite [them] with his rays -the worms that are within the cow. 
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The change of adityds to silryas in a would rectify the meter. But Ppp. has aditya.y; 
its b reads si'iryo nimrocan rarmibhir hantit_; and for c it has ye "nta,r krimayo 
gavi nafi. 

2. The worm of all forms, the four-eyed, the variegated, the whitish 
- I crush (ff) the ribs of it ; I hew at (api-vrar;c) what is its head. 

The mss., as usual, vary between .Pr-rtfs and .PNthts in c. Ppp. has a different ver
sion of the first half-verse: yo dvif ir.ya caturak:ra.y krimif t;iirgo arjunaft, with our 
4 c, d as second half. The Anukr. expect~ us to make the unusual resolution tHi-a in c. 

3. Like Atri I slay you, 0 worms, like Kai;iva, like Jamadagni; with 
the incantation of Agastya I mash together the worms. 

Ppp. rectifies the meter of a by reading ti1i1, ifrrme ., it has agastya1iz in c, and, for d, 
our 5 d. The Amlkr. ignores the redundant syllable in our a. Compare TA. iv. 36 
(which the comm. quotes, though the editor does not tell from whence): atritzii t·vii 
krime lianmi kdtzvena jamcidagnilli'l: 1drz1t1vasor brah11zatta ,; also MB. ii. 7. I a, b : 
hatas te atritiii krimir hatas te jamadagnin,i. SPP. writes in a attrivdd. Vss. 3-5 
are repeated below as v. 23. 10-12. 

4. Slain is the king of the worms, also the chief (sthapdti) of them is 
slain; slain is the worm, having its mother slain, its brother slain, its 
sister slain. 

Ppp. has in b sthapacis, and in c, d (its 2 c, d) -tratii for -miUti, and -mahat,i for 
bltrata. TA. (iv. 36) has again a parallel verse : hatd!t krfmfttiitit. ·rdj,i dpy e-1ii1h stha
pdtz"r hataf;.: dtho matd 'tho pitii_; cf. also MB. ii. 7. 3 a, b: hata(t krinzftta11i k~)·udrako 
hata mlUa hatafi pitii. The comm. explains sthapati by saciva. 

5. Slain are its neighbors (? vefds), slain its further neighbors (? pdri
vefas), also those that are petty (k1ullakd), as it were - all those worms 
are slain. 

The translation of d implies the emendation of te tote.; all the mss. have the former, 
but SPP. receives the latter into his text on the authority of the comm., who so under
stands the word. Ppp. reads in a, b •sya ve.yaso hatlisaf jJ- .,· our c is wanting in its 
text; our d it puts in place of our 3 d. Our k-1ullaka is a kind of Prakritization of 
k,tudraka, quoted from MB. under vs. 4; TA. (ib.) also has atho sth27rci dtho k.yudril(i. 
The comm. explains verasas as "principal houses," and pdriverasas as "neigh boring 
houses." vVe might suspect -ve:r-, from root 11(r, and so 'attendants, servants.' 

6. I crush up (pra-ff) thy (two) horns, with which thou thrustest; I 
split thy receptacle (? ), which is thy poison-holder. 

The decided majority, both of our mss, and of SPP's, give in c kttfitmbham, which 
is accordingly accepted in both editions ; other sporadic readings are ku1it,rt't1izbhavi, 
ku-1dblzam, ka~dbham, kuptbham, ku-1tfozbhamJ and two of SPP's mss. give fttkum.;. 
bltam, nearly agreeing with the .yukambham of the comm. Our P.M.E. have •vinud
in b. Ppp's versio11 is as follows: pa te fffttami 9rfige yi'ibhyiiyatta11i vltadiiyasi: atho 
bhinadmi ta1iz kmnbha1Jz _yasmin te nihata1fz v(ra1ft, which in c is better than our text, 
and is supported by the MB. (ii. 7. 3) form of c, d: atlii'ii \,iim bhimuikafz kumbho ya 
&fibiz vi.yadhtinakafi. The metrical definition of the verse (7+7 : 7+6=27) given 
by the Anukr. is only mechanically correct. 
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33. For expulsion of yak~ma from all parts of the body. 

[Brahman. - saptarcam. yal.:.pllavibarha?uim J. ciintlramasam; ifyu~ryam. iinu1/ubham . 
.3. kakummati; 4. 4-~P· bhuri.._f[ u~r~iih; 5. uj>ari1!iid'vini~lbthati; 6. u1~ziggarbhil 

nicrda11u~'(ubh ; 7. pathyiipankti.] 

Found in Paipp. iv. Corresponds, with important variations, to most of RV. x. 163 
(found also in MP., the mantra-text to ApGS.: see \.Vinternitz, 1.c., p. 99). L Namely, 
our vss. r, 2, 4 ab with 3 cd, and 5 correspond to M P. i. I 7. I, 2, 3, and 4 : the M P. version 
follows most nearly that of RV.J The hymn is called by Kau~. (27. 27) vibarlza 
(from vs. 7 d), and is prescribed in a healing ceremony; it is also reckoned (54. I I, note) 
to the ayitfya ga?taJ· but the comm. makes up an miholi17gagatta of it and iii. II; iv. 13; 
v. 30 ; ix. 8, which is quite different from the one reported by Bloomfield from the gatia
:miilli in note to Kaui;. 32. 27 Lon page 89, but agrees with the one reported in B's sup
plement, page 334, except that for i. I o. 4 should be put iii. I I. I J. It ( or vs. I) is also 
employed by Vait. (38. I) in the pu-nt~·amedlta. 

Translated: by the RV. translators; and Kuhn, KZ. xiii. 66 ff.; 'Weber, xiii. 205; 
Griffith, i. 74; Bloomfield, 44, 32r. - Oldenberg compares critically the RV. and AV. 
versions, die Hymnm dt:s RV., i. p. 243. 

r. Forth from· thy (two) eyes, (two) nostrils, (two) ears, chin, brain, 
to'ngue, I eject (vi-·vrh) for thee the ydk:r;1na of the head. 

The verse is RV. x. r63. r, without variant. Two or three of SPP's mss., with the 
comm., read in b c1tb1tkiitJ· MP. has cibukat Lin the \Vhish ms.J; Ppp. substitutes for it 
niis_ylit (i.e. asyiit), has uta for ddlti, and has for cl la.lii/iid ·vi ·vaycmasi. 

2. From thy n,eck (grivds), nape (uf~dhtis), vertebra:; (ktkasa), back
bone, (two) shoulders, (two) fore~arms, I eject for thee the ydkf·ma of 
the arms. 

This, again, is precisely RV. x. r63. 2. Ppp. reads in b am7kyiis, and in d 1trastas 
(for bcihubhyiim) and 'V(ht'imasi. The pl. ,gri71if.s for 'neck' designates, according to 
the con.un., the I4 small bones found there; and he quotes <;B. xii. 2. 4. I o for authority. 
The tt:1·?liltlis he declares to be certain vessels (liii!lt:); the krkaslis, to be jatnt·val,\1·0-
gati'istMni, which is quite indefinite. 

3. Forth from thy heart, lung (klomdn), hdlik~~za, (two) sides, (two) 
·nzdtasnas, spleen, liver, we eject for thee the ydi.~-1ma. 

vVeber conjectures "gall" for ltallknui (Ppp. lzalik~·11u1,), and "kidney" for matasna. 
The comm. defines klomdn as" a kind of flesh-mass in the neighborhood of the heart," 
halll..·f{ltl as etatsmiy'liakiit tatsambandhan 1m"i/zsaj;z'tzfla·vift!:1'iit, and 1mitasntibl~viim. as 
1tbht91ajJli,r,;-va.samba.ndhtibl,ylNt ,z,rkycibfl),,1,it tatsampasthapittiidlti2n.ijiitr,ibh_yiZ1it 11(i, 

For a, Ppp. has klomnas te hrdayiibhyo. Of this verse, only the latter half has ,i para.I• 
1el in RV., namely x. r63. 3 c, d, where d is varied to yaknd(t pla;lbhya vl vrhli.mt' te. 
The Anukr. foolishly rejects all resolution in b. 

4. Forth from thine entrails, guts, rectum, belly, (two) paunches, plc"ifl, 
navel, I eject for thee the ydk~ma. 

The comm. explains gtedabhyas by ifntrasamipastltebliyo malamzi.trajwavaha11a~ 
tniirgebJtyafi, and plaftfs by bahucckidnin malttpiitrat.; and he quotes <;B. xii. 9. I. 3, 
where many of the names in the verse occur. RV. (also MP.) has the :first half-verset 
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as 163. 3 a, b, reading hfdayat for ztddrat. For b, c, Ld,J Ppp. substitutes our 6 b, c Ld, 
but with jci{tyor in c.and vrhi1,masi at the end J. The Anukr. again rejects all resolu
tions, which would make the verse a fair anu1tubJi, and counts 7+8 : 7+7=29. 

5. From thy (two) thighs, knees, heels, front feet, hips, funclament 
(? bhd1isas), I eject for thee the )'dkpna of the rump. 

In the translation here is omitted bhdsadam, the pure equivalent of b!tasadyam, 
and hence as superfluous in sense as redundant in meter. L Is not prdj;ada 'toe'? J 
The verse is nearly RV. x. 163. 4, which, however, omits bhasadyam, and reads, after 
fr6tzibhya1n, bh,isadiit, indicating the whole region of anus and pudenda. Ppp. ends 
the verse (like 2 and 4) with vrhamasi. Several of our mss., with two or three of 
SPP's, carelessly begin with itn't-. rvIP. has in b jaligJiablzyam for j;li,rl?liblzyiim, and 
in d dhva,isasas. The verse seems to be scanned by the Anukr. as 8 + 7 : S + r r = 34. 

6. From thy bones, marrows, sinews, vessels, (two) hands, fingers, 
nails, I eject for thee the J1dk1via. 

Pa1o2f is distinctively 'palm,' and might properly be so rendered here. Nearly all our 
sa1iihita-mss., with most of SPP's, omit the visa,:ra before snli,r;;1abltyo. Ppp. has a 
different a, c, d: hastebhyas te mibisebhyas ... : yak.ymam, Pn/ibhyo vuzjjabltyo niit(Vlilit

virvahamasi. The Anukr. scans as 7+7 :9+8=3r. 

7. What [ydk~.,nza is] in thine every limb, every hair, every joint -
the ydk,rma of thy skin do we, with Ka~yapa's ejector (vibarlui) eject 
away (virvanc). 

The first half-verse corresponds to RV. x. r63. 6. a, b, which (as also MP.) reads 
thus : c£iigiid-a,1gli,! lomno-!omno jiittim _ptirva?ti-parvatzi.; and Ppp. agrees vvith it, 
except in having baddham for jatam _ _; Ppp. also omits d. Ind our P. M., with some 
of SPP's mss., read vibar-, as does also the comm. Lvivarha.mj. Jn our edition, an 
accent-mark has fallen out under -fica1h in e. 

34. Accompanying the sacri:fice of an animal. 

[ A tharvan. - jllrupatyam ; par;ttbhagakara~iam. trt'li{{ubham.] 

Found in Paipp. iii.; and also in the Black-Yajus texts, TS. (iii. r. 4 1 -3), and K. 
(xxx. 8, in part). Used by Karn;. (44• 7) in the vafitt;amana ceremony, accompanying 
the anointing of. the var;a_; in the same, vs. 5 accompanies (44-· 15) the 1$toppage of the 
victim's breath; and the same verse appears in the funeral rites (SI. 33), with verses 
from xviii. z and 3, in connection with the lighting of the pHe. This hymn and the one 
next fo11owing are further employed among the kamyiini, with invocation of Indra and 
Agni, by one who "desires the world" (59. zi : "desires over~lordship of all the 
world," comm.). In Va.it. (ro. 16), the hymn (so the comm.) is said onthe release of 
the victim from the sacrificial post in the jafitbandha. 

Translated : Weber, xiii. 207 ; Ludwig, p. 43 3 ; Griffith, i. 7 5. -- See also Roth, Uebe1'· 
den AV. p. 14. 

I. The lord of cattle, who rules over (if) the cattle, the four.;footed, 
. and who also over the two-footed- let him, bought off, go to [his] sacri
ficial portion ; let abundances of wealth attach themselves to (sac) the 
sacrificer. 
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In the TS. version, this verse comes second (the verse-order being 5, r, 3, 4, 2). Both 
TS. and K. have at the beginning ytf.slim, which Ppp. supports by reading e-1am, and 
which· rectifies the meter of a: this gives quite a different application to c, and a differ
ent cast to the meaning of the verse. TS. has also ea for yds in b, aydm ('ydm) for sd 
in c, and it ends (better) with ydjamanas_ya santlt. K. (Weber) has for b catu:1:Piida 
uta ye d-vzpada(z., and for c ni-1krltas te y1~jF1iyam b!ta_gmiz yantu_; and Ppp. differs from 
it only slightly, adding 'Va after uta in b, and ending c with yajiziyii ycznti lokam. 
Apparently it is the lord of cattle who is to be bribed to content himself with his sacri
ficial share, in lieu of taking the whole. The Anukr. does not heed the irregularities of 
meter in a, b. L The Ppp. form of b seems to be catu:rpadiim uta 'iJa ye dvipadafz / J 

2. Do ye, releasing (pra-muc) the seed of being, assign progress 
(g-iiht) to the sacrificer, 0 gods; what hath stood brought hither (upd
krta), strenuous (r;aranzand), let it go upon the dear path of the gods. 

TS. (and K. ?) rectifies the meter of a (whose irregularity the Anukr. ignores) by read
ing jwamuflcdmiiniis .,· it also has fi'vam for jrzjdm in d. Ppp. gives gojti for retas in a, 
and in b makes dhatta and de1H'is change places; in d it reads eti. Pr(1'dm may qualify 
the subject in d : 'let it, dear [to the gods], go' etc. Upif.ktta and rafam,xnti have their 
usual technical senses, 'brought to the sacrifice' and ' efficient in the performance of 
religious duty'; the latter is explained by the comm. alternatively, as "being put to 
death " or "leaping up" (root raf) ! Derz,as is, according to him, first "the breaths, sight 
etc.," then" the gods, Agni etc." LE. Sieg discusses jnithas, G1rrujn7j,xkaumudr, p. 98.J 

3. They who, giving attention to (anzt-dki) the one being bound, 
looked after [him] with mind and with eye - let the divine Agni at first 
(dgn:) release them, he the all-working, in unison with (smJz-rii) progeny. 

TS. and MS. (i. 2. r 5) have badhydnuiniis for dtdhyfim1s, and TS. follows it with 
abhyafk,r-J and in c combines a.gnfs tllli _/ MS. also has /l71i. Both read in d prajdpatis 
for 112~·vd!.•armli-.," and TS. ends with sa;iz-vid,1nds. Ppp. has in c mumttkta dc·vas, and, 
for d, prajiijati~- prajab!tis sa1itvidt1m1vi ., it then adds another verse: )'t\ri'i1il pri7!UJ 
na badlmanti baddhavi g·m)ci1Jt Pafi7niim 11,/{l jtzuru.ya{u1m: lmlnis ft11it (i.e. Mn t~grc 
jJra etc.).· The comm. reads in a v,u!ltyamii1uun, which is better; he explains smitra
rii{uls by sahti rabdiiyamiinas, as if from the root rr1 'bark'! Comparison ,vith the 
next verse seems to show the other animals, comrades of the victim, to be aimed at in 
the verse. L Cf. Weber's notes, p. 209, and esp. his reference to <;B. iii. 7. 4s. - MS. 
has /thi, p. tdn: see above, page xc.J 

4. The cattle that are of the village, all-formed, being of various 
forms, manifoldly of one form - let the divine Vayu at first release 
them, Prajapati, in unison with progeny. 

TS. and K. have iirat1;.vifs 'of the forest 1 in a, for griilJl)'<ts, and TS. cornbines 7/tl:}'tts 
tzfo. in c, and ends again with -1.,idlina/l, TA. (iii. II) has two versions (vss. 291 32 ), 
of which the second precisely agrees with TS., while the first has gri'imy,is, like our 
text (and tl.f/Jtfs tzfo in c). Ppp. is quite different: ya li.ra?Z)'ti:';- paftt'llO 1Jirvarlij;ii uta 
ye kiirtifia!i: ... 1numuktci de·va{t prajiijat(I' pra;iibhi's sa;it•vidi.xNfivi. 

5. Foreknowing, let them first (pftrva) receive the breath (p1ii1Jd) 
coming to [them] forth from the limbs, Go to heaven; stand firm with 
thy bodies ; go to paradise (svargd) by god"."traveled roads. 
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Ppp. has deva.s for jHirve in a, tlibhyiim for dz',vam in c, and at the end -blti(- ri--;Jebhifz. 
TS. readsgrhttan#in a; and TS. K. MS. (ii. 5. 10 c,d) invert the order of c and d, and 
give the better reading o:';adltl.pt for dhm1it gacha L cf. RV. x. 16. 3J; lVIS. also has 
hulas for svargam. The comm. makes jn7r-ve mean '' the gods previously stationed in 
the atrnosphere"; perhaps it is 'before the demons get hold of it.' 

35. To expiate errors in the sacrifice: to Vi<;vakarman. 

[Aiigiras. -vairvakarma{zam. trtlif/ttbham: J. brhati.__J?-arbhii; 4, 5. bhur:fj.] 

Found (except vs. 5, and in the verse-order 2, 3, r, 4) in Paipp. i. The same four verses 
are found in TS. (iii. 2. 8 1-3: in the order 2, 4, 3, r), and the first three in MS. (ii. 3. 8: 
in the order I, 3, 2). The hymn is used by Kauc;. (38. 22) in a rite intended, according 
to the comm., to prevent faults of vision (dn'fidof'ttnivii,rattiiya_; Kec;ava says "to pre
vent rain," vr:1·finivara?zaya J. perhaps his text is corrupt), accompanying the eating of 
something in an assembly. Its employment (59. 2!) vvith the hymn next preceding was 
noticed under the latter. The comm. (differing in his reading and division of the rules 
from the edited text of Kauc;.) declares it to be used in all the sa'va sacrifices, to accom
pany the jmrastad homas (59. 23-4: uttareiia savapunzstaddhomiin); and vs. 5 is used 
(3. I 6) with a jntrastiid homa in the pan,1,in sacrifices. In Va.it. the hymn appears 
(9. 7) in the catunnasya sacrifice, with two oblations to Mahendra and Vic;vakarman 
respectively; and again (29. 22) in the agnicayana. In all these applications there is 
nothing that suits the real character of the hymn. 

Translated: ·weber, xiii. 21 r ; Ludwig, p. 302 (vss. r-4); Griffith, i. 76. 

r. They who, partaking [of soma] (bhak.r), did not prosper (rdh) in 
good things, whom the fires of the sacrificial hearth were distressed about 
(anu-tapya-) -what was the expiation (avayd) of their ill-sacrifice, may 
Vic;vakarman (' the a11-worker ') make that for us a good sacrifice. 

The translation implies emendation of d{tri.y/is in c to -tes, and of tan in d to tif.m.,· 
tim is read by the comm., as well as by TS. and MS., and SPP. even admits it into 
his text, though nearly all his mss., as well as ours, read tiin. Our P. and M. read 
.avrdhzts at encl of a; TS. has anrhi'ts, MS. iinar;z'ts. TS. elides the a of anu in b; it 
begins c with iydm for yzf, and ends it with dztri.y/yczi, thus supporting our emendation. 
Both TS. and MS. give knzotu in d, and MS. puts it after vit;vdkanna. The pada
mss. read in c avacyii, but SPP. alters his pada-text to ava-yfi!t, on the authority of the 
comm. ; it is a matter of indifference, as the. concluding element, in spite of the native 
grammarians, is doubtless the rootya. Ppp. gives duri~pi, s·vi.y/am in_c, d. The various 
readings, here and in the following verses, are in. good part of · the kind which show 
that the text~makers were fumbling over matter which they did not understand. The 
comm. is no better off. Here, in a, he • is uncertain whether to take nd as 'as if' or 
'not,' and to make vtisilni object of bhak.yayantas or of anrdht'ts (= vardhitavantas, 
which is not bad). LThe fires, pada b, are personified in like fashion at AGS. iv. r. 2, 3.J 
The verse (12+12 :9+II=44) is much more irregular than the definition of the 
Anukr. admits. 

2. The seers declare the master (.pdti) of the sacrifice by reason of 
sin disportioned, distressed about [his] offspring. What honeyed drops 
he offended in (? apa-riidli), with them let Vi~vakarman unite (sanz-srJ) us. 
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MS. has in a the equivalent ydjamiinam_; its b reads vih5ya prajiim anutapya
manii(t J. while TS. has pra;'tt((z) nfrbhaktii(fz). antdapydmanli{z, and Ppp. nirbhagatli, 
bht~gltd anutapyamana. TS. and MS. make the lost drops only two: madlzai'Yaz't 
stoki'ift ... tzf.bhyam, with ta/t instead of yiln, and hence ra-radha. The translation 
implies correction to vuulhavy-, as read by both the parallel texts and the comm. ; 
SPP's text agrees with ours in reading the matha7'Y- of all the mss. (except three of 
SPP's, which follow the comm.). All the sa11ihita-mss. make the absurd combination 
na1 jebhi(t in d, seeming to have in mind the participle 1ia1fa_; SPP. retains 1ui:~fibltis 
in his text, while ours emends to nas tibhis, as given in the comment to Prat. ii. 31. 
Ppp. has our second half-verse as its 3 c, d; it reads madhavyiiJi stoklin upa y,x rarizdha 
scait ma tarais srjad vip1akarmli. The comm. takes antt and tapy- in bas two inde
pendent words ; he explains apa rarlidha in c by antaritan krta1;an, which is doubtless 
its virtual meaning-. L W's prior draft reads: "what honeyed drops he failed of" -
that is, 'missed.'J · 

3. Thinking the soma-drinkers to be unworthy of gifts (? adiin)ld), 
[though] "knowing of the sacrifice, [he is] not wise (dhtra) in the conj unc
ture (sm1utJ 1d); in that this man is bound having committed a sin, do 
thou, 0 Vi~vakarman, release him for his well-being. 

The offense here had in view is far from clear. Instead of adanyci (which occurs 
only here), TS. has the apparently unintelligent ananyiin_; MS. reads ayajiiiyii1i yajiU
ycill many- 'thinking the unfit for offering to be fit for offering' (or ·vice versa); both 
have in b pratutsya for yajiidsya, and .1·ama-n! for -ye. Ppp. gives the second half-verse 
as 2 c, d, and ends it with jJra mmm{t;dhy enflJiz. TS. MS. have no ,.,vdt at beginning of 
c; TS. gives hza~ cakrvcin mdhi, and MS. lno mahdc cakr,zdnb-, and TS. e.yiim. for e:rd, 
The comm. explains adiiJ~ytzn as ajliat71i1rojetta diiuanarlzi'in, takes 1ut, in b as particle of 
comparison, and makes samaya equal sa11igram1z: "as if one by confidence in the 
strength of his own . arm should think the opposing soldiers despicable " ! The verse 
( r r + r I : I o + I 2 ::::44) has marked irregularities which the Anukt. ignores. 

4. Terrible'[are] the seers; homage be to them! what sight [is] theirs, 
and the actuality (satyd) of their mind. For Brihaspati, 0 bull (ma!ti~~·d), 
[be] bright (dyunuint) homage; 0 Vi~vakarman, homage to thee! protect 
thou us. 

The translation follows our text, thopgh this is plainly corrupted. TS. makes b less 
unintelligible by reading cdk:fll.fas for cdk~·itr ydt, and sa1itdhtUt for sat_ydm / Ppp. has 
in the half-verse only minor variants: blilma for .t::lwras, •sttt for astu, savidr!..~ for 
sat;yam. Inc, TS. has maid l'ttt forthe senseless mahz~·a, and the comm. presents the 
same; Ppp. reads brhasjN:.te malu;ri'iya di .. ,c: mmu; ,;.1zi;1.1-. TS. gives for d ndmd 11irvd~ 
ka:rmatu sd u paw asmdn. In d all the pac/a-mss. have the strange blunder ptinl, ,for 
piild as required by the sense and by the sa1it!tit{i,-text; and SPP. adopts the blunder, 
thus. giving a j,tuftz-reading that is inconvertible into his own satizhi'tli. The comm. 
takes rlayas in a as "the breaths, sight etc.," and sa(vam in bas yatht'irtluzdarri: and 
he founds on this interpretation the use in Kau'5, 38. 22, "against faults of vision," 

5. The sacrifice's eye, commencement, and face: with voice, hearing, 
mind I make oblation. To this sacrifice, extended by Vi~vakarman, let 
the gods come, well.:.willing. 
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The verse is found in no other text, and is perhaps not a proper part of the hymn; it 
is repeated below as xix. 58. 5. A few of the s,wiJdta-mss. (including our 0.) ignore 
the a at beginning of d. The comm. is not certain whether the three nominatives in a 
designate Agni or sacrificial butter; but he has no scruple about making them objects 
tojultoml. 

36. To get a husband for a woman. 

[Pativedana.-af{arcam. lignifomiyam. tniif/ztbham: J'. bhuri:.f; 2,5-7. amtf(ttbli; 

8. niq·fjmrattf!iih.] 

Found (except vss. 6, 8) in Paipp. ii. (in the verse-order r, 3, z, 4, 5, 7). Used by 
Kam;. (34. 13 ff.) among the women's rites, in a ceremony for obtaining a husband; 
vss. 5 and 7 are specially referred to or quoted, with rites adapted to the text. It is 
further regarded by the schol. and the comm. as signified by patz',vedana (7 5. 7), at the 
beginning of the chapters on nuptial rites, accompanying the sending out of a wooer 
or paranymph. 

Translated: Weber, v. 219; xiii. 214; Ludwig, p. 476; Grill, 55, 102; Griffith, i. 78; 
Bloomfield, 94, 322. - Cf. Zimmer, p. 306. 

r. Unto our favor, 0 Agni, may a wooer come, to this girl, along with 
our fortune (bhdga). Enjoyable (jtt.ftd) [is she] to suitors (vard), agree
able at festivals (sdrnana) ; be there quickly good-fortune for her with a 
husband. 

The text is not improbably corrupt. Ppp. reads in a, b sumativi skandaloke i'dam 
thiz kumaryamiino bhagena_; but it combines c and d much better into one sentence by 
reading for d 01avi patya bhavatz" (-tu .?) subhage 'yam. The comm. explains sambha
las as sambha1aka(t sami:idatii 'Vii_; or else, he says, it means kbisaka(i pilr,vam abhila
.fa•vi"ghatz kanyam anz"cchan puntfa(t. He quotes ApGS. i. 4 to show that 'Vara also 
means paranymph. Juftd he quotes Pa~1ini to prove accented jz'tf/ii. In d he reads 
t7fam, and declares it to signify sukhttkaram. L Bergaigne, Rei. vecf. i. 159, takes 
samana as = ' marriage.' J 

2. Fortune enjoyed by Soma, enjoyed by Brahman, brought together 
by Aryaman; with the truth of divine Dhatar, the husband-finder I 
perform (kr). 

Ppp. has a mutilated first half-verse : somajzt;to myamtili sa1izbhrto bltaga; and at 
the end patirvedanam. The comm. understands in a brahma- to mean the Gandharva, 
who and Soma are the first husbands of a bride (xiv. 2. 3, 4). He does not see in bltaga 
anything but kanyarupam bhi:igadheyam.,- but the meaning" favors" is .not impossible. 

L Both bhagam ("fortune" or "favors ") and patz'tvedanant (the ceremony called 
"husband-finder") are objects of kniomi".,- which, accordingly, needs to be rendered 
by ' make ' or 'procure ' for the one combination and by 'perform ' for the other. It 
is hardly a case of zeugma. - Bloom:fiel.d notes that sa1izbhrta contains a conscious 
allusion to savibhala, vs. r .J 

3. May this woman, 0 Agni, find a husband; for king Soma maketh 
her of good-fortune; giving birth to sons, she shall become chief consort 
(mdhi',tf); having gone to a husband, let her, having good-:fortune, bear 
rule (vi-raj). 
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Three mss. (including our P.O.) read ndri in a. LFor vide1/a in a (Grammar2 
§ 850 a),J Ppp. has vide~'/u.,· at encl of b it reads itani knzotu_; and it changes the 
second half-verse into an address by reading bhavasi, and subltal[e vi raja. The 
comm. explains mahi{i as mahanlya frt!f/hii blzaryii. The fourth pada is best scanned 
as jagati, with resolution ga-tu-il Lor insert sit before subhdga J. 

4. As, 0 bounteous one (maghdvan), this pleasant covert hath been 
dear to the well-settled (sitfdd) wild beasts, so let this woman be enjoyed 
of Bhaga, mutually dear, not disagreeing with her husband. 

The translation here involves emendation of the unmanageable su:rdda in b to su1d
diim, as suggested by iii. 22. 6. SPP. has in his pada-text su0sdda[i (as if nom. of 
sttltidas), and makes no note upon the word-probably by an oversight, as of our pada
mss. only Op. has such a reading; the comm. understands su~·ddas, and explains it by 
sztkhena sthatzuit yogya{t 'comfortable to dwell in' ; which is not unacceptable. The 
comm. also has in a mag/ia71an, and in d abliiradhayanti (= abhivardhayanti, or else 
putraj>a~vadiMifi samrddliii bliavantl). Ppp. has at the beginning yatltli klia1izrani 
mttghava;i carur e:ru, and, in c, d, ycl1iz 'Vaya11i }ztl/ii bhagasya 'stzt sa1izjw-. All our 
sa1iihita-mss. save one (H.), and half of SPP's, give e1d!i pr- in a-b; but the comment 
to Prat. ii. 57 quotes this passage as illustration of the loss of its final visarga by e:rds. 
Kau<;. (34. r4) evidently intends an allusion to this verse in one of its directions: mrgit
kharad 'Vt:dyii1n mantroktani 'the articles mentioned in the text on the sacrificial 
hearth from a wild beast's covert,' but the comm. does not explain the meaning. The 
Anukr. ignores the redundancy of a syllable in c. L Pronounce Ju:1'fii iyam and reject 
niiri.? - The use of sdmpriya in dual and plural is natural: its extension to the 
singular is rather illogical (cf. TS. iv. 2. 4), unless we assign intensive value to sam 
(' very dear ').J 

5. Ascend thou the boat of Bhaga, full, unfailing; with that cause to 
cross over hither a suitor who is according to thy wish. 

Or pratikiimyil may perhaps mean 'responsive to thy love.' Ppp. has in a ii rulta, 
in b amtparas-, and for c, d trayo pil:1•ii hitavi yaf pati:1· patikilmya/t. The comm. 
understands upa- in c as an independent word. vVith this verse, according to the 
comm., the girl is made to ascend a properly prepared boat. 

6. Shont to [him], 0 lord of riches; make a suitor hither~minded ;. 
turn the right side to every one who is a suitor according to thy wish. 

Circumambulation with the right side to\vard one is a sign of reverence. A /,:nuu!aya 
in a is perhaps a real causative, 'make him call out to us' ; the comm. takes it so. His. 
explanation Lpage 332J of the accompanying rite is: "offering rice in the night, one 
should make the girl step forward to the right." 

7. Here [is] gold, bdellium ; here [is] iiUA\fd, likewise fortune; these· 
have given thee unto husbands, in order to find one according to thy 
wish. 

Attk;d (cf. auklagandhi, iv. 37. 3) seems to be some fragrant product of the ox; or· 
it may perhaps come from 1tkl 'sprinkle,' but not through uk~an. The mss. vary here, 
as everywhere else, in an indiscriminate manner between gltggulu and gzUgulu.,. here 
the majority of ours have -lg-, and the great majority of SPP's have :t;g·; but -gg- is. 
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accepted (as elsewhere) in our edition, and -lg- in the other; Ppp. reads -lg·, the comm. 
-gg-. Ppp. has further vayam ttk:w atho bhaga .,· and, in c-d, adhu(i patik-. The comm. 
defines guggulu as " a well-known kind of article for incense," and for (ittk-1a he quotes 
from Kec;ava (kau~ikastltrabha,1yakiiriis) the couplet given in Bloomfield's Kaw;ika on 
p. 335 (but reading swrabkin ganilhiin kfiratJt). The comm., p. 332, explains that with 
this verse is to be performed a binding on and fumigation and anointing of the girl with 
ornaments, bdellium, and iiuk1a respectively. L BR., iv. 947, suggest pratz'kamyZiya. J 

8. Hither let Savitar conduct for thee, conduct a husband that is 
according to thy wish; do thou assign [him] to her, 0 herb. 

The second nayatu is a detriment equally to sense and to meter; the Anukr. counts 
:it to a, and the pada-mss. mark the division accordingly. Emendation of tvdm in c to 
tam is strongly suggested. The verse hardly belongs to the hymn as originally made 
up ; there has been no reference elsewhere to an "herb ''; nor does Kaur;. introduce 
such an element. 

In the concluding anuviika L 6.J are 5 hymns, 3 r verses: the Anukr. says accord• 
ingly trhif adekadhiko 'ntyafz. 

This is the end also of the fourth prapa/kaka. 
L One or two mss. sum up the book as 36 hymns and 207 verses. J 
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L The third book is made up largely of hymns of 6 verses each. 
It contains 13 such hymns, but also six hymns (namely 4, 7, 
r3, r6, 24, 30) of 7 verses each, six hymns (namely 5, 6, rr, r5, 
19, 29) of 8 verses each, two hymns (namely 12, 17) of 9 verses 
each, two hymns (namely 20, 2 r) of ro verses each, one hymn 
(namely 3r) of rr verses, and one hymn (namely ro) of 13 verses. 
See Weber's introduction to his translation, p. I 78. The possi
bility of critical reduction to the norm is well illustrated by hymn 
31-comparepages I and 37. The·whole book has been trans
lated by \Veber, Indische Stztdien, vol. xvii. (1885), pages 177-314.J 

I. Against enemies. 

[Atharvan. -senamohanam. bahudevatyam. triii,r/ubham: a. vircFrjgarbhct" bhurij; 
3, 6. anu,r/ztbh; 5, viril/purm11·!tih.] 

Found in Paipp. iii., next after the one which here follows it. In Kau~. (14. I 7), 
this hynm and the next are called mohaniini 'confounclers,' and are used in a rite 
( 14. I 7-21) for confounding an enemy's army; its details have nothing to do with those 
of the hymns. 

Translated: Lud,vig, p. 518; Weber, xvii. 180; Griffith, i. Sr; Bloomfield, rzr, 3:25. 

I. Let Agni, knowing, go against our foes, burning against the impre
cator, the niggard; let him confound (mohaya-) the army of our adver
saries (pdra) ; and may Jatavedas make them handless. 

Ppp. makes fatrfin and 1vid--viin in a change places. SPP. reports that the text used 
by the comm. reads tza!z after a,gnir both here and in 2. I a. The comm. signalizes 
the beginning of the book by giving absurd etymologies of agni at the length of nearly 
a page. Piida clacks a syllable, unless we allow ourselves to resolve .stf-na.-iim, 

2. Ye, 0 Maruts, are formidable for such a plight; go forward upon 
[themJ kill, overcome! The Vasus have killed [them]; suppliant [are] 
these; for let Agni, their messenger, go against [thGir foes], knowing. 

The second half-verse is rendered literally as it stands, but is certainly badly corrupt. 
Ppp. has amlmrdavi ·vastwo niit!titeblz;..vo a,,gnir hy e.yiZ1iz 1.n'd,viin pra.tyebt fatriin, which 
is much more acceptable: niith- would be 'for [us] ,vho supplicate.' DzUas seems .to 
have blundered in here out of ::!. r a. Ludwig emends niitMtfis to -tiin, which would 
improve c, but leave .it unconnected with d. In our edition frtf ty ctzt is an erratum for 
pratyitu, which all the mss. read. The comrn., with his customary neglect of accent, 

84 
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takes ugrils in a as vocative. He takes id/(e as a locative ( = apradlznyc sa1Jzgriima
lak~,atie karmatti), against the testimony of the other passages where the word occurs, 
and supplies matsahaylis. In b, he reads (with a couple of SPf's mss. that follow him) 
mnzdtas, and takes it (again against the accent) as accus. pl. A mflnnuw in c he renders 
as an imperative. The meter of the verse (r I + I r : I 2 + I 3 = 47) is capable of being 
fitted to the description of the Anukr. LII+Io :12+12=45J by duly managing the 
resolutions. LAufrecht, KZ. xxvii. 219 (1885), reconstructs the vs., putting Vl((ldyata. 
for mnidta in b and reading c, d thus: ctmzmr{lan •vdsa7/0 mUhitt1so agnfr hi fatrftn 
pratyeti vidhyan. Cf. Bloomfield, 326. - Roth gives (in his notes) mnlata for 
mnzata and (in his coilation) ye;iim for hy e:ram, as Ppp. readings.J 

3. The army of enemies, 0 bounteous one, playing the foe against 
us -do ye (two), 0 Vrtra-slaying Inclra, Agni also, bum against them. 

The verse is found also as SV. ii. 12r5, which reads chatru_yadm in b, and begins c 
with ubhazt tilvz (tifm is read by the comm., and is called for as an emendation in our 
verse); it also has the correct accent am£trasi•1uim, which is found in only two of our 
mss. (O.Op.) and three of SPP's; both editions read -sllzam. In our text, lignff in d 
is a misprint for agnff. LSPP. combines asmif.n c!z-, badly: cf. i.19.4, note.J 

4. Impelled, 0 Indra, forwards (? pnzvdta) by thy (two) bays-let thy 
thunderbolt go forth, slaughtering (pra-mr) the foes; smite the on-coming, 
the following, the fleeing (j'drafic) ; scatter their actual intent. 

The verse is RV. iii. 30. 6; which, however, reads at the beginning prd sii te (as does 
also the comm.), accents in c pmtico anitcd{l ( and the comm. claims the same for our 
text), and has for d vffl!a1il satycf1Jz knmlzi vi.y/tim astit, which is even more unintelli~ 
gible than our text. Weber proposes vi,rvaksatydm as a compound, "turning itself in 
every direction"; this, however, makes nothing out of -sat;,am. Ludwig translates 
"fulfil their design in all [both] directions," which is not very clear. Ppp. reads vi~i,mlz 
vi.y/a1ii krtmhi satyam e.yam_/ also quite obscure. The comm. takes satyam as 
" established, settled," and vi~·1.1ak knmlzi as "scatter, unsettle, make uncertain." One 
would like to take vi".y·vak- as something like' contrariwise,' with the general sense "turn 
their plans against themselves." Ppp. has further ni7a(z for anilcas in c. 

5. 0 Inclra, confound the army of our enemies; with the blast of fire, 
of wind, make them disappear, scattering. 

The defective first half-verse is completed by Ppp. in this form : manomohanmh 
knzva (i.e. kniavas .f!) indrtt 'mitrebhyas tva,n. The second half-verse is also z. 3 c, d. 
The comm. explains dhrajya. by dahana1.1t".yaye ya ·vegz'ta gatis tatltav-idhaya •vegagatya 
tayor eva va gatya. 

6. Let Indra confound the army; let the Maruts slay with force; let 
Agni take away its eyes; let it go back conquered. 

All the mss. read {ndra, vocative, at the beginning of the verse; but SPP's text, as 
well as ours, emends to indra/t s-,; and this the comm. also has. The comm. further in 
c dhattam instead of dattam. 
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2. Against enemies. 

[Atharvan. - seniimohanam. bahitdevatyam. triiilfubham: 2-4. 1UtUffztbh.] 

Found in Paipp. iii., next before the hymn here preceding. Used in Kauc;. only with 
the latter, as there explained. 

Translated: 'Weber, xvii. 183; Griffith, i. 82; Bloomfield, 121, 327.-Cf. Bergaigne
Henry, Manuel, p. 139. 

I. Let Agni our messenger, knowing, go against [them], burning 
against the imprecator, the niggard ; let him confound the intents of our 
adversaries; and may Jatavedas make them handless. 

All the mss. have in a the false accent praty etu (seemingly imitated from I. 2 d, 
where Id requires it), and SPP. retains it; our edition makes the necessary emendation 
to prd~y etu. Ppp. appears to have fatriln instead of vid·viin at end of a. 

2. Agni here hath confounded the intents that are in your heart; let 
him blow (dham) you away from [our] home; let him blow you forth in 
every direction. 

Ppp. has dhamiittt for -matzt both times. The comm. renders amil1mthat by moha
yatu, in accordance with his doctrine that one verbal form is equivalent to another. 

3. 0 Indra ! confounding [their] intents, move hithenvarcl with [their] 
design (dkitti) ; with the blast of fire, of wind, make them disappear, 
scattering. 

The second half-verse is identical with I. 5 b, c. Pada b apparently means 'take 
away their design, make them purposeless ' ; the comm., distorting the sense of arrvlW, 
makes it signify "go against [their army], with the design [ of overwhelming it]." 
Ppp. reads iikz?tyii 'llhi (i.e. -(yiis adhiP). In our edition, restore the lost accent-mark 
over the -dra of fndra in a. 

4. Go asunder, ye designs of them; also, ye intents, be confounded; 
also what is today in their heart, that smite thou out from them. 

All the mss. have in b cittifni, as if not vocative, and SPP. retains the accent, while 
om· text emends to citt?ini_; the comm. understands a vocative. The comm. further 
takes 7/Jtlikiltayas as one word, explaining it as either ,z,iruddhcifi sa1itJ:aljii(l <1r else 
(qualifying devils understood) as fatrii~zii11i ·vividluiki2t_,y1ttjuidal.:i'i(l. LFor d, rather, 
'that of them smite thou out from [them].'J 

5. Confounding the intents of those yonder, seizing their limbs, 0 
Apvft, go away; go forth against [them]; consume [them] in their hearts 
with pangs ( roka) ; pierce the enemies with seizure (grdhi), the foes 
with darkness. 

The verse is RV. x. ro3. I 2, which reads in a cittctm pratilobhdyant't, and, for d, 
and!tena •m{tras tamas,i sacantam.; and SV. (ii. 121 I) and VS. (xvii. 44) agree with 
RV. Both pada-texts give in b grha?ta, as impv.; but the word is translated above (in 
accordance witll Grassmann's suggestion) as .aor. pple. fem. grhti?tZi, because this com~ 
bines so much better with the following pdre 'hi. A number of the sa1Jzhita-mss. 
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(including our P.s.m.E.s.m.I.H.p.m.) make the curious blunder of accenting ajrve in b: 
the comm. explains it as a papadevatii, adding the precious etymology apaviiyayatz" 
apagamayati suklzam pra?tibir; ea. L Weber, ix. 482, thinks apva has reference to 
impurity (root pii) and to diarrhcea as caused by fear. To Weber's citation (xvii. 184) 
from the Pura1:ia, add the line near the beginning of the Bhi~ma book, MBh. vi. r. I 8, 
r;rutva tu ninada1h yodha[z r;akrn-mzUram prasusruvu[z. J The Anukr. ignores the 
redundancy in a; emendation to cittzf would remove it. 

6. Yonder army of our adversaries, 0 Maruts, that comes contending 
against us with force - pierce ye it with baffling darkness, that one of 
them may not know another. 

The verse is an addition ( as vs. I 4) to RV. x. I 03 L Aufrecht, 2d ed'n, vol. ii. p. 682 J, 
but forms a proper part of SV. (ii. 1210) and VS. (xvii. 47). RV.VS. read in b abhyaftz' 
nas (for asmiilr, afty abhf) ; SV. has ab!tylti_; all have in c gitltata for vidhJ1ata.,
and with the latter Ppp. intends to agree, but has guhata. Fore.yam in d, RV. gives 
ami.yam, SV. de.yam, and VS. and and accordingly at the endjlindn. It takes violence 
to compress our b into a trz'jfubh pacla. 

3. For the restoration of a king. 

[Atharvan. -naniidevatyam tda "gneyam. trdi:rfubham: 3. 4-p. bhurik paiikti; 5 1 6. anu~·fubh.] 

Found in Paipp. ii. (our vs. 5 coming last). Used by Kau~. (r6. 30), with the hymn 
next following, in a ceremony for the restoration of a king to his former kingdom. In 
Va.it. (9. 2 ), vs. I accompanies a morning oblation to Agni anikavant in the sakamedha 
rite of the catztrmasya sacrifice; and again (30. 27), vs. 2 is used at the end of the 
sautra1Jza{zi ceremony. 

Translated: Ludwig, p.441; ·weber, xvii. 185; Griffith, i.83; Bloomfield, II2, 327. 
- Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, fl:fanuel, p. qo. 

r. He hath shouted (? krand) ; may he be protector of his own here; 
0 Agni, bend apart the two widened firmaments (rodasi); let the all
possessing Maruts harness (yuj) thee; lead thou hither with homage yon 
man of bestowed oblation. 

This is a very literal translation of the obscure verse, which is plainly an adaptation 
or corruption, or both, of a RV. verse in a hymn to Agni (vi. I I. 4: it is repeated, with
out variant, in MS. iv. 14. I 5) :. ddidyutat sv apiiko 1nohi1vd gne ydjasva rodasi uritci: 
izyz'mi nd yd1iz ndmasa ratdhai,ya anjdnti supraydsam pdnctz jdnti{t_; and, what is very 
noteworthy, the latter half-verse of RV. is decidedly more closely reflected in the Ppp. 
version: ammh nayci namasa ratahavyo yiy'anti suprajasa1iz pa.flea janafi_; Ppp. has 
also bhavat at end of a. It could not be expected to find concinnity and sense in a 
verse so originated; the address seems to be changed from Agni to Indra, and some 
sort of comparison aimed at between the latter and the reinstated king. The pada-text 
divides in a svaopil,[z, and, as the word may be a part of the adaptation L of the original 
to the purpose of this hymn J, the translation so treats it, instead of substituting, as 
\Veber and Ludwig do, suoaj)(ifz_; the comm. explains it both ways: .maki'yanam pra
jiinam pa!aka{i sukarmli vti. The comm. makes the king subject of dcikradat in a, 
apparently takes 'll.Ytkasi1a in b • as one word ( = 1,yajJntthi), 17.Jti in c as designating 
Agni (yunjantu. = prajJ1tuvantu, tvatsahiiya bhavanttt), and amttm in d as the king. 
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The Anukr. ignores the jag·atf pada (c) Lor lets it offset a counted as 10 !J. L The 
usual compound is sv-djJas_,· but sv-apds, though not quotable, is quite possible.J 

2. Inclra, the inspired one, however far away, let the ruddy ones set 
in motion hither (ii-cyii.va;,a-) in order to friendship, when the gods ven
ture (?) for him a giiyatri, a bthatt, a song (arkd), with the sautrama~d 
(ceremony). 

This verse is nearly as obscure as the preceding, and probably as hopelessly corrupt. 
Tl1e "rudely ones" in a are, according to the comm., priests (rtvij); ·weber under
stands "horses," Ludwig "somas." The comm. takes dddhr-f{wta in d first from root 
dht ( ! == adharayan), then apparently from dhr.y (pz7rva1iz ·visrastavayavam indram 
pimaft sarva·vaya11opetam akurvan, citing TS. v. 6. 34); Ppp. has dadrranta_; perhaps 
dadrhanta might be made to yield the best sense; restoration of the augment would fill 
out the deficient meter, which the Anukr. fails to remark. R. conjectures "made firm 
for him the mighty gayatrl as bolt." About half the mss. (including our Bp.E.I.H.K.) 
accent in b sakliytt,ya_; the same uncertainty as to this word appears elsewhere. 

3. For the waters let king Varm::i.a call thee; let Soma call thee for 
the mountains; let Indra call thee for these subjects (1df); becoming a 
falcon, fly unto these subjects. 

" For'' may of course be "from" in a and b, as preferred by L the fourj translators 
and comm. Ppp. reads, in .a, b 1.1a-rtt?t0 juhiiva somas tvii yavi hvayati.:; and again in 
c, i'ndras tva yani kvayati. With the proper resolutions, this verse is a decent tri~·tubh_; 
the Anukr. scans it as I I + I o : I o + I o = 4 I. The verses in our text are wrongly 
numbered from this one on. 

4. Let the falcon lead hither from far (pdra) the one to be called, 
living exiled in others' territory (k1ltra) ; let the (two) A~;vins make the 
road for thee easy to go ; settle together about this man, ye his fellows. 

The translation follows both previous translators, and the cornm. ( = lr.. 1lila1.~y,zm), in 
implying htfvyam in a instead of ha,z~vdm 'oblation' ; yet Ppp. reads /1aiiis, which sup
ports luzvydm. The comm,, with several of S P P's mss., has a,z1aruddham in b; for 
L the technicalJ aparitddhaf canw (and ai1a-gam, 6 d) compare especially PB. xii. r 2. 6. 

5. Let thine opponents call thee; thy friends have chosen [thee] against 
[them] (? jm#i) ; Indra-and-Agni, all the gods, have n1aintained for thee 
security (k-flma) in the people (vz1;·). 

The co1mn., and a few of SPP's mss. that follow it, have at the beginning vtiyantu 
(= sii.JJ'ttatyente se,;1antiZm). Several s,uhlzitll.-mss. (including our P.M.O.Op.) read 
jratijlf.nfzti.: Ppp. has the easier readinp,; juvica janti{t, with kvayanti for -ntu, and, in 
b, 'llar,ffata for a'vr.yata_; also it ends with adlt!haras. As in more than one other case, 
all 1;he mss. accent tc in the second half-ve1:se, and the pada-tcxt puts its double stroke 
of pada•division before the ,vord; and both editions read NJ· but it should plainly be it', 
as our translation renders, and as the comm. also explains it. The comm. combines in 
bpratlmitras, making it mean "opposing friends"; the combination of -zr 'choose' 
with .Prati is strange and obscure. 

6. Whatever fellow disputes thy call, and whate~er outsider - making 
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him go away (dp,i1ic), 0 Indra, then do thou reinstate (ava-gmnaJla) this 
man here. 

The comm. explains sajiita and nf:1-fya as samabala and nz'kr,1fabala ( ! ) Las at i. I 9. 3 J, 
and ava gamaya as bodlzaya. The Anukr. takes no notice of the metrical deficiency 
in a; emendation to -vtidati would fairly rectify it. L For a'va-gam, see note to vs. 4.J 

4. To establish a king. 

[Atharvan. -saptakam. iiz'ndram. trflz'._r/ubham: I.jaJ;atr; 4, 5. bhzer~7.] 

Found in Paipp. iii. Used in Kam;. only with the next preceding hymn (as there 
explained), although the two are of essentially different application, this one referring 
to a king who has been called or chosen, and has to be inaugurated as such. In 
Va.it. (r3. 2), in the al;"'littoma sacrifice, vs. 7 accompanies, with vii. 28, oblations to 
pathyii svastz' and other divinities. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 252; Zimmer, p. 164; 'Weber, xvii. r90; Griffith, i. 84; Bloom
:field, r I 3, 330. - Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, Jfrwue!, p. 14r. 

I. Unto thee hath come the kingdom; with splendor rise forward; [as] 
lord of the people (vffas), sole king, bear thou rule ('vi-rli.j); let all the direc
tions call thee, 0 king; become thou here one for waiting on, for homage. 

The translation implies in a agan, ,vhich is very probably the true reading, though 
the pada-mss. divide h.1,i: p:an. The metrical redundancy in a, b is best removed by 
omitting jrdn (for which Ppp. and the comm. read jnik), which seems (as meaning 
also 'in the east') to have b.een added in order to make yet more distinct the compari
son with the sun implied in 2'td ihi_; the pada-text reckons the word wrongly to b, and 
the comm. renders it p17rvam 'formerly'; he takes vi nYa as "be resplendent," which 
is of course possible. The verse has but one realjagatipada (a). L \Vith d ( = vi. 98. I d), 
cf. ndmasopasddyas, used twice in RV.J 

2. Thee let the people (vffas) choose unto kingship (riijya), thee 
these five divine directions; rest (p-i) at the summit of royalty, at the 
pinnacle (ka!dtd) ; from thence, formidable, share out good things to us. 

The verse is found also in TS. (iii. 3. 92 ) and l\fS. (ii. 5. ro), with nearly accordant 
differences of reading: gii·vo •vnwta ri1/.,vfz;1a in a; t•vii,h havanta (MS. vardhanti) 
marz'tta(i s'var-kt7(t for b; k1atrdsya kak1tb!zi (MS. kakttbbliifi) fip·iyaizds in c. TB., 
moreover, has the second half-verse (in ii. 4. 77; the first half is our iv. 22 •. 2 a., b), 
agreeing with AV. except by giving k.yatrdsya kakt'tbhis. Ppp. further varies the 
word by reading kakudlzi;; it also has in a 'V?'[titfam, and ford ato vasilni 7.,i bha..fiisy 
i{gra(i. A number of the rnss. (including our O.Op.) read in a r~fyaya, as, indeed, they 
generally disagree Lin threefold wisej as to the accent of this word. P.M.\V. have in a 
vnatii1n. The comm. renders vdrrman by farire, frayas·va by ass·va. 

3. Unto thee let thy fellows come, calling [thee]; Agni shall go along 
as speedy messenger; let the wives, the sons, be well-willing; thou, for
midable, shalt see arrive (prati-paf) much tribute. 

Ppp. has in a, b yantu blunmnas_ya jal,i 'gllir ditto •·va Jarase dadhati, and combines 
in c jli.yar p-. The comm. finds in b an incomplete simile : " thy messenger, unassail
able like. fire, shall " etc. 
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4. Let the (two) Ac;vins thee first, - let Mitra-and-Varm:.ia both, let all 
the gods, the Maruts, call thee; then put (kr) thy mind unto the giving 
of good things; from thence, formidable, share out good things to us. 

"With c compare RV. i. 54. 9 d, which rectifies the meter by reading kr,rva. The 
second half-verse is quite different in Ppp. : sajatiinihit madhyame.yflie 'lza masyii (cf. 
ii. 6. 4 c ; iii. 8. 2 d) sve k.yetre savite vi rli:fa. The third pada is made bhuri.f by the 
change of kr.yva to knm.yva. 

5. Run forth hither from the furthest distance ; propitious to thee be 
heaven-and-earth both; king Varm1a here saith this thus; he here hath 
called thee; Ltherefore (sd)J do thou come to this place. 

Ppp. has bablziUii:m for 1tblte stam at end of b, and ahvat s11enam elzi at end of d. 
SPP. reports all his_pada-mss. as reading aha instead of aha in c; no such blunder has 
been noted in ours. His ms. of the comm. also appears to have alzvat in d, but doubt
less only by an oversight 0£ the copyist (under the next verse it gives ahr,1at in an iden
tical phrase of exposition). MS. (ii. 2. I I ; p. 24. 3) gives a pratlktt reading ii _p-rt:!hi 
paramdsyi'ift _paravdta!z, while no corresponding verse is found in its text- or else
where, so far as is known, unless here. 

6. Like a human Indra, go thou away; for thou hast concurred (smn
j1it'i) in concord with the castes (?) ; he here hath called thee in his own 
station; he shall sacrifice to the gods, and he shall arrange the people 
(vffas). 

The translation of this obscure and difficult verse implies much and venturesome 
emendation in the :first half: namely, in a, indra iva manu.yy,i(i, and in b v,irtiiiis. 
'\Veber also takes 1mmu.y/as as meant for a nom. sing., and renders it "menschenge
staltet" ; the other translators understand mamt~rya 1.ilras, as does the Pet. Lex. The 
Ppp. version, indro ida,n 1nanu~ya pre 'ki, suggests -.yya(t, and is decidedly better in 
j;rcltl (to be resolved into .Pr-e-hi, whence perhaps the corruption to _parehz'); the 
repeated vocative {ndraoindni (so the padti-text) is not to be tolerated. For b, Ppp. 
has sa1Ji hi yajli-iyiis 17.,a 'Varuiunci smJn;{di.inaft, which is too corrupt to give us aid; 
the emendation to vd-rtziiis is a desperate and purely tentative one, as there is no evi
dence that vdr{za had assumed so early the sense of I caste.' \,Veber suggests that 
11arttiza here is equal to 1:1ant1ui 'elector'; Zimmer takes it as virtually for rlt.,rz.ifUr: both 
entirely unsatisfactory. Ppp. ends the verse with stJ kaljmyiitl difa{l. To the comm. 
there is no difficulty; the repeated vocative is out of reverence (iiJlariirtham) ; manu-

',tvas is a. Vedic irregularity for -~,;;van, or else qualifies prajiis understood; 'the plural 
1Hu·u1zii.is is pltt:r. maji:.wt,itlcus for rz1a,nt{UJ1Ui .,· kalj;t~J't"'U, finally, is s·va,1·z1a•v.vii_piirt\W 
n(vm7ktiim; The Anukr. passes without notice thcjagati pa.dn. d, it being easy to read 
the verse into 44 syllables. 

7. The wealthy roads, of manifoldly various form, all, assembling, 
have made wide room for thee ; let them all in concord call thee ; to the 
tenth [decade of life] abide here formidable, well-willing. 

Patltya ?'IJ'Vtl-tts, divinities of good roads and welfare, are explained by the comm. as 
patho 'napctii vzargahitakliritzya ctatsav~jl:Ui d1:,vata(t,: or else pathyiis is _pathi siidlt
ava~, and re'vatls is ti/uts. Both editions re(td in d z1arc •hd, but the comm., with 
SPP's frotr{vas V. and K., read ·vase 'lui, and the translation irnpiies this. Ppp. offers 
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no variants for the verse. Many of our smizhitii-mss. (P.M.\V.E.I.H.) retain the final 
visarga of sa1fzvidltnaft before lw- in c; SPP. does not report any of his as guilty of 
such a blunder. L V. and K. recognize vafehd as a variant.J 

Ppp. appends another verse: yadi jaretia ha.·vi,1a datvii gamayiimasi: atrii ta 
indraf kevalir vifo balihttas karat (cf. RV. x. I 73. 6 c, d). 

5. For prosperity: with a parJ.?.a-amulet. 

[Atharvan. -affakam. silumyam. iimtf/ttbham: I. puro'mt{f1tp triffttbh _; 8. ·virii{lu-robrhati.] 

Found (except vs. 8) in Paipp. iii. Used by Kauc;. (r9. 22), with viii. 5 and x. 3, 6~ 
to accompany the binding on of an amulet for general prosperity (tejobaliiyurdh,wadi
pttffaye, comm.). And the comm. quotes it from Nak~. K. Lcomm. should say <;::anti K. 
- Bloomfield J as employed in a malzii.[iinti named a1~g'irasi. L In the prior draft, \V. 
·writes "For success of a king: with" etc. as title of this hymn. Its place in the 
collection, next after iii. 3 and 4, and its second vs., seem to justify that title. J 

Translated: Weber, xvii. I 94 ; Griffith, i. 86 ; Bloomfield, I r 4, 33 I. - V ss. 6 and 7 t 
Zimmer, p. I 84, with comment. 

r. Hither hath come this par~zd-amulet, strong, by strength slaughter
ing our rivals; force of the gods, milk of the herbs, let it quicken me 
with splendor unremittingly. 

Ppp. has for d mayl ra~rtra11i jhmatv ajrayucchan. Afrayavan in d, which is read 
by all the mss. (hence by both editions) and the comm., is unquestionably to be emended 
(as suggested by BR., v. I or 5) to -yavam L ,Skt. Gram. 2 § 995 b, rootyu; cf.yuclt J; the 
word is quoted in the Prat. text (iv. 56), but not in a way to determine its form (aj;ra
yaviidi-). As the later verses sho\"\\ parr1a is to be understood here as the tree of that 
name (Btttea frondosa: comm. palii.fa'llrk.ya). The comm. raises no objection to dj;ra
yavan, and explains it as either mani 1.Jihaya 'naj;aganta san (with irregular exchange 
of case-forms), or else aprayatar, i.e. sarvada dharyamiitza, 

2. In me [maintain] dominion, 0 par~d-amulet, in me maintain wealth; 
may I in the sphere of royalty be familiar (? ni.fd), supreme. 

Compare the nearly corresponding vi. 54. 2, which suggests emendation of nijds to 
;1itjas L' may I be supreme above [any] ally or fellow-king' (yujas as abl.)J. Ppp. has 
ri'tf/ram for k~·atravi in a, and its dreads yajii. bhztyasam uttara, supporting the emen
dation. Our Bp. reads in c -vargrt, as some of the mss. do in the other occurrences of 
this obscure word: the comm. explains it by avm·:jane svadhini-kara1,ze 'appropriation/ 
and nija by ananyasahaya. LBR. give 'bestandig' for n-i_ja. J 

3. The dear amulet which the gods deposited hidden in the foresUree 
-that let the gods give•to us to wear, together with lengthoflife (ayus). 

Ppp. has for b vaji1n deva(t prz"ymfz nldhlm, and its second half-verse is ta1it ma 
i'ndras stf,hii "yuf i't 11ttzttz1h dadatu bhartave. 

4. The panpd, Soma's formidable power, hath come, given by In<lra, 
governed (~as) by Varm1a; may I, shining greatly, wear it in order to 
length of life for a hundred autumns. 

The translation implies emendation in c of the unmanageable priyasam to bhriyasam, 
an obvious improvement, adopted also by Weber, and supported by the reading of Ppp., 
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tam ahani bibharml; the comm., too, though reading przy-, glosses it with bhriy,ismiz 
dhiirayeyam. In b, Ppp. has sakhyas for r;i'.ftas. The comm. finds in somasya par
?tds in a allusion to the origin of the partza-tree from a leaf (par?ta) of soma, and 
quotes for it TS. iii. 5. 71 • RJcamanas in c he uses as -nam, qualifying tdm. The 
metrical definition of the verse is wanting in the Anukr. mss. ; we may call it a niqt 
tritfitbh. L See vVeber's note on par?zd. J 

5. The par~zd-amulet hath ascended me, in order to great unharmed
ness, so that I may be superior to patron (aryamdn) and to ally (smizvid). 

Saliivid is here taken as corresponding noun to the common adjective smhvidana 
(the Pet. Lex., "possession"; Weber, "favor "); the comm. makes it samiinajfzanat 
or samabaliit_; and aryaman, according to him, comes from arin yamayati, and means 
adkikaba!a(t purupradata ea. Ppp. combines mahya 'ri,I(- in b, and has ford manu~:,va 
adhi saviratafi (or sanimata(z). All the mss., and SPP's text, read uttards in c; 
our ·ztttaras is a necessary emendation. LAs to aryamdn, cf. Weber's note.J 

6. They that are clever chariot-makers, that are skilful smiths- sub
jects to me do thou, 0 par~zd, make all people (jdna) round about. 

Ppp. begins)'at tak1ci7.zo rath-, and its second half-verse is sar1..1ii1is tvii 'nnza randhayo 
pasti1h kt{llt medinam. The comm. renders dhivanas by dhivara mlitsik1i(z ' fisher
men,' and gives the technical definition of the caste of rathakaras. ·weber (p. 196 ff.) 
treats with much fulness of these and other caste matters. Upastin the comm. explains, 
nearly enough correctly, by sevartha1iz samij)e vidyamanZht ·upasiniin v,i, 

7. They that are kings, king-makers, that are charioteers and troop
leaders - subjects to me do thou, 0 parttd, make all people round about. 

Our Bp. reads in b gra11uzo7.zya(t, emended to ony/t(i _; Kp. has l:rama1zyt1(z .,· Op. and 
D. (and, so far as appears, all SPP's pada-mss.) grama7.zya(z _; the word is divided by 
the RV. pada-text (.gramaonf{t), as in all reason it should be; and its division seems 
favorecl, if not required, by our Prat. iii. 76. Ppp. has a quite different text: ujmstir 
astu viiir;ya uta fttdra uta "rya(t for a, b, with c, d as in its version of vs. 6 (but with 
t/in r,;ta Lintending trin par?za? J instead of f1Hi 'nnui). Vveber, on authority of 
<;B. iii. 4. r. 7, proposes to emend a to ytf •rlijiino / the comm. explains the rt1}li,Jlas 
by anytuier;,idhipa(t_; and riijaJ .. 'ftas by rll;/vc' 'bh(dnctutti 'ti sadvlift. Lin SPP's Car
-n:ctions (top. 364), his J.P. are reported as dividing griimaonyc~(t.J 

8. Par~zd art thou, body-protecting; a hero, from the same womb 
(ydn:i) with me a hero; with the year's brilliancy - therewith I bind 
thee on, 0 amulet. 

\Vanting in Ppp. The second pada is damaged, iniltneter and in sense, by the 
apparently intruded 1.1zn£s. 

The amwaka LI,J ends here, having 5 hymns and 33 verses; the old Anukr. says: 
trbifannimittaft ftufrceru (mss. -(!arc-) kiirytis tirra(t . 

. 6. Agaillst enemies : with a~vattha. 

[Jagadli[jamp111·tt;a. - ar/arcmn. 'lt(l1taspatyllfvatthadevatyam. attttff1tbham.] 

Found (except vs. 6) in Paipp. iii. Used by Kam;. (48, 3 ff.) in a rite of sorcery 
against enemies; vss. 7, 8 are specially quoted (48. 6, 5), with actions adapted to the 
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text. The comm. also describes it as employed by the N ak~. L comm. again errs ; 
should be <;anti - Bloomfield J K. ( I 7, I 9) in a nzalziif1"intz' called a17girasf. • 

Translated: A. Kuhn, Herabkunf't des Fetters etc., 1859, p. 224, or 2d ed., p. 198; 
·weber, xvii. 204; Grill, 21, 104; Griffith, i. 87; Bloomfield, 91, 334. 

I. The male (jnt1nii1is) [is] born out of the male -the arvattlui forth 
from the khadi"rd; let it smite my foes, whom I hate and who [hate] me. 

A very acceptable emendation vvould be j)(iri' jiitds, since pdri is plainly accessory 
to the ablative jm,iisds, as ddlti to khadird.t in b (cf. dsatas jdri j,~jninf, x. 7. 25). 
Ppp. retains the initial a of arvatthas, and begins d vi'ith J't°iJif cli • hmit. The afvattha 
begins as a parasite, usually on the fami (fem.), this time from the hard khadira (masc.). 

2. Crush them out, 0 m;vatthci, our violent foes, 0 expelling one, allied 
with Vrtra-slaying Indra, with Mitra, and with VannJa. 

The translation implies the reading of ·viiibiidlza in bas an independent word; it is 
so regarded by BR., 'Weber, the later translators, and the comm.; all the pada-mss. 
make it into a compound with dcfcihatas, and both editions so write it. Ppp. reads 
instead, for b, fatriln mayi biMha todhata. Some of our mss. (P.M.\V.E.) read in a 
nf t;r-; one of SPP's has snzihi. The comm. explains d6dhatas as bhtt;alli kamjayitfn,; 
L but see Ved. Stud. ii. I o J. · 

Ppp. adds a verse of its own: yatlza 'vvattha ni.fttami jntr7.1a1i jiitan tttii 'pariin 
(cf. x. 3. r3-r 5): e'Zlii prdanyatas t11am ablzi tzi/ha sa!tasvatit. 

3. As thou, 0 arvattlzd, didst break out [the khadird]within the great 
sea, so do thou break out all these, whom I hate and who [hate] me. 

"The sea," doubtless the atmosphere, as explained by the comm. (and Weber). The 
comm. reads tiblzinas in a, and two or three of SPP's mss. so far agree with him as to 
give the (blundering) nirdb!linnas ./ this reading exhibits a much less startling and 
anomalous crowding-out of the root-final by the personal ending than does-abhanas (see 
my Skt. Gr. §555), and so is more acceptable. Some of SPP's mss. similarly mix up 
bliindlzi and bhafidlii' in c; the comm., of course, has the former. A part of the mss. 
(including our Bp.P.M.E.H.) leave mahati in b unaccented (as again at xi. 8. 2, 6). 
Ppp. yatlui • fVattha 1...1ibh£naccha1iz. tahaty ar7.zave: evii me fatro dttiini vi.fvag hhidhi 
sahasvatli (cf. our vs. 6 c, d), 

4. Thou that goest about overpowering, like a bull that has over
powered - with thee here, 0 afvatthd, may we overpower our rivals. 

Ppp. reads in a carati, as does also the comm., followed by two or three of SPP's 
mss. Ppp. further combines in b slisahiinai 'va r~r-, and ends d with sa11ivi-1lvah£. LThe 
savilzz'ta-mss. all combine h.,a rr in b; see note to Prat. iii. 46. J 

5. Let perdition bind them, with unreleasable fetters of death-my 
foes, 0 afvatthd, whom I hate and who [hate] me. 

Ppp. has avimokyais in b, and (as in vs. 1) begins d with ytHtf ea 'ham. Several of 
our mss. (P.M.'\V.E.) have at the beginning the s'enseless reading sb,uUu. 

6. As, 0 arvattlzd, ascending them of the forest-trees, thou dost put 
them beneath thee (ddhara), so the head of my foe do thou split apart 
and overcome. 
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Ppp. (as we saw above) has the second half of this verse, with variants, as its 3 c, d. 
\Vhat the 'VtinasjJatya is, as distinguished from 1,1tfnaspdti, is as obscure as the similar 
relation of rHt and artavci Liii. I o. 9 note J ; possibly ' they of that sort, they and their 
kind '; our translation marks, rather mechanically, the distinction. The comm. says 
that here vanasjJati means "the place where trees grow," and vanasjatya the trees 
themselves - which is an explanation quite after his kind. 

7. Let them float forth downward, like a boat severed from its moor
ing (bdnd!tana); of them, thrust forth by the expelling one, there is no 
returning again. 

Ppp. reads in c nurbadha .,· our Op. has 11ai'badhci : pra0 nuttaniim. A stu in d, fot 

asti, would be an improvement. The comm. gives a double explanation of bandhana, as 
either place or instrument of fastening. L The vs. recurs at ix. 2. I 2, with sliyaka- for 
11albiidlui-.-vV's collation of Op. givesjwao, notprdolJ 

8. I thrust them forth with mind, forth with intent and incantation; 
forth with branch of tree, of aFatt!td, we thrust' them. 

Ppp. has in a jwal 'niin mtdavti (which makes the meter easier), and at the end cor
respondingly the active nudamasl_; for b it gives jra f(tyena bra!tvzatzil. The linguali
zation of the first n of e,uzn is noted in Prat. iii. So, and the comment on that rule quotes 
the instance in c, but not that in a. According to Kau<;, the thing" mentioned in the text" 
(perhaps an effigy of the person aimed at, in the "vitals " of which something has been 
buried by the preceding rule) Lhaving been put upon a boatJ is with this verse and 
ix:. 2. 4 pushed forth with a branch, and with vs. 7 made to float away. 

7. Against the disease k~etriya. 

[Bhr,trvangiras. -saptarcam. yakpna11ilf'anadiiii1atam uta baht,de7/a~11atu. iinttf/11bham: 

6. bhttr!/.] 

Found in Paipp. iii., with few variants, but with vs. 5 at the end. Used by K5.u~. 
(27. 29) in a healing ceremony (its text does not specify the disease); and reckoned 
(26. I, note) to the takmantifana i{a?l(-,,, And the comm. quotes it as employed by the 
Nak~. L <;anti? J K. (I 7, 19) in the maltii(iinti called k,iuJ1u1rf. 

Translated: Weber, xvii. 208; Grill, 8, 105; Griffith, i. 89; Bloomfield, 15, 336. 

r. On the head of the swift"running gazelle (haritzd) is a remedy; he 
by his horn hath made the k{;;ctri.;1d disappear, dispersing. 

Vi,!aiuz is divided (1ti0 slinii) in the _pada-text, as if from 1.Ji + sii 'unfasten, -which 
is, indeed, in all probability its true derivation, as designating primarily a deciduous 
horn, one that is dropped off or shed; and in this peculiarity, as distinguished from the 
permanent horns of the domestic animals, perhaps lies the reason of its application to 
magical remedial uses. The verse occurs also in Ap(;S. xiii. 7. 16 Lwhere 1nost mss. 
have raghulryato J. For the k~·elriya, see above, ii. 8. LfrH"t'F" Seep. 1045.J 

2. After thee hath the bull-gazelle stridden with his four feet; 0 horn, 
do thou unfasten ('vi-sii) the kletrz'yd that is compacted (?) in his heart. 

Ppp. 11as a different d :, yadl kilitcit l..\retriytuit. lzrtli. The word-play in c, between 
vt~\'titzli and 1.Pi-si'i, is obvious; that any was intended with vz~•1icina. in I d is very ques
tionable. This verse, again, is found in Ap<;S. ib., but with considerable variants: a.nu 
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tvii haritzo mr,gaft pa(fblzif caturbldr akramit: 'vi.ytztie vi ·JJ'(li 'tani granthi11i yad asJ,a 
gu!pl.ita1iz htdi _; here it is a "knot " that is to be untied· by means of the horn. One 
of our mss. (0.) has in c parjblds, like 1".\p<;S. The comm., followed by a couple of 
SPP's mss., further agrees with A.pc_;S. by reading gtt!pldta11t in c, and explains it as 
/;ulplta7.hld gratltitam. The occurrence of the rare and obscure gu:rpita L misprinted 
gu.ytz'tam J in <;B. iii. 2. 2. 20 is also in connection with the use of a deer's horn. 

3. What shines down yonder, like a four-sided roof (chadls), therewith 
-we make all the k'.fetriyd disappear from thy limbs. 

In our edition, tt!na in c should be tlnii, as read by nearly all the sa,i1-hitii-mss. 
(all save our P.M.), and by SPP. The sense of a, bis obscure to the comm., as to us; 
he guesses first that it is "the deer-shaped thing extended in the moon's disk," or else 
"a deer's skin stretched on the ground"; cluidfs is "the mat of grass with which a 
house is covered." \i\Teber takes it as a constellation; Grill (mistranslating pak.ya by 
"post"), as the gazelle himself set up on his four legs, with his horns for roof ! If a 
constellation, it might be the Arab "manzil" 'Y, r, 'l'J, 1r Aquarii, which its shape and name 
connect with a tent: see Sztrya-Siddhlinta, note to viii. 9 (under 25th asterism); this is 
not very far from the stars mentioned in the next verse L)\ and v Scorpionis J. 

4. The two blessed stars named Unfasteners (i,frft), that are yonder 
in the sky - let them unfasten of the k.yctri"_yd the lowest, the highest 
fetter. 

The verse is nearly identical with ii. 8. I above, which see Lb recurs at vi. r:zr. 3 b; 
v. Schroeder gives the Katha version of a, b, Zwei hss., p. I 5, and Tiibinger J(afha-hss., 
p. 7 5 J. Ppp. makes it in part yet more nearly so, by beginning with ud agatam bhaga
·vatz, but reads in c vi k:retriyani tva • bhy ii.nafe L cf. our 6 b J; and its end and part of 
vs. 6 (which next follows) are defaced. 

5. The waters verily [are] remedial, the waters disease-expelling, the 
waters remedial of everything; let them release thee from k.yetn)d. 

The first three padas are RV. x. 137.6 a,b,c, save that RV.11as stirvasya in c; but 
vi. 9r. 3 below represents the same verse yet more closely. 

6. If from the drink (? iisuti) that was being made the k.yetriJ!d bath 
come upon (vi-m;) thee, I know the remedy of it; I make the k,fetriJld 
disappear from thee. 

The word asuti is of doubtful and disputed sense; Vveber says "infus-io seminis" 
Las immediate cause of the "Erb-libel," which is Weber's version of kfetri-vd J; Grill, 
"gekochter Zaubertrank"; the comm., dra,i1fbhutam amzam 'liquidized food.' 

7. In the fading-out of the asterisms, in the fading-out of the dawns 
also, from us [fade] out all that is of evil nature, fade out (apa-vas) the 
k.yetriyd. 

Ppp. has tato 'fas-am at end of b, and in c amayat for durbhiUam. Emendation of 
asmat in c to asmiit (as suggested by \:Veber) would notably improve the sense. The 
second pada has a syllable too many, unless we make the double combination -viiso 
~.yasiim. 
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8. For authority. 

[Atharvan. -maitram uta ·viiii:vaa'evam. triiif/itbham: 2, 6.j'agati; 4. 4--p. virc'i~ibrhatigarbha ;· 
5. anu~jubh.] 

Verses 1-4 found in Paipp. i., but defaced. The hymn is used by Kaut;. (55· I 7-18; 
also 55. r, note), with i. 9, 30, etc., in the ceremony of reception of a Veclic student, and,. 
according to the schol. (ro. 19, note), in that for the generation of wisdom (the comm. 
says, as belonging to the ayu~:xa ga(,ta). Verses 5 and 6 are the same ·with vi. 94. r, 2, 

and it is vi. 94, rather than these verses here, that is used in Kaut;. r 2. 5 (the comm. 
blunderingly prescribes the use under both passages). Verse 4 has the same pratika 
as xiv. r. 32 and one or the other of the two verses is taught in Va.it. (22. I) as used 
"by Kauc;ika" in the axni1foma_; but our Kauc;. has no such use, and it is doubtless 
xiv. I. 32, 33 that he prescribes (79• 17 ff.) in the nuptial ceremonies; but the comm. 
reports the use here, as if it referred to vss. 4 and 5. The comm. further regards the 
hymn as employed by the Nak9. K. (rS), in the airavatz rite, and by Pari<;i~ta 5. 3; 
in both cases as an aytt,fya hymn. 

Translated: Weber, xvii. ZI 2; Griffith, i. 90. 

I. Let Mitra come, arranging with the seasons, uniting (? sam-1.,e{aya-) 

the earth with the ruddy ones (usrfra); then to us let Varm;a, Vayu, 
Agni, assign great royalty of union (? sa111-1Jef)l{l). 

The verse is very obscure, and probably corrupt, though found almost without vari
ant (only tat for atlia in c) in Ppp. also. The epithet savi·verya (found only here) 
seems fashioned to correspond to the participle smiz,ve(dyan in b; but \Veber renders 
the ppl. by "umlagernd" and the epithet by "ruhsam "; the comm., by "pervading" 
('<~J'iij.Jmtvan) and "suitable for abiding in" (sa11i11erarham avastlziinayogyam). The 
comm. takes usrlyas as giivas, i.e. kirattiis 'rays.' R. ventures heroic emendations: 
"Let Mitra come after ordering of the time, enlivening; (sa1izhiijtzvan or something 
equivalent, since 'putting to rest' is no result of the action of IHitra's rays) the earth 
with his rays; but let Varm:i,a make wind and fire ('v1iy1im c~1.;nim), make our great 
realm go to rest." The first pada is rechmdant, unless we make the double combination 
niitrc& rtltblti(i. LBR. take kalp- as 'sich richtend nach.'J 

2. Let Dhatar, Rati, Savitar enjoy here (iddm); let Inclra, Tvashtar, 
welcome my words (vdcas) ; I call the divine Acliti, mother of heroes 
(rfzra-), that I may be midmost man of my fellows. 

The first pada is also vii. I 7. 4 a, and VS. ,;iii. 17 a. The plural verb in b seems to 
imply that all the deities mentioned in the line are to be regarded as its subjects . 
.tVadhyamt':\'/ltft (like vuulhyamact, iv. 9. 4)1 probably the one whom the others gather 
about as chief; the comm. has nothing valuable (samrddhakc"imaft, s,m s1Risa11ui11ili[l 
sei,yaft). The comrn. takes ·riitl in a. as = Aryaman. Ppp. has grh1umtu for ha1)'ant11 
in b. The m(~ter of d would be rectified by reading s,.,vdm ( or ,isam, as is perhaps 
assumable in this stage of the language) for dsiinl. The verse as it stands ( r I + I 2 : 

II + r 2 = 46) is ill described as ajagati. 

3. I call, with acts of homage, Soma, Savitar, all the J\.dityas, in the 
contest for preeminence; may this fire shine for very long, kindled by 
[my] fellows who gainsay not. 
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The translation implies in b emendation Lcf. iii. IS. 4J to ahamuttarat<,1tf (against all 
the rt1ss. and both editions), as proposed by BR., i. 89r ; the comm. also takes it as 
two vvords, and renders uttarafi,c by yajamiinasya p•lit)'thye. Ppp. reads dcviin for 
adi(vlin in b. The comm. has dulayat in saniJzitlt.,- our pad~z-text has it, and Prat. iii. 22 

and iv. 89 deal with its conversion to didiryat in sa,izhitii. 

4. May ye be just here; may ye not go away (paras); may an active 
herdsman (g-opd), lord of prosperity, drive you hither; do ye, with [your] 
desires, [attend] upon (?) his desire; let all the gods conduct you together 
hither. 

The translation implies emendation in d of -yanbt to -nayantu, as called for by both 
meter and sense, and also the addition of a verb, stci or ita, at end of c, for a like reason. 
If, as seems very probable, the verse is originally addressed to kine, kamfnrs in c is quite 
natural ; if not, \Ve may regard 'iJifas as understood : the sense is ' be your desires sub
ject to his.' Ppp. has a different reading: asmai 1ill,! kiimii upa l,iiiminir 1.lirv1.? dt:'Va 
upasatyiim z'ha. The comm. regards ktiminrs as addressed throughout, and explains 
it finally as meaning striyafz ,1;;"1i1, 1a!t (perhaps the text is defective or incorrect; the 
general explanation of the verse implies strti1a!t), The comm. reads jmras for paras 
in a, and in b divides ilyas, deriving it from root fr, and rendering it ma,gtzfrerakas 
LPada has iryas J. The Anukr. calls for r I + I I : 9 + I r = 42 syllables, and strictly 
requires at the end -l-antu _; but no inference as to a difference of reading is to be 
drawn from this. L Ppp. combines in b 'Virjat. - \,Veber says: "asmlii diesem, dem 
Hausherrn, kami'iya zu Liebe; oder gehort asm(ii zu k,imtrya selbst? "J 

5. vVe bend together your minds, together your courses (-;.1rtlld), 
together your designs; ye yonder who are of discordant courses, we 
make you bend [them] together here. 

This and the following verse, not found ,vith the others in Ppp., occur again below 
as vi. 94. r, 2 L cf. also ii. 30. 2 J, and vs. I occurs in Ppp. xix., ,vith the other material of 
our sixth book; they are so far discordant in subject with the preceding verses that we 
may fairly call them out of place here. This one exists in MS. (ii. 2. 6), with amaizsafa 

for nami'imasi, and sthd for sthdna. A RV. khila to x. 19r hasjiinatiim in a for sa1ii 

vrata, akutis in b, and, for c, d, as,iu yo ·vimani'i Janas tmit samavarta,;1amasi. The 
:first half-verse, further, nearly accords with vs. xii. 58 a, b, Tes. iv. 2. 5 x a, b, 1\1S. ii. 7. 
I I a, b (they have vavi for vas, and, for b, sdm 'll, cittany ii 'karam). Nearly an our 
sa1iiltita-mss. read -ta!z before sthdna, nor is there anything in the Prat. to prescribe 
the omission of the visarga in such a situation, while the comment to ii. 40 expressly 
quotes the passage as an example of the assimilation of it to a following initial sibilant. 
The •comm. reads stana instead of sthana. Three of our mss. (P.M.E.) read at the 
end ~nayamasl. 

6. I seize [your] minds with [my] mind; come ye after my intent 
with [your] intents; I put your hearts in my control; come with [your] 
tracks following my motion (yiitd). 

The comm. reaclsgrhttami in a, and three or four of SPP's mss. follow· him; he also 
makes in. b a compound of amtcittebhi's. Quite a number of mss. (including our 
P.M.W.H.s.m.I.) very strangely combine at the encl ~vza1tar tta. MB. has a somewhat 
similar verse at i. 2. zr. How heedless the Anukr. is of metrical irregularity is well 
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illustrated by c, where the desirable alteration of vd,re.ytt to vdi;e, and the abbreviation 
of hfdayr1ni to the equivalent :Yii (both suggested by Weber) would leave a good 
tr-i.y/ttbh pada; there is no ja,._r,;nti character to any part of the verse. L The combination 
-manareta looks as if it had blundered in from the end of b. J 

9. Against vi~kandha and other evils. 

[ Vilmadeva. -dyiivilprthiviyam uta vair;vadevam. ilnu:rtubham: 4. 4-p. nicrd brhatt; 
6. bhur&'-] 

Found in Paipp. iii. (with vs. 6 at the beginning). Used by Kauc;. (43. r) in a charm 
against demons and the hindrances caused by them. 

Translated: Weber, xvii. 215; Griffith, i. 91 ; Bloomfield, 67, 339. 

r. Of the kan;dpha, of the v£;aJ1hd, heaven [is] father, earth mother: 
as, 0 gods, ye have inflicted (abhi-kr), so do ye remove (apa-kr) again. 

The whole hymn contains much that is obscure and difficult, and the comm. gives 
no real help anywhere, being as much reduced to guessing as vre are. Ppp. begins 
with l..!tU·.fabhasy.a 1.li.yabhyasya, which rather favors Weber's opinion, that the ajJha of 
the two names is a suffix, related with ablza.,· probably two varieties of 'Zll

0

:1·kandha are 
intended, though none such are mentioned in the later medicine. The comm. finds 
fapha 'hoof' in both: one= ktt;ai;aphasya ('Z'J'iigltradefz), the other either 7.11"gata
r;aplia.1:ya or 71isfa:r(ar;apliasya. SPP. reads in b c{vaz'i(i P-, which is doubtless prefer
able to our dyait.y p-; it is read by the majority of his mss. and by part of ours (H.I.K.); 
Ppp. also has it. Ppp. further omits abhl in c, and reads api for apa in d. 

2. Without claspers they held fast (dhliraya); that was so done by 
Mann; I make the vf.[lmndha impotent, like a castrater of bulls. 

Ppp. begins with afle~·a111a1zo •dh-; some of the mss. (including our 0.) also give 
at;lt,tmliwzs, and it is the reading of the comm.; he gives two different and equally arti
ficial explanations; and, what is surprising even in him, three diverse ones of 1.1ddhri, 
without the least regard to the connection ; one of the three is the right one. Ppp. adds 
ea after 7.1adhri in c. ·weber plausibly conjectures a method of tight tying to be the 
subject of the verse; castration is sometimes effected in that way. 

3. On a reddish string a khfgala-that the pious (vcdhds) bind on; 
let the binders (?) make impotent the fl.owing (?), puffing (?) ldiba·vd. 

All obscure and questionable. Ppp's version is: for a, siUrc pit;uJlklw k!u~t;'llmit.: in 
b,yatlfor tad.,· for c, rra7.1asya1it f'U.!1·11ui ki'ibabam (the nagari copyist writes ka:va,·dluun). 
The comm. also has in c r,ra'-vasyam, and three or four of SPP's mss. follow him; the 
translation assumes it to be for sra71~. The comm. explains l.·/2/g·alt.zm by tanutrli(UWt 
'armor,' quoting RV. ii. 39.4 as authority.; ;ravtisyam by biiltiriipam a.nnam arlzati 
(since rra'uas is an annani'iman /); ftt:Wtam by ftJ,Fak,un Lsee Bloomfield, ZDl\-fG. 
xlviii. 574J; ki'ibai,a as a hindrance related with a luib1t, which is a speckled (karbura
-z1ar1ia) cruel animal; and bruulhltras is either the amulet bound upon us, or it is for 
-riis,.'' the amulet, staff, etc., held by us." 

4. Wherewith, 0 flowing ones, ye go about (car), like gods with 
Asura-magic (-miiya), like the ape, spoiler of dogs, and with the binder (?) 
of the kliba,vd. 
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Or fravasytt is 'quick, lively' (Pet. Lex:x.); the comm., "seeking either food or 
glory." Ppp. reads in c, d dilfarzavi 'Vandharii kabhaz,as_ya1ii ea. The comm. explains 
bandhurii by sambaddltii dltrta klta{igadin7j;a heti(t. The verse is scanned by the 
Anukr. as 9 + 9·: 9 + 8 = 35; the usual abbreviation of iva to •va would make band c 
good anzt:rtubh pad as. L Read vavasylif, voc., in a? J 

5. Since I shall bind thee [ on] for spoiling, I shall spoil the kliba,vd; 
ye shall go up with curses, like swift chariots. 

The translation implies emendation of bhartsJ1t1mi (our edition) or bluitsyami (SPP's 
and the comm.) to bhant.,,yifmi, from root bandh, which seems plainly indicated as 
called for ; the comm. explains bhats- first as badhniimi, and then as dipaJ1iimi.,· the 
great majority of mss. give bltarts-. Ppp. is quite corrupt here: jttf!l t,,,1,i kir.1Jtcclta •b!zi 
jo.yayitva bhava,Ji. The comm. has at the end cari.yyatha (two or three of SP P's mss. 
agreeing with him), and he combines in c udiifa7Jas into one word, "harnessed with 
speedy horses that have their mouths raised for going." 

6. A hundred and one vi-1kandllas [are] distributed over the earth; 
thee have they first taken up, of them the v(>kandha-spoiling amulet. 

That is, 'an amulet that spoils those -virkandhas' (Weber otherwise). Inc, for the 
jaharus of all the mss. and of both editions, we ought of course to have jalirus.,· this 
the comm. reads : such expansions of r with preceding or following consonant to a 
syllable are not rare in the manuscripts. Ppp. has a different second half-verse: te.yli1h 
ea sarverlim idam astl virkandhadttfatzam. The second pacla is found, in a different 
connection, as MB. ii. 8. 4 b. The comment on Prat. ii. 104, in quoting this verse, 
appears to derive vf~'kandha from root skand. The verse is made bhurif only by the 
false formjaharzts. LFor "101," see note to iii. I I. 5.J 

10. To the eka~takil. (day of moon's last quarter). 

[ Atlz.arvan. - t-rayodafarcam. iiffakyam. iime:rfublz.anz: 4, 5, 6, I2. tri ffitb!i; 7. 3-av. 6-p. 
'llirii~lgarbhiiti/agatf.] 

Found, except vss. 9 and r 3, in Pai pp. i., but with a very different order of verses 
(r-4,6,11,10,8,5,12,7). UsedbyKaw;.in connection with the a,r/akaceremony, or 
celebration of the festival of the moon's last quarter (r9. 28, and again, with more ful
ness, 138. 1-16), or of a particular last quarter, regarded as of special importance. 
The details of the Kau<;, are expanded and explained by the comm. ; they are not of a 
nature to cast light upon the interpretation of the verses. Weber (pp. 219 ff.) discusses 
at considerable length the questions connected with the festival. Va.it., which does not 
concern itself with the a1fakfi, yet employs vs. 6 (13. 6) at the agni;/oma sacrifice, in 
connection with the somakrayatzi cow; and also vs. 7 c-f (9. 4) in the sakamedha rite of 
the caturmii.sya sacrifice. The comm. quotes vss. 2, 3, 7 as employed by Pari<;i~ta 6. I. 

Translated; Ludwig, p. 189; Weber, xvii. 218; Griffith, i. 93. 

I: She first shone out; she became a milch-cow at Yama's; let her, 
rich in milk, yield (du/z) to us each further summer (? sdmi'i.). 

The verse occurs also in several other texts: in TS. (iv. 3. I 15), MS. (ii. I 3. 10 ), 

K. (xxxix. IO), PGS. (iii. 3. 5), and MB. (ii. 2. I ; 8. r); and its second half is RV. iv. 
57. 7 c, d, and MB. i. 8. 8 c, d; ii. 2. 17 c, d, and also found below as I 7. 4 c, d. The 
version of K. agrees (Weber) throughout with ours ; TS. has, for a, yd prathamd 
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1-.,yiii'tchat, with dhuk.fva at end of c, and PCS. agrees with it; MS. has duhe at end of 
c; MB. (in all four occurrences) has duha utt-, and in 8. I also arhaiza putra -vasa for 
a. The comm. takes sdmam in d as an adverbial accus. ( = sar7JelU vatsarerit), as 
does Weber. L Cf. Hillebrandt, Ved. J'vfytlzol. i. 500.J 

2. The night which the gods rejoice to meet, [as] a milch-cow corning 
unto [them], which is the spouse (jJdtni) of the year - let her be very 
auspicious to us. 

The verse is found also in PGS. (iii. 2. 2), HGS. (ii. I 7. 2) L MP. (ii. 20. 27) and 
MGS. (ii. 8. 4c)j, and its second half in MB. (ii. 2. 16 c, d); the :first four have the 
better readings Janas in a and i'vii 'yatfm in b Land M GS. has ratrlm J. Ppp. has in 
b dhemt rfitrivi up-, and at the end -gala. For sa1izvatsardsya pdtnl (cf. vs. 8 a, b) 
the comm. quotes TS. vii. 4. 8 1

• 

3. Thou, 0 night, whom we worship (u}a-as) as model (pratz'nut) of 
the year - do thou unite our long-lived progeny with abundance of 
wealth. 

Or, perhaps better (so the comm. and \Veber), 'do thou [give] us long-lived 
progeny; unite [us] with abundance of wealth.' Ppp. has for bye t·vii ratrim ttjiisate, 
and in c te~riim for sli ntis. L MGS. has the vs. at ii. 8. 4d (cf. p. I 56), agreeing nearly 
vvith Ppp.J The first half-verse is read also in TS. (v. 7. zr), K. (xl. 2), PGS. (iii. 2. 2), 
and MB. (ii. 2. r8) : TS. gives at end of b updsate, MB. y~jiimahc_; PGS. has jwatimli, 
ya tli1il ratr'lm ujlismahe. In our edition, restore a lost accent-mark over the sr of 
srfa in d. 

4. This same is she that first shone out ; among these other ones (f.) 
she goes about (car), having entered; great greatnesses [are] within her; 
the bride (vadhti), the new-going generatrix, hath conquered. 

This verse is repeated below as viii. 9. I I. It occurs, with considerable variants, 
in a whole series of other texts: TS. (iv,3.rP), :MS. (ii.13.ro), K. (xxxix.10), 
<;GS. (iii. 12. 3), and MB. (ii. z. I 5). For ,zs7J {tartisu, TS. and <;GS. have antdr 
ct.syd.m.; MS., also Ppp., sd psr,. ltntds_; MB., se "yam ajJs'ZJ ,wtas. All of them, with 
Ppp., invert the order of c and d; and they have a different vcn;ion of our c: tn{v1i 
(but Ppp. trita) c;tiim mahimdna(i sa:calltc (C;Gs. -ntlim), but l\IB. 1li('ve hy czs;1,im 
mahi1niiJu, antaft.; while, for j1};iiya in d, TS. and <;GS. give _jt~ji'i/1,z, and l\:IS. and 
Ppp. mimliya, ('.GS. following it with Na11aXr/,· and MB. reads pratluwui for our 
nai,aJJdt. <;;,'.GS., moreover, has in a rz~vuclwt. These variants speak ill for the tradi
tion. The comm. gives four diverse explanations of na'Ve&/fdt: going in company with 
each new or daily rising sun ; pervading: the new originating kind of living creatures ; 
going to a daily originating ne·w form; or, finally, going to the nine-fold divisions of 
the day; and the comment to TS, Lreported by vVeberJ adds a fifth, "newly married"; 
if the last is the meaning, fa:fli1u1, is better with it than J{r.;ltya: " as soon as wedded to 
the new year, she bears the days that follow." The meter is really redundant by a 
syllable in a Lfviih•d .l J. LFurther, MB. has in a t.yiii ,,va sii yc'i jiir11ti -zy-.,- and Ppp. 
ends d with_janitrfm . .....:.. BR., v. I 538, give' erst-gebarend' for na·vagdt.J 

5. The forest-tree pressing-stones have made their sound, making the 
oblation of the complete year (parz'rvatsari~za); 0 sole d{taka, may we, 
having good progeny· and good heroes, be lords of wealths. 
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" Stones " : i.e. probably, blocks of wood used instead of stones L see Hillebrandt, 
Val. Jl,,:fythol. i. 162, r6r J; or the ,vooden mortar and pestle (so the comm.). Ppp. reads 
for c ekii.y/akayf ( = -kayai) havift1. 'l!idhema. Some of the mss. combine !zavf(t kr- in 
b; the comment to Prat. ii. 63 requires ltmr4· k-, which both editions acct;:pt. Some of 
our mss. (P.M.W.Op.) give in c s1tjrajt'lsas. HGS. (ii. q. 4) and l\IB. (ii. 2. 13) have 
a corresponding verse: HGS. begins with ulilkhalas, combines ha .. vi(t I.:- and reads 
-ri{tiim in b, and has sttprajii vira·vantas in c; MB. gives fot a aulitkhalaft sampnt
vadanti" gravattas, ends b with -rlttam, and has for d jyog jivema, balihrto ve~ya1h te. 
Lit recurs also at MP. ii. zo. 34 and MGS. ii. 8.4b.J The first pada is jagatl, unnoted 
in the Anukr. LAs to af/akli,, cf. Zimmer, p. 365.J 

6. The track (.Padd) of Ida [is] full of ghee, greatly trickling; O Jata
vedas, accept thou the oblations. The cattle of the village that are of all 
forms - of those seven let the willing stay (rd1iiti) be ·with me. 

Versions are found in Ac;S. (ii. 2. I 7), Ap<;S. (vi. 5. 7), HGS. (ii. I 7. 2), and 1\1.B. 
(ii. 2. r4), and of the latter half in TA. (iii. I I. r z, vs. 3 I a, c). MB. agrees with our 
text throughout; the three others have cciriicara1n at end of a, and all three ha,uir itla1h 
ju1asva (for prati etc.) in b; HGS. begins with iliiyiii srptam, and 1"\p<;S. combines 
t4tiy1z(i p-; then, in d, Ap<;;S., HGS., and TA. read z'lui instead of mdyiJ· and A<;S. 
jm.y/is for rmiztis/ HGS. ends with ravitir astu jntf/i{i. The comm. reads -ilii.J1tis in 
a; he renders sarisrpam by atyarthani sarjat, rmizti"s by ,Prftis, and specifies the 
seven village (i.e. domestic) animals as cow, horse, goat, sheep, man, ass, camel; but 
the number seven is doubtless used only as an indefinite sacred one. Pada a is again 
jagati, as in vs. 5. L Pada c is our ii. 34. 4 a; between vifvarlifit'is and tqam 1\ p<; S. 
inserts virlijas (a fragment of our ii. 34. 4 b ! ). - Prat. ii. 72 requires zlayli.s p-.J 

7. [Set] thou the in both prosperity and abundance; 0 night, may we 
be in the favor of the gods. 

0 spoon, fly away full; fly back hither well-filled; jointly enjoying all 
sacrifices, bring to us food (£1), refreshment (ft1j). .. 

The first two padas, which seem to have 11othing to do with the rest of the verse, are 
wanting in Ppp. 'What follows them is a complete anu.ytubh, and quoted by its pratika 
in Va.it. (see above); its first half is found in several other texts: VS. (iii. 49), TS. 
(i. 8. 4 1 ), MS. (i. IO, 2), K. (ix. 5), Ac;s. (ii. 18. I 3); of these, vs. TS. Ac;s. read darvi 
for darve, as does also the comm., with a few of SPP's mss. Ppp. has sa1itpritcati 
i.yam in the last half-verse. The comm. understands a stlliipa;1a in a, as in the transla
tion; bha:fa would answer an equally good purpose. He explains that the spoon is to 
go forth with oblation and to return with the answering~blessings. SavibhunJati he 
renders by ha'ln'.yii samyak.. piUa)'anti pritiayantf. Finally, he points out that, as c is 
quoted as a prafika, a and b have a right to the character of a separate verse; hut that 
in the pancapafalika the whole is made a verse, with three avasanas _,· the statement, 
but not the title, appears to fit our Anukr.; this scans as 8 + ro: 8 + 8: 8 + 8:;::: 50, 
needlessly counting only 10 syllables in .b. In our ed., read ma for me. L Cf. iv. 15. I2 n.J 

8. Hither hath come the year, thy spouse, 0 sole d.Jfaka / do thou 
unite our long-lived progeny with abundance of wealth. 

Instead of repeating the second half-verse of vs. 3, Ppp. gives for c, d tasviiii 
juhomi: havifa ghrtena ;au naf farma yacchatu. Against his usual· habit, the comm. 
explains c, d anew, but quite in accordance with his former explanatio11. 
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9. I sacrifice to the seasons, the lords of the seasons, them of the 
seasons (artavd), and the winters (hayand), to the summers (sdmii), the 
years, the months; for the lord of existence I sacrifice. 

The change of case, from accusative to dative, in d, doubtless intends no change of 
construction. The verse, as noted above, is wanting in Ppp.; it is in part repeated 
below, as xi. 6. r 7. According to the comm., the "lords of the seasons " are the gods, 
Agni etc. ; the arta'vas L cf. iii. 6. 6 note J are "parts of seasons; other unspecified divi
sions of time, sixteenths, ka1/has, etc."; and although sama, sa1izvatsara, and hiiyana 
are synonymous, yet hiiyana here signifies "days and nights," and samii "half-months." 

IO. To thee for the seasons, them of the seasons, the months, the 
years, the Creator (dhiitdr), the Disposer (vidhiitdr), the Prosperer 
(? samfdh), the lord of existence, do I sacrifice. 

All the smhhita-mss. combine in a -bhya:1· f'va, and SPP. accepts the reading in his 
text ; ours emends to -bhyas i'va _; such treatment of final as is common in Ppp., and 
sporadic examples of it are found among the AV. mss., but it is hardly to be tolerated 
in a text like ours; and the comment to Prat. iv. 107 quotes the passage as -bllyas h1a. 

The comm. Lat xix. 37. 4J deems this verse Land not v. 28. 13J to be the one repeated as 
xix. 3 7. 4 ; see under that verse. Ppp. has, for a, b, yajttr rt·vigbhya iirtavebhyo m(ibhyas 
savi-vatsariiya ea, which at any rate rids the text of the embarrassing tvli. Here the 
comm. declares the arta·vas to be "days and nights, etc."; samfdh he explains as 
samardhayitre etanniimne de•z;aya. 

I L \Ve,• making oblation with itjli- I sacrifice to the gods with what 
is rich in ghee; unto houses not disorderly (? dlubhyant), rich in kine, 
may we enter together. 

Or, it might be, 'may we lie down, go to rest'; the translation would imply more 
naturally sam itpa ,zlifema L the Index Verborum takes 1tpa as an independent " case
gov~rning" prepositionJ; the comm. says upe tt_va smit ,z1z'cema sukhtma ni vast!ma_; he 
comfortably removes the anacoluthon in a, b by declaring _vaje = yajiimahe, and takes 
alttbhyatas as either nom. (giirdhya,n almrvii{tiis) or accus. (giirdhyaraliitii,n). Ppp. 
reads for d dNadesvjagomatct. 

12. The sole d1/akli,, paining herself (tapyd-) with penance, generated 
an embryo, a greatness, Indra; by him the gods overcame their foes; 
slayer of the barbarians became the lord of might (fdd-). 

The verse is found also in TS. (iv. 3. I I 3), K. (xxxix. 10), PGS. (iii. 3. 5), and 
ME. (ii. 3. 21); and a is identical with HGS. ii. r5. 9a Land MP. ii. 20. 35 a.J: TS. 
accents t,fp;1a- in a (the comm. docs the same), and its c, dread: tbui ddsyttn 'Z:J' 
asalumta devif. hant,t 'sztrlittam abhtzvac chacfbhz'{t,, and K. PGS. have the same ver
sion; Ppp. agrees with them in reading asttrii"?,uim for tldsyttnam, and MB. has their d, 
but our c, except asahanta for vy a.yah-. The .y of. ,zry a1- is distinctly required by 
Prat. ii. 92; but SPP. gives in his text -zry czs-1 against a majority of the mss. reported by 
him. Our P.M.W. are corrupt at the end, but P.M. show distinctly -fbhi~, indicating 
the reading of TS. etc. The comm. gives three different explanations of ,gdrbham in b, 
adding garatifyam or stutyam (from l[( 'sing'), and then garbhastha1.Jad adr(yam 
(from gr ' swallow , ), to the true meaning. The eki'i,~•;akii he defines to be " eighth day 
of the dark. half of Miigha." The concluding pada is jagati. 
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13. Thou whose son is Indra, whose son is Soma, daughter art thou 
of Prajapati; fulfil thou our desires; accept our oblation. 

Wanting in Ppp., as above noted. 
The second amtviika contains 5 hymns, 40 verses; and the quotation from the old 

Anukr. is simply dtu;a. 

II. For relief from disease, and for long life. 

[Brahman and Bhr,gvaiigira.l'. -a:rfarcam. iiindnzi;m'i)1u:rJ1am, J'ttl:.pnam'iranaelevatymn. 
trili\rfubham: 4. yakvarz,g-arbhiijag-atr; S, 6. tWlt:rfubh; 7. u:r!zz1rbrhatigarbhii 

pathyapaiikti; 8. 3-av. 6-p. orhatI.,.1;arb!ui jagati.] 

The first four verses are found in Paipp. i., with the bulk of the 4-verse hymns; they 
are also RV. x. 161. 1-4 (RV. adds a fifth verse, which occurs below as viii. I. 20). 
The hymn is used by Kauc;. (27. 32, 33) in a general healing ceremony (without specifi
cation of person or occasion ; the schol. and comm. assume to add such), and, in com
pany with many others (iv. 13. I etc. etc.), in a rite for length of life (58. r 1); and it is 
reckoned to the takmanii.r;ana l:a{ta (26. 1, note) and to the ,iytt~ya ga?,a (54· I I, note; 
but the comm., ignoring these, counts it as one of the a,i/wlifiga l:atia). In Vait. 
(36. 19), vs. 8 accompanies the setting free of the horse at the afl!amedlui sacrifice; and 

· the hymn (the edition says, i. 10. 4; the pratikas are the same) is employed, with ii. 33 
etc., in the pttrtifailiedha (38. I ),-L See also W's introduction to ii. 33. J 

Translated: Weber, xvii.231; Griffith, i.95; Bloomfield, 49, 341.-In part also by 
Roth, Zier Litteratur und Gescltichte des Weda, p. 42. 

I. I release thee by oblation, in order to living, from unknown;,dklma 
and from royal ydkpna; if now seizure (grcilii) bath seized him, from it, 
0 Indra-and-Agni, do ye release him. 

RV. inserts va after yddi in c. Ppp. has, in the second half-verse, griihya grhito 
yady e1a yatas tata z'nd-. The comm. explains riijayak,rma as either "king of yakfJJttts" 
or else "they. that seized king Soma first," quoting for the latter TS. ii.5.6s Lsee ref
erences in Bloomfield's commentJ. The first pada is jagatf. 

2. If of exhausted life-time, or if deceased, if gone down even to the 
presence (antikd) of death, him I take from the lap of perdition; I have 
won ( spr) him for [life] of a hundred autumns. 

The translation implies in d dspar1am, which is the reading of our edition, supported 
by RV., and also by the comm. (=prabala1iz karomil), and two of SPP's mss. that 
follow the latter; the dsjarr;avz of ne$,rly all the mss. (hence read by SPP. ), and of Ppp., 
can be nothing but a long-established blunder. Ppp. has at the beginning yad ukharii.
yiw y-. LAt ii. 14. 3 SPP. used the II long/" to denote the k{~tizpra drcumflex; with 
equal reason he might use it here for the prar;lt.f/a of ntta = ni-i'ta.J 

3. With an oblation having a thousand eyes, a hundred heroisms, a 
hundred life~times, have I taken him, in order that Indra may lead him 
unto autumns, across to the further shore of all difficulty (duritd). 

RV. has in a r;atdr;i.iradena for r;attiviryetta, and makes much better sense of c, d by 
reading r;atam for {ndras, and indras for dti (it also has z'mam for enam). 

4. Live thou increasing a hundred autumns, a hundred winters, and a 
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hundred springs; a hundred to thee [may] Indra, Agni, Savitar, Brihas
pati [give] ; with an oblation of a hundred life-times have I taken him. 

Our text, in the second half-verse, ingeniously defaces the better meter and sense 
given by RV., which reads inrlrt~g-nf for ta fndro agnf!t in c, and ends with haz1i.p: 
'mam j(mar duft, The verse is fairly correctly defined by the Anukr., its c having r 4 
syllables (t;akvarl), and making the whole number 47 syllables (jagati less r ). 

5. Enter in, 0 breath-and-e~piration, as two draH-oxen ~ pen (vrajd); 
let the other deaths go away (vi), which they call the remaining hundred. 

In this verse, as in the preceding and in vs. 7 and elsewhere, SPP. makes the inde
fensible combination n eh, instead of iz c/2, as the result of mutual assimilation of n and r; 
L cf. note to i. r9. 4J. 

L As to the "one hundred and one deaths," cf. viii. 2. 2 7 ; xi. 6. I 6 ; i. 30. 3 ; 
ekat;ata in Index; and the numbers in the notable passage, xix. 47. 3 ff.; Kuhn's most 
interesting Germanic parallels, KZ. xiii. I 28 ff. ; \Vu ttke, Dt:utscher Volksaberglaube 2 , 

301, 335; Hopkins, Ori'ental Studz'es ... papers read before the Oriental Club of 
Philadelphia, I 888-1894, p. r fz ; Zimmer, p. 400. Cf. also the words of the statute, 
18 Edward I., §4, concerning the "Fine of Lands," "unless they put in their claim 
within a year and a day." J 

6. Be ye just here, 0 breath-and-expiration; go ye not away from 
here; carry his body, his limbs, unto old age again. 

At the end of b, the comm. readsja·ztam (=t;i,ghram, akille) instead of yui,dm, and 
two or three of SPP's mss., as often, follow him. 

7. Unto old age do I commit thee; unto old age do I shake thee down 
(ni'~dhu); may old age, excellent, conduct thee; let the other deaths go 
away, which they call the remaining hundred. 

The Anukr. scans the verse as 9 + 8 : 7 + S + 8 == 40, not admitting any resolution in c. 

8. Old age hath curbed (aMi-dhii) thee, as it were a cow, an ox, with 
a rope; the death that curbed thee, when born, with easy fetter - that 
Brihaspati released for thee, with the (two) hands of truth. 

The verb-forms represent the noun abliidkinz: 'halter, or bridle, or rope for confining 
and guiding.' LA case of " reflected meaning " : discussed, Lanman, Transacti()ns of 
tlie Am. Philo!. Association, vol. xxvi, p. xiii (r894). Cf. note to iv. r8. 1.J As in m:1ny 
other cases, the comm. renders the aorist a.Jlita (for adltita) as an ilnperative, baddluwi 
ka.rotit. On account of jiryamlimwt in d (virtually' at thy birth') \Vebcr i;ntitles the 
hymn "on occasion of difficult parturition," which is plainly wrong. Perhaps it is for 
the same reason that the comm. regards it as relating to a child, or to a person diseased 
from improper copulation. In our text, at the beginning, read abht (an accent-sign 
lost under a-). There is no brhatl element in the verse. 

12. Accompanying the building of a house. 

[B1-a./1,man. - navarcam. piUllsiiktam. vil.rta.ypatt'ftiliid1iz'vatam. trt'li.yjubham: 2. 7.,1irtf!ijagati ). 
3. brhatzJ· 6. pakvarigcirbha}igati; 7. ltr.yy anu:rfubh; 8; bhttri/; 9. ,wu.y/1ibh.] 

The first eight verses are found iu Paipp., but only r-5, 7 together, in iii., vs. 6 being 
in xx., and vs. a in xvii. [!\lore or less com;spondent vss. recur at l\lP. ii. r 5. 3 ff. and 
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at MGS. ii. I r. I 2 ff. (cf. p. 148 i'htiz'.z,a).J The hymn is reckoned by Kau~. (8. 23) to 
the -vasto1patrya hymns, and is used with them in a house-building ceremony ( 43. 4 ff. ; 
the "two dhrn·vas," mentioned in 43. I I Lare doubtless the same as the "two dkruva.s" 
mentioned in J I 36. 7 ; Land the latter J are, according to the comm. to vi. 87, not vss. 
I and 2, but hymns vi. 87 and 88); vss. 6 and 8 are specially quoted (43. 9, ro). Vait. 
(r6. r, in the agni'.1/oma sacrifice) gives a pratika which is nearly that of vs. 8, but 
with adhvaryo for niirz'. LVs. 9, q. v., occurs in l~pp. with others of our ix. 3.J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 463; Zimmer, p. 150; Weber, xvii. 234; Grill, 59, 108; 
Griffith, i. 97; Bloomfield, r40, 343. - Cf. Hillebrandt, Vetla-chrcstomathie, p. 44; and 
Bloomfield's references; also M. \Vinternitz, 11J'itthez'lungcn der Anthr(}jo!o_g'ischcn 
Gesellschaft z'n '!,Vien, vol. xvii, p. [38]. 

r. Just here I fix (ni-mi) [my] dwelling (fdlii) firm; may it stand in 
security, sprinkling ghee; unto thee here, 0 dwelling, may we resort 
(sam-car) with all our heroes, with good heroes, with unharmed heroes. 

Ppp. reads abhi instead of upa in d. Paclas a, b are found in PGS. iii. 4. 4, with 
ti.fthatit for -ati; and bin <;GS. iii. 3, with ti.t!lza for the same; HGS. (i. 27. 2) has the 
whole verse, with t£1/lzati in a, amt (for 1tja) in d, and su1.nrizs before sar1.1a·v- in c. 

2. Just here stand thou firm, 0 dwelling, rich in horses, in kine, in 
pleasantness, in refreshment, in ghee, in milk; erect thyself (ut-fri) in 
order to great good-fortune. 

Ppp. leaves the a of at;vti1.1atl in b unelided. PGS. (ibid.) has padas b and d, mak
ing one verse of them with 3 c, d ; pad as a, b are also found in <;GS. (ibid.), with con
siderable variants: sthil~ze for dhnPva, dhruva for [tile, and sflamlivati for sttnr-; and 
HGS. (ibid.) has again. the whole verse, with 271:jas11ati payasa jn'nvamiinii for c. 
The comm., with the usual queer perversion of the sense of sztnrtii, renders s17nttii·vati 
by balmbhi!i pdyasatvwvt"igbltir bZiltzdlniilli vattlb!lir yuktli. Padas b and c are jagatf. 

3. A garner (? dharu~d) art thou, 0 dwelling, of great roof, of cleansed 
grain; to thee may the calf come, may the boy, may the kine, streaming 
in at evening. 

This translation of the difficult and doubtless corrupt first half-verse implies emenda
tion of ~chandas to -chadis, and of jn"lti- to jn7td- - which latter is, in fact, the Ppp. read
ing. In d, SPP. adopts the bad reading i'isjdndamanlis, claiming to find it in the 
majority of his mss.; but the scribes are so wholly untrustworthy in their distinction of 
sy and sp that the requirement of the sense is sufficient to show that they intend sy 
here; the comm. reads -syand-, and so does <;GS. (iii. 2) in the parallel passage: enii1ii 
fi~u(z kranda~y ii kmnilra a syandanti'bh. dlzcnavo nityavatsa(z,/ PGS. (ibid.) has ci 
tvii fiptr a krandat-v ii giivo dhenavo rziafyamiimift. L MGS. ii. I I. I zb reflects our 
vs. 7.J The comm. lets us understand bydharuid either bh(}J[ajtitasytt dhiirayz'trl or 
prarastiii stambhair uj;etil_; and by brhachandiis either prabhittachadana .or maliadbhi'f 
clurndobldr vedair ttpeta,; piltz'dhiinya is "having corn malodorous from age" -a 
sign of stores unexhausted. The Anukr.. apparently scans as 7 + 8: 10 + r I = 36: a 
very poor sort of brhatf. L Note that of S PP's authorities for lisyand-, K and V were 
men, not mss.; none of his Hving authorities gave aspand-. The blunder is easy for 
the eye, not for the ear. J 

4. This ~welling let Savitar, Vayu, Indra, Brihaspati fix, foreknowing; 
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let the Maruts sprinkle it with water, with ghee; let king Bhaga deepen 
(ni'-tan) our ploughing. 

Ppp. reads in a, b vayur agnz's tvaffa hota ni, and has somas (which suits riija 
better) for bha,gas in d. Inc it begins with the true reading uk:rantzt_; this is so natu
rally suggested as emendation of the uchdntzt of the mss. that all the translators assume 
it (Weber, strangely mistaking the plain statement of the Index- Verborum, accuses us 

of having wrongly altered uk.1antu in our edition to uchdntul); uk:rdntu is also read 
by the comm., and by two or three of SPP's mss. that follow him; and SPP. very 
properly admits it into his text. SPP. also reads after it udmt, with the comm., but 
against all his mss. L except the <;rotriya KJ ; there is no instance where ttdmt and udnds 
are correctly read in any of them (here, our Bp.O.Op. have tttnii, P.M. uh.1&, the 
rest* unnli: our edition gives unnif, and \Veber has failed to see that it was corrected 
in the Index Verborum Lunder ttddnJ). The comm. makes d refer to the ploughing 
of the site of the house: fiilabhflmefi kar;a1za1h nitarliliz karotu. L l!,£.H.D.K.Kp. and 
Ppp. have zmnit· I. has 11,ttii / W. has -tu tva.J L For uchantu, see x. 9. 23 n.J 

5. 0 mistress of the building (? mdna), as sheltering, pleasant, hast 
thou, a goddess, been fixed by the gods in the beginning; clothing thy
self in grass, mayest thou be well-willing; then mayest thou give us 
wealth together with heroes. 

Ppp. has, for c, d, 11nna1iz 11asaniJ, sumanii yafas t·va,ii rayivi no dhl sttbhage suzliram. 
"Grass" in c refers probably to a thatched roof. 111ii.na the comm. gives two explana
tions for: either "of the reverend (miinanfya) lord of the site (11ast11pati)," or else 
,, of the spoiling (? miyamlina) grain etc." (patni in this case signifying pi'llayitri). In 
b the comm. reads nirmitii. HGS. (i. 27. 8) has a, b, c (with a wholly different d) in 
a corrupt form: mii na!t sapatnaft r;araiiafi syonii de1,10 devebMr vimitti '.sy agre: tnimil 
vasaniifi smnanii asi t1.1am ,· but our d (with -'<JiriiJit r-) occurred just before (i. 27. 7). 

6. With due order, 0 beam (vaiz;d), ascend the post; formidable, 
bearing rule, force away (apa-vrj) the foes; let not the attendants (upa
str.ttdr) of thy houses be harmed, 0 dwelling; may we live a hundred 
autumns with all our heroes. 

Ppp. reads sthtt?lli 'did in a, and in c, d has -tliro • tra 1dri'{.jiz1it jl11iilit raradaf 
fatiini. Both meter and sense indicate that .t;rkiittiim is an intrusion it1 c; and swvirlis 
at the end would rectify the meter of d. The first puda is the beginning of a verse in 
AGS. ii.9; and HGS. (i. 27. 7) has the first half-verse, with stlt1i?tli11, in a, and 'ltrdh1His 
and apa, sl'dha in b Lcf, lHP. ii. 15. G; MGS. ii. I r. 14 is corruptj. The comm. reads 
m·~·an for ri:\'tl:lt in c ; he explains rtl1ui by aliiidllycna rirjJt{ltl salw, and 11pasattli:ras by 
upasadanaluu'fltnis. The verse (r r + 1 r: 14 + IZ =48) is defined by the Anukr. with 
mechanical correctness. 

7. To it the tender boy, to it the calf, with moving creatures (jdgat), 
to it the jar of parisntt, with mugs of curd, have come. 

Ppp. has tvii for imam in a and c, and in c pari~7rta; ..,· and it ends d with kalar;ar; ea 
J1ii. The mss. vary between parisdttas and -(rttf- (our Bp.I-I.O.Op.Kp. have f); the 
comm. has s, and renders the word by jarisra1,a,2ar;rlasya madhunaft 'foaming over 
sweet.' The word is quoted in the co1mrient to Prat. ii. I 06 as an example of s after i 
l)rotectecl from lingualization by a following r. The comm. reads in c kumbhas, and 
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in d kalaffs _ _; half the mss. (including our Bp.E.I.H.K.) accent kalaftiis. The comm. 
explains jdgatii as gamana(ilena ga1.1iidinii, which is doubtless its true sense. The verse 
is found also in AGS. (ii. 8. 16), PGS. (iii. 4. 4), <;GS. (iii. 2. 9), and HGS. (i. 27. 4): 
the first two and the last have (like Ppp.) t1..1a, and <;;GS. reads enam (for t!'11uim); for 
jdga.tii, PGS. has ja,gadais and AGS. jiryatdm_; \;GS. gives bhwvanas, with pari for 
saha_; all differ again as to the last word, presenting uja (PGS.), ayan (AGS.), ayamz 
iva (HGS.) or gaman (<;;GS.); and <;GS. l1as further kmnbhyas in c, while for pari
srzttas AGS. has parirritas an:! HGS. hira?mzayas Lsee also MP. ii. r5.4 and MGS. 
ii. I I. I 2b J. The epithet fir.yr, added by the Anukr. to the metrical definition of the 
verse, is without meaning as uistinguishing it from vs. 9 L cf. iii. 14. 6, note J. 

8. Bring forward, 0 woman, this foll jar, a stream of ghee combined 
(sanz-bhr) with ambrosia (amfta); anoint these drinkers (?) with ambro
sia; let what is offered-and-bestowed defend it (f. : the dwelling?). 

The well-nigh universal reading of the mss. in c is imdvi patf-11, which SPP. accord
ingly presents in his text, in spite of its grammatical im.possibility (of our mss., E. gives 
patrr!n, -tren being a misreading of -tp:n found also more than once elsewhere; P. has 
piiddn, and \V.patran); we emended imd11t to ivuin_; but perhaps ilm-f.mpiitrlm 'this 
drinking-vessel,' which the comm. has, would be !)referable, as better suited to sdm 
aiidhi _; and enam at the end would then refer to it. The comm. has sam indhi instead 
of sdm aJ7dki_; he makes eniim. imply r;allim. The corresponding verse in Ppp. (xvii.) 
is quite different, and corrupt; p1irtuViz niiblziri pra hara 'bhi kumb!tam apa.1/z ram(uit 
o.yadltfnli.n ghrtasya : im.iim patrer amrta£r a sam agdhi stlzira 'Viriis swwmaso 
b!za,vanttt: this suggests im1Im piftrair a:mftas_ya. in c 'anoint this [d,velling] with ves
sels of ambrosia'; but also its separation from the preceding verses makes uncertain its 
belonging to the same ceremony with them. In the ceremonial use, it accompanies the 
entrance into the new dwelling, the wife first, carrying a water-jar. 

9. These waters I bring forward, free from yak.pna, yak.pna-effacing; I 
set forth(? pra-sad) unto (ztpa) the houses, along with immortal (anzfta) fire. 

The verse, as already noted, is wanting Lin this connectionJ in Ppp., and neither 
Kaug. nor the comm. specify anything as to its use. It appears again below as ix. 3. 23 
L with Ppp. version J. The comm. gives no explanation nor paraphrase of pni sufami. 
L" Prepositions" discussed, Prat. iv. 3, note. J 

I3. To the waters. 

[Bhrgu, -saptarcanz, vilrtt?tam uta sindh1tdiiivatam. 1'inttf/ttbhmn: .r. nicrt; 
5. virii~ljagati; 6. nicrt tn;rfttbh.J 

The first six verses occur in Paipp. iii., and also in TS. (v. 6. 1), MS. (ii. 13. 1), and 
K. (xxxix. 2). The hymn is used by Kam;. in a ceremony for directing water into a 
certain course (40. I ff.); the padas of vs. 7 are severally employed in it (see under that 
verse); it also appears, with other hymns (i. 4-6, 33, etc. etc.), in a rite for good-fortune 
(4r. 14). And the comm. describes it as used by one who desires rain. Verse 7 is 
further employed, with a number of other verses, by Va.it. (29. 13), in the a.,gnica_yana., 
accompanying the conducting of water, reeds, and a frog over the altar-site;~ L Berlin 
ms. of Anukr. reads sz'ndltvabdiii'vatam. J 

Translated: Weber, xvii. 240; Griffith, i. 99; Bloomfield, 146, 348. - Cf. Bergaigne
Henry, J/,fanuel, p. 143. 
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I. Since formerly (? adds), going forth together, ye resounded (nad) 
when the dragon was slain, thenceforth ye are streams (nadt) by name : 
these are your names, 0 rivers. 

The pada-mss. all commit the very gratuitous blunder of writing tci(t instead of tti at 
the beginning of d, as if it belonged to sindha'Z1as instead of to n11mani_; SPP. emends 
to tzf, and the comm. so understands the word. The comm. takes adds as Vedic substi
tute for amtttmin, qualifying dlzau: None of the other texts gives any various reading 
for this verse. Pada d sets forth, as it were, the office of the first four verses, in finding 
punning etymologies for sundry of the names of water. 

2. When, sent forth by Vanu:1-a, ye thereupon (at) quickly skipped 
('valg-) together, then Indra obtained (lip) you as ye went; therefore are 
ye waters (dp) afterward. 

TS. and MS. have in d dpas (nomin.), and this is obviously the true reading, and 
assumed in the translation; both editions follow the mss. (except our Op.) in giving 
iijJas. l\.JS. begins the verse with samjmic_yutt'is,· for fzt in b .MS. bas_ydt and TS. tfzs. 
In d, Ppp. elides the a of amt_; TS. leaves stltamz unlingualizecl. The comm. reads 
instead stana. 

3. As ye were flowing perversely (apaka·mdm), since Indra verily hin
dered ('var) you by his powers, you, ye divine ones, therefore the name 
water (vdr) is assigned you. 

Ppp. has for c indro -vas saktabltir d,.:,vais. TS. combines in d 'Z11fr ?ti7ma. The 
comm. apparently takes hil.~am as a single word (the TS. pada-text so regards it), quot
ing as his authority 1Vii(e,-hatt/1tka iii. I 2 ; and again in d, if the m~1nuscript does not do 
him injustice, he reads !zikam for hitam. 

4. The one god stood up to you, flowing at [your] will ; "the great 
ones have breathed up (ud-an)," said he; therefore water (zufal,:d) is [so] 
called. 

The name here really had in mind must be, it ,voulcl seem, udan, but udal,,·dm has to 
be substituted for it in the nominative; none of the other texts offer a different form. 
TS. improves the rneter of a by omitting 1,1as1 and TS. and MS. leave the ,z of api 
unelided. Ppp. differs more seriously : e/,:o mi de,Ja upiit(1·tluzt SJ'andamiillii uptz,va(t. 
Yathii.71ttftl1N in b might be 'at his ,vill,' opposed to aptikiimdm in vs. 3. The sense of 
c is rather obscure; the comm. understands: "saying 'by this respect on the part of 
Indra we have become great,' they breathed freely (or heaved a sigh of relief: 1u:dn,1a

sita·vat)'as) 11 
- which is senseless. R. suggests " Indra put himself in their ,vay with 

the polite address and inquiry: 'their ,vf>rships have given themselves an airing'; and 
conducted them on their way again"; \Veber understands them. to sigh under the 
burden of the god standing" upon" (dj;i) them. The comm. declares api to have the 
sense of adhz'. 

5. The waters [are] excellent; the waters verily were ghee; these 
waters verily bear Agni~and-Soma; may the strong (fi-;.1rd) satisfying 
savor (rdsa) of the honey"mixed (..Ptc) come to me along with breath, 
with splendor. 
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TS. reads asus for lisan at end of a, and both TS. and MS., as also the comm., have 
gan at the end (MS.p. agan). MS. combines differently the material of our vss. 5 
and 6 : first our 6 a, b with 5 c, d, then our 5 a, b with 6 c, d; and for our 5 a it reads 
tijo devfr ghrtamt'nvit zt dpas. This last seems also to be intended by Ppp., with its 
,ipo devzr ghrtam i'tiijahus .,· and it has i{yii instead of it tiis at end of b, and combines 
-gamii ma in c-d. The comm. renders madhufraim by madhuna rascna samjrktii
niim .,· the description in pada c almost makes us fancy some kind of mineral water to 
be had in view. 

6. Then indeed I see, or also hear; unto me comes the noise, to me 
the voice of them; I think myself then to have partaken ambrosia 
(amfta) when, ye gold-colored ones, I have enjoyed (trp) you. 

TS. has the inferior readings nas for mii at end of band ydd for ; 1aclti in d. MS. is 
corrupt in b ; its pada-text reads vzfk: nu: asiim, but the editor gives in salizldtii-text 
•vtir nv asiim. The comm. combines -v~g mii. Ppp. has at the beginning ; 1titi for lid. 

The comm. takes the opportunity of the occurrence of hira!tya- in d to bring forward an 
etymology of it which he here and there repeats; it is hlta-ramattiya I The verse is 
improperly reckoned as nicrt, Lin the edition lllll{tastlta is a misprint for -sya.J 

7. This, 0 waters, [is] your heart, this your young ('vatsd), ye righteous 
ones; come thus hither, ye mighty ones, where I now make you enter. 

The preceding verses have been simple laudation of the waters; this appended one 
(which is found neitherin Ppp. nor in the other texts) adds a practical application, ancl 
is the sole foundation of the employment of the hymn by Kaui;. 'With the first pada a 
piece of gold is buried in the desired channel; with b a prepared frog is fastened there; 
with c the frog is covered with a water-plant ; with d water is conducted in. 

14. A blessing on the kine. 

[Brahman. -nliJUtdcva~.vam uta g·ofthadevat,ikam. iimtJ(,ttbham: 6. lir{i trif(-1tbh.] 

The hymn ( except vs. 5) is found in Pa.ipp. ii. (in the verse-order 2, 4-, 6, I, 3). It 
is used by Kam;., with other hymns (ii. 26 etc.), in a ceremony for the prosperity of 
cattle (19. r4). In Va.it. (2r. 26), vs. 2 accompanies the driving of kine in the agni
:'foma. The Va.it. use does not appear to be mentioned by the comm., and his report of 
the Kaur;. use is mostly lost from the manuscript (but filled in by the editor). 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 469; Weber, xvii. 244; Grill, 64, I IZ; Griffith, i. 101; Bloom
field, 143, 351. 

L With a comfortable (S?tfdd) stall, with wealth, with well-cbeing, with 
that which is the name of the day-born one, do we unite you. 

Ppp. reads in b saPtt:r/yii for sttbhztiyi'i. The obscure third pada is found again below 
as v. 28. 12 c i it is altogether diversely rendered (conjecttirally) by the translators 
(Weber, "with the blessing of favorable birth"; Ludwig, "with [all] that which one 
calls day-born"; Grill, "with whatever a day of luck brings forth"); R. suggests "with 
all (of good things) that the day brings, or that is under the heaven": none of these 
suits the other occl!:rrence. 

2. Let Aryaman unite you, let Pushan, let Brihaspati, let Indra, who 
is conqueror of riches ; in my possession gain ye what is good. 
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'In my possession,' lit. 'with me' (bei mir, chez moi). The comm. takes jJll{>)lata 

as = fNayata _; and so do the translators, unnecessarily and therefore inadmissibly ; 
or, we may emend to jm1yaht, with 'i/dsu as subject. "Unite" calls for the expression 
of with what; this is not given, but the verse may be regarded as (except d) a continua
tion of vs. I. The three padas a-care found as a gr"iyatri-verse in MS. (iv. 2. 10: with 
jJ01ci for pt21if in b). Ppp. has iha fu:ryati at beginning of d. 

3. Having come together, unaffrighted, rich in manure, in this stall, 
bearing the sweet of soma, come ye hither, free from disease. 

Three of the padas (a, b, d) again form, with considerable variants, ag,~yatriin MS. 
(ibid.) immediately following the one noted above: MS. has dvihrutas for abibhy11:rfs, 

purf:1•!1zfs for kar-, and, in place of our· d, S'i!tlVCfc1 na ;1 gata. Ppp. gives, as not sel
dom, in part the MS. readings, corrupted: it begins savijancina,lt ·vihr1ti111, has lza,vis 
fur madhu in c, and, ford, S'iJcz7!eftlsa etana. The combination of p. ujJaoltana into s. 
uj/talla is one of those aimed at by Prat. iii. 52, according to the comment on that rule; 
but it would equally well fall under the general rule (iii. 38) as to the order of combina
tion when tl comes between two vowels (ttjJ(l,-cz-itana like indra-a-i/U: etc.). L Cf. also 
Lanman, JAOS. x. 425.J 

4. Come ye just here, 0 kine, and flourish here like fdkti ,- also mul
tiply (pra-ja) just here; let your complaisance be toward me. 

r;(fke '11a (p. t;tiki'ioit 1a) in b is very obscure: \Veber renders "like clung" (as if 
t;dkii== t;tikrt); Ludwig, "wi6 the dung" (as if rtik(l = t;almc7); Grill, "like plants" 
(implying ftlkam i-va or f1ika i-'va); the comm. says "multiply innumerably, like flies" 
(faka == maktiktl); this last is, so far as can be seen, the purest guesswork, nor is any
thing brought up in its support; and the "dung" comparisons are as unsuitable as they 
are unsavory. The explanation of the comm. accords with one among those offered by 
the commentators on VS. xxiv. 32 MS. iii. 14. 13) and TS. v. 5. 1Sr, wht~re ftikil al::;o 
occurs. Ppp. reads :l'akii i·va. SPP. reports his pada-mss. as accenting gif·,1a(i in a, but 
emends in his _pada:-text to gii11ci(t .,- the latter is read by all ours, so far as noted. 

5. Let your stall be propitious ; flourish ye like ;,'iri(ti!d'i ,- also m nl
tiply just here; with me we unite you. 

There is no Ppp. text of this verse to help cast light on the obscure and dinkult 
(iiripik,i (p. filrit;dka,)h.m). The comm. (implying -kits) explains the word as mean in.~ 
" kinds of creatures that increase by thousands in a moment," but offers 110 etymology or 
other support; the translators supply a variety of ingenious and unsatisfactory conjec• 
tures (\Veber, "like t;iiri-clung," t;liri perhaps a kind of bird; Grill "[fatten yourselves] 
like the (1irikil" or hooded crow ; Ludwig simply puts a qucstioMnark in place of a 
translation). R. offers the conjecture t;liri',!t fiili(I) ral,:a hia 'like rice in manure.' 
Our P.M.E.I. accent ft7rift1ke '7,a, 

L Bloomfield emends to ftiri--fukt'i 1a -kits z°'vtt) 1 'thrive ye like starlings and par-
rots.' True, these birds are habitual companions in literature as in life (see my trans
lation of Karjilra-11u111jarr, p. :nr;, note), loquacity being their salient characteristic; 
but what is the ter#um comjarationis between the thriving of cows and of starlings? J 

6. Attach yourselves, 0 kine, to me as lord of kine; this your stall 
here [be] flourishing; to you, becoming numerous with abundance of 
wealth, to you living, may we living be near (upct-sad). 
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Bhdvantas in c would be a desirable emendation. Upa-sad may be rather 'wait 
upon' (so Grill), only then we should expect rather sadiiJna (comm., 11pagacche111a). 
,L W's implied difference between sadema and sadama is not clear to me. J Ppp. reads 
in a gopatya, ancl its b is mayi vo gofjha {ha po1ayatz'. L The epithet ar1i seems to be 
.as meaningless here as at iii. r 2. 7 - see note, end. J 

15. For success in trade. 

[Atharvan (Pa11yakiimaM, - a!(arcam. vliirvadevanz utili "ndrilgnam. trili,1fubhanz: 
I. bhuri/ ,· 4. 3-av. 6-p. brhatigarbhii vinifjatya,1ti; 5. viriltjjagati ,· 

7. anur/ubh ; 8. nicrt,] 

Four of the verses are found in Paipp. xix. (r, 4, 6, 2, in this order). The hymn is 
used by Ka:u<;. in a rite for good-fortune in trading (50. I 2 ), and again (59. 6) for a simi
lar purpose; also (or vs. r) in the {ndramahotsa7.1a ceremony (140. r6); also vss. 7 and 
.8 in the appeasing of the flesh-eating fire (70. 13, 14). In Va.it. (6. 9), vs. 7 is employed 
in tp.e ceremony of establishing the sacrificial fire. The usual statement of these various 
uses appears .to be lacking in the manuscript of the comm., and is supplied, only in part, 
by its editor. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 2r 5; Zimmer, p. 258 (except vss. 7, 8); Weber, xvii. 247; 
Grill (vss. I-6), 69, r13; Griffith, i. 102; Bloomfield, r48, 352. - Cf. Hillebrandt, 
Veda-ch-restomathie, p. 38. 

r. I stir up (cud) the trader Indra; let him come to us, be our fore
runner; thrusting [away] the niggard, the waylaying wild animal, let 
him, having the power (it;), be giver of riches to me. 

Or paripanthina1n and mrgam in c may be independent of one another (so comm., 
and translators except Weber and Zimmer). Ppp. has, for a, b, indra1h va;1a1it 11arl'ifa;h 
havamahe sa nas tratii pttra etu pny'iinan. The Anukr. notices c as jagati pada. 
L" Indra, the trader": cf. Bergaigne, Re!. ved., ii. 480. -Many Jataka tales (e.g. no's 
1, 2) give vivid pictures of the life of the trading caravans.J 

2. The many roads, travelled by the gods, that go about (sam-car) 
between heaven-and-earth - let them enjoy me with milk, with ghee, 
that dealing (krz) I may get (a-hr) riches. 

Ppp's version is very different: lhaz' 'va1 pantha bahtwo devayiinam anu d:)lii'Va

Prthi'vi sujJra!zitift: tefaJJZ ahna,Jt 1mrcasy ii dadhamiyatha klitva dhanam ii,71ahani. 
The comm. allows us alternatively to understand deva- in a as " by traders"; he renders 
Ju.-1antam in c by sevantam, as if it were causative. His text has at the beginning ye 
tc janth-. The emendation, suggested by Weber, of ;na in c to me would help the 
sense. The first half-verse is found again below as vi. 5 5. I a, b. To make a regular 
tri,!/ttblt, we must contract to ~jrtkvt in b, and expand to kri-tu-a in d; · the Anukr. per
haps regards the two irregul_arities as balancing one anoth.er. 

3. With fuel, 0 Agni, with ghee, I, desiring, offer the oblation, in 
order to energy (tdras), to strength ; - revering with worship (b1,.dhn1an), 
so far as. I am able-this divine prayer (dht), in order to hundred-fold 
winning. 

The verse is RV. iii. r8. 3, without variant- save that RV. accents of course jttho11ti, 
as does our edition by necessary emendation, while SPP. follows all the mss. in givb;1g 
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juhomi (the pada-text puts a sign of pada-division after the word, hut also before it). 
The verse is not at all likely to have been an original part of our hymn; the word 
f atasiytlra in d has caused its addition. The comm. renders tcirase by 71epAva {{r;ltra~ 
gaman,i_ya, and applies y;i,vad ire in two ways, to the winning or to the worshipping. 

4. This off ense (? r;ard{zi) of ours mayest thou, 0 Agni, bear ,vith 
(mn), what distant road we have gone. Successful (r;nnd) for us be bar~ 
gain and sale; let return~dealing make me fruitful; do ye two enjoy this 
oblation in concord; successful for us be our going about and rising. 

The first two padas are wanting in the Paipp. version of the hymn (though they 
occur, in another connection, in Ppp. i.), and they are plainly an intrusion here, due to 
the mention of distant travel in b; they form the first half of RV. i. 31. 16 (but RV. 
reads for b imdm ddh1Ji'i.1ttwi ydm dgama dilrift_,- L<;S., in its repetition of the R'i/. 
verse at iii. z. 7, agrees with A-v. in preferring d,7ram). The insertion dislocates the 
comm's division of the hymn; he reckons only the first 4 padas as vs .. .J., then the last 
two with the first two of our 5 as vs. 5, and the latter half of our 5 lvith the former half 
of our 6 as vs. 6, making a vs. 7 of only the hvo concluding paclas of our <'.!, and nun1.ber
ing the two remaining verses as 8 and 9. Some of our mss. (P.lVI.\V.EJ.) divide and 

' number in the sai1.1e way to the middle of our vs. 6, then making vs. 7 consist of G pi1das 
and encl where our vs. 7 ends. Ppp. has for its verse a different version of our c--f: 
}a?JO for pmam at the beginning (with •stzt after 1t{I), .[}"t>tfhtmi IUl:I' for jJlw!inam mr7, 

and, for our e, sa1Jirarli,!tii ha'llir ida11i juyantiim. The Anukr. seems to scan the verse 
as I 1 + 9 : I 2 + I r : r r + I 2 == 66, though c and f are properly to be made re,gularly 
tri:1"fubh by elision to •sttt. The co1mn. renders rard1d in a by "injury!! (hi1isil ), and 
explains it as either that arising (to Ag;ni) from the intermission of sacred rites in con
sequence of the householder's absence from home, or else that to the absentee from his 
long journey as expressed in b- mimt{itls being in the first case::::.: !.\uwurs11a, and in 

,,. the second= mm·:Mya or titik~tzya 'cause us to endure' : perhaps the second is, after all, 
the better. L For d, rather, 'may barter make me abounding in fruit,' i.e. 'may barter 
bring me its reward.' J 

5. With what riches I practise (car) bargaining, seeking riches with 
riches, ye gods - let that become more for me, not .less ; 0 Agni, put 
down (ni-sidlz) with the oblation the gahH1aying gods. 

Or, .possibly, 1 the gods of the gain-slayer' (slilaglmds as gen. sing;.; the cmnm. tahs 
it as accus. pl., and Zimmer and Ludwig so translate). The om.ission of der,/in would 
rectify the meter •.and ·better the sense, and \Vc:ber and Grill Land HUlehmndtJ lt~:we 
it out. The Anukr. gives a mechanically correct definition of the verse as it stands. 

6. With what riches I practise bargaining, seeking riches with riches, 
ye gods -therein let Indra assign me pleasure (? nfri), let Prajupati, 
Savitar, Soma, Agni. 

Ppp. has a better version of a: yat :Patzena pratiptt?Wlli ca,•izmi} and it arranges c 
differently: intlro me tasmin ream ii,; and reads btlzaspatis for jmy'i,j,- in d. HGS. 
(i.r5. I) has a kindred verse, with second pada nearly identical with ours1 and nn:a.m 

in c. LSee also MP. ii. 22. 4.J Rztci, lit. 'brightness,' is variouslv understood hv the 
translators : Zimmer, "attractive power"; Luch~rig, 11 pleasure"; \Vebe1·, u understand
ing,,; Grill, "consideration"; the comm. explains it by sar'vajanaprithit dhanapradiZ~ 
nena "daneccklim. LPpp. seems to omit dhanena in b.J 
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7. Unto thee with homage do we, 0 priest Vai~vanara (' for all men'), 
give praise; do thou watch over our progeny, our selves, our kine, our 
breaths. 

Two of our pada-mss. (Bp.Kp.; also D.p.m. ?) divide vaifvanaraft: tumafi in b; 
P.M.vV. give sam for sa at beginning of c. This verse and the next seem to be addi
tions to the original hymn. L Under stu, BR. and Inde;i;- Verborum join z'tpa with stu_; 
correct lncf,ex under itpa accordingly.J 

8. Every day may we bring constantly for thee as for .a standing 
horse, 0 Jatavedas; rejoicing together with abundance of wealth, with 
food, may we thy neighbors, 0 Agni, take no harm. 

The verse nearly accords with xix. 55. I, below; the second half is the same as 
there; the first half here is more unlike the parallel verse in other texts (VS. xi. 7 5 ; 
<;B. vi. 6. 4. I; TS. iv. r. 10 1 ; K. xvi. 7; MS. ii. 7. 7) than is xix. 55. I ab-see under 
xix. 5 5. I ; in the second half they vary only by putting ag-ne at the beginning of d ; 
they make a more manageable sentence by furnishing an object, ghiisa1n 'fodder,' for 
bhareina. The comm. renders ti-1/hate by sva .. frhe vartamanaya. 

Here, at the end of the third anu.·v(ika, of 5 hymns and 38 verses, the old Anukr. 
says simply afftitt (but O.R. give a,f/atrbirat). 

The fifth prajJathaka also ends with this hymn. 

16. Morning invocation to various gods, especially Bhaga. 

[Atharvan.-saptarcam. priita[ui'2ktam. bilrhaspatyam uta bahudevatyarn.. trlii:r/ubham: 
I, ilr.{i jagati; 4. bhiwikpaiikti. J 

Found in Pai pp. iv., with very few variants. It is a RV. hymn (vii. 41 ), repeated 
also in VS. (xxxiv.34-40) and TB. (ii.8.979) Land MP. i.14.1-7, in the same order 
as here J. It is used by Kau~. L with hymns vi. 69 and ix. I J, in the rite for generation ~ 

of wisdom (10. 24), to accompany washing the face on arising from sleep; also in certain 
ceremonies for "splendor" (varcas: 12. r5; 13.6), with hymns vi. 69 and ix. I; and it 
is reckoned to the varcasya .t!aizas (12. 10, note; 13. r, note). In Vait. (5· 17), vs. 6 
accompanies, in the agnyadheya, the horse's setting his foot on the boundary; and its 
latter half, an oblation in the ciltttrmasyti sacrifice L Va.it. 8. 14J. 

Translated: as RV. hymn, by Grassmann,i.336, and by Ludwig, no. 92; as AV. 
hymn, by Weber, xvii. 2 5 I ; Griffith, i. r 04. - Cf. \Vinternitz, Hochzeltsritztell, p. 97, 
and notes. 

I. Early (pratdr) do we call Agni, early Indra, early Mitra:and-Varm).a, 
early the (two) Ac;vins, early. Bhaga, Pushan, BrahmaiJaspati, early Soma 
and Rudra do we call. 

The other texts, and Ppp. with them, read at the end of d hiwema. 

2. The early-conquering formidable Bhaga do we call, the son of Aditi 
who is disposer (-z,z'dhartdr), to whom every one that thinks himself weak 
[or] strong, Lto whom even the kingJ says: "apportion [me] a portion." 

Bhakti in d might also be 1st sing. mid. of the s-aorist, 'may I obtain' (so 'Weber, 
etc.); the comm. explains it both ways. Again all the other texts, including Ppp., 
have hitvema for havlimahe in a; the Anukr. ignores the metrical irregularity caused 
by.our reading. LNote the play on the god's name: 'portion' is bhaga.J 
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3. 0 Bhaga, conductor, Bhaga, thou of true bestowal, Bhaga, help 
upward this prayer (dht), giving to us; 0 Bhaga, cause us to multiply
with kine, with horses, 0 Bhaga, with men, - rich in men may we be. 

In this verse AV. and RV. agree throughout; TB. reads ava with unlengthened 
final in b, and VS. no with unlingualized nasal in c. 

4. Both now may we be fortunate (bhdgavant), and in the advance 
(? prapit·vd) and in the middle of the days; and, 0 bounteous one, at the 
up-going of the sun, may we be in the favor of the gods. 

As to the difficult word prapitvti, see Bloomfield, JAOS. xvi. 24 ff.; "up-going" is 
probably here 'out-going, disappearance'; the comm. renders prapitve by siiyalzne.,•· 
his understanding of uditatt is lost out of the manuscript. The other texts read 1'tdita. 

L For this vs., see especially p. 35 end, 36 top, of Bl's paper. J 

5. Let the god Bhaga himself be fortunate; through him may we be· 
fortunate; on thee here, Bhaga, do I call entire; do thou, 0 Bhaga, be 
our forerunner here. 

RV. (with VS. and TB.) leaves the final of tt!na unlengthened at beginning of b; 
and RV. and VS. make the sense of c better by reading johaviti.,- all the three have 
at the end of a the voc. devlis. L Comm. to TB. makesjohavfmi=lilivaya# I J 

6. The dawns submit themselves (? sam-nam) to the sacrifice (adkvard ), 
as Dadhikravan to the bright place; hitherward let them convey for me 
Bhaga, acquirer of good things, as vigorous (vtijin) horses a chariot. 

All the other texts, including Ppp., read nas instead of me at end of c. The comm. 
renders s,:biz namanta by sa1iz Kaccltantiim, calls di.ulhikri'i:van a horse's name, and 

, explains the action of the obscure pada b by sa yathii fttddlzaya gamanii:)la smiznadriho· 
bhavati. The Anukr. appears to sanction the abbreviation nitham •,va in d. 

7. Let excellent dawns, rich in horses, rich in kine, rich in heroes, 
always shine for us, yielding (duh) ghee, on all sides drunk of: do ye 
protect us ever with well-beings. 

TB. read prdpinas at end of c; Ppp. has instead pniviJJ,iis .,· the comm. explains by 
ii,Pyayitiis 'filled up, made teeming,' which is very possibly to be preferred. LDelete 
the accent-mark under gdmatfr.J 

17. For successful agriculture. 

[ Vi;vilmitra. - navarcmn. sitacle,mtyam. ilnztf/ubham : I. ilrfi l;ayatr1; 2, 5, 9. tri:r/ttbh; 
3. pathyiijJaiikti; 7. virii/puratt;~tih; 8. nicrt,] 

Four verses of this hymn are found together in Pai pp. ii., in the order 2, I, 5, 4; vs. 3, 
occurs in Paipp. xix., and there are verses in Paipp. xii. and xix. resembling our vs. 6. 
Much of its material appears also in RV. x. IOI, iv. 57, and parts in VS.,TS.,TA., and 
MS.: see under the several verses. The hymn is used by Kau<;. (20. r ff.) in an extended 
ceremony for success in plowing, the details. of which, however, do not help the inter
pretation of the verses; vs. 8 (ib. 10) is specially quoted as accompanying an o.blation 
to Indra at the further end of a furrow, or of each one of three furrows ; the comm. also 
regards it as intended by ftmasiriitt,i at 106. 8, in the book of portents, in a charm against 
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the portent of mixed-up plows (whatever that may be*); vs. 4, again, accompanies the 
marking out of the sacrificial hearth at 137. 19. In Va.it. (28. 30-32), vss. r, 3, and 2 b 
appear in the agnicayana, in the ceremony of plowing the sacrificial hearth, and vs. 7 
(9. 27) at the end of the catunnasya sacrifice, with an oblation to the r;unasirii. 
* L" Wenn zwei Pfliige sich verstricken beim Ackern," says vVeber, Omina, p. 3 68. J 

Translated: Weber, xvii. 255; Griffith, i. ro6. - Vs. 3 is elaborately discussed by 
Roth, Festgritss an Bohtlingl.:, p. 95 ff. See also \Veber, Omina und Portenta, p. 3'7r. 

I. The poets (kavi) harness the plows (sira), they extend severally 
the yokes -they the wise ones (dhtra), with desire of favor (?) toward 
the gods. 

The verse seems to imply a hidden comparison of the poet's work with the plow
man's. The other texts (RV. x.ror.4; VS. xii.67; TS. iv.2.5s; MS. ii.7.12; 
K. xvi. I I ; Kap. xxv. 3) read sumnayd (but K. has -yufi : Kap. not noted), which the 
translation adopts, -ya1t seeming an unintelligent corruption of it; but the comm. gives 
a double explanation of -ytiu, one as " desiring a happy-making sacrifice " and qualify
ing yajavuine understood, the other as from sttmna-ya (-ya for root yii) and qualifying 
balfvardiitt understood! He makes sira equivalent Vfith liit7.gala, and takes vi tanvate 
as = "put on the oxen's shoulders " ; v£-tan as here applied seems imitated from its 
use of stringing a bow; in TB. ii. 5. Srz we have even vi tanoti stram. 

2. Harness ye the plows, extend the yokes ; scatter (vap) the seed 
here in the prepared womb; may the bunch (?) of virdj be burdened for 
us ; may the sickles draw in (a-yu) the ripe [grain] yet closer. 

In the first half-verse, RV. (ib. 3) and VS. (ib. 68) have tanudhvam for tanota, the 
rest (ibid.) agreeing with our text (but K. has krto yonir) ; Ppp. reads k1etre instead of 
yomiu_; yoniiu, of course, involves a hidden comparison of sowing with impregnation. 
In the difficult and obscure second half, the other texts (not Ppp.) give girZi ea for the 
unintelligible virZijas, and dsat (with accent apparently meant as antithetic) for asat, 
which is read in all the mss., but in our edition (not in SPP's) emended to asat.,· the 
same texts accent ~ntffis (and our edition was emended to agree with them; SPP. 
accents the :first syllable, with all the mss.). SPP. reads r;nz't1fis, with the majority of 
his authorities (including oral reciters), and with the comm.; among his mss. are found 
also rrlt~·tls, rM-, snt-, smt-, and ~nzt~'fis. Part of our mss. also (E.I.H.Op.) are noted 
as seeming to intend r;nu-, and, as Ppp. supports it by reading sum~·fis sablt-, the read
ing r;mtf!i!t is adopted in the translation Las also at viii. 2. I J. The manuscripts are 
not at all to be relied on for distinguishing r,nzt and (rit L cf. iii. 30. 7 and note J. The 
comm. explains it by iifttjrapaka(t stamba[t, and sdbha·riis 316 phalabluirasahltas 'heavy 
with fruit' ; of •viril.j he makes easy work by identifying. it with anna, on the authority 
of TB. iii. 8. ro4: annmit viii 1.rird/l Ind, finally, the chief discordance of the versions 
is at the end, where, for ii yavan (Ppp. aywvatiz), RV.VS.Kap. read e yat, and 
TS.MS.K. ii yat. But TS. has snzyii (instead of :11as), and some of 01.1r mss. (P.M.\V.), 
with the majority of SPP's, combine lc!tniyas or fcchnzyas, implying r;nzyas. The 
Anukr. does not heed that pada d is, as it stands, jagatf. L \V., in his own copy and 
in Index, seems to approve the accentless asat. - Comm. has a yavam in d. J 

3. Let the plow (ltiiz,g-ala), lance-pointed, well-lying, with well
smoothed handle, turn up (ud-vap) cow, sheep, an on-going chariot~ 
frame, and a plump wench. 
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That is, apparently, let all these good things come as the reward of successful ·agri
culture. The verse, not found in RV., but occurring in VS. (ib. 71 ; and thence quoted 
in the Vasi9tha Dhannasutra ii. 34 and explained in ii. 35), as well as in TS.MS.K. (as 
above), has many difficult and questionable points. For pavirdvat (Ppp. puts it before 
laJigrilam) VS. accents pdviravat, and TS.MS.K. substitute pavfravam_; for su{lmam 
all have su,r;e1.1am. 'very propitious'; the Pet. Lex. suggests susfmam 'having a good 
parting' i.e. of furrows, or 'even-furrowed'; and R. refers to MB. i. 5. 2, sfmfinmiz 
nayami. Ppp. reads su·vefam, which probably means su~evam. The impracticable 
somasat-saru (so inpada-text) is somapit-saru in VS., MS., K., and Vasiigha, andsoma
jitsala1Ji in Ppp.; Vas. renders it" provided with a handle for the drinker of soma," 
implying the division somapi-tsaru_; Weber conjectures a noun uman 'strap,' and 
emends to soma ( = sa-uma) satsaru, "with strap and handle." But TS. reads sumatf
otsant, and this is adopted in the translation, mati being taken not as from man but 
as the word found in matikr and its derivatives, and related ·with matya etc. (Weber 
also refers to this meaning and connection.) The comm. explains sit(fmam by kar1a
kasya suk!zakaram, without telling how he arrives at such a sense ; and somasatsant 
(disregarding the pada-division) as from tsaru, either" a concealed going in the ground" 
(root tsar, explained by c!tadmagatliu), or else "a kind of part to be held by the plow
man's hand"; in either case "a producer of the soma-sacrifice" (i.e. soma-sa). For 
1·atha-vahana 'the frame that carries a chariot when not in use,' and jrasth,i•21at, 
here virtually 'with the chariot on it,' see R. in the Festg-russ an Bi.i!ttlingk, p. 95 ff.; 
the comm. interprets as arvaball'vardiidika;iz ratha1,1ahanasamartham. VS. reads at 
the beginning of c td.d 11d vapaH, and TS. z'td it kr1ati.,· Ppp. has dadata kr{ata_.,
VS. TS.MS.Ppp. give for.e prajhar,ziy/isiz (Ppp. -ylf,vi) ea pfvarfm Land VS.TS. invert 
the order of d and ej i the comm. also hasjivari1n (= st!tztlfini); jrajha-r,z,f he explains 
as f rathamavayiifi kan:ya. The first pada is defective unless we resolve la-li17-. 

LZimmer, p. 236, refers to Sir H. M. Elliot's ilfemoirs, ii. 34r, for a description of the 
Penjab plow.J 

4. Let Indra hold down the furrow; let Pushan defend it ; let it, rich 
in milk, yield to us each further summer. 

This verse is found only in RV. (iv, 57. 7), which reads a.nu, yachatu for abhf rak§atlt _; 
Ppp. has maliya,Jt instead of abhi. We had the second half-verse above,as iii. 10. 1 c, d. 

5. Successfully (r;itndm) let the good plowshares thrust apart the 
earth ; successfully let the plowmen follow the beasts of draft; 0 <;una
sira, do ye (two), dripping (?) with oblation, make the herbs rich in 
berries for this man. 

VS. (xii. 69) and MS. (ii. 7. 12) have the whole of this verse; RV. (iv. 57. 8) and 
TS. (iv. 2. 56), only the first two padas. For sujhil.ltis in a, VS. (also our I.) has szt 
philas, and RV.TS. na{t pltilas, both preferable readings; RV.VS, have kr1antu for 
ttulantu.. In b, TS. gives abhf for a.nu (our P.M. have tfbhtnu); 1\-1S. has kzndfo 
ablzy eht vaha1ft_; RV.VS., -fa abh-l yantzt viihaf(i. In c, the comm. gives to§amtt,iia, 
explaining it by htfyantiiu. Ind, the mss. vary (as everywhere where the word occurs) 
betwee'n -pijjallis and -.Pz'rjal,ts .,· about half a~e for each; VS.MS. end the pada with 
kartanii 'mze. Ppp. has a peculiar version: fttna1Ji keniifO anv eht. valzavi fttnmli 
jhlilo vinadann ayattt bltztmim : pmasfra hain~rii yo yajatrai sujijjala 01ad!iayas 
santu tasmfii, The comm. L quoting Yaska J declares r;unasiriizt to be Vayu and A.ditya 
(wind and sun); or else, he says, (;ztna is god of happiness and Sira 0£ the plow. 
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6. Successfully let the draft-animals, successfully the men, success
fully let the plow (langala) plow; successfully let the straps be bound; 
successfully do thou brandish the goad. 

This is RV. iv. 57~ 4, without variation; it is also found, with the two following 
verses, in TA. (vi. 6. 2, vss. 6-8), which reads ni'irzf.s instead of ndras at end of a. Part 
of our mss. (P.M.W.E.) have u~'friim in d. The comm. declares <;una to be addressed 
in the last pada. Ppp. has in xii. fUna11i vrtni1n ilyaccha pmam af/ram ud ifigaya/t 
fttna1h tu tapyata1Jt phalar; pmavi vahaht laiigalam _; and in xix. the same a, b Lend
ing -:)la J, but, for c, d, t;ima1Ji vahasya r;uklasya ',yfrayii jaJzi dak,yi{tam. 

7. 0 runasira, do ye (two) enjoy me here; what milk ye have made 
in heaven, therewith pour ye upon this [furrow]. 

'Milk,' i.e. nourishing fluid. Weber implies at the end "earth" (instead of "fur
row"), which is perhaps to be preferred. RV. (iv. 57. 5) reads for a r;/masfrav imc7ni 
viicalit ju-; TA. (as above) the same, except that it strangely omits the verb, and thus 
reduces the tri,yfublt pada to a gliyatri_; both texts mark the principal pada-division 
after b. The comm. changes all the three verbs to 3d dual. The Anukr. forbids in a 
the resolution orsfra iha. In our edition the verse is numbered 6, instead of 7. 

8. 0 furrow, we reverence thee; be [turned] hitherward, 0 fortunate 
one, that thou rnayest be well-willing to us, that thou rnayest become of 
good fruit for us. 

RV. (iv. 57. 6) inverts the order of a and b, and both it and TA. (as above) encl 
c and d respectively with sztbhdgti 'sasz' and suphdlti 'sasl. All the pada-mss. have the 
blundering reading sucpltalii-fi in d. The Anukr. perversely refuses to make the reso
lution tu-a in a. 

9. With ghee, with honey (mddhzt) [is] the furrow all anointed, 
approved (anu-man) by all the gods, by the Maruts; do thou, 0 furrow, 
turn hither unto us with milk, rich in refreshment, swelling with fulness 
ofghee. 

The verse is found also in VS. (xii. 70), TS. (iv. 2. 56), and MS. (ii. 7. 12). VS.MS. 
read -ajyatam for -akta in a; all make c and d exchange places, and at the beginning 
of c read asmzfn for sti nas_; and VS.'fS. put payasa in place of ghrtdvat in d, while 
MS. gives 11-rjcf bhagam mddhttvzat p-fnv-. 

I8.. Against a rival wife : with a plant. 

[ A tharvan. - vibzasjmt;,iam. ,'lnttf/ztbham : 4. 4--p. anu:r/11/J.zarbha -Uf?Zih / 
6. ttf~ti,_:;garbha pathyiipankti.] 

This peculiarly Atharvan hymn has found its way also into the tenth book of the 
Rig-Veda (as x. 145, with exchange of place between vss. 3 and 4; it is repeated in RV. 
order at MP. i. 15. r-6). Only three verses (our 4, 2, I, in this order) are found in 
Paipp. (vii.). Kam;:. uses it, among the _\vomen's rites, in a charm (36. 19-zr) for getting 
the better of a rival; vs. 6 a and b accompany the putting o,f leaves under and upon 
the (rival's) bed. And the comm. (doubtless wrongly) regai-ds vss . . 5 and 6 to be 
intended by the prat'ika quoted in 38. 30, instead of xii. I. 54, which has the same 
beginning. · 
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Translated: as RV. hymn, Ludwig, ii. 554, no. 932; Grassmann, ii. 4r 5; as AV. 
hymn, \Veber, v. 222; Zimmer, p. 307; ·weber, xvii. 264; Griffith, i. 108; Bloomfield, 
107, 354; further, by vVinternitz, Hockzeitsrituell, p. 98. 

I. I dig this herb, of plants the strongest, with which one drives off 
(badh) her rival; with which one wins completely (sam-vid) her husband. 

RV. reads in b the accus. viri'tdltam. For d, Ppp. gives knmte kevalmii patim. 
The comm. (with our Op.) has ofadltfm in a; he understands throughout the herb in 
question to be the piijhii (cf. ii. 27. 4), though Kauc;. and the Anukr. speak only of biittii

partzi 'arrow leaf' (not identified). 

2. 0 thou of outstretched leaves, fortunate, god-:-quickenecl, powerful, 
do thou thrust away my rival, make my husband who1ly mine. 

, Outstretched,' lit. supine ; horizontal, with the face of the leaf upward. RV. has 
dhama for muia in c, and the modern kuru for krdlti at the end. Ppp. offers only the 
first half-verse, in this form: 1tttanapartza11i sttbhagani sahamiinavi. saltasvatlm_; MF. 
also has saltamane instead of devajzUc. 

3. Since he has not named (grah) thy name, thou also stayest (ram) 
not with him as husband; unto distant distance make we my rival go. 

This translation of the :first half-verse follows closely our text. RV. has a very dif
ferent version : nahy tbya nJma grbh?tii.ml no asmin ram ate Jane 'since I name not 
her (its?) name, she (it?) also does not stay with (find pleasure in) this person (people?).' 
Winternitz applauds and accepts his commentator's explanation of b: "nor :finds she 
pleasure in me" (taking aya1i-i Janas in the much later sense of "I "), but it seems 
wholly unsatisfactory. The meter calls for emendation in a tojagrtiha 'I have named,' 
equivalent to the RV. reading; and R. makes the emendation, and retains the jdnc of 
RV., rendering (as addressed by the woman using the charm to the plant) "I have not 
named [to her] thy name; and thou stayest (stayedst) not with the person (bei der 
Person)." The comm. regards the rival as addressed, and conveniently makes ramase 
== 1'amas'ua: "stay thou not with this my husband." Weber renders ramase by 
'' kosest," thott dalliest not. No satisfactory solution of the difficulty is yet found. 

4. Superior [am] I, 0 superior one; superior, indeed, to them (f.) that 
are superior; below [is] she that is my rival; lower [is] she than they (f.) 
that are lower. 

RV. has the better reading dthii for adhds in c, allowing c and d to be combined into 
one sentence; and the comm. gives correspondingly adha. .,Ppp. is more discordant 
and corrupt : tdtara 'ham tt!tarabhyo uttaro ed iidharabhya(t: adlta[t sapatnr. siimarthy 
aclhared adlzarabhya{t. R. conjectures in a uttarahii/tamuttare, for z'tttara • htim aham
uttare Lcf. iii.8. 3J. The verse, even if scanned as 7+7: 8+7=29, ought to be called 
bhuriJ. 

5. I am overpowering ; likewise art thou very powerful ; we both, 
becoming full of power, will overpower my rival. 

The verse :xi:x:. 32. 5 is a variation on this. RV. reads .atha for atho in b, and the 
older bhutvi for bhutvzf in c. 

6. I have put on (abhi) for thee the overpowering one (f.); I have put 
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to (upa) for thee the very powerful one; after me let thy mind run forth 
as a cow after her calf, nm as water on its track. 

RV. reads z'tpa for abht in a, and has for b abhi tva 'dhani sdhfyaSti. The applica
tion of a and bas made by Kauc;. (see above) would suit the prepositions as found in 
RV. decidedly better than as in our text; but much more appropriate is the use made 
by MP., elements of the root being secretly bound on the arms of the wife, with which 
she embraces the husband below and above L so that one arm is under him and the 
other over himJ; then in abhy adham is further implied (as elsewhere L e.g. iii. I I. 8 J) 
the value of abhldhani, the halter or bridle with which a horse is controlled. The 
Anukr. does not sanction the resolution ma-elm in c. 

19. To help friends against enemies. 

[ Vasirtha. - a.yfarcam. vairvadevam ttta candramasam 1dili "ndram. iimt.y/ubham: 
I. pathyabrhati~· 3. bhurigbrhati; 6. 3-av. 6-p. triffupkakummatzgarbhii 

'tijagati; 7. vira~liistiirapaiikti; 8. patltyapaiikti.] 

The verses are found in Pai pp. iii. (in the verse-order I, 2, 4, 3, 5, 7, 6, 8). The 
hymn is applied by Kaut;. (r4. 22-24) in a rite for gaining victory over a hostile army, 
and reckoned (r4. 7, note) to the aparajita ga1_ia. The Vait. uses vs. I in the agni
cayana (28. I 5) in connection with lifting the ukhya :fire, and vss. 6-8 in a sattra 
sacrifice (34. r6, 17), with mounting a chariot and discharging an arrow. 

Translated: John Muir, Original Sanskrlt Texts, i. 2 283; Ludwig, p. 234; Weber, 
xvii. 269 ; Griffith, i. I 09. 

I. Sharpened up is this incantation (? brdkman) of mine; sharpened up 
[my] heroism, strength; sharpened up, victorious, be the unwasting 
authority (k~·atrd) [ of them] of whom I am the household priest (jmrokita). 

Or brdhman and k:wtram may signify respectively the Brahman and K~atriya quality 
or dignity of the puroltita and his constituency. The verse is found also in VS. (xi.81 ), 
TS. (iv.1.10J), TA. (ii.5.2,vs.15), MS. (ii.7.7), and K. (xvi.7, Weber). The :first 
two of these agree in all their readings, otnitting iddm in a and ajdram ast?t in c, and 
reading in c, dJi:1'tt22 yctsya 'ltdm ctsmi_,· and TA.MS. differ from them only by adding 
me before ji.ytn't_; Ppp. has k:ratrmii me fi~'!ttt, but agrees with our text in d. The 
comm. moreover has jiftttt, and the translation implies it; Ji:r~ti'ts can only be regarded 
as a blunder. Ppp. further gives mayl 'dam for ma idam in a, and 111.ama for balam 
in b. Our original c has apparently got itself mixed up with vs. 5 c. 

2. Up I sharpen the royalty of them, up their force, heroism, strength ; 
I hew [off] the arms of the foes with this oblation. 

The translation implies emendation of the sylimi of all the mss. and of both editions 
to ,;yii1ni.,· it is obviously called for (suggested :fii◄st by the Pet. Lex.), and the comm. 
reads ,;yami/ Ppp. probably intends it by pa,;yami. The latter half-verse is found 
again below as vi. 6 5. 2 c, d ; its text is confused here in Ppp. ( vncam.z" ,;atriJ?tam bakiZ 
sam a,;vam apit'in aham). The Anukr. ignores the redundant syllable in a. 

3. Downward let them fall, let them become inferior, who shall fight · 
against (prtany-) our bounteous patron (sz1ri); I destroy the enemies by 
my incantation; I lead up our own men. 

Ppp. reads adhas j;acl~ at the beginning, and z"ndram for st:Zrim in b. The second 
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half-verse is found in VS. (xi. 82 c, d), TS. (iv. I. 103), and l\fS. (ii. 7. 7), with the 
various readings kyi!zomi and s71J.1i.,· the comm. also gives k.yi1iomi. The comm. renders 
silrf1n by kiiryakaryavibhag·ajflam. The Anukr. should call the verse virdf prastdra
jJaflktl, since it properly scans as II +r I :8+8=3S. 

~ 

4. Sharper than an ax, also sharper than fire, sharper than Indra' s 
thunderbolt - [they] of whom I am the household priest. 

Emendation to indravajrii-t would rectify the meter of c ; but the Anukr. apparently 
accepts the redundancy there as balancing the deficiency in a. 

5. The weapons of them I sharpen up; their royalty having good 
heroes, I increase; be their authority unwasting, victorious; their intent 
let all the gods aid. 

The translation again ( as in vs. 2) implies emendation of syiimi in a to r,yiimi, which 
is read by Ppp. and by the comm. Most of our mss. (all save O.Op.), as of SPP's, 
accent in b sitviram, and both editions have adopted the reading; but it ought, of 
course, to be suvfram, as always elsewhere (and as the comm. here describes the 
word). Ppp. has vardhayasva at end of b, and its dis ugram e.ya1h cittatil bahutlhii 
vit;varz"lpa. The definition of the verse as triir!ttblz is wanting in the Anukr. L Lon
don ms.J, doubtless by an error of the manuscripts, which are confused at this point. 
L The Berlin ms. does give it. J 

6. Let their energies (vtfji'na) be.excited, 0 bounteous one (maghdvan); 
let the noise of the conquering heroes arise; let the noises, the clear 
(ketztmdnt) halloos, go up severally; let the divine Maruts, with Indra as 
their chief, go with the army. 

With the first two padas compare RV. x. 103. IO a, d: 1td dliar.yaya maglzavann 
iiyttdhani ... {1,drathana1iz jdyatii1iiyantztgM.yiifi. Some of our mss.(P.l\LvV.O.Op.Kp.), 
as of SPP's, read in c ttlztldyas, but both editions give -lul-; the comm. has 1tllulayas, 
and declares it an imitative word. The omission either of ululdyas or of kctuvuintas 
would n1ake a jagati pada of c, and that of devds would do the same for d ; as the 
verse stands, the Anukr. scans it II +II :8+8 :6+8= 52. Part of our mss. (LO.Op.) 
agree with the comm. in ending this verse with 22d iratlim, and throwing the two 
remaining padas into vs. 7, to the great detriment of the sense, as well as against the 
probable earlier form of the verse. Ppp. reads: uddhar,rantii1iz 'ViijlniiJit 'lfiijiniibhy ad 
vairii[trl1ii jayatam eftt gho;aft: Prthag gho:ra ula!aya; kctttmanttt udrratiim,· with 
e and f as in our text. 

7. Go forth, conquer, 0 men; formidable be your arms (blildt); having 
sharp arrows, slay them of weak bows; having formidable weapons, hav
ing formidable arms (bahzf), [slay]the weak ones. 

The first half-verse is RV. x. ro3. r3 a, c (found also in SV. ii. r2r2; VS. xvii. 46), 
without variation; TS. (iv. 6. 44) has the same two paclas together, but reads 1'tj;a pri 
• ta jdyata nara sthirzf 'vafi etc. Ppp. has the first ·half-verse (with pra yatlf, and 'Vas), 
adding as second half indro va( t;arma yacchaty anadhr:'•Yii yathii 'sat a. The verse 
is not 11i'raj L7+8 :n+12J, if the obviously proper resolutions are made. 

8. Being let loose, fly thou away, 0 volley, thou that art sharpened up 
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by incantation; conquer the enemies; go forth; slay of them each best 
one ; let no one soever of them yonder be released. 

Padas a-c and e are RV. vi. 75. r6, a verse found also in a number of other texts: 
SV. ii. 1213; VS. xvii. 45; TS. iv. 6. 44; TB. iii. 7. 6 2 3; Ap<;S. iii. 14. 3. RV.SV.VS. 
agree throughout, having gdcha for jdya at beginning of c, and, for d, md · 'mJ,1a1h kdlit 
cano 'c clll~·a(t_; the others have this d, except that they put e-1am in place of ami-1am.,· 
they also give vii;a for padyas'va at end of c, and TS. has the nom. -r;ita, which is 
better, at end of b, while TB. and Ap<;S. alter to avasr.fta!i pdrii pata t;aro (for t;riro ?) 
bnilzmasavip'ta(z.. 0 ur d is found again as xi. r o. 21 b; our e, as viii. 8. 19 d; xi. 9. 20 d; 
I o. I 9 d. The presence of -sa1izr;ite in this verse gives it a kind of right to stand as 
part of the hymn, of which sam-r;a is the unifying word; vss. 6 and 7 are probably 
later additions. In Ppp., vss. 6-8, with RV. x. 103. 10, form a piece by themselves; 
vs. 8 ends with pra fadyasva sci miiijli11i kani cano 'c chira(t (nearly as RV.). Correct 
the accent-mark in d so as to read vdra1it-'varam. 

20. To Agni and other gods: for various blessings. 

[ Vasi{/ha. - da;arcam. figneyavt uta nzantroktadezmtyam. ilnu:rfubliam: 6. pathycipaiikti; 
8. virri~ijagatz.] 

Excepting the last verse, the hymn is found in Paipp. iii. (in the verse-order 
r-3, 7, 4, 6, 5, 8, 9). It includes (vss. 2-7) a whole RV. hymn (x. 141), with a single 
RV. verse (iii. 29. 10) prefixed, and only the last two verses occur nowhere else. 1t 
is used in Kau~. (r8. 13) in the nirrtikarman, with an offering of rice mixed with 
pebbles; again (40. r I), in the rite of the removal of the sacrificial fire, with transfer of 
it to the fire-sticks or to one's self; again (41. 8), with v. 7 and vii. I, in a rite for suc
cess in winning wealth ; and the comm. directs vs. 4 to be used in the sava sacrifices 
(z'ty anayii bhrgvaiigiroiridar catura iir:reycin illrva,_yet). In Va.it., vs. I appears in the 
agnir/oma sacrifice (24. 14), and again in the sar'vamedha (38. 14) with the same -use 
as in KaU(5. 40. I I ; and aiso in the agnz'cayana (28. 25), with the laying of the giirha
patya bricks; further, verses 2-4 and 7 and 8 in the agnicayana (29. 19); vs. 4 a, b 
in the ap,·nz'r/oma (r 5. 16), as the adhvaryu follmvs the fire and soma; vs. 5 in the 
same (23. 20), with certain offerings; and vs. 6 in the same (19. 2), with a gralza to 
Inclra and Vayu. 

Translated: \Veber, xvii. 272; Griffith, i. I I I. - See 'Weber, Berliner Sb., 1892, 

p. 797. 

I. This is thy seasonable womb (y6ni), whence born thou didst shine; 
knowing it, 0 Agni, ascend thou; then increase our wealth. 

The verse is found in numerous other texts: besides RV. (iii. 29. to), in VS. 
(iii. r4 et al.), TS. (i. 5. 52 et al.), TB. (i. 2. P 6 et al.), MS. (i. 5. I et al.), K. (vi. 9 et al.),, 
Kap. (i. r6etal.), JB. (i.61): in nearly all occurring repeatedly. VS.TS.TB.JB. differ 
from our version only by reading dthii for ttdha at beginning of d ; Ppp. and the comm. 
have atha.,· MS.I{. substitute tdJas_; but RV. gives further slda for rolia in c,. and 
gtras for raybn in d. The comm., in accordance with the ritual uses of the verse, 
declares aydm at the beginning to signify either the fire-stick or the sacrificer himself. 

2.. 0 Agni, speak unto us here; be turned toward us with good-will; 
bestow upon us, 0 lord of the people (vir;) ; giver of riches art thou to us. 

RV. x. 14r begins with this verse, and it is found also in VS. (ix. 28), TS. (i. 7. 102), 
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MS. (i. I I. 4), and K. (xiv. 2). RV.VS.MS.K. have prd no y- in c, and, for "lJZfam 
pate, RV.MS.K. read vifas pate, TS. bhuvas p-, and VS. sahasrajit/ VS. goes on 
with tvd1h hi dhanadil asi ford; VS.TS. further have prdti for pratycUi in b. Ppp. 
combines in d dlianada 'si. 

3. Let Aryaman bestow upon us, let Bhaga, let Brihaspati, let the god
desses ; let the divine Sunrta also assign wealth to me. 

Found also in the other texts (RV. x. qr. z; VS. ix. 29; the rest as above; and 
Kap. 29. 2). All of these, excepting TS., leave no in a again unlingualized; VS.K. sub
stitute p211d for bhdgas in b, and omit c; the others have devzfs instead of de,vfs_; ford, 
RV. gives riiyo de1!Z dadiittt na(t, while the others vary from this only by prd vdk for 
rayas. By Sunrta (lit. 'pleasantness, jollity') the comm. understands Sarasvati to be 
intended. 

4. King Soma [ and] Agni we call to aid with [ our] songs (gfr) ; [also] 
.Aditya, Vislwu, Surya, and the priest (bralzmdn) Brihaspati. 

Found in RV. (x. 14r. 3)1 SV. (i. 91), VS. (ix. 26), and TS.MS.K. (as above). The 
only variant in RV. is the preferable iidity11n in c; it is read also by the other texts 
except SV.K.; but SV.TS.MS.K. give 11dritttam for d11ase in a; and they and VS. 
have anv if rabhamahe for girbltfr ha•vamahe in b. The comm. takes brahmiftiam in 
d as " Prajapati, creator of the gods." 

5. Do thou, 0 Agni, with the fires (ag-ni), increase our worship (brdh
nzan) ·and sacrifice ; do thou, 0 god, stir us up to give, unto giving wealth. 

The second half-verse is of doubtful meaning-perhaps 'impel to us wealth for giv
ing' etc. - being evidently corrupted from the better text of RV. (x. 141. 6; also SV. 
ii. 855), which reads in c devdtataye for de·va d,itave, and in d riiyds for rayfm.: even 
Ppp. has devatataye. The comm. has dana11e (rendering it "to the sacrificer who has 
given oblations ") for datave, also nodaya for codaya. 

6. Indra'."andNayu, both of them here, we call here with good call, that 
to us even every man may be well-willing in intercourse, and may become 
desirous of giving to us. 

Found also (except the last pada, which even Ppp. repudiates) in RV. (x. r4r. 4), 
VS. (xxxiii. 86), and MS.K. (as above). For itbh,fo ihd in a, RV. reads bflzaspdtz"m, 
and the other texts susa1iulfra, For d, VS. has anami11d/t sanigdme for sd1itJf<Zlyi'i-m, 
and MS. the same without anami·vds; TS. has (in iv. 5. P) a nearly corresponding 
half-verse : ydtha naft sdrvam i/ jdgad ayaklmd,ii suvuina dsat. Ppp. omits a, per
haps by an oversight. The comm. takes stt!ufr,,7. in b as for suhdvau, which is perhaps 
better. In our edition, the word is misprinted susdv-. 

7. Do thou stir up Aryaman, Brihaspati, Indra, unto giving; [also] 
Vata (wind), Vish11-u, SarasvatI, and the vigorous (vajin) Savi tar. 

Found also in RV. (x. 14r. 5), VS. (ix. 27), and TS.MS.K. (as above). All save 
RV. read 'Vzicam instead of 11i1tam in c, and. so does the comm.; K. puts 11iicam after 
vi,J?ntm Land for a it has our vs. 4 a J. 

8. · In the impulse (prasavd) of vigor (? vqfa) now have we come into 
being, and all these beings within. Both let him, foreknowing, cause him 
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to give who is unwilling to give, and do thou confirm to us wealth having 
all heroes. 

The verse seems to have no real connection with what precedes and follows, nor do 
its two halves belong together. They are in other texts, VS. (ix. 25 and 24) and TS. 
(in i. 7. ror), parts of two different verses, in a group of three, all beginning with 
1.1iijasya followed by prasavd, and all alike of obscure and questionable interpretation, 
and belonging to the so-called vajaprasa,vt:yani, which form a principal element in the 
•vii/apeya sacrifice (see Weber's note on this verse Lalso his essay Ueber den Vajapeya, 
Berliner Sb., 1892, p. 797 J). Instead of nlt in a, TS. and MS.K. (as above), as also 
Ppp., have the nearly equivalent iddm_; and all (save Ppp.) read if babhfiva instead of 
sd1it babhttvima at end of a, and sarvdtcis instead of antdr at end of b, omitting the 
meter-disturbing utd at beginning of c; VS.K. read in c diipayati for -tu ; and all save 
K. give the preferable yachatzt at the encl (the comm. has yaccluU); then VS. gives sd no 
rayfm in d, and K. has a peculiar d: somo rayilii sahavirarii ni yavisat. Ppp. is defec
tive in parts of this verse and the next; it reads at the end of c prajanani. Pada a is 
the only one that has ajagatl character. LTS. has sdrvavfram.J 

9. Let the five directions yield (duh) to me, let the wide ones yield 
according to their strength; may I obtain all my designs, with mind and 
heart. 

All the pada-mss. divide and accent prd : dpeyam, but S PP. emends to prti: apeyavt 
Lsee Sansk. Gram. § 850J; the comm. reads apeyam. The comm. declares urvis to 

designate heaven and earth, clay and night, and waters and herbs. 

I o. A kine-winning voice may I speak ; with splendor do thou arise 
upon me; letVayu (wind) enclose (a~rudh) on all sides; let Tvashtar assign 
to me abundance. 

Several of our mss. (P.M.vV.O.Kp.) read rztdham in c. The comm. explains zf 
rzmdhiim by pra?ziUmana "vnzoht. 

This fourth anuvaka contains 5 hymns, with 40 verses, and the quotation from the 
old Anukr. is simply dara. 

21. With oblation to the various forms of fire or Agni. 

[ Vast';/ha. -daparcam. a,:;neyam. trlli)/ubham: .r. puro 'nuf/ttbh; 2,3, 8. bhurij; S· jag·atl; 
6. upart'ffiid'vi1'iitlbrhati; 7 .. viriirJ...rrarbha; 9, .ro. a1t1tf/ztbh (9. niqt).] 

The whole of the hymn is found in Pai pp., vss. r-9 in iii., vs. I o in vii. The material is 
used by Kaug. in a number of rites: it is reckoned (9. I ; the comm. says, only vss. 
r-7) to the brhachtinti l{atza_; it appears in the charm against the evil influence of the 
flesh-eating fire (43. r 6-21 ; according to the comm., vss. I-:'7 are quoted in 16, and the 
whole hymn in 20); again, in the establishment of the house-fire (72. 13; vss. I-7, 
comm.); again, in the funeral rites (82. 25), on the third day after cremation, vdth obla
tion to the relics ; once more, in the expiatory ceremony ( r 23. 1 ), when birds or other 
creatures have meddled with sacrificial objects. Moreover, vs. 8 (the comm. says, 
vss. 8-r o ), with other passages from xii. 2, · in a rite of . appeasement in the house-fire 
ceremony (71. 8). In Va.it., vss. 1-7 are used in the agm!//oma (r6. 16) on occasion 
of the soma becoming spilt; and vs. 7 in the sakamedha part of the ctitu.rmasya 

sacrifice L9· I 7 J. 
Translated: Weber, xvii. 277; Griffith, i. I r3; vss. I-7 also by Ludwig, p. 325. 
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r. The fires that are within the waters, that are in Vrtra, that are in 
man, that are in stones, the one that hath entered the herbs, the forest" 
trees--to those fires be this oblation made. 

Verses r-4 are found also in MS. (ii. r3. 13) and in K. (xl. 3); both texts read yds 
for yd through the first half-verse, and dpnani for d(masu; MS. begins ye, aps·v antdr 
agnir, and K.y6 aps11 agnlr antdr_; K. further has bltwvanlini vir;vli for o.yadhir yo 
1_1tinasjdtiJis. Ppp. reads yo apsv antar yo vrtre antar yaft jmru.ye yo •r;mani: yo 
vi11er;a o.ya-, and combines in d tebhyo gni-. Part of the mss. (including our P.M.\V.I.) 
combine vi1.1t!t;' o~'adh- in c, and both editions have adopted that reading-doubtless 
wrongly, since the Prat. prescribes no such irregularity, nor is it elsewhere found to 
occur with o.yadlii. The comm. explains what different "fires" are intended: the 
vatjava etc. in the waters; that in the cloud (by Nir. ii. 16) or else in the body of the 
Asura Vrtra; in man, those of digestion ; in stones, those in the sitryakiinta etc. 
(sparkling jewels); those that make herbs etc. ripen their fruits. 'Weber regards the 
stones that strike fire as intended, which seems more probable. The division of the 
verse by the Anukr., 8 + I I : r r + r I, is not to be approved. L Padas a and b rather as 
I r +8; padas c and d are in order, 12+ r I.- In c, correct to avivt!fiiZtfadhir, as MS. 
reads.J 

z. [The fire] that is within soma, that is within the kine, that is 
entered into the birds, into the wild beasts (mrgd), that entered into 
bipeds, into quadrupeds - to those fires be this oblation made. 

MS. and K. begin b with vdyibisz' yd aviitt!t;a_; Ppp. with yo vi1/o vayasz'. The 
comm. takes the kine in a as representing the domestic animals in general, the fire 
being that which makes their milk cooked instead of raw, as often alluded to. SPP. 
follows the mss. in reading in b vdyafisu_; our alteration to the equivalent vayassu, 

was needless. The 'verse (ro+ I I : 13 + II =45) is bhztriJ, but also irregular enough. 
L Padas b and d are in order, each a trif{ttbh / and c, if we throw out the second yds, 
is a good jagati_; a is bad. J 

3. He who, a god, goes in the same chariot with Indra, he that 
belongs to all men (1.1t'iz'fvcinard) and to all gods (?), whom, very powerful 
in fights, I call loudly on - to tho&e fires be this oblation made. 

MS. and K. have for ayend 'ndrasya rdtlta,iz sambabh171_12'tr, and Ppp. partly agrees 
with them, reading ye 'ndre7.ia sanzthavi sa1ilbabltt21Ht. In b, the translation ventures 

. to follow Ppp's reading •z,ip;ade1ryas instead of -dt."i/1.ry,zs, because of its so obvious 
preferability in the connection; -cfa,vyas is quite in place in vs. 9, and 1nay perhaps 
have blundered from there into this verse; but MS. and K. have -dii1;y,'is_,- they further 
exchange the places of our 3 c and 4 c. Pada bis a very poor tri11'fztbli, though capable 
of being read in to II syllables L read 11,td vci JI J. 

4. _He who is the all-eating god, and whom they call Desire (kdma), 
whom they call giver, receiving one, who is wise, mighty, encompassing, 
unhannable - to those fires be this oblation made. 

MS. begins the verse with vififildam agnfm; K., with hutcidmn agni'm_; of b, both 
spoil the meter by reading jn·atigrahudram_; MS .. begins c with dhtro ya{l.,· K's c is 
corrupt. Ppp. reads iiha for ah-us in a (not in b also). The comm. simply paraphrases 
pratigrht1,antam by pratigrahitiiram / the reference is probably to the offerings which 
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Agni receives in order to give them to the various gods. In our edition, an accent
mark belonging under a of ahz'ts in a has slipped aside to the left. 

5. Thou on whom as priest (h6tar) agreed with their mind the thirteen 
kinds of beings (bhiittvand), the five races of men (manavd): to the splen
dor-bestowing, glorious one, rich in pleasantness - to those fires be this · 
oblation made. 

The unusual and obscure number "thirteen" here seduces the comm. into declaring 
:first that bhauvana signifies "month," coming from bhuvana "year " ; and then the 
manavlts are the seasons! But he further makes the latter to be the four castes, with 
the nzjiitlas as fifth, and the former the thirteen sons, Vic;vakannan etc., of a great sage 
named b/m7,1ana (because of -zdvvakarman blzit.1t11ana in AB. viii. 2 r. 8-I r). Ppp. 
reads bhttvanii for blziiwvands. The Anukr. does not heed that the last pada is trz)'jubh. 

6. To him whose food is oxen, whose food is cows, to the soma-backed, 
the pious: to those of whom the one for all men (vtJ-irvanard-) is chief -
to. those fires be this oblation made. 

The first half-verse is RV. viii. 43, r I a, b (also found, without variant, in TS. i. 3. 147). 
MS. (ii. r3. 13) has the whole verse as padas a, b, d, e, interposing as c the pacla 
(stomairvidhema 'gntiye) which ends thegayatri'in RV.TS. The meter (8+8 :8+ II) 
is, as brhatf, rather ni"crt than viraj. 

7. They who move on along the sky, the earth, the atmosphere, along 
the lightning; who are within the quarters, who within the wind - to 
those fires be this oblation made. 

Our P.M.\V. read in b vzdyz'ttmn, and P.I\1'.\V.I. end the pada with -caratl. SPP. 
regards the exposition of the comm. as implying that the latter takes amt in b as an 
independent word: dmt saJJic-. In the definition of the Anukr., 'Virli:.f appears to be 
used as meaning' a pada of 10 syllables' (II+ IO: 10+ 1 I =42). LReadye ea 11ci,teP J 

The three remaining verses of the hymn are plainly independent of what_ precedes, 
concerning themselves directly with the appeasement of an ill-omened fire ; but the 
combination of the two parts is an old one, being found also in Ppp. The ejectio11 of 
the evidently patched-together vs. 6 would reduce the first part L vss. I-7 J to the norm 
of this book. 

8. Gold-handed Savitar, Indra, Brihaspati, Vann:ia, Mitra, Agni, all the 
gods, the Angirases, do we call; let them appease (fam) this flesh-eating 
fire. 

Ppp. inverts the order of a and b. L M GS. has the vs. at B. r. 6. J The comm. gives 
a double explanation of "gold-handed" : either "having gold in his hand to give to .his 
praisers," or "having a hand of gold" ; he also allows us to take aii/;irasas either as 
accusative or as nominative, "we the Angirases.n The Anukr: notes that. c isjagatl. 

9. Appeased is the flesh-eating, appeased the men-injuring fire; so also 
the one that is of all conflagrations, him, the flesh~eating, have I appeased. 

Ppp. has atho jJ1wu-1are.p·!ia!t for b, and this tirne vir-z1ada·vyas in c. The amtdublt 
is rather vz'raj than niqt. 

10. The mountains that are soma-backed, the waters that lie supine, 
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the wind, Parjanya, then also Agni-these have appeased the flesh-eating 
one. 

All our mss. save one (0.), and all SPP's save two or three that follow the comm., 
read ar;ir;ammn (apparently by infection from the end of vs. 9) at the end; both editions 
emend to -man, which is the reading of the comm. L Ppp. has the vs. in vii. (as noted 
above), and combines -pn,tha 'pa in a-band par:Janyii "din c. - For" soma-backed," 
see Hillebrandt, Ved. iWytho!. i. 60 f.J 

22. To the gods: for splendor (varcas). 

[ Vasi-:/ha. --varcasyam. biirhaspatyam uta viiipvadevam. iimt:rfubham: I, zdrift tri-:/ubh; 
3. 5:1'-.fariinu-:fttb vinftjati.fagati; 4. 3-av. 6-p . .fag-ati.] 

Found also (except vs. 6) in Paipp. iii. Is reckoned to the varcasya ga1:za 
(Kauc5. I2. 10, note), and used in a charm for splendor (r3. r), with binding on an 
amulet of ivory. The comm. quotes the hymn also as employed by the N ak~. K. in a 
mahiit;i'inti called brahmi, for attainment of brahman-splendor; and by Paric;. iv. 1, i11 
the daily morning consecration of an elephant for a king. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 46r; Weber, xvii. 282; Griffith, i. I 15. 

r. Let elcphant-splendor, great glory, spread itself, which came into 
being from Aditi's body; that same have all together given to me- all 
the gods, Aditi, in unison. L Cf. vii. 17. 3 n.J 

A number of the mss. (including our Bp.Op.) read ifdityas L accent! J in b, and 
several of ours follow it with ydm instead of ytit. Ppp. rectifies the meter of d by read
ing dcviisas. Emendation in a to btliddyar;as would be acceptable. <;B. (iii. r. 3. 4; 
perhaps on the basis of b ?) has a legend of the production of the elephant from some
thing born of Aditi (see R. in Ind. Stud. xiv. 392). The comm. explains prat!zatiim in 
a by asmasu prathltam prakh_yiitam bhavatu 'be proclaimed as belonging to us.' In 
our edition, an accent-mark has dropped out from under the ba of -babhilva. An irregular 
verse, scanned by the Anukr. as I 2+ ro: 10+ 10==42, but convertible into 45 syllables 
by resolving tamt-as, sartt•e, vffu•e ( of which only the first is unobjectionable). L If we 
read devii.stis in d, the vs. is in order ( r 2 + r r : ? + I I), except in c (tdd ft stfrve P). J 

2. Let both Mitra and Varur;ta, Indra and Rudra, [each] take notice; 
the all-nourishing gods - let them anoint me with splendor. 

All the rnss. * read cetahu at end of b, and so does Ppp., and our edition has it; but 
SPP. follows the comm. and substitutes cetatu_; SV. i. I 54 has somafz pz7l;f, ea utatzt(t/ 
the translation implies cetattt, the other being probably a false form, generated under 
stress of the difficult construction of a singular verb with the preceding subjects. 
Weber takes it as cetatus, 3d dual per£. of root cat" frighte1i into submission." The 
Anukr.takes no notice of the deficiency of a syllable in a. * LSo W's two drafts; but his 
collations note P.M.W. as reading cetuta(t (!) and Op. as reading cetatitJ 

3. With what splen<lor the elephant came in'to being, with what the 
king among men (manu1ya), among waters, with what the gods in the 
beginning went to godhood - wi.th that splendor do thou, 0 Agni, now 
make me splendid. 

Aps1t, in b, is an impertinent intrusion as regards both sense and meter; it is wanting 
in Ppp. In call the mss. give ayam (sa1hli., aya1it); our edition makes the necessary 
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emendation to iryan, and so does SPP. in his pada-text; but in sa1izkita (perhaps by an 
oversight) he reads ayan, unaccented; the comm. has ayan (accent doubtful): cf. 
iv. 14. r c, where the mss. again read ayam for ayan in the same phrase. Ppp. has a 
very different second half-verse : yena deva jyotziii dyam itdiiyan tena ma 'xne varcasti 
sa,iz srje '!za. The comm. makes ajJs1t in b mean either" [creatures] in the waters," or 
else "[Yakshas, Gandharvas, etc.] in the atmosphere." The metrical definition of the 
Anukr. is mechanically correct l52-2= 50 J if we count 13 syllables in b Land combine 
1Jarcasiigne J ! 

4. What great splendor becomes thine, 0 Jatavedas, from the offering; 
how great splcndor there is of the sun, and of the dsu,-a~like elephant -
so great splendor let the (two) Ac;vins, lotus-wreathed, assign unto me. 

All the mss. read in b bhavati~ and SPP. accordingly adopts it in his edition i ours 
makes the necessary correction to bhcivati. The comm. reads tilmte, vocative, at end 
of b ; Ppp. has instead ahutam / and then adds to it, as second half-verse, our 3 d, e 

(with abhya for adyd, and krdlti for krtzu.), putting also the whole Li.e. our 4 a, b+ 3 d, 
eJ before our vs. 3; and then it gives the remainder (c-f) of our vs. 4 here, with knzutam 
for if dhattam, and in c yavad varca{t silr-. 

5. As far as the four directions, as far as the eye reaches (sam-af), let 
so great force (indrz'yd) come together, that elephant-splendor, in me. 

The comm. reads sam etzt in c. 

6. Since the elephant has become the superior (atz';thdvant) of the com
fortable (? su.ydd) wild beasts, with his fortune [and] splendor do I pour 
(si'c) upon myself. 

That is, 'I shed it upon me, cover myself with it.' The comm. understands the 
somewhat questionable su1dd nearly as here translated, "living at their pleasure in the 
forest" ; and ati:r/hiivant as possessing superiority either of strength or of position. 

Weber entitles the hymn, without good reason, "taming of a wild elephant." 

23. For fecundity. 

[Brahman. - candramasam uta yonldevatyam. iinttf/ttbham : .5. upari.yfll,dbhurigbrhati; 
6. skandhogrivFbrhati.] 

Found in Paipp. iii. Used by Kam;. in the chapters of women's rites, in a charm 
(35. 3) to procure the conception of male offspring, with breaking an arrow over the 
mother's head etc. 

Translated: Weber, v. 223; Ludwig, p. 477; Zimmer, p. 319; Weber, xvii. 285; 
Griffith, i. u6; Bloom.field, 97, 356. 

I. By what thou hast become barren (1Jt?hdt), that we make disappear 
from thee ; that now we set down elsewhere, far away from (dpa) thee. 

Vehat is perhaps more strictly' liable to abort'; the comm. gives the word here 
either sense. Ppp. is defective, giving only the initial words of vss. I and 2. 

2. Unto thy womb let a fretus come, a male one, as an arrow to a 
quiver; let a hero be born unto thee here, a ten-months' son. 

This verse and the two following occur in <;GS. (i. 19. 6), and this one without 
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variant. Also this one in MP. Li. 12. 9J (Winternitz, p. 9•t), and in an appendix to AGS. 
i. r3. 6 (Stenzler, p. 48), with yoni1n after garbhas in a (and AGS. reads aitu), and 
omitting atra in c; and further in HGS. (i. 25. 1), like MP. in a, but retaining atra. 

3. Give birth to a male, a son; after him let a male be born; mayest 
thou be mother of sons, of those born and whom thou shalt bear. 

All the mss. s;ve one or two (including our E.) read at the endyif.m_; both editions 
make the necessary emendation to yiin, which the comm. also gives. At beginning of 
b, Ppp. reads tvam, as do also the comin. and a couple of SPP's mss.; and Ppp. ends 
with janayamz' ea. MB. (i. 4. 9 c, d) has the first half-verse, reading vindasva £or 
janaytt_; and MP. (as above) Li. 13. 2J also, with p2t1na1is te jmtnJ nari for a. And 
<_;GS. (as above) has our a, b, with, for c, d, tefibn mata bliavifyasijatani'Mt janayansi 
ea L the end corrupt, as in Ppp. J. 

4. And what excellent seeds the bulls generate, with them do thou 
acquire ('vid) a son; become thou a productive milch-cow. 

<;GS. (as above) has for b purttfa janayan# na(t.,· it rectifies the meter of c by read
ing tebhit t- for tats t- (and it has janaya for vindasz,a); in d, it gives suj;rasiis, which 
is better than our sii. pr-. MP. (as above) Li. 13. 3J repeats our verse very closely, only 
with 1ias for ea in b, and putran in c; and it has, just before, the line tiini bliadraizi 
bf/any nabhajanayantu nau. A verse in HGS. (as above) is quite similar: yiinipra
bhit;:zi viryaizy rrabha janayantu na{i: tais tva1iz garbhitzi bhava sajayatii1h vzratamafz 
sviinam; and it offers a little later sa j;rasitr dhcnuga bhava. Our reading trUs t7Him 

in c is assured by Prat. ii. 84 ; the resolution itt-dnt makes the meter correct. 

5. I perform for thee the [ceremony] of Prajapati; let a fcetus come to 
thy womb; acquire thou a son, 0 woman, who shall be weal for thee; 
weal also for him do thou become. 

The accent of bhava at the encl is anomalous. HGS. (as above) has the first half
verse Land MP., at i. 13. i, concordantly J; it reads karomz' at the beginning, and in b 
putsyonz'm after garbhas.,- this latter Ppp. does also. The comm. understands priija
patya1n as above translated; other renderings are possible (" das Zeugungswerk," 
·weber; "Zeugungsfahigkeit," Zimmer). The metrical definition of the verse 
(8+8 :8+5+8=37). is not good save mechanically. 

6. The plants of which heaven has been the father, earth the mother, 
ocean the root - let those herbs of the gods (dtUva) favor thee, in order 
to acquisition of a son. 

The :first half-verse is found again later, as viii. 7. z c, d; in both phu;:es, part of the 
mss. read dyiM.y p- (here only our 0., with half of SPP's); and that appears to be 
required by Prat. ii. 7 4, although the looser relation of the two words favors in a case 
like. this the1reading dyaitft, which both editions present. Ppp. has an independent 
version: yasa1it pita pary'anyo bkumir mata babhilva: with devrs in c (this the comm. 
also reads) and 01adhrs in d. The verse is irregular, and capable of being variously 
read; and what the Anukr. means by its definition is obscure. 
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24. For abundance of grain. 

[Bhrgu. -saptarcam. viinaspatyam uta pra_japatyam. ilnur/ubham: 2. nicrtpathyt'ipaiikti".] 

Found ( except vs. 7) in Pai pp. v. Used by Kau<;. ( 2 r. r ff.) in rites for the pros
perity of grain-crops, and reckoned (19. r, note) to the jm~/ika mantras. The comm. 
declares it employed also in the pitrmedlta ceremony (82. 9), but doubtless by an error, 
the verse there quoted being xviii. 3. 56 (which has the same pratika). 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 268; Weber, xvii. 286; Griffith, i. r 17. 

I. Rich in milk [are] the herbs, rich in milk my utterance (vdcas); 
accordingly, of them that are rich in milk I bring by thousands. 

The first half-verse occurs again, a little changed, as xviii. 3. 56 a, b; it is also 
RV. x. r 7. 14 a, b, etc.: see under xviii. 3. 56. The comm. reads in d bliareyam for 
bhare 'ham_/ he understands "be" instead of "are" in a, b. For second half-verse 
Ppp. has atho payasvata1it pa.ya a harii1nz' sahasrara(i. 

2. I know him that is rich in milk; he bath made the grain much; the 
god that is "collector " by name, him do we call, whichever is in the 
house of one who sacrifices not. 

That is, away from the service of the impious to that of us, the pious. A god "col
lector" (sambh/t·van) is not known elsewhere. Ppp. reads for a alta,h 'lJeda yatha 
payaf, and, in c-e,yo vedas tavmit yajamahe sar·vasya yar; ea 1to grhe. In our edition, 
an accent-mark has slipped from under -da- · to under 'lJe- at the beginning. It is the 
fourth pada that is nicrt L read td1h-ta1iz ? J. 

3. These five directions that there are, the five races (krf#) descended 
from Manu (manavt)-may they bring fatness (sphati) together here, as 
.streams [bring] drift when it has rained. 

Or nadts might be nom. sing.; the comm. of course takes it as plural; rapam he 
understands as "a kind of animals" (jratzijlitam). Our O.Op. have at the end 
-vahani. Ppp. reads for b manavliJft paiica gr1/ayafz (cf. gr.ytz' for krfti in ii. 13. 3); 
.and, for c, d, san,ar fmhbltz7r vzay(}bhuvo ·vtfe r;iijJa1iz nadir iva. 

4. As a fountain of a hundred streams, of a thousand streams, unex
hausted, so this grain of ours, in a thousand streams, unexhausted. 

The metrical deficiency in a calls for a change of reading, and the usual correlation 
-of e11a in c suggests ydthfi; and, as Ppp. reads yatlia, the translation ventures to adopt 
it, as M instead is hardly better than unmanageable. Weber supplies aca_; Ludwig, 
•HI open, as it were"; the comm. says that 'ut means udbhavati, and does not trouble 
11imself about its construction with an accusative ; we may take the verse as a virtual 
continuation of vs. 3, ancl the nouns as governed by sama11aha1z.. Ppp. makes the verse 
easy by reading yathii rujaf fatadhiiras sahasradharo aklataft: eva me astzt dlianya1ii 
sahasradharam ak.yatam. 

5. 0 hundred-handed one, bring together; 0 thousand-handed one, pile 
together; of what is made and of what is to be made do thou convey 
together the fatness here. 

Ppp. has for b sahasrai '•va saniglra!t, for c yathe ya sp!iatir fiyasi, and for d our c. 
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The comm. reads sama·vaham at the end, rendering it sampriipto •smi.,· to the adjec
tives in c he supplies dlzanadhanyade(i. L Sd1il kira, 'overwhelm,' i.e. 'bestow abun
dantly.' J 

6. Three measures of the Gandharvas, four of the house-mistress; of 
them whichever is richest in fatness, with that one we touch thee. 

Ppp. reads at the end nzar1amasi'.,· the comm. regards the grain as the object of 
address in d, and the intent to be "increase thou by the act of touching"; Weber under
stands rather the master of the house, or perhaps the harvest-wagon. The " measures ,t 
are doubtless those of grain set apart; the comm. calls them samrdd!dhetavafi kalafi .,· 
and he gives as alternative explanation of "house-mistress" the Apsarases, spouses of 
the Gandharvas ! 

7. Bringer (upohd) and gatherer (samithd) [are] thy (two) distributors, 
O Prajapati; let them convey hither fatness, much unexhausted plenty. 

Two or three of our mss. (P.s.m.M.W.) read in c ·vahatam, as does the comm., with 
one of SPP's mss. The comm. explains k.rattarau by sliratlzi abhimatakaryasampii
dakau. 

25. To command a woman's love. 

[Bhrgu (jifyiikiima!.t). -miiitriivar11tta1h kiime.p1devatiika1h ea. iinttf/ttbham.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kaug. (35. 22) in the chapters of women's rites, in 
a charm for bringing a woman under one's control, by pushing her with a fingert 
piercing the heart of an image of her, etc. 

Translated: Weber, v. 224; Muir, OST. v. 407; Ludwig, p. 5r6; Zimmer, p. 307 ;, 
Weber, xvii.290; Grill, 53, r15; Griffith, i. u9; Bloomfield, 102, 358.-Cf. Zimmer~ 
p. 300; Bergaigne-Henry, JJ,:fanuel, p. 144. Muir gives only a part. 

I. Let the up-thruster thrust (tud) thee up; do not abide (dhr) in 
thine own lair; the arrow of love (kdnza) that is terrible, therewith I 
pierce thee in the heart. 

Pada a evidently suggests the finger-thrust of Kaug.; what uttudd really designates 
is matter for guessing, and the translators guess differently; the comm. says "a god 
so named." The comm. has the bad reading drthas in b. 

2. The arrow feathered with longing (iidht), tipped with love, necked 
with resolve (? sa1iikal,pd-) - having made that well-straightened, let love 
pierce thee in the heart. 

According to the comm., adhf means manasf pi(la. .,· ralyam is biifziigre protam ii:Ya
sam._: k2tlmala1n is tlant;alyayofl smhf leradra'l;yam L thing (like a ferrule ?) to fasten 
the tip to the shaftJ. Our P.M.W. read tii for tiim at beginning of c. Pada c requires. 
the harsh resolution ta-if m. · 

3. The well-straightened arrow of love which dries the spleen, forward
winged, consuming (vy£\,a)-therewith I pierce thee in the heart. 

The accent of ,z~yo,ra is anomalous L Skt. Gram. § I 148 n J, being rather that of a pos
sessive compound L§ I 30 5 a J ; L cf. vs. 4 J. The comm. appears to take plfhan as signi
fying 'lung'; the obscure priicfnapak,ra he makes equivalent to rja'vafz, pak{ili yasyi'ift. 
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4. Pierced with consuming pain (fttc), dry-mouthed, do thou come 
creeping to me, gentle, with fury allayed, entirely [mine], pleasant-spoken, 
submissive. 

The great majority of mss. (including our Bp.P.M.\i\T.E.I.) accent vyora in this verse, 
which is preferable; but both editions give 1;yofa, because the mss. are unanimously for 
it in vs. 3 c. The comm. renders it by vidaltayukta. LI cannot make out from W's 
collations that M.W. read vyo1a.J 

5. I goad thee hither with a goad (d.fani), away from mother, likewise 
from father, that thou mayest be in my power (krdtzt), mayest come unto 
my intent. 

The second half-verse is identical with vi. 9. 2 c, d, and nearly so with i. 34. 2 c, d. 

6. Do ye, 0 Mitra-and-Varm-:a, cast out the intents from her heart; 
then, making her powerless, make her [to be] in my own control. 

P.M.W. begin c withydtha. Asyai in a is doubtless to be understood as a genitive 
(cf. iv. 5. 6), though the comm. says Ha dative in genitive sense." L Cf. Lanman, 
JAOS. x. 359, end.J 

The fifth amwaka has 5 hymns and 35 verses. The quoted AnuJ.::r. says panca ea 
rca(i. 

26. Homage to the gods of the quarters etc. Lsnake charms? J. 
[Atharvan.-:-- riludram ,· pratyrcam agnyiidibahudevatyam. Lt1-iii,r/ubham: J r-6. 5-p. vi

paritapiidalakfmyii L? J: I. tdf/ttbh; 2, 5, 6. j'agati ). J, 4. bhurfj.] 

A prose hymn, found also in Pai pp. iii. ( except vs. 2, perhaps accidentally omitted, 
and vs. 6). A similar invocation occurs further in TS. v. 5. 103-s, not so closely related 
that the readings need to be compared in detail. Hymns 26 and 27 are called in Kauc;. 
di'gyukte 'connected with the quarters,' and are used (14. 25), with vi. r3, in a battle-rite, 
for victory over a hostile army ; and also (50. I 3), with vi. I etc., in a ceremony for 
good-fortune (and the comm. regards them as signified by yuktayos in 50. I 7, ip a charm 
against serpents, scorpions, etc.; but this is probably a mistake L? J); yet again, the 
comm. adds them in a ceremony (5r. 3-5) of tribute to the quarters. 

L" Serpent-incantation" (Schlangenzauber) is the title given to this hymn and the 
next by Weber. Roth (in his notes) rejects Weber's view; but Griffith accepts it. I 
think the two hymns are snake charms for the following reasons. They are employed 
by Kauc;. (50. 1 7) in connection with vi. 56 and xii. I. 46, which latter are clearly directed 
against snakes etc. See also Kec;ava on Kauc;. 50. I 7, r8, 19, Bloomfield, p. 354 f. 
Kec;;ava shows, I think, that the comm. is not mistaken aboutyukt,ryos. Weber, in his 
valuable notes, observes, p. 292, that the schol. to TS. v. 5. Io reckons that passage as 
belonging to a sarj;ah1di. It is likely that the bali-haratta (of Kauc;;. 5r. 3, 4), with 
which this hymn is employed (see Kec;;ava), is a sarpabali . ....:.-This hymn and the next 
are reckoned to the raudra.r;atia (note to Kauc;;. 50. r 3); cf. Anukr. 'Weber1s note, 
p. 297, that these hymns are not used by Kauc;., should be deleted. Whitney in his 
note to vi. 56 duly reports the connection of iii. 26 and 27 with that snake charm. That 
he does not do so here and at xii. r. 46 is, I think, an oversight.J 

L With all this accords Ppp's colophon, rak#imantram. The hymn is virtually a pari"tta 
-cf. Jataka, ii. p1 34r 6• What seems to be a very old snake paritta is found in Culla
vagga, v. 6, and Jataka, ii. p. 145, no. 203, and in the Bower Manuscript, ed. Hoernle, 
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part vi, p. 234. - Note that the sequence of the quarters in this hymn and the next, as 
also in the parallels thereto cited from AV.TS.TB.MS., is inpradal.:1itia-orcler.J 

Translated: Weber, xvii. 291; Griffith, i. 120. 

I. Ye gods that are in this eastern quarter, missiles by name - of you 
there the arrows are fire: do ye be gracious to us, do ye bless (adhi-brz?) 

us ; to you there be homage, to you there hail ! 
The corresponding utterance in TS. · reads : " missiles by name are ye ; your houses 

there are in front (in the east); fire is your arrows, ocean (salild) "-and similarly in 
what follows. Ppp. prefixes rak1a (once rak1afi) at the beginning of each verse. The 
comm. appears to take deviis throughout as a vocative (he devafi); he defines it as 
meaning "Gandharvas"; the arrows are either fire or else Agni. The Anukr. appar
ently restores ye asyzf1it, and also makes the refrain to be of n + ro = 2r syllables; then 
the initial" padas" of I, of 3 and 4, of 5, of 2, and of 6 count respectively as 23, 24, 25, 
26, and 27 syllables, and the complete numbers vary from 44 to 48 syllables. L The 
Anukr. ought to call vs. 2 nicrt and vs. 5 'Zlir!if.- For" gods" as an address to the 
serpents, d. vi. 56. 1, where they are called" god-people."J 

2. Ye gods th~t are in this southern quarter, impetuous (? av(r;yzt) by 
name - of you there the arrows are love (kdma): do ye be etc. etc. 

The comm. reads a•ztasya1Nis instead of a11i1yavas. In TS., the name in this quarter 
is "smearers" (nilimj;a), and the arrows are "the Fathers, sea (sdgara)." 

3. Ye gods that are in this western quarter, vaz'riijds by name-of you 
there the arrows are the waters : do ye be etc. etc. 

The name in Ppp. is virajas. In TS., the name is "thunderbolt-wielders" (vajrfn), 
and the arrows are "sleep, thicket (gdlwara)." 

4. Ye gods that are in this northern quarter, piercing by name - of 
you there the arrows are wind: do ye be etc. etc. 

In the north, according to TS., the name is "down-standers (avastha11an)," and the 
arrows "the waters, ocean (samudrt&)." 

5. Ye gods that are in this fixed quarter, smearers (nz'li'mpd) by name 
-of you there the arrows are the herbs: do ye be etc. etc. 

Ppp. reads viHmpiis for nfl-, and makes the arrows to be food (anna). TS. calls 
the quarter "here (ihd)," and puts it after the one "above" (our vs. 6); the name is 
"fleshly, earthly," and the arrows (as in Ppp.) "food." The comr11. explains nilimjJf1s 
as nitaram lipta(z. 

6. Ye gods that are in this upward quarter, helpful (dvasvant) by name 
-of you there the arrows are Brihaspati: do ye be etc. etc. 

In this quarter (updri) according to TS., the name is "overlords," and the arrows 
"rain, the helpful one." Ppp. adds at the end itt: rak.yanz.antram, and our verse viii. 3. I 

follows. TS. adds an imprecation, nearly like. that in our hymn 27 : tt!bhyo vo ndmas 
te no mrtjayata te ya1h dvl.yvufyd~ ea no dvt.y{i tdtk vo jambhe dadhami. 
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27. The same : with imprecation on enemies . 
. , [Atharvan. - riiudram; agnylldibahudeva~yam. dffikam: z-6. 5-p. kakummatig-arbhil '1/i; 

2. atyaffi ~· 5. bhur£/.] 

LA prose hymn.J Found (except vs. 3, apparently omitted by accident) in Paipp. iii., 
after h. 26, but at some distance from it. Compare xii. 3. 5 5-60, where the quarters 
are rehearsed with the same adjuncts. Compare further 'FS. v. 5. ro 1 , 2 (a passage imme
diately preceding that parallel with our h. 26 ; a bit of brahma!ia between the two 
explains that these divinities are to protect the fire-altar when constructed) ; and 
MS. ii. 13. zr : both these omit all mention of arrows. A yet fainter parallelism is to 
be noted with TB. iii. I r. 5. For the concluding imprecation, compare also VS. xv. I 5. 
For the use in Kau<;, with h. 26, see under that hymn. L For the general significance 
of the hymn, see my addition to the introduction to h. 26.J 

Translated: Weber, xvii. 295; Griffith, i. r21. 

I. Eastern quarter; Agni overlord ; black serpent defender ; the 
Adityas arrows: homage to those overlords; homage to the defenders; 
homage to the arrows ; homage be to them ; who hates us, whom we 
hate, him we put in your jaws (jdmbha). 

Ppp. has nibhyas instead of ijubhyas, and ·vas instead of ebhyas ./ and it adds 
further to the imprecation tam it praizo jahatu, which our text has in a similar connec~ 
tion at vii. 31. I ; x. 5. 25-35; xvi. 7. 13. The" defender" is in each case a kind of ser• 
pent; and this, which is but an insignificant item in our two hymns, has a more important 
bearing on the application of the corresponding TS. and MS. passages. The TS. 
passage runs thus: "thou art the eastern quarter, convergent by name; of thee there 
Agni is overlord, the black serpent defender; both he who is overlord and he who is 
guardian, to them (two) be homage; let them be gracious to us; whom we hate and 
who hates us, him I put in the jaws of you (two)"; and the MS. version differs only in 
one or two slight points. The comm. supplies each time to the name of the quarter 
asmadamq:rahiirtha1it vartatam or something equivalent. There seems to be no natural 
way of dividing these verses into 5 paclas; the refrain is probably counted by the Anukr. 
as 42 syllables, and the addition of the other part brings the number in each verse up 
to from 62 to 66 syllables (a.y/i is properly 64). 

2. Southern quarter; Indra overlord; cross-lined [serpent] defender; 
the Fathers arrows : homage to those etc. etc. 

Ppp. makes the Vasus arrows. MS. calls the serpent tirafcinarii.Ji·; TS. makes the 
adder (pf daktt) defender here. 

3. Western quarter; Varul),a overlord; the adder (pfdtiku) defender; 
food the arrows : homage to those etc. etc. 

The comm. explains :Prdaktts as kutsi'tafabdakari: an absurd fancy. TS. and MS. 
give here Soma as overlord, and the constrictor as defender. 

4. Northern quarter; Soma overlord; the constrictor (svajd) defender; 
the thunderbolt (at;dni) arrows : homage to those etc. etc. 

The comm; gives for svajd a double explanation, either "self~born" (sva-ja) or else 
"inclined to embrace" (root s·vaj). Both_ the other texts assign Varu1,1a as overlord; 
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for defender, TS. designates the cross-lined serpent, MS. the prdlikit (in the corrupt 
form sfdiiku or -agu: the editor adopts the latter). Ppp. makes wind (vata) the 
arrows. 

5. Fixed quarter; Vish1;m overlord; the serpent with black-spotted 
(kalnzd,!a-) neck defender; the plants arrows : homage to those etc. etc. 

Ppp. reads kulmala- ; the comm. explains the word by kr1rzavariza. TS. calls the 
quarter iydm , this'; in MS. it is dvtici' downward'; TS. treats of it after the upward 
one, and makes Yama the overlord. In our edition, an accent-mark under the -k1i- of 
rak1itd. has slipped to the right, under -ta. 

6. Upward quarter; Brihaspati overlord; the white (fvitrd) [serpent] 
defender; rain the arrows : homage to those etc. etc. 

Ppp. has here the thunderbolt (ar;ani) for arrows. Part of the mss. (including our 
E.O.K.Kp.) give citrd instead of fVitrd as name of the serpent; TS. reads fVitrd, but 
MS. (probably by a misreading) citrd. TS. calls the quarter brhad 'great.' TS. (after 
the manner of the AV. mss.) leaves out the repeated part of the imprecation in the 
intermediate verses (2-5); MS. gives it in full every time. L Reference to this vs. as 
made by Bergaigne, Re!. vt!d. iii. 12 (cf. Baunack, KZ. xxxv. 527), is hardly apt.J 

28. To avert the ill omen of a twinning animal. 

[Brahman (Parupo;a?iiiya).-yaminyam. iimt;/ubham: .1. atirakvarigarbhif. 4-p. aH.Jagati; 
4. yavamatlhyil viriifkakztbh ; 5. tri{/ubh ; 6. vfriitjgarbhii jwastiirapankti.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by KaU<;., in the chapter of portents, in the ceremonies of 
expiation for the birth of twins from kine, mares or asses, and human beings (ro9. 5; 
I 10. 4 j II I. 5). 

Translated: Weber, xvii. 297; Griffith, i. 122; Bloomfield, 145, 359. 

I. She herself came into being by a one-by-one creation, where the 
being-makers created the kine of all forms; where the twinning [cow] 
gives birth, out of season, she destroys the cattle, snarling, angry. 

The translation implies emendation of rt'ifati at the end to n11yati or rttfad L rather 
rz!t:9,ati, so as to give a jagatr cadence J- which, considering the not infrequent confu
sion of the sibilants, especially the palatal and lingual, in our text and its rnss., and the 
loss of y after a sibilant, is naturally suggested L cf. iv. I 6. 6b J. The comm. makes a yet 
easier thing of taking rufatffrom a root rttf 'injure,' but we have no such root. Some 
of our mss. (P.M.W.E.) read e1ilm in a, and two (P.O.) have sf ~!'vii.* The comm. 
understands srt/is with efa in a, and explains ekliz.'kayii by ekliikavyaktyii. Perhaps we 
should emend to tfkai, kaya 'one [creature] by one [;:tct of J creation' Land reject e:wt ?, 
as the meter demandsj. See Weber's notes for the comparison of popular views as to 
the birth of twins, more generally regarded ·as of good omen. The Anukr. apparently 
counts r rLr 3 ? J + I 5 : 1 2 + I 2 = 50 Ls2? J syllables ; -either bhutakftas or vi'fvarilpas could 
well enough be spared out of b Lbetter the former; but it is bad meter at bestj. 
* L Shown by accent to be a blunder for sf!tya, not sr1tvlf. J 

2. She quite destroys the cattle, becoming a flesh-eater, devourer 
(? vy-ddrz,ari); also one should give her to a priest (brahmdn); so would 
she be pleasant, propitious. 
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The pada-text divides vioddvari, evidently taking the word- from root ad' eat'; the 
Pet. Lex. suggests emendation to vyddhvari, from vyadlt 'pierce.' '{he comm. reads 
vyadlivari, but he defines it first as coming from ad/z,van, and meaning " possessed of 
bad roads, that cause unhappiness," or, second, as from adlivara, and signifying "hav
ing magical sacrifices, that give obstructed fruit"! L See note to vi. 50. 3, where W. 
corrects the text to vyadvard : accent of masc. and fem., Gram. § I r 7 I a, b. J 

3. Be thou propitious to men (pz'mt~a), propitious to kine, to horses, 
propitious to all this field (k~tftra) ; be propitious to us here. 

'Field' seems taken here in a general sense, and might be rendered 'farm.' The 
Anukr. takes no notice of the irregularities in c and d, probably because they balance 
each other. 

4. Here prosperity, here sap -here be thou best winner of a thou
sand; make the cattle prosper, 0 twinning one. 

The comm. supplies bhavaltt to the first pada. All the rnss. agree in giving the false 
accent sahdsras(Uamii in b; it should be sahasrasitamii - or, to rectify the meter, 
simply-sd. Its pada-division, salufsraosiitama is prescribed by the text of Prat. iv. 45. 
I<akubh properly has no need of the adjunct yavamadhya_; it is very seldom used by 
our Anukr. as name of a whole verse L 8 + I 2 : 8 J. 

5. Where the good-hearted [and] well-doing revel, quitting disease of . 
their own body- into that world hath the twinning one come into 
being; let her not injure our men and cattle. 

The first half-verse is also that of vi. I 20. 3 (which occurs further in TA,). Some of 
SPP's mss. write in b tanvi'is, protracting the km,npa-syllable. 

6. Where is the world of the good-hearted, of the well-doing, where 
of them that offer the fire-offering (agnihotni-) - into that world hath 
the twinning one come into being; let her not injure our men and 
cattle. 

The omission of the superfluous ydtra in b would rectify the meter. The Anukr. 
should say iistarapaiikti instead of prastara- ; its vi'raj means here a pada of I o 
syllables. 

29. With the offering of a white-footed sheep. 
[ Uddttlaka. - a.yfarcam. fitipada 'videvatyam: 7. l.ittmadevatyil; 8. bhilumi. anuffubham: 

I, J· pathyiipaiikti; 7. 3-av. 6-p. 1tpari.yf1iddiiivrbrhatf kakummatigarbha virr1rfjagati; 
8. upar(rfi'idbrhati.] 

Like the preceding hymn, not found in Paipp~ Used (according to the comm., 
vss. 1-5) by Kau<;, (64. 2) in the sava sacrifices, in the four~plate (catu!ifarava) sava, 
with setting a cake on each quarter of the animal offered, and one on its navel; and vs. 8 
in the 1.1afii sa"va L 66. zr J, on acceptance of the cow. · Further, vs. 7 (according to 
schol. and comm., vss. 7 and 8) appears in a rite (45. I 7}at the end of the vafarmnana, 
for expiating any error in acceptance of gifts. In Va.it. (3. 21), vs. 7 is also used to 
accompany the acceptance of a sacrificial gift in the parvan sacrifices. 

LThe Anukr. says Uddalako • nena ;at;ircena fitipiida:m avbn as taut, thus supporting 
the reduction of the hymn to the norm of six vss. ; see note to vs. 7. From that phrase, 
perhaps, comes the blundering reading of tlle London ms. ft."tipadam, avidevatyam : 
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emend to r;itipad-avi-devatyam or else as above? -Weber entitles the hymn "Abfindung 
mit dem Zoll im J enseits." J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 3 7 5 ; ·w eber, xvii. 302 ; Griffith, i. I 24. 

I. What the kings share among themselves - the sixteenth of what 
is offered-and-bestowed -yon assessors (sablziisdd) of Yama : from that 
the white-footed sheep, given [as] ancestral offering (svadhd), releases. 

By this offering, one is released from the payment otherwise due to Yama's councilors 
on admission into the other world: the ideas are not familiar from other ·parts of the 
mythology and ritual. LBut cf. Hillebrandt, Vcd. Mythol. i. 5n; Weber, Berliner Sb., 
1895 1 p. 845.J The comm. explains thus: itbhayavidhasya kar1natiafi 1ofiafasa1izkltya" 
jniraka1it yat papam pzt{zyarafer vibhakta1iz kttrvanti, as if the sixteenth were the 
share of demerit to be subtracted from the merit, and cleansed away (pari-fodhay-) by 
Yama's assistants, etc. Inc he reads muncaht for -ti; fitipihl in d he renders r;vetapad. 
The last pada lacks a syllable, unless we make a harsh resolution. Our text reads in b 
-jn"irttdsya / L for consistency, delete one t J. 

2. All desires (kdma) it fulfils, arising (a-bhzi-), coming forth (pra-bkit), 
becoming (blizi-); [as] fulfiller of designs, the white-footed sheep, being 
given, is not exhausted (upa-dcts). 

The precise sense of the three related participles in b is very questionable (Weber 
renders "<la seiencl, ti.ichtig, und kraftig "; Ludwig, "kommend, entstehend, le bend"); 
the comm. says "permeating, capable L of rewardingJ, increasing." 

3. He who gives a white-footed sheep commensurate (sdnmzita) with 
[his] world, he ascends unto the firmament, where a tax is not paid (kr) 
by a weak man for a stronger. 

" Commensurate'': i.e., apparently, "proportioned in value to the place in the 
heavenly world sought by the giver" (so \Veber also); R. suggests "analogous (as 
regards the ,vhite feet) with the world of light that is aspired to"; the comm., on his part, 
gives two other and discordant explanations : first, lokyamanena ;Malena samyak
pariccltinnam, amoghapltalam .i second, anena bltii.lokena sa,drf am, bluUokavat sar·va
plialapradam: both very bad. For ntikti he gives the derivation na-a-li:am 'non-un-hap
piness, which he repeats here and there in his expositions. The translation implies in c 
the reading f?dkds, which (long ago conjectured by Muir, OST. v. 3 ro) is given by 
SPP. on the authority of all his mss., and also by the comm., and is undoubtedly the 
true text. Only one of our mss. (Kp.) has been noted as plainly reading it; but the 
mss. are so careless as to the distinction of lk and kl that it may well be the intent of 
them all. The comm. paraphrases it as "a kind of tax (kara:-) that must be given to a 
king of superior power by another king of deficient power situated on his frontier." As 
pointed out by Weber, the item of description is very little in place here, where the sac
rifice is made precisely in satisfaction of such a tax. L W's prior draft reads " to a 
stronger." -Note that SPP's oral reciters gave fulkds.J 

4. The white-footed sheep, accompanied with five cakes, commensurate 
with [his] world, the giver lives upon, [as] unexhausted in the world of 
the Fathers. 

That is Lthe giver lives. upon the sheepJ, as an inexhaustibl~ supply for his needs. 
The comm. explains d by vasviidirilpam prif,ptiina,h somalokiikhye sthane. 
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5. The white-footed sheep, accompanied with five cakes, commensurate 
with [his] world, the giver lives upon, [as] unexhausted in the sun and moon. 

The five cakes are those laid on the victim as prescribed in Kaur;. (see above), In 
our edition, silryamasayor is a misprint for si"hyam-. 

6. Like refreshing drink (ira), it is not exhausted; like the ocean, a 
great draught (pdyas) ; like the two jointly-dwelling gods, the white
footed one is not exhausted. 

The comparison in c is so little apt that what it refers to is hard to see: the comm. 
regards the Ac_;;vins as intended, and vVeber does the same, understanding savasfn as 
"dressed alike" (the comm. says samanatiz nh.1asantau); Ludwig thinks of "heaven 
and earth"; one might also guess sun and moon. R. suggests the sense to be "he has 
gods for neighbors, right and left." The Anukr. appears to sanction the contraction 
samudrd 'vain b. 

7. Who hath given this to whom? Love hath given unto love; love 
[is] giver, love acceptor; love entered into the ocean; with love I accept 
thee ; love, that for thee ! 

L Not metrical.J This" verse" and the following appear to have nothing to do with the · 
preceding part of the hymn, which has 6 vss.* (according to the norm of this book). 
This "verse" is found in a whole series of texts, as a formula for expiating or avoiding 
what may be improper in connection with the acceptance of sacrificial gifts. The ver
sion of TA. (iii. I o. 1-2, 4: also found, with interspersed explanation, in TB. ii. 2. 5 s, and 
repeated in A.pc_;S. xiv. 1 I. 2) is nearly like ours, but omits the second adat, and reads 
kiimmh samudrdm. ii vifa/ that of A<;;S. (v. 13. 15) has the latter reading but retains 
the adat. That of PB. (i. 8. 17) and K. (ix. 9) differs from ours only byhaving a •,.vir;at 
instead of if viver;a. MS. (i. 9. 4) omits.the phrase kdma!i samudrdm a vz"Vefa, and reads 
klmaya for the following kamena. And VS. (vii. 48: with it agree <;B. iv. 3. 43 2 and 
c_;c_;s. iv. 7. 15) has as follows: ko "dlit kasmtt adat: kilmo •dat kdmaya 'dat: kt!mo 
diU5 kctma{t pratlgraliltii kzf..mai 'tat te. L See also MGS. i. 8. 91 and p. 149.J Of 
course, the comm. cannot refrain from the silliness of taking kas and kdsmai as signify
ing "Prajapati," and he .is able to fortify himself by quoting TB. ii. 2. 5 s, as he also 
quotes 51 for the general value of the formula; and even 56 for the identity of kii.ma 
with the ocean, although our text, different from that of TB., does not imply any such 
relation between them. The Anukr. scans thus: 7 +6: I 1 +9: 9+4::::::46. * L Cf. intro
duction to this hymn. J 

8. Let earth accept thee, this great atmosphere; let me not, having 
accepted, be parted with breath, nor with self, nor with· progeny. 

Addressed to the thing accepted (he deya dravya, comm.). The Anukr. regards 
pada c as ending with atmdna, and the Jada-text divides at the same place. 

30. For concord. 
[Atharvan. -saptarcam. dlndramasam, sif.nnnanasyam. ifnu;/ubham: .5. viriirf:jagatf; 

6. prastiirapaiikti ; 7. trif/itbh.] 

Found in Paipp. v. Reckoned in Kau~. (12. 5), with various other passages, to the 
siimmanasyiini, and used in a rite for concord ; and the comm .. regards it as included 
under the designationga?Zakarma!Zi in the ujiikarman (139. 7). 
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Translated: Muir, OST. v. 439 (vss. I-4); Ludwig, p. 256, and again p. 516; 
Zimmer, p. 316 (vss. 1-4); Weber, xvii. 306; Grill, 30, I 16; Griffith, i. 125; Bloom
field, I 34, 361. - Cf. Hillebrandt, Veda-chrestomathie, p. 45; Muir, 11:f etrz'cal Trans
latz'ons from Sanskrz't Wrz'ters, p. I 39. 

r. Like-heartedness, like-mindedness, non-hostility do I make for you; 
do ye show affection (hary) the one toward the other, as the inviolable 
[cow] toward her calf when born. 

Ppp. has samnasyam in a, and in c anyo •nyam, as demanded by the meter. The 
comm. also reads the latter, and for the former slimma1m:1yam .,· and he ends the verse 
with aghnyas. 

2. Be the son submissive to the father, like-minded with the mother; 
let the wife to the husband speak words (vdc) full of honey, wealful. 

The translation implies at the end t;a1izti-vfinz LBR. vii.6oJ, which SPP. admits 
as emendation into his text, it being plainly called for by the sense, and read by the 
comm. (and by SPP's oral reciter K, who follows the comm.); this Lnot t;antiva1it J is 
given also by Ppp. (cf. xii. I. 59, where the word occurs again). The comm. further 
has in b matd (two of SPP's reciters agreeing with him). 

3. Let not brother hate brother, nor sister sister ; becoming accor
dant (samydnc), of like courses, speak ye words auspiciously (bhadrdya). 

The comm. reads dvifyiU in a. The majority of SPP's pada-mss. give srio1;ra.tli 
(instead of -tiifl) in c. The comm. further reads 'Vadatu in d, explaining it to mean 
vadantit. 

4. That incantation in virtue of which the gods do not go apart, nor 
hate one another mutually, we perform in your house, concord for [your] 
men (jitntfa). 

Weber suggests that "gods " here perhaps means " Brahmans," but there is no 
authority nor occasion for such an understanding; the comm. also says "Indra etc." 

5. Having superiors (;j1dyasvant), intentfu], be ye not divided, accom
plishing together, moving on with joint labor (sddhura); come hither 
speaking what is agreeable one to another; I make you united (sadhri
cina), like-minded. 

Ppp. reads sudhiriis in b, combines anyo tnyasmlti (as does the comm., and as the 
meter requires) in c, and inserts savurgrastha before sadhricinan in d; the comm. 
further. has aita for eta in c (as lmve our P.E.). Jyliyas'Vant was acutely conjectured 
by the Pet. Lex. to signify virtually '' duly subordinate," and this is supported by the 
comm.: jyc~,Pzakani:1/habhavena jJarasjaram amtsaranta[i.,· Ludwig renders "ilber
legen." Satlhura, lit. 'having the same wagon-pole,' would be· well represented by our 
colloquial "pulling together." Cittinas in a is perhaps rather an adjunct of 'lit ylitt:r/a 
= 'with, i.e. in your intents or plans.' The verse (11+11: 12+r2=46) is ill defined 
by the Anukr., as even the redundant syllable in d gives no proper jagatf character to 
the pad a. L Reject vaft or else read sadhrt co .'2 thus we get an orderly trzjfubh. J 

6. Your drinking (prapd) [be] the same, in common your share of 
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food; in the same harness ()l6ktra) do I join Ly1dJ you together; wor~ 
ship ye Agni united, like spokes about a nave. 

The comm. explains prapa as "drinking saloon" (jJanzyar;iila). Two of our mss. 
(P.M.) read at the beginning samanf1iz. LTo reproduce (as W. usually does) the 
radical connection (here between yoktra and yuj), we may render 'do I harness you.' 
The Anukr. seems to scan 12+rr: 9+8=40; the vs. is of course II+r1: 8+8.J 

7. United, like-minded I make you, of one bunch, all of you, by [my] 
conciliation ; [be] like the gods defending immortality (amfta) ; late and 
early be well-willing yours. 

We had the :first pa.cla above as vs. 5 d ; emendation to sadhrfcas would rectify the 
meter; the Anukr. takes no note of the metrical irregularity; it is only by bad scanning 
that he makes out any difference between vss. 5 and 7. The translation implies in b 
-r;mt{:{in, which is read by SPP., with the majority of his mss., and supported by the 
comm's ekapzu:1'/im (explained by him as ekavidlumi 7-:Yiifanam. ekm;idhasyli 'nnasya 
bhuktivi ·vii); part of our mss. also (Bp.E.I-I.Op.) read clearly -pi-, while others are 
corrupt, and some have plainly -rr-: cf. the note to 17. 2 above. Ppp. has at the end 
SttSamitir VO csttt. 

31. For welfare and long life. 

[Brahman. -ekadafarcam. pajnnahildevatyam. iinu-1/ubham: 4. bhur(j; 
S· virci/prastiirajaiikti.] 

Not found in Paipp. Reckoned, with iv. 33 and vi. 26, to the piipma (jiipmaha?) 
ga?ta (Kauc;. 30. I 7, note), and used by Kauc;. (58. 3), with several others, in a cere
mony for long life following initiation as a Verlie scholar; and vs. I o (vss. 1 o and I I, 

comm.) also in the ii.graltayatif sacrifice (24. 31). In Va.it. (r3. IO), vs. 10 is uttered 
in the agni~'/oma sacrifice by the sacrificer (the comm. says, by the brahman-priest) 
as he rises to mutter the apratirntha hymn. And the comm. (without quoting any 
authority) declares the hymn to be repeated by the brahman-priest near water in the 
jJz'trmedlia rite, after the cremation. 

Translated: Weber, xvii. 3ro; Griffith, i. 127; Bloomfield, 51, 364. 

I. The gods have turned away from old age; thou, 0 Agni, away 
from the niggard; I away from all evil [have turned], away from ydk;ma, 
to union (sdni) with life-time. 

The acrtan of our text is an error for avrtan, which all the mss. (and, of course, SPP.) 
read; vl-11rt is common in the sense 'part from.' The comm. gives instead avrtam, 
which he takes as 2d dual, rendering it by vi'yoj'ayatam, and understanding devil 
(p. dcvft[i) as devau, vocative,. namely the two A9vins ! and he st1pplies. a yoj'ayavzi 
also in the second half-verse, with an z'Jna:m Lreferring to the Vedic scholar J for it to 
govern. 

2. The cleansing one [has turned] away from mishap (drti), the 
mighty one (r;akrd) away from evil-doing; I away from etc. etc. 

Ptfoa1niina in a might signify either soma or the wind; the comm. understands here 
the latter. 

3. The animals (pafit) of the village [have turned] away from those 
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of the forest; the waters have gone (sr) away from thirst; I away from 
etc. etc. 

All the mss. leave apas in b unaccented, as if vocative; our text makes the neces
sary correction to ii.pas, and so does SPP. in his jada-text, while in savi!zita he 
strangely (perhaps by an oversight?) retains apas. The comm. paraphrases vi . .. 
asaran with vigata bhavanti, not venturing to turn it into a causative as he did vy 
a'vrtan. The Anukr. takes no notice of the redundant syllable in a. 

4. Apart [from one another] go heaven-and-earth here (£nu!), away the 
roads, to one and another quarter; I away from etc. etc. 

Itds in a is here understood as 3d dual of z', with ·weber and with the comm.(= vigac
cliatas), since the meaning is thus decidedly more acceptable; its accent is easily enough 
explained as that of the verb in the former of two successive clauses involving it 
(though avrtan was not accented in vs. I a). The redundancy in a is easily corrected 
by contracting to -prtkvl; the Anukr., however, does not sanction this. 

5. Tvashtar harnesses (yuj) for his daughter a wedding-car (va!tah't); 
at the news, all this creation (blttt'vana) goes away; I away from 
etc. etc. 

LDiscussed at length by Bloomfield, JAOS. xv. 18r ff.J An odd alteration of RV. 
x. 17. r a, b (our xviii. r. 53, which see), which reads knzoti foryunakti, and sam eti for 
vt yatl.,; and it is very oddly thrust in here, where it seems wholly out of place; 1.J/ yiUi 
must be rendered as above (differently from its RV. value), to make any connection with 
the refrain and with the preceding verses. \Veber's suggestion that it is Tvashtar's intent 
to marry his own daughter that makes such a stir is refuted by the circumstance that the 
verb used is active. According to the comm., vahat/t is the wedding outfit (du]tz'trii 
saha jJrztyii jrasthiipanfya1iz vastriilarhkiiriidt' dra1.,yam), and yttnaktz' is simply pra
sthiijayati. The pada-mss., in accordance with the later use of iti, reckon it here to 
pada a. 

6. Agni puts together the breaths; the moon is put together with 
breath: I away from etc. etc. 

In this verse and those that follow, the refrain has hardly an imaginable relation with 
what precedes it; though here one may conjecture that analogies are sought for its last 
item, sdm liyzt.ya. According to the comm., Agni in a is the fire of digestion, and the 
breaths are the senses, which he fits for their work by supplying them nourishment; and 
the moon is soma L considered as food ; for which he quotes a passage quite like to 
<;B. xi. r. 61 9 J. 

7. By breath did the gods set in motion (sam-iray) the sun, of uni,. 
versal heroism: I away from etc. etc. 

The comm. treats vi'fvatas and 1.1iryav1- in a as independent words, and renders 
samii:irayan in b by sarvatra pravartayan. 

8. By the breath of the long-lived, of the life-makers (liy2tfkft), do 
thou live; do not die: I away froin etc. etc. 

In this and the following verse, the comm. regards the young Vedic scholar (matza
vaka) as addressed. 
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9. With the breath of the breathing do thou breathe; be just here; 
do not die : I away from etc. etc. 

Our Bp., with two of SPP's pada-mss. L s.m. ! J, accents d!la at end of a. The comm. 
allows the first part of b to be addressed alternatively to breath. 

IO. Up with life-time; together with life-time; up with the sap of the 
herbs : I away from etc. etc. · 

The first half-verse, with the first half of our vs. 1 I, makes a verse occurring in sev
eral texts: TS. (i. 2. 81

), TA. (iv. 42, vs. 31 : agrees precisely with TS.), VS. (Kai:i-v. 
ii. VII. 5), Ac;s. (i. 3. 23), PGS. (iii. 2. 14). All these read svciyz't.yii instead of sdm. 
dyu1a in a; and VS. and PGS. lack the second pada. The comm. points out that 
asthiima is to be understood from vs. I r. 

I I. Hither with Parjanya's rain have we stood up immortal: I away 
from etc. etc. 

The other texts (see under the preceding verse) all begin with ltt instead of il; for 
vr.ytyd, TS.T A. have i;11.y11zetza, VS.Ac_;S. dhif.mablzis, PGS. dN/ya_; for b, PGS. gives 
.Prthivycift saptadhamabhi(i, all the others 12d astham amltaii tfnit. L Here the comm., 
in citing the refrain, reads vyaham, which, as implying vy-a-vrt, is equally good.J 

As in several cases above, it is obvious that this hymn has been expanded to a length 
considerably greater than properly belongs to it by breaking up its verses into two each, 
pieced out with a refrain. It would be easy to reduce the whole material to six verses, 
the norm of this book, by adding the refrain in vs. r _only ( or possibly also in vs. 4, with 
ejection of the senseless and apparently intruded vs. 5), and then combining the lines 
by pairs-as the parallel texts prove that vss. ro and II are rightly to be combined. 
L The critical status of ii. I o is analogous ; see the note to ii. I o. 2. J 

The sixth and last anuviika has 6 hymns, with 44 verses ; and the old Anukr. reads: 
caturclaft'i 'ntyafz (but further -ntyanuvakasai; L-faf? J ea satitkhya vidadhyad adhikani
mittat, which is obscure). L~ Seep. cxl, top.J 

Here ends also the sixth jJrapii./liaka. 
Not one of our mss. adds a summary of hymns and verses for the whole book. 
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L The fourth book is made up of forty hymns, divided into 
eight anuvaka-groups of :five hymns each. The normal length 
of each hymn, as assumed by the Anukrama1:i1, is 7 verses; but 
this is in only partial accord with the actual facts. There are 
twenty•one hymns of 7 verses each, as against nineteen of more 
than 7 verses each. Of these nineteen, ten are of 8 verses each; 
three are of 9 and three are of 10; two are of I 2 ; and one is of 
16 verses. The seven hymns which make the Mrgara group 
(hymns 23-29) have 7 verses each. And they are followed by a 

group of four Rigveda hymns (30-33). The last two hymns of 
the book (39-40) have a decided Brahma1_1a~tinge. The entire 
book has been translated by Weber, Ind£sche Stud£en, vol. xviii. 
( r 898), pages I-I 5 3.J 

L Weber's statement, that'there are twenty-two hymns of 7 verses each and two of 9, 
rests on the misprinted number (7, for 9) at the end of hymn 20.J 

LThe Anukr. states (at the beginning of its treatment of book ii.) that the normal 
number of verses is 4 for a hymn of book i., and increases by one for each successive 
book of the first five books. That gives us, for 

Book i. ii. iii. iv. v., as normal number of 
Verses: 4 5 6 7 8, respectively. 

In accord therewith is the statement 0£ the Anukr. (prefixed to its treatment of book iv.) 
that the seven-versed hymn is the norm for this book: brahvia jajfUinam iti ka1,:ttja1it, 
saptarca1ii s1tktam prakrtir, anya v£krtir ity a11agac!iet. J 

1. Mysti9. 
[ Vtna. -bifrhaspatyam utt'i "dityadiiivatam. trifi:11ttbham: 2,5. bhurij.] 

Found in Pai pp. v. (in the verse-order 2, I, 3, 4 cd 5 ab, 6, 4 ab 5 cd, 7). Reckoned by 
Kam;. (9· 1) as one of the hynms of the brhachfinti Katia, and used in various cere
monies : with i. 4-6 and other hymns, for the health and welfare of kine ( r 9. I) ; for 
success in study and victory over opponents in disputation (38. 23 f.); at the consum
mation of marriage (79· I I; the comm. says1 only vs. I); and vs. I on entering upon 
Vedic study (139. 10). These are all the applications in Kau<;. that our comm. recog
nizes; in other cases where the pratika of vs. I is quoted, the vs. v. 6. I, which is a 
repetition of it, is apparently intended: see under hymn v. 6. The editor of Kau<;, 
regards the rest of the anitvaka, from vs. 2 . to the end of h. 5, to be prescribed for 
recitation in I 39. I I ; but this seems in itself highly improbable, and the comm. does 
not sanction it. In Va.it. (14. 1), vss. I and 2 are added to the ghanna-hymn given for 
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thepravargya rite of the agni,f/oma_; and vs. I appears again in the agnlcayana (28. 33) 
accompanying the deposition of a plate of gold. And the comm. further quotes 
the hymn as employed by the Nak~. K. (18) in the brahmi mahaft'intl, and by 
Paric;. I I. r in the tuliipuru;a ceremony. There is nothing at all characteristic or 
explanatory in any of these uses. The hymn is quite out of the usual Atharvan style, 
and is, as it was doubtless intended to be, very enigmatical ; the comm. does not really 
understand it or illuminate its obscurities, but is obliged at numerous points to give 
alternative guesses at its meaning; and the translation offered makes no pretense of 
putting sense and connection into its dark sayings. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 393 ; Deussen, Gesclticlite, i. I. 2 5 5 ; Griffith, i. I 29 ; 

Weber, xviii. 2. 

I. The brdhman that was first born of old (jmrdstat ,· in the east ? ) 
Vena hath unclosed from the well-shining edge (simatds; horizon?); he 
unclosed the fundamental nearest shapes (vi1tha). of it, the womb (yoni) 
of the existent and of the non-existent. 

The verse occurs in a large number of other texts: SV. (i. 321), VS. (xiii. 3), TS. 
(iv.2.8 2 ), TB. (ii.8.8 8), TA. (x. I, vs. 42), MS. (ii.7. 15), K. (xvi. I5 et al.), Kap. 
(25. 5 et al.), c;c;s. (v. 9. 5), A<;S. (iv. 6. 3); and its pratika in AB. (i. 19), GB. 
(ii. 2. 6)-and, what is very remarkable, everywhere without a variant; it is also repeated 
below as v. 6. I. Vena is, even in the exposition of the verse given by <_;B. (vii. 4. I. 14), 
,explained as the sun, and so the comm. regards it, but very implausibly; the moon 
would better suit the occurrences of the word. The comm. gives both renderings to 
jntrdstat in a, and three different explanations of the pada. In b, the translation takes 
sun,cas as qualifying the virtual ablative sfmatds L which Weber takes as sfm dtas .I see 
also Whitney's note to Prat. iii. 43J; the comm. views it as accus. pl., and so does <;B.; 
the latter makes it mean "these worlds,'' the former either that or" its own shining 
brightnesses." Pada c is the most obscure of all; <_;B. simply declares it to designate 
the quarters (dffas); the comm. gives alternative interpretations, of no value; upamds 
(p. upaomff.[t, as if from root ma with upa) he paraphrases with upamfya,niinii(t pari
dzidyamana(i. 

2. Let this queen of the Fathers (? pltrya) go in the beginning (dgre) 
for the first birth (jam,s; race ?), standing in the creation ; for it (him ?) 
have I sent (hi) this well-shining sinuous one (? hvard); let them mix 
{;ri; boil?) the hot drink for the first thirsty one (? dhasyzt). 

The connection of the padas is here yet more obscure than their separate interpreta
tion; the third pada may perhaps signify the lightning. The verse, with variants, is 
found• in <;c;s. (v. 9. 6) and A<;S. (iv. 6. 3), and its prafika in AB. (i. r9) and GB. 
(ii. 2. 6) ; the first three read in a j;itre for pitrya and eti for etu, and AB. inserts viii 
after (yam_; and Ppp. also has pitre. In b the two Sutra-te:x:ts give bhiZmane;tha/t, 
which is perhaps intended by the bhumina,F/au, of Ppp. ; in d, the same two have 
fricianti prathamasya dhlisefi, and Ppp. -ntu prathamas svadkasyuft. The comm. 
takes pitrya to mean " come from Prajapati "; . "the queen " is the divinity of speech-.
or else "this earth," pitrya relating to its father Ka<;yapa; dhasytt is the god desiring 
food in the form of · oblation, and sttrimwz hvara,n is stt#hu rocam.ana-;,it kzt/ilmit 
1.1drtamanam, qualifyingghannam_; ahyam is an adjective, either gantavyam,from the 
root ah 'go,' or " daily," .from ahan ' day'! and p·f is either "mix" or "boil." 
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3. He who was born forth the knowing relative of it speaks all the 
births (jdn£nzan) of the gods; he bore up the brdhman from the midst 
of the brdhman / downward, upward, he set forth unto the svadhas. 

This is found elsewhere only in TS. (ii. 3. 146), which, in a, b, has the less unman
ageable a.,yl& bdndhuvi vffviini de·vo jdn-; and, in d, nrdd ucczf svadhdya 'bhf. Ppp. 
seems to aim at nearly the same readings with· its bandlzzuh vifViiJiz deva Jan-, and 
nfcad ucca svadhaya '#. Most of the mss. (including our P.M.W.E.I.K.Kp.) read 
yaj1id for jrr:f1ie in a; our 0. omits the fi of uccaf!t, and Op. omits that of s7.1ad/zii,ft. 
The comm. gives alternative explanations of various of the parts of the verse, trying 
fn"a jajfU both from jan and from jna (the translation takes it from Jan, as no middle 
form from pra-jlia occurs elsewhere in the text) ; and svadhfis as either object or subject 
of pra tastlzau (in the latter case tasthazt being for tasthire by the usual equivalence of 
all verbal forms), and at any rate signifying some kind of sacrificial food. 

4. For he of the heaven, he of the earth the right-stander, fixed 
(skabh) [as his] abode (k;t!ma) the (two) great firmaments (rodasi); the 
great one, when born, fixed apart the (two) great ones, the heaven [as] 
seat (sddman) and the earthly space (rdjas). 

Ppp., after our vs. 3, makes a verse out of our 4 c, d and 5 a, b; and then, after our 
vs. 6, another verse out of our 4 a, band 5 c, d; and TS. (ii. 3. r46) and A<;S. (iv. 6. 3) 
combine our 4 c, d and 5 a, b in the same way (omitting the rest), while AB. (i. I 9. 3) 
virtually supports them, by giving our c as a pratika. All the three read in c astabhriyat 
(TS. without accent), and A<;S. intrudes pitli after dyam in d. In. our text we ought 
to have not only (with TS.) askabhayat in c, but also dsk- in b; the accents seem to 
have been exchanged by a blunder. The comm. makes the sun the "he" of a; he 
renders kfbnam in b by aviniifO yathii blzavati _,· and •vt in c apparently by 7y,ipya 
vartamiinafi. The Anukr. passes unnoticed the deficiency of a syllable (unless we 
resolve p,i-arth-) in d. Lin a supplementary note, R. reports Ppp. as reading in a, b sa 
Id vrtha- (?) rce,#hti mayz' kftima1Ji blwajasi vi{>kabh,iyatt', and as giving jitaft for 
sddma in d.J 

5. He from the fundamental birth (jan1ts) hath attained (ar) unto 
(abhf) the summit; Brihaspati, the universal ruler, [is] the divinity of 
him; since the bright (;ukrd) day was born of light, then let the shining 
(dyzmzdnt) seers (vipra) fade out (? vi'-vas) Lshine out? J. 

L 'Whitney's prior draft reads "dwell apart." This he has changed (by a slip? cf. 
ii. 8. 2) to "fade out,'' from ·vas 'shine.' In this case 1.d vasantu, would be irregular, 
for 1.d u.chantu_,· &ee Weber's note, p. 7.J The other two texts (see preceding~notc) 
read our a thus: sd budhnad ii,1/a jani~:~a 'My t(gram, and TS. has y1faya. instead of 
tdsya in the next pada; no variants are reported from Ppp. Some of the AV. mss. also 
(including our P.M.W.I.K.Kp.) give budlm.zf.d_,· but all have after it the impossible form 
ti.f/ra, which SPP. accordingly retains in his text, though the comm. too gives tif/a.; 
this is . read by emendation in our text. Vasantu, of course, might come from '<HlS 

'dwell' or vas 'clothe' Lfor vas-atam .? !J; the comm. apparently takes it from the 
former, . paraphrasing the pada. by diptinzanta rtvija!t s71as7.1a1..1_Yiijiire.y2t 'vz'vidhmh 
1.1artantam, or, alternatively, havirbldr devan parlcarantu. There is no reason for 
calling the verse blmrij. LA~~S. reads ugnam. (misprint?) for agni11t.J 
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6. Verily doth the kavyd further (hi) that of him - the abode (? dhd
man) of the great god of old (purvyd); he was born together with many 
thus, sleeping now in the loosened (vi-si) eastern half. 

No other text has this verse- save Ppp., which has for d jJiirvadarad avidura,; ea 
sahru{l. The comm. reads in b pitrvasya, and two or three mss. (including our P .) 
agree with him. Some mss. (including our O.Op.) have at the end sasd1iz ni't,; and the 
comm. also so reads, explaining sasa as an annana11ian _; the true reading is possibly 
sasann it (but the pada-text divides sasdn: m't). The comm. explains kavya as yajna 
(from kavi = rtvij), dhaman as tejoriej;am ma~tjalatmaka1it sthanam, e:,a in c as the 
sun, and the "many" his thousand rays, and vi.yita as vi(e.ye7.ia sambaddlia. The last 
pada lacks a syllable, unless we resolve p~-ru-e. 

7. Whoso shall approach (? ava-garn) with homage father Atharvan, 
relative of the gods, Brihaspati- in order that thou mayest be generator 
of all, poet, god, not to be harmed, self-ruling (? svadhdvant). 

The translation implies in d emendation of dabhayat to dabhaya J both editions have 
the former, with all the mss. and the comm. (who comfortably explains it by dablinoti or 
hz"nasti). The comm. also reads in b brhaspatis _; and this is supported by the Ppp. 
version: yatha vii 'tharva pi'tara1iz v£r;vadeva1h brhaspati'r manasa vo datsva: and 
so on (c, d defaced). The comm. takes ava gachftt as== jani_yat, and svadhaviin as 
• joined with food in the form of oblation." 

2. To the unknown god. 

[ Vena. -af{arcam. iltmadaivatam. trilif{ubham: 6.puro 'nztf{ztbh; 8. -uparif{a)jyotis.] 

Found in Paipp. iv. (in the verse.order 1, 2, 4, 3, 5, 6, 8, 7). The hymn is mostly a 
version, with considerable variants, of the noted RV. x. 121, found also in other texts, as 
TS. (iv. I. 8), MS. (ii. 13. 23), and VS. (in sundry places), and K. xl. r. It is used by 
Kau<s, in the vaftifamana ceremony (44. 1 ff.), at the beginning, with the preparation 
of consecrated water for it, and ( 4 5. I) with the sacrifice of the fretus of the 'Vafii-cow, 
if she be found to be pregnant. fo Va.it. (8. 22), vs. 1 (or the hymn?) accompanies an 
offering to Praja.pati in the ciUttrmii.sya sacrifice; vs. 7 (28. 34), the setting of a gold 
man on the plate of gold deposited with accompaniment of vs. I of the preceding hymn 
(in the agnlcayana); and the whole hymn goes with the avadr.ina offerings in the same 
ceremony (28. 5), 

Translated: as a RV. hymn, by Max Muller, Andent Sanskrit Literattm: (1859), 
p. 569 (cf. p. 433); Muir, OST. iv.2 r6; Ludwig, no; 948; Grossmann, ii. 398; Max 
Mi.iller, H{bbert Lectures (1882), p. 301; Henry W. Wallis, Cosmology of the RV., 
p. 50; ,Peter Peterson, Hymns from the RV., no. 32, p. 291, notes, p. ~44; Max Milller, 
Vedic Hymns, SBE. xxxii. r, with elaborate notes; Deussen, Geschichte, i. r. 132; as 
an AV. hymn, by Griffith, i. 131 ; Weber, xviiL8.-See Deussen's elaborate discussion, 
I.e., p. I 28 ff. ; von Schroeder, Der Rlgveda bei den Ka/has, WZKM. xii. 28 S ; Oldenberg, 
JJie Hymnen des l?V., i.3I4f.; Lanman, Sanskrit Reader, p. 391-3; and Bloomfield, 
JAOS. xv. 184. 

I. He who is soul-giving, strength-giving ; of whom all, of whom [ even J 
the gods, wait upon the instruction; who is lord (if) of these bipeds, who 
of quadrupeds-to what god may we pay worship (vidh) with qblation? 
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In the parallel texts, our vs. 7 stands at the beginning of the hymn. They also com
bine differently the material of our vss. 1 and 2, making one verse of our r a, b and 
2 c, d, and another of our 2 a, band I c, d; and in this Ppp. agrees with them. RV. 
and VS. (xxiii. 3) read in c ife asyd. The comm. renders atmadas "who gives their 
soul (or self) to all ·animals"; of course, with the native authorities everywhere, he 
explains kasmai in d as "to Prajapati." The Anukr. ignores the ja

4
faff-character of c. 

LRV.TS.MS.VS. omit the secondyds of our c. MS. has ife yo asyd_; TS. has yd ire 
asya at iv. I. 8, but asyd at vii. 5. 16. Padas a-c recur at xiii. 3. 24. - In view of the 
history of this hymn in Hindu ritual and speculation (cf. SBE. xxxii. r2; AB. iii. 21), 
it might be better to phrase the refrain thus: 'Who is the god that we are to worship 
with oblation? 'J 

2. He who by his greatness became sole king of the breathing, wink
ing animal creation (jdg·at); of whom immortality (mnftam), of whom 
death [is] the shadow -to what god may we pay worship with oblation? 

RV.VS. (xxiii. 3) TS. rectify the meter of b by adding id after ehas/ VS. has the 
bad reading nime.yatds. MS. gives a different version: nimi)atd~ ea r4ja juitir vf~
vasya jtigato b-; and Ppp. agrees with it, except as substituting vidharta for ea rli_ja. 
"His shadow" (in c), the comm. says, as being dependent upon him, or under his 
control. The Anukr. passes without notice the deficiency in b. 

3. He whom the (two) spheres (krdndasl) favor when fixed; whom 
the terrified firmaments (rodasl) called upon; whose is yon road, traverser 
of the welkin (rdjas) - to what god may we pay worship with oblation? 

The translation implies in b dhvayetiim, as read by the comm., and by one of SPP's 
mss. that follows him; all the other mss., and both editions, have -etliatn. The first half
verse is a damaged reflex of RV. 6 a, b, with which VS. (xxxii. 7 a, b) and TS. agree: 
ydliz kranciasi dvasa tastabliane abhyafkletam vufnasa rtf_jamane .,· MS. and Ppp. have 
yet another version : yd imt! dyil,vli:firthi1A tastabhanl ( Ppp. -nci) ddhtb·ayat! (Ppp. 
dhared) rod;1,si (Ppp. avasa) re.famiine. For c, Ppp. gives yasminn adM 7.Jltata ell 
silraft, and MS. the same (save sllra t:!ti); our c agrees most nearly with RV. 5 c (TS. 
and VS. xxxii. 6 the. same): yo antdrik~re nr:faso 7..1imff,na[z. The comm. apparently 
takes d1,1attu as ava-tds = avamU " by his assistance fixed "; he offers no conjecture as to 
what "road" may be meant in c, but calls it simply dyttlokasth,zft,. 

4. [By the greatness] of whom the wide heaven and the great earth, 
[by the greatness] of whom yon wide atmosphere, by the greatness of 
whom yon sun [is 1. extended - to what god may we pay worship with 
oblation? 

The traiislation follows the construction as understood by the comm.; it might be 
also "whose [is] the wide heaven etc. etc., extended by his greatness." "Extended" 
applies better to earth etc. (a and b) than to sun; comm. says 'Vistfrt..tii. jiUtt etc. The 
verse resembles only distantly RV. 5, with which, on the other hand, Ppp. nearly agrees, 
reading yena dyaur ugni prthivl ea dna (RV.VS.MS. drtfha, TS. dr(iM) ; 1ena s11a 

stabhitmh yena nlikmiz (the rest -kaft): yo antarik;mh vimame varfyaft (so MS.; the 
others as reported above, under vs. 3). Our third pada most resembles RV. 6 c: ydtrif. 
'dlii siira ttdito vibMti (so also vs. xxxii. 7; rs. uditau vyitt'). L Cf. MGS. i. I I. 14 

and p. 154,yena dyattr ugra.J The Anukr. ignores the marked irregularity of b. 
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5. Whose [are] all the snowy mountains by [his] greatness; whose, 
verily, they call Rasa in the ocean; and of whom these directions are 
the (two) arms - to what god may we pay worship with oblation? 

The comm. extends his construction of vs. 4 through a, b here, and is perhaps right 
in so doing; the translation assimilates them to c. The verse corresponds to RV. 4 
(with which VS. xxv. 12 precisely agrees); in a, RV.VS.TS. have inu! for vffve, and 
MS. lme vffve gz'rayo m-; for b, all of them readydsya samudni1ft rasdya sahJ "h!'ts 
(save that MS. puts yasya after samudni;;i_; and Ppp. has the same b as MS.); in c, 
RV.VS.TS. begin yasye ':mif.fi jJr-, while MS., with Ppp., reads dffo ycfaya pradffafi 
(Ppp. -fa.J) pdnca devff,,. The "ocean" is of course the atmospheric one; and Rasa, 
the heavenly river, can hardly help having been origfoally the Milky Way; but the 
comm. takes it here as simply a river, representative of rivers in general. Padas b and 
c are irregular, being defective unless we make harsh and difficult resolutions. 

6. The waters in the beginning favored (av) the all, assuming an 
embryo, they the immortal, order-knowing ones, over whom, divine ones, 
the god was-to what god may we pay worship with oblation? 

Here a, b correspond to RV. 7 a, b, and c to RV. 8c, all with important variants, 
which are in part unintelligent corruptions: RV. reads dpo ha ydd brhatfr vf,;vam 
ilyang-d-janay-antiragnfm_; and yo deverv ddhi devd tka ilsit_; VS. (xxvii. 25 a, b, 26c) 
agrees throughout; TS. has mahatfr in a, and ddk:ram (for garbham) in b; MS. also 
has mahadr, and it lacks c. Ppp. has a text all its own: apo ha J'asya vz'fvam ayur 
dadh-iinli garbha1h. janayanta matara: tatra drvanam adld deva astha ekasthune 
vi'm,ate dnlhe UJ;rt, And TA. (i. 23. 8), with an entirely different second half, nearly 
agrees in a, b with RV., but has gdrbham for v!,;vam,* and svayambltt'tm for agnim. 
All the mss. (except, doubtless by accident, our I.) give in c aslt, which SPP. accord
ingly adopts in his text; ours makes the necessary emendation to iisit. The comm. 
reads in c devef1t, as a Vedic irregularity for -Vi.fit; he renders iivan in a by arakran 
or ttpacitam, akttrvan,; perhaps we should emend to Ii vran 'covered.' * LFurther, 
TA. has dcikram for gtirbltam of RV. J 

7. The golden embryo was evolved (sam-11rt) in the beginning; it 
was, when born, the sole lord of existence (bhiUd); it maintained earth 
and heaven - to what god may we pay worship with oblation? 

As noted above, this is the first verse in the other continuous versions of the hymn 
(it is VS. :xiii. 4). The others agree in reading at the end of c Prthivi1it dyilm ute 
, mif.m _; and, in addition, PB. (ix. 9. I 2) gives bh.ittJnam in b ; sonie of the texts contain 
the verse more than once. But Ppp. is more original, reading hiraftya ulva .. sicl yo 
gre vatso ajliyata: tva;Ji yo dyorvrbhra (?) va1fttyo.ypa vy ajJafyad urjztr mahi(t. 
The comm. understands ldrarzyagarbha as "the embryo of the golden egg." L MGS., 
i. I o. IO, cites the hymn as one of 8 vss. and as beginning with hlra,iyagarbha / see 
p. 1581 s.v. -Kirste, WZKM. ix. 164, reviewing Deussen, suggests that the golden 
embryo is the yolk of the mundane egg. J The Anukr. makes no account of the 
deficiency of a syllable in c. 

8. The waters, generating a young (vatsd), set in motion (sam-zray) 
in the beginning an embryo; ancf' of that, when· born, the fretal envelop 
(1Uba) was of gold~to what god may we pay worship with oblation? 
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Ppp. makes 11atsam and garbham, change places, and reads irayan _; it also omits 
the refrain, as it has done in vss. 6 and 7. GB. (i. r. 39) appears to quote the prati'ka 
with garbham, or in its Ppp. form Las conjectured by Bloomfield, JAOS. xix. 2 I rJ. The 
comm. paraphrases garbha1iz sam airayan by ifvare?ta visntavi virya1iz. l{arbharayam 
prapayan. The verse (8 +8: 8+8+ 11 =43) is ill defined by the Anukr. 

3. Against wild beasts and thieves. 

[.Atharvan.- riiudram uta vyiig-/zradevatyam. antt,r/ubham: r. pathyiipaiikti; 3. gliyatri,· 
7. kakmnmat{rarbho par(rfiidbrhati.] 

Found in Paipp. ii. (except vs. 5, and in the verse-order 1-3, 7, 6, 4). Used by Kauc;. 
(51. 1) in a rite for the prosperity of kine and their safety from tigers, robbers, and the 
like; also reckoned (50. 13, note) to the raitdra gatia. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 499; Grill, 33, II8; Griffith, i. 133; Bloomfield, 147, 366; 
'Weber, xviii. 13. 

I. Up from here have stridden three - tiger, man (jntnt{ia ), wolf ; · 
since hey ! go the rivers, hey ! the divine forest-tree, hey ! let the foes 
bow. 

Ppp. reads for a ud i'ty akrammis trayo / in c-d it gives hrk each time for hfruk, 
and for c has hrg de'va sfiryas. The comm. understands hiruk to mean " in secret, out 
of sight," and hirttfl namantzt as antarhitii(i santa!i prah11ii bhavanht or antaritlin 
kitrvantu. The foresUree is doubtless some implement of wood used in the rite, 
perhaps thrown in to float away with the river-current; it can hardly be the "stake of 
khadlra" which Kauc;. (SL r) mentions, which is to be taken up and buried as one 
follows the kine. 

2. By a distant (pdra) road let the wolf go, by a most distant also 
the thief; by a distant one the toothed rope, by a distant one let the 
malignant hasten (r~). 

The _latter half-verse is found again as xix. 47. 8 a, b. Ppp's version is paramefut 
patha vrkaft paretia steno rarfatu: tato vyiighra:r param("X. The comm. naturally 
explains the "toothed rope" as a serpent; ar~·atu he simply glosses with gacchatu. 

3. Both thy (two) eyes and thy mouth, 0 tiger, we grind up; then 
all thy twenty claws (nakhd). 

The majority of mss. (including our Bp.I.O.0p.K.D.) read at the beginning ak:ri'i/t, 
as do also Ppp. and the comm., but only (as the accent alone sufiices to show) by the 
ordinary omission of y after f or :r; both editions give ak~')1iiz't. All the mss. leave 
vylighra, unaccented at the beginning of b, and SPP. retains this inadmissiblereading; 
our text emends to ·vydghra, but should have given instead 'l'J'~ffhrt:t. (that is, 1.rl-lighn~ : 
see \Vhitney's Skt. Gr. § 3 I 4 b ). Ppp. reads hani"l instead of 11utkltam in a. L Anukr., 
London ms., has ak.Jyiiu. J 

4. Thetiger first of [creatures] with teeth do we grind up, upon that 
also the thief, then the snake, the sorcerer, then .. the wolf. 

The conversion of stendm to §te- after tt is an isolated case. The verse in Ppp. is 
defaced, but apparently has no variants. 

5. What thief shall come today, he shall go away smashed; let him 
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go by the falling-off (apadhvmisd) of roads; let Indra smite him with 
the thunderbolt. 

The first half-verse is identical with xix. 49. 9 a, rod. The comm. separates apa 
from dhvansena, and construes it with ettt; dhva1isa he renders "bad road" (ka;/ena 
:mar;g-eiza). 

6. Ruined (mur~zd) [are] the teeth of the beast (mrgd); crushed in 
also [are its] ribs; disappearing be for thee the godhd; downward go 
(ayat) the lurking (? r;afayzt) beast. 

The comm. takes milrttas from miircli, and renders it miirfhiis _; in b he reads aji 
fir.nzas, the latter being horns and the like, that grow "on the head." The second 
half-verse is extremely obscure and doubtful: Ludwig translates "into the depth shall 
the crocodile, the game go springing deep down " ; Grill, " with lame sinew go to ruin 
the hare-hunting animal." Ni"-mrttc is used elsewhere only of the 'setting' of the sun 
etc. ; the comm. renders it here "disappearing from sight" ; and he takes f afayu from 
ff 'lie' ; god/iii is,· without further explanation, "the animal of that name." The trans
lation given follows the comm. ; it does not seem that a "hare-hunting" animal would 
be worth guarding against. R. conjectures a figure of a bird of prey, struck in flight: 
"the sinew be thy destruction; down fall the l1are-hunting bird." . Pada a lacks a 
syllable. L W. takes miirtuf. from mr 'crush'; cf. ;icii. 5. 6r and Index. -In a and b, 
supply "be" rather than "are"? J 

7. What thou contractest (sam-yam) mayest thou not protract (vi-yam); 
mayest thou protract what thou dost not contract; Indra-born, soma-born 
art thou, an Atharvan tiger-crusher (-jdmbha1za). 

The sense of a, b is obscure; the comm. takes viyamas and sa-;ityamas as two nouns. 
Ppp. makes one verse of our 7 a, band 6 a, b (omitting the other half-verses), and puts 
it next after our vs. 3 ; its version of 7 a, b is yat sani naso vi yan naso na sa1ii nasa. 
The verse is scanned by the Anukr. as 8+8: 6+12=34 syllables. LRead indrajif 
asi? - For a, b, see Griffith. J 

4. For recovery of virility: with a plant. 

[Atharvan. -a1/arcam. vtinaspatyam. cinu.;(ttbham: 4. fmrau.gtih; 6, 7. bhurij.] 

Found in Paipp. iv. (except vs. 7, and in the verse-order 1-3, 5, 8, 4, 6). Used by 
Kau<;. (40. 14) in a rite for sexual vigor. 

Translated: Griffith, i. r34 and 473; Bloomfield, 3r, 369; We~er, xviii. 16. 

r. Thee that the Gandharva dug for Varm.:ia whose virility (? -bhrdj) 
was dead, thee here do we dig, a penis-erecting herb~ 

The meaning of. bhnf/ Lcf, vii. 90. 2 J has to be inferred from the connection ; the 
comm. paraphrases by nartavirya. The plant intended he declares to be "that called 
kapittltaka '' (Feronia elephantunt). The Jada-reading of the last word is fepafzohar
faftim, and Prat. ii. 56 prescribes the loss of the visarga of re/a!i in smithita ~· the com
ment to Prat. iv. 7 5 gives the reading thus: fepohar1atzl11t iti feja!zohar.;a?tftn,; and one 
of our pada-mss. presents it in the same form, adding knwnakale 'this is the krama
reading '; and. the comm. has fepoha~; but. Ppp., fejJaharfi1Ji. As fepa is as genuine 
and old a form as ftfjJas, there seems to be no good reason for the peculiar treatment of 
the compound. 
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2. Up, the dawn; up, too, the sun; up, these words (vdcas) of mine; 
up be Prajapati stirring, the bull, with vigorous (vlijfn) energy (f?tfma ). 

Ppp. has a different b, uc chu1mii o~·adhinam ( compare our vs. 4 a) ; and it has at 
the end of d vi'iji'nam_,· it also inserts between our I and 2 this verse : vnzas te kliana
taro vna tvii pa(y 01adhe vr§a 'si vr:i·tiyavatt: '71(.fa?ie tva khanamasi_,· and this is a 
verse given in full by Kau<;. (40. 14) after the pratika of vs. I of our hymn (with the 
corrections vr.ya?tas and klzani- in a and vna tvam a.ry in b, and the vocative -vati in c). 
The editor of Kaut;;, fails to understand and divide rightly the material, and so does not 
recognize the quotation of this hymn. The first two paclas of the added verse are as 
it were the reverse of our iv. 6. 8 a, b, which see. 

3. As forsooth of thee growing up (? vi-ruh) it breathes as if heated 
(? abh£-tap) - more full of energy than that let this herb make for thee. 

Altogether obscure, and probably corrupt. No variant is reported from Ppp., which, 
however, inserts ttrdlivasriitiim idani krdhi at the beginning, before yatha. The comm. 
is unusually curt, attempting no real explanation of the verse: he reads virohitas instead 
of -hat-, and paraphrases by jnttrapa1ttriidinij>t:?za ?firohatz.asya nivdttam pzt1izvya
n:fa1uim _,- abhitajtam he glosses by pha?tyaiigam, and anati by ce#ate _,· he makes 
tatas mean "so," as correlative to yatha, supplies pwirvyan:fana as object of kniotu, 
and regards the viryakama person as addressed throughout. L Bloomfield discusses 
ftqma, ZDMG. xlviii. 573, and cites it from TB. i. 6. 2•~ as referring to Prajapati's sexual 
force.-For virohatas, see BR. vi. 418, and Bloomfield's note.- With tinati, cf. fzmsihi, 
vi.1or.1.J 

4. Up, the energies (fltfma) of herbs, the essences (sdra) of bulls ; 
the virility (vf1~zya) of men (p1Hns) do thou put together in him, 0 Indra, 
self-controller. 

The corruption of a, b is evidenced by both meter and sense ; probably we should 
read ztc chlt:rma (i.e. -mlis; Ppp. has this reading in 2 b) 6.yadhznci1n t2t slirii r1abhiftilim 
(read -tza-am) ; both editions follow the mss. (p. (lt,Ymii and silni). The Prat. takes no 
notice of the passage. The comm. has at beginning of c the unmanageable reading 
sa1njnt1am (deriving it from root jnt{, "Purfli,zt "), and at ,the encl tami'Vat;am.,- and in 
each case he is supported by one or more of SPP's mss. He takes t;it.yma and sJra as 
adjectives fem., qualifying iydm 01adhis of 3 d. In our text, the accent-mark under the 
-fa- ill b has slipped out of place to the left. The Anukr. scans I 2 : 8 + 8 == ::?8 syllables. 

5. Of the waters the first-born sap, likewise of the forest-trees; also 
Soma's brother art thou; also virility art thou of the stag. 

Ppp. has in a rasau '{adhinam, and in d ari.yyam for art;dm: .which should have 
been emended in both editions to the evidently true reading tirt;ycim_; it is another case 
(as in 7 c) of the loss of y after f· The comm. evidently reads arftUn (the word itself is 
lost out of the text of his exposition),. and he explains it as "belonging to the seers, 
Angiras etc." ! 

6. Now, Agni ! now, Savitar ! now, goddess SarasvatI ! now, Brahma
IJaspati, make his member taut like a bow. 

Ppp. reads me instead of asya in c. The verse is bltttrij only if we do not abbreviate 
lva to 'va in d. L Our c, d is nearly vi. I ox. 2 c, d. J 
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7. I make thy member taut, like a bowstring on a bow; mount (kra·m), 
as it were a stag a doe, unrelaxingly always (? ). 

The verse is repeated below as vi. 101. 3. It is wanting (as noted above) in Ppp. 
All our pada-mss. make in c the absurd division krama: svdrr;afzoiva, instead of 
krdmasva: fr;yaftoi-va_; but SPP. strangely reports no such blunder from his mss. All 
the mss. agree in rr;a instead of rr;ya L both editions should read rr;ya J; the comm. has 
again na (cf. 5 d), and declares it equivalent to vr.fabha I The Pet. Lex. takes sddii at 
the end as instr. of sdd " position in coitus," and the connection strongly favors this ; 
but the accent and the gender oppose it so decidedly that the translation does not venture 
to adopt it. The comm. takes s,£da as "always," and reads before it amt valgztyata 
(for dnavaglayata), supplying manasa for it to agree with. The verse is bhurij only 
if we refuse to make the common contraction -rr;ye 'vain c. 

8. Of the horse, of the mule, of the he-goat and of the ram, also of 
the bull what vigors there are - them do thou put in him, 0 self
controller. 

The omission of tdn would rectify the meter of d, and also make more suitable the 
accentuation asmin. The great majority of mss. favor in c the reading dt/ia rh which 
SPP. has accordingly adopted (our edition has dt!uz r~·-). The comm. again (as in 4 d) 
has at the end tanitva~am, understanding it adverbially (r;arirasya var;o yatlza bhavati 
tathii). 

5. An incantation to put to sleep. 

[Brahman.-sviipanam, vllrfabham. iinztffttbham: 2. bhurifJ· 7.purastiijjyotis triffubh.] 

Found in Paipp. iv., next after our hymn 4. Part of the verses are RV. vii. 55. 5-8. 
Used by Kau~. among the women ,s rites, in a rite (36. I ff.) for putting to sleep a woman 
and her attendants, in order to approach her safely. 

Translated: Aufrecht, Ind. Stud. iv. 340; Grill, 51, I r9; Griffith, i. 135; Bloomfield, 
I o 5, 3 7 r ; Weber, xviii. 20. - Discussed by Fischel, Ved. Stud. ii. 5 5 f. ; see also Lan
man, Reader, p. 370, and references; further, the RV. translators; and Zimmer, p. 308. 

I. The thousand-horned bull that came up from the ocean - with him, 
the powerful one, do we put the people to sleep. 

The verse is RV. vii. 55. 7, without variant. Ppp. reads at the beginning hz'ra1tya
ffiigas. The comm. takes the "bull" to be the sun with his thousand rays - but that 
is nothing to make people sleep ; the moon is more likely, but even that only as typifying 
the night. 

2. The wind bloweth not over the earth; no one soever seeth over 
[it]; both all the women and the dogs do thou make to sleep, going 
with Indra as companion. 

Ppp. has in b the preferable reading . suryas · for kdr; cand. Part of our mss. 
(P.M.W.E.I.H.K.), with apparently all ofSPP's, read sviipdyas* at end ofc, but both 
editions accept sviijnrya, which the comm. also has. The comm. understands the wind 
to be meant as Indra's · companion in d. The verse is not bhurij, if we read vdto 'ti 
in a. * LAnd so Op.J 

3. The women that are lying on a bench, lying on a couch, lying in a 
litter ; the women that are of pure odor - all of them we make to sleep. 
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For talj1efayiis in a, Ppp. has jm.y/ii;-, and RV. (vii. 55. 8) vahyei;-; both give talpa
r;fvarzs (Ppp. -ri) at end of b. RV. further mars the meter of c by giving -gandhas. 

4. Whatever stirs have I seized ; eye, breath have I seized ; all the 
limbs have I seized, in the depth (atz'far·vard) of the nights. 

Ppp. reads in d uta f arvare _; the comm. explains atif- by tamobltttyzjjhe madhya
ratrakale. 

5. vVhoso sits, whoso goes about, and whoso standing looks out - of 
them we put together the eyes, just like this habitation (lzannyd). 

RV. (vii. 55. 6) rectifies the meter of a by adding ea before carat£ (the Anukr. takes 
no notice of the deficiency of a syllable in our version) ; its b is yai; ea pdi;yati no 
jdnafz,,- and in c it has hanmas for dad!tmas, and (as also Ppp.) af.\ft7td. The comm. 
gives 110 explanation of the obscure comparison in d, nor of the word harmya, but 
simply says "as this hannya that we see is deprived of the faculty of sight." L Is not 
the tert-ium comjJarationis simply the closing? \Ve close their eyes as we close this 
house. The comm. renders savi dadhmas by nimflitani kur:mas. - For the loss of ea 
before carati, cf. iv. r8. 6 a== v. 3r. II a (sa before fafiika ?), and vi. 9r. 2 a (va before 
vati ?). Other cases (vii. 81. I c, etc.) cited by Bloomfield, AJP. xvii. 418.J 

6. Let the mother sleep, the father sleep, the dog sleep, the house
master (vifpdti) sleep; let the relatives (jni:iti) of her sleep; let this 
folk round about sleep. 

For svajJtu (5 times) and svapantu, RV. (vii. 55. 5) gives sasftt and sasanitt_,· also, 
in c, sarve 'all' for asyai 'of her' -which latter is to us a welcome indication of the 
reason £or all this putting to sleep, and marks the Atharvan application of the hymn, 
whether that were or were not its original intent. In b, all the mss. have svti instead of 
fV& .,· both editions emend to the latter, which is read also by the comm. L For asyai, 
cf. iii. 25. 6.J 

7. 0 sleep, with the imposition (abkikara~za) of sleep do thou put to 
sleep all the folk; till sun-up make the others sleep, till dawning let me 
be awake, like Indra, uninjured, unexhausted. 

Several of SPP's mss. have at the beginning s11d,jmas. Ppp. reads sva.jmiidhih-, 
and so does the comm. (explaining adhik- as atlhi.y/hana1ii fayyadi); the latter has in 
d lt.vyilftzni ./ and Ppp. gives caratat for jagrtat. A khi!a to RV. vii. SS has a corre
sponding verse, reading for a s1.1apnd.ft. svapnzidltz'kdratie (thus rectifying the meter), in 
c ti stZrydm, and for d tlvyz}.ydvi jagrf;yl'id ahdm. The Anukr. uses the name jyoh"s so 
loosely that it is difficult to say precisely how it would have the verse scanned; it is really 
a bhttrif paiikti. 

The 5 hymns of the first anuvaka, contain 37 verses; and the old Anukr., taking 30 
as norm, says simply sajJta. 

6. Against the poison of a poisoned arrow. 

[Garutman. -affarcam. tak.yakadevat;1am. anzt.y/ubham.] 

Found (except vs. r) in Paipp. v. Used by Kau<;, (with, as the schol. and the 
comm. say, the next following hymn also) in a rite (28. 1 ff.) of healing for poison, with 
homage to Tak~aka, chief of the serpent gods; . and the schol. (but not the comm.) 
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declare it to be employed elsewhere (29. I ; 32. 20) in similar rites involving Tak~aka. 
There is no specific reference in the hymn to serpent poison, but distinctly to vegetable 
poison; and the comm. regards kanda or kandamit!a (' tuber ' and.' tuber-root') as the 
plant intended. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 5rz; Griffith, i. 136; Bloomfield, 25,373; \Veber, xviii. 23. 
- Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, Manuel, p. 145. 

I. The Brahman was born first, with ten heads, with ten mouths ; he 
first drank the soma ; he made the poison sapless. 

The absence of this verse in Ppp., and the normal length of the hymn without it, 
together with its own senselessness, suggest strongly the suspicion of its unoriginaiity. 
To put meaning into it, the comm. maintains that the serpents have castes, as men have; 
and that their primal Brahman was Tak~aka. 

2. As great as [are] heaven-and-earth by their width, as much as the 
seven rivers spread out (vz'-sthii), [so far] have I spoken out from here 
these words (vdc), spoilers of poison. 

Tlvatim in d for tfzvt itds would be a welcome emendation. The first half-verse 
occurs in VS. (xxxviii. 26 a, b: not quoted in <_;B.) and TS. (in iii. 2. 6 1): VS. omits 
variJniia_; TS. has instead mahitvd,; both rectify the meter of b by addjng ea after 
ydvat (Ppp. adds instead vii) ; and for our rather fantastic vita.t/hin! (p. viotasthirt!) 
VS. has -tastltin! and TS. -tasthtts. The comm. also reads -stlzin1; the lingualization 
is one of the cases falling under Prat. ii. 93. The comm. glosses in b sindhavas by 
samudriis, and vitasthire by 'Vyavartante. This irregular prastiira--jJafiktl is over
looked by the Anukr. in its treatment of the meter. 

3. The winged (garztt?nant) eagle consumed (av) thee first, 0 poison ; 
thou hast not intoxicated (mad), thou hast not racked (rup) [him] ; and 
thou becamest drink for him. 

At beginning of b, vf\w is read only L by Ppp. and J by the comm. and by one of 
SPP's mss. that follows him i all the rest have the gross blunder ,ztf:raft (both editions 
emend to v(rn). Ppp. gives iidayat in b, and its second half-verse reads na 'ropayo 
nii 'madayo tasmii bhavan piht(t, thus removing the objectionable confusion of tenses 
made by our text. Our ari2rujcts is quoted as counter-example by the comment to 
Prat. iv. 86. The first pada might be rendered also 'the well-winged Garutmant,' 
and the comm. so understands it, adding the epithet 'Zltiz'nateya to · show that garitt
mant = Garnq.a. He also takes the two .wrists and the imperfect in c-d alike as impera
tives (nil. 'rz"irupas == ,vi1mi.(lham m.ii kcirff!t). The Anukr. does not note a as irregular. 

4. He of five fingers that hurled at thee from some crooked bow -
from the tip (fa/yd) of the apaskambhd have I exorcised (nir-vac) the 
poison. 

Apaskambha is very obscure ; the Pet. Lex. suggests " perhaps the fastening of the 
arrow-head to the shaft"; Ludwig guesses" barb," but that we have in vs. 5-as we 
also have r;a!ya, which seems therefore premature here ; and, in fact, Ppp. reads instead 
of it bii,hvos_; and, as it has elsewhere aj;askantasya biihvos, we might conjecture apa, 
skandhasya etc., 'from shoulder and· arms': Le. from wounds 'in them. Or, for apa
skambha as a part of the body might be compared Sttc,ruta i. 349. 20 - unless aj;astambe 
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(which at least one good manuscript reads) is the true text there L Calcutta ed. reads 
~pastavzbhau J. The comm. has no idea what apaskambha means, but makes a couple 
of wild guesses: it is the betel-nut (kramuka)-tree, or it is an arrow (both based on 
senseless etymologies). In a, Ppp. reads -guHs. 

5. From the tip have I exorcised the poison, from the anointing and 
from the feather-socket ; from the barb (apti-fthd), the horn, the neck 
have I exorcised the poison. 

Ppp. reads vocam instead of avocam in a and d, and its bis anjanat par?zadher uta. 
Prat. ii. 95 regards aparfha as from apa-stlia, doubtless correctly; between the "barb" 
and the "horn" there is probably no important difference. To the comm., the a.Par/ha 
is a poison-receptacle (aj;a!.r.yfavastlzad etatsa,itjFziid vi,Fojiidaniit). 

6. Sapless, 0 arrow, is thy tip ; likewise thy poison is sapless ; also 
thy bow, of a sapless tree, 0 sapless one, is sapless. 

The comm. strangely takes arasarasam at the end (p. arasa: arasam) as a redupli
cated word, " excessively sapless." 

7. They who mashed, who smeared, who hurled, who let loose-they 
[are] all made impotent; impotent is made the poison-mountain. 

That is, as the comm. is wise enough to see, the mountain from which the poisonous 
plant is brought. "Let loose" (ava-srJ) probably applies to arrows as distinguished 
from spears; though "hurl" might be used equally of both. Ppp. has in c santu 
instead of krtas. According to SPP., the text used by the comm. combines ye IJi:ran/ 

apfyan is an anomalous form for afz'liran, with which the comm. glosses it. 

8. Impotent [are] thy diggers; impotent art thou, 0 herb; impotent 
[is] that rugged (pdrvata) mountain whence was born this poison. 

As was pointed out above (under iv. 4. 2 ), the first half-verse is a sort of opposite 
of one found in Ppp., and quoted by Ka.ug. (at 40. 14). L With pttrvata l[z'ri cf. mrga 
luistfn, xii. I. 25.J 

7. Against poison. 

[ Garutman. - vtinaspaty,im. i'lmtf(ztbha,n : 4. svarq,i.] 

Found in Paipp., but not all together; vs. I occurs in v., vss. 2-6 in ii., and vs. 7 in 
vi. Not used by Kauc;. unless it is properly regarded by the schol. and the comm. (see 
under h. 6) as included with h. 6 by the citation (28. r) of the latter's pratika (the 
comm. puts it on the ground of the j;arlbhlipi rulegniha1iam a l;rahactlit, Kaw;. 8. 2r ). 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 2or; Grill, 28, rzr; Griffith, i. 138; Bloomfield; 26, 376; 
Weber, xviii. 26. 

I. This water (var) shall ward off (viiray~) upon the VaraQ.avati; an 
on-pouring of ambrosia (amfta) is there; with it I ward off thy poison. 

The significance of the verse lies. in its punning upon var and 11ar_,· the name 'lJara~ 
rza71ati is not found elsewhere, but has sufficient analogies •elsewhere; it is formed, as 
the· comm. points out, from the tree-name ·vararta ( Crataeva Roxbttrgltii). Ppp. has in 
b. a different pun: varit?tii.d abhrtam,; and for d it reads tac cakara •rasa1Jt 1li,Fam. 
The first pada lacks a syllable, unless we resolve va.cfr. L Cf. x. 3. r n. J 
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2. Sapless is the poison of the east, sapless what is of the north; also 
this that is of the south is exchangeable with gruel (karamblu.i). 

That is, is no stronger or more harmful than gruel. Except our Bp., which has 
adharilcyam, all the mss. accent -rzf.cyam, and SPP. follows them; our edition emends 
to -racytim., to accord with the two adjectives of like formation in a, b. Ppp. puts 
arasant after vz'.f a1n in a. 

3. Having made gruel of sesame (?), teeming with fat, steaming (?),. 
thou dost not rack, 0 ill-bodied one, him that has eaten thee merely from 
hunger. 

The verse is full of difficulties and doubtful points. The translation implies in d 
emendation ofjak1ivfint sd to jak1ivii.1isam, as suggested by BR., s.v. rup (Grill rejects 
it, but unwisely) ; Ppp. reads jakfhl'ijJyasya. The construction of the augmentless 
aorist-form riirupas with nd instead of mii is against all rule and usage ; the easiest 
emendation would be to nii 'rilrztpas .,- Ppp. gives nu rilnipafi. S PP. unaccountably 
reads ri2rupa[i in pada-text, both here and in 5 d and 6 d, against all but one of his 
pada-mss. in this verse, and also against Prat. iv. 86, which distinctly requires run,pa!z _; 
and (in all the three cases alike) the pada-mss. add after the word the sign which they 
are accustomed to use when a pada-reading is to be changed to something else in. 

sa1hhita. In c, the jJada-reading is dustano fti dufiotano _,· the case is noted under 
Prat. ii. 85. Tiryam in a is rendered as if tilyihn, from tila (so the Pet. Lex.); the 
comm. derives it from tiras, and renders it tz'robhavam 'vanishing,' which is as sense
less as it is etymologically absurd; Ppp. reads instead turlyam. According to Rajan .. 
xvi. 23, a sort of rice (as ripening in three months) is called tiriya (tirima ?), but the 
word appears to be only a modern one, and is hardly to be looked for here. LI cannot 
find it in the Poona ed.* J Grill makes the very unsatisfactory conjecture atiriyam 
"running over." In b, all our mss. (as also the comment on Prat. ii. 62) read jJibas
pliaktim (p. jiba(iopliakdvz, which the comment just quoted ratifies), as our edition 
reads; SPP., on the other hand, prints pibaspakdm (comm. jJivaspakam, explained 
as "fat-cooking") and declares this to be the unanimous reading of his authorities: this 
discordance of testimony is quite unexplainable. The translation implies emendation of 
the _pada-reading to jJlba{iosphakdm. Ppp. reads udlihrtam for the problematic udara
thtm .,- but the latter is supported by RV. i. 187. 10 (of whose first two padas, indeed, 
our a, b seem to be a reminiscence) : karambha ofcidhe bhava ptvo vrkkd udarathift~ 
The comm. explains the word as ttdriktartifanakam (Sayai;i.a to RV. entirely differently). 
L In a supplementary note, Roth reports: Ppp. has pi'i,assakam/ R. has, p.m., pibasptz-, 
corrected to pibasplta- ; T. has _pivaspa-. J L Correct the verse-number: for 6 read 3. J 
* L Or is nirapa, at p. 22or4, a variant of tiriya.'I The two are easily confused in 
niigari.J 

4. Away we make thine intoxication fly, like an arrow (~ard), 0 
intoxicating one (f.); we make thee with our spell (vdcas) to stand forth,. 
like a boiling pot. 

The comm. (with a pair of SPP's mss.) reads ;arum in b*; it also (alone) has. 
je1antam ( = prayatamanam) in c; one of our mss. (Op.), with two or three of SPP's, 
give instead pt.yanta1n. Ppp. has a peculiar c: part' tva. varmi 'Vefantam. The verse 
is regular if we make the ordinary abbreviation of iva to 'va. in b and c. * LThe 
reciters K and V gave r;arum: comm. renders as if fdrum ' arrow.' BR. render the 
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verb in d by 'wegstellen.' When you set the pot aside ( take it off the fire), it stops 
boiling; and so the poison is to stop working. But see also Weber's note. J 

5. With a spell we cause to stand about [thee] as it were a collected 
troop (gntma); stand thou, like a tree in [its] station; spade~dug one (f.), 
thou rackest not. 

The comm., here and in 6 d, reads abhri!iite (-!tile= -labdhe), which looks like a 
result of the common confusion of kh and!· SPP. reads in pada-text ri2rupaft, and 
this time without any report as to the readings of his pada-mss. - doubtless by an over
sight, as all but one of them give rur- in both 3 d and 6 d. The true scanning of c is 
probably vrk1r! 'va sthZi,-mn-l. 

6. For covers(? pa'Z!dsta) they bought thee, also for garments (? ditrrd), 
for goat-skins; purchasable (? jwakrt) art thou, 0 herb; spade-dug one, 
thou rackest not. 

The comm. knows nothing of what pavasta and dfirt;a mean, but etymologizes the 
former out of pavana and asta (pavanaya 'staift sammiitjanztnzttifi), and the other 
out of dtts and nya (du~·/ar~yasambandhibhi!t) ! Prakris he renders by prakarletia 
krita. 

7. Who of you did what first unattained deeds - let them not harm 
our heroes here; for that purpose I put you forward. 

This verse occurs again later, as v. 6. 2, and in Ppp. makes a part of that hymn alone. 
Its sense is very questionable, and its connection casts no light upon it, either here or 
there ; and Grill is justified in omitting it as having apparently nothing to do with the 
rest of this hymn. All the pada-mss. save one of SPP's read anapta (not -tiifi) ; and 
all save our Bp. read p1·athamifft (Bp. -mif) ; SPP. gives in his pada-text-tli.ft and -mlf(i; 
the translation here given implies 4a and -mci, without intending to imply that the other 
readings may not be equally good ; the comm. takes dttlipliifl ( = ananuktlla(t 
L' unkindly'J) as qualifying fatravas understood, andpra,thami as qualifying kdrma?ti, 

8. Accompanying the consecration of a king . . 
[At/uu·vaiigiras. - rl{jyiibhi,Jekyam, tftndramasam, a,Pyam. ibtuf{ttbhtwz: 

I, 7. bhuriktriffubh; 3. trz';{ttbh .,· .5, vlril{jirastiirapan/.:ti.] 

Found in Paipp. iv. (in the verse~order 1-3, 7, 4-6). For occurrences in other texts, 
see under the verses. Used by KaU<;. (17. I ff.), and also in Va.it. (36. 7) in connection 
with the riijabhi~·ekct or rlijasiZya ceremony; and Vait. (29. I 2) further employs vs. 5 in 
the agnicayana, with pouring of water around the erected altar. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 458; Zimmer, p. 213; Weber, Ueber den Ri'ifasfiya, Eerlbter 
Abh., 1893, p. 139 (with full discussion); Griffith, i. r39; Bloomfield, r I r, 378; Weber, 
xviii. 30. 

r. The being (bhiUd) sets milk in beings ; he has become the over
lord of beings ; Death attends (car) the royal consecration (riijasli,ya) of 
him ; let him, as king, approve this royalty. 

The meaning is obscure. Very possibly bhiltd is taken here in more than one of its 
senses, by a kind of play upon the word. ·weber renders it the first time by" powerful" 
(kraftig), nearly as the comm., whose gloss is samrddha{'t _; the latter gives it the same· 
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sense the second time, but the third time simply prii1,zinam: The introduction of 
" death " in the second half-verse suggests the interpretation (R.) that tlie deceased 
predecessor of the prince now to be consecrated is besought to give his sanction to the 
ceremony from the world of the departed (bli1Ud). The comm. regards death as 
brought in in the character of dhetrmaraja, as he who requites good and evil deeds. 
TB. (in ii. 7. I 51 ) is the only other text that has this verse, reading in a carati prd1n'.J/a(t 
(for pdya zi dadhati) and in c mrtyazt: the variants are of a character to make us dis
trust the value of the matter as admitting any consistent interpretation. Ppp. reads in 
c sa te for tdsya. · 

2. Go forward unto [it]; do not long (? 1.1en) away, a stern (itg·rd) 
corrector (cettdr), rival-slayer; approach (ii-stlza), 0 increaser of friends; 
may the gods bless (adlzi-bru) thee. 

Found, with vs. 3, in TB. (in ii. 7. 8 1 ), and also, with the remainder of the hymn, in K. 
(xxxvii. 9). L It seems to be a reminiscence of the Indra-verse, RV. v. 3 r. 2, applied, like 
vs. 3 of this hymn, to the king.J TB. reads in a (for mif 'pa venas) vfrdyasva, and 
Ppp. has vl!'fayas11a_; TB. gives, as also the comm., the nom. mitravdrdhanas (a later 
repetition of the verse, in ii. 7. 16x, presents ,z1rtrahdntmnas instead); and it ends with 
bravan,* which is better, and might have been read in our text, as near half the mss. 
give it; but SPP. also accepts bruvan, with the comm. The comm. takes the'' throne'' 
as object of the first verb, and renders mzf 'ja venas by apakamam anicchtim ma 
kar-}'ifi L cf. vi-vcn in BR.J. (Weber renders ven by" see.") *lBut the Poona ed., 
p. 716, has bruvan.J 

3. Him approaching all waited upon (parz'-bhft~) ; clothing himself in 
fortune, he goes about (car), having own brightness; great is that name of 
the virile (vf~·an) Asura; having all forms, he approached immortal things. 

This is a RV. verse (iii. 38. 4: repeated without variant as VS. xxxiii. 22), transferred 
from Indra to the king; RV. reads, as does Ppp., fYfyas in b. TB. (as above) has 
svdrocas at end of b, and asya for ·v/,fttas in c. At the beginning of c, the comm. has 
mahas (but explains it as= vtahat) tad vi1tio, and a couple of SPP's mss. support 
him. He renders pdri abhzt.Jan either ala?izkurvantit or stl'i.1antiiv1: that the form is 
imperative is the · point he is sure of; and as alternative value of asurasya he gives 
fatrit~za,iz nlrasiht[t I L Is not dsitrasya nii:ma a simple periphrasis of asuryiim, 'the 
divinity' that "doth hedge a king," in which gods are said to clothe themselves at 
RV. iii. 38. 7? Mima might then be construed with vdsanas, or else as above.J 

4. A tiger, upon the tiger's [skin], do thou stride out unto the great 
quarters; let all the people (vfr-as) want thee, the waters of heaven, rich 
in milk. 

That is, let the rains not desert thee (so the comm. also). This verse and the two 
following are found, in the same order, in TB. ii. 7. I 53-4; it puts dtfltt' after Vtiiyyaghrtf 
(sic) in a, reads frayas·va in b, and has for d mc1 tvdd ra-1/ram ddh-l blirtifat (found 
below as vi. 87. r d, and in other texts: see under that verse). Ppp. gives yanti Lor 
yan#? J instead of ?.1anchantu in c. 

5. The waters of heaven that revel with milk, in the atmosphere or 
also on the earth - with the splendor · of all those waters do I pour upon 
(abhi-sic) thee. 
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The version of the first half-verse given by TB. is quite different: yzi divyil ipaft 
j){iyasii. sa1nbabhz7.vztft, : yil antdrik.ye utd pdrthivir ydfi _; and Ppp. so far agrees as to 
l1ave ttta jJarthi11a yafi., TB. also reads ruc,i for apilm in c. The comm. renders 
madanti as if causative: prar,tinas tarpayanti. The ab/1~·.yeka process, instead of an 
anointing with oil, is a pouring of water upon the person to be consecrated. The 
verse (r I +ro: 8+8=37) lacks three syllables of being complete, rather than two. LPut 
another yils at the beginning of band the verse is orderly, r r +II : 8 +8.J 

LPerhaps mad here approaches its r:ihysical meaning, 'boil (cf. <;B. iii. 4. 3 end, and 
my Reader, p. 2r 1 ), bubble over, overflow'; used of the rains that 'drip abundantly 
with' payas or life-giving moisture. W's prior draft rendered mad by "intoxicate" ; 
over this he interlined "revel." - This, says Weber, is the verse of the act of conse
cration proper. The celebrant transfers to the king tbe vdrcas or glory-giving vigor 
of the waters of all three worlds. J 

6. The heavenly waters, rich in milk, have poured upon thee with 
splendor; that thou be an increaser of friends, so shall Savitar make thee. 

Instead of our ashican, SPP. gives, as the reading of all his authorities, asican, 
which is decidedly preferable, and implied in the translation (our Bp. is doubtful; other 
mss. possibly overlooked at this point); TB. has instead asicam _; Ppp. and the comm., 
asrJan; Then, for b, TB. and Ppp. give divyena pdyasii (Ppp. jay-) sahd _; and in c 
TB. has rti.y/ra7_1dnih-, which is better, and before it ydthdsa (regarded by its com
mentary as ydtha: zfsa). 

7. Thus, embracing the tiger, they incite (hi) the lion unto great 
good-fortune; as the well-being ones (sub/di) the ocean that stands, do 
they rub thoroughly down the leopard amid the waters. 

Found also in TB. (ii. 7. 164) and MS. (ii. I. 9: besides K.). In b, MS. has mt/anti 
for hin1:1anti, and tlhanaya (which rectifies the meter) for siit'tbhagii;ya. For c, MS. has 
a much less unmanageable version, -mahi.yd,Jt na[i sublwam, and Ppp. supports it by 
giving mahi.yatiz nas subhavas: thus, in each pada the king is compared to a different 
powerful animal-which is the leading motive of the verse. But TB. differs from our 
text only by giving sulufvam:J.• for subh11vas. Subh7.1,'tm, with a further slight emendation 
of samzuiram to -dn!, would give a. greatly improved sense: "him who stands comfortable 
in the ocean, as it were," or bears himself well under the water poured upon hirn. The 
phrase samudnfoi mi su.blw,i(z, occurs also at RV. i. 52. 4 b (and its occurrence here in 
such form may be a reminiscence of that) ; Saya1.1a there understands sublnJ,1s of the 
"streams " that fill the ocean; and our comm. gives a corresponding interpretation here 
(nadtriipti iijJa[l-); samttdrdm he allows us alternatively to take as= 'Vllf1t?Utm. I-Ie 
als.o, most ungrammatically, takes end at the beginning as cuiis "those [waters]." J>pp. 
further has pari mr/yante for marm- in d. * LPoona ed., p. 7 501 reads suhz27.Jttllt. J 

9. For protection etc. : with a certain ointment. 
[Bhrgzt. -dr.irarcam. t-rilikakudiifi/anadilivatam. ll.nzt,!/itbham: 2. l.:akttmmati; 

3. pathyii.pankti.] 

Found mostly in Pai pp. viii. (in the verse-order 9, 3, 2 1 5, 6, 8, 10, 4, 7). Used by Kaut;. 
(58. 8) with the. binding on· of an ointment-amulet, in a ceremony for long life of the 
Veclic pupil after his initiation. And the comm. quotes it from the Nak~. K. (r9) L error 
for <;anti, says BLJ; as employed in the mahilfiinti callecl.iUrava:tr. 
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Translated: Ludwig, p. 507; Grill, 35, I 23; Griffith, i. 141 ; Bloomfield, 6r, 38I ; 
Weber, xviii. 3 2. -As for ointment and ointment-legends, see Bloomfield, AJ P. xvii. 
404 ff. 

I. Come thou, rescuing the living one; of the mountain art thou for 
the eyes (? ), given by all the gods, an enclosure (paridlzi) in order to 
living. 

Jivdm in a might also be coordinate with trdyamii?zam _; the comm. understands it 
as translated. The meter indicates that the true reading at the end of bis dk.yyam, and 
this is read by SPP., with the alleged support of all his authorities save one, which 
follows the comm. in giving dk.yam J. our Bp. has aJ.,,.yam, and our edition accepted that 
(our Op. has ak.yyam, our I. dk:1yam); but ak.yya is unknown elsewhere, and its meaning 
in this connection is quite obscure; perhaps allusion is intended to a legend reported in 
MS. iii. 6. 3 (p. 62. 8; cf. also TS. vi. r. Is and <;B. iii. r ._3. 12): "Indra verily slew 
Vrtra; his eye-ball flew away; it went to Trikakubh; that ointment of Trikakubh he 
spreads on." The ointment of this mountain is most efficacious for the eyes, and hence 
also for the other purposes here had in view. The comm. gives cak:ws as the value of 
his ak.yam. Grill suggests emendation to ak.yayya1n or ak;aram. \Ve have to make 
the harsh resolution vf-pt-e- in c or leave the pada defective. 

2. Protection (paripd~za) of men (pztrtt{a), protection of kine art 
thou ; in order to the protection of coursing (drvant) horses hast thou 
·stood. 

The comm. says in c "of horses and of mares (vatavaniinz)." The resolution 
dr-va-ta-iim fills up c quite unsatisfactorily ; the Anukr. refuses all resolution, and counts 
the pada as of 6 syllables. 

3. Both art thou a protection, grinder'."up of familiar demons .(yatzt), 
0 ointment, and of what is immortal thou knowest; likewise art thou 
gratification (-blufjana) of the living, likewise remedy of jaundice 
(lzdrita~). 

Contrary to rule, the a of asz' in d has to be elided after dtho in d; probably emenda
tion to titltii • sl is called for ; one of our mss. ( 0.) reads dtho •si. Ppp. rectifies the 
meter of a by giving ute ',zni 'si.,· for c, d it has utti 'mrtatvesye "fita uta 'sa.y jJitrbho
janam. The comm. takes avirtasya as the drink of immortality, and -bhojatia as 
either an(yfanivartanena fiilaka or bhogasiidhana. The last pada hardly belongs with 
the rest. 

4. Of whomsoever, 0 ointment, thou creepest over limb after limb, 
joint after joint, from thence thou drivest away the yah'{'Nta, like a formi
dable mid-lier (nzadlzyamafi). 

Found also as RV. x. 97. r2 (repeated, without variant, as VS. xii. 86), which version, 
however, begins with ydsyiiu • .yadhift prasarjatlia, and has in c correspondingly biidha
dhve. The comm. has in c badhate, but regards it as for badhase. Ppp. reads tasnuit 
for tatas. Madlzyamar;f is of obscure meaning; "arbiter," as conjectured by BR., 
seems very implausible LBR. express their conjectural meaning by the Latin word 
intercessor.,· by which, I suspect, they intend, not' mediator,' but rather 'adversary' or 
'preventer' of the disease, which would be plausible enoughJ; more probably "mid~ 
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most man," like madhyavie:r/hd or chief (see under iii. 8. 2), and_ viadliyamar;i used 
especially of the leader about whom his men encamp, for his greater safety, in the 
night. JB. has madhyaniaffvan at ii. 408, but the passage is too corrupt to cast valu
able light upon the word. To the comm., it is either Vayu, the wind in mid-air, or else 
the king, viewed as surrounded first by foes, and further by their foes, his friends ( on 
the principle of arir mltravz arer _; mitram) Lmltra-mitram ataft param etc. I find 
the verse at Kamandakiya Nitisara, viii. 16. To judge from the Later Syriac Version 
(Kalilah and Dimnah, Keith-Falconer, p. I I 4-), one would expect to find it in Pafica
tantra ii., colloquy of mouse and crow, in Kosegarten's ed., p. r I o or thereabouts. Cf. 
Manu vii. I 58 and the comm.J 

5. Curse attains him not, nor witchcraft, nor scorching ; VZ.f kandha 
reaches him not who beareth thee, 0 ointment. 

Ppp. reads tam for enam in .a, and nlrkandham in c. Lit inserts just before our 
vs. 7 the vs. given under vi. 76. 4- and ending with yas tvli?iz bibharty afijana. J 

6. From wrong spell, from evil dreaming, from evil deed, from pollu
tion also, from the terrible eye of an enemy - therefrom protect us, 
0 ointment. 

Ppp. has, for b, kfetriyt'ic chapathad uta. The Pet. Lexx. understand asanmantra 
as simply" untrue speech" (so Grill, "Liigenrede "); the comm. reads fostead -ntryat, as 
adjective qualifying dulvapnyat, and signifying "produced by base bewitching spells." 
Durhii.rdas in c might well be adj., 'hostile' (so comm.). 

7. Knowing this, 0 ointment, I shall speak truth, not falsehood; may 
I win (san) a horse, a cow, thy soul, 0 man (pttmfa ). 

The latter half-verse is RV. x. 97. 4 c, d (which is also, without variant, VS. xii. 78 c, d), 
where we read vif.sas instead of ahdm,; Ppp., too, gives vasiis. All the mss. and the 
comm. have at the end the absurd form punt{as (nom., but without accent) ; the comm. 
(whose text, as SPP. points out in more than one place, is unaccentuated) understands. 
"I, thy man (retainer)." Both editions make the necessary emendation to jmrzqa 
Ls, ptinqa J. Ppp. gives pattntfa. SPP. makes a note that santfyam, is so accented by 
all his authorities- as if anything else were possible L does he have in mind sdneyam? 

, see Whitney, Roots, p. I 83 J. The first pada is defective unless we resolve vl-dtt-i7,n Lor 
ii-mijana J. -L R's supplementary report of Ppp. readings ends a with aiijanas and has 
for d anJana taviva pt'iuru~rafz. As noted above, this vs. stands at the end in Ppp. and 
before it is inserted the vs. given under vi. 76. 4.J 

8. Three are the slaves (diisd) of the ointment-fever (ta/i.i·mdn), baldsa, 
then snake: the highest of mountains, three~peaked ( h-ikakztd) by name, 
[is J thy father. 

For the obscure balasa, the comm. gives the worthless etymology balam asyatl, and 
adds sa1izn:ipiitad-ift 'collision [of humors] or the like'; "snake" he explains as for 
snake-poisoning; perhaps, if the reading is genuine, it is rather the name of some 
(constricting?) disease. ' 

9. The ointment that is of the three-peaked [mountain], born from 
the snowy one (himdvant)- may it grind up aHthe familiar demons and 
all the· sorceresses. 
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Pa.da b is repeated below as v. 4. 2 b. The first half-verse is, without variant, TA. 
vi. ro. 2, vs. 9 a, b; and it 0CGurs also in HGS. (i. 1 r. 5), which reads upari at the end 
for pari Land so at MP. ii. 8. I I a, b J. The second half is VS. xvi. 5 c, d, and also found 
in TS. iv. 5. I 2 and MS. ii. 9. 2; all these have dhin instead of ylitz7-n, and readjambha
yan (pres. pple.) ; and our jambhciyat may, of course, be pres. pple. neut. ; some of the 
mss. (including our Bp.M.I.) indeed read -yan here, though no masc. subject is implied; 
the comm. paraphrases with nar;ayad vartate. S PP., with his customary defiance of 
grammar upon this point, reads sdrviin instead of -ati or -iin L cf. i. I 9. 4, note J. 

10. If thou art of the three-peaked [mountain], or if thou art called 
of the Yamuna- both thy l)ames are excellent; by them protect us, O 
ointment. 

Te in c might perhaps be emended with advantage to tl. The Yamuna is not else
where mentioned in AV. Ndmni is to be read, of course, as of three syllables, and 
there is no reason why the text should not give us niimani. 

ro. Against evils: with a pearl-shell amulet. 

[A tltarvan. - ra1ikltama~tisiiktam. taddifivatam. iinu.y{ttbltam : 6. path;1apa1ikH; 
7. 5-p. parlinu.y{uj rakvarz.] 

Found (except vs. 5) in Paipp. iv. Used by Kaug. (58. 9) in the same ceremony with 
the preceding hymn, but with an amulet of mother-of-pearl; the schol. (not the comm.) 
also add it in an earlier part of the ceremony (56. I 7). . The comm. quotes it further 
from Nak~. K. (I9), as employed in a ma!tar;anti named vc'irtttti. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 462; Grill, 36, 124; Griffith, i. 142; Bloomfield, 62,383; 
'Weber, xviii. 36. - Bloomfield cites an article in ZDMG. (xxxvi. 135) by Pischel, who, 
in turn, cites a lot of interesting literature about pearl. 

LAlthough rain-drops are not expressly mentioned in this hymn nor in xix. 30. 5 
(which see), I think it safe to say that the bit of Hindu folk-lore about the origin of 
pearls by transformation of rain-drops falling into the sea (Indisclze Spriiche, 344) is as 
-0ld as this V eclic text and the one in xix. The references here to sky and sea and 
lightning, and in xix. to Parjanya and thunder and sea, all harmonize perfectly with that 
belief, which is at least ten centuries old (it occurs in Rajagekhara, 900 A.n.) and has 
lasted till today (Manwaring's Mara/hi Proverbs, no. 1291). See my translation of 
I<arpi'ira-maiifari, p. 264 f., and note 5. Fischel, I.e., reports as follows: "According 
to Aelian (1r~pi. 5(/wv, x. 13), a pearl forms when the lightning flashes into an open sea-. 
shell; according to an Arabic writer, when rain-drops fall into it, or, according to Pliny 
(ix. 107), dew." -The persistency of popular beliefs in India is weH illustrated by the 
curious one concerning female snakes: see my note to KarjJilra-manjarf, p. 231.J 

I. Born from the wind out of the atmosphere, out from the light of 
lightning, let this gold-born shell, of p1;::arl, protect us from· distress. 

Of course, all the four nouns in the first half.;verse may be coordinate ablatives. 
The beauty and sheen of the material connect it traceably with gold and lightning, but 
how even a Hindu r# can bring it into relation V(Jth wind from ( or and) the atmosphere 
is not easy to see. Kffana ought to mean the pead itself, and is perhaps used in the 
hymn appositively = "which is itself virtually pearl"; the comm; explains it in this 
verse as karfayitii ;atrilt,tavi tanitkarta. Ppp .. has in c lzira'flyadlis. 

2~ Thou that wast born from the ~op of the shining spaces (rocand), 
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out of the ocean - by the shell having slain the demons, we overpower 
the devourers. 

Ppp. combines in a yo :r:rato r-. Grill takes agratas as " first"; and the comm. as 
= agre, and not qualifying jt~jni.ye: "at the top or front of shining things, such as stars." 

3. By the shell [we overpower] disease, misery; by the shell also the 
sadtinvas ,- let the all-healing shell, of pearl, protect us from distress. 

Ppp. has in a avadyam instead of amatim. The comm. takes dmatim from root 
man Lsee BR's note, s.v. 3 dmatij: "ignorance, the root of all mishap (anartha)"; 
and, forgetting his explanation of only two verses ago, he this time declares krr;ana a 

"name of gold." 

4. Born in the sky, ocean-born, brought hither out of the river, this 
gold-born shell [is] for us a life-prolonging amulet. 

Ppp. has sa,nttdratas at end of a, and in c again (as in I c) hira{zyadiis. Nea,rly all 
our mss. (except 0.K.), and some of SPP's, with the comm., read in d ayu/lpr- L cf. Prat. 
ii. 62 n.J; but the point is one in regard to which each ms. is wont to follow its o,vn courset 
regardless of rule, and both editions very properly give iiyit§pr-, as required by the Prat. 

5. The amulet born from the ocean, born from Vrtra, making day
let it protect us on all sides from the missile of gods and Asuras. 

The comm. makes Vrtra here signify either the demon Vrtra or the cloud; doubtless 
the latter is intended; then he explains dh,akara as the sun, and jata as "released," 
and renders "as brilliant as the sun freed from the clouds," which is extremely artificial; 
dt'vakara need mean no more than 'flashing with light.' The comm. also foolishly 
understands in d Jietyii instead of -as (p. hetyli,ti). L De'v-, ablative by attraction, from 
gen. - cf. Skt. Gram. § 982 a. J The first pada is deficient by a syllable, unless we 
resolve samudrilt into four syllables. 

6. One of the golds art thou; out of soma wast thou born ; thou art 
conspicuous on the chariot, lustrous (rocand) on the quiver thou. May it 
prolong our lives! 

The last pada, which occurs in four other places (ii. 4. 6 etc.), looks like a late addi
tion here; as elsewhere, some of the mss. (five of SPP's) read tiir~rat. Except our 
Op., all the pada-mss. blunderingly resolve somatvam (as it would be permissibly and 
customarily read by abbreviation: see Whitney, Skt. Gr. § 232) into sdmii: tvdm 
instead of somat: tvdm _; the comm. understands somiit, and both editions give the full 
reading. Here one is strongly tempted to translate soma by" moon," and the comm. 
takes it so (amrta·mayiit so,mimatuJalat); but Ppp. discourages it by reading sa ho~fiid 
(for -miid .?) adlti. The comm. glosses rocana by rocamiina dlpyamana. For c, Ppp. 
has rathe1u darfatam. 

7. The gods' bone became pearl ; that goes about within the waters, 
pos~ssing soul ; that do I bind . on thee in order to life-time, splendor, 
strength, to length of life for a hundred autumns: let [the amulet] of 
pearl defend thee. 

Karfands in e, though read by all our mss. and nearly all of SPP's, is hardly to be 
tolerated; we should have either kf fanas, as above, or klh'fanas, which the comm. 
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offers, with two or three mss. that follow him, and which SPP. accordingly adopts 
L kii.rfands J; our edition gives karf-; Ppp. has kar:'iii1as. Ppp. also has simply ea for 
our whole d (after baliiya). The comm. reads asti' instead of asthi in a. The verse 
(1 I+ 1 r : 14+ I I +8 = 55) lacks a syllable of being a full fak·-vari. L Reject either iiyufe 
or varcase and the meter is good. - In c, te 'for thee' ( comm., as gen.), is, I suppose, 
virtually = ' on thee.' J 

The second anuvaka, ending with this hymn, contains 5 hymns and 39 verses; the 
Anukr. quotation is nava ea. 

I I. In praise of the draft-ox. 

[Bhrgvaiigiras. - dviidararcatn. iinatjuham. trii(r{ubham: I, 4. jagati; 2. bhurij; 7. 3-av. 
6-p. amtf{ubgarbho 'jarif{tf.J/iigatii niqcchakvari; 8-I2. amtf{ubh.] 

Found in Pai pp. iii. (in the verse-order I, 4, 2, 5, 3, 6, IT, I 2, 9, 8, I o, 7). Used by 
Kam;:. (66. I 2) in a sava sacrifice, with the draft-ox as sa1.1a. The hymn offers an 
example of that characteristic Hindu extollation, without any measure or limit, of the 
immediate object of reverence, which, when applied to a divinity, has led to the setting 
up of the baseless doctrine of" henotheism." 

Translated: Muir, OST.v.399, 361 (abouthalf); Ludwig,pp. 534and190; Deussen, 
Geschiclzte, i. I. 232; Griffith, i. 144; Weber, xviii. 39. - Cf. Deussen, I.e., p. 230 f. 
Weber entitles the hymn" Verschenkung eines Pflugstieres zur Feier der Zwolften (i.e. 
nights of the winter solstice - see vs. I r ). " 

r. The draft-ox sustains earth and sky; the draft-ox sustains the 
wide atmosphere ; the draft-ox sustains the six wide directions ; the 
draft-ox hath entered into all existence. 

That is, the ox in his capacity of draft-animal: the comm. says, faka/avahanasa
martho vr1ablzafi ,,- later in the hymn he is treated as female, without change of the name 
to a feminine form (the fem. •£iuhi or -(lvalzi does not occur before the Brahma:i:ia
periocl of the language). But the comm. also allows us the alternative of regarding 
dhanna, in ox-form, as subject of the hymn. The " directions " (pradff) are, accord
ing to him, "east etc."; and the "six wide" are" heaven, earth, day, night, waters, and 
plants,'' for which A<;S. i. 2. I is quoted as authority. ·with the verse compare x. 7. 35, 
where nearly the same things are said of skanzbha. Ppp. reads in a -vi11i dyam ttta 
•,m7m. In the second half-verse, two accent-marks have slipped out of place in our 
edition: in c, that under ;a should stand under (lit-./ and, in d, that under mii should 
stand under na, The verse is fa,r;ati by count, but not by rhythm. LI£, with Weber, 
we pronounce na(lvt1,n, it becomes a regular tri;tuM.J 

2. The draft-ox [is] Inclra; he looks out from (for?) the cattle; triple 
ways the mighty one (rakrd) measures out (traverses?); yielding (dult) 
the past (? bhittd), the future, existing things (bhitvana), he goes upon 
(car) all the courses (vratd) of the gods. 

Ppp. reads in a z'ndrasya for -indra!z sa, and in c it adds sam before bh27tam, and 
has bhu1.1anavi ..instead of -na. The comm. has in b the curious · reading stiyiin for 
trayfin, and hence we lose his guess as to what may be meant by the "triple ways." 
He takes paptbhyas in a first as dative, and then as ablative. He understands bhitvanii 
as virtually "present"; more probably it has its usual sense of 'existences,' and the two 
preceding adjectives qualify it distributively, or are in apposition with it: "all existing 
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things, both what is and what is to be." L If we pronounce again na(!vtin, the vs. loses 
its bhurif quality. The cadence of b is bad. J 

3. Born an Indra among human beings (manu~rya), he goes about (car) 
shining brightly, a heated hot-drink (gila'rmd); he, being one of good 
offspring, shall not go in mist (? udt'ird) who, understanding [it], shall 
not partake of (af) the draft-ox. 

The verse is obscure, and the translation in various points very doubtful. The 
second pa.da is apparently a beginning of the identification of the ox with the .g-harma, 
a sacrificial draught of heated milk, which we find further in vss. 5, 6; he is, since his 
kind yield warm milk, as it were an incorporation of that sacrifice. And the second 
half-verse i~ then a promise to whoever shall abstain from using the ox as food. Ppp. 
reads e.ya instead of jiitas in a, and sa1iu;i~anas at end of b. In c, d the comm. reads 
sam for san, ud are as two words, and no • ~niycit, and of course makes very bad work 
of its explanation, finding metempsychosis in sam ... sar~·at (na smhsarati j;unaft 
sa1iisaradharman na j;rapnoti). Gharma he takes first as "blazing sun," and then, 
alternatively, in its true sense. There is no other occurrence of an s-aorist from sr ; 
and it is altogether against rule and t1sage to employ a subjunctive and an optative 
(aptijat) in two cooi-dinate clauses L this seems to me to be a slip-see Sid. Gram. 
§ 57 5 b; and the clauses are hardly coordinate J; so that the reading is very suspicious. 
A few of our mss. (P.M.W.E.) read titi after 11,diin!. L Ludwig conjectures suprayas 
for -jils.J 

4. The draft-ox yields milk (duk) in the world of the well-done ; the 
purifying one fills him up from in front; Parjanya [is] his streams, the 
Maruts his udder, the sacrifice his milk, the sacrificial gift the rpilking 
of him. 

Ppp. appears to have read in b .PJ'tiyct, which would rectify the meter; in c it com
bines maruto "dlzo. Pdvamana in b might signify the wind (then purcistat 'from the 
east '?) or soma; the comm. takes it as the latter (pa,v:itretia fod/zyamano • mrtamaya(t 
soma/t); and "the sacrifice" in d as" the sa1Hr. sacrifice now performed." The verse 
is rhythmically a tri{i/ttbh with redundant syllables (r I+ 13: I 2+ I I =47). L On da,k~rz'tzii, 
see Bloomfield, AJP. xvii. 408 f.J 

5. 0£ whom the lord of the sacrifice is not master (lf ), nor the sacri
fice; not the giver is master of him, nor the acceptor; who is all-con-

• quering, all-bearing, all-working - tell ye us the hot-drink which [is] 
four-footed. 

"Which" in d is yatamd, lit. 'which among the many.' The intended answer, of 
course, is that this wondrous sacrificial drink is the o:x:. Ppp. begins c with yo 1Jirvadrg 
'l!Zf7Jakrd v-. The comm. declares the· :first half-verse to convey the universal master
hood and not-to-be-mastered-hood of the ox; in. d ghanna is, according to him, "the 
blazing sun, which the four-footed one tells us" (britta is read, but declared equivalent 
to brztte !). 

6. By whom the gods ascended to .heaven (svar), quitting the body, 
to the navel of the immortal, by him may we go to the world of the well
done, desiring glory, by the vow (vratd) of the hot-drink,. by penance. 
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Ppp. appears to have read in a swviz ruhanta _; in b it has dltama instead of nabldm_; 
and it ends d with yarasa tapas1.'Yii. The comm. has Je:';ma ( = jayema) in c L instead 
of ge1111.a (Sid. Gram. § 894 c) J; gharma is to him once more "the blazing sun.H 
L As to the stock-phrase in c, cf. Bloomfield, AJ P. xvii. 4 I 9. J The verse ( I o + I r : 
1o+r3=44) is a very poor tnifubh. 

7. Indra by form, Agni by carrying ('vdha), Prajapati, Parameshthin, 
Viraj ; in Vi~vanara he strode, in Vai~vanara he strode, in the draft-ox 
he strode ; he made firm, he sustained. 

This is the obscurest verse of this obscure hymn, and no attempt will be made to 
solve its riddles. Ppp. has a quite different text: indro balem'i 'sya paravu:lfhl vra
tenai 'na giius tena 1.1tzirvadeva(z : yo 'smiin d1.1e.y/i yani ea 71ayavi dvi~mzas tasya. 
priitziin as,n1ahes tasya praruzn 'iii 1.1arlia(t. The two concluding clauses of our text 
most obviously belong with vs. 7 rather than vs. 8, and both editions so class them ; 
but SPP. states that all his authorities reckon them to vs. 8, ending vs. 7 with the 
third akramata (which some of the 111Ss., including our P.M.vV.E.O.Op., mutilate to 
akramat). He adds that the Anukr. does the same; but this is evidently an oversight, 
our mss. of the Anukr. calling vs. 8 a simple a1rn,F/1ibli (madhyam etad analuha iti 
paficii 'nul/ttblza(z) and giving of vs. 7 a lengthy definition (see above), implying the 
division 9+ I o: 8 +8 +8 : I 2= 55 (restoring both times the elided initial a in f) ; perhaps, 
then, SPP. is also mistaken in regard to the unanimity of his" mss. and Vaidikas"; 
at any rate, part of our mss. (Bp.l.H.Op.K.) divide with the editions. The comm., 
however, does not; as, indeed, he is repeatedly at discordance with the Anukr. on such 
points. He explains vaha in a as "the part that carries (11ahat£) the yoke; the 
shoulder," and has nothing of any value to say as to the general sense of the verse. 
L The identification of the draft-ox with Agni seems to rest on Agni's chief function of 
"carrying"; cf. RV. x.51. 5 d; 52. Id, 3 d, 4 a.J 

8. That is the middle of the draft-ox, where this carrying (vd.ha) is 
set; so much of him is in front (practna) as he is put all together on 
the opposite side. 

The virtual meaning of the second half-verse appears plainly to be that the two 
parts of the ox, before and behind the point where the pull comes (i.e. where the yoke 
rests) are equal ; but it is strangely expressed, and the reason why the point is insisted 
on does not appear. The comm. so understands it: evam prakpratyq.gblilig'li,v itbha.11 
api samiinatt,; he renders 11aha this time by bharciJ· Ludwig takes it as "the hump." 
L In thiJ· verse, b can hardly mean" where the pull comes," but rather 'where the burden 
is put,' i.e. the back; cf. Deussen, Le., p. 23r. Nevertheless, see BR. under vaha, 2 a 
and 2 b.J 

9. Whoso knows the m.ilkings of the draft~ox, seven, unfailing, both 
progeny and world he obtains : so the seven seers know. 

Ppp. reads anapadasyatas both here (b) and at I 2 d; it also combines saptar;- in d, 
as does the comm., and a couple of SPP's authorities. For consistency, our text ought 
to combine in a-b dohant s-; SPP. also leaves out here the connecting t. The comm. 
explains the seven milkings or yields of milk alternatively as" the seven cultivated plants, 
rice etc." or "the seven worlds and oceans "---not happening, apparently, to think of 
any othel" heptad at the moment. He quotes the names of the seven seers from A<;va
layana. L The number of this vs. is misprinted.J 
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IO. With his feet treading down debility (sedi), with his thighs 
(jdngha) extracting (ut-kkid) refreshing drink- with weariness go the 
draft-ox and the plowman unto sweet drink (kzlala). 

The verse seems rather out of place here. As both n and m final are assimilated to 
an initial palatal, the pada-text commits the blunder in b of understanding irli1iz to be 
for f.ran_; and, as is usual in such cases, a part of our mss. read iran j- (so P.1\1."W.E.I.) ; 
SPP. very properly emends his pada-text to irfi.m. The comm. reads in d kiniir;asya 
for-faf ea (one of SPP's authorities following him:" with the old accent," SPP. remarks, 
as if the change of reading involved a change of accent), and makes l:,aclzatas a genitive 
agreeing with it- against the accent; but this he regularly ignores. I ram, it may be 
added, he glosses with blzztmim ! 

1 r. Twelve, indeed, they declare those nights of the vow (vrdtya) of 
Prajapati; whoso knows the brdhnzan within them (tdtr6 'pa) - that 
verily is the vow of the draft-ox. 

Or, "those twelve nights they declare to be for the vow" etc.: it is uncertain what is 
object and what objective predicate in the sentence. Ppp. reads and corn bines vrfi.{vii 
'' lm,7 fir- in b; for the unusual phrase tatro 'pa in c it gives tad vii pi'J· and in d it has 
balam instead of 'ZJratam. For \Veber's conjectures as to the twelve nights and the 
draft-ox of this hymn, see his Omina, -und Portenta, p. 388; compare also L vVeber's 
other references, Ind. Stud. xviii. 45, and J Zimmer, p. 366. The comm. glosses ·vratya 
by vnitarha, and quotes TS. v. G. 7 r as to the twelve nights of consecration. 

I 2. He milks (duh) at evening, he milks in the morning, he milks 
about midday; the milkings of him that come together, those unfailing 
ones we know. 

Ppp. has for a, b duhe 'Vii 'narjvan saya11i duhe jriitar duhe diva, and at the end 
(as above noted) anajadasyatas. The comm. supplies to duhe either anarj·21iilzam as 
object (with the worshiper as subject), or anarj71an as subject (with the performer of 
the sa71a sacrifice as beneficiary) ; sa1Ji ycmtz' he explains by pluzlt:na sanigacchante. 

12. To heal serious wounds: with an herb. 

[ f!bhit. - vanaspatyam. /inu.y(ttbham: r. 3-p. gifyatri; 6. 3-p. ;11av,z1nadhyii bhm·(r;.f;tYyatri; 
7. brhati'.] 

Found in Paipp. iv. (in the verse-order 3-5, 1, 2, 7, 6). Used by Kauc;. (28. 5) in a 
healing rite: Ke~ava and the comm. agree in saying, for the prevention of flow of 
blood caused by a blow from a sword or the like; boiled liik:1•ci-water is to be poured on 
the wound etc. The schol. to Kau<_;. 28. I 4 also regard the hymn as included among 
the lak;c1lilZgils prescribed to be used in that rule. 

Translated: Kuhn, KZ. xiii. 58, with Germanic parallels ; Ludwig, p. 508 ; Grill, I 8, 
125; Griffith, i. r46; Bloomfield, 19,384; Weber, xviii. 46. - Cf. Hillebrandt, Veda
clirestomathie, p. 48. 

I. Grower art thou, grower ; grower of severed bone; make this grow, 
0 arundltati. 

Arunc:llzad, lit. 'non-obstructing,' appears to be the name of a climbing plant having 
healing properties; it is mentioned more than once elsewhere, and in v~5 (vss. 5 and 9) 
along with lc1k1a (vs. 7) 'lac'; and the comm. to the present hymn repeatedly declares 
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lak.yii to be the healing substance referred to in it; probably it is a product of the 
arundlzatf. Ppp. has every time rolti?ti instead of rohatzf, and so the comm. also reads ; 
the manuscripts of Kauc;., too, give rohitti in the pratika, as does the schol. under 28. 14. 
There is evident punning upon the name and the causative rolzaya- 'make grow'; perhaps 
the true reading of a is rohatlJ' asi rohi~ti 'thou art a grower, O red one,' bringing in the 
color of the lac as part of the word-play; the comm. assumes rohitti, voc., at end of a 
(he lohitavariu Zak.ye). Ppp. further reads (Irtza:sya instead of chinndsya_; and has, 
in place of our c, rohit1yiim arha ata 'si rokittya 'sy o:radhe, making the verse an 
amt.y-/ztbh. The comm. gives asnas for asthnas in b. 

2. What of thee is torn (n-,;), what of thee is inflamed (? dyztt), is 
crushed (? pe.ytra) in thyself - may Dhatar excellently put that together 
again, joint with joint. 

Ppp. reads in a (irtzmii for ri.y-/am_; it reads tit, "tm.anafi in b; and in c, d it has tat 
sar,vmii ka!paylit sa1ii dadat. The comm. (with one of SPP's mss.) reads pre.y-tham 
( = priyatamam) for the obscure pe.y/ram in b (found elsewhere only in vi. 37. 3 below, 
where the comm: has pe1fam); the conjecture "bone" of the Pet. Lex. seems alto
gether unsatisfactory; it is rendered above as if from pi.y. The comm. paraphrases 
dyuttdm by dyo#tam, vedanaya prajvalitam i'va, which seems acceptable. 

3. Let thy marrow come together with marrow, and thy joint together 
with joint; together let what of thy flesh has fallen apart, together let 
thy bone grow over. 

Ppp. rectifies the meter of a by omitting te, and has for d L? b? J sanistra,vam am 

par'ZJa te. A few of the mss. (including our H.O.Op.) give vifrastam in c. The comm. 
reads fam instead of sam in every pacla. A couple of SPP's mss., by a substitution 
found also elsewhere Lsee ii. rz. 7, notej, have manyii for ma;j'rzif, in a. The Anukr. 
ignores the redundant syllable in the first pacla. 

4. Let marrow be put together with marrow; let skin (cdnnan) grow 
(nth) with skin; let thy blood, bone grow; let flesh grow with flesh. 

The third pada is translated as it stands Lcf. vs. ,5 cJ, but we can hardly avoid 
emending dsrk to astlmt1, or else dsthi to asnit, to agree with the others; the comm. 
Las an alternative J fills it out to two parallel expressions, for both blood and bone. 
Ppp. has, for b-d: asthna 'sthi vi roltaht snti1.1a te sa1it dadhmas snavna carmaiza 
carma ro/uitu. 

5. Fit thou together hair with hair ; fit together skin (t·vdc) with skin ; 
let thy blood, bone grow; put together what is severed, 0 herb. 

The prolongation of. the final vowel of a pada is so anomalous that we can hardly 
help regarding kalpayli in a as wrong, perhaps imitated from b; Ppp. avoids the diffi
culty by reading in a. .sa1iz dhryatlhn. L For c, compare vs. 4.J Ppp. also has for d 
our 4 d. 

6. Do thou here stand up, go forth, run forth, a chariot well-wheeled, 
well-tired, well~naved; stand firm upright. 

Ppp. is very different: ut ii'ftha pre 'hi' samttdha hi te par-u(i: smiz te dlzata dadhtiht 
tan no 1.n·rif/a1it mthasya cakra py ttpavaryathaz"r yathal 'ti sttkhasya nabhi~r prati 
ti'.ytha e·va1it. The Anukr. scans the verse as 9+ I I : 5 ==25 syllables. 
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7. If, falling into a pit, he hath been crushed (sam-ft), or if a stone 
hurled (pra-hr) bath smitten [him] - as a ~bhu the parts of a chariot, 
may it put together joint with joint. 

A number of the mss. (including our P.M.O.Op.) read kdrtmn for kartdm in a; 
the comm. explains kartam as meaning hartakavi chedakam iiyudham, and makes it 
subject of sa,hfap-t!:::: scnilliinasti_; he takes rbhus as one of the three ~~bhus ( quoting 
RV. i. Irr. 1), not giving the word any general sense. Ppp. again has an independent 
text: yadi vajro visr1fa stharakc1 jatu patitra yadi 1Ja ea ri!fam: vrk:rad vii yadi 'Vti 

,zJlbhyasi' fir.fa rbhilr #i sa eva;h smii dhami te paru/t, The verse is a brhatf only by 
number of syllables (ro+ro :8+8=36). LThe comm. makes the "Atharvanic spell" 
the subject in d. J 

r 3. For healing. 

[ ()nittati. - ciindramasmn uta vairvadevam. iinu,[/ttMam .] 

Found in Paipp. v. (in the verse-order r, 5, 2-4, 6, 7). Vss. I-5, 7 are in RV. x. r37, 
and vs. 6 occurs elsewhere in RV. x. Only vss. 1-3 have representatives in Yajur~ 
Veda texts. The hymn is called fmizt,Ufya in Kam;:. (9. 4), in the list of the !aghm;iinti 
gatia hymns; and our comm. to i. 4 counts it also to the bthachiinti ga?ta (reading in 
Kauc;:. 9. I itta deva,S for the tad e·va of the edited text), but he makes no mention of it 
here; he further declares it to belong among the aitholh7gas (for which see KaU<_;. 32. 27, 
note) ; the schol., on the other hand, put it in the iiyu:1:yagatza (54. I I, note). It is 
used (58. 3, I 1) in the ceremonies for long life that follow the initiation of a Vedic 
student. In Va.it. (38. r) it appears, with ii. 33 and iii. r I etc., in a healing ceremony 
for a sacrificer L see comm. J who falls ill. 

Translated: by the ·Rv. translators; and Aufrecht, ZDMG. xxiv. 203; Griffith, 
i. 147; Weber, xvHi. 48. - See Lanman's Reader, p. 390. 

r. Both, 0 ye gods, him that is put down, 0 ye gods, ye lead up 
again, and him that hath done evil (dgas), 0 ye gods, 0 ye gods, ye make 
to live again. 

Found without variant as RV. x. 137. r, and also in MS. (iv. 14. 2.) But Ppp. reads 
uddharaNi for 11n nayathii in b, and its second half-verse is tata mamt:1·ya11i tatit de'va 
de-vd:1' knrnta jz,vase. The comm. explains ava!titam as dhannavifaye sii'vadltiinam, 
apramatta'm, or alternatively, a,z1asthtipitam .,· supplying to it kuruta, and making of b 
an independent sentence, with double interpretation; and he says something in excuse 
of the four-fold repetition of the vocative. 

2. These two winds blow from the river as far as the distance ; let 
the one blow hither dexterity for thee; let the other blow away what 
complaint (rdpas) [thou hast]. 

Besides RV. (vs. 2), TB. (ii. 4. I7) and TA. (iv. 42. ,, vs. 6) have this verse. Both 
accent in c avlitu, as does SPP's text, and as ours ought to do, since all the mss. so 
read, and the accent is fully justified as an antithetical one; our text was altered to agree 
with the ii vii.tit of RV., which is less observant of the antithetical accent than AV., as 
both alike are far less observant of• it than the Brahmai;ias. All the three other texts 
have pdrli for vi at beginning of d; and TB.TA. give me instead of te in c. The 
second pada is translated in attempted adaptation to the thh:d and fourth ; of course, 
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the two ablatives with a might properly be rendered coordinately, and either 'hither 
from ' or 'hence as far as' ; the comm. takes both in the latter sense. 

3. Hither, 0 wind, blow healing; away, 0 wind, blow what complaint 
[there is]; for thou, all-healing one, goest [as] messenger of the gods. 

TB.TA. (as above) put this verse before the one that precedes it here and in RV. 
All the three read in c vifVdbllA<iajas, and Ppp. intends to agree with them (-bhejajo de-). 
The comm. offers an alternative explanation of devanttm in which it is understood as 
= indriyii?ziini 'the senses.' LVon Schroeder gives a, b, Tiibinger Katha-hss., p. 115.J 

4. Let the gods rescue this man, let the troops of Maruts rescue, let 
all beings rescue, that this man may be free from complaints. 

In RV., this verse and the following one change places. In a, RV. reads £ha for 
imdm, and in b the sing. trJyatl'im .. , garia(z. Ppp. ends b with maruto garzaifz, and 
d with agado csati. The first pada is defective unless we make a harsh resolution of a 
long ii. vVe had d above as i. 22. 2 c. 

5. I have come unto thee with wealfulnesses, likewise with uninjured
nesses; I have brought for thee formidable dexterity; I drive (su) away 
for thee the ydktma. 

The RV. text has in c te bhadrdvi ii 'bhar1a1iz_; both editions give the false form 
if 'bhiiri,)·cwz, because this time all the mss. (except our E.p.m.) chance to read it; in 
such cases they are usually divided between the two forms, and we need not have 
scrupled to emend here; the comm. has -r1am. Ppp. reads in c te bhadram. ari.yavi, 
and, for d, para szPvamy am~yat. 

6. This is my fortunate hand, this my more fortunate one, this my 
all-healing one; this is of propitious touch. 

This is, without variant, RV. x. 60. I 2; it takes in our hymn the place of RV: x. 137. 6. 

7. With (two) ten-branched hands - the tongue [is] forerunner of 
voice - with (two) disease-removing hands : with them do we touch 
thee. 

RV. (vs. 7) has for c, d anaviayitni,bhyli.riz t-vtt dbh;1a1ii tvo Jla spna1nasi. The 
Anukr. takes no notice of the redundancy in our c. 

14. With the sacriice of a goat. 
[Bhr_t;zt. - navarcam. lijyam, ilgneyam.. triii:rfubhmn: :a, 4. amt,Jfubh; 3. prastllrapankti; 

7, 9.fagati; 8,5-p. atirakvari.] 

Verses 1-6 are found also in Paipp. iii. (in the verse•order. I, 2, 5, 4, 6, 3), and in 
various Yajur-Veda texts (vss. I and 6 not in company with the rest); vss. 7-:9,. in 
Paipp. xvi. The hymn is use<! in Kaug. (64. 23 ff.) in the sava sacrifices, with goat 
or goat-rice-mess (ajiiudana) as sava: vss. 2-4, at 68. 24-27 (and also, the comm. 
says, in recitation in all sa1.1a sacrifices); vs. 5, at 63. 9 (the comm. says, with oblation 
in all) ; vs. 6, at 64. r 7 ; vs. 7 (vss. 7 and 8, according to the comm.), at 64. 18-20 

(with setting up the goat); vs. 9, at 64. 22 (with offering the skin having head and feet 
left attached to it). In Va.it., vs. r is used (29. 3) in the agnicayana, with building in 
a goat's head ; vss. 2-5 (29. I 7), in the same ceremony as the priests mount the altar; 
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vs. 5 (8. r 7), in the parvan sacrifices, with transfer of the fires, and again, in the 
agnzj/oma (r 5. 9), when the fire is brought to the uttara·vedi_; and the comm. regards 
vs. 3 as quoted at 27. 6, in the vtzjapeya rite. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 149; Weber, xviii. 51 (elaborate comment). 

r. Since the goat has been born from the heat of Agni (the fire), 
it saw [its] generator in the beginning; by it the gods in the beginning 
attained (z') [their] godhead; by (with?) it the sacrificial ones (nu!d!tya) 
ascended the ascents (roha ). 

Found also in VS. (xiii. 51), MS. (ii. 7, I 7; like VS. throughout), and TS. (iv. 2. 104). 

VS. and lVIS. have in c, d devatam c{gram aJ1a1is tcna rdltanz iiyann 1'tpa mid/z-. TS. has 
at the beginning ajti, and, correspondingly, srf. (with vaf added) in b, and tdytz in c and 
d; it also reverses the order of c and d, agreeing otherwise with VS.MS. in d, but having 
dgre, like AV., in c ; it also replaces r;okat by g-drbhiit in a. \Ve have a again below as 
ix. 5. I 3 a; and c is nearly equivalent to iii. 22. 3 c: moreover the juula-mss., here as 
there, misinterpret iiyaii before trhta as iiyam, which SPP. properly corrects to ayan 
in his pada-text; all our sa1ithita-mss. read ,1ya1i. The comm. declares hi in a to be 
intended to intimate that the same statement was made in another text also; and he 
quotes TS. ii. r. r 4 ; roha he explains by s·vargadiloka J. ttfna he takes both times as 
designating the means. The Anukr. takes no notice of the deficiency of a syllable in b. 
LAs to ajd, see Weber, Berliner Sb., 1895, p. 847 n.J 

2. Stride ye with the fire to the firmament (ndka), bearing in your 
hands vessel-[fires] (ztkhya) ; having gone to the back of the sky, to the 
heaven (svar), sit ye mingled with the gods. 

The other texts (VS. xvii. 65; TS. iv. 6. 5r; MS. ii. 10. 6) differ hut slightly from 
ours: all have the sing. i'tkhyam at beginning of b, and TS.MS. combine divdfi p
in c. Ppp. reads agnibhis in a, and ek:r,i1iz for i't.khyan in b ; for the latter, the comm. 
(with one of S PP's mss.) gives akfan, which he defines as akfavat jwakii.ftikan anu
f/hit,zn yajn,in. As usual, the mss. vary at the end between the equivalent iidkvam 
and addft7.1am.; our text reads the latter, SPP's the former. 

3. From the back of earth I have ascended to the atmosphere; from 
the atmosphere I have ascended to the sky; from the back of the sky, 
of the firmament (ndka), I have gone to heaven (svar), to light. 

The other three texts (VS. xvii. 67; TS. and MS. as above) agree in omitting 
JN/hilt in a and adding 1'td after altam: before antdril.::rnm. In this verse, the comm. 
takes svar as the sun (in vs. 2 1 as the svarga loka). It is too irregular (r 4+9: 7+8=38) 
to be so simply defined as it is by the Anukr. L If we omit the :first ahdm, and combine 
dfvif:ruham in band resolve -aat suar in cd, we get an orderly purastiidbrhati.J 

4. Going to heaven (s1.1ar) they look not away; they ascend to the 
sky, the two firmaments ('r6da.si) - they • who, well-knowing, have 
extended the everywhere-streaming sacrifice. 

The other texts (VS. xvii. 68; TS. and MS. as above) have no variants; but Ppp. 
ends b with rolzantzt rtidhasa~. The comrn. again takes svar as S'Varga .,· and 7fii;,vato
dharam: as either sarvato dharaha1n or e1se sarvato '7.Jiccltinnaphalapraptyitjii;}'ii 
yasmz"tt. 
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5. 0 Agni, go forth first of the divinities, eye of gods and of human 
beings (md1zufa) - pressing on (? iyak{a-) in unison with the Bbrgus, 
let the sacrificers go to heaven (svar), to well-being. 

The other texts (VS. xvii. 69; TS. and MS. as above) all read mdrtyanam at encl of 
b; and for devdtanam in a VS.TS. have de·vayatam, MS. devayatci,m/ and Ppp. also 
reads vzartyanam and de·vayatam .,· in c, MS. has sahti for saj61as. The comm. para
phrases cak1us by cak:Htrindrlyavat prlya!z, and iyak.yamatzizs by ya.y/ttm icclzantaft. 

6. With milk, with ghee, I anoint the goat, the heavenly eagle, milky, 
great ; by it may we go to the world of the well-done, ascending the 
heaven (svar), unto the highest firmament (naka). 

TS. (iv. 7. 13) and MS. (ii. 12. 3) have a parallel verse, with which Ppp. also corre
sponds in the first half: a ... f{'nMz (Ppp. -nfvi) yzmajml ftivasa ghrtina dz'vya1h supar
{tt£1iz (Ppp. samudrani) vayasii (MS. vayasdm.,· but Ppp. payasaliz) brhantam (Ppp. 
nthantam); as second half, they read: tina 'Vaydm patema bradhmisya 'UZ~1'fdpa1h 
s11vo (MS. svo) n2hatia ddhl nfika uttame, while Ppp. differs from our text only by 
having at beginning of d santliaiziz adld. The second half-verse is repeated below as 
xi. I. 3 7 c, d. The comm. reads in b pa_y1asam, but regards it as vayasam with Vedic 
substitution of p for v ; svar this time is either s-varga or s1"2ryatmakam parama,iz 
jyoti(i. The tri1fubh is irregular in its last two padas. LPronounce ga-i'pna in c (? in 
spite of Gram. § 894 c, end). Pada d is simply acatalectic. Ought we perhaps to read 
s12ar61t-, i.e. sz'tar ro!t- (root rtth without a, as at x. 2. 8; xii. 3. 42; xix. 6. 2)? J 

7. Accompanied by five rice-messes (-odand), by the five fingers, with 
the spoon, take thou up five-fold that rice-mess. In the eastern quarter 
set thou the head of the goat; in the southern (ddli\,i!za) quarter set his 
right (ddk:ri!za) side. 

Verses 7-9 are not found in other texts, not even in Ppp.* The comm. (against the 
accent) explains pdficaudanam as paficadhii vi'bltaktam odanam.,· uddkara as "take 
out of the kettle (sthalf) and set on the barhis"; and, both here and in the following 
verse, he substitutes for the actual part of the animal the cooked meat taken from 
such part, with the share of rice-mess that goes with it. The verse is ajagatf only by 
number of syllables (n+r3:1r+13=48; each pada Lsave bJ has trochaic close). 
L Reject dit;i in d and scan as I I + 12 : I r +II. J * L In a supplementary note, Roth says 
that they do occur (as noted above) in Ppp. xvi.J 

8. In the. western quarter set his rump ( bltasdd) ; in the northern 
(ztttara) quarter set his other (ztttara) side; in the upward quarter set 
the goat's back~bone; in the fixed quarter set his belly (? piijasJ'a); mid
way in the atmosphere his middle. 

The comm. explains pc'ijasyt!m, thus : paja z'ti balana1na: tatra ltt'ta1n ttdaragatam 
uvadhyam; and dhehi in connection with it as· meaning ni khana- which looks quite 
improbable. It is only by violence that this verse can be extended to 60 syllables, as 
the Anukr. requires. L Reject dit;i in b and c, as in vs. 7, and combine bhasddasya, and 
we get five good tril/ttblt padas. J Our edition. inserts after pajasyam an a7.1asii11a
mark which is wanting in the mss. and in SPP's text. 

9. Do thou envelop with cooked skin the cooked goat, brought 
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together with all his limbs, all-formed. Do thou rise up from here unto 
the highest firmament (ndka); with thy £.our feet stand firm in the 
quarters. 

One would expect in a rather d(rtay{7, as the hide can hardly have been cooked; 
the comm. reads instead t;ratha.ya, explaining; it as ·virasanena ·vibhaktaya_; but no 
such word as fratha appears to be found elsewhere, and both it and its interpretation 
are very implausible. To h;aca he adds "having the feet, tail, and head on." The 
verses read as if the goat himself, after cooking whole, were set up in position, the head 
to the east. The Anukr. does not heed that the second and fourth padas are tri.y/ztbh. 
L Ppp. has i;-rtttam ckani t;rutaya. J 

15. For abundant rain. 

[ Athar·van. - ,yot:japarcam. marutpar;imyadevatyavi. triiiffztbham : I, 2, 5. viriirfjagatl; 
4. viriifjurast<'idbthatf; 7, [8,J IJ, [I4,J anitf/ttbh ,· 9. pathyiipankti; Io. bhur{j; 

I2. 5-p. amt,J{ttb,grrrbha bhurif; I5. rankumaty anur!ubh.J 

Found (except vss. 2 and 15) in Paipp. v. (in the verse-order I, 3, G, 5, 4, 7, 9, ro, 8, 
1 r-r 4, 16). This hymn and vii. 18 appear to be called marutani in Kau~. (z6. 24: see 
note to this rule) ; t\1ey are specified as used together in a rite for procuring rain ( 4 I. I ff.) ; 
also in expiation of the portent of ufatiirakas ' inundations' ( I 03. 3) ; further, vss. I o 
and I r, ·with oblations respectively to Agni and Prajapati, in expiation of the portent of 
obscuration of the seven seers (r 27. 8, 9). In Va.it. (8. 9) vs. 6 appears in the preparn~ 
tions of the cfiturmlisya sacrifice. And the comm. quotes vs. I r as employed by the 
N alq;. K. (IS) in a mahat;iinti called fril},iftiti. 

Translated: Buhler, Orient 1md Occident, i. 219 ; Griffith, i. I 50 ; Weber, xviii. 58. 
- See also Vveber's references to Ludwig and Zimmer. Cf. introduction to iii. 13. 

I. Let the directions, full of mist (ndb!tasvant), fly up together; 
let clouds, wind~hurried, come together; let the lowing [cows] of the 
resounding misty great bull, the waters, gratify the earth. 

Ppp. combines in d vii.fro "fa!t; tbe comm., in c, viahar.y- Las the meter requires J ; 
this happens to be a case where all the mss. agree in mahar;-. The meaning in a 
probably is the confusion of the directions by reason of the mists ; the comm. renders 
:ndbhas'vatls in a by nabh,is11atli vliyima yuktaft, and nabhas·vatas in c by 'ViiyttjJre.ri

tasya megliasya sambamlliinya(i. L The second half-verse recurs at 5, below; see note. J 

2. Let the mighty (tavz'fd), liberal (mddnu) ones cause to behold 
together; let the juices (nf.sa) of the waters attach themselves (sac) to 
th.e . herbs; let gushes (sdrga) of rain gladden (malzay-) the earth ; let 
herbs of all forms be born here and there (pfthah). 

The "mighty ones" in a are doubtless the Maruts; fk,1ay• is perhaps an error which 
has blundered in from the next verse, for it!i1ay- (though no causative of 11,kf occurs else
where in AV.); the comm. supplies for it .'Vrffim as object; the translation implies 
something like" attract every one's attention." It would be easy to rectify the meter 

· of d by reading 6,1adhir 1dritfiifi,; a is the only real jagati pacla; and even by count the 
verse is only nicrt (Iz+u: II +13=47). 

3. Do thou make the singers (gdyant) to behold together the mists; 
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let rushes (vtfga) of waters rush (vefj) up here and there; let gushes of 
rain gladden the earth; let plants of all forms be born here and there. 

Ppp. has for a samik,5ad vi(vag vato napaitsy _; at end of b, patantu for 1.1ijantam _; 
in d, O:'>adhayas ( as in 2 d L of the editions J). The comm. regards a as addressed to 
the Maruts (he marudga~ta), and "the singing ones" as "us who are praising"; and 
vega as "swift stream." The Anukr. ignores the extra syllable in d Lrectify as in 2 d, 
virz7fiis ? J. 

4. Let the troops of Maruts sing unto thee, 0 Parjanya, noisy here 
and there ; let gushes of raining rain rain along the earth. 

Pfthak, lit. 'severally, separately,' is used in these verses rather in the sense of 'all 
about, everywhere.' Ppp. has in d srJantu for var..yantu. The Anukr. makes the 
pada-division after nuirutas, and the pada-mss. mark it accordingly, thus leaving 
parjanya without excuse for its accentlessness ; but all the mss. read so, and both 
editions follow them. Doubtless either mzf.rutas or parjanya is an intrusion; so the 
meter indicates. The comm. gives in c var:1·antas. 

5. Send up, 0 Maruts, from the ocean; brilliant [is] the song; ye 
make the mist fly up; let the lowing [cows] of the resounding misty 
great bull, the waters, gratify the earth. 

We had the second half-verse as I c, d; but Ppp. gives an original half-verse instead: 
pra var1ayan# tami1tt sudiina110 "ptvfz rasir o~·adhi sacantam. The first half is trans
lated literally as it stands; but it is pretty certainly corrupt. Ppp. reads irayanta, tvefa. 
'rka, patayanht * _; and the true reading is perhaps tve~'ii arkiZ nabha itt patayantit 'let 
our brilliant songs make' etc. The comm. finds no difficulty, since his ideas of grammar 
allow him to make tve1ds and arkds qualify ndbhas (t'vqo diptbnad arko •rcanasadlia
nam udaka11i tadyuktani nabhafi). TS. (in ii. 4. 8 2 ) and MS. (in ii. 4. 7) have a first 
pada nearly agreeing with our a (TS. irayatlza, MS. -yata), the rest of the verse being 
wholly different. A couple of our mss. (O.Op.), with two or three of SPP's, read 
samudraJas at encl of a. * L Roth, in his collation, give·s patayanta., in his notes, -tu. J 

6. Roar on, thunder, excite (ard) the water-holder; anoint the earth, 
0 Parjanya, with milk; by thee poured out, let abundant rain come; let 
him of lean kine, seeking refuge, go home. 

That is, let the herdsman whose animals have been thinned by the drought, now be 
even driven to shelter by the abundance. of rain. Ppp. makes srrfam and var1a1n 
change places, and is defaced at the end. The first three words are those of RV. v. 83. 7. 
The comm. (with two or three of SFP's n)ss. that follow him) reads.in d iisarii.ifi, and 
renders it "seeking concurrence .of streams"; our O.Op. have -riiz"fi. The comm. 
makes krqagus signify " the sun, with his rays made slender''! and, ofcourse, he is to 
"set" ( astam i), or be made invfoible by the clouds. The .Anukr. makes no account 
of the fact that a is _jagati. L For iifiira, see Lanman, Trans. American Plillological 
Association, xv. (1884), p. vii.J 

7. Let the liberal ones favor (savz,.av) you, also the fountains, great 
serpents (ajagard); let the clouds, started forward by the Maruts, rain 
along the earth. 

Ppp. omits vas in a, and combines sudanavo •tsa 'Jagara,; and its second half~verse 
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is vatii 7.lar!asya 11ar1atuf pravahanht PrtltivlJn amt. The comm. renders avanltt by 
tarpayanttt .,· aJagaras here by ajag-aratmana vz'tarkyamanaft, and under vs. 9 by 
ajagarasamiinakariifz: i.e. "that look like great serpents as they wind sinuously 
along"; he takes sudanavas in a alternatively as vocative, notwithstanding its accent. 

8. Let it lighten to every region (dfa); let the winds blow to (from?) 
every quarter; let the clouds, started forward by the Maruts, come 
together along the earth. 

Ppp. has in d var1antu, as our text in the preceding verse. The comm. also points 
out the possibility of taking dirds as either accus. pl. or abl. sing. The Anukr. some
how omits to define the metrical character of this verse and of vs. 14. 

9. Waters, lightning, cloud, rain-let the liberal ones favor you, also 
the fountains, great serpents; let the clouds, started forward by the 
Maruts, show favor (pra-av) along the earth. 

Ppp. begins with vatas instead of iipas, and omits (as in 7 a) vas in b; and, for the 
last two pa.das, it reads prii pyaya.wa pra pitrsva smii bli12m£1Ji payasa s?ja. The 
comm. again takes sudanavas as vocative, and makes the elements mentioned in a 
subjects of sam a'vantu_; il1 d he reads pliivanht but regards it as for pra '71anitt 
Lparallel with palayate etc. (W's Gram. § 108 7 c ), for which he cites Pa.1,1i~i viii. 2. I 9 J. 

IO. Agni, who, in unison with the waters' selves (tantl.), hath become 
overlord of the herbs - let him, Jatavedas, win ('van) for us rain, breath 
for [our] progeny, anzfta out of the sky. 

The comm. paraphrases amrtam with amrtatvaprlipakam. The Anukr. duly notes 
the redundant syllable in d. 

r I. May Prajapati from the sea, the ocean, sending waters, excite the 
water-holder; let the seed of the stallion (vf-~an drva) be filled up; come 
hitherward with that thunder, -

To this verse really belongs the first pa.da of our vs. I 2, as the sense plainly shows, 
as well as its association in RV. (v. 83. 6 b, c, d) with the two closing pa.das here. L Cf. 
Lanman, Reader, p. 370; misdivision as between hymns.J But the mss., the Anukr., 
the comm., and both editions, end vs. I r with e 'hi. RV. reads in our c pinvata for 
pyiiJlatam, and dhff,riis for rttas. Ppp. combines in b lip' irayann, and begins c with 
prii py-. The comm. gives vi~~tzos instead of 7.l(!{U:ls in c, and explains both it and 
salilad in a by vyajana(ila, which is one of his standing. glosses for obscure words; 
ardayiiti he paraphrases with ra~mib!tir lidcinemi pi~layattt, and ttdatlkim simply by 
jczladhi:m. This verse is as much bhuri/ as vs. ro, unless we combine dpe "rdyan in 
b. LFor -m2ncld, see Prat. iii. 38, note.J 

12. Pouring down waters, our Asura father. 
Let the gurgles of the waters puff, 0 Varu:r:,.a; let down the descending 

waters ; let the speckled-armed frogs croak (vad) along the water-courses 
(iri,;ta). 

What is left of the verse after tl'ansferring its first triffttblt pada to vs. II, where it 
belongs, is (but for the intruded word 7Jant?ta, which is wanting in Ppp.) a regular 
anitffubh, having its a,z,asiina division after srJa / and this is the division actually made 
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in all the mss., and in SPP's text. Ppp. combinesgargarii pii.m. The comm. declares 
gargara an imitative word (idrgdhvaniyuktiift j,raviihii.fi), and the translation so renders 
it; as second pada of the amtf/ubh he reads avanicir (avanim ancan#, i.e. bhilmilit 
gacchanti l) aj,a srJa ..,· his first account of asura is as from as 'throw' (meghii:na,iz 
.kfepta). LDiscussed and translated, apropos of iriiza, by Fischel, Ved. Stud. ii. 223.J 

I 3. Having lain for a year, [like] Brahmans performing a vow, the 
frogs have spoken forth a voice quickened by Parjanya. 

The mss. (except one of SPP's, which follows the comm.) absurdly read 7.1tf.tam at 
beginning of c; both editions emend to 'llt"fcani, which the comm. gives, and which is 
.also read in the corresponding RV. verse, vii. 103. I. Ppp. has mati(filka in d. In our 
edition, correct two printer's errors, reading smizvatsara1iz and b1·ahmatzzi. L Bloomfield 
,discusses this vs. and the following, JAOS. xvii. I 74, 179.J 

14. Speak forth unto [it], 0 she-frog; speak to the rain, 0 tadurz,
swim in the midst of the pool, spreading thy four feet. 

Many of our mss. (P.M.E.I.H.K.) accent itj,a L cf. Prat. iv, 3J at the beginning. Ppp. 
reads mii.tzfluki in a, and tli1hdhuri in b. The comm. defines tadu:ri as "she-offspring 
of the tadura," but gives no explanation of tadura. The verse is also found in a khlla 
to RV. vii. 103, reading in a -upaj,ldvada, and in c j,lavasva. LFor 14, r5, see Weber, 
Berliner Sb., 1896, p. 257. As to metrical definition of 14, see vs. 8 n.J 

I 5. 0 kha7Jvakha! 0 khaimakha! in the middle, 0 taduri! win ye 
rnin, 0 Fathers; seek the favor (mdnas) of the Maruts. 

The verse (as already noted) is unfortunately wanting in Ppp. The first pada is 
misprinted as regards accentuation in our edition, being marked as if the final syllables 
were kampa, instead of mere protractions. L That is, the horizontal under the first 
syllable kha- should be deleted; and the signs above and below the two 3's should also 
be deleted. They are printed aright, kha,?t'vakil.Ji kltiifmakltff3i, in nagari, by Whitney, 
Prat. p. 392, footnote, and on p. 400, and by SPP.J Prat. i. 105 quotes the words 
{with the two that follow) in its list of words showing protraction; and i. 96 points out 
that the final i in each is grave. The comm. says that the three vocatives (he quotes 
the stems as kluztvvaklui ;aimaklta taduri) are special names for kinds of she-frogs -
which seems likely enough ; the two former appear to involve imitations of croaking 
{but in u;s. iv.3. 18 the householder's female slaves are to call out hiUmaha3, as 
they circmnambulate the marjalfya, filling new water-holders). SPP. (p. 598, note) 
asks whyt if the words are vocatives, they are not accented simply khdtiva!.~ha3i khaf. 
makhii3i - being apparently ignorant of the fact that a protracted final syllable is regu
larly and usually accented, without regard to any other accent the word may have (see 
Whitney, Skt. Gr.§ 78 a). Several of our mss. (E.I.H.O.Op.), and a couple of SPP's, 
leave the first syllable of each word unaccented. It would much help both met.er and 
sense to supply hraddsya (or else plavasva) after madhye in b; the comm .• eitber sup
plies hradasya or reads it in his text. All our mss., and our printed text, have at the 
end z'chatafi.,· SPP. follows the comm. and about a third of his manuscript authorities in 
reading z'chata, which is doubtless the true text, and implied as such in the translation 
above. The comm. explains _pitaras as palayitaro ma1;t(fttkaft I SPP. regards him as 
reading miinttam in d, but this appears doubtful. L The Anukr. scans 8 + 5 : 8 +8.J 

16. The great vessel (kofa) do thou draw up (ud~ac); pour on; let 
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there be lightnings; let the wind blow; let them extend the sacrifice, 
being manifoldly let loose; let the herbs become full of delight. 

Ppp. reads maltanta111 at beginning of a, and ,z;isr#am at end of c. The first pada 
is nearly RV. v. 83. 8 a, which, however, reads i2d acii nf .yhica. Our P.M.\V. read 
tanvdntam. in c. Tl~e comm., doubtless correctly, understands the waters as the 
"them " of c; itd aca he explains as samztdrad ttdakapilrtzam uddliara _; he supplies 
antarik.yam to sa,zlidyutam _; the expression is better understood as an impersonal one. 
L With b, d, cf. RV. v. 83. 4 a, b.J 

Here ends the third anuvaka, having 5 hymns and 5 I verses ; the quoted Anukr. 
says ekavitir;atift. 

16. The power of the gods. 

[.Brahman. - navarcam. satyiinrtiinvik.ya~zasiiktam. viirH?tam. triii:r{ubham: J', antt:r/ttbh; 
5. bhur{j; 7. jagati; 8 . .3-p. maht'ibrhati; 9. z1irti~miimatr1;Md._r;riiyatri.] 

Five verses of this hymn (in the verse-order 3, z, 5, 8, 7) are found together in 
Pai pp. v ., and parts of vss. 4 and 6 elsewhere in the same book. It is used by 
Kauc:;. (48. 7) in a rite of sorcery against an enemy who "comes cursing"; and vs. 3 
also in the portent-ceremony of the seven seers (127. 3), with praise to Varm;a. 

By reason of the exceptional cbaracter of this hymn as expression of the unrestricted 
presence and influence of superhuman powers, it has been a favorite subject of trans
lation and discussion. Translated: Roth, Ueber den A v:, p. 29; Max Mi.iller, Chips 
from a German 'f;Vorkshoj, i. 41 (r867); Muir, OST. v. 63; Ludwig, p. 388; Muir, 
llfetrical Translations, p. 163; Kaegi, D,:r Rigveda 2 , p 89 f. (or p. 65 f. of R. Arrow
smith's translation of Kaegi), with abundant parallels from the Old Testament; 
Grill, 32, 126; Grifiith, i. I 53; Bloomfield, 88, 389; Weber, xviii. 66. Some of the 
above do not cover the entire hymn. - See also Hillebrandt, Veda-ckrestomathie, 
p. 38; Bergaigne-Henry, Jl,fantte!, p. 146; further, Grohmann, Ind. Stud. ix. 406; 
Hermann Brunnhofer, Iran und Turan (1889), p. 188-196; Weber, Berliner Sb., 1894t 
p. 782 .f. 

L Weber entitles the hymn "Betheuerung der Unschulcl, Eidesleistung"; see his 
instructive note, Ind. Stud. xviii. 66, note 2. "Comes cursing" hardly takes account 
of the voice of rafyama1tam as used by Kau~. 48. 7.J 

I. The great superintendent of them sees, as it were, from close by; 
whoever thinks to be going on in secret, all this the gods know. 

The verse is altogether wanting in Ppp. All the mss. read in a-b -tii ant- (p. -tll : 
ant-), with irregular absence of combination across the cesura;. the case might be one 
of those contemplated by Prat. iii. 34, although not quoted in the comment on that rule ; 

. SPP. reads with the mss., and our edition might perhaps better have done the same 
(it is emended to -tii 'nt-). But SPP, also reads in cyds taytft, instead ofy,£ (i.e.yd(t) 
stiiydt*, w.hile nearly all his pada-mss. (with all of ours) require the latter; his wholly 
insufficient reason seems to be that the comm. adopts tayat.,- the comm. also has, as 
part of the same version, carat, and views the two words as contrasted, " stable '' 
(slhittatyena vartamana1h sthira,zmstu) and "transient'' (caratttiflla,ii 1taf'Vara1ii ea 
vasht)1 which is absurd:" he is great, because he knovvs (manyate=zjtinati!) all varieties 
0£ being." The comm. understands e.yam, as meaning II of our evil-minded enemies," 
and keeps up the implication throughout, showing no manner of comprehension of the 
meaning of the hymn. *LSee Prat. ii. 40, note, p. 426 near end.J 
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2. 'Whoso stands, goes about, and whoso goes crookedly (valic), whoso 
goes about hiddenly, who defiantly (? pmtdnkam) - what two, sitting 
down together, talk, king Varul).a, as third, knows that. 

Ppp. reads in a manasa instead of carati, and in b praliiyam instead of prata'iikam_; 
and for c it has dvau yad avadatas savinijadya. The pada-mss. give in b nioliiyan, 
as if the assimilated final nasal before c were n instead of m,; and SPP. unwisely 
leaves this uncorrected in his pada-text, although the comm. correctly understands 
-yam. The comm. regards a and b as specifying the " enemies " of vs. I a ; ·van.cat£ 
he paraphrases by kaufilyena pratarayatl, and prata17kam by prakar.p:iza krcchra
jrvanam prapya_; ni'laya-m'¥ he derives either from nis+l or from ni+lz. The true sense 
of prataftkam is very obscure; the translation seeks in it a contrast to nitilyam; the 
translators mostly prefer a parallel "gliding, creeping," or the like. The Anukr. 
apparently balances the redundant a with the defici'ent c. * LNote that \V's version 

, connects it with ni-lina of vs. 3; cf. Gram. § 995 a, and my Reader, p. 394.J 

3. Both this earth is king Varm1a's, and yonder great sky with dis
tant margins (-dnta); also the two oceans are Varui;ta's paunches; also 
in this petty water is he hidden. 

Ppp. has, for a, b, 1tte 'yam asya :Prthi'vi samici dya.11.r brhatir antarik~·am _,- and, 
at end of d, ttdakena maktii(i. The comm. declares that the epithets in b belong to 
" earth " as well as to " sky " ; kuk:ri he paraphrases by dak#tiottara_pa1Jvabhedena 
'vast!tz'te dve 1,1dare. 

4. Also whoso should creep far off beyond the sky, he should not 
be released from king Varn9a ; from the sky his. spies go forth hither; 
thousand-eyed, they look over the earth. 

Only the second and third padas are found in Ppp. (and, as noted above, not in 
company with the main part of the hymn), which gives {ha for di7;as and -ime ;sya for 
ida1n asya (both in c). The sa11ildta-mss., as usual, vary between dz'vd(t and dz'vd before 
s_p-. The comm. has purastat in a. 

5. All this king Varm1a beholds (vi-cak,F) - what is between the two 
firmaments (r6dasi), what beyond; numbered of him are the winkings 
of people; as a gambler the dice, [so] does he fix (?ni-mi) these things. 

Ppp. reads for d ak:ran na fVag·hnI bhwvana mamite, which gives a rather more 
manageable sense; our text is probably corrupt (vt cinotz' J'); the comm. explains nl 
udnoti by ni k1zpati_; and to the obscure tiini (not relating to anything specified in the 
verse) he supplies papinii,vi ft'k.;a!earniii{d, He has again (as in 4 a) purastat in b; 
and in c he understands sanikhyiita (not ~taf.z), as "enumerator,'' and. ni'Jni:ras as gen. 
with asya. He also reads in d svaghni, and quotes and expands Yaska's derivation. of 
the word from sva + han. The verse is bhurij if we insist on reading z'va instead of 
'vain d. LRead 'va, or ak.;,tn fVaghnfva, or with Ppp. ?J 

6. What fetters (Para) of thine, 0 Varul).a, seven by seven, stand 
triply relaxed ('vi-si), shining -let them all bind him that speaks 
untruth; whoso· is truth~speaking, let them let him go. 

Our sz'nt£ntu, at beginning of c, is our emendation, obviously necessary; a· few mss. 
(including our Bp.E.H.) have fz'ndntu, and the rest chz'n- (our P.M. dhln~, doubtless 
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meant for chin-), which SPP. accordingly retains; the comm. has chinattu, explaining 
it as for chindantu. Ppp's version of the verse is found with that of the half of vs. 4 ; it . 
reads chi'nadya ./ it also has sajtasaptatis in a, and rtt!ata ruranta(z at end of b; and 
its d is yas sabhyavag ati tcuh srjami. The comm. also reads in b ru:wntas, which is,. 
as at iii. 28. r, an acceptable substitute for the inept ru~-; in b he apparently has 7.JZ'sitas,. 
and takes it as tatra tatra baddhiis, while the true sense obviously is "laid open ready for 
use"; the "triply,, he regards as alluding to the three kinds of fetter specified in vii. 83. 

3 a, b. 

7. With a hundred fetters, 0 Varm;i.a, do thou bridle (abhz'-dha) him;. 
let not the speaker of untruth escape thee, 0 men-watcher; let the 
villain sit letting his belly fall [apart], like a hoopless vessel, being cut 
round about. 

The two editions read in c va,i,;ayifrl;iZ, with the majority of the mss.; but nearly half 
(including our P.M.vV.H.Op.) have <;ra1isay-, and two of ours (K.Kp.) srmifay--all 
of them rnisreadings for sra,isay-, which the comm. gives ( = jalodararoge7.za srastmiz 
krtva). LThe disease called '' water-belly," to which c and d refer, is dropsy, Van1\1a's. 
punishment for sin.J Ind, SPP. reads abandluis with the comm., but against all his. 
mss. and the majority of ours (P.p.m.M.W.O.Op. have -dlzas), which have -clhrds; 
bandlira (i.e. banddlzra, from bandit+ tra) is so regular a formation that we have no, 
right to reject it, even if it does not occur elsewhere. Ppp. puts vantiza in a before 
abM, omitting en.am, thus rectifying the meter (which might also be done by omitting 
the superfluous varttiza); and it omits the li of -vaii in b. There is not ajagati pada. 
in the verse, and d becomes regularly tri,1/ttbh by combining kot;e 'vii-. 

8. The Varu:ga thaf is lengthwise (samamya), that is crosswise (v;1-. 
am;1a); the Varul).a that is of the same region (sa,j.zdeo1a), that is of a 
different region (vz'derya); the Varm?,a that is of the gods, and that is. 
of men-

If the word 11drtt{tas, thrice repeated, were left out, there would remaip, a regular
gayatri .,- and the meaning would be greatly improved also; if we retain it, we must. 
either emend to 11artt?ia, vocative, or to vilrttfids 'of Varm,.1a,' i.e. 'his fetter,' or else we 
must understand 'Vdnt?tas as here strangely used in the sense of 'Vi'iru~ufs: the comm. 
makes no difficulty of doing the last. L Ppp. reads in a, yas samanyo .,· in b, yaf fymii
defyo ( or cya11i-) ; in c, yo daivyo 7.1aru!tO yaf ea manu:;assa .,· and adds t11liJis tv etiint 
prati muncamy atra.J For the first two epithets compare xviii. 4. 70; the next two are 
variously understood by the translators; they are rendered here in accordance with the 
comm. Though so differently defined by the Anukr. Lcf. ii. 3. 6 n.J, the verse as it 
stands is the ·same with vs. 9, namely I r x 3 =33 syllables. 

9. With all those fetters I fasten (abld~sa) thee, 0 so-and-so, of such
and-such a family, son of such-and-such a mother; and all of them I 
successively appoint for thee. 

If the verse is regarded as metrical, with three padas (and it scans very fairly as, 
such), we ought to accent asiitt L voc. of asi'itt J at beginning of b. The comm. perhaps 
understands amt in c as independent, dmt (SPP. so holds). The last two verses are, as 
it were, the practical application of vss. 6 and 7, and probably added later. L As to the 
naming of the names, see Weber's note, p. 73.J 
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17. Against various evils : with a plant. 

[9ukra. - caturvinrarcmit trayanz sitktanibn. apdmiirgavanaspatidevatyam. iim1:r/ubham.] 

Verses 1-6 are found as a hymn in Paipp. v., and hymns 18 and 19 follow it there, 
with some mixture of the verses. Vs. 8 is found separately in ii. Hymns 17-19 are 
called by the comm. ava_paniya 'of strewing.' They are used together by Kau<;:. (39.7), 
with ii. I I and iv. 40 and others, in the preparation of consecrated water to counteract 
hostile sorcery ; and vs. I 7. 5 is reckoned by the schol. ( 46. 9, note) to the dtt(tsva_pna
nat;ana ga~a. 

Translated: Zimmer, p. 66; Grill, 37, r30; Griffith, i. I 55; Bloomfield, 69, 393; 
Weber, xviii. 73. 

I. Thee, the mistress of remedies, 0 conquering one (u;/e~rd), we take 
hold of; I have made thee a thing of thousand-fold energy (-'vzrya) for 
every one, 0 herb. 

Ppp. reads for b ni:fe~·a ".r;ntimahc. vVe should expect in c -viryiim, and three of 
SPP's mss. (none of ours) so read; but he has not ventured to admit it into his text; 
the comm. ,gives -yam, but explains as if -yam (aparhnitasiimarthyayuktam). The 
comm. regards the plant sahadevi (name of various plants, including Sida cordifolia 
and rhombifolia, OB.) as addressed. He takes uJJe1e in bas dative,::::: ujjetzmt. 

2. The truly-conquering, the curse-repelling, the overcoming, the 
reverted one (punaljsard) - all the herbs have I called together, saying 
"may they(?) save us from this." 

The last pada is translated in accordance with the better reading of Ppp.: ato ma 
parayan iti. In b, Ppp. gives punaccara_; SPP. presents puna!zs-, in closer accord
ance with the mss. than our jnmass-. The comm. does not recognize the meaning 
'reverted' (i.e.' having reverted leaves or fruit') as belonging to _pima(tsard, but renders 
it as "repeatedly applied" (abhlk:i·tzyena bahzttaravyadhintvrttaye sara#). He reads in 
a r,apathayo_panlm, and in c ablii (for akvi) : and one or two of S PP's mss. support him 
each time; our O.Op. give addhi, by a recent copyist's blunder; the comm. supplies 
gacchanti for his sam-abhi to belong to. The Anukr. takes 110 notice of the excess of 
two syllables in a. 

3. She that bath cursed with cursing, that hath taken malignity as her 
root, that hath seized on [our] young to take [its] sap - let her eat [her 
own] offspring. 

The verse is a repetition of i,28. 3, and the comm. again, as there, reads iidade at 
encl of b. He notes that a full explanation has been already given, but yet allovvs him
self to repeat it in brief; this time he gives only m'iJrcha_pradam. as the sense of m1iram. 
Ppp; (which has no version of i. 28) gives here, for c, d, ya 1.1a rathasya prasiire hy ato 
gham tt tvasa/t. As i. 28. 3, the verse was properly called viraf_pathyabrhatr. L Cor
rect the verse-number from.6 to 3 in the edition.J 

4. What [witchcraft] they have f!lade for thee in the raw vessel 
(pdtra), what they have made in the blue-red one, in raw flesh what 
witchcraft they have made -with that do thou smite the witchcraft
makers. 
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The verse is nearly accordant with v. 3 I. I beiow. Ppp. reads in b yii sutre nll-. 
A raw vessel is one of unburnt clay (apakve mrtjatre, comm.). The comm. defines 
"the blue-red one" as fire, blue with smoke, red with flame*·; and the "raw :flesh" as 
that of a cock or other animal used for the purposes of the charm. The krtya appears 
to be a concrete object into which an evil in:fluence is conveyed by sorcery, and which 
then, by depositing or burying, becomes a source of harm to those against whom the 
sorcery is directed (mantrau.yadhadi"bhi!z ~atro(i pi,jakarbn, comm. to iv. 18. 2). The 
comm. reads tvaya in d, and first pronounces it used by substitution for tvam, then 
retains it in its proper sense and makes Ja!zi mean hantavycis: both are examples of 
his ordinary grammatical principles. The Anukr. ignores the metrical irregularity of 
c L reject yif1ii? J. ;;; L Bloomfield, on the basis of Kauc_;., interprets it as a thread of blue 
and red; and this j~ confirmed by the Ppp. si7tre. J 

5. Evil-dreaming, evil~living, demon, monster (abhva), hags, all the 
ill-named ( f.), ill-voiced-them we make disappear from us. 

Ppp. has in a dttss·vaj,muit durjivatmit, and, for c, d, d1irviicas sar'va1ii d1trbhitta1it 
tam ito nar;-. A couple of our mss. (I.H.p.m.) read abki7m in b. The comm. gives 
-jlvatyam in a (with two of SPP's mss.), and (with our P.M.\V.E.) asvifn instead of 
asmdn in d. He first defines abkvam simply as "great," and then as a special kind 
of demon or demoniac (quoting RV. i. 185. z); and the duriit"imnis as pir;acis having 
various bad appellations, such as chedika and bhedikii. The verse js repeated as 

vii. 23. I. 

6. Death by hunger, <leath by thirst, kinelessness, childlessness -
through thee, 0 off-wiper (apiimargd), we wipe off all that. 

The translation implies the obvious emendation of anajJadyatam (p. anaj](iodyatam) 
in b to -ajJatyd-, which 1s read by the comm. and by three of SPP's lll!$S, which follow 
him; SPP. very properly admits -apatyd~ into his text (but forgets to emend his pada
text thoroughly, and leaves in it the absurd division anajiaotyritam.) L Weber, however, 
discussing avadya, Berliner Sb., 1896, p. 272, defends the reading apadya-.J The 
comm. says nothing of the sudden change here from scihadei,i to apama1;ga, which 
ought to be another plant ( A dzyrantlzes as_/Jera: a weed found all over India, having 
very long spikes of retroflected flowers), but may possibly be used here as a synonym 
or appellation of the other. In his introduction, he speaks of da:rbha, ajiiivtil,rg-a, and 
sahade1.1i as infused in the consecrated water. 

7. Death by thirst, death by hunger, likewise defeat at dice- through 
thee, 0 off-wiper, we wipe off all that. 

Ppp. omits this variation on vs. 6. 

8. The off-wiper is indeed of all herbs the sole controHer (varin); 
with it we wipe [off] what has befallen (risth£ta) thee; then do thou go 
about free from disease. 

Ppp. (in book ii.) has for b 1.dfviisam eka it patift, combines in c mr:fmii, "sthitam, 
and reads at the end cara(i. Asthitam (also vi. 14.1 and VS. vi.15) has perhaps a 
more special sense than we are able to assign to it; the comm. paraphrases by krtyadi
bhir apatita1ii rogiit/ikam. 
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18. Against witchcraft: with a pl..mt. 

[l;;ukra. - (etc.: see under hymn 17). 6. btlzatigarbhii.J 

-iv. 18 

Found in Paipp. v. (vs. 6 before 5). Used by Kau<;, only in company with h. 17, as 
there explained. 

Translated: Grill, 25, r3r; Griffith, i.r56; Bloomfield, 70,396; Weber, xviii.77. 

I. The same light with the sun - night possesses the same with the 
day; I make what is effective (satyd) for aid; sapless be the makers (f.) 
[of witchcraft]. 

Kft'l;aris at the end borrows a special sense from its relationship with krtyzf. La case 
of "reflected meaning" - see note to iii. r I. 8 J. The construction in the :first half-verse 
(if here rightly understood) is peculiarly intricate: samdm jyotis is, as it were, coordinate 
with the same£ of samavatr, as if it were samajyoti.pnati: i.e. " night has its light as 
good as the sun's or the day's." Or else jyotis (R.) is to be taken outright as "moon
light " (==later jyotsnii). Ppp. begins with samii blzitmis sit-, and has in c sablzya for 
satyam. One of our pada-mss. (Op.), like one of SPP's, divides in b samoa,vati_/ the 
comm. defines the word by" of equal length" (samanaylimii); and krtvaris by kartana
filas (taking it from krt 'cut'). In our text, the r-sign has dropped out from under 
the k-sign in this word. 

2. Whoso, 0 gods, having made witchcraft, shall take it to the house 
of one unknowing- let it, like a sucking (dhiiru) calf to its mother, go 
back unto him. 

The comm., with one or two of SPP's mss., reads drat instead of hdrat in b; dltari,s 
he defines by stanajanani kurvan. There is a redundant syllable in c unless we 
abbreviate iva to 'va . 

• 
3. \1/hoso, having made evil at home, desires to slay another with it-

numerous ston.es make a loud crash when it (f.) is burned. 
Ppp. is partly defaced in this verse ; and it gives us no aid in solving the difficulties 

of the second half. The discordance between the masculines yas and piijnndnam in 
a, b and the feminine tdsyiim is perhaps best removed by supposing krtya to have 
been mentally substituted for papman (the comm. supplies krtyayiim to tasyiinz); Grill 
violently emends amii in a to amifyam:. (sc. jJiitryzf.m *), and thinks that this raw vessel 
bursts noisily in pieces when burnt; R. conjectures that thick stones crack when the 
krtya is burnt, perhaps so as to wake the intended victim. The comm. paraphrases 
ama by anukula i'va saha stMta!t, i.e. an . assistant or confederate, and reads in c 
dugdhiiylim " drained'' or made ineffective ; the stones are produced by the . counter
magic, and are called on to . do ( kart'km# = jnmafz~jJtmaft kun,antu: a . convenient 
substitution of the imperative!) damage (pha!=ltiJisanam) to the krtya-krt. The trans
lation given above implies a threat of the destruction of the krtya by burning and by 
stones tumbling crash! (phat for jJ/ia~ ?) upon it. The harsh resolution krtu.-ii makes 
the verse a full anu~·/ubh. L lip. also has dugdhli.yam. J * L Oxytone, not perispome. J 

4. 0 thou of a thousand abodes (?-dhtbnan), do thou make them lie(?) 
crestless, neckless ; take back the witchcraft to him that made it, like a 
sweet-heart (priyd) to a lover. (jwiydvant). 

For v{fz'lihan in a, Ppp. reads vi,fakha1h (our P.M.W.E. have vf(qan, our Bp.I.H. 
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vffzjan). In b, SPP. reports all his authorities as reading fayay<i (p. -ya); no such 
form has been noted among our mss. Lbut Ppp. has fli.ya h1am..,· Benares ms. R., clzii~ 

yaya_; and T., cltayaya J; in most mss. y and p are but imperfectly distinguished, and, 
as some of SPP's authorities are oral, he is to be presumed right; and the translation 
implies ft'iyaya Lfor the sa1itdhi, Prat. ii. I 7 J. The comm. reads instead k,ftryaya, from 
k.yi ( = klayam prapaya). He rehearses the series of diverse senses given by Yaska to 
dhaman, and declares them all intended by the word in a. The verse he regards as 
addressed to the saliadevi. 

5. I, with this herb, have spoiled all witchcrafts - what one they have 
made in the field, what in the kine, or what in thy men (pz'tnt.fa). 

Ppp. reads in c and d the datives gobhyas and jmnt,febhyas..,· the comm. explains 
punqe.yzt as "in a place frequented by them"; for 'Va te he reads vate 'in the wind.' 
A few of our mss. (P.M.W.) have aditdzqan in b. The Anukr. tak~s no notice of 
the deficiency of a syllable in d. 

6. He who bath made bath not been able to make; he bath crushed 
(fr) a foot, a finger; he bath made what is excellent for us, but for him
self a burning (tdpana). 

The vei-se is repeated below as v. 3 r. r r, but with a different last pada, which reads: 
abhago bhaga11adbhyafi. Ppp's version of a-b is ya11i cakiira na ,;afakha ,;afire 
padam aFigullm ( omitting kartum) ; ytim L sc. krtyff-m .'2 J is a preferable reading. The 
comm. also has aiigu.Hm,; our -rim is authenticated by the comment to Prat. i. 66. 
Ppp's d reads as does our v. 3 I. I I d, but with abhaga for -go. The verse is metrically 
defined in the same way as here atv.3I. II Lthe Anukr. seems to scan it as 8+9: 8+8 
(cf., for example, iii. 8. 4)J; but kartum is evidently Las the accent of farnf showsj to be 
reckoned to a, and the pada-mss. so divide. L The suspicion is natural that a sa has 
been lost between 1td and ,;a,;&ka. So ea has been lost at iv. 5. Sa (cf. l~. vH. 55. 6 a). 
If we are right in restoring sd, and if we pronounce ,;ae--e (as the Ppp. reading suggests), 
we should then scan II+8: 8+8.-The accent of fafifka can hardly be more than a 
blunder. -The comment to this verse seems to have failed of thorough revision at 
W's hands.J 

7. Let the off-wiper wipe off the kfetriyd and whatever curse [there 
is]; [wipe] off, forsooth, the sorceresses, off all the hags. 

Ppp. reads in c -dhanyas, rectifying the meter. The comm. here defines k.yetriyti 
as hereditary djsease (k,Ietra11i matapitnarirmii tatsaktiftit). 

8. Having wiped off the sorcerers, off all the hags, 0 off-wiper, with 
thee do we. wipe off all that. 

Ppp. is defaced in this · verse. The comm. first explains ajJamfjya in a into an 
imperative, apamrt/tfhi~· but then, as an alternative, he allows it its own proper sense. 

r9. Against enemies: with a plant. 
[9ukra. - (etc.: see hymn 17). ,a. pathyapankti.] 

Found also, in connection with the two next preceding hymns, in Paipp. v. Used by 
Kaw;. only in company with hymns r7 and r8, as described under h. r7. LBut vs. 2 is 
reckoned "i:o the abhaya ga,;ia, employed as battle~charms ; . see Kaui;. I 6. 8, note. J 

Translated: Grill, 34, r 32 ; Griffith, i. r 57; Bloomfield, 7r, 397; Weber, xviii. 8 I. 
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I. Both art thou not relative-making, and now art thou kin-making ; 
· also do thou cut off (? a-chid) the progeny of the witchcraft-maker, like 
a reed of the rainy season (vdrfz"ka ). 

Or, perhaps, ' a last year's reed' (but comm., var.yizsit blzavam ). The first half
verse is very obscure, and the translation follows the text as closely as possible (Ppp. 
differs only by beginning ute 'vii 'sy ), understanding a-bandhztktt, and not abandh1t
krt (which would be accented on -kf-t); possibly the sense is "thou makest common 
cause with some and not with others." The comm. takes -krt both times from krt 
'cut' (which is not impossible) : = kartaka or clzedaka_; and he cites RV. iv. 4. 5 
"slaughter thou our foes, the related and the unrelated." Natam. he explains as 
etatsa1iz;)ia,iz succheda1it trJ_Zavir;e.yam. The Anukr. seems to sanction abbreviation 
to 'va in d. 

2. Thou art bespoken (?) by a Brahman, by Kal).va son of Nrshad; 
thou goest like a brilliant army (?); there is no fear (bhayd) there where 
thou arrivest (pra-ap ), 0 herb. 

Ppp. has in a fariyu.kto •si, and this is very probably the true form of the word 
here used; the diffic,ulty is that neither yuj nor vac is anywhere else found used with 

fari; jJrayukta L' employed 'J is what we should expect. We have." KaifVa's plant" 
mentioned at vi. 52. 3. The imperfect meter of b (which the Anukr. fails to notice, as 
it does also the like deficiency in d) gives a degree of plausibility to Grill's suggestion 
that the pada is intruded on an original anu.yfubh. The fada-rnss. waver between 
nt"i.rsadena and nar.y- (our Bp. emends .y to s; Op. is altered obscurely; D.K. have s), 
but s is certainly the true reading, as required by Prat. iv. 83 ; SPP. has wrongly 
chosen .y for his jJada-text. The comm., with a couple of SPP's authorities that 
follow him, reads tvf1r.mate in c (our P.M.W.E. have tvi~·imati.) The mss., without 
any statable reason, accent ds# in d, and our edition follows them; SPF. strangely 
gives dsti in scuizhitc"i.-, but asti in pada-text. L Are not pdryukta and pariyukta 
alike awkward phonetic renderings of prc£-yitktii? Cf. Ppp. r;ar;-ire ( = r;ar;r-tf), iv. I 8. 6 ; 
and dadkire (=dadhre, Roth, ZDMG. xlviii. n6).J 

3. Thou goest to the head (dgra) of the herbs, causing to shine (dip) 
upon [us] as it were with light; also rescuer art thou of the siD.?ple 
(pdka ), likewise slayer art thou of the demoniac. 

Ppp. puts pakasya before trata in c; the comm. paraphrases it with paktavya
prajftasya L' one whose wisdom (prajfia) is yet to be matured'J dttrbalasya. 

4. When yonder, in the beginning, the gods by thee removed (nis-kr) 
the Asuras, from thence, 0 herb, wast thou born, an off-wiper. 

Ppp. has in b the older form aknwata; and for c reads tasmad dhl t1va111, o.yadhe ajJ•, 
The comm. takes adhl in c as meaning upari vartmnanaft or p·e1/hafi san. 

5. Splitting apart (vi-bh-id), hundred~branched- "splitting apart" by 
name is thy father ; in return (pratydk), do thou split apart him who 
assails us. 

Ppp. has sundry corruptions: vivindati in a, vibinda in b, ta,n tva at end of c. 
The comm. omits 'lll in c. Pada c needs some such emendation as to tt£1h tlNim. 

6. The non-existent Crlme into being (sam-bhu) from the earth; that 
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goes to the sky, the great expanse (1.rydcas) ; let that, verily, fuming 
abroad, come back thence on the maker. 

The translation implies the obvious emendation, made in our text, of tdd dyilm, for 
tad yam, which is read by all the mss. and by the comm., and retained in SPP's text, 
though in a note he approves our alteration; it is only another example of mistaking an 
abbreviated for a full reading (~Y for its grammatical equivalent ddy: compare Li. 22. I, 

and Roth, ZDMG. xlviii. 104J). Ppp. reads in b brhat ·vacas.,· and it has for cud it 
'Vaco vyadlzz7viayat. The comm. gives bhilmyi'im for -,yas in a, and tvat for tat at begin
ning of b. He renders asat by asatkalpavi krtyarupam, or, alternatively, by afobha
na11i krtyiirilpam. The accent -dhiipilyat is contrary to all rule, and doubtless false; 
MS. (i. 10. 20; p. 160. 1) has ..paydt, which is correct. The general sense of the verse 
is obscure; but it appears to parallel the return of the charm upon its producer with the 
action of water in exhaling from the earth and coming back as rain. 

7. Since thou hast come into being reverted (fratydfic), having 
reverted fruit, do thou repel (yzt) from me all curses, [ repel] very far 
the deadly weapon. 

The verse is nearly repeated as vii. 65. I. Ppp. has for c, dpratf;krtya mmuji kttya-
1.irtmii ja!d. The comm. reads in b -phala, vocative ; regarding, of course, the apanu.irga 
plant as addressed. 

8. Protect me around with a hundred; defend me with a thousand; 
may the forceful (ttgrd) Indra, 0 lord of the plants, assign force (ojmdn) 
unto thee. 

Ppp. has for d bhadro 'jmanam ti dadhufi. 1 t can· hardly be that the writer does 
not use here -ttgra and ojman as words felt to be related; but the comm. gives for the 
former his standing and always repeated udgur?zabala, and paraphrases the other with 
ojasvz'tva. · · 

20. To discover sorcerers: with an herb. 
[11-fatrnaman. - navari:1wi. m!atrnlbnadiUvatam. ilnuffztbham: I. svarii_j; 9. bkztrij.] 

Found in Paipp. viii. (in the verse-order I-4, 7, G, 8, 9, 5). Reckoned by Kam;. 
(8. 25) to the catanani.,· and by the schol. (8. 24, note) added to the 1niUtnamiini: with 
good reason, if we may trust the Anukr. (which adds to what is 'given above: anena 
matrnaman ':radhim e7/a • staut) ; but the comm. says nothing about it. The hymn is 
used by itself (28. 7) to _accompany the binding on of an amulet of sadamp1t~,Pfi 'ever
:flowering' (or, as the comm. and schol. say, tn'sandhyli) in a healing ceremony (the· 
comm. says, against brahmagi'aha and the like). 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 525 ; Grill, 2, r 33; Griffith, i. r 59; Bloomfield, 68, 398; 
Weber, xviii. 84--See also Hillebrandt, Veda-chn:stovzathie, p. 48. 

I. He (?) looks on, he looks toward, he looks away, he looks: the sky, 
the atmosphere, then the earth - all that, 0 divine one (f.), he looks at. 

Ppp. has the 2d sing. par,yasi all the five times, and it is an easier reading (adopted 
by Grill in his translation), especially in d, unless we 1nay emend de7,1i to de7.!(; accord
ing to the comm., the subject throughout is the wearer of the amulet, and the divine one, 
as is also indicated by Kam;:;, is the sadampttfjli plant1 a plant evidently having some
thing about it that resembles or .suggests eyes. Ppp. reads ii for iit in c. L Read pdi 
for prdtz' in a? Pronounce divlintar- in c. J 
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2. Three skies, three earths, and these six directions severally - by 
thee let me see all beings, 0 divine herb. 

Ppp. has nzahi (for -ffi) instead of Jtt!zak in b, and in the second half-verse, tathii 
'ha1it sarva yatfiza paryami. Some of our mss. (P.M.) give jd..yyatd in d. Pada a 
is redundant by a syllable, unless we pronounce Jrthvis. L :For the triplicity, comm. 
cites RV. ii.27.8 and AB. ii. 17 end.J 

3. Of that heavenly eagle art thou the eye-pupil; thou here hast 
ascended the earth as a wearied bride (vadhti) a litter. 

Ppp. puts di1,yasya after supartiasya. The ground of the comparisons made in the 
verse is altogether obscure, and the comm. casts no light upon them. L Bloomfield 
discusses this vs., AJP. xvii. 402. J 

4. May the thousand-eyed god set it in my right hand; with it do I 
see every one, both who is <;;u<lra and [who J Aryan. 

Ppp. has hast' adadat at end of b, and, for second half-verse, tato 'hmit sar1,1t11h 
pafyiimz' adbkittavi (sic) yac ea b1fovyam. Pai;_yiin-i would be an acceptable emendation 
in c. The comm. (with one of SPP's mss.) reads tvaya in c; he regards the "god'' 
in a as Indra. 

5. Make manifest [thy] forms; do not hide thyself away; then mayest 
thou, 0 thousand-eyed one, look upon the kitnldzns. 

Literally (in d) 'meet with thy look.' Ppp. begins c with eva instead of at!zo, and 
ends d with pafyiimy ayata. The abbreviation in c of the stem -cak..yus to -cak..yu is 
one of those noted in the Prat. rules ii. 59 and iv. roo. 

6. Show me the sorcerers ; show the sorceresses ; show all the fz'fiicds: 
with this intent I take hold of (ii-rabh) thee, 0 herb. 

For second half-verse, Ppp. has apasjJr._f[ eva ti1/hanta1iz dan;aya ma11i khnidinam. 

7. The eye of Ka~yapa art thou, and of the four-eyed bitch ; conceal 
thou not the pifiicd, like the sun gliding (srt) in the clear sky (vldhrd). 

That is, allow him to be no more concealed than the sun etc. Both editions read 
-akD1zis at end of b, but it is against the authority of the mss., an of which (save two 
of SP P's which follow the comm. in giving the true reading) omit, as in numerous 
other cases, they after the sibilant. The comm. regards Sarama as . referred to ; and, 
in futile attempt at explaining her possession of four eyes, says etena pradhnyatvam 

uktam. L Cf. Weber, Berl. Sb., 1895, p. 849, n .. 3• J H~ explains the reference to eyes 
by the resemblance of the flowers of the plant in question; but this looks rather like 
a plausible guess than like a statement on any authority. Ppp~ has for .first half-verse 
kai;yajasya caturak1as sya;ityai; caturakfli, The comm. derives vidhra from ,vz'-ldh, 
and glosses it with antarlkfa. · The Anukr. appears to approve the abbreviation to 
siiryam '11a in c. LBioomfield thinks that kai;yapa punningly suggests pafyaka 'seer,' 
and cites TA. i. 8. 8, kai;yapafi pai;yako bhavati yat sar'vanz paripar;yati.J 

8. I have seized (ud-grablz) out of his shelter (parz'}atza) the sorcerer, 
the kimidin; with it do I see every one, both <;ud~a and Aryan. 

Ppp; has in a, b -fiaiia,Jz yatttdhaniit ldmidinafi. The comm. makes tena refer here 
to yatudhanam, and supplies grahavz to sarvam - evidently without reason. 
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9. Whichever flies through the atmosphere, and whichever creeps 
across the sky; whichever thinks the earth a refuge (nathd) - that 
pz"r;acd do thou show forth. 

Ppp. has for b bhomff co pasarpatz~ and in c divavt for bhiimim.,· and its dis tva»i 
pifacaliz drt;e kuru. The comm. (with a couple of SPP's mss.) has adhl- instead of at£ .. 
in b; he glosses natham with S'ZJiiminam. The verse is not bhuri_j if we combine 
yo •ntdr- in a. L Correct the misprinted verse-number.J 

Here, at the end of the fourth amwaka, with 5 hymns and 42 verses, the old Anukr. 
says atha kuryad dvadat;a. 

Here ends also the seventh prajathaka. 

21. Praise of the kine. 

[Brahman. -g.ivyam. triiiffttbham. 2-4.jagati.] 

This hymn is not found in Paipp., but it occurs in the Rig-Veda (vi. 28. I-7; vs. 8, 
in a different meter, is perhaps a later addition), and also in TB. (ii. 8. 8 11

- 12). It is 
irned by Kaui;. (19. r), with i. 4-6 and others in a rite for ailing kine, and also (21. 8 ff.) 
in one for the prosperity of kine, vs. 7 being specifically mentioned as repeated when 
they go forth to pasture ; vs. 7 appears further to be quoted at I 9. I 4, in a rite for the 
cow-stall ; but the comm. declares two verses to be intended, and, if so, they must be 
vii. 75. r, 2, since there is here no following verse. In Vait. (21. 24), in the agni1/01na, 
the cows intended as sacrificial gifts are greeted with this hymn. The schol. (Kau~. I 6. 8) 
reckons vs. 4 to the abhaya gatia; The comm. Land Ke~ava's scholion to Kaui;. 27. 34 J 
declare hymns 21-30 to be mrgara-hymns (Kaui;. 27. 34; 9. 1), but the name would 
seem properly to belong only to hymns 23-29, which form a related group, and are by 
the Anukr. ascribed to Mrgara as author. 

Translated: by RV. translators; and Griffith, i. 161 ; Weber, xviii. 87. 

I. The kine have come, and have done what is excellent ; let them 
stay (sad) in the stall (go~·thd); let them take pleasure with us; may they 
be rich in progeny here, many .. formed, milking for lndra many dawns. 

The other texts have no variants for this verse. The comm., after his wont, turns 
the two aorists in a into imperatives; he renders ra{tayantu alternatively by ,·amayantu 
and ramantiim.; and he takes'' dawns" as equivalent to "days'' (di11asiin). L' Full 
many a morning yielding milk for Indra.'J 

2. To the sacrificer and singer, to the helpful one (?), Indra verily 
gives further, steals not what is his; increasing more and more the 
wealth of him, he sets the godly man (dcvaylt) in an undivided domain 
(? khz't;,d). 

The other texts have in a the decidedly better reading Pniattf ea t;i'k-1ati of which ours 
is simply a corruption ; the comm., heedless. of the accent, takes our ffk1ate as a verb 
(== gafi jra_yacchati). In d they have the better accent dbhinne_; and TB. reads 
khilli_,· most of our mss. could be better understood as J..·ltilptf than as khi!;)1t,; the comm. 
defines khila as ajrahatavi sthiinam, and khilya as tatrabha11a/ R. conjectures" stone
wall" for.kltilya. All ot.tr mss., and part of SPP's, read mukhiiyatz' in b. 

3. They shall not be lost ; no thief shall harm [them] ; no hostile 
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[person] shall dare attack their track ( ?) ; with whom he both sacrifices 
to the gods and gives, long verily with them does the kine-lord go in 
company. 

Both the other texts* accent vydthis in b, as does one of our mss. (0.), and one of 
SPP's. Before this word TB. has niii 'nii amitnf. The comm. explains vyathis as 
vyathiijanakam ayud!zam. The pada is very obscure as it stands. L An earlier draft 
of the translator's ms. reads: "Nar;anti, by its association, and its difference from 
nar;yanti, must be meant as subjunctive (aor.), notwithstanding its ending." I am 
tempted to suggest nd tzf nar;an/ td (acc. pl. fern.) nd dabhati taskaras. -BR., vi. 1438, 
take ·vydthz's _as 'unbemerkt von,' with genitive, iisam. But see Geldner's discussion 
of the combinations of vydtliis with ii-dlzr1, Ved. Stud. ii. 29. - Note that TB's amitro 
(both ed's read so in the text and both have d- in the comm.) is neither amftro nor 
amitro.J * Lin TB., the pratikas of vss. 3 and 4 stand in RV. order at ii. 8. Su; but 
the vss. are given in full at ii. 4. 69. J 

4. No dust-raising horseman (? drvan) reaches them; not unto the 
slaughter-house ( ?) do they go; those kine of that sacrificing mortal 
roam over wide-going fearlessness. 

RV. differs only by retaining the a of ar;nute in a, as do one or two of our mss. 
(0.I(.) and half of SPP's; and its pada-text divides saniskrtaotra in b, while the AV. 
pada-mss. (except our Op.) leave the word undivided (by an oversight, the AV. Indez
Verbormn gives the RV. form). The comm. explains arva by hinsako 1.ryagltriidifi, 
and -kaka/a by udbhedaka_; also sa1iiskrtatra by ma1isapacaka (because vifasi'tmit 
triiyate palayati), quoting from an unknown source the line satizskrta(i syad v£r;asita(i. 
sa1iiskrtatrar; ea jJiicaka/z.. The comment to Prat. Liv. 58 J makes the word come from 
the root kr, TB. L also retains the a of ar;mde and itJ has in d martyasya. In our 
printed text, the upper accent-mark in re{tttkaka{o is over the wrong k. 

5. The kine [are] Bhaga; Indra has seemed to me the kine; the kine 
[are] the draught of first soma; these kine - that, 0 people, [is] Indra; 
with whatever heart [ and] mind I seek Indra. 

The translation implies in a the RV. reading achan, of which our z'chat seems. 
merely an unintelligent and unintelligible corruption; TB. has instead acchiit, and our 
O.K. give the same. Both the other texts add fd after ichimi in d. The comm. 
translates in a "may Indra desire that there be kine for me.'' LThe latter part of c is 
of course the well-known refrain of RV. ii. I 2. J 

6. Ye, 0 kine, fatten whoever is lean; the unlovely (ap,.ird) one ye· 
make of good aspect; ye make the house excellent, 0 ye of excellent 
voice; great is your vigor ( 'vdyas) called in the assemblies (sabhd). 

The RV. version agrees at all points with. ours; . TB. accents kffam, in a and has
ar;lzllim in b (its kniuthat is a misprint, as its commentary shows). The comm. reads 
kniuta in c ; sabhasu · in d he paraphrases with janasamithe.yu. 

7. Rich in progeny, shining in good pasture, drinking clear waters at 
a good watering-place- let not the thief master you, nor the evil
plotter; let Rudra's weapon avoid you. 
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The translation of a. follows our text, though the false accent rurantrs (TB. has the 
same reading) shows that the word is only a corruption of the RV. reading rit;dntis 
' cropping, grazing.' The comm., though reading ntt;antis, renders it tniam bhak.ya
yantis. L The TB. comm. in both ed's reads riftintls.J Doth the other texts have in a 
s1iyd,:1asanz, and at the end !zed rudrdsya vr_jyiift (TD. 1/rnJyiU ). \Vith our c, d com
pare also TS. i. r. I (differing only in the order of words in d LrudniJya hetf(z pdri 
vo ,vniakttt, which is metrically much better than our AV. order, albeit the RV. order 
is as good as that of TS. if we pronounce rudr-dsya J). The comm. supplies to agha
r;cuisas in c ·vyaghradir dtt,f{amn:a(i. LFor i(ata, see Skt. Gram.§ 6r5.J 

22. For the success and prosperity of a king. 

[ Vasiffha (? Atharvan? ). - ai'ndram. trili{fttbham.] 

Found in Paipp. iii. (with vs. 3 before vs. 2), and most of it also in TB. (ii. 4. 71·8). 

Used by Kau<;, (14. 24) in a rite for victory in battle (the editor of Kan<;, regards the 
next hymn also as included, but evidently by an error), and also in the ceremony of 
consecration of a king (r7. 28) L Weber, Rli;}as17Ya, p. I4.2J; and the comm. mistakenly 
regards it as quoted at 72. 7, giving the pratika as imam indra, instead of imam 
indram, as Kauc_;. really reads (xii. 2. 47, evidently the verse intended). The Anukr. 
spreads itself at very unusual length over the character of the hymn: imam indra 
vardhaye 'tz' vasz;,flta aindra11i traz°f/ubhavi so 'thari1lf. k~ratriyaya rlijfie candramase 
prathamablti(t p(zftcabhir 1u'ramitrikarattavmkltyene 'ndram apriirthayad grlima• 
gtiviifviidi sarva1h rajyo_pakaraiimh ea tataft _parabhyiim antyabhyam indraritPetia 
s'vayam n.1a lt-1atriya1h rajanasii candramasam ar;(,a prlittttdad lti. Probably Vasz'.f jha 
is the intended r:,i'-name, and so •tharva (one ms. sau.tlz-) a misreading for something else. 

Translated: Ludwig, p . .457; Zimmer, r65; Grill, 67, r35; Griffith, i. 162; Bloom~ 
field, 115,404; Weber, xviii.91.-Cf. Hillebrandt, Veda-chrestomathie, p. 43. 

t. Increase, 0 Indra, this Kshatriya for me ; make thou this man sole 
chief of the clans (vff); unman (nz's-akf) all his enemies; make them 
subject to him in the contests for preeminence, 

The comm. (with one of SPP's mss.) has in b the strange reading vnam for ·vifam/ 
and it treats alzmn and uttare1u. in d as two separate words. He takes ak:}?ttthi as 
from ak1 'attain' ( akru -vyaptiiu), and so explains it (nirgata1yaptikiin k1wu). L See 
Delbri.ick's discussion, Guritpzzjakattmu.di, p. 48-9. J TB. combines a of this verse 
(reading k,Fatrfya~tlhn for -yam me) with b, c, d of our vs. 3. In our edition, an 
annsvara is substituted for an accent-mark over the syllable -nra- in d. 

2. · Portion thou this man in village, in horses, in kine; unportion that 
man who is his enemy ; let this king be the summit of authorities (kfatrd) ; 
o· lndra, make every foe subject to him. 

Ppp. elides the a of mnitras in b, a11d in. . c has the better reading •varfvuzn 'at the 
summit,' which is also offered by the comm., and by three of SPP's mss. TB. has 
7.,1rJr~man, but as first word of a very different half-verse, our iii. 4. 2 c, d, which it adds 
to our first half-verse here to make a complete verse ; in a it has lmdm it instead of 
t! 'mdm,, and in b nir avnfot instead of nff tdm, thus rectifying the meter (the Anukr. 
takes no notice of the metrical irregularity of our b); and it leaves asya without accent 
at the end. Nearly half the mss. (including our P.M.W.I.K.) have in d fat:rit1i, and 
the comm. seems to understand fatriin. LTB. combinesyo 'mitro, against the meter.J 
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3. Let this man be riches-lord of riches; .let this king be people-lord 
of people ; in him, 0 Indra, put great splenclors ; destitute of splendor 
make thou his foe. 

As noted above, TB. combines the last three padas of this verse with our I a; it 
reads asmaf instead of asmin at beginning of c. The comm. foolishly gives himself 
much vain trouble to prove that the epithets in a and bare not repetitious. 

4. For him, 0 heaven-and-earth, milk ye much that is pleasant (vanzd), 
like two milch kine that yield the hot-draught (ghannd-); may this king 
be dear to Indra, dear to kine, herbs, cattle. 

Ppp. combines dughe 'va in b, and has bhi7yas in c; and at the end it agrees with 
TB. in reading utit 'pcim for par;z,nitm. TB. further has asme in a, and -dz'iglte 'va 
dlzem'tfz in b L but see Prat. i. 82 n. J; and it prefixes sam to du/1atham.. Probably it is 
the loss of that prefix or of some other that causes dzthatham to stand in all the mss. 
without accent at the beginning of the pada: an inadmissible anomaly, though read in 
both texts ; we ought to have emended to duhdthtim. The comm. explains that 
gharma- in b signifies the prava1gya. L The meter requires the prefix.J 

5. I join to thee Indra who gives superiority ( ?uttan:l:vant), by whom 
men conquer, are not conquered; who shall make thee sole chief of 
people (jdna), also uppermost of kings descended from Manu. 

Ppp. reads in a tam uttaravantavz indra. TB. has in b Jd:yiisi and pariijdyasiii, 
and in the second half"verse sd tva 'kar ekavr1abha11i s11dnam dtho riijann 1ttt-. The 
comm. explains uttarfzvantam by atirayitotkar~ravantam. 

6. Superior [art] thou, inferior thy rivals, whosoever, 0 king, are 
thine opposing foes; sole chief, having Indra as companion, having 
conquered, bring thou in the enjoyments (bhojana) of them that play 
the foe. 

Ppp. has in a adhare santv anye. TB. puts together a and c as first half of a verse 
to the other half of which our text has nothing corresponding; and it reads ekai1r1a for 
eka1Jrfas. The comm. takes pratz' and ratravas in b as two independent words; he 
paraphrases bhojanani by blio,gaslidhanani dliananz'. 

7. Of lion"aspect, do thou devour (ad) all the clans (vf~); of tiger
aspect, do thou beat down the foes ; sole chief, having Indra as com
panion, having conquered, seize thou on (a-khid) the enjoyments of 
them that play the foe. 

Ppp. has only the second half-verse, and reads for. d qatrilyatam. abh-i ti#hii vzahli1is-i 
(our vii. 73. 10 etc.: see under that verse). The whole verse is wanting in TB. The 
comm., with one of SPP's mss.1 reads ,ipa for dva i.n b. He paraphrases addki (which 
is a frequent expression for the action of a ruler upon his subjects) very properly by 
bhufik~va .,- and ii kkida, less acceptably, by acch£ndhz". 
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23. Praise and prayer to Agni. 

[ 1/f"rgilra. - .sapta mr:r:anua1i1jiiakiini siiktiini niint'idevatyiini. triiif/ubhani: 
3. piwastt'ijj;1otifmati; 4. mm;rt,ubk / 6. prastarapaiikti.] 

Fotmd,;r.· with the six hymns that follow, all together (but in the order 23, 25, 27, 26, 
28, 29, 24 ), in Pai pp. iv. The seven are known by Kauc;. (9. I) as the mrgara hymns 
(also by the schol., as by the Anukr.; that the comm. to h. 21 gives the name to 21-30 
was there remarked; here he speaks of "a heptad of hymns" as intended in 9. 1); they 
are reckoned (9. I) to the brliachantigaria, and also (32. 27, note) to the miholi17ga 
ga?za.,- and they are employed in a healing rite (27. 34). In Va.it. the hymn accom
panies the kindling of the fire in the parvan sacrifices (2. II), and vs. 4 is similarly 
used (5. I 5) in the agnyiidheya. It was noted under the preceding hymn that the 
editor of Kauc;. mistakenly regards this one as included in Kauc;. 14. 24. The first and 
last verses L of each J of the mrgara hymns are given also by TS. (iv. 7. I 5), MS. 
(iii. r 6. 5), and K. (xxii. I 5) ; only the hymn to Bhava and <;arva ( our 28) is omitted, 
and, on the other hand, those texts have similar invocations to the Ai;vins and to all 
the gods. And the comm. to our h. 24 quotes also TS. vii. 5. 22, where a 111rglire.f/i 
with ten oblations, to the divinities worshiped with the verses in question, is prescribed. 
LSee further, as to this litany, Weber's note, p. 95 f. -The mrJii,ra-verses occur in 
TS. and MS. at the very end of the kt"'i!z(ias (iv. and iii.) concerned.J *· L In the verse
order 1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7.J 

Translated: Griffith, i. 163; Weber, xviii.94. 

r. I reverence (nian-u) first the forethoughtful (pnicctas) Agni, him 
of the five peoples, whom. men kindle in many places; we pray to him 
who hath entered (.Pra-'vir) into clans after clans (·vif): let him free us 
from distress. 

Ppp. has in b paiica:f-; the comm., paTtcayajtzasya, for which he gives three different 
interpretations, the last one making ·:Ya..J1iasya equivalent to -janasya. 1J1"mz1,1e he para
plmtses by janami. In a, MS. has cvHftt"'inam for pnicetasas / for b, TS.MS. give yam 
pdncajanyavz. bahava{i samlndhdte _,· and, for c, 7.df'llasya,iz 11{fi pra7.Ji•vip1.1ihisam 
imahe. LThe 14 absence of reduplication" (Skt. Gram. § 803 a) is doubtless due to 
the oft-repeated syllable 'Vi or vif. The pratika is cited, MGS. i. 5. 5 -d. p. 145.J 
The Anukr., at the end of the descriptions of the seven hymns, says that all the verses 
contain-i.e. end with-an a.ttllf(ttbh pa.da. Its definitions of the meters in detail are 
too inaccurate to be worthy of attention throughout. 

2. As thou carriest the oblation, 0 Jatavedas; as, foreknowing, thou 
adaptest the sacrifice - so do thou convey to us favor from the gods: 
let him free us from distress. 

Ppp. offers no variants in. vss. 2-4, but puts 4 next after r. The comm. takes de7.1e
bliyas in c first as dative and then as ablative. 

3.. Put to service at every course (ydman), best carrier, sharer (ablzaga) 
at every rite, Agni I praise, demon-slayer, sacrifice~fncreaser, offered to 
with ghee : let him free us from distress. 

All the mss. (and SPP. with them) make the division of the verse, with. obvious 
impropriety, before instead of after agntm i{fe, being apparently led into the blunder by 
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remembering the two words as beginning the Rig-Veda. The comm. gives the right 
division, as does also our edition by emendation. Nearly all the mss. (not our I.K.) 
read bdhi-?·tham at encl of a; both editions give 7/dh-, with the comm. The comm. para
phrases iibliaxam by abhaktavyam a.sevyam e11a11igutia·vir;i1tam. L The vs. scans as 
I I+ r I : 12+8=42. Even with the misdivision (11 +7: 8+8+8), it is 110 purastaj/J'O
ti.rmati (44).J 

4. The well-born Jatavedas, the mighty (vibhit) Agni belonging to all 
1 men (1:,/i.ifviinard), the carrier of oblations, we call on: let him free us 

from distress. 
· The verse, as already noticed, comes second in the Ppp. version of the hymn. The 

,comm. explains v{bhtt as "pervading" (vyapaka). 

5. With whom as ally the seers made [their] strength shine out; with 
whom they repelled the wiles of the Asuras; with whom, Agni, Indra 
,conquered the Pal).is - let him free us from distress. 

Ppp. makes in a the combination yena r1-, and reads in b -idyotayanJ· for the latter, 
the comm. (with two or three of SPP's mss.) gives uddyotayan_; a few of the mss. 
,(including our Bp.K.) have -tayam. 

6. By whom the gods discovered the immortal; by whom they made 
the herbs rich in honey; by whom the · gods brought the heaven (svar) 
-let him free us from distress. 

The comm. takes amrta in a as meaning the drink of immortality; more probably it 
signifies immortality itself. 

7. In whose direction [is] whatever shines forth (vi-ruc) here, what is 
born and to be born, all of it - I praise Agni, [as a] suppliant I call 
loudly on [him] - let him free us from distress. 

TS. and MS. have a quite different first half-verse: ydsye 'ddm prli-ezdn nimifddydd 
ijati' yasya jatam jdnamiina1ii ea kivalam. The comm. renders niithitas first by 
niithamana!t, phalavi kamayamana~, and then by nathafi svami sa1hjiUo "sya. 

24. Praise and prayer to Indra. 
[Mrgara.- (see h. 23). J. ;akvarigarbltit pura)j;akvar'i.] 

Found in Paipp. iv., with the other mrgara hymns, and used by Kauc;. only as one 
of the group (see under h. 23); its first and last verses occur in the same Black Yajur-
Veda texts (do.). · 

Translated : Griffith, i. I 6 S ; Weber, xviii. I oo. 

I. We reverence Indra; constantly do we reverence him ; these 
praise-hymns (st6nta) of the Vrtra-slayer have come unto me; he who 
goes to the call of the worshiper (diifvdhs), of the well-doer - let him 
free us from distress. 

Ppp. · has in a £ndrasya manve ~arvad yasya vtanvz're, which is better, in both sense 
and meter. TS. and MS. (agreeing throughout) read indrasya manve prathamdsya 
jwdcetasa{t in a; in b, upa 11tl1tn upd 'gu{t/ and, in c, hdvam t'tj;a ganta. The verse 
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is properly enough jntra(u;akvari, but there is no reason why it should be called in 
addition r;akvat'igarbhii. 

2. He who, having formidable arms, is repeller ( ?yayit). of the for
midable ones (f.); who battered the strength of the Danavas; by whom 
are conquered the rivers, ·by whom the kine - let him free us from 
distress. 

Ppp. has in ayo 'gratiiim and omitsyaytts..,' and at end of bit reads asasada. The 
first pacla is full of questionable points, and probably corrupt; the comm. explains 
yuyus (though SPP. says in a note that his text reads yayus), and by yavayz"tii /Jrthak
karta_; to -ztgritia11z he supplies r;atr11senana11t. 

3. He who is filler of people (carfa~iz~), bull, heaven-finder (svarvid); 
for whom the pressing-stones proclaim [his] manliness; whose is the 
sacrifice with seven priests, most intoxicating- let him free us from 
distress. 

Ppp. has car.ym_t.i instead of 1.1r.yabhas in a, and, for c, yasya 'dhvarytts saptalzotif, 
nzttdicy1ti. The comm. renders carfa?d- by mantt~rya-. 

4. ·whose are cows (vafd), bulls, oxen; for whom, the heaven-finder, 
sacrificial posts (svdru.) are set up; for whom the bright (f1tk-rd) [soma] 
purifies itself, adorned with sacred words ( brdhma-) - let him free us 
fro1n distress. 

Ppp. has in c yasmi1i fttkras pravartate. The comm. explains vafii in a as " ban;en 
cow" (vandhya gauli), and svaru as yiZpli.1.,atak.ya?tafakala, used for yiipa. L Cf. 
RV. vi. 16. 47.J 

5. He whose enjoyment (ilt,!{i) the offerers of soma desire; whom, 
possessed of arrows, men call on in the cattle-raid (gdvi.y{i); on 
whom depends song (?arkd), on whom force-let him free us from 
distress. 

Ppp. reads in b ilit'vantam. Prat. ii. 23 teaches the form of ga'vi-fti, The comm. 
explains arkas as arcanasadhanabhzUo mant1~aft stuta~astriidilak~fa?ta[z. 

6. He who was born first for the doing of deeds ; of whom first the 
heroism was noted ; by whom brandisbed (ttd-yam) the thunderbolt 
went at (abltz>i) the dragon - let him free us from distress. 

As in one or two other cases,* the mss. have in a;rt~
1
hid instead o£jajiil.,· but one or 

two of SPP's follow the comm., who reads jajfuf, as does also Ppp.; and both of the 
editions give this. In b the comm., with three of SPP's authorities, gives anubaddham.,
in c he derives ayata from root yam, and renders it by ahi1isit .,- we might emend to 
abhyilyatd 'hi';n and get a form from that root, which would yield a preferable sense. 
LFor the use of abhi'-l with vajra as st1bject and with acc., Whitney has noted the 
excellent parallel, RV. i.80. r2.J *LSo x. ro. r8.J 

7. He who, controlling,,,leads together hosts (sa1ngramd) for fighting; 
who mingles · (sam-sr.j) the possessions (Pztttd) of the two parties - I 

It. 
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praise Indra, [as a] suppliant I call loudly on [him] : let him free us from 
distress. 

Ppp. has in b jntf/ya nas. TS. and MS. read in a (as does also the comm.) the 
sing. sa11igramdm, and they put yud/uf after vari _; at end of b they give traydtii instead 
of dvayzinl. The comm. thinks d11tzyani to be strijJUvisiitmakanz' mithioiiini. 

25. Praise and prayer to Vayu and Savitar. 

[1lft:.~ara.- (see h. 23). .3. atirakvariga-rbhii. }<~r;att; 7.path;1ilbrhati.] 

Found in Paipp. iv. (in the verse-order 1-3, 6, 5, 4, 7, and after our hymn 23). The 
Black Yajur-Veda texts (see under hymn 23) put their passages corresponding to our 
hymn 29 (to Mitra and Varur:ia) between those corresponding to our 24 and 25. For 
the use of the hymn as one of the mrg"lira hymns in Kau<;,, see under hymn 23 ; the 
comm. further quotes it as employed by Nak~. K. 18, in a ~iintl ceremony named 
'lliiyavya. The metrical irregularities are not worth the trouble of detailing. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 166; \Veber, xviii. 102. 

I. Of Vayu, of Savitar we reverence the counsels (vz.'ddtha) : ye who 
enter and who defend what has life (iihnanvdnt) ; ·ye who have become 
encompassers of the all - do ye free us from distress. 

TS. and MS. read bibhrtas (for viftUhas) and rdkfatas in b, and T~ babhitvdtus in 
c; and both have tzgasas in the refrain. MS. further combines yif at- in b, and has ttt 
no m- in the refrain. The co'mm. is uncertain as to the sense of viddtha. L Geldner 
renders, "\Vir gedenken des Bundes zwischen V. und S.," ZDMG. Iii. 746: cf. Foy, 
KZ. xxxiv. 226. J Doubtless it is a metrical consideration that causes the change from 
3d to 2d person in the refrain of hymns 25, 26, and 28. L Grammar and meter favor 
restoration of the older and longer form paribhi'tvii. in c-see Lanman, JAOS. x. 413.J 

2. Of whom are numbered the widths of the earth; by whom the 
welkin (rdjas) is made fast (yup) in the atmosphere; whose progress no 
one soever has reached (anzt-af)- do ye free us from distress. 

Ppp. has in a ·varimatd j;arthi'vi'i, which improves the meter ; also gusthitam for 
yztj;z'tant in b, and pray am for prayam in c. Yujz'tam (perhaps ' smoothed out, spread 
uniformly' L cf. Bloomfield AJ P. xii. 4 I 8, 419 J) the comm. explains by nzilrchita,ii sad 
dharyate. The j;ada-text divides in c praoaydm, for which SPP., on the authority of 
only one of his mss., unaccountably substitutes jwaoaydm (a number of our mss. give 
instead -yan) Lcf, BR. v. 1635J. 

3. In [conformity with] thy course (vratd) people (jdna) go to rest; 
when thou art risen, they go forth, 0 thou of beauteous luster; ye, 0 
Vayu and Savitar, defend beings - do ye free us from distress. 

Ppp. has yachatas for rakfatlias at end of c; the comm., with a couple of SPP's 
mss., reads rak1atas_; and he paraphrases it, without ·a word of remark, withpalaya:thas. 

4. Away from here, 0 Vayu and Savitar, drive (sz'dlt) ye what is ill
done, away the. demons and <;imida; for ye unite (sanz-sr.;') [men] with 
refreshment (ii,1:ja), with strength - d9 ye free us from distress. 

Nearly all the mss. read in c srjatha (instead of -thas). The comm., with two 
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or three of SPP's mss., reads samidam (for fimidam) in his text in b, but explain& 
samidham (by sa1ndij;ta1n krtyavi ea); itds in a he takes from root i, and paraphrases 
by gamayathas I Emendation in a to dzt-[kf tam, 'evil-doer,' would be acceptable ; the 
comm. takes it as accented (= asmadfyam piipavi). 

5. Let Savitar and Vayu engender (ii-sit) in my body (tanil) wealth, 
prosperity, very propitious dexterity; do ye put here freedom from 
ydk~wna, greatness ; do ye free us from distress. 

Tami in bis translated as a locative because so regarded by the Prat. (under i. 74), 
as it is also by the comm. ( = tam.1am, asmadrye ,;arire) ; it might be nom. dual; or, yet 
better, it might be emended to tanildakldnz. Ppp. reads aveyak.pnatii-lit suhasvuzsu 
dhattam. for c. The comm. paraphrases ii suvatlim with prerayatam prayacchatam. 

6. 0 Savi tar, Vayu, [give] forth favor in order to aid ; ye cause to 
revel in the intoxicating jovial [soma] ; hitherward from the height 
(pravdt) confirm ye of what is pleasant (vamd) ; do ye free us from 
distress. 

The strong ellipses in the :first half-verse are filled by the comm. in accordance with 
the translation. Ppp. reads in b 11uzdayetam, and in c pravata ni yacltatas. The· 
comm. makes pravdtas (== prakarfaVatas) coordinate with vamdsya, qualifying dhana
sya understood. LPischel, Ved. Stud. ii. 74, takes it as acc. pl. with 1/tlmasya, 'streams. 
of vlima,' and compares rayo dhif.ra, vdsvo ar1iavef,, etc. - Render the subjunctive 
in b by' cause ye' etc. ?J 

7. The best blessings (&ffs) have come unto us in the domain (dhdman) 
of the two gods; I praise god Savitar and Vayu: do ye free us from 
distress. 

Ppp. combines to ntt ";i,fo in a. MS, reads lifiras for a;4·as_; for d!tdvzmt in bit 
has dharmas, and TS. dhdrme ./ for c, both give st(ittmi vayi11it sa,vitara1Jz natlzito 
j'ohavimi.,- and, ai:t in vs. r, MS. begins d with ta, and both end it with ,~gasas. 

The fifth anuvaka ends here in the middle of the mrgara group ; it has 5 hymns 
and 35 verses; and the old Anukr. says afara/t ja1ica. 

26. Praise and prayer to heaven and earth. 
[11:frgara. - (see h. 23). I. puro \r/ir Jagati:; 7. t;iikvm·agarbhlltimacihyej;1otis.] 

Found in Paipp. iv. (in a somewhat different verse-order*), after our hymn 27. The 
other texts (see under hymn 23) have but one verse that represents the hymn, made up. 
of parts of our vss. I and 7, As to the use of the mrganr, hymns by Kau<;., see under 
h. 23. In Va.it. (r 5. 13), this hymn (or vs. r) accompanies the offering to the udmnbara 
twig in the agm~·/oma. * L Order, I, 2, 4, 6, 3, 5, 7. J 

Translated: Griffith, i. 167; 'Weber, xviii. ro6. 

I. I reverence you, 0 heaven-and-earth, ye well~nourishing ones (stt
bhojas), who, like-minded (sdcctas) did spread out unmeasured intervals 
(yo_jana) ; since ye became foundations (prat(rthd) of good things, do ye 
free us from distress. 

Ppp. omits the intrusive and meter-disturbing stfretas,zu (which, on account of it& 
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accent, is reckoned to b in the translation, as it is also by the pada-text) ; and, against 
rule, it combines in bye prath-. The comm., with one of SPP's mss., reads aprathe
tam / and TS.MS. have the same, followed by dmitebhir ofobllir yi pratijtfu! dbhavatiMz 
vdsunam : they have of the verse only these two padas, used as part of a closing verse. 
The first half-verse is found also in the Naigeya-ka1z(!a of SV. (i. 623 a, b) : this reads 
vzdnye for manvt!, accents s21bl1ojasiz1t, omits (like Ppp.) sdcetasau, and ends with 
dmitam abhi yojanam _; its second half-verse is our 2 c, d. 

2. Since ye became foundations of good things, ye much increased, 
divine, fortunate, wide-extended ones, 0 heaven-and-earth, be pleasant 
to me : do ye free us from distress. 

Ppp. has in a babliu1,1athus (for cibhavatam). The comm., with a couple of SP P's 
mss.1 reads praviddlie ( = sii.travat sarvajagadanupraviddhe) in b. As noted under vs. 
1, SV. has (omitting me in c) the second half-verse, here carried on as refrain through 
vss. 3-6. L In c, scan -f rth-vz ... siont!. J 

3. I call upon the not-distressing, of excellent penance, wide, p~ofound, 
to be reverenced by poets : 0 heaven- etc. etc. 

Possibly an antithesis is intended between the first two (doubtfully translated) epi
thets, both founded on tap 'heat.' Ppp. has the better reading vam for aham at end 
of a. 

4. Ye who bear the immortal (amfta), who the oblations; who bear 
the streams (srotyd), who human beings (manztfyct,) : 0 heaven- etc. etc. 

Ppp. puts b before a. 

5. Ye who bear the ruddy [kine], who the forest-trees ; ye within 
whom [are] all beings: 0 heaven- etc. etc. 

One or two of our mss. (H.I.), as the majority of SPP's, make at the beginning the 
false combinationyd usr-. The comm. declares ttsnja agonliman. 

6. Ye who gratify with sweet drink (kilala), who with ghee; without 
whom [men] can [do] nothing whatever: 0 heaven- etc. etc. 

All the pada-mss. make in b the absurd division faknuovdnti, as if the word were a 
neut. pl. from the stem faknzwdnt. Ppp. has in a kflaliiis. The comm. interprets 
kiliila simply as amta. 

7. This that scorches (abhi-;uc) me, or by whomsoever done, from 
what is human, not divine-I praise heaven-and-earth, [as] a suppliant 
I call loudly on [them]: do ye free us from distress. 

The verse looks as if broken off in the middle, to allow addition of the regular close. 
Ppp. has at end of b the more manageable reading paurtt!eya1Jz na dalvyam. TS.MS. 
have the second half-verse added to our I b, c; but they have also our 7 a, b (in the 
form ytid idd1n ma 'bhifocati pliuru1eyeiza diihl)'ena) as first half of a similar verse to 
1i all the gods." The comm. understands papat as to be supplied in b, and takes na as 
the particle of comparison. 
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27. Praise and prayer to the Maruts. 

[h.frg-ara.-(see h. 23).J 

Found, with very slight variations, in Paipp. iv. ; and its first and last verses are rep
resented in TS., MS., and K. (see under h. 23); they follow a similar passage to the 
A~vins, which follows our h. 25. The use by Kauc;. is the same with that of the other 
mrgara hymns (see under h. 23). The :first pada of vs. 4 nearly agrees with the second 
pada of a verse (the last) given in Kau~. 3. 3; and vs. 4 is directed by Va.it. (r 2. 12) to 
be used in the agni.y/oma when one is rained on; further, vs. 7 (9. 2), in the ciUttrmasya 

sacrifice, with an evening libation to the Maruts. And the comm. quotes the hymn as 

used by Nak~. K. (r8) in a fiinti-rite named marudgatli. 
Translated : Griffith, i. 168 ; Weber, xviii. I 09. 

I. The Maruts I reverence; let them bless me; let them favor this 
steed (? vdja) in the race (? vqjasiita) ; I have called on them for aid, like 
easily-controlled swift [horses] : let them free us from distress. 

Ppp. combines -sfi.tli, 'vantu at end of b. Some of our mss. (P.1\LW.E.O.) read 
siiyaman in c. The comm. has miptn instead of i'i(,1-Zn in c, and explains it as either 
"reins" or "horses.'' Vija and 'Viljasata he rnakes either "food" and the "winning 
of food," or "strength" and "combat." The version of the other texts is quite differ
ent; they have nas for me in a; for b, jre 'mir,1iz vifca1it vf(,vam avantzt 1.1!(,ve_; for c, 
titp7n huve s1tyd11tiin iitdye ./ and at the end enasas. 

2. Who always open (vi-ac) an unexhausted fountain; who pour in 
sap into the herbs - I put forward the Maruts, sons of the spotted one: 
let them free us from distress. 

'\:Vith a compare xviii. 4. 36. Some of our mss. (P.M.W.I.O.) read in c -miitfs. The 
comm. explains 12tsam by megham, vyacanti by antarik.ye vistii-rayanti, and prfni as 
the vuidhyamiktt vak. 

3. Ye, 0 poets, that send the milk of the kine, the sap of the herbs, 
the speed of the coursers - let the helpful (? r;agmd) Maruts be pleasant 
to us ; let them free us from distress. 

I'pp. reads invan at end of b; the comm. renders invatha by 'Vylipayatlta ./ he also , 
takes kavayas as nominative, and (with one of SPP's mss.) reads at beginning of c 
(,tikmiis, explaining it as = sarvakii1J'asamarthas, All our savihitii-mss. save one (E.) 
LR. not notedJ combine na syon- in c. 

4. Waters from the ocean to the sky they carry up, they who pour 
[them] from the sky upon the earth -the Maruts who go about lording 
it with the waters : let them free us· from distress. 

The absence of accent of vahanti forbids us to make the better construction of it 
with ye - which, however, the comm. does not scruple to adopt. 

5. They who gratify with sweet drink, who with ghee; or who com
bine (sam-sr.f) vigor ('vdyas) with fatness; the Maruts who, lording it 
with the waters, cause to rain : let them free us f,rom distress. 

Ppp. reads in a (as in 26. 6 a) kilaliiis _,. and it rectifies the meter of c by omitting 
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adbhis. The comm. takes •vayas first as" bird" (jak.yijatavi), then as fariraparz'tzama
vife.yas. 

6. If now indeed, 0 Maruts, by what relates to the Maruts - if, 
0 gods, by what relates to the gods, I have fallen into such a plight: 
ye, 0 Vasus, are masters (fr;) of the removal of that: let them free us 
from distress. 

That is (a, b), apparently, "by reason.of what offense" (aparadhena, comm.); per
haps "if such a [mishap] hath befallen [us]" (so the comm.); but MS. iii. 8. 4, idf-g it 
sd ilri£yati, supports the translation as given, and also indicates that ilra is here a-tira.,; · 
but the pada-text gives lira simply. LSee also Weber's citation from PB. xiii. 3. 12.J 
Several rnss. (including our Op.) have ifadlzve in c, as the comm. reads. J/;f,Imt,retta for 
mif,ru.tena in a would be an acceptable emendation. L~ Seep. 1045. J 

7. A sharp front, known [as] powerful, [is] the troop (rdrdltas) of 
Maruts, formidable in fights; I praise the Maruts, [as] a suppliant I call 
loudly on [them J : let them free us from distress. 

The other texts have in a vitjitdm, for which our viditdm is a pretty evident corrup
tion ; they also have zfyudham for dnikam, in b divydm for mdrutam and Ji:rtdt for 
ztgrdm_; and in c they insert deviln before man'ttas, also ending the verse (as well as 
vs. I) with inasas. 

28. Praise and prayer to Bhava and Qarva. 

[JJ,:frgara. - (see h. 23). r. dvyatijiigatagarbhii bhttr{/.] 

Found in Paipp. iv. (next after our h. 26), but having nothing correspondent to it in 
the Yajur-Veda texts. Having the same beginning (bhavilfarviiu) as xi. 2. r, one can
not tell in many cases which of the two hymns is intended by a quotation in Kau<;,; 
but according to the comm. (also to Ke<;ava; Darila appears to think otherwise) this 
one is employed in a healing ceremony at 28. 8; it is also reckoned (26. I, note) to the 
talmzaniif ana gatta. 

Translated: Muir, OST.iv. 2 332; Griffith, i. 169; Bloomfield, I 58,406; Weber, xviii. I I r. 

I. 0 Bhava-and-c;arva, I rever~nce you, know ye that; ye in whose 
direction is all that shines out (vi-ruc) here, who lord it over these bipeds 
[and] quadrupeds : do ye free us from distress. 

Ppp. has, for b, yayor •vil1it yad Ma1it 1vz'tl.y/hate.,; our 11li.'1iz makes this pada. redun
dant. Inc, some of the pada-mss. (including our Bp.) have asya (but asyd, correctly, 
in 6 c). The expression in b corresponds with that in 23. 7 and vii. 25. 2. According 
to the comm., the name Bhava signifies bhavaty asmat sarvavi jagad.; and c;arva, 
frJ;tati hinasti sar11a1n antakale. 

2. Ye whose is whatever is on the way and afar; who are known as 
best shooters among arrow-bearers ; who lord it etc. etc._ 

Ppp. has vitatau for vz'dita1t (perhaps vzfli'tau.'t) in b, and its c reads bhaviifarvatt 
bhavatam me syonau, which then continues to be (as in . 26. 2-6) part of the refrain 
through vs. 6, taki11g the place of our c. The comm., with a couple of SPP's mss., has 
z'.yubhftau £or -tam in b. He explains abhyadhve by saviijJader;e. Perhaps a means 
rather 'on whose way [is] even whatever is afar.' 
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3. I call on the (two) thousand-eyed Vrtra-slayers; I go praising the 
(two) formidable ones, having pastures afar: who lord it etc. etc. 

One of the oddest pada-text blunders of the whole work is made in b: shtvannevzl 
is resolved into stuvan: nemi instead of stuvdn: emi_; and then one or two of the 
mss. (including our Op.) corrupt further to stuvat, and the comm. to nemf (manu
facturing for it two different, but equally absurd, explanations after his manner L cf. Fest
gruss an Roth, p. 91J). Ppp. has in a, b huve 'Vii ditreluti s1tnemf ugrau. LAcld 
avasana-mark a£ ter ugriUt. J 

4. Ye who have taken hold (a-rabli) of much together in the beginning, 
if ye have let loose (pra-sr.f) the portent (abhibhd) among the people 
(jdna) : who lord it etc. etc. 

The sense of the verse is very obscure. All the mss. without exception have in b 
the absurd reading asra1fram, which our edition emends to -/am, but which SPP. 
retains, though the comm. gives -/am. Ppp. has the better reading u._r;-rau for agre in a. 
The comm. treats bahzt sakdm, in spite of accents, as one word, ::::: janasmiigltam. 

5. From whose deadly weapon no one soever escapes (apa-pad), 
among gods and among men (mctnu-;a) ; who lord it etc. etc. 

Ppp. reads in a, b kivi cana 'ntar deve1u uta. 

6. Whoso is witchcraft. .. maker, root-cutter (? ), sorcerer, down on him 
put [your] thunderbolt, 0 formidable ones ; who lord it etc. etc. 

Ppp. is defaced in this verse, and omits millakrt. The comm. takes -kf t in a both 
times as from krt 'cut,' and mitla~ as "offspring, the root of increase of a family"; 
the Pet. Lex. conjectures "preparing roots for purposes of wHchcraft '' L see Bloomfield's 
note, p. 407 J; one might also guess mi2rakft Lsee Weber's comment, p. I 14J. Most of 
our mss. (all save H.p.m.K.D.), and the majority of SPP's, have the false reading 
dhattam in b ; both editions give -tam. 

7. Bless us in fights, 0 formidable ones; visit (smn-srj) with [your] 
thunderbolt whoever is a kiniidin: I praise Bhava-and-~arva; [as] a 
suppliant I call loudly on [them] ; do ye free us from distress. 

Ppp. reads me for na.s in a, and leaves -stt t~r;rau uncombined. Lits closing half~ 
verse is as in the Vulgate (as may be inferred from the note to vs. 2).J 

29. Praise and prayer to Mitra and Varul].a. 

[J11'r,tanr.- (see h. 23). 7· ftZkVtlri)J'arbhiija.trati.] 

Found in Paipp. iv. (with vs. 5 put before vs. 4). The first and last verses also in 
the Yajus texts (see under h. 23), between those of our hymns 24 and 25. For the use: 
by Kau1s, as mrgara hymn, see under h. 23. 

Translated: Roth, Zttr Lltteratur imd Gescltlchte des Weda, 1846, p. 43; Lud. 
wig, p. 137, with an elaborate discussion of the proper names; Griffith, i. r70; 
Weber, xviii. I r4. 

I. I reverence you, 0 Mitra-and-VaruD-a, increasers of right; who, 
accordant, thrust [away] the malicious (drltlz:van); [who] favor the truth
ful one in conflicts (bhdra): do ye free us from distress. 
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Ppp. has for b satyojasiitt drhyiiftf yo nirete (cf. its version of 2 a); in c, ytiu, for 
pra, and have.fu (better) for bhare.fu (= sa1izgranze.f1t, comm.). TS.MS. read in a 
-rutia tdsya vitta1n (as in our 28. I a; and MS. accents .fdm); then, in b, satyaujasa 
(MS. satyc"izt-) drtilzatu"i (MS. durhnia) yd1it nudethe_; their c is wholly different: yzi 
riijiZna;it (MS. -nii) sardtlzavi yathd (MS. -td) ugril; and they end the refrain ,vith 
agasas.* MS. further accents mitdvdnttziZ in a; the comm. reads -ruiza rtavrdhiz. 
Satya·van in c is perhaps rather a proper name (so the Pet. Lex.); the comm. takes 
it as appellative ( = satyayuJ,itanz jmru.[am). In our edition, the e of manvi at the 
beginning is broken off. ;1, L Both reading tti for tazt. J 

2. Ye who, accordant, thrust [away] the malicious; [who] favor the 
truthful one in conflicts; who, men~watching, go unto the brown soma 
- do ye free us from distress. 

The translation implies emendation in c of babhrtt{tii (our P.M. have babhrt7?zii.*) 
to babhritm il.; the comm. understands '1 with your brown chariot"; Ludwig takes the 
word as proper name: "pressed by Babbru." Ppp. has for a satyojasc"izt drkva?_zi yo 
nz'redhe L cf. its version of I b J, and again haveftt for bhareru. The comm. (with one 
or two mss., including our Op.) reads gacchatas in c. it, LAnd \V. has babhril?_u"i. J 

3. Ye who favor Afigiras, who Agasti, Jamadagni, Atri, 0 Mitra~and
Varm;a, who favor Ka~yapa, who Vasishtha -do ye free us from distress. 

The comm. reads in a. agastyam. He amuses himself with worthless etymologies of 
the various names through the hymn. 

4. Ye who favor <;yavac;va, Vadhrya~va, PurumicJ.ha, Atri, 0 Mitra
and-Varm.:i.a, who favor Vimada, Saptavadhri - do ye free us from 
distress. 

Ppp. substitutes gav-i.i/Mram for vadhryafvavz in a. 

5. Ye who favor Bharadvaja, who Gavishthira, Vic;vamitra, Kutsa, 0 
Varm:ia [and] Mitra; who favor Kakshivant, also Kal}.va - do ye free us 
from distress. ·1 

This time, Ppp. puts vadhryafvam in place of gavi.ftht'ram. in a. 

6. Ye who favor Medhatithi, who Tri<;oka, who U<;anas Kavya, 0 
Mitra-and-Varul).a; who favor Gotama, also Mudgala- do ye free us 
from distress. 

Ppp. reads ufanam in b, and its c is yatt mndgalam avatlio g'iiutama1Jz ea (our 
O.Op. also have giiittammn Lcomm. to Prat. iv. 16 cites it as gotama: J). 

7. Whose chariot, of true track, of straight reins, goes spoiling against 
him who behaves (car) falsely- I praise Mitra-and-Varul).a; [as] a sup
pliant I call loudly on [them J: do ye free us from distress. 

TS.MS. have yo 71iim rdtha rJ-i,rar;vzift satyddhanna mith1tf cdrantam (MS. 
;nithucdr-) upayd# di7.!(iyanj· then TS. reads -rutia in c, and MS. td at beginning 
of d; and both end (as in vs. I) with ilgasas. 

LHere end the M:rgara hymns.J 
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30. Self-laudation of Speech (?). 

[Atha:rvan. - a.yfanam. viigdevaty1im. trt'iiffitbham: 6.jagati.] 

200 

Not found in Paipp., but is, with a few insignificant variants, RV. x. 125 (but in the 
verse-order 1, 3, 5, 4, 6, 2, 7, 8), a hymn ascribed by the tradition to Vac Ambhp:ii, or 
, Speech, daughter of Ambhp;ta'; but there is an utter absence in the details of anything 
distinctly pointing to speech, and we can only believe that the attribution is an old 
conjecture, a suggested solution of a riddle, which "space," or "faith," or "right" 
(rtd) would have equally satisfied. But the explanation is universally accepted among 
Hindu authorities, old and new, and hardly questioned by European scholars. The 
hymn is useq by Kauc;. in the ceremony (10. 16-9) for generation of wisdom (medhiija
nana), being said over a child before taking of the breast, and also at its first use of 
speech ; also in the same ceremony as forming part of the upanayana (5 7. 3 I) L so 
the comm. and Kec;ava: but the hymn is not included in the ayu:'i),a ga!ta J; and again 
in the dismissal Lutsa,:,iana, says the comm. J from Vedic study (r 39. I 5). L With regard 
to the intention of Kauc;. 139. I 5 the reader may consult Whitney's notes to the passages 
there cited by jwatika. J 

Translated: by Colebrooke, Asiatic!.: Researches, vol. viii, Calcutta, I 80 5, or fi:fiscel
laneou.s Essays, i. 2 p. 28 (Whitney, in his notes to this essay, I.e., p. r I 3, gives a "closer 
version," "in the original metre," and with an introduction) ; translated, further, by 
the RV. translators; and also by 'Weber, in his article, Vlic ttnd M-yos, Ind. Stud. ix. 
(1865) 473; Deussen, Geschichte, i. r. r46 f.; Griffith, i. r7r ; Weber, xviii. I r7. Here 
Weber gives references to discussions by himself, by Garbe, and by Max Mi.iller, of 
the possible connection of the N ea-Platonic 'M')'os-idea with I nclic thought. 

I. I go about with the Rudras, the Vas us, I with the Adityas and 
the All-gods; I bear Mitra-and-VaruJJa both, I Indra-and-Agni, I both 
A~vins. 

There is in this v~rse no variant from the RV. text. The comm. says that "I" is 
the daughter, Speech by name, of the great sage Ambhp:ia, and that she by her own 
nature knew the supreme brahman. 

ll 

2. I am queen, gatherer of good things, the first that has understood 
the matters of sacrifice ; me here the gods distributed manifoldly, making 
me of many stations enter into many. 

RV. (vs, 3) differs only by reading at the end ii1.1e~dyantim. The comm. makes 
yajnfyanihn in b depend upon prathamfi, ci!dMli being a separate epithet: this is, 
of course, equally possible. 

3. I my own self say this, [which is] enjoyable of gods and of men; 
whomsoever I desire, him I make formidable,· hini priest (bralmzdn), him 
seer, him very wise. 

RV. (vs. 5) has in b the equivalent de·m!bhis and mcim-tfebhi's. The comm. absurdly 
explains brahmif?tavz by srctl/aram, or the god Brahman. 

4 By me doth he eat food who looks abroad, who breathes, who 
indeed hears what is spoken; unknowing (? amanht) they dwell upon me ; 
hear thou, heard-of one ; I say to thee what is to be credited. 
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RV. leaves the a of dnnam in a unelided (making the pada a regular jagati: our 
Anukr. takes no notice of it as such, but it would be an extremely bad tri1tubli), has 
(as has also the comm.) the regular prlirziti in b, and reads fraddMvdm for p·ad
dheyam in d. One of our mss. (Op.) accents frutd. The comm. understands a, b to 
mean "it is by me that any one eats, sees," etc., and takes fm as= idam_,· amantavas 

as ajaniina madvijayajfiiinarahz'tii(i,; and upa k1iyantz" as sa,itsiirerza niltfnii bha,z1anti 
- as if k.ri,yanti came from kfi ' destroy'! 

5. I stretch the bow for Rudra, for his shaft to slay the brdhnian
hater; I make strife (samdd) for the people (jdna); into heaven-and
earth have I entered. 

RV. (vs. 6) has no variant. The comm. foolishly regards Rudra's affair with 
Tripura as the subject of the first ha!f-verse. 

6. I bear the heady (? lihands) soma, I Tvashtar, also Pushan, Bhaga; 
I assign property to the giver of oblations, to the very zealous (?), the 
sacrifi.cer, the presser of soma. 

RV. (vs. 2) has in c the sing. drd'lli{taJn, and in d the dative suprii•vye (which is 
implied in the translation given) ; in both points the comm. agrees with RV., and one 
of SPP's authorities supports him. But the Prat. (iv. II) establishes s11-prih,ya as the 
true Atharvan reading. The comm. gives a double explanation of ahanasam in a: as 
abhz'fotavyam and as fatrilttibn iihantaram. The Anukr. does not heed that the first 
pada is tri,ftubh. 

7. I quicken (give birth to?) the father in its (his?) head; my womb 
(yonz") is within the waters, the ocean; thence I extend myself (vz'-sthci) 
to all beings; even yon sky I touch with my summit. 

RV. reads in c bhievanii 'mt for -nani. The comm., followed by one of SPP's 
authorities, has the odd blunder ca1/e for ti1/he in c. He further takes asya in a as 
meaning d(fytr.miinasya prapancasya, and pltara,n as prapancasya janakam. 

8. I myself blow forth like the wind, taking hold upon all beings; 
beyond the sky, beyond the earth here - such have I become by 
greatness. 

RV. has mahinii instead of mahi11znii in d L cf. Bloomfield, J AOS. xvi. p. clvi = P AOS. 
Dec. 1894 J. In our edition, dlvo in c is a misprint for divli,. LEntt is hardly for enayii. 
(Weber): cf. JAOS. x. 333.J 

With this hymn ends the sixth amwaka, of 5 hymns and 36 verses; the Anukr. 
extract, 1at, is given by only one ms. (D.). 

Here, too, by a rather strange division, ends the eighth prapa/haka. 

31. Praise and prayer to fury (manyu). 

[Brahmilskanda.-manyudilivatam. triiiffubham: 2, 4. bhttri/; 5-7.jagati.] 

This hymn and the one following are RV. hymns (x.84 and 83), with few variants, 
and no change in the order of verse~. Both are found also in Paipp. iv., but not 
together. Very few of the verses occur in any other Vedic text. The two are used 
together in Kaug. (14. 26 ff.), in the ceremonies for success in bat,tle and for determin
ing which of the two opposing armies will conquer; they are also (14. 7, note) reckoned 
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to the aparaJita ga?ta. And the comm. quotes them as employed by the <;anti K. (r 5) 
in the .{;rahayajna. 

Translated: by the RV. translators; and Griffith, i. 1731 Weber, xviii. 125. 

I. In alliance (sardtham) with thee, 0 fury, battering, feeling excite
ment, excited, 0 companion of the Maruts, having keen arrows, sharpen
ing up their weapons, let [our] men go forward unto [the foe], having 
forms of fire. 

This verse is found further in TB. (in ii. 4. I r 0 ). RV. and TB. read for b hdr.yama
!Ziiso dhr1itzf ;* 11tartttva(z _; at beginning of d, RV. has the decidedly preferable abhi for 
upa_; TB. gives in d yanti, and this is also the reading of Ppp. - which moreover 
separates tfkftiii i;- in c, and combines -t;iino 'pa in c-d. Three of our mss. (O.Op.K.) 
so far agree with RV. as to read dhr;itii.sas in b; the comm. has instead ru.titasas. 
The comrn. explains vzanyits as krodhabhimani deva(z 'wrath personified as a god.' 
* Lin both ed's, TB. has the adverb dhr.yatfz.J 

2. Like fire, 0 fury, do thou, made brilliant, overpower; invoked, 0 
powerful one, do thou be our army-leader; having slain the foes, share 
out their possession (·vldas); making (ma) force, thrust away the 
scorners (mfdh). 

Many of our mss. (P.M.W.E.I.H.p.m.K.), with some of SPP's, accent sdhasva in a; 
and in b some mss. (including our P.M.W.) read -1dr ?taft. Ppp. has j£tvaya for ha~ 
tvaya in c. The abbreviation of i"va to 'va in a vrnuld remove the bh11rij character of 
the verse. The comm. explains tvz".yita in a by pradpta. 

3. Overpower for us (? ), 0 fury, the hostile plotter; go forward 
breaking, killing, slaughtering the foes; thy formidable rush (? ptijas) 
surely they have not impeded; thou, controlling, shalt bring them under 
control, 0 sole-born one. 

The translation given follows in a the RV. reading amu!, which was also received by 
emendation into our text; all the mss. and the comm. have instead asvuU, which SPP. 
retains. LPpp. has abldvzatilh asmahe_; our mss. R.T., asmiU.J Our P.M.W. give 
in c rarttdkre (or the equivalent -ddhre, which is assumed under Prat. i. 94); and SPP. 
asserts that all his authorities have it, and therefore receives it into his text, in spite of 
its evidently blundering character; the comm. reads ritr~. Several of our mss. 
(P.M.W.E.H.) read in d ·va;dn.; for nayasai, after it, RV. has nayase. The comm. 
explains jJiijas in c by b,ilam. 

4. Thou art the one praised ( ?) of many, 0 fury ; sharpen up clan on 
clan (vff) unto fighting ; with thee as ally (yit._j), 0 thou of undivided 
brightness ( ?), we make a clear noise unto victory. 

RV. has at the end knimahe, as has also Ppp. The translation follows in a the RV. 
reading i[itds, given also by the comm., and by one of SPP's authorities that follows 
him; itfiti would have to be something like 'inciter, persuader to the conflict.' RV. 
further reads yudhdye for y1tdtlhciya in-b, and in a combines manya11 if- ; our manya 
itf- is quoted in the comment to Prat. i. Sr as the AV. reading. The obscure akrttaruk 
in c is explah1ed by the comm. as acchinnadijti. Besides being bhurij, the verse 
(I 2+n: ro+ 12=45) is quite irregular. 
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5. Victory-making, like Indra, not to be talked down, do thou, 0 fury, 
be our over-lord here; thy dear name we sing, 0 powerful one; we know 
that fount whence thou "camest (a-bh12). 

The comm. explains anavabrava as "speaking things-i.e. means of victory- that 
are not new (a-nava)." The verses 5-7 are not fulljagati"s. 

6. Born together with efficacy (? dbhuti), 0 missile (sdyaka) thunder
bolt, thou bearest superior power, 0 associate; be thou allied (medfn) 
with our energy (krdtu), 0 fury, much-invoked one, in the mingling 
(sams{:f) of great riches. 

RV. has in b abh£bhiete instead of the difficult sahabliilte_,· and Ppp. (ebltibliiUa ttft-) 

supports RV. The comm. explains kratva in c by karvtatta. One is tempted to 
emend in a (also in 32. I a) to ·vajrasliyaka 'whose missile is the tlnmderbolt.' 

7. The mingled riches of both sides, put together, let Varm:i.a and fury 
assign to us; conceiving fears in their hearts, let the foes, conquered, 
vapish away. 

Instead of dhattam, RV. and the comm. have in b dattam_,· Ppp. reads dattmii 
varit?Zaf ea manyo _; RV. gives bhfyam in c; Ppp. has a peculiar d: parii,jitii yantn 
parama?iz para'vatam. Certain of our mss. (Bp.E.I.) accent at the end ldyantiim. 

32. Praise and prayer to fury (manyu). 
[ Brahmiiskanda. - manyttdiiivatam. trai.y/ubh.am: r. jagati.] 

This hymn Lwhich is RV. x.83J goes in all respects with hymn 31, which see. 
Translated: by the RV. translators; and Griffith, i. I 74; Weber, xviii. I 29. 

r. He who hath worshiped thee, 0 fury, missile thunderbolt, gains 
(pu~r) power, force, everything, in succession; may we, with thee as 
ally, that art made of power, overpower the barbarian, the Aryan, with 
powerful power. 

Ppp. has sadyo for manyo in a, and sahiyasa at the end. All the mss. accent plt:l'J'ati 
in b, and SPF. very proper)y so reads; our text was altered to conform with RV., which 
in general is distinctly less apt to give accent to a verb in such a position L Skt. Gram. 
§ 597 a J. RV. also omits the redundant and meter-disturbing (the Anukr. takes no 
notice of this) vaydm in c. Several of our mss. (P.M.W.E.) give vidadhat instead of 
evldhat in a. Slihylmti (p. sal1yti1~ta) is expressly prescribed by Prat. iii. 15,Jv. 88; 
the comm. appears to read salzy~. The comm. renders anu;ak by ami;aktalit smlztatam. 
L For vajra sayaka, see. note to iv. 3 r. 6 ; and for ptt£yati, note to iv. r 3. 2. J 

2. Fury [was] Indra, fury indeed was a god; fury [was] priest (Mtar), 
Varu:q.a, Jatavedas; the clans (vlr) which are descended from Manu 
(mdnu-1a) praise fury; prntect us, 0 fory, in accord with fervor (tdpas). 

The translation assumes in c the reading m.any{tm (instead of -yzh), which is given 
by RV., the comm. (with one of SPP's mss.), and TB. (ii. 4. P 1

) and MS. (iv. 12.3); 
the nomin. here appears to be a plain corruption, though Ppp. also has it. TB. gives in 
a bhdgas for indrqs, and devaydntis for miinu;ir yif.ft in c, and fnimeiia for sajo1as at 
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the end; MS. has dvti for j}(ihi at beginning of d; both have vifvavedas at end of b. 
Ppp. reads ya:r; for ya{l before paid. 

3. Attack, 0 fury, being mightier than a mighty one; with fervor as 
ally smite apart the foes; slayer of enemies, slayer of Vrtra, and slayer of 
barbarians, do thou bring to us all [their] good things. 

Ppp. rectifies the meter of b (the Anukr. does not notice its deficiency) by inserting 
£/za before fdtrttn. L See above, p. lxxiv. J 

4. Since thou, 0 fury, art of overcoming force, self-existent, terrible, 
overpowering hostile plotters, belonging to all men (-car.fatzi), p9werful, 
very powerful - do thou put in us force in fights. 

RV. has sciltii,z1lht for sdhfyiin in c. MS. (iv. 12. 3) gives s·vaya1Jtj'ds in b, and 
sdhavan in c; and ford it has sd hilyamano am{tiiya gaclzat. 

5. Being portionless,, I am gone far away, by the action (? krdtzt) of 
thee that art mighty, 0 forethoughtful one; so at thee, 0 fury, I, action
less, was wrathful; come to us, thine own self (tantl), giving strength .• 

RV. has at the end baladt!yliya me 'hi (p. mii: if: ihi). Inc it reads jiltiilt '/zdm, 

and both the editions follow it (Ppp. and the comm. have the same), although the AV. 
sa1itliitii reading is unquestionably jihitf-; the savikita mss. have this almost without 
exception (all ours save 0.), the pada-mss. put after the word their sign which shows a 
difference between pada and sa,iz/zitii, reading, and jih- is twice distinctly prescribed by 
the Prat. (iii. 14; iv. 87). The comm. understands the obscure first pada of going away 
from battle; akratit he paraphrases by tvatto:rakarakarma,z,arjita. 

6. Here I am for thee; come hitherward unto us, meeting (p-raticfnd) 

[us], 0 powerful, all-giving one; 0 thunderbolt-bearing fury, turn hither 
to us; let us (two) slay the barbarians; and do thou know thy partner 
(iipi). , 

RV. keeps better consistency by reading ma for nas in a, and mdm for nas in c; at 
the end of b it has vl~vadhiiyas. In a Ppp. has mli, like RV.; in c it reads 11.pa nas, 
combining to na "vav-. The comm. supplies fatritn as object of pratfclmis, and 
paraphrases the encl of the verse with ajli ea bandhubhittam mam budhyasva. 

7. Go thou forth against [them] ; be on our right hand; then will we. 
(two) smite and slay many Vrtras; I offer to thee the sustaining top of 
the sweet (nzddhzt); let us both drink first the initial draught (? 1tjnilzflt). 

Ppp. has at the end pibtva. RV. has me instead of nas at end of a, and combines 
ubM. up- in d. The comm. begins b with atha. Compare also RV. viii. roo (89). 2, of 
which the present verse seems a variation; its a, dadhiimz' te mddhuno bhakfam 11.,gre, is 
much more intelligible than our corresponding c. L In b, is not 7.1rtril.tti (neuter!) rather 
'adversaries,' as in v. 6. 4 ? - In his prior draft, W. renders, " let us both drink first in 
silence (? ). " " Initial draught " seems to overlook the gender of upati~·u. J 
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33. To Agni : for release from evil. 

[Brahman. -a:r/arcam. jiipmanyam; ilgneyam. gayatram.] 

-iv. 33 

Found in Paipp. iv. Is RV. i. 97, without a variant except in the last verse; occurs 
also in TA. (vi. I r. 1). Reckoned by Kau<;, (9. 2) to the brltachanti gaiza, and also 
(30. I 7, note) to the j;iipma gaiza _; used, under the name of apaglia, in a ceremony of 
expiation for seeing ill-omened sights (42. 22), in a women's ceremony for preventing 
undesirable love and the like (36. 22), and in the after fu'neral ceremonies (82. 4). 

Translated: by the RV. translators; and Griffith, i. 175; ·weber, xviii. r34.-Cf. 
also Lanman, Skt. Reader, p. 363. 

I. Gleaming (rue) away our evil (aghd), 0 Agni, gleam thou wealth 
unto [us] : gleaming away our evil. 

This :first verse is found a second time in TA. ( vi. I o. I). The refrain is a mechanical 
repetition of I a, having no connection of meaning with any of the verses. The comm. 
explains apa fOfttcat by naf yatu, and ;i ptfttgdhi by samrddha1iz kuru. LT A. reads 
pu;ttdhyil in both places in both editions. J 

2. With desire of pleasant fields, of welfare, of good things, we sacri
fice - gleaming away our evil -

3. In order that the most excellent of them, and in order that our 
patrons (sfwf) - gleaming away our evil -

4. In order that thy patrons, 0 Agni; in order [namely] that we may 
be propagated for thee with progeny- gleaming away our evil -

5. As of the powerful Agni the lusters (bhanu) go forth in every 
direction - gleaming away our evil. 

These four verses are (rejecting the intrusive refrain) one connected sentence: the 
prd's in vss. 3 and 4 repeat by anticipation the Jiiyemahi jn-a of vs. 4 b; " we " are, in 
fact, Agni's silri's, since we depute him to sacrifice for us, just as our silri's procure us, 
the priests; and our progeny is to increase and spread like the brightness of the fire. 
TA. spoils the connection by putting vs. 5 before vs. 4 ; and the sense, by reading 
st:irdyas for bhanavas in 5 b. Ppp. basJayemahe in 4 b. One of our pada-mss. (Op.) 
agrees with the RV. pada-text in dividing stl/[ti.ltto_yil, in 2 a (the rest read s2toglituyi). 

6. For, 0 thou that facest in every direction, thou art [ our] encom
passer on all sides : gleaming away our evil. 

7. Our haters, 0 thou that facest in every direction, do thou make us 
pass over as with a boat: gleaming away. our evil. 

8. Do thou pass us over unto well-being, as [over] a river with a boat: 
gleaming away our evil. 

Ppp. agrees with RV. Land TA.Jin reading na·vdya (which implies sfndhtt1n 'va) 
instead of navii at end of a ; and our 0. has the same. 
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34. Extolling a certain rice-mess offering. 

[Athan.1an.-a:rf.arcam. brahmasyiiudanam. trilit/ttbham: 4. bhuri:f; 5.3-av. 7-p. krti; 6.5-p. 
ati;akvari_; 7. bhuri!..·;akvari; 8. jagati.] 

Found in Paipp. vi. Used in Kau<;. (66. 6), in the sa'Va sacrifices, with the brahma
syiiudana sava, to accompany the making of pools and channels in the rice-mess, filling 
them with juices (rasa), and setting on the ground, \vith sura and water, knob-bearing 
plants as specified in the text. Doubtless it is on account of this treatment that the rice
mess in question is called vi1farin 'out-strewn, expanded.' 

Translated: Muir, OST. v. 307 (vss. 2-4); Ludwig, p. 437; Griffith, i. 176; Vveber, 
xviii. I 36. 

I. The brdlnnan [is] its head, the brlzdt its back, the vamadevyd the 
belly of the rice-mess; the meters [are] the (two) sides (wings?), truth its 
mouth; the vi.[{iir{n [is] a sacrifice born out of fervor (tdpas). 

Ppp. reads ~lras in a, and its d is vif fa yajnas tapaso "dhi jlitafi. The comm. 
explains brahman as signifying here the rathantara Stiman, and also satyam in c as 
"the saman so called; or else the highest brahman "_; 7.11,".f!arin he makes to mean 
•vistlryania?tii'vayava. 

2. Boneless, purified, cleansed with the purifier, bright (t;zici), they go 
to a bright world; Jatavedas burns not away their virile member; in the 
heavenly (svargd) world much women-folk is theirs. 

Ppp. makes piUas and ptddhiis exchange places in a ; and there is confusion in its 
text. The comm. explains anasthas by na vldyate asthyupalak;z'ta1h .yii,/kattfi'ka1Ji 
fariram e;am, and striii!iam by strl?uz1h sami'lho bltogartham; the "they" are the per
formers of the sava sacrifice. The Anukr. does not notice the redundancy of a 
syllable in c. LThere should be a space between pra and daha#.-Regarcling sensual 
pleasures in heaven, see Muir's note, I.e.; Zimmer, p. 413; Lanman, Skt. Reader, 
p. 379 end, 380; and Weber's note; cf. also AB. i. 22 1 4.J 

3. Whoso cook the vif{iirin rice-n1ess, ruin (dvarti) fastens not on them 
at any time; [such a one] stays (tis) with Yama, goes to the gods, revels 
with the soma-drinking (som.yd) Ganclharvas. 

Ppp. has kutas for kada in b, and saumyiiis in d. The pada~text writes tfvarti(i 
without division, yet the comment to Prat. iii. 46 quotes the word as exemplifying the 
combination of final a and initial r; the comm. understands and explains it as a-vartti l 
somya he paraphrases with somarha. The metrical irregularities (1 I + I 2 : I o + r I =44) 
are ignored by the Anukr. 

4. Whoso cook the vi.y{ii:rln rice-mess, them Yama robs not of their 
seed; becoming chariot-owner, [such a one] goes about upon a chariot
road; becoming winged, he goes all across the skies. 

Ppp. has in c rathiiylin lyate. L In the metrical definition, the Anukr. seems confused 
here; but vs, 4 appears to be intended.J 

5. This, extended, is of sacrifices the best carrier; having cooked the 
v£f/ii1-"{n, one has entered the sky; the bulb-bearing lotus spreads 
(sam4an), the blsa, fiilli,ka, fdphaka, -mu!alt: let all these streams (dhdra) 
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come unto thee, swelling honeyedly in the heavenly (s,z1a1,g-d) world; let 
,complete (sdmanta) lotus-ponds approach thee. 

The mss. (with the exception, doubtless accidental, of our P.K.) all read bdhi.ythas at 
,end of a, and this SPP. retains, while our text makes the obviously called-for emenda
tion to vah- ; the comm. has vah-. The things mentioned in c, d appear to be edible 
parts of water-lilies : the bulbous roots, leaf-stems, and radical fibres, which in some 
species, as the 1Vymjlzaea esculenta, are savory, and which are eaten somewhat like aspar
agus. That they should be viewed as special gifts to the pious indicates quite primi
tive conditions, and suggests a region abounding in standing waters. Either the pools and 
channels of Kauc;. are founded on these specifications, or they are original and intended 
to be emblematic of such products. The k1t1n21da is the N. escu.lenta (kairava, comm.); 
and the comm. explains bisa (he reads visa) as the root-bulb of the jadma (l'velum
bium sjeciosum) Le£, Lanman, JAOS. xix. 2d half, p. 15r f.J, raliika as that of ut.pala 
(a A:vm.pliaea), faphaka as a hoof(fapha)-shaped water-plant, and muliili as = mniali. 
<;aphaka occurs also at Ap<_;S. ix. I 4. 14, where it seems to signify an edible plant or 
fruit, perhaps a water-nut. Ppp. differs widely from our text: it begins e.ya yajno 
·vitato bahi,!/ho vi.y/ara jakvo dz',v-; it omits c and d; for e and f it has our 7 a, b L with 
variants: see under 7 J; then follm". our e and f (g, uja ... samantiift, is wanting), with 
variants: etiis tva kulyii upa yanti vz°(vahii, and svatihaya for madhmnat. But our c 
and d are found further on as parts of vs. 7, with jmiujarikam for atufikam, and 
fii.lztklzam and fapakhas. It is doubtless by an oversight that SPP. has in b, in both 
sa1nhita and jada, the false accent divdm (but our 0. also gives it). The verse lacks 
one syllable of being a full krtz' (Bo syllables). The comm. ends vs. 5 with mtdalf, and 
begins vs. 6 with the following refrain. 

6. Having pools of ghee, having slopes of honey, having strong drink 
(sltrii) for water, filled with milk (k{ird), with water, with curds -let all 
these etc. etc. 

Ppp. agrees in a, b with our text (we should expect rather madhttkttlyas); but for 
the refrain it has etas tvavi talja uj,a ya1tti vi'fvatas s·varge loke svadhaya mada
yanti(l, (the remaining pada again wanting, as in vs. 5). The refrain appears much 
more in place with this verse than in vs. 5. The comm., as already indicated, makes its 
vs. 6 of our 6 a, b, preceded by the refrain of vs. 5; the refrain of our vs. 6 it omits 
.altogether. The s11ra seems most probably to have been a kind of beer or ale L so 
Roth: not distilled liquor, as Zimmer, p. 280, suggestsJ. A full atir;akvari (60) calls 
for two more syllables. 

7. Four vessels (kumbhd), four-fold, I give, filled with milk, with water, 
with curds - let all these etc. etc. 

Ppp. had the first two padas, as noted above, in its vs. 5, reading for a catit.ykumbliylhit 
caturdha dadati/ its vs. 7 is our 5 c, d (with the variants already given) together with 
the last two padas of the refrain, reading svadhaya for madhumat in the former pada, 
and ma for t-z,a in the latter. The comm. (with one or two of s·PP's mss. that follow 
him) has dadhavzi in a. 

8. This rice-mess I deposit in the Brahmans, the vi.y{lirin, world-con'." 
,quering, heaven-going (svargd) ; let it not be destroyed (k~·i) for me, 
swelling with svadhd; be it a cow of all forms, milking my desire. 
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Several of our mss. (P.M."\,V.E.) combine in d dhenz'tf kii.Jn-. Ppp. has for a. imam 
odanam jacasi· mir;raddhadhano J. in b, loka_jitiya,h svargyam (the comm. also has the 
better reading svargyam); in c, k;e:f!a sadasi;yamattaJ· for d, vi'r;varilpa kamadugha 
dhenttr as tit me. The verse is irregular in meter: 12 +II : I 2 + I 3 =48. 

35. Extolling a rice-mess offering. 

[Prajiipati. -atimartyam.* trii(rfztbham: .3. bhurij; 4.jagati.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kam;. (66. II) in the sava sacrifices, with a sava for 
escaping death (aHmrtyu); and, according to the comm., also in the ceremony of expia
tion for the birth of twin calves (109. I ; he reads yam odanam iti, instead of yamau 
_janayati, which the edition has). * L The Berlin Anukr. reads atbnarcyam. J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 438 ; Griffith, i. I 77; Weber, xviii. I 39. 

I. The rice-mess which Prajapati, first-born of righteousness, cooked 
with fervor (tdpas) for Brahman ; which, separator of the worlds, shall not 
harm (?)-by that rice-mess let me overpass death. 

For the obscure and questionable nci 'bhire._rat in c (no tense-stem ri:1'a occurs else
where in AV.) the comm. reads nabhir ekaJ· LucMig, ignoring accent and jada-tex.t 
(nd: abhion!.yiit), understands niibhi-re;at "breach of the navel"; two of our mss. 
(O.Op.) read nabhirt!.yli.lit Land Weber conjectured ncibhir e:ra11z J. The refrain is found 
also as concluding pada of a verse in Ap.c;s. iv. r I. 3. The Anukr. does not note that 
b is _jagatf. 

2. That by which the being-makers overpassed death; which they dis
covered by fervor, by toil (r;n:bna); which the brdhman of old cooked for 
Brahman - by that rice-mess let me overpass death. 

The comm. explains blziUakf tas as jriiczz'nlith kartaro devli(i, but nay as is always 
the noun used with it. 

3. That which sustained the all-nourishing earth; which filled the 
atmosphere with sap; which, uplifted, established the sky with might -
by that rice-mess let me overpass death. 

The comm. explains 'ltt:t;vab!tojasam by krtsnasya jnitzefjlUasya bhogyablziUiim. 

4. That out of which were fashioned the thirty-spoked months; out of 
which was fashioned the twelve-spoked year; that which circling days
and-nights did not attain - by that rice-mess let me overpass death. 

SPP. gives in c the pada-reading ahonurifft,, as required by the participle pariydntas .,
all the padti-mss. have -tni ; the comm. has _pa,yantas, but explains it. as paryli?.1arta.
mlinas, and says nothing about the abnormal form. The verse (r r + 13: I I+ I r =46) is 
in no respect aj'tigatiJ· the ejection of ydsvuit in b would make it regular. 

5. That which became breath-giving, possessing breath-giving ones(?); 
for which worlds rich in ghee flow; whose are all the light-filled directions 
--- by that rice-mess let me overpass death. 

The jlada-text does not divide fmittadcift, and it makes the division prli{zadcio1.11i1t., 
which the translation follows; our text (either by a misprint or by an unsuccessful 
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attempt at emendation) reads -dilvan; -dif.va, as nom. of -dilvan, might be an improve
ment; the comm. reads -davam, viewing it as gen. pl. of pri:i{ta-di2, from dit 'burn,' and 
he explains it as "moribund" (mu1mtrftt: priitzair jigami1ubhi(t paritiijyante) ! 

6. From which, when cooked, the immortal (amfta) came into being; 
which was the over-lord of the giiJ1atri / in which are deposited the Vedas 
of all forms - by that rice-mess let me overpass death. 

Or amrta is to be taken as the drink of immortality; the comm. (who simply adds 
dyulokastham) apparently so understands it. 

7. I beat down the hater, the god-insulter; what rivals are mine, let 
'them be [driven] away; I cook the all-conquering brd!tman-rice-mess; let 
the gods hear me who am full of faith. 

The comm. reads in a devapfyttn _; brahmiiudana:m he explains as brahma(tebhyo 
deyam odanam. 

The seventh anuvaka, of 5 hymns and 37 verses, ends here; the old Anukr. says 
sajta ea 'ji bodhyafz. 

36. Against demons and other enemies. 

[ Ciitana. - satyaiy'asam.* iigneyam. iimt,rfubham: 9. bhurefj.] 

Not found in Paipp. Not used individually by Kau<;,, but only as one of the cata
nani (8. 25). Our mss. of the Anukr. do not contain the expected definition of the 
hymn as one of ten stanzas (dafarcam). *l The Berlin Anukr. reads saryaiifasam.J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 526; Grill, 3, I 36; Griffith, i. I 79; Bloomfield, 35, 407; 
Weber, xviii. I 41. 

I. Them let him· of real force burn forth - Agni Vai~vanara, the bull ; 
whoso shall abuse and seek to harm us, likewise whoso shall play the 
niggard toward us. 

The comm. paraphrases durasyiit with dtt{ifan i°'vii "caret: asmlisv avidya1nana11i. 
do.yam udbhavayet. The Prat. (iii. I 8) allows both i" and i in denominatives like aratiy-, 
and its comment quotes this word as example of the former. 

2. Whoso shall seek to harm us not seeking to harm, and whoso seeks 
to harm us seeking to harm-in the two tusks of Agni Vai~vanara do I 
set him. · 

All the mss. read in a dfjsat, which is accordingly retained by SPP.; our edition 
emends to dipsat to agree with vs. I c; the comm. also has dijJsiU ./ and it is favored by 
the ftipat of the parallel expression in vi. 37. 3. With the second half-verse compare 
xvi. 7. 3. 

3. They who hunt in assent (? iigard), in counter.;clamor (? jratikrofd), 
on new-moon [day], the flesh-eating ones, seeking to harm others- all 
those I overpower with power. 

The obscure words agara and prati"krofa are here translated mechanically, accord
ing to their surface etymology. The comm. gets the former from gr or gir 'swallow,' 
and defines it as yuddharanga, because samantad bhajyate miitisafOtt-itadikam atni / 

the latter is pratlkitlai!t fatrubhi/i krta akro~e J while mrgayante means '' desire to 
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injure us," and amavasye "at midnight of a day of new moon"; he has no suspicion of 
any connection with the doings at an eclipse, as half suggested by Grill. The line is quite 
unintelligible, and very probably of corrupt text. Most of the patla-mss. have the false 
accent jwatiokro(e. The comm. reads in c dzpsanti for -tas. 

4. I overpower the .Pifacds with power ; I take to myself their property;, 
I slay all the abusers; let my design be successful. 

All the mss. read in a-b sdhasaifiim, p. sdhasii: e.yam, instead of the obviously cor
rect sdhasaf.yam, p. sdhasa: ii: e.yam Lcf, note to iii. 14. 3J: it is one of the most strik
ing blunders of the traditional text. The comm. understands the true reading, and it is 
restored by emendation in our edition; SPP. abides by the mss. Ind, the comm. has 
faVi nas for sam me. The Anukr., by noting no irregularity of meter, seems to imply 
ii e,1am in b, but his descriptions are so little exact that the evidence is really of no value. 

5. The gods that hasten (hiis) with him -they measure speed with 
the sun - with those cattle (Pafzt) that are in the streams, in the moun
tains, I am in concord. 

Doubtless corrupt in text, and incapable of yielding sense. Grill regards the verse as. 
interpolated. LAs for has, see Bergaigne, Re!. Vi!d. i. 200 n.J The comm. guesses two 
wholly discordant and equally worthless explanations; in the first he takes devas as 
(from div 'play') "j>ifacas and the like," and lzasante as for hqsayanti' cause to laugh';. 
in the second, he understands devils as vocative, and hasante as for jihasante Lprinted 
jihasyante J 'seek to leave.' One is tempted to find stenas instead of tina in a. The· 
deficiency (unnoticed by the Anukr.) of a syllable in dis an indication of a corrupt text. 

6. I am a vexer (tdpana) of the .fift"icds, as a tiger of them that have 
kine; like dogs on seeing a lion, they do not find a hiding-place (nydii.cana)~ 

The comm. reads anu instead of na in d. The meter requires 'smi in a. 

7. I cannot [bear] with Jicacds, nor with thieves, nor with savages 
(? 'Vanarg2t) ; the piracds disappear from that village which I enter. 

Our P.M.W. read -vi·vei;d for -vi(d at the end. The comm. has n,11;yant1t in c. He 
paraphrases sa1ii i;aknomi by satiu;akto •nujwazli.yfo bhavti1nl, or by sa:titgato bhaz1fimz',,
and vanargu by vanagamin. 

8. Whatever village this formidable power of rnine enters, from that 
the .Pifacds disappear ; [there] they devise not evil. 

The first pada lacks a syllable, unless we resolve grd- into two syllables Lor read 
y,bft..ya;lz J. 

9. They who anger me, making a noise, as flies an elephant-them 
I think ill off, like mites ( ?) on a man (jdna). 

The comm. (followed by a couple of SPP's authorities) has lipltiis (== 11,padf.g'dhafi 
smnkriintiifi) at end of a; the pada-mss. read lapitif, which SPP. in his pada-tex.t 
emends to -tdfi ; but, as the participle in ta from such a root can hardly have an active 
sense, lapz't-vd w011kl doubtless be a better alteration ; the redundancy of a syllable, to 
be sure, would suggest deeper changes. Alpai;ayt2n in d, literally' petty Hers,' is con
jecturally rendered, in accordance with the comm. (pari'mli!zato •1pakiiyli{t fayanasva

bhavafz sa1lzcarak;amaft kifal:z.). SPP. reads dttrhi"tanj- (instead of -ta1i or -tliit Lsee 
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note to i. I 9. 4 J ), against the great majority of his mss. as well as all of ours ; instead 
of it the comm. has durliatan. 

IO. Let perdition halter him, as a horse with a horse-halter (-abhi
dhdnz); the fool (malvd) that is angry at me, he is not loosed from the 
fetter. 

The comm. (with one of SPP's mss.) has at the end mucyase, but explains it as a 3d 
sing. impv.: mukto na bhavatit.,· an imperative would be welcome, if honestly come by. 
M alva he glosses with ~atru. L As to abh-i-dha, cf. iii. I I. 8 and note. J 

37. Against various superhuman foes: with an herb. 

[ B iidariiyarti', - dvadaparcam. a}arrngyapsarodevatyam. ilmt:r(u bham : .3. 3-av. 6-p. tri:r(ubh ; 
5. prastiirapankti; 7. paro:r?zih; II. 6-p.jagati; r2. nicrt.] 

Found ( except vs. 9) in Pai pp. xiii. (in the verse-order r-4, 7, 6, 5, I 2, 8, IC, I I), but 
in a much defaced condition. Used by Kauc;. with the preceding hymn, as one of the 
catanani (8. 25) ; but also independently (28. 9) in a remedial rite against possession 
by evil spirits. And the comm. quotes it from N ak~. K. 2 I L error for <;anti K., says 
Bloomfield J, as employed in a maht'ifanti called g-andharvi. L As to Badara yai:ii, see 
introduction to hymn 40, J 

Translated: Kuhn, KZ. xiii. I I 8 (interesting Germanic parallels); Ludwig, p. 352; 
Griffith, i. I So ; Bloomfield, 33, 408 ; Weber, xviii. 144. 

I. By thee of old the Atharvans slew the demons, 0 herb ; by thee 
did Ka<;yapa slay ; by thee Kai:iva, Agastya. 

The comm. explains that one or other of the specified plants, the sahavzanii etc., is 
here addressed. 

2. By thee do we expel (cat) the Apsarases, the Gandharvas ; 0 goat
horned one, drive the demon; make all disappear by [thy] smell. 

'Drive' (aja) in c is a play upon the name goat (a_ja-) in 'goat-horned.' The comm. 
declares the epithet to be equivalent to 11i,ftitiin ( Odina jJinnata), and to be given on 
account of the shape of the fruit. L Dhanvantari, p. 23, Poona ed., gives nu-1arr1'ig-'i 
and vi1atdkii as synonyms of ajaff1"igf. J Ppp. has in b catayanzasi instead of -maize. 

3. Let the Apsarases go to the stream, to the loud (?)down-blowing of 
the waters: Guggulu, Pila, NaladI, Auk~agandhi, PramandanI: so go 
away, ye Apsarases; ye have been recognized. 

L See Weber's note and reference to Rumpelstilzchen. J Tara in bis rendered "cross
ing"; but as this sense is found nowhere else, it seems safer to take the word as the 
adjective, common later; the comm. glosses it with tarayitaram, a worthless. etymo
logical guess. After it, instead of avafvasam, the comm. reads iva svasam (= su;/hu 
nihtjreratzakufcilavi yatha), and, strangely enough, Ppp. has the same. ,As everywhere 
else where the word occurs, the mss. vary between gulgulu and guggultt, and SPP. 
reads the former and our edition the latter; here the decided majority, with Ppp. and 
the comm., give gulg- (our Bp.H.K. have gugg-). Padas c and d appear to be made up 
of names of Apsarases, all formed upon odor-names : guggztM is fem. to gztggulu 
' bdellium,' and naladi to ndlada 'nard' ; jJr.amandant is related with jramanda ' a 
certain fragrant plant' ; and auk;yagandhi means something like ' ox-smell' ; but the 
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comm. declares them to be panca homadravya?ti 'five articles of oblation'; Ppp. reads 
prabandh-lni in d. Most of our mss. accent apsardsas in e, but SPP. reports only one 
of his as doing so; both editions read apsarasas. The comm. makes a different 
division of the material, reckoning the refrain (our e, f) as a verse with our 4 a, b, and 
omitting the refrain in 4 (much as it treated 34. 5-7 above); SPP. follows the Anukr. 
throughout (see under the next verse). The comm. reads in f pratibaddhas _; prdti~ 
bu.ddha abhittana is found also as RV. i. 191. 5 d. Ppp. adds between our d and e 
yatra marty apsv antaft: samudre turii?tyarf turvar;f jmwfarika (not followed by an 
avasana-sign ). The Anukr. definition of the verse ought to read jagati instead of 
tri,r/ubh. L In the prior draft, W. notes the suggestions concerning avar;vastim. given by 
BR. i. 490 and OB. i. rz6 and implying ava ='away'; but rejects them.J 

4. Where [are] the ap.mtthds, the nyagrodhas, great trees, with crests: 
thither go away, ye Apsarases; ye have been recognized. 

The division and numbering in our edition of this verse and the two next following is 
faulty, owing to the unclearness of the mss. first used ; the correct division, agreeing 
with the Anukr., is given by SPP., and our translation follows it Land makes clear what 
it isJ; vss. 3-5 all end with the refrain tdt pdre 'ta- etc., and this, with the number 4, 
needs to be added in our text after fiklza{tlinafl. In Ppp., the place of this verse is 
taken by the addition reported above, under vs. 3. The comm. takes fikha{z~iin as 
meaning "peacocks " ; he quotes TS. iii. 4. 84 to the effect that certain trees, including 
afvattlui and nyagrodha, are the houses of Gandharvas and Apsarases. 

5. Where [are] your swings, green and whitish; where cymbals [and] 
lutes sound together- thither go away, ye Apsarases; ye have been 
recognized. 

L Chauge the number 4 to 5 at the end of the first line of p. 74 of the edition.J The 
accent karkaryds as nom. plur. is false, and must be emended to -1ycLv, as read by 
SPP. with half of his mss., and a part (O.Op.D.) of ours (our P.M.W. give harkayds). 
Again· nearly all our mss., with sorne of SPP's, accent ajsardsas in the refrain. Ppp. 
is quite corrupt: yatra 'Zlokhsfi. haritarju.na ghatiil karkari asmiwadanti. The first 
half-verse ( 13 + II : 8 + 8) is irregular. 

6. Hither hath come this mighty one (·virya·vant) of the herbs, of the 
plants; let the goat-horned ara{akt, the sharp-homed, push out. 

LPut a simple avasana-mark in place of the number 5.J Arataki seems to be used 
here as specific name of the herb in question; but the comm. takes it as epithet, deriv
ing it from a-rii 'non-giving' with a derivative from at 'go,' and meaning hi,isaklin 
uccafaya# I Ppp. adds two more padas: «,pe •ttJ 'to 'psaraso gandharvcz yatra va gr haft. 

7. Of the hither-dancing, crested Gandharva, Apsaras-lorcl, I split the 
testicles, I bind fast ( ?) the member. 

AIHhe rnss. read in c djn' yami, which. SPP. accordingly retains; our emendation to 
dyami is unsatisfactory, both as regards the sense and because dii is not elsewhere used 
with ajl (neither is yii); one might alsQ guess abhi yamt'" attack"; the comm. explains 
it by a.pigatmh niruddha1it kar(J1nl, which is worthless. The comm. gives "peacock" 
as an alternative equivalent of fikhatttJin with an implied comparison : " dancing like a 
peacock." Ppp. begins with ryatit 11lruc chi/di-. L If the. definition of the Anukr. 
(8+8: 12) is right, pada clacks a syllable.J 
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8. Terrible are Indra's missiles (hett), a hundred spears of iron; with 
them let him push out the oblation-eating, dvaka-eating Gandharvas. 

Half our mss., and the large majority of SPP's, read at the end of this verse r.yata./ 
both editions give r.yatu, as in the next verse. A vakii. is defined as a certain grass-like 
marsh-plant, Blyxa octandra, the same with r;ai'vala or r;aivii.la_; the comm. defines it 
as jaloparistha!i r;aiviilavir;e.yaft, but attempts no explanation of why the Gandharvas 
should be supposed to eat it. He reads in b r;atafr.y/ls (one feels tempted to emend 
rather to r;atdbhr.y/ls), and in c abhihradan (for haviradiin). The Anukr. takes no 
notice of the redundant syllable in c (also in 9 c). 

9. Terrible are Indra's missiles, a hundred spears of gold; with them 
let him push out the oblation-eating, dvaka-eating Gandharvas. 

This very slightly varied repetition of vs. 8 is wanting in Ppp. All the mss. have 
r.yatu at the end here. 

IO. The dvaka-eating ones, scor-ching, making light ( ?) in the waters 
- all the pi'facds, 0 herb, do thou slaughter and overpower. 

All our pada-mss. read in b jyotaya0maviakiln as a compound, and it seems very 
strange that SPP. gives in both forms of text jyotaya mamak;J,n, as two independent 
words, and reports nothing different as found in any of his authorities ; it is perhaps an 
oversight on his part. Either reading being plainly untranslatable, the rendering given 
implies emendation to jyotayamiinakifn, as the simplest and most probable alteration; 
several cases of such expansions of a participle in mana -by an added -ka occur LSkt. 
Gram. § I 222 g, f; cf. Bloomfield's note J, one of them (pravartamanakd) even in RV. 
Ppp. reads as follows : avakar;avi abhir;iico bicchi dyatayamiinaka1k : gandlzarvan 
sarvan 01adhe krJ_Zu tasvaparliyatzafi / this supports the proposed reading in its most 
essential feature, -mana- for -mama-, and further favors the version of the comm., dyot
for ;'yot-. R., in the Festgruss an Bohtllngk (p. 97), had ingeniously conjectured the 
word as a name for the will-o'-the-wisp, deriving it from fyotaya miim 'give me light,' 
by an added suffix -aka. The comm. paraphrases by nzatsa1nbandhino gandharvlin 
udake11,1 prakar;aya. L Cf. Whitney, Festgmss an Roth, p. 9r ; . also note to ii. 3. I .J 

I I. One as it were a dog, one as it were an ape, a boy all hairy-having 
become as it were dear to see, the Gandharva fastens upon (sac) women; 
him we make disappear from here by [our] mighty (viryavant) incantation 
(brdhman). 

In our edition, str{yam at the end of d is a misprint for strfyas, which all the mss. 
have, · with no avast"ina-mark following, though distinctly called for by the sense, and 
therefore supplied by us; Ppp., however, reads striyam, with safate before it i and it 
omits the last pada, f: which omission wo.uld furnish an excuse for the absence of inter
punction after strfyas. 

12. Ybur wives, verily, are the Apsarases; 0 Gandharvas, ye are 
[their] husbands; run away, 0 immortal ones; fasten not on mortals. 

All the pada-mss. commit in c the palpable error of dividing dhavatiimartylr,(fi) into 
dha11ata: ;inartya(t, as if the a which follows dhavat- were one of. the common pro
longations of a final vowel in sa11ihi'ta / the comm., however, understands amartyaft, 
and SPP. admits this by emendation into his padtz-text. Ppp. has for c apakriimat 
:fntrtt~lid amartya, which supports amartyas in our text. 
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38. For luck in gambling : by aid of an Apsaras. 

[Biidm·iiyatt,i. - dvidevatyam. iintt-f(ubham: 3. 6-p.3-av.jagati; 5. bhurigatya:rfi j 6. tri-J/ubh; 
7. 3-11:v.5-p. anu-Jfitqg-arbhii jmraupari-Jfc'ij_"j'yoti1mat'i jagati.] 

This and the two following hymns are not found in Paipp. Kau<;. uses it (doubtless 
only the first four verses) in a ceremony (4r. 13) for success in gambling. Verses 5-7 
are called karkipravadas and used (2 r. I I) in a rite for the prosperity of kine, and also 
(66. 13) in the sava sacrifices, with a karki as sava_; and they are reckoned (19. r, note) 
to the pu1/il.'a mantras. The comm. attempts no explanation of the mutual relation of 
the two apparently unconnected parts of the hymn; Lbut Weber, in his note to verse 7, 
suggests a connectionJ. L As to Badaraya1_1i, see introd. to h. 40.J 

Translated: Muir, OST. v. 430 (vss. I-4); Ludwig, p. 454; Grill, 7r (vss. 1-4), 
140; Griffith, i. 183; Bloomfield, 149,412; Weber, xviii. 147. 

I. The up-shooting, all-conquering, successfully-playing Apsaras, that 
wins (kr) the winnings in the pool (? gldha)- that Apsaras I call on here. 

The form apsard., instead of apsaras, is used throughout this hymn ; the comm. 
regards it as a specialized name for the Apsaras in this character or office: dyiUakriyii
dkidevatanz apsarojiUt:yam. Udbhindatim is paraphrased by Patiabandhena dhanasyo 
'dbhedana1ii k1~rvatim, as if it were the causative participle. The technical terms of 
the game are only doubtfully translated, our knowledge of its method being insufficient; 
gldha is taken as the receptacle, of whatever kind, in which the stakes are deposited; the 
comm. explains it thus: grhyate ja1J,abandhena kalpyata. z"# dytttakriyajeyo (mss. 
•:Jayo) •rtlio glalzaft. 

2. The distributing (vi-ci), on-strewing (a-kir), successfully-playing 
Apsaras, that seizes (grah) the winnings in the pool-that Apsaras I call 
on here. 

The comm. explains the first two epithets respectively by "collecting" (taking ·vi as 
intensive) and " scattering." 

3. She who dances about with the dice (? dya), taking to herself the 
winning from the pool - let her, trying to gain ( ?) for us the winnings, 
obtain the stake (? prahd) by magic (nu"iyd); let her come to us rich in 
milk; .let them not conquer from us this riches. 

The wholly anomalous si.yad in c is here translated, in accordance with the current 
understanding of it, as somehow coming from the root san or ..ra L i.e., as if it were for 
the normal si-.ya-s-atl: considering that the consonant of the root sa happens to coincide 
with the sibilant which is characteristic of the desiderative, we might be tempted to put 
sf:~ant: sa:: sfk.yant: sah (Skt. Gram.§ 1030 a), but for the accentj; the comm. reads 
instead fl!tanti ( = avafe.yayantt). The comm. further has in b adadhlinas ( explained 
as = adadhana: so SPP's K. reads), and in d prahan (= pra/zanta,vyan ak.yan: a 
false etymology and worthless interpretation). He explains ayas as ekltdaya!i jJafica
sa1hkhyanti.i ak~·avifNl:ifz. He divides our vss. 3-5 into four verses of four padas each, 
without any regard to the connection of sense, thus giving the hymn eight verses; among 
our mss; also (SPP. reports nothing of the kind from his) there is more or less disco~d
ance in regard to the verse-division, and some of them agree with the comm. L Our 
sifad appears· in W's Index Ver/Jorwm, p. 382, at the very end of the "unclassified 
residuum " of AV. material. J . 
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4. She who delights (pra-mud) in the dice (ak1d), bringing (Mr) pain 
and anger-the rejoicing, the delighting one: that Apsaras I call on here. 

The translation implies retention of bfbhrati at end of b, read by all the mss. and by 
the comm., and retained by SPP., and the emendation instead in a to yzt 'k,rl,F1t pramo
date, which is metrically better, makes better connection, and has the support of the 
comm., with one Lor two J of SPP's authorities. SPP's note to bfbhratf, "so read 
except by K. who follows Sayai;ia," is unintelligible, since the latter has also bfbhratf. 
L Delete the accent-mark under huve.J 

5. They who (f.) go about (sam-car) after the rays of the sun, or who 
go about after [its] beams (mdrzc£) ; of whom the mighty (? viiJinivant) 
bull from afar moves around (par£-£) at once all the worlds, defending -
let him come unto us, enjoying this libation, together with the atmos
phere, he the mighty one. 

According to the comm., the "they who" and "of whom" in a and care the Apsa
rases, this being apparently to him the tie of connection between the two divisions of 
the hymn; and vajini is the dawn, and 11ajinivant the sun : all of which is very ques
tionable, at least. SPP. reads in dparycUH, witl1, as he states, the majority of his mss., 
but with only two of ours; the comm. has paryeti, and it is also thus quoted by the 
comment to Prat. iv. 81. SPP. further leaves the :final n of sdr·van unassimilated before 
lokdn, for the wholly insufficient reason that nearly all his rnss. so read ; the point is. one 
that requires to be regulated by the prescriptions of general grammar and of the Prat., 
without heed to the carelessness of scribes.. The passage is even one of those quoted 
under Prat. ii. 35 as an example of assimilation. The metrical definition of the Anukr. 
is inaccurate, and perhaps corrupt; the verse (r 2+ I r : r 2+ II : r r + r 1 =68) should be 
specified as of 6 padas and 3 avasanas, like vs. 3 ; it is not bhurif; and for atya,Fti the 
L London, not the Berlin ms. J reads jagatyaf/'i. L One is tempted to suspect the syllable 
sa1h- in a. Pronounce ydsarfabho in c. J 

6. Together with the atmosphere, 0 mighty one; defend thou here 
the karkt calf, 0 vigorous one (vii.fin); here are abundant drops (stokd) 
for thee; come hitherward; this is thy karkt; here be thy mind. 

The comm. reads in a vajinivan, as in 5 f; in b he has karkfn 'vatsan (and one of 
SPP's mss. gives karktn); and, in d, namas instead of manas, and SPP. reports three 
of his four pada-mss. as also having ndmas. The comm. explains karki as kttrkavartt,a 
or fttbhra. The minor Pet. Lex. suggests the emendation of vatsffm to vafii.m in this 
ver~e and the next. Three of SPP's mss. and one of. ours (0.) separate karld ihd in 
sanihita in d. The Anukr. ignores the deficiency of a syllable in b. 

7. Together with the atmosphere, 0 mighty one; defend thou here the 
karkt calf, 0 vigorous one ; this is fodder ; this is the pen ; here we bind 
(nl-bandh) the calf; according to name we master you: hail! 

The comm., with one of SPP's oral authorities, has again vatslin in b, and also 
vatsan in d (this time, with our P.M.W.E.). Kauc;. (zr. II) quotes c and d, with the 
direction to do "as directed in the text"; the comm. L Ke<;avaJ explains that a rope is to be 
prepared with twelve ties (dliman); and that with c fodder is to be offered to the kine, 
and with d the calves are to be tied to the rope. If this is correct, the reading would 
seem to be properly vatsan in all cases, and·perhaps karkyii(ft) vatsiln in 6 b and 7 b 
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(thus filling out the meter), The mss. add (as directed by the Anukr.) a second avasana
sign after badhnimafi, and SPP. retains it. The verse (u+10: 8+8: 10=47) falls 
short of a full )ai;ati by the amount of the deficiency in b. LI think karkyhs, as a 
genitive sing. fem., ought to be oxytone (J AOS. x. 38 5) ; but karkyas, pronounced 
karkfo, might be better. J 

39. For various blessings. 

[Angiras.*- dararcam. sibitnatyatn. niintidevat;1am. piinktam: r, 3, 5, 7. 3-p. mahabrhati; 
.2, 4, 6, 8. sa11istiirajankti; 9, IO, tr(v/ttbh.] 

This prose-hymn (the two concluding verses metrical) is, as already noted, wanting 
in Paipp. A similar passage is found in TS. (vii. 5. 23). The hymn is used by Kauc;. 
in the jarvan sacrifices (5. 8) with the saJJina# offerings, and vss. 9 and I o earlier in 
the same l'.:eremonies with two so-called jmrastaddh01nas (3. I 6) ; also the hymn again 
in the rites (59. 16) for satisfaction of desires. Verse 9 appears in Va.it. (8. I r) in the 
catu.rmasya rites, with an offering by the adltvarytt. * LThe Anuk.r. gives Brahman as 
the r;i of 9 and 10.J . 

Translated: Griffith, i. I 84; Weber, xviii. r 50. 

I. On the earth they paid reverence (sam~nam) to Agni; he throve 
(rdli); as on earth they paid reverence to Agni, so let the reverencers p~y 
reverence to me. 

The TS. version reads thus : agndye sdm anaviat :Prthivyai sdm anamad ydtha 
"gnifi prthivyft ( ! ) stpnanmnad evdm mahyavi bhadraft sdninatayafi sd1iz namantu. 
The comm. explains sdm anaman by sarva?U: bhzttani sa1imatanz' upasannani blta·vantl, 
and sa1hnamas by abhilafitajhalasya saninatayafi samprapta,ya(i. The metrical 
definitions of the Anukr. for vss. r-8 are of no value; the odd verses vary from 34 to 37 
syllables, and the even from 38 to 40. L We might have expected the epithet tryavasana 
(J-a"it,) to be applied to the even.J 

2. Earth [is] milch-cow; of her Agni [is] calf; let her, with Agni as 
calf, milk for me food (ii), refreshment, [my] desire, life-time first, 
progeny, prosperity, wealth: hail ! 

There is in TS. nothing to correspond to our vss. z, 4, 6, 8. Our edition combines 
dyttf jw-, because required by Prat. ii. 7 5 ; but the mss., except one of SP P's, have 
dy1t(t pr-, which SPP. retains. 

3. In the atmosphere they paid reverence to Vayu; he throve; as in 
the atmosphere they paid reverence to Vayu, so let the reverencers pay 
reverence to me. 

TS. has a corresponding passage, in the form as given above. 

4- The atmosphere is milch-cow ; of her Vayu is calf; let her, with 
Vayu as calf, milk for me etc. etc. 

The comm. has tasya 'of it (i.e. the atmosphere),' instead of tasyas. 

5. In the sky they paid reverence to Aditya ; he throve; as in the sky 
they paid reverence to Aditya, so let the reverencers pay reverence to me. 

The corresponding TS. passage has silrya instead of iidityd. 
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6. The sky is milch-cow; of her A<litya is calf; let her, with Aditya 
as calf, milk for me etc. etc. 

LI n the edition, sa is misprinted for sf J 

7. In the quarters they paid reverence to the moon (candrd) ; it throve ; 
as in the quarters they paid reverence to the moon, so let the reverencers 
pay reverence to me. 

In TS., the asterisms (ndk:ratra) are here connected with the· moon; and there 
follow similar passages respecting Varu:r,1a with the waters, and several other divinities. 

8. The quarters are milch-cows; of them the moon is calf; let them, 
with the moon as calf, milk for me etc. etc. 

Both editions read duham in this verse, as in vss. 2, 4, 6, following the at1thority of 
nearly all the rnss.; only our H.D. have the true reading, duhriim, which ought to have 
been adopted in our text. 

9. Agni moves (car), entered into the fire, son of the seers, protector 
against imprecation; with homage-paying, with homage, I make offering 
to thee; let us not make falsely the share of the gods. 

That is (a), 'Agni is continually to be found in the :fire.' Three of SPP's authorities 
read mdnasa in c, thus ridding the verse of an objectionable repetition; but both editions 
give ndmasa, which the comm. also has. In d our edition has kannabhag-dvt, following 
our pada-mss. (which read karmaobhagdm); but SPP. has correctly, with his mss. and 
the comm. (=ma kar;ma), karma bhagam. More or less of the verse is found in 
several other texts: thus, in VS. (v. 4) only a, b, ending b with abhifastipdva_; in MS. 
(i. 2. 7), with adhi1·ajd e:i-a!z at encl of b, a wholly different c, and, for d, mif dev&nihit 
ytlyupama bhagadheyam_; in MB. (ii. 2. rz), only a, b, with bending as in MS.; in TS. 
(i. 3. 72 ), the whole verse, b ending like MS., c beginning with svahakftya brahmarza, 
and d ending with mithuyif 1frar bhagadMya1n; in TB. (ii. 7. rs 1 ), the whole, beginning 
with' vyiighro yam agnat't car-, and ending b with -pti aydm, its c and d agreeing 
throughout with ours; in A<;S. (viii. 14. 4), the whole, but ending b * like MS. and TS., 
and having for c, d tasmai .fuhomi havifii ghrtena 11iii de7.1aniim movmhad bhiil[adhe
yam / Lin Ppp., the whole verse, just as in A<; S., except that a ends with pravijta and 
that d has yliyavad for mo,mthad and (unless mfi.th is a slip of Roth's pen) nzani for 
nzaJ. LSee Bloomfield's discussion of mithuyd kr, ZDMG. :xlviii. 556.J The meter 
(10+ I I : 12+ I I =44) is irregular, but the Anukr. takes no notice of it. * LThe Calcutta 
ed. has aviraja e:,afi, misprint for adhi-.J 

IO. Purified with the heart, with the mind, 0 Jatavedas - knowing all 
the ways (vaylma), 0 god; seven mouths are thine, 0 Jatavedas; to them 
I make offering- do thou enjoy the oblation. 

Piztdm in a can only qualify havydm in d: compare RV. iv. 58. 6 b, antdr lttdci 
nzanasc1 p17ydmiinafi. The pada~text makes one of its frequent blunders by resolving 
in c saptasyant' into saptd: d.syani instead of into sap ta: asyani, the designation of the 
accent in smithitii being the same in both cases, according to its usual method. SPP. 
accepts the blunder, reading lzsyani. 

It is impossible to see why these two concluding verses should have been added to 
the hymn. 
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40. Against enemies from the different quarters. 

[9ukra.-* krtyiipratiharatiam. bahudevatyam. trai1fubham: 2,8. jagati (8. puro'tipakvari 
padayuj).] 

Not found in Paipp. Somewhat similar formulas are met with in TB. (iii. I I. 5) 
and Apl;S. (vi. 18. 3). Used in Kaw;., with ii. I I etc., in the preparation of holy water 
for the counteraction of witchcraft (39. 7), and reckoned to the kttyapratiltaratza ga?ta 
(ib., note). * LThe Berlin ms. of the Anukr. adds the expected a;farcam.- Weber, in 
a footnote, p. r 52, says that the remarks of the Anukr. on vs. 8 suggest that the author 
of the Anukr. was a Vedantist. Hence his attribution of hymns 37 and 38 to 
BadarayaJ?-i, J 

Translated: Griffith, i. z85; Weber, xviii. r52. 

1. They who make offering from in front, 0 Jatavedas, [who] from 
the eastern quarter vex us - having come upon (t) Agni, let them stagger 
(vyath) away; I smite them back with the reverter (pratisard). 

Pratisara, t11e comm. says, means jrratimukha1il ni1,artata ablticli.rlka1il karma 
'nena,· andjuhvati means homenli 'sman abhicaranti. The analogous formula in the 
other texts reads thus: pnici dfg· agnfr de·vdta: agnbit sa dit;a,n devdtiz devdtanam 
rccliaht yo mai 'tasyai dit;o ~bhidZf.sati (so TB.; Ap<;S. omits difii1iz deva1it de1,l(J.tanibn). 

The verses have slight metrical irregularities which are ignored by the Anukr. 

2. They who make offering from the right, 0 Jatavedas, [who] from 
· the southern quarter vex us ~ having come upon Yama, let them etc. etc. 

The other texts make Indra the god of the southern quarter. L See Weber's note, 
p. I 53.j 

3. They who make offering from behind, 0 Jatavedas, [who] f:rom the 
western quarter vex us - having come upon Varm}a, let them etc. etc. 

The other texts say Soma instead of Varm)a. 

4. They who make offering from above, 0 Jatavedas, [who] from the 
northern quarter vex us - having come upon Soma, let them etc. etc. 

Nearly all the mss. (all ours save O.Op.; all but three of SPP's) strangely accent 
sovu£m in this verse; both editions emend to soma:>n. In the other texts, Mitra. and 
Varu~rn are the divinities invoked for the northern quarter. 

5. They who make offering from below, 0 Jatavedas, [who] from the 
fixed quarter vex us - having come upon Earth, let them etc. etc. 

Here, again, part of our mss. (E.I.H.), and nearly all SPP's, give the false accent 
bhz,mbn _; both editions read bhlinn·m. The other texts associate Aditi with "this 
quarter," or" the quarter here," as they style it. 

6. They who make offering from the atmosphere, 0 Jatavedas, [who] 
from the midway (iryadhvd) quarter vex us - having come upon Vayu, 
let them etc. etc. 

The comm. understands vyadh1.1a as "trackless" (ii(i;;-atii cullwano yasyiim). The 
other texts take no nodce of such a quarter'. 
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7. They who make offering from aloft, 0 Jatavedas, [who] from the 
upward quarter vex us -having come upon Surya, let them etc. etc. 

The other texts associate Brhaspati with this quarter. 

8. They who make offering from the intermediate directions of the 
quarters, 0 Jatavedas, [who J from all the quarters vex us - having come 
upon the brdhman, let them etc. etc. 

Several of our mss. accent di'gbhyo 'bhid5,S-. The other texts have nothing that cor
responds to this verse. 

This, the eighth and concluding amn.1aka of the book, has 5 hymns and 47 verses; 
the quotation from the old Anukr. is saptadafa 'ntyafi, to which is added 1arfarcavac ea~ 

Here ends also the ninth p-rajJa/haka. 
One of our mss.. (I.) sums up the content of the book as 323 verses; the true 

number is 324. L Observe that the last vs. of hymn 20 is numbered 7 when it should 
be 9.J 
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L The fifth book is made up of thirty-one hymns, divided into 
six anuvaka-groups, with five hymns in each group save the 
fourth, which has six hymns. The Old Anukrama1:iI appears 
to take 60 verses as the norm of an anuvaka. The number 
of verses in each hymn ranges from 8 to 18. The Major 
Anukrama9I assumes 8 verses as the normal length of a hymn 
of this book (see p. 142); but there are only two such hymns 
(" hymns " 9 and I o, both prose l ). In fact, 

There are in this book, 
Containing respectively 

2 

8 
4 2 

9 lO 

6 5 3 3 3 2 I 
II 12 13 14 15 17 I8 

hymns, 
verses. 

The entire book has been translated by Weber, Indische Stud£cn, 
vol. xviii. ( 1898), pages I 54-288. This is the first book to which 
the native commentary is missing.J 

1. Mystic. 

[Brhaddiva Atharvan.:-navakmn. vifnt~am. trili1fubha1n: 5. U') parabrhati tn'1fubh ,· 
7. 1Jiriij; 9. 3-av. 6-p. at)'afti,] 

Found also in Paipp. vi. Much and variously used by Karn;., but in situations that 
have nothing to do with the meaning of the hymn, and cast no light upon its difficulties: 
thus, it is employed with the following hymn in a battlNite (I 5. I), for victory; and 
the two hymns together again in a ceremony (22. I) for welfare, while hymns 1 to 3 
(and v. 1.3 separately) are reckoned LI9, I, notej to the fntt/lka mantras,; vs. I alone 
(with vi.17 and another) appears in a ceremony (35. 12) against abortion; vss. 2-9, in 
one (3 5. I 3 ff.) for the benefit of a person seized by jamb ha_; vs. 3 is further applied 
in a charm (21. 12) for good-fortune in regard to clothing; vs. 4, in a women's rite 
(34.20) for winning a husband; vs. s (with iii.30, vi.64, etc.) in a rite (12.5) for 
harmony; vs. 6, in the mtptial ceremonies (76. 21), on n.rnrking seven lines to the north 
of the fire, and again (79• 1 }, with an offering at the beginning of the fourth-day observ
ances; vs. 7, in a remedial rite (28. I 2) for one in misery (,unati), giving him a portion, 
and again, in the ceremony against false accusation (46. t), with vii. 43; vs. 8 in a rite 
for prosperity ( 2 I. I 5), on occasion of the division of an inheritance ; and vs. 9, later 
(21. 17) in the last-mentioned ceremony. 

The hymn is intentionally and most successfully obscure, and the translation given is 
in great part mechanical, not professing any real understanding of the sense. It is very 
probable that the text is considerably corrupted; and one cannot avoid the impression 
also that the lines are more or less disco,nnected, and artificially combined. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 394; Griffith, i. r87; Weber, xviii. I 57. 
220 
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I. He who came to (a-blzit) the womb (y6ni) with a special sacred text 
(? f~dhaiimantra), of immortal spirit (-dszt), increasing, of good birth, of 
unharmed spirit, shining like the days - Trita the maintainer main
tained three (tri, neuter). 

The Pet. Lexx. render fdhaiimantra by" lacking speech"; Ludwig, by "of distin
guished ,meditation." Ahe 'va (p. ahaoz'va) is perhaps rather to be understood as 
dhafi 0iva. Ppp. puts su.janma in b before vardhamiinas. As elsewhere, part of our 
mss. (Bp.p.m.P.M.W.) read trtds in d. The last pada is two syllables short, the Anukr. 
taking no notice of the deficiency. 

2. He who first attained to (a-sad) the ordinances (dlzdnnan) makes 
thence many wondrous forms; eager (? dluisyit) he first entered the 
womb (yoni), he who understood (ii-cz't) speech unspoken. 

In b the translation follows Ppp., ,~hich reads knwte for -u;e; Ppp. also has a differ
ent c, yaf ea yoninz prathama "vivefa _; and it ends d with anucitani jigaya. 

3. He who left (ric) [his] body to thy heat (r;oka), flows the gold; his 
[men] are bright (fztcz') after; there they (two) assume (dhci) immortal 
names; let the clans (vif) send garments for us. 

The first pada might equally mean'·' he who left thy body (self) to the heat." In b, 
k.ydrat might equally be pres. pple. qualifying hfraizyam. Ind the translation assumes 
the reading asme instead of asmai; nearly all the mss. have the former (p. asmt fti _; 
P.M.W. have asmaf, but doubtless only by the not infrequent error of substituting ai 
fore), and our understanding of the sense is too defective to justify emendations; Ppp., 
however, has asmi. In c, Ppp. reads atra dadhn·e 'mrt-. The Ka.U<;. use of the verse 
appears to be derived only from the occurrence of vastratd in d. 

4. When these formerly went further forth, approaching each unfading 
seat - the poet of the dry (? fU.fd), the two licking mothers - do ye (two) 
send for the sister (ja:;ni) a capable (dhztrya) spouse. 

The translation is, of course, simple nonsense. None of Lour J mss. accent gus in a ; 
P.M. accentpitr1~am before it; one (T.) combines -nto ;'urydm in b. 

5. This great homage, verily, to :thee, 0 broad-going· one, do I a poet 
make with poesy (ka:vya); when the two (m.), going united (samydnc) 
against tlle earth (k1a), [then] increase here the (two) great bank-wheeled 
(? rodhacakra) ones (f.). 

"Bank-wheeled," i.e. rolling on between their banks. Tat in our text (beginning of c) 
is a misprint for yat. Prat. iii. 4 determines u ; ii. 97 determines fU ./ va'vrdht!te (p. va11-) 
is by iii. r3. The Kau~. use of the verse seems suggested simply by samyafica1t. The 
irregular verse (9+ I I : r r + I 2 =43) is very imperfectly defined· by. the Anukr. l The 
London ms. of the Anukr. is here in disorder: and perhaps we ought to read pttro-brhatf 
for para-.J 

6. Seven bourns (maryada) clidthe poets fashion; unto one of these 
verily went one distressed; in the nest of the nearest (upamd) community 
(? ayzt) stood the pillar (skambhd), at the release (visargd) of the roads, in 
the supports (dharlt~za). 
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The verse is a RV. one, from a mystic and obscure hymn (x. 5. 6); RV. puts fd after 
lkii1n in b, and in c accents ttpamdsya nitjt!, which alone is acceptable ; all our mss. 
give itpamasya, which our edition follows; and all save one (D.) read nitje without 
accent, which we emended to nup. Ppp. gives in b tasavz (lnekam, and omits, probably 
by an oversight, the second half-verse. "The life of mankind is compared to a race
track, on which the gods have marked many (seven) stations; each generation (yuga) 
reaches only one such goal, getting as far as the place where the next begins; there its 
road terminates." R. 

7. Also, of immortal spirit, vowed (? vrdta), I go performing; spirit, 
soul, of the body then (? tdt) with kine (? sumddgu) ; and either the 
mighty one (t;akrd) assigns treasure, or as the oblation-giver pursues 
(? sac) with refreshment. 

This verse and vs. 5 L 4? J are the most utterly hopeless of the hymn; even the conjec
tures of the comm. respecting them would be welcome. Ludwig renders sumddgu by 
"erfreut gegangen." For b, Ppp. reads asurli.f pz7tas s1.1adhayii samadgu,- in c, 11ii 
jye~Pzo ratna. Vil in c in our text is a misprint for va. The verse lacks only one 
syllable of being a full tri~·/ubh, and that deficiency might be made up by reading either 
fakras or rdtnam as trisyllabic. LA barytone vrata is unknown elsewhere. J 

8. Also son prays (? itf) father for dominion; they called for well~being 
him of the chief bourn (?); may they see now, 0 Vann;-a, those that are 
thy shapes (vi1tlta); mayest thou make wondrous forms of the one much 
rolling hither. 

The translation implies emendation in b to the compoundjye~,thdmaryiidam,.J/.' i.e. 'him 
who has received the best domain.' In d our avdr1ytatas is for the -rvrat- of all the 
mss. ; it can hardly be that the text of this pada is not further corrupt. The verbs in 
c, d are augmentless forms, and may, of course, be rendered indicatively. Ppp. begins 
the verse with putro •vii yat pit-, and ends b with svasti. The Karn;. use of this verse 
and the next is apparently founded on the occurrence· in them of " son " and "father" 
and "half." The second pada is properly ja,_1tati. *LNo ms. has -dam.J 

9. Half with half milk thou mixest (? pre) ; with half, 0 Asura (? ), thou 
increasest [thy] vehemence (?). We have increased the helpful (fagmiya) 
companion, Varm:ia, lively (i;z'rd) son of Aditi; poet-praised wondrous 
forms have we spoken for him-the (two) firmaments (nJdasi) of true 
speech. 

This translation implies several emendations (or, at least, alterations): in b, (llfltlttm, 

which Ppp. has, instead of the vocative fU.fllla, and asura, again with Ppp. (perhaps 
better amilra * 'not foolish'? cf. I I. 5, below) ; in c, d,z1i'vrdhcima, which also Ppp. gives, 
while one _or two of our mss. offer d,zdovrdhii.ma (D.) and m.1ivrdhiuna (Kp.). In f 
ought to be accented dvoclima _; the pada-mss., as elsewhere in such cases, mark the 
pada-division after the word, thus reckoning it toe, which is obviously wrong. Some of 
our mss. (O.D.K.) accent in a :Pn.zrik,!i, which is the better reading, the case being one 
of antithetical accent. Ppp. further has f'Wasa for payasii in a, vardhayase e su.ra in b, 
adz'ter in d, and ~11aca1t at the encl. The verse (r I+ r r : r I+ r r : ro (9 ?)+II =65 [64 ?]) 
is more nearly an a:r# than an atya{t-l. * L This is given by some of S PP's authorities.J 
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2. Mystic. 

[ Brhaddiva Atharvan. - navakam. viirzt?tam. trii(rtu.bham : 9. bhurik pariiti_jtlgatil.] 

Found also in Paipp. v. It is a RV. hymn (x. 120); and the first three verses occur 
in other texts. For the use of the hymn with its predecessor in Kau~. I 5. 1 and 22. r 
and 19. r, note, see above, under h. I; it is further applied, with vii. 1, in a kamya. rite 
(59. I 7), with worship of Indra and Agni. The various verses appear also as follows : 
vs. 3, in a rite for prosperity (21. 21); vs. 4, with vi. 13 in a battle-rite (r5. 6); vs. 5 in 
a similar rite (r 5. 8); vs. 6, in another (15. 9), and yet again, with vi. 125, and vii. 3 etc., 
as the king and his charioteer mount a new chariot (I 5. I I); vs. 7, next after vs. 3 
(21. 23), with the holding of a light on the summit of an ant-hill; and vs. 8 in a 
women's rite L34• 2 r J, next after v. I. 4- all artificial uses, having no relation to the 
texts. quoted in them. 

Translated: by the RV. translators; and Griffith, i. 189; ·weber, xviii. 164. 

I. That, verily was the chief among beings whence was born the 
formidable one, of bright manliness; as soon as born, he dissolves [his] 
foes, when all [his] aids (ftma) revel after him. 

RV. reads in d antt yd:tft vffve mddanty 11mii/z, and all the other texts (SV. ii. 833; 
VS. xxxiii. 80; AA. i. 3· 4) agree with it. The Anukr. ignores the considerable metrical 
irregularities. 

2. Increasing with might (fdvas), he of much force, a foe, assigns (dha) 
fear to the barbarian, winning (n.) both what breathes not out and what 
breathes out; brought forward (n.), they resound together for thee in the 
revelings. 

Sense and connection are extremely obscure; but all the texts (SV. ii. 834; AA. as 
above) agree throughqut. Prdbhrta, of course, might be loc. sing. of ~ti. Sdsni in c 
is (with Grassmann) rendered as if it were sdsnis. 

3. In thee they mingle skill abundantly, when they twice, thrice 
become [thine] aids; unite thou with sweet (sviidzt) what is sweeter than 
sweet ; mayest thou fight against yonder· honey with honey (nzddlm,). 

RV. differs only by reading vrnJanti vff7N at end of a; and SV. (ii. 835) and AA. 
(as above) agree with it throughout; as does also Ppp.; TS. (iii. 5.1or) begins d with 
ata u {it, and ends it with yodhz~ which looks like a more original reading. L Cf. Geldner, 
Ved. Stud. ii. I o. J 

4. If now after thee that conquerest riches in contest after contest 
{rd1J,a) the devout · ones (v{_pra) revel, more forcible, 0 veheme~t one, 
extend thou what is stanch; let not the ill-conditioned Ka<;okas damage 
thee. 

RV. begins a with itl dd dkf tva, and b with made-made,; in c it reads (with Ppp,) 
dhr,nio for fU,!vtin, ,,and at the end of the verse yatudhzina durtfviifi; Ppp. has instead 
dureva yatitdhanaf,,. 

5 .· By thee do we prevail in the contests, looking forward to many 
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things to be fought [for]; I stir up thy weapons with spells (vdcas); I 
sharpen up thy powers (vdyas) with incantation (brdhnzan). 

RV. and Ppp. have no variants. 

6. Thou didst set that down in the lower and the higher, in what 
abode (dur01:zd) thou didst aid with aid; cause ye to stand there the 
moving mother; from it send ye many exploits. 

RV. and Ppp. put the verse after our 7. Ppp. has no variants; RV. reads in a 
avaram pdrmii ea, and, for c, d, ii matdra sthapayase jigatm7 dta ino:rz' kdrvarii 
puriltzi: a quite different, but little less obscure version of the text : "Indra checks the 
revolution of the sky, in order to gain time for his deeds." R. 

7. Praise thou fully, 0 summit, the many-tracked, skilful (? fbh·van), 
most active (ind) .Aptya of the Aptyas; may he look on with might, he 
of much force; may he overpower the counterpart of the earth. 

The RV. version is different throughout: stup!yyam jntruvarpasam fblivam indtamam 
iiptydnz aptydnii,m: if darfate t;a'vasli saptd dtfotin prd siik,fate pratimdniini bhz7ri./ and 
with this Ppp. agrees. The translation follows our text servilely, as it may be called, 
save in the obviously unavoidable emendation of liptdm to ii,Ptydm in b; 0. is our only ms. 
that reads aptyam. The verse is far too irregular to be let pass as merely a trill ublt. 

8. These incantations (brdkman) may Brihaddiva, foremost heaven
winner, make, a strain (fi"'t.fd) for Indra ; he rules, an autocrat, over the 
great stall (gotrd) ; may he, quick (? t,Jra), rich in fervor, send ( ?) all. 

The fourth pada is attempted to be rendered literally from our text, although this is 
plainly a gross corruption of the RV. text: dztnu; ea 7.J{p;a avnrod apa s1Nift. RV. has 
also before it svardjas, and in a vivakH for knia7.lat. Ppp. agrees with RV. through
out. S,z,,ar~riis (p. n1a(zosd!i) is prescribed by Prat. ii. 49. 

9. So hath the great Brihaddiva Atharvan spoken of his own self 
(tantl) [as of] Indra; the two blameless, mother-growing sisters - [men] 
both impel them with might (rdvas) and increase them. 

The second half-verse seems again a corruption of the RV. version, which has plurals 
instead of duals in c, and omits the meter-disturbing ene (p. ene fti) in d. Ppp. again 
agrees with RV.; but in b it has tamtm for tan'Zlam. Our text should give, with the 
others, matarfbhvar- in e; all the mss. have it. L The vs. is s11araj rather than blwrij.J 

3. To various gods: for protection and blessings. 
LBrhadtliva Ath,zrvan. - ekadafakam. a._r.;neyam: .r, 2. agnim · as:tifot; 3, 4. d'eviin; 5. d1•az1i~io

dildi'priirthanam; 6, 9, IO, viiipvadevi_; 7. siittmi.: 8, u. aindri. trili;fttbh1mz: 2. bhttr{j;' 
ro. viriif!J'tigati.] 

Found also in Paipp. v. (in the verse-order r-6, 8, 9, rr, 7, ro). It is a RV. hymn, 
x. 128 {which has the verse-order 1, 3, 5, 41 6, 2, 9, 8, ro), with its nine verses changed 
to eleven by the expansion of vs. 5 into two, and by the addition a,t the end of a verse 
which is found also i11 the RV. mss., but not as an acknowledged part of the text. The 
RV. verses, including this last, are found in their RV. order, and with unimportant vari
ants, in TS. iv. 7. 14i-4. 
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The hymn is variously employed by Kau<;. : in the par-van sacrifices (r. 33), at enter~ 
ing on the vow; in rites (rz. 10) for glory; in o·ne for prosperity (22. 14; and it is 
reckoned to thePttlfika mantras, 19. 1, note); in one for avoidance of quarrels (38. 26: 
so Ke<;.), with tying on an amulet of a kind of rope; and in a witchcraft process (49. 15) 
against an enemy ; further, vs. I I, with vii. 86 and 9 I, in the £ndramahotsai1a ( I 40. 6 ). 
In Va.it., in the parvan sacrifices, it ( or vs. r) accompanies the addition of fuel to the 
three sacrificial fires (I. r 2) ; and vss. 1-4 the propitiation of the gods on commencing 
sacrifice ( I. I 4). 

Translated: by the RV. translators; and Griffith, i. 192; 'Weber, xviii. 172. 

I. Be splendor mine, 0 Agni, in rival invocations (viha1.1d); may we, 
kindling thee, adorn ourselves; let the four directions bow to me; with 
thee as overseer may we conquer the fighters. 

The other texts (with MS. i. 4. I) have no variants in this vei"se. Ppp. appears to 
read prathevza for pzqema in 1). 

2. 0 Agni, pushing back the fury of our adversaries, do thou, our 
keeper (gopd), protect us about on all sides; let our abusers (durasyz,) 
go away downwards; among themselves (mna) let the intent of them 
awaking be lost. 

RV's version of b, c reads thus: adabdlzo gojilfz juzri paid nas tvdm: pratydnco 
yantu · nz'gztta(t pztnas ttf.,· and TS. has the same. But TS. also reads agnfs at the 
beginning, jntrdstat for pdre;am, in a, and prabz'tdhii in d. Ppp. has j;rabudha for 
nivtUa in c, and, for d, mamifii7it citta1ii bahztdha •vi" nar-yatu. The verse is properly 
svaraj, b as well as c being jagati. L Correct gapa(i to gojffft. J 

3. Let all the gods be at my separate call-the Marnts with Indra, 
Vish1:rn, Agni ; let the broad-spaced atmosphere be mine; let the wind 
blow (p11,) for me unto this desire. 

RV. reads at the end kilme asmin, and Ppp. agrees with it, also TS. TS. has further 
indravantas in b, and in c, strangely enough,· urz't gopam, as two separate words. 

4. Let what sacrifices I make make sacrifice for me; let my mind's 
design be realized (sat;1d); let me not fall into (ni-ga) any sin soever; let 
all the gods defend me ~ere. 

RV. and TS. read yajantu and ltavyil (for ittd) in a, and, for d1 virve devaso adhi 
•vocatii. na!t (but TS. 1ne). Ppp. agrees with our text except for ending with nziim iha. 

5. On me let the gods bestow (a-yaJ) property; with me be blessing 
(iifis), with me divine invocation; may the divine invokers (hotar) win that 
for us; may we be unharmed with our self (tanti), rich in heroes. 

RV. has for c daivyii, Mtfiro vanufanta piJ.rve J. and TS. the same, except ltotara 
and vanllanta. One or two of our mss. (Bp.H.) read sani)am in c. Ppp. begins a 
with maltyanz, and has mama for may£ both times in b. 

6. Ye six divine wide ones, make wide [space] for us; all ye gods, 
revel here; let not a portent find us, nor an imprecation; let not the 
wrong that is hateful find us. 
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Only the first half-verse is RV. material, forming its vs. 5 with our 7 c, d; the latter 
half-verse we have had already as i. 20. I c, d. RV. and TS. begin with dt!vis, and end 
b with ;:1irayadlivam _; and TS. oddly combines 1atj1trvis as a compound word; RV. 
reads nafi after it, and TS. ?ta(t _; our mss. are divided between the two, but with a great 
preponderance for ?tafi ( only E.I.H. have na(i), so that it is more probably to be 
regarded as the AV. reading. Ppp. gives ur21, nas karatha_; it has the second half
;erse of the other texts. Some of our mss. accent urvfs in a (Bp.P.M.K.), and some 
accent devzf:sas in b (P.M.). 

7. Ye three goddesses, grant (yam) us great protection, what is pros
perous (Pztftd) for our progeny and for ourselves (tanti); let us not be 
deserted (ha) by progeny nor selves; let us not be made subfect to the 
hater, 0 king Soma. 

All the mss. accent at the beginning tisrds .; our text emends to tisras. The second 
half-verse, as above noted, goes with our 6 a, b to make one verse in RV. and TS. ; and 
also in Ppp., which has the variant dhanena for tanitblzis in c. For the present verse, 
Ppp. agrees in the first half with our text, only reading me for nas _; for second half it 
has: mlhh v(r;as sa;izmanaso ju~antavi jJitrya1ii k~wtrani prta jiinat-v asmli,f. The 
Anukr. ignores the extra syllable in a. 

8. Let the bull (mahi'~d) of wide expanse grant us protection, having 
much food (-k[zt), [he] the much-invoked in this invocation; do thou be 
gracious unto our progeny, 0 thou of the bay horses ; 0 Indra, harm us 
not, do not abandon us. 

RV. and TS. readytuhsad at end of a, and mnlaya at end of c (also our 0.); at end 
of b, RV. and Ppp. have -k11'tfi, while TS. agrees with our text. Ind the pada-text has. 
riri1afi, by Prat. iv. 86. The Anukr. takes no notice of the two redundant syllables in a. 

9. The Creator (dhatdr), the disposer (7.,idhiitdr), he who is lord of being, 
god Savitar, overpowerer of hostile plotters, the Adityas, the R.udras, both 
the A<;vins -let the gods protect the sacrificer from perdition (nirrtltd). 

RV. and TS. read dhiUf?tff.1n for vidhatil in a, and nyartliat at the end, and have 
for c intd11i yajnam ar,vino 'blzii bfhaspdtir,; in b, RV. has devdvi trat,7ram, and TS. d. 
savitdnwz, followed by abhi1niiti,fff-ham LRV. -lufm J. Ppp. has 11ldharta in a, sa/vitii 
devo ~'bliim- in b, and brhaspatir indragni af7linobha for c.· .wThe combination;,as ptitir 
in a is by Prat. ii. 70. ThejJada-text reads abhimiiti-sahd(i in b. The verse (r2+II: 
9+ II :::::::43) is much too irregular to be passed simply as a tri.y/itbh, 

IO. They that are our rivals - away be they; with Indra and Agni 
do we beat (biidh) them down; the Adityas, · the Rudras, sky~reaching 
(? uparispft;), have made our over-king a stern corrector. 

The other· texts have t,in for enan at end of b, and akran at end of d, and, for c, 
vdsavo riulra lidity,t itparispffam mli,, which makes better sense; they also accent 
cettiira1n in d. And VS., which also has. the verse (xxxiv. 46), agrees with them 
throughout. Ppp. presents instead a verse which is mostly found at TB, ii. 4. 32, next 
before the verse corresponding to our I I : iha "rvlincam ati h11aya indrmlt jiiitraya 
jttave : asmakam.. astu var?za1h. yata.y krtioht 1Jiryam (instead of c, d, 'TB. has one 
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pacla: asmdkam astit kt!valaft). L Our ro ~ccurs at the end of the hymn in Ppp., which 
reads in a ye nai; i;apanty itpa te, in b apa badha1na yonim, in c nu1m for na{i, and ends 
with akran.J 

I I. Hitherward do we call Indra from yonder, who is kine-conquering, 
riches-conquering, who is horse-conquering; let him hear this sacrifice of 
ours at our separate call; of us, 0 thou of the bay horses, hast thou been 
the ally (nzedin). 

The verse is found in TS., and in TB. (as above), and is the first of a long addition 
to RV. x. I 28. All these read alike in c, d: vihavi J1t:'iasva 'syd kurmo (RV. kttlmo) 
harivo medinani h.1a.,· Ppp. nearly agrees, reading instead '7.,.j. 'smakavi krtn,10 h. m. 
tva. The Anukr. apparently balances the redundancy of a against the deficiency of b. 

4. To the plant ku~tha: against takman LfeverJ. 
[Bhrgvangiras.-darakam. yak!maniiranak11Hhaclevatyam. iimt1fubham: 5. bhzerij; 

6. gii_;vatri j IO. Uf?liggarbhii nicrt,] 

All the verses except 4 are found also in Paipp., but in two books: vss. 1-3, 5-7 in 
xix. (and not all together); vss. 8-Io in ii. It is not expressly quoted by Kau~., but 
the schol. (26. 1, note) regard it as included in the takmana~ana gatza, and (28. 13, 
note) also in the ku;/hali1igas, and so employed in a healing rite against riifayakrma ./ 
vs. I o is separately added ( 26. I, note) at the end of the ga?za. 

Translated : Grohmann, Indische Studien, ix. 42 r (vss. I, 3-6) ; Zimmer, p. 64 (parts); 
Grill, 9, 141 ; Griffith, i. 193 ; Bloomfield, 4, 414; Weber, xviii. r 78. 

r. Thou that wast born on the mountains, strongest of plants, come, 
0 kztf{ha, effacer (-ntffana) of takmdn, effacing the fever (taknzdn) from 
here. 

The ku.y/ha is identified as Costus specioms or arabicus. The pada~text reads in c 
!dt;/Jia: zt: ilzi.,· and the passage is quoted as an example under Prat. iii. 38, which 
teaches the combination. 

2. On an eagle"bearing (-sifoana) mountain, born from the snowy one 
(himdvant); they go to [it] with riches, having heard [of it], for they 
know the effacer of fever. 

'From the snowy one,' i.e. 'from the Himalaya'; we had the pada above as iv. 9. 9 b. 
Ppp. begins with suvar~asavane, and has for c, d dhanair abhit;rutcun hak# ku.y/hed 
it takmanat;anaft. 

3. The afvatthd, seat of the gods, in the third heaven from here; there 
the gods won the ktt,f(ha, the sight (cdk~a~za) of immortality· (amfta). 

Or, perhaps, an image or likeness of the amfta (drink). This verse and the next are 
repeated below as vi. 95. I, 2, and again, with slight variations, as xix. 39. 6, 7. The 
second pada occurs elsewhere in sundry places, as Ch U. viii. 5. 3, HGS. ii. 7. 2. With c 
compare RV. i. 13. 5; 170. 4. 

4. A golden ship, of golden tackle (~bdndltana), moved about in the 
sky; there the gods won the ki11tha, the flower of immortality. 
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Most of the mss. appear to read avarat in a, but doubtless only owing to the imper
fect distinction of ea and va in most Sanskrit writing. So also, for the same reason, in 
c, they could be read for the most part as either jn't~,yam or jn11pam (M. has flttl,Yltm); 
the former vvas adopted in our edition as being favored by the meter. 

5. Golg.en were the roads, the oars golden, the ships were golden by 
which they brought out the kztf/fza. 

Ppp. reads ltiratzmay-, and omits c (doubtless by an oversight). All the mss. agree 
in accenting aritra!zi/ but this should doubtless be emended to arft-. In a we may 
emend to pdnthiis or combine pdnthana "san. 

6. This man of mine, 0 kit{;//za - him bring, him relieve (nis-lq), him 
also make free from disease for me. 

With c compare the nearly identical vi. 95. 3 d. E.H. read ni(z. kuru. 

7. From the gods art thou born; of Soma art thou set as companion; 
do thou be gracious to my breath, out-breathing, sight here. 

E.H. accent jato's£ in a (p. jatd(t: asi). Ppp. reads apan,~ya for 7;yan- in c, and at 
the end •~:ya mnla, which is easier. L Cf. Hillebrandt, .. ffytliologie, i. 65.J 

8. Born in the north from the snowy [mountain], thou art conducted 
to people (Jdna) in the eastern [quarter]; there have they shared out the 
highest names of the kz't:;tha. 

"The highest names": i.e. the chief sorts or kinds L brands, as we moderns sayJ. The 
reading ttdafi in a is assured by quotation under Prat. iii. 27. Ppp. reaclspraqmft in b. 

9. Highest by name, 0 kztf{ha, art thou; highest by name thy father; 
both do thou efface all ydJ,:.pna, and do thou make the fever sapless. 

Ppp. has a wholly different second half: yata~r; lm~'!ha prajiiyase tad ehy arij/atataye. 

10. Head-disease, attack (? upalzatyd), evil of the eyes, of the body
all that may kz11tha relieve, verily a divine virility (vf'~·?zya). 

The reading nff karat in c falls under Prat. ii. 63. All the mss. give ah:rds, hut the 
proper reading is plainly ak~ryos, as the meter shows ; the same error is found also in 
other passages. The Anukr. implies. akfds, as ak~yos (-ti-os) would make the verse a 
regular amq/ttbh. The Pet. Lexx. take itpahatytim as governing ah1yds, and so render 
it 'blinding.' L Ppp. has for a. ffrftdudyiim upaha{ya, and for c ku:r/lto nCJ vir;vatas jiid. J 

5. To a healing plant, lak~a. 
[ Athar1.1an. -- navakam. la!..·tikmn. ibtUf{ttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. vi. (in the verse-order 1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7, 61 8, 9). Not textually 
9uoted by Karn;., but doubtless intended, as pointed out by the schol., in the lak~iill111,rlts 
of 28. 14, as employed in a healing rite for :flesh-wounds. 

Translated: Zimmer, p. 67; Grill, ro, 142; Griffith, i. 195; Bloomfield, 20, 419; 
Weber, xviii. 181 .• 

I. Night [is thy] mother, cloud (ndbhas) [thy] father, Aryaman thy 
grandfather; silact, verily, by name art thou; thou art sister of the gods. 
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Ppp. has for c ft'ladf nama vii 'si. The last pada is found also below as vi. 100. 3 b; 
and cf. vii. 46. I b. 

2. He who drinketh thee liveth; thou rescuest a man (p11ru~·a); for 
thou art a sustainer (bhartrt) of all, and a hiding-place (? n,ydfzcanl) of 
people. 

'Of all,' rarvatam, lit.' of constant ones,' i.e. of as many as constantly con~e to thee. 
Ppp. reads dhartri ea for bhartri hi in c, and, for d, fat;vatiilh bhyatva1hcanf. 

3. Tree after tree thou climbest, like a lustful girl; conquering, stand
ing by (? pratya-stha), winner (spdra~ii) verily by name art thou. 

Ppp. reads, for d, smi?ja_ya nama 7.lli, 'si. 

4. If (ydt) by a staff, if by an arrow, or if by flame (? hdras) a sore is 
made, of that thou art relief; relieve thou this man. 

The two examples of m°f before k are quoted under Prat. ii. 65. Ppp. reads in c, d: 
asi bheyafl ni1krtir nama vii. 'sz": cf. 6 d below. 

5. Out of the excellent plak1d thou arisest, out of the afvatthd, the 
khadird, the dlzavd, the excellent banyan (nyagrodha), the par7Jd; do thou 
come to us, 0 arundhati. 

These are names of various trees. Ppp. '70mbines ne 'hi in d. 

6. Thou gold-colored, fortunate, slm-colored one, of most wondrous 
forms; mayest thou go to the hurt (? rutd), 0 relief; relief, verily, by 
name art thou. 

Vapitf/ame (p. vapufi-tame) is quoted as an example under Prat. ii. 83. Inc, P. 
reads rztttdvz, and H. ( and Bp. ?) rtam,; it might be from root ru 'cry out' : ' come to 
our call.' Ppp. reads at the beginning Mra!tyabahil, and, ford, se 'ma1h nifkrdhi pau
rttfam (thus exchanging 4 d and 6 d). 

7. Thou gol?-colored, fortunate, vehement (? ftt.yma), hairy-bellied one 
- sister of the waters art thou, 0 lak1a; the wind was thy soul. 

Lakla is not elsewhere met with as name or epithet of a plant: the Anukr. takes it 
as the principal name: jJurvetta [sitktma] lakfiim. astaut. Ppp. reads yuvate for 
subhage in a. LCf. Fischel, Ved. Stud. i. 178; Bloomfield, ZDMG. xlviii.574.J 

8. Silcict by name-thy father, 0 goat-brown one, is a maid's son; 
Yama's horse that is dark brown (fyrivd)-with its .mouth (?blood?) art 
thou sprinkled. 

The first line is translated in accordance with the text as it stands; Grill emends 
to kanznif ,.fababhri1,fi L accent, Gram. § r 268 : djababltm could · only be vocative J. 
The pada-text reads asn;i. in d LSPP. asnif J, but asnafi in 9 a,; the translation implies 
as- in both; Grill understands as- both times. Ppp. has for a, b ghrtlici nama kanzno 
• ta babhrtt pita lava. 

9. Fallen from the horse'.s mouth, she invaded the trees; having 
become a winged brook (? sard), do thou come to us, 0 arzmdhatt. 
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BR. Liv. 405J take a to mean 'coagulated from the horse's blood,' understanding 
asnds, with the pada-text. With c compare RV. x. 97. 9 (VS. xii. 83) sfril,{z j;atatri!ii(i 
sthana (TS. iv. 2. 6z and MS. ii. 7. 13 read sanifi instead). The word sifvade (p. 
sz"syade) comes under Prat. ii. 91, 103; iv. 82, 124. In the printed text, sdpatita is a 
misprint for sdmp-. L Ppp. has for b sa partiam abhipt~:yata{t and combines ne 'hi in d. J 

The first anuviika, 5 hymns and 48 verses, ends here. The quoted Anukr. says 
dzri.ya(lblzir iidyafi (i.e. twice six short of 60 verses). 

6. ?LDisconnected verses.J 

[Atharvan. -catuf·da[akam. somii1·udriyam: I. brahtniitlityam (astiiut); 2. kanm'i!zi; 3, 4. 
rttrlraga~zifn; 5-7. somiirudriitt; 8. tayor eva prarthanam; 9. hetim; Io-I3. sarvii

tmakani rudram. trll(rfubham: 2. amt.yfubh; 3, 4.jag-ati (4. anu.yfubu.y~iik
tri.yfub,g·arbhii 5-p.) ; 5-7. 3..p. virii~zmima.._l{ci_yatri; 8. I-av. 2-p. "rcyanu-

tfttbh; Io. jwastiirapaiikti; II-I4. paiikti (I4. sv,iraf).] 

LVerses 9-r4 are prose; and so is verse 4, in part.J 
Found also (except vss. 6, 7) in Paipp. vi. The first four verses and the eleventh 

occur together in K. xxxviii. 14. As this hymn has the same first verse with iv. I, the 
quotation of the pratika in Kau(_';:. does not at all show which of the two hymns is 
intended ; but the schol. determine the question by adding the pratika of vs. 2 also, and. 
even, in a case or two, that of vs. 3 ; and the comm. to iv. r agrees with them. On this 
evidence, v. 6 appears in a battle-rite ( r 5. I 2) to show whether one is going to come 
out alive; in the citrakarman (18. 25), with i. 5 and 6 etc.; on occasion of going away 
on a journey (I 8. 27); in a healing rite (28. I 5) for the benefit of a child-bearing 
woman or of an epileptic L see p. xlv. of Bloomfield's Introduction J ; and in a ceremony 
for welfare (5 r. 7), with xi. 2; it is also reckoned (50. I 3, note) to the raudra gaizc1,. 

Translated: Griffith, i. r 96; Weber1 xviii. I 8 5. - The "hymn" is entitled by Weber 
"Averruncatio beim Eintritt in den Schaltmonat." 

I. The brdh-man that was first born of old, Vena bath unclosed from 
the well-shining edge; he unclosed the fundamental nearest positions of 
it, the womb of the existent and of the non-existent. 

The verse occurred above, as iv. I. I L where 'vi~1·thtfs is rendered 'shapes' J. 

2. Who of you did what first unattained deeds - let them not harm 
our heroes here ; for that purpose I put you forward. 

This verse too has occurred already, as iv. 7. 7. Ppp. combines ve 'tat in d. 

3. In the thousand-streamed one they resounded (svar) together~ in the 
firmament (naka) of the sky, they the honey-tongued, unhindered. His zeal~ 
ous (bkftr~ii) spies wink not; in every place are they with fetters for tying. 

The verse is RV. ix. 73. 4, and is of mystic and obscure meaning. RV. reads -dhtin! 
•1.1a LP· -re dva J (f~r ~dhara!t fva?) in a, ds_;ta at beginning of c, and sttavas at end 
of d. Ppp. begins with sahasram abM te sam. 

4. Round about do thou run forward in order to the winning of booty, 
round about overpowering adversaries (1.1rtrd, n.); then thou goest over 
haters by the sea (ar{ta'va). Weakling (sanisrasd) by name art thou, the 
thirteenth month, Indra's. house. 
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The first three padas of ~he verse are RV. ix. r r o. r (repeated, with frase for fyase at 
the end, as SV. i. 428; ii. 7 I4), which reads in a d!tan·z1a (without lengthening of the 
final), and has for c di1t)as taradhya niayzi na iyase .; of this our text appears to be a 
simple corruption. L In the RV. version, prd dhanva (cf. ix. 109. I a) and nzayif. na(l 
seem to be insertions like those in AV. ii. 5. J Ppp. reads salzasrat;as instead of sani
srasas in d, and in c dh.1as tad, which comes nearer to making sense. The verse, with 
its prose ending, is most naturally divided as 12+8: r2+7+II =50; but the_pada-mss. 
put the pada division strangely after trayodafds. 

5. Now (not?) hast thou succeeded (radh) by that, thou yonder (asidt): 
hail! having sharp weapons, having sharp missiles, very propitious, O 
Soma and Rudra, do ye be very gracious to us here. 

For asiizt 'thou yonder' is doubtless to be used the name of the person addressed in 
practice:= 0 so-and-so. Ppp. reads for the first division of the verse 1iltenavaiteniimiii
tena ratsthirar asau s1)altli., which seems intended virtually to contain vss. 5-7; it has 
in b, c tigma- and stt(e'vii 'gni1omav i!ta _,. and it puts the verse after our vs. 8. The 
Pet. Lex. makes the pertinent suggestion Ls. v. amt + rtzdh J that nlt at the beginning is for 
dmt _; nit is nowhere in AV. found at the beginning of a pada or clause - nor in RV. 
except as prolonged to mi. Unhappily we get no help on the subject from the sense. 
L Whitney's " (not?) " is not clear to me, unless it is meant to suggest emendation to 
niUttfna = nd etena. If we read· dnu, we must render, ' Thou hast succeeded by that.' 
But does not the Ppp. reading suggest rather vf ettfna ariitsis .'i: J 

6. Thou hast failed (a·va-riidh) by that, thou yonder : hail ! having 
sharp etc. etc. 

7. Thou hast offended (apa-riidh) by that, thou yonder: hail! having 
sharp etc. etc. 

These two variations on vs. 5 are not given by Ppp. save so far as they may be inti
mated in its beginning of 5. 

8. Do ye (two) release us from difficulty, from reproach (avadyd) ; 
enjoy ye the offering; put in us immortality (anzfta). 

Some of the mss. (Bp. 2 0.) read asmdt instead of asmifo. Ppp. has asmat, and 
after it grbhithat. 

9. 0 missile (heti) of sight, missile of mind, missile of incantation 
(brdhman), and missile of penance! weapon's weapon (meni) art thou; 
weaponless be they who show malice against us. 

With this verse and the next is to be compared TB. ii. 4. zr : c. h. m. h. 'vdco hete 
brdhmatzo hete: yo ma •ghay1tr abh£tlff.sati tdm agne me,l:J'ii ',nenbh kniu., etc. L Cf. 
Geidner, Festgnus an Bi:Jhtlingk, p. 32. J The Anukr. · omits any metrical definition· 
of the verse. L It seems rather to regard it as included under the general definition 

"trai1/ubham. "J ' 

10. Whoever with sight, with mind, with intention, and whoever with 
design, malicious, shall attack us - do thou, 0 Agni, with weapon make 
them weaponless : hail ! 
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TB. (as above) reads: yo ma cdk:rtt:'>fi yo mdnasa yo vaca bnilima?tii 'gluryz'tr 
abliidasati: taya 'gne tvam menyd, 'm{11n amenf1fz knizt. Ppp. has in the last clause 
t·vam agne tva1iz vzenya 'menivi k-. The metrical definition of this prose "verse" is 
unaccountably wrong. 

r 1. Indra's house art thou; to thee there I go forth; thee there I 
enter, with all my kine, with all my men, ,vith all my soul, with all my 
body, with that which is mine. 

Ppp. reads sarvapaurtt:rafz. 

r 2. Indra' s refuge art thou ; · to thee etc. etc. 

r 3. Indra's defense art thou; to thee etc. etc. 

14. Indra's guard (vdriUha) art thou; to thee etc. etc. 
The accent-mark which belongs under h.Jt'i in I z and 13 is omitted in our text, and in 

14 it has slipped out of place and stands under ta1iz. The metrical definition is worth
less, though each of the four verses contains not far from 40 syllables. 

7. Against niggardliness and its effects. 

[Athm·van (?). - dt.u;akam. bahttdevatyam (I-3, 6-Io. ariifiy,i"s; 4, 5. siirasvatytiu). ilnUf{U

bham: I. viracjgarbhii prastiirapaiikti ,· 4. pathyilbrhati; 6. prastiirapaiildi.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kau<;. in the nirrti'karman (rS. 14), with an offering 
of rice-grains ; and, with iii. 20 and vii. I, in a rite for good-fortune ( 4 I. 8) ; while the 
schol. also adds it to vi. 7 (46. 4, note), in removing obstacles to sacrifice; of sepa
rate verses, vs. 5 (schol., vss. 5-r o) appears, with vii. 57, in a ceremony (46. 6) for the 
success of requests. Vait. has the hymn (or vs. r) in the agnicayana, (28. 19), with 
the 1.1antvahana rite; further, vs. 6 in the parv,w sacrifices (3. 2), with an oblation to 
Indra and Agni; and vs. 7 at the agm~·toma (r 2. 10) in expiation of a forbidden utter
ance. The hymn in general seems to be a euphemistic cff ering of reverence to the 
spirit of avarice or stinginess. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 30 S ; Grill, 39, r 45 ; Griffith, i. I 98; Bloomfield, 172, 423 ; 
'Weber, xviii. r90. 

r. Bring to t1s, stand not about, 0 niggard ; do not prevent (? rali\r) our 
sacrificial gift as led [away]; homage be to baffling (vi1'tstt), to ill~success; 
homage be to the niggard. 

P.M.W. omit mfi in a. One sees, without approving, the ground of the metrical defi~ 
nition of the Anukr. 

2. What wheedling (? paririipln) man thou puttest forward, 0 niggard, 
to him of thine we pay homage: do not thou disturb my winning (van!). 

The third pada can be re1d as full only by violence. LSee Gram.§ 1048.J 

3. Let· our god-made winning progress (pra-k/p) by day and by night; 
we go forth after the niggard; homage be to the niggard. 

Bp. 2 .reads vas for nas in a; .in c Bp.2 P.M.K. read arlitfm, and H.E.I. driit!m.,- our 
text should doubtless have adopted dratim. The third pada is redundant by a syllable. 
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4. Sarasvati, Anumati, Bhaga, we going call on; pleasant (ju~r;td) 
honeyed speech have I spoken in the god-invocations of the gods. 

5. Whomever I solicit (yiic) with speech, with SarasvatI, mind-yoked, 
him may faith find today, given by the brown soma. 

'Faith given,' i.e. 'confidence avvakened.' 'With b compare 10. 8, below. L See 
B!oomfield, AJP. xvii. 412; Oldenberg, ZDMG. I. 448.J 

6. Do not thou baffle our winning nor speech. Let Indra and Agni 
both bring good things to us. Do ye all, willing today to give to us, 
welcome the niggard. 

That is, probably (if the reading is correct), give a pleasant reception that may win 
favor. The mss. vary between vfrtsis and vir-; theoretically, the former is decidedly 
to be preferred, for, if £ + i make z, then a fortiori i + i: see note to Prat. iii. 56. In c, 
H.E.O.K. read ?ZO after scfrve. The :first half-verse is very irregular. 

7. Go thou far away, 0 ill-success; we conduct away thy missile; I 
know thee, 0 niggard, as one putting (? nziv) down, thrusting down. 

The fourth pada lacks a syllable. 

8. Likewise, greatly making thyself naked, thou fastenest on (sac) a per
son in dreams, 0 niggard, baffling the plan and design of a man (punt.fa). 

It seems as if nagna bobhzwati were the equivalent of mahiinagni bhavanti 'becom
ing a wanton,' the intensive element being shifted from the adjective to the verb. The 
pada-text reads S7Jajma-ylf, by Prat. iv. 30. 

9. She that, being great, of great height (-zmmiina), permeated all 
regions - to her, the golden~haired, to perdition have I paid homage. 

I o. Gold-colored, fortunate, gold-cushioned, great - to her, the golden
mantled, to the niggard have I paid homage. 

The te11th prapat,haka, the first of the three very unequal ones into which this book 
is divided, ends here. 

8. Against enemies: to Indra and other gods. 

[Atharvan (?). -navakam. niiniidevatyam: I, 2. agneye / J, viiirvadevi / 4-9. aindryas. ii-nuf/u
bham : 2. 3-av. 6-p. jagati; 3, 4. bhurikpathyapankti ,' 6. prastiirapaiikti; 7. dvyur~iiggcerbhii 

pathyiipankti; 9. 3-av. 6-p. dvyztf!ziggarbhajagat'f.] 

Found also (except vs. 7) in Paipp. vii, Not quoted in Va.it., and in Kam;. only 
once, in a witchcraft ceremony (48. 8), after iv. r6, with the direction ".do as specified 
in the text." 

Translated: · Ludwig, p. 439; Griffith, i. 200 i Weber, xviii. 194. 

1. With fuel of vf.kmikata do thou carry the sacrificial butter to the 
gods ; 0 Agni, make them revel here; let all come to my call. 

The 7,1fkafikata is identified as Flacourtia sapiti!z, a thorny plant. Ppp. reads slidaya, 

which is better, in c, and combines sarva "yantu. in d. 
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2. 0 Indra, come to my call; this will I do; that hear thou; let 
these over-runners (? atisard) of Inclra's bring to pass (sam-nam) my 
design ; by them may we be equal to (rak) heroism, 0 Jatavedas, 
self-controller. 

The obscure atisard is rendered etymologically, ,being found nowhere else; the Pet. 
Lex. conjectures "start, effort." For idthit kari:ryami in b is probably substituted in 
practical use a statement of the act performed. The Anukr. takes no notice of the 
redundant syllable in the pada. 

3. What he there yonder, 0 gods, being godless, desires to do- let , 
not Agni carry his oblation; let not the gods go to his call; come ye only 
(evd) unto my call. 

Some of the mss. (Bp 2 .p.m.Bp.I.D.) read cikrri.yati in b. vVe may make the con
traction dcvii '.1:ycz in d, though the Anukr. does not sanction it. 

4. Overrun (ati-dluiv), ye over-runners; slay by Indra's spell (vdcas); 
shake (matlz) ye as a wolf [shakes] a sheep; let him not be released from 
you alive; shut up his breath. 

The end of the verse is different, but without sense, in Ppp. An accent-mark has 
dropped out under the ta of mathnffa in our text Land under hata there is one which 
should be deleted J. The Anukr. apparently forbids us to make the familiar contraction 
1lrke •·va in c, and then overlooks the deficiency of a syllable in d. L Cf. Bergaigne, 
Re!. ·vld. iii. 7-8.J 

5. What brahmdn they yonder have put forward for failure (dpabltzttz'), 
[be] he beneath thy feet, 0 Indra; him I cast unto death. 

Bnth11tdn : probably performer of an incantation. Ppp. reads abhibhiUaye in b. 

6. If they have gone forward to the gods' strongholds (-jmrli), have 
made incantation (brdlzman) their defenses - if (? ydt) making a body~ 
protection, a complete protection, they have encouraged themselves (upa
vac) : all that do thou make sapless. 

The verse is found again below, as xi. 10. I 7,* but without commentary. Bnihman 
may have here one of its higher senses ; possibly upa~rzmc is to be understood as 
= 11pa-1,1ad' reproach, impute.' For knn,titd yad ttjuJcirl, Ppp. reads simply cakrire, 
with paripaiianz' before it. The verse is plainly a patll)liipaiik#, but the ptula-mss. 
support the misconception of the Anukr. by putting the pacla-division after l,inz·vamis. 
The Anukr. ought to say astl'ini.pa11kti, but it not very rarely makes this confusion. 
*LVol. iii. p. r95, of SPP's ed.J 

7. What overwrunners he yonder has made, and what he shall make, 
do thou, 0 Indra, Vrtra-slayer, turn (ii~kr) them back again, that they 
may shatter (ttlt) y41n person (jdna). 

Wanting (as noted above) in }Jpp. LFor teuihan, see Gnzm. § 687.J 

8. As Indra, taking U dvaca11a, put [him] underneath his .feet, so do I 
put down them yonder, thrnugh everlasting (fdfvat) years (sdma). 
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Udvcicana is heard of nowhere else, and the name looks so improbable that the Pet. 
Lexx. conjecture ud,vdFzcana _; Ppp. has instead ttdvlitana _,· it puts this verse at the end 
of the hymn. The redundancy of dis passed without notice by the Anukr. 

9. Here, 0 Indra, Vrtra-slayer, do thou, formidable, pierce them in 
the vitals ; just here do thou trample upon them ; O Indra, thine ally am 
I; we take hold on thee, 0 Indra; may we be in thy favor. 

Some of the mss. (H.I.O.K.) read atrai 'ttan in a; and some (P.M.\V.O.) reckon 
the last two padas as a tenth Lor separate J verse. J}fdnnaizi in b in our text is a 
misprint for mdrma!zi, The Anukr. appears to count, without good reason, only 7 
syllables in d as well as in b. 

9. For protection: to various gods. 

[Brahman. -a1/akam. vasto1jatyam. z, 5. diiiv'i brhat'i / 2, 6. daiv'i trif/ttbh; 3, 4. diiiv'i jagati; 
7. virilc/,ttf~ttibrhatigarbltii 5-p. jagat'i ,· 8. purasl.:rtitri~'(ttbbrhatig-arblu'i 4-p,3-az1• ;,zgati.] 

LThis piece _is prose.J Neither this piece nor the next is found in Paipp. This one 
is quoted in Kauc;. (28. I 7) in a remedial ceremony, together with vi. 9r ; and it is 
reckoned (8. 23, note) to the 11tisht gafia and (26. 1, note) the takmanllfana ga?ta. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 201 ; \Veber, xviii. I97. 

I. To heaven hail! 
2. To earth hail! 
3. To atmosphere hail! 
4. To atmosphere hail! 
5. To heaven hail! 
6. To earth hail! 

L The invocations of vss. 4-6 are those of I-3 with changed order.J 

7. The sun my eye, wind my breath, atmosphere my soul (iitmdn), 
earth my body; unquelled (astrtd.) by name am I here; [as] such I deposit 
myself for heaven and earth to guard (gopithd). , 

8. Up life-time, up strength, up act (krtd), up action (krtya), up skill 
(mani~a), up sense (indriyd); 0 life- (dyzts-) maker, 0 ye (two) mistresses 
of life, rich in svadhdlm.J, be ye my guardians, guard me; be my soul
sitters ; do not harm me. 

The nouns with ' up ' are accusatives, but what verb should be supplied for the con
struction it is not easy to see. Perhaps dyu1krt (p. ayuft-krt) should be •krta, as dual; 
at any rate, all that follows it is dual. Apparently the Anukr. would divide vs. 7 as 
9+12: I0+7+ro=48; and vs. 8 as 9+II: 20: 11 =51; but the descriptions are blind 
and inaccurate. L Weber discusses the peculiarities of gender.J 

A passage corresponding to this hymn is found in K. xxxvii. I 5. 
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10. For defense from all quarters. 

[Brahman. - a{fakam. viisto{_patyam. I·6. yavamadhyii 3-p. giiyatr'i; 7. yavamadhyil kalmbh; 
8. purodhttidvJ1anu;fubgarbhii para~p 3-a~1- 4-p. atg·agatf.] 

L This piece is prose. J This piece, like the preceding, is wanting in Pai pp. Parts 
of vss. I-7 are apparently used by Ka.uc;. in a magic rite (49. 7-9); and certainly those 
verses are quoted in a ceremony (5 I. r 4) for the welfare of the house with burying L five J 
stones in its corners Land middle and putting a sixth above it J; and the hymn is 
reckoned (8. 23, note) to the ,vastu gatza.; while vs. 8 appears, with vi. 53 and vii, 67, in 
the savayajfias (66. 2). In Vait. (29. rr) the verses are addressed to the stones of 
enclosure in the agnicayana. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 202; Weber, xviii. 200. 

1. My stone-defense art thou; whoever from the eastern quarter, 
malicious, shall assail me, this may he come upon (rch). 

2. My stone-dcfense art thou; whoever from the southern quarter 
etc. etc. 

3. My stone-defense art thou; whoever from the western quarter etc. etc. 
4. My stone-defense art thou; whoever from the northern quarter 

etc. etc. 
5. My stone-defense art thou; whoever from the fixed quarter etc. etc. 
6. My stone-defense art thou; whoever from the upward quarter 

etc. etc. 
It is possible to read these verses as 7+ I 2 (or 13 Lor 14 j): 5 =24 (or 25 Lor 26, vs. 2 J). 

7. My stone-defense art thou; whoever from the intermediate quarters 
of the quarters etc. etc. 

O. is the only ms. that :fills out the paragraphs between r and 7; and it leaves 
aghay1'tr unelided in all the verses. In paragraph 7 of our edition the accent-mark has 
dropped out under the 7Ja of apna,varma. The Anukr. reads 7 + I 6 : 5 = 28 syllables. 

8. By the great one (brhdt) I call unto mind; by Matari<;van, unto breath 
and expiration; from the sun [I call] sight, from the atmosphere hearing, 
from the earth body; by SarasvatI, mind-yoked, we call unto speech. 

The verse divides most naturally as 9+9: r6: r6= 50; the metrical definition of the 
Anukr. :fits it very ill. LFor c, cf. v. 7. 5.J , 

The second amwaka ends here, and contains 5 hymns and 49 verses; the old Anukr. 
says adyat para ekiidtzfahinafa#lfl,. 

I 1. L Dialogue between J Varu:p.a and Atharvan. 

[Athan·,an. ~ ekadafakam. varu!iam. triiiffubham: r. bhurf.f; 3. pankti; 6. 5-p. atifa!..ivMi; 
I 1. 3-av. 6-p. ai:vtr{/i.] 

Found also in Paipp. viii. It is used by Karn;. only once, and in a connection which 
casts no light upon it, namely at I 2. r, in a rite for general welfare ( one eats a dish of 
milk-rice cooked on a :fire of viadanaka-sticks). It is not quoted at all by Va.it. The 
interpretation in detail is difficult and far from certain. 
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Translated: Muir, OST.i. 2 396; Griffith, i.203; Weber, xviii.2or.-Treated by 
Roth, Ueber den AV, p. 9; also by R. Garbe, 'f;Vissenschaftliclze i11onatsblcitter, Konigs
berg, I 879, no. I. -A note in lead-pencil shows that 'Whitney meant to rewrite his ms. 
of this hymn;+; But the reader may consult the recent detailed comment of \Veber. -
\Veber assigns vss. r-3, 6, 8, and Io b, c, d to Varm:ia; and 4, 5, 7, 9, and ro a to 
Atharvan. Varm:ia has a mind to take back the cow which he gave to Atharvan, but 
gives up his intention at the request of Atharvan. Further reference to this legend 
seems to be made at vii. I 04. I. ;* L Possibly the copy from which this is set is a second 
draft.J 

I. How unto the great Asura didst thou speak here? how, with shin
ing manliness, unto the yellow (hdri) father? having given, 0 Vann:ia, a 
spotted [cow] as sacrificial fee, thou hast with the mind intended(? cz'kz"ts) 
re-bestowal ( ?) . 

The second half-verse is probably meant as what was "spoken." The translation of 
d implies Aufrecht's acute emendation (in Muir) of the reading to jnmarmaghat'l1am. 
The sense ofp1marma,glza is very doubtful: Roth" greedy"; Muir (Aufrecht) "to take 
her back," and" revoking"; neither seems to belong properly to the word, which ought 
to mean something like 'bountiful in return': i.e. Varuz:ia is expected to give back to 
Atharvan the cow the latter has presented to him (or another and better one). One 
might conjecture in c varttite 'to Varu1:a,' and understand cikits as 'impute' or' expect.' 
Roth regards the verse as spoken by Varm:ia; Muir, by Atharvan; the former is more 
acceptable. Ppp. begins katha diva asuraya bravamaft katha, and reads pr,;ni(t in c. 
L R. takes hdri as ' wrathful.' J 

2. Not at pleasure am I a re-bestower; for examination (?) do I drive 
home this spotted [cow]; by what poesy (kdvya) now, 0 Atharvan, [art] 
thou [poet]? by what that is produced (jatd) art thoujatdvedas? 

The rendering of b implies the necessary and obvious emendation of sa1iz cak1e 
(P.M.W. -k1ve.) to sa1izcdk1e, infinitive. 101,mena seems taken adverbially,= kiintfiya, 

kiimam, kamat .,· the god is not to be moved to counter-liberality by the mere desire of his 
worshiper, but challenges the latter's claim on him. Jata-uedas, lit. 'having for posses
sion whatever is produced (or born),' 'all-possessor.' B.P.M. accent atltarvan in c; 
one might emend to athm"va: 'in virtue of what poetic merit art thou Atharvan?' The 
verse belongs of course to Varui:ia. Ppp. reads in b savijJrcchi and upajet. 

3. I verily am profound by poesy; verily by what is produced I am 
jatdvcdas; not barbarian (d,isd), not Aryan, by his might, damageth (mf} 
the course which I sha11 maintain. 

Muir ascribes the verse to Atharva.n; Roth, better, to Varu1:a i the god asserts that 
it is he himself to whom wisdom and possession belong; his worshiper is comparatively 
nothing. Ppp. begins with satvasatJz and reads 'Jnakitva1'h in c, and luimjya at the end. 
The Prat. (iv. 96) establishes the long i of vzimii.ya as a pada-reading. The Anukr. 
absurdly calls the verse apaiiktz', although it is an evident trij/ubh, not less regular than 
a great proportion of the verses so called. L The 111-e in c is easier rendered in German 
than in English .J · 

4. None else than thou is more poet, nor by wisdom (medltd) more 
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wise (dhtra), O Varm;a, self-ruling one (svadhdvant); thou knowest all 
these beings; even that wily man (jdna) now is afraid of thee. 

Ppp. reads in a •vedha anit (for medhayii), and has at end of b the more antique 
form svadhiivas ./ as second half-verse it gives : hmm aiiga vifVti janmilni 71ettha 
mata1ii na tuj jano ma1ft bibltayaft. 

5. Since thou verily, 0 self-ruling Varu11a, knowest all births, 0 well
conducting one - is there anything else beyond the welkin (rdjas) ? is 
there anything below what is beyond, 0 unerring one (? amura) ? 

The version given implies that kbn is interrog. particle in c, d, as best suits the 
answer in the next verse: else, 'what other is beyond' etc. Amura in bis understood 
as amura, as required by the meter: cf. v. I. 9. Ppp. again reads s11adhiivas in a; 
and, in b and further, janma fraddhadani te kini mena rajasaf paro •sti kim avaretza 
avaram. asfi'ra. The majority of mss. (B.P.M.H.s.111.0. etc.; only E.I.H.p.m.K. have 
as#) accent dsti at end of c. LFor the combination emi panis ='beyond,' in 3d pada, 
see BR. iv. 494. I suggest for d, 1 Is there (kivz) (anything behind, avaram, i.e.) 
anything beyond that (enif, substantive pronoun) which is beyond (paretta)? 'J 

6. There is one other thing beyond the welkin; there is something, 
hard to attain, hitherward from what is beyond : this I Varm:J.a, knowing 
it, proclaim to thee. Be the pa~ii, s of degraded speech ; let the· barba
rians creep (srp) downward to the earth. 

The translation implies emendation of vartttza to vdrtqtaft. in c, which seems neces
sary, as the verse evidently belongs in Varu9-a1s mouth; both Roth and Muir so under
stand it. In d is implied adho·vacasas, which all the mss. read; alteration to -varcasas 
might be welcome, but is hardly called for. Ppp. is considerably different; it reads : 
ya ekam ena rajasa; paro 1sti pare 'kemr. dil!laltya,ii ty,{jan yat: tat t11e acchovacasa.y 
dttsa ya upa sarpantit ripra. The meter of a would be rectified by omitting the super
fluous ena; that of b, by a like omission (which the Paipp. text also favors.), or, so far 
as the meaning is concerned, better by reading nu! pt&rewi d11-r- etc. The description 
of the verse by the Anukr. as. an atirak·vari (though it still lacks one syllable of sixty) 
helps to authenticate the text as the mss. present it. 

L Whitney, on the revision, would doubtless have made clear his views as to b. Both 
sense and meter indicate that the emt in a and the end in b are intrusions ; they have 
blundered in from 5 c. Omitting them, I render: ' There is one other thing beyond the 
welkin; [and,] beyond [that] one thing, [is] something hard to get at (dttr?'J.dra1iz cit) 
[if you start] from this side [of them].'J LI understand tat t1.1e accho1.mcasa.y to mean 
inerely that Ppp. reads t11e for te and acchovacasa~\' for adlto11tic:asaft - not that it omits 
the rest from te to nicaz'r.J 

7. Since thou verily, 0 Varui:ia, speakest many reproachful things 
among (as to ?) re-bestowers, do not thou, I pray, belong to (abhi-bhit) 
such pm,:ds; let not people call thee ungenerous (arlidhds). 

The rendering implies emendation of bhtU to bhfis at end of c, which is made .also by 
Roth and Muir. The pada is corruptin Piiipp. 

8~ Let not people call. me ungenerous ; I give thee back the spotted 
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[cow], 0 singer; come thou mightily (fdczbkis) to every song of praise 
(stotrd) of mine, among all human regions (dir). 

Roth's suggested emendation of dik.y1, at the end to vik# 'settlers, tribes,' accepted 
by Muir, is unquestionably an improvement of the text; Ppp. has unfortunately a different 
reading: a yahi jane.yzt antar de,ve.yu mamtftftt ripra. Dik1u is read in Prat. iv. 34 c. 

9. Let uplifted (ud-yam) songs of praise of thee come, among all human 
regions. Give now to me what thou hast not given me ; thou art my 
suitable comrade of seven steps;-

That is, apparently, ready to go seven steps (or any indefinite distance) with me. 
Roth suggests as an improved reading ildattas 'hast taken from me' in c, and Muir so 
·renders. Both words are alike, and equally, wrong grammatically, using the passive 
pple in the sense of an active ; adattam dsti would be correct, and at this Ppp. perhaps 
points : dehi tatit viahymn yadi tatvam asti yadyo nas saptapada(l sakha 'sa(t. Ppp . 
. also begins with yii te stotrli?ti bandhanani yani, and apparently has dik~·u in b. 

IO. Of us two, 0 Varul).a, [there is] the same connection, the same 
birth (jd). 

I know that which is of us two this same birth; I give that which I 
have not given thee ; I am thy suitable comrade of seven steps ;-

It seems necessary to divide this verse between the two speakers, and doubtless 
Roth's assignment of only the first pada to Atharvan is better than Muir's of the first 
half-verse. With Roth's division the nau is called for in a as in b, and Roth's emenda
tion to samano bandhits, though it is read by Ppp. (whose testimony on such a point is 
pf little value), is hardly acceptable; better samo nilit. Ppp. reads also, for b, vada 
'Viiitad vada1n sama jafi .,- and, for c, dadiimi tubhya1h yadi tatvam asti_; and it 
•omits d. L The translation implies ddattam. as# as in 9. J 

I I. A god, bestower of vigor on a singing god; a sage (vipra), of good 
wisdom for a praising sage. 

Since thou, 0 self-ruling Varul).a, hast generated fathe'r Atharvan, con
nection of the gods, for him do thou make well-extolled generosity; our 
,comrade art thou, and highest connection. 

The first line is here (with Muir, and Zimmer, p. 205) taken as belonging to 
Varui;i.a's reply given in the preceding verse. We must emend at the end either to 
paramaf ea or to bdndhtt. All the mss. leave stuvate in b unaccented, as if. it were 
a verb-form. Ppp. reads svadha,vmh in c, vifvadt1.1am at end of d, 11r1.1liyttf kni1thi 
praf- in e, and, for f, sakhii no •sti varuiiaf ea bandhuf!.. The Anukr. makes no 
account of the extra syllable in e. In b, the vertical over su- is gone. L Padas c-f are 
not part of the dialogue. J 

...... 
12. Apri-hymn: to various divinities. 

[ A ngiras. - ekadararcam, triii1tubham. jiitavedasani. 3. paiikti.] 

This is a RV. hymn (x. IIo), and found also in VS. (xxix. 25-6, 28-36), MS. 
(iv. 13. 3, 5), and TB. (iii. 6. 3), with almost no variants from the RV. text. Paipp. 
does not contain it. Kam;. applies it (45. 8: but the prattka, simply samiddhas, might 

Ii' 
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designate any one of several other verses in the text) in the ·vafafamana ceremony, to 
accompany the offering of the omentmn; and in theparvan sacrifices (2. 36) occurs a 

pada resembling 2 b. In Vait. (ro. I I : the pratika is unambiguous) it goes with the 
pray a.Ja offerings in the paptbandlta. • 

Translated : by the RV. translators ; and Griffith, i. 20 5 ; Weber, xviii. 207. - See 
'\Veber's general remarks; and compare hymn 27, below. 

1. Kindled this day in the home of man (mdnus), thou, a god, 0 Jata
vedas, dost sacrifice to the gods; and do thou bring [them], understand
ing it, 0 thou of friendly might; thou art a forethoughtful messenger, 
poet. 

The only variant in this verse is that MS. omits the peculiar and problematic accent 
of 1Jdha in c. 

2. 0 Tanunapat (son of thyself?), do thou, anointing with honey 
(mddhit) the roads that go to righteousness (rtd), sweeten them, 0 well
tongued one; prospering (rdlz) with prayers (did) the devotions (mdn
man) and the sacrifice, put (kt) thou also among the gods our service 
(adhvard). 

The mss. accent, without assignable reason, svadaya in b, but the edition emends to 
svadaya, in agreement with the other texts. 

The three Yajus-texts insert between this verse and the next an alternative invocation 
to N ara~ansa (RV. vii. 2. 2). 

3. Making oblation do thou, 0 Agni, to be praised and to be greeted, 
come in accord with the Vasus. Thou art invoker (hotr) of the gods, 0 
youthful one (? yahvd) ; do thou, sent forth, skilled sacrificer (ydjiyihis), 
sacrifice to them. 

Jl.jz'tlt1.1a1ui in a is perhaps to be understood as passive (::::: dJmta), • receiving obla
tion.' There are no variants. The Anukr. absurdly calls this verse apaiikti, because, 
by omitting resolutions of semivowels etc., it is capable of being read as 40 syllables. 
The Anukr's of RV. and VS. both reckon it as tri:r/ttbh. 

4. The forward barMs, through the fore-region of the earth, is wreathed 
on this dawn (vdstu), at the beginning (dgra) of the clays; it spreads out 
abroad more widely, pleasant to the gods, to Aditi. 

'Forward' and 'fore-region,' i.e. 'eastward' and' east.' All our mss. read. •vrJyase 
in b, but the edition m.akes the necessary emendation to -te, in accordance with the four 
other texts, and the translation given implies -te. 

5. Expansive let them open (vi-rri) widely, like wives adorned for 
their husbands; ye great, divine, all-furthering doors, be ye favorable to 
the advance of the gods. 

Our pada-text divides the last word as s1t-prltyanii/t, while the RV. pada has supra
ayanii.fi_; the meter appears to indicate that sttjmr,ya1iilfi is the true original reading. 

6. Let Dawn and Night, dripping (? Slt,fVa)I-), worshipful, close, sit 
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down here in the lair (y6ni) - the two heavenly, great, well-shining 
women, putting on beauty (vt) with bright adornment. 

The other texts differ from ours only by accenting 1'tpiikc. LThe comment to Prat. 
ii. 9r cites su;vay as a case of reduplication; and BR. vii. r 142 connect it with su 
, impel.' But see \Veber. - He renders ti by 'Heran. 1 J 

7. The (two) invokers of the gods, first, well-voiced, shaping (ma) the 
sacrifice for man (11zdnu.s) to sacrifice, urging forward at the councils 
(viddtha) the (two) singers (kiint), pointing out forward light through 
the fore-region. 

There are no variants. L Griffith, after Mahidhara, takes the "light " as the iilta· 
vaniyti fire. J 

8. Unto our sacrifice let BharatI come quickly, let I0a, taking note 
here in human fashion; let the three goddesses, well-working, sit upon 
this pleasant barhfs - [also] SarasvatI. 

The translation implies in d the reading sdrasvatf, given by RV.VS.MS.; TB. 
L both ed's, Bibl. Ind. and PoonaJ supports AV. in reading -tift, which, however, can 
hardly be anything but a blunder. The four other texts have at the end sadantu. All 
our mss. have 1nam11ytU in b Land so have all SPP's authorities J, and this form is 
authenticated by Prat. iv. 65, the comment explaining how it is derived from mamq
ya'vat. As being, therefore, the indubitable AV. reading, it should _not have been 
altered in our edition to •fVtU, to conform with the four other texts, even though 
doubtless a corruption of -fvcU. LSPP. also alters it.J Lin c, correct davfr to 
devfr.J 

9. To him, god Tvashtar, who adorned (Pit;) with forms these two 
generatresses, heaven-and-earth, [and] all existences, do thou today, 
0 invoker, sent forth, skilled sacrificer, sacrifice here, understanding it. 

There are no variants. 

10. In thy way (? hndnyci) anointing them, pour thou down upon (ttjJa~ 
ava-sr.j) the track of the gods the oblations in due season; let the forest
tree, the queller (ramz'tdr), god Agni, relish (svad) the oblation with 
honey, with ghee. · 

' Forest-tree,' doubtless a big name for the sncrifidal post. That the 'queller' is a 
separate personage is shown by the plural number of the following verb. LE. Sieg 
discusses pil.thas, Gurupiijakaumudi, 97 ff.; later, Olderiberg, ZDMG~ liv. 602.J 

II. At once, when born, he determined (vi-mii) the sacrifice; Agni 
became foremost of the gods ; at the direction of this invoker, at the 
ve,ice of righteousness (rtd), let the gods eat the oblation made with 
"hail ! " 

The other texts read in c the nearly equivalent pradf;i. 
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13. Against snakes' poison. 

[ Garutman. - ekadaparcam. tak;akadeva(yam. jiigatam : 2. iistiirapaiikti; 4, 7, 8. amtf/ttbh ;· 
.5. trif{ttbh; 6. pathyii.paii.kti; 9. bhurefj ,· IO, I I, niqd gayatri.J 

Found (except vs. r) also in Paipp. viii. (in the verse-order 3, 2, 4, 6, 5, 7-11). It 
is not quoted in Va.it.; but in Kau~. 29. 1-14 all the verses are brought in in their 
order, in connection with a ceremony for healing poison-wounds; verse r (or the hymn) 
is also used at 48. 9, in a witchcraft rite. L The London Anukr., in 6 places and for 7 
poison-hymns, gives Garutma (not -man) as r:s-i.J 

Translated: Griffith, i. 208; Bloomfield, 27, 425; Weber, xviii. 2I r. 

I. Since Varui:ia, poet of heaven, hath given [them] to me, with for-• 
midable spells (vdcas) do I dissolve thy poison ; what is dug, undug, and 
attached (saktd) have I seized; like drink (irti) on a waste bath thy 
poison been wasted (ni-Jas). 

The epithets in c are of obscure application : probably buried in the flesh by the 
bite, or unburied but clinging. 

2. What waterless poison is thine, that of thine have I seized in 
these; I seize thy midmost, thine upmost juice (rdsa); also may thy 
lowest then disappear for fright. 

'These' in bis fem. (etiisu); doubtless 'waters' is to be supplied. Ppp. reads in a 
padakam (for apocl-), and in b tat tt1bhir. Ydt ta in a in our edition is a misprint for 
yat te. Kauc;. (29. z) calls the verse graha?ti. L For ne~at, see Skt. Gram. § 847 end,. 
and§ 854 b.J 

3. A bull [is] my cry, like thunder through the cloud (ndbhas) ; with 
thy formidable spell do I then drive it off (biidh) for thee; I have 
seized that juice of his with men L? J; like light out of darkness let the 
sun arise. 

One is tempted to emend ndbhasa in a to -sas or -sam, ' the thunder of the clouds." 
Ppp. reads tam (which is better) 1mcasli, blidhaitu te in b, g·rabhzs for the strange 
nrbhls L Weber, 'kraftig 'J in c, and jyoti:re 'va tamaso • dayatu saryafi in d. The i of 
-iva is uncounted in the meter of d. Kau~. calls the verse jn·asarjanf. 

4. With sight I smite thy sight ; with poison I smite thy poison; die, 
0 snake, do not live; let thy poison go back against thee. 

All the mss. L including SPP's J read dhes at beginning of c, but our edition makes 
the necessary emendation to ahe. Ppp. has for a balena te baltuit hamni/ its b is 
wholly corrupt ; for c etc. it reads r;atta hanmi te 1,idam aJze marl#ii -ma jfvi jwaty 
anveta vii vt'.ya1h. LAs ford- the later Hindus thought that snake poison did not 
hurt a snake; cf. Indische SjJrilche, 3oor. But see the interesting experiments of Sir 
Joseph Fayrer, in his T/zanatophidict of lndia,"1- London, 1874, p. 74-5. My colleague, 
Dr. Theobald Smith, Professor of Comparative Pathology, has most kindly examin~d 
for me the recent literature concerning the auto-toxic action of snake-venoms. The evi
dence is not conclusive as yet, but points to the immunity of snakes to snake-:poison. -
Cf. vii. 88, below.J 
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5. 0 Kira.tan, 0 spotted one, 0 grass-haunter(?), 0 brown one! listen 
ye to me, 0 black serpents, offensive ones! stand ye not upon the track 
(? stiimdn) of my comrade; calling out (ii-f1'tl7XlJ'), rest quiet in poison. 

It is hardly possible to avoid emending stamlittam in c to sthiimiinam L' station 'J 
or sramt1?zam L' course,' from sr ' run' - but not quotable J ; Ppp. is very corrupt in c, 
d, but seems to intend no variants. It reads upatttr{zi babhrav in a; our btzbhra is by 
Prat. i. 81, and this passage is quoted in the comment on that rule. It further mutilates 
to asitalika in b. The accents in our text Land SPP'sJ ontisitt1s and tflikas are against 
all rule, and doubtless to be regarded as misreadings ; the translation implies their 
absence. In c correct'to sakhyu[z (accent-sign lost over u). A number of L ourJ mss. 
(P.M.H.I.O.) Land five of SPP's J read mi:re for 1,Jife in d (and nimi,r.e 'at a wink' 
would be an acceptable emendation); M.W. end with rabhadlz·vam. L Griffith identifies 
ka:iriUa with kara£t, the Hindustani name (now well known in the Occident) of an 
awfully venomous little serpent. This would be most interesting, if certain; but friend 
Grierson writes me that it is improbable on phonetic grounds. We should expect in 
Hind. kera. J 

6. Of the Timatan (?) black serpent, of the brown, and of the water
less, of the altogether powerful (? ), I relax the fury, as the bow-string of 
a bow ; I release as it were chariots. 

The translation is as if the reading at end of c were manyi'im.* The Jada-reading 
in c is satrti-sahtisya, according to Prat. iii. 23. Ppp. has tayi:matasya in a, and in c 
upodakasya ' water-haunting,' which is better. L Whitney would doubtless have revised 
this carefully. The divergences of the translators reflect the uncertainties of the 
exegesis. ' I slacken as it were the cars of the wrath of' etc .. - Griffith. ' I release 
(thee) from the fury of' etc. - Bloomfield. 'Des Asita ... des Manyu Streitwagen 
gleichsam spanne Lich J mir ab' or 'die Streitwagen des Grimmes des Asita' etc. -
Weber. Ford, 'as the string from off (dva) the bow.'J * L Ppp. reads manyum.J 

7. Both dligi and 1-dligi, both father and mother - we know your con
nection (bdndhu) completely; sapless ones, what will ye do? 

The wholly obscure words in a (p. ii-li'gl, ·vi-li'gi) might also be nom. m. of stems 
in -t'n; but their accent is against it. Ppp. reads, for a, b, iiltikii ea 'vyaca !itpt,va yas 
te mata. The Anukr. makes no account in b of the two syllables that are lacking to 
make an antt#ttbh pada. 

8. Daughter of the broad-knobbed one(?), born of the black barba~ 
rian (f.) - of all them (f.) that have pierced defiantly (?) the poison [is] 
sapless. 

The translation conjectures in a a relationship of -gula to gzt{la and gola, and implies 
for b emendation to dasyti dslknyafz- since something had to· be done to make the 
line translatable. t One of S PP's authorities has asiknyafi. J Ppp. begins with 1tdakz7-
layii 'of th~ water-bank'; the rest of its version is" without meaning." The first word 
is quoted by the commentary to Prat. iii. 72 in the form itrt7-gz7layafi (so the ms.) 
Lurit-? J. L W's version 'pierced' implies reference to root dr (not drtt 'run,' as in 
Index). For jratdlikam, both here and at iv. I 6. 2, he first wrote 'rapidly,' and then 
interlined 'defiantly.' Why? BR. take it as gerund, 'of. all that have run gliding': 
i.e., I suppose, 'that dart along on their bellies '? J 
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9. The eared hedgehog said this, coming down from the mountain : 
whichsoever of these ( f.) are produced by digging, of them the poison is 
most sapless. 

This verse, which is rather out of place here, seems like a variation of RV. i. 19r. 16: 
ku1umbhakds tdd abravicl girdfi pravartamiinakdft: v/~cikasya 'rasd11i vz~·am. Ppp. 
begins with katzva. LFor the diminutive, cf. iv. 37. 10 and xiv. 2. 63.J 

w. Tiibztva, not tabztva; verily thou art not tabzfoa; by ttibz'tva [is] 
the poison sapless. 

Ppp. has instead tavuca1ii na tii.1ntcanin alter asiktatii tavztcemi 'rasa?it vi"!am. 
\Vith this verse, according to Kaui;. (29. 13), one sips water from a gourd. 

1 I. Tastzfoa, not tastu:va; verily thou art not tastztva; by tastztva [is] 
the poison sapless. 

Ppp. has for a, b, tastWllaJit na ltarisiktaJJi tastu,_1a1iz. But for the L unlingualizeclj 
n of tast/wena, the ·word in our mss. might be equally read tasn't1.1a LSPP. reports 
this readingJ. \\Tith this verse, according to Kauc;. (29. 14), one "binds the navel:1

' 

L '\Veber, Sb. 1896, p. 68r (see also p. 873), gives an elaborate discussion of these two 
verses. He deems tiibwva a misread tri.tlnw,i (root stu = stlta), 'stopping, bannend.' 
But see Barth, Reviu: de l 'kistoz're des rellgz'cm.r, xxxix. 26.J 

14. Against witchcraft : with a plant. 

[(;ttkra.-trayodar,akam. viinaspatyam. krtyiipratiha1·a!tam. ilnttf/ttbham: 3,5, r2. 
bhurij; 8. 3-p. viriff; ro. nicrd brhati; r I, 3-p. slimnz trif/ttbh ,· r.3. s'v,wiif.] 

L Part of verse 8 is prose. J Found also ( except vss. 3, 5, which are wanting, and 
9, 13, which occur in ii.) in Paipp. vii. (in the order r, 2, 8, 12, 4, ro, I r, 7, 6). Quoted 
in Kauc;. (39. 7) with ii. I I and several other hymns, in a ceremony against witchcraft ; 
vs. 9 also separately in 39. r r. Not noticed in Va.it. 

Translated: Zimmer, p. 396; Grill, 26,147; Gi-iffith, i. 210; Bloomfield, 77,429; 
'Weber, xviii. 216. 

I. An eagle (supar~zd) discovered thee; a hog dug thee with his snout ; 
seek thou to injure, 0 herb, him that seeks to injure; smite down the 
witchcraft-maker. 

We have had the first half-verse already, as ii. 27. 2 a, b. Ppp. has, for d, pmti 
kttyakrto daha. 

2. Smite down the sorcerers, smite down the witchcraft.-maker; then, 
whoever seeks to injure us, hirn do thou smite, 0 herb. 

Ppp. omits, probably by oversight, the first half-verse. 

3. Having cut around out of [his] skin a strip (parifiisd), as it were 
of a stag, fasten, 0 gods, upon the witchcraft-maker the witchcraft, like 
a necklace. 

That is, apparently, with a thong cut out of his own skin, like· a buck-skin thong. 
As usual, the rnss. vary in a between ffy- and rffy-, E. even reading rf,ry-, but the 
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majority have ffy-, which is undoubtedly the true text, and should be restored in our 
edition. Three times, in this hymn (vss. 3, 5, r 2), the Anukr. insists on regarding i-va, 
as dissyllabic, and therefore reckons the verses as bhurij. 

4. Lead thou away the witchcraft back to the witchcraft-maker, grasp
ing its hand; set it straight before ( samakfdm) him, that it may smite 
the witchcraft-maker. 

Ppp. has, for b, prat-iharatia1iz na haramasi' (our 8 c); but in book ii. it has the 
whole half-verse just as it stands here. 

5. Be the witchcrafts for the witchcraft-maker, the curse for him that 
curses ; like an easy chariot let the witchcraft roll back to the witchcraft
maker. 

6. · If woman, or if man, hath made witchcraft in order to evil, it we 
conduct unto him, like a horse by a horse-halter. 

The Anukr. doubtless scans d as afvam iva 'fvtibMd!iilnyii, instead of dfvam '1.1ii 

'fvabhi'dhfznili, as it should be. 

7. If either thou art god-made, or if made by man, thee, being such, 
do we lead back, with Indra as ally. 

Ppp. has a very different version of this verse : ya krtye devakrtli ya vii mamt~yaja 
'si': ta,h tvli pratyaff, frahbpnasi pratici nayana brahmaiia. The ft in fntnar ?taya
masi is prescribed by Prat. iii. 8 I. Ttbh at beginning of c is a misprint for tL11Jt. 

8. 0 Agni, overpowerer of fighters, overpower the fighters; we take 
the witchcraft back to the witchcraft-maker by a returner. 

Ppp. reads in b prati instead of punar, thus making a better correspondence with 
pratihara1:1-a i.n c. The Anukr's definition of the II verse" is purely artificial ; the first 
pada is distinctly unrnetrical, and the third hardly metrical. 

9. 0 practiced piercer ( ?), pierce him; whoever made [it], him do 
thou smite; we do not sharpen thee up to slay (vadhd) him who has ,not 
made [it]~ 

This verse is found in Ppp. in book ii., much corrupted, with, for d, vadhaya fa?itsa
mi'mahe. Krta'vyadhani' may possibly be the proper name of the herb addressed : 
cf. krta71edhana or -dhaka, "name of a sort of fennel or anise" (Pet. Lex.). 

I o. Go as a son to .a father; like a constrictor trampled on, bite; go, 
O witchcraft., back . to the witchcraft-maker, as it were. treading . down 
[thy] bond. 

That is, apparently, escaping and treading on what has restrained thee. Ppp. com-:
bines in b sva;aiva, and reads for c, d, tantur ivavyaya1iznide krtye krtyakrtavi krtafi. 
Though the verse is a perfectly good ani,r/ubh, the Anukr., reading iva three times as 
dissyllabic, turns it into a defective brhatf. 

I r. Up, like a she-antelope (e?ii), a she-elephant (?viiratii), with leap
ing on, like a hind,. let the witchcraft go to its maker. 
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A verse of doubtful interpretation ; but it is altogether probable that the animal
names are coordinate in construction with krtyd in c; and they are feminine doubtless 
because this is feminine ; the krtya is to overtake its perpetrator with their swiftness 
and force. But the Pet. Lex. takes vara!d as 'shy, wild,' qualifying etd, Ppp. com
bines enai 'va and mrJ:;iii 'va, and reads vilruriz, and -krandavi for -skandavi _; -krandam 
seems rather preferable. The unaltered s of abhisk- in b falls under Prat. ii. I 04, and 
the example is quoted there. Though the verse is a fairly regular g"iiyatrf, the Anukr. 
stupidly accounts it a samni tri~·/ztbh, as if it were prose, and contained only 22 syllables. 

r 2. Straighter than an arrow let it fly, 0 heaven-and-earth, to meet 
him; let it, the witchcraft, seize again him, the witchcraft-maker, like 
a deer. 

Ppp. reads, for c, d, sa ta1h mrgam iva ·vidat krtya krtyakrta,h krta. 

r 3. Let it go like fire up-stream, like water down-stream; like an easy 
chariot let the witchcraft roll back to the witchcraft-maker. 

'Up-stream,' i.e. contrary to the natural direction (pratikillam), or upward. Ppp. has 
the verse in book ii., and reads at the end of d (cf. its version of I 2 d) tafi (for krta). 
The meter is svarlij only by twice refusing to abbreviate i-va to 'va. 

IS. For exorcism: to a plant. 

[ Vifvtimitra.-ekiidapakam. ·vilnas_patyam. iinu.y/ubham: 4. purastaitbrhatz.: 5, 7, 8, 9. bhttri/.] 

Found also in Paipp. viii. Used by IGim;. (r9. 1), with several other hymns, for the 
healing of distempered cattle ; and its verses and those of hymn I 6 are referred to as 
1nadhulavrfa!liiga!z again in 29. I 5, following the use of hymn 13. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 211 ; vVeber, xviii. 220. 

I. Both one of me and ten of me [are] the exorcisers (apa,vaktdr), 
0 herb; thou born of right (rtd), thou rich in right, mayest thou, 
honeyed (nzadhulti), make honey for me. · 

Ppp. omits throughout the second me in a, and reads for d madhu. tvli, madhula 
karat. . The Anukr. says madhttlam o.yadhim astaut. 

2. Both two of me and twenty of me [are] etc. etc. 
3. Both three of me and thirty of me [are] etc. etc. 
4. Both four of me and forty of me [are] etc. etc. 
5. Both five of me and fifty of me [are] etc. etc. 
O.D. accent pdnca_; the rest, against the usual way, paned, and our edition follows 

the latter. 

6. Both six of me and sixty of me [are] etc. etc. 
This verse ought to be reckoned by the Anukr. as m'crt, not less than 5 etc. as bhurij. 

7. Both seven of me and seventy of me [are] etc. etc. 

8. Both eight of me and eighty of me [are] etc. etc. 
The reckoning of this verse as bhurz'_j implies the (improper) restoration of the elided 

a of afitis. 
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9. Both nine of me and ninety of me [are] etc. etc. 
IO. Both ten of me and a hundred of me [are] etc. etc. 
I I. Both a hundred of me and a thousand [are] the exorcisers, 

0 herb ; etc. etc. 
Without any regard to the connection between this hymn and the next, the third 

anuvaka is made to end here, containing 5 hymns and 57 verses; the quoted Anukr. 
says accordingly tisrblzis trtzya/i. 

Here ends also the ele-yenth prapajhaka. 

I6. Exorcism. 

[Vi(Viimitra.-ekiida;akam. ekavnadevatyavz. Lekavasanam.J dviiipadam: J, 4, 5, 7-Jo. 
siimny ztf7:iih; 2, 3, 6. iisury anztf{ttbh.; JI. asuri g·t01atri.] 

L Not metrical. J Found also in Paipp. viii. Referred to only in Ka.u<;. 29. 15, in 
company with the preceding hymn, as above reported. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 212; ·weber, xviii. 222. 

I. If thou art sole chief, let go ; sapless art thou. 
We have ekavr.fd, lit. 'one bull,' in other passages (iv. 22; vi. 86), but dvz'vr.fa etc. 

only here, and they are plainly nothing but schematic variations of it, not admitting of 
real tra'nslation. Perhaps the hymn is directed against insect pests, through their 
leaders, whether few or many. The definition of the Anukr. implies fourteen syllables: 
perhaps asyadi ekavr~o dsi sr}a araso 'si (or sr.fti 'ras6 asi). Ppp. hasyasfor yadiin 
all the verses. L See vVeber's note. J 

2. If thou art twice chief etc. etc. 
Or perhaps rather' double chief,' 'triple chief,' etc., or' one of two,'' one of three,' etc. 

3. If thou art thrice chief etc. etc. 
4. If thou art four times chief etc. etc. 
5. If thou art five times chief etc. etc. 
6. If thou art six times chief etc. etc. 
7. If thou art seven times chief etc. etc. 
8. If thou art eight times chief etc. etc. 
9. If thou art nine times chief etc. etc. 

10. If thou art ten times chief etc. etc. 
I r. If thou art eleven-fold, then thou art waterless. 
All the elided a's must be restored in this verse to make out the fifteen syllables 

called for by the Anukr. Ppp. has yzzpodako •sl sr;a •raso esi, 

17. The Brahman's wife. 
[Mayobhz't. -a;/adafakam. brahmajayildevatya11z. ilnuf/ttbham: r-6. trif/ubh.] 

Found in part (vss. I-7, 9-n in ix., also 18, in another part of ix.) in Paipp. The 
hymn contains (in vss. I-3, 6, 5, ro, II) the seven verses of RV. x. 109, none of which 
occur elsewhere than in these two texts. Va.it. takes no notice of it, but it is used in 
Kau<;, (48. r 1), next after hyrnn 13, in a witchcraft ceremony; while vs. 4 is quoted also 
in I 26. 9, on. occasion of the fall of a meteor. 
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Translated: Muir, i. 2 280; Ludwig, p. 446 (part) ; Zimmer, p. I 97 ; Griffith, i. 212; 

\Veber, xviii. 222; also, in part, as RV. hymn, by Muir, i2 • 256; Ludwig, no. rozo; 
Grassmann, ii. 495. - Cf. also Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des RV., i. 244. 

I. These spoke first at the offense against the Brahman (bnihman-): 
the boundless sea, Matari1;van, he of stout rage (-hdras), formidable 

. fervor, the kindly one, the heavenly waters, first-born of right (rtd). 

RV. reads ugrds in c, and rtina at the end. Ppp. reads -haras and -bhuvas in c, and 
apas in d. The first pada is properly_jagati, though the Anukr. takes no notice of the fact. 

2. King Soma first gave (pra-yam) back the Brahman's wife, not 
bearing enmity ; he who went after [her] was Varurya, Mitra; Agni, 
invoker, conducted [her] hither, seizing her hand. 

Ppp. reads mitro a- in c. An'vartitdr L Granz. § 233 aJ is doubtful; perhaps 'one 
who dispute~, possession': cf. MS. iii. 7. 3 (p. 78. 1). 

3. To be seized by the hand indeed is the pledge (? adhi) of her, if one 
has said" [she is] the Brahman's wife"; she stood not to be sent forth for 
a messenger: so is made safe (gupz'td) the kingdom of the Kshatriya. 

The sense of a and c is obscure; perhaps we ought to read hdste (or -tena) nai 'va 
in a, 'nothing of hers is to be meddled with, when once she is declared the Brahman's.' 
The mss. vary betweengrahyds (B.), grdhyas (E.), andgriiliyas (the rest). RV. reads 
dvocan in b, and adds iytim before iti, by omitting which our text damages the meter 
(but the Anukr. does not notice it). RV. also has in c prnhye for prahtfyii.,· the 
two readings are of virtually identical meaning ; emendation to dittykya is desirable. 
Ppp. reads atlir in a. 

4. The misfortune, descending (ava..pad) upon the village, of which 
they say "this is a star with disheveled hair" -as such, the Brahman's 
wife burns up the kingdom, where hath gone forth a hare (? fa;d) accom~ 
panied with meteors (1tlku:d-). 

That is, such apparent portents are really the woman, that has been misused. A 
very awkwardly constructed verse. Ppp. reads in a trlraka,ii 'Vik-, and, in c, tinottt for 
dtmoti. It is, of course, the reference to m.eteoric portents that causes the verse to be 
quoted in Kau<;. I 26. 

5. The Vedic student (bmlmzacarin) goes about serving (vi~) much 
service; he becomes one limb of the gods; by him Brihaspati discovered 
the wife, conducted by Soma, like the sacrificial spoon, 0 gods. 

Ind RV. has the doubtless better reading de11fzs, 'as the gods [discovered] the sacri
ficial spoon.' For nftdm Ppp. reads nlhatam. Though called a tr#/uoh, the verse has 
two Ja.gati padas. 

6. The· gods of old verily spoke about her, the seven seers who sat 
down with penance (tdpas); fearful [is] the wife of the Brahman when 
led away; she makes (dha) discomfort (durdhd) in the highest firmament 
(vyontan). 
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Our mss. (except P.M.\V., which often agree in a misreading) give tijanita (instead 
of ltj-) in c, and this is to be regarded as the proper AV. text, and is implied in the 
translation; our edition reads i'tjan-, with RV. RV. differs also in having tdjase, an 
easier reading, in b; and it has no vaf in a, the intrusion of which defaces the meter, 
though unnoticed by the Anukr. Ppp. has a/ayanta (for avad-) in a, combines saptar1-
in b, and gives brahmaiuuya pinihita in c. 

7. What embryos are aborted (a·va.._pad), what living creatures (jdgat) 
are torn away (apa-lup), what heroes are mutually shattered - them the 
Brahman's wife injures. 

B. reads nrtyante in c, P.M. trhydte, D. nulzyante. That is, all this mischief is the 
consequence of her ill-treatment. Ppp. combines g'lzrbha 'vap- in a, and reads abhilu
pyate in b, and lzanyante in c. 

8. And if [there were] ten former husbands of a *woman, not Brahmans 
-provided a Brahman has seized her hand, he is alone her husband. 

This verse is wanting in Ppp. 

9. A Brahman [is] indeed her husband, not a noble (rlijanya), not a 
Vaic;ya : this the sun goes proclaiming to the five races of men (manavd). 

The Anukr. does not notice the deficient syllable in a (unless we are to syllabize 
br-ah-, which is very harsh). Ppp. combines briiJzmatze 'vain a, and puts the verse at 
the end of the hymn. 

10. The gods verily gave back; men (nzanu;ya) gave back; kings, 
apprehending (grah) truth, gave back the Brahman's wife. 

RV. has ittd instead of the repeated adadus in b; and it gives the better reading 
knivanlis in c. And in both points Ppp. agrees with it L but with -no for -nas J. 

I I. Having given back the Brahman's wife, having brought about 
(kr) freedom of offense with. the gods, sharing (bhaj) the refreshment 
(tl1:j) of the earth, they occupy (upa-as) broad space (urugayd). 

RV. has the more antique forms krhd and bhakt1vziya in b and c. P.M.W. read 
nakz'lb- in b. 

r2. Not on his couch lies a beautiful hundred-bringing (-vaht) wife, in 
whose kingdom the Brahman's wife is obstructed through ignorance. 

Literally,.' in what }<ingdom '; 'obstructed,' i.e. 'kept from him.' 'Hundreel,' i.e., prob
ably, 'a rich dowry' (so the Pet. Lex.). The mss. have, as is usual in such cases, acityii. 

I 3. A wide-eared, broad-headed [ ox ?J is not. born in that dwelling, in 
whose etc. etc. 

Muir understands a " son " of such description. 

14. A distributer (kfattdr). with necklaced neck goes not at the head 
of his crates (? suna) [of food], in whose etc. etc. 

The meaning is not undisputed: Muir renders "charioteer"· and '1 hosts" (emending 
to stna) ; Ludwig, . "k;attar" and II slaughter~bench." 
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I 5. A white, black-eared [horse J does not make a show (mahiy), 
harnessed to his [ chariot-] pole, in whose etc. etc. 

I 6. Not in his field [is J a lotus-pond, the bulb (? bfsa) of the bulb
bearing lotus is not produced (Jan), in whose etc. etc. 

Compare iv. 34. 5, and note; ii!ttfika and b!sa are perhaps rather to be rendered inde
pendently. 

I 7. Not for him do they who attend to (itpa-as) her milking milk out 
the spotted [cow], in whose etc. etc. 

In b, P. begins yo 'sya, I.H.ye'syii. 

I 8. Not his [is] a beautiful milch-cow, [his] draft-ox endures not the 
pole, where a Brahman stays a night miserably (papaya) without a wife 
(-jani). 

Ppp. reads for a na tatra dhenztr dohena. L See BR. vi. 1023.J 

18. The Brahman's cow. 

[llfayobhfi. -pancadapakam. brahmagavidevatyam. iinttf/itbham: 4,5, 8, 9, r3. tri[/ztbh 
(4. bhur£i).] 

Found also in Paipp. ix. (except vs. 7; in the order r, 2, 4, 13, 5, 6, 14, 3, 15, 9, 8, 
10-12). Not noticed in Va.it., but quoted in Kam;. 48. 13 vvith the next hymn (as 
the "two Brahman-cow" hymns), just after hymn I 7, in a witchcraft rite. 

Translated: Muir, i2 • 284; Ludwig, p. 447; Zimmer, p. 199; Grill, 4r, 148; Griffith, 
i. zr 5; Bloomfield, 169, 430; Weber, xviii. 229. 

I. Her the gods did not give thee for thee to eat, 0 lord of men 
(nrpdti); do not thou, 0 noble, desire to devour (ghas) the cow of the 
Brahman, that is not to be eaten. 

An accent-mark under the nya of raj'anya in c has been lost. 

2 .. A noble hated of the dice, evil, self-ruined (-pdnijz'ta)- he may 
eat the cow of the Brahman: "let me live today, not tomorrow." 

I.e., if such is his wish. Ppp. reads, for b, pajlitmam aparajita(t. · L Cf. Isaiah 
xxii. x3; I Cor. xv. 32.J 

3. Like an ill-poisonous adder enveloped with [cow-] hide, this cow 
of the Brahman, 0 noble, is harsh, not to be eaten. 

That is (a,,b) a poisonous serpent in disguise. At beginning of c, vui in our text is 
an error for sei. 

4. Verily it conducts away his authority, smites his splendor; like fire 
taken hold of it burns up all; he who thinks the Brahman to be food, he 

. drinks of Timatan poison. 
Or' she' (the cow), or' he' (the Brahman), instead of' it,' in a, b. Ppp. reads in b 

alabdlta{t }rtan,iota raUmh, and has a ,vholly different second half-verse, nearly agree
ing with our r3 Cr. d: yo brah11Zt:t!1a;Ji devabandhmh hz'nastz' tasya j)itf?tiim apy eht 
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lokam. The Anukr. reckons the verse unnecessarily as bhttriJ, since iva in bis to be 
shortened to 'va. 

5. vVhatever insulter of the gods, desirous of riches, not from knowl
edge, slays him, thinking him gentle, in his heart Indra kindles a fire; 
both the firmaments (ndbhas) hate him as he goes about. 

Ppp. has in a cnam, which is better. The pada-text absurdly reads yr! instead of yd/z 
at the beginning. The Anukr. seems to combine ubhliz• 'nam in d, as the meter demands, 
although ubluf is even apragrlrya_; part of the mss. (M.W.I.H.O.) read ublza e-. 

6. The Brahman is not to be injured, like fire, by one who holds him
self dear; for Soma .is his heir, Indra his protector against imprecation. 

The Pet. Lex. suggests the (acceptable, but unnecessary) emendation of b to al;nd!i 
priyii tani1r iva,; this, however, is favored by the reading of Ppp., agnef priyatama 
tam,ft. The expression seems to be incomplete: "as fire [is not to be touched] by one" 
etc. Ppp. also combines indro •sya in d. It is strange that the padti-text does not 
divide dayaddft L BR. dcryd + iida J as a compound word. 

7. He swallows down what ( f.) has a hundred barbs; he is not able 
to tear it out-the fool wh@ thinks of the food of Brahmans "I am 
eating wh9-t is sweet." 

The verse is wanting in Ppp. (as noticed above). The mss. read ni!zkhidan at end 
of b ; our edition has made the necessary emendation to -dam. The cow, of course, is 
meant in a, b. Many mss. (B.M.E.I.H.D.K.) accent malvafi in c. 

8. His tongue becomes a bow-string, his voice an [arrm,v~] neck, his 
teeth [become] shafts (niit/ikd) smeared with penance ; with these the 
Brahman (brahmdn) pierces the insulters of the gods, with bows having 
force from the heart [and] speeded by the gods. 

Pada d lacks a syllable, though the Anukr. takes no notice of it. Hrdbala!s is a 
questionable formation; Ppp. has instead nir_jalais, which may contain hidden a better 
reading L R. nzrjyiiis 'without bow-string'? J. 

9. The Brahmans have sharp arrows, have missiles ; what volley 
(faravyi't) they hurl, it is not in vain; pursuing (anu-hii) with fervor and 
with fury, they split him down even from afar. 

Ppp. has te taya at the end, Instead of enam. LPada b is of course ;agati:J 

10. They that ruled, a thousand, and were ten hundreds, those Vaita
havyas, having devoured the cow of the Brahman, perished (j>f}rii-bhu). 

Sahdsram is taken as in apposition with ye, since raj properly governs a genitive. 
Ppp. has a different c, tebhya{z prabravfmi tva. A syllable is lacking in a, unnoted by 
the Anukr. 

11: The cow herself, being slain, pulled down those Vaitahavyas, who 
cooked the last she-goat of Kesaraprabandha (?). 

The second half..verse is totally defaced in Ppp. The pada-text reads in d caraniao 
ajam; the accent is anomalous, and the sense unacceptable ; Ludwig's translation, 
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"letztgeboren," implying emendation to carama-jilm, suggests a welcome improvement 
of the text. Klsaraojm"ibandhiiyiis has its long a of -pra- in pada-text noted in Prat. 
iv. 96. Ppp. reads iva • carat in b. 

I 2. Those hundred and one fellows ( ?jandta) whom the earth shook 
off, having injured the progeny of the Brahmans, perished irretrievably. 

Bp. accents properly 'Vioddhitnitta in b, but all the savikitii mss. give 'vyadh-, and D. 
has correspondingly vfoadh-: cf. I 9. I I. Ppp. reads viii for tii.s in a, and bliilmir yii in b. 

I 3. The insulter of the gods goes about among mortals; he becomes 
one who has swallowed poison, [becomes] mainly composed of bones; 
he who injures the Brahman, the connection of the gods, he goes not to 
the world to which the Fathers go. 

Garagir?ui is nn anomalous compound, but its meaning is hardly doubtful; it is so 
interpreted by the comm. to A<;S. ix. 5. I; dsthiblzz7yan, virtually' reduced to·a skeleton.' 
Ppp. exchanges our 4 c, d and I 3 c, d, giving the former here without a variant. 

14. Agni verily our guide, Soma is called [our] heir, Indra slayer of 
imprecation (?) : so know the devout that. 

Ppp. reads, for second half-verse, jayatli, 'bhifasta indras tat satya1Ji deva.sa1hhitam. 
Pada c plainly calls for correction (jJada has abhfor;asta) ; Zimmer proposes abhfr;astam, 
the Pet. Lex. L vii. I 5 I 5 J abhffastim _; abhfr;astyii.s, gen., or even abhz'r;astipifs ( cf. vs. 6), 
might be suggested as yet more probable. 

I 5. Like an arrow smeared [with poison], 0 lord of men, like an 
adder, 0 lord of cattle -that arrow of the Brahman is terrible; with it 
he pierces the insulting. 

Ppp. reads dzgdha instead of ghora in c. The Anukr. does not call the verse bhttrij, 
although the full pronunciation of the i11a in a would make it so. In the first half-verse 
doubtless the two lower castes nre addressed. 

19. The Brahman's cow. 
[ Mayobhit. - pancadapakam. brahmagavidevatyavz. iittttffttbham : 2. vlrfiffurastildbrhati; 

7. upadffiidbrhatf.] 

A part of the verses of this hymn are found also in Paipp. ix. (namely, and in the 
order, 1, 2, 3, 71 4, 10, 8, I 2; also r 5 in another place). Va.it. does not refer to it, but 
it is noted at Kang. 48. 13 with the preceding hymn (as there mentioned). 

Translated: Muir, i2 • 286; Ludwig, p. 45t; Zimmer, p. zor; Grill, 4St r50; Griffith, 
i. 2 I 8 ; Bloomfield, I 7 I, 433 ; Weber, xviii. 23 7. - Cf. Hillebrandt, v'eda:.chrestomathle, 
P· 42. 

I. They grew excessively; they did not quite (-iva) touch up to the 
sky; having injured Bhrigu, the Srinjayas, Vaitahavyas, perished. 

Ppp. reads, in c, d, mrga hinsz't7.1li bralunlm a.sa11ibhavya1it par- : · cf. I 8. 12 c, d. 
The verse is found also in JB. i. r 52, with vad for ttd in b, and mahenli asa1Jtheyam 
(for srn• vait-) in c, d: a much corrupted text. The pada-text strangely divides 
sfn°fczya(i (the word is left undivided in the TS. pada, vi. 6. 2). L Griffith cites MBh. 
xiii. 30. I ( = 1940) ff. for the story of the Vaitahavyas. See Weber's notes. J 
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2. The people who delivered up (?arpay-) the Brahman Brihatsaman, 
descendant of Angiras - a he-goat with two rows of teeth, a sheep, 
consumed (av) their offspring (tokd). 

The translation implies emendation in c to ubhayii,dann (nom. of -dant), as suggested 
in the Inde.i· Verborum, and, indeed, assumed also by Zimmer and Muir. Ppp. is so 
mutilated that nothing is to be learned from it. The definition of the verse given by the 
Anukr. corresponds with its present form ; but a invites emendation. 

3. They who spat up;n a Brahman, or who sent [their] mucus at him 
- they sit in the midst of a stream of blood, devouring hair. 

Ppp. reads asmai in b, and combines -ntli, "sate in d. Read in our text f.p·re at the 
end (an.accent-sign ,lost under 1i'). 

4. The Brahman's cow, being cooked, as far as she penetrates (?), 
smites out the brightness (tt{jas) of a kingdom; no virile (vf-.yan) hero 
is born [there]. 

Jaiigahe is doubtful in meaning, althdugh it cannot well be referred to any root but 
gah.,· derivation from a root jafth, proposed in the major Pet. Lex., is apparently with
drawn in the minor. Ppp. reads jntmiin in d. The separate accent of ab!zt in b is a 
case falling under Prat. iv. 4, and the passage is quoted in the commentary to that rule. 

5. Cruel is the cutting up of her; harsh to eat ( ?) is her prepared 
flesh (Pifitdm); in that the milk (k1ird) of her is drunk, that verily is 
an off ense against the Fathers. 

The translation implies emendation of asyate in b to afyate, as suggested by Zimmer ; 
Ppp. unfortunately lacks the verse. 

6. A king who thinks himself formidable, [ and] who desires to devour a 
Brahman-that kingdom is poured away, where a Brahman is scathed (jya) . 

Yi'{f jfghatsati in b is an error for yo j-. 'Pour away,' doubtless a figure from the 
pouring off onto the ground of worthless liquid. With a, b compare RV. ii. z3. 12. 

7. Becoming eight-footed, four-eyed, four-eared, four-jawed, two-mouthed, 
two-tongued, she shakes clown the kingdom of the Brahman-scather. 

Ppp. reads, in c, d'vijihva dvipraiza bhi"ltva, and omits brahmajydsya at the encl. 

8. It leaks verily into that kingdom, as water into a split boat (nazt); 
where they inj.ure a Brahman, that kingdom misfortune smites. 

Ppp. puts bhimiibn before nava1n in b, and bas for c briilunaJJo yatra jfyate (like 
our 6 d). Zimmer and Muir prefer to understand in a a subject, coordinate with ttdakam 
in b: "ruin flows into that kingdom." L W. doubtless means to imply that it is not 
c0mpetent to base upon the phrase in b an argument about shipwreck and ocean com
merce. But cf. Hopkins, AJP. xix. 139.J 

9. Him the trees drive away, saying "do not come unto our shadow," 
who, O Narada, plots against that which is the riches of the Brahman. 

Or, 'agclinst the real ( sdt) riches' etc. ; emendation of sdt to tdt (BR. v. 5 I 5) seems 
uncalled for. The verse.reads as if taken from a collection of adages. 
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IO. King Varm1a called that a god-made poison ; no one soever, hav
ing devoured the cow of the Brahman, keeps watch in the kingdom. 

That is, guards successfully his realm: jagiira, as such passages as xiii. i. 9, xix. 24. 
2; 48. 5 plainly show, belongs to gr (jagr) 'wake,' and not to Jr 'waste away, grow 
old,' as claimed in the minor Pet. Lex. Ppp. has jiigara, and dztgdh-va in c. 

1 I. Those same nine nineties whom the earth shook off, having 
injured the progeny of the Brahman, perished irretrievably. 

This verse is nearly the same with 18. 12 above; and the various accentuations of 
vyddhztnuta are precisely the same here as there. 

I 2. The ki7dt which they tie on after a dead man, as effacer (?) of 
the track, that verily, 0 Brahman-scather, did the gods call thy couch 
(upastdra~za). 

J<ztdi, which occurs several times in the Kau~. (see Bloomfield's edition, p. xliv 
[where read Kauc;. 21. 2, 13], and AJP. xi. 355), is identified by the scholiasts with 
batltiri' jujube.' For the habit of tying a bunch of twigs to a corpse, see Roth in the 
Festgruss an Bohtlingk, p. 98 Land Bloomfield, AJP. xii. 416 J. 

I 3. The tears of one weeping (ktP), which rolled [down] when he was 
scathed, these verily, 0 Brahman-scather, did the gods maintain as thy 
portion of water. 

Vt.i'l-'(hts (p. vavrtuft) is quoted as example under Prat. iii. 13; iv. 84. P.M.W. 
read jivasya in b. 

I 4. With what they bathe a dead man, with what they wet (ud) 
beards, that verily, 0 Brahman-scather, did the gods maintain as thy 
portion of water. 

r 5. The rain of Mitra-and-Varul).a does not rain upon the Brahman
scather; the assembly (sdmiti) does not suit (k[p) him; he wins (ni) no 
friend to his control. 

Ppp. reads in b :J'ylim. With c compare vi. 88. 3 d. 

20. To the war-drum. 
[ Brahman. - dviidapakam. vilnaspatyavi dundu.bhidevatyam (20, 2 r. sapatnaseniljariljiiyilya. 

devaseniivifaytiya ea dzmdubhim asta:ztt). traif/ttbham: r.jagqti:] 

Found also in Paipp. ix. (in the verse~order {, 2, 4, 3, 5, 8, 6, 7, 9-12). This hymn 
and vi. 126 are quoted together by Kaw;. 16. I and Va.it. 34. I I: by the former, in a. 
battle-rite, for infusing terror into a hostile army ; by the latter, with beating of a drum 
in a sattra sacrifice. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 460; Grill, 68, 153 ; Griffith, i. 220; Bloomfield, 130, 436; 
Weber, x_viii. 244. 

r. The loud-noised drum, warrior-like, of forest-tree, brought together 
(sdmblzrta) with the ruddy [kine], whetting the voice, dominating our 
rivals; thunder thou loudly against [them J like a lion, about to conquer .. 
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That is (b), made of wood and bound and headed with cowhide. The mss. make 
awkward work of writing kftntviimis _; nearly all have A\rn?rn-, only Bp. 2 k,niuv-, and 
E. kfttv-; but there cannot well be any question as to the true reading. In d, also, 
most of the mss. have the obviously wrong ;jqydn, only H.E. ;e,1-. The Anukr. 
strangely reckons the verse (though it is a perfectly regular h·z~/ubh) as a jagatl, appar
ently only on account of the unnecessary full reading fva (for 'va) in d: or can it 
perhaps count also k,1u1wvano as four syllables? Ppp. has khatzviino . .: in d it reads 
sbjzha iva dve1a1im ( = hre1ann ?) abhi tmistanayati. 

2. Like a lion hath thundered the wooden one, stretched (vz"-bandh), 
like a bull roaring at a longing cow; virile (vf.fan) [art] thou, impotent 
thy rivals; Indra-like [is] thy vehemence (rz't.fma), overpowering hostile 
plotters. 

The translation implies emendation to Vilfitdm in b, as made in our edition ; the mss. 
Vtisitzi.m. All the sanihitci-mss. (after their usual custom: see my Skt. Gr. § 232) 
abbreviate in a to -nidrtw-, and many of them (P.M.\V.E.H.O.) have the misreading 
-nulhruv-. The pada-text does not divide druvtfya(i, but the case is quoted in the 
comment to Prat. iv. I 8 as an exceptional one, ·vaya being regarded as a suffix added 
to dru. Ppp. reads at the beginning siizhah1attiinidruvayo, and combines fitfmo •bld
in d. The Anukr. notes no irregularity in the verse- as if it abbreviated iva to 'va 
in both a and b. 

3. Found (vi'dand) suddenly (sdhasa) like a bull in a herd, do thou, 
seeking kine, bellow (ru) at [them], winning booty; pierce thou with 
pain the heart of our adversaries ; let our foes, leaving their villages, 
go urged forth (pra-cyu). 

Ppp. reads in ayzUham saha sa-, and in c viddhi. The Anukr. notes no irregularity 
in the verse, although d is clearly ajagati=-pa.da, and to resolve vz'dhia in c is contrary 
to all analogy. 

4. \Vholly conquering the fighters, shrill-crying, do thou, seizing those 
/ that are to be seized, look abroad on many sides ; respond (? ii-gur), 0 drum, 
devout, to the voice of the gods ; bring the possession of our foes. 

Vedhils is as superfluous to the sense in c as it is redundant in meter. The Anukr. 
takes no notice of the irregularity, nor of the deficiency in a (t'Zrdhtta- being very harsh, 
and not found in RV.). The pada-text reads gf hyafi in b ; pf tanas is apparently to be 
understood with it. The voice of the gods ( or of heaven, dafvi) is apparently the 
thunder. 

5. Hearing the uttered (pra-yam) voice of the drmn speaking, let the 
woman, suppliant,· noise-wakened, run to her son, seizing his hand
our enemy, frightened in the conflict of deadly weapons. 

One might conjecture in a prayatlm 'of [us] advancing.' This verse and 6 and 9 
are really the only regular tri,Jtubhs of the hymn. 

6. Mayest thou first (p/i,rva), 0 drum, speak forth thy voice; on the back 
of earth speak thou, shining (rue); opening wide the jaws (jabh) on the 
army of our enemies, speak thou clearly, 0 drum, pleasantly (sunftavat). 
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That is, , what i.s pleasant to us,' apparently. Pi2rva in a might also mean 'in front, 
in our van.' Ppp. reads in a, b vz/aliasr;;a fatriin: vada bahu rocamanafz ./ and it 
makes the second half-verse exchange places with 8 c, d. 

7. Let there be noise between these two firmaments (ndbltas); sever
ally let thy sounds (dlt:vani) go swiftly; roar at [them], thunder, trucu
lent (?), resounding (rlokakft) unto the victory of our friends, a good 

partizan. 
11fitra in mitratfi1ya has to be taken as subjective instead of objective genitive. It is. 

only with difficulty (iantu ?) that b can be made metrically complete L unless we read tdva 
for te J. Ppp. reads at the end r;raddltl:. L Bloomfield discusses utp!jJiina, AJ P. xii. 44 r. J 

8. Made by devices (dht), may it speak forth its voice; excite thou 
the weapons of the warriors ; allied with Indra, call in the warriors; by 
friends smite mightily down the enemies. 

, By devices' : i.e., apparently, with art. Emendation of 'Vadi'itz' to 'Vadi'isi in a is 
very desirable; Ppp. has the 2d pers. bharas11a instead; and, as noted above, it substi
tutes our 6 c, d for the second half-verse. There is a syllable lacking in a. 

9. A vociferating herald (? pravadd), with bold army, making proclaim 
in many places, sounding through the villages, winning advantage, know
ing the ways, do thou distribute (·vz"-hr) fame to many in the [battle J of 
two kings. 

The verse seems to relate to the proclamation of victory and of the desert of those 
to whom it is due: see Roth, Festgruss an Bohtlingk, p. 99. Ppp. reads prasrave~zo 
for pr,ivad6 in a, and bha/a for hara in d. L For vay{ma, Pischel, Ved. Stud. i. 297.J 

ro. Aiming at advantage, conquering good things, very powerful, 
conquering a host, thou art sharpened by brdkman; as the pressing
stone on the [soma .. ] stalks in the press, do thou, 0 drum, dance on 
[their] possession, seeking booty (gavydn). 

The translation implies emendation of ga'l~.vdm (read by all our mss.) in d to g·a,vydn, 
as made in our edited text; but ga'vydm ,vtfdas might perhaps mean ' their possession in 
kine.' Prat. ii. 6z prescribes frtyafikctas (not :ra:sk-). Bp. alone reads tit!Jiri'{i in c, 
which Pet. Lexx:. ,prefer; adris is, to be sure, superfluous beside ,gnivli, and can hardly 
be translated. Ppp. has, for b, mltra,ii dadlianas t1.lifito vlj,afcz't; and it reads adhi 
(not 'did) in d. The first pada is defective, unless we make the violent resolution fr-e
at the beginning; in the third we have to read '1xt Lor •dn'(t J. 

I I. Overpowering foes, overpowering and putting down, overpower
ing hostile plotters, seeking kine, overpowering, up-shooting, bring forth 
thy voice as a speaker ('viig·vln) his discourse (nzdntra); speak up force 
(?i.f) here in order to the conquering of the host 

S0.1lzgram~ in our text is a misprint for stf 1kgrii111-. Ppp. offers no variants. The 
words fatril,yil/ and nf;&/ (both unchanged. in pada-text) fall under Prat. ii. 82; iii. r ; 
iv; 70. Gave;atia (p. goot!.ya.~zaft) is by Prat. ii. 23. The second pada is defective by 
one syllable. 
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I 2. Stirring (cyu) the unstirred, going oftenest into contests, con
quering scorners, going in front, unsubduable, made safe by Indra, 
noting counsels (? viddtha), burning the hearts of our adversaries, go 
thou quickly. 

The abbreviated combination hrdyo- for htddyo- has led here, as at i. 22. 1, to the 
padti-rqading hr0 dyotanafi in d. The defective meter of a (which is not to be honestly 
removed by resolving cy into ci) makes the reading suspicious (perhaps samddane ?). 
Ppp. has prtana1at for puraeta in b, and k! ptas for g·uptas in c. Vidtithii in c, perhaps 
'the gatherings of our enemies'; L see Geldner, ZDMG. Iii. 746 J. 

21. To the war-drum. 

[Brahman. -dviidapakam. v/inaspatymii dundubhldeziatyam (Io-I2. iidit_yt''itlin deviin aprartha
;1at ).* iimt{fttbham: I, 4,5. pathyapaiikti _; 6.jag-ati; n. brhat{gm-b!ui tri{fztbh; 

Ja . .3-p.yavamadhya giiyatri.] 

L Pa.das r I c, d and 12 a, b appear to be prose. J Not found in Pai pp. Not noticed 
in Vait.; quoted by Kau~. (r6. z), in a battle-rite (next after the preceding hymn). 
*L Cf. extracts from Anukr. under h. 20.J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 374; Griffith, i. 222; Bloomfield, 13 r, 439; vVeber, xviii. 249. 

I. Division of hearts, division of minds speak thou among our ene
mies, 0 drum; mutual hate, confusion, fear, we put into our enemies: 
smite them clown, 0 drum. 

Pad a a might also be understood as 'heartlessness, mindlessness.' J<dpnafa (in c) 
occurs here only, and is -very possibly only a misreading for kapnala, as equivalent to 
which it is here translated. 

2. Quaking with mind, with sight, and with heart, let our enemies 
run fearing with alarm (pratnisd) when the sacrificial butter is offered. 

The pada-mss. unaccountably read ttfo'vr!pamii.na (instead of -naft) in a. 

3. Made of forest-tree, brought together with the ruddy [kine], belong
ing to all the families (-gotni-), speak thou alarm for our enemies, being 
smeared with sacrificial butter. 

The metrical structure is very irregular, though the right number of syllables can be 
forced out, if the divisions of padas be overridden; the Anukr. takes no heed. The first 
three words constituted 20. r b. L The usual sign of pada-division to be expected after 
sd1iibhrta is lacking in Bp. In c, we may pronounce jratrasi1mft-. J 

4. As the wild beasts of the forest are all in a tremble at man, so do 
thou, 0 drum, roar at [and] alarm our enemies, then confound their 
intents. 

Read in c 'mftran in our text ( an accent-sign lost over trli-). 

5. As the goats-and-sheep run greatly fearing the wolf, so do thou, 
0 drum etc. etc. 

Or' run from the wolf, greatly fearing.' A sign of punctuation is omitted in our text 
after bfbhyatift,. 
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6. As the birds (patatrin) are all in a tremble at the falcon, day by 
day; as at the thundering of the lion, so do thou, 0 drum etc. etc. 

Pad a c Las the sense shows J seems to have dropped in here by accident out of vs. 5 
( or possibly 4 ), where alone it fits_ the connection. A hardivi occurs again in Pai pp. 
v. 3. I, 3 : indragni tasmiit t1.1iiz' 'nasafi pan· patlbn ahardi-vi. The Anukr. calls the 
verse simply jagati (on account of its 48 syllables), but probably by an accidental 
omission of the epithet .yatpadi, 'of six padas,' which it usually adds in such a case. 

7. Away have all the gods alarmed our enemies by the drum and the 
skin of the gazelle - [the gods] who are masters of the host. 

8. With what foot-noises Indra plays together with shadow, by those 
let our enemies be alarmed who go yonder in troops (anikafds). 

The playful tactics of Indra here are not very clear. 

9. Let the drums, with bow-string noises, yell toward all (yti.s) the 
quarters -the armies of our enemies going conquered in troops. 

Or iYaglto.y&s (as indicated by its accent) is independent noun, 'the noises of the 
bow-strings.' The verse seems rather out of order. 

IO. 0 .Aditya, take [away their] sight; ye beams, run after; let them 
that have foot-fastenings fasten on, the arm-power (-vzrya) being gone 
away. 

vVe should expect a passive verb in c, if patsaiigfnis, as seems necessary, refers back 
to s!nas in 9 c. It is apparently the enemy who are to be hampered in going, after 
losing their power of arm. 

I I. Do ye [who are] formidable, 0 Maruts, sons of the spotted mother,, 
with Indra as ally, slaughter our foes. 

King Soma, king Varm;ia, the great god, also Death, Indra-
The first half-verse is repeated below as xiii. I. 3 a, b. The verse is translated by 

Muir (iv2
• 333). The Anukr. correctly reckons c as a brhati"-pada, but takes no notice 

of the redundant syllable in a, or of the deficient one in d, perhaps reckoning them as 
balancing one another. The second half-verse would be better treated as constituting 
one paragraph ( unmetrical) with our vs. I 2. 

I 2. Let these armies of the gods, sun-bannered, accordant, conquer 
our enemies: hail! 

This bit of prose, since it counts 24 syllables (6+9: 9), is called by the Anukr. a 
gayatrz, and ill described as yavavzadhya, although its padas b and c are equal. It is 
e'numerated in the g·atzamala (see Bloomfield's note to Karn;. r4. 7) as belonging to the 
apa,yajita garia. 

This fourth anztvaka has 6 hymns, with 83 verses, and the quotation (found only in 
Bp. and D.) is ekatri.ya,rjz's tryafrtt'{t, of which the first part is obscure. 
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22. Against fever (takman). 

[ Bhrgvaiigiras. - catttrdafakam. takmanifranadevatyam (tak?napablidhi{yii 'nena deviin aprifr
thayat takmamiranam astifot). rlnzt{(ttbham: I, 2. tri{/NM (I. blturij); .5. viriif 

patliyi'ibt hat i.] 

Found also ( except vss. 2, I I) in Pai pp. Most of it is in xiii., in the order r, 3, 4, 
8, 5, 6, 7 cd, ro; then (beginning a new hymn), 12, 14, 8 cd, 9; but vs. 13 1s m i. 
Used by Kau~. (29. I 8) among various other hymns, in a healing ceremony; reckoned 
in the ga{tamalli as belonging in the takmanafa11a gatia (26. 1, note). 

Translated : Roth, Z ur Litteratur und Geschiclzte des Weda, I 846, p. 3 7 ( about 
half); Grohmann, Ind. Shtd. ix. 38z-423, especially 4r I f., as text of an elaborate 
medical disquisition on takman (nearly all); Muir, ii3. 35 r (part); Ludwig, p. 51 o; 
Grill, 12, 154; Griffith, i. 224; Bloomfield, r, 441 (elaborate comment of almost 12 

pages); Weber, xviii. 252. - See also Hillebrandt, Ved,Hhrestomathi"e, p. 49; E.W. Fay, 
Trans. American Philological Ass'n, xxv. (1894), p. viii, who compares it with the 
Song of the Arval Brothers. -As to Balhika and M fijavant, see \Veber, Berliner Sb. 
1892, p. 985-995; and as to Miijavant, also Hillebrandt, Ped. Mythol., i.62 ff. 

I. Let Agni drive (badh) the fever away from here; [let] Soma, the 
pressing-stone, Vanu:ia ·of purified dexterity, the sacrificial hearth, the 
barhis, the brightly gleaming (fuc) fuel; be hatreds away yonder. 

AmuyiZ 'yonder' has always an implication of disgust or contempt. In our text apa 
and badhatam should have been separated in a. Ppp. reads in b martt!af piltadakfll-1, 
in c sa1lifir;ano, and in d raif.:~'(11isl. (dr;uccinas may mean ' causing great pain,' and it 
may qualify all the persons and things mentioned. 

2. Thou here that makest all [men] yellow, heating (fuc) up like fire, 
consuming; now then, 0 _fever-for mayest thou become sapless -
now go away inward or downward. 

Or nyaJi 'inward' is another' downward.' The mss. mostly omit to double the fl of 
nyth1, and several (P.M.W.H.) read nydiig/ P.Ivt.W. have adhardg. Ppp. has our 
vi. 20. 3 instead of this verse. 

3. The fever that is spotted, speckled, rudely like a sprinkling, do 
thou, 0 thou of power (-vfrya) in every direction, impel away downward. 

The last half-verse occurs again as xix. 39. I o c, d. ' Rough, rugged' would be more 
· etymological renderings of parnta and piiru~reyci: cf. vlijt 'Vii,j{neyds, RV; vi. 26. 2. 

Pada b, virtually' as if sprinkled with red.' The address is probably to some remedy. 
Suva at the end is a misprint for suva. In place of this verse, Ppp. has takma,it sakti
nam icluzs1Ht vafi" san mr(layiisl nafi (our 9 b): yatlte 'hy atra te grhan yat jnirtq1, 
davzyatu. LThen, as its vs. 4, Ppp. has our vs. 3.J 

4. I send (him] forth downward, having paid homage to the fever; 
· let the fist-slayer of the dung-bearer (?) go back to the Mahavrishas. 

Ludwig (and Grill after him) takes the obscure fakambhara in c as a proper name. 
We may conjecture that the Mahavr~as are a neighboring tribe, looked dawn upon as 
gatherers of dung for fuel, on account of the lack of wood in their territory. Ppp. makes 
the meter of b easier by reading krtvaya,. 
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5. Its home (okas) is the Mujavants, its home is the Mahavrishas; as 
long as born, 0 fever, so long art thou at home among the Balhikas. 

The Prat. rule i. 46 applies, if we may trust the comment, to the name in d, and proves 
it to be bdllzi'ka, and not bdlzlika L cf. ·w eber, as cited above J; the mss. vary between 
the two, the majority giving -lh-; but the testimony of no ms. is of any authority on this 
particular point; Ppp. appears to have -hl-. Some of our mss. (I.H.O.D.) accent 
tdkman in c;*; its omission would rectify the meter of c; the Anukr. gives a correct 
(mecl;anical) definition of the verse as it stands. vVe should expect either ya,van or 
tzivat. * L So do I I of SPP's.J 

6. 0 fever, trickish one, speak out (?) ; 0 limbless one, keep much 
away ( ?) ; seek the fugitive (?) barbarian woman; make her meet a 
thunderbolt. 

Various points in this verse are very doubtful; in a, a vocative v{gada seems much 
rqore probable, if only a suitable meaning could be found for it; and, if so, one may 
suspect the same character in bhi7riyavaya (perhaps bhiZryavaya 'painful,' connected 
with avl); the translation is mechanical, and follows the traditional text, since emenda
tion yields so little satisfaction. Ppp. reads vakada for vi gada. In nz;r!dkvarim is 
doubtless to be seen a word-play on takman, but the sense is only conjectural; the word 
is quoted as an example under Prat. ii. 85. 

7. 0 fever, go to the Mujavants, or to the Balhikas, further off; seek 
the wanton <;uclra woman; her, 0 fever, do thou shake up a bit (iva). 

Some of our mss. (O.R.K.) read ttfas in d, as if the word were tan instead of tdm. 
Ppp. bas giriliz gaccha girija • si rlhttena mayu.yo l;rlza(t ,; dasim rtyuccha prapharvya1n 
ta,is takman nz 'va dhilnuhl. 

8. Going away, eat thou thy connection (bdndhu), the Mahavrishas 
[and] Mujavants; those [fields] we announce to the fever; others' fields 
verily [are] these. 

'Thy connection,' i.e. 'those wffi:i whom thou hast a right to meddle'; 1 fields,' i.e. 
•territories': d, "these territories here belong to some one else." Pacla b is corrupt in 
Ppp.; for d, it reads •nyak.yetra{ii viiyasam, and it has further on this verse: ntirka
vinda1ii niirvidala,it nadiya1it rvatttkavatf7ii : praja ni takmane brttmo 'nyal.':1·etrii?ti 
vayimzam. At Ppp. v. 5. r, 2 we find: takmann £1na1it te k.retrabhagam apabha_j,uii 
frt!dvyaft jn"lr1/e ardhe. 

9. In another's field thou restest (ram) not; being in control, mayest 
thou be gracious to us ; the fever bath become ready (?) ; it · will go to 
the Balhikas. 

The Jada-reading in c is praodrtha!z / fra-ar- would better suit the meaning given, 
'ready to set out,' lit. 'having an object in front' (comm. to PB. xi. I. 6, prakarft(Ul 
-iyarH gacchati 'ti prlfrtho 'narf11an !). Pada b is identical with vi. 26. I b; Ppp. has 
instead sahasriikfo •martyafi.,- in d it reads balzli'kam. 

IO. In that thou, being cold, then hot (runt), didst cause trembling, 
together with cough - fearful are thy missiles, 0 fever; with them do 
thou avoid us. 
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Ppp. begins with yas for yat, and leaves atho unelided in a. Most of our rnss. have 
tabhi sma in d. 

I I. Do not thou make them thy companions - the baldsa, the cough, 
the ud_yugd (?); come not back hitherward from there: for that, O fever, 
I appeal to thee. 

Zimmer (who translates vss. ro-12, at pp. 38t-5) understands udyuga in bas 'sich 
anschliessend'; Ludwig as 'angestrengt,' qualifying kasam as adjective; perhaps it 
rrieans 'hiccough'; balasa may be' expectoration.' Inc the jJada-text has d: affi (Bp. if: 

ifi ), accent on the verb-form being false. LS P P's mss. have zf. with aift, ai(l, eft, and efz. J 

12. 0 fever, together with thy brother the baldsa [and] thy sister the 
cough, together with thy cousin the scab (pthndn), go to yon foreign people. 

Ppp. begins with this verse a new hymn, and has, for c, d, apii1h bhratratr,vyena 
nafye 'to maraymitm abhi. Read in our text at encl of b sahd (an accent-sign slipped 
out of place). L Without note of variants, SPP. gives jajmd in both texts instead of our 
jJZimnJ, and our H. reads papmdnci. In spite of the possibility of taking j;Zi,pm;J, as 
instrumental (cf. draghmd, rarmi, JAOS. x. 533), we must deemjammt the true read-
ing and ptipma a blunder, clue perhaps to the frequent collocation pttjJman bhr;l,trvya, 
AB. etc.J 

I 3. The fever of the third day, of two days out of three, the constant, 
and the autumnal, the cold, the hot, that of the hot season, that of the 
rainy sea9on, do thou cause to disappear. 

In a the intermittent phases of the disease, of course, are referred to. The jJada
text divides sadamodfm in b, perhaps lit. 'ever-binding.' Piida clacks a syllable; the 
Anukr. takes no notice of it; we might add ea at the end. Ppp. has in b hayana1h, 
instead of ftiradam,,· and in c vifvararadam instead of (ita,h ritram. 

14. To the Gandharis, the Mujavants, the Angas, the Magadhas, like 
one sending a person a treasure, do we commit the fever. 

The translation implies in c the easy emendation to jJre1yan (j;ra-f1yan) ; the 
accent and Jada-reading (praoqydn) view the word as future from pra-lj· the translators 
assume -fyrf:m, and reach no acceptable sense. The comm. to Prat. ii. I r correctly 
quotes the case as one of the assimilation of final n to initial j. . The Anukr. this time 
takes no notice of the extra syllable in c if we should read -lva instead of •·va. Ppp. 
reads lJiindhiiribliyo vzattjamadb!ryaf kii,fibhyo mayebhyafi: Jane jJriyam iva fev-. 
LAs to the proper names, cf. JRAS. r890, p. 477.J 

23. Against, worms. 

[Kti?tva. - trayodapakam. aindram (krimifambhanaya devan apriirt!tayat). ilnuf{ttbham : 
.r3. viriij.] 

Found, except vss. ro-12, in Paipp. vii. (vs. 9 coming before vs. 6). Used by Kam;. 
(29. 20) in a healing ceremony against worms; part of the last verse (13 c) is specially 
quoted (29. 24) with the direction Hdo as prescribed in the text.n [Cf. hymns 31 and 

32 of book ii.J 
Translated; Kuhn, KZ~ xiii. 140 ; Ludwig, p. 501 ; Griffith, i. 226; Bloomfield, 23,452; 

Weber, xviii. 257. - See Bergaigne-Henry, JIIanztel, p, 148. 
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I. Worked in (ota) for me [are] heaven-and-earth; worked in [is] 
divine SarasvatI; worked in for me [are] both Indra and Agni: to the 
effect "let them (dual) grind up the worm." 

Here, as everywhere else, the mss. vary with the utmost diversity between J.rimi and 
krvd.J· no attempt will be made to report their variations. The first three padas of the 
verse are repeated below as vi. 94. 3 a, b, c. The pple. dta (p. iZottta) L' woven on, work~d 
in' (a+ va)J seems to mean' brought in for my aid'; a root 1t is insufficiently supported 
Lsee Whitney, Roots etc.J. For its forms Ppp. reads in a 01ate, in b okata, in c okato.J· 
Ppp. also has at the end imam for i"ti. 

2. 0 Indra, lord of riches, smite thou the worms of this boy; smitten 
are all the niggards by my formidable spell (vdcas). 

Ppp. reads in b krmim, and in c, d 'Zlifva 'ratayo 'gre?ta vacasii mimii. 

3. What one creeps about his eyes, what one creeps about his nostrils, 
what one goes to the midst of his teeth- that worm do we grind up. 

Read in c, din our textgdchati tdliz (an accent-sign slipped out of place). Ppp. has 
in a, b 'k1,zu and niisatt Land in c apparently g-achasi J. 

4. Of like form two, of various form two, black two, red two ; both 
the brown and the brown-eared, the vulture and the cuckoo (koka) -,
they are slain. 

Ind, the mss. are divided between te (B.I.H.s.m.T.?K.) and te (P.M.W.H;p.m.O.R.), 
and either reading is acceptable enough. Our text gives te _; the translation above 
implies te. Ppp. makes .sarupau and virz2pau exchange places, and has in d koki'ts. 

5. The worms that are white-sided, that are black with white arms, 
and whatever ones are of all forms - those worms we grind up. 

The Anukr. does not notice the deficient syllable of c. Ppp. reads in a sitavak1as, 
and in b st"tabiihavas. 

6. Up in the east goes the sun, seen of all, slayer of the unseen, slay
ing both those seen and those unseen, and slaugh'tering all worms. 

The first half-verse is RV. i. 191. 8 a, b, without variant. Ppp. reads for a ud asiiu 
si'i:ryo agad, and in b adrnha L then is written with the amtnasika-sign or candrabindtt 
invertedJ. 

7. The ylvashas, the kdshkashas, the stirrers, the fipavz"tnttkds - both 
let the seen· worm be slain, ap.d let the unseen be slain. 

The pada-text divides ejatokilf,,, but not fipavz'tnttkiI(t, both according to Prat. iv. 25. 
LFor ~jat-*d,. cf. avat-kd, •ii. 3. I and note ; also bhinna-ka, note to ii. 32. 6, and the 
frequent Pali forms like ni..panna-ka, Jataka, ii. p. 720.J Ppp. has, for a, b,.yavaya1lli 
khasa1ka1ki oamo dliitk,1amaf ea jJarivrk1zavafi: and, ford, adn/af co 'ta hanyatam. 

8. Slain is the ylvasha of the worms, slain also the nadaninzdn; 
I have put them all down, smash ( ?1ttaf1na.pi) ! like khdlva•grains with 
a millstone. 
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Nadani'Jndn might possibly mean something like' a buzzing,' coming from a nadana, 
root nad. The last pada is identical with ii. 3 r. r d. Ppp. has instead : hato yavt'iklio 
liataf ea favir hato .yani ga?ta·vti1i uta: ltata ·vit;va 'rataya anena vacasa mama 
(cf. 2 c, d). 

9. The three-headed, the three-humped (-kakztd), the variegated, the 
whitish worm - I 11 crush the ribs of it; I hew at what is its head. 

The last three padas are identical with ii. 32. 2 b-d, above. Some of the mss. 
(P. M. W. H .p.m.) read in a trii:ikak-. Ppp. has for a, b yo d·vi(ir.Jat; caturak.ya.y krimit; 
carngo arjunafi (cf. the Ppp. version of ii. 32. 2), and in d apa for api. The deficiency 
of a syllable (unless we read asia) in c is noticed by the Anukr. neither there nor here. 
The three following verses are the same with ii. 32. 3-5. 

\ 

ro. Like Atri I slay you, 0 worms, like Ka9va, like Jamadagni; with 
the incantation of Agastya I mash together the worms. 

I I. Slain is the king of the worms, also the chief of them is slain ; 
slain is the worm, having its mother slain, its brother slain, its sister 
slain. 

I 2. Slain are its neighbors, slain its further neighbors, also those that 
are petty, as it were - all those worms are slain. 

I 3. Both of all worms and of all she-worms I split the head with a 
stone, I burn the mouth with fire. 

Ppp. reads at;mina in c. 

24. To various gods as overlords. 
[Atharvan. - saptadarakam. lwahmakanniltmadevatyam. atirilkvaram: I-I7. 4..p. atirakvari; 

I I. pakvari; I5-I7 . .3-p. (r5, I6. bhurig aN:fagati; I7• virii/ rakvari).] 

L Not metrical. J In Pai pp. xv. is found a corresponding piece, but one differing con
siderably in detail; it contains counterparts to our vss. r, 2, 4, 7-r2, 14, 15, 17, but 
not at all in the same order, and interspersed with nine other verses of similar tenor 
(t. mitra~. Prthl-vyii{t _; 6. 71asus sa1izvatsarasya,; 7. sa1it'vatsara rtztnam ./ r r. vifittt[i 
jJarvatanfim .,· I z. tva~r-ft'l riij>ii{tiitn ./ I 5. samudro nadinli.m,; I 6. par_janya o~adhfnam .,· 
17, brliaspa#r de11iinlim; 18. prajlijJatifi pra_janiim). Similar passages occur also in 
other texts: thus, in TS. iii. 4. 5 (and the part corresponding to our r 5-17 is repeated 
again, with slight variations, at iv. 3. 32 ; and the same part, with variations, is found 
five times as a refrain in :Ms. ii. 7. 20), in PGS. i. 5. Io (which closely follows TS. iii. 
4. 5), and in <;<;s. iv. 10. 1, 3 (with nothing corresponding to vss. 15-17). The hymn is 
used by Kaug. in a royal coronation (17.30), i11 the nuptial ceremonies (78. II), and in 
the aJyatantra (137. 42). And marry of the verses appear also in Vait., with oblations 
to the various divinities mentioned, in different ceremonies: thus, in the agraya(ta, vs. 7 
(8. 7); in the catttrmltsyani, vss. r-3, 6, 7 (8. 13), 4 (8. 22), 9 (9. 27); in the a.1;ni.y/oma, 
VSS. 8 (r9, 2), 5 (19. 3), I I (19. I I). 

Translated: Griffith, i. 228; \Vebei-, xviii. 260.-Cf. ·weber's Rajasuya, Berliner 
Abh., 1893, p. 142. 

I. Savitar (' the impeller') is overlord of impulses; let him favor (a'v) 
me, in this worship (brdhman), in this rite (kdrnzan), in this representation 
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(purodha), in this firm-standing, in this intent, in this design, in this 
benediction (ii.t;is), in this invocation of the gods: hail! 

This is the tenth item in Ppp.; TS. (with PGS.) and c;c;s. have the same. The Ppp. 
order of actions is different, and includes fewer members: bralzman, karman, purodlza, 
de·valtiUi, ali:z7ti, lifts (cifi.ytts L so! twice J s,;Ja/ta); TS. and PGS. give brdlmzan, k:Mtrd, 
iifis, jmrodhli, kdrman, devdlttiti_; MS., brdlzmaJt, jmrodlui, kdnnan, tiffs, de·vdhi:Ui_; 
c;c;s., brahman, k~·atra, karman, iifis, prati.yjha, devahitti. The Anukr. text is in part 
confused and doubtful, and the inaccuracies of its metrical definitions of the parts of the 
hymn are not worth tracing out and noting. In our edition, the accent mark under the 
first syllable of ifkiityam is a misprint, and to be removed. 

2. Ag~i is overlord of forest-trees; let him favor etc. etc. 
This is the eighth item in Ppp. In TS. and PGS., Agni is made lord of beings 

(blizttd); in c_;c_;s., of the earth. 

3. Heaven-and-earth are overlords of givers; let them favor etc. etc. 
Literally, 'are overladies' (ddhipafltl). Neither Ppp. nor the other texts have any

thing corresponding to this verse. As in a number of other similar cases, the mss. 
make very awkward work of writing the tf of dr.Uf?uim, the majority (Bp.P.M.W.H.E.T.) 
giving instead tre, one (L) trr, one (K.) ttr, and a few (O.D.R.) correctly q.,- the 
edited text has wrongly tra. 

4. Varul}.a is overlord of the waters; let him favor etc. etc. 
This item stands second in Ppp. 1 TS. has it also; but in c_;c_;s., Varui;ia is addressed 

as overlord of ordinances (dhanna). 

5. Mitra-and-Van11?,a are overlords of rain; let them favor etc. etc. 
This item is wanting in all the other texts. The mss. all read vn/yzf 'dhijJ• 

(p. 7./'(f/yii,: ddhip-), the error doubtless originating in a double sa1iulki, such as is 
extremely frequent in Ppp. 

6. The Maruts are overlords of the mountains; let them favor etc. etc. 
According to Ppp. (II) and TS., Vishi:iu is overlord of the mountains; TS. sets the 

Ma.ruts over the troops (gatza), and c;c_;s. gives th(':m no place. 

7. Soma is overlord of plants; let him favor etc. etc. 
In Ppp. (14) Soma is overlord of milks (payasam); in TS. and c_;c;s., of herbs. 

8. Vayu is overlord of the atmosphere; let him favor etc. etc. 
Here Ppp. (3) and the other texts give the same overlordship. 

9. The sun (stuya) is overlord of sights (or eyes: cdk.;us); let him 
favor etc. etc. 

In Ppp. (4), the sun is called overlord of heaven (div); and so also in TS.; but 
<;<;s. sets him over the asterisms. 

IO. The moon is overlord of asterisms ; let him favor etc. etc. 
This item comes fifth in Ppp.; TS. has it also; in <;c;s. the moon is not mentioned, 

while the asterisms,. as noted above, are put under the sun. 
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I I. Indra is overlord of heaven; let him favor etc. etc. 
In Ppp. (9) Indra is overlord of acts or rites (kdrman); in TS. and c;c;s., of chiefs 

(;)'ef /ha). 

I 2. The father of the Maruts is overlord of cattle; let him favor 
etc. etc. 

In Ppp. (13) and in TS., this overlordship is ascribed, equivalently, to Rudra; it is 
wanting in c;c;s. 

I 3. Death is overlord of creatures (pmjd); let him favor etc. etc. 
In Ppp. (18) it is Prajapati instead of death; and so also in <;<;S.; TS. has nothing 

corresponding. 

14. Yama is overlord of the Fathers; let him etc. etc. 
This item is number 19 in Ppp.; but in c;c;s. it is wanting; and in TS. Yama 

is set over the earth. Here, again, the reading jJitretzif_m is found in one ms. (Bp.). 
Additional items in TS. are bfhasjJdtir brdhmatia(z, mitrd!z, satydnczm (<;c;s. the same), 
sa1nudrdfi sro{JJanam, dnna1it sfim1tlJJ1iinam, i'vdf!ii rzijJatzam (<_;(_;S. t1,1. samidhtt1h 
riZJJii?tiim) ; c;c;s. has only those already given. 

r 5. The upper (pdra) Fathers - let them favor etc. etc. 

16. The lower (dvara) Fathers (tatd) -let them favor etc. etc. 

I 7. The Fathers (tatd), the grandfathers (tatii:mahd) - let them favor 
etc. etc. 

The translation implies emendation to tatds at the beginning of vs. 17, as the sense 
seems to require, and as the other texts suggest. Ppp. combines vss. 15-17, reading 
pitaras pare •varas tatas tadczmahas te vui etc.; TS. (iii.4. 5: and PGS.), pitara(t 
pitamahtifz pare ",z,1are tdtas tatihnahli ilui ma etc.; TS. iv. 3. 3 2 , jJ£tdrafi pitamahil,fi 
pd,,0vare tt! nafi etc., with which MS. agrees. Two of 6ur mss. (O.D.) begin vs. r7 
with tattis tat- ; the rest have tatas, and our printed text follows them. 

25. For successful conception. 

[B1·ahman. -trayodarakam. yom'garbhadevatyam. am11/ubham: I.J, virii,!jmrastadbrhati.] 

Found (except vs. 2, and some end-repetitions) also in Paipp. xiii. (in the verse-order 
1, 5, 3, 4, 7, 10, 8, 6, 9). The hymn is quoted in Kat.1<;. (35. 5) in the ceremony for 
male conception (j>mitsai,ana); and vs. 7 (unless it be rather vi. 95. 3, which the comm. 
to vi. 95 holds) in Va.it. 28. 20. 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stud. v. 227; Ludwig, p. 478; Griffith, i. 229; Weber, 
xviii. 264. 

I. Brought together from the cloud (?pdrvata), from the womb (y6ni) 
of the sky, from every member, let the virile organ, seed-placer of the 
embryo, set (a~dlza) [it] like the feather on the shaft. 

Or, from the sky [as] womb.' That which is 'brought together' is the thing (seed) 
to be' deposited:' The translation of d implies emendation: to (drau.,· Weber conjec
tures tsarliu. The insertion of the feather in the arrow-shaft is elsewhere also the 
subject of comparison as a work of effective skill ; cf. RV. x. Is~ 14 b. The verse is 
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cited in Ppp. with its pratika and ity eka added, as if it had occurred earlier in the text; 
but it bas not been discovered anywhere. The resolution of -tat to -taiit in a is neces
sary to fill out the meter. 

2. As this great earth receives the embryo of existences, so do I set 
thine embryo ; I call thee to its aid. 

The first half-verse occurs again below as vi. 17. I a, b, and also in the second verse 
of the addition to RV. :x. 184, but with the reading uttanii. for bh17tcfnam (the RV. verse 
is also found in an addition to AGS. i. 14. 3: see Stenzler's translation, p. 36), and in 
MP. (Li. 12.4J vVinternitz, p. 93) with tf-1thanti for the same .. LCf. also MGS. ii. 18. 
4 band p. 154.J 

3. Place the embryo, 0 Sinrvalr; place the embryo, 0 Sarasvatr; let 
both the A~vins, garlanded with blue lotus, set thine embryo. 

The verse is RV. x. 184.2 and MB.i.4. 7 and MP. Li. r2.2J, where however is read 
in c afvfniitt devfiv. Ppp. reads both times (in a and b) dehi. <;B. (xiv. 9. 4 20) follows 
RV. (but withj;rthtt:~/itke at end of b, anclj;u1karasnijatt in d). HGS. (i. 25. I) differs 
from our text only by having afvinav ubhav a. Cf. also .HGS. i. 6. 4; MB. i. 5. 9. 
LCf. MGS. ii. 18. 2 k; and p. 150.J 

4. Thine embryo let Mitra-and-Varm;a, [thine] embryo let god Briha
spati, thine embryo let both Indra and Agni, thine embryo let Dhatar 
place. 

Ppp. reads raja vartttio for mitravarzttiait in a. 

5. Let Vish~u prepare the womb (yon£); let Tvashtar adorn the 
forms; let Prajapati pour on; let Dhatar place thine embryo. 

The verse is also found, without variant, as RV. x. I 84. r and ill <;B. xiv. 9. 420, HGS. 
i.25. 1 1 MB. i. 4. 6, and MP. Li. 12. l J. L Cf. MGS. ii. 18. 2. i and p. 156.J 

6. What king Varm;a, or what divine Sarasvatr knows, what Indra 
the Vritra-slayer knows, that embryo-maker do thou drink. 

One or two of our mss. (P.W.) read -bhanikdr- in d. Ppp. has for b veda devo 
brhasj;att'(t, and in c putsyad after indras. LSee von Schroeder, Tiibinger Ka/lza-hss., 

P· 36.J 

7. Embryo art thou of herbs, embryo of forest-trees, embryo of every 
existence ; mayest thou, 0 Agni, set an embryo here. 

Compare vi. 95. 3, with which the verse is in considerable part identical. It is found 
also as VS. xii. 37, and in TS. iv. 2. 33, MS. H. 7. Io, in all with a different d: ,~gne 
garbho aj;dm asi,; MS. further combines in a garbho C.1J' .,· and in this last point Ppp. 
agrees with it. L~ Seep. ro45.J 

8. Mount thou; play the hero; set an embryo in the womb; virile (vr1an) 
art thou, that hast virility; for progeny do we conduct thee hither. 

Ppp. has kranda (for .skanda) in a, and, for c, Vt:rii?taJJi 'VN?1Yiivantc1:JJi. The verse 
occurs also in c;cs. (i. 19. 6), which reads kranda vilayasva in a, sadhtlj'a (for yonyc'im) 
in b, vr1atia1n vrfann a dhehi for c, and ha1.li'mzalte at the. end. Our O. has skandha 
virfay- in a. The retention of the dental s of skancla is by Prat. ii. ro4. 
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9. Go apart, 0 Barhatsama; let an embryo lie unto thy womb (yoni); 
the gods, soma-drinkers, have given thee a son partaking of both. 

Ludwig understands the last epithet as meaning' belonging to us both,' which is not 
impossible; Weber, 'cler doppelt schafft'; it is literally 'possessing what is of both.' 
Ppp. has for c dadan te j11ttra1it devil. Bcirhatsiime (p. -ltatosa-) is an anomalous for
mation: a stem -ma is against all analogy as fem. of a vrddhi-derivative, while -mi (which 
Ludv-dg assumes) is equally wrong as a feminine; Ppp. has the same form; it doubtless 
means 'daughter of Brhats:Iman.' To make c of full meter is impossible without 
harshness. 

IO. 0 Dhatar, with best form, in the two groins of this woman do 
thou set a male (pzZrnaizs) son, to be born in the tenth month. 

This verse also (like 2, above) occurs in the additions to RV. x. 184 and to AGS. 
i. 14. 3 LP· 3 7, transl. J and in M P. Li. r 2. 6 J, with the variants : v~~tzo(t ;f, for dliataft in a, 
and asylim nJryiivi ga1.linyJ1n (MP. -nyc1m Lin mss. E. and vV., -nydm in the Oxford 
textj) for b; AGS. hasputriin and MP. garbham in c. Ppp. begins here a new hymn 
reading sa•ztitztf t rre-:/hena I ; r;re.y/hena 2 ; vi.Jtio!t r;re1{hena: h.Ja{i"/ztfi r;ret;tJiemi 3. 
The other texts omit any such variants of vs. Io. L Cf. also MGS. ii. 18. 4 c and p. I 56, 
s. v. VZ!tto(t. J, *L Oxford text, vff{lO. J t L Or else bha,f{a or bhaga(t. Roth sent W. three 
notes on this vs. and they do not seem to agree. In b Ppp. has niibha for nary a. J 

I r. 0 Tvashtar, with best etc. etc. 

I 2. 0 Savitar ('impeller'), with best etc. etc. 

I 3. 0 Prajapati, with best etc. etc. 

The Anukr., though taking no notice of the extra syllable in 12 a, feels that it cannot 
pass over the two in I 3 a, and defines accordingly, with mechanical correctness. 

26. Accompanying a sacrifice. 

[B1·ahman. -d'lliidapakam. •viistorPatJiam utci mantroktabahudevatyam. I, 5. 2-p. iirc,v ttf?tih; 
2, 4, 6, 7, 8, Io, u. 2.-p. jwif/iipatyii brhati,· 3.3-p. ·vini~l gilyatr'i; 9. 3-p.pip'ilikamadhyit 

purauf~tih: I-I I, ekiivasllna _; .w. parii#rakvar'i 4-p.jagati.] 

LPartly unmetrical.J Found also in Paipp. ix:. (in verse-order 1-3, 5, 4, 6-8, 11, 10, 

9, 12). Quoted in Kau~. 23. 1, in a ceremot1y of consecration of a new house, and given 
in thepaddhati (see note to Kaui;. 19. r) .among the ptt!fika mantras. Used in Vait. 
16. 6 in counteracting an enemy's soma-offering (agn(rtoma,); and vs, 12 a, bin 19.4, 
also in the a_g-ni.y/oma, with a cup for the A<;vins. Neither treatise teaches us anything 
whatever as to the real meaning of the hymn. The matter is in considerable part 
metrical, though in part also too irregular to be so called. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 27; Griffith, i. 231; Weber, xviii. 267. 

I. The sacrificial formulas (ydjus) at the sacrifice, the fuel, hail! let 
Agni, foreknowing, here join for you. 

Or' join (yu/) .you.' 'Join' is probably used in the sense of 'duly use or apply' 
(Ludwig, "anwenden ")· The verse is plainly composed of two trl,j/ttbh padas, but the 
Anukr. refuses to resolve sttahli, and so reckons only 21 syllables. 
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2. Let the heavenly impeller (sav£tdr), the bull (niahi.fd), foreknowing, 
join [them] at this sacrifice: hail! 

Ppp. reads, after jwajanan, ya:fne sayujas svaha. The Anukr., in this and many of 
the following verses, simply counts 20 syllables (praj. brhatz), without heeding the fact 
that ea.eh contains a trif/ublz pada. 

3. Let Indra, foreknowing, at this sacrifice join songs and revels 
(ukthamadd), the well-joined ones (?): hail! 

Ppp. reads and combines sayujas sv-. The mechanical definition of the Anukr. 
implies a division into 7+7+8 syllables. There is some blundering of the mss. over 
21,kthamadanz', B. appearing to read ukya-1n-, and P.vV. uktam-. Suyzt_jas, here and in 
vss. 7-11, may be genitive 'of the well-joined one'; it does not agree in gender with 
the nouns that precede L aside from a(i-fo J. 

4. The directions (prai,fd) at the sacrifice, the notices (nivfd) : hail ! 
taught by the wives, carry ye here, joined. 

Ppp. reads praz~l'ii nividii priyo yajfi?i[i t;l.ypi,ft etc. 

5. The meters (chdndas) at the sacrifice, 0 Maruts: hail! as a mother 
her son,· fill ye here, joined. 

The meter and its treatment by the Anukr. are the same as in the case of vs. I. 

6. Here bath come Acliti, with barhis, with sprinkling [waters], 
extending the sacrifice : hail ! 

A perfectly good pair of trz"-1tubh padas. 

7. Let Vish:ry.u join variously the fervors (tdpas) at this sacrifice, the 
well-joined ones: hail! 

Ppp. again gives .sayujas sv-. 

8. Let Tvashtar now join variously the forms at this sacrifice, the 
well-joined ones: hail! 

All the sa,izMta mss. read rzzp;f asndn, as in our text, the padti-text having riipdfz.! 
Ppp., on the other hand, gives bahttdha 1.rirz:Zfii ;smln. Probably it is a case of anoma
lous .savidld (with hiatus), which should have been included in Prat. iii. 34 (see the 
note to that rule); but one may also conjecture that the true reading is bahudhd 
• nitriljtift. 

9. Let Bhaga join now for him the blessings (ii;fs); at this sacrifice 
let him, foreknowing, join the well~joined ones: hail! 

Ppp. combines asma 'sml,t, and reads sayuJas, as above. The Anukr. evidently 
reckons three padas, of r I+ 7 + 8 syllables. 

ro. Let Soma jqin variously the milks (pdyas), at this sacrifice, the 
welHoined ones: hail! 

r r. Let Indra join variously the heroisms, at this sacrifice, the well
joined ones : hail ! 
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r 2. 0 A<;vins, come ye hitherward 
vd~a(-utterance increasing the sacrifice. 
with worship; this sacrifice [is] heaven 
hail! 

with worship (bnihman), with 
0 Brihaspati, come hitherward 
(svar) here for the sacrificer: 

Ppp. has instead, for d, yajnath ·vaya;h svarita11i yajamiinaya dhehl s1,1iiltii. The 
Anukr. would have us read the last pada as I 5 syllables, and calls the verse ajagati 
because amounting to 48 syllables, though the ~rst three padas are regularly tri~'{ttblt. 

With this hymn ends the fifth anuvaka, of 5 hymns and 69 verses; the Anukr. cita
tion is nava 'paraft.,; and Bp.D. add further apara 1a1te nava 'parafz (Bp. -rmit ea ea 
'nuvakaft.). 

27. Apri-hymn : to various divinities. 

[Brahman.-dviidapakam. t'igneyam. I. brluitigarbhii triffubh; 2. 2-p. slimniim bhuriganu
ffubh; 3. 2-p. iird brhati; 4. 2-p. siimni bhuritb?'hati; 5. 2-_p. siimni triffttbh ; 6. 2-p. 

virilti nama gayatri.; 7 . .a-p. siimni bthati (imil [ 2-7 ?] ekiivastinii!z.) ; 8. samstii
ra,pankti; 9. 6-p. ame;fztbgarbhii pariltijagati; Io-n. purau,niih.] 

This peculiar and half-metrical aprz-hymn occurs also in several Yajur-Veda texts: 
namely, in VS. (xxvii. II-22), in TS. (iv. r. 8), and in MS. (ii. I 2. 6); further, in K. 
(xviii. r7), and (acc. to Schroeder's note) in Kap.S. The versions in VS. and TS. agree 
very closely throughout, in readings and in division; there is in all the verses a more or 
less imperfect metrical structure, of three trij/ubh-like padas to a verse. MS. also in 
general agrees with these, but has an inserted passage in its vs. 5 which dislocates the 
division of vss. 2-4. Ppp. has the same hymn in ix., and follows pretty closely the 
Yajus-version. In our text the proper division is thrown into great confusion, and there 
are many readings which are obviously mere corruptions. The Anukr. supports our 
mss. at all points. The division of VS. and TS., as being necessary to any understand
ing of the hymn, is noted in brackets in the translation below. 

The hymn is not used as an aprz..hymn in the liturgical literature, but is quoted in 
Kauc;. (23. 7) in the ceremony of consecration of a new house, and again (45.8), in the 
'Vafttt;amana rite, to accompany (with the kindred hymn v. rz) an offering of the omen
tum of a cow; while (19. 1, note) thepaddliati reckons it among thejJu~'fika mantras. 
Vss. I and 2 (with the division as in our text) are used by Va.it. (ro. 13, I 2) in the 
jJar;ubandha ceremony. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 434; Griffith, i. 232. - Weber, xviii. 269, gives a genera! 
introductory comrnent to the hymn, but leaves it, on account of !.' the numerous mis
divisions and corruptions of this, its Atlrnrvan version," untranslated. Cf. hymn I 2 of 
this book. 

I. Uplifted becomes his fuel, uplifted the bright burnings of Agni, 
most brilliant; of beautiful aspect, with his son, - [2.J son of himself 
(tdnilndpiit), dsztra, many-handed, -

All the Yajur-Veda texts agree in ending the verse with the third pada, and in read
ing at the end sujJrdtikasya s1:1116~.,- of this our text is a palpable corruption, and appar
ently made after the addition to this verse of the following pada, in order to help their 
connection. Ppp. also 1rns -kasya sunos, and at the end of a b!iavanhtJ· it and the 
Yajus-texts read •virva1.1edils instead of b!zdripattls. The description of the verse by 
the Anukr. Li£ we pronounce itnlhud in aJ is correct, counting the second pada as of 9 
syllables. 
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2 [2 b]. A god among gods, the god anoints the roads with honey 
(m.ddhu), with ghee. 

The encl of this verse is the proper encl of vs. 2; MS., however, adds to it the first 
pacla of our 3; and it reads for a devo de11ebllyo devayanan. In b, VS.MS. have 
anakizt/ TS., zt 'nakti/ and VS.TS. set the avasana-mark next before _pathds. 

3. \Nith honey he attains the sacrifice, pleased, the praised of men 
(ndrard1isa), Agni the well-doing, the heavenly impeller (savitdr), having 
all choice things. 

All the other texts, including Ppp., read in a _prv.zands, of which our _priiitt• is doubt
less to be regarded as a blundering corruption. VS. TS. have before it nak.yase .,- and, 
in b, agne, with interpunction after it; Ppp. omits agne (or agnift); MS. adds as third 
pada the first pada of our and the other texts' vs. 4. Our pada-text rightly divides the 
verse into three padas L ro: 8: 9J, though the Anukr. acknowledges only two. 

4. Here he cometh with might (fdvas) unto the various ghees, prais
ing, he the carrier, with homage, -

It needs the first part of the next verse to end off this, and the other texts so divide. 
They have also the much easier reading ghrttfna for ghrtii cit _; Ppp. gives ghrtena ifie 
vahnitiz namasa •gni1h sritco etc. (adding 5 a). VS.TS. have a single interpunction 
after ndmasa_; MS. makes its verse out of our 4 band 5 a, b, with in.terpunction after 
5 a. LVS.TS.MS. accent ilano.J 

5 [4 c]. Agni, unto the spoons, at the sacrifices (adhvard), the proffer
ings (jmiyd.f). [5.] May he sacrifice his greatness, Agni's, -

The Yajus-texts have at the beginning agntm (also Ppp.: see under vs. 4), and later 
_praydtsit (which the TS. pada-text divides _praydtostt _; ,ours gives _praoydktit). MS's 
verse is made of ours with our 4 b prefixed. 

6 [5 b]. [He] crossing (?) among pleasant profferings; both the Vasus 
stood and the greater bestower of good, (vdrn). 

This whole verse in our text is corrupt, and the translation, of course, only a mechan
ical one. The Yajus-texts have sd f7n (TS. ~ vtandrd. supraydsa(t (TS. mandrdsit 
praydsa(i: this variation shows how uncertain the tradition was as to the sense of the 
passage) ; and MS. makes here the insertion spoken of above, reading su_praydsa 
.stdrfman : badzi:ro vzib~dviahaft .,· all then finish the verse with vasitf ceti;',/ho vasudlut~ 
tamaf ea. Ppp. is spoiled, but appears to read at the beginning s11enamindrasu. The 
makers of our texts perhaps understood -dhdtaras as plural of -dhatr .,· the pada
division vas11,odhiitaras is specially prescribed by Prat. iv. 45. The metrical definition 
concerns only the number of syllables: 8+12:::::20. LPpp. ends with -dhatama9 ca.J 

7 [6]. The heavenly doors all defend always after his course ('zwatd)
. This verse is doubtless corrupt in its second half; the Yajus~texts, and also Ppp., 

read instead 7/'Yad dadante agnifi (Ppp. gneft); and MS. has before it 1.dfvll, and 
Ppp. vifved. The Anukr. ignores the evident tri'.y/ublt character of a. 

8 [6 c]. Lording itwith Agni's domain of wide expansion, [7.] dripping, 
worshipful, close, let dawn and night favor this our inviolable (? adhvard) 
sacrifice. 
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The other texts (including Ppp.) read -vyacasas, omit agnr!s and read jJdtyamanas in 
.a; and they have an entirely different b, namely le asya yo~atze divyi na yonau ./ what 
our text substitutes was found as v. r 2. 6 a above. The Anukr. name for the meter, 
sa;fistarapankti, is wholly misapplied, since it has to be read as r 2 + r r : 8 + 7. 

9 [8]. 0 heavenly invokers, sing ye unto our uplifted sacrifice (adhvard) 
with Agni's tongue; sing jn order to our successful offering. [9.J Let 
the three goddesses sit upon this barhfs, Iqa, SarasvatI, Bharati, the 
great, besung. 

We have here two complete verses combined into one ; but the division goes on after 
this correspondingly in all the texts. The three Yajus-texts, and Ppp., begin with daivyii 
.hotara (the accent hotaras in our version is against all rule), and MS. inserts imam 
after itrdllvdm in a; for b, c they read :r:nr!r jlhvdm abhi (but MS.filvlld 'bhi)gnlitam: 
.krtzittd1iz na!t s1.1z:1·fim (MS. -tam); further on they have sadantu for -tam (but MS. 
instead syonam); near the end, VS.TS. put maht after bharati,; lVIS. has a sign of 
interpunction after maht .,· Ppp. reads malziibharati. The pada tisro de11ir etc. is the 
.same with RV. iii. 4. 8 d (which reads sadanht). The definition of the Anukr. fits the 
meter very badly; the pada-text notes only 5 padas, nor is a division into 6 well possi
ble; they would count II +9+8: r I+ r4= 53, mechanically a bhurig atijag-ati. 

10. That wonderful seminal fluid (turipanz) of ours, abounding in food, 
0 god Tvash(ar, abundance of wealth, release thou the navel of it. 

The other texts (including Ppp.) omit deva and read tvdi/li, (but MS. hldffar), add
ing after it swvtryam * _,· all also have at the end auntf instead of the senseless asyd, and 
all but MS. have 1yatzt for :rya_; their mark of interpunction is set after suvfryam (or 
before riiJ1ds). Compare also RV. ii. 40. 4; iii. 4. 9. Our Bp. 2 reads in a, by an over
:sight, ddblmm (emended in Bp. to ddbhutam); but D.K. have dtobhutam as pada
text. This and the two follow.ing verses have small right to be called purau~·?iili j. this 
one counts I I: 8+7==26 syllables. Read at the end in our text asyd (an accent-sign 
.slipped out of place). *LBut TS. mvfram.J 

1 r. 0 forest-tree, let thou loose, bestowing; let Agni [as] queller 
willingly sweeten the oblation for the gods. 

Ppp. reads s1tmanii for t112anli/ alJo, at the encl, sttdayati, with the Yajus-texts. 
'The latter also have (except MS.) devl.ytt for dtvebhJras, and after it they all put their 
mark of interpunction. The Yajus and Ppp. version of the last pada is identical with 
RV. iii. 4. Io b Lsave that RV. has havfsj. This "/Jttraitftzz'Jt n counts I I; 9+7=27 
.syllables. 

I 2. 0 Agni, hail l make thou, 0 Jatavedas, the sacrifice for Indra; 
let all the god/ enjoy this oblation. 

The Yajus-texts put the pause in its proper place before vi;ve. For yafndm, TS. VS. 
read ha·vydm, and MS. has devt!bhyas / Ppp. has bha,g-am. This "p1trau1ttilt '' counts 
{if we divide the last two padas as indicated in thepada-text) II : 9+7=27 syllables. 
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28. With an amulet of three metals: for safety etc. 

[Atharvan. -caturdafarcam. trivtddevatyam (ag-nyiidin mantroktiin deviin sampriirthya trivr
tam. astiiut). triii;fubham: 6. 5-_p. atirakvari; 7, 9, IO, Ia. kakummatyam11fubh J. IJ, purattf!zi!t.] 

LThe second half of I is prose.J Found also (except vs. 2 and vss. 12-r4) in 
Paipp. ii. Used by Kau~. twice, in company with i. 9 and L 35, in a ceremony (I I. I 9) 
for obtaining one's desires and in one (52. 20) for winning splendor; and vss. 1, 12-;-l4 

in one (58. IO, I 1) for gaining length of life; 
Translated: Ludwig, p. 387; Griffith, i. 234; Weber, xviii. 271. 

I. Nine breaths with nine he combines (? sam-ma), in order to length. 
of life for a hundred autumns; in the yellow (hdrita), three; in silver, 
three; in iron (? dyas), three - enveloped with fervor. 

'Yellow,' doubtless 'gold.' Ppp. reads rajasa for tapasa in d. The second half
verse can hardly be called anything but prose, though the Anukr. takes it as good tri1/ubh 
meter. It appears doubtful whether this verse belongs with the rest, and whether the 
nine prii?tagralzas, or the nine verses of the trivrt stoma, are not rather intended in it. 

2. Fire, sun, moon, earth, waters, sky, atmosphere, directions, and 
quarters,• they of the seasons in concord with the seasons - let them 
rescue (paray) me by this triple one. 

~ 

The verse, as was· noted above, is wanting in Ppp. One and another ms., here as 
later, reads trvft. To fill out the meter of c we have to make the harsh and unusual 
resolution of the first a of artavas. 

3. Let three abundances (P6fa) resort to the triple one; let Pushan 
· anoint it with milk, with ghee; 

111
affiuence of food, affluence of man 

(pztrzifa), affluence of cattle - let these resort hither. 
Ppp. reads in a trz"vrtat;/ in c anyasya, and bhaumii both times (bhze- in d). We need 

in a to resolve tr-ayafi. 

4. 0 Adityas, sprinkle this man well with good (vdsu) ; 0 Agni, do 
thou, thyself increasing, increase him ; unite him, 0 Indra, with heroism ; 
let the prospering triple one resort to him. 

Ppp. has, for c, d, yasvzln trhyc chetii1iz pit;ayi.y7Jur imam etc. (our c). Our mss. 
vary at the end between po.yayi';tzit and -ttttfi, the majority having -tzitfz. (only B.O.I. ~tttt); 
our text should be emended to -?tttfz. L But S PP. reads -tzit and notes no variants. J 
The Anukr., as usual, does not note that a is a jagati pada. 

5. Let earth, the all-bearing, protect thee with the yellow one ; let 
Agni rescue [thee] in accord with the iron ; let the silver one (drJuna), in 
concord with the plants, bestow (dha) on thee dexterity, with favoring 
mind. · 

Ppp. reads in c virudbhis te aryimo savi-. The meter is like that of verse 4. 

6.. Triply born by birth [is] this gold : one was Agni' s dearest; one 
fell away of Soma when injured; one they call the seed of devout waters; 
let that triple gold be thine in order to life-time. 
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Instead of 'Vedhdsi'im in d, a much easier reading would be vedluisas nom. (as tacitly 
emended by Lt1dwig) ; and this is favored by Ppp., which has vedaso reta "lius .,- it 
further gives in e trivrtasbt te. "With bed compare TB. i. r. 38. The name atz'(akvari 
given to the verse by the Anukr. demands 60 syllables, but only 57 (r r + r 1 + 12: r r + r 2) 

can be fairly counted. 

7. Triple ·life-time of Jamadagni, Ka~yapa's triple life-time, sight of 
the immortal (am/ta) triply, three life-times have I made for thee. 

Ppp. reads triyayu1am; and, at the end, nas krdhi for te •karam. JUB. iv. 3. I 

has this version: triyayu1miz karyajasya jamadagnes triyiiyu1am : tritiy amrtasya 
pit!.Patti tritz ayihi!i me 'knio!i.,· and several of the Grhya-Sutras (<;GS. i. 28; HGS. 
i.9.6; LMP. ii. 7.2; MGS. i. r.24 (cf. p. 15o)J; MB. i.6.8) give the first half-verse, 
with a different ending ; L also VS. iii. 62. GGS. ii. 9. 2 r gives the pratika. J There 
is no reason for calling the meter kakznnmatz. 

8. When the three eagles (supar~zd) went with the triple one, becom
ing, mighty ones (fakrd), a single syllable, they bore back death along 
with (siikdm) the immortal, warding off (antar-dhii) all difficulties. 

'Warding off,' literally 'interposing [something between] themselves [and]'; 'along 
with,' doubtless=' by means of' (cf. vii. 53. r : xii. 2. 29). 'Single syllable,' or' the one 
indissoluble' : probably the syllable om is intended. 

9. From the sky let the yellow one protect thee ; from the midst let 
the silver one protect thee; from the earth let that made of iron protect 
[thee]; this [man] hath gone forward to strongholds of the gods. 

Ppp. combines at the end -pura 'yam. This verse also is called kakuvmiati by the 
Anukr. without any reas~n. 

IO. These [are] three strongholds of the gods; let them defend thee 
on all sides ; bearing these, do thou, possessing splendor, become superior 
to them that hate thee. 

It needs only the usual resolution !tt-am in c to make this verse a regular anuftubh. 

I I. The stronghold of the gods, deathless (amfta) gold, what god 
first bound on in ·the beginning, to him I pay homage, [my] ten extended 
[fingers]; let him approve my binding-on the triple one. 

Ppp. has at the end tri-vttli vadhena. The translation implies in d the reading 
manyatam, which is given in our edition, though against part of the mss., that read 
-;nanyantam. L' Let him (or it) assent to my binding~on,' dative infinitive.J 

I 2. Let Aryaman fasten (crt) thee on, let Pushan, let Brihaspati; 
what is the name of the day-born one, therewith we fasten thee over. 

For the obscure third pada compare iii. r4. r. The verse is a regular am,-1/ubh, if b 
is properly read, as ii pil,fif. ii bfhasjdtlft (so the pada-text). This and the two follow~ 
ing verses, which are not found in Ppp., seem to be independent of what precedes. 

I 3. Thee with the seasons, with them of the seasons; thee unto life
time, unto splendor ; with the brilliancy of the year - with that we make 
[thee] of closed jaw (? sd1hhanu). 
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The verse is repeated as xix.37.4 Lin our ed.; but SPP's repeats iii. ro. ro insteadj. 
It is found also in HGS. i. 1 r. 2, with tva omitted at the end of b, and, for c, d, sa,izva-• 
tsarasya dhiiyasa tena sann amt grhttiisi I this gives us no help toward understanding· 
the obscure last pada; the translation implies emendation to sd1fthanum, and under
stands the verse as directed against involuntary opening of the jaws (divaricatio 
maxillae infen·oris) : cf. viii. I. I 6. The Anukr. foolishly calls the verse a jmrau.nzilt. 

14. Snatched (lup) out of ghee, anointed over with honey, fixing the 
earth, unmoved, rescuing, splitting [our] rivals, and putting them down,, 
do thou ascend me in order to great good-fortune. 

The verse agrees nearly \yith xix. 33. 2. The mss. read bhinddnt (p. bhinddn) for· 
bkindat in c. A corresponding verse is found in a RV. kltila to x. I 28 : ghrtad ullup
tam madlmmat suvartza,iz dhanmizjaya1it dharzt{Zatiz dhiirayiftitt : niak sapatnan · 
adharibit; ea hrtntczd a rol1a mam mahate saubhagiiya. L Given also by von Schroeder,. 
Tubinger Katlza-hss., p. 36.J 

29. To Agni : against demons. 

[Catana. -pancada;arcam. jiitavedasam uta mantroktadevatc'ikam. triiif(ttbham: 3· 3-:P· virii?t· 
niima gayatri; 5. purotijagati virfi~{j'agati; I2-IJ. anttf(ttbh (u. bhurij; 

I;f.. 4-p. pariibrhati kakmnmatf).] 

Found also ( except vss. I o, II) in Pai pp. xiii. No notice is taken in Va.it. of any 
part of the hymn; but in Kaug. 8. 25 it is reckoned among the catana hymns, or as. 
belonging in the ciitana gm,za, and two or three of its verses ( 2-4) are separately· 
quoted, as will be pointed out below. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 526; Griffith, i. 236 ; Weber, xviii. 277. 

r. Joined in front, carry thou, 0 Jatavedas; know this, 0 Agni, as. 

[it, is] being done ; thou art a physician (bhif4i), a maker c;>f remedy 
(blufajd); by thee may we gain cow, horse, man (pi,ru.ya). 

That is (b), take notice of this rite performed in thine .honor. The verse is found 
also in HGS. i. 2. 18, which in a puts (as does Ppp.) j:JZtrastiU at the end, inserts in b, 
karma after viddhi', and reads in dga af11an purit.yan. Kauc;. (3. 16) quotes the verse, 
in company with several others, at a certain libation in the parvan ceremonies. 

2. So, 0 Agni, Jatavedas, <lo thou do this, in concord with all the· 
gods: he who bath played [against] us, whosoever hath devoured (ghas) 
us, that this enclosure of his may fall. 

The sense of c appears to be 'whoever hath pillaged us in or by play.' The sense 
of the imprecation in d is obscure. Ppp. reads as follows : .i'vmn for tat in a; for b, c: 
•nena vidvan havl.ya yaviffha(i: plfiico tsyatamo* dideva; •sya in d; and, as e (or as 

3 a), yo •sya tad eva yatamo j'aghasi. Kau~. 47. 9 quotes the verse (the scholiast says, 
vss; 2, 3) as accompanying the offering of portions of sacrificial butter in witchcraft 
ceremo1lies. The Prat., in ii. 77, prescribes the combination -dhf.y pat- in d. * L Haplog-
raphy for•syayatamo: cf. 4c.J 

lli 

3. That this enclosure of his may fall, so, 0 Agni, Jatavedas, do thou .. 
do that, in concord with all the gods. 

Ppp. reads yatha · somasya paridhif pat!itt'/t · tatha tvam agne. 
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4. Pierce thou into his eyes, pierce into his heart, bore into his tongue, 
destroy (jwa-mr) his teeth ; whatsoever pi;acti hath devoured of him, 
that one, 0 Agni, youngest [god], do thou crush back. 

Ppp. reads for a mok.yiitt na viddhi hrdaya1h na viddhi and jJift'ico syatamo in c, and 
ya,vi.y/ha.y in d. Kau<.t, (25. 24) quotes the verse in a remedial ceremony. 

5. What of him is taken [or] taken apart, what is borne away, what
soever of himself is devoured by the pift"icds, that, 0 Agni, do thou, 
knowing, bring again; into his body we send flesh [and] spirit (dsu). 

Ppp. reads for d farire prii?iam asum eraya smh srjema. The Anukr. defines the 
meter correctly, according to its methods. 

6. In raw, in well-cooked, in mixed U t;abdla), in ripe, what pifacd bath 
injured (dambh) me in the partaking- that let the pit;acds atone for 
(? vi-)'iitay) with self [and] progeny; be this man free from disease. 

Ppp. has for a our 8 a (reading tvli, for mli), and for 8 a yame sap. favale vip._; 
further, for b odane manthe di'zra ota !ehe / and here and in the verses that follow, it 
varies between dadambha and didambha. 

7. In milk (k{ird), in stirabout whoever hath injured me, who in 
grain growing uncultivated - in the partaking [thereof] - that let the 
pi't;iicds etc. etc. 

Ppp. reads in a kt,ire tvti 1mitise, and in b -pacye. 

8. In the drinking of waters whatever flesh-eater hath injured me 
lying (fl) in the lair (c,dyana) of the familiar demons (yatz,)- that let 
the jJi't;iicds etc. etc. 

\Ve are tempted to emend (with Ludwig) fdyanam to fdyiinas at end of b. Ppp. reads 
here, in a, b, nearly our 6 a, b, a with the three variants given above, and b with imam 
for yo ma, and with <faneJ· and it adds our 10 c, d instead of the refrain. 

9. By day, by night, whatever flesh-eater bath injured me lying in the 
lair of the familiar demons - that let the pi'fiicds etc. etc. 

Ppp. reads t'l'a for mli, in a, and in b ?kra'vyiid yahtf fayate pi{aca{t : itd agne dviin 
prtlzak: ffttihy apy ena,Ji dehi nirrter ttpasthe. Inc of the refrain of all these vers~s 
is a syllable lacking, unless we make a harsh and unusual resolution. 

IO. The flesh-eating, bloody (rudhird), mind-slaying pit;iicd do thou 
slay, 0 Agni, Jatavedas ; let the vigorous Indra slay him with the 
thunderbolt; let bold Soma cut [off] his head. 

The Anukr. takes no notice of the lacking syllables in b and c, the latter of which, 
indeed, is easily made up for by resolving 'Zla-Jr•t-tta. 

I 1. From of old, 0 Agni, thou kill est the sorcerers ; the demons 
have not conquered thee in fights; burn up the flesh-eaters togeth@r with 
their dupes (?); let them not be freed from thy heavenly missile. 

This verse is repeated below as viii. 3. 18, in the midst of the RV. hymn of which it 
forms a part: see the note upon it there. 
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r 2. Bring together, 0 Jatavedas, what is taken, what borne away; 
let his members (gdtra) increase; let this man fill up like a soma-stalk. 

Ppp. begins with samabhara, and has jagdham for hrta1n in b. The Anukr. refuses 
to sanction the abbreviation 'vain d. 

r 3. Like a stalk of soma, 0 Jatavedas, let this man fill up; make him, 
0 Agni, exuberant, sacrificial (nu!dlzya), free from ydk,tnza; let him live. 

Ppp. is illegible in the last half of the preceding verse and the first of this; it reads 
at the end jivase. Our mss. are uncertain about virajJ(fnam, B.E.H. having ..pst-, 
I. jJtrii-, 0. -fpf-. 

14. These, 0 Agni, are thy pi'racd-grincling pieces of fuel; them do 
thou enjoy, and accept them, 0 Jatavedas. 

The irregular and defective meter of this verse is very inaccurately described by the 
Anukr.; it counts as 8 + 6: 5 +II syllables, having thus a kakubh-element (b), but no 
brhati. 

r 5. The pieces of fuel of tar.y{t'ighd, 0 Agni, do thou accept with flame 
(an:fs); let the flesh-eater who wants to take this man's flesh (nziinsd) 
quit his form. 

Or 'of tr.yfagha' (a); this name, however, seems not to be met with anywhere; the 
pada-text reads tar.yfaoaghtfi. 

30. To lengthen out some one's life. 

[ Umnocana (iiyufyakama!i). - saptadapakam. ilnttffttbham: z. pathyapankti; 9. bhttri_j; 
I 2. 4-p. virtitj .Jagati ,· I 4. vi,rii{ frastarapankti; z7. 3-av. 6-p. _jagati.] 

Found also in Paipp. ix. Used twice by Kaui;. (58. 3, II), with a number of other 
hymns, in a ceremony for length of life ; and reckoned ( 5 4. I I, note) as belonging to an 
aytt.yya gaiza. 

Translated: Muir, v. 441 ; Ludwig, p. 494; Griffith, i. 238; Bloomfield, 59, 455; 
Weber, xviii. 28I; in part also by Grohmann, Ind. Stud. (1865) ix. 390, 410-41 I. 

1. Thy nearnesses [are] nearnesses, thy distances nearnesses; be just 
here; go not now; go not after the former Fathers; thy life (dsit) I bind 
fist. 

The :first two padas are obscure; the two nouns in each can also be both or either 
ablatives (so Muir) or genitives sing. Ppp. reads pariivatas instead of the second 
a,vatas, thus rectifying the meter of a; as it stands, we need. to resolve a-livcUas Lor read 
ttiva for te J. Ppp. also has gatan for pitfn in d. 

2. In that men have bewitched thee, one of thine own people [or] a 
strange person - deliverance and release, both I speak for thee with 
my voice. 

The{ijtranslation implies emendation to pztrit.y,is in a; all the mss. have -.yas. L SPP's 
texts have -fas without note of variant. We may construe it with the secondydt; , If 
they (subject indef.) have bewitched thee, if a man of thine own' etc. -supply 
abhicacif:ra. J 
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3. In that thou hast shown malice (druh), hast cursed at woman [or] 
at man through thoughtlessness, deliverance and etc. etc. 

4. In that thou art prostrate (~i) from sin that is mother-committed 
and that is father-committed, deliverance and etc. etc. 

Grohmann and Zimmer (p. 395) understand here' sin committed against mother or 
father' : doubtless wrong. 

5. What thy mother, what thy father, sister (Jami), and brother shall 
infuse (? sd1Jatas) - heed (sev) thou the opposing remedy; I make thee 
one who reaches old age. 

Sdrjatas is a puzzle, as regards both form and sense; 'give' (Ludwig) and 'offer' 
(Muir) are wholly unsatisfactory; 'weave witchcraft' (Pet. Lex.) is quite too pregnant. 
Ppp. gives no help ; it reads in c chevasya after pratyak. The translation takes the 
word as a root-aorist subj. from srJ. 

6. Be thou here, 0 man, together with thy whole mind; go not after 
Yama's (two) messengers; go unto the strongholds of the living. 

The Anukr. takes no notice of the defective first pada; the addition of eva (cf. r c) 
after iha would be an easy and natural filling-out. Ppp. has for a ehi ehi jnmar ehi, 
and reads hi for ihi in d. 

7. Being called after, come thou again, knowing the up-going of the 
road, the ascent, the climb (akrdmatia)> the course (dyana) of every living 
man. 

8. Be not afraid; thou shalt not die; I make thee one who reaches 
old age; I have exorcised (n-ir~vac) the ytiklma, the waster of limbs, from 
thy limbs. 

Ppp. reads for b jaradaf /ir bha'ltifyasl. 

9. The splitter of limbs, the waster of limbs, and the heart-ache that 
is thine, the ;1dh;ma hath flown forth like a falcon, forced (sah) very far 
away by [my] voice. 

The form .sii,(!hd is noted in Prat. iii. 7. Ppp. has for a (ir;arogam angarogam1 

combines fytnlU , •va in c, and reads nttttas for sc7.(lhas in d Land vaca J' J. The AnukT. 
ignores the abbreviation of iva to •vain c. 

IO. The two seers, Wakeful-and~Vigilant, sleepless and he that is watch
ful- let them, the guardians of thy breath, watch by day and by night. 

Ppp. reads, for c, d, te te p:rii,tzasya goptaro dz'vii s·vapna1h ea jagratu. Pada-text 
bodhaopratfbodhd,t, by Prat. iv. 96. L Cf. viii. 1. 13; MGS. ii. 15. I andp. 153, s.v. bodlia-.j 

I r. This Agni [is] to be. waited on; here let the sun arise for thee; 
come up out of death's profound black darkness. 

Inc, itdehz: is a mis-reading for udt!hi~ whicl1 is found in all the mss. except Bp. 2 

r 2. Homage to Yama, homage be to Death; homage to the Fathers, 
and [to them] who conduct [away]; that Agni who understands (vid) 
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deliverance (utpdratza) do I put forward (puro-dha), in order to this man's 
being unharmed. · 

With b compare viii. I. 8 b, which appears to give the clew to the meaning; 1djiira!1a 
is the action-noun to ut-jiiray (viii. I. I 7-19; 2. 9). The verse, though by number of 
syllables a virii4 jagati ( 46 syll. ), has plainly five padas LI 2 +II : 8 + 7 + 8 ; in d, read 
td1h--tam. for tdm as at iv. 30. 3? J. Ppp. omits the last pada. 

I 3. Let breath come, let mind come, let sight come, then strength; 
let his body assemble (? sanz-vid); let that stand firm with its (two) feet. 

L In a, b, the order of the items of the return to life is (if inverted) in noteworthy 
accord with that of the items of the process of death, both in fact and also as set forth 
in the Upanishads - e.g. Ch U. vi. I 5. J 

14. With breath, 0 Agni, with sight unite him; associate (smn-lray) 
him with body, with strength; thou understandest immortality (anzfta) : 
let him not now go; let him not now become one housing in the earth. 

Most of our mss. (not B.I.T.K.) appear to read lit instead of nit in d. Instead of ntt 
gat in c, Ppp. gives 1nrta, and it has nzo .ftt for ma nu in d: both are better readings. 

I 5. Let not thy breath give out, nor let thine expiration be shut up; 
let the sun, the over-lord, hold thee up out of death by his rays. 

Ppp. reads ma 'pano in b, and ..yachati in d. 

16. This much-quivering tongue, bound, speaks within; by it I have 
exorcised the ydk.pna and the hundred pangs of the fever. 

Ppp. reads for b, c ugrajz'hva patzl.rjada taya ro1na1ii nir ayiisa!t:. Our edition reads 
tvdyii., with all the mss., at the beginning of c, but it must of course be emended to 

tdya, as translated. The Anukr. takes no notice of the lacking syllable in a, which no 
resolution can supply. Pant°fpada in b is prescribed by Prat. iv. 96. 

I 7. This [is] the dearest world of the gods, unconquered. Unto what 
death appointed, 0 man, thou wast born here, we and it call after thee : 
do not die before old age. 

By one of the most absurd of the many blunders of the pada-text, we find jntru1ao 
jajiiife in d treated by it as a compound. Ppp. reads, for c-e, tasma-l tvani iha Jajnt'.fe 
adr;/af jmritf a mrtyave : tasmai tvii nz' hvayiimasi. 

31. Against witchcraft. 

[ r;ukra. - dvi!daparcam. krtyadilfa!iadevatyam. ilnu-1/ubham: JI. brlzatigarbhll ,• 
ra. pathyabrltati.] 

Not found (except vs. 12) in Paipp. Not noticed in Va.it. The hymn is reckoned 
as belonging in the krtya gara or krtyajratiharaP!a gatta (see note to Kauc;. 39. 7), and 
it is quoted with several other hymns in Kau<;. 39. 7, in a ceremony for counteracting 
magic. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 241; Bloomfield, 76,. 456; Weber, xviii. 284. 
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I. What [witchcraft] they have made for thee in a raw vessel, what 
they have made in one of mixed grains ; in raw flesh what witchcraft 
they have made - I take that back again. 

That is, doubtless, 'back to its maker' : cf. iv. 18. 4; and, for the whole verse, 
iv. 17. 4. The Anukr. makes no account of the redundant syllable in c. 

2. What [witchcraft] they have made for thee in a cock, or what in a 
kurira-wearing goat; in a ewe what witchcraft they have made - I take 
that back again. 

Geldner discusses kurtra 'horn,' Ved. Stud. i. 130. 

3. What [witchcraft] they have made for thee in the one-hoofed, in 
the one with teeth in both jaws, among cattle; in a donkey what witch
craft they have made - I take that back again. 

4. What [witchcraft] they have made for thee in a rootless [plant], or 
[what] secret spell (? valagd) in a narad; in thy field what witchcraft 
they have made - I take that back again. 

The pada-text does not divide valagdm. 

5. What [witchcraft] they have made for thee in the householder's 
fire, also, malevolent (dur;cft), in the eastern fire; in the dwelling what 
witchcraft they have made- I take that back again. 

6. What [witchcraft] they have made for thee in the assembly (sabhd), 
what they have made at the gambling-board; in the dice what witchcraft 
they have made - I take that back again. 

7. What [witchcraft] they have made for thee in the army (slna), what 
they have made in arrow-and-weapon; in the drum what witchcraft they 
have made - I take that back again. 

To make the meter complete in the two preceding verses, we need to make the 
unusual resolution ..ya-am, at end of a. 

8. What witchcraft they have put down for thee in the well, or have 
dug in at the cemetery; in the seat (sddman) what witchcraft they have 
made - I take that back again. 

The indefinite 'seat' may be used for 'dwelling,' or for 'place of sacrifice.' The 
Anukr. takes no notice of the metrical irregularities in a, b. 

9. What [witchcraft] they have made for thee in the human-bone, and 
what in the destroying (? sdinkasuka) fire, [what] dimming, out-burning, 
flesh-eating one - I take that back again. 

'Human-bone' (if not a corrupt reading) is perhaps an epithet of the funeral fire= 
'the fire which leaves of the human body nothing but fragments of bone.' 
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10. He hath brought it by what was not the road; we send it forth 
from. here by the road; he unwise, 0 men, hath brought [it] together, 
ol1t of thoughtlessness, for the wise (dhtra). 

The translation implies the reading maryt'ift: d!drebhyafi: in c, instead of maryiio 
dhtreb!tya(t, as given by the pada-mss.; the emendation is suggested by BR. v. r668; 
but cf. mar_yadltiii?ya (mmya[!z] dhafrya?) in MS. i-4- 8 (p. 56, I. r8). The lingual 
~i in e?tam at end of a is given by all the savi,hita-rnss., though the Prat. does not pre
scribe it. Even the pada-text has hitimasi (as liitimafi) after pra, here as elsewhere. 

I I. He who hath made hath not been able to make; he hath crushed 
a foot, a finger; he, fortuneless, hath made what is excellent for us [ who 
are] fortunate ones. 

The first three padas are identical ·with iv. 18. 6 a-c, and our d here is read by Ppp. 
in that hymn Lbut with abltagci for -go J. The Anukr. gives the same false definition of 
meter in both places. L See notes to iv. I 8. 6. J 

I 2. The witchcraft-maker, spell-hider, root-possessor, worthy of curs~ 
ing - let Indra smite him with his great deadly weapon ; let Agni pierce 
him with a hurled [arrow]. 

This ver~e is found in Ppp. i., where, for c, d, is read : indras tu sarvlhis tlin hantu 
sattvaghnena bhavam iva. 

The last or sixth anu.vlika contains 5 hymns and 70 verses; the old Anukr. says: 
1ar/he tu navfli •kii, ea j>ani tu .fa.f/he. One or two of the mss. sum up the Book cor
rectly as 31 hymns, and 376 verses. 

With the Book ends also the twelfth prapatfiaka. 
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L The sixth book consists mainly of hymns of 3 verses. It is 
divided into thirteen anuvaka-groups, which have ten hymns 
each, except the third, seventh, eleventh, and twelfth groups, 
which ha.ve eleven hymns each, and the thirteenth, which has 
eighteen. It thus contains one hundred and forty-two hymns: 
and of these, on·e hundred and twenty-two have 3 verses each; 
twelve have 4 verses each ; and eight have 5 verses each. On 
account of the intrinsic interest, the variety, and the convenient 
length of the hymns of this book, they have been favorite sub
jects of translation and comment. Over half of them ( 79) have 
been translated by Ludwig in his Der Rzgveda, vol. iii. (D£e 
J1Jantra-l£tteratur); over half of them (74) also by Bloomfield 
in Sacred Books o.f the East, vol. xlii.; over a third ( 1-50) by 
Dr. Carl A. Florenz in Bezzenberger's Beitrage zur Kunde der 
Indogermanischen Sprachen, vol. xii. 249-3 I 4; and nearly a quar
ter (34) by Grill in his Hundert Li"eder.J 

LThe hymns of 4 verses are hymns 16, 17, 38, 63, 76, 83, 84,107, III, IZI, 128, and 
130. The hymns of 5 verses are hymns 34, 108, 122, 123, 132, 133, 138, and 139. 
At the beginning of its treatment of this book, the Anukramai:iI calls it the " book of 
hymns of 3 verses " or trcasitktakli,?t(fa, and adds that "that number is the norm" : 
tatra trcajwakrtir -itara r;.dkrtir iti. The possibilities of critical reduction to this 
" norm " are frequently illustrated among the twenty hymns just cited. Thus the 
reduction may be effected by omission of some of the refrains and combination of the 
remainders, as in hymns 38, 107, 130 (this the commentator actually so reduces). 
Again, the intrusions are sometimes indicated by the meter, as in hymns I I 1, r23. Or, 
again, they are indicated by their absence in other versions: thus hymns 16, 17, 34, 
63, 83, 108, and 128 consist in fact of only 3 verses in the Paippalada text.-For 
the sequence of the books with reference to the normal lengths of their hymns, see the 
table on p. cxlviii. See p. clii, end. J 

1. Praise to Sa vitar. 

[ A tharvan. - sii'vitrmn. iiuftdham : .l, 3-_p. jnpilikamadhyii sfitnni jagati / 2, 3. pipuikamadhyil 
jiurau:r~dh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix.; and in A<,;S. viii. r. 18; the first verse, too, is SV. i. 177. 
Used by Kauc;. first (23. 2) in a rite for good fortune on building ·a house, with offering 
a second oblation; then: (50. 13) for success in traffic, with vi. 3-7, 59, 93, I 07, I 28, and 

281 ... , 
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L xi. 2 - so comm. and Kei;avaJ with offering thirteen different articles; and again 
(59. 25), in a rite for universal dominion (comm.), worshiping Atharvan; further (note 
to 42. r r ), a schol. adds it to vii. 20. 6, to win wealth by Vedic knowledge. Va.it. has 
it in the agni.y/oma (17. 2), repeated by the ad}waryu, as he looks at the udgatar. 
None of the Kau~. uses seems at all characteristic. 

Translated: Florenz, 249 or r ; Griffith, i. 245. 

r. Sing at evening; sing greatly; put clearly, 0 son of Atharvan; 
praise god Savitar. 

All the mss. - and SPP ., following them - put the avasana-mark after dhehi, thus 
falsely dividing the irregulargayatri into two padas L 12: 12 J; hence, of cot1rse, they accent 
&tharva7.1aJ· and most of thepada-mss. (all save our Bp.) read-tiafi (as if the combination 
-tza st- were made by the common and allowable loss of the final fi before st: but many 
of our sa1h!tita-mss. also have -tta(i st-; SPP. makes no such report as to his). Both 
the other texts make the proper division, after atharva7.1a.; and so does Ppp., reading 
also gaya for the obscure dhehi . . Both SV. and A<;;S. have ii '.EJad (which is better) for 
the firstgaya; and SV. gives dylmiadgaman for dyumdd dheM. The comm. explains 
do~·o L i.e. do1if. (instr.) u J by riitriiv api, understands brltat as the saman of that name, 
and supplies dhanam to dyitmat in b. In our edition, the accent-mark over the sa of 
savitaram in c is lost. 

2. Praise thou him who is within the river, son of truth (sa.t_yd), [him] 
the young, of unhateful speech, very propitiom;. 

Again all the mss. spoil the structure of the verse by putting the division-mark after 
s11n/1ft. In both verses, SPP's text follows the mss., while ours emends in accordance 
with the true sense-which is now further supported by the other text, and by Ppp. 
An easier reading is offered by A<;S., namely tam 11, ;tufty antaftslndh2t1it stimnh 
satyasya ywvanam: adro•. Indra is called" son of truth" in RV. viii. 58 (69). 4; the 
descriptions of the verse suit Savi tar ill. The comm. understands ' the river ( sz'ndhtt)' as 
"the ocean (samudra), in the midst of which the sun is seen rising," and foolishly gives 
as alternative sense of yuvan "repeller (yu) of darkness." The Anukr. apparently 
scans I I : 6+8:::::25. 

3. May he, indeed, god Savitar, impel (su) for us many mnftas, both 
the good praises, unto welfare. 

The division of the mss. is this time that also of our text; but the meter is pretty 
hopeless (blniri avzfta would rectify b), and c apparently corrupt. Ppp. has, for b, 
savi,Iad •vasupatir vasiZni (making a, b nearly equal RV. viL45. 3 a, b), and A<;S. the 
same with omission of vasilnl. In c, Ppp. ends witb sttgatzmz (perhaps • to sing well 
both good praises'); A(_;S. reads 11,bhe sttk.yitf sttdhat11,ft. The Pet. Lex. Lvii. 1045J 
suggests, for c, 1tbhc sntti stt glitmJC: cf. RV. ix. 78. 2; the varieties of reading show 
that the pada was virtually unintelligible to the text~makers. The comm. takes sttlfttti 
first as the brltat and rathantara samans, and then, alternatively, as the stida. and 
fastra. Of course, jf the verse is to be taken (as seems necessary) as a spoiled ,gayatrf, 
we ought to read sJvz°{at, with accent. The Anukr. seems to scan I 1 +6: 9:::::26. L See 
p. lxi:x, note 2.J 
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2. Praise and prayer to Indra. 

Found also in Paipp. xix. (in the order r, 3, 2). The second verse is used by Kauc;. 
(29. 27) in a remedial rite against demons, while partaking of a rice-mess boiled over 
birds' nests. Va.it. (16. r3) has the hymn in the agni;toma, when the soma is turned 
into the large wooden vessel. 

Translated: Florenz, 251 or 3; Griffith, i. 245; Bloomfield, 66, 458. 

r.. For Indra, 0 priests, press the soma, and add the water; (Indra] 
who shall hear the praiser' s words and my call. 

Or, 'the w,ords and call of me the praiser.' With b compare RV. vii. 32. 6 d. Ppp. 
has, for b, c, rniotana tu dhavata: stotri'ya;iz ha,vani rnzavad dliava1ft tu -;ui/t. 

The comm. regards i1 dhiivata as referring to the process called tidhavana, performed 
for the adabhya graha, and refers to Apc;S. xii. 8. 2 : or, alternatively, to the general 
purification of the soma. The concluding four syllables of each verse seem like 
secondary appendages. 

2. Unto whom enter the drops of soma-plant (dndhas) as birds a tree; 
thou exuberant one, drive away the demon-possessed scorners. 

Ppp. reads tva for yam in a. The comm. takes andhasas as nom. pl., explaining it 
by annabhzitas. 

3. Press ye the soma for the soma-drinker, for the thunderbolt-bearing 
Indra; young, conqueror, lord [is] he, greatly praised. 

The first two padas are RV. vii. 32. 8 a, b; SV. i. 285 a, b. Ppp. reads in a-pavane, 
humoring the meter. 

3. To various divinities : for protection. 

[Atharvan (svastyayanakiima{t-). - nanifrliiivatam. jiigatam: I. pathyabrhati.] 

Found also in• Paipp. xix. In Kauc;. (50. 13) hymns 3-7 (pata1n na z'ti jJanca_; 
the comm. says it means 'with five verses') are directed to be used with vi. 1 etc. for 
success in traffic (see under h. 1). Hymn 3 is connected with i. 26, 27 and vi. 76 at the 
beginning of the welfare-rites (50. 4), and it is reckoned (note to 25. 36) to the s·vastya;1a
na gatla. By Vait. (16. 9), hymns 3:-6 are muttered in the agni,#oma by the hotar after 
the prataranuvaka. 

Translated: Florenz, 251 or 3; Griffith, i. 246. 

I. Protect us, 0 Indra-and-Pushan ; let Acliti, let the Maruts protect ; 
0 child of the waters, ye seven rivers, protect; let Vishi:m protect us, 
also the heaven. 

The accent of c is in part against all rule and analogy, and doubtless corrupt; we 
ought to read sind/zavaf.t sapta piUana. 

2. Let heaven-and-earth protect us in order to assistance (abhtr#); 
let the. pressing-stone protect, let Soma protect us from distress ; let 
the fortunate goddess SarasvatI protect us ; let Agni protect us - the 
propitious protections that are his. 
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Ppp. has suhava instead of subhagt'i in c. The comm. explains abhz°f /aye by abhye
~M?tiiya (taking it from root i,f) or abltimataphalapraj;taye. Inc, devo in our edition is 
a misprint for devt. 

3. Let the divine Ac;:vins, lords of beauty, protect us; let dawn-and
night also make broad for us; 0 child of the waters, in case of any 
detriment 'to [ our] household ; 0 divine Tvashtar, increase [us] in order 
to our completeness. 

Ppp. has, in a, sudaftsasa for fztb!tas jJati_; and in c, d it reads vihvrtz kayasya cid 
de1_10 •si7vandadhite r;arma yaclta naft. The comm. partly agrees with it in reading 
abltlhvrti and ka;1asya ( explaining it as for kasya); it also has at the beginning jJatam, 
and takes the nouns that follow as vocatives. It understands· dbhihvrtz (p. -ti iti) as a 
locative (-:::=-Jn1rtlht or ~hvara?te), as is done in our translation Lcf, JAOS. x.389J. 
The accent requires amendment, to abhihruti. Florenz suggests the substitution of 
abhi!irietas, which would be an easier reading. 

4. To various divinities : for protection. 

[ A tharvan. - niiniidaivatam. 1. pathyabrhati ,· 2. sanistiirapankti; 3 . .3-p. vlriitf giiyatri.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kau<;. (23. 9) in a rite for prosperity in connec
tion with the division of inherited property; and twice (124, 6; 135. ro) in the chapter 
of portents, when two crowns appear on some one's head and when the house-beam 
breaks; and it is reckoned to the jntf/ika mantras (note to 19. 1) and to the svastya
yana gatza Lnote to 25. 36 J. For its employment with vi. r, 3 etc., see under vi. I; and 
in Va.it. with vi. 3 etc., see under vi. 3. 

Translated: Florenz, 252 or 4; Griffith, i. 246. 

I. Tvashtar [protect] my address (vdcas) to the gods, [also] Parjanya, 
Brahma1:aspati ; with sons, with brothers, let Aditi now protect our hard 
to surpass [and] saving power. 

The verse is found also in SV. (i. 299), which has no for me in a, and, at the end, 
trif matia1Jz 1.nica~, thus rectifying the meter of the last pada. Ppp. ends with trlimaize 
fa11a. The form triima?iam seems to be a bastard neut., corresponding to the masc. 
triimatiam L cf. J AOS. x. 522, 530: there seem to be no man-stems used as adjectives 
in the neuterj, and to have been avoided in AV. by the substitution of trzfyamficiam.,· of 
the resulting metrical disturbance the Anukr. takes no notice. 

2. Let An<;a, Bhaga, Varm;ia, Mitra, Aryaman, Aditi - let the Maruts 
protect [us]; may the hatred of that injurer pass away; repel the foe 
from near by. 

The accent of pifntu (if correct) shows that only marz'ttas is felt to be its subject; 
but Ppp. reads instead aditi(i jiitv <.uihasa[t. In c, the comm. has abhihvrtas. The 
last pada is obscure, and at least in part corrupt. The want of accent of yavayat is 
wrong, and its form is unmotived ; emendation to yavdya or -yan can hardly be avoided. 
A'n#tam. (for which Ppp. gives anthitam) is read by all the mss., and occurs again at 
viii: 5. I I, so that it must be regarded as the real AV. reading. It is emended in our 
edition to anti tti1n .,· and the comm. also so understands it (tani eva fatrmn antikat). 
It is translated as if emended to antltas .,· or antitant rnight be an anomalous equivalent 
of anti'kam. The verse (12+8: 12+8:::::40) is not properly a savistarajJafikti. 
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3. Unto knowledge (? did), 0 Ac;vins, do ye aid us; make wide for us, 
0 wide-goer, unremitting; 0 heaven, father, repel whatever misfortune. 

The beginning of the verse is probably corrupt, but Ppp. gives no various reading, 
merely prefixing de·va t·va,r/ar (apparently out of 3. 3): compare RV. i.117. 23 b, vifvii
dhiyo afvina jnivatam me. Inc, the great majority of mss., which SPP. follows, have 
the true accent dyai'tt (i.e. di-aus, the word requiring to be pronounced as two syllables: 
see my Skt. Gram. 3 r 4 b); exceptions among our mss. are only Bp. and I. Several of 
our sa1nkita-mss. have ft before i:1ttar (viz. P.M.E.H.). The meter lacks a syllable in a. 
L Correct the ed. to dyaz't,r. J 

5. For some one's exaltation. 

[Atharvan. - iiimb-iignam. iintt{fttbluzm: 2. bhurf.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix., and in VS. (xvii. 50-52) TS. (iv. 6. 3 1), MS. (ii. ro. 4). 
Used in Kaui;. (4. 9) in theparvan sacrifice, with an oblation to Agni; and again (59. 7), 
with vi. 6 and vii. 9 r, by one desiring a village ; and for success in traffic, see under 
vi. I. In Va.it. (29. I 5) the hymn accompanies the laying on of fuel in the agnz'cayana, 
and vs. 2, in the parvan sacrifice (2. 14; 3. 3), two offerings to Indra; for the use in 
Va.it. I 6. 9, see under vi. 3. The comm. further points out vs. 2 as addressed to Indra 
in the N ak~. K. I 4. 

Translated; Ludwig, p. 431; Florenz, 254 or 6; Griffith, i. 247. 

I. Lead him up higher, 0 Agni, [thou] to whom oblations of ghee are 
made; unite him with splendor, and make him abundant with progeny. 

VS. TS. have in a the later form 1tttardm. In b, ghrtena presents the rare case of an 
instrumental dependent on a vocative, and ought, like a genitive in the like construction, 
to be unaccented; it is so in all the three Yajus texts. Ppp. reads g·hrteblzir ii.hutaft. 
VS.TS. exchange I c and 2 c; and TS. has dhanena ea for balutni krdhi at the end. 
Ppp. has, for d, devanam, bha,__t;adhli asat (cf. TS. 2 d). This first verse occurs also in 
.Ap. vi. 24. s; which has, for a., mi asma;i uttaran na,ya, agrees with VS. and TS. in c, 
and reads bahi?n in d. 

2. O Indra, put this man far forward; may he be controler of his 
fellows; unite hirn with abundance of wealth; conduct him unto life 
(li1.1dtu), unto old age. 

In a., VS.TS. have again prata-rifm.,· VS.MS. have naya for krdh-i/ for c (as 
already noted), vs:rs. have our r c; for d, MS. has devt!bhyo bhagadJ asat, VS. and 
TS. nearly the same, VS. substituting de·afinam, and TS. -d/i;f,.,- Ppp. has, for d, our r d. 
The meter of d might he rectified by abbreviating jivifta7Je to -tvaz' (a form found in 
MS.<;;B. and Ap.), or by emending it to ji7)t112un. 

3. In whose house we make oblation, him, 0 Agni, do thou increase; 
him may Soma bless, and this Brahma:r;i.aspati. 

The three Yajus texts have, in a, kztrmds for k,nunds, and VS.MS. (with Ppp.) put 
haijls after gthl. Inc, all three have de,zfti ddlti bravan (but MS. bruvan). The last 
half~verse occurs below, as 87.3 c, d (corresponding to RV. x. r73.3 etc.). 
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6. Against enemies, 

[Atharvan. - brahmartaspatyam; siiumyam. ilnu{fttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. For the use of the hymn by Kau<;. 59. 7, see under the 
preceding hymn; by Kam;. 50. 13, see under vi. I ; by Va.it. 16. 9, see under vi. 3. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 430; Florenz, 255 or 7; Griffith, i. 247. 

I. "Whatever godless one, 0 Brahmal).aspati, plots against us - every 
such one mayest thou make subject to me the sacrificer, the soma-presser. 

Ppp. has abMdiisatz' at end of b. 

2. Whatever ill-famed one, 0 Soma, shall aim at us of good fame, 
smite upon his face with the thunderbolt; may he go away crushed 
(smn-pz',1), 

Notwithstanding the direct antithesis with ditfifdhsa, all the mss. in a read susaiifi
nas ~· both editions em.end to suf a1isinas, which is also read by Ppp., and by the com
mentary. L Unless I misunderstand R's note, Ppp. again reads abhz'dasatz' at end of b. 
Ind, SPP's dyatz' is a misprint for ayatz'.j 

3. Whoever, 0 Soma, shall assail us, of the same kindred and also a 
stranger- draw (tr) away his strength, like the great sky, even now(?). 

Ppp. reads, in a, ye na soma 'bhidasatafi. The verse is RV. x. 133. 5, which reads 
indra for soma in a, dva for djHt in c, and ddha tJndna at the end. For this last, the 
vadhatvtanii (not divided in the patla-text) of all the AV. mss. seems merely an unin
telligent corruption ( altered in our text to vadha tmdna). The comm., however, 
naturally makes no difficulty of understanding it as= vadhatnzanii (explaining it by 
afanirilpeeza) and as qualifying <'iyudhena understood. The emendation mahtm 'va 
would give a better sense: 'as the sky [subjects] the earth.' LTo my thinking, it is 
licit, without emendation, to interpret maldva as a correct graphic representation of 
mahfm iva with" elision and crasis" (see :references under this head in my Noun-Injlec
ti'on, JAOS. x. 599, and p. 331 top), as in RV. iv. r. 31 ratlvcva = nithiam iva.J 

7. For blessings. 
[Atharvan.-silumyam: 3. 1..1airvadevi. g<'lyatram; I. nicrt,] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. The hymn appears in Kau~. (46. 4) as a help in removing 
obstacles to sacrifice, or an expiation for sacrificing for an improper person; and it is 
reckoned (note to 25. 36) to the svastyayana ga!l,a_; for its use by 50. r3, see under vi. I. 

Translated: Florenz, 256 or 8; Griffith, i. 248. 

I. By what road, 0 Soma, Aditi or friends go, not hostile, by that do 
thou come to us with aid. 

The comm. understands mitras 'friends' to mean" Aditi's twelve sons, Mitra etc."; 
i.e. as the equivalent of adz'tyits, which is not· impossible. L The description as nicrt 
belongs rather to 8. I .J 

2. By what, 0 Soma, overpowering one, thou shalt make the Asuras 
subject to us, by that do ye bless .us. 
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Ppp. has, for a, yebhis soma sahantya, and, for c, tena no •vita L that is, a·vitil J 
bhwvaft, thus relieving the embarrassing change of number Lin the verbJ from a, b to c; 
emendation to vocatat in our c would accomplish the same result. 

3. By what, 0 gods, ye did repel (vr) the mights of the Asuras, by 
that do ye yield refuge unto us. 

Ppp. begins with yani, and has correspondingly teb!zis for tena in c. This facilitates 
the rendering of avnizdlzvam by its natural meaning 'did choose' ; there is no other 
known exainple of a na-form from vr ' repel.' The comm. renders it tatafz prthakkrtya 
yz7ya1it sambhaktavantaft. L Ppp. has for c tebhir na adhi vocata. J 

8. To win a woman's love. 
[Jamadagni. - kiimatmada£vatam. pathyapaiiktz".] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kauc;. (35. 21), in the rites concerning women, with 
vi. 9 and I 02 and ii. 30, for bringing a woman under one's control. 

Translated: \Veber, Ind. Stud. (1862) v. 261 ; Florenz, 257 or 9; Grill, 54, 158; 
Griffith, i. 248; Bloomfield, 100, 459. 

1. As the creeper (lfbuja) has completely em braced the tree, so do 
thou embrace me - that thou mayest be one loving me, that thou mayest 
be one not going away from me. 

The refrain of the hymn is found twice above, at the end of i. 34. 5; ii. 30. r. SPP. 
here again, in opposition to his mss., gives the pada-reading dpaogaft in e. The Anukr. 
takes no nqtice of the metrical deficiency of a L but see note to 7. I J. 

2. As the eagle, flying forth, beats down his wings upon the earth, so 
do I beat down thy mind - that thou etc. etc. 

The comparison here is a strikingly ineffective one, and the attempts of the trans
lators to give it aptness are to no purpose. 

3. As the sun goeth at once about heaven-and-earth here, so do I go 
about thy mind - that thou etc. etc. 

Part of SPP's mss. read paryaiti in b. The comm. gives fighram 'swiftly' as the 
meaning of sadyas. 

9. To win a woman's love. 
[Jamadagni. - kihniUmadilivata,n. ilnu.y/ubh.am.] 

Found also in Paipp., but in ii. (not in xix., like the hymns t11at precede and follow). 
Used by Kam;. (35. 2r) with the preceding hymn, for the same purpose. 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stud. v. 264; Florenz, 258 or 10; Griffith, i. 249; Bloom
field, IoI, 459. 

I. Want ('l)aftch) thou the body of me, the feet; want the eyes; want the 
thighs; let the eyes, the hair of thee, lusting after me, dry up with love. 

Ppp. puts tanvam (not -am) after padiitt in a, reads 1vficcha in b, begins c with akfo, 

adds o#hii.tt after kefli.s, and ends with ti,!yatiim. Read ak,yyai) in c in our text (an 
accent-sign omitted over the a1t), L Delbriick, Verglelchende Syntax, i. 386, joins mdni 
with kd,mena: so Gregoire, KZ. xxxv. 83.J 
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2. I make thee cling to my arm, cling to my heart; that thou mayest 
he in my power, mayest come unto my intent. 

The second half-verse is the same with iii. 25. 5 c, d, and nearly so with i. 34. 2 c, d 
L cf. vi. 42. 3, note J. Ppp. reads, for a, b, mat' tva dt21attimrga11i knzomi hrdaya
sprgam _; and begins c with mame 'd apa kr-. 

3. They whose nave1 is a licking, in [whose] heart is made concilia
tion-let the kine, mothers of ghee, conciliate her yonder to me. 

The comm. reads ami?s in d, and so is able to understand ydsam at the beginning as 
relating to " women " understood, and not to gif vas _; and he explains artfha!tam by 
asvadaniyam 'something to be enjoyed by tasting.' The obscure and difficult first 
pada is perhaps corrupt. 

10. Greeting to divinities etc. of the three spheres. 

[ c;a1iitiiti. - miniidevatyam : J. agneyi, 2. vii_yavyii, 3. sau1:va. I. silmni tri~'fubh, 2. jwii.fapatyil 

brhati, J· siimni brhati.] 

This prose hymn is not found in Paipp. In Kane;. (9. 3, 5), it is quoted after each 
~anti gatia, to accompany a pouring out of water three times (iti trifi prat_yasincati_; 
the comm. does not notice this use); and again (12.3), it is prescribed in all rites for 
success; being further (note to 8. 23) reckoned to the vastu gaiza. 

Translated: Florenz, 258 or 10; Griffith, i. 249. 

I. To earth, to hearing, to the forest-trees -to Agni [their] overlord, 
hail! 

It is not easy to read 22 syllables in the verse. 

2. To breath, to the atmosphere, to the birds -to Vayu [their] over
lord, hail! 

It is strange that in this verse the sphere is placed after the human faculty. 

3. To the sky, to sight, to the asterisms -to Surya [their] overlord, 
hail! 

The first anuvaka, of Io hymns and 30 verses, ends here. The quotation is simply 
prathama ( or -ma): see under the next anuviika. 

n. For birth of sons. 

[Pra.fapati{i. -retodevatyam uta mantroktadevatyam. ilnu!fttbham.] 

The hymn is found also in Paipp. xix. Accompanies in Kauc;. (35. 8) a rite for 
conception of a male child (jm1ftsavana); fire is generated between fami and afvattha, 
and is variously applied to the woman. 

Translated: Weber, v. 264; Ludwig, p. 477; Zimmer, p. 3r9; Florenz, 260 or 12; 

Griffith, i. 250; Bloomfield, 97, 460, 

!. The afvatthd [has] mounted upon the ramt; there is made the 
generation of a male; that verily is the obtainment of a son; that we 
bring into women. 
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Some of SPP's mss. read, with the comm., jm1iistfvanam in b. Ppp. combines 
arvattha "rtZ- in a, and for c, d has tad eva tasya bhe1ajarh yat strffv aharanti tam, 
'that is the remedy of this -namely, that they put this into women.' 

2. In the male, indeed, grows (blzit) the seed; that is poured along 
into the woman; that verily is the obtainment of a son ; that Prajapati 
said. 

Several of our mss. (Bp.P.M.W.E.H.) read jnt1izsl at the beginning. <;GS. has 
(i. I 9) a nearly corresponding verse: jnmisi viii jn1,ne1e retas tat striyiim anu 1incatu: 
tathii tad abravid dltata tat _praja_patir abravit. 

3. Prajapati, An umati, SinivalI bath shaped; may he put elsewhere 
woman-birth; but may he put here a male. 

Ppp. has in c tri117yam 'triple birth' (or for strz121yam .i'). Two of the Prat. rules 
(ii. 88, iv. 83) mention strai127yam (p. striils1~yam). <;GS. has for this verse also a 
correspondent (i. I 9): _praja_patir ·vy adadhcU savita vy akalpayat: str4·17:Yam anyant 
sv ( anyiisv ?) a dad/tat jmma,isam a dadhad iha. 

12. Against the poison of snakes. 

[ G1iruhnan. -takfakadiiivatam. iimt{fttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kaw;. (29. 28) in a remedial rite against the 
poison of serpents. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 501; Florenz, 262 or 14; Griffith, i. 250; Bloomfield, 28, 
46 r. - See Bergaigne-H enry, JJ1'anuel, P: I 49. 

I. I have gone about the race of snakes, as the sun about the sky, as 
night about living creatures other than the swan (haizsd); thereby do I 
ward off thy poison. 

It would appear from this that the ha1isa is regarded as exempt from the dominion 
of night, doubtless as remaining awake: cf. Pliny, JVtit. Hist. x. 23. But Ppp. reads, 
in c, d, ratriizt jagad h,1a1it ni dhva1isiid a'l'iidir imavi vifam. The comm. reads and 
explains janlm iigamant in b ; and in c derives lzatisa from root han, and makes it mean 

, the soul (iitman), to which alone poison does not penetrate ! The Anukr. does not 
heed the redundant syllable in c. LPpp. combines ahiniim, without e1ision.J 

2. What was known of old by priests (brak,ndn), what by seers, what 
by gods ; what is (bhiUd), is to be, that has a mouth - therewith do I 
ward off thy poison. 

Ppp. has 1tditam for 1.l'idltam in b, and llsum.1at at end of c. The comm. explains 
iisanvat to mean asyayztktani : teno • ccaryamiitia11uzntrasahitam. 

3. With honey I mix (pre) the streams; the rugged (? pdrvata) moun
tains [are] honey; honey is the Pdntf?ti, the <;tpalii; weal be to thy 
mouth, weal to thy heart. 

The comm. reads at the beginning madlw a prnce .,· he takes the streams for the 
Ganges etc., the. mountains (.Ptfr1,1ata) for the Himalaya etc., and the hills (gid) for 
their foot-hills; the _par:tq?ti for the great river of that name, and fipiila as adj., 'rich in 
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water-grass' (r;ai'vala): all these are to pour on (a sincantu) poison-removing honey. 
The Ppp. text is quite different: abhi na prk.fa nadya~ parvatai 'va girayo vzad}m: 
·madhtt p(:f/i fijJala samaste •stu r;a1h hrdaya. Perhaps paYU..ffli signifies here an 
'eddyjng' brook, and r;ipiilii. a pool 'rich in water-plants.' L Considering that the effect 
of snake-bite upon heart and blood must have been well known to even the most 
unlettered Hindu, I am tempted to suggest emendation of asne to as.ne.J L In R. and 
W's ed., correct nadyoJ to na{&aI(t.J 

13. To the instruments and ministers of death. 

[Atharvan (svastyayanakiinia). -miirtya['lla]m. iimttfttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. The hymn is variously employed by KaU<;.: in a rite for 
victory (14· 25), with iii. 26, 27; and again (15. 6), similarly, in favor of a Vaic;ya; in 
the preparation of the house-fire (72. 13), with an offering; four times in the chapter 
of portents: once (104. 3) when Brahmans quarrel; again (105. 1) when images play 
pranks; yet again (r I 3. 3) when a cow suckles an ox (these three in company with 
L 19); once more ( 1 23. I), when animals touch sacred things ; and it is further reckoned 
(note to 25. 36) to the svastyayana ga{ta. 

Translated : Florenz, 264 or I 6 ; Griffith, i. 2 5 r. 

I. Homage to the weapons (vadhd) of the gods; homage to the 
weapons of kings; likewise the weapons that are of the Vai<;yas - to 
them of thine, 0 death, be homage. 

Ppp. has vi;vaniim in c. 

2. Homage to thy benediction; homage to thy malediction ; homage 
to thy favor, 0 death; this homage to thy disfavor. 

Ppp. omits the first half-verse, doubtless by accident The comm. takes the datives 
in a and b as nomina agentis. 

3. Homage to thy sorcerers; homage to thy remedies; homage to thy 
roots, 0 death; this homage to the Brahmans. 

14. Against the balasa. 

[ Babhrupifigala (?).-baliisadevatyam. iintt1/ttbham.] 

Occurs also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kai.c;. (29. 30) in a remedial rite against catarrh 
(f!efman), with variously administering prepared water to the patient. 

Translated: Florenz, 265 or 17; Griffith, i. 252; Bloomfield, 8, 463; vs. r also by 
Grohmann, Ind. Stud. ix. 397, with an excursus on the baMsa. 

1. The bone-dissolving, joint-dissolving, settled (dsthita) heart disease, 
all the baldsa, cause thou to disappear, that is seated in the limbs and in 
the joints. 

SPP. adopts in a the sa11ihita-readingjJantsra1isam (p. paruftosra1isam), with nearly 
all his mss., and with the comm. The majority also of our mss. Lnot E.O.J omit the ft 
but the Prat. authorizes no such abbreviation, and the point is one in regard to which 
the usage of the mss., however seemingly accordant, is not to be trusted. Ppp. reads> 
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in c, ni.y krdhi £or niifaya. The comm. takes the two words in a as names of disorders, 
which is perhaps preferable, and regards them as occasioned by phlegm (~Zelman); 
balasa he defines as kasarvasiitmaka f le1maroga. L For dsthita, see note to iv. r 7. 8. J 
L Delete the accent-sign over -savi in c.J 

2. The ba!ttsa of him that has baldsa I destroy like a 1n1t,!kard; I cut 
its bond· like the root of a gourd. 

The accent urviirviis is noted in the commentary to Prat. iii. 60; Ppp. reads ulvalvo 
yatlza. The comm. defines urvarit as' the fruit of the karkaff' (Cucttmis utilissimus) 
and explains the comparison to be with the stem of this fruit, which becomes loosened 
of itself when ripe: cf. xiv. r. 17. Ppp. and the comm. readpu#aram in b. Ppp. also 
has kniomi instead of k.yi!Zomi, a preferable reading (BR. pronounce k1itzonii "false"; 
but nu-forms of this root occur in Brahmai:i-a and Sii.tra; ak.y!Zomi, however, would be 
better in place). LSee BR. v. 1348 and 838.J 

3. Fly out forth from here, 0 baldsa, like a young apt11zgd; then, like 
the [last] year's bulrush, scud away, innocuous to heroes. 

Ppp. has, for b, supar?Zo vasater £,va L cf. RV. i. 2 5. 4 J 'like a bird from its nest': a 
much easier reading. The comm. explains iiJu1Jiga as an ordinary adjective, 'swift
going,' and, instead of fiptka, reads fttfuka "a wild animal so called." For c, d, Ppp. 
has adhe • ta £vii 'hano padrahy avairah.a. The comm. reads itas L that is itds J, pple 
of root i', for {fas in c. The Anukr. appears to sanction the contraction ·ife •va in c. 

15. For superiority. 

[ Uddillaka. -viinaspatyam. iinttffubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Kau<_;:. applies (19. 26) in a rite for prosperity, with 
vi. I 42. 3, using an amulet of barley. It is also reckoned (note to I 9. I) to the jm.y{iha 
mantras. 

Translated: Florenz, 267 or 19; Griffith, i. 252. 

r. Thou art the highest of herbs; of thee the trees are subjects 
(upasti); let him be our subject who assails us. 

The verse is RV. x. 97. 23 (with which VS. xii. IOI precisely agrees), which has, for 
a, tvam 11ttavtii 'sy o;radhe, and accents t'tpastayas ttpastis. Ppp. elides the a of asi in 
a, and in c, d has upastir asmaka1Ji bhuyad yo csman. The comm. regards the paliifa 
tree as addressed. 

2. Whoever, both kindred and not of kin, assails us, of them may I be 
highest, as this one of· trees. 

The Ppp. version of i. 19. 4 a, bis (as pointed out at that place) nearly our a, b here. 
In this verse Ppp. reads samb~ and asamb-, and its c is savzbandliti.n sarvii./ts tin tva. 

3. As of herbs soma is made highest of oblations, as the tald(ii. of 
trees, [so] may I be highest. 

Ppp. reads, for b, c, ttttama1h havir ucyate (which is better):yava t,vam ahm vrkra
{tiivz. The comm. has pala;a in c. If taliiflt is a good reading, it may mean the same 
as talifa (Flacowr#a cataphracta). 
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16. To various plants (?). 

[ t;ihmaka (ancna hinahidevam astiiut). - mantroktadcvatyam uta candramasam. iinttf/ztbham. 

caturrcam. I. nicrt 3-p. giiyatri; 3. brhat~m-blza kakummaty amt\r/ubh; 4. 3-p. pratir/hil.] 

Found also in Pai pp. xix. Appears in Kauc;. (30. I), in a healing rite, explained as 
intended for disease of the eyes, with various use of mustard pl,ant. Verse 4 is quoted 

. alone later (5 I. I 5), in a rite explained by Ke<;. simply as one for welfare, by the comm. 
as for welfare in connection with food ( annasvastyayana): and the comm. reads in 
Kauc;. amta- (not ala-) bhqajam_; the three t;alanjalagratti of 5r. r6 the comm. explains 
as sasyavallis. 

The whole hymn is totally obscure; that it relates to a disease of the eyes, as 
assumed by the native c6mment, there appears no good reason to believe. 

Translated: Florenz, 268 or 20; Griffith, !· 253 (see his notes); Bloomfield, 30, 464. 

I. 0 libayu, non-abayu I thy juice is sharp (ugrd), 0 abayu I unto thy 
broth do we eat. 

The hymn is unintelligible, and the translation only mechanical. Ppp. and the 
comm. read ii.v-, anav- in a, b (Ppp. combining ugrii, "v-); and the comm. derives the 
words from the verbal stem avaya, with suffix tt, and renders 'being eaten' (adya
mana), 'not being eaten' (ablzakD1ama{ta), understanding 'mustard' (sarfapa) to be 
addressed. Ppp. has, for c, ya te karmam a(imaltz' Land, in a, elides •navayo J. 

2. Vihdlha by name is thy father, madti:vatz ('intoxicated') by name 
is thy mother; for thou art he, not thyself, thou that didst consume 
thyself. 

SPP. reads in a vihdhlas. The translation of the second half-verse implies the 
altered division and accentuation of c that is made in our edition; the mss. read s(i hina 
(not divided in pada-text) t'l,dm asi_; and SPP. follows them. Ppp. has for c fevas 
tvam, asi (its dis like ours), but it omits a, b, and, on the other hand, adds at the end 
babhritf ea bablirukarizaf ea nilakalafiiliifaVaf pafcii. The comm. reads vihmila for 
vilialha (which is supported by the commentary to Prat. i. 46) in a, and regards hi na 
as two words in c. The verse as it stands (8+9: 6+8=31) is very improperly passed 
as a simple anu1tu.bh. L An dsi between M and nd would mend the meter of c if such 
stuff were worth mending. J 

3. 0 tauvilika, quiet down; this racket hath quieted down; both the 
brown and the brown-eared one: go away, 0 nz'rala I 

It is perhaps by a misprint that SPP. reads ava: Uaya (for il-) in the pada-tex.t of 
a (though our D. has also ft-). To the comm., tatt'vllika is the name of a pifaci that 
produces disease; iiilaba, a kind of disease of the eyes; babhru and babhrztkar1za, 
causes of disease ; and nl'rala, also a disease. The translation implies the emendation 
of nir ala to nirtUa.* Ppp. has a peculiar text: t.aulike •,z.1e 'lliya ',va imaila1.1ii.ilai: 
ihas t,vam ii.huti"?iz jusi'iftO manasti svalza .,· but part of this belongs perhaps to the 
following piece. LThe Anukr. scans as 8+9: 8+6.J * L Comm. reads 1tirala.,•. R. has 
nfr fi.fala, and T. has nflafala. Comm. has further apiiihi .I J 

4. Alasdlii art thou first; si!dli.fala art thou after; niliiga!astllli. 
This verse is wanting in Paipp. (save so far as its last word is found in that version 

of vs. 2). The comm. understands the three obscure words it contains to be names of 
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grain-creepers (sasyavalli); he gives the second the slightly different form falaftjala. 
The comment to Prat. iv. 107 quotes alasalii 'si as instancing the indispensableness of 
the pada-text to a student; but what good it does him in this instance is quite unclear. 
Our Bp. gives the third pada thus: nili'igalasi1ld 'ti nilagalastila. The verse is capable 
of being read as 8 + 7 : 6. 

17. Against premature birth. 

Found, except vs. I (in the order 4, 2, 3), in Paipp. xix. Used by Kau~. (35. r 2) in 
the rite for securing the fretus against abortion. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 477; Florenz, 269 or 21 ; Griffith, i.11254; Bloomfield, 98,467. 

r. As this great earth receives the embryo of existences, so let thine 
embryo be maintained, in order to birth after pregnancy. 

The comm. reads anusiUram for dmt sz7hmz. The first half-verse has already 
occurred, as v. 25. 2 a, b L where the note gives the parallel passages J. The comment 
to Prat. ii. 103 notes the non-lingualization of the s of sfttum after dnu-which is wholly 
superfluous unless it read dmtsiUmn. 

2. As this great earth maintains these forest-trees, so let thine etc. 
etc. 

Ppp. begins yathe 'yam urvi :Prthfvi, and reads, in c, d, garbha amt and suvitave. 

3. As this great earth maintains the rugged (pdr,vata) mountains, so 
let thine etc. etc. 

4. As this great earth maintains the various (vf{thita) living beings, 
so let thine etc. etc. 

18. Against jealousy. 

[Atharvan (?). -irf)'t'i'vinaranadevatyam. iinuffztbham.J 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kiiw;. (36. 25), with vii. 45 and 74. 3, in a rite 
against jealousy. 

Translated: \Veber, .Ind. Stud. v. 235; Ludwig, p. 5x4; Florenz, 270 or 22; Grill, 
28, r59; Griffith, r.254; Bloomfield, 106,467. 

I. The first blast of jealousy, and the one after the first, the fire, the 
heat of the heart - this we extinguish for thee. 

Ppp. has readings in part better: for b, madlzyamifm adlzamlim uta.,· for a._gnim in c, 
satya,1iz .,· at end, nir mantrayiimalte:. The comm. explains dhnVim by vegayiekta1iz 
l{ati,n. 

2. As the earth [is] dead-minded, more dead~minded than a dead man, 
an~ as [is] the mind of one who has died, so of the jealous man the mh1d 
[be] dead. 

"Feeling" would be in. this verse an acceptable equivalent for manas 'mind.' 
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3. That fluttering mind (manaskd) that has found place in (t;ritd) 
thy heart -from it I set free thy jealousy, like the hot vapor from a 
bag of skin. 

The translation implies at the end the emendation {first proposed in BR.) of the 
apparently senseless nf•tes into dftes, which the comm. reads, and which SPP. has 
accordingly admitted into his text; the result of fermentation, escaping when the 
vessel is opened, is apparently intended. Ppp., however, has nrtes, although it gives 
sundry various readings (in part mere corruptions): for a, yad yan me litdi sruka1it _; 
in b, prathttyi.nzttkam.; in c, ta1h te n'.fyami mu-. The comm. divides b into manas 
kam patayi.niu kam. 

19. For ceremonial purification. 

[r;a1iitii.ti. - niinadevatyam ttta cilndramasam. giiyatram: I, anu.y/ubh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Translated by Ludwig (p. 431). Quite various use is 
made of this hymn in the siUras. In Kau<;. it is included (9. 2) in the bthachiznti 
ga11a..,· it is associated (as are vi. 23, 24, 51, 57, 59, 6r, fo) with i.4-6 etc. in a rite for 
good fortune (41. 14); it appears in the sa·vayajfllis (66. 16), with the pavitra sa·va; 
and the comm. declares it and vi. 51, 62 to be intended by pavitrais at 6r. 5, also in 
the savciyajila chapter. In Va.it. it accompanies a purifying rite (II. IO) in the agni
,rjoma, and (with vi. 69 etc.) the pouring out of the surii in the siiutramatti ceremony 
L30. r3J; and vs. 2 in the agnyiidheya (6. r r ), with an offering to Agni pavamana. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 431; Florenz, 272 or 24; Griffith, i. 255. 

I. Let the god-folk purify me; let men (mdnu) purify me with prayer 
(did); let all beings purify me; let the purifying one purify me. 

Ppp. reads at the end miim. The verse is found in sundry other texts, with con
siderable varieties of reading: the first pada is the same in all (only RV. has mfi1n); in 
the second, RV. (ix. 67. 27) has 11dsavas for mdnavas, while VS. (xix. 39) reads 
1ndnasa dldyas, and TB. (i. 4. 8 1 ) and MS. (iii. II. ro) agree with AV.; in the third, 
VS. agrees with AV., and MS. differs only by giving blziUff ma, while TB. has 1.d~1m 

ayava!t, and RV. virve deva!t punita 1nii_,· the fourth is omitted in TB., and RV.VS. 
have jiitavedtift punihi ma, while MS. differs only by pmuihl. The readings of K. 
(xxxviii. 2) I have not. The comm. explains dhiya in a by buddhya karmatiii ·vii, and 
pa•vaman,zs in d as either wind or soma. 

2. Let the purifying one purify me, in order to activity, dexterity, life, 
likewise unharrnedness. 

Ppp. arranges a as p1tnli.t1t ma pavamlinaft. It gives, for c, _jyok ea s'ilrymh drfe 
(cf. our i. 6. 3 and xii. 2. 18), and this is also the reading of MS. (ib.), which alone of 
aH the other texts has a correspondent to this verse. 

3. With both, 0 divine impeller (savitdr), with purifier and with 
impulse, do thou purify us in order to seeing. 

This verse is found in all the texts that have vs. I. RV. (ix. 67, 25) VS. (xix. 43) 
have, for c, mlf.m ./nmfhi Vifvdtafz, and MS. (as above) the same save ptmft!zi..,· TB. 
(i. 4. 8 2 ) gives instead iddvi brdhma fntnf1nahe. 
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20. Against fever (takman). 

[Bhrgvaiigz'ras. -yak.ymanapanatl1'it"vatam. .r. ati/a,g-tdi; 2. kalmmmati prastiirapankti{t; 
3. sata~paiikti[i.] 

Only the last verse is found in Paipp., in book xiii. Appears it1 Kaui;. (30. 7) in a 

remedial rite for bilious fever, and is reckoned ( note to 26. I) to the takmanarana gatza. 
Translated : Grohmann, Ind. Stud. ix. 384, 393 ; Ludwig, p. 5 I I ; Zimmer, p. 380 ; 

Florenz, 273 or 25; Griffith, i. 255; Bloomfield, 3,468. 

r. Of him as of burning fire goeth the vehemence(?); likewise, as it 
were, shall he crying out go away from me; some other one than us let 
the ill-behaved one seek; homage be to the heat-weaponed fever. 

The translation given implies the easy emendation of ftt:rmftzas to r;i'tpnas, which 
eases the meter,·* and helps the sense out of a notable difficulty. The comm. and the trans
lators understand (perhaps preferably) mattds in b as pple of nzad, instead of quasi
ablative of the pronoun ma, as here rendered (" he flees, crying like a madman," R.). 
The comm. takes a'vratas as intended for an accusative, -tmn. The verse is really a 
jagati with one redundant syllable in a. ·:+i L The metrical difficulty is fo the prior part 
of a; the cadence of a is equally good with fu.ymtizas or with fttyvzas.J 

2. Homage to Rudra, homage be to the fever, homage to king 
Varm;a, the brilliant (tv{.yzmant), homage to the sky, homage to the 
earth, homage to the herbs. 

The Anukr. scans the verse as I 2 + r z : 9 + 6 = 39 syllables. 

3. Thou here who, scorching greatly, dost make all forms yellow - to 
thee here, the ruddy, the brown, the woody takmdn, do I pay homage. 

Ppp. reads, in a, rilras for yas.: its c, d are artttzaya babhrave tajmrvzaghavaya 
namo •sttt takmane. The comm. understands r,,d:1ryaya in d as gerundive of root van= 
savisevyiiya: perhaps 'of the forest,' i.e., having no business in the village. The verse 
(9+ u : 9+ I 2) is too irregular for the metrical definition given Le£, viii. 2. zr J. 

The second anu11iika ends here, having 10 hymns and 32 verses, and the quotation 
from the old Anukr. is simply d-vitiyau, which ought to combine with the prathama of 
the first anuviika _,... only one does not see how, as the two are not equal in number 
of verses. 

21. To healing plants. 

[ (;miltilti. - cilndramasam. iinu..yfubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. r. Used by KaU<;. (30. 8) in a remedial rite for growth of hair. 
Translated: Florenz, 27 5 or 27; Grill, 50, I 60; Griffith, i. 256; Bloomfield, 30, 470.

See also Bergaigne~Henry, Manuel, p. I 50. 

I. These three earths (Ptthivt) that there are - of them earth (blztlnii) 
is the highest; from off their skin have I seized a remedy. 

Ppp. elides the initial a of ahavi in c, and its d is s,zm u ja,grabha blzera/am. L See 
Griffith's note.J 
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2. Thou art the most excellent of remedies, the best _of plants ; as Soma, 
lord (? bltdg·a) in the night-watches (yama), like Varm:ia among the gods. 

The comm. takes yiima in the sense here given (ahoratrablziige.ftt siidlzye.fu), and 
Soma as ·'moon,' which is doubtless true; but he renders bhagas by 'and the sun.' 
Ppp. exchanges the place of 'remedies' and 'plants,' and reads yajitas for somas in c. 
The Anukr. appears to authorize bhage 'va in c. 

·3. 0 ye wealthy (re·vdnt) ones, doing no violence, desirous to bestow 
ye desire to bestow; both are ye hair-fasteners, and also hair-increasers. 

Ppp. exchanges the place of -dr1iha'J!,is and -·vardhanzs, and reads the equivalent 
sz'.fli.santzs for si~'iisavas. Anadhr.fyzts in a would seem a better reading. The Anukr. 
overlooks the deficiency in a; insertion of stlzd after revatzs would rectify it. 

22. To the Maruts. 

[ t;miitati. - iidityarar;midevatya[m]. mlirutam. triii[fttb!tam: 2. 4-p. bhur(f}ag,ttr.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kaw;. (30. I r) in a remedial rite against protu~ 
berant belly etc. Kee;. and the comm. read further in the rule the pratzka sasru{fs of 
hymn 23, and detail a second lengthy process in the same rite as performed with the two. 
Hymns 22-24 are also explained as among the ajnt1h si2/danl (7. 14 and note). In 
Va.it. (9. 5) this hymn appears in the cflturmasya sacrifice as addressed to the playing 
(krr/i"n) Maruts. · 

Translated : Ludwig, p. 463 L vss. 1-2 J ; Florenz, 2 76 or 28 ; Griffith, i. 2 56. 

I. Black the down-track, the yellow eagles, clothing themselves in 
waters, fly up to the sky; they have come hither from the seat of right
eousness (ttd); then, forsooth, with ghee they deluged the earth. 

The verse comes from the mystic and obscure hymn RV. i. 164 (vs. 47), and is found 
again twice below (ix. 10. 22, which see; xiii. 3. 9). It is also found in several of the 
Black Yajus texts: TS. (iii. I. I I 4), MS. (iv. I 2. 5), K. (xi. 9, r 3). RV.MS. end with 
.Prtldvt vy i}dyate.,- TS. has dsitavar?;,iis (for ktltu£1iz niydnam) in a, mfhas (for
apds) in b, sddtmanl krf'vi in c, and, ford, ad it prthi'vt ghrtt#r vy 1'tdyate. Ppp. agrees 
with RV.MS. at the end of the verse, and it combines, in its frequent way, sitjar?ttl 'po. 

2. Ye make the waters rich in milk, the herbs propitious, when ye 
bestir yourselves, 0 golden-backed Mamts; do ye lavish (p£nv) both sus
tenance and good-will there, where, 0 manly Maruts, ye pour honey. 

The first, third, and fourth padas are found as b, c, d of a verse in TS. iii. I. r I 8 ; 

TS. reads kniuta (as does also Ppp.), and it omits fi•vii,s .,· it also has, with the comm., 
pinvatha in c (which is better). Ppp. further reads yamiis for fi'Vlis, and e}ati for -thti; 
Land siftcatii for -tlta J. 

3. Water-swimming [are] the Maruts; send ye that rain which shall 
fill all the hollows ; the gldhii shall bestir itself, like a girl that is thrust, 
thrusting the lru, like wife with husband. 

The text of this verse is hopelessly corrupt, and all attempts to make connected sense 
of the second half must apparently be (like that of. Pischel in Ved. Stud. i. 81 ff.) forced 
and unsuccessful. LBaunack, KZ. xxxv. 532, may also. be consulted.J The version of 
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it presented in TS. (iii. I. II 8) rather sets off its difficulties than gives any help in solv
ing them. It makes marutas vocative in a, and the comm. also understands the word 
as vocative, not heeding its accent; the preferable reading would be 1tdapruto marutas, 
both vocative. The comm. then takes tan together with 1tdajrzttas as qualifying 
meghan 'clouds' understood. Ppp., with the majority of SPP's authorities and some 
of ours (P.M.), reads udaj!Mas. Then tifa (jada-text tiln) is read by all the authori
ties in both texts, although the sense necessarily requires (as in our translation is 
assumed) dm, as antecedent to yti. But here, again, all the pada-texts have yafz, 
which completes their confusion. TS. has, for b, the wholly different and doubtless 
secondary phrase vhtiliz ye vir;ve man't!o jundnti, making of the line' O Maruts, send 
those water-swimming ones who, [namely] all the Maruts, hasten the rain.' The comm. 
understands ya, but then also ·virva, as neut. pl. (vriMyavadisasyani), while all our 
jada-texts have correctly ·vfr;vaft _; the comm. then is obliged to supply a ea ' and' after 
nivdtas. Inc, d, TS. reads kror;iiti for efjati, garda for g!dhii, j>irum for erttm, and 
htflja;ui for tundanti (some of the mss., including our O. D.R., have t11dilniZ); the 
comm. also has tunjana, but galz!a (so printed; but it should doubtless be ga!ha, 
since he derives it from root garlt 'chide ' : one of our mss. (W.) and three of SPP's 
have p;d!Jzii) instead of gldha or gd:rdaJ· he translates it' thunder.' These changes on 
gld!za and eru, at least, are plainly no real variations of reading, but blind blunders over 
an unintelligible text. Ppp. is corrupt and hardly legible : perhaps ye jahatl kta!ina 
J.ranye 'va dunnonmiz dunnama patye 'va jayam. R. suggests that the line c-d belongs 
to a gambling hymn, and that we are to read glahas and ttrmn, a comparison being 
made between the shaking of the dice-holder and the agitatz"o of a female at the coitus. 

23. To the waters: for blessings. 

[r_;a11itiiti (?). -abdevatyam. iinu.y{ubham: 2. 3-p.gayatri ,· 3.paro.y~ih.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Reckoned by Kau-;:. (9. 2) to the brhaclzan# g-atia, and 
also (note to 7. 14) to the ajihn siiktaniJ· and again (4r. 14), with vi. 19 etc., used in a 
rite for good fortune: as to its combination (30. I I) with the preceding hymn, see that 
hymn. In Va.it. (4· 14) it accompanies in theparvan sacrifices the pouring out of water. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 431 ; Florenz, 278 or 30; Griffith, i. 257. 

I. Flowing on, devoted to it ; by day and by night flowing on ; I, of 
desii-able activity, call upon the heavenly waters. 

The verse is found as a khila or appendix to RV. x. 9., as vs. ro of that l1ymn. 
It reads there, in a, tddapasas, which is an obvious and called-for eme.ndation of our 
text, and assumed in our translation; in c, -kt•ati2s, which is also an improvement (qur 
P. has it, but apparently only by an accident); and, ford, ii devtr avase hwve. Ppp. has, 
for d, ahzipo de11ir ttja bruve. The :first pada lacks a syllable, unless we resolve 
sa-sr-u-. 

z. Let them release here the worked-in waters of the ceremony for 
conducting forward; let them at once make [them] to go. 

The translation implies emendation o.f t7pas in a to apds, or else the use of the former 
as accusative, as in more than one other passage. O'tas, lit. 'woven in': i.e. brought 
in as part of the ceremony. But the comm. reads iztas, and explains it as= smhtatas or 
avicchedena j>ravahantyaf,,. L In a, b, the reading of Ppp. appears to be like ours ; but 
in c it has bhavanttt etave.J LC£. v. 23. 1 £or otas.J 
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3. In the impulse (savd) of the divine impeller (savitdr) let men do 
their [sacred] work; weal to us be the waters, the herbs propitious. 

Ppp. reads hnivanti in b. Here, to preserve the balance of forms, apas has to be 
understood as nominative. 

24. To the waters : for blessings. 

[('a11itiiti (?). - abdeva~yam. iinttf/itbltam.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Reckoned in Kauc;. (9. z) to the brltachanti ga~za, and 
(note to 7. 14) to the aja1h silktani _; used in a rite for good-fortune (4I. 14) with 
vi. 19 etc.: see under 19; and also (30. 13) in a healing ceremony for heart-burn, 
dropsy, etc. 

Translated: Florenz, 279 or 31 ; Grill, 13, r6r; Griffith, i. 258; Bloomfield, 12, 471. 

I. They flow forth from the snowy (mountain); in the Ind us some
where [is their] gathering; may the heavenly waters give to me that 
remedy for heart-bum. 

Ppp. reads, for a, b, hima,vataft prasravatas tas sindhzmi itjagaclzatafi. In d, the 
true reading is of course hrddyo-, and SPP. so reads, though doubtless against his mss., 
as certainly against all ours; it is a very rare thing to find the full form written in such 
a case (and hence the pada-te:xt blunder hr-dyota in i. 22. 1). 

2. Whatever bath burnt (a-dyut) in my eyes, and what in my heels, 
my front feet; may the waters remove all that - they of physicians the 
most excellent physicians. 

The collocation of suffering parts in a, b is very odd ; Ppp. seems to read for a, 
yad aktibhyani ad-, and, for b, par,1izibliyi:t1ii Jirdayena ea_; for d, tvaf ta rl1/am -lva 
'nasafi. One or two of our mss. (P.H.) agree with some of SPP's in reading karat at 
end of c; and two of his have ni/t, before it. The pada-division subhz~akotama is 
taught in Prat. iv. 46. 

3. Ye whose spouse is the Indus, whose king is the Indus, all ye 
streams that are-give us the remedy for this; for that would we enjoy 
you. 

Ppp. exchanges the place of the two epithets in a. The comm. reads stana at end 
of b. Before sthdna most of our mss. retain the final /t, as usual; SPP. does not note 
anything as to his authorities, 

25. For relief from pains (?) in neck and shoulders. 

[ (:tma~feja. - mantroktanzanya:[di]viniifanadevatyam. ii1tUf/itbham.] 

· Found also in Paipp. xix. Used in KaU<;. (30. r4) in a healing rite against gatufa" 
mitlas, with kindling fifty-five parapt (comm., -p"i) leaves by chips. 

Translated: Kuhn, KZ. xiii. r30 (with Germanic parallels); Florenz, 280 or 32; 
Griffith, i. 258; Bloomfield, 19, 472 (cf. AJP. xi. 323). 

I. Both the five and the fifty that gather against those of the nape
let them all disappear from here, lik.e the noises (? vakd) of the apacits. 
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Mdnyas etc. may of course as well be nom., and the comm. so understands them, 
supplying gatztfamiilas 'pimples, swellings ' for them to agree with ; abhf would then be 
left without object, or with indefinite object, 'one,' understood. The comm. renders 
vakis by vacaniyii dofiift, and takes apacftfim as accus. fem. pple : "as blameworthy 
faults leave an honored woman"! Under VS. xvii. 57, the comm. renders val.?ds by 
vakyani. 

2. Both the seven and the seventy that gather against those of the 
neck - let them all etc. etc. 

Part of the mss. (includin,g our D.R.) accent sajtd at the beginning, and SPP. with 
good reason adopts that in his text. 

3. Both the nine and the ninety that gather against those of the 
shoulders - let them all etc. etc. 

Ppp., in these verses, exchanges the numbers of r and 3, omits yiis every time in a, 
and combines manya 'bhi, graivya 'bhi, skanda 'bhi. 

26. Against evil. 

[Brahman. -papmadevatli/.:am. iinzt{/ttbham.] 

Found also in Pai pp. xix. Used in Kaui;. (30. I 7) in a healing rite against all 
diseases; and reckoned (note to 26. r) to the takmanii~ana gatia. The comm. finds it 
quoted also in the Nak~. K. (15), in a ceremony against nirrti. 

Translated: Florenz, 282 or 34; Griffith, i. 259; Bloomfield, 163, 473. 

I. Let me go, 0 evil (piipmdn); being in control, mayest thou be 
gracious to us; set me uninjured in the world of the excellent, 0 evil. 

All the mss. leave piifnnan unaccented at beginning of d, and SPP. follows them. 
The second pada occurred above as v. 22. 9 b. Ppp. rectifies the defective meter of c, 
by reading a ma bhadrqu dhii.mas'v atve dh-. The comm. gives sanz instead of san 
in b. The Anukr. overlooks the deficiency of two syllables. 

2. Thou who, 0 evil, dost not leave us, thee here do we leave; along 
at the turning apart of the ways, let evil go after another. 

The comm. understands anu11)'a11artane as one word in c. Ppp. exchanges the place 
of 2 c, d and 3 a, b, reading, for the former, patho 1ya vyavartane nif japma t71a1Ji 

suvamast'_; Land it has ma for na(t in aJ. 

3. Elsewhere than [with] us let the thousancl~eyed immortal one make 
its home; whomsoever we may hate, him let it come upon (rch); and 
whom we hate, just him do thou smite. 

Ppp., as above noted, has the first half of this verse as its 2 c, d,reading corruptly nyucya 
for ny ucyaht ./ its version of c, d is ya no d1N1f{i ta1Jt g,ulta y1.uh dvifmas tavi jalii. 
The comm. renders ny ucyatit by nitaratii gacchatit. 

27. Against birds of ill omen. 

[Bhrgu. -yiim;1,zv1, ut,z nilirrtam. /il._g-atam : 2. tri)/ttbh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. With 28. r and 29. r, it constitutes RV. x. 165. LMGS. 
ii. r7. r a-e is made up of our vi. 27, parts of 29. I and 28. 3, and 28. I: see also the 
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pratikaiin Knauer's Index.J Hymns 27, 28, and 29 are employed together in Kau~. 
(46. 7) against birds of ill omen (the comm. to AV. reads patatrz'bhyas for patitebhyas 
of the edition of Kaun. 

Translated: Florenz, 282 or 34; Griffith, i. 259; Bloomfield, 166, 474. 

r. Seeking what, 0 gods, the sent dove, messenger of perdition, hath 
come hither, to it will we sing praises, make removal; weal be [it] to our 
bipeds, weal to our quadrupeds. 

RV. has precisely the same text in this verse. Ppp. begins with de,z1a.y k-. Some of 
the mss. (including our P.M.\V.T.) read nf(tkrtiJh in c. The verse lacks two syllables 
of being a full jagatf. 

2. Propitious to us be the sent dove, harmless, 0 gods, the hawk 
(t;akund) [sent] to our house; for let the inspired (vfjwa) Agni enjoy our 
oblation, let the winged missile avoid us. 

Ppp. agrees with RV. in the better reading grlu!.yu (for grlt1foi na(i) at encl of b. 
L One suspects that "hawk" may be too specifi.c,J 

3. May the winged missile not harm us; it maketh its track on the 
hearth, in the fire-holder; propitious be it unto our kine and men; let 
not the dove, 0 gods, injure us here. 

The form a;fri (p. ii.ytri iti) is quoted under Prat. i. 74 as an example of a locative 
in t: (pragrhya); RV. has the less primitive form a,[/ryzfm _; the comm. explains it by 
vyaptliylim araizyanyiiJn. For c, d, RV. has a slightly different text: fa,it no g·{1bltyaf ea 
jntnqebltyat; ea 'stu vui no hbiszd ilui de'i1a(t kapotaft. The AV. version spoils the 
meter of c, but the Anukr. does not heed this. 

28. Against birds of ill omen etc. 

All the verses found also in Piiipp., but not together; r. occurs after the preceding 
hymn in xix. ; 3. at a later point in xix. ; 2. in :x. ; and there is no internal connection 
perceptible among them. Used by Kau~., with the preceding and the following hymn, 
against birds of ill omen (46. 7); and vs. 2 is especially quoted as accompanying the 
leading of a cow [and] fire three times around the house. LVss. I and 3 occur at 
MGS. ii. 17. I -see under h. 27.J 

Translated: Florenz, 285 or 37; Griffith, i. 260. 

r. With the praise-verse (fc) drive ye the dove forth (pra~zodam); 
reveling in food (i.[) we lead a cow about, breaking up tracks hard to go 
in; leaving us (our?) sustenance shall it fly forth, swift-flying. 

Pra?t6tfavz, lit. 'with forth-driving/ a quasi gerundial cognate accusative. RV. 
(x. 165. 5) has nayadhva,n at end of b, a better reading. In Ppp., b, care omitted. 
For c, RV. has sa1hyofayanto dttrz'tilni ,z,ffvli. Ind, both RV. and Ppp. (also the 
comm.) end with prd patat pdti.yfha!z, of which our reading can only be a corruption; 
pdthi'~'fha!z (p. pdth(rfha!t) indicates a confusion with pathio;fM L the non-division and 
accent also point to pdti,J/hafi as true readingJ. L Ppp. has h#vam for hz't•vif. na. J 
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2. These have taken fire about; these have led the cow about; they 
have gained themselves fame (frdvas) among the gods - who shall 
venture to attack them? 

The RV. has the same verse at x. r55. 5 (also VS., xxxv. 18, precisely the same text 
with RV.), reading, for a, b, part: 'mt! gil.m anerata pdry agnfm alir-1ata. Ppp. trans
poses a and band reads j;ary agnim ahar-1ata (a false form). The ar1ata of our text 
is plainly nothing but a corruption; and part of the mss. (including our P.M.W.I.) have 
instead arz'1ata Lor arzrata J. K. riratu J. 

3. He who first attained (a-sad) the slope [of heaven], spying out the 
road for many, ;who is master of these bipeds, who of the quadrupeds
to that Yama, to death, be homage. 

With the former half-verse is to be compared RV. x. r4. I a, b: j;areyivtfnsm:n 
pravato mahtr dnu b. p. anujJasparandm, (which is AV. xviii. 1. 49 a, b); dis the last 
pada also of RV. x. r 6 5. 4 ( of which a, b are found here in 29. I); c is nearly equal to 
RV. x. 12r. 3 c (our iv. 2. I c; xiii. 3. 24 c). Ppp. follows RV. in c in putting f'fe before' 
asya (reading ffay asya). Our pada-text accents asyd: tre J. in RV. also asyd is 
accented. The verse lacks two syllables of being a full jagati. L Fischel discusses 
the verse, Ved. Stud. ii. 73: cf. 66.J LPpp. baspravatasasada.J 

29. Against birds of ill omen. 

[ B hrgu. -yilmyam 11ta niiirrtam. biirliatam : I, 2. virii?miimagiiyatr'i; 3. 3-av. 7-p. viriicfaf/i.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kauc;. (46. 7) with the two preceding hymns. 
Translated: Florenz, 287 or 39; Griffith, i. 260; Bloomfield, 166, 475. 

I. Them yonder let the winged missile come upon; what the owI 
utters, [be] that to no purpose, or that the dove makes its track (padd) 
at the fire. 

The second and third padas are RV. x. r65. 4 a, b (we had din the last verse of the 
preceding hymn); RV. ornits 1,,1a in c; its addition damages the meter of the pada, but 
the Anukr. overlooks this. LPiiclas b, c also occur at MGS. ii. r7. 1 d-cf. under h. 27.j 

2. Thy two messengers, 0 perdition, that come hither, not sent forth 
or sent forth, to our house -for the dove and owl be this no place. 

The comm. reads etiiu for etas in a. ; he renders djcidmn by aniifrayabhutam. 

3. May it fly hither in order to non-destruction of heroes ; may it 
settle (ii-sad) here in Qrder to abundance of heroes; turned away, do 
thou speak away, toward a distant stretch (? smitvdt); so that in Yama's 
house they may look upon thee [as] sapless, may look upon [thee as] 

il 

empty (iiblt:ftka). 
The sense would favor the accent dvairahatya in a; and aviraltatyayal, which the 

comm. reads, would be a further improvement. The comm. also has papadyat at end of 
a, and, for c, para.Jn eva parii'vatam. He explains iibltz7kam by agata--uantam. At the 
end of e, grhtf ought, of course, to be grheJ· but most of the mss. (all of ours that are 
noted) have grht!, and SPP. also has admitted it into his text. LAs to Yama's house .• 
cf. Hillebrandt, Ved. Mytkol., i. 512. For ccikaran, see Gram. § 1008 b.J 
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30. To the ~am1 plant: for benefit to the hair. 

[ [.lparibabhrava. -r,iimyam. jiig-atam: 2. tri{{ttbh; 3. 4-p. kakummaty amt{fttbh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Verse r is wholly unconnected in meaning with the others, 
nor do these clearly belong together. Used by Kau~. (66. I 5) in the sa1;ayajnas, at a 

sava called paunaftft'la (paunasira, comm.); and vs. 2 (2 and 3, comm.) in a remedial 
rite (31. 1). 

Translate.cl : Ludwig, p. 5 I 2 ; Florenz, 288 or 40; Griffith, i. 26I. - See also Ber
gaigne-Henry, Manuel, p. 151. 

r. This barley, combined with honey, the gods plowed much on the 
SarasvatI, in behalf of Manu (?); Indra, of a hundred abilities, was 
furrow-master; the liberal (? sztddnu) Maruts were the plowmen. 

Ppp. has this verse only by citation of its pratika, as if it had occurred earlier; but 
it has not been found elsewhere in the text. It occurs also in TB. (ii. 4. 87 ; exactly 
repeated in Ap<;S. vi. 30. 20; PCS. iii. r. 6), MB. ii. 1. 16, and K. (xiii. 15). The TB. 
version begins with ctdm u tydm m.ddh- (so MB. also), and it gives in b sdras·vatyas 
and mancii1: cf. vzanfxv ddhi, RV. viii. 6r. 2; ix. 63. 8; 65. 16; and the translation 
follows this reading; MB. has 'Vanava carkrdld. The comm., too, though he reads 
matzlii'i, explains it by manuD,aJatiiu. In a, he has sanifiiam (for saviyutam). 
He explains acarkr.yus by krtavantas, as if it came from root kr! LSPP. reads matiiUi, 
without note of variant.J 

2. The intoxication that is thine, with loosened hair, with disheveled 
hair, wherewith thou makest a man to be laughed at - far from thee do 
I wrench [ out] other woods; do thou, 0 r;avd, grow up with a hundred 
twigs. 

Even the lines of this verse seem unrelated. Ppp. has, in a, 111:ado vikef o yo viket;yo / 
and its c, d are entirely different: bhriitiaghno 11arivli.?tii janitva1iz tasya te prajayas 
suvami kefam.. SPP. reads fatavalfii in d, with a part of the mss. (including our 
P.M.K.Kp.). The comm. explains ·vrk.yi by 11rt;cami_; but its connection and form, in 
the obscurity of the verse, are doubtful. L W. Foy discusses root vrJ, KZ. xxxiv. 241 ff., 
and this vs. at p. 244.J R. writes: "The fruit of the fami, the pod or kernels, is 
regarded (Caraka, p. 182, I. 6) as injurious to the hair; and from the designation 
ket;mnathani in Rajan. 8. 33 is to be inferred that it makes the hair fall out. But noth
ing is said of an intoxicating effect. To the two trees usually identified with r;ami, 
Prosopls sj>icigera and ll1imosa simia, belongs neither the one nor the other effect. 
Nor is either' of great leaves.'" LThe Dhanvantariya Ni.s-ha3.1tu, p. r88 of the Poona 
ed., also speaks of r;ami as kerahantri and of its fruit as kef~niifana. J 

3. 0 thou of great leaves, blessed one, rain-increased, righteous! as a 
mother to her sons, be thou gracious to the hair, 0 fand. 

It is possible to read sixteen syllables out of the second half-verse ( accenting then 
1nntd), but the description of the Anukr. implies 8+8: 8+6=30 syllables Las does also 
the position of the a-ziasana-mark, which is put after mnla J. Ppp. eases the situation by 
inserting nas before r;ami in d; it also reads zircfhvasvapne (for var.ya7rrddhe) in b. 
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31. At rising of the sun (or moon). 

[ Oparibabhrava. - g-avyam. gaya.tram.] 

-Vi. 3 I 

Found also in Paipp. xix., as in RV. (x. 189. h,3), SV. (ii. 726-8),*· VS. (iii. 6-8), 
TS. (i. 5. 3 r), K. (vii. I 3), MS. (i. 6. I). Used by Kam;. (66. 14) in the savaya.flias, 
with a spotted cow as sava. And by Va.it. in the agnyadheya ceremony (6. 3), as the 
:sacrificer approaches the £thavanfya fire; and again in the sattra (33. 28), spoken by 
the Brahman-priest to the hotar, after the manasastotra. * LAlso in i. 631-3 = Naigeya
c;akha v. 46-8. J 

Translated: as RV. hymn, by Max Muller, ZDMG. ix. (1855), p. XI; Geldner, 
Siebenzi'g Lieder des RV., 1875, p. 57; Ludwig, number 160; Grassmann, ii.433; and 
as AV. hymn, by Florenz, 289 or 4r ; Griffith, i. 262. 

I. Hither hath stridden this spotted steer, hath sat 1.1pon his mother 
in the east, and going forward to his father, the heaven (sv/w). 

All the texts agree in this verse, except that TS. has dsanat and puna('t in b, while 
Ppp. has prayat in c. It seems to be a description of the rising of a heavenly body, -
the comm. and the translators say, the sun ; but the epithet " spotted," and the number 
thirty in the third verse point rather to the moon. The "mother " is of course the 
earth, upon which it seems to rest a moment. 

2. He moves between the shining spaces, from the breath of this 
outbreathing [universe]; the bull (mahi-1d) bath looked forth unto the 
heaven (svar). 

RV. (with which, through the whole hymn, SV. and VS. entirely agree) reads (as 
,does TS.) ajn'inad (p. ajJaoanad) at end of b; in c, it reads df·vam for svaft. TS. inverts 
the order of a and b, and has the same c as our text ; on the other hand, MS. has our b, 
but artzave (for rocamt) in a, and a wholly peculiar c: jwd,tz' vam si7ro dhablzif.t. 
Ppp. has (nearly as TS.), for a, b,yasya pratiad apanaty antaf caratl rocanaft.,· and 
.divavt (with RV.) at the end. The sense of the verse is very obscure, made so by the 
unintelligible second pada; Roth suggests ajttnatz' Las 3d singularj, with rocana "stars" 
as subject : "They die at his breath" : but this teems with difficulties. L In Geldner's 
note, anati was taken as 3d plural.J Our P.M.I.R.T.K., and all SPP's authorities, 
.separate rocamt asyd in sa1ithillt (the j;ada-text reading -nil), and SPP. has accordingly, 

. properly enough, adopted it in his text: see the note to Prat. iii. 34. LPpp. also has 
·i,yakhyan. J 

3. Thirty domains (dhctman) he rules over; voice, the bird, bath set 
up, to meet the day with the lights of morning. 

This translation is one of despair, and of no valne, like the -others that are given of 
the verse. Taken by itself, the :first pada is well enough, and seems most naturally (as 
noted above) to refer to the thirty days of the moon's synodical revolution, or spaces 
•of the sky traversed by it in them; to understand it of the thirty divisions of the day 
(muhitrta.) looks like an anachronism; and thirty gods (Ludwig) is wholly senseless. 
t Roth observes: Ushas, in returning to her point of departure, traverses thirty yoja11as 
(RV. i. 123. 8): the path of the light around the world thus appears to be divided into 
thirty stages.J The variety of reading of the texts indicates, as in many other like 
cases, the perplexity of the text-makers. RV. (with SV.VS.) has, for b, vifk _pata1hgil.ya 
.dhfyate.,- TS. and MS. havepaftuitgdya, but TS. follows it with flrriye, and MS. with 
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hz7yate. Ppp. reads -giiya sit t;riyat. In c, RV. (etc.) reads dha, particle, for dhas, 
and tbe comm. does the same; TS. gives, for the whole pada, prdty asya valia dyztblzi(t./ 
while MS. substitutes our 2 c, in its RV. version, having given its wholly independent ver
sion of this as 2 c (see above); Ppp. has at encl dz',7.1i. In a, MS. reads trint;dddhamii, 
as compound; the other texts (a~d three of SPP's authorities) have tri1ifdd dlzima 
(thepada-reading is dhilma). Both TS. and MS., it may be added, put vs. 3 before 2. 

\Vith this hymn ends the third anuvaka, of I 1 hymns and 33 verses; the extracted 
item of Anukr. is simply t'(tiya (see end of the next anuvaka). 

32. Against demons. 

[I, a. Ciltana; 3. Atharvan. -agnirlilz"vatam. triii:r/itbham: 2. prastiirapaiikti.] 

The :first two verses found also in Paipp. xix.*· Kau<;. has th_e hymn (or vss. r, z) in 
a remedial rite against demons (3 I. 3); the fire is circumambulated three times, and a 

cake is offered; and it is reckoned (note to 8. 25) to the ci'itana ga{ta. Verse 3 is 
by itself reckoned (note to 16. S) to the ablzaya ga{ta, and also (note to 25. 36) to the 
svastyayana gatui. ;i'L Ppp. then has a third verse, whose a= vi. 40. I a, and whose bis 
corrupt. Roth's note seems incomplete. J 

Translated: Florenz, 29r or 43 ; Grifnth, i. 262 ; Bloomfield, 36, 47 5. 

I. 'Within the flame, pray, make ye this sorcerer-destroying libation 
with ghee ; from afar, 0 Agni, do thou burn against the demons ; mayest 
thou not be hot toward our houses. 

Our mss. (so far as noted) and nearly all SPP's, accentjuhutd in a; but his text, as 
well as ours, emends to juJzutii. The comm. understands at the beginning antar dlive 
as two separate words; and that is a preferable, and probably the true, reading. The gen. 
in d is peculiar ; we should expect with it tltaplUi, in impers. sense : ' may there be no 
sickness befalling our houses.' Ppp. reads glirt_a,it na!z. at end of b; and, for d, ma 
'smiikani vasit "pa tftijJanthii. The verse (10+ 10: r2+ II= 43) is ill-defined as a 

mere tri-f!ubh. 

2 •. Rudra bath crushed (fr) your necks, 0 _pz't;iicds; let him crush in 
(api"-ff) your ribs, 0 sorcerers; the plant of universal power hath made 
you go to Yarna. 

A few of SPP's authorities (also the Anukr., in citing the verse) read a(,'arlt in a. 
Some of our mss. accent pifilcilfz. at encl of a (P.M.I.p.m.), andyiUudltandfi (P.M.I.); • 
all the pada-mss. absurdly have vifZ!dtafiovfrylifz at end of c. · Ppp. has, for a, b, far'l/O 

·vo grt:vay at;ofl.y pifiiCii 1Jo ,pa fr1J-iity apti(t_; and in d it gives mrtyima for yamena. 
L The" verbal forms with suspicious ai'" in the AV. (fara-is etc., asaparyi1it: cf. Gram. 
§§ 555 c, 904 b, ro68 a) have been treated by Bloomfield, ZDMG. xlviii. 574 ff., and 
Bohtlingk, ibidem, liv. 510 ff. Cf. also note to Xviii.3.40.J 

3. Fearlessness, 0 Mitra-an<l-Varui:ia, be ours here; drive ye back
ward the devourers with your gleam; let them not find a knower, nor a 
foundation (prati~rtha); mutually destroying one another let them go 
unto death. 

The verse occurs also in AGS. (iii. 10. r r), which has, in a., b, ~tzaniahyam ast'V arctfii 
t;atri2n da/zatam jJratftya ..,· in c, vindantu / in d, bh-indanas. The latter half-verse is 
found again as viii. 8. 2.I c, d. Pa.daa has a redundant syllable unheeded by the Anukr. 
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33. Praise to Indra. 

[Jafikctyana. -indradiiivatam. giiyatram: 2. amt:r(ztbh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix., and in AA. (v. 2. r) and c;c;s. (xviii. 3. 2); and the first 
verse, in the Naigeya supplement to SV. i. (i. 3 ; or SV. i. 588). Kau<;, quotes, in the 
section relating to house-building, marking cattle, etc., with the simple direction it_y 
iiyojaniinavz apyayafi (23. 17); the schol. and the comm. declare it to relate to the rite 
for success in plowing (kr.fikarman); the details of the process described by them 
have nothing to do with the expressions of the Atl1arvan text. Again, it appears in a 

kamya ceremony (59. 18), with vii. 2, 6, etc. (by a sarvaphalakizma, comm.); and the 
comm. holds it to be intended (106. r, 8) in the portent-rite for the collision of plows. 
It is further reckoned. ( note to 19. I) to the Ptt.ftika mantras. 

Translated: Florenz, 293 or 45 ; Griffith, i. 263. 

r. Of whom the welkin (rdjas) here [is] the allies, [who] thrusts (?) 
people, the wood, the heaven - great [is J Indra' s gladness. 

This is a mechanical version, not pretending to sense; the verse appears to be too 
corrupt for anything else. The other texts bring plenty of variants, but no real improve
ments of reading. All agree in c; also in ydsye 'dam at the beginning of a; between, 
SV. has ardjo y{t_jas tuje jdne vdnam svafi_; AA. has arajas tltjo yz,jo vdna1it sdha!t-; 
c;c;s. has oja lint.fas tujo y19°0 bala1iz sahafi. Ppp. reads tute jana1iz s'va!z, and, for 
the rest of I and 2, -indrasya nagnikcrava(t vr.ya?ia;it dhr-fadar ~ava-f purii yatha 
dhistz'nafi indraf ea rantya1iz mahat. The comm. explains tztjtf by tojanaya ~atrztiza,iz 
lt-i,isanliya, takes zf, yujas as a verb= savinaddha,iz karo#, vdnam as vananfyam, 
svar as su1 thu jJrlijJta1;yam, etc.: all the purest nonsense. 

2. [He is] not to be dared against; [his] might, dared, dares daring 
against [others]; as, of old, his fame [was] unwavering, Indra's might 
[is] not to be dared against. 

The (provisional) translation given implies emendation of text, in a, d, to adlttre, in 
b, to dlttfcicuivi dh(,fitam, and, in c, to '1.iyathf. AA's version of the whole is nit "dhr-ra 
it dad/iarft"t diidhn·i'ittd1ii dhn·itt£1h ~d·va(z: puril ydd im dti1.,yc£thir {ndrasya dhrtitalit 
sdhaft. L Cf. iv. 2 r. 3 and note, and Geldner, V"ed. Stud. ii. 29. J <; <; S. has nothing cor
_responding to the second half-line; for the first, it reads ,tniidhr:ftcuit '-vipanyaya nii 
"dlzn·a lid1zdha.1'{?ayii: dhr.ytttiav't dhn·itmit favafz. The reading of Ppp. was given 
under vs. I. The comm. has 'l')'atki in c. 

3. L~t him give us that wide wealth, of reddish (Pit;diiga-) aspect; 
Inclra [is J most powerful lord among the people. 

Ppp., also the comm., and one of our lVISS. (H.) read tladlzatu in a, and AA. and 
<;c;s. and the comm. have tdm for film_; Ppp. gives no instead; instead of unfot in b, 
c;c;s. has puru:, and AA. repeats rayfm. Inc, both AA. and <;c;:s. read tavastamas_; 
the comm., it-t1n'tt,1,mas. Our tztv{-ffamas is vouched for by two rules of the Prati
<;akhya, iii. 96 and iv. 59. Further, the comm. in b reads -sadrfam. That the verse is 
unz.ih and not gayatri appears not to be noted in the Anukr. L c;:c;s. omits a at the end.J 
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34. Praise and prayer to Agni. 

[ Ciitana. - LPanca:rcam.J agnidiiivatmn. giiyatram.] 

Only vss. 1, 3, 4 found in Paipp. xix. It is also a RV. hymn, x. 187 (with exchange 
of place between vss. 2 and 3); in other texts is found only the last verse. As in the 
case of certain previous hymns with a refrain, one may conjecture that, with omission 
of the refrain, and combination of the remaining parts of verses, it was made into or 
viewed as three verses; but the case is a much less probable one than those we have 
had above. LCf. Oldenberg, D£e Hymmn des RV., i. 245.J The hymn is employed 
by Kauc;. (3 r, 4), with vii. r 14. 2, in a remedial rite against demons; and it is added 
(note to 8. 25) to the ciitana ga1ia. 

Translated: by the RV. translators; and Florenz, 294 or 46; Griffith, i. 263. 

I. Send thou forth the voice for Agni, bull of people (k.ritt): may he 
pass us over our haters. 

2. He who burns down the demons, Agni, with sharp heat (focis): 
may he etc. etc. 

RV. has vf.ya t;u!m!t1-a at beginning of b. 

3. He who from distant distance shines over across the wastes: may 
he etc. etc. 

Ppp. reads, for c, tiro vifVii • dhirocate. 

4. Who looks forth upon and beholds together all beings : may he 
etc. etc. 

Ppp. reads nipat;yati in a. 

5. Who, the bright Agni, was born on the further shore of this 
firmament (rdjas): may he etc. etc. 

Nearly all our mss. (all save O.D.K.), and the great majority of SPP's, read ajayata, 
without accent, at end of b; both editions give aj-. RV. has asya, unaccented, in a. 
The verse is also found in TS. (iv. 2. 52 ), TB. (iii. 7. 8 1 ), and MS. (ii. 7. u ·*), all begin
ning a with ydt and c with tat, and having, instead of fztkro agn£1·, fttkrd1lt jyotir (but 
MS. mahdt; dtnbit jyotir); all accent djayata, and TB.MS. accent asy,£ with our text. 
*L Also at iii. 2. 4, with the same reading, save paritad.J t 

35. Prayer to Agni Va.i~vanara. 

[Katipika. -vipvanaradaivatam. ,t;it)latnun.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix., and in the <;rauta~Siitras of A.i;valayana (viii. 1 I. 4) and 
<;;ankhayana (x. 9. 17); the first verse, further, in VS. and MS. This hymn and the 
one following are called by Kauc;. (3 r. 5) vzt.i;vanarzya, and used in a general remedial 
rite; and verse 35. 2 is reckoned (note to 32. 27) to the ai1,holz'fi._g-a ga?ta. In Va.it., 
I1ymn 35 appears alone.in the agnicayana (29. 5), with i. 2r and vii, 84, accompanying 
the covering of the :first courses of bricks. 

Translated: Florenz, 295 or 47; Griffith, i. 264. 
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I. Let Vai<;vanara, for our aid, come forth hither from the distance 
- Agni, unto our good praises. 

Ac,;S. has this verse precisely as in our text, and so has VS. at xviii. 72 Land c;<;s. 
has the pratika, a J, but VS. xxvi. 8 has again the first two padas, with agnir ukthina 
-vdhasa (see under the next verse) for third; and MS. iii. I 6. 4 has the latter version, 
with the further variant of ittyzf. pra (i.e., doubtless, 1Uyii ci jmi) at the end of a. 
Ppp. has the bad reading fitaya pra _ _; it further exchanges the third padas of r and 2, 

and reads as 2 c upe 'mii,Jh su1/ut£1Jt mama. 

2. Vai~vanara, our ally (saj'lls), bath come unto this our offering
Agni, at our songs, in our distresses. 

The two Siitras have for c agnir ukthena 1.1fthasii (found in VS.MS. in combination 
with I a, b); Ppp., as also noticed above, has for c our I c. The translation given 
implies that a1ihasu (which is read by all the mss. without exception, and is quoted so 
in the commentary to Prat. iv. 32) is the same with the usual d,ilzafisit.,· no stem cbihan 
is found anywhere else; the comm. foolishly explains it by abhiganta•z;ye1u, adj. to 
ukthe:r;u. The translation, moreover, represents the pada-text reading of agamat in a 
as t1: agamat_; but it seems altogether likely that the true meaning is zf.: gamat 'may 
he come.' 

3. May Vai~vanara shape the praise and song of the Angirases; may 
he extend to them brightness (dyzmmd) [and] heaven (svar). 

Of the two Sutras, c;<;s. supports our ciik/pat (comm. cakrpat) in sense by reading 
Jt;Janat/ Ac,;s. has the better reading cakanat 'take pleasure in.' Ac;S. also has 
ali,girobhyas in a (both j,reserve the a of afig-); Ppp. has no aligirobhis. In b, Ppp. 
and c;c;s. have yt~fnam for uktham_; Ac,;S. has stoma for -mam, and in c omits a (if it 
is not a misprint); Ppp. has pra instead of iii '.yu. 

36. In praise of Agni. 

[AthanJ(m (svast)'ayana!,:a.11ut{i}. -i'i/[ne)'am. gilytitram.] 

Found also, imperfect, in Paipp. xix., and in other texts, as SV. (ii. 1058-60), etc., 
mentioned under the several verses. For the use of the hymn with its predecessor by 
Kau~. (3 I. 5), see under the latter. 

Translated: Florenz, 296 or 48; Griffith, i. 264. 

I. To Vaic;vanara, the righteous, lord of right, of light, we pray for 
unfailing heat (ghannd). 

The Sa.man version, as also that in VS. (xxvi. 6), in MS. (iv. II, 1), and Ac,;S. 
(viii. ro. 3), is precisely accordant with ours; that in c;c;s. (iii. 3. 5) has bhtintmi instead 
of gharmdm in c. 

2, He shaped himself unto all things; he, the controlling one, sends 
out the seasons, drawing out the vigor (vdyas) of the sacrifice. 

The verse is corrupt in Ppp., but the second and third padas in it exchange places, 
as they do in the SV. version. SV. also reads, for a, ya £cl,_i1n pratipaprat!u!, and has 
svar for vayas in c; it and all the other versions read rt11n__; our rtt"t1ir is quoted in 
Prat. ii. 29, and in the comment to i. 68. The comm. reads in a 1drvaft and cakrpe, and 
some of our authorities (P.LK.), with the great majority of SPP's, also have vfrva{i.,· 
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but SPP. gives vf~vii in his text, as we have done. A(_;S. (viii. 9. 7) and c;c;s. (x. I r. 9) 
read instead virvam, and ciik{pat. TB. (ii. 4~ I9-10) makes an anu#ubh verse of our 
3 b, c and 2 a, b ; it reads, for our 2 a, sd iddm prdti pafrathe. 

3. Agni, in distant domains, the desire of what is and is to be, bears 
rule as the one universal ruler. 

Or, it may be (so Florenz), 'Agni, as Kama, rules over what has been and is to be,' 
etc.; the comm. explains kiimas as kamayita kibnaprado vii. SV. (also VS. xii. I r7) 
reads prijeru for pare.pt in a; A<;S. (viii. 10. 3) has instead pratnefU. c;c;s. (iii. 5. 8) 
has our text without variant; also TB. (see above), in b, c. L Cf. iii. 21. 4 and Muir, 

v. 403.J 

37. Against curses. 

[ A tharvan (.svastyayanakibna,!z ). - candramasa,n. ifnt✓ffttblta;n.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Quoted by Kam;. (48. 23) in a witchcraft ceremony 
(against the effect of an opponent's sorcery, comm.), with givG1g a pale lump (:/Ji?ttfam 
pli,rujum: the comm. explains it as a lump of white dirt) to a dog; and vs. 3 is, doubt
less correctly, regarded by the comm. as intended at 48. 37 (the pratlka would equally 
designate vii. 59), with the laying on of fuel from a tree struck by lightning. The hymn 
is further reckoned (note to 25. 36) to the s·vastyayana gatza. 

Translated: Florenz, 297 or 49; Grill, 25, 16r ; Griffith, i. 264; Bloomfield, 93,475. 

r. Hither hath come forth, having harnessed his chariot, the thousand
eyed curse, seeking after. my curser, as a wolf the house of a sheep
owner. 

Ppp. has, in a, abhi (which is better) for 1tpa_; in c,ya# for mama.,· and, in d, it 
combines vrkai '11a - which contraction the Anukr. appears to ratify. Yztkt-viiya 
would fill out b more acceptably. 

2. Avoid us, 0 curse, as a burning fire a pond ; smite our curser here, 
as the bolt from heaven a tree. 

The distinction of hr and ltra in manuscripts is so slight that some of our mss. might 
be viewed as reading Jzrdam in b, and SPP. estimates most of his authorities as giving 
it (and the comm. t'dttm), though he also accepts hraddm in his text. Ppp. reads z'·va 
in b, and tvam for nas in c, and divya for divas in d. 

3. Whoever shall curse us not cursing, and whoever shall curse us 
cursing, him, withered (?), I cast forth for death, as a bone ( ??) for a dog. 

The first: half-verse is repeated below, as vii. 59. I a, b, with a different second half; 
it is also found, with still another ending, in TB. (iii. 7. 62 3), TA. (ii. 5. zu), and 
Ap. (iv. I 5. I): these three put fapatas in b next before fdfiU. The meaning of both 
plffram (for which cf. iv. 12. 2) and avakfama1n in c is extremely doubtful, and the 
translation of the line must be regarded as only tentative. L Bloomfield takes dva.l,.\'iti

manz as 'down upon the ground' : on the score of form and accent ( Gram. § I 3 I 3 b, 
r3 ro), this is admissible; but I can hardly cite an example of a'va thus used, except 
PaJ..'lini's ava-loma11t.J The comm. reads pe;fam, explaining it by p(r;fa1na_ycuiz khi'i.
dyam _; a•vakfama1n is glossed with avadagdlzam. Ppp. gives the verse the same 
second half as our vii. 59. I. The Anukr. appears to ratify the contraction -tram 'va; 
in c. L Pada d := v. 8. 5 d. Compare also iv. 36. z a, b. J 
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38. For brilliance. 

[Atharvan (varcaskiima!z.). -caturrcam. brhaspatidevatyam uta tvifidevatyam. triiiffubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. ii. (in the order 1, 2, 4, 3); and in TB. ii. 7. 7r-2 (in the order 
I, 4, 2, 3) and K. xxxvi. 15 (in the order 3, 2, I, 4), This hymn and its successor are 
employed together by Kauc;. (13. 3-6) in a rite for glory, with the navel-hairs of sundry 
creatures Lcf, Weber, RajasiZya, p. 99, n. 3J, and splinters of ten kinds of trees; and 
they are reckoned to both varcasya ga?zas (notes to 12. ro and I3. r). They are 
further included L r 39. r 5 J with several others (i. 30 ; iv. 30, etc.) in a rite ( called 
utsarjana, comm.) in the ceremony of entering on Vedic study. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 240; Florenz, 297 or 49; Griffith, i. 265; Bloomfield, r r6, 477. 

I. What brilliancy (tvf.rz') is in lion, in tiger, and what in adder, in 
fire, in the Brahman, what in the sun: the fortunate goddess that gave 
birth to Indra - let her come to us, in union with splendor. 

Ppp. reads vavardha for jajana in c, and sa a nai 'tu in d. TB. has in the refrain 
ti '.r:an ( or fi gan) for af 'tu. 

2. What brilliancy is in elephant, in leopard, what in gold, in waters, 
in kine, what in men (pitnt~·a): the fortunate goddess etc. etc. 

Ppp. and TB. agree in reading dr;ve11J jntrttfeftt go1u in b. 

3. In chariot, in dice, in the bull's strength (va:fa), in wind, in rain
god, in Varm:i,a's vehemence (rzt~·ma): the fortunate goddess etc. etc. 

Ppp. inverts the order of vifte and parjdnyc in b ; TB. Land con~m. J read vr;abhdsya 
in a. 

4. In a noble (rajan;1a), in the c1rum, in the drawn [arrow], in the 
horse's vigor, in man's roar(?): the fortunate goddess etc. etc. 

Ppp. and TB. agree in prefixing yzt at the beginning of the verse, and TB. has 
krdndye for 'Vif,Jt: in b, while Ppp. has, for b, l'v(ri"r arve miiyani stanayitna go121 yli. 

Jl,fayz't is not properly used of pi,ru.ya 'man,' and the expression is obscure and doubtful. 
The comm. takes dyatiiyiim as == atii,(lyamihtiiyiim and qualifying dundublziiit ! LFor 
the meaning here assigned to it, see note to vi. 65. I .J In this hymn, again, it appears 
as if the equivalence to three verses. were recognized, the refrain of vss. 2, 3 being left 
out of account. But the Anukr. acknowledges four verses, and each of the four has its 
refrain in TB. 

39. For glory. 
[Atharvan (varcaskilma(!). -brhaspatidevatyam, r.jagati; 2. trif/ttbh; 3. amt;/ubh.] 

Found also in J1aipp. :x:ix. Used by Kauc;. always in connection with hymn 38: see 
under that hymn. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 240; Florenz, 299 or 5r; Griffith, i. 265; Bloomfield, II7, 478. 

I. [ As] glory (ydras) let [my] oblation increase, quickened by Indra, 
of thousand-fold might; well.;brought, made with power; me, proceeding 
mightily onward unto long sight, [me]with my oblation, do thou increase · 
unto chiefhood. 
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Ppp. has, for b, sahasrat-r1!is sukrtmiz sahas·vat.,· in c,fivase (which is better) for 
t:ak:'wse .,· in d, it omits mii, which improves the meter. The comm. has suvrtam in b. 
The "jagati" (n+r2: 12+13=48) is an irregular one. LCf. RV. v.44.3, where we 
have the intensive of sr with anu-jra. J 

2. Unto our glorious lndra, rich in glory, would we, rendering homage, 
with glories pay worship; do thou bestow on us royalty quickened by 
Indra; in thy bestowal here may we be glorious. 

This verse is found in Ppp. in a different connection, further on in the same book, 
and with quite different readings: vayam for nas in a; for b, ya(asvino ha·vi~·az" 'nani 
11idhema _; in c, dadhad for rasva .,- for d, tasya rlitre adlii-vake syama. 

3. Glorious was Indra, glorious was Agni, glorious was Soma born ; 
glorious, of all existence am I most glorious. · 

Ppp. combines ya(ii 'gnir in a. This verse is repeated below, as 58. 3. 

40. For freedom from fear. 

[ Atharvan (?: I-a. abhayakiima~; 3. svastyayanakiima!z). - I-2. mantroktadevatye. jagatyiiu . 
.3. aindri. amt:1Jubh.] 

The first two verses are found also in Pai pp. i., much altered. Used, according to 
Ka.u~. (59. 26), by one who desires absence of danger, with vi. 481 with worship or offer
ing to the seven seers in as many directions ; and Ke~ava and the comm. regard it as 
further intended by 16. 8, in a rite for courag~ in an army; vss. r, 2 are reckoned (note to 
16. 8) to the abhaya garia, and vs. 3 (note to 25. 36) to the svastyayana ga?za_; the 
comm. notes its application according to 139. 7 in the rite for one beginning Vedic study. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 373, also 242; Florenz, 300 or 52; Griffith, i. 266. 

I. Let fearlessness, 0 heaven-and-earth, be here for us; let Soma, 
Savitar, make us fearlessness ; be the wide atmosphere fearlessness for 
us ; and by the oblation of the seven seers be there fearlessness for us. 

In d, saptarfitiam is read by one or two mss. Ppp. has only the first pftda of this 
verse. Neither vs. I nor vs. 2 is a good jagatf _; easy emendations would make both 
good tri1tublt. 

2. For this village [let] the four directions - let Savitar make for us 
sustenance, well-being, welfare ; let Indra make for us freedom from foes, 
fearlessness ; let the fury of kings fall on (ablzi-ya) elsewhere. 

Ppp. rectifies the redundancy of b by reading s1tbhii.ta1iz savitii dadhatu .,· in c, it 
reads ar;atnan and omits nas / for d, it has 1nadhye ea 11i:riidt sukrte s_yama. The 
comm. reads afatrus in c. 

3. Freedom from enemies for us below, freedom from enemies for us 
above; 0 Indra, make freedom from enemies for us behind, freedom 
from enemies in front. 

Or, these four d.irections admit of being understood (so the comm.) as from the south, 
from the north, from the west, in the east. The verse is found also in the Kanva ver
sion of the Vajasaneyi-Sainhita (iii. II. 6), withvze adharifg in a, uddk krdhi i~ b, and 
pafcii.n me in c; further, in K. (xxxvii. 10). 
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41. To various divinities. 

[Brahman. - bahudi'iivatam uta candramasam. anu1fubham: r. bhury·; 3. tri1/ubh.] 

Not found in Paipp., nor, so far as observed, in any other text. Used by Kau<;. 
(54. I I), with ii. I 5, in the godiina ceremony, as the youth is made to eat a properly 
cooked dish of big rice (mahavrilzi). 

Translated: Florenz, 301 or 53; Griffith, i. 266. 

I. To mind, to thought, to device (dht), to design, and to intention, 
to opinion (mati), to instruction (r;rutd), to sight, would we pay worship 
with oblation. 

The meter in b would be rectified by reading iiktltyai. L In his note to i. I. I, W. took 
fritta here as 'sense of hearing.'J 

2. To expiration, to perspiration (vyand), to breath the much nour
ishing, to SarasvatI the wide extending, would we pay worship with 
oblation. 

3. Let not the seers who are of the gods leave us, who are self (tanfl)
protecting, self-born of our self; 0 immortal ones, attach yourselves to 
us mortals ; grant life-time (dyus) in order to our further living. 

With the first line is to be compared AB. ii. 27. 7: r;ayo daivyasas tanupavanas 
tawvas tapojaft (Florenz). Tantt (lit. 'body') 'self' apparently refers throughout to 
ourselves. This verse is translated by Muir, OST. v. 296. LMzf hasl;ur f;ayo dlifvia 
nafi would make good meter. J 

The fourth anuvaka ends here, having ro hymns and 33 verses; and the old Anukr. 
says of it and its predecessor together trtzyacaturtltlitt trayastrbifakau (trtfya- given 
above, not here). 

42. To remove wrath. 

[EhrgvaiiJrt'ras (paraspara11icittilikfhm-a?taf.t). -manyudevatyam. anuf/itbham: I, 2. bhurij.] 

Found also, with considerable variation, in Paipp. xix. Used by Kam;. (36. 28-30), 
in the section of rites concerning women, for the appeasement of anger: with vs. 1, one 
takes a stone on seeing the angry person; with vs. 2 one sets it down toward the same; 
with vs. 3 one spits upon it (aMlni;/lii11ati: the text would suggest rather abliz'tz'!!hati). 
The hymn is reckoned also (note to 26. 1) to the takmaniifana gatza. In Va.it. (r2. r3) 
it is employed in the a,gni..y/oma in case of an outbreak of anger. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 515; Florenz, 302 or 54; Grill, 29, 162; Griffith, i. 267; 
Bloomfield, I 36, 479• 

I. As the string from the bow, do I relax (mm-tan) fury from thy 
heart, that, becoming like-minded, we (two) may hold together (sac) like 
friends. 

I 
The Ppp. version is in 1 'tany points different : ava jya,n -iva dhanv-inaf ftt.pnmfi 

tanomi te hrda(t : adha sa; unanasau. bhutva sakkike 'va saciivake. The first half
verse occurs Lat MP. ii. 22.:.:, with hrdas transferred to the beginning of b ;J also in 
HGS. (i. I 5. 3), with dhanvi~ias (like. Ppp.), and with hrdas transferred Las in MP. J, 
and with dyiim £or jyam. In this verse and the next, the Anukr. does not allow the 
abbreviation •va after sdkhiiyliu, 
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2. We (two) will hold together like friends; I relax thy fury; we cast 
in thy fury under a stone that is heavy. 

Perhaps better 'thy fury that is heavy'; but the versi011 of Ppp. L with the comm.J 
decidedly supports the translation as given.: aenanii manyuvi gurtt?za pi ni dadhmasi. 
Ppp's version of a, b is this: vi' te ma1~yimi nayamasi Lcf, MP. ii. 22. 2J sakhike '·va 
saclivahai. 

3. I trample upon (abki~stha) thy fury, with heel and with front foot, 
that thou mayest speak not uncontrolled, rnayest come unto my intent. 

LI do not see why prdpada may not here be rendered by' toe.'J Ppp. reads, for b, 
par.ytziblzyam prapadablzyam_; and, for c, d, para te dastya,h 'vadhavi para 1nanyu1h 
suvamz" te. L The second half-verse recurs at the end of the next hymn. Pada d is a 
stock-phrase: see i. 34. 2; iii. 25. 5; vi. 9. 2; 43. 3.J 

43. To assuage wrath. 

[(As 42.)-manyupavumadevatakam. limtffttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. In Kauc;. (36. 32), the hymn appears, next after hymn 
42, in a rite for appeasement of anger, darbha being treated as an amulet (? Nadlih1at). 

Translated : Florenz, 303 or 5 5 ; Grill, 30, I 62 ; Griffith, i. 267 ; Bloomfield, r 3 7, 480. 

I. This darbhd [is] fury-removing, both for one's own man and for a 
stranger; and this is called a fury-removing fury-appeaser of fury. 

The translation implies the emendation of vimanyukasya in c to -kat; ea (as proposed 
by Grill, and virtually by Florenz). Ppp. supports the change, reading 7.11,'mm~ako 
manyuwmano 'stu me_,· it has 11z'Jnanyakas also in a. 

2. This that is many-rooted, [that] reaches down (ava-stha) to the sea, 
the darbhd, arisen out of the earth, is called a fury-appeaser. 

Ppp. reads, in b, /Jrthi-vyam ' in the earth,' instead of samztdrtfm 'to the sea'; end 
of c, and d, ni1tlzi'tas sa ce •stit vimanyakafi. The Anukr. takes no notice of the 
deficiency of a syllable in a. 

3. We conduct away the offense (? fa1'dtzi) of thy jaws, away that of 
thy mouth, that thou mayest not speak uncontrolled, may~st come unto 
my intent. 

The last half-verse is a repetition of vi. 42. 3 c, d L which see J ; it is wanting .in 
Ppp., perhaps as result of a lacuna. Most of the mss. have the false reading m1tkhy1in 
in b, but SPP. also emends to -am, being supported by the comm. The latter explains 
fani~iim by hi1isahetubhiitci1it krodhiibh.fvyanjika,ii dhamcrnim. 

44. For cessation of a disease. 
[ Vi;vflmitra. -mantro~tadevatyam uta ·viinaspatyam. itnu;fttbham: 3•3':P• mahabrhati.] 

LPartly prose-vs. 3.J The verses r, z, are found also in Paipp., r a, b in iii.; 
I c, d and 2 in xix. Used in Kauc;. (3r. 6) in a.remedial rite against slander (ajJavada; 
but the text L cf. Bloomfield, p. xlv. J reads apavata), with help of a self-shed cow-horn 
properly prepared. 
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Translated: Ludwig, p. 509; Florenz, 304 or 56; Griffith, i. 268; Bloomfield, 10, 

481.-Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, fl:fanuel, p. 151; Zimmer, p. 390. 

I. The heaven hath stood; the earth bath stood; all this living world 
bath stood; the trees have stood, sleeping erect; may this disease of 
thine stand. 

The peculiar epithet itrdkvasvajma was applied by Ppp. to a tree also in its vei·sion 
of 30. 3, above. L" Stand," i.e. 'come to a st~ndstill.' J 

2. What hundred remedies are thine, and [what] thousand, assembled 
- [with them thou art] the most excellent remedy for flux, the best 
effacer of disease. 

Ppp. has yat for ya in a, and sambhrtani (for -gatiinl) in b; instead of c, it reads 
te1am asz' tvam uttamam anasriiva saroga{ta1it * ( = ii. 3. 2 c, d); in d, -,r/ha. The 
Ppp. reading, and ii. 3. 2, suggest supplying rather 'of them' than 'with them' between 
the half-verses. The comm. understands a, b as addressed to the patient (vyiidhz'ta). 
·*Lintencling, presumably, anasrii.vam arogaizavi.J 

3. Rudra's urine art thou, the navel of the immortal (amrta); vi{iii~zaka 
('horny') by name art thou, ari~en from the root of the Fathers, an 
effacer of the ·vadkrta. 

This prose-stanza is reckoned by the Anukr. as if metrical. Vatfkrta, like vatikara, 
is too doubtful to render; its derivation from 7.llUa 'wind' is extremely unsatisfactory, 
and Zimmer's connection of vii.ta with our "wound " etc. is also questionable ; the 
comm. understands vati kttaniifani ( viUi = 1.isra,z,asya rogasya fOfayitri). The name 
7.fiftiizakii points to some use of a horn, such as is indicated in the Kam;ika (sva
yavisrasta gor;rt7ga, 'a self-shed cow-horn'). L Note that the epithet "deciduous" 
(svaya1izsrasta) corroborates the etymology of vifiltiii as set forth by W. at iii. 7. r, 
note.J The verse (7+6: 8 + 8+7) does not at all agree with the description of the 
Anukr. 

45. In atonement of offenses. 

[Ai.igiras (pracetif.r) Yizmap c,i. --rluljsvafmanllpanat!evatyam. I, pathyiipankti; 2. bhurik 
triftubh; 3. aniq/ubh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. This hymn and the one next following are used together 
by Ka.uc;. (46. 9) in a rite against bad dreams; and they are both reckoned (note, ib.) 
to the du{t.i·vapnana{ana ga{J.tt. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 443; Florenz, 305 or 57; Griffith~ i. 269; Bloomfield, 163,483. 

r. Go far away, 0 mind-evil! why utterest (rmis) thou things unuttered? 
Go away; I desire thee not; do thou frequent (satn-cara) trees, woods; 
in houses, in kine [is] my mind. 

The combination manas/)(7/Hi is expressly prescribed, by Prat. ii. 79, and the anoma
lous conversion of the final of 1.yk:r,tn to am1s1/ara by Prat. ii. 28. Ppp. has, for a, ape 
'hi manasas pate (which RV. has at the beginning of x. r64. r), and omits e. The 
comm. regards manas and pttpa as two independent words in a, and reads rmisatl in 
b, and vrkfazraniini in d. 
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2. If (ydt) by down-utterance, out-utterance, forth-utterance we have 
offended (upa-r), waking or (Jidt) sleeping, let Agni put far away from us 
all disagreeable ill-deeds. 

The verse corresponds to RV. x. r 64. 3, which reads in a ydd ar;asa ni(ir;asa 'bhir;dsii _,· 
of these words the first and third have usage elsewhere, and a determinable meaning, 
'wish' or 'expectation' and 'imprecation.' The Atharvan substitutes occur only here, 
and the root r;a1is is not met with combined with either ava, nis ( except in the doubtful 
dni(u;asta, RV. once), or para_,· so that it has been necessary to render the words 
mechanically above. TB. (iii. 7. I 24) has a only, with nir;dsa (instead of ni(ir;asa), 
which is equally unsupported.* The comm. regards all the words as containing the 
root r;as 'cut,' paraphrasing it by hilis 'injure'; ttjJarz"lna he renders by ujJiirtiift pitjita 
blzavcma, turning the active into a passive. L Pada b recurs at vi. 96. 3.J * LTB. has yad 
ar;dsa nir;dsa yat parar;asa, blending RV. and AV. readings. J 

3. If (Jidt), 0 Indra, 0 BrahmaiJaspati, we also proceed falsely, let 
the Angirasa, forethoughtful, protect us from difficulty, from distress. 

The verse is RV. x. 164.4, which, however, has the better readings abhidrolzam for dpi 
mf ,ra in b, and dvi,fati:im for d1tritdt in d. Ppp. reads, for d, dvijatas jiitu ttb!tyafi. 

It is probably only on account of the occurrence in it of the word svapantas (2 b) 
that this hymn is in our text put in connection with the one that follows. 

46. Against evil dreams. 

[ A iigiras. - pilrvoktadevat;1a1n uta svapnam. r. kakmnmati 'llisttlrapankti~; 2. 3-av. rakvari
garbM 5--p.fagati; 3. antt{fztbh.] 

The :first and third verses are found also in Paipp. xix.,* but not in connection with 
the hymn which here precedes. The first two "verses" are pure prose, and their 
description as metrical gives the Anukr. much trouble, with unsatisfactory result. The 
hymn is used by Kau<;, (46. 9) with the preceding: see under the latter; further, in the 
same ceremonies against bad dreams appears (46. 13) a pratika which might signify 
either vs. 2 or xvi. 5. I : the comm. holds that the former is intended (as including 
vss. 2 and 3). * LRoth reports xix. 57. I (= vs. 3 l1ere) as occurring in Paipp. ii.J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 498; Florenz, 306 or 58; Griffith, i. 269; Bloomfield, 167, 
485. 

1. Thou who art not alive, not dead, immortal-embryo of the gods art 
thou, 0 sleep; Varm;anI is thy mother, Yama thy father; Araru by 
name art thou. 

Ppp. reads yamar 'pita. The mss. are much at variance as to two points in this 
verse: . whether asi or asi after -garbhr.ts, and whether drarus or ararus. As regards 
the former, they are nearly equally divided; both printed texts give asi, which is doubt
less preferable. In the other case, the great majority of authorities have drarus, which 
is accordingly adopted in both texts (our Bp.E.T.K. read anirus); but TB. (iii. 2. 94) 
and MS. (iv. i. ro), which have a legend about an Asura of this name, accent ardru, 
and this was probably to have been preferred. 

2. We know thy place of birth (janitra), 0 sleep; thou art son of 
the gods' sisters (-}liml), agent of Yama; end-maker art thou; death art 
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thou ; so, 0 sleep, do we comprehend thee here; do thou, 0 sleep, 
protect us from evil-dreaming. 

This verse is repeated below as xvi. 5. 6. The comm. renders jiimi by -stri. 

3. As a sixteenth, as an eighth, as a [whole] debt they bring together, 
so do we bring togethe1: all evil-dreaming for him who hates us. 

'Bring together,' i.e. 'pay off, discharge.' This verse is RV. viii. 47. 17 a-d, where, 
however, is read smii-ndyiimasi" also at end of b (instead of -yanti), and aptyt for 
dvi1ate in d; it is also found again below, with slight differences, as xix. 57. I. 'Eighth' 
is literally 'hoof' (faphd), from the eight hoofs of cattle etc. The sixteenth or eighth 
is possibly the interest. All the authorities, for once, agree in reading ydtha rtzdm, 
(instead of ydtha rtzdm), and it is accordingly received in both published texts. 

47. For blessings: at the three daily libations. 

[Angiras (?). -ilgneyam; 2. viiifvadev'i; 3 . .raudhanvanil. traif/ttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. and in TS. (iii. I. 9r-2 ), and K<;S. Not used by Kau<;.; 
appears in Vait. (21. 7) in the agni;foma, with vi. 48 and ix. r. I 1-13, at the savanas. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 429; Florenz, 308 or 60; Griffith, i. 270. 

I. Let Agni at · the morning libation (sdi,ana) protect us, he that 
belongs to all men (vtiifvtinard), all-maker, all-wealful; let him, the 
purifier, set us in property (drd·vi~za); may we be long-lived, provided 
with draughts. 

Ppp. ends b with pathikrd vifvakn/ifz, and TS. has ma!u'nii, K<;S. (ix. 3. 21) mahz
nam, and MS. (i. 3. 36) vifVafrfs, for virvakft _; all have drdvitiam (for -tze) in c; and 
MS. reads pratd{i stivanat in a. L As to the morning invocation of Agni, see Bloomfield, 
J AOS. xvi. 10. J The comm. explains sahdbluikfas by samanasomajJiina{t pu.trapautrii
dz'bki(t sahabhojana 'Va. 

z. May all the gods, the Maruts, Indra, not leave us at this second 
libation; long-lived, speaking what is dear to them, may we be in the 
favor of the gods. 

Neither Ppp. nor TS. nor K<;S. (ix. 14. 17) have any variant in this verse. 

3. This third libation [is] of the poets (kavt), who rightfully (rtena) 
sent out the bowl; let those Saudhanvanas, who have attained heaven, 
conduct our happy-offering unto what is better. 

That is (a), of the Ribhus, one of whose merits, leading to the con:ferral of immortal
ity upon them, was their service to the ceremonial in connection· with the libational 
bowl, which they made four. LFor this the comm. gives ample citations, e.g. RV. 
i. r6r. 2.J Ppp. combines, in c, stiztdhanvantt 'mrta "naflinas, and ends the verse with 
nayiitha. TS. has the insignificant variants of drvar in c, and 'llaszyas in d; K<;S. 
(x. 3. 2 I) reads trtzya-savana1n in a, and no cbhi" 1.1aszyo n- in d. 
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48. To the deities of the three daily libations~ 

[L? J-mantroktar[idevatyam. ilztt!iiham.] 

316 

L Not metrical.J Not found in Paipp., but occurs in <:;B. (xii. 3. 43-s), TS. iii. 2, I 1 , 

PB. i. 3. 8 and 5. 12, r 5, GB. (i. 5. I 2-14), c:;c:;s. (vi. 8. ro- I 2), and K<:;S. (xiii. I. r r ). 
Used by Kauc;. (56. 4), in the upanaya?la cer~mony, as the teacher gives and the pupil 
accepts a staff; and again (59. 26) in the kamya rites, with vi. 40 : see the latter; 
Land again (59. 27), alone, with delivering a staff to one consecrated or to a Vedic stu
dent ;J and Ke~. Lschol. to 16.SJ regards the hymn as going with hymn 40 in the battle 
incantation~. In Va.it. it is employed with the preceding hymn (see the latter), and also 
(17. 10) at an earlier part of the agni1foma, with the savanas Lin the verse-order r, 3, 2J. 

Translated: Florenz, 309 or 61 ; Griffith, i. 271. -Treated at length by Bloomfield, 
J AOS. xvi. 3 ff., 23; or Festgmss an Roth, p. 149 ff.· Cf. also JAOS. xix., 2d half, p. I r. 

I. A falcon art thou, with g-ti)'atni for meter; I take hold after thee ; 
carry me along to welfare at the close (udf'c) of this offering: hail! 

All the other texts read sdm paraya for sa,iz ·vaha, and <:;B.TS.PB.GB.K<;S. end 
there; c;c:;s. adds our further refrain, but with udrcam (for -cl), and omitting s,z,ahil/ 
c; c; S. also adds pat'va after asi at the beginning, in all the three verses. The comm. 
regards the sacrifice itself as addressed in each verse. He .says of ztdrci: uttamli 
•vasanavartiny rg udrk. The metrical definitions of the Anukr. are so far correct that 
the verses can be read as 28 syllables. 

2. A Ribhu art thou, withJdgat for meter; I take hold etc. etc. 

All the other texts put this verse last, as it properly belongs. c;B.TS.GB. encl all 
three verses in the same way; c;c;s. omits the refrain after the first verse, but states 
that it is the same in the others; K<;S. ends also with -chandlis in the second and third 
verses. Instead of rb!dtr asi, TS. has st.,([J·hci 'si (andjcf..gaticlzandiis), GB. and PB. have 
svaro 'si gayo 'si, and c;c;s. has sakha 'si patva. 

3. A bull art thou, with trif{ztbh for meter ; I take hold etc. etc. 

At the beginning of this verse the authorities vary greatly: <;B.TS.K<;S. have 
supartt() •si,,· c;c:;s. the same, with patvlt added (as in the other verses); PB. 11nako 
•si_; GB. samrii{l asz'. The comm. identifies the "bull" with Indra. · 

49• To Agni etc. 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Further, in K. (xxxv. 14-15), and the first two verses in 
Ap(.;S. xiv. 29.3, the first in TA. (vi. to. 1) and JB. (ii. 218), the last in RV. (x. 94. 5); 
they seem to be three unconnected verses. Their very obscure and questionable content 
is explained by the comm. as accompanying and referring to the fire that consumes a 
deceased teacher; the hymn is to be spoken by a pupil : this the Kau<sika prescribes 
(46. r4). In A.p(.;S., the two verses are two out of six with which a consecrated person 
is to accompany six oblations offered in case he spills his seed. Parts of the hymn 
relate to the action of the pressing stones in crushing the stalks of the soma-plant. 

Translated : Ludwig, p. 432 ; Florenz, 3 ro or 62 ; Griffith, i. 272. 
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I. Surely no mortal, 0 Agni, hath attained the cruelty of thy self (tantl). 
The ape gnaws (Mas) the shaft (ti_jana), as a cow her own after-birth. 

That is, perhaps (a) hath succeeded in inflicting a wound on thee. Ppp. differs only 
in reading martyam at end of a. For tanvas in a, TA.Ap. have the equivalent tamt
'Vtiz/ for iincbi,;a in b, TA. cakiira, Ap. ,in,r,,;a; for svdm, in c, TA. jntnar. The comm. 
has bibliastiin c (also 2 d L which see J) .. 

2. Like a ram, thou art bent both together and wide apart, when in 
the upper wood [the upper] and the lower stone devour; exciting (ard) 
head with head, breast (dpsas) with breast, he gnaws the soma-stalks 
(aiu;zt) with green mouths. 

In a, 'ram' (me:rti) perhaps means something made of ram's wool or skin; or the 
action of the stones is compared to that of a ram, butting and drawing back. K. (of 
which I happen to have the readings in this verse) gives vu:,a i'va yad upa ea vi ea 
carvati, and Ap. the same, except the blundering car1.1ari for carvati. The comm. has 
ucyase for czcyase. Ppp's a is IVC[(ti 'va silica itaror vartzyate. In b, which is the most 
hopeless part of the verse, K. reaclsyad apsaradrztr u.parasya kluidati, and Ap. doubtless 
intends the same, but is corrupted in part to apsararil,parasya. The comm. has aparas 
for uparas. Inc, K. has vak.yasii vak.ya ejayann, Ap. the same, and also, blunderingly, 
girau for ,;iro. Ppp. has apsanz pso. Ind, K. begins with anptm/ Ap. has the same 
and also gabltasti_; the comm. again bibhasti. The comm. has two different conjectures, 
both worthless, for uttaradrau; L Fischel discusses afsas, Ved. Stud. i. 308 ff., and 
this vs. at p. 312. Aufrecht 'discusses the roots bltas, KZ. xxxiv. 458. Hillebrandt 
discusses this vs., Ved. ilfythol. i. I 54. J 

3. The eagles have uttered (kr) their voice close in the sky; in the 
lair (akhm-d) the black lively ones have danced; when they come down 
to the removal of the lower [stone], they have assumed much seed, they 
that resort to the sun. 

In c, RV. has nyafl (p. 1ryclk) nt yanti', for which our reading is evidently a corrup
tion- as is probably also nf~·krtim for RV. ni.ykrtam, and s1"lryar;rftas for RV. •r;vitas 
at the end. The comm. has d-i?.li instead of dyavi in a. Ppp. has a very original d: 
fntro VllCO dadhin: sii1'yasya. There is no reason for reckoning this jagatf as vt'raj. 

50. Against petty destroyers of grain. 
[ A tharvan (abltayakiimaM. - iifvinam, I. vi?'atj jagat'i ,· 2, .3. path;1iljrtnkti.] 

Only the second verse is found in Paipp., in book xix.; and no occurrence of any part 
of the hymn has been noted elsewhere. Its intent is obvious. In Kaui;. (5 r. r 7) the 
hymn is applied in a rite for ridding the fields of danger from mice and other pests ; one 
goes about the field scratching lead with iron ( ?the comm.·reads aya(isismiz ghar1an); 
and it is reckoned (note to 16. 8) to the abhaya ga?za. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 499; Florenz, 3 r 2 or 64; Griffith, i. 272 ; Bloomfield, 142, 

485. 

I. Smite, 0 A<svins, the borer, the smnankd, the rat; split their head; 
crush in their ribs; lest they eat the barley, shut up their mouth; then 
make fearlessness for the grain. 
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All the mss. accent dfvina, as if the word began the second pada instead of ending 
the first, and SPP. follows them; our text emends to a('V-. In b, SPP. reads, with most 
of the mss., chlntam, which is better, being prescribed by Prat. ii. 20. The comm. reads 
at the beginning of cyuvihh 1zed adat. Tarda perhaps denotes a special kind of akltu 
Q1· rat. The comm. regards samaiika as adj. to iiklzum and == samancanam bilavi 
.sampravif ya gacclumtam. 

2. Hey, borer! hey, locust ! hey, grinder, ztpakvasa I as a priest (brah~ 
-mdn) an unfinished oblation, not eating this barley, go up away, doing 
no harm. 

Ppp's version is quite corrupt: tarda he1iz patali,ga he1h jaMyii uj>akvasafi anadanta 
£da1it dhiinya !zinsanto podita. The comm. reads aj>akvasas in b (explaining it by 
adagdlza{i santafi), and brahma (instead of brahma) in c, and aniulantas at beginning 
of d. The first two padas are deficient by a syllable each. LI think Roth intended hi 
twice, not he,it.J 

3. 0 lord of borers, lord of 'l'dglza 's I with arid jaws do ye (pl.) listen 
to me: what devourers (vyad·vard) there are of the forest, and whatever 
devourers ye are, all them do we grind up. 

In vyadvariis, some of our mss. blunder the di1 into dd!t or dhv, even ddkv J. but 
most of them, with all SPP's authorities save one, have vyadvarlis, which is accord
ingly, doubtless with reason, admitted by SPP. into his text as the true reading, and our 
vyadkv- is to be corrected accordingly. L For ,z~v-ad-vara, •vy-advarl, see note to 
iii. 28. 2. But at HGS. ii. I 6. 5 we have 7.JJadlivara with mafaka / d. note to ii. 3 I. 4. J 
Some mss. appear to read 'Va/ytipate in a, but SPP. gives 'lhZl{hii- as supported by all his 
authorities, and the comm. also has it, giving it a fictitious etymology from a-va-ltan; he 
explains it by jataligadi. Piida bis redundant, unless we contract -blut "fnzota. 

51. For various blessings. 

[9a1Mati. -ilpyam; 3. varurastuti. triliffubham: I. gil_yatri; 3. jagatz.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix., in the verse-order r, 3, 2. The hymn is reckoned by 
Kauc;. (9. 2) to the brhachantigaiia.; it is used (25. 20) in healing rites against various 
diseases, and ( 2 5. 2 I) especially against disorders arising from soma drinking ; and 
(4I. 14), with hymn 19 and others, in a ceremony for good fortune; it is further (note 
to 7. 14) one of the aj>li,n silktani. Va.it. (30. 7) has it in the sf.iutrama~zi ceremony 
with the preparation of sztrfi. for one disordered by soma. LKec;ava (to 61. 5) counts 
this hymn (not 57) to apavt'traga?ta,J 

Translated: Griffith, i. 273. 

I. Purified with Vayu' s purifier, Soma [hath] run over opposite 
(pratydn), Indra's suitable companion. 

The translation implies, at the encl of b, titi drzttds ( or atidrutas, as the comm. 
appears to. read), which SPP. has rightly in his text. In most mss. drz1- and hrzt are 
birclly distinguishable (and not easily distinguishable from du and Im), and lwu was 
unfortunately adopted in our text, because the. first mss. consulted favored that reading. 
Ppp. has instead adhi'~rutaft. The verse is found twice* in VS. (x. 3 I d; xix. 3 a), twice 
in TB. (iL 6. I 2-3: two immediately successive version,s), and thrice in MS. (ii. 3. 8; 
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and iii. r I. 7 two immediately successive versions), and, what is unusual, with differences 
of reading in the different versions. VS. differs from our text L see note* J in b, having 
in x. dtisrutas, and in xix. dtidrutas. TB. has both times vay1ts at the beginning, 
but in b the first time pniiik and the second _pratyaiik, both times dtidrzetas. MS. has 
i.n ii. vzi yos ( doubtless a misprint for vayos) and dtz".srutas; in iii., the first time viiyzts, 
_prak, and dtidrutas, the second time ,z;ayos, _pratyak, and atisrutas. The Atharvan 
reading, according to the Prat. phonetic rule ii. 9, ought to be pratydiik before a follow
ing s; but (as explained in the note to that rule) the mss. read simple 17, and both 
printed texts adopt it. L Cf. Weber, Riijasuya, p. ror, n. 7.J ·* LShould be" thrice": 
W. overlooked that at xix. 3 also there are two immediately successive versions, the first 
with pratyaii.k ... atz'drutafi, the second with priiiik ... dtidrtttaft. Moreover, VS. has 
in x. (like TB.) vayi't/z. J 

2. Let the mother waters further (sud) us; let the ghee-purifying ones 
purify us with ghee; since the heavenly ones carry forth all evil (riprd), 
forth from them, indeed, I come clean, purified. 

The verse is found also as RV. x. I 7. ro, with the single variant pmdhayanht at end 
of a; the comm. gives to #id- the same meaning (k.yalayantu. ja_parahitan ptddlzan 
kurvantu). VS.·(iv. 2) also has it, precisely in the RV. version; and MS. (i. 2. r), with 
1na for asmif n and nas in a and b, and with -'vdhanttt in c. Ppp. has -vahanttt like
wise, and at the end it reads ptttay emi, which, curiously enough, Schroder notes as 
read by two of his mss. and by the Kapi~thala text. Ppp. has further the phonetic 
L? graphic J variant ghrtaj;uvas in b. 

3. Whatever, 0 Varm;i.a, that is hateful to the people of the gods 
human beings practise here, if withput intention we have obstructed thine 
ordinances (dlzdnnan), do not, 0 god, harm us for that sin. 

The verse is RV. vii. 89. 5, which, however, reads at end of b cdramasl, and at begin
ning of c ddttiydt tdva etc. TS. (iii. 4. u 6) and MS. (iv. 12. 6) agree precisely with RV. 

The fifth anuvaka, 10 hymns with 30 verses, ends here; the Anukr. quotation, pan
cama, has to be combined with that to the next anwvaka. 

Here ends also the thirteenth prapa/haka. 

52. For deliverance from unseen pests. 

[ B hi~zaN. - mantroktabahttdt'Vatyanz. iimq/ttbham.] 

Also found in Paipp. xix. '(in the verse-order r, 3, 2). The first two verses are RV. 
i. r9r. 9, 4. Used by Kau~. (3r. 8) ina remedial rite against demons. 

Translated: Grfffith, i. 273.-,- See also Henry, Mbn. Soc. Llng., ix. 24r top, and 239. 

I. The sun goes up from the sky, burning down in front the demons; 
he, the A.ditya, from the mountains, seen of all, slayer of the unseen. 

All the mss. read -Ji7rvat at end of b, but both editions make the nearly unavoidable 
emendation to -van, which the comrn. also reads. The first half-verse in RV. is very 
different: 1'td apaptad asli1t sz7ryaft jntrit i,{fvii.ni_jarvan (should be 7.J{rva nijz?rvan? 
Lrather, ?Jifvii.ni ni_ji7rvan i J). Ppp. has vif11aniju-rvan, and, for c, aditya{ parvatiift 
ab/d. The " unseen " in d are, according to the comm., the demons and pi;;acas and the 
like. L Whitney's M. reads jfirvan.J · 
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2. The kine have sat down in the stall ; the wild beasts have gone to 
rest (nz"-vir); the waves of the streams, the unseen ones, have disappeared 
(ni-lip). 

For c, RV. has nf ketdvo jdnanam, and again Ppp. agrees with it. The comm. 
takes alzpsata as imp£. of the desiderative of root labli (nitaraJJi labdhum aicchan) J 

3. The life(,fyus)-giving, inspired (vipcu;dt), famous plant of Kal).va, 
the all-healing one, have I brought; may it quench this man's unseen 
ones. 

Ppp. begins a with ayurvidam, and c with aharlam. SPP. has, in c, if 'bhiirijam, 
although it is both ungrammatical and unmetrical, because nearly all his authorities 
read so (the comm. gives -11am), as do part of ours (H.D.R.). L As to Ka1.wa's plant, 
cf. iv. 19. 2.J 

53. For protection : to various gods. 

[Bthaclmkra. -nilnadiiivatam. triii~1ttbham: I.jagati.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix., and in other texts as noted under the several verses. 
Kam;. uses the hymn (31. 9) in a remedial rite againsf boils etc.; also, in the kamya 
rites (59. 28), with worship of heaven and earth, when valuables are lost; and in the 
savayajnas (66. 2), with v. 10, vii.67, in a response; and, according to the comm. (the 
pratika might also designate xii. I. 53), in the medhajanana LI o. 20 J, with vi. I 08, to 
accompany the partaking of some dish (milk-rice, comm.) and worshiping the sun. 
And vs. 2 occurs in the godlina ceremony (54. 2), with vii. 67, with wiping (the razor, 
comm.) thrice; and vs. 3 in the ujanayana (55. 20), with vii. 97. 2, on releasing a cow. 
In Va.it., vs. 2 is employed in the agni,!{ovza (II. I 5), near the beginning of the cere
mony; and vs. 3 twice in the parvan sacrifice (4. 8, 17), once with the patnisalizycija 
offerings, and once as the sacrificer strokes his face with his wetted hands. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 506; Griffith, i. 274. 

I. Let both the sky now and the earth, forethoughtful- let the 
bright (Ftkrd) great one, by the sacrificial gift, rescue (.Pr) me ; let the 
svadlui favor (antt-ci) [me~ let] Soma, Agni; let Vayu protect us, [let] 
Savitar and Bhaga. 

For the embarrassing ma iddm in a, Ppp. reads simply ma, which is better. TB., in 
its version of the verse (namely of a, b, c, ii. 7. 82 , I frz : each has a different d) has tirii 
instead, and inserts it again before j;ipartu. .,· it also reads prdcetasii at end of a, and 
br!iad dakfitt!i in b. " The bright one'' is doubtless soma; the comm. explains it as 
sttrya, and to dak.yi'tzaya supplies di~li. L Cf. Bloomfield's remark on bat AJP. xvii. 409. J 
The combination am,-ci, elsewhere unknown, must be the equivalent of atttt:fizii or 
anu-man (the comm., a1t11Janatz1). Three of the padas are tt·if/ttbh, but a has J 3 syl
lables unless we contract vze 'dam. 

2. Again let breath, again let soul (iitnzdn) come unto us; again let 
sight, again let spirit (dsu) come unto us; let Vai<;vanara, our unharmed 
body-protector, stand between [us and] all difficulties. 

Compare TA. ii. 51 1, MS. i. 2. 3, A.p. x. 18, 3, all of which have a different (and T.A. 
a much longer) enumeration in a, b, with the verb il•gat 'hath come.' Inc, MS. and 
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Ap. omit nas, TA. reads instead nze.; in d, for antds ti:,fhati, TA. and Ap. h'ave dzia 
biidhatfi.m, MS. apa b-. Ppp. agrees nearly with MS. by reading in a jntnar manafi 

punar iiyie-r na mfi. "gmi .,· in c it has adbhutas for adabdhas .,· its d is antas tif /hasi 
durz'tfi.d avadyiit; Land it combines tanitjJantasJ. L Cf. also MGS. i. 3. 2 and p. 152, s.v. 
punar me.,· and MB. i. 6. 34. J 

3. We have become united with splendor, with fatness (PdJ1as), with 
bodies (tantl), with propitious mind; let Tvashtar make for us here wider 
room; let him smooth down what of our body is torn apart. 

This .verse is found also in many other texts, its first half generally without varia
tion; only PB. (i. 3. 9: this half-verse alone) has tapobhi's for tanilbhls at end of a. 
VS. (ii. 24 et al.) has for c, d: tva.y/ii suddtro 1.d dadltliht rdyo •nu mar:l'Jit tam_10 ydd 
vili.y/am, and the rest follow this rather than our text; only TA. (ii. 4. 1) has no dtra in 
•C, and TS. (i. 4. 44) no dtra vdriva!z. knzoht.,· MS. (i. 3. 38 et al.) and <:;<;S. (iv. r r. 6) 
add nas (like AV.) after anu. in d, and MS. ends with vfri.yfam (TS., of course, has 
tamh1as). Ppp. has, in c, sudatro 'Vari"-va.y kr-, differing from all. The comm. renders 
anit miir~/zt by hastena (od!uzyatu. L Cf. von Schroeder's Tiibinger Kafha-hss., }), 72.J 

54. To secure and increase some one's superiority. 

[Brahman. -ligni{omiyam. 1intt#ttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kam;. (48. 27), in a sorcery, with vii. 70, with 
the direction ity ci!dtagnim pratinlrvapati.,· vs. 2 appears also in the jJarvan sacrifice 
(4• 19), with an offering to Agni and Soma. And vs.2 appears in Va.it. (3.4), in the 
parvan sacrifice, with a silent offering to the same gods. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 27 5. - He entitles it "Benediction 011 a newly elected King." 

I. Now do I adorn this man as superior to his fellow, for attainment 
of Indra ; do thou increase his authority, his great fortune, as the rain 
the grass. 

The first half-verse is very obscure, and the rendering given only tentative; it 
implies the emendation of td.t in a to tdm, or else of idam to imam (as antecedent to 
asyd in c), and the understanding ofyttjd. as for yujtis, instead o£yujif, which thepada
text gives for it both here and in 2 d; to read further indra' (voc.) in b would much 
lighten the difficulty here, and also furnish a subject for the appeal in the next line. A 
dative with uttara is a construction perhaps unknown elsewhere. The comm. com
fortably explains _111tjc as a verb " = yojayaml." Ppp. reads yu:jmh (probably a mere 
error of the transcriber); and, for b, the corrupt yene 'ndrani ptmbha n11 it/aye; 
in c it has ycisya. for as_ya. The Anukr. seems to allow the contraction vr,y,tir '1.1a in d. 
L Roth's collation gives yiqra;h in a, and yu.ga in 2 d ; but it may be a mere omission of 
the accent by which he distinguishes the palatal sonant (t'= our j) from the guttural 
sonant (g).J LPlate 453r7 readsyugavi.J 

2 For him, 0 Agni-and~Soma, maintain ye dominion, for him wealth; 
in the sphere of royalty make ye him superior to his fellow. 

Two or three of our mss. have in b the bad reading dhiirayatam.,· and, in c, even the 
majority of them give -'vargre (as Bp. at iii. 5. 2, and B. Kp. at xi. 2. 4: but SPP. 
reports nothing of the sort in his authorities). Ppp. has yasya for the first a.'WJ.ai, and 
asya for the second, and 'Vardhayatas for dharay(ttam in b ; also alzo for imam in c. 
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3. Whoever, both related and unrelated, assails us - every. such one 
mayest thou make subject to me, the sacrificer, the soma-presser. 

The first half-verse is also I 5. z a, b, above; the last half-verse is also 6. I c, d. 
Ppp. has, for b, yo jato yaf ea nz'.ffya(z.,· it further puts d before c, in the form sarvalii 
tva1n riradhasi nafz. 

55. For various blessings. 

[Brahman (?).-I. viiifvadevi,fagat'i; 2,3. riiudryau: a. tri1/ubh1· .3.jagati".] 

Not found in Paipp., but in TS. (v. 7. 23-4) etc. as noted below. Used by Kane;. 
(52. 1) in a rite for welfare, on going away; and vs. 2 is reckoned (note to 50. I 3) to 
the raudra gaiza. With vs. 2, according to Va.it. 2. I 6, are offered the prayiijas in the 
par'van sacrifice; and with vs. 3 (8. 5), the initial and final homas in the agrayafta. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 218; Griffith, i. 27 5. -As to cycles of lunar years, see 
Zimmer, p. 3 70. 

r. The many paths, traveled by the gods, that go between heaven-and
earth -whichever of them shall carry [one] to unscathedness, to that 
one, 0 gods, do ye all here give me over. 

The first half-verse is also iii. I 5. z a, b. TS. begins ye cat-vii.raft pathdyo, and ends b 
with viydnti (metrically better); its c is te.yti1Jiyo djyanbn djftim avdhat_; and in d it 
has nas for ma, and datta for dhatta. PGS. (iii. I. 2) agrees with TS. except in this 
last point, and in combining yo '/yiinim in c; MB. (ii. I. I o) Lalso agrees with TS. 
save that it J has ajt/im for ajitim. The comm. has datta, like TS., and it is the better 
reading. Both this verse and vs. 3 are incomplete as jagatf. 

2. Hot season, winter, cool season, spring, autumn, rains-do ye set 
us in welfare (s1_1itd); portion ye us in kine, in progeny; may we verily 
be in your windless shelter. 

TS. and MB. (ii. I. I I) read utd nas for f!,;iras in a, end b with s11,1n'td1it no asttt, 
and ha;e, for c, d, tt!.yiim rhttiif.1h fatdfaradcina1ii nz'rl,ata e~·am dbhaye sytima. L See 
also MGS. ii. 8. 6 a, and p. 158, s.v. Jzemanto. PGS. (iii. 2. 2) follows TS. except that 
it ends with vasema and has for b fiva var1a abhayii fa ran na{i.J 

3. Unto the ida-year, the pari-year, the smn-year, pay ye great hom
age; may we be in the favor of these worshipful ones, likewise in their 
auspicious well-willing. 

TS .. begins with the idvatsara or id-year (in the form idwvat-:), and has, for dt 
jydg djita tfhata(i syiima_; MB. (ii. 1. 12} differs from it only in the form idvat-; 
PGS. (iii. 2. 2) also agrees except in giving in a the whole series of five year-names 
of the cycle: sa1iw-, parhl-, idav-, ld-vatsaniya, and ,vatsarllya. Our latter half~verse 
occurs repeatedly in RV. (e.g. iii. r. zr c, d *), and once more in AV. (xviii. r. 58 c, d). 
Ppp. xvii. 6. r 5 enumerates in succession rtavas, iirtavas, and idii-, amt-, pari-, and savz
vatsar(is. The comm. quotes from an unknown source the following verse : candnitiam 
prabJiavadinam pancake-pancake yuge: sam-parz..'da•'nv-id-ityetacchabdapitr'vas tit 
vatsaras, * L With slight changes; .and verbatim at x. 14. 6. J 
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56. For protection from serpents. 

[ r;a'litt,lti. - J. vairvadevi, Uf?l~fgarbhii path_viij>aiikti; 2, J· riiztdryt'iu: 2. a,zu~'fubh; 3· nicrt,] 

Found also in Pai pp. xix. (in the verse-order r, 3, 2). Used by Kau~. (50. I 7), in a rite 
for welfare, with iii. 26, 27 and xii. r. 46, against serpents, scorpions, etc. ; and again 
(r39. 8), with various other verses and hymns, in the ceremony for commencing Vedic 
study. In Va.it. (29. to), in the agnicayana, it and other passages accompany oblations 
to Rudra. 

Translated: Aufrecht, ZDMG. xxv. 235 (1871); Ludwig, p. 502; Grill, 5, 162; 
Griffith, i. 276; Bloomfield, 151, 487. -See also the introduction to iii. 26. 

I. Let not the snake, 0 gods, slay us with our offspring, with our 
men (pz,ru-fa); what is shut together may it not unclose; what is open 
may it not shut together: homage to the god-people. 

Padas c and d are found again below as x. 4. 8 a, b. L Read sa1hyata11i ydn na ·vl 
:1:Parad, 1.Jidttam ydn na etc.? J Ppp. reads in b sa!zapa1tru1an, and omits the con
cluding pada. The comm. has vi sjlmrat in c; he understands the ' open ' and 'shut' 
of the snake's mouth, doubtless correctly. l\.f D. (ii. r. 5) has a parallel phrase: saniha
tam ma vivadhlr vihatam ma 'bhi'sa1iivadhz7t. 

2. Homage be to the black [snake], homage to the cross-lined, homage 
to the brown constrictor ; homage to the god-people. 

Ppp. reads haye for astu · in a. The comm. explains svaja ' constrictor' as " self
born" Land Aufrecht as the "natural" color, that is, "green" J. 

3. I smite thy teeth together with tooth, thy (two) jaws together with 
jaw, thy tongue together with tongue, thy mouth, 0 snake, together 
with mouth. 

Ppp. reads at the beginning smit tc dadami dadbhir datas, omits n in b, and ends 
with· asni"ihasyam. The comm. understands "thy lower teeth with thine upper tooth," 
and so in the other cases: but this is very unacceptable; and more probably the tooth, 
jaw, etc. are said of some object or instrument used in the incantation. 

57. With a certain remedy against disease. 

[()uittilti. - r, 2. rilwb:vc'iu; amtffttbh; J· l? j; pathyabrlzati.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kau~. (3r. rt) in a healing rite, while treating 
a bruise L? akiata: cf. Dloomfield1 In trod. p. xliii J with foam of urine; and vs. 3 is 
reckoned (9. 2) to the brhachiinti gafta,, and employed, with vi. 19 etc. (4r. 14), in a rite 
for welfare. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 276; Bloomfield, 19, 488. 

I. This verily is a rem@dy; this is Ruclra's remedy; wherewith one 
may spell away (apa-bnt) the one-shafted (-tljana), hundred-tipped arrow. 

The comm. has at the end 1tjabrttvat. He regards the remedy as used against the 
iira?iaroga, and the arrow of c, d as that of Mahadeva, used tri'jmrasmhhrtisavzaye. 

"j 
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2. Pour ye on with the jalafd ~· pour in with the jalii.fd; the jalafd is 
a formidable remedy; with it do thou be gracious to us, unto life (jlvds). 

Ppp. has, for second half-verse, jala.[e bhadrani bhe.yajavi tasyo no dehi ji'vase, which 
is better. The comm. readsjal- in all three cases; and it has the RV. form mrla in d; 
it understands the foam of cov>'s' urine to be intended by jala1a Lsee Bloomfield, AJP. 

xii. 425J. 

3. [Be there] both weal for us and kindness (mdyas) for us, and let 
nothing whatever ail (am) us; down with [our] complaint (rdpas) ! be 
every remedy ours; be all remedy ours. 

Pacla band the first two words of our c occur at RV. x. 59. 8 e, d, 9 f, e, ro f, e, where, 
however, we have mo .ytt tt instead of miZ ea mu, and dyiiztft Prthivibefore k1ami rdpas, 
making a complete pada. L Cf. also RV. viii. 20. 26. J The comm. explains k1ama by 
k,fiintir ttfiafavio bha'vattt. Our b occurs also elsewhere (as AV. x. 5. 23 c, and RV. 
ix. r r 4. 4 d L this time with nuJ ea nas J). The first pada lacks a syllable L unheeded by 
the Anukr.: read ra1it castu no J! J. L The A1rnkr. scans as 7 + 8 : I 2 + 8 : but perhaps the 
"12-syllabled pada" contains, as the RV. hints, the damaged remnants of two (8+8).J 
L Ppp. omits our last pada, sarvam etc.J 

58. For glory. 

[Atharvan (:Yaraskama1). - mantroktadeva(vam. bitr!taspatyam. .r.jagati; 2. prastarapaiiJdi; 
3. anuf{ubh.] 

Found also, except vs. 3, in Paipp. xix. The hymn is reckoned (note to Kaur;. 13. I) 
to the ,varcasya gatza, and is employed (59· 9) among the kcimya ceremonies by one 
desiring glory; also (r 39. I 5), in the introduction to Veclic study (utsarjanakamza?li, 
comm.), it appears with various other hymns (vi. 38, 39, etc.), with an oblation to Agni. 

Translated : Ludwig, p. 240; Griffith, i. 277. 

I. Glorious let the bounteous Indra make me; glorious both heaven
and-earth here; glorious let god Savitar make me ; may I be dear here 
to the giver of the sacrificial gift. 

Ppp. reads me. indro maghava in a; for b, yarasa,iz somo varzttzo viiyttr agni[i.,- and 
ends with -izayc'i sytim a/lam. The comm. has dhiitur instead of da~ in d. As jagatf, 
the verse is both irregular and deficient. 

2. As Indra is possessed of glory in heaven-and-earth, as the waters 
are possessed of glory in the herbs, so among all the gods may we, among 
all, be glorious. 

Ppp. on:iits ya;asvati.s in b, and has, for c, d, yatha vi;ve.yzt de11e.yv ev,i de'VC-}'tt yafa
saft syama. The verse (II+ 12: 8 + II) is very ill defined by the Anukr. 

3. Glorious was lndra, glorious was Agni, glorious was Soma born; 
glorious, of all existence am I most glorious. 

This verse is a repetition of 39. 3 above. 
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59. For protection to cattle. 

[Atharvan L? J. -rcl,u,lram ttla mantroktadevatyam. iintt{(,ztbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Reckoned by Kau~. (9. 2) to the bthaclzilnti ~ffatza, and 
used (41. 14), with vi. 19, 23, 24, etc., for good fortune; and also (50. 13), with vi. I, 3, 
etc., in a similar rite. 

Translated: Grill, 65, 163; Griffith, i. 277; Bloomfield, 144, 490. 

I. To the draft-oxen Ldo thouJ first, to the milch kine Ldo thouJ, 0 
arundhati, to the non-milch cow, in order to vigor (vdyas), to four-footed 
creatures do thou yield protection. 

For the arundhad cf. iv. 12 and v. 5; the comm. identifies it with the sahade11i. 
Instead of tvam in a, Ppp. reads nas, which is better. The sense of c is very doubtful; 
Grill conjectures avayase, to fill out the meter as well as ease the translation ; the 
comm. explains vayase as a cow or horse or the like under five years old; perhaps the 
corruption of the reading is a deeper one. A'dliemt may signify young kine, not yet 
yielding milk. Both this verse and vs. 3 are defective by a syllable. 

2. Let the herb, the amndlzati, allied with the gods ( ?), yield protec
tion; may it make the cow-stall rich in milk, and the men (pztnt[a) free 
from disease (;1dkfma). 

The translation implies the emendation of saltti devis in b to sahdde,zJf/ this the 
comm. gives (it is conjectured also by Grill); it may be here simply tbe name of the 
plant, but yet probably with pregnant implication of its etymological sense. Ppp., in d, 
reads -mam and paunt.yam. 

3. I appeal to the all-formed, well-portioned, vivifying one; let it con
duct the hurled missile of Rudra far away from our kine. 

The comm. understands, in b, aclui vadii,mi', and explainsji'valiim as jzvanani lati 
dadlttz'. 

60. For winning a spouse. 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kau9. (34. 22), in a women's rite, for obtaining 
a husband, with an oblation to Arya.man (it is added, jntrli kii,kasampatat, which· the 
comm. explains by kaktisa?izciir'i'i.t jn7r1Him). 

Translated: Weber, Ind. ,Stud. v. 236; Zimmer, p. 306; Grill1 56, I 64; Griffith, 
i. 278; Bloomfield, 95, 491. 

I. Here cometh Aryatnan, with locks L-stzij]dJ loosened in front, 
seeking a. husband for this spinster, and a wife for a wifeless one. 

Ppp. reads in b 'vt"fatastug-a(t (i.e. vi~·itas/1.tka!t). Our edition has -srupaft, the 
manuscript distinction of snt and stu being always doubtful, and the majority of the 
authorities here giving as plainly snt as it is possible to give it; The comm. explains 
vi#ta- as 1.dftJ,{tJ?ta sito baddhafz, and as used of the "rays" (stupa,•) of the sun (arya

'man) in the east (fmrasti'it). A ryaman is perhaps properly rendered here by 'suitor, 
match-maker' (' Brautwerber,' Weber, Grill); but doubtless at any rate the address 
implies an identification of such a functionary with the god Aryaman. The pada-
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reading in b, vfsitaostupaft, is quoted under Prat. iv. 77. In c, asyit ichdn is the chosen 
example in the Prat. commentary (under ii. 2 I et al.) of the sa1hdhi it illustrates, 
although the meter shows that the irregular combination asye 'chan requires to be made, 
and the Anukr. apparently winks at it. Ppp. has the corrupt reading sa vai c!ziiyad 

ag- L intending sa ·vaz' 'cited? J. L Correct the ed. to -stupafi.J 

2. This woman, 0 Aryarnan, hath toiled, going to other ~omen's 
assembly; now, 0 Aryaman, shall another woman come to her assembly. 

Ppp. reads in c m1 asyii 'ryaman. The comm. has famanam in b and d, and anu 
for nit in c. He makes no difficulty in taking nyati (p. iiodyati) as a 3d pl., which it is 
not; we ought to have either ifyan (aodyan), or anylf instead of anyif(z: the translation 
implies the latter.· The proper pada reading would be if: ayati. L For sdmanam 
'wedding-assembly,' see Bergaigne, Re!. Vi!d. i. I 59, n. 3. Comm. renders afiga by he_; 
Bloomfield, "without fail.,, J 

3. The creator (dhatdr) sustains the earth; the creator [sustains] the 
sky and the sun; let the creator assign (dlzii) to this spinster a husband 
that is according to her wish. 

Ppp. combines asyii 'g·ntvai in c, and reads dadiU11 in d. 

6I. Prayer and boasts. 
[Atha:vvan (?).-rihtdram. triiit/ttblumz: 2,.3. bhury'.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix., and in K. xl. 9. Reckoned by Kaw;;. (9. 2) to the brlw
chan# garza, and used (41. 14), with vi. r9, 23, 24, etc., in a rite for good fortune; in the 
ktimya ceremonies (59. ro), for splenclor*; also, in the chapter of portents (133. 2), on 
occasion of one's house .burning clown; it is further (note to 50. 13) included in the 
rii.udra gatza. In Vait. (2. I 7)vs. 3 accompanies, in the parva.n sacrifice, two offerings 
of butter to Agni and Soma. * L Varcas: so the comm. ; but Bloomfield reads vyacas, 
which accords better with I d of the text. J 

Translated: Griffith, i. 278. 

I. To me let the waters send what has sweetness; to me the sun 
brought [it] in order to light; to me the gods, and all those born of 
penance - to me let god Savi tar assign expansion L 1..1ydcas J. 

Ppp. has, for b, vtalzya1iz sz7ryo bharaj jyot(rc"i, gam, and, in c, samota for ttZjJoj,1. 
K. has, in c, vzlim for 1nahyam, and amt for uta, and ends with bhat (?). Abhtirat in 
b cannot well be coqect; we might conjecture instead bha11atu. The Anukr. disregards 
the deficiency of a syllable in d. 

2.. I expanded (?). earth and heaven, I generated the seasons, seven 
together; I speak true what is untrue; I encompass (pdri) divine speech 
and people (vir;as). 

For the doubtful 1tiveca in a, Ppp. has diidluira, and K. astablmam. Some of the 
mss. read ajanayan in b (also in 3 b); K. bas ajanam (if the reading is correct); Ppp. 
substitutes sindhiin sasrje (for (tiMr aj-). The second half-verse in K. is quite differ
ent: ahmiz 1,acam parl sarviim bablti211a ya indriigni asanmit sakhii.yait (the last pada 
is parallel with our 3 d). The sense of c is obscure, and the rendering given only tenta~ 
tive; it implies va,dami instead of vadiimi: perhaps, 'I declare what [is] true [and 
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what] untrue.' The comm. reads 'Vifam for vifas at the end. He understands 'lliveca 

in a. as 'winnow, separate ' (.farasj;aravi-vikte asa1hkzniarilje krtaviin asmi). 

3. I generated earth and heaven; I generated the seasons, the seven 
rivers; I speak true what is untrue(?): [I] who enjoyed Agni-and-Soma 
as corn panions. 

Ppp. reads, from b on/* as follows: aha1it viicaspatis sarva 'blzi ,Finca : ahavi 1,1inejmi 
Prt!tivi11i uta dyam alzam rtiin sfje sap ta sakam: aha1n vii.cam pari sarvam babh11·va 
yo gni.[oma vidu:'ie sak!tayu(i. K. has, for jajana ... ajanayam (a, b), dyiiviijJrthi1.1f 
ii bablzuva alzmit 'Vif7./a o.yadhrs _; and, for c, d, 11iahya1it 7J'ifas sam anamanta dliz"11ir 

aham ugras smataha1yo babhilva. ·* L Perhaps this is an error of Roth for 2 d. If so, 
3 a would begin with aha,it vinejmi.J L~ Seep. 1045.J 

62. To Vai<;vanara etc.: for purification. 

[Atharvan (?). -rc'ittdram uta mrmtroktadevatyam. tnii:rfztbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. (but the first verse is given only by its pnitika, and has 
not been found elsewhere), and its first two verses in other texts, as noted below. Agrees 
in use with the preceding hymn as regards the gatzas to which it is reckoned (Kau<s, 9. 2, 

and note to 50. 13; Ke<s. Lto 6I. sJ and the comm. Lpage 37 enclJ further have it, with 
vi. 19 and 51, in a pavi'tra ga{ta), and (4r. r4) in the rite for good fortune; and it 
appears (4r. I 5) in another similar rite, with worship 9£ the rising sun; and is added 
(note to 41. 13) in one for luck in gambling. 

Translated: Griffith, .i. 279. 

I. ~et Vai~vanara (Agni) by his rays purify us, the wind, lively 
with mists (? ndblzas), by his breath; let heaven-and-earth, rich in milk, 
righteous, worshipful, purify us by milk. 

The verse is found also in TB. (i. 4. 83) and MS. (iii. I I. ro). They read ma for nas 
in a and d, mayoblzz?s (which is decidedly better) for ndbltobMs at end of b, and pdyo
bhis for payasvati in c. Pada c is /a-....1:;-ati. 

2. Take ye hold upon the pleasantness of Vaic;vanara, of which the 
regions are the smooth-backed bodies; with that, singing in1t joint revel
ings, may we be lords of wealth (pl.). 

The sense, especially of b, is obscure, and the version mechanical; b is perbaps a 
reminiscence of RV. i. r6z. 7 b. Found, considerably altered in a, b, in VS. (xix. 44), 
and TB.MS. (as above). They read for a, b 'Z'iiif1.1adevi jmnati de,vy ii 'gad yasyam 
(TB. ydsyii,z', MS. ycfsyas) imd (TB.MS. omit) bah7J.Y(lS (TB. bahvis) tan110 (TB. 
tt&nttV(}) vltdj,r1thaft; all have mcitfantas for gnuintas in c, and TB.MS. -1nildye,}'tt
this last an alteration plainly called for by the meter; and the Anukr. does not describe 
the verse as nicrt. Ppp. has at the beginning 11iiii;vade?;ya1h, for b a wholly different 
text, fitddlzii bhmlanta (Uca.ya,f j>a11afdi,fz. (our 3 b)t a.nd in c, corruptly, -nta sasada 
adayema. The variants indicate, as often elsewhere, the hopelessness of a rendering. 

3. Take ye hold upon that (f.) of Vai~vanara in order to splendor, 
becoming cleansed, clear, purifying ; here, reveling in joint reveling with 
I9a, 1:1ay we long see the sun going up. 
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The first half-verse is nearly identical with xii. 2. 28 a, b. Durga to Nir. vi. I 2 (Cal. 
cutta ed'n, iii. r87) quotes 7/iiit;vadeviliz s11nrti'im ti rabhadhvam, showing that si:2nrta 

is meant here also, as in vs. 2. Ppp. reads in a 11airvanatya1iz, combines 'Varcasa "rabJz-; 
Lhas for b our 2 b, combiningyaJya "t;as_;J and begins c with u/e 'ha sadh-. 

63. For some one's release from perdition (niqti). 

[Druhva?za (?). -caturrcam. nai1'rtam: 4-. iigneyi. jagatam: I, atijagatigarbhli; 4. antt{{ubh.] 

Found also (excepting vs. 3) in Paipp. xix., the fourth verse not in company with 
the others. For other correspondences, see under the verses. Used by Kauc;,:. (46.19) 
in an expiatory rite for incontinence, fastening on a rope of darblta.; and in rites for 
welfare (52. 3), with vi. 84 and I zr, to accompany acts of release; vs. 4, further (46. 22), 

in an expiatory rite for a spontaneously kindled fire. Va.it. has the vss. I, 2, and 4 
singly in the agnicayana (28. 27, 26; 29. 8), with the laying of bricks consecrated to 
nirrti etc. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 433 ; Griffith, i. 279. 

r. The tie that the divine Niq;ti (perdition) bound upon thy neck, 
[and] that was unreleasable, that do I untie for thee, in order t9 long life 
(ayus), splendor, strength; do thou, quickened (pra-su), eat uninjurious (?) 
food. 

Ppp. reads in b aviq{yam, op1its 11drcase, which is metrically redundant and prob
ably intruded, in c, and has, for d, anamzrua1h pitttm addhi praszitafi, thus getting rid 
of the extrernely obscure adomaddvt (made more obscure by the occurrence of adoma
dhd in viii. 2. 18). The comm. takes adomadam as two independent words, and renders 
it 'producing pleasure for a prolonged time.' The translation given is that of the Peters
burg Lexicons. A corresponding verse is found in VS. (xii. 65), TS. (iv. z. 53), and 
MS. ii. 7. rz. VS. and MS. have, in a, b,ytfm ... p?lr;am_: VS. ends b with a'viq-tydm, 
TS.MS. with avicartyam. (all omitting ydt). Inc, for tdt te, VS.MS. have td11i te, and 
TS. idd1h. te tdt/ VS.TS. end it with if.yu:ro nd mddhyat, MS. with -10 ni't vuidltye. 
Ford, TS.MS. have tUha ji1,d{i pitz'tvz addhi prdm.ukta(l., VS. d.thlii 'td.m pit~1m addhi 
praszzta{t. The verse has no jagati character. 

2. Homage be to thee, 0 Nirrti, thou of keen keenness; unfasten the 
bond-fotters of iron. Yama verily giveth thee back to me; to that Yama, 
to death, be homage. 

The "thee" of the second half-verse is doubtless the person on whose behalf the spell 
is uttered. The first half-verse is found combined with our 3 c, d into one verse in VS. 
(xii. 63) and TS.MS. (as above). They all read s11 for astu in a, and for tigmatejas 
TS. has 1.Jir;varupe (Ppp. has vz'f1.1a1.1i'ire); their b is ayasmdya1it vf qta band/uim 
etdm. Ppp. has -yan pra m1anu:gdltl fiifiin for b, and, for c, d, our 3 c, d. The whole 
verse is nearly repeated below, as 84. 3. Only the last pada isj'a._1;atl. 

3. Thou wast bound here to an iron post (dnpadd), bridled with 
deaths that are a thousand. Do thou, in concord with Yama, with the 
Fathers, make this man ascend to the highest firmament. 

We have the same change of address here as in the preceding verse, and it proves 
that the make~up of the material as given by the Yajus texts is more original and correct. 
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They read, in c, d, yamdna t,vcf,;iz yamyc1 (TS.MS. :Yit) smitvidand 'ttanu! (TS. -mdtn) 
ndke (TS. -kavz) ddhi rolzayl# 'nam (TS. -ye 'vufoz). Ppp., as noticed above, has c, d 
of this verse as 2 c, d, reading -dano 'ttame niike (like VS.MS.). The last pada is 
found also as that of i. 9. 2, 4; xi. I. 4. With the coritraction bedhi.ye 'ha, the ve1:se 
would be a good tri.yfttblz. LThe vs. recurs at vi. 84. 4.J 

4. Thou collectest together for thyself, 0 Agni, bull, all things from 
the foe (?); thou art kindled in the track of sacrifice (zcj); do thou bring 
to us good things. 

This is a RV. verse, found at x. rgr. r (vss. 2-4 are our next hymn), and is also to 
be met with at VS. xv. 30, TS. ii. 6. I 14, and MS. ii. 13. 7 -in all its occurrences offer
ing precisely the same text. It was noticed above that it occurs in Ppp., but not in 
connection with the three preceding verses of this hymn-with wbich, indeed, it has 
nothing to do as regards sense. It vms poi~d out in the note to Prat. ii. 72 that the 
prescription in that rule of s as the final of only i~iiiyas before jJada seems a strong indi
cation that this verse was not a part of the AV. text as recognized by the Prat. The 
comm. explains zias by £t,ayii bhilmylifz. L For consistency, savi sam ought to be 
printed sdvi-sam. J 

64. For concord. 

[ Atharvan. - siimmanasyam. vairvadevam. iinur/ubham: [ 2. tri:r/ttbh ].] 

The first two verses are found in Paipp. xix. The whole hymn is RV. x. 191. 2, 3, 4, 
and is also read in TB. ii. 4. 44-s, and (with the order of the verses inverted) in MS. 
ii. 2. 6. In neither of these texts does the first verse of the RV. hymn (our 63. 4) stand 
in connection with the other verses ; and as the situation of the RV. hymn is one that 
calls for three verses only, it is pretty evident that the first verse (which also has noth
ing to do with the others in point of sense) is a later addition, and has also, by an 
extremely curious process, not paralleled elsewhere in our text, been added at the end 
of our 63, in order to stand in its RV. relation to the other verses. See Oldenberg, 
Die 1-fymnen des RV., i. 244. The hymn is used by Kau<s, (r 2. 5) in a rite for harmony, 
with iii. 30, v. I, etc. 

Translated: by the RV. translators; and, as an AV. hymn, by Ludwig, p. 372; 
Grill, 3 I, I 64 ; Griffith, i. 280; Bloomfield, r 36, 492. 

I. Do ye concur·; be ye closely corn bined; let your minds be concur
rent, as the gods of old sat concurrent about their portion. 

The other texts begin sdJJi l;achadhva1h s,f1Jt 7_1adadhvam (but MS. jiinidhvam); 
at the encl, TB. reads (if it be not a misprint) updsata; the jJil-rve gives, at any rate, a 
past meaning to -te. L Poona ed. has -ata. J 

2. [Be] their counsel (mdntra) the same, their gathering the same, their 
course ('lwatd) the same, their intent alike (sahd); I offer for you with the 
same oblation; do ye enter together into the same thought (ct!tas). 

The other texts differ from ours in the first half-verse only in this, that RV.TB. read 
mcinas instead of •vratcim in b; but our c is their d (TB.* having savijndnena for sama

nbta), and their c agrees nearest with our d, TB. reading- s. kfto abM savi rabhadhvam, 
RV. s. mantram abhl mmztraye va!i, and MS. s. krdtum abhi ntantrayadhrz1am. 
Ppp. has, for b, saviana,it citta11i saha 'VO mana1isz', and omits d. The Anukr. omits 
to describe the verse as a tri.yfitbh. * LTB. has also yajii1nas £or juhomz'. J 
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3. Be your design the same, your hearts the same, your mind the 
same, that it may be well for you together. 

MS. has, for a, samanJ vii (i.e. vas) if.k1ttani. The comm. appears to understand 
su sa}ia as two independent words in d. L See MGS. i. 8. 10 and p. I 56, s.v. samanii.J 
L Pada a lacks a syllable, easily supplied. J 

65. For success against enemies. 

[Atha.-rvan (?). -cii.ndram utiii ''ndram; piirararyam. amt:rfubham: I. pathyiipaiikti.] 

Found also (vss. r, 2) in Paipp. xix. Used by Kauc;. (r4. 7), with i. 2, 19-21, 

vi. 66, 67, 97-991 in a rite for victory over enemies; belongs (note to I4. 7) to the 
.aparajita g·a?ta. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 372; Griffith, i. 28r. 

I. Down (dva) [be] the fury, down the drawn [arrow], down the two 
mind-yoked arms. 0 demolisher (pariifard), do thou vex (ard) away the 
vehemence (ri't.pna) of them; then get us wealth. 

One can hardly help emending manyz'ts in a to dhdnus 'bow.' For ilyati1, used 
pregnantly of an arrow ready to be launched, cf. vi. 38. 4 and xi. z. I and vi. 66. 2. The 
combined idea of crushing and removing in para;ara cannot be briefly rendered; the 
comm. regards it as an epithet of Indra. For adha nas in e, Ppp. reads better an;fi.n
cam, as antithesis to paraiicam,.,· the comm. has atha instead of adha. 

2. The handless shaft, 0 gods, which ye cast at the handless ones -
I hew [ off] the arms of the foes with this oblation. 

Apparently the oblation itself is the" shaft," called 'handless' (nairltastd) because 
it makes 'handless' (nirliasta): so th.e cor:nm. Ppp. has for second half-verse our 3 c, d. 
Our second half-verse is identical with iii. I 9, 2 c, d, above. 

3. Indra made the handless one first for the Asuras. Let my war
riors conquer by means of stanch Inclra as ally (nzcd{n). 

The last half-verse, as noted above, is found in Ppp. as 2 c, d. 

66. For success against enemies. 

[Atharvan (?). --citntlram _utiit' "ndram. iimt;(ubham: J. tri,f/ublt.] 

Found also in Ppp. xix. L but confused with h. 65J. Used by Kau~. (14. 7) in a battle 
rite with the preceding hymn, which see; and reckoned to the apanYita gatia. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 372; Griffith, i. 281. 

I. Handless be the assailing foe -they who come with armies to fight 
us ; make them, 0 Indra, collide with the great weapon ; let their evil
doer(? aghaluird) run (dra), pierced through. 

The comm. to SV. explains agJiahara by atipratya1.1ara_; ours, by mara?zalak.ya~ 
ttasya dufikhasya prapay#a. 

2. Ye who run (dhiiv) stringing [the bow], drawing [the arrow] (a-_yam), 
hurling - handless are ye, 0 foes ; Indra hath now· demolished you. 
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LFor a-yam, cf. vi. 65. I .J Our text reads at the end -r;arait, on the authority of 
Bp.E.I.R.T. and 0.; all SPP's authorities Lsave his B., which has -farin J give -farft, 
which he has accordingly rightly adopted, as the better supported as well as the regular 
form L cf. vi. 7 5. I J. Ppp. has :Para • r;ari. L With regard to these ai-forms, see the note 
to vi. 32. 2.J SPP., contrary to his usual practice, retains the fi of fatravafi before .stlz-. 

The comm. has stana in c. L" Demolished" stands in rapport with "demolisher" of 
65. r.J 

3. Handless be the foes; their limbs ·we make to relax (mlii); then 
will we, 0 Indra, share among us their possessions hundred-fold. 

All our rnss. but one (D.), and nearly all SPP's, read r;atravas, vocative, in a; both 
texts emend to fdt-. 

67. For success against enemies. 

[Atharvan (?). -ciindram utili "ndram. anu:r/ttbham.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kau~. (r4. 7) in a battle rite with the two preceding 
hymns (and reckoned with them to the apanYita gatza): see under 65; also (I 6. 4) in 
another rite of the same class, for terrifying enemies, with vi. 98, with the direction 
"the king goes thrice about the army." 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 5 I 8; Griffith, i. 282. 

I. Everywhere about the routes Indra and Pushan have gone; let 
yonder armies of our enemies today be confounded further away. 

That is (a), to prevent access to our villages. The comm. takes parastarir,m as 
simply= ati((lyena. 

2. Go about confounded, ye enemies, like headless snakes; of you 
there, confounded by Agni, let Inclra slay each best man (vdra). 

This verse is SV. ii. 122r, and one of the supplementary verses to a RV. hymn 
(RV. x. 103. I 5). SV. has, for a, b, andhii amitra bhavatti 'fir-)'a!zo •haya frva, and, in 
c, agnbtzttmfiniim. The RV. version (see Au:frecht's 2d edition, ii. 682) accents amftrti, 
reads ~:rti{til dh- in b, and, in c, agnfdagdhiiniim agnfmfllhaniim. The translation implies 
the emendation mnitriis instead of amftras, which latter is given by all the authorities, 
and hence accepted in SPP's text. The comm. understands amitras, voc.; and he 
explains b to mean as snakes with their heads cut off can merely move about, but not 
do anything in particular. 

3. Fasten thou, as bull, the skin upon them; make the fear of the 
fallow-deer; let the enemy hasten (cf) away; let the co\v hasten hither 
to us. 

The sense of a is very obscure. One is tempted to combine 'Vtfajinam into one 
word. The comm. makes hariizasya ( == krfttamrgasya) depend on (ljtnam, wllich 
cannot well be right, though it may be questioned whether, as dependent on blt{yam, it 
is subjective or objective genitive.* He explains the "skin" as used for so1namatii11e
-1tana J· and the "cow" (d) as the enemy's wealth, in cows and the like. The combina
tion of i'tpa e1atzt into itjt-'faht falls under Prat. iii. 52, and the case is quoted in the 
commentary to that rule. L Correct nahyd to nahya (accent-mark sBpped out of place). J 
*Lin a marginal note, W. compares mitra~tz"lrya, v. 20. 7.J 
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68. To accompany the act of shaving. 

[Atharvan (?). -1nantroktadevat;1am. I. purovirac/ atz',;akvarigarbha 4-p. jagati; 2. amt{fubh ,· 
3. atfjagatigarbha tri{fubh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. (in the verse-order r, 3, 2), and in part in various Grhya
Sutras, as noted under the several verses. LFurther, in MP. ii. r. r-3; and MGS. i. 21. 2, 

3, 14, 6 (cf. also Knauer's Index, p. 148, s.v. U.fttena, p. 146, and p. 154).J The hymn 
is used by Kaui;., as was to be expected, in the godana ceremony (53. I 7-20), vs. l being 
addressed to the vessel of water used, vs. z accompanying the wetting of the youth, and 
vs. 3 the parting and cutting of the hair. Further, in the 1tpanayana, at the beginning 
of the whole ceremony (55. z), with the directions "do as directed in the text" etc. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 430 ; Gdffith, i. 282. 

I. Savi tar here bath come with razor; come, 0 Vayu, with hot water; 
let the Adityas, the Rudras, the Vasus, wet [him] in accordance; do ye, 
forethoughtful, shave [the head] of king Soma. 

'Wet,' corresponding to our' lather.' Dignity is sought to he given to the operation 
by identifying the participants in it with various divinities. The second pada is given, 
without variation, in AGS. i. I 7. 6 and PCS. ii. I. 6; the first and second are found in 
GGS. ii.9. 10, rr, MB. i.6. I, 2, with a,glit in a, and -keniU 'dlti in b. Ppp. has, 
in b, viiya,1 udakena ehi, and omits 1mdantu in c. The combination -ziaya ud- is quoted 
under Prat. ii. 21, 24; iii. 35; -kene" • hi, under iii. 3-8, 66. L Hillebrandt, Ved . .lifythol., 
Li72, may be consulted.J 

2. Let Aditi shave the beard; let the waters wet [it] with splendor; 
let Prajapati nurse (ci"kits) [it], in order to length of life, to sight. 

Ppp's version of c, d is dhii-rayatu prafapati{t jnma{t-fnma{i suvapta7.1c. AGS. 
(i. r 7. 7) has a, b, reading kar;iin for r;nzar;rit, and varcase for -sii ; PGS. (ii. r. 6) has 
adite kefa.11- vapa, parallel to our a. 

3. With what razor the knowing Savitar shaved [the head] of king 
Soma, of Varm?,a, therewith, ye priests (bralnndn), shave [it] now of this 
man ; be he rich in kine, in horses, in progeny. 

Ppp. reads, ford, afyamodiyurayam astu vira[t. AGS. (i. 17. 10) and PGS. (ii. r. I r) 
have our a, b, c without variant, but add as d, aytt~'maft jarada1/ir yatltli 'sat. 
TD. (ii. 7. I 72 ) also has the verse, differing only in d: fh:jl'md1it ray_yct ,zJ(zrcasii stiJit 
srJatha/ and with this HGS. (ii. 6. ro) agrees throughout. The <;GS. version Li. 28J 
differs throughout : )'t!llti •,m,pat stwitli pnar;rv agre k,I1tre?ta 1-ci.fiio -z.1arzt(Zasya n'd1Hill: 
yena tfhlitti brhaspatir indrasya cli •·vapac c!zira(t: tena brahmiitzo -z1a,pate 'dam tidyit, 
'ytt:'im{in tlirghay1tr ayam a.sht 11irti[i (agreeing at the end with Ppp.). MB. (i. 6. 7) 
has a still other text: ycna pitl·ii brluispatcr 1vi'iyor indrasya ea ''"l'apat: t,ma te 'Vapami 
braltmf'lttajl·vfitm,e jlvaniiya dir._zhiiy111tvaya 'varcase. The verse (ro+ r r : r I+ 12 =44) 
contains no atiJa,{{att element. LPpp. combines asyii •r,ytivzodfyztr/ and R. notes that c, d 
appears in Ppp. ii.J 

69. For glory etc. 
[Atharvan (? varcaskilmo yaraskif.mar ea). -bilrhaspatymn ttM "rvinam. linu1tubham.] 

Verses like the first two are found in Paipp., in two different books (r in ii., 2 in xix.), 
but perhaps correspond rather to the 11early equivalent verses ix. r. rS, r9. It is 
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employed by Kaui;. (10. 24) at the end of the med/iajanana ceremony, with iii. r6 and 
ix. r, on rising and wiping the face; also twice (rz. r5 and 13. 6) in varcasya rites, with 
the same two hymns (and is reckoned to both varcasya gattas: notes to r 2. r o and 
13. r); further, in the ceremonY. on beginning Vedic study, with vi. 38, 39, 58 and others 
(139. I 5); and vs. 3 in the savayajnas (68. 7), as expiation for an error in the ceremo
nial. In Va.it., in the sautramatii (30. 13), the hymn accompanies, with vi. 19 and 
ix. 1. 18, the pouring out of the surii. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 240 ; Griffith, i. 283. 

I. What glory [is] in the mountain, in the aragdrti{as, in gold, in kine, 
in strong-drink when poured out, [what] honey in sweet-drink, [be] that 
in me. 

The verse corresponds nearly to ix. I. 18, below; but the latter has a quite different 
first half, and with it Ppp. precisely agrees. What our araga1·ata 's are is wholly 
obscure,,and the word is most probably a corruption. The comm. explains it in two 
alternative ways: as kings that 'go' (ata) in 'spoke(ara)-swallowers(gara),' i.e. 
chariots; or, as 'shouts' (rii.fa) of soldiers that 'go' (ga) at the 'enemy' (ara = ari) ! 

2. 0 ye Ac;vins, lords of beauty ! anoint me with the honey of bees, 
that I may speak brilliant words among the people. 

The verse is found below as ix. I. 19, with the difference of a single word (vdrcasva
tfm for bhdrgas'v-). The comm. reads avadami in d. LSPP. gives the fuller spelling 
aiiktam: cf. Gram. § 23 r a.J 

3. In me [be] splendor, also glory, also the fatness (pdyas) that belongs to 
the offering; let Prajapati fix (driih) that in me, as the heaven in the sky. 

The verse corresponds to iii. 1 in the Naigeya supplement to the Sama-Veda (or 
SV. i. 603), which, however, rectifies the meter of c by reading faramqtfd for tan mdyi. 
" Heaven" and "sky" in d are the same word; the comm. renders the latter by 
"atmospl1ere." The Anukr. does not note the deficiency in c. 

70. To attach a cow to her calf. 

[A,'iiikiiyan,i. -aghnyam. fiig-atam.] 
* 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kaui;. (.,p. 18) in a rite for producing mutual attach~ 
ment between cow and calf. 

Translated: Grill, 65, 165; Griffith, i. 283; Bloomfield, 144, 493· 

r. As flesh, as strong~drink, as dice on the gambling-board ; as of· a 
lustful man the mind is fastened (ni-han) on a woman - so let thy mind, 
0 inviolable one (ag/myd), be fastened on thy calf. 

The verses are six-pa.dajagati (6 x 8 =48). LThe stanza is wrongly numbered.J 

2. As the elephant strains foot with foot of the she-elephant ; as of a 
lustful man etc. etc. 

The obscure first line is with intention rendered obscurely; the Petersburg Lexicon 
conjectures 'hastens after, step with step,' which then Grill follows. The comm. takes 
1tdyujtf as = unnamayati, "bends up, for love (jrem?tii), her foot with his foot." 
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3. As the felly (jwadld), as the rim (upadhi), as the nave upon the 
felly; as of a lustful man etc. etc. LSee p. xcii.J 

Tbe first line is again obscure, both in its internal relations and in its relation to the 
refrain (in this resembling I a, b). BR. define itpadki as 'the part of the wheel 
between the felly and nave,' but this ought to be aras 'the spokes': the comm. explains 
it as 'the circle, bound together by the felly,.that is the binder together of the spokes' 
(nemisambaddha!t, arti[tii1iz ,sambandhako valaya(i) -i.e. a sort of rim inside the felly. 
Probably a solid wheel, without spokes, is had in view. We should expect some other 
preposition than adhi 'on' to express the relation of the nave to the felly. 

71. Against harm from improper food. 

[Brahman. -iig-neyam: 3.-vair;vadevz. jagatyam: .3. triffitbh.] 

Found also in Pai pp. ii. (in the verse-order I, 3, 2), and vs. r a second time in xx. 
LFor Yajus versions of vss. I and 3, see v. Schroeder's Zwei Ilss., p. r6, and Tiibinger 
Kaflta-hss., p. 77.J Used by Kau~. (45. I 7), with iii. 29, vii. 67, etc., in a rite (following 
the vafiifamana), explained as for obviating ill effects from acceptance of gifts and the 
like; also (57. 29), in the ufanayana, accompanying an offering by the pupil from the 
food obtained by begging. And Va.it. (4. 16) has it in the parvan sacrifice, as the priest 
eats his portion. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 433; Grill, 66, 165; Griffith, i. 284; Bloomfield, 196, 494.
See also Bergaigne-Henry, Manuel, p. I 52. 

r. What food of various form I eat often times (bahudha) - gold, 
horse, also cow, she-goat, sheep, just whatsoever I have accepted - let 
Agni the offerer (luJtar) make that well-offered. 

Ppp. has, in c, kini dt, and ford, a. t. vifviid agadani k. TA. (ii. 6. 2 12 ) has padas 
a, b, c as a, b, d of a verse of five padas: in bit inserts visas (Ppp. viiusu) before hfrati

yam and omits (not Ppp.) dfvam after it; after b it inserts yad de1)il1tti1iz cdk.f!t:'Y ,igo 
'tisii°./ in c it contracts-jagrahii 'ham into :ia.grahdm .,· and it ends with agnfr ma tdsmlid 
anr?td1n krtzotu. The comm. (unless it is a misprint) reads jagrliJui in c. The last 
pada is x. 9. 26 d. The first two vss. are mixed jagati and trz)jubh. 

2. Whatever, offered [or] unoffered, bath come to me, given by the 
Fathers, assented to by human beings (manttfya,), what my mind is as it 
were excited at - let Agni the offerer make that well-offered. 

The comm. reads riirajfttt in c, but explains it as an indicative. The mss. are divided 
between vutntt.yyazft (which both editions give) and :ra!(t at the end of b (our Bp.P.M. 
H.T.K. have the latter). Ppp. inserts yat after hutam in a. L W. has here over
looked a part of R's note, which (if I understand him) means that our vs. 2 continues 
in Ppp. thus: (b) yasmad anna manaso 'drt7rajimi, (c, a corruption of TA's c given 
under vs. r above) yad devantMt cak.yze.yakafinli, (d) 'gm'.y etc.J 

3. What food I eat unrighteously, 0 gods, and promise, intending to 
give [or] not intending to give - by the greatness of the great Vai~vanara 
let [it] be propitious honeyed food for me. 

TA. (ii. 6. zr 1 ) has the first half-verse, adding the same 'three padas as above (see 
under vs. I). For 1:he doubtful sa1itgnzfivd it reads va kari~:ydn, and Ppp. has the 
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same, also omitting (perhaps by accident) adiisyan. The second pada is nearly 
repeated as I r9. I b, below. The comm. renders sa11tgnia111i by pratiJiiniimi. The 
Dae;. Kar. cites (to Kauc;. 57. 29: see the note to that rule) the three verses in full, but 
.substitutes for 3 c, d our 53. 2 c, d, vai;vanaro no ad-, etc. 

72. For virile power. 
[Atharvaiigi?-as.-repo 'rkadevaty~m. ilnuffttbham: I.jagat'i; 3. bhtt:rf.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kaui;. (40. 16, I 7) in a rite for sexual vigor, with 
:an amulet. The arka-thread spoken of in 16 may find its explanation in the peculiarity 
reported by Roxburgh ( Flora Indica, ii. 31): "A fine sort of silky flax is in some parts 
prepared from the bark of the young shoots." 

Translated: Griffith, i. 474. - Cf. iv. 4; vi. ror. 

I. As the black snake spreads himself at pleasure, making wondrous 
forms (vdpus), by the Asura's magic (maJ,d), so let this arkd suddenly make 
thy member altogether correspondent (? scilizsamaka), limb with limb. 

The comm. reads sitas instead of asitds in a, and explains it as' a man t11at is bound.' 
He takes arka as 'an amulet of arka-tree' ( Calotrojis gigantea, of which various 
medicinal use is made). In d he reads sa1it samagam and paraphrases the latter with 
'of like going' (samlinagamana). The Petersburg Lexicon conjectures for scilizsaniaka 
'joined to one another.' The verse is mixed tri1/2tbh ancljagati. 

2. As the member of the tayiidara is made big by the wind-as great 
as is the member of the pdmspant, so great let thy member grow. 

What creature the paras'vant is is unknown (Pet. Lex. "perhaps the wild ass"); the 
.tayadara is yet more obscure, being mentioned only here. The comm. reads tayodaram, 
and defines the tayodara as ' a kind of animal,; the bha of sthttlabha he takes as repre
.senting a verbal root : sthau!yena bhiisamiinam. 

3. As much of a limb as is that of the pdras'vant, that of the elephant, 
and ·that of the ass - a~ great as of the vigorous (vajzn) horse, so great 
let thy member grow. 

The comm. reads an.cl explains ya•vad aiig'fnam at the beginning as two independent 
words; the metrical irregularity, as well as the anomalousness of the word as a derivative 
.and compound, suggest emendation to ;1if,7,1ad diigam (ang'lzm = pasas). L Cf. }Jischel, 
Ved. Stud., i. 83, with reference to the ass. J 

The seventh a11tt"Vtika, having r I hymns and 34 verses, ends here; and the mss. 
quote the old Anukr. to this effect: catasrbltir adhikas tit saptama(t syat. 

73. To assure supremacy. 
[Atharvan. -sifmmanasyam. mantrohtaniinadevaty,un . . trifi.y{ubhatn: I, .3. bhur&".] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. (with the verse-order l, 3, 2). Thi~ hymn with iii, 12, vL 93, 
xii. I, is reckoned by Kau~. to the viistti1pa('vani (8. 23) or the 'vasitt ga?ta./ and it 
and the following hymn, with others (12. 5), to the sammanas;1iini_; also, by the schol. 
(note to I 9. I), to the pu:'>(ika mantras/ and vs. 3 L so comm.: not vii, 60. 7 J by itself 
(23. 6) in the ceremony of entering a new hous.e. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 284; Dloomfield, 135, 494· 
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r. Let Varui:ia come here, Soma, Agni; let Brihaspati with the Vasus 
come here; come ye together, [his] fellows, all of you, like-minded, unto 
the fortune of this stern corrector (ugrd cettf). 

Ppp. reads abhi- instead of uja- in c, and has at the end sttjiUas. The comm. 
explains cettr as "one who properly understands the distinction of what is to be done 
and what is not to be done"; in this word dt seems to take the value of ci or cay: 
'one who notes and visits or requites.' 

2. The vehemence (ptpna) that is within your hearts, the design that 
has entered into your mind - that I frustrate with the oblation, the ghee; 
in me, 0 [my] fellows, be your satisfaction (ranzdti). 

Intended to restrain intending emigrants, apparently; as also vs. 3. All the mss., 
and both editions with them, read tfzn at the beginning of c, although it is unquestion
ably an error fo.r ttim, referring to dkii.tim, as the comm. correctly reads and under
stands. Only one ms. (our Bp. 2 ) has srivayami, all the rest rriv-, or its phonetic 
product, chriv~; but SPP. quite unaccountably (against the sense, and against the use 
of -,,/sf'v, which has no causative conjugation quotable before the Lalita-Vistara) adopts 
sivayami from the comm. ( == parasfarasambaddhan karomi): Ppp. has (re'vayami_; 
and in d (as in I d) mjiUas. The Anukr. should have noted the verse as nicrt. L Read 
yo VO 'sti in a?J 

3. Be ye just here; go not away from us; let Pushan make [it] path
less for you in the distance; let the lord of the dwelling ('vdstu) call 
aloud after you; in me, 0 [my] fellows, be your satisfaction. 

Ppp. has, in a, e 'ha yata ma 'pa, at the beginning; it rectifies the meter of b by 
omitting vas; in c, it reads 'yam a!tvan for jolzaviht,; in d, it again has s1tjlitlis. 

74. For harmony. 

:Found also in Paipp. xix. (in the verse-order 2, r, 3). Reckoned by Kau~. (12. 5), 
with the pteceding hymn and others, to the S(immanasydni. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 285; Bloomfiel~, 135, 495. 

I. Together let your bodies be mixed (Pre), together your minds, 
together your courses; together hath this Brahmai1aspati, together hath 
Bhaga made you come. 

Ppp. has, for d, somafi sa1it sjmJa_yii/lt miinz. The comm. renderssczmprcyantam by 
juirasjarli.nurlige1,ia sw1izsrJyantiim. 

2. Concurrence of the mind for you, also concurrence of the heart> 
also what of Bhaga is wearied (rnJntd) - therewith I make you concur. 

Ppp. has, in d, scuiz jrtapa,yati mam. I.t is one of the most peculiar and unaccount~ 
able of the occasional peculiarities of the pculti.-text that in d it reads sdm,7jnapayiivd) 
combining the preposition with the verb, though the former has the accent. Of all the 
mss. noted, only one of SPP's has the usual reading.* t;rantam in c seems an impos
sible reading, but even Ppp. giv~s nothing else. The comm.. explains it as 'toil-born 
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penance' (framajanz'ta11i tapafi). Emendation to fiintam 'tranquillized,' i.e. tranquil
lity, would be very easy, and tolerably satisfactory. ;~ L Whitney's collation certainly 
notes also D.Kp. as reading sdm :Jrzapaya:m.i_; probably his eye rested on the samojfzd
panam of b (which in his collation-book stands just above the sama.JFzajayami of d), 
when he wrote the above statement. I suspect that the avaxralza of sdmc:fiiapaylimi' 
has blundered in from the sam0jndpanam of a and b by a similar mistake of the scribes.J 
L Cf. the pada reading i'tpaofeki'ma at vi. I q. 2. J 

3. As the Adityas, severe (ugrd), not bearing enmity, united with the 
Vasus, with the Maruts, so, 0 three-named one, not bearing enmity, do 
thou make these people here like-minded. 

Ppp. reads, in a, vasavas instead of vasubhi's, and, in c, d, -yamanam imatiz .Jami 
sammanasa1Jz k(?ttt t·vam, which is better in so far as it makes alznz- adjtmct of the 
object rather than of the subject in the sentence; our text desiderates dhrtiiyamanan. 
The verse is found also in TS. (ii. I. I r 3), which has, in b, maritdbhi rudril.fi (our read
ing seems a corruption of this) samd..fanatli. 'bh{ J. and, in c, d, -yanzanii Vifve de,viift 

sdmanaso bhavantu. A god triiiaman appears to be met with only in this verse ; the 
one meant is probably Agni, as conjectured by BR., and also explained by the comm. 

75. To eject a rival. 

[Ktzbandha (sapatnak.iayakiima[l.). - mantroktadevatyam; aindram. iintt{{ubham : 3. 6-p.jagati.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. (with the verse-order r, 3, 2); and in TB. (iii. 3. I r 3-4) and 
Ap. (iii. r 4. 2 ). L TB. and Ap. agree with Paipp. in the verse-order and several other 
points.J Used by Kau~. '(47. 10) in a rite of sorcery; and again similarly (48. 29-31), 
with strewing of darbha grass. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 373; Grill, 22, 165; Griffith, i. 285; Bloomfield, 92, 495. 

I. I thrust yon man out of home, the rival who fights [us], with the 
oblation of ejectment; Indra bath demolished him. 

One of our mss. (0.) reads at the end also here (cf. 66. 2, above Land note to 32. 2J) 
-rariiit. Ppp., also TB.Ap., have nirb- at the beginning of c; and TB.Ap. have eiiam 
in d (the two agree in every point through the hymn). LPpp. parayarl, as at 66. 2.J 

2. Let lndra, Vritra-slayer, thrust him to the most distant distance, 
whence he shall not come back, through constant years (sdnza). 

I)pp. TB.Ap. read tr;,1,7, for Mm in a, and TB.Ap. nayatu for nudatu in b, while Ppp. 
has, for b, indro deva acik{.Pat _; all three have -yasi at end of c. 

3. Let him go [beyond] three distances; let him go beyond the five 
peoples; let him go beyond the three shining spaces, whence he shall 
not come back, through constant years, so long as the sun shall be in 
the sky. 

Instead of ltu, TB.Ap. have three times ihf, and they omit padas d, e; RV. (viii. 32. 
22 a, b) agrees with them in padas a, b. Ppp. reads mm for ati at end of b, and has, for 
c, the corrupt iha ea !'vii tu rocanli; it. omits d, e, like the other texts. The pada-text 
reads rocamt (not -nli!t), maintaining the usual and proper gender of the word, although, 
being qualified by tisrds, it is apparently taken here as feminine, and should be rocanaft. 
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The mark of punctuation added after d in our edition is not in the mss.; it was heed
lessly introduced in going through the press ; and the accent of fafvadbhyas is mis-• 
printed. 

76. For a k~atriya's security from death. 

[ ./r..abandha. - caturrcam. siitittapanifg·ncyam. iim,~tubham : 3. kakummati.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kauc;. (50. 4), with i. 26, 27 and vi. 3, by one 
desirous of success in conquest, and for other like purposes. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 459; Griffith, i. 286. 

I. They who sit about him, who pile on [fuel] in order to beholding 
[him]-let Agni, fully kindled, with his tongues arise out of [their]; 
heart. 

The sense is somewhat obscure. In b, cdk;ase probably 'that he may become con-• 
spicuous '; the comm. very strangely renders it 'for injury' (hinsayai) and regards the 
"they" as demons and the like. Ppp. begins yene 'dmiz par-, and elides the a of agnir 
in c. 

2. Of the heating(? samtapand) Agni I take hold of the track (? padd),. 
in order to length of life (dyus)- out of whose mouth the soothsayer· 
(addhati) sees the smoke arising. 

Ppp. reads, for c, d, dhatur yasya :Pafyata mama dyantaf vita!z,, corrupt. The comm .. 
explains pada as either 'place' (sthana) or' sound' (fabda). 

3. He who knoweth the fuel of him, piled on by the k.yatriya- he: 
setteth not the foot (padd) in detriment unto death. 

Ppp. elides the initial a of asya in a, and begins c ma vilware. To the comm., 
abhift,z1arct, is 'a roundabout crooked cause of meeting death.' 

4. They that go about (paryayin) do not slay him, he goes not down 
to the dead (? sannd) -the kfatr(ya who, knowing, takes the name of 
Agni unto length of life. 

Ppp. has, in b, evam for a,va j. and, in c, vi(,Vfi for vidv(i,n. The comm. understands . 
. sanniin as '(the enemies) even when in his neighborhood '; Ludwig, 'die [im Hinter

halt ?] gelagerten ': cf. TB. ii. 4. 711 samtiin mi 'va. giita. 
LA supplementary note from Roth says that Ppp. has, inserted just before iv. 9. 7 of 

the Vulgate, the following: nal 'na1iz ghnantu paryayar10 na manvii:lh l-va gacchati: 
Jane man.a pramiyate yas t?.1a1it. bibharty ii.njana ( cf. iv. 9. 5 d). J 

77. For recovery and retention of what is lost. 

[Kabandha. -jiitavedasam. if.mt:r/ubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. The comm. regards this hymn, and not vi. 44 (which has. 
the same pratika), as intended in KaU(;. 36. 5, in a rite concerning women (the preven-
tion of a woman'.s escape, etc., comm.). 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 468; Griffith, i. 286; Bloomfield, 106, 496. 
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r. The heaven bath stood; the earth hath stood ; all this living world 
bath stood; on their base (asthana) the mountains have stood; I have 
made the horses stand in their station. 

The first half-verse is 44. I a, b, above; the second is nearly vii. 96. I c, d, below. 
But Ppp. is different in c, d, and partly illegible; tif/ha ... ime stliiimann afvii 'ra1isata 
can be reacl. The comm. inserts 'thee, 0 woman ' in d, and regards afvan as an 
incomplete comparison: ' as they bind vicious horses with ropes'! Prat. iv. 96 pre
scribes the unchanged Jada-reading ati.y/hipam. L Most of SPP's authorities have 
asthu(t in smhhita.J 

2. He who hath attained the going away, he who bath attained the coming 
in, the turning hither, the turning in -he who is herdsman, on him I call. 

The first half-verse is nearly RV. x. 19. 5 a, b, and the second exactly ib. 4 c, d. 
RV. reads vydyanam for parc1yatiam in a, and parff.ya?tarn for nyfiyanam in b. The 
comm. appears to read nyayanam. 

3. 0 Jatavedas, cause to turn in; be thy turners hither a hundred, 
thy turners this way a thousand; with them get for us again. 

Ppp. has, for d, tlMltir ena1it ni 'Vartaya, thus defining the object of all this recover
ing action to be some male person or thing. The comm. interprets it all through as a 
woman who has escaped or wants to escape. RV. x. 19 is aimed at kine. Padas band 
c are found in VS. xii. 8, which also ends with jntnar no na1/tim zt krdhi pz'tnar no 
rayim it krdhz'. Santi would be a better reading in b. 

78. For matrimonial happiness. 

[Atharvan. - r, 2. c,indramasyilzt; 3. tvar/rf. r-.3. am11/ubh.] 

Found also in f>aipp. xix. Land at MP. i. 8. 6, 7, 10 J. Employed by Kau<;, twice 
(78. ro, I4) in the marriage ceremonies, with other passages, with anointing the heads 
of the married pair, making them eat together, etc. 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stzttl. v. 238; Ludwig, p. 37r; Grill, 57, r66; Griffith, 
i. 287; Bloomfield, 96, 498; also, as part of the MP. hymn, by Winternitz, Hoclizei'ts
rituell, p. 73. 

r. By this actual (? bhiUd) oblation let this man be filled up again ; 
the wife that they have brought to him, let him grow superior (ablzi-vrdlz) 

to her by essence (nisa). 
Ppp. has bltiUas_ya for bhtU1ma in a, and inverts the order of words in b. Grill 

acutely suggests bh17tyena in a, 'for prosperity (bhfiti),' and the comm. paraphrases it 
with sa111rddhi/u1,re!UZ 'prosperity-making.' Abhi in d, and in 2 a, b, seems to have a 
meaning like that which it has in abhi-bhil. The comtn. makes no difficulty of render
ing the neuter v,zrdhatam as if it were causative. Ppp. takes away the difficulty of the 
expression in this verse by the very different reading jiiyavi yam asmli 'vida1ii sa 
rasena • bid ·vardhatlim. 

2. Let him grow superior to [her] by fatness (pdyas), let him grow 
superior to [her] by royalty; by wealth of thousand-fold splendor let 
these two be unexhausted. 
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Ppp. has, in a, prajaya instead of payasa. The accent stJm is read by all but one 
(0.) of our mss. and by all but one Lor two J of SPP's. 

3. Tvashtar generated the wife, Tvasht;r [generated] thee as husband 
for her; let Tvashtar make for you two a thousand life-times (dyus), a 
long life-time. 

L Ppp. adds dadhiiit after patim in b, which is better; has, in c, sahasra ay-; and, 
in d, mam for vam. J 

79. For abundance at home. 

[Atharvan. ~ smnsphiinadevatyam. ,!,'"iiyatnim: 3. 3-p.jri{jiipatyii jagati.J 

L" Verse" 3 is prose.J Found also in Paipp. xix.; and in TS. iii. 3. 82 ·3, Kaw:;:. 
uses the hymn in a rite L2r. 7 J for prosperity (for fatness in grain, comm.), and it is 
reckoned (note to 19. I) to thefm-1/ika mantras. Vait. (31.4) has it in the sattra, on 
the ekal(aka day, with offerings to the two deities mentioned. 

Translated : Griffith, i. 288 ; Bloomfield, r 4 r, 499. 

I. Let the lord of the cloud (ndbhas) here, the fattener, protect us, 
[grant] unequalledness (?) in our houses. 

For the obscure dsamati in c, the minor Pet. Lex. conjectures tisamarti' unharmed
ness,' which TS. has in the corresponding pad a, making an anu1 fubli of the verse, with 
grhliza;;i asamartyii:z' balzavo no grli11 asan for second half; the comm. explains it 
as 'absence of division (pariccheda) * of the grain lying in our storehouses'; Ppp. is 
defaced, but appears to have read something different. TS. further has nablzasa jntras 
for -sasjuitis in a. Most of our sa1Jzhlta mss. (except E.H.s.m.O.) read tia!i after 
grhi~ztJ• SPP. reports nothing of the kind from his authorities. The comm. regards 
Agni as intended by the "fattener." * LI think the comm. intends rather 'absence of 
determination or measure' : i.e. "may the grain be abundant beyond measure." J 

2. Do thou, 0 lord of the cloud, maintain for us sustenance (zh:;") in 
our houses ; let prosperity, let good (vdszt) come. 

TS. prefixes scf. at the beginning, and has, for b, 17,r_ja,,jz no dliekl bhadrcryii, then run
ning off into an entirely different close. The comm. regards Vayu as addressed. 

3. 0 divine fattener, thou art master of thousand~fold prosperity; bestow 
upon us of that; assign to us of that; of that from thee may we be sharers. 

In the first clause, Ppp. corrupts to sahasrapofife_,· it omits ttZSya no riis•va, and has 
bltak.yima/ti for bltakti11i'i-itsaft syiima. TS. has sahasrap-, and, after the division-mark, 
sd no riis1,1iZ 'jy(inim etc. (an entirely different close). The last part of the verse is 
fo1md in K. v. 4, which reads at the end bhaktivlino bhu_ylisma/ and TH. iii. 7.57 has 
the fast phrase with L ttfsyli,s te J bhak#71if.?zafi syama: a curiotts set of variants, all irregular 
or anomalous. The verse, according to the comm., is addressed to the sun. 

80. The heavenly dog and the kalakanjas. 

[Ath.arvan. ~dimlmmasam. anurfubham: I, blmrij; 3. jwastiirapankti.J 

Found also in Paipp. xix. (with the verse-order 1, 3, 2). The use of the hymn in 
IGiui;. and Va.it. is obscure and indefinite : the former applies it only (3 r. t 8) in a. heal~ 
ing rite for one who is pak,fahata, (' wounded in the side'? LBI. suggests hemiplagia 
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or paralysis. J The comm.. reads in the Kam;. text a;igam mantroktamrttikaya for man
trokta11t caiikramayii. of Bl's ed.); the latter has vs. 3 in the agmj/mna sacrifice, accom
panying (23. 20) the avabhrtha i°ff'i etc. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 373; Bloomfield, JAOS. xv. 163, with detailed discussion and 
comment; Griffith, i. 288 ; Bloomfield, again, S BE. xlii. r 3, 500. - Bloomfield identifies 
the two "heavenly dogs" spoken of in various places with the dogs of Sarama and of 
Yama, and ultimately with the sun and moon. 

r. He flies through the atmosphere, looking down upon all existences; 
what the greatness is of the heavenly dog, with that oblation would we 
pay worship to thee. 

The first half-verse is RV. x. r 36. 4 a, b, which differs only by reading riipii, instead 
of bhiitd in b; it is part of the hymn that extols the powers of the munz.'. Ppp. has a 
very different version of b, c, d: svar bhiUii vyacacalat: sa no di<vyasyiii 'da1ji nzaJias 
tasmli etena liavi;a juhomi. 

2. The three kalakaFyas that are set (r;ritd) in the sky like gods -
all them I called on for aid, for this man's unharmedness. 

In explaining this verse, the comm. quotes from TB. (i. I. 24-6) the legend of the 
Asuras named kalakanja, whose efforts to reach heaven Indra thwarted by a trick, 
except in the case of two of them, who became the heavenly dogs; a corresponding 
legend is found in MS. i. 6. 9 (p. 101, I. I ff.). The different numbers in our hymn, as 
regards both dog and kalakanjas, are important, and suggest naturally the dog of our 
sky (Canis major or Sirius: so Zimmer, p. 353) and the three stars of Orion's belt, 
pointing directly toward it. The Anukr. does not notice the deficiency of a syllable in a. 

3. In the waters [is] thy birth, in heaven thy station, within the ocean 
thy greatness, on the earth; what the greatness is of th<; heavenly dog, 
with that oblation would we pay worship to thee. 

Ppp. substitutes Lfor c, dj again its own refrain,· sa no di'vy- etc., as in vs. I. 

The comm. regards the verse as addressed to Agni. 

81. For successful pregnancy: with an amulet. ,. 
[ Tva:r{ar. - mantroktadcvcitycun tdil "dityam. amt,rfttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Applied by Kau<;, (35. II) in a rite for conception of a 
male, with the direction it£ ·mantroktam badhnatl; and the schol. (note to 35. 26) quotes 
it also in a women's rite. 

Translated: Weber, Intl. Stud. v. 239; Ludwig, p. 477; Griffith, i. 289; Bloomfield, 
96, 501. - Cf. Bergaigne-Henry, Manuel, p. I 53. 

I. Thou art a holder, thou boldest (yam) the two hands, thou drivest 
away the demons. Seizing (grail,) progeny and riches, this hath become 
a hand-clasp (pan'/zastd). 

In. Ppp., the a of abJiut in d is elided. The comm. reads knivanas in c; he under
stands Agni to be addressed in a, b. 
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2. 0 hand-clasp, hold apart the womb, in order to placing of the 
embryo ; 0 thou sign (? nzaryada), put in a son ; him do thou make to 
come, thou comer (? dgama). 

The obscure words maryiidii and agama are apparently epithets of the parihasta _; 
the comm. understands the L first J of the woman : maryadii == marya + ii-da 'taken 
possession of by men' ; Land he takes a.game as= agmnane sat£ ' when sexual approach 
takes place,' which would be acceptable if it did not wholly disregard the accentJ. One 
might conjecture maryadas 'giver of a male.' Ppp. has at end -gamafz. 

3. The hand-clasp that Acliti wore [when] desiring a son - may 
Tvashtar bind that on for her, saying" that she may give birth to a son." 

Ppp. reads suvat in d. For Aditi desiring a son, compare xi. r. r. 

82. To obtain a wife. 

[Bhaga (jilyiikiima(t). -aindram. ilmt:rfubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix:. Used by Kaut;. (59. r r), in a kamya rite, by one desiring 
a wife; and again, in the nuptial ceremonies (78. 10) 1 with vi. 78 etc. 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stud. v. 239; Ludwig, p. 470; Grill, 57, 167; Griffith, 
i. 289 ; Bloomfield, 95, 502. 

r. I take the name of the arriving, the arrived, the coming one; Inclra 
the Vritra-slayer I win (van), him of the Vasus, of a hundred-fold power. 

The construction of van with a genitive is apparently elsewhere unknown, and is 
of doubtful sense. Ppp. has instead rajno 'of the king,' which makes the correctness 
of 'Vanve very doubtful. Ppp. also combines iigacliata •:r;atasya in a. The comm. reads 
at the end fatakrato, vocative ; he apparently takes fiyatds in b as ifyatas, from yam 
(niyato 'ham) Lor, alternatively, with indrasya J. 

z. By what· road the A~vins carried Surya, daughter of Savi tar, by 
that, Bhaga said to me, do thou bring a wife. 

In b, afvfno "hdtus is perhaps better to be taken apart to ai;vfnii: ii-17lidtus, but the 
pada-text has no a. LCf. Bergaigne, Rel. Vifd., ii.486-7.J 

3. The good-giving, great, golden hook that is thine, 0 Indra-with 
that, 0 lord,of might (r;dcl-), assign thou a wife to me who seek a wife. 

Ppp. retains the a of a1ikui;as, and has, for d, t1.1a1iz dhehi fatakrato. The comm. 
reads, in a, vasudhiinas. 

The eighth ani1,,z1ii.ka, containing ro hymns and 3 r verses, ends with this hymn; the 
old Anukr. says: 1:1katri1ifaka1n a:r/ama1Ji vada1itl. 

83. To remove apacits. 

[Angiras. -caturrcam. -mantroktadevatyam. iintt:r{ubham: 4. r-av. 2-p. nicrd <'lrcy anttffubh.] 

LPart (vs. 4) prose.J Found also in Paipp. i. (but without the added vs. 4). Kau<;. 
(31. r6) employs it in a healing rite1 with vii. 76 (against ga(tifa11uUa, schol., comm.); 
vss. 3 c, d and 4 are specified in the sequel of the rite (31. 20, 21); the comm. treats 
vs. 4 as beginning .of hymn 84; it is applied by Kau<;, in the treatment of a sore of 
unknown origin (ajniitarus: catu1rpiid gartifa, comm.). 
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Translated: Ludwig, p. 500; Bloomfield, JAOS. xiii., p. ccxviii (=PAOS., Oct. 
1887), or AJP. xi. 324; Griffith, i. 290; Bloomfield, again, SBE. xlii. 17, 503. 

I. 0 apadts, fly forth, like a bird (sztpar~zd) from its nest ; let the sun 
make remedy; let the moon shine you away. 

It was Bloomfield (in the article referred to above) who first maintained that the 
a_padt is a pustule or sore. The comm. directly identifies the apacits with the ga?zrla
ma!as, "scrofulous swellings of the glands of the neck" (BR.), and explains all the 
processes implied in the hymn as referring to such. His etymology of the word under 
this verse is ' gathered off ward by reason of defect' (do:ravarad apiik cfyamiinii,!t ), and 
he describes them as 'beginning from the throat [and] proceeding downward' (l:altid 
arabhya adhasttit prasrtafi). The accent of knuJtit in c is the usual antithetical one; 
SPP. makes a wholly unnecessary and very venturesome suggestion to explain it. 

2. One [is] spotted, one whitish (rylnl), one black, two red; of all 
have I taken the name; go ye away, not slaying [our] men. 

The comm.· explains enr as i1adraktamif·rarveta. 

3. Barren shall the apacit, daughter of the black one, fly forth; the 
boil (glait) shall fly forth from here; it shall_ disappear from the neck 
(? galuntds). 

J:he translation here given of ga!untds is the purest conjecture, as if the \~Ord were 
a corruption of some form of gala ( our W.O.D. read i;alantas), with ablative-suffix tas. 
It might contain ga(lzt 'excrescence on the throat'; indeed, the comm. etymologizes it 
as gafli:Zn + ...j tas l He understands na (t".[yati as two independent words. Ppp. has 
sakala1iz tena ptdhyati ( or (tt:ryati), perhaps 'thereby it dries wholly up.' For rlima
ya{tf, compare vii. 74. I. 

" 
4. Partake (vi) of [thine] own oblation, enjoying with the mind; hail r 

as now I make oblation with the mind. 
This verse, which breaks the uniformity of the book, is evidently an intrusion, and 

has no apparent connection with the rest of the hymn, although it is acknowledged by 
both Anukr. and comm. The latter curiously mixes it up with vs. I of the next hymn~ 
reckoning it with 84. I a., b as one verse, and reckoning 84. 1 c, d and 2 as the following 
verse, thus Lmaking 83 a trca, and 84 a caturrcaj. LAn arcy amtffttb!i would seem. 
to be 24 syllables. J 

84. For release from perdition. 

[ A iigiras. - cahtt-rcmn. nilirrtam. I. bhm·ig:fal{at'i; 2. 3-p. iirci brhati; 3, 4 . .Jagati; 
4. bhurik trif{-itbh.J 

This hymn is not found in Paipp. Kam;. applies it (52. 3), .with vi. 63 and 121, in a 
rite for welfare. The comm. takes no notice of this, but regards the hymn as implied 
in 3 r. 2I : see under the preceding hymn. In Va.it. (38. I) it is found used in a healing 
rite in the _purufamedha: this also the comm. overlooks. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 444; Griffith, i. 291, 

I. Thou in whose terrible mouth I make oblation, in order to the 
release of these bound ones ; people think of thee as "earth "; I know 
thee completely as "perdition·" (nirrti'). 
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The verse is found also in VS. (xii. 64), TS. (iv. 2. 53), and MS. (ii. 2. I). In a, for 
asanigltore, VS.MS. have ghora lisan, and TS. kritra asdn,; before it, TS. inserts asyifs, 
while MS. begins ydd adyd te_; in b, all (also our comm.) read bandhanam, which is 
better; MS. has after it pram6canli.ya, and all omit ktim _; for c, d, VS.MS. haveyd1ii 
tviijdno bhi1mir itij;ramdndate nfrrti1it tvii 'hdm jdri-veda vit;vdta/t, while TS. agrees 
nearly with our text, though having simply Jana vidztr for abhiprdmanvate jdnizft, and 
at the end vlr;vata(z. The chief result for our text is the de1~1onstration of manvate as 
probably a corruption of mandate. It was noted at the end of the preceding hymn 
that the comm. mixes up the end and beginning of the two hymns. The metrical 
definition of the Anukr. is very poor. 

2. 0 earth(?), be thou rich in oblations; this is thy share which is in 
us; free these [and] those from sin: hail! 

The translation follows Ludwig's suggested emendation of bhtite at the beginning to 
bhfivie. 

3. So, 0 perdition, do thou, free from envy, kindly unfasten from us 
the bond-fetters of iron. Yama verily giveth thee back to me; to that 
Yama, to death, be homage. 

All of this verse except the first pada is a repetition of 63. 2 b, c, d, above. The 
comm. explains aneha by anahantri. The fourth is the only jagati pada. 

4. Thou wast bound here to an iron post, bridled with deaths that 
are a thousand; do thou, in concord with Yama, with the Fathers, make 
this man ascend to the highest firmament. 

This verse is a repetition of 63. 3, above. 

85. For relief from yak~ma. 

[A tharvan (yakftnaniff anakama!z). - vilnaspatymn. iitztt.y/ubh.zm.] 

Found also in Pa.ipp. xix. Used by Ka.u<;, (26. 33-37) in a healing rite, with vi. 109, 
127 and others; in 37 with the direction viantroktam badlzmUi_; and reckoned (note 
to 26. I) to the takmanai;ana ga1za. And the first half of vs. 2 is part of a verse given 
entire in 6. 17. 

Translated : Griffith, i. 29r; Bloomfield, 39, 505. 

I. The 'vara~id, this divine forest-tree, shall ward off (varay~); the 
ydk11na that has entered into this man - that have the gods warded off. 

The verse is repeated as x. 3. 5. An amulet made of 'Va.rattd is used, as the comm. 
points out. LSimilar worcl~play at iv. 7. I- see note.J The deficiency of a syllable in 
a is not noticed by the Anukr. 

2. With the word (vdcas) of Indra, of Mitra, and of Varm;a, with the 
voice (vdc) of all the gods, do we ward off thy ydkf1na. 

3 .. As Vritra stopped (stambk) these waters [when] going in all direc
tions, so, by means of Agni Vai~vanara, do I ward off thy ;1dh;ma. 

For vit;1.1tfdhii yatts, in b, the comm. reads ·vir-vadhiiyanls. Ppp. combines, in a, 
vrtrtU 'ma 'pat,,. 
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86. For supremacy. 

[ A tharvan ( vr fakcZma!t). - e kavr fadevatyam. iimt:'i/ubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Employed by KaU<5, (59. I 2), in a kiimya rite, by one 
who is Vt,!akama ( vai.Jtlzyakama, comm.); and the schol. (note to 140. 6) adds it to 
v. 3. I r and vii. 86, 9r as used in the indrama}totsava. 

Translated : Ludwig, p. 241 ; Griffith, i. 292. 

I. Chief (vf1an) of I_nclra, chief of heaven, chief of earth is this man, 
chief of all existence; do thou be sole chief. 

"Chief," lit'ly 'bull': foremost, as the bull is of the herd. Indrasya in a can hardly 
stand; rather aindrasya, or, we may conjecture, idhrasya (cf. fdhnjia, vldhra). 

2. The ocean is master of the streams; Agni is controler of the earth ; 
the moon is master of the asterisms; do thou be sole chief. 

Ppp. has, in c, silryas instead of candramiis,; the latter makes a redundant pada, 
unnoticed by the Anukr. 

3. Universal ruler art thou of Asuras, summit of human beings; part
sharer of the gods art thou; do thou be sole chief. 

The comm. understands 'part-sharer ' to mean "having a share equal to that of all 
the other godstogether," and applies it to Indra. 

87. To establish some one in sovereignty. 
[Atha1·v1m. -dhriluv;1am. iinut/ubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. L This hymn and verses r and 2 of the next, form one 
continuous passage in the RV. (x. 173. I-5): see Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des RV., 
i. 248-9 ; and cf. introduction to our iii. I 2. J It is further found in TB. (ii. 4. 28-9) and 
K. (xxxv. 7). This hymn and the one next following are used together by Kau~.: in a 
kanzya rite (59· 13), by one desiring fixity (dhrazwya or sthiiirya); in a rite of expiation 
for earthquakes (98. 3), ,vith xii. I ; and the comm. regards them (and not iii. 12. r, 2) 

as intended by dkrwvau at r 36. 7 (and the same should doubtless be said of 43. I r ), in 
the rite against the portent of broken sacred vessels ; further, they appear in the indra-
1nahotsawa (r40. 8), 87. I c being curiously specified in addition. In Va.it. (28. r6), this 
hymn alone (or vs. I) appears in the a .. r;nicayana, at the raising of the ukhyagni. 

Translated: by the RV. translators, and Zim1ner, p. 163; and, as AV. hymn, by 
Ludwig, p. 3 73 ; Griffith, i. 292. 

r. I have taken thee; thou hast become within; stand thou fixed, not 
unsteady; let all the people (vlfas) want thee; let not the kingdom fall 
away from thee. 

The RV. version has, in a, ed!li for abhils./ and RV.TB. (also VS. xii. r 1) have 
•cllcalz's at end of b; and so has TS. (h·. 2. I 4), though it reads Lin d asmin for mli tvtit 
and fray a for bhrarat J; while MS. (ii. 7. 8) agrees with our text in a, b, c, but gives for 
d asme rfi{i/rliciz' dlu"iraya, The comm. explains antar abhzts by as1nakam madhye 
'dhij}{itt'r a:bhazm!z, which reminds us of madhyame;tlili and :madhyama(i Lsee note to 
iv. 9. 4J. L Our c is the c of iv. 8. 4 (see the note thereon), of which the TB. version has· 
our d here as its d.J 
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2. Be thou just here; be not moved away; like a mountain, not 
unsteady; 0 Indra, stand thou fixed just here; here do thou maintain 

royalty. 
RV. TB. have again -cacalis at end of b, and TB. has 1yath(,thas for apa cyo1/hcis 

in a. The metrical contraction parvate ',va is not opposed by the Anukr. At begin
ning of c, RV.TB.Ap. have the better reading fndra ive 'hd (to be read indre 've 
'ha: whence, doubtless, the AV. version); and, as the comm. gives the same, SPP. has 
adopted it in his text, against all his authorities as well as ours. The AV. version 
(found also in Ppp.) is not to be rejected as impossible; the person is himself addressed 
in it as Indra: i.e., as chief. Ppp. has ni for it in d. Ap<;S. (xiv. 27. 7) has the RV.· 
version, except yajnam for 'ra,!fram in d. · In our text an accent-sign has dropp.ed out 
under the {/he of -1fhe 'hd in c-d. 

3. Indra bath maintained this man fixed by a fixed oblation; him may 
Soma bless, and Brahmal).aspati here. 

RV. begins i'mdm indro ad-, and has, in d, tdsvzii tt for aydvi ea. TB. (also Ap<;S. 
xiv. 27. 7, which agrees with it throughout L except brwvan for bravan J) has etiam for 
etdm in a, and tdsmai deva adhi bravan for c. L Our c, d occurred above, 5. 3 c, d. J 

88. To establish a sovereign. 

[Atha1-van. -dhrifuvyam. iln1tf/1tbham: .J· tri)/ubh.] 

The hymn does not occur in Paipp., but its first two verses are RV. x. I 73. 4, 5 (con
tinuation of those corresponding to our 87). For its use by Kauc;. with the preceding 
hymn, see under the latter. 

Translated: by the RV. translators and by Zimmer (p. 163), in part; and Ludwig, 
p. 255; Griffith, i. 293. 

r. Fixed [is] the sky, fixed the earth, fixed all this world of living 
beings (}d/;at), fixed these mountains ; fixed [is] this king of the people 
(vz"ram). 

RV. varies from this only in the order of padas, which is a, c, b, d. TB. (ii. 4. 28) 

and Ap<;S. (xiv. 27. 7) follow our order, but have dhruvii ha for dhrzn.1,isas in c; 
MB. (i. 3. 7) has our a, b, c. 

2. Fixed for thee let king Varul).a, fixed let divine Brihaspati, fixed for 
thee let both Indra and Agni maintain royalty fixed. 

The RV. verse differs in no respect from this. 

3. Fixed, unmoved, do thou slaughter the foes; make them that play 
the foe fall below [thee]; [be] all the quarters (d!f) like-minded, c011.r 

cordant (sadlirytlfic); let the gathering (sdmiti) here suit (k[p) thee ['-vho 
art] fixed. 

'With d compare v. r9. I 5 c. The comm. reads juUayasva at end of b. The last 
pada is jagatl'. The comm. renders kalpatiim by samartlta bha,vatu. 
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89. To win affection. 

[Atharvan. - maittroktadt'iivatam.* t'inulfubham.] 

-vi. go 

This hymn also, like the preceding, is wanting in Paipp. Kam;. (36. 10-I r) applies 
I 

it in a women's rite, for winning affection, addressing the head and ear, or wearing the 
hair, of the person to be affected. ;,; L The Anukr. text is confused here; but the Berlin 
ms. seems to add 1nanyuvint1t;anam. J 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stud. v. 242; Griffith, i. 293. 

I. This head that is love's (?pre~zf), virility given by Soma-by what 
is engendered out of that, do we pain (rocaya) thy heart. 

Pretti is as obscure to the comm. as to us; he paraphrases it by premajrajal.:a 'that 
obtains (or causes to obtain) affection.' He takes vntzya as adj., treats pari prajiitena 
in c as one word, and supplies to it snehavit;e1ei2a. L Whitney's O. combines tatas j>dri. J 

2. We pain thy heart; we pain thy mind; as smoke the wind, close 
upon it (sadlzryanc), so let thy mind go after me. 

The sign in our text denoting kamja in sadhryaJi should have been, for consistency's 
sake, I (as in SPP's text) and not 3; the mss., as usual, vary between I and 3 and 
nothing. The comm. reads sadlzrim. 

3. Unto me let Mitra-and-Varm1a, unto me divine SarasvatI, unto me 
let the middle of the earth, let both [its] ends fling (sam.as) thee. 

The comm. renders samasyata,n by sa1ityojayatiim. 

90. For safety from Rudra's arrow. 

[Athm-van,-?'iiudram. I, 2. anu-rfubh; .3. t'lrfi bhurig zt:r?iih.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. (in the verse-order z, 1, 3). Used by Kau~. (3r. 7) in a 
healing rite against sharp pain (r;2t!a,); also reckoned (note to 50. 13) to the riiudraga?Za, 

Translated : Grill, I 4, I 68 ; Griffith, i. 294 ; Bloomfield, 1 I, 506. 

I. The arrow that Rudra hurled at thee, at thy limbs and heart, that 
do we now thus eject asunder from thee. 

Ppp. has, for c, ima,iz t·vam adya te vayam. The comm. understands the infliction 
to be the r,Maroga. (colic?). L In c, itf,am, 'thus' or 'herewith' i.e. 'with this spell'? J 

2. The hundred tubes that are thine, distributed along thy limbs, of 
all these of thine do we call out the poisons. 

Ppp. · reads hiras for r;atam in a, and siikam for vayam in c. The comm. takes 
nz"r1.n'rartl as a single word in d (= v(rarahi'tani). L Cf. i. I 7. 3.J 

3. Homage to thee, 0 Rudra, when hurling; homage to [thine arrow] 
when aimed (jwdtlltita); homage to it when let fly; homage to -it when 
having hit. 

Ppp. has, in b, pratikit,zbhyas .,· in c, d, vistiyainaniibhyo nmnas trayatabl-tyaft (but 
in i., where the verse is also found, nipatitabliyaft). The verse is Uf?Zi°li only by number 
of syllables, 
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91. For remedy from disease. 

[ Bhrgvaiigiras. - mantroktayakfmaniipanadevatyam. anu~'{ubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by IGi.ui;;, (28. r7-20) in a healing rite against all 
diseases (in 17 with v. 9; in 20 alone), with binding on of a barley amulet; also 
reckoned to the takmanarana ga!za (note to 26. 1 ). 

Translated: Grill, 14, 168; Griffith, i. 295; Bloomfield, 40, 507. 

1. This barley they plowed mightily with yokes of eight, with yokes 
of six; therewith I unwrap away the complaint (rdpas) of thy body. 

The last half-verse is defaced in Ppp. ; it appears to end jratlcina ajahvayatii. 

2. Downward blows the wind; downward burns the sun; downward 
the inviolable [cow] milks; downward be thy complaint. 

This verse is RV. x. 6o. 1 I ; the latter rectifies the meter of a by introducing ava 
('va) before 1JlUi Lor rather, by not being guilty of the haplography which spoils our 
AV. text: cf. note to iv. 5. 5 J. The Anukr. ignores the deficiency of our text. · 

3. The waters verily are remedial; the waters are disease-expelling; 
the waters are remedial of everything; let them make remedy for thee. 

The first three padas are the same with those of iii. 7. 5, above; and the whole verse 
corresponds with RV. x. I 3 7. 6, which differs only by reading sdr11asya for ·vfi;11asya in c. 
Ppp. has a wholly original second half-verse : lijaft samudrarthayat~ para vahantu te 
rajafi. 

92. For success of a horse. 

[Atharvan. -vii.flnam. trai°f{ttbham: I.jiz.g-ati.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Applied by Kauc;. (4r. 21) in a rite for the success of a 
horse; and by Va.it. (36. 18) in the ap,amedha, as the sacrificial horse is tied. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 459; Griffith, i. 295; Bloomfield, !45, 507. 

I. Be thou, 0 steed (viijzn), of wind-swiftness, being harnessed (yu/); 
go in Inclra's impulse, with mind-quickness; let the all-possessing Maruts 
harness thee; let Tvashtar put quickness in thy feet. 

The verse is also VS. ix. 8, where, for b, is r~ad fndrasye ,va ddk;iiia!z fr/yili 'dhi: 
Ppp. puts bltava after 11ajin in a, and reads dai'lJ)'as_ya for vir;11a'vedasas in c. The 
comm. gives an alternative explanation of virvavedt:is, as often of its near equivalent 
jtUavedas: 'Vifvadhana{i san,agocarajnlino 1.1a. The Anukr., as often, takes no note 
of the tri,1/ubh pada d. 

2. The quickness, 0 courser, that is put in thee in secret, also that 
went about committed to the hawk, to the wind -with that strength do 
thou, 0 steed, being strong, win the race, rescuing in the conflict. 

This verse also is found in VS. (ix. 9 a), with considerable variants: at tlfe beginning, 
javo yas te vlijin _; for b, r;yent! jdritto acarac ea 1.1iite _; in c, nas for t'l,.1am _; for d, 
vaj1.ijk ea bhc£1.1a sdmane ea par-. Ppp. resembles this in b: i;yene carati yar; ea vcUe. 
Hal£ SPP's authorities end with •i'-fttzi; I have noted no such reading among our mss. 
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The Anukr. ignores the irregularity of this verse and of vs. 3. L The vs. is discussed 
by Bloomfield, JAOS. xvi. 17, or Festgruss an Roth, p. r54. Ford, see Fischel, Vul. 
Stud., ii. 314, and Baunack, KZ. xxxv. 516.J 

3. Let thy body, 0 steed, conducting a body, run pleasance (1Himci) 

for us, protection for thyself; uninjured, great, a god for maintaining, 
may he set up his own light in the sky, as it were. 

This is translated literally according to the AV. text, although comparison with the 
corresponding RV. verse (x. 56. 2) shows that its readings are in part pure corruptions. 
So, in b, RV. makes lthe meter good andj the sense easy by giving dlziftu for dhd71atu.,· 
in c it has devifn for devds (the comm. gives instead divas); and, in d, mimiycI., 
(ii vzimfyat = iigacchatu, comm.). Ppp. has, for a, aste vlijiJi tanvmiz vahantu_; in c, 
avihvrtas_; in d, s71aranasiviim. The verse is probably originally addressed to Agni, 
and added here only because of the occurrence of 7/ii,jin at its beginning. The comm. 
understands tanvam in a of a rider: an7tjlzasya sadinafi (ariram. 

The ninth anu1.1aka, of 10, hymns and 32 verses, ends here; the old Anukr. is thus 
quoted: d7.'J'adhikai1 apacit. 

93. For protection: to many gods. 

[fa1itttiti. - riiudram: 3. bahudevatya. triiif!ttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Reckoned by Kaui;. (8. 23) to the 11astorjatyam~ and 
also (9. 2) to the brhaclzlinti gatza.,· used (50. r3), with vi. 1, 3, 59, and others, in a rite 
for welfare; further added (note to 25. 36) to the svastyayana gatza. 

Translated: Muir, iv 2
• 333; Ludwig, p. 322; Griffith, i. 296. 

r. Yam a, death, the evil-killer, the destroyer, the brown ~arva, the 
blue-locked archer, the god-folk that have arisen with their army-let 
them avoid our heroes. 

All the authorities read dstni in b; both editions make the necessary emendation to 
dstil, which is also read by the comm. and by Ppp. Ppp. further, in b, has blia·va 

instead of btxbhrus, and ends with -kha!ztfi; in c it has vrnj'anti (its exchange of -ti 
and -tu is common). 

2. With mind, with libations, with flame (? hdras), with ghee,, unto the 
archer <;arva and unto king Bhava-to them (pl.), who are deserving of 
homage, I pay homage; let them conduct those of evil poison away from us. 

The pada-text, in. d, reads aght£-vi:1·aft, doubtless accus. pl. fem., and belonging to 
i;zts 'arrows, understood; but the comm. supplies instead krtyiis. L For c, 'to the 
homage-deserving ones, - hem.age to th'm I pay.'J 

3. Save ye us from them of evil poison, from the deadly weapon, 
0 all ye gods, ye all-possessing Maruts ; Agni-and-Soma, Varul).a of 
purified skill ; may we be in the favor of Vata-and-Parjanya. 

The third pada in our text is made up of nominatives, coordinated neither with the 
vocatives of b nor with the genitive of d. Ppp. has, for b, c, agni.yomii marutafz jJl7ta
dakfli/t: 'Vlf'VIJ dc1.!(i maruto viii~11ade,./ii.s, which may all be vocatives. The Anukr. 

takes no notice of the metrical irregularities of the verse. 
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94. For harmony. 

[Atharvilngiras. -siirasvatyam. ii1tU{fttbham. 2. vinlrjjagati.] 

The first verse ( == iii. 8. 5 ; the four preceding verses of iii. 8 occurred elsewhere) is 
found in Pai pp. xix. The comm. regards it as intended by Kauc;. I 2. 5, in a rite for 
harmony,' as, in almost identical terms, he had above (under iii. 8) declared iii. 8. 5, 6 to 
be intended. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 514; Griffith, i. 296; Bloomfield, 138, 508. 

I. We bend together your minds, together your courses, together 
·your designs ; ye yonder who are of discordant courses, we make you 
bend [them] together here. 

Ppp. in d apparently smiz jnajayamasi. 

2. I seize [your] minds with [my] mind; come after my intent with 
[your] intents; I put your hearts in my control; come with [your] tracks 
following my motion. 

These two verses are a repetition of iii. 8. 5, 6. In our text, -rete at the end of b is 
a misprint for reta. L As to the meter, see note to iii. 8. 6. J 

3. Worked in for me [are] heaven-and-earth; worked in [is] divine 
SarasvatI; worked in for me [are] both Indra and Agni; may we be 
successful here, 0 SarasvatI. 

Save the last pada, this verse is a repetition of v. 23. 1. The comm. paraphrases 
ota by libhi,nukhyena sa1ittata or parasfara1h sa1izbatldha. 

95 .. For relief from disease: with ku~tha. 

[ B hr,t;vaiigiras. - vii naspatyavi ; mantroktadevatyam. iimt{fttbham.] 

The hymn is not found in Paipp. As in the case of the preceding hymn, the first 
two verses have already occurred in the AV. text: namely, as v. 4. 3, 4. The comm. 
regards this hymn as included in the kttf/hallilg'i'is of Kau<;, 28. r3; and vs. 3 (instead of 
v. 25. 7) as intended in Va.it. 28. 20, in the agnicayana. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 297. 

I. The arvatthd, seat of the gods, in the third heaven from here ; 
there the gods won the k2t.f{,ha, the sight of immortality. 

2. A golden ship, of golden tackle, moved about in the sky; there the 
gods won the k1t;/ha, the flower of immortality. 

SPP. reads in c pitfjam, with, as he claims, all his authorities save one; as the verse 
is repeated from a book to which the comm. has not been found, we do not know how 
11e reacl. L See W's note to v. 4. 4. But a note in his copy of the printed text here 
seems to prefer pz,1ja11z. J 

3. Thou art the young (gdrbha) of herbs; the young also of the 
snowy [mountains], the young of all existence; make thou this man free 
from disease. for me. 
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The comm. understands the third verse as addressed to Agni ; but much more proba
bly the ku!/ha is intended. From garblzo in c the superfluous accent-mark above the 
line is to be deleted. L Our a, b, c are nearly v. 2 5. 7 a, b, c; and d is nearly v. 4. 6 c. J 

96. For relief from sin and distress. 

[Bhr.crvangiras. -vanaspatyam: .3. siimnyil. iimtrfubham: 3. 3-p. vira!t nama gayatri.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. (for other correspondences, see under the verses). Employed 
by Kauc;. (31. 22) in a remedial rite against reviling by a Brahman, against dropsy, etc. 
(the direction in the text is simply iti vzantroktasyau '-1adhzbkir dltitjJayatl), making 
incense with herbs; and it is regarded (note to 32. 27) as included among the a;iholiligiis. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 506; Grill, 38, 168; Griffith, i. 297; Bloomfield, 44, 509. 

I. The herbs whose king is Soma, numerous, of hundred-fold aspect 
(? vicak.ra?za), impelled by Brihaspati - let them free us from distress. 

The first half-verse is RV. x. 97. r 8 a, b (with 6:rndhfs L which makes better meter J for 
-dltayas) and VS. xii. 92 a, b (like RV.); TS. iv. 2. 64 agrees only in a (with -dhayas). 
The second half-verse is RV. :x. 97. I 5 c, d and VS. xii. 89 c, d, and TS. in iv. 2. 64 c, d, 
and MS. in ii. 7. 13 (p. 94. I 2) c, d- all without variation. The comm. explains fata

'Vicakfatias by fatavidhadarr;ana[i, nana'llz'dhajnanopeta[i. L l\.f,B. ii. 8. 3 a, b follows 
the RV. version of our a, b.J 

2. Let them free me from that which comes from a curse, then also 
from that which is of Varu1ta, then from Yama's fetter, from all offense 
against the gods. 

The verse is repeated below, as vii. n2. 2. It is RV. x. 97. r6, VS. xii. 90, which 
have sdrvasmat in d; and Ppp. reads the same; and u;s. ii. 2. II, Apc;s. vii. 21. 6 
are to be compared. ·whether paefbifat or paflVifiU should be read is here, as else
where, a matter of question ; our edited text gives -b-, but most of our mss. read -v-, as 
also the great majority of SPP's authorities, and he prints (rightly enough) -v-; VS. has 
-·v-, RV. -b-; the comm. has -b-. 

3. If (ydt) with eye, with mind, and if with speech we have off ended· 
(upa-r) waking, if sleeping, let Soma purify those things for us with 
svadhd. 

Compare vi. 45. 2, of which the second pada agrees with ours. Ppp. inserts another 
yat before manasii in a, and has,'for c, d, sovzo mii tasmad enasa{t svadhayii funatz' 
vidvtin. 

97. For• victory. 

[Atlzarvan. - mi#trilvaruizam. trilif{Ubhmn: .z.jagati ,· 3. bhiwij.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. The three hymns 97-99 are used together in a battle rite, 
for victory, with vi. 65-67 and others, by Kauc;. (I4• 7); and they are reckoned to the 
ajJarajita gaiia (note to 14. 7), and noted by the comm. as therefore intended at r39. 7; 
they are again specifically prescribed in the indramahotsava (r40. 10): a full homa is 
offered, with the king joining in the act. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 460; Griffith, i. 298; Bloomfield, r 22, 5 I o. 
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I. An overcomer (abhibhft) [is] the sacrifice, an overcomer Agni, an 
overcomer Soma, an overcomer Indra; that I may overcome (abhi-as) all 
fighters, so would we, Agni-offerers, pay worship with this oblation. 

The comm. paraphrases agnihotras by agniiu juhvatafz. LThe Anukr. balances the 
deficiencies of a, b by the redundancies of c, d. J 

2. Be there svad!ut, 0 Mitra-and-Varm].a, inspired ones; fatten (pinv) 
ye here with honey our dominion, rich in progeny; drive off perdition far 
away; put away from us any committed sin. 

Ppp. has, in a, b, prajiipatis for vip. praj.; in c, dve1as for dflram _; and, ford, asmai 
kratra,iz •vaca dhattam oja(i. The second half-verse is RV. i. 24. 9 c, d, also found in 
TS. (i. 4. 45r) and MS. (i. 3. 39); all have biidhasva and 11.zitvz11gdhi, 2d sing.; for
dii.rdm in c, RV. has dilre, TS. (like Ppp.) dvrf:ws, and MS. omits it, prefixing instead 
are to badhas11a. The comm. takes s'vadha in a as Jza·21z'rlak.yatzam annam. Only the. 
first half-verse is jagatz. 

3. Be ye excited after this formidable hero; take hold, 0 companions, 
after Indra, the troop-conqueror, kine-conqueror, thunderbolt-armed, con-• 
quering in the course (djman), slaughtering with force. 

This verse appears again as xix. r 3. 6, in the midst of the hymn to which it belongs,. 
and which is found also in various other texts. The verse corresponds to RV. x. 103. 6,. 
SV. ii. 1204, VS. xvii. 38, and one in TS. iv. 6. 4 2 , MS. ii. 10. 4. They all reverse the order 
of the two half-verses, begin our c with gotrabhida;it govfdam, and have, instead of our 
a, bna1li sajata dnu vzrayadlivavt.; TS. differs from the rest by reading 'nu for anu in 
our b. The comtn. explains djma by ajanafila,ii k~1·epattafila1iz fatrubalam. L The 
word "in '' were be_tter omitted from the translation of d. J 

98. To Indra : for victory. 

[ Atharvan. - ll.indram. trii1°ffubha1tt : 2. brhatf.rrarbhiI "starapaiikti(i.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Besides the uses in Kau~. of hymns 97-99, as stated 
under 97, hymn 98 is further applied, with vi. 67, in another battle rite ( I 6. 4); and the 
schol. add it to vii. 86, 9r, etc., in the i"ndramahotsaiia (note to 140. 6). Va.it. also, 
(34. r 3) has it in the sattra, when the king is armed. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 299. 

I. May Indra conquer, may he not be conquered; may he king it as 
over-king among kings; be thou here one to be famed, to be praised, to 
be greeted, to be waited on, and to be reverenced. 

The verse is found also in TS. (ii. 4. 142) and MS. (iv. 12. 3), but with a very differ~ 
ent second half: c, TS. v{fvii hi bhz?vtfft, pftana abhz~,tfr, MS. vfeva abhi"f/~h pftana 
fayaty,; d, both itpasddyo namasyo ydthil 'sat. In the :first half, at end of a, MS.;ayate/ 
at end of b, TS. riijayati, MS. --yate. The last pada occurs again as iii. 4. I d. The comm. 
regards the king as identified with Indra through the hymn. L MS. hasjayaN :for j.zyati.J 

2. Thou, 0 Indra, art over-king, ambitious (rravasyi2), thou art the· 
overcomer of people; do thou rule over these folk (vifds) of the gods; 
long-lived, unfading (ajdra) dominion be thine. 
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The verse is mutilated in Ppp. MS. (in iv. 12. 2) has a corresponding verse: tvdm 
-indrii 'sy adhirajas tvdm bhavif. 'dlupatir jtinanam: dttfz;ir vft;as t'litfot utii vf rajalt 
:jasvat k.yatram ajdra1iz te astu. The metrical definition of the Anukr. is not very 
successful. 

3. Of the eastern quarter thou, 0 Indra, art king; also of the northern 
quarter art thou, 0 Vritra-slayer, slayer of foes; where the streams go, 
that is thy conquest; in the south, as bull, thou goest worthy of invoca
tion. 

The verse is found in TS. (ii. 4. I4 1
) and MS. (iv. 12. 2). Both begin withprzi~va11i 

dit;f, and have itdfcyanz (without L the meter-disturbingJ dit;d(z) in b, ending with vrtraluf 
'si_; in d, TS. has (better) edhi for e.yi, and MS. the same, with hdvyas before it. Ppp. is 
mutilated, but has evidently jwiicya,it di't;i. The thitd pada evidently describes the 
west; that does not suit the basin of central India. 

99. For safety : to Indra. 

[Atharvan. -iiindram: 3. siimnya siivitri ea. iinu1fubham: 3. bhur~r; brhati.] 

LPartly prose, "vs." 3.J Found also in Paipp. xix. No use of the hymn is made by 
Kauc;. except in connection with its two predecessors, as explained under hymn 97. 
But Va.it. has it in the agnif/oma, as whispered stotra (r 8. I 6). 

Translated: Grill, 18, 168; Griffith, i. 299; Bloomfield, 123, 510. 

r. Unto thee, 0 In<lra, on account of width, thee against (jmni) dis
tress I call; I call on the stern corrector, the many-named, sole-born. 

In spite of its wrong accent (cf. a?zimtitds, sthavimatds*) vdrimatas is probably an 
adverb in tas. The comm. interprets it, doubtless correctly, '' for the sake of width" 
( urttl11li,d dlzeto(z): i.e., of free space, opposed to distress or narrowness. L The deriva
tives of ,uih and unt are in frequent antithesis, as, e.g., at RV. v. 24. 4.J 'Sole-born,' 

. i.e. 'unique.' Ppp. ends b with atilii7raiiebhyafz. * L MS. iii. ro. 4, p. r 35, l. 4. J 

2. The hostile (? st!nya) weapon that goes up today, desiring to slay 
us - in that case we put completely about us In<lra' s two arms. 

Ppp. reads at the beginning yo ~dya, and at the end part' dadmahe, which rectifies 
the meter of d. The jJada mss. strangely readjigJziiJisam in b; both editions make the 
necessary emendation to -san, which the comm. also has. The comm. further has the 
better reading dadhmas, as have three of our mss. (Bp.M.T.); and this Lwhich, in con
nection with the Ppp. reading, suggests the emendation dadhmahe J is adopted. in our 
text, though not in SPP's. The metrical irregularity of the verse should not have been 
overlooked by the Anukr. L Cf. i. 20. 2 a, b.J 

3. We put completely about the two arms of Indra the savior; let him 
save us. God Savitar ! king Soma I make thou me well-willing, in order 
to well-being. 

In this verse, only our Bp. M. read dadhnuis, but it is adopted in our text. The 
comm. again gives it. Ppp. has dadman ~· and in d it reads, for kniu, knmtam, which 
is preferable for sense, though it makes the verse still less metrical. The verse is 
brhatz only by count. 
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100. Against poison. 

[ Garutman. - viinaspatyam. ilnurtubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kam;. (3r. 26) in a remedial rite against various 
poisons, with aid of earth from an ant-hill etc.; and the comm. Lconsiders this (and 
not xviii. 4. 2) to be intended at 8 r. I o J when the sacrificial cake is laid on the breast 
of a deceased sacrificer on the funeral-pile. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 5 I I ; Griffith, i. 300; Bloomfield, 27, 51 r. - See also Ber
gaigne-Henry, Manuel, p. I 53; Bloomfield, AJP. vii. 482. Griffith quotes an interesting 
paragraph about the moisture of the white-ants. 

I. The gods have given, the sun has given, the sky has given, the 
earth has given, the three Sarasvatis have given, accordant, the poison-
spoiler. " 

Ppp. combines deva • duft in a, and has sarvas instead of tisras in c. The comm. 
renders the first verb correctly, by datta·vantas, but the. others as imperatives. 

2. The water which the gods poured for you, 0 upajtkas, on the 
waste, with that, which is impelled by the gods, spoil ye this poison. 

All the authorities* read upajikas, vocative, which was, without good reason, altered 
to ttpajf kas in our edition. The comm., however, with his ordinary disregard of ace en t, 
understands devds as vocative, and upajikas as nominative. He quotes from TA. v. I. 4 
the passage which describes the upadikas (so called there) as 'penetrating to water, 
wherever they dig'; they are a kind of ant: cf. note to ii. 3. 4. Ppp. reads upacika, 
and combines -ka "si'ncan_; also, in b, dhanvann. *L But SPP's Bh. has 1tjJajikds I J 

3. Thou art daughter of the Asuras ; thou, the sr, rie, art sister of the gods; 
arisen from the sky, from the earth, thou hast rr. ,Je the poison sapless. 

Ppp. omits sa in b, and reads jajnire instead of sambJtzUa in c. The second pada is 
found also as v. 5. I d. The comm. has, in d, cakar;a instead of cakartha./ he regards 
earth from the ant-hill (valmfkamrttlka) as addressed in the verse. 

IOI. For virile power. 

[Atharvtliigims (repa!zprathanakilma{z). - briih11ta1J,aspatyam. ilnUf{ubham.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kau~. (40. 18) in a rite for sexual vigor, after vi. 72. 
Translated: Griffith, i. 474. - Cf. iv. 4; vi. 72. 

I. Play thou the bull, blow, increase and spread; let thy. member 
increase limb by limb; wJth it smite the woman. 

The comm. takes yatha and a17gam in c as two separate words, and many of SPP's 
sa11ihlta mss. accent yatha 'iigatn. According to the comm., the amulet of arka-wood 
is the remedy here used. L Cf. also the Bower lf.1"amtscript, ed. Hoernle, Part I., p. 5, 
~loka 60, and p. I 71 where pomegranate rind and mustard oil take the place of arka.J 

2. Wherewith they invigorate one who is lean, wherewith they incite 
(hi) one who is ill - with that, 0 Brahma!)aspati, make thou his member 
taut like a bow. 
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Our Bp. reads vajaydntz' in a. The second half-verse is nearly a repetition of 
iv. 4. 6 c, d. The comm. reads 'Vafam for krfam in a. 

3. I make thy member taut, like a bowstring on a bow; mount, as it 
were a stag a doe, unrelaxingly always. 

This verse is a repetition of iv. 4. 7. The Anukr. passes unnoticed the abbreviated 
iva both here and in vs. 2. 

r 02. To win a woman. 

[Jamadagnz' (abhisammanaskiima{t,). - ilfvinam. ilnu1fubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kauc;. (35· 2r) in a rite concerning women, 
with vi. 8, 9, etc., for reducing to one's will. Verse 3 is also reckoned ( 19. r, note) to 
the pzt.y/ika mantras. , 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stud. v. 243; Grill, 54, 169; Griffith, i. 301; Bloomfield, 
IOI, 512. 

I. As this draft-horse (viihd), 0 A~vins, comes together and moves 
. together [with his mate], so unto me let thy mind come together and 
move together. 

The comm. paraphrases· vahas with sup"k,1ito 'fvaft, 'a well-trained horse,' but 
regards the driver (vahaka) as the unexpressed object L?or adjunctJ of the verbs
which is also possible. 

2. I drag along (ii-khid) thy mind, as a king~horse a side-mare (?); 
like grass cut by a whirlwind, let thy mind twine itself to me. 

Some of SP P's authorities give fnthyifm in b; but in general the rnss. cannot be 
relied on to distinguish f!.Y and .y/hy. The Pet. Lex. understands the word with /h, but 
the minor Pet. Lex. with!, in the sense here given, which Grill (following Roth) accepts. 
L Cf. vV's note to xviii. 4. 10.J The comm. explains the word as t;ankttbaddham '[a 
mare] tied to a stake (to the pole of the chariot?)', rajt"ifva as ar-vafrer/ha, and ii 
kMdam.i as vzadabhimttkh(zm ut1'~hant"imy 1mm1tlayamy li:varjayami. The reading 
tftivza in c, which our edition wrongly accepts, is that of only two of our mss. (Bp.Bp.z). 
LRead therefore tfiumz.J The comm. explains re.yman as re;ako vatylitmako vayufi. 
Ppp. ends b with .Ptf /.Yli:mayc,fz. 

3. Of ointment, of nzaditgha, of ktiftha, and of nard, by the hands of 
Bhaga, I bring up quick a means of subjection. 

The construction of the genitives in the first half~verse is obscure. The comm. 
makes them depend on anu.rodlzanam, and so also GrHl. They are perhaps rather the 
means by which the amtrodhana (= anulej;ana, comm.) or gaining to one's purposes 
of the desired person is to be brought about, and so are coordinate with Bhagasya, the 
latter's 'hands 'taking the place of the' means' or 'aid' which would have better suited 
them. Turds in c is possibly genitive, 'of quick' (or powerful) Bhaga (so the comm.: 
= !'varamii.{tasya). Ppp. reads (as in other places) madhugasya in a; the comm. 
·madhz~t;ltasya. Ppp. has also a for ttd in d. Several of our mss. (P.M.I.O.T.) accent 
dmt nJdh~, Land so do six of J SPP's authorities. 

The tenth anu.1,1aka, of 10 hymns and 30 verses, ends here; the quoted Anukr. says 
simply dat;avta. 

Here ends also the fourteenth prajafhaka. 
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103. To tie up enemies. 
[ Ucchocana. - bahudevatyam utai "ndragnam. iiiiu,f{ubham .] 

Found also in Paipp. xix., in reversed order of verses. Used by Kauc;. (r6. 6) in 
connection with the following hymn, in a battle rite for victory over enemies: fetters, as 
the comm. explains, are thrown down in places where the hostile army will pass. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 518; Griffith, i.301. 

r. Tying-together may Brihaspati, tying-together may Savi tar make 
for you; tying-together may Mitra, Aryaman, tying-together may Bhaga, 
the At;vins [make]. 

Instead of mitro aryama, Ppp. has, in c, indrar; ea gnir; ea. 

z. I tie together the highest," together the lowest, also together the 
middle ones; Indra hath encompassed them with a tie; do thou, Agni, 
tie them together. 

The comm. reads paramam, a·vamam, and madhyamam in a, b, supplying r; atntsenam 
in each case. L The r of ahiir is prescribed by Prat. ii. 46. J 

3. They yonder who come to fight, having made their ensigns, in 
troops - Indra bath encompassed them with a tie; do thou, Agni, tie 
them together. 

The comm. glosses anrkafas with sa1itglzafas. 

104. Against enemies. 

[ J'rarocana. - bahudevatyam utiii "ndriignam. iimqfubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix., in reversed order of verses. Used by Kau~. (16. 6) in 
connection with the preceding hymn, which see. 

Translated : Ludwig, p. 5 I 8 ; Griffith, i. 302. 

I. With tying-up, with tying-together, we tie up the enemies; the 
expirations and breaths of them, lives with life (dsu) have I cut off. 

The translation implies acchidam at the end,· instead of -dan, which all the authori
ties (and hence both editions) read, save the comm., which has -dam. Ppp. has in c, 
d, te~·a1h prattan samasztn amamasutam (corrupt). One might conjecture asina for 
asunii in d. 

2. This tying-up have I made, sharpened up with fervor by Indra; our 
enemies that are here- them, 0 Agni, do thou tie up. 

Ppp. reads lndriyetza r;misitam in b, and, for d, metan iidiin d1n'~-cito mama. 

3. Let Indra~and-Agni tie them up, and king Soma, allied; let Indra 
with the Maruts make tying-up for our enemies. 

Ppp. has for b the better version rajna somena medinii (the construction of our 
1nedbtiizt being anomalous); also me for nas at the end. Some of the pada texts 
(including our D.Kp.) read enam in a, and the sa1izhita mss. gener~lly entt1iz instead of 
eniin.; the comm. gives enan. The comm. explains medlnau badly by medasvini:i:v 
asmabhir dattena ha'Vifil 1nadyantiiu 't.1ii.. 
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:rn5. To get rid of cough. 

[ [/nmocana. - kiisiidevatyam. iinu.yfubham.] 

Not found in Paipp. except 2 a, b in xix. Employed by Kauc;. (3 I. 27) in a remedial 
rite against cough and catarrh. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 5 I o ; Zimmer, p. 385 ; Griffith, i. 302 ; Bloomfield, 8, 5 r 3. -
Cf. Hillebrandt, Veda-chrestomathie, p. 50. 

r. As the mind with mind-aims flies away swiftly, so do thou, O cough, 
fly forth, after the forth-driving (?) of the mind. 

The comm. paraphrases manasketais with manasa buddhivrttya ke(yamaniUr 
jfiliyamanair di'lrasthaz'r virayaifi _; and the obscure pra11ayyam witl\ praganta1yam 
a11adltim. 

2. As the well-sharpened arrow flies away swiftly, so do thou, 0 cough, 
fly forth, after the stretch ( ?) of the earth. 

The comm. explains sa;iwat by smithatajradefa, which at least shows his perplexity. 

3. As the sun's rays fly away swiftly, so do thou, 0 cough, fly forth, 
after the outflow of the ocean. 

In all these verses, all the authorities anomalously accent the vocative, k1tse_/ our 
edition makes the called-for emendation to kase.,; SPP. reads kilse. 

106. Against fire in the house. 

[ Pramocana. - ditrv!lfiiliic/cvatyam. ibtztf/Ubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. (with the verse-order 2, r, 3). Kane;. employs the hymn 
(52. 5) in a rite for welfare, to prevent conflagration of the house: a hole is made inside, 
and water conducted into it, etc. And vss. 3, 2 appear in Va.it. (29. r3), with others, in 
the agn-icayana, in the rite of drawing a frog, water-plant, and reed over the site of the 
fire-altat. 

Translated: Ludwig, Der Rz'.~7.Mda, iv. 422; Grill, 63, I 70; Bloomfield, AJP. xi. 347, 
or JAOS. xv. p. xlii (= PAOS., Oct. 1890); Griffith, i. 303; and again, Bloomfield, SBE. 
xlii. 147, 514. 

I. In thy course hither, [thy] course away, let the flowery dnrua grow; 
either let a fountain spring up there, or a pond rich in lotuses. 

The verse corresponds to RV. x. 142. 8; where, however, the words in b .are all 
plural, and c, d read thus: hradtt~ ea jnt{t(l.dri'ktild sam1tdrds;ra grltlf z'111t!. SPP., 
against the majority of his authorities, strangely adopts in his text the RV. version 
of b ; it is read also by the comm., and apparently by Ppp.; we have noted only one of 
our mss. as having jJittPitzf{i (O.s.m.). The comm. says: anena 'gnikrtabadhasya 
'tJlantabhli,'va!i prartMtaft. 

2. This is the down~course of the waters, the abode (nivl~ana) of the 
ocean; in the midst of a pool are our houses: turn thy faces away. 

The first half-verse .is RV. x. 142. 7 a, b (also VS. xvii. 7 a, b; TS. iv. 6. I3; MS. 
ii. ro. r), without variation. The last pada is by the comm. regarded as addressed to 
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the fire (one of whose common epithets is vif'ZJatomukha 'having faces in every direc
tion'); perhaps rather ' the points of thine arrows': cf. VS. xvi. 53. 

3. With a fetal envelop of snow, 0 house, do we envelop thee; for 
mayest thou be for us having a cool pond; let Agni make a remedy. 

The :first two padas correspond to VS. xvii. 5 a, b (also in TS. iv. 6. P, MS. ii. 10. 1), 
which, however, has agne instead of (il!e_; a RV. khila to x. 142 differs only by dadatu 
for knzottt in d. Ppp. has, in c, -hradaya for hradii hi, and, in d, also dadatu for k(?totu. 
None of our mss., and very few of SPP's authorities, read a,gnf1 k- in d, though it 
appears to be called for by Ptat. ii. 6 5, and both editions accept it. The comm. explains 
the envelop to be avakarupe?ta faivalena. L Ppp. combines bhuvo 'gnir.J 

107. For protection: to various divinities. 

[ <;miitiiti. - caturrcam. virvajiddevatyam. ilnu~·fubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Reckoned by Kauc;. (9. 2) to the brhaclianti gaiza_; and 
used (50. 13), with vi. 1, 3-7, etc., in a rite for welfare. The metrical definition of the 
Anukr. is forced and bad; although the number of syllables is each time not far from 

32 (29-33). 
Translated: Griffith, i. 303. 

r. 0 all-conqueror (zrir;vajit), commit me to rescuer; 0 rescuer, pro
tect both all our bipeds, and whatever quadrupeds are ours. 

Ppp. begins trayatnafte sarvavide mam.,- it omits nas before rak-fa in the refrain. 
All the beings addressed are doubtless female; the comm. has nothing to say in 
explanation of them otherwise than that they are divinities so named. 

2. 0 rescuer, commit me to all-conqueror; 0 all-conqueror, protect 
both all etc. etc. 

Ppp. has sarvavide instead of vi~vajite. The comm. prefixes 1,1t'fvajit at the beginning. 

3. 0 all-conqueror, commit me to beauty; 0 beauty, protect both all 
etc. etc. 

Ppp. has sar'vavitl ,z1lrva,vid instead of ·virvajz't at the beginning. 

4. 0 beauty, commit me to all-possessor ; 0 all-possessor, protect both 
all etc. etc. 

Ppp. reads trayamatiayiii instead of sar1.1avfde, and rak.yata instead of no rakfa. 
Sarvavfd might, of course, mean ' all-knower.' 

108. For wisdom. 

[ (;iiunaka. -pancarcam. medhildeva{yam: 4. ilgneyi. iintt;fubham ~· 2. urobrhati; 
3. pathyiibz-hati.] 

Paipp. xix. has vss. I, 2, 5, thus reducing the hymn to the norm of this book. Found 
used in Kauc;. (10. 20), with vi. 53 Lso the comm.: but Darila understands xii. r. 53 as 
intendedj, in the medhiijanana ceremony; and also (57. 28) in the upanayana, 'With wor
ship of Agni. 

Translated: Muir, i2• 255; Griffith, i. 304. 
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I. Do thou, 0 wisdom (med/zd), come first to us, with kine, with 
horses, thou with the sun's rays; thou art worshipful to us. 

The comm. explains medhii as ~rutadliaratiasiimarthyariijJirii devf, and finds in c an 
elliptical comparison (lztjJtopamii): "as the rays of the sun quickly pervade the whole 
world, so come to us with own capacities able to pervade all snbjects." 

2. I call first, unto the aid of the gods, wisdom filled with brdhman, 
quickened by brdhman, praised by seers, drunk of(?) by Vedic students. 

Ppp. omits brahmajiUam in b, without rectifying the meter, which can only be saved 
by leaving out the superfluousjiratha11ui1n in a. It avoids, in c, the doubtfulpmpitam: 
by reading instead pra?zilzitcim _; and it has avasii (for avasc ii?) •vnze in d. Praprtam 
should perhaps be understood as coming from prapi or pra--jJya/ the comm. takes it 
alternatively·* both ways, paraphrasing it with either sevitiim or pra'vardhitam. The 
Anukr. reckons brahmatwatim to b (so do the padii-mss.), and passes without notice 
the deficiency of a syllable in a; in fact, prathamdm is intruded, and the verse other
wise a good anu:r/ubh. * L That is, he refers it to plbati by sevltam and to pi or pyli by 
pra-uardltitam. J 

3. The wisdom that the Ribhus know, the wisdom that the Asuras 
know, the excellent wisdom that the seers know - that do we cause to 
enter into me. 

It is the intrusion of bhadriim in c that spoils the anzt:rfubh, but does not make a 
regular brhatf. 

4. The wisdom that the being-making seers, possessed of wisdom, 
know - with that wisdom do thou make me today, 0 Agni, possessed 
of wisdom. 

Many of the. mss. (including our P.M.H.I.K.O.) leave vidus unaccented at the end 
of b. The second half-verse is VS. xxxii. 14 c, d (which has kuru for knm); L so also 
RV. khz"!a to x. r 51 J. 

5. Wisdom at evening, wisdom in the morning, wisdom about noon, 
wisdom by the sun's rays, by the spell ('Z!dcas), do we make enter into us. 

Ppp. is corrupt in c, d : medhii1it siZrye{ZO • dyato dhiraiia uta sti1a1nct, 

109. For healing: with pippalf. 

[ A than.1an. - mant1·oktapi'jpalidez1atymn ; bhififa_j)'am. ilnur/ubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. :xix. Employed in Ka.u<;. once (26. 33) with vi. 85, 127, and 
other hymns, and once (26. 38) alone, in a remedial rite against various wounds. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 509; Zimmer, p. 389; Griffith, i.305; Bloomfield, 21,516. 
See Bergaigne~Henry, 1.1f'mtttel, p. I 54. 

I. The berry (jnjJpalt), remedy for what is bruised (? k,Fiptd), and 
remedy for what is pierced-that did the gods prepare (sam-kalpay-); 
that is sufficient for life. 

As elsewhere, the mss. waver between j,ippali and pi.ypali (our Bp.E.O.R.p.m. read 
the latter). AU the pada-mss. stupidly give ff.vita : ,zraf as two independent .words. 
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Ppp. has, in a, k.yupta- for ktipta-; and, for b, uta ea vii;vabh- ; further, for d, ala7li 
jzvata·vii yati'.* In the kampa between a and b, SP P. unaccountably reads zlJta instead 
of itita_; the fact that his mss. happen in this case all to agree in giving 11,3ta is of 
no account whatever, since they are wildly inconsistent in this whole class of cases; 
among our mss. are found i2J, t7I, and u3. The comm. gives two alternatives both 
for k:1·1pta- and for aii'viddha-: for the former tiraskrta (of other remedies) and vata
rogavii;e~·a, and so on. >i, LI ntending -ta viii iti? J 

z. The berries talked together, coming from their birth : whomever 
we shall reach living, that man shall not be harmed. 

The second half-verse is the same, without variant, as RV. x. 97. I 7 c, d (found also 
as VS. xii. 9r c, d, and in TS. iv. 2. 6s and MS. ii. 7. z3: the latter reading -mahe in c); 
while the first half is a sort of parody of the corresponding part of the same verse: 
a11apdtantf1• avadan divd 6tadhayas pdri_; our -·vadantil, ''yatis is probably a corruption 
of -vadann ay-. There is again, in a, a disagreement among the mss. as to pippaly/i.s, 
our Bp.E.I.O., with a number of SPP's authorities, giving pi;rp-. The comm. explains 
the word by hastifnppalyadijcUibhedab!tinnafi sarvaft pzppalyaft.,· and their "birth" 
to have been contemporaneous with the churning of the amrta. L Ppp. ends with 
paunt.yaft.J 

3. The Asuras dug thee in; the gods cast thee up again, a remedy 
for the vattkrta, likewise a remedy for what is bruised. 

The comm. understands vatfkrta as 'ViUarogiizd;fafarira. L Cf. vi. 44. 3. J L In Ppp., 
d is wanting, perhaps by accident.J 

IIO. For a child born at an unlucky time. 

[ Atharvan. - iigneyam. tnii:r/ubham: I. pafikti.] 

This hymn is not found in Paipp. Kau<;, (46. 25) applies it for the benefit of a 
child born under an inauspicious asterism. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 43r; Zimmer, p. 32r; Griffith, i. 305; Bloomfield, 109,517. -
'\Vith reference to the asterisms, see note to ii. 8. I; Zimmer, p. 356; Jacobi in .. Fest
gruss an Roth, p. 70. 

I. Since, an ancie~t one, to be praised at the sacrifices, thou sittest 
as Mtar both of old and recent - do thou, 0 Agni, both gratify thine 
own self, and bestow (ii-)'aj) good fortune on us. 

The verse is RV. viii. I r. 10 (also TA. x. I 69). Our text has several bad readings, 
which are corrected in the other version : kdm in a should be kam, satsi should be sdtsi, 
and pipniyas'i/a should be -pray- (TA. has, in a, pratmJ.yi, which its comm. explains by 
vistiirayasz' !) : this last the comm. also reads, but renders it ajyiidiha·vt~li pitraya. The 
verse is not at all a pari./di, although capable of being read as 40 syllables. 

2. Born in jyc,I/hag-Jmt, in Yama's two Unfasteners (vicf-t)-do thou 
protect him from the U prooter (mftlabdrhaJJa) ; may he conduct him 
across all difficulties unto long life, of a hundred autumns. 

The consecutiveness of the verse is very defective, inasmuch as 'born' (jlitas, nom.) 
in a can hardly be .understood otherwise than of the child, while Agni is addressed in b, 
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and spoken of in third person in c, d. Three asterisms are here Land in II 2 J referred 
to, all in our constellation Scorpio: Antares or Cor Scorpionis (either alone or with IT, T) 
is usually called;j,e~"jlta 'oldest,' but also (more anciently?), as an asterism of ill omen, 
jye:f(haglmi' she that slays the oldest'*; mitla 'root,' also in the same manner mitla
barha?zi Lor -(ia J, lit. ' root-wrencher,'* is the tail, or in the tail, of which the terminal 
star-pair, or the sting (}1., u), has the specific name vicrtau. LSee note to ii. 8. r.J The 
comm. takes yam.asya as belonging to 1mt!abarha?t,at. By a misprint, our text begins 
with;jtai- (read/ye-). "tSee TB. i. 5. 2 8 .J 

3. On the tiger day bath been born the hero, asterism-born, being 
born rich in heroes ; let him not, increasing, slay his father; let him not 
harm his mother that gave him birth. 

We should expect at the beginning ·v;,aghryi or viifyaghre _/ the comm. paraphrases 
the word with vyt~g-hravat krz7re. LI n d, read sti nd 1niU/i.ram f - As to mintt, see 
Gram.§ 726.J 

I 1 I. For relief from insanity. 

[Atharvan. - caturrcam. iigneyam. iinu:rfubham : r, pariinuffttj tr-itfttbh.] 

This hymn, like the preceding, is wanting in Paipp. Kauc;. (8. 24) reckons it as one 
of the matrniimii.ni (with ii. 2 and viii. 6) ; and the comm. quotes a remedial rite against 
demons (26. 29-32) as an example of their use. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 512; Zimmer, p. 393; Grill, 2r, 170; Griffith, i.306; Bloom
field, 32, 518. - Cf. Hillebrandt, Veda-clzrestomathie, p. 50. 

I. Free thou this man for me, 0 Agni, who here bound, well-restrained, 
cries loudly; thenceforth shall he make for thee a portion, when he. shall 
be uncrazed. 

Nearly all our mss., and the great majority of SPP's, have the false accent atds at 
beginning of c; both editions give dtas. The comm. reaclsyathii for yada in d. The 
comm. paraphrases sttyatas by stt#lm niyamz'to nintdd/iapras,zraft san. Pada b has a 
redundant syllable. 

2. Let Agni quiet [it] down for thee, if thy mind is excited (ud-yu.); 
I, knowing, make a remedy, that thou mayest be uncrazed. 

The comm. reads udyatam (=graha1,ikiire!io 'dblmintam) instead of utlyutam in b. 

3. Crazed from sin against the gods, crazed from a demon- I, know
ing, make a remedy, when he shall be uncrazed. 

A few of the authorities (including our O.) accentydda in d; yatha would be a pref
erable reading. LBioomfield, "sin of the gods," AJP. xvii.433, JAOS., etc.J 

4. May the Apsarases give thee again, may Indra again, may Bhaga 
again ; may all the gods give thee again, that thou mayest be uncrazed. 

The smit.hltii. reading in a and c would, of course, equally admit of tva : ad1tft, 'have 
given thee,' and this would be an equally acceptable meaning; the comm. so understands 
and jnterprets. In our text, read pitnas at beginning of ·c (the sign for 2t dropped out). 

The difference of meter tends to point out vs. I as an alien addition by which this 
hymn has been increased beyond_ the norm of the book. 
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u2. For expiation of overslaughing. 

[Atharvan. - ifgneyam. trai':r/ubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. (vs. 3 in i.). Used by Kauc;. (46. 26), with vi. I 13, in a 
spell to expiate the offense of parivitti ' overslaughing,' or the marriage of a younger 
before an elder brother L see Zimmer, p. 3 r 5 J. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 469; Grill, 15,171; Griffith, i.306; Bloomfield, AJP. xvii. 
437 (elaborate discussion, p. 430 ff.), or JA0S. xvi.p.cxxii (= PA0S., March, 1894); 
SBE. xlii. 164, 521. 

I. Let not this one, 0 Agni, slay the oldest of them; protect him 
from uprooting; do thou, foreknowing, unfasten the bonds of the seizure 
(gralzi); let all the gods assent to thee. 

The allusions in this verse to the same trio of asterisms that were mentioned in I I o. 2 

are very evident. According to the comm., "this one" in a is the pari-vitta L which 
he takes quite wrongly as the overslaugher-see comm. to vs. 3 aJ. Ppp. reads pra.fiz 
nas at end of c, and has, ford, pitaputrau ·matara,jt munca sarvan (our 2 d). 

2. Do thou, 0 Agni, loosen up the bonds of them, the three with 
which they three were tied up ; do thou, foreknowing, unfasten the 
bonds of the seizure; free all - father, son, mother. 

The comm. reads ittthi'tas for 1ttsitiis in b; the word is, strangely, not divided into 
ittosita!z. in the jJada-text, which L non-division J would be proper treatment for i'ttthiti1s, 
and part of the mss. (including our H.I.O.) read i'tttliitczs. The second half~verse is 
wanting in Ppp. (save as dis found in it as r d: see above). 

3. With what bonds the overslaughed one is bound apart; applied and 
tied up on each limb - let them be released, for they are releasers ; wipe 
off difficulties, 0 Pushan, on the embryo-slayer. 

The comm. again commits the violence of understanding j;drh,itta.r in a as if it were 
parfvctta 'the overslaugher.' The participles in bare 110m. sing. masc., applying to the 
bound person. The comm. again reads utthitas, again supported by a few mss. (indudM 
ing our H.I.), and the pada-text again has 1ttsita!t, undivided. All our rnss. save one 
(K.), and all but one of SPP's, read te (without accent) in c; the translation given 
implies the emendation to tl, which is made in SPP's text, also on the authority of the 
comm. After it, SPP. reads mucyantam, with, as he clairns, all but one of his authori
ties; of ours, only D.Kp.T. have it, and K. mucyatiim, all the rest muFtca1tti'im, as in 
our text. In Ppp., this verse is found in i., in this form: ebhif piipiir 1mu.lt:ttiin patir 
nibaddhafi paropararjn'to a11gc-a.iige 'Vi te qtyt1,ntlhh. vicrta1it hi santi etc. ( d as in our 
text). 

u3. For release from seizure (gra.hi). 

[Athar'van. -pau:rtzam. tri'li'ffttb!tam,: 3. pmi'kti.] 

In Paipp. Li. J is found only the first half-verse, much corrupted. It is employed by 
Kiiu~. (46. 26) in company with the preceding hymn, which see. Verse 2 c, dis speci
fied in the course of the rite, as accompanying the depositing of the " upper fetters,, in 
river~foam. 
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Translated: Ludwig, p. 444; Grill, 15, 171; E. Hardy, Die Vedisc!z-brahmani.sche 
Periode etc., p. 210; Griffith, i. 307 i Bloomfield, AJP. xvii. 437 (elaborate discussion, 
p. 430 ff.) or JAOS. xvi. p. cxx:ii (= PAOS., March, 1894); SBE. xlii. 165, 527. -
See Bergaigne-Henry, JJfamtel, p. I 54. 

I. On Tri ta the gods wiped off that sin ; Tri ta wiped it off on human 
beings ; if from that the seizure hath reached thee, let the gods make it 
disappear for thee by the incantation (brdhman). 

SPP. properly emends the name, here and in vs. 3, to trita, though all his authori
ties, like ours, read t(td_; he also, with equal reason, emends enam to enat (enan) in b. 
TB. has (in iii. 7. I 2.'i) what corresponds to the first three padas, reading both tritd and 
enan * J. for c it has tdto mii yddi k/Jit cid i"inat,;d. The comm. reads trita and etat. He 
also quotes from TB. iii. 2. s~1-1i, some passages from the story, as there told, of Ekata, 
Dvita, and Trita, and of the transference of guilt by the gods to them and by them to 
other beings. lt similar story is found in MS. iv. r. 9 (where read kritrd,it 1mirk:-;., 

twice). The TB. verse relating to this is in our text adapted to another purpose. The 
comm. holds the "sin" to be still that of overslaughing, as in the preceding hymn. 
The Anukr. disregards the irregularities of meter. -l!:'LAnd 1m1mrje.J 

2. Enter thou after the beams, the smokes, 0 evil; go unto the mists 
or also the fogs; disappear along those foams of the rivers: wipe off 
difficulties, 0 Pushan, on the embryo-slayer. 

The last piida is a repetition of I I 2. 3 d, and discordant with the rest of the verse. 
Some of S PP's authorities read 1t1lf)1tm at end of c. The comm. has instead ztikrva. 
The comm. explains marlclr by ai;-nisliryiidijmibha'wi;e.yiin, ndtinin by ilrdlt7lmii gatan 
llltJ;hiitmcuui jJrzrf1w:ti'if1s Nin (1lh1?llliin), and nihlirliJt by tajjtinyiin tl'i:ltlf;}'iiyiin. 

3. Twelvefold jg deposited what was wiped off by Trita- sins of 
human beings; if from that the seizure hath reache'd thee, let the gods 
make it disappear fot thee by the incantation. 

''l' welvcfold ' : i.e.1 apparently, in twelve different places, or classes, or individuals. 
TB. (Le.) specifieR eight offenders to whom the transference was successively made; 
and the u twdvt.~" is made up, according to the commentator, of the gods, Trita and 
his two brothers, and thest: eight. LThe vs. is no ,11miktl. J 

This hynm is the last of the n, 1,vith 3 7 verses, that constitute the eleventh tWtrlliika: _; 

the Anukr. says: /ml!.: t,ism,U saptatriltfttt. 

114. Against disability in sacrifice. 

Found also in Paipp. xvi. Kfiuc;. (67. I 9 ), in the sa7.layajfla chapter, uses hyrnns I I 4, 
I 15, and 117) with the offering of a O full oblation," the giver of the sa,11a taking part 
behind the priest ; and, according to the schol. and the comm., the whole an wv,ika 
(hymns I 14-124) is cnlled di!'llttht{iana, and used in the introduction to the sa11tv1ajfias 
(60. 7), and in the expiah)ry rite for the death of a teacher (46. 30); and the comm. 
quotes it as applied in Nak~atra Kalpa 181 in the mahliflil!ti calledyav":,va, in the funeral 

• ceremony. And hynms I q and I 15 (not verses 1 r4. r, 2) are recited with an oblation 
by the ,,.,,:1,1,,,,, ...... "' in the a'"s:ni~'{,mta, according to Vait. (22. 15); and again in the sa1 
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ceremony (23. rz) in an expiatory rite; also I 14 alone (30. 22), in the sautniVta?ti sac
rifice, with washing of the miisara vessel. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 443; Grill, 45, 172; Griffith, i. 308; Bloomfield, 164, 528. 

I. 0 gods ! whatever cause of the wrath of the gods we, 0 gods, 
have committed-from tl1at do ye, 0 Adityas, release us by right of 
right ( rtd). 

The whole hymn is found in TB. (in ii. 4. 48-9), with ma for nas in c as the only vari
ant in this verse. Then this verse occurs again with a somewhat different version of 
c, d in TB. ii. 6. 6r, with which a version in MS. iii. I I. 10 precisely agrees; and yet 
again, more slightly different, in TB. iii. 7. 12 1, with which nearly agree versions in 
TA. ii. 3. r and MS. iv. 14. I 7. In TB. ii. 6. Gr (and MS.), the second half-verse reads 
thus: tzJ;-nir ma tdsvdld tfnaso 1d~viin mttiicatv d1ihasa(t_; in TB. iii. 7. rzr, it is dd!tyli.s 
tasman mti 1mtficata rtdsya rtt!lla miim utd (TA. itd for 1ttd L cf. v. Schroeder, Tiibin,!;·cr 

Ka/lui-hss., p. 68 J; MS. omits ma in c, and has, ford, rtdsyct tv l:nam t1 'm/1ta(t, with 
variants for the last two words). VS. xx. q has our a, b, without variant Land adds the 
c, d of TB. ii. 6. 6 J. L In b, MS. iv. 14. I 7 has ydd vac.i 'nrtam ddima (accent l Katha 
11dima).J 

2. By right of right, 0 A.clityas, worshipful ones, release ye us here, 
in that, 0 ye carriers of the sacrifice, we, desirous of accomplishing (fak) 
the sacrifice, have not accomplished it. 

Both editions read at the end, as is necessary, -rekimd, although only two* of our mss. 
( I.D. ), and a small minority of SPP's authorities, accent the a (the j>atkt mss. absurdly 
reading 11paore!:-ima). Ppp. has inst!iiad, ford, sik{,·tmfu ttjiirima. TB. has mii for nas 

at end of b, ya.fiiiUr 1,1as for yajii.dlit ydt in c, and, for d, iiffk:ranto mf. rekima, which is 
better. Ytzjna'iltiha,sas would be better as nominative. The comm. explains ril..':1'm1tas 
by ni~--piidayitum i'cclttintas. LFor the pada blunder, cf. vi. 74. 2.J -~'L \Vhitney's colla~ 
tions seem clearly to give Bp. 2 p.m.I.H.D. as reading -rel·imti.J 

3, Sacrificing with what is rich in fat, making oblations of sacrificial 
butter ([!;)la) with the spoon, without desire, to you, 0 all gods, desirous 
of accomplishing we have not been able to accomplish. 

Part of the mss. (including our P.M.I.) accent 1.,1/rvc in c, and the decided majority 
(not our Bp.M.W.R.s.m.T.) accent ft!kimd at the end (by a contrary blunder to that in 
2 d), which SPP., accordingly, wrongly adn1its into his text. TB .. hai;; (also Ppp.) 
,1;),,cna in b; also it reads 7.to vir;ve de7Jti(t in c, and, of course, r;eldma at the end; l'pp~ 
r;e~·i'ma. 

u5. For relief from sin. 

Found also in Paipp. xvi. For the use of this hymn by Kam;., and in part by Vftit.
1 

with the preceding, see under that hymn; Va.it. has this one also alone in the cl[JYllY<l?ta. 

i~'ti (8. 7), with ii. t 6. 2 and v. 24. 7 ; and vs. 3 appears (30. 23) in the sautravuz~d, next 
after hymn r 14, 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 443; Zimmer, p. 182 (vss. 2, 3); Grill, 46, I 72; Griffith, i. 308; 
Bloomfield, I 64, 529. 
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I. If knowing, if unknowing, we have committed sins, do ye free us 
from that, 0 all gods, accordant. 

'The reading safd~Msas at the end in our text is, though evidently preferable, hardly 
more than an emendation, since it is read only by our P.lVLT.; SPP. gives safo:,asas; 
the comm. takes the word as a nominative. VVith th~ verse may be compared VS. 
viii. 13 f (prose). The redundant syllable in a is ignored by the Anukr. 

2. If waking, if sleeping, I sinful have committed sin, let what is and 
what is to be free me from that, as from a post (drupadd). 

The verse nearly corresponds with one in TB. ii. 4. 49, which reads in a.y. tlfvli y. 
ndktam, dkarat at end of b, and 1mtficatu(l (-tit?) at end of d. 'With a, b is to be com
pared VS. xx. I 6 a, b, which has s7.1djme for s·vaj;dn, and, for b, lnii.lisi caJ.rmd 7l«ydm. 
Our s·vapdn in a is an emendation for s'vdj1an, which all the authorities read, and which 
SPP. accepts in his text. The pada mss. mostly accent cnasytf(z in c (our D. has ~a{t, 
the true reading), and SPP. wrongly admits it in his par/a: text. The comm. explains 
drujmda, doubtless correctly, by jlitlabami!wniirt/w druma{t. 

3. I3cing freed as if from a post, as one that has sweated from filth on 
bathing, like sacrificial butter purified by a purifier- let all cleanse 
{pmibh) me of sin. 

This verse is found in several Yajus texts: in VS. (xx. 20), TB. (ii. 4. 49), K. (xxxviii. 5), 
and MS. (iii. I I. ro ). TB.MS. add fd after l--va in a; in b, for sni'lt1.1d, VS. gives smitcis~ 
and lVIS. sniU,d_; in d, TB.l\f S. read 1moictwtu for f1tmbhantu, while VS. reads (better) 
t;undhanltt and before it dpas instead of -;rfv;1e/ Ppp. reads 1Vif11an mulicantu _; and it 
further has sindlm for s1.,bmas in b. This time the comm. gives ka~'fhamayiit jJ,ida
brmd!uwiU as equivalent of drupadtit. The Anukr. passes without notice the excess of 
syllables in a. LTh(~ vs. occurs also TB. ii. fl. with !d again, and with d as in VS. 
And the Cale. ed. of TH. prints both timt:s s71innti sniU7.1cJ.J LAs to pmzbh, see BR. 
vii. 261 top.J 

I x6. For relief from guilt. 

Found also in Pfdpp. xvi. The hymn is used by I,.aui;;. in the chapter of portents 
(132. I), in a rite for c:-.piaticm uf the spitling of sacrificial liquids. As to the whole 
amt'Viil..Yt, sec undt:t· hymn 1 q. 

Transl::lkd: Ludwig1 p. 443; Griffith, i. 309. 

r. 'What that was Yamais the Karshiva1ias made, digging down in the 
beginning, food-acquiring, not with knowledge, that I make an oblation 
unto the king, Vivasvanfs son; so let our food be sacrificial (yaj1i{ya), 
rich in sweet. 

Perhaps better emend at beginning to yddy ,imdm L Bloomfield makes the same sug
gestion, AJ P. xvii. SBE. xlii. 457 J; the comm. explains by .,i1,zmasambmullii kn7ram. 
The kiir:,fva{uls are doubtless the plowmen, they of the kindred of kn;l7Hm ( = kr:~i1Hila) 
• the plower': whatever offenst~, leading to death or to Yanm's realm, they committed in 
wounding the earth. The comm. calls the kt~l'vanas c::udras, and their workmen the 
ldir;f1.lattas ,,· in b, he reads 1u1, -;,ddas for amra1.1idas. The metrical irregularities are 
ignored. by the Anukr. 
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2. Vivasvant's son shall make [us] an apportionment; having a portion 
of sweet, he shall unite [us] with sweet - whatever sin of [our] mother's, 
sent forth, hath come to us, or what [our] father, wronged/* hath clone 

in wrath. 
For bhagadheyam in a, Ppp•. reads bhefajani. The two half-verses hardly belong 

together. The comm. explains aparaddhas by asmatkrtapanzdhena vimukha(z san. 
'* Lin his ms. Whitney wrote "guilty" (which seems much better) and then changed it 
to "wronged."j 

3. If from [our] mother or if from our father, forth from brother, 
from son, from thought (cltas), this sin bath come to [us] - as many 
Fathers as have fastened on (sac) us, of them all be the fury propitious 
[to us]. 

In most of the _pada-mss. iigan at end of b is wrongly resolved into a : agan, instead 
of iiodgan (our Kp. has aoagan). Cltasas the comm. understands to mean 'our own 
mind ' ; we sha.uld be glad to get rid of the word ; its reduction to ea, or the omission 
of bhnitur or putri1t, would rectify the redundant meter, which the Anukr. passes 
unnoticed. The comm. paraphrases pari in b apparently by anyasmi'id api pari.faniit I 

n7. For relief from guilt or debt. 

[ Kaupika ( anniakiima!}). - agneyam. triii ffubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xvi. The hymn Lnot I cd, 2 cdJ occurs in TB. (iii. 7.98-9), and 
parts of it elsewhere, see under the verses. L For I and 3, see also v. Schroeder, Tiibi11ger 
Kaiha•lzss., p. 70 and 6r.J Hymns I 17-II9 are used in Kauc;. (133. r) in the rite in 
expiation of the portent of the burning of one's house; and Ke<;. (to Kaut;. 46. 36) quotes 
them as accompanying the satisfaction of a debt after the death of a creditor, by pay
ment to his son or otherwise; the comm. gives (as part of the Kau~. text) the pnzttka: 
of 1 I 7. LFor the whole amt1.1aka, see under h. I 14. J In Va.it. (24. I 5), in the agni
~·foma, h. I 17 goes with the burning of the 'vedi. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 444; Griffith, i. 309. 

I. What I eat(?) that is borrowed, that is not given back; with what 
tribute of Yama I go about- now, 0 Agni, I become guiltless (annui) 
as to that ; thou knowest how to unfasten all fetters. 

The translation implies emendation of asmi to ddvd in a ; this is suggested by jaghasa. 
in vs. 2, and is adopted by Ludwig nJso j but possibly ajmitittam asmi might be borne 
as a sort of careless vulgar expression for "I am guilty of non-payment." More or less 
of the verse is found in several other texts, with considerable variations of reading : 
thus TS. (iii. 3. 8 1 - 2 ), TA. (ii. 3. I 8), and MS. (iv. 14. 17) have padas a, b, c (as a, b, d 
in TS.); in a, all with ydt kz'tsfda11z for apamityam and without asmz', and TA.MS. 
with tipratitam, and TS. ending with mdyi (for ydt), and TA.MS. with maye 'Jut_,- in 
b, all putytfna before yamdsya, and TA.lVfS. have nid!dna for balfna, while MS. ends 
with cc£ravas_; in c (d in .TS.), all read etdt for idc£m, and MS. accents•tfnnias (c in 
TS. is ihai •,ml, sdn. nirdvadaye tc£t: cf. our 2 a) ; d in TA. is Jfoann e71d prati tdt te 
dadhami, with which MS. nearly agrees, but .is corrupt at the end : j.e.p. hastdnr,.;_zani. 
TB. (iii. 7. 98) corresponds only in the first half~verse (with it precisely agrees Ap<,;S. 
in xiii. 22, 5) ; thus, yiiny apiimityany dpratfttany dsmi yavtasya balina cdrami,; its 
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other half-verse corresponds with our 2 a, b. MB. (ii. 3. 20) hasyat kusidam ajlradat
tam maye 'ha yena yamasya nidhinci cariitd: ida1h tad agne annzo bhavami ji'vann 
evapratidattt dadiini. LThis suggests bha'l!clni as an improvement in our c.J Finally 
GB. (ii. 4. 8) quotes the pratika in this form: yat kusidam apamityam apratitam. 
Ppp. reads for a, b aj}(Wt[fyztm apratltani yad asminnasyena, etc., and, for d, jfvanna 
cna prati dadami sa,·•vcwi (nearly as TA. d, above). The comm. takes balina as = 
bala·vata. 

2. Being just here we give it back; living, we pay it in (ni-hr) for the 
living; what grain I have devoured having borrowed [it], now, 0 Agni, 
I become guiltless as to that. 

'With the first half-verse nearly agrees TB. (as above; also Ap<;S., as above), which 
reads, hO\vever, tdd yata_yiimas for dadma enat. The comm. has dadhmas for dadmas 
in a; he explains ui ltariimrts by nitariilit niyamena vii ptz.kutwa!z. Ppp. has etat at 
end of a.; in c, apa.mr(vu again, also (c, d) /a,ghiisii rzgnir ma tasmiid annimiz hr;iotu. 
Apam!~vam in this verse also v.;ould be a more manageable form, as meaning' what is 
to be measured (or exchanged) off,' i.e. in repayment. Jaghtisa in our text is a mis
print for -gilds-. 

3. Guiltless in this [world], guiltless in the higher, guiltless in the 
third world may we ~)e; the worlds traversed by the gods and traversed 
by the Fathers---- all the roads may we abide in guiltless. 

The verse is found in TB. (iii. 7. 98-'J), TA. (ii. IS4), and Ap<;S. (xiii.22. 5), with 
-milts tr- at junction of a and b (except in TB. as printed), with utti inserted before 
j,t"t!)'a!t,"is and ea loktis omitted after it (thus rectifying the meter, of which the Anukr. 
ignores the irrcgubrity), and with !.:_1'fJ't1m1, (had) at the encl. A nnui means also 'free 
from debt or obligation' ; there is no English word which (like German schuldl{)s) 
covers its ,vholc sense. The comm. points out that it has here both a sacred and a pro~ 
fane 1m.:aning, applying to what one owes to his fellow-men, and what duties to the 
gods. Ppp. comhines twnuz 'smi11 in a., antl has the readings of TB. etc. in c, and 
,zdilmz fol' ii k~1·(vema, a.t the end. 

I :c8. For relief from guilt. 

found also in Pfi.ipp. xvi. LTh,! Kn.!}1a .. vc:rsion of ,·ss. I and 2 is given by v. Schroeder, 
Tiibhr.t::er Kaflw-hs.s-.; p. 70 f.J Is ni>t m,ed by Vait.1 nor by Kaut;. otherwise than with 
Lthe: whole ,m1wi'ika, andj hynm n7: Lscc under hymns II4a11d u7J. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 455; Griffith} i. 310. 

I. 1f (ydt) with our hands we have clone offenses, desiring to take up 
the course ( ?) of the dice, let the two Apsarases, fierce•(ugni-)seeingJ 
fierce-conquering\ forgive today that guilt (r{ld) of ours. 

Our mss., like S P pis, waver in b ht'twecn g1itn1'tm and s~zftlim or .t;anhtm, but it is a 
mere indistinctness of writing:1 and.i;ratm,111 (which not even Bohtlingk's last supplement 

gives) is doubtless the genuine reading, as given by SPP.; our lJ'a?ttfm is an unsuccessful 
conjecture. The comm. paraphrases the- word with g,mt,n~wui1. fabllasparflidizli~rayam, 
and 1tpallps- with twub/Ja,z,lfum i,.:durntaf,: 'desiring to sense the soupd, feeling, etc.'; 

• 
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our knowledge of the ancient Hindu game of dice is not sufficient to enable us to trans
late the pada intelligently. The verse is found also in several Yajus texts, TB. (iii. 7. 
123), TA. (ii. 4. 1), and MS. (iv. 14. 17); all read cakdra in a, and 'vagmtm (MS. 11ag-
1mtm) for gatm'on in b, and TB.TA. end b with ttja_jfghnamana(i (while MS. has the 
corrupt reading dvajiglzram ifpaft) ; in c, d, TB.TA. have the version diirejJafytt (TA. 
ugrampaffii) ea rii{trabhfc c,i tdny apsardsav dmt dattiim rtzJni, and MS., very cor
ruptly, ugram jat;yifc ea ra~·trabhfc ea tdny apsardstbn a.nu dattif, 'nniiini. The comm., 
heedless of the accent, takes the first two words in c as vocatives. Ppp. reads, in a, b, 
kilvijavz akfatn akta,n avi!zpsamanaft. 

2. 0 fierce-seeing one ! realm-bearing one! [ our] offenses, what hap
pened at the dice - forgive ye that to us; may there not come in 
Yama's world one having a rope on, desiring to win from us debt (r~ui) 
from debt. 

Two of the other texts (TA.MS., as above) have this verse also, and with unirnpor
tant variations in the first half: TA. simply omits nas in b, thus rectifying the meter; 
MS. does the same, but it is also corrupt at the beginning, reading 11gnim par,;1ttl 
-ra,r/rabhft k-. Ppp. reads u. rli1/rabhrtas ki!vi,rmh y. a. a. dattan •vas tat. But in 
the difficult and doubtful second half, the readings are so diverse as to show themselves 
mere corrupt guesses: thus, TA. nt!n na nzan nuiva ft .samano y. l. a. iiya _: MS. nt!mmi 

(p. net: na{t) nu11t nzdviin ipsamiino y. l. nidhir a_jarliya_; Ppp. (c) 11nz71ano 11rwva 
yad ayacchamano. The conun. explains nzlin (na!t) as either for rtuin or for nu-ft_; 
the pada-text gives the latter, of course. The padti-text does not divide lrts-, as it 
doubtless should, into a0frts-, in c ; the comrn. reads instead ccchamlinas ( = nuuil gra
hititm abhita icchan) and explains adlzirajjus by asmad._1.;raharuzya j>ar;ahasta(t. The 
other texts) it will have been noticed, mentioned rli:1·/rablttt instead of t✓._E;rajit as second 
Apsaras in the first verse. The irregularities of meter are passed unnoticed by the 
Anukr. L Bohtlingk, ZDMG. Iii. 250, discusses the vs. at length. I:fo suggests for c, 
nza7mo no nd nzam lrtsamiino, or perhaps n&i nutm.J 

3. To whom [I owe] debt, whose wife I approach, to whom I go beg~ 
ging (yac), 0 gods- let them not speak words superior to me; ye (two) 
Apsarases, wives of gods, take no~ice ! 

Ppp. has a different version (mostly corrupt) of b, c, d: ya1iz yii/amiznfiu abltyemalze: 
·vate 11iiji1t 7J(i/ibhir 1110 ~ttanim mad de'vajmtnI apsaras£'ijJadltam. The comm. reads 
abhyemi in b. By analogy with abhyiiimi, the pada-text understands upiUmi as ttj,a
iibni in a. Our pada-mss. also leave ma unaccented in c. The comm. paraphrases 
adlti ,tavi with madvijnajJana1it citte ~vadharayatam. 

I 19. For relief from guilt or obligation. 

[Kilttfika (anniaklfmalfa). -tlgneyam. tn'ilffttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xvi. (in the verse~order 1, 3, 2). All the verses occur, hut not 
together, in TA. L See also v. Schroeder, Zwci llss., p. 15, for vss. 2 and 3; and 
Ti'ibingerKa/lza~liss., pp. 70, 75, for 1, 2,.ancl 3.J Is not used by Va.it., nor by Kau9. 
otherwise than with L the whole anu'vaka and with J hymns 117 and· 1 18; see under 
Lhymns Il4 and II7 J. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 442; Griffith, i.310. 
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I. If (ydt), not playing, I make debt, also, 0 Agni, promise (sa1n-gr) 
not intending to give, may Vai~vftnara, our best over-ruler, verily lead us 
up to the world of the well-done. 

Ppp. puts aham before nrnm in a, and reads urum for ud it in d. The first half
verse has correspondents in TB. (iii. 7. !23) and TA. (ii. 4. I 1 ). In a, TB. reads ca/.:iira 
and TA. bablt177Hl for !.:nuJmi and TB. puts ydt after nzdmJ· for b, TD. reads ytid •vii 
'd{isyant stuiz}al;"lira jdnebhya(z, and TA. dditsan va sa11ijagtira .f. L For b, cf. vi. 7 I. 3 b. J 

2. I make it known to Vai~vanara, if [there is on my part] promise of 
debt to the deities; he knows how to unfasten all these bonds; so may 
we be united with what is cooked (.pak·vd). 

The first three pficlas have correspondents in TA. (ii. 6. r r ), which reads, in a, b, •ved,i~ 
yilvw yddr nnuim, and, in c, pt7qiin pramztcem (i.e. -c,un) prd 1;1:-•da_; Ppp. also has pra 
•veda instead of 11t!da sdn1iin. Our d, which seems quite out of place here, occurs again 
at the end of xii. 3. 5 5-60, which see (TA. has instead sti no 1mtnciitu durii<1d a'vat(yat). 
The comm. explains _pak11,mti here as paripa!.."vena s•z;argiidiphalena, or the ripened 
fruit of our good works. The Anukr. seems to allow the contraction sai 'tiln in c. 

3. Let Vai~vanara the purifier purify me, if (ydt) I run against a 
promise, an expectation (li(1.t), not acknowledging, begging with my mind; 
what sin is therein, that I impel away. 

The ·whole verse, this time, has its correspondent in TA. (ii. 6. P), which, however, 
reads for a 11• pd11t{.J'tiJt 1111/t jia1dtrilir (Ppp. means the same, bttt substitutes jlivayli 
1Ul:\'); arnl has, in d, dtra for tdtra and d11tr. for dja. Ppp. has satitgalam near beginning 
of b. The cmnm. reads -dht1'i'1iiui in b, and explains by iibhimuJ..ihye.,ui priip1w,;.1ii.1d_; the 
minor Pet. Lex. suggt~sts emendation to ati-d/1ii't1- 'transgress.' Ludwig emends iit;ifm 
to 11siim (referring to dl·,. 1at/i.m in 2 b) i the reading andpad,z division iior;tim are vouched 
for by Priit. iv. 72, to \Vhich rule the word is the counter-example; the comm. explains it 
by d,:7/tidtniim ,tbh!liifll.111, L Berg;.tigne comments on root sil., Rd. V'hl. iii. 44. J 

120. To reach heaven. 

Found also in l'aipp. xvi. L Von Sthroetfor's z,wd 1/ss., p. 16, rmcl Tlibi11;g,:r 
K,zfha-hss., p. may a.lso bt! consulted £or all three vss.J Not us{:d by Kaug. other-
wise than vvith the \\•hole ,mw;•iU..·tt: sec tmck:r hymn I 14. 

Translatt:d: Lmlwig, p. 442 i Grill, 72, 173; Griffith, i. 31 I; ntoomficld, 165, 529. 

I. If ) atmosphere, cal"th, and sky, if father or mother we have 
injured (/rifts), may this householder's-fire lead us up from that to the 
world of the well~done. 

The first half•\·ersc is found, without variation, in a number of other texts: in TS. 
(i. 8. TB. (iii. 7. I :H), TA. (ii. 6. MS. (i. IO; 3) 1 A<;S. (ii. 7. I I); they do not 

in the second half which they put in place of ours. Ppp. agrees with sorne 
miZ t,ismiid e·11as,1 gildmpa(vr.i!t pramuiicatu. Only b is really 
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2. May mother earth, Aditi our birthplace, brother atmosphere, [save] 
us from imprecation; may our father heaven be weal to us from paternal 
[guilt] ; having gone to my relatives (Jani£), let me not fall down from 
[th~ir ?] world. 

The verse is found also in TA. (ii. 6. 29), which reads at end of a dbltir;asta enafi _; 
and, in c, d, bhavasi' jam£ mitvr.i (jiz.mim i"tvzi .!') mit vivi'tsi lokir.n: the variants are of 
the kind thatseem to show that the text was unintelligible to the text-makers, and that we 
are excusable in finding it extremely obscure. Ppp. brings no help.*; Our translation 
implies in b abhfrastyas, but the pada reading is abhiofastya, as if instr.; the comm. 
understands ~tyiis. Our pada mss. also leave vzli unaccented in d. Ludwig and Grill 
supply /okii.t to pitryiit: "from the paternal world." The comm. divides alternatively 
jiimi' mrtva and jamim rt'Z!{t. The verse is a good tn4ub!i, though capable of being 
contracted to 40 syllables. ·*L Grill reports a Ppp. reading trata for bhrt1tti, although 
I do not find it in Roth's collations. Might it represent a trfitv antdrik~ram? J 

3. Where the well-hearted, th~ well-doing revel, having abandoned 
disease of their own selves, not lame with their limbs, undamaged in 
heaven (svargd)-there may we see [our] parents and sons. 

LThe :first half we had at iii. 28. 5.J The verse corresponds to TA. ii. 6. 2 10, which 
reads 1nddante at end of a, tan'vl}1ti svdylitn at end of b, arlo?tzit7gair (so Ppp. also) in 
c (also dhrtas, but this is doubtless a misprint Lthe Poona ed. reads in fact dhrut,7s J), 
and jJi'tdravi ea pzttram at the end. The comm. reads ta;t'Vas in b, with part of the mss. 
(including our P.M.I.O.), and afrotzas in c. L For the substance of the vs., cf. Weber, 
Sb. 1894, p. 775.J 

121. For release from evil. 

Found also in Paipp. xvi. LFor vss. 3, 4, cf. v. Schroeder, z-wei .Hss.; p. 15, Tii.bh{1;er 
Kaflza-/zss., p. 7 5.J Used by Kau<;, (52. 3) with vi. 63 and 84, in a rite for release from 
various bonds; Land with the whole aniwiz.ka-see under h. u4J. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 4'42 ; Zimmer, p. I 82 (3 vss.) ; Griffith, i. 3 r I. 

I. An untier, do thou untie off us the fetters that are highest, lowest,. 
that are Varul).a's; remove (nz's-szt) from us evil-dreaming [and] difficulty; 
then may we go to the world of the well-done. 

Vifittit (p. vz0stina) is doubtless 'antler' here, as at iii. 7, r, z Lwhich seeJ (though 
neither Kau9. nor the schol. nor our comm. make mention of such an article as us{id 
here); but it was necessary to render it etymologically, to bring out the word-play 
between it and 1.,£ fY4/ the comm. treats it as a participle(== 1vi11:mncati), disregardingt 
as usual, the accent (really vi'-szf. + ana L Skt. Gram. § I I 50 e J). The second pad a is 
the same with vii. 83. 4 b. The proper readings in c are (see note to Prat. ii. 86) du:'•.Y'Vd
pn)'am and n~S:'i'i!a, which the mss. almost without exception * abbreviate to du:1·1.1ap- and 
nf;,va, just as they abbreviate datl71ii to dat,zlii, or, in vs. 2 a, n(lf'lu"im to rtU-zitim (see 
my Skt. Gr.§ 232). SPP. here gives in his stufihita-text n{ ,y1.1a, with all his authori
ties; our text has n!ft rva, with only one of ours (0.): doubtless the true metrical form 
is nf,y . .yuva 'stndt. L Cf. Roth, ZDMG. xlviii. rr9, note.J Ppp. lacks our second half
verse, having instead 2 a, b. * L That is, if we take the occurrences of the words as a. 
whole in·AV.J 
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2. If (ydt) thou art bound in wood, and if in a rope; if thou art bound 
in the earth, and if by a spell ( ·vtic) - may this householder's-fire lead us 
up from that to the world of the well-clone. 

The second half-verse here is the same with 120. I c, d, and seems unconnected with 
the first half. Ppp. reads, in a, diinttza and rafvii, and omits the second half-verse, 
thus reducing the hymn to three verses, the norm of the book. 

3. Arisen are the two blessed stars named the Unfasteners; let them 
bestow here of immortality (amfta); let the releaser of the bound advance. 

The first half-verse is the same \'Vith ii. 8. I a, b; compare also iii.
0

7. 4 a, b. The 
verse corresponds to TA. ii.6. P, which has, for a, ami LAV. iiL 7.4, ami1Jyesubhdge 
di'vf, and, in d, etdd for priU 'tu. 

4. Go thou apart; make room; maycst thou free the bound one from the 
bond; like a young fallen out of the womb, do thou dwell along all roads. 

A corresponding verse is found in TA. (ii. 6. I -t), which has, for a, 1Ji jihrr.y11a lokdn 
/q·d!d,*· and, at the end, dnu t·r•a (also pathds after sdrviin). Ppp. reads at the end anu 
gacha, and this is what the comm. gives as paraphrase of dnu k.yefya. The Anukr. seems 
to authorize the contractionymtve '-;,•a in c. ·*Lin c,ydl!es forydnyti's.J 

122. With an offering for offspring. 

Verses 2, 3 are fonncl in Pa.ipp. xvi. L For vss. 1-3, cf. v. Schroeder, z,w,d IJ'.rs., 
p. I 51 Tiibing,:r Awti(lta-!us., pp. 7 5-76.J It appears in Kaur,., with the hymn next fol
lowing,>* in the Sll'llr{V<;/iias (63. Z~J), accompanying the offering of savisthitaJzomas; and 
the c.:omm. regards vs. 5 (instead of xi. i. 27, which has the same jm.itika) as intended at 
63. 4, in the same cen:mrmi1.:s1 with distribution of water for washing the priests' hands. 
V :'iit. (2z. 23) lias both hymns in the agm)'!oma, with vii. 4 I.:!, as recited by the sacrificer. 
L For tht! whole anm1,1J.·a, see tmder h. 1 q .. J * L And with x. 9. 26. J 

Translated : Ludwig, p. 43::? ; Griffith, i. 3 I 2. 

r. This portion I, knowing, malw over [to thee], 0 Vi~vakarnmn, first
born of right j hy us [is it] given, beyond old age; along an unbroken 
lim! may we pass (tt) together. 

Tlw cmmcctiou in this verse is obscure; pratham,y,ts 'first-horn' in b can only 
qualify·" I" grmmm1titally; clouhtkss it should he.~ vocative, belonging to Vic;vakarm:1n. 
The c:ornm. c<:mn<!clS dattam directly with blu~i;am, whkh he explains by fitrl."l'tWt rimunit 
ha1dr/Jhi.{t;1.uil 11li. The second l1.1lfMversc corresponds to TA. ii. 6. 1 s c, d (in immediate 
connection with the two preceding verses of our text also), which differs only by reading 
at the end cttrtwta •• and this the cmnm. nli.o reads. The first half~verse .in TA. is as 
follows: sd jm~ji'i11d11 pnfl{[[tbhtiila 'i.llth1iin pny'ifpati(t jmithamajit rMs_ya; and Ppp. 
app:tl'ently intends a similar reading; it has ttuit praji'i.nan i~y d.:iii as if the verse had 
occurred t!arlicr in the text ; but it has not been found. 

2. Some pass along the extended line, of whom i.vhat is the Fathers' 
[was] given in course (? ,fJ•a:1un11) ; some, without relatives, giving, bestow
ing- if they b,e able to give, that is very heaven. 
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The TA. (ii. 6. 26) has this verse also, with variants: dnu sd1ncaranti for taranti 
(besides the preceding dntt) in a, ifyanavat at end of b, -ydcchcU at end of c (Ppp. has 
-yachtin), faknuvli,1isas'1' for r;fk1an and C,)'am for evd in d. Both comm's understand 
nutm ' debt' with pitryam, and abmul!dt (which appears to be used adverbially) as 
equivalent to abandhavas: though without descendants, they too reach heaven as 
reward of their gifts. Ppp. has also te for cet in d. *· L The Cale. ed. seems to have 
r;aknztvilJisdfz sv-. Does it intend r;aknltvan ( or t;akndvan - see Grallt. § 70 I) sa s11-? J 

3. Take ye (both) hold after, take hold together after; to this world 
they that have faith attach themselves (sac) ; what cooked [ offering] of 
yours is served up in the fire, combine ye, 0 husband and wife, in order 
to the guarding of it. 

The verse is found in TA. (ii. 6. 27), with great differences of text: amt- is omitted 
at the beginning ; anu, second time in a, is accented, dmt ,; b is samti1uim pcfothcz m 
a11atllo ghrtena.; jilrtdm for pak11d111 is read (also by Ppp.), and ydti inserted before 
O:/{tztizt, in c•:*; d is Msmai gotra;,,i 'hd ;'ttyiijJatl sd1Jz rabhethlim. The reading ,Pflrtdm is 
against our understanding pakvdm of the body prepared by fire for the other world. 
The comrn. explains j}(irii,i;/am by prak.riptam, the TA. comm. by parzj,rlifiitam, both 
apparently taking it from root vif. The verse is found repeated, with a different begin
ning, as xii. 3. 7. It is too irregular to be called a simple tri#ubh. ,,1.LThus rectifying 
its meter. J . 

4. The great sacrifice, as it goes, with mind, I ascend after, with fervor 
(? tdpas), of like origin ; being called upon, 0 Agni, may we, beyond old 
age, revel in joint reveling in the third firmament. 

The connection of mdnasli,, in a, is probably with a1wdrohiimi..,· that of tdpasil is pos
sibly with sciyonZ:r; _; but the comm. understands " connected ,vith the sacrifice in virtue 
of penance"; he guesses two different interpretations of the half-verse. Some of our mss. 
(P.M.H.p.m.O.) make in c the combination 1,palziita 'gne which the meter demands. 
Neither this verse nor the next L save its a J has anything of a jagatl character. 

5. These cleansed, purified, worshipful maidens I scat in separate sue~ 
cession in the hands of the priests (bralnndn) ; with what desfre I now 
pour you on, let Indra here with the Maruts grant me that. 

The verse occurs again, with a slight variation at the end, as xL I. 27, and, with much 
more important differences, as x. 9. z.7. In the latter verse, instead of the figurative 
appellation "maidens," we have" the divine waters (fem.)'' themselves addressed. 

123. For the success of an offering. 

[Bhrgu. -pancarcam. vii-iflladevam. trai;fubham: .3. 2-p. siimny ll1tuffubh; 4. I•av. 2.,p. prii• 
jilpatyif bhuri.._i; ,uttt;{ubh.] 

L Partly prose, 3 and 4. J This hymn and the one· following are not found in Paipp. 
Its uses by Kauc;. and Va.it, with hymn 122 are explained tmder that hymn. And vss. 
3-5 appear also in Va.it. (2. 15), at the pan1an sacrifice, in the ceremony of pravttniiuz. 
L For the whole anzt·vaka, see under h. n4. J 

Translated: Muir, v. 293 (vss. 2, 4, 5); Ludwig, p. 302; Griffith, i. 313, 
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I. This one, 0 ye associates (? sadhdstha), I deliver to you, whom 
Jatavedas shall carry [as] a treasure; the sacrificer follows after well
being ; him do ye recognize in the highest firmament. 

The verse is found also in VS. (xviii. 59) and K. (xl. 13). VS. reads, in a, sadhastha 
and le (for 'Vas); in b, it puts (l'1 1adldm after ,:i11dhiit _; in c, it reads a. yajfuipatir 110 titra. 
The comm. explains sadltasthiis as meaning 'the gods' (saha tt;r/ha,tty ekatra svarge 
/(}kt stltane yajamlinc;za, salta nivasanti). 

2. Recognize ye him in the highest firmament; ye divine associates, 
ye know [his] world there; the sacrificer follows after well-being; make 
ye, what he has offered and bestowed plain for him. 

This verse is found with the preceding in VS. (xviii. 60) and K. (xl. 13), and also in 
TB. (iii. 7. 133--t), but with considerable variants: at the beginning, et/ail jilnatha (TB. 
;ibtltiil) _par-; in b, TB. vtk,is for dlr;J1is, both VS. and TB. sadh- unaccented, which 
is better, but VS. vz"t:ltt, which is bad, and both n7jJdm aJya (for lokdm dtra), which 
gives a better sense ; for c, both ydd ,~gdchiit pat!zl/Jlzir de·vaytfnais _; in d, both t~·fajni.rte, 
and VS. l.:nza·vlitha, but TB. knmtlit, both without sma. 

3. 0 gods! 0 Fathers! 0 Fathers! 0 gods! who I am, he am I. 
The comm., with his usual carelessness of accent, takes the vocatives here for nomi

natives. Some of S PP's authorities (also our O.s.m.) omit the accent of the :first asmi. 

4. He do I cook, he do I give, he do I offer; [as] he, let me not be 
parted from what is given. 

That is, from my gifts, or their reward. The comm. counts and explains these two 
quasi-verses, 3 and 41 as one. But the .A.nukr. reckons this hymn (as it reckoned the 
precedinJi one) ns one of fivt! verses (j){titcarca), and SPP's edition as well as ours so 
divides. L' As that one, I cook' etc. \Voulcl be an equally accurate translation, and the 
English of it is not so harsh. J 

5. In the: firmament, 0 king, stand firm ; there let this stand firm ; 
know of what we ha.ve bestowed, 0 king; do thou, 0 god, be well-willing. 

The comm. understands the addresses of this verse as made to Soma, which is very 
questionahlc; and the 41 this" of b to he the (~'/lijnirt,im, which (or tlatttim, vs.4) is 
right. It :must he by a corruption of the text that the Anukr. does not define the verse 
as an amtJ/uhh. 

:r:24. Against evil influence of a sky-drop. 

This hymn, like the preceding, is not found in Paipp. It is employed by Kau~. 
(46. 41) in an expiatory rite for the portent of drops of rain from a clear sky. In Va.it. 
(12. 7) it is used in the a,g11i~·/(J11ttl when one has spoken in sleep; and vs. 3 separately 
(1 I. 9), in tht~ same cerernony, \Vhen the man who is being consecrated is anointed. L For 
the whole mm1Nik,z, see under h. 114. J 

Tra.nsla.ted: Ludwig, p. 498; Grifnth, i. 314. 

I. From the sky now, from the great atmosphere, a drop of water 
bath fallen upon me with essence (rdsa) ; with Indra's power, with milk, 
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0 Agni, [may] I [be joined], with the meters, with offerings, with the 
deed of the well-doing. 

The verse is found also in HGS. i. 16. 6, with sundry variants: ma for mam in a; 
apatttc chi,vaya at end of b; in c, d, mmzasa 'ham a 'gilm brahmattii ,r;-upta(z sttkrta 
krtena,; these are in some respects improvements, especially in relieving the embaras
sing lack of a verb in our second half-verse. The comm. paraphrases antarikyat by 
tikci(tllt nirmeglu2t, and supplies sarizgacdtcya (as in the translation). It is a little 
strange that the fall of water out of the air upon one is so uncanny and must be atoned 
for (tikar;odakapliivanadofaft'inti). 

2. If from a tree it bath fallen upon [me], that is fruit; if from the 
atmosphere, that is merely Vayu; on whatever part of my body, and what 
part of my garment, it hath touched, let the waters thrust perdition away. 

This verse also is found with the preceding in HGS. ; which in a reads vrk1agriid abhya
patat and omits tat/ and in b reads yad va for yadi and tat for sa./ for c, it has yatra 
-vrk~·as tamtviH yatnz vlisaft, and in d badhantam instead of nudantzt. The comm. 
paraphrases the end of b thus: 1.1ay1Jiitmaktz eva na 'svzaka1/z do1aya. The third pada 
is really j'agati. · 

3. A fragrant ointment, a success is that; gold, splendor, just purify
ing is that. All purifiers [are] stretched out from us;. let not perdition 
pass that, nor the niggard. 

That is, the uncanny drop is all these :fine things. The comm. renders piUrimam in b 
by ptddhikaram.; and adhi in c by" above." The second pada is redundant by a syllable. 

With this ends the twelfth anuvakci, of I I hymns and 38 verses ; the old Anukr. 
says affatrhir;o dvadar;a[i. 

125. To the war-chariot : for its success. 
[ A tharvan. - vilnaspatyam. triiif/ttbham _; 2.';agali.] 

Found also in Paipp. xv. (in the verse-order 2, 3, 1). This hymn and the next are 
six successive verses of RV. (vi. 47. 26-31), and also of VS. (xxix. 52-57), TS. (iv. 6. 65-7), 
and MS. (iii. 16. 3). In Kam;. (15. 11) it Land not xii. 3. 33J is used in a battlNite, 
with vii. 3, I I o, and other passages, as the king mounts a new chariot ( at Kaug. 1 o. 24 
and 13. 6 it isix. I. I that is intended Lso SPP's ed. of th·e comm. to iii. 16J, not vs. 2 of 
this hymn). In Va.it. (6. 8), vss. 3 and I are quoted in the agnyiidheya, accompanying 
the sacrificial gift of a chariot; arid the hymn (or vs. I), in the sattra (34. I 5), as the king 
mounts a chariot. 

Translated : by the RV. translators; and, as AV. hymn, by Ludwig again, p. 459; 
Griffith, i.3r4.-See also Bergaigne-Henry, Manuel, p. 155. 

r. 0 forest-tree! stout-limbed verily mayest thou become, our com
panion, furtherer, rich in heroes; thou art fastened together with kine; be 
thou stout; let him who mounts thee conquer things conquerable. 

There is no difference of reading among all the versions of this verse. GB. (i. 2. 21) 

quotes its pratika Land so does MGS. ati. 13. s; d. p. r55J; MB. (i. 7 .. 16) has the 
whole verse. H Kine," as often elsewhere, means the products of cattle, here the strips of 
cow-hide ; and "-tree" the thing made of its wood L cf. i. 2. 3, note J. 
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2. Forth from heaven, from earth [is its] force brought up; forth from 
forest-trees [is its] power brought hither; to the force of the waters, 
brought forth hither by the kine, to Indra's thunderbolt, the chariot, do 
thou sacrifice with oblation. 

Or all the nouns ("force" and "power" in a, bas well) are to be taken as accusatives 
withyaja 'sacrifice to.' Ppp. reads ablirta,it at end of a, and parisambhrta1iz in b. All 
the other versions have the better reading a11rtam at end of c; and so has the comm., 
followed by three of SPP's mss.; and it is accordingly adopted in SPP's text. MS. 
reads if1.1rtant also in b, and antart'k~·at instead of oja i'tdbhrtam in a. TS.VS. have 
divaft p- at the beginning. The comm. refers to TS. vi. I. 34 as authority for identifying 
the chariot with Indra's thunderbolt. 

3. Indra's force, the Maruts' front (dnzka), Mitra's embryo, Varm;ia's 
navel - do thou, enjoying this oblation-giving of ours, 0 divine chariot, 
accept the oblations. 

All the other versions have vajras for ojas in a, and Ppp. agrees with them. All, too 
(not Ppp.), combine stf 'mifm at beginning of c, against the requirement of the meter. 
The GB. quotes (i. 2. 21) the pratika of this verse in its form as given by our text. 
L Ppp. has dharutiasya for ·vdr- in b. J 

126. To the drum : for success against the foe. 

[ A tharvan. - vilnaspatyadundttbhidevatyam. bhU1·iktriiiffttbham : J· purobrhati viriitfgarbha 
tri.yfttbh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xv.* (but I c, d and 2 a, b are wanting, probably by an error of 
the copyist), and in the same other texts as the preceding hymn (RV.VS.TS.MS.: in 
MS. the three verses are not in consecution with those of 125). Applied by Kam.;:. 
(16. r) in a battle rite, with v. 20, as the drums and other musical instruments of war, 
duly prepared, are sounded thrice and handed to those who are to play them. Va.it. 
(34. II) has it (also with v. 20) in the same ceremony as the preceding hymn, as the 
drum-heads are drawn on. *LSeems to be an error for Paipp. vii.J 

Translated: by the RV. translators ; and Griffith, i. 3 r 5. -See also Bergaigne-Henry, 
Manuel, p. I 56. · 

I. Blast thou unto heaven and earth; in many places let them win for 
thee the scattered living creatures (;'dgat) ; do thou,. 0 drum, allied with 
Indra [and] the gods, drive away our foes further than far .. 

The second pada is translated according to the reading of our text, whose vanvatavz, 
however, can hardly be otherwise than a corruption of the manutam. of the other texts; 
Ppp. has instead sunutam, which is yet worse; the comm. has vanutam. MS; has, in 
d, ariit for dilrif.t. 

2. Resound thou at [them]; mayest thou. assign strength [and] force 
to us ; thunder against [them],. forcing off difficulties; drive, 0 drum, 
misfortune away from here; Indra's fist art thou; be stout. 

The other texts have, in b, nf{i #anilti £or abhf f{ana, and, in c, protha for sedha, 
and the plural dttcltuna.s (save TS., which gives ~nan, in pada-text -nan). 
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3. Conquer thou those yonder; let these here conquer; let the drum 
speak loud L·vci'vad-J [and] clear; let our horse-winged heroes fly together; 
let our chariot-men, 0 Indra, conquer. 

All the other texts have, for a, ;f 'mzir aja pratydvartaye 'mdft, and vavaditi at end 
of bi in c, for patantu, cdranti (but lVIS. cdranht); while Ppp. reads jJatayand. Aml21it 
before jc~va doubtless means amiln, and is so translated above ; but the _pada-text under
stands it as a1m1m, and the comm. supplies fatruseniim. The Anukr. contracts the first 
pada into 9 syllables. 

127. Against various diseases: with a wooden amulet. 

[ B hr g·vangfras. - viina s}atyam uta yakpnanii;anatlevatyam. if nu1tubham : 3. 3-a. 6-p. jagati.] 

This hymn is not found in Paipp. Kaui;. applies it (26. 33-39), with ii. 7, 25; vi. 85, 
109; viii. 7, in a healing rite against various diseases (with this hymn specially the 
person treated is to be smeared by means of a splinter of j;aliir;a, ib. 34 ; and the head 
of one seized by Varu1:a is to be anointed, ib. 39); and it is reckoned (note to 26. r) to 
the takmattar;ana gaiuz. 

Translated: Zimmer, p. 386 (with comment on the diseases) ; Griffith, i. 3 I 5; Bloom
field, 40, 530. -:-See also Grohmann, bul. Stud. ix. 396 ff. 

r. Of the vidradhd, of the red baldsa, 0 forest-tree, of the visdlpaka, 
0 herb, do thou not leave even a bit (? jJifitd ). 

Or lohitasya may be a separate disease (so rendered by Zimmer: the comm. takes it 
as either" red" or" [a disease of] the blood"). The form visdlpaka is given here on 
the strength of SPP's authorities (among which living repeaters of the text are included), 
and of the comm., which derives it from root sr:P (vi1.1idha1ii sarpati), with substitution 
of l for r; no manuscript is to be trusted to distinguish !pa and lya, and, as the word is 
unknown save in this hymn and in ix. 8 and xix. 44, there was nothing to show which was 
the true reading. The comm. takes catzwaligulapaliif avrk.ya to be the tree addressed, 
and vidradha as vidara{ta(ilo vra?titvi(,efaft .,· also pit;ita as nidanabhiUa1Jz dtt-tf am ma1i
sam _; and balasa as kasafviisiidi. L Our P.M.E.I.O.R.K. combine visdlpakasyNadhe 
in smhhita in c; and this SPP. adopts in his text, and reports nothing to the contrary 
from his authorities. J 

2. The two testicles that are thine, 0 baldsa, laid away in thine arm
pit(? kakra)-I know the remedy for that, the cfjnidrtt, a looking-upon. 

By a blundering confusion of c and f in transcription, in our text and in the Index 
Verbonmz founded upon it, the form t;ipttdru instead of cf- has been adopted for this 
verse. The comm. reads cipadrzt, and calls it " a kind of tree having this name"; per
haps cijntlit is the true form. ·we should have expected rather i'tpa- or apt'- than dpa
frita11, in b ( == apakr.yfam iit;r£tiitt ./ and kak.ye = biihumflle, comm.). L" Testicles" : 
perhaps swellings of the axillary "glands." J 

3. The 1.n'salpaka that is of the limbs, that is of the ears, that is in the 
eyes-we eject the visdlpaka, the vidradhd, the heart-disease; we impel 
away downward that unknown ydkftna. 
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128. For auspicious time: with dung-smoke. 

[Atharviliigiras (nak,Iatrariljilnmit candrmnasam astiiut). -caturrcam. silumyam; rakadhii
madevatyam. ilntt,I/itbham.] 

Except the third verse, this hymn occurs also in Paipp. xix. Besides the ceremony 
reported under vs. r, Kauc;. has the hymn (50. 13) in a general rite for good fortune, 
with vi. I, 3-7, 59, etc. etc.; and also, in the chapter of portents (roo. 3), in an expia
tory ceremony on occasion of an eclipse of the moon (somagrahatia, comm.); vs. 3, 
too, is specially quoted in the a.flaka ceremony (r 38. 8), as accompanying a nineteenth 
[oblation?]. 

Translated: \Veber, OmlJ?a und Porten/a (1858), p. 363; Zimmer, p. 353; Gdffith, 
i.316; Bloomfield, 160, 532.-Bloom:field had already treated it at length,AJP. vii. 484ff., 
and JAOS. xiii. p. cxxxiii (= PAOS., Oct. r886). A pencilled note on Whitney's ms. 
shows that he considered the propriety of rewriting the translation and comment for 
vi. I 28. 

I. When the asterisms made the fakadhftma their king, they bestowed 
on him auspicious (bhadrd-) day, saying "This shall be [his J royalty." 

<;akadhilma (with irregular but not unparalleled accent: see my Skt. Gr. § I 267 b) 
means primarily 'dung-smoke,' i.e. smoke arising from burning dung (or else the vapor 
from fresh dung). According to the comm., it signifies here the fire from which such 
smoke arises, and then, "on account of inseparability from that, a Brahman " ; and he 
quotes TS. v. z. Sr-2 : "a Brahman is indeed this Agni Vai<_;vanara." The Kauc;ika
Sutra, in a passage (50. I 5, 16) also quoted by the comm., says that, with this hymn, 
'having laid balls of dung on the joints of a Brahman friend, one asks dung-smoke, 
"what sort of day today?" He (of course, the Brahman*) answers "propitious, very 
favorable." ' Prof. Bloomfield takes fakadhitma to be out-and-out the title of a 

1
Brah

man, "weather-proph~t"; but this seems not to follow from the Siltra, also not from 
the Anukr., and least of all from the hymn. The Paipp. version differs considerably 
from ours (but nearly agrees with one in an appendix to the N afo}atra-kalpa : see Bloom
field, AJP. vii. 485): it readsyad riifana1n fakadhilma,it nak;atrariy akrtiuta; bhadrii.
ham asmlii prii yachan tato riif {ram ajiiyata. The accent of dsiit in dis not explained 
by any known rule. *LSo Ke~ava to Kauc;. 50. 16.J 

2. Auspicious day ours at noon, auspicious day be ours at evening, 
auspicious day ours in the morning of the days; be night auspicious day 
for .us. 

That is, may each of these times be free from omens and influences of ill-luck. The 
Ppp. version runs thus : bh. astu nas saya1fi bh. pratar astu naft : bit. asmabhyani tva1iz 
fakadhuma sada knzu (as in the appendix to the Nak!llatra-kalpa just cited). 

3. From day-and-night, from the asterisms, from sun-and:-moon, do 
thou, 0 king t;akadhi11na, make auspicious day for us. 

This verse, as already noted, is wanting in Ppp., but its seco~d half nearly'" agrees 
with that of the Ppp. version of vs. 2. .The accent in b should be emended to si7ryitcan
dravzasff.bhyam, as is read below Lsee W's noteJ in xi. 3. 34. The first half-verse is 
metrically irregular. 
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4. Thou who hast made auspicious day for us at evening, by night, 
also by day-to thee as such, 0 t;akadhuma, king of the asterisms, [be] 
al way_s homage. 

Ppp. reads akarat at end of a, and prlitar for nakta1n in b. All the mss. leave 
akaras unaccented, and SPP. accordingly gives akaras in his text; ours emends to 
dkaras. 

One may conjecture that it is the Milky \Vay, which is not unlike a thin line of 
smoke drawn across the sky, that is the real king of the asterisms, and that 'its imita
tion by a column of the heavy smoke of burning dung is what was relied on to counter
act any evil influences from the astedsms; or the behavior of such smoke, as rising 
upward or .hanging low, may have been really a weather-sign. 

129. For good-fortune: with a ~in~apa amulet. 

[Atharviiii.giras. -bhagadevatyam. anuf/Ubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. (in the verse-order 1, 3, 2). Used by Kau~. (36. r2), with 
vi. 139 and vii. 38, in a rite relating to women, for good-fortune: one binds sliuvarcala 
on the head after the fashion of an herb (-amulet? Ke~. and the comm. explain as the 
root or :flower of the falikhajJu,fjJika) and enters the village. 

Translated: Griffith, i. 3 I 7. - The association of this hymn with 139 seems to imply 
something more specific than" good-fortune," namely, luck in love for a man, as Kec;ava's 
yasya (notyasylis) sattbhagyam ichati indicates. 

r. Me with a portion (bhdga) of riizfdpa, together with Indra [as] ally, 
I make myself portioned ; let the niggards run away. 

The mss. blunder over the word t;ii-fit;ajena. SPP. reports only ft'i1it;ajhena as variant 
(read by two of his); ours have that, and also fii1isayena and sa?ifaylna_; our text 
reads wrongly fibifayena L correct to fiilifaptfna J. The comm. gives sa1iu;aphena, and 
etymologizes it accordingly as sa1n + t;ajJha I . I)pp. has sa?ifapena. The t;i?it;apli is 
the Dalbergia slstt, a tree distinguished for height and beauty. The comm. understands 
bhaga throughout the hymn as the god Bhaga. L The refrain recurs at xiv. 2. I I. J 
The Anukr. overlooks the lack of a syllable in c. 

2. With what portion thou didst overcome the trees, together with 
splendor, therewith make me portioned ; let the niggards run away. 

Ppp. reads quite differently : atha 'Z1tk1a1i atlyabhavat siikam indretia medimi: eva 
ma etc. 

3. The portion that is blind, that is reverted (puna[zsa1~d), set in the 
trees - therewith make me portioned; let the niggards run away. 

Extremely obscure. There must be some special connection, unclear to us,. between 
bhaga and flnfaj>ii. The comm. understands the god Bhaga, and explains the epithet 
'blind' in this verse by referring to Nirukta xii. 14, and 'reverted' as relating to his 
consequent inability to. go forward i he reads ahatas in b for akitas, and pictures the 
blind Bhaga as running against the trees along his way! The sense is, perhaps, the 

. fortune or beauty that lies invisible and withdrawn in the trees. Ppp. ends b with 7J(#e 

stirpitaft, and has, for c, bhage nf riime •st1t fiift-faf;o. 
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130. To win a man's love. 

[ Atharviiiigiras. - caturrcam. smaradevatlikam. amt{/ttbliam : I. viriifpurastiidbrhati.] 

Hymns 130-132 are not found in Paipp. Hymn 130 and the next two are used by 
Kau~. (36. 13-14) in a women's rite (du1/astriva9ikara?takarma?zi, comm. and Keli:.), 
with strewing of beans (comm. and Ke~. read ma.yiin, not nuifasmaran), burning of 
arrow-tips, and L comm. and Ke~.J piercing of an effigy. 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stud. v. 244; Ludwig, p. 515; Grill, 58, 174; Griffith, 
i. 3 I 7; Bloomfield, 104, 534. 

I. Of the Apsarases, chariot-conquering, belonging to the chariot
conquering, [is] this the love (smard): ye gods, send forth love; let. yon 
[man] burn for (antt-fuc) me. 

Our pada-mss. (and three of SPP's) make in a the absurd division ·rathaf?fite: 
yfnam, for which the comm. reads rathajite dhinam (= rathena jetavye mii.fiikh;,e 
ofadhi_; and dhyanajananiniim). The two terrn.s (of which one is an evident deriva
tive of the other) have so little applicability to the Apsarases that Grill resorts to the 
violent and unacceptable measure of substituting arthajitibn arthafitfnam. Perhaps 
nothing more is meant than to mark strongly the all-conquering power postulated for 
the Apsarases in this spell. Ludwig renders smara by "love-charm." The comm., it1 
spite of prlyas in 2 b and amu.yya in 3 b, thinks it a woman whose love is sought. 

2. Let yon [man] love (smr) me; being dear, let him love me: ye 
gods, send etc. etc. 

At the end of padas a and b is added it£, not translated ; it appears to indicate an 
expression of the purpose for which the gods are to despatch love. The comm. com
bines vss. 2 and 3 into one verse, thus restoring the norm of the book; but the Anukr. 
calls the hymn one of four verses, and that is plainly its value in the present state of the 
text. LHere the comm., alternatively, allows that it may be a man whose love is s0tight.J 

3. That yon [man] may love me, not. I him at any time, ye gods, send 
etc. etc. 

SPP's pada-text, probably by an oversight, leaves amu.[ya unaccented; the comm. 
undauntedly explains it by am2i.1it striyam. · 

4. Craze (im-mliday-) [him], 0 Maruts; 0 atmosphere, craze [him]; 
0 Agni, do thou craze [him]; let yon [man] burn for me. 

131. To win a man's love. 

[ A tharviingiras. - smaradevatakam. iiJtu1/ubluzm:] 

Not found in Paipp. (like the preceding and the following hymn). Used by Kauc;. 
only with the preceding and the following hymn (see under the former). 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stitd. v. 244; Grill, 58, r 7 5; Griffith, i.318; Bloomfield, 
104, 535. 

I. Down from the head, down from the feet, thy longings (adlzt) I 
draw down. Ye gods, send forth love; let yon [man] burn for me. 

Again the comm. stupidly (see vs. 3) understands a woman to be addressed. 
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2. 0 Anumati, assent to (anu-rnan) this ; 0 design (akrtti), mayest 
thou constrain (sam-nam) this. Ye gods, send etc. etc. 

'Design' (Jl,:ltfi) is evidently here a personification (sa11ikalpabltimanini devata, 
comm.), as is often dnumati 'assent.' No ms. reads namas, without accent, and SPP. 
accordingly prints ndmas in his text; ours emends to namas _; the comm. takes the word 
as a noun ; i'dam in a he explains by madabhila1itam. The Anukr. heeds not that the 
:first pada is tr(rfubli. 

3. If (J1dt) thou runnest three leagues, five leagues, a horseman's day's 
journey, thence shalt thou come back; thou shalt be father of our sons. 

The proper division of cf yasi in c is doubtless zi : ayasi, which is, however, read only 
by one of SPP's pada-mss.; the others give aaayasi (cf. aodyati at vi. 60. 2) or ii,oayasl, 
and this last is adopted by SPP.-quite unaccountably, since such accent and such 
division. do not properly go together in any pada-text. 

132. To compel a man's love. 

[ Atharviliigiras. -pancarcam. smaradevatiikam. i'llwffubham: r. 3-p. amtffubh; J· bhuri_j; 
2, 4, 5. 3-p. mahiibrhati_: 2, 4. vinf,i.] 

Like the two preceding hymns, not found in Paipp. Used by Karn;. only with its 
two predecessors (see under 130). The metrical definitions of the Anukr. are artificial 
and worthless. 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stttd. v. 245; Griffith, i. 319; Bloomfield, 104, 535. 

I. The love that the gods poured within the waters, greatly burning, 
together with longing- that I heat for thee by Vartn}a's ordinance 
(dlzdrman). 

2. The love that all the gods poured etc. etc. 
3. The love that Indral}.I poured etc. etc. 
4. The love that Indra-and-Agni poured etc. etc. 
5. The love that Mitra-and-Vaml}.a poured etc. etc. 

133. To a girdle: for long life etc. 

[Agastya. - faiicarcam. mekha!iiclevatilkam. triiiffttbhmn: r. bh1trff ~· 2, 5. antt:Vfttbh; 
4.fagati.] 

Found also in Paipp. v. Used by Kau<;. (47. 14-15) in a rite of sorcery, with the 
following hymn, for due preparation of girdle and staff; vs. 3 also alone in the sarne 
dte (47. r3), with laying fuel of biidhaka on the fire; and vss. 4 and 5 twice in the 
upanayana ceremony (56. I; 57. 1), ·with tying on a girdle. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 432 ; Griffith, i. 3 r 9. 

I. The god that bound on this girdle, that fastened [it] together (sam
nah), and that joined (y21:f) [it] for us, the god by whose instruction we 
move - may he seek the further shore, and may he release us. 

Ppp. has in c the singular caramz: ' Further shore' is a familiar expression for the 
end of a difficult or dangerous act or process ( priiripsitasya karma7Jafi samajtlnz, 
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comm.). Tasya at beginning of c in our text is a misprint for J'dsya. L The Anukr. 
refuses to sanction the contractionye '1nam.J 

2. Offered to art thou, offered imto ; thou art the weapon of the seers 
(ffi); partaking (pra-ar;) first of the vow (vratd), be thou a hero-slayer, 
0 girdle. 

For the first pada Ppp. has only the single word ahuta (perhaps by accidental omis
sion); in d it reads avfraghnf. The comm. explains vrata as either 'vow' or, by the 
usual secondary application, ' milk etc.' (k~•fradikam) ; to abhihutii in a it prefixes an 
explanatory sam_pata-. 

3. Since I am death's student (bralmzacarin), soliciting from existence 
(? bhittd) a man (pitru-1a) for Yama, him do I, by incantation (brdlunan), 
by fervor, by toil, tie with this girdle. 

It is the duty of a Vedic student to beg provision for his .teacher. Ppp. begins b 
with bhiUiiu niryacan. The comm. reads ni'ryacam, explaining it as first person sing. 
(= yace) ! The result he takes to be "by this binding on of a girdle I impede the 
progress of my enemy." Pada c has a redundant syllable. 

4. Daughter of faith, born out of fervor, sister of the being-making 
seers was she; do thou, 0 girdle, assign to us thought (11iati), wisdom; 
also assign to us fervor and Inclra's power. 

All the mss. (and both editions) accent babhz7va at end of b, as if a relative were 
expressed or implied in the line somewhere. The verse is really mixed tri~rtublt and 
jagatf/ La is jagatf only by count; no in c looks like an intrusion J. L As to the combi
nation -sa r.y-, see note to Prat. iii. 46. J 

· 5. Thou whom the ancient being-making seers bound about, do thou 
embrace me, in order to length of life; 0 girdle. 

134. To crush an enemy with a thunderbolt. 

[('ukra. -mantroldavajradevatytwz. iinu:r/itbham: .l. jarilmtf/ttjJ trif/ztbh ~· [a.]* b!iurik 
3-p. gilyatri.] 

Found also in Paipp. v. Used by KaU<5. (47. 14) in a rite of sorcery with the preced
ing hymn (which see); and also later in the same rite (47. 18), with smiting down the 
staff three times. * LThe Anukr. text is here confused and defective. Its reading (with 
the probable omission supplied in brackets) is, antyi2 bhurik [anuf/u.b, dvitijii bhurik] 
tri_padti gayatrf. J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 448; Griffith, i. 320. 

I. Let this thunderbolt gratify itself with right (? rtdsya), let it smite 
down his kingdom, away his life; let it crush [his] neck, crush up his 
nape, as Cachipati. of Vritra. 
' .:, 

Ppp. reads vratena instead of rtasya in a, meaning perhaps ·mrtena, which would be 
a welcome improvement, suggesting emendation of our text to -:tiim 111rtd,")1a ' on the 
dead man,' anticipating the result of .the action imprecated in the next pada. Ludwig 
translates as if it were amrtasya, which is to be rejected. The comm. renders it simply 
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'truth, or sacrifice,' and regards a staff ( dhii:r)'amiitto da?tt/aft) as intended by vajra ./ in 
b he apparently overlooks and omits ava. The pada-reading at end of c is 'ttf~dhii, as if 
for -hiitt, dual ; the comm. reads -ltii/l, which i~ doubtless the right form. Ppp. leaves 
off the last pada, but whether it ends c with itf~tihiift I am not informed. Ppp. also has 
ji-vam for jivitam in b, and skandha for grfviis in c. L The Anukr. ignores the jagatz 
rhythrn of a and c. J 

2. Beneath, beneath them that are above, hidden, may he not creep 
out of the earth; let him lie smitten down by the thunderbolt. 

L The mark which should divide a from bis not noted in W's collation-bqok.J 

3. Whoever scathes, him seek thou after; whoever scathes, him 
smite; the crown of the scather, 0 thunderbolt, do thou cause to fall 
following after. 

The last pada is very obscure ; it is rendered as if it meant an involving of the 
offender's crown (simanta: =: firaso madhyadtfa, comm.) in the fall of the thunderbolt 
(but the comm. explains anvancam by amtlomam .I). Ppp. reads sayakas for tvam 
in c. The Prat. gives an obiter dictum (iii. 43) on the derivation of slmdnta ( or simdnt). 
The metrical definition Lb hung anu1 /itp J seems to be omitted in the Anukr. 

135. To crush an enemy. 

[ (;ukra. - mantroktavajradevat)'am. ii11u1fubham.] • 

Found also in Paipp. v. Used by Kauc;. (47. 20) in the same rite of sorcery as the 
two preceding hymns, with the direction" do as stated in the text." 

Translated: Griffith, i. 321. 

r. When (ydt) I eat, I make strength; thus do I take the thunder
bolt, cutting to pieces (fat) the shoulders of him yonder, as <;achipati of 
Vritra. 

Skandha 'shoulder' is always plural Lin AV.J, and so is not precisely equivalent to 
the word used to render it. Ppp. has for b, 1vajram anupiitayati. Pada b is deficient 
unless we read va•Jr-ani. 

2. When I drink, I drink up, an up-drinker like the ocean; drinking 
up the breath of him yonder, we drink him up. 

Ppp. combines savmdri# 'va in b, and reads, in c, d, sa1izjiva1it sa1itjiviimy ahmiz 
piva. 

3. vVhen I swallow, I swallow up, a swallower-up like the ocean; swal
lowing up the breath of him yonder, we swallow him up. 

Ppp. reads, for c, d, prih;zam amttfya sa1izgirani sanigiramy alia1h gi'rmft. The accent 
gfrllmi in. our text is doubtless wrong (readgirdmi), but it is read by all the authorities, 
and accordingly is adopted in both editions. 
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136. To fasten and increase the hair. 

[Atharvan (keravardhanakiima) Lvltahavya~J). -vilnaspatyam. tlmt{ftthham: 2. I-irv.2-j. 

samui brhatl.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kauc;. (3 r. 28), with the following hymn, in a remedial 
rite for the growth of the hair. 

Translated: Zimmer, p. 68; Grill, 50,176; Griffith, i.321; Bloomfield, 31,536. 

I. Thou art born divine on the divine one, [namely] tf1e earth, 0 herb; 
thee here., 0 down-stretcher, we dig in order to fix the hair. 

The comm. explains the plant addressed to be the kacamiici etc. ; nitatni is apparently 
not the name, but an epithet, "sending its roots far down" (nyakjrrasaratiafila, comm.). 

2. Fix thou the old on.es, generate those unborn, and make longer 
those born. 

The comm. strangely divides vss. 2 and 3 differently, adding 3 a, b to 2, and leaving 
3 c, d to form by themselves a verse. LThe Anukr. scans as 9+9. The "verse" seems 
to be prose. J 

3. What hair of thine falls down, and what one is hewn off with its 
root, upon it I now pour with the all-healing plant. 

The comm., as well as all the mss. (and both editions), has the false form vnctite 
(for 11ncyate). 

137. To fasten and increase the hair. 

[Atharvan (lkeravardhanakamali J ·vitahavyaf.i). -vilnaspatyam. ilnttffttbham.] 

Of this hymn only the second verse is found in Paipp. (i.). It is used by Kam;. only 
with the preceding hymn, as there explained. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 512; Zimmer, p. 68; Grill, 50, 176; Griffith, i. 321 ; Bloom
field, 3r, 537. 

I. [The herb] which Jamadagni dug for his daughter, [as] hair
increaser, that one Vitahavya brought from Asita's houses. 

Or 7lf.taha'vya may be understood (with the Anukr.) as an epithet,' after the gods had 
enjoyed his oblations.' The comm. takes it as a proper namJ, as also dsitasya ( =krftta
ket;asyl# 'tatsavijnasya mimefi). 

2. To be measured with a rein were they, to be after-measured with a 
fathom: let the black hairs grow out ofthy head like reeds. 

The Ppp. version, though corrupt, suggests no different reading. The comm,, startled 
at the exaggeration implied in abliipt, declares it to mean ":finger." In d, asitds is read 
by all the mss., and consequently by both editions; it apparently calls for emendation 
to dsitas, and is so translated (kr,niavartiiift, comm.). The Anukr. seems to admit the 
contraction natfe 'va in 2 c, 3 c. 

3. Fix thou the root, stretch the end, make the middle stretch out, 
0 herb; let the black hairs grow out of thy head like reeds~ 

Yanzaya,.in b, isyamaya inpada~text, by Prat. iv. 93. 
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138. To make a certain man impotent. 

[Atharvan (klibakartukiima(!). -fancarcam. 7,1iinaspatyam. dmtf{ubham: 3. pathyapankti.] 

Found (except vs. 5) also in Paipp.i. Used by Kaut;. (48. 32) in a rite of sorcery~ 
with wrapping, crushing, and burying urine and L1:ces. 

Translated: Weber, hut. Stud. v. 246; Ludwig, p. 470; Geldner, Ved. Stud. i. 131 

(in part and with comment); Griffith, i. 322, 474; Bloom:fi.elcl, ro8, 537. 

1. Thou art listened to, 0 herb, as the most best of plants; make 
thou now this man for me impotent (klfbd), opafd-wearing. ·~ 

The opat;d is some head-ornament worn distinctively by women (comm. strzi,ya1ija~ 
nam). Geldner holds that opara, kttrfra (vs. 2), and kmnba (vs. 3) all mean alike 
'horn.' Ppp. reads pauru.yam in c. The comm. does not attempt to identify the plant 
addressed. 

2. Do thou make him impotent, o_pafd-wearing, likewise make him 
kurtra-wearing; then let Indra with the (two) pressing-stones split both 
his testicles. 

Ppp. gives krtvii for krdhi in a (combining krtvo JJ-), and reads throughout kliva 
and opaflt .,· in c, d it has ubhabkyam asya gr. indro bltinattv a. The comm. explains. 
lmrira as = kefa, and quotes from TS. iv. I. 53 the phrase sbtivalt sukapardii sukuririE 
s1.1iittpa,;d., and also, from an unknown source, stanake,; avatf stri syal lrJJna,;a!z, puru.ya!t 
smrta/t. 

3. Impotent one, I have made thee impotent; eunuch (vddhri), I have 
made thee eunuch; sapless one, I have made thee sapless; the ku:rfra 
and the kiiniba we set down upon his head. 

The comm. explains kurira here as 'a net of hair' (ke,;ajala) and kumba as 'its 
ornament, (tadabhara1J,am), and he quotes from Ap<_;S. x. 9. 5 the sentence atra pat
nifirasi kumbakm•fram adhy iihate. Both words plainly signify some distinctively 
womanish head-dress or ornament. Ppp. reads (as also our P.s.m.) kumbham in e; 
and, for c, arasavi tva 'karam arasa "raso •si. 

4. The two god-:made tubes that [are] thine, in ~hich stands thy virility, 
those I split for thee with a peg, on yon woman's loins (mu-1kd). 

Ppp .. combines anzu1ya 'dlti in d (but perhaps the true sa1Mi#a-reading?). LPpp. has 
a gap in the place where our t;amyayii stands.J 

5. As women split reeds with a stone for a cushion, so do I split thy 
member, on yon woman's loins. 

In this and the preceding verse, the comm. strangely connects miqkayos with the 
preceding noun (na(jylizt, fepas) and supplies ,;ilayas with amu1yas. 

139. To compel a woman's love. 
[Atharvan. -pancarcavt. vtlnaspatyavz. ilmqfubham: .r. 3-av. 6-p. vi?·aqj(igati.] 

The hymn is wanting in Paipp. Kaut;. (:36.12) uses it in a women's rite, with vi. I 29 
and vii. 3 8 : see under the former. 
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Translated: Weber, Ind. Stud. v. 247; Ludwig, p. 515; Griffith, i.323; Bloomfield, 
102, 539· 

I. Nyasti'kd hast thou grown up, my good-fortune maker ; a hundred 
[are] thy forth-stretchers, three and thirty thy down-stretchers. With 
this thousand-leafed [herb] I make dry thy heart. 

The great majority of mss. (including of ours all but Bp.D.R.Kp.) read subltagavik
in b, and this appears to be probably the true sm}zhlta-reading, with -bhag- for pada
reading, although neither the Prat. nor its commentary notes the case; SPP's edition, 
like ours, i;eads -bhag-. The comm. explains nyastika as nitanim asyantl ' casting 
downward' (namely, any omen of ill-fortune). 013. takes it as a fem. of nyasta-ka 
'stuck in' ; perhaps rather diminutive of nyasta, as if 'something thrown down, cast 
avvay, insignificant.' The cornm. understands the plant intended to be the raiikha
jnt,fjrikii ( A ndropogon aciculatus: " creeping; grows on barren moist pasture-ground. 
Of very coarse nature. I never found it touched by cattle." Ro:-cburgh). The comm. 
ends vs. r with the fourth pada, adding the other two to vs. 2. 

2. Let thy heart dry up on me, then let [thy] mouth dry up; then dry 
thou up by loving me; then go thou about dry-mouthed. 

Read perhaps rather ma1h-kamena. Two padas count an extra syllable each. 

3. A conciliator, a love-awakener (? ), do thou, 0 brown, beauteous one, 
push together; push together both yon woman and me; make [our] heart 
the same. 

The mss. hardly distinguish .f)' and :'P, but ours, in general, seem, as distinctly as the 
case admits, to read savw.yyalii- in a ; yet S PP. has -u:rfia- ( noting one ms. as reading 
•?t,fYa-), and, as he has living scholars among his authorities, the probability is that 
he is right. Save here and at xiv. I. 60 (itfyalani or {qpa-), the word appears to be 
unknown. The comm. gives a worthless mechanical etymology, samyak uptaphala 
sati. L Is samubjalii (root ttbj) intended, as a marginal note of Mr. Whitney's sug
gests? J Our P.M.I. read avzzt1n at beginning of c. 

4. As the mouth of one who has not drunk water dries away, so dry 
thou up by loving me, _then go thou about dry-mouthed. 

The third pada has a redundant syllable. 

5. As a mongoos, having cut apart, puts together again a snake, so, 
0 powerful [herb], put together the divided of love. 

This capacity of the mongoos is unknown to naturalists, nor have any references to 
it been noted elsewhere. 

140. With the first two upper teeth of a child. 

[Atharvan. - brahma1,taspatyam tlttt mantroktadantadevatya:m. anurtubhm~: I. 1wobrhati; 
2. upm-ij/il/jyotifmati triffubh; 3. tlstiirapankti'.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kauc;. (46. 43-46) in an expiatory rite when the 
two upper teeth of a child appear first; it" is made to bite the things mentioned in the 
text; and both it and its parents are made to eat of the grain so mentioned after it has 
been boiled in consecrated water." 

Translated: Zimmer, p. 32r ; Grill, 49, I 76; Griffith, i. 323; Bloomfield, I ro, 540. 
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I. The (two) tigers that, having grown down, desire to devour father 
and mother - those (two) teeth, 0 Brahmal).aspati, make thou propitious, 
0 Jatavedas. 

Our P.lVI.'W. read knmlzi in d. Ppp., instead of d, gives the refrain Qf 2, 3: ma 
hil'is- etc. 

2. Eat ye (two) rice; eat ye barley ; then beans, then sesame; this is 
your deposited (nihita) portion for treasuring,. ye (two) teeth ; do not 
injure father and mother. 

Instead of atho ma~·am in b, Ppp. has ma.yam attavi .,· it begins c with sa for e.ya, 
and reads -dlzeyam in d. The comm. paraphrases ratnadheyaya by rama{tiyaphaliiya. 
The verse (8+8:8+7+II=42) is but ill-defined by the Anukr. Lit is really an 
amt.y/ubh with d catalectic, and with a tri~'jubh refrain.J 

3. Invoked [are] the two conjoint, pleas3:nt, very propitious teeth; let 
what is terrible of your selves (tanu) go away elsewhere, ye teeth; do not 
injure father and mother. 

Ppp. reads aghorait sayi~ja smizvidanau, and adds at the end anyatra va,Jt tanvo 
l;horam astu. The comm. reads tanviis in c. The definition of the Anukr. fits the 
verse (7+8: r3+r1) very ill. L Whitney's notes show that he had suspected sayz1ja1t 
to be a misreading for su.y11jau, and the latter is the form actually given by the Inde.r: 
Verborum.,· but further notes show that Bp. and the Anukr. read sa-. '\\Tith them 
agree SPP. and the comm. and Ppp. Correct the Index· accordingly.J 

141. With marking of cattle's ears. 

[ Virvamitra. - iffvinam. anzt{fubham.J 

Founcl also in Paipp. xix. (in the verse-order 1, 31 2). Used by Kauc;. (23. 12-16) in 
a ceremony for welfare called dtrttkarman: after due preparation and ceremony, the 
ears are cut with vs. 2, and the blood is wiped off and eaten (by the creature, comm.) 
with vs. 3. The hymn is reckoned (note to 19. I) to the p1ti'>fika mantras. The schol. 
also uses vs. 2 in the ceremony of letting loose a bull (note to 24. r9). 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 469; Zimmer, p. 234; Griffith, i. 324. 

I. May Vayu collect them; let Tvashtar stay fast in order to [their] 
prosperity; may Indra bless them; let Rudra take care for [their] 
numbers. 

Samzfkarat (p. samodkarat) might, of course, also be indicative (sam-zf-akarat). 
Ppp., in c, combines lndrii "bhyo, and reads bruvat.; in d, ithas •va gachatit for cikit
satu. The comm. renders dhri'yatam by dhiirayatu, and d by padasyadlrogaparihareta 
bahvifi karo!tt. 

2. With the red knife (s·vddJzi'ti), make thou a pair (mithund) on 
[their] two ears; the A~vins have made the mark; be that numerous by 
progeny. 

The comm. explains vdthitnam as strfjmftsatntcika1it cihnavt, and regards .it as 
applied to the calf's ears. L If the comm. is correct on this point, as is altogether likely, 
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this marking the cattle's ears with marks resembling the genitals is a bit of symbolism 
most interesting to the student of folk-lore.J The 'red' knife is doubtless of copper 
Lso also the comm.J. Ppp. reads lak~mi in c (but lak1ma in vs. 3). MB. (i. 8. 7) has 
the first half-verse, with krtam for l.rdlzi. 

3. As the gods and Asuras made [it], as human beings also, so, 0 
A~vins, make ye the mark, in order to thousand-fold prosperity. 

142. For increase of barley. 

[ Virvamitra. -viiyavyam. iinztffztbham.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kauc;. (24. I) in a rite of preparation for sowing 
seed, and reckoned (19. I, note) among the jm~/'ika mantras_; vs. 3 also appears (19. 27) 
ip. a rite for prosperity, with binding on an amulet of barley. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 463; Zimmer, p. 237; Grill, 66, I 77; Griffith, i. 324; Bloom
field, 141, 54r. -See also Bergaigne-Henry, flfanuel, p. 156. 

I. Rise up (td-vi), become abundant (bahit) with thine own greatness, 
0 barley ; ruin (mr) all receptacles ; let not the bolt from heaven smite 
thee. 

Instead of 7nnzihi in c, the comm. reads vnzihi, which he says is, 'by letter-substi~ 
tution,' for p[ttihi 'fill'! Pnzihi would be an easier reading, and was conjectured by 
Ludwig, and before him by Aufrecht (KZ. xxvii. 218). L Griffith and BI., 'fill them till 
they burst.' J 

2. Where we appeal unto thee, the divine barley that listens, there 
(tdt) rise up, like the sky; be unexhausted, like the ocean. 

The comm., in b, reads tatra and acltavad-. 

3. Unexhausted be thine attendants(? ·upasdd), unexhausted thy heaps; 
thy bestowers be unexhaustecl; thy eaters be unexhausted. 

The comm. explains ttjJasadas as here rendered ( = upagantii.ra!t, kannakarii!z) ; the 
translators conjecture 'piles,' a meaning which cannot properly be found in the word. 

By a strangely unequal division, the thirteenth and last anuvaka is made to consist 
of 18 hymns and 64 verses; the quoted Anukr. says yafi parafi sa cat1,ft1a~tfifi. 

The fifteenth praja/ltaka ends with the book. 
Some of the mss. sum up the book correctly as containing r42 hymns and 454 verses, 
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L The seventh book is made up mostly of hymns of one verse 
or of two verses. No other one of the books i.-xviii. contains 
such hymns. Book vii. is thus distinguished from all the others 
of the three grand divisions (to wit, books i.-vii., b9oks viii.-xii., 
and books xiii.-xviii.) of the Atharvan collection, and constitutes 
the close of the first of those divisions. If we consider the facts 
set forth in the paragraphs introductory to the foregoing books 
(see pages I, 37, 84, 142, 220, 281, and especially 142), it appears 
that this division is made up of those seven books in which the 
number- normal or prevalent- of verses to a hymn runs from 
one to eight. Or, in tabular form, division one consists of 

Books vii. 
Verse-norm : 

I or 2 

vi. · 1 i. 
3 4 

ii. 

5 
iii. 
6 

iv. 

7 

v., 
8, 

having for 
respectively. 

In the Berlin edition, the book contains one hundred and 
eighteen hymns: of these,. fifty-six are of I verse each, and 
twenty-six are of 2 verses each; while of the remaining thirty-six 

There are in this book 10 II 3 4 3 3 hymns, 
Containing respectively 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 II verses. 

The I I-versed hymn is 7 3 ; the 9-versed is 50; the 8-versed are 
26, 56, 97 ; the 7-versed are 5 3, 60, 109; the 6-versed are 20, 76, 
81, 82. The whole book has been translated by Victor Henry, 
Le livre VII de l'Atharva-Veda traduitet commente, Paris, 1892.J 

L As the Major Anukramai;i.i speaks of book vi. as the trca-silkta-kl.i?ufa, trca-jwakrti, 
so it speaks of book vii. as the eka-rca-sitkta-kiittefa. Presumably, therefore, we are to 
regard the I-versed hymn as the "norm '' of the book, although the 2-versed hymn is 
undeniably "prevalent." J L See p. cxlix. J 

LThe book is divided into ten amwaka-groups. These, with the number of hymns 
in each group and the number of verses in each group, are here given: 

Anuvaka: 
Hymns: 
Verses: 

13 
28 

2 3 4 5 
9 16 13 8 

22 31 30 25 

6 
r4 
42 

7 
8 

3r 

8 

9 
24 

9 
12 

ZI 

IO 
16 
32 

Total, 286 verses. The Old Anukrama1;I seems to take 20 verses as the norm of the 
aniwaka. The Paris codex, P ., in this book numbers the verses through each anwvaka 
without separating the hymns. The commentator divides the anzwakas into hymns 
(from two to.four .in each anuvaka), which "hymns," however, are nothing more than 
mechanical decads of verses with an overplus or shortage in the last "decad" when the 

388 
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total is not a multiple of ten: thus, anuvaka I has three hymns, of ro+ 10+8=28 verses; 
2 has two hymns, of 10+13=23 verses; 3 has three hymns, of 9+1o+r1=30 verses; 
4 has three hymns, of ro+ ro+ ro =30 verses; and so on. His amwiika endings coin
cide throughout with those of the Berlin edition, save that vii. 23 is reckoned by him 
(and P.) to amt'vaka 2 instead of 3, thus making for 2 and 3 his verse-totals 23 and 30 
instead of 22 and 3 I (as the Old Anukrama1:ii gives them) and spoiling the count of his 
first "decad" in 3. (Note that vii. 23 is a galz'ta-verse.) His" decad "-divisions cut in 
two our hymns 26, 45, 54, 68, 72, 76, 79, 97, and 109.J 

L It should here be mentioned that the Bombay edition, following the Major Anukra
ma1;i.i, counts hymns 6, 45, 68, 72, and 76 each as two hymns. From vii. 6; 3 to the end 
of the book, accordingly, Whitney gives a double numeration of the hymns: first the 
numeration of the Berlin edition, and then, in parenthesis, the numeration of the Born.bay 
edition. As against the former, the latter involves a plus of one from vii. 6. 3 to vii. 45. r; 
a plus of two from vii. 45. 2 to vii. 68. 2 ; a plus of three from vii. 68. 3 to vii. 72. 2; a 
plus of four from vii. 72. 3 to vii. 76. 4 ; and a plus of · five from vii. 76. 5 to the end. 
Finally it may be noted that vii. 54. 2 is reckoned (forwards) to vii. 55, but that this 
does not affect the hymn-numbers save for the verse concerned.J L Respecting book vii. 
in general, see pages cli, clii. J 

1. Mystic. 

[Atharvan (brahmavarcasakihna(t). -dvyrcam. atmadevatyam. triilf/ttbham: a. viriilJi~[;'ati.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kau<;. (4r. 8), with iii. 20 and v. 7, in a rite for 
success in gaining wealth; and again (59. I 7), with v. 2, in one of the ceremonies for 
obtaining various objects of desire (kamyiini), with worship of Indra and Agni. 

Translated: Henry, r, 47; Griffith, i.327. 

r. They either who by meditation led the beginning (dgra) of speech, 
or who by mind spoke righteous things (rtd) -- they, increasing with the 
third incantation (brd!tman), perceived (nzan) with the fourth the name of 
the milch cow. 

The book, like some of those preceding, begins with mystic, obscure, and un-Athar
vanic material. The comm. has no idea what it means, and sets forth his ignorance at 
immense length, giving about five quarto pages of exposition to this first hymn, with 
wholly discordant alternative explanations. The verse occurs also in c;c;s. (xv. 3. 7)1 

with smkvldanlisfor vavrdhltnas in c, and tncinvata in d. For ',z1adann in b Ppp. has 
•vadeyann, and turye1,ia at beginning of d. For pada a cf. RV. x. 71. r; ford, RV. iv. 
I. 16 and v. 40. 6. The commentary to Prat. i. 74 quotes dhztf as an i-form with non~ 
pragrhya final, because not locative; and the pada-text does not treat it as j;ragrhya. 

2. He, [as a] son, knows his father, he his mother; he is (bhuvat) a son 
(srmzt), he is one of generous returns (?pztnarmagha); he enveloped the 
sky, the atmosphere, he the heaven (svar) ; he became this all; he came 
to be here (ii-bltz?.). 

This verse is found also in TS. (ii. 2. IV) and TB. (iii. 5. 72 ), with difference of read~ 
ing only in the second half, where they have ai'irtzod antdrik.ya1Ji sa sz't·va!z. sa vifvll bhi'tvo 
abh-. Ppp. so far agrees with them as to have, ford, •vzi;,zNi1Jz bhuvo 'bha-vat svabhuvat. 
The comm., in b, takesjntnarmaghas first as two separate words (magha=dhana) and 
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then as a compound," with wealth repeatedly increased in spite of giving of much wealth 
to his praisers." The comment to TS. says jnma(tjmnar ya.famiinaya datavya1it 
dlzana1it yasya. The verse lacks two syllables of being a fulljagatz. 

2. Of Atharvan. 
[Atharvmz (as above). - ii.tvuulevatyam. triii1/ubhmn.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kauc;. (59. 18: the comm. says, hymns 2-5) in a 
kiim:ya rite, like the preceding hymn, with vi. 33, and vii. 6, 7, r6; and, according to 
the schol. (note to 30. 1 r ), with hymn 3, in a healing ceremony. 

Translated: Henry, 1, 48; Griffith, i. 328. 

r. Father Atharvan, god-relative, mother's fcetus, father's spirit (dsu), 
young, who understands (dt) with the mind this sacrifice - him mayest 
thou proclaim to us here, here mayest thou speak. 

Ppp. has a quite different version, reading ,z1it;vade11am instead of devabandlium in 
a, and, 'for c, d, ayavi ciketa 'mrtas_ya dhavuz nityasya raja,f paridhir apa(yat. The 
second half-verse is the same with 5. 5 c, d below. The accent of the second ilza seems 
to require that the sentence be divided between the two. L The comm., to be sure, reads 
the second iha as accentless. Cf. Gram. § I 260 c. J 

3. Mystic. 
[ A tharvan (as above).~ iltmadevatyam. triii,rtubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx., and in a whole series of other texts: TS. (i. 7. 12 2 ), MS. 
(i. 10. 3), A<;;S. (ii. 19. 32), K<;;S. (xxv. 6. 10), <;;c;s. (iii. 17. 1). Kauc_;:. (15. I r) pre
scribes the use, with vi. 125 and vii. I I o and a couple of single verses from elsewhere 
(the comm. includes also vii. 4), in the battle incantations, while the king and his 
charioteer mount a new chariot ; as to its medical employment with vii. 2, see under the 
latter. Va.it. (9. I 5) uses the verse in the sakamedha ceremony, on leaving the sacrifi
cial hut. 

Translated: Henry, 2, 48; Griffith, i. 328. 

I. By this shape (vi~thd) generating exploits (kdrvara), he verily, 
fiery, a wide way for space (? vdra); he went up to meet the sustaining 
top (dgra) of the sweet; with his own self (tanil) he sent forth (iraya-) 
ascl[ · 

The translation given is purely mechanical. With c compare iv. 32. 7 c. The cornm., 
after a mystic explanation, gives as alternative another, accordant with the use in Kam;., 
making the verse relate to a king who desires victory and mounts a new chariot. He 
understands vz'..f/ha as -as; our pada~text reads viosthii Las does SPP's J. The other 
texts all agree with ours in a, b (but TS. understands vir!h&s, MS. ,vi.yfhii); in c (cf. iv. 
32. 7 c), all* have dha:n,iias, TS. accents prat£, and MS. reads jratyaii (!) ait/ ford, 
TS.K<;;S. have n,dyrhit ydt. tam'tva1k tanflm iifrayata, and MS.A<;;S.<;;<;;s. sva1h yat 
tanliln ta1iv'tim iUrayata. Doubtless airayata is. the reading to be given at the end of 
the verse in our text; it is accepted by SPP., being favored by the considerable majo.rity 
of his authorities, as it is of ours (Bp.W.T.R.p.m. -at; K. has -yanta). Ppp. has 
dltarittte in c. *LA<;S.<;;<;S. in fact have -am.J LK<;;S. has tam}(°im.J 
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4. To the wind-god with his steeds. 

[Atlia:rvan (as above).-v4yavya11t. triiir/ubham.J 

-vii .. 5 

Found also in Paipp. xx., and in a series of other texts: VS. (xxvii. 33), <;B. 
(iv. 4. I 1 5), MS. (iv. 6. 2), TA. (i. I I. 82 r), A<;S. (v. 18. 5), <;c;s. (viii. 3. Io). Kau~. 
(4r. 26) teaches the repetition of the verse three times at the end of a rite for the benefit 
of a horse; and Va.it. (9. 27 : misunderstood by the editor) applies it with an oblation 
to Vayu at the caturmasya sacrifice. 

Translated: Henry, 2, 49; Griffith, i. 328. 

I. Both with one and with ten, 0 easily-invoked one (masc.); with 
two and with twenty, for [our] wish; both with three and with thirty 
separately yoked · ones drivest thou, 0 Vayu - those do thou here release. 

All the other texts read svabhi:Ue at end of a, and n~y1'tdbhis at beginning of d (the 
Pet. Lex. proposes the latter by emendation here); VS.<;B.c;<;s. have vi1ifad for •vi1i~ 
ratyif in b, and (as also A<;S.) combine vayav £ha in d. SPP. strangely reads suJmte 
in a, against the meter, and against the great majority of his authorities, but with the 
comm. (who, however, explains it as if it were suJziite). The comm. explains z~/dye by 
yagaya, then again by icch(iyai_; Henry translates" for conquest." Ppp. has, corruptly, 
ea bhute (probably intending the reading of the other texts) ; in d it gives viyudbhiJ• 
vayuv iha ta vim-. The second pada is only by violence trz~'/ubh. L" One," "three/' 
and "those" are fem.: the comm. supplies" mares." J L Perhaps the force of the accent 
of ,vtfhase is, " If thou drivest with I r or 22 or 33 (no matter how many), - here release 
thou them." See Gram. § 595 cl.J 

5. Mystic: on the offering -or sacrifice. 

[Atharvan (as above).-j>ancarcam. iitmadevatilkam: triiir/ubltam: 3.j>ankti; 4.amt1/ubh.] 

Found (the first two verses only) also in Paipp. xx., and (the same verses) also in 
other texts, as noted below. Kauc;. takes no notice of the hymn; but it is prescribed 
by Va.it. (r3. r3), in the agni~·/oma ceremony, in connection with the entertainment 
( atithya) of Soma. 

Translated: Henry, 2, 49 ; Griffith, i. 329. 

I. By the sacrifice the gods sacrificed to the sacrifice ; those were the 
first ordinances (dhdnizan); those greatnesses attach themselves to (sac) 
the firmament, where are the ancient (piirva) perfectible (stidhyd) gods. 

The verse is RV. i. 164. 50,* found also in VS. (xxxi. r6), TS. (iii. 5. II 5), TA.(iii. r2. 7), 
MS. (iv. 10. 3), <;B. (x. 2. 2 2 , with comment); LKafha-hss., p. 83 ;J the only variant is 
sacante for sacanta in TS. TA. " This passage and vii. 79. 2 cast light upon the idea of 
sadhya ~· there are two kinds of gods : those with Indra at their head and the siidhya 
'they who are to be won' (sadhya, 'what is to be brought into order, under control, or 
into comprehension'). They are thus the unknown, conceived as preceding the known. 
Later they are worked into the ordinary classification of Vasus, Rudras, etc.; and what 
was formerly a serious religious problem, a hierarchy conceived as possible before the 
now-accepted gods (something like the pre-Olympians with the Greeks), has become an 
empty name." R. *LAlso RV. x. 90. 16:J 
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2. The sacrifice came to be; it came to be here; it was propagated; 
it increased again ; it became over-lord of the gods ; let it assign wealth 
to us. 

This verse is found also in TS. (i. 6. 63-4 et al.) and c;c;s. (iv. rz. r 5); TS. omits u 
and fnma(t in b, and both have, ford, so asmd1i cidlttpatln karottt (<;<;s. krttotu), TS. 
adding further rz1ayd1Ji sylima pdtayo rayltidm. Ppp. combines sa "babhi7va in a, and 
inserts after it sa1 prtlti-vya adhipatir bablt1irz1a: omitting later the pada sa devaniim 
a. b.,; it omits it before va1..1rdhe, and combines so •smasu in the last pada. The Anukr. 
overlooks the metrical deficiency of a. 

3. As the gods sacrificed to the gods with oblation, to immortals, with 
immortal mind- may we revel there in the highest firmament; may we 
see that at the rising of the sun. 

The verse is no jHi17kti, but a good trif /ubh. 

4. When, with man (p1'tru1a) for oblation, the gods extended the sacri
fice - even than that is it of more force that they sacrificed with the 
vihdvya. 

Nearly all the mss. read atawl!ata, without accent, in b ( our Bp. and O. have d-, and 
both editions give it) ; in c they have dstlzi instead of dsti, which latter is read in both 
editions, SPP. having the comm. and one of his many authorities in its favor. The 
first half-verse is RV. x. 90. 6 a, b (also VS. xxxi. 14; TA. iii. 12. 3, and our xix. 6. Io). 
The comm. explains vihavya, as meaning an offering without oblation, an offering of 
knowledge (:jnanayajiia) ; and this is perhaps acceptable ; or the half-verse is perhaps 
to be understood as a question. 

5. The gods, confounded, both sacrificed with a dog and sacrificed 
variously with limbs of a cow; he who knoweth with the mind this sacri
fice - him mayest thou proclaim to us here, here mayest thou speak. 

The second half-verse is the same with 2. I c, d above. Tam (rendered ' him ') in 
d might refer grammatically to the offering itself, instead of to him who knows it. All 
the pada-rnss. read at the beginning nmgdh;f. instead of -dhdfz, as which latter the word 
must be understood, and is translated. SPP. admits -dhdfz in his pada-text. Henry 
emends to 1mirdhna Lcf, also Mem. Soc. Ling. ix. 248J. 

6 (6, 7). Praise of Aditi. 

[ A tharvan (as above). - dvyrcam lfatha par am J. aditidevatyam : trltiffubhmn : 2. bhuri:f; 
3, 4· vinJ,~ifagati.] 

Found (together with 7. r) also in Paipp. xx. (in the verse-order 6. r; 7. I; 6. 4, 2, 3); 
for other correspondences, see under the several verses. The numbering of the mss. on 
which our edition is founded is confused and unclear in these verses ; but the Anukr. 
distinctly. divides our hymn 6 into two, of two verses each, and this division, doubtless 
the correct one, is followed by SPP. Both numberings will accordingly be given here, 
from our 6; 3 on. The sixth hymn (that is, our 6. r, 2: or merely its first verse) is pre
scribed by Kam-<. (59. 18) only in connection with hymn 2 etc.; see above, under 2. 

But its second verse is quoted .at. 52. IO, in a rite for welfare (svastyayana: in crossing 
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water, comm.) with the direction iti tara!tiiny a!amblzayati..,· and again, at 79. 3, in the 
marriage ceremonies of the fourth day, with the direction iii ta!pam iilambhayati. 
Further, the second verse is associated with the third and fourth (properly a separate 
hymn, 7) at 7 I. 23, in the rites for preparing the house-fire, and at 86. 26, in the jitrni
dhana ceremony, in each case in connection with embarking on a boat (and both times 
our second verse is quoted after the others). In Va.it. (6. I 1 ), the first verse (or first 
and second?) is quoted as used, with other verses, at the end of. the agnyiidlze_ya cere
mony, and verse 3 (1 I.I 1), or properly hymn 7, in the agniltoma, when the sacrificer is 
made to sit down on the black-antelope skin; and further (29. 20), verse 4 in the agnz"
cayana, with the offering of oblations called, from the first words of the verse, the 
vajaprasavtyahomas. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 533 ; Henry, 3, 5 I ; Griffith, i. 330. - Cf. also Bloomfield, 
ZDMG. xlviii. 552. 

I. Aditi [is] heaven, Aditi atmosphere, Aditi mother, she father, she 
son; all the gods [are] Aditi, the five races (jdna); Aditi [is] what is 
born, Aditi what is to be born. 

This verse is, without variation, RV. i. 89. ro (also VS. xxv. 23; TA. i. 13. 2; MS. 
iv. 14. 4); only RV. (in F. M. Muller's editions: but probably by an error) divides the 
last wordjdni-tvam in the pada-text, while AV., more correctly, leaves it undivided. 

2. We call for aid verily on the great mother of them of good courses, 
the spouse of righteousness (ttd), on her of mighty authority, not grow
ing old, wide-spreading, on the well-sheltering, well-conducting Aditi. 

The verse is also VS. xxi. 5, and is found further in TS. (i. 5. I Is), MS. (iv. ro. r), 
K. (xxx. 4, 5), <;<;S. (ii. 2. 14), their only variant being (in all) Jzuvema for havamahe 
at end of b; and Ppp. has the same. 

3 (7.1 ). The well-preserving earth, the unenvious sky, the well-shel
tering, well-conducting Aditi, the well-oared ship of the gods, unleaking, 
may we, guiltless, embark on in order to well-being. 

This verse is also RV. x. 63. ro (and VS. xxi. 6; TS. i. 5. I rs; MS. iv. 10. r; K. ii. 3 
Le£, MGS. i. 13; 16, and p. r 57 J), which (as also tl1e others) reads dnagasam at end 
of c. It and the preceding verse are associated in VS.TS.MS., and are so closely 
kindred in <1.pplication and expression that, numbered · as they are as successive verses 
in Bp., and lacking the usual sign of the end of a hymn after vs. 2, we naturally enough 
regarded them as belonging to one continuous hymn. The verse lacks but one syllable 
of a foll jti.gati. Lin c, Ppp. has sitVz'datram (a faulty reminiscence of sv-aritram) 
anagasam.J 

4 (7.2). Now, in the impulse of might (vdja), will we commemorate 
(? kariimahe) with utterance (vdcas) the great mother, Aditi by name, 
whose lap is the broad atmosphere ; may she confirm to us thrice
defending protection. 

The first half-verse is found also in VS. (ix. 5 b), TS. (i. 7. 71 ), MS. (i. II. 1), with
out. variant; the second half-verse, common to them all, is· totally ·different from ours. 
A whole series of VS. verses begin with vli/asya prasa1va- (ix. 23-25 etc.): Weber 
( Vtijapeya, p. 796 ff.) renders" Zeuger der Kraft." All the jada-mss. read in c upao 
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stlza(z, but SPP. strangely prefets to substitute -sthe on the authority of the comm. The 
comm. glosses kariimalze with kunnahe, but then explains it by stmnas .,· the true text 
is perhaps 7;acasd "har- 'would we gain' (Henry translates" puissions-nous la gagner "). 
TS. has c in iii. 3. II4 c, and its pada-text reads itpdostlza(t. L Ppp. has for c the C of VS. 
etc., and for d sa no devi suhava rarma _yacchatu. J 

7 (8). Praise of the Adityas. 

[Atharvan (as above). -aditidevatya-;n. lir:ri jagati.*] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kau~. (59. 18) with 2, as explained under that 
·11ymn. * LThe Anukr., defining as trfii,f/ubhani the "first eight hymns," included this 
.among them: by inadvertence, it would seem, since he here calls it arfi j'agatz. J 

Translated: Henry, 3, 52; Griffith, i. 33r. 

r. Of Diti' s sons, of Aditi' s, I have commemorated the aid, of the 
great inviolable gods; for their domain (dhdman) is deep in the sea; no 
one soever is beyond them by homage. 

TJ.iis translation is in part mechanical, understanding also dvas at beginning of b 
(which = RV. x. 36. II b: cf. also 65. 3 a), regarding anarnuitiam as= anarvdtiam (so 
RV.), and giving gabhifdk (p. gabhz'osdk) the sense conjectured for it by BR., which is 
also that of the comm. (gambltiram). The variants of Ppp. and of MS. (i. 3. 9) indi
cate that our text is without much authority: MS. has d. p. a. akarifani uri'tfarmatiam 
brliaM,it varitth!nam: yt.yliliz nil.mani v{Mtani dhamafdf cittair ya:fanti bhltVanaya 
ji11dse;· Ppp. (after a), maltlifarmaria1iz mahatam anrmiiam: tve1ayu dhthni gabhz°fat 
sa1nudra1n na hi .ya?ft ye apasa.y paro •sti kitiz cana. Ndmasa is perhaps corrupted 
from mdnasii L cf. iv. 39. 9 n.J and eniin from enzf. The great majority of our mss. (all 
save D.R.) read akar~r;am at end of a; SPP. reports the great majority of his as giving 
akari.yam, which he accordingly adopts in his text. Ppp. has akar1am, MS. akliri1am. 
Our Bp. has enam in d. The testimony of the Anukr. as to akar.yam or ~ri.yam is of 
no value. 

8 (9)· For some one1s success. 

[ Vparibabkrava. -bar/ur,spatya,n. trilir/ubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Kam;. (42. 1) prescribes its use when setting out upon a 
business journey; and the comm. quotes it from <;anti Kalpa r 5, as accompanying 
various ceremonies for Brhaspati. 

Translated.: Ludwig, p. 43I; Henry, 4, 52; Griffith, i. 331. 

I. Go thou forth from what is excellent to what is better; be Bri
haspati thy forerunner. Then do thou make this man, on the width of 
this earth, remote from· foes, with all his heroes. 

Literally (d) 'having his foes at a distance, having his heroes whole.' The verse 
occurs also in TS. (i. 2. 33), <,;<,;S. (v. 6. 2), and A<,;S. (iv. 4. 2), with abht for adhi 
in a, and,. as c, d, dthe ,, m ava sya vara. d Prthivyd are f dtritn kniuhi' sdrvavzra!i .,· 
and its pratika (with abM) in KB. (vii. ro), and Ap. (x. 19. 8); and compare MB. 
ii. r. 13. The comm. takes a1·e and fatru1n as two independent words, Ppp. shows 
no variants. The first pada lacks three syllables of beingtn'.y/u.bh. 
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9 (10). Praise and prayer to Pfi.shan. 

Of this hymn only vs. 4 is found in Paipp. (xx.). For other correspondences see under 
the several verses. Kau<;, (52. 12), among the rites for welfare, (S7.Jastya)'ana), uses 
the hymn in one for the recovery of lost articles of property; and verse 2 is reckoned 
(on account of abhayatamena in b) to the abhaya gatia (note to 16. 8). Vait. (8. 13) 
makes it accompany a libation to Pushan in the catttrmasya ceremony. 

Translated: Henry, 4, 52; Griffith, i. 332; Bloomfield, I 59, 542. 

I. On the forward road of the roads bath Pushan been born, on the 
forward road of heaven, on the forward road of the earth; unto both the 
dearest stations, both hither and yon, goeth he, foreknowing. 

The verse is, without variation, RV. x. r7. 6 (also TB. ii. 8. 53, and MS. iv. 14. 16, 
the latter with ajani~'!a accented). 

2. Pushan knows throughout all these places; he shall conduct us by 
that which is most free from fear ; giving well-being, glowing, preserving 
heroes, let him go before unremitting, foreknowing. 

This verse is again, without variation, RV. x. 17. 5 (also MS. iv. 14 . .16, with mefat 

for ne~rat,; TB. ii. 4. 15 and TA. vi. I. I 6, with dghnii in c; but TA. has further pra·vi
d1.dn at end). 

3. 0 Pushan, in thy sphere (vratd) may we at no time soever be 
harmed ; thy praisers are we here. 

RV. vi. 54. 9 differs from this verse only by the accent kddii in b; VS. (xxxiv. 41) 
is the same with RV. ; TB. (ii. 5. 5 5) has kculii, and combines at the beginning p17~wis 
tdva. SPP. reports three of his authorities as reading nd at beginning of b. 

4. Let Pushan place about his right hand in front; let him drive back 
to us what is lost; may we be united with what is lost. 

The :first three padas of the verse are RV. vi. 54. 10, which differs only by reading 
pardstltt instead of jmr-. SPP., having the comm. and three of his (thirteen) authori
ties to support it, wrongly receives parastat into his text. LPada a is catalectic.J 
L Ppp's c is unintelligible; its dis pttmir tio na:r/am ii krdhl.J 

10 (n). To Sarasvati. · 

[t)'ittnaka. -siirasvatam. traitfzebhmn.] 

This hymn and the one next following are not found in Paipp. This verse is 
RV. i. 164. 49 (which has the pada•-order a, c, b, d), also occurring in VS. (xxxviii. 5), 
TA. (iv. 8. 2), MS. (iv. 14. 3), and <;B. (xiv. 9. 4. 28). L See also Ka/lt(t-hss., p. 104-J 
Kam;. (32. 1), in the chapter of remedies, has it accompany the suckling of a child 
seized by the demon Jambha (suffering from dentition?). 

Translated: Henry, 4, 53 ; Griffith, i. 332. 

I. The breast of thine that is unfailing ( ?), that is kindly, that is 
favorable, easy of invocation, that is very liberal, with which thou gainest 
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(?pu1) all desirable things - 0 SarasvatI, mayest thou cause [u_s] to suck 
that here. 

RV. reads i11 a t;a(ayds_/ and in b (its c) ratnad!ui vasuvfd (for sumnay11(z. suhdvo). 
TA.MS. agree in all respects with RV.,*· save that TA. has absurdly vfi;va(t in c (its b). 
VS. and ~ B. have the RV. readings/' but our order of the padas. The comm. reads 
fli;ay1ts in a, explaining it as either 'causing the prosperity of [its] young (i;it;tt)' or 
•hidden (11(£:,..,.it{ilta).' Lind, Henry understands the "child" rather than "us."J 
"'L VS.<;B.TA. have akar, combined (dhdtave) •ka(iJ· but the comm. to each of these 
texts renders it by kuru. J 

u (r2). Against injury to the grain by lightning. 

[ t;aunaka. - sarasvatam. trair/ubham.] 

Like the preceding hymn, not found in Paipp. ; also not in any other known text. 
Kaui;. uses it (38. 8), with i. I 3, in a ceremony against the effect of lightning; and also 
(r39. 8), with the same and other hymns, in the rites of entrance upon Vedic study 
(11pakarman, comm.). And the comm. quotes it as applied in <;anti-Kalpa I 5 with 
observances to kdtt. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 463; Grill, 66, I 78; Henry, 5, 54; Griffith, L 333; Bloom
field, r42, 543. 

r. Thy broad thundering, which, exalted, a sign of the gods, spreads 
over (? a-bltitf) this all - do not, 0 god, smite our grain with the light
ning, and do not smite [it] with the sun's rays. 

Sundry of the mss. (including our Bp. 2P.M.E.O.) read n~·,vds in a (P.M. ya before 
it) ; the comm. has ru1va.s. The latter explains (i blti:Z~ratl as = 'z;yajmotl. Some mss., 
as usual, retain the [i of Prth1't[t before stan;., 

12 (13). For success in the assembly. 

[9aimaka. -caturrcmn. sabhymn: I, Lr!vlde7.1a(pil J ttta pitryii*; 3. aindri,; 4. mantro
ktadeva(ya. iimtf/ubham : I. bhtwik trif/ztbh.] 

The first two verses are found in Paipp. xx. Kauc;. (38. 27) uses it, \Yith v. 3 and 
other hymns,· in a ceremony for gaining the victory in debate, or in the deliberations of 
an assembly (the comm. describes it repeatedly as "of five verses," apparently includ
ing in it~ uses 13. r) •. * LThe London ms. reads d--vide'vatyii,uta pitryaJ· the Berlin ms., 
-tyaittatpitrya. J 

Translated: Muir, v. 439; vss. I, 3, 4, Ludwig, p. 253; vss. 2-4, Zimmer, p. I73; 
Grill, 70, r78; Hem·y, 5, 55; Griffith, i.333; Bloomfield, 138, 543.-Cf. Hillebrandt, 
Veda-chrestomathie, p. 44. 

I. Let both assembly (sabhtt) and gathering (sdmiti), the two daughters 
of Prajapati, 1accordant, favor me; with whom I shall come together, may 
he desire to aid (? upa-rz'kf) me; may I speak what is pleasant among 
those who have come t~gether, o· Fathers. 

Ppp's version of c, dis very different: yena vadiilit -upa ma sa #!fha 'ntar 11adam-i 
hrdaye janfi.nam. The verse is also found in PGS. (iii. 13. 3), with much variation: 
ubhe for a7.1atam in a, sacetasc1it for sa1iividane in b ; and, for c, d, yo 111a na 1.Jidyad 
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upa ma sa ti#het sacetano bhavatu fmisathe janaft. The comm. explains upa fikf ltt 
as either itjJetya fik.yayatu.: samicina1it vadayatu or ma1ii vaktuvi fakta1h samartham 
iccltatu. He reads vadami in d. Henry renders upa-§ik,F by "pay homage," and 
emends pltaras to nrfu. The meter is irregular. 

2. We know thy name, 0 assembly; verily sport (nar£1ta) by name 
art thou; whoever are thine assembly-sitters, let them be of like speech 
with me. 

Ppp. reads very differently: veda vai sabhe te nanza sttbhadra 'si sarasvati: athoye 
te sabhasada(z, suvacasa(z,. Our Bp. also reads s1t'Vacasas. The comm. takes narif/ii 
as na-ri.y/a ' not injured.' The Anukr. ignores the deficiency of a, as the redundancy 
of 3 a. 

3. Of these that sit together I take to myself the splendor, the 
discernment (viJntina); of this whole gathering (sa1itsdd) malrn me, 
0 Indra, possessor of the fortune (bhagfn). 

4. Your mind that is gone away, that is bound either here or here -
that of you we cause to turn hither; in me let your mind rest. 

This verse does not appear to have anything to do with the rest of the hymn. 

13 (14). Against one's foes. 

[Atharvan (dvifO varcohartukifmal;). -dvyrcam. siimyam. t'lnttffttbham.] 

Verse I found also in Paipp. xix.* In Kaut;. (48. 35, 36) the hymn is used in a rite of 
sorcery, against enemies; with the second verse the user goes and looks at them. The 
mention of the pratfka in tbe edition of Kaut;. as contained in 58. I I appears to be an 
error. On the other hand, the comm. regards this hymn as intended in Kam;. 39. 26 
(not x. t. 32, as in the edition), in a rite against sorcery. The comm. further quotes the 
pratzka from the N ak~atra L error for <;anti, Bl. J Kalpa I 5, in a rite against nirrt-l. 
*Llf I understand Roth's note, Ppp. has vs. I without variant, and for vs. 2 what is 
reported below.J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 24r; Grill, 23, 179; Henry, 5, 56; Griffith, i. 334; Bloom
field, 93, 544• 

I. As the sun rising takes to itself the brilliancies (t(jas) of the astet
isms, so of both women and men that hate me I take to myself the 
splendor. 

2. Ye, as many of my rivals as look upon me coming- as the rising 
sun that of sleepers, do I take to myself the splendor of them that hate 
me. 

L Ppp. reads 11m•cltnslyavater z',va: evi'i sajatnanam aha1h varca z'ndriyavz ii dadhc.J 
Prattpafyatha, literally 'that meet me with your looks' as I come~ The comm. reads. 
-pafyata. The Anukr. appears to allow the contraction si?rye 'va in c. 

The first anuvaka ends with this hymn; it contains 13.(14) hymns and 28 verses; 
the quoted Anukr. says af!av adye .,- and .another quotation, given in many mss. 
(Bp;P.M.W.D.T.), says prdthame trayodafa siikta{t, thus approving the division made 
in our edition. · 
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14 (15). Prayer and praise to Savitar. 
[Atkarvan.-caturrcam. silvitram. t'i1ttt{(ubham: .3. tri{(ubh; 4.jagati.] 

The third and fourth verses are found in Paipp. xx. The first and second form 
together one long verse in SV. (i. 464), VS. (iv. 25), MS. (i. 2. 5), and A<;S. (iv. 6. 3), 
and two, as in our text, in <;<;S. (v. 9. II). In Kauc;. (24. 3) the hymn appears only in 
a general rite for prosperity; in accordance with which, it is included (note to 19. I) 
among the jmf/ika mantras. Va.it. (13. 7) uses it in a more specific office, to accom
pany the winnowing of the soma, in the agnit/oma ceremony. 

Translated: Henry, 6, 56; Griffith, i. 334. 

I. Unto this god Savitar, of poets' skill (-krdtu), of true impulse, 
treasure-bestowing, unto the dear one, I, in the two o~zi 's, sing (arc) [my] 
prayer. 

vs.c;c;s.A<;S. add at the end kavim, and MS. has sat_ydsa·vasam (for -savam). 
Two or three of the mss. (including our 0.) read satyasavlhn, as if agreeing with 
matbn. The comm. explains ottyos as 'heaven and earth, the two favorers (avitr) of 
everything,' and makes mat£ at the end masc.,= sarvair nzantavyam. The construction 
of the verse is intricate and doubtful. The metrical definition by the Anukr. of the first 
two verses as anu1/ubli is bad; they are really four jagati padas, to each of which are 
added four syllables that encumber the sense. LFrom a critical point of view, these 
additions seem to me comparable with those in ii. 5; see introduction to ii. 5.J 

2. He whose lofty light (amdti'), gleam, shone brightly in his impel
ling- he, gold-handed, of good insight, fashioned the heaven with 
beauty. 

The translation assumes at the end the emended reading krpa, which is that of all 
the other texts and of the comm., and is also given by one or two of the AV. mss. 
(including our O.*); SPP. adopts krpOt. <;<;S.Ac;s. curiously read at the end krpa 
s·vas trjJa S'7.lar £# va, taking as it were a variant into the text. All the pada-mss. have 
flrdh11iift at the beginning, inste.ad of -vil, as the sense demands ; SP P. emends to -11zf. in 
his pada-text. The comm. paraphrases amatis by amanafilii vyaj;anafilli. * L Mistake 
for P .M. ? - Note to Prat. i. 6 5 may be compared. J 

3. For thou didst impel, 0 god, for the first father - height for him:, 
width for him; then unto us, 0 Savitar (impeller), do thou day by day 
impel desirable things, abundance of cattle. 

The verse is found also in. TB .. (ii. 7. 151
), A<;S. (iv. 10. 1), and c;<;s. (v. 14. 8); all 

read, in c, d, savitafi sarvdtiita di'vt!-di'va ;i.,· and in a TB. has prasavilya instead of 
prathamiya. With d compare also RV. iii. 56. 6 (quoted here by the comm.). Ppp. 
shows no variants. 

4. May the household god, the desirable Savitar, assign to the Fathers 
treasure, dexterity, life~times ; may he drink the soma ; may [it J exhila
rate him at the sacrifice·; any wanderer walks (kranz) in his ordinance. 

Ppp. differs only by combining pltrbhya ",yzt1i;z' in b; but A<;S. (v. 18. 2) and <;<;S. 
(viii. 3. 4: AB. iii. 29. 4 quotes the pratika only) have important and in part preferable 
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variants, especially in the second line, where they read amadann enam i''.f/aya(t, and 
ramate for kramate. In b, both give dak1a and iiyuni, and A(S. ratna. LThe verse 
has one tri~·tubli pada (c); and bis a very poor jagatl.J 

15 (16). Prayer to Savi tar. 

[Bht;_,ru. -sr"lvitratn. triii:,firbh~m.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx.; and in VS. (xvii. 74), TS. (iv. 6. 54), MS. (ii. ro. 6), and 
<;B. (ix. 2. 3. 38). This hymn, like the preceding, is used by Kaw;. (24. 7) in a general 
rite for prosperity, with the binding on of a heifer-rope as amulet. In Va.it. (29. 18), it 
accompanies the laying on of fuel in the agnicayana ceremony. 

Translated: Henry, 6, 58; Griffith, i. 335. 

I. This favor, 0 Savitar, of true impulse, very wondrous, having all 
choice things, do I choose for myself; which of him, full-fed, thousand
streamed, Kai:rva the bull (mahi~d) milked for Bhaga. 

Or (at the end) 'for a portion,' as the comm. understands it (bhiigyii.ya). The read
ing (alike in all) of the other texts is very different: for a, tzivi sa1Jitw· vdretiyasya 
citrim,; in b, vi~vajanyiinz at end; in d (fot mah- etc.) payasii mahi1iz gftvz. This gives 
a decidedly more intelligible meaning. Ppp. is still different: in a, satyasa'vasya citram _; 
for b, vaya1it de,z;asya prasave maniimahe _; and, in c, prajl1_iii1it. 

16 (17). Prayer to Savitar (or Brihaspati). 

[Bht:r,;u.-siivitranz. triliffubham.] 

Not found in Paipp., but occurs as VS. xxvii. 8, and in TS. (iv. I. 73) and MS. (ii.I 2. 5). 
Used by Kau~. (59· 18) in a kamya rite with hymn 2 etc.: see hymn 2; but to it alone 
seems to belong ( so also corn m.) the added direction " wakens a V edic s tu dent L found 
asleep after sunrise (ab/zyudita)J"; since in Va.it. (5. 9), in the agnyatlheya ceremony, 
one awakens with it priests who may have fallen asleep. Both applications seem to 
imply (as Henry suggests) the reading bodhaya in a. 

Translated: Henry, 7, 58; Griffith, i. 335. 

r. 0 Brihaspati, Savitar, increase thou him; enlighten him unto great 
good-fortune; however sharpened, sharpen him further; let all the gods 
revel after him, 

The other texts make b and c exchange places; in a, they read sm.Jitar without accent 
(as does also the comm.; it suits better with the singular verbs that follow), and 
bodhdya for vardltdya.,- in (our) b, they give vanlhdya for jyotdya (the comm. dyotaya); 
in (our) c, VS.TS. read smittariZm/ in d, MS. inserts ea after vi(7.Je. 

17 (18). Prayer to Dhatar for blessings. 

[Bhr,.f{tt.-caturrcam. silvitram ttta bahttdt'vatymn. iinitffitb.hmn: I,.J1'· ilr{igiiyatri,· 
.J, 4. trif/ttbh.] 

The first verse is found in Paipp. i., the other verses in Paipp. xx. For further cor
respondences, see under the several verses. In Kam;. (.59. 19), in the kamya section, 
hymns 17, 19, 20, 24-26, 29, 42, 46, 51, 79, 80, 82, and ro3 ofthis book are addressed to 
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Prajapati by one desiring all kinds of benefits (sarvakiima). Further, apparently (so 
Kec;ava and the comm. ; the text of Kaut;:. is not wholly clear), in a women's rite 
(35. 16), to procure the birth of a male child: the hymn offers little to suggest this save 
the recurrence of the phrase dhatl'i. dadhatu.; the verse v. 25. 10 would be much more 
to the point. 

Translated: Henry, 7, 59; Griffith, i. 335. 

1. Let Dhatar assign (dhli) to us wealth, [he] being master (if), lord of 
the moving creation ; let him yield to us with fulness. 

Literally (at the end) 'with full,' to which the comm. supplies dhanena. Ppp. shows 
no variants. TS. (ii. 4. 5r et al.) has dadatu in a, and vavanat for yachatu at the encl. 
MS. Liv. 12. 6J has only a (with dadhatu), combining it with our 2 b-d. 

2. Let Dhatar assign to his worshiper an unexhausted further life; 
may we obtain the favor of the all-bestowing god. 

TS. (iii. 3. II3), MS. (iv. 12. 6), Ac_;S. (vi. 14. r6)*, <;c;s. (ix. 28. 3), and c_;GS. (i. 22), 

have the same verse, with sundry differences: all t read dadlittt in a, and TS.MS. have 
no rayim for dar;i't1e (thus substituting our I a); in b, c;c;s. and c;Gs. have aktitim at 
end; in d, for vifvdradltasas, TS. has satydradhasas, MS.c;c;s.c;GS. satyadharma?tas, 
and Ac;S. va:finzvatas. Ppp. is defective in this verse, but presents no variants. The 
comm. explains dhzmaiti once by dharayenza and once by dhyayema. *LSo also AGS. 
(transl.), p. 36, note, as in A<;S.J tLSave MS.J 

3. Let Dhatar assign all desirable things unto the progeny-wishing 
worshiper in his home; for him let the gods wrap up immortality 
(amfta)-all the gods, Aditi, in unison. 

This verse occurs only in TS. (iii. 3. r I 3) and MS. (iv. I 2. 6), both reading alike: for 
a, dhatd dadatit dafttfe vasztni/ mitfh1't1e (for dil-ft'tfe) in b; amftaft shit vyayantam 
in c; and devif.sas in d. Ppp. gives, for a, dhata vifvani L which rectifies the meter J 
dlif1t.fe dadatu.; for c, tasya prajam amrtas sa1Jtvayant11-_; and, in d, devi:isas (rectifying 
the meter) Land confirming my conjecture made at the former occurrence of this pada 
at iii. 22. I dJ. 

4. Let Dhatar, Rati, Savitar enjoy this, let Prajapati, Agni our 
treasure-lord ; let Tvashtar, Visht].u, sharing (ra) together with progeny, 
assign wealth to the sacrificer. 

The beginning of this corresponds with that of iiL8. 2, above. The verse is found 
without variant* in TS. (L 4. 44 1); VS. (viii. I 7) and MS. (i. 3. 38) have different read
ings: in b, after prajzfpatir, VS. nidliipii devo agnfft, MS .. 11drztizo mltro agn!fi_; in c, 
MS. begins v#t,ztts tvar/a, VS. ends -rarli!1,&s.,· in d, VS. ends dadhiita. Ppp., in d, has 
pil:ra instead of vz°.f?ttts. LMP. has cat i. 7. 12.J *LSave nidhipdtis for nidMpatz's: 
cf. Gram. § 1267 a.J 

18 (19). For rain, etc. 
[Atharvan. -dzyrcam! pii17anyam uta piirthivam. I. 4-p. bhurig it{tzih; 2. tri{/ubh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. For the use of this hymn by Kau<;: (4r. r ; 103. 3; 26. 24, 
note) in various rites, in conjunction with iv. I 5, see under the latter. Verse 2 appears 
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in Va.it. (4. 8), in the parvan ceremonies, accompanying, with other verses, the offering 
of the patnisa1izyaja oblations. 

Translated: Henry, 7, 59; Griffith, i. 336. 

I. Burst forth, 0 earth; split this cloud of heaven; untie for us, 0 
Dhatar, that art master, the skin-bag of the water of heaven. 

Ppp. reads, for a, itn nantbhaya Prthivim, which is better ; it reads bilam for drtim 
at the end; also udhno at beginning of c; not a single ms. has the right reading of 
this word, either here or in the other places L cf. iii. I 2. 4, n. J where it occurs ; here they 
vary between utno (the great majority, including all SPP'spada-mss.), unno, unto, utvo_; 
the comm. reads correctly udnas, and SPP. receives it into his text; our 17dhm> was a 
mistaken emendation. Our Bp. leaves bhz"ndhi unaccented, putting after it the mark of 
pada division, and several of the mss. (including our P.s.m.E.p.m.I.) accent in sa,it
hz'ta accordingly. The verse is found also in TS. (ii. 4. 8 2 ) and MS. (i. 3. 26); both 
have a like Ppp.; MS. has adds for i'ddm in b; both read udmJ in c, and TS. has dehi 
for dltatar _; and, in d, TS. has sr.fa for sya. The comm. gives three independent 
explanations of jwa nabhasva: either prakar.yetza sa1izgata ucchvasz"ta bhava, or 11r.y!)!a 
(? mss. kr.y!)!if,, Prf /ya) prakar.fe(ta bad!zita mrdz'ta bltava, or Lnabhasva = nahyasva J 
sa11inaddha bhava. For dhatar, in c, he reads dhata " = dhehi"." The verse is really 
anu.y/ubh (resolving at the beginning fir-a). L Play 'of words between nabhas·va and 
nabhas: cf. iv. 7. 1.J L Correct itdlino to udno.J 

2. Not heat burned, not cold smote; let the earth, of quick drops, 
burst forth;· waters verily flow ghee for him ; where Soma is, there is it 
ever excellent. 

In b, Ppp. reads sadasyatt for nabhatam_; in c, sadam for ghrtam. With c com
pare RV. i. 125. 5 c. 

19 (20). For progeny, etc. 
[Brahman. -m,xntrol.:tadevatyam. jagatam.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Kauc;. (35. 17) uses it in a women's rite, with an oblation 
in the lap of a woman desirous of offspring; and further (59. I 9), with hymn I 7 etc. : 
see under· the latter. 

Translated: Henry, 8, 60; Griffith, i. 337. 

r. Prajapati generates these offspring (prajds); let Dhatar, with 
favoring mind, bestow (dlui) [them]; harmonious, like~mindecl, of like 
origin; let the lord of prosperity put (dlzti) prosperity in me. 

The verse is to be compared with one in MS. (ii. 13. 23) and .Ap<;S. (xiv. 28. 4), of 
which the second pacla precisely agrees* with ours, and the fourth nearly (but reading 
fitf/im j;it,F/zpatir) ; while for a both have a na!i praja,iz .fanayatu pm.filj;ati(i, and, 
for c, sa,izvatsard rt1tbhz'!t sa1inlz'dandft (.Ap<;S. rtubliif cakupana{t t); and d is MB. 
H. 4. 7 c. t Our c, nom. plur. words, is left without any construction (but emendation to 
sayonls would make them accus., helping both the construction and the meter); Ppp. 
has the same c as MS., and also gives janayatit (for -ti) in a, as does the comm.; it.is 
doubtless the better reading. Two of the padas are tr(r/1tbli. *LBut .Ap. has dadatzt.J 
t L Intending cct a-kuj;anafi, as an isolated root-aorist pple? see Gram. § 840 b.J +L But 
with Pztf{im fitf/tpatir, like MS . .Ap. J 
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20 (21). Praise and prayer to Anumati. 

[ Brahman. - fa~ircam. iinu.matiyam. ilnttffitbham: 3, L4 J. tr(r/ubh; 4. bhuri/; 5, 6. /agati; 
6. atipiikvaragarbhii.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. (in the verse-order 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 4). Used by Kauc;. (59. 19) 
with hymn 17 etc.: see under 17; and vs. r a appears also (45. 16) as first pada of a 
gayatrf verse accompanying an oblation at the end of the 'l.lafafamana ceremony. 
Verse 6 is also understood by the schol. as intended by anumatr, occurring in the rule 
amtmati1Jt caturthim in three different rites, house-building (23.4), acquisition of 
Vedic knowledge (42. I r), and vafilfamana (45. ro). In Va.it. (I. I 5), the hymn is 
quoted in the jJarvan ceremonies on the day of full moon. 

Translated: Henry, 8, 60; Griffith, i. 337. 

r. Let Anumati ('approval') approve Lanu-manJ today our sacrifice 
among the gods; and let Agni be oblation-carrier of me worshiping. 

Ppp's only variant is yachati'hn for manyatam at end of b. The verse is found in 
various other texts: VS. (xxxiv. 9), TS. (iii. 3. I 13), MS. (iii. 16. 4), A<;S. (iv. 12. 2), 
and <;<;s. (ix. 27. 2). In a, Ms.<;c:;s. preserve the a after no/ the others put no before 
adya ('dya); in d, all save TS. change bhdvatam to -tam, and all have mdya(t for 
vufota. MB. (ii. 2. 19) also has mayas, but in a £yam, for adya, and in d sa no •dad 
dii~-. The translation given implies emendation in d to daptlas .,· the comm. regards it 
as a case of substitution of dative for genitive. The comm. takes bhavatam as 3d sing. 
middle; but it may perhaps better be viewed (like the -tam of the other texts) as dual 
active, with anm-nati and agni together as subject; the corruption of mdyas to mama 
has rather spoiled the whole construction. The comm. explains Anumati as intending 
here also, as ~lsewhere, the goddess of the day of full moon; there is nothing in the 
hymn that demands or implies that character. 

2. Mayest thou, indeed, 0 Anumati, approve, and do thou make weal 
for us; enjoy thou the offered oblation; grant us progeny, 0 goddess. 

The first half-verse, with a wholly different second half, is found in the same texts 
that have vs. r (VS. xxxiv. 8; the others as quoted above: also K. xiii. 16): all read 
mdnyasa.i instead of mansase, and TS. combines nafi krdhi. Ppp. has, for c, d, z'las 
tokaya no dad/tat pra 'l_}a ayil1i,J£ tarz°,Jat, of which the last pada agrees* with the other 
texts (they'have, for c, krahH! ddk.yaya no hinu). The comm. reads ma,isl.ye for -sase, 
both here and in 6 d. Ourlast half-verse is also 68. r c, d, and nearly 46. I c, d. *LBut 
VS. Ts.c;c:;s. have tari'!as. J 

3 .. Let him, approving, approve wealth rich in progeny, not being 
exhausted ; let us · not come to be within his wrath ; may we be in his 
very gracious favor. 

The first three padas correspond to that part of a verse in TS. iii. 3. I I 4 (to which 
the comm., by an almost isolated proceeding, refers, with notice of the differences of 
reading) . which preserves the consistency of the hymn by reading the feminines, -manii 
at end of a, and tdsyai in c; Ppp. apparently intends the same with -mani:i.y and tasyii, 
and it further agrees with TS. in giving, for d, sa no devi suhava fanna yachatu. 
The change of our text to inasculines seems a mere corruption. Our d is nearly RV. 
viii. 48. r 2 d. 
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4. The easily-invoked, approved, generous (sudctnu) name that is 
thine, 0 well-conducting Anumati- therewith fill our sacrifice, O thou 
of all choice things ; assign us, 0 fortunate one, wealth rich in heroes. 

Ppp. reads sitdiivas at end of b, and has a wholly different second half-verse: tena 
tvmit szt1nati1it devy asma ifmit .Pinva vifvavara1it swviram. The last half-verse is 
repeated below as 79• I c, d. L In c, no is superfluous. J 

5. Anumati hath come unto this well-born offering, in order to [our] 
abounding in fields and in heroes ; for her forethought (prd1nati) hath 
been excellent; let her, god-shepherded, aid this offering. 

Ppp. has a different first half: ii no tfe·vy anumatir jagamyat sttkfatra virata yil 
sujlitii_,· L its d appears to be sa immit yajfza1iz blza·vatzt ne·vajztf/a, intending perhaps 
a·vatu devajtt;/am: Roth's collation is not quite consistent with his note.J Neither this 
verse nor the next has any Ja.r;atl character. L For b, the Ppp. version suggests that the 
original reading may have been suk,Ietrd suvirdtliyai s1'tjiitii: cf. Roth, Ueber g-ewisse 
J{iirzitnJ}"t1~ z'm Wortende im Veda, page 6. J · 

6. Anumati hath become all this-what stands, moves, and all that 
stirs; may we be in the favor Lsmnatf J of thee as such, 0 goddess; 
0 Anumati, for mayest thou approve us. 

Ppp. has, for a, anumatir vifvam ida1iz jajana.: Lin b (omitting tt and 'lli'f'Vam), it 
reads ; 1ad eji.zti caratz'yac ea tz'.y/hatl, thus rectifying the meterJ. 

2 r (22 ). In praise of the sun. 

[Bnihm a1t. - mantroktatmadeva~ymn. rakvarivirilcjgarbh ii jagati.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx., and in SV. (i. 372). According to Kau~. (86. 16), the verse 
is used in the pitrni'dhiina division of. the funeral ceremony accompanying the applica
tion of the dltmvanas ( sz'c) ; L see xvi ii. 3. 1 o, r 7. J 

Translated: Henry, 9, 6r ; Griffith, i. 338. 

r. Come ye together all with address (vdcas) to the lord of the sky; 
[he is] the one mighty ('vibMl) guest of people; may he, ancient, concili~ 
ate the present one; him, being one, the track hath much turned after. 

The verse is here literally rendered according to the AV. version, but comparison 
with SV. and Ppp. shows plainly that its readings are very corrupt. SV. reads, in a, 
s. 1dr-va oj,ist'i_,· it has at beginning of.b ya t!ka fd bhz'ir_; in c, aj{g-f:ram,; in d, vartanfr, 
and lka it at the encl (omitting jmrli). Ppp's version is this: a, b, sam iii!tt vifvii 
oham a pati di°'vo e:,;a ita bln"tr aditir janilnam ./ in d, vt'-vrte 'kam z't parufi. L Henry 
suggests some entendations.J The meter (12 + ro: I I+ r4::::::47) is not accurately defined 
by the Anukr. 

22 (23). To the sun(?). 
[Bmhman. -(fv_yrcam. liT(roktat!evatyam. I, 2-p. I-av. ziirii!lgt'l)tatri; 2 . .3-p. anu;/u:bh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Both verses form a single long verse in SV. (i. 458). 
Appears in Kau~. (66. I 4), in the savayajnas, with vi. 3 r, on giving a spotted cow. 
In Va.it. (r3. 8) it follows, in the a;l{nf;foma, next after hymn 14. 

Translated: Henry, 9, 61 ; Griffith, i. 338. 
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I. This one [is] a thousand for our seeing, thought of the poets, light 
in extent. 

The translation is only mechanical, the real sense being wholly obscure. SV. reads 
iinwvo dtfdfi (for ii no dne); Ppp., et na r1i1 .,- and aditir for matir. SV. ends with 
vftlharma. The comm. divides the verses differently, ending the first with sam airayan, 
against the mss., the Anukr., the SV., and the evident connection Lbut apparently with 
Ppp.J. The metrical definitions of the Anukr. are bad; each verse is 12+8, the second 
having an added pada of I I syllables. 

2. The ruddy one sent together the collected dawns, faultless, like
minded, most-furious, in the gathered stall of the cow. 

Even to make a mechanical version it has been necessary to read airayat, with SV., 
which has further, at the end, manymmintaf citd goft . ./ Ppp. gives iraya, and citayo 
go[i. 

The second anzwaka, ending here, has 9 hymns and 22 verses; the Anukr. quota
tion says d-ve d·vitfye ttt vidylU. 

L In the head-line of p. I 50 of the Berlin edition, correct the misprinted ka!i/a-number 
6 to 7.J 

23 (24). Against ill conditions and beings. 

[ Yam a. - mantroktadufvapnanlipanadevatyam: iinttf{Ubham.] 

The hymn is merely a repetition of iv. 17. 5 above, and is not found in Paipp. other
wise than as part of the latter hymn. It is used neither by Kauc;. nor by Va.it. L As to 
its insertion in the second anitviika, see p. 389, near top. J 

Translated: Henry, 9, 62; Griffith, i. 338. 

1. Evil-dreaming, evil-living, demon, mon'Ster, hags, all the ill-named (f.), 
ill-voiced - them we make disappear from us. 

24 (25). To various gods. 

[Brahman. - savitram: triiif{ubham.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kau9. (59~ 19) only with 17 etc.: see under hymn 17. 
· Translated : Henry, I o, 62 ; Griffith, i. 339. 

I. What Indra dug for us, what Agni, all the gods, what the well
singing Maruts - that may Savitar of . true ordinances, may Prajapati, 
may Anumati confirm to us. 

The comm. reads asanat (= adadat) in a, and so do our Bp.I. (E. aranat p.m.), 
although SPP, reports no such variant among his authorities. 

25 (26). Praise to Vish~u and Varu~a. 

[ Medhatithi. - dvyrctmz: vili-fttavam. trliif/ubham.] 

The hymn is found also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kau~. (59. I9) only with hymn 17 
etc. (which see). 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 429 ; Henry, lo, 63 ; Griffith, i. 339. 
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I. By whose Ldu.J force were established the spaces (rdjas), who by 
her_oisms are most heroic, most mighty, who by their powers lord it 
unopposed - to Vish1:m, to Varm;a bath gone the first invocation. 

The verse is found also in a number of other texts: VS. (viii. 59), TB. (ii. 8. 4s), 
MS. (iv. 14. 6), $B. (i. 5), A<;S. (v. 20. 6), <;<;s. (iii. zo. 4); all of them agree nearly in 
their variations from our text: thus, viryebltir (but MS. viribhir) for our )'iilt 11trylizr 
in b; yd and djratltii (but TB. -trtta) in c; and vl.f ~n7, 'Vdnttza, and ju7rvdht7tau (but 
MS. -tini) in d; TB. further fdd#hii in b. Ppp. has stabhitzi in a, and r;acfbhi!t (for 
r;avi;/ha) in b. 

2. In whose (sing.) direction is whatever shines out here, [whatever] 
both breathes forth and looks abroad mightily (fdczbhis), of old, by the 
god's ordinance, with powers (sd!zas) -to Vish:t1u, to Varw;a bath gone 
the first invocation. 

The first pada is found above as iv. 23. 7 a, and nearly as iv. 28. r b; also in TS. 
m. 3. r I 4. Ppp. reads, for c, mallo * rtasya dliarnta?tii ywviina, and begins with yayos. 
The comm., in b, seems to give jra 'niti ea. The first pacla is rather jagati. *L So 
Roth's collation: his notes give mah a. J 

26 ( 27). Praise and prayer to Vishl).u. 

[ lJ,:fedhiitithi. - a.y{arcam. viii.y~uivam. traif/ztbham : a. 3-p. viriitjgii_yatri ,· 3. J•aV. 6-p. 
viratrakvarF .: 4-7. giiyatr'i; 8. tri.y{ubh.] 

Only vss. 1-3, and those not complete, are found in Ppp. (xx.). Most of the material 
of the hymn is found in RV. Li. r 54 and 22 J and elsewhere: see under the different verses. 
The hymn is found in Kau<;, (59. 19) only in connection with hymn 17 etc. (see I 7). 
But in Va.it. the different verses appear many times. Verse I is used (13. 14) in the 
entertainment of Vish11u, in the agni~'/oma (next after hymn 5, above), and later in the 
same ceremony (15. 12), with setting up the support of the havirdhanas. Verse 3, in 
the _par11an ceremonies, accompanie;; ( 4. 20) the sacrificer's approach to the aha·vanzya 
fire; and again., in the agmjtoma (I3. 5) 1 hi.s exit from the sacrificial hut; while its 
second part (c-f) goes with the offering of an oblation to Vishi;iu at the beginning of 
the pat;ubandha (ro. I). Verses 4 and 5 accompany (r 5. ro) offerings to the two ,vheel
tracks of the lzavirdhana-carts in the agnif tc11na. With verse 6, in the agnicayana 
(29. z), mort~t and pestle are set down; and with 6 and 7, in the pafttbandlta (10. 10), 
the sacrificial post is set upright; and the comm. regards vs. 4 as intended by the" verse 
to Vish1:u" in 2. 3 and 23 .. 14. The comm., moreover, quotes the hymn as used by the 
Nak~atra Kalpa (r8) in a maharantl ceremonynamed 1.1lU.uzavr._,- and vs. 3 c-f by the 
same (I4) with an offering to VishJ?.u in the adbhu.tar;li-ntl; and vs.4 by the same (19), 
in the rite called i'vii.f!ri, with tying on of a triple amulet. 

Translated: Muir, iv2 • 68, 63 (nearly all); Henry, ro, 63; Griffith, i. 339. 

I. Of Vish:t::iu now I would speak forth the heroisms, who traversed 
(·v£-ma) the spaces of the earth, who established the upper station, stridw 
ing out triply, he the wide-going one. 

The verse is RV. L 154. I (also VS. v. 18; TS. i. z. 133; MS. i. 2. 9, all precisely like 
RV.), 'Yhich reads at end of a, in different order, ,zl'fryitfZ1-

0 

pra vocam. Pra in our text 
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is a misprint for prd, which all our s,uithita-mss. give. LThe vs. seems to be suggested 

by RV. i. 32. r.J 
2. So Vish1:m praises forth his heroisms, like a· fearful wild beast, 

wandering, mountain-staying, -
From distant distance may he come hither. -
The :first two padas of this verse, with the first two of our vs. 3, form one verse in 

the other texts: RV. i. I 54. 2; TB. ii. 4. 34; MS. i. 2. 9; Ap. xi. 9. I ; and also in Ppp., 
which has it alone, besides our vs. I. RV.MS. read viryetia, which is better, i;1 a; 
TB.Ap. viryltya instead. Our second pada forms, together with our (intruded) third 
pada, a first half-verse in several other texts: RV. x. 180. 2; SV. ii. 1223; VS. xviii. 7r; 
TS. i. 6. 124; MS. iv. 12. 3; instead of jagamyat is read jagantlui by all except TS., 
which has jagamii_; the whole (RV. etc.) verse is our vii. 84. 3 below. The comm. 
unites to this verse the first two padas of the one following, which certainly belong 
much more properly with it; but the mss. and the Anukr. require the division as made 
in our text; and SPP. also follows them .. 

3. Upon whose three wide out-stridings dwell all beings. 
Widely, 0 VishI).u, stride out; widely make us to dwell; drink the ghee, 

0 thou ghee-wombed one; prolong the master of the sacrifice on and on. 
Made up of the second half of a RV. etc. tri.y/ubh verse (see above: no text shows 

in this half any various readings) and a whole anu.ytubli verse, which also is found in 
a number of other texts (VS. v. 38; TS. i. 3. 41 ; MS. i. 2. 13; A<;S. v. r9. 3; <;<;S. 
viii. 4. 3), and almost without variants (only TS. combines na(z krdhi' in b, and MS. 
reads ghrtavane in c). LPpp. ends with b (vz°fva;).j 

4. Here Vish1;u strode out; thrice he set down his steps; [it is] col
lected in his dust. 

This and the three following verses form one connected passage also in RV. 
(i. 22. 17-20) .and SV.' (ii. 1019-22), but not in .the other texts in which they are, in 
part or all, found. In this verse, RV.SV, read j;addm at end of b,* and SV. has jiiti
suli at end of c. Of the other texts, VS. (v. 15) and TS. (i. 2. 13 1 ) agree with RV.; 
MS. (i. 2. 9 et al.) has j;ada, like our text. The meaning of c is obscure and disputed: 
the comm. here explains thus : vi.y7Jo{t ... pa1isttmati j;iide lokatrayam •.. sama11as
tfij,nra1ii .samakNla?it 'Va. Henry renders "for him it is reduced to a dust-heap." 
*LSV. also at i. 222.J 

5. Three steps Vish1:m strode out, the unharmable she'pherd, ordain
ing (dhr) here (itds) [his] ordinances. 

RV.SV. read dtas at beginning of c, and VS. (xxxiv. 43) agrees with them; TB. 
(ii. 4. 61 ) has instead tdtas. It seems hardly possible to give itds its distinctive mean
ing' from here'; but Henry combines it with vi cakrame: "from here." The comm. 
has atas. 

6. Behold ye the deeds of VishI].u, from where he beholds [your] 
courses (vratd), [he] Indra's suitable companion. 

Orydtas in b may mean simply~ as.' Not only RV.SV~, but also the other texts con
taining this verse (VS. vi. 4 et at; TS. i,3. 62 ; MS. i. 2. I4), have the same reading$ 
with ours. The comm. explains j;aspafe as sprfati badhnatz' va I 
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The comm. strangely* closes the hymn here, and treats its last two verses as L belonging 
to the next: see p. 389 J. * L Because he has got to the end of his " spoiled decad "? J 

7. That highest step of Visbl).u the patrons (sitrl) ever behold, like an 
eye stretched on the sky. 

In all the texts, this verse is given in connection with the preceding one. RV.SV., 
and also VS. (vi. 5), have precisely our text; TS. (i. 3. 62 et al.) differs only by accent
ing, according to its usage, dz"vt 'va '*.; MS. (i. 2. I4) reads ~dcya for sdda in b. * L Gram. 
§ 128; Prat. iii. 56.J 

8. From the sky, 0 VishIJu, or also from the earth; from the great 
wide atmosphere, 0 VishIJu, fill thy hands abundantly with good things; 
reach forth hither from the right, hither also from the left. 

The verse is found also in VS. (v. 19), TS. (i. 2. 13 2 ), and MS. (i. 2. 9). VS.TS. 
insert va after divds in a and mahds in b, and TS. reads utd vii for uros in b, while 
MS. has, for b, uror ?.Ja viftzo brhat6 antdrikfatJ· TS. combines both times vi.niav u- ; 
VS. has, for c, ttbhii hi lidstii vdszmli fnzdsi,a.,- TS.MS. accent vasavyazs, which is 
decidedly more regular (but SV. i. 298 has vasdvyt) ; and all three accent if prd y-~ 
which is also more in accordance with usage (our pacia-text aoprayacha). The first two 
padas are of 10 syllables each; Lbut the va's of VS.TS. make them good trif/ttbhJ.· 

27 (28). Prayer and praise to I9-a. 
[ 11:ledhiitithi (?). - mantrokte<jlidiiivatam. triii{/ztbham.] 

Not found in Paipp.,, but occurs in Ap<;S. iv. r3. 4. Kau<t, makes no use of the 
verse; but in Vait. (3. I 5) it accompanies a libation to Isla in the parvan ceremoni~s. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 433; Henry, I I, 64; Griffith, i. 341. 

I. Let Iqa herself dress us with the vow (vratd), [she] in whose place 
(padd) the pious purify themselves ; ghee-footed, ably, soma-backed, she, 
belonging to all the gods, bath approached the offering. 

Or vratt£ in a may mean the vrata-milk (comm. simply karman). Ap<;S. omits e7,1a 
and reads gl!rtena for vrattma in a, and has for c, vai~viinar'i rakvari var;_,rdhana .. 
The comm. reads uj;a • strta in d. 

28 (29). Of the instruments of offering. 

[11:fedh ittithi ( ?) . .......;. vedadevatakam. trai{{ttb!z.am.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. To this hymri, as to the preceding, Kau~. pays no attention; 
but itis used twice by Vait.: once in the parvan cere111ony (4. 12), as the lzotar unties 
the veda-bunch; and once in the a,gni.ytoma (r3. 2), in connection with the prayatt,i,ya 
i.yfl. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. r9; Henry, II, 65; Griffith, i. 34 I. 

I. The vedd [is] well-being, the tree-smiter well-being; the rib [is] 
sacrificial hearth ('vldi), the ax our well-being ; oblation-making, worship
ful, lovers of the offering, let those gods enjoy this offering. 

The first half-verse corresponds to.the initial clauses of TS. iii. 2. 4r : sphydlt, svastir 
vz'ghanaft. svastift jH£r;ur 1vldift parap~r nqfz svastifi. By tlie veda is doubtle,ere 
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meant the bunch of sacred grass so called, used in the ceremonies of offering (darbha
mu.yfi, comm.). The ?t of dntl{htl{las (p. dntoJ5hanaft) is prescribed by Prat. iii. 76. 
The comm. explains it by la·vitriidifz, because drur dntmo hanyate "nena. Half of 
SPP's authorities accent ptirafus the first time, and of ours all but one (D.), and we 
accordingly adopted that reading in our text, as it seemed very unlikely that it would be 
so distinguished from parafi'ts in the same pada without reason- and the reason in fact 
seems to be that it stands for jJd1Jus (TS.) L which pronunciation the meter decidedly 
favors-for the suastf at the end of b must scan as 3 syllablesJ. SPP. accentsj>arapts 
both times. The comm. apparently understands pdrapa, as he explains it as parfztft 
parrvavankris Ltniadicchedanij, but the second pararz2s by ·vrk.yacchedanasadhana. 
He takes away the strange inconsistency in the use of svasti by reading (like TS.) 
svastift at end of b. L Discussions of dn~gha?ta: Geidner, Ved. Stud. ii. 3 ; von Braclke, 
ZDMG. xlvi. 462; Bloomfield, ib. xlviii. 546; Franke, WZKM. viii. 342.J Lin b, Ppp. 
reads paraptr vedi.y panzpt nas s·vastl, and, in d, havir idmit for yajnam b17avi.J 

29 (30). To Agni and Vish;m. 

[ Medhiitithi (?). - dvyrcam. mantroktadiiivatatn. trtiiifubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. (in inverse order of verses); and, as connected passage, 
further in TS. (i. 8. 22 1 ) and <;<;s. (ii. 4. 3). Used by Kaui;. (32. 3), with hymns 42, 46, 
78, I I 2, in a remedial rite for various diseases, with binding of grass on the joints ; and 
:also (59• I 9) with I 7 etc. : see I 7. In Va.it. (8. I), it accompanies an offering to Agni and 
Vish:r.m at the beginning of the parvan ceremony. L Whitney seems to doubt whether· 
the Anukr. does not mean to ascribe this hymn (and 27, 28) to Bhrgvaligiras.J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 374; Henry, 12, 65; Grifnth, i. 341. 
.. 
I. 0 Agni-andNislu].u, great [is] that greatness of yours ; ye drink 

of the ghee that is called secret, assuming seven treasures in each house; 
may your tongue inove on to meet the ghee. 

f 

TS. has, in b, the imperative vitam, and <;<;S. jJiitam, and both githyani, which makes 
of niima an accus. pl.; at the end, TS. has caratzyet, and <;<;S. -ttyat; and both dadhiinii 
at end of c: <;<;s. further exchanges I c and 2 c, and has upa for prati at beginning 
of d. M.S. mixes up the material of the two verses still more, putting our I b, c after our 
2 a in iv. ro:.r, and our 2 b, c after our I a in iv. II. 2 (in iv. 10. I it reads gi'thyani and 
dddliiina, like the other two texts, butpathas, like ours); in d (iv. 1 r. 2), it has dnit (the 
text wrongly nit) instead of j>rdti, and at the end -?tyat. KB. (vii. 2) has two padas 
resembling d ( one with uja and one with prati at the beginning, and both ending with 
cara?zyai). With b compare further RV. iv. 58. I c, and with c RV. v. r. S Le and vi. 
74. I cJ. Ppp. exchanges the place of r band 2 b, and reads in the former (like c;<;s.) 
piita1n and gttkyani Lsee my addition to note to vs. 2 J. 

. 2. 0 Agni-and-Vishl)u, great [is] your dear domain (dluiman); ye par"'. 
take of (vz) the ghee, enjoying secret things, increasing by good praise in 
each house; may your tongue move up to meet the ghee. 

For the. exchanges of padas in the other texts, see under the preceding verse; for this 
verse we have here.further A<;S. (ii. 8. 3), without.such exchange. In the material car~ 
responding to our 2, all the ot11er teXts read }ttfatd at end· of b; at end of d, TS. has« 
again •?tyet, and all the others •tzyat; TS.MS. have vavrdhand at end of c, and TS. 
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su.y/ttdr, MS . . rn.yfutf, before it; while A<;s.c;c;s. read instead su.yftttir •vlim iyana, 
evidently corrupt. Ppp. has, for b (putting it in the other verse), jNitaJJi ghrtasy(t 
guhya ju.yatzafl. VS. (viii. 24) and MS. (in i. 3. 39), finally, have a second half-verse 
nearly like our c, d, but addressed to Agni, with a wholly different first half: it reads 
ddme-dame samidha,iz yak.yy (Ms. ydk.yy) agne prdti te jihva ghrtam ltC carafl)'at. 

L The "inversion" of the verses in Ppp., taken with the "exchange of padas I b and 
2 b," seems to mean that the Ppp. reading is as follows : agniivz':1·~ni malti dhama priya1fl 
vfhft patavi ghrtasya guhyizni nama: dame-dame etc.; and then, agnavittnt mahl tad 
vtiliz 1nahitva11i pata;ii gkrtasya guhyii Jn1ana(i: dame-dame etc.J 

30 (31). For successful anointing. 

[ B hrgvaiigiras. - dyilvaprthiviyam uta pratipii.doktadevatakam. bifrhatam.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kauc;. (54. 6) in the godana ceremony, to accompany 
the anointing of the youth's eyes. Va.it. (10. 5) makes it accompany, in the pai;ubandha, 
the anointing of the sacrificial post. 

Translated: Henry, I 2, 65; Griffith, i. 342. 

I. Well anointed for me have heaven-and-earth, well anointed bath 
Mitra here made [it] ; well anointed for me may Brahmal)aspati, well 
anointed may Savitar make [it]. 

The comm. supplies akfiyugani ytipani va for svaktam to agree with. The meter 
is plainly anu.yfubh. 

31 (32). To Indra: for aid. 

[Bltrgvangiras. - ilindram. blturiktri1/ublt.] 

Like the preceding, not found in Paipp. Used by Kauc;. (48. 37), with hymns 34 
and I 08, and with vii. 59 Lor vi. 3 7. 3 (but see note to vii. 59) J, in a witchcraft ceremony 
against enemies, while laying on the fire fuel from a tree struck by lightning. 

Translated : Henry, I 2, 66; Griffith, i. 342. 

I. 0 Indra, with abundant best possible aids, 0 generous hero, 
quicken us today; whoever hates us, may he fall downward; and whom 
we hate, him let breath quit. 

The verse is RV. iii. 53. 21,which has for sole variant yacckrqtlzcibltz's Lwhich the 
meter alone. would suggest as an emendation J (p. ylitop·e-) in b. The combination sds 
padi.yfa is prescribed by Prat. ii. 58. The comm, treats yavat and fre.;{habh-is as inde
pendent words. 

32 (33)· Homage to Soma(?). 

[Brahman. - ilyufyam. iintq/ztbha:m.J 

Found also (except d) in Paipp. xx. It is, without variant, RV. ix. 67. 29 (which 
also lacks d). Used by Kau<;. twice (58. 3, II) in rites for length of life (on account of 
the concluding pada), with. iii. 3 r, iv. 13, and .. other passages, in the ceremony of initia
tion of a Vedic student. It is reckoned (54. I r, note) to the iiyzt,rya gatta. 

Translated: by RV. translators; and Henry, 12, 66; Griffith? i. 342. 
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r. Unto the dear, wonder-working, young, oblation-increasing_ one 
have we gone, bearing homage ; long life-time let him make for me; 

The verse is in RV. addressed to Soma. The comm. understands it here of Agni. 
He explains pampnatam as rabdayamana1ii stflyamanmfl vii. 

33 (34)• For blessings: to various gods. 

[Brahman.- mantroktadevatyam. pathyiipaiikti.] 

Found, without variant, in Paipp. vi.; also in a number of other texts: see below. 
The verse has various uses in Kauc;.: next after hymn I 5, in a rite for prosperity (24. 8), 
with offering a dish of mixed grain; in the ceremony of reception of a Vedic student, 
twice (57. 22, 25), in the Lagnikii1ya J, with sprinkling thrice repeated; and (note to 
53. 4) the schol. add it in other rites, the godana etc. In Va.it. (29. 21), the brahman
priest makes the sacrificer repeat it on being anointed, in the alJnicayana ceremony. 

Translated: Henry, r 3, 66 ; Griffith, i. 342. 

I. Let the Maruts pour me together, together Pushan, together Bri
haspati, together let Agni here pour me with both progeny and wealth; 
long life-time let him make for me. 

'Pour together' (sam-sic), i.e. mingle, combine, unite; the expression probably 
chosen as accompanying an action of mixing things together by pouri11g. In their cor
responding verses, TA. (ii. 184), JB. (i. 362), Ap<;S. (xiv. r8. 1), and PGS. (iii. 12. 10) 
have indras instead of pil-ft7 in b; Ap<;S. has vas instead of mii in a and c; in d, 
TA.JB.Ap(;'.S. have ?iyu~,a for prajaya, and TA.JB. balena for dhdnenaj· e is wanting 
in PGS.; Ap<;S. has sarvam and dadhatie, TA. ffpttmianta1Ji karota ma. The variants 
of K. (xxxv. 2) are not accessible. 

34 (35). To Agni : against enemies. 

[ Atharvan. -jatavedasam. jag-atam.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. (but only the first half-verse). Used by Kaui;. (36. 33), .in 
a rite concerning women, to prevent generation of a male child; also (48. 37), with 
hymn 3 I_ etc., against enemies : see .under 3 I. Va.it. ( 29. 6) applies the verse, with the 
next, 35. I, in the agnlcayana, while the bricks called asapatna are laid 011 the fifth 
course of the fire-altar. 

Translated: Henry, I3, 66; Griffith, i. 343. 

I. 0 Agni, thrust forth my rivals that are born ; thrust back, 0 
Jatavedas, those unborn; put underfoot those that want to fight [me]; 
11:ay we be guiltless for thee unto Aditi. 

The first half-verse (with a totally different second half) occurs also in VS. (xv. I), 
TS. (iv. 3. 12x), TA. (ii. 5. 2), and MS. (ii. 8. 7). LC£. Katha-lzss., p. 73.J They all 
read nas instead of me in a; and VS. has ftttda (not riuda) before it, and nttda jcUa-
1_1edafl, at end of b. The comm. (backed up by two or.three .of SPP's authorities)under
stands te instead of te in d, and SPP. (unwisely) adopts that reading in his text. The 
meter is too irregular to be properly called simple jagati. L The excision from d of 
'vaydm and . the worse than • superfluous . te would make all regular, r r +II : 12 +II .J 
L Ppp. in a exchanges the place of jatan and sajatnan and omits me.,· has ~(!tihl for 
mulasva in b; and omits c, d.J · 
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35 (36). Against a rival (woman). 

[ A tharvan. - trcam. jiltavedasam. iintt,J/ztbhanz : I, 3. tri.y/ttbh.] 

The first two verses are found also in Paipp. xx., but not together. Kaut;. employs 
the hymn in the same rule (36, 33) as hymn 34, to prevent an enemy's wife from bear
ing children; only vss. 2 and 3 are suited to such use. For the use of vs. I by Va.it. 
( 29. 6), see under the preceding hymn. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 477 (vss. 2, 3); Henry, 13, 67; Griffith, i. 343, and 475; 
Bloomfield, 98, 545• 

I. Overpower away with power [ our] other rivals; thrust back, 0 
Jatavedas, those unborn; fill this royalty unto good fortune;· let all the 
gods revel after him. 

Of this verse also the first half, with a wholly different second half, is found in VS. 
(xv. 2), TS. (iv. 3. rzr), and MS. (ii. 8. 7); all read, for a, sdhasa jatifn pnf, ?tttda nafi 
sapatnan. Our second half, esRecially the last pada, is rather wanting ip connection 
with what precedes; Ppp. improves d by reading antt tva devfis sarvefu.yantam. The 
comm. explains rii.yfram by asmadiyavi janajJadam, and enam by fatruhananakar
ma?iafi ,Prayoktiiram. 

2. These hundred veins that are thine, and the thousand tubes - of 
them all of thine I have covered the opening with a stone. 

Ppp. reads siikam for ahmn in c. The comm. regards the verse as addressed to a 
vidve.yittf strf. To him the kiriis are the minute, and the dhamanis the large vessels. 

3, The upper part of thy womb I make the lower; let there not be 
progeny to thee, nor birth; I make thee barren (astl, ), without progeny ; 
I make a stone thy cover. 

The mss. are divided b_etween sdtuft and stimtfz at end of b ( our Bp.D. read s17.nuft ), 
and SPP. adopts silmtft (following half his authorities and the comm.), but wrongly, as 
the accent plainly shows.* The comm. reads afvam at beginning of c, and supports it 
by a ridiculous explanation: it stands for m;vatarim 'a she-mule,' and she-mules are 
not fruitful! L In the Berlin ed., the r of kniomi in c is wanting.J * L Cf. the note to 
i. u. t.J !I 

The discordance between vs. I and vss. 2 and 3 is so complete that it is difficult to 
believe them all to form one hymn together; and vs. I evidently belongs with hymn 34; 
vss. 2 and 3, moreover, are probably combined on account of their resemblance in the 
closing padas. But there is no disagreement among the authorities with regard to the 
division. 

36 (37)• Husband and wife to ,one another. 
[ A tharoan. · - vzantroktiik,Jidevatyam. amt.y{ztbham.] 

Of this verse are found in Paipp. only the first words, a lacuna following. Kaui;. 
(79• 2) prescribes its use in the marriage ceremonies of .the fourth day, as the two 
spouses anoint one another's eyes. 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stud. v.248; Grill, 55, 179; Henry, r3, 67; Griffith, 
i. 343; Bloomfield, 96, 546. --Cf. also Bergaigne, JA. 8. iii. 200, note (r884). 
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1. The eyes of us two [be] of honey-aspect; our face [be] ointment; 
put (kr) thou me within thy heart; may our mind verily be together. 

The comm. begins with ak/titt, and Ppp. also reads the same. The pada-text divides 
salut 'sati into sahd: dsati, which is plainly wrong (should be asati). 

37 (38). The wife to the husband. 

[ Atharvan. - lingohtadevatyam. anurfubltam.] 

\Vanting in Paipp., but perhaps by reason of the lacuna noted under the preceding 
verse. Employed by Kiiug. (79• 7) in the same ceremony as the preceding hymn, with 
the direction ity abhichadayati, which may well enough mean, as plainly required by the 
sense of the verse, 'she envelops hhn,' but is explained by the schol. as 'one envelops 
the two spouses.' 

Translated: VVeber, Ind. Stud. v. 248; Grill, 55, 179; Henry, 14, 67; Griffith, 
i. 343; Bloomfield, 96, 546. 

I. I bridle (abhi-dha) thee with my Manu-born garment, that thou 
mayest be wholly mine, mayest not m~ke mention of other women. 

The comm. explains mantt- alternatively by mantreria, and takes kirtayas as= u.cca
:res _; and he supplies namadheyam as the latter's direct object, governing anyasiim. 
'-' Manu-born " is a strange epithet for a garment; perhaps the woman's embrace is 
intended, or her hair-if this be not too poetic. The second half-verse is nearly iden
tical with 38. 4 c, d. 

38 (39)· To win and :fix a man's love: with a plant. 

[ Atharvan. - pan car cam. viinaspatyani. anurfubham: .J· 4-p. u~r{zih.] 

The first two verses of this hymn are found in Paipp. xx,, but in a fragmentary and 
corrupt condition; the remaining three, in iii. Used, accordi~g to Kauc;. (36. I z), with 
vi. I 29, I 39, in a rite concerning women; tb e plant is fastened to the head ( of the 
woman L so the comm. j), and .she enters the village. (Kec;ava explains differently.) 
L He regards a man as object of the rite (tasya (irasi baddhva), as indeed the text of 
vs. 2 d requires. J 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stud. v. 249; Ludwig, p. 5r 5; Grill, 59, I 79; Henry, 141 

68; Griffith, i. 344; Bloomfield, 103, 546. 

I. I dig this remedy, me-regarding, greatly wailing, the returner of 
:one going away, greeter of one coming. 

Only the first half-:verse is found in Ppp. The comm., after Kauc;., understands the 
remedy to be that named siittvarcala,* "Sochal salt." Mtimpar;yam he explains as either 
mam eva, 1u'irim par;yat or 1nam e·va asadliiiraizyena patye pradarr;ayat _; there can 
properly be no causative force in ~par;ya. L \Veber suggests that mampar;yam may be a 
misprint for sa-; but the mss. of SPP. and W. all appear to have ma~, except W's Bp., 
whkh has sa-.J The other difficult epithet, abhironulani, he makes no difficulty of 
explaining as if it contained the root ritdh instead· of ntti: patyuft anyanii.rlsa1iisargam 
abftito nirttndhat I That might be convenient, if admissible; the abhz' with roritda is 
obscure: perhaps 'wailing at or after [me].' 
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* L But Kam;., Darila and Kec;ava, and the comm. seem to intend by sawvarcala a root 
or flower and not a salt decoction (cf. OB. vii. r 95) therefrom. See Bloomfield's note, 
p. 539. He observes that the Sutra does not here inspire us ·with confidence in its 
exactness. - See further my addition to note on vs. 5. J 

2. Wherewith the AsurI put down Indra from among the gods, there
with put I th~e down, that I may be very dear Lfem. !J to thee. 

The comm. explains asttri alternatively as asurasya mayli, and renders nz' cakre by 
yuddhe svadhinavi krtavati. L Weber, Henry, and Bloomfield understand this vs. as 
relating to Indra's seduction by an asuri: cf. Oertel, JA.OS. xix 2 • 120.J LPpp. corrupt, 

.. as noted above. J 

3. Correspondent (prattci) to Soma art thou, correspondent also to the 
sun, correspondent to all the gods; as such we address Lacha-a-·vadj thee. 

'Correspondent,' perhaps 'a match for, as effective as'; Henry translates: '' looking 
in the face." The comm. declares the plant faiikhapu.ypi to be addressed in the verse, 
and paraphrases pratici by vafikara?tiirtham pratyag-ancanli. Ppp. inserts o~·adJie at 
end of a, and reads anu for ztfa in b. The verse admits of being read, artificially, as 
7x4= 28. 

4. I am speaking; not thou; in the assembly verily do thou speak; 
mayest thou be mine wholly; mayest thou not make mention of other 
women. 

Ppp. has, in a, 'l!adi'ini mahatt1..1avt, and vadani would be a preferable reading, but 
it is given by only one of our mss. (D.) and three of SPP's, and is not admitted- in 
either printed text. All the mss. (except our I.) accent vada at end of b, which accent 
SPP. accordingly properly enough accepts; the accent is no more anomalous than that 
of kirtdyas in d: which, however, .we might regard as imitated after 37. I d above, 
where the same half~verse is found nearly unchanged. 

5. If thou art either beyond people, or if beyond streams, may this 
herb, having as it were bound [thee], conduct thee in hither to me. 

Vlith tirojantim compare the oftener used atfjanavi * ./ the virtual meaning is ' in unin.., 
habited regions.' Ppp. makes better meter in c by reading iyani tvii mahyatn oradhift. 
The comm. curiou.sly reads tirocanam, "with concealed going" Ltiras and acanam J. 
Tue meter of the second half-verse is too irregular to be passed unn.oticed. * L See OB. 
vii. 38 5 and BR. i. 94. J 

LHenry, in his note, conjectures that a plant was fastened to the man before his 
departure in order to ensure his return to the woman. Later, 1897, JA. 9. ix. 328, he 
cites a syrnbolic practice, reported by Prince Henri d'Orleans from the Upper Irawadi: 
a young woman fastens a hempen cord on the arm of her husband, who is about to be 
separated from her for a time, and he does the like. This seems to him (and to me) to 
confirm his view.-OB., under swvarcalii, reports that some assign to the .word the 
meaning "hemp." Cf. my addition to note to vs. 1.J 

With this hymn ends the third anuvaka, containing r6 hymns and 3 r verses; the 
Anukr. quotations are, for the hymns, trtlyiintyeitt L cf. amtvaka-note following h. I I 8 J 
fO(lafa, and for the verses a,f{au, tisraf ea 'vabodhyas trtzye. 
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39 ( 40). In praise of Sarasvant (?). 

[Praska~zva. - mantroktadevatyam. triii~'fubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Kau~. (24. 9) employs it in a rite for prosperity, with offer
ing to Indra of the omen tum of a best bull ; the verse is reckoned ( note to I 9. I) to the 
jnt.y/ika mantras. 

Translated: Henry, 14, 69; Griffith, i. 344. 

r. [Him], the heavenly eagle, milky, great, embryo of the waters, bull 
of the herbs, gratifying with rain from close by (?),in our cow-stall stand-, 
ing in wealth may [one] establish. 

The first three padas are, with variants, RV. i. 164. 52 a, b, c (also TS. iii. I. r I3). 
Our very senseless payasdm in a is RV. vliyasam (TS. vay-); our 1.1r1abhdnz (so TS.) 
in bis RV. darratdm/ and RV. (not TS.) has ·vrf/ibhis in c. Then, for d, RV. has 
sdrasvantanz dvase johavimi (TS. nearly the same), which makes the whole verse one 
consistent construction; our d :fits very badly. ·Ppp. reads samztdram for suj;arizam in 
a, and has, for c, d, abltiptmh rayya tapanti saras1Janta1h rahi;/hya (i.e. rayiffham) 
siidaye 'ha. The comm. understands Sarasvant to be intended throughout the verse, 
and supplies lndras as subject for the concluding verb ; abhijJatas he explains variously: 
sarvata(z smngatii. aj,o •smin or abhij,atanat;iliin vr1!ikihnan sarvajratdna!z, Henry 
renders" those who invoke him." · 

40 (41). Prayer and praise to Sarasvant. 

[Praskativa. -dvyrcam. siirasvatam. triiif/ttbhmn: I. bhurfi.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Kau~. makes no use of the hymn; but it is quoted by 
Va.it. (8. 2), with hymn 681 as accompanying offerings to Sarasvati and Sarasvant at the 
full.moon sacrifice. 

Translated: Henry, 14, 70; Griffith, i. 345. 

r. [He] whose [established] course all the cattle go, in whose course 
stand the waters, in whose course the lord of prosperity is entered..-:. him, 
Sarasvant, we call to aid. 

The verse is found in several other texts: TS. (iii. I. II3), MS. (iv. 10. 1), A~:s. 
(iii. 8. 1), c;c;s. (vi. I I. 8); and it is a supplement (Aufrecht, 2 p. 678) to RV. vii. 96. 
All these agree in reading vratdm in b, ju1fipatis (the connn; also has this) in c, and 
h11.vevia at the end. Ppp. has vrate in a and vrata,n in b, andjtthuvema at the end. 

2. We, putting on abundance of wealth [and] ambition(?), would Lherej 
caJl hither to [us] Sarasvant, a bestower coming to meet his bestower 
(dtif'Vct,is), lord of prosperity, standing in wealth, seat of wealths. 

The translation implies substitution of the Ppp. reading, ,;ravasyam, for -sy{mz in c; 
the construction is hard enough, even with that change. Ppp. also has rayltzam for 
:rayi~·tham in b, and vasanam (which seems better) at end of c. SPP. reads in a the 
impossible form dli,;vtbisam (the comm. has -viilts-), alleging for it the support of most of 
his authorities ;if any of ours have it, the fact was overlooked. LBp. 1 has da,;va1isam .,· 
Bp. 2 dii,;vtl!issam. / J 
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41 (42). To the heavenly falcon (the sun). 

[Praska!zva. -dvyrcavi. ryenadt'iivatam. I.jagati; 2. tri{fttbh.] 

-vii. 42 

Found also in Paipp. xx. (in inverted verse-order). Used by Kau(i. (43. 3) in the 
house-building ceremony (to purify the site, Kee;:., comm.): compare Bloomfield in 
J AOS. xvi. I 2; further added by the schol. (note to 8. 23) to the vastu gct(za ./ moreover, 
the verses are called (40. 9) samprok.ya{tyau, and are variously made to accompany 
rites involving sprinkling (Bloomfield, ib. p. I 3 ). Verse 2 appears in Va.it. ( 22. 23) in 
the agni~'/oma, with vi. I 22 and I 23. 

Trai:islated: Henry, I 5, 7 I ; Griffith, i. 345. - Cf. Hillebrandt, Ved. 1.i:fythol. i. 285. 

I. Across wastes, across waters penetrated the men~beholding falcon, 
seeing a resting-place; passing all the lower spaces, may he come hither, 
propitious, with Indra as companion. 

Ppp. combines (as often) -kfa '1,asana- in b, and fiva ''jagama in d. Avasiina-, 
either 'his goal' (so Henry) or' the settlements of men.' The meter is pure tri'.y/ubli. 

2. The men-beholding falcon, heavenly eagle, thousand-footed, hun
dre<l-wombed, vigor-giving - may he confirm to us the good that was 
borne away; let ours be what is rich in svadhd among the Fathers. 

That is, probably, 'a pleasant life.' Ppp. makes nrcakfli.S and sttjartias exchange 
places in a, and reads vayo dhiit at end of b. Pada c is jagatf. 

42 ( 43). To Soma and Rudra. 

[Praskativa. -dvyrcam. mantroktadevatyam. tnli.[{ubham.] 

Found also in Paipp. i. Used in Kau<;. (32.3) with hymn 29 etc.: see that hymn. 
Translated: Henry, 15, 7r ; Griffith, i. 346. 

r. 0 Soma-and-Rudra, eject asunder the disease that has entered our 
household; drive far to a distance perdition; any committed sin put away 
from us. 

The first three padas occur in RV. vi. 74. 2 (a, b, c) and MS. iv. I I. 2, and the last 
two (repeating c) in RV. i. .24. 9 and MS~ i. 3. 39 ; TS. i. 8. 22s has the. whole· verse. 
At beginning of c, all (RV.MS. in the former occurrence) have are blidhetham, omitting 
d2irdm (in the latter occu.rrence, RV. btf.dltasva dztd, MS. lirtf badhasva/ both 
nzumugdht' in d). Ppp. reads, in c, dve10 nz'rrtMi ea, and i.n d asmat. 'the comm. 
explains gayam as J:rhmh ,;arfra1n va. L We had c, d also above at vi. 97 •, 2 ; see also 
TS. i. 4. 45 1 , which has dvtf,10 like Ppp.J 

2. 0 Soma-and~Rudra, do ye put all these remedies in our bodies ; 
untie, loosen from us what committed sin may be bound in our bodies. 

Found also in RV. (vi. 74i 3), TS.MS. (as above) LTS. ytfoam, by misprintJ; all 
read asvze for the ungrammatical asmat in a, and the translation follows them ; an~ 

. they have as# for asat in c. 
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43 (44)• Of speech (?). 
[Praska?tva. -viigdevatyam. triii{/ttbham.] 

Not found in Paipp., nor elsewhere. Used in Kauc;. (46. r), with v. r. 7, in a rite 
against false accusation ; the details cast no light on the meaning of the verse. 

Translated: Henry, I 5, 72 ; Griffith, i. 346. 

r. Propitious to thee [are] some; unpropitious to thee [are] some; all 
thou bearest, with well-willing mind. Three voices (vtic) [are] deposited. 
within him (it?); of these, one flew away after sound (glz61a). 

A mystical saying, of very doubtful interpretation ; the comm. gives a long and 
worthless exposition. The 'some ' and ' all ' in a, b are feminine, like vac _; the ' thou' 
is masculine; the comm. (after Kauc;.) understands it of a' man causelessly reproached.' 
Henry imagines the thunder to be intended, asmin signifying Parjanya, and renders d 
"one of them has gone to pieces with no other result than sound: i.e., without rain." 

44 (45). Extolling Indra and Vishl}.U. 

[Praska!zva.-mantroktadevatyam. bhurik t?-i:rfubh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Further, in RV. (vi. 69. 8), TS. (iii. 2. I I2 et al.), MS .. 
(ii.4.4), and PB. (xx. 15. 7); AB. (vi. IS) gives a sort of comment on the verse, and a 
story fabricated to explain its meaning. Used in Kauc;. (42. 6) in a rite for establishing 
harmony (on the arrival of a distinguished visitor, Ke~.)- In Va.it. (25. 2), joined with 
hymns 58 and 51 in recitation in the atyagni~rtoma ceremony. 

Translated: Henry, 16, 72; Griffith, i. 347. - Discussed, as RV. verse, by Muir, 
iv2 • 84. - It seems that W. intended to rewrite thfa. · 

I. Ye have both· conquered; ye are not conquered; neither one of 
them hath been conquered ; 0 Vishvu, Indra also, what ye fought, a thou
sand -that did ye triply disperse. 

The other texts have hut a single* variant, enos for enayos at end of b; but Ppp. has 
instead of .this eva 11am .,· and further, in d, sahasrani ,yad adhzraetham. Some of the 
pada~mss. (including our D.) divide apa~sprdhetltltm in c. Henry renders d "ye made 
then three thousand (treasures?) to appear." The comm. rendersyat in c by yad vas!tt 
prati, and makes tredhli refer to the three things (loka, veda, rz.1ac) stated to be con
quered in the AB. legend. TS . .vii. r. 67 views the act as a division of a thousand by 
three. * L The accent vi;!io, we must suppose, is a misprint ( delete the sign under ea) : 
for the other texts have vi,nzo, accentless, as does the Inde):.' Verborum,; and so has. 
S PP. Of his fourteen authorities, seven indeed give vfuio, and so does our I.- doubt-· 
less wrongly: cf. Haskell, JAOS. xi. 66.J 

45 (46, 47)• To cure jealousy. 

[I. Praskativa. -bhilitajyam. iintt{fubham. -2. Atharvan. -tnantroktadevatyam;. ir:r,yilpana~ 
yanam. ilttuf{ubham.] 

These two verses, notwithstanding their close accordance in meter and subject, are 
treated by the Anukr. and by part of the mss., hence also by the comm.* and in SPP's 
text, as two separate hymns; and the double reckoning from this point on involves a. 
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plus of two. Both are found together in Paipp. xx.; and the quoted Anukr. (see after 
hymn 5 I) counts thirteen and not fourteen hymns in the anuval.a. The first verse 
(hymn 46) is used by Kauc;. (36. 25), in a women's rite, with vi. 18 and vii. 74. 3, for 
removal of jealousy; the second (hymn 47), later in the same rite (36. 27), with parat;u
phii(t{a: that is, apparently, giving to drink water into which a heated ax has been 
dipped (taptaparat;unii kvathitam udakam, comm.). *l Cf. p. 389.J 

Translated: Weber, Ind. St-ud. v. 250; Ludwig, p. 514; Grill, 29, 180; Henry, 16; 
72; Griffith, i. 347; Bloomfield, 107, 547. 

I. From a people belonging to all peoples, away from the river (sfndltu) 
brought hither, from afar I think thee brought up, a remedy, namely, of 
jealousy. 

Very probably (b) rather 'from the Indus' (sfndhu). Ppp. reads -janzna1Jt vit;,rm 
arztk.yatin(im ( == ttruk:rit- ?) ; its second half-verse is corrupt. The comm. explains janat 
by janapadat and its epithet by vz"f'vajanahitat. 

z (47. r). Of him as of a burning fire, of a conflagration burning 
separately, this jealousy of this man do thou appease, as fire with water. 

Asya in a is here regarded as anticipatory of the .etas_ya of c; it cannot be taken as 
adjective unless by emendation we give it an accent. Again (cf. 18. I above) all the 
mss. read, in d, imncf, 1mtc1., 11-tnd, or 1tttit instead of the correct udni, which the comm. 
has, and which is given, by emendation, in both printed texts. Ppp. has a very different 
text: tat sa,itve,gasya bhe;aja,iz tad asunama,iz g-/bhahitam: and then, as second half
verse, our a, b, with yatlta instead of prthak _; in an added verse occurs the phrase 
ttdhna 'gni'm iva 1,1araye. L" Do I appease," favzaye, would be more natural; cf. 
Ppp's 1/lirayc. J 

46 (48). To Sinivali (goddess of the new moon). 

[ A tharvan. - trca-m. mantroktadtvatyam. iinttf/ttbham : .3. tri f/ubh.] 

Found also in .Paipp. xx. (in the verse-order 2, 1, 3). Used by Kauc;. (32. 3), with 
hymn 29 etc., and again (59. r9) with hymn 17 etc.: see under hymns 29 and r7. In 
Vait. (r. r4), in .the parvan sacrifice, it conciliates Sinivali. 

Translated: Henry, 16, 73; Griffith, i. 347. 

I. 0 SinivalI, of the broad .braids, that art sister of the gods! enjoy 
thou the offered oblation; appoint us progeny, 0 goddess. 

Some of the mss. (incl1.1ding our Bp.P.) wron.gly leave.dsi unaccented in b. Most of 
our mss. read didiflhflhi in d, but SPP. reports nothing ofthe kind from. his authorities; 
Ppp. gives didi{i!ii. The verse is RV. ii. 32, 6 (also VS. xxxiv; ro; TS. iii. I. Its; MS. 
iv. 12. 6), without variant.* The second half is nearly the same with 20. 2 c, d; 68. I c, d. 
The comm. gives several discordant interpretations of fJrthu;/uke, and is uncertain 
whether to take didi't_t(lhi from dif LGram. § zr8J or from dih. *LAnd b is nearly 
v. 5. r d and vL 100. 3 b.J 

2. She. that is of good arms, of good fingers, bearing well, giving birth 
to many - to that SinlvalI, mistress of the people, offer ye oblation~ 

The verse is RV. ii. 32. 7, without variant (also TS.MS., as above, both with sitfatiis 
for subahi'is-). Ppp •. read.s in a, b sumafi.gaHs s1quma. 
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3. Who, mistress of the people, art a match for (? prattcz) Indra, the 
thousand-braided goddess coming on, to thee, 0 spouse of Vish:t).U, are 
the oblations given; stir up thy husband, 0 goddess, unto bestowal. 

Ppp. reads vi;vatas (for virpatnl) in a, sahasrastuta in b, and radhasli in d. Henry 
acutely points out that this verse probably belongs to Anumati, who is else left unad
dressed in this group of hymns to the lunar deities, and that its description applies best 
to her. 

47 (49)• To KuM (goddess of the new moon). 
[Atharvan.-dv..11rcam. mantroktadevatyam. J.jagati; 2. tri,I{uM.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Further, in TS. iii. 3. II s, MS. iv. 12. 6, K. xiii. 16, A<;S. 
i. 10. 8, c;c;s. ix. 28. 3. This hymn, with the preceding (or also 48 and 49 ?) and hymn 6, 
makes up (Kau~. 59. 18, note), according to the schol., a fatnzvantagaiza (not 
acknowledged nor used in the Kau~. text). In Va.it. (i. I 6), it and hymn 48, paired 
respectively with 79 and So, are used on the days of new and full moon at the farvan 
sacrifices. 

Translated: Henry, 17, 74; Griffith, i. 348. 

I. The goddess Kubu, well-doing, working with knowledge, in this 
sacrifice I call upon with good call; may she confirm to us wealth having 
all .choice things; let her give a hero of hundred~fold value, worthy of praise. 

All the other texts read ahdm for•devfm ina,and forsukftam A~s.c;c;s. givesuvr
tam and TS. suMdgam (Ppp. has amrtam) ; all, in b, have suhaviim, which is better 
(so also the comm.). Their second half-verse is different from ours: s;f no dadiiltt p'ci'va
ttam pitf?ti1ii tasyai* te devi havf~'ia vidlzema_; and Ppp. gives the same, but with ii 

(for sa), fravatza1it, and ta (forte). Our Bp. divides ·vidmaniiodj>asam_; two of SPP's 
mss. give -n'ff.oap-. For fatadaya, see Roth in ZDMG. xli. 672; the comm. says balzu
dlianam bahuprada,iz va. The meter is not fulljagatf. *LTS.,Pitnzti1it tdsyas.J 

2. May Kuhu, spouse of the gods, [mistress] of the immortal, invo
cable, enjoy this our libation; let her listen eager to our sacrifice today; 
let her, knowing (cikitzt.yz), assign abundance of wealth. 

Asya, in b, ought of course to be asya (so TS.MS.), but this, so far as noted, is read 
by only a single ms. (our D.), and both printed texts give asya. At end of a, c;c;s. 
has patnir (h-); at end of b, TS. has dket?-t, MS.Ac;s. ftttotu, and <;<:;S. knzoht. 
Instead of our c, all give sd1fz (MS. sa / misprint?) diift't-fe kirdht bhliri 11amdm.,· and 
Ppp. has the same, save kirate, and jntfla (for vama11z). At the end, <;<:;S. has 
dadiUtt / just before, TS.Ms.<;c;s. read cikitz'qe and A<;S. yajamane. The comm. 
gives several diverse explanations of amrtasya patni. 

48 (so). To Raka (goddess of the . full moon). 

[Atharvan. - dvyrcam. mantroktadevatymn. · · jlf..tatam.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Further, as RV. ii. 32. 4, 5 and in TS. (iii. 3. r 1 s), MS. 
(iv. 12. 6), and MB. (i. 5, 3, 4). As to use in Kam;. and Va.it., see under hymn 47. 
The.second half of verse z is further found in the adbhuta chapter of Kauc;. (106; 7) as 
part 0£ a series of verses there given in full. 

Translated: Henry, r7, 74; Griffith, i. 348. 
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I. Raka I call with good call, with good praise; let the fortunate one 
hear us; let her willingly note; let her sew the work with a needle that 
does not come apart; let her give a hero of hundred-fold value, worthy 
of praise. 

The other texts agree throughout/* and differ from ours only by reading in a stthd·viim, 
which Ppp. also has, and the comm. The latter explains Raka as sarnpitritacandrii 
paztr!zamiisz. L Our d repeats 47. r d.J *'LBut MB. has fatadiiyu-vutkltyam.J 

2. The well-adorned favors that are thine, 0 Raka, wherewith thou 
givest good things to thy worshiper, - with them do thou come to us 
today favoring, granting, 0 fortunate one, thousand-fold prosperity. 

The other texts agree throughout and differ from ours only by reading in d saliasra
po1am, which is given also by the comm., and by three of SPP's (ten) authorities. The 
meter is mixed trz)'jublt and jag-all. 

49 (SI). To the spouses of the gods. 

[ Atharvan. - dvyrcam. mantroktadevapatnidevatiikam. .r. ilr,[i .Jagati; 2. 4-p. paiikti.] 

Not found in Paipp. The verses are RV. v. 46. 7, 8, also in TB. iii. 5. 12t and MS. 
iv. 13. 10. Not used in IGiu~. (unless included in ,Patnfvanta gatta: see under hymn 
47). Vait. has it (4. 8: not ix. 7. 6, comm.) in the :Parvan sacrifice, with one of the 
patnfsaviyaja offerings. 

Translated: Henry, I 7, 7 5; Griffith, i. 349. 

I. Let the spouses of the gods, eager, help us; let them help us for
ward unto offspring (? tuJi), unto winning of booty (vdja); they that are 
of earth, they that are in the sphere (vratd) of the waters- let those 
well-invoked goddesses bestow on us protection. 

Tbe translation implies the accent devfs in d. The other texts read accordantly 
devf(i suha•va!t andyaclzata/ ours substi.tutes yachantu and adapts s1tl1avas to it, but 
absurdly leaves devzs vocative. The comm. reads yacchatu at the end ; he explains 
titjdye by tokaya patyiiya. 

2. And let the women (gna) partake (vi), whose husbands are gods -
In<lrai:iI, Agnayi, A<;vinI the queen; let Rodasi, let Varm:iani listen; let 
the goddesses partake, [at] the season that is the wives'. 

The other texts offer no variants, save that the RV. pada~text unaccountably reads in 
c rodasfc itl, as if the word were the common dual1 instead. of a proper name. The 
verse can be read as of 40 syllables. 

50 (52). For success with dice. 

[Angiras (kitavabadhanakamas*). -navarcam. ilindram. anu-1/ubham: 3, 7. triffubh; 
4.jagat'i/ 6.bhurik tr1)/2tbh.] 

Most of the verses (viz. excepting 4 and 6) are found in Pai pp., but not together: 
5, r, 2 in xx. ; 3 also in xx., but in another part ; 7 in xvii. ; 8, 9 in t · The l1ymn is 
plainly made up of heterogeneous parts, pieced together with a little adaptation. Used 
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in Kam;. (41. r 3) with iv. 38 ancl vii. ro9, in a rite for good luck in gambling; the dice, 
steeped ('z1asita) in a liquid L dadhi-madhu J, are cast on a place that has been smoothened 
for the purpose. ;*LThe mss. seem to have kitai1a-tf,va11idhana-kamas. Bloomfield 
suggests -bandha11a-; Dr. Ryder, -di,avidva-dhana-; but, considering the relation of 
badh with badh, \V's -badhana- seems best in accord with badhyasam of I d. J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 455; Zimmer, p. 285 (5 verses); Grill, 7I, 180; Henry, 18, 
7 5 ; Griffith, i. 349; Bloomfield, I 50, 548. - Muir, v. 429, may be consulted. - \Vhitney 
seems to have intended to rewrite the matter concerning this hymn. 

I. As the thunderbolt always strikes the tree irresistibly, so may I 
today smite Lbadh, vadh J the gamblers irresistibly with the dice. 

Ppp. reads, in b, vi~i,alta1it, and, for c, eva 'ham amztni kz'ta'vam. The comm. 
has vadhyasam in d. Compare vii. 109. 4, below. The Anukr. overlooks the deficiency 
in a. 

2. Of the quick, of the slow, of the people that cannot avoid it (?),let 
the fortune come together from all sides, my winnings in hand. 

That is, apparently, so as to be won by me. The meaning of dvaty'tt(f-1:zam in b is 
extremely problematical; the translators: "wehrlos" etc. Comparison with Vi(tfth. 

vava17·1,{i?tlim, RV. i. 134. 6, and the irregularity of the unreduplicated form, make the 
reading very suspicious ; Ppp. gives instead devayatfm,; the comm. explains it L alterna
tively J as dyiUakri'yam. apari(yajantznam, sticking to the game in spite of ill luck. For 
d, Ppp. has antarhastyavi krta1iz manafi. 

3. I praise Agni, who owns good things, with acts of homage; here, 
attached, may he divide (v£-ci) our winnings; I am borne forward as it 
were by booty-winning chariots; forward to the right may I further the 
praise of the Maruts. 

The verse is RV. v. 60. r, found also in TB. (ii. 7. I24) and MS. (iv. r4. n). All 
these texts give sv-dvasani in a., of which our reading seems an awkward corruption ; in 
b they have prasattd.s (but TB. prasaptds) ; in c they accent vajayddbhis _; in d they 
(also Ppp.) readpradakfitzltJ· at the. end MS. has a(yiim. Son-ie of our rnss. (Bp.R.T.) 
give rnd!tyam. The comm. explains vt cayat ~s simply= 'karotu L karotu itself may 
be used technically; cf. Ved .. Stud. i. n9J. Krtam he understands throughout as the 
winning die (krtarabdavacymiz labhahetumayam). The verse is brought in here only 
on account of the comparison in .b. 

4. May we, with thee as ally, conquer the troop (? vft) ; do thou help 
upward our side in every conflict; for us, 0 Indra, make thou wide 
space, easy-going; do thou break up the virilities of our foes, 0 
bounteous one. 

The verse is RV. i. r 02. 4, where vdrivas is read in c instead of vdrzyas. The comm. 
explains vrt as antagonist at play, a1i;a as victory (jayalak.ya'!ta), and bhara as the 
contest with dice. · 

5. I have won of thee what is scored together(?); I have won also the 
check {?); as a wolf might shake a sheep, so I shake thy winnings. 
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Sa1iilikhitam and sathrudli are technical terms, obscure to us. The comm. ingeniously · 
states that players sometimes stop or check (sa'lilrudh) an antagonist by marks (aiika) 
which they make with slivers of dice and the like, and that such marks and the one 
who checks by means of them are intended-a pretty evident fabrication. Ppp. reads 
smftvrtam instead of sa1iirttdlzam ./ the comm. explains the latter word simply by 
stuitroddhfiram. 

6. Also, a superior player, he wins the advance (?) ; he divides in time 
the winnings like a gambler; he who, a god-lover, obstructs not riches -
him verily he unites with wealth at pleasure ( ?). 

The verse is full of technical gambling expressions, not understood by us. It is RV. 
x. 42. 9, with variants: RV. reads atz'cfi,vya ja;1iiti in a; in b, yat for iva, and hence 
vicinoti.,· in c, dhtfna ru?taddlti_; in d, rayzi (which the translation given above follows: 
the comm. reads it) and s1.1adliif.11iin. The comm. also has jayati, as demanded by the 
meter, in a. He explains pralzam by aklaifi prahantaram pratikltavam, and 1n· cinot/ 
this time by mrgayate. ·with nd dhdnam rtttzdtidkl compare the gambler's vow, na 
dhdna rttttadhmi, in RV. x. 34. I 2; the comm. says dytitalabdha?it dhanmit na vyarthavi 
sthapayati kini tu devatfirtha1ii vin-i,yttfikte. The Anukr. distinctly refuses the contrac
tion to krtam • v,i in b. 

7. By kine may we pass over ilkonditioned misery, or by barley over 
hunger, 0 much-invoked one, all of us; may we first among kings, 
unharmed, win riches by [our] stratagems. 

Or perhaps 'unharmed ~y [others'] stratagems.' The verse has no reason here; it 
is RV. x. 42. ro, with variants: RV. omits the meter-disturbing va in b (the Anukr. 
ignores the irregularity), and reads vfrvam at the end of the pada; also rli:fabkis in c, 
and, in d, asmzfkena ·vrjtin~na. Ppp. has, for c, -vaya1iz rajiinas j;rathamii dhananfim. 
The comm., against the pad~i-text (-maft; RV. pada the same), understands prathama 
as neut. pl., qu~lifying dha1tfi1ti. LCf. Geldner, Vird. Stud. i. 150; Foy, KZ. xxxiv. z5r.J 

8. My winnings in my right hand, victory in my left is placed; kine
winner may I be, horse-winner, riches-winning, gold-winner. 

Ppp. reads, for b, savye me jayii »h:ita[z., and, in d1 krta1itcayas for dliana1iljayas. 

9. 0 ye dice, give [me] fruitful play, like a milking cow; fasten me 
together with a stream(?) of winnings, as a .bow with sinew. 

Ppp. reads divam for dy1wav1, in a., and dharaya in c. Dhiirll, in whatever sense 
taken, makes a very unacceptable comparison ; the comm; paraphrases it with sa1htatyfi 
11,pary11,parilabhahehtkrtayapra11alte?za. LHis interpretatio1:i • seems to • mean 'Unite 
me wjth a succession (sa1iztati or jJravaha) of fours' (krta-aya), or, as we should say, 
'Give me a run (dhara or pravaha) of double sixes,'' Give me a run of luck,'J 

51 (53)· For protection by Brihaspati and Indra. 
[ Aiigiras.-blirh~spatyam. trfii,F[ttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xv. The verse is RV. x. 42. r I (also in TS. iii. 3~ t rr). In 
Kaug. (59. r9) it js used with hymn r7 etc. (see u.nder that hymn}; and it is reckoned 
(note to 25, 36) to the s•vastyayana ga?ta. In Va.it. (25. 2) it goes with hymns 44 and 
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58; see under 44. The comm. quotes it also from c;anti K. (15) in a sacrifice to the 
planets (grahayajiie), and from Nak~. K. Lshould be c;antiJ (IS), in a mahafanH called 
barhaspatya. 

Transhtted: Henry, 19, 78; Griffith, i. 35r. 

I. Let Brihaspati protect us round about from behind, also from above, 
from below, against the malignant one; let Inclra from in front and from 
midway make wide space for us, a companion for companions. 

The directions admit also of being understood as from west, north, south, and east. 
RV. (and TS.) reads vdri'vas in d, and so does Ppp. ('variva.y krtiotu). 

The fourth anttviika ends here ; it has, according to our division, 13 hymns and 30 
verses; the other division counts 14 hymns; the quoted Anukr. is to this effect: d,uau 

pancarcii.zt sa;izniv('i/att catttrthe J. and, for the hymns : ccitu.rthe trayodafa siiktii(t -
thus sanctioning our division. 

52 (54)• For harmony. 

[Atharvan.-dv;rcam. siimmanasyam; ilfvinam. J. kakummaty anu{/ztbh; 2.jagati.] 

Not found jn Paipp. Kau~. reckons it (9. z) to the brhaclzantiga,:ia, and also (12. 5), 
with iii. 30 etc., to the siimmanasyani or harmony-hymns. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 428; Grill, 31, 18I; Hemy, 19, 79; Griffith, i. 35r; Bloom
field, 1j6, 550. 

I. Harmony for us with our own men, harmony with strangers -
harmony, 0 Ac;vins, do ye here confirm in us. 

The verse is found in TB. ii. 4. 46 and MS. ii. 2. 6, and in a khiltt, to RV. x. 191 ; TB. 
reads svafs and arattii-ls in a, b ; MS. and the khila have svebhyas and araiiebhyas, and 
MS. also asmdMyam in d. The verse is also u,udggarblzii. 

2. May we be harmonious with mind, with knowledge (cikit21,); may 
we not fight (?) with the mind of the gods; let not noises arise in case 
of much destruction(?); let not Indra's arrow fall, the day being come. 

Or (as the other translators), 'let not the arrow fly, Indra's day being come'; the 
comm. understands 'Indra's arrow,' i.e. the thunderbolt.* The comm., in c, reads vini
hrztte ( = kau.f-ilye nz'tltz'tte or stainyadikau/ilyanim£tte). Yutsmaki in b is clou btful; 
SPP. readsy1t.ymahi, with the comm. (= viyukta bhiima) and the minority of his mss. 
(also our K.Kp.); the rest have either yutsmahi or yuch-malti (the latter also our 
O.s.m.D.R.s.m., which seems to be only an awkwardness of the scribes for yu.tsmalti); 
on the whole, yutsmah£ is better supported, and either gives an acceptable sense. 
SPP. strangely reads, with the comm. and the majority of his authorities, and with part 
of ours (P.?O.R.), tU sthttr in c, against both general grammar and the Prati~akhya 
(ii. I 8 ; its commentary quotes this passage as an illustration of the rule). With a 
Grill compares RV. x. 30; 6 c, sti,it janate mdnasa sa,ii ci'ki'tre. Pada bis tri.y/ubh, if 
not a also: Lis the second s,£m an intrusion? J. * L Alternatively, and as afaninipa para
klyii vak:.J 
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53 (55). Fo:r some one's health and long life. 

[Brahman. -saftarcam. ilyu,fyam uta barhaspatyam; iirvinam. triii,f/itbham: .J· bhttnj; 
4. tt,f!iiggrirbhii "r {'i paiikti; .5-7. amt,f/ttbh.] 

Verses I-4 and 7 are found also in Paipp.: I in xx.; 2-4 also in xx., but not with r ; 
7 in v. In Kauc;. (besides the separate use of vs. 7, which see), addressed* with i. 9, 30 ; 
iii. 8, etc. by the teacher to the pupil in the, ceremony of initiation (55. 17). And the 
comm. quotes it from Nak~. K. Lshould be <.;antij (IS) with hymn 51 (which see). 
*LAccording to the comm., p. 4ozr 2 , only vss. 1-6.J 

Translated: Muir, v. 443; Grill, 15, 182; Henry, 20, So; Griffith, i. 351; Bloomfield, 
52, 551. 

r. \Vhen thou, 0 Brihaspati, didst release [us] from Yama's other
world existence, from malediction, the A~vins bore back death from us, 
0 Agni, physicians of the gods, mightily. 

'Other-world existence,' lit. 'the being yonder.' The verse is VS. xxvii. 9, and is 
found also in TS. iv. I. 74, TA. x. 48 (Appendix), and MS. ii. 12. 5, the four texts nearly 
agreeing: they read ddlza for ddhi in a (Ppp. appears to do the same); for b, bfhaspate 
abhi~aster amuficaftJ· in c, asmat for asmdt (and MS. iihatam). SPP. reads, for b, 
bf haspater abhf;aster amulica/t .i the mss. are greatly at variance ; half· SPP's authori
ties read bf hasjate., which he ought accordingly to have adopted; since bf haspate.s is 
ungrammatical, being neither one thing nor another; the comm., to be sure, has no 
scruple about taking it as a vocative: he brlzaspate~ I Our Bp. reads bfhaspateft..,· 
P. has -pate <bhi-, which we followed in our text, but wrongly, as it is found in no other 
authority. For dmuiicas SPP. finds no authority; but it is given by our P.R.T., 
and, considering the necessity of the case, and the support of the other texts, that 
is enough. The pacla, then, should be made to agree with that of the parallel texts 
(changing our •bhf- to ,ibhf-). Ppp. has a different text, brhaspatir abhir;astya 'vwfi

cat.,· its c, also, is peculiar: prati mrtyum ahatllm a;vlnii te. L W. usually renders 
abhffasti by 'imprecation.'J 

2. Walk (krmn) ye (two) together; leave not the body; let thy breath 
and expiration be here allies ; live thou increasing a hundred autumns ; 
[be] Agni thy best over-ruling shepherd. 

Ppp. makes the second halves of .this verse and of 4 exchange places, and in place of 
c, d reads stuitrabhya ji'va faradas sU'varca 'gnz'.y etc. The change from zd pers. in a 
to third in b is sudden beyond the usual liberal measure. L In the Berlin ed., an accent
sign is missing under the fa of f atdm. J 

3. Thy life-time that is set over at a distance - [thy] expiration, 
breath, let them come again - Agni hath . taken that from the lap of 
perdition ; that I cause to enter again in thy self. 

With a, b compare the similar half~verse xviii. 2. 26 a, b. The comm. explains dtihl
tam as from either of the roots hi or dhii. Ppp. begins differently: yat ta "yur_; in 
b it reads prii{to yt2va te pareta!i ..,- and it• leaves off te at the end. Prat. ii. 46 notes a 
'httr in et render it rather 'brought hither or back'? J. 

4. Let not breath leave this .man ; let not expiration, leaving him low, 
go away; I commit him to the seven sages (f;i); let them carry him 
happily (svasti) unto old age~ 
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Ppp. fills out the meter of a by reading ma t·va jrii.tt0 hiisid yas te pravi.y/o, and 
begins its b thus: ma t•va pano •i1-; in c and d (its 2 c, d) it has dadkvahe and nayantu. 
JJart of the mss. accent ajano 'va- in b. SPP. reads, with the small majority of his 
mss., sajJtar.yfbhya in c ( against our saptarl·) ; our mss. vary, as usual. \.Vith a, b 
cornpare the nearly equivalent xvi. 4. 3 a, b. The Anukr. apparently scans the first line 
as 7+II, but thejada-mss. mark the division after ajanas (as II +7). Henry fills the 
meter conjecturally by adding nio vyano. 

5. Enter ye in, 0 breath and expiration, as (two) draft-oxen a stall ; 
let this treasure of old age increase here unharmed. 

The first half-verse is also iii. r I. 5 a, b. Inc, perhaps rather' let this man, a treasury 
of old age' (so Henry). 

6. We impel hither thy breath; I impel away thy ydkpna; let Agni 
here, desirable one, assign us life-time from all sides. 

A corresponding verse is found in TS. i. 3. 144 and A<;S. ii. ro. 4, but with great 
difference of text: thus, 1-fytq te 1Jifvdto dadhad ayam a,rntr vdrt?tyafi: jlmas te jrarui 
;i 'yati (Ac_;S. a yattt) para yakpntufz suvlimi te. 

7. Up out of darkness have we, ascending the highest firmament, 
gone to the sun, god among the gods, highest light. 

This verse (with a different second pada, jydti;, pti(yanta itttaram, which Ppp. also 
gives) is RV. i. 50. 10, and found also in a whole series of other texts: VS. xx. 21 et 
al. (with sva/dor jyoti.y in b), TS. iv. I. 74 (with pdfyanto jyotir in b), TB. ii. 4. 49 ·* (as 
TS.), TA. vi. 3. 2 (as TS.), MS. ii. 12. 5 et al. (with_f.yotifz j- in b), L<:;s. ii. 12. Io (with 
jyotift p. it. sva[t j. 11. for b), ChU. iii. 17. 7 (as MS., but /yotlj j-).t It is used by 
Ka.U<;. (24. 32) in the agraltayatii ceremony, with the direction ity utkramati' with this 
he steps upward'; and the schol. adds it (note to 55. IS) in the ceremony of initiation 
of a.Vedic scholar, as one looks at the sun and asks his protection for the boy; and 
further (note to 58. 18), in the nb'ttayana, or infant's first carrying out of doors. In 
Va.it. (24. 4) it accompanies the coming out of the bath in the agni.y/anza. *LAncl 
ii. 6. 64 :, the d of ii. 4. 49 has uttara,n.J tLAlso K. xxxvHi. 5.J 

54 (56, 57. 1). Extolling verse and chant. 
[vs. r. B1·ahman.-rksamadevaty1wz. ilnttf{ttbham. -11s. 2, and 5.5. I. Bhrgu. -

dvyrca1n. aindram. ilnuf{N bham.] 

Notwithstanding the close relationship of the two verses reckoned in our edition as 
constituting this hymn, and their discordance with the following verse ( our 5 5), the 
Anukr. and some of the mss. (and hence the comm, and SPP's text) take our vs. r as a 
whole hymn, and our vs. 2 and hymn 55 as together one hymn; and this is probably to 
be accepted as the true traditional division.* Paipp. has our two verses in xx., but in 
different places. Kauc;. (42. 9-10), in a rite for the gaining of wealth by teachers 
( adhy,ipaka1zli11t arthllrjana'vighnafatnanlittham, comm., P: 402, end), gives as pratika 
simply remit siima, which would imply either or both verses; Darila explains dvabhyam 
' with two,' which might mean either hymns or verses .. The. comm. LP· 410• x J appears 
to regard vs. 2 (57. 1) as intended in rule 9, and both vs. I and vs. 2 (56 and 57) in 
rule ro. *LThe decad~division comes between vss .. I and 2: cf. p. 389.J 

Translated: Muir, iii2 • 4; Henry, 2r, 8r; Griffith, i. 352. 
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I. To verse (fc), to chant (sthnan) we sacrifice, by (both)· which men 
perform rites (kdrman) ; these bear rule at the seat (sddas) ; they hand 
(yam) the offering to the gods. 

The verse is SV. i. 369, which, however, reads yacizmahe in a, kn:ivdte in b, vt te 
for ett! in c, and vak:ratafz in d; GGS. iii. 2. 48, giving the pratika, has _yajamahe. 
Ppp. also has knzvizte and vi te, butyachatam at the end. The comm. explains sadasi 
by etannamake matzrfape. 

2 (57· r). When (ydd) I have asked verse Landj chant Lrespectively J 
for oblation LandJ force, [and] sacrificial formula (ydjus) for strength, let 
not therefore this Veda, asked, injure ~1e, 0 lord of might (fdd-). 

The construction of the six bare accusatives in the first line is made in accordance 
with the comm., and appears perhaps the most probable, though not beyond question. 
L In c, Ppp. has bhiitir .,· but whether for tfa or for tasmat is not clear from R's note. J 

55 (57• 2). To Indra(?). 

[Bhrgu. - ilindram. viriif paro:;r!1ih.] 

For the true position of this verse, see the introduction to the preceding hymn. It 
is not found in Pai pp. This verse ( separate from its predecessor) is used in Kam;. 
(50. 1-3) for welfare on setting out upon a road, etc. (so at least the comm. determines: 
the pratika is doubtful, being identical with that of xii. 1. 47). 

Translated: Henry, 21, 82; Griffith, i. 353. 

:c (57. 2). The paths which are thine, downward from the sky, by 
which thou didst send the all- by those, 0 Vasu, do thou set us in what 
is pleasant. 

The first two padas nearly correspond to SV. i. 172 a, b: yJ te pantha adho diva 
ytfbhir 71yaf7Jani airayaft.,· with the wholly different close 1tta fro:ranht no bhztva~. 
The comm. (as also the Anukr.) regards the verse as addressed to Indra; 'O Vasu' 
may be 'O good one.' The construction seems so decidedly to call for a locative in c 
that snnznayi (p. sumnaoyff., by Prat. iv. 30) is rendered as if it were for -yaie, from 
-yu; the comm. glosses it with sumne sukhe. The irregular verse (8+7: 10::::::25) is 
but ill defined by the Anukr. 

56 (58). Against poison .of snakes and insects. 

[ Atharvan. - aifarcam. mantroktavncikadevatifkam: 2. vif.naspatya; 4. brii!una1_1,aspatya.* 
anu!fubham: 4. virafjmistilrapaiikti.] 

The. first four verses are found in Paipp. xx. t It is used in Kauc;. (32. 5) in a remedial 
rite against venomous bites, with the dire~tion " .do as stated .in the text'' ; and vs. 5 
accompanies, with vi. 56 etc., an offering in the. ceremony of entering on Vedic study 
(139, 8). * L The mss. have -patyam. ute 'datn: but. the statement should refer rather 
to the verse than to the hymn.J tLAiso vs'. 8: see below.J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 502; Grill, 5, 183; Henry, 21, 82; Griffith, i. 353; Bloom
field, 29, · 5 52. 
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1. From the cross-lined [snake], from the black snake, from the adder 
(pf-diiku) [ what is] gathered-that poison of the heron-jointed (?) one 
hath this plant made to disappear. 

Ppp. reads aiigaparva?zas in c; the comm. says simply etannlimaktid dmifakavife.ylit. 
According to the comm., the plant intended is the vzadhttka (or -ka), which is the name 
of various trees and herbs. 

2. This plant [is] sweet-(nuidhu-)born, sweet-dripping, sweetish, sweet; 
it is the remedy of what is dissevered (vi-hru), also grinder-up of stinging 
insects. 

The comm. reads in b madlzttfcyttt. L Henry renders vlhruta by' la morsure.'J 

3. Whence bitten, whence sucked-thence do we call [it] out for thee; 
of the petty, hastily-biting (?) stinging insect the poison [is] sapless. 

The great majority of SPP's authorities, with some of ours (Bp.0.) read in c trzprad-, 
and so also the comm., who explains it as 'stinging with three organs, namely, mouth, 
tail, and feet' ; the pada-division tr.Praod- is against this (it would be tri'ojrad-), and 
S PP. also accepts in his text trjira0 d-. The comm. further reads nir vayamasi in b. 
He explains ydtas in a as for yatra, 'in whatever part thou art bitten ' etc. ; and dhitcbn 
by pita1iz sarplidinii. Ppp. reads yata.y prata,it at end of a, nayiim.asi at end of b, 
and trp-ratimi~mano in c. 

4. Thou who here, crooked, jointless, limbless, makest crooked twisted 
(11r.jind) faces -those [faces] mayest thou, 0 Brahmal}-aspati, bend 
together like a reed. 

Sam-nam, lit. 'bend together,' virtually 'straighten out': i.e., apparently, 'reduce the 
distortion' (rjukurtt, comm.). Half SPP's authorities read nama. Ppp. has a differ
ent text in part: aymh yo 1.dkaro ·vika/o viparvlt aha 1nitkhany e.ya1it vrf·; and, in c, 
de,va savitar (for brahmatzaspate). 

5._ Of the sapless fark6ta, crawling on, on the ground (nicfna)
its poison, verily, I have taken away, likewise I have ground it up. 

The comm: reads in c adz°fi (taking it from da 'cut') instead of adi.yi (p. asya: 
a0ddi.ri). He understands the farko/a to be a kind of snake; Henry renders it 
"scorpion " L after GrillJ. 

6. Not in thy (two) arms is there strength, not in thy head, nor in thy 
middle ; then what petty thing bearest thou in that evil way in thy tail? 

Or kini may be 'why?' (so the comm.) instead of 'what?' In this verse the comm. 
regards a Lpucchena J dafu;i vndka{i as the thing addressed. A mityii is an adverb of 
disgust or contempt; jlijayii here apparently intensifies it. 

7. Ants eat thee; pea-hens pick thee to pieces; verily may ye all say 
" the poison of the fMMta is sapless." 

All SPP's pada-mss. readpijtlika (not -ka/t) in a; SPP. understands (one does not 
see why) the comm. to take bhalabravli.tha as .one word; he (the comm'.) glosses it 
with sadltzt briUa _; in a, b he makes the addressee a snake. L Fischel, Ved. Stud. t 62, 
discusses bhala. J 
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8. Thou that strikest (p-ra-hr) with both, with both tail and mouth -
in thy mouth is no poison; how then may there be in thy tail-receptacle? 

Or, again, 'what may there' etc. The last two verses lack each a syllable, unheeded 
by the Anukr. The comm. this time once more declares a scorpion ( vrfcika) intended; 
jntcchadht", according to him, designates a romavan avayavafi. L Ppp. has for c aJye 
cana te vzja1it. J 

57 (59). Prayer to Sarasvati etc. 

[Viitnadcva.-dvyrccr.m. siirasvatam. Jti"gntam.] 

The two verses are both found in Paipp. xx., but in different places. In Karn;. (46. 6) 
it is joined with v. 7. 5 in a rite for success when asking for something (the schol. and 
comm. specify both verses as employed). 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 446; Henry, 22, 84; Griffith, i. 354. 

I. What has gone wrong (vi-ltfztbh) on the part of me speaking with 
expectation, what of [me] going about among people begging, what in 
myself of my body is torn apart-that may Sarasvan fill up with ghee. 

Ppp. arranges differently the matter in a, b : yad t'ifasa me carato janibi anit yad 
yacamanasya vadato vicuk1itbhe J. and it has a different c: yan me taw210 rajasi pra
vz~·tam _; further, it reads pnztitl in d. The authorities are divided between tdd and 
ydd at beginning of c; our Bp.W.I.O.s.m.T.K. and the comm. have tdd;; both edi
tions giveydd. Some of our mss. (Bp.E.D.O.p.m.) have sdrasvatiin d, and one (E.) 
has correspondingly pnia. Both verses are irregular asjagatr. 

2. Seven flow for the Marut-accompanietl young one (fifzt); for the 
father the sons have made to understand righteous things; both indeed 
bearrule over this of both kinds; both strive, both prosper (jmf) of it. 

The verse is RV. x. I3. 5; but .RV. reads rtam at end of b1 and twice (in c, d) ttbhti
yasya for ttbluf a-tva:. The translation follows the RV, reading in c. "Both," it is to 
be noticed (in c, d), is neuter (or fem.), not masculine. The sense is intended to be 
mystic, and is very obscure. SPP. reads in b, with all his authorities (at least, he 
reports nothing to the contrary), and with· the comm., avivrtann (the comm. glosses it 
with .vartayanti amtti~·/Jumti); the same is given by our M.W.I. Ppp. has a. text 
that is partly different and partly corrupt: sapta sravanti Fi;avo ·marutvate pita pitre.,. 
bliyo apy avivat padvataft: ttbluiyt pij;rati ubhaye '.sya rajahi ztbhe ·u.blie itbhayt •sya 

fJltyakaft. 

58 (60). Invitation ,to Indra .and Varu1.1a, 
[Kciurupathi.-dvyrcam. mantroktadevatyam. jt'igatam: 2, tri-1fubh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. The t,.vo verses are part of 8-RV. hymn (vi. 68. ro, II} 
They are not used in Kau<;,; but Va.it. (25.2) introduces them with hymns 51 and 44: 
see under the latter. 

Translated: Henry, :23, 85; Griffith, i. 355. 

I. O Indra-and-Varul;_la, soma-drinkers, this pressed soma, intoxicating, 
drink ye, 0 ye of firm courses; let your chariot, the sacrifice (? adhvard), 
for the god-feast, approach toward the stall (svdsara\ to drink. 
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RV. reads -,zwatii at end of b, adlwardm (which is much better) in c, andyati in d. 
Ppp. has •dkvarrtm in c, with a_yo for yuvcJ Lp. yu'vofi J, and yiihi in d. The comm. 
explains mll,varas as hiiisarahitas, qualifying rath,u, and s'vasaravz as =yajamanasya 
grham. 

2. O Indra-and-Varm:i.a, of the bull soma, most rich in sweet, pour in, 
ye bulls; here is your beverage (dndhas), poured about; sitting on this 
barhis, do ye revel. 

RV. :fills out the meter and sense of c by adding at the end asme (the Anukr. 
ignores the deficiency), and Ppp. seems to read ida11i vam asme pan~·iktam andlzii 
~•sad- etc. ; it also has vr:retli at end of b. The comm. explains ii zr1etlziim ·by ii.fnftam, 

quoting <:;B. ii. 4. z. 20 as authority. 

59 (61). Against cursers. 

[Badarifya~ti. - anizilranavzantroktadevatakavi. iimtdttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. (as part of our hymn vi. 37). This verse has the same 
pratika as vi. 37. 3; but the comm. Lon vi. 37, page 70, line zJ, doubtless with reason, 
regards vi. 3 7. 3 as intended at Kall(;. 48. 3 7 L Bloomfield there gives both J; this hymn, 
then, is left without ritual use. Lin fact, the comm. on this hymn, at p. 418, line 4, 
does cite yo ntlft ftrfiU for use in the same rite for which he cited it in his •comment on 

vi. 37.J 
Translated: Henry, 23, 86; Griffith, i. 355. 

I. Whoever shall curse us not cursing, and whoever shall curse us 
cursing, like a tree smitten by a thunderbolt, let him dry up from the 
root. 

The first half~verse is vi. 37. 3 a, b, and is found in other texts* as there referred to. 
Ppp. has the whole verse as our vi. 37. 3, and it combines in c, as often, vrk.fiii •1..,a. 

The Anukr. seems to ratify the contraction vrkfe •1.1a. *LSee also Katha-hss. p. 74.J 
The fifth anuviika ends here; it has 8 hymns and 25 verses; the Anukr. quotation 

for the verses is panel# 'vo ,. rdlwa1h vi,if atefi pancame syuft, and, for the hymns, pan
camo •1tau. 

Here ends also the sixteenth prapa/haka. 

60 (62). To the hom.e: on returning or leaving. 

[Brahmatz (1'amyilngrhiin vastofpatin ajwarth11yat).-saptarcam. vilstofjatyatn. ilnztf/ztbham: 
I, parflnu;/up tri;r{ttbh.] 

Found also in Paipp. m. (in the verse-order r, 2, 6, 3, 4, 5). Used by Kauc;. several • 
times: .first, it* is muttered ( 24. I r) in front of the house by one who has been absent 
for some time, he taking fuel in his hands.; second, it again accompanies the action of 
taking fuel, in a rite for the harmony of all inmates of the house (42. 8); third, in the 
ceremony of preparing duly the house-fire (72. 5), with the direction iti prajadayali, for 
making the persons concerned enter the house; fourth, in the pltrmedha (82. I 5), with 
the same direction; fifth, in the j,i,:itjapitrycrJiia (89. II), at the encl, on entering the 
house; further,the schol. add it (note to 8. 23) to the vlistuga1,ia, and (note to 19. 1) 
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1·eckon it among the /nt:r/ika mantras. As to the separate uses of vs. 7, see under that 
verse. *"L For the first, fourth, and fifth uses, the comm., p. 422, lines 5, r 8, prescribes 
only vss. r-6.J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 4-34; Henry, 23, 86; Griffith, i. 356. 

I. Bearing sustenance (ftry'), good-winning, very wise, with mild friendly 
eye, I come to the houses, well-willing, greeting; be quiet, be not afraid 
of me. 

The first and third padas are found in VS. iii. 4-r, as a second half-verse, and 
also in L<;S. iii. 3. I, Ap<;S. vi. 27. 5, <;GS. iii. 7. For vasttvanis in a, all read 11tift 

sttmaniis _; in c, their reading is grhan at 'vzi (L<;S. emi, A.p<;S. ii 'giim) vuinasa moda
manafi (L<;S. dc'iivena). Ppp. has a very different text: grlia11, emi manasii moda~ 
mano "rja1h bib/wad 'Vasumatis sumedlta :t:hore?ta cak.yu.ya mitriyetta ,grhatiibh parymi 
paya ·ut tarami. LHGS. (i. 29. I a) and Ap. (vi. 27. 3) have a verse whose c is our a 
(but A.p. has 'va!i su1.1anifi), and whose dis Ppp's a (but A.p. has ai '1ni'):J 

2, These houses [are] kindly, rich in sustenance (u1-y'as-), rich in milk, 
standing filled with what is pleasant ; let them recognize us coming. 

Ppp. reads in c 1,1('imasya, and at the endjanatas. 

3. On whom the absent one thinks (adki-i), in whom is abundant well
willing- the houses we call on; let them recognize· us coming. 

The verse is VS. iii. 42, and also found in Ap<;S. vi.27. 3, <;GS. iii. 7 (both these 
agreeing in text with VS.), v;s. iii. 3. r, HGS. i. 29. r. VS. reads at the end janatas 
for ayatds (like Ppp. in 2 d; but Ppp. in this verse has ayatas); u;s. has tftt for yefU 
in b, hfl:)lamahe in c, andjtinci (misprint?) at the end; HGS. has etl for yqu, babhtts 
for bah-us in b, and janatas at the end. L Cf. also MGS. i. 14. 5 and p. r 55, under 
ye,Jv a-. J The comm. glosses adhyetz' with smarati. 

4. Called on [are] they of much riches, companions, enjoying sweets 
together; be ye hungerless, thirstless; ye houses, be not afraid of us. 

Ppp. has svtidusa1iznaras at end of b, and its second half-verse is ari.y/as sarvajn7.r?tli
grha nas santit sar•vadii. Ap. and HGS. (as above) have our a, J>, and a c-d like that 
of Ppp., save sarvajnirU,JiiS for -jnirtias (HGS. also oht"trisakhas in a). 

5. Called on here [are] the kine, called on the goats and sheep; like-:
wise [is] the sweet drink of. food. called on in our houses .. 

The majority of authorities rea.d izaft at the end (our E.O.R. have n); both editions 
give na(z with the minority, and with the other texts (VS. iii. 43 ; Ap. vt 27. 3 ; u;s. 
iii. 3. I ; <;GS. iii. 3, 7; HGS. i. 29. I); the. only variant is in L<;S., yo rasas for kilalas 
in c. 

6. Full of pleasantness, well-portioned, full of refreshing drink (tra), 
merry (hasiimudd), thirstless, hungerless be ye; 0. houses, be not afraid 
of us. 

HGS. makes up a verse thus: a:::::our 2 b; b=our 6 b; c, anafya atr.yya,; d=our 
6 d. . Ppp, reads (in b, c) hasamuda ak.fudlzya 'tr.yya sta. 
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7. Be ye just here; go not after; adorn yourselves with all forms; I 
shall come along with what is excellent; become ye more abundant 
through me. 

, Go not after': that is, 'do not follow me as I go away' (so the comm.). The 
verse is used in Kau~. (23. 6) in the ceremony of house-building, on the breaking of 
previous silence; and again (24. 16), in a rite for prosperity, by one setting out on a 
journey, contemplating the house and its occupants. 

61 (63). For success of penance. 

[Atharvan. - dv_yrcam. iigneyam. iinu:r/u.bham.] 

In Paipp. (xx.) is found only the second half* of vs. I. The hymn is, according to 
Kauc5. (10. 22), to be pronounced at l1xraht1ya?za full-moon, in a medhiij'anana rite (for 
acquisition of sacred knowledge); also (57. 23), in the ceremony of reception of a Vedic 
student, in the L agnikarya J, next after hymn 33 (both verses are quoted, each by its 
pratika); and the schol. (note to 53. 4) introduce both verses in the godana ceremony. 
* L But R's notes give a variant for I b, as below !J 

Translated: Henry, 24, 87; Griffith, i.357. 

I. In that, 0 Agni, penance with penance, we perform additional (?) 
penance,· may we be dear to what is heard, long-lived, very wise. 

'What is heard' (rrutd), the inspired or revealed word. Nearly all the mss. (all 
ours save Bp. 1 M.) read przya instead of priyii[t at beginning of c. Ppp. has for b 
itpa prek.ramahe * vaya1n. The comm. gives several diverse guesses at the sense of 
the obscure first half-verse .. LThe vs. recurs with variants at MGS. i. I. 18.J *LR, sug
gests that prk1amahe (root Pre) may be intended. J 

2. 0 Agni, we perform penance, we perform additional penance - we, 
hearing things heard, long~lived, very wise. 

It is questionable whet1ler upa-tajya in both these verses has not a more pregnant 
meaning Las above: BR, simply, 'Kasteiung leiden 'J: Henry takes it as equivalent 
to simple tapya. 

62 (64). To Agni : against enemies. 

[Karyaja Miirfca. -ilgneyam. jagati.] 

Found also, almost without variant, in Paipp. xx. Kau~ (69. 7) uses it, with xii. 2, 

in the preparntion of the house-fire, with scattering of holy water. In VaJt. (29. 9) it 
appears in the agnicayana. 

Translated: Henry, 24, 88; Griffith, i. 357. 

I. This Agni, lord of the good, household priest, conquered them of 
increased virility(?), as a chariot;.warrior [conquers] footmen; set down on 
earth in the navel, brightly shining, let him put under foot them who 
desire to fight [us]. 

Our padas a, c, d.are b, c, d of a verse that is found in VS. xv. 51, TS. iv. 7.133, 
MS. ii. r2. 4 with .the following first pada: a vfico madhyam. aruhad bhurat,tyus,; they 
also read dkitanas. for vrdd!uf,vrnias, and, at beginning of c, :Pnthrf frthi'vyiis, and TS. 
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has knzutt in d. Ppp. has in c Jrthivya(s), which is better. The new version of our 
text so decidedly calls for an accus. in a that the translation implies vrddhdvr,;,;yan, or 
else the understanding of -vrnias as accus. pl. of -ran, which is perhaps not impossible, 
though against usage in composition. The comm. reads -~yas, also pattilm in b (hav
ing to labor hard to make out a sense for the latter). The mss. vary between patntn 
andpattin (our Bp.P.M.W.E.I. have the former). The first pada is tri.y/zibh. 

63 (65). To Agni: for aid. 

[Karyapa lvlarica. -jiitavedasam. jagati.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Kau~. (69. 22) uses it in the preparation of the house-fire, 
with invocation. 

Translated: Hemy, 25, 88; Griffith, i. 357. 

I. The fight-conquering, overpowering Agni do we call with songs 
from the highest station; may he pass us across all difficult things ; may 
divine Agni stride (?) across arduous things. 

The translation implies emendation of le;ifmat to krlimat in d, as suggested by BR. 
(and adopted also by Henry), since the former seems 'to give no good sense, and both 
form and composition with ati are elsewhere unknown for root k1am: cf. also xii. 2. 28 c. 
But the parallel verse TA. x. I. (68) has k,fii.1nat Lso both ed's, text and comm.J 
and Ppp. reads k.yamad devo 0dhi. Our comm. explains a# k.fii.mat as = alyarthmit 
k,Jamattl dagdhanl karottt I TA. further gives ugram agnfm for agnim itkthiiis, 
rectifies the meter of b by reading huvema, leaves the combination devo a# in d, and 
has duritd 'ty for -tanz'. Our c· is the same with RV. i. 99. l c. The verse has no 
jagati character at all. 

64 (66). Against evil influence of a black bird. 

[ Yama. -dv;1rcam. ma1ttroktadevatyam itta niiirrtam. · I, bhurig anttf/itbh; 2. nyan
kusiirirti brhati.] 

Found also, with very different text, in Paipp. xx. Used by KaU<;. (46. 47), in a 
rite to avert the evil influence of a bird of ill omen. 

Translated: Grill, 4I, 186; Henry, 25,88; Griffith, i.357; Bloomfield, 167,555. 

I. What here the black bird, flying out upon [it], has made fall - let 
the waters protect me from all. that. difficulty, from distress. 

Ppp. reads thus: yad as,nan krnia.fak1lnlr ni~patann anafe: a. m. t. enaso d. p. 
Vifvatafz,. The second half occurs also in u;s. ii. 2, II, which (like Ppp.) has 'VZf'Vatafz 
at the end.* Prat. iv. 77 appears to require as pada~reading ll1 b abhi-ni/zpdtan; but all 
the pada-mss. give -ni.yj;-, and SPP. also adopts that in his pada-text: abhlnipatan 
would be a decidedly preferable reading. The second half-verse · is found again as 
x. 5. 22 c, d. The comm; says that the bird is a crow. * L And enaso in c. J 

2. What here the black bird bath stroked down with thy mouth, 
0 perdition - let the householder's fire release me from that sin. 

Ppp. has instead: yadi vii 'mrkfafa k(.!7:tar,akunz'r mukhena nirrte tava: a.r;ni'i fat 
sarvam fttndhatu havyavlHi ghrtasiidana/t, which is the same with ApCS,1x. 17: 4 
(only this begins yad apa 'mrk;ac chakunir, rectifying the meter, and has -va!in d). 
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The second half-verse is found without variant in A<;S. ii. 7. r I. The comm. takes 
amrk,Fat from root mt'f, as the translation does; cf. TS. iii. z. 62 , ydt krf?ta[akundfi 
... avamnet ... ydc ckvd •vamr~et. L See the note of Henry or Griffith. J Such a 
verse (8 + II : 8 + 8) is elsewhere called by the Anukr. an urobrhatf. 

65 (67)• To the plant apamarga: for cleansing. 

[ t;ukra. - trcam. apamargaviruddiiivatam. amtffttbham.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kauc;. (46. 49) in a ceremony of expiation, with a fire 
of apamargd.,· and vss. 1, 2 are reckoned (note to 39. 7) to the krtyli, gatza. And 
the comm. regards vss. 2 and 3 as intended at 76. I in the nuptial ceremonies, instead 
of xiv. 2. 66 (both verses having the same pratika) ; in this he is evidently wrong. 

Translated: Grill, 38, r86; Henry, 25, 89; Griffith, i. 358; Bloomfield, 72, 556. 

r. Since thou, 0 off.wiper (apamiirgd), hast grown with reverted fruit, 
mayest thou rep~l (J,u) from me all curses very far from here. 

LThe verse closely resembles iv. 19. 7.J All the authorities (except one of SPP's) 
read apamarga without accent at beginning of b ; both texts make the necessary cor
rection to ap-. The comm. understands the plant (Achyranthes asjera: see note to 
iv. I 7. 6) to be used here as fuel. 

2.. What [is] ill-done, what pollution, or what we have practised evilly 
- by thee, 0 all-ways-facing off-wiper, we wipe that off (apa-mr.j). 

Or (b) 'if we have gone about evilly.' All the authorities have tdya instead of tvdya 
at beginning of c., but both texts make the obviously necessary correction. The comm. 
reads tvaya. 

3. If we have been together with one dark-toothed, ill-nailed, mutilated, 
by thee, 0 off-wiper, we wipe off all that. 

The coinm. reads vatt,{iena in b ; and he has also liJitna for asima, which is not a 
bad emendation. 

66 (68). For recovery of sacred knowledge (brahma~a). 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Reckoned in Ka.uc;. (9. 2) to brhachantz'gatta, with some 
of the hymns next following. 

Translated: Henry, 25, 89; Griffith, i. 359. 

I. If it was in the atmosphere, if in the wind, if in the trees, or if in 
the bushes-what the cattle heard uttered___:_ let that bnthma~za come 
again to us. 

Ppp~ reads: ;>atly antarikJa?h yadi va rajansi tata vrk;e.yu b!tayanalajNtf1t: ajas
ravan pat;-:- etc. Nearly all the authorities give dsravan in c; our D. has arr-, and, 
according to SPP:, three of his pada~mss.; he therefore gives in his text dfra,van, which 
is also the. comm's reading; and .that is implied .in the translation, The comm. con
nects the hymn with the prescriptions as to the time of study or refraining from study 
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of the sacred texts (referring to Ap<;S. xv. 21. 8), and regards it as a spell for recover~ 
ing what has been lost by being learned under wrong circumstances-in cloudy weather, 
in sight of green barley, within hearing of cattle, etc. 

67 (69). For recovery of sense, etc. 

[Brahman.-atmadevatyam. pura[z.paro:r~ti'g brhati.] 

Not found in Paipp. Employed by Kau<s, for several purposes: first (45. r7, r8), 
after the end of the ·vafaf amana, in a rite of due acceptance of sacrificial gifts, after 
any ceremony performed; second, in the godana ceremony (54. 2), with vi. 53. 2; third, 
in the Vedic student ceremonies (57. 8), when supplying the place of a staff lost or 
destroyed; fourth, in the savaya;}nas (66. 2), with v. ro. 8 and vi. 53, with the direction 
#i jJratimantray,zte / it is also reckoned (9. 2), with 66 etc., to the brltaclianti gatui_; 
and the schol. add it (note to 6. 2) to hymn 106 in a rite of expiation for anything spilt 
or forgotten in the parvan sacrifices, and further, in the ttpanayana, in the reception of 
girdle and staff (notes to 56. I and 3). In Va.it. (r8. 4) it appears in the agnij!oma, 
following the distribution of the fires. 

Translated: Henry, 26, 90; Griffith, i. 359. 

I. Again let sense (indriyd) , come to me, again soul, property, and 
b:rtthma?za (sacred knowledge); let the fires of the sacred hearth again 
ofnciate just here in their respective stations. 

The verse occurs in <;<;S. viii. 10. 2, with mii;n for ma in a, and, in c, d, dhi1?zyaso 
yathastltanadt dhiirayantiim i'hiU 'va _,· and the pratlka punar 1nd1n attv lndriyanz is 
found in TA. i. 32. I, but might rather be intended to quote the parallel but quite differ~ 
ent verse found at AGS. iii. 6. 8 : jJunar mam ii.itv indriyam jmnar ayufi ptmar bhagalt,: 
punar dravittam aiht mam pitnar brahmap,am ititu ma1.n./ which MB. (i. 6. 33) also 
has, with -ma in c andd. L Cf. TA. i. 30. I; also MGS. i. 3. I, and p. 152.J AGS. adds 
a second verse, of which the first half corresponds with our c, d: ime ye dhifttylistJ 
agnayo yatlzasthanam iha kalpatam L cf. M GS. i. 3. I J. The Anukr. seems to scan a 
and c as 7 syllables each. 

68 (70, 71). Praise and prayer to Sarasvati. 
[r-a. (;cinitilti. -dz,yrcam. sarasvatam. r. am,-:fubh; a. tri,rfubh. _;. J· <;amtati. -

sifrasvatam. gayatri.] 

None of the verses are found in Paipp. Here again the Anukr.,. the comm., and 
some mss. differ in division from our first mss., and• make our third verse a separate 
hymn;llE- In Kam;. (8 I. 3 9) the first two verses ( = hymn 70) come in with other Saras~ 
vati verses. in the pitrvtedha_,- the third verse (= hymn 7r) not with them, in spite of 
its kindred character, but in both the brhat and laghuflinti ga?zas (9. 2, 4). Vait. intro~ 
duces the hymn (doubtless the two verses) twice(8. 2, 13), once with hymn 40, once 
with hymn 9 and other verses, in praise of Sarl}svatr. * LSo also SPP's text. The, 
decad-division cuts the hymn between vss. 2 and 3: cf. p. 389.J 

Translated: Henry, 26i 90; Griffith, i. 359. 

I. 0 SarasvatI, in ,thy courses, in thy heavenly domains, 0 goddess, 
enjoy thou the offered oblation; grant us progeny, 0 goddess. 
• The second half~ven;e is the same wi.th 20, 2 c, d, and nearly so with 46. I c, d. 
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2. This [i!3] thine oblation, rich in ghee, 0 SarasvatI ,; this the oblation 
of the Fathers that is to be consumed ( ?) ; these thy most wealful utter
ances; by them may we be rich in sweet. 

The translation implies the emendation of iisyam in c to iifytlm_; the comm. makes 
it from the root as 'throw,' and = k1eJJatzfychn. Perhaps (Roth) iijya1n is the true 
reading; Henry understands ydt as pple: "going to the mouth of the Fathers." The 
first pad a is jagati. 

3 (71. r). Be thou propitious, most wealful to us, very gracious, 
0 SarasvatI ; let us not be separated from sight of thee. 

The verse occurs in TA. iv. 42. I and AA. i. I. 1, with the variant, for c, mite 'vyoma 
sa1itdft;i_; and u;s. v. 3. 2 has the same, but with savidafas (misprint for -dtf· ?) at 
the end. In i. I. 3, TA. has another version, with the same ending, but with bha'va in 
a expanded to bhavantu dlvy& iipa 01adhaya(t. L Cf. also Ka/ha-hss., p. IIS; MGS. 
i. II, 18 and p. 156 undersakha.J 

69 (72). Prayer for good fortune. 

[ C./atiitiiti. - sttkhadevatilkam. pathyiljaiikti.] 

Found also in Paipp. :xx. Included, like the preceding hymn, in the two rantl gm;as 
(Kauc;. 9. 2, 4), and by the schol. (note to 9. 7) in yet a third. 

Translated: Henry, 26, 9 I ; Griffith, i. 360. 

I. Weal for us let the wind blow ; weal for us· let the sun burn ; be 
the days weal for us; [as] weal let the night be applied; weal for us let 
the dawn shine forth. 

The whole verse occurs in TA. iv. 42. 1, with javatavi matarifvii for viitu in a, and 
nitri!t, in d. MS., in iv. 9. 27, has only four padas, with 'bk! added before 1.1atu in a. 
VS .• has the same amount, our a, b being :xxxvi. 10 a, b (with pavatam for 'Viittt in a)t 
and our c, d being xxxvi. I I a (with riftrfft instead of our riitri). All have alike in d the 
strange expression pt'dtl dhr.yata:1n. The Anukr. ignores the deficiency of two syllables 
in a. LPpp'. has me for nas all four times; also •bklviJ.te for 1.1atu, and tapatt: for ~tu:.J 

70 (73)· Against an .enemy's sacrifice. 

[ Atharvan, -pancarcam; mantroktadevatyam uta pyenadevatdkam. trili.J!ttbham : 2. atijaga
tigarbhii jagatf; 3~5. amtf/ttbh CJ. puraljkakwmmati).] 

The first two verses are found in Paipp. xix. Used by Kauc;. (48. 27), with vi. 54, in 
a charmto spoil an enemy's.sacred rites. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 374; Grill, 46, .187; Henry, 26, 91; Griffith, i. 360; Bloom
field, 90, 5 5 7. 

r. Whatsoever he yonder offers with mind, and what with voice, with 
sacrifices, with oblation, with sacred formula (yd/us), that let perdition, 
in concord with deatht smite, his offering, before it comes true. 

That is, before its objects are realized (comm. satyabhiitiit karmaphalat jJi"lrvam). 
This verse and the next are found also in TB. ii. 4. zl-2 , which reads here, at end of~' 
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yd}tt:fii !za,vfrbhi{t (Ppp. has the same); in c, mrty2'tr nfrrtyii smJPvidandft, and, ford, 
pura di,f/tid ltJiutir asya lzanttt.,· Ppp. has, for d,pura dr,1/a rajyo hantv asya Lintend~ 
ing drf/ad ajyanz? J. 

2. The sorcerers, perdition, also the demon- let them smite his truth 
with untruth; let the gods, sent by Indra, disturb ('math) his sacrificial 
butter; let not that meet with success which he yonder offers. 

TD. (as above) omits the meter-disturbing de·vds in c, and reads, in d, samrddhim 
( error for sam ardhi ?), and, at the encl, karoti. The comm. understands at the begin
ning yat1uthdna (as fem. sing.). The verse (II+ II: 13 + II) is in no proper sense 
jagatl. 

3. Let the two speedy over~kings, like two falcons flying together, 
smite the sacrificial butter of the foeman, whosoever shows malice 
against us. 

The comm. understands in a, ' two messengers of death, thus styled' ; the meaning 
is obscure. Almost all the authorities (save our R.? T ., and this doubtless by accident) 
have at the end -aghaydntl.,· the comm., however, reads -yati, as do, by emendation, 
both the edi tecl texts. 

· 4. Turned away [are] both thine arms; I fasten up thy mouth; with 
the fury of divine Agni - therewith have I smitten thjne oblation. 

The comm. understands biihii in a also as object of nahyami, and understands the 
arms as fastened behind (jJn;/habhc~[{asambaddhtitt). L TB. (ii. 4. 2 2) has our a, b (with 
dpa for the dpi of our b) as the c, d of a vs. which is immediately followed by our 
next vs.J 

5. I fasten back thine arms ; I fasten up thy. mouth ; with the fury of 
terrible Agni -therewith have I smitten thine oblation. 

SPP. has at the beginning ,t._pi, his authorities being equally divided between api and 
dpa. The majority of ours (only D. noted to the contrary) have dpa, which is decidedly 
to be preferred, as corresponding also to 4 a, and as less repetitious. L TB. (ii. 4. 23) 

has our vs., with dpa again (see vs. 4) in b, de1.1tisya brdltmaiza for l[hordsya ma1f)'2tnft. 

in c, and sdrvavi for tlna and krtam for Jia,vfs in d.J 

71 (74)• To Agni: for protection. 

[ A tharvan. -:- iigneyam. itnu~r/id!ltam.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. U.sed in KaU<;. (2. 10), in the j;arvan sacrifices, .to accom 
pany the carrying of fire thrice about the offering. In Va.it., it occurs in the agni,ffoma 
(21. 15), and also in the agnicayana (28. 8), in the same circling with fire. 

Translated: Henry, 27, 92; Griffith, i. 361. 

r. Thee, the devout L i1~ra J, 0 Agni, powerful one, would we fain put 
about us [as] a .stronghold, [thee] of daring color, day by day, slayer of 
the destructive one. 

The verse is RV. x. 87. 22, which bas at the end the plural (-11atam); further found in 
VS. (xi. 26) and MS. (ii. 7. 2), both of which agree with RV., and in TS. (i. 5. 64 et al.), 
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which has ford bhettdram bhafigurJ11ataft. Emen:dation in b to 1.1djram 'rampart' seems 
called for; moreover, dnadv- in c would be acceptable L see Roth, ZDMG. xlviii. 108 J. 
Ppp. has at the end -·vatafi, and salws·va in b.;~. The verse is also found in our text as 
vm. 3. 22. L Winternitz, .Hochzeitsrituel!, p. 57, cites it from Bauclh. i. 6.J L W. inter
lines a mark of doubt as to his version of bha17g- and gives Henry's tromjettr in the 
margin.J ;*LRoth's Collation says simply" 71 ebcl. citiert." That m&ans 'Found in 
Paipp. xix., cited' [from its previous occurrence in xvi., where, according to R's Colla
tion for viii. 3. 22, the variants are salzas·va and bhaiigura·vatam]. R. in his Notes 
says expressly that Ppp. too "has ·mpram for the correct 'Vajram. "J 

72 (75, 76). With an oblation to Indra. 

[I, 2. At!tan1an.-dvyrcam. iihulram. I, amtttttbh; 2. trittubh. - 3. Atharvan. -iiind1·am. 
tra£1tubham.] 

Here again, following our leading ms. and the sense, we combined into one ,vhat the 
Anukr. etc. treat as two hymns, our vs. 3, which begins a new decad,* being reckoned 
as a separate hymn. No one of the three verses is found in Paipp. ; but they are a 
RV. hymn (x. 179). Kauc;. (2. 40) uses the hymn in thepan1an sacrifices, for Indra (the 
schol. adds iti tisras, as if the three verses were to be regarded as one hymn; there is 
no quotatio11; of vs. 3 as a separate hymn). In Va.it., vs. I (or vss. I, 2 ?) is repeated 
(r4. 3) by the hotar in summoning the adhvarytt to milk the cow in the agnij!,oma 
ceremony; and again u1 the same (zr. 18), vs. 3 (= hymn 76) accompanies the offering 
of the dadhigharmahoma. *L Cf. p. 389.J 

Translated: Henry, 27, 92; Griffith, i. 361. 

I. Stand ye up; look down at Indra's seasonable portion; if cooked> 
do ye offer [it]: if uncooked, do ye wait (mad). 

RV. makes the construction in the second half-verse more distinct by reading ;ratds 
and afrlitas, nominatives; the comm. regards our friUam ( = pakvam) and dfrlitam as 
made neuter to qualify a havis understood; he explains mamdttana Lcf, BR. v. 471J 
as = pacata or tajta1n kuruta (referring to the expression madantzs applied to water), 
or, alternatively, as i'ndram stu#bhir nzadayata ,; those addressed are the priests (he 
rtvijaft). 

2. The oblation [is] cooked; hither, 0 Indra, please come forward; 
the sun hath gone to the mid-point of his way ; [thy] companions wait 
upon (pari-:iis) thee with treasures (nidht), as heads of families on a 
chieftain (vriijapati) as he goes about. 

RV. reads in b vbnadhjam, for which our text is only a corruption, and accents 
L cf. Gram. · § · I :267 a J vrlijdjativz in d. The comm. explains vimadlzyam as vikalam 
madhyam, itadunam madhyabltliga11i:.; he calls the offering referred to the dadki
gharma (as Va.it.). 

3 (76. I). Cooked I think [it] in the udder, cooked in the fire; well 
cooked I think [it], that· newer rite (? rtd) ; of the curds of the midday 
libation drink thou, 0 thunderbolt-bearing Indra, much-doing, enjoying [it]. 

RV. reads sz'trratam. in b, and jmrukrd (vocative) in d. LFor a, cf. Aufrecht's 
Rigveda 2 i.. p. xvii, preface.J 
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73 (77). With a heated offering to the Ac;vins. 

[ Atharvan. - ekiidararcam. 1,,"hannas17ktam. arvinam uta jratJ1rcammantraktadiiivatam. 
triliffttbltam: I, 4, 6.jagati; 2. pathyiibrhati.] 

Found also, except vss. 7-9, in Pai pp. xx. (the first six verses in the order 2, I, 4, 
5, 6, 3); the first six verses, further, in A<;S. iv. 7 and c;c;s. v. 1 o (in both, in the order 
2, I, 6, 5, 4, 3); the last five are RV. verses etc.; see under the several verses. The 
hymn in general does not appear in Kau'5· (the sacrifice which it accompanies not falling 
,vithin its sphere); but the last verse (so the comm.; it might be ix. 10. 20) is applied 
(24. 17) in settling the kine in their pasture by one who is going away from home; and 
again (92. I 5), in the madhuparka ceremony, when the presented cow is released 
instead of being sacrificed. Va.it. uses several of the verses, all in the agni.y/oma cere
mony: vss. 3 and 4 (14. 5) with the offering of theghan.na,; vs. 7 (14. 4) in summon
ing the ghanna cow; vs. I r (14. 9) before the concluding homa. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 429 (vss. I-6); Henry, 28, 93; Griffith, i. 361. 

I. Kindled, 0 ye two bulls, is Agni, the charioteer of heaven; heated 
is the ghamzd; honey is milked for your food (i.y); for we singers (kant), 
of many houses, ,call on you, 0 A~vins, in joint revelings. 

The translation implies in b the accent duhyate, which is found in no ms. ; the comm. 
makes the same construction. Ppp. reads afvina for 7)r,1aiza in a; and also, with both 
A<;S. and <;<;s., jntrutamlisas in c; doubtless our word is a corntption of this 
LRoth, ZDMG. xlviii. 107 J. But for ratlif, in a, A<;S. has rati:S and <:;c;s. rayis, plain 
corruptions. The gharma is either the hot drink into which fresh milk is poured, or 
the heated vessel containing it. The comm. interprets the verses according to their 
order and application in A<;S. He explains the gharma as the heated sacrificial but
ter in the maliavira dish. 

2. Kindled is Agni, 0 ye Ac;vins ; heated is your gharmd; come ! 
now, ye bulls, the milch-kine are milked here, ye wondrous ones (dasrd); 
the pious ones are reveling. 

A<;S. and <;<;S. both read ,gavas for niinam in c, and (with Ppp.) karavas for 
'vedhasas at the end. The first half-verse occurs also in VS. (as xx. 55 a, b), which 
omits viim in b, and reads virOf sntafz for J gatam. 

3. The bright (fztd) sacrifice to the gods accompanied with "hail," 
the A~vins' bowl that is for the gods to drink of,..:......;this all the immortals, 
enjoying, lick respectively by the Gandharva's .mouth. 

The two Sfitras and Ppp. agree in reading ghiz.nnas for yajfias in a; the former 
have also im for u in c. The comm. declares this verse to be used after the gharma 
offering; the "bowl" is the one called upayamana/ the "Gandharva" is either the 
sun. or the fire. · 

4. The offered ghee, the milk, which is in the ruddy [kine], that is 
your portion here, ye A~vins; come; ye sweet ones, maintainers of the 
council (vi'cidtha), lords of the good, drink ye the heated ghannd in the 
shining space of the sky. 
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In b, <;<;S. has su for sa_; at the end, A<;S. has somyam mad/tit (for rocane diva(i). 
There ought to be more than one accent on the series of vocatives in c, to guide us to 
their right combination, ·which is doubtful. The comm. takes mfi.dhvi as madhuvidya
·vetlitliriiu. 

5. Let the heated glzarnzd, its own invoker (hotar), attain to you ; let 
your offerer (adhvar;izt) move forward, rich in milk; of the milked sweet, 
O A~vins, of the offspring(?), eat (vf) ye, drink ye, of the milk of the 
ruddy [cow]. 

The two Sutras read nak1ati in a, and carati prayasvlin at end of b; the comm. also 
has pray-, and explains it as prf,;anakiiripayoyuktafi _; pray- is doubtless the more 
geirnine reading. The obscure tanifyiis in c ( omitted in Ludwig's translation)* is made 
by the comm. an adjective qualifying ttsriyliyas, and signifying payodadhyiijyan7jaha
vifijradanena yajFt.arii vistarayantyafz. Ppp. has in a sma lzota_; the comm. takes 
s'vahotlt as possessive, which suits the accent better. Verses 4 and 5 the comm. 
declares to have the value of yli.jya verses in the ceremony. *Lin fact Ludwig does 
render tanlfyas (accent!) by "this," and tcina and tdniiya correspondingly. Tanaya 
is the Ppp. reading here for tandyas. J 

6. Run up with milk, 0 cow-milker, quickly; pour in the milk of the 
ruddy [cow] in the ghannd; the desirable Savitar bath irradiated (vi-khya) 
the firmarnent ; after the forerunning of the dawn he shines forth ('vi-raj). 

SPP's text has godhttk (voc.) in a, but nearly half his authorities have godkuk, and so 
also nearly all ours (all those noted save Bp.), for which reason our text gives it; godhuk 
is doubtless the true reading, and it is foilowed in the translation. <;<;S. reads after it 
(perhaps by a misprint?) OfUtn / A<;S. (also probably by a misprint?) gives payasa 
goram (omitting dhug o). <;c;s. has damJiniis for varerzyas in c, and its d is anu 
dyaviij;rthivi suj;raizue, while A<;S. and Ppp. have nearly the same: •nu dyii.vaprthivi 
suprattftif:,. This seems most likely to be the true ending of the verse ; in our text has 
been somehow substituted a half.;verse which is RV. v. 81. 2 c, d, and found also in 
several other texts: VS. xii. 3, TS. iv. I. I04, MS. ii. 7. 8; all of them accei1t dnu as an 
independent word, as our text doubtless ought to do (p. anuoprayifnam) ; one of 
SPP's authorities, and the comm., do so. The comm. does not recognize the adverb 
01am, but renders it by taj;tam Lghannam, 'the heated gharma-vessel 'J ; he explains 
vi akhyat by prakiitjayati. Two, if not three, of the padas are trif tubh. 

7. I call upon that easy-milking milch-cow; a skilful~handed milker 
also shall milk her; may the impeller (savitdr) impel us the best impulse; 
the hot drink is kindled upon......;.. that may he kindly proclaim. 

This and the following verse are also two successive verses in RV. (i. 164. 26, 27; 
they are repeated below as i:x. Io. 4, 5, where the whole RV. hymn is given). RV. 
has at the end the better reading vocam. The comm. declares the verse to be used in 
the calling up of the cow that furnishes the gharma drink, that she may be niilked. 

8. Lowing (hz'ii-kr), mistress of good things, seeking her calf with her 
mind, hath she come in; let this inviolable one (aghnyd) yield (duh) milk 
for the A<;vins; let her increase .unto great good-fortune. 

RV. (as above) reads abhyligat (p. abht: zi: agat) at end of b. The RV. jada• 
text divides hHi.okrtzvati at the beginning, and SPP. gives the same•reading; but our 
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pada-mss. (with the doubtful exception of D.) read here hbikr-, without division; at 
ix. ro. 5 they agree with RV. The verse accompanies, says the comm., the corning 
up of the cow for milking. 

9 . .As enjoyable (jztt{a) household guest in our home (dztro~id), do 
thou come, knowing, unto this our sacrifice; smiting away, 0 Agni, all 
assaulters (abhzyzt:f), do thou bring in the enjoyments of them that play 
the foe. 

This verse and the following one are found in RV. (v. 4. 5; 28. 3), and also occur 
together in TB. ii. 4. I r and MS. iv. I r. I. RV.MS. read at end of c 'vihatyii, p. 
1.1iohtityaJ· there is no other variant. The comm. paraphrases abhiyujas in c by ablii-
yoktri(z parasenaft. L For d, cf. iv. 22. 7 d.J · 

IO. 0 Agni, be bold unto great good-fortune; let thy brightnesses 
(dyumnd) be highest; put together a well-ordered house-headship; tram
ple on the greatnesses of them that play the foe. 

The verse is (as noted above) RV. v. 28. 3, and found also in TB. and MS., and 
further in VS. xxxiii. 12 and Apc;s. iii. 15. 5- everywhere without variant. Our comm. 
explains fardha as= ardrahrdayo bhava. The Prat. iv. 64, 83 prescribes ja(tpatydm as 
pada-reading in c, but all the pada-mss. readjiifzoj;atyam, divided, and SPF. accordingly 
gives that form in his pada-text. The RV. pada readsjafzpatydm. andjif.hpdtift., but, 
strangely, jd{zopatim (the two latter occurring only once each). L Winternitz, Hochzeits
rituel!, p. 5 7, cites the verse. J 

I I. Mayest thou L verily J be well-portioned, feeding in excellent 
meadows; so also may we be ·well-portioned; eat thou grass, 0 inviolable 
one, at all times ; drink clear water, moving hither. 

The verse is RV. i. 164.40 (hence repeated below, as ix. 10.20), found also in 
Ap<;S. ix. 5. 4, and K<;S. xxv. I. 19; all thtse read dtho for adlili in b, and K<;S. has 
bhaga11at£ in a (if it be not a misprint). 

The sixth anuvaka, with 14 ( or I 6) hymns and 42 verses, finishes · here. The 
quoted Anukr. says of the verses dvir ekavbifatift .yaffhafz., and, of the hymns, f a-7/haf 
caturdafa. 

74 (78). Against apacits: against jealousy: to Agni. 

[Atha:rviliigiras. ~ caturrcam. mantroktadevatyam uttt jiftavedasam. ilnu1fub.ham:] 

This hymn and the one following are :i:iot found in Paipp. There is apparently no 
real connection .between the three parts of the hymn. Used by Kauc;. (32. 8: accord"' 
ing to Kee;. and the comm., vss. r and 2, which alone are applicable) in a healing cere
mony, with the aid of various appliances, ' 1 used as directed in the text." It is added: 
"with the fourth verse one puts down upon and pierces [them]" (32. 9), but the.fourth 
verse of this hymn suggests no such use, and Kee;. declares 76. 2 to be intended.* 
Verse 3 appears (36. 25), with hymn 45 etc., in a rite against jealousy; and vs. 4 is 
made (I. 34) an alternate to v. 3 when entering on a vow; in Va.it. (r. 13) it follows 
v. 3 in a like use. The comm. here LP· 457 1 J quotes aj;adtam L vii. 74J as read at 
Kau9. · 3 I. 16, and understands this hymn instead· of vi. 8 3 L apacita.l'j to be there meant ; 
but under .vi. 83 1:J,e quotes apacita.s, and understands accordingly! 
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'*L If we may trust Ke<;ava (p. 333 2 7-3 2), the verses are indeed four in number, and 
are vii. 74. I and 2, vii. 76. I, and then vii. 76. 2. \Vith each of the first three the per
former pricks the boil with a colored arrow; and with the fourth verse (caturt/zya: 
namely vii. 76. 2) he pricks it with a fourth arrow. - But why should Kaw;. in 32. 9 say 
caturthyii? are we to assume a gap in the text of Kau<;.? - Cf. Bloomfield's hypothesis, 
SBE. xiii. 558, n. 2, that vii. 74. I-2 and 76. 1-2 together formed a single hymn for 
Ke<;ava. They are so associated by the comm. at p. 457 1 , as Whitney observes in the 
preceding paragraph. J 

Translated: Bloomfield, JAOS. xiii. p. ccxviii == PAOS. Oct. 1887, and AJP. xi. 324 
(vss. I and 2); Henry, 29, 95; Griffith, i. 363; Bloomfield, SBE. xlii. 18,557. 

I. Of the red apacit 's black is the mother, so have we heard ; by the 
root of the divine anchoret I pierce them all. 

The comm. makes at great length several discordant attempts to explain who the divine 
anchoret (mZ:mi) is. His explanation of apadt, fuller than elsewhere given, may be 
reported: do;avafiid apak czyamana galad arabhya ad!zastat kak.yadisa1hdhz'sthii1te~'it 
prasrta ga1,ufanzalafi: yad,mi 'paciJwanti pltrzt§'asya 1,1z-ryam ity a_pacita!z. LAt vi. 83. 3, 
the apacft is "daughter of the black one."J 

2. I pierce the first of them; I pierce also the midmost; now the 
hinder one of them I cut into like a tuft (stuka). 

The comm. says, at the end, yatho "r!tlistttka 'miyasena chidyate tatha. 
It is strange that the two following verses, which concern different matters, are com

bined with the above and with one another. But the hymn is not divided by any one 
of the authorities. 

3. With the spell (vdcas) of Tvashtar have I confounded thy jealousy; 
also the fury that is thine, 0 master (pdti), that do we appease for thee. 

Some of the mss. (including otir W.) combine vzany11s te in c. 

4. Do thou, 0 lord of vows, adorned by the vow, shine here always, 
well:.willing; thee being so kindled, 0 Jatavedas, may we all, rich in 
progeny, wait upon (upa-sad). 

Nearly all the mss. (our Bp.E.p.m. are exceptions, with four of SPP's authorities) 
read tvivt in a, and so do the mss. of the Kaugika Lsave Ch. Bii.J and Vaitana Sutras 
in the pratika.,· both printed texts give tvdm .L with the comm.J. His full exposition of 
his uncertainty as to the meaning of jatavedas may be quoted: jatanam bhiitanii.?ii 
·vedilar j!itair vldyamana jnayamana va jataprajna jatadhana va. The definition of 
the verse as t?'if /itbh is lacking in the Anukr. 

75 (79). Praise and prayer to the kine. 

[t]paribabhrava. -dvyrcam. aghnyam. triiif/itbham: 2. 3-av. Mwrik pathyii}ankti.] 

Like the preceding hymn, not found in Paipp. ·Not used in KaU<; .. (if iv. 21. 7 is 
intended in 19. 14). But the comm. says here that the ritual application in the rite for 
prosperity of kine .has already been stated, referring, probably, to his exposition under 
iv. 21. 7, where he spoke of two verses, although the hymn had none after 7; possibly 
the two verses of this hymn are what he had in mind. 

Translated : Ludwig, p. 469 ; Henry, 30, 96 ; Griffith, i. 364. 
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I. Rich in progeny, shining in good pasture, drinking clear waters at 
a good watering-place - let not the thief master you, nor the evil-plotter; 
let Rudra's weapon avoid you. 

Repeated here from iv. 21. 7; for the parallel passages with their variants etc., see 
the note to that verse. 

2. Track-knowing are ye, staying (rdmati), united, all-named; come 
unto me, ye divine ones, with the gods; to this stall, this seat; sprinkle 
us over with ghee. 

Ramati is called by the comm. a goniinian.,· to "united" he adds" with their calves, 
or with other kine." LThe Anukr. seems to scan 8 + 7: ro: 8 + 8.J 

76 (80, 8r). Against apacits and jayinya: etc. 

[ I-4. A tharvan. - caturrcam. ajacz'dbhili~wfyadevatyam. i'inttffttbham : I. virii/; 2. parOJ{iih. 
5, 6. Atharvan. - dvyrcam. jilyii.nyiiindnuiliivatam . . triiz)tubham: 5. bhurig anur/z.bh.] 

Once more ( and for the last time) we followed our first mss. and the anuvaka-endings 
in reckoning as one hymn what other mss., the Anukr., the comm., etc., and hence SPP., 
regard as two. The verses (except 2) are found scattered in different parts of Paipp.: 
I in i.; 3-5 (as two verses) in xix.; 6 in xx. This, and not either our division or SPP's, 
is in accordance with the sense of the verses: 1-2 concern the aj;adts, 3-5 thejayanya.,· 
and 6 is wholly independent. The hymn (that is, doubtless, the· first two verses L cf. the 
comm., p. 45621 J) is used Lwith vi. 83 (apacitas) or else vii. 74 (apacitam)-see introd. 
to hymn 74J by Kau~. (31. 16) in a remedial ceremony against apacits.,· and Kee;. adds 
vs. r also to L the citation apacitam (which he takes to mean viL 74. I and 2) made in 
Kam;.J 32. 8; for the use, according to I<ec;., of vs. 2, see under hymn 74. The third verse 
(the comm. says, vss. 3-5) appears also by itself in 32. r I, in a rite against rajayak;via, 
with a lute~string amulet, Of vss. 5-6 ( = hymn 8 I) there is no appearance in Kauc;. ; 
but verse 6 is used by Vait. (16.14) at the noon pressure of Soma. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 500; Zimmer, p. 377 (vss. 3-:-5); Bloomfield, JAOS. xiii. 
p. ccxvii (vss. 1-2), p. ccxv (vss.3-5) = PAOS. Oct. 1887, or AJP. xi.324, 320; 
Henry, 30, 97; Griffith, i. 364; Bloomfield, SBE. xlii. r7, 559. 

r. More deciduous (pl.) than the deciduous one, more non-existent 
than the non-existent ones, more sapless than the slhu, more dissolving 
than salt. 

Said, of course, of the aj;adts,which are distinctly mentioned in the next verse. The 
translation implies the emendation of the second susrdsas to susrastaras, suggested by 
Bloomfield, as helping both sense and meter ; Henry alters instead to asis-rasas.. The ii 
at the beginning seems merely to strengthen the ablative force of the first susrasas ./ or 
we might conjecture it to be an interjection of contempt or disgust. The comm. under
stands asitsrasas as one word, the a having an intensive force ; he paraphrases by puya
disravaizaf iliis, as if sru were the root of the word. He reads rehos in c, and ex.plains 

· it as vlprakir~tavaytwo (tyantmit. nifisaras tfiJadirupaft jJadarthaf,,, which seems a. mere 
guess ; Henry substitutes arasiit~ The prefixion of if to sdhos would rectify the meter. 
Ppp. · gives no help in · explaining · the verse ; it reads, for a, b, namann asmk S7.1ayavi 
srasann ttsatibhyEP vasattarii. 
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2. The apadts that are on the neck, likewise those that are along the 
s-icles, the apacits that are on the perineum (? vefjaman), self-deciduous. 

In translating the obscure ·vijZZvutn, the comm. is followed; he says rziifC.fe?ta Jt"iyate 
ynztyam atn? '# 1.1fja11u"i gultyapradefaft_,· Ludwig renders it "knochel." Upapa/.':r.J'as 
he paraphrases with upapak:1'c pak~rasamipa itpakak;e bhavli}t. 

3. He that crushes up the breast-bone (? ktkasas), [that] descends .to 
the sole (?)-the whoiejayctnJ,a have I cast out, also whatever one is set 

in the top. 
That is, apparently, has become seated in the head ( or the prominence at the base 

of the neck behind?); Ppp. reads kafcif kakudhi. The obscure talidyt}m is here trans
lated according to Bloomfield's suggestion in AJP. xi. 329 or JAOS. xv. p. xlvii. The 
comm. explains the word as follo,vs: talid ity antikaniima: antil.:e bhava;h talu(vam: 
... asthisamtpagatam miiltsam: a worthless guess; JJpp. reads talabhyam,* which might 
mean 'palms' or 'soles.' For nfr astam in c was conjectured nfr-astam in the AV. 
Imle:i.:-not successfully, on account of the gender of jctyiZnya (m.). Ludwig proposes 
nir astham, and Bloomfield Ll.c.J does the same; this seems acceptable (whatever the 
real origin of astham), and the translation follows it. L For the "root asth," see note 
to xiii. I. 5 below.J The comm., however, reads nfr lzas (har, from the root hr: = nir 
liarattt) tdm, which SPP. accepts, thinking that tl1e comm. "has doubtless preserved 
the genuine reading" ( l ), and he even admits it into his text. The comm. further reads 
prasnzati in a, and dt for ea in d. He calls the jayil,nya a riijayaf.·~·ma, and also regards 
it as identical with thejtiycnya of TS., and quotes the TS. passage (ii. 3. 5:2) that explains 
the origin of t1,e latter : yaj jtryt7bhy6 ~11indat _,· he states it thus : sa ea _jaytismnbandhena 
pnifmoti, or nirantarajiiyasamblzogenajiiyami1.1ui111 _; this might be understood as pointing 
to a venereal disease ; R. conjectures gout. *· L In fact, R's Collation gives talablzyam: W. 
seems to take it as a slip for -b!tyam. - Further, this is followed by u.ja-, not a1.1a-. J 

4. Having wings, the Jtiydnya flies ; · it .enters into a man ; this is the 
remedy of both, of the dk;ita and of the sitkfata. 

Ppp. has in b yli 'Vifati (i.e.yaa 11-) ptiu.-, and lacks c, d. The meaning of the words 
ak-1z'ta and suk;ata is very doubtful .. and much disputed. They seem most likely to be 
two kinds of jayanya, as the intrusion of any other L malady J here would be very harsh. 
Yet it is also much to be questioned whether the two half-verses belong together. Their 
discordance of form is strange : one would expect an antithesis of akil'ita and suk;lta, or 
else of ak,fata and sitk;ata. In fact, the comm. reads suk;lta, and explains the two as 
meaning respectively farire r.;irakala11asthctnarahitasya and cirakalam a'Vasthitasya, or, 
alternatively, as ahltisakasya r;arlram ar;o~·ayatafr, and farf.ragatasarvadha.Hin su~/htt 
1d{tf e.f'al.h f Ofayatafr,. Ludwig's translation accords with the former of these two explana
tions. Zimmer and Bloomfield, .on the other hand, would emend to ak~ratasya, Bloom
field quoting for ak-1ata from both the Kauc;ika and its commentary and from the later 
Hindu medicine; his rendering, however, 'not caused by cutting' and 'sharply cut,' is 
unacceptable, since Aran does not mean distinctively 'cut/ but more nearly • bruise.' 
There is no variation of reading in the mss. as regards the two words; and it seems 
extremely .unlikely that, if they once agreed, they should have become thus dissimilated. 

5 (81. r). We know, indeed, 0 jaydnya, thine origin (jdna), whence, 
0 jaydnya, thou art. born L}dyase]; how shouldst thou smite there, in 
whose house we perform oblation? 
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Ppp. has only c, d, as second half-verse to. our 4 a, b, and reads tva,h hanyiid y,itra 
kurycin mahath havift. L We had our d at vi. 5. 3 a. - The new decad begins here : 
cf. p. 389.J 

6 (SI. 2). Daringly drink the soma in the mug, 0 Indra, being a 
Vritra~slayer, 0 hero, in the contest for good things; at the midday 
libation pour [it] down; a depot of wealth, assign wealth to us. 

The verse is RV, vi. 47. 6; RV. has rayi'sthiinas in d. Ppp. offers no variant. 

77 (82). To the Maruts. 

[ A figiras. - trcam. mantrokta-marutldevatiikam. .r. 3-p. gayatri; 2. trif/ttbh ; J· jagatr.] 

The second and third verses are found also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kau<s. (48. 38), 
next after hymn 3 I etc., with laying on of fuel from an upright dry tree, in a witchcraft 
rite. In Va.it. (9. z) it appears in the catztrvzii.sya sacrifice, with noon offering to the 
Maruts. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 373; Henry, 31, 99; Griffith, i. 366. 

r. Ye much-heating (siiintapand) ones, here [is] oblation; enjoy that, 
ye Maruts; with favor to us, 0 foe-destroyers (?rifddas). 

This verse and the next. following are two successive RV. verses (in inverted order, 
vii. 59. 9, 8), and are also found together (in the AV. order) in MS. (iv. ro. 5), and, with 
our verse 3 added, in TS. (iv. 3. l3M). The other texts all have yiermdka for asm;J,ka 
in c. The warming winds after the cold season are probably intended by the sa1iztapana 
Maruts. 

2.. Whatever very inimical mortal, 0 Maruts, desires to smit~ us, 
0 good ones, across [our] intents, let that man put on the fetters of 
hate ; smite ye him with the hottest heat. 

Tinff cittanl, in b, is an obscure and doubtful expression; Henry renders "without 
our suspecting it." The RV. text (with which MS. agrees throughout) omits mtirtas 
in a, inserting abhl after manttas _; in c, it has sd mucl,>'/a for muficata1it sd, and, in d, 
hdnmana for tdpasii. TS. mak.es manttas and vasavas exchange places in a and b, 
reads in b saty?fnt' (for clttOnl) and ;'{ghansat, and has in c p8fa11t prdti sa nzucr._rfa. 
Ppp. has, for c, d, tasmtit tan par an prati 1nuftcata yi7yam tapitfhena tapasii.Jn. afv.ina 
ram. SPP. reads, in c, d, sas tap-, with. half his authorities; we have noted no such reading 
in ours, and it appears to be unparalleled elsewhere. The vetse(u + 12: 10 +II::= 44) 
is irregular, but sums up as td-1/ubh. 

3. The Maruts, pf the year, well-singing, wide-dwelling, troop-attended, 
humane (mttnu~a) - let them .release from us the fetters of sin, they the 
much.:heating, jovial, reveling. 

TS., in b, accents urukfdyas and reads 1niinu-1e!1t (which is better) ; in c it combines 
te •s:mdt and reads d1ihasas (for tnasas); in dit has madirds (for 1natsar8s). Ppp. gives, 
in .c, j)iifanprati 1n1tncantu sarviin. The comm. explains sallivatsar.znas by varfevar1e 
prad#rbltavifyantafi . . · This "j'agati ''·is half tri,#ubh. 
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78 (83). To Agni : in favor of some one. 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Used in Kauc;. (32. 3) with 29 and other hymns of this 
book, in a remedial rite: see under 29. Also vs. 2 by itself (2. 41 ), ,vith x. 6. 35, as 
substitute for xii. r. 19-2r, with laying on of fuel, in the parvan sacrifices; and in the · 
11;7)atantni (137. 30), with other verses, with strewing (of barhis); its second pada is 
further found as first part of a verse given in full in 3. r. In Va.it. (4. II) it accom
panies, with other verses, the untying of the sacrificer's wife in the parvan sacrifice. 

Translated : Henry, 3 r, 99 ; Griffith, i. 3 66. 

I. I loosen off thy strap, off t~y harness, off thy halter; be thou just 
here, unfailing, 0 Agni. 

TS. (i. 6.43) and MS. (i. 4. 1) have a verse corresponding to the first part of this and 
the second half ofil the next following verse : the first half reads thus : vi te 1mtnciimi 
-rarani (MS. -1ti'ivi) 7.// rarmtn vi yoktra ydni paricdrtaniini (MS. yoktrii?ti par-). 
L Cf. MGS. i. r r. 23, and p. 155.J Ppp. combines ajasre 'dhi in c. The comm. gives a 
double explanation, regarding the verse as addressed either to Agni or to one vexed 
with disease; and he adds at the end that the sacrificer's wife may also be regarded as 
addressed. The commentary to TS. views the sticks of paridhz' as intended by the 
harness etc. 

2. Thee, 0 Agni, maintaining dominions for this man, I harness (Jntf) 
with the incantation of the gods; shine thou unto us here excellent prop
erty; mayest thou proclaim this man as oblation-giver among the deities. 

The second half-verse is given quite differently by TS. and MS. (as above): thus, 
dhattild asmdsit (MS. asnufbliyani) drdvitu1,1jz yac ea (MS. drdvitze 'ha) bhadnim pre£ 
tzo (MS. ma) brz"itad bhagadhdn (l\fS. -dii11i) devdtastt. Ppp. makes a. and b change 
places. The pada-text analyzes in c drdvitiii: ihd, but probably the original value was 
-vfl;am, and this the translation assumes. 

79 (84). To Amavasya ( night or. goddess of new moon). 

[ A tharvan. - caturrca1n. amiivilsyrldevatilkam. triii,r/ubham : r. /agati.] 

The first verse .is found in Paipp. xx., the second and third in Paipp. i. Used by 
Kau<;: (5. 6) in the parvan. sacrifice on the day of• new moan; also (59. 19) with. hymns 
I 7 etc. (see under I 7 ), for various benefits: It has in Va.it. (I. I 6) an office similar to 
that prescribed by KaU<5'. 5. 6. 

Translated: Henry, 32, 100; Griffith, i. 367. 

I. What portion (bhagadhlya) the gods made for thee, 0 Amavasya, 
dwelling together with might, therewith fill our offering, 0 thou of all 
choice things; assign to us, 0 fortunate one, wealth rich in heroes. 

The verse occurs in TS. (iii. 5. r r), with ddadhus for. dkrtvvan in a, and Lrectifying 
the meterJsa for tena in c. Ppp. combines devli 'krf?cvan in a, and has satfivadantas 
in b, and sa ima1h y- at beginning of c. Sa1iz-vas plays upon the equivalent ama-vas, 
which gives name to the day ai1d its goddess. The verse has nojagati character. LWe 
had the second half-verse above at 20. 4 c, d.J 
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2. I myself am Amavasya; on me, in me dwell these well-dger's; in me 
came together all, of both classes, the gods and the sadhyds, with Indra 
as chief (jyl,f(ha). 

The Petersburg Lexicon* suggests the plausible emendation of milm ci to am.a at 
beginning of b: if it is not rather ii ma vasanti intended as a play on amavasylt. For the 
sad/iyas, see note to vii. 5. I. The Anukr. overlooks the irregularity of a. *Lvi. 832.J 

3. The night hath come, assembler of good things, causing sustenance, 
prosperity, [ and] good to enter in; we would worship Amavasya with 
oblation; yielding (ditk) sustenance with milk is she come to us. 

TS. has (iii. 5. I 1 ) a verse quite accordant with this jn general meaning, but too differ
ent in det::dl to be called the same; it reads ni·ui(-ani smiigdmani 7.1cisil1u'i.ni vfvvii rfijJt7!zi 
1,1asilny iiveftiyantl: saluisraflo:rcf 1ii subhaga rariitzii sci na zt 'gan ·vdrcasii sa1izvzilanzi. 
Ppp. reads, in b, ,z,rir;vavi for i7rjcmz,; and, in d, vasana (for dtthanii) and na "gmit. 

The comm., and some of the mss., end the hymn here, carrying over our vs. 4 to the 
following hymn ; our division agrees with the sense, the Anukr., and other of the mss. ; 
and SPP. accepts the same. LThe decad ends here: cf. p. 389.J 

4. 0 Amavasya, no other than thou, encompassing, gave birth to all 
these forms ; what desiring we make libation to thee, be that ours ; may 
we be lords of wealth. 

This is, with alteration of the first word only, a repetition in advance of 80. 3. For 
the parallels etc., see under that verse. 

80 (85). To the night or goddess of full moon (pauq1amasi). 

[Atharvan. -caturrcam. piitw11amiisam: .J· priijiipatyii. trilif/ztbham: ;,. anztf/ubh.] 

The first and fourth verses are found also in Paipp. i. The hymn is used .in the same 
manner as the preceding one (Kau~. 5. 5; Va.it. r. 16), but on full-moon day; it also 
appears (Kauc;. 59~ 19) with hymn I 7 etc. For the separate use of vs: 3, see under that 
verse. 

Translate.cl: Henry, 32, 101 ; Griffith, i. 367. See also Zimmer, p. 365 (vss. 1..,.2). 

r. Full behind, .also full in front, . up from the middle bath she of the 
full moon been victorious; in her, dwelling together with the gods, 
with greatness, may we revel together with food (i;) on the back of the 
:firmament. 

The first half-verse is met with in TS. (iii. 5. I 1 ) and TB. (iii. I. It2), without variant; 
the second half-verse reads thus: tdsya1it de,zd ddhi sanivdsanta uttatnt! nilka ilta 1niida
yantiim. Ppp., in b, puts jJattr?zamasi before madhyatas Land ends b with uj ft:ffiiya J. 

2.. We sacrifice to the vigorous bull of the foll moon; let hini give 11s 

unexhausted unfailing weal.th. 
· The first half-verse occurs in TB. (iii. 7. 51 s) and Ap<;;'.S; .(ii. 20. 5)1 both of which 
read nabltam and .piif'?J,amasam,; their second half-verse reads .thus: sd no dohata1iz 
suvtzyavz raydspo;am sahasr!tiam. The comtn. reads dadhatu in c. 
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3. O Prajapati, no other than thou, encompassing, gave birth to all 
these forms ; what desiring we make libation to thee, be that ours ; may 
we be lords of wealth. 

L Cf. vii. 79. 4.J This verse is RV. x. 12r. 10, and is repeated in various other collec
tions: VS. (x. 20 et al.), TS. (i. 8. r4z et al.), TB. (ii. 8. I2 et al.), MS. (ii. 6. 12; iv. 14. I), 

MB. (ii. 5. 9 ). L Cf. M P. ii. 22. I 9. J RV. reads, for b, vtrvtt jiUinz.' pdri t;J, babhitva _,· 
and TS.TB.MB. agree with it throughout; VS. differs by giving, with our text, rzifiltzi/ 
MS. is more independent, having in the second occurrence nahi tvdt tani (for nd i1.1dd 
et,ini) in a, and in both occurrences ydsmai kdvi (forydtkamas te) in c. The verse is 
variously employed by the szUras: in Kaur;., in the par11an sd'crifice (5. 9), by addition 
to iv. 39 ; and by special mention, beside vs. I, with h. I 7 etc. (59. I 9: see under I 7); 
while it is added by a schol. to the ceremony of acceptance (56. 2, note) of a staff by 
the Vedic student;.:._ in Vait. ( r. 3) as an introductory formula prescribed by Yu van 
Kaw;ika Lcf. note to Kaur;. r. 6 J; also (2. I 2), in the parvan sacrifice, with an offering 
of fat to Prajapati; and it is to be had in mirtcl (7. 12) as accompanying an offering in 
the a,_t:;ni!iotra. The comm. quotes it further from the Nak~atra Kalpa (18), as used in 
a mahiifiinti called tnamdgatzf. 

4. She of the full moon was the first worshipful one in the depths (?) 
of days, of nights. They who, 0 worshipful one, gratify (ardhdya-) thee 
with offerings, those well-doers are entered into thy firmament. 

The translation implies in d the reading te, given in our edition on the authority of 
part of our mss. (Bp.P.M.T.K.*) and as decidedly better suiting the requirements of the 
sense Lthan teJ (a combination of and tt is hardly possible); SPP. reads ttf, with the 
great majority of his authorities. Ppp. has i~ta farvare,[it for ati~- in b, and, in d, naka1iz 
sukrtaf paretaft. The comm. gives ardayanti in c. He explains atir,arvartt1;1,l to mean 
either ratrim atitya vartamiine.ftt somadiha'lll~'fU or else trtfyasa11ana1,yiipi,!1-t haviuu : 
thus akin in meaning with att'ratra.,· and this is perhaps right. *LI find no note of P.M.J 

81 (86). To the sun and moon. 

[A.tharvan.-ftt1Jrcam. siivt'tr'isliryaciindramasam. tril(rfztbham: .3. anuffubh; 4,5. iistiira
j;ankti (5. satm-·4/),] 

LPartly prose-4 and 5.J Wanting in Paipp. The verses of this hymn are by Bloom
field regarded as intended by the name darr;t:bhz's, and so directed by Kau<_;. (24. I 8) to be 
used Lto accompany the worship of the darr;a (see vs. 3 and note)J; Ke<_;. also says that 

. some mutter the hymn at.new moon on first sight of the moon, for the sake of prosperity: 
and this· seems to be the true value of the hymn; but the comm. does not acknowledge it. ·, 
The comm. regards vss. r and 2 as intended to be quoted at Ka.u<;. 7 5. 6, in the nuptial 
ceremonies, with xiv. r. I, but the verse intended must be rather xiv. 1, 23, as marked in 
the edition. The comm. further quotes a use of vss. 3-6 from the Nak~atra Kalpa (15), 
in a planet-sacrifice, with an offering to Mercury (budha). 

Translated: Henry, 33, tor; Griffith, i. 368.- Cf. Hillebrandt, Ved. Mythol., i. 302-3. 

r. These two move on one after the other by magic (mayd); two play
ing "young ones (f<ftt), they go a.bout the sea; the one looks abroad upon 
all· beings ; thou, the other, disposing the seasons art born new. 
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Said of the sun and moon. This and the next following verse are RV. x. 8 5. I 8, r 9, 
and are also found in MS. iv. I 2. 2; this one, further, in TB. ii. 7. r.2 2 (repeated in 
ii. 8. 93): all read ad!tvaram (for 'rizavdm) a\ end of b; they have, for c, vffvany any6 
bhzbana 'bhi- (but MS. vi-) cd-1/e, and, at end of d, jiiyate (the comm. also has jayate) 
jntna(t ,,- and TB. combines rtil-n an-. Repeated below as xiv. r. 23 and (a, b, c) xiii. 2. I I 

Lon the latter verse Henry has an elaborate comment, Les Hymnes Rohitas, p. 38-40 J. 
L As for the thrice occurring haplography, vir;vii11y6 for 'virvanya1016, d. iv. 5. 5, note.J 
Too irregular (II+ 12: 9 + I z == 44) to be passed simply as trzj/ubh. LThe other texts 
suggest the true rectification of the meter of c. J 

2. Ever new art thou, being born; sign (keM) of the days, thou go-est 
to the apex (dgra) of the dawns; thou disposest their share to the gods 
as thou comest; thou stretchest out, 0 moon, a long life-time. 

In RV. and MS. (as above), and TS. ii. 4. 14r, the four verbs are in the third per
son, and we have candrdmas nom. in d. Further, TS. reads agre at end of b, and 
tirati in d. The application of b to the 1-i\oon is obscure. The absence of any allusion 
to the asterisms is not without significance. L Over "stretchest" '\Y. interlines "extend
est. "J L Vss. 1-2 are repeated below as xiv. i. 23-24.J 

3. 0 stem of soma, lord of fighters ! not-deficient verily art thou by 
name ; make me, 0 first-sight (dart;d), not-deficient, both by progeny and 
by riches. 

The darpf, is the slender crescent of the new moon when first visible, and here com
pared with one of the stems or sprouts from which the soma is pressed, and which 
swell up when wetted, as the crescent grows. The identification of the moon and soma 
underlies the comparison. The comm. first understapds the planet Mercury (called, 
among other names, somaputra ' son of the moon ') to be addressed, and explains the 
verse on that basis, and then gives a second full explanation on the supposition that the 
address is to the moon itself. 

4. First sight art thou, worth seeing art thou; complete at point art 
thou, complete at end; complete .at point, complete at end may I he, by 
kine, by horses, by progeny, by cattle, by houses, by riches. 

LProse.J Some mss. (including our 0.) combine darfato 'si.. The pada-division 
sdmoanta~ is prescribed by Prat. iv. 38. 

5. He who hateth us, whom we hate-with his breath do thou fill 
thyself up; may we fill ourselves up with kine, with horses, with progeny, 
with cattle, with houses, with. riches. . 

L Prose.J The mss. read in c pyafifimaht', which SPP. accordingly adopts in. bis 
text, although it is an obvious and palpable misreading for py_iisz'fftnald (which the 
comm. gives); pyast;rimahi is found in many texts (VS.TA.<;<;S.<;GS.HGS.), but also 
pyayt°ffmahi (as t°f-aorist from the secondary root-form pyay) in .Ap<;S. (Hi. 4. 6). It· 
is by an error that our printed text has pyayif~ L instead ofpyasi'f- : see Gram. § 9I4 b J. 
These two prose "verses" are very ill described by the Anukr. 

6. The stem which the gods fill up, which, unexhausted, they feed 
upon · unexhausted _;...therewith. let, Indra, VarnI}a, Bril:iaspati, shepherds 
of existence, fill us up. 
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The verse is found also in TS. (ii. 4. I 41), MS. (iv. 9. 27; r 2. 2), c;c;s. (v. 8. 4): in a, 
all read adityis, thus rectifying the meter, and MS. has yd.tha before it, and also at 
beginning of b, with a correlative evd at beginning of c; in b, all end with dkfitayaft 
ptbanti, and MS.<:;(_;S. have dkritim before it; in c, TS.<;<;S. give no riija for asmiln 
indrafi. The late idea of the subsistence of the gods upon the moon is to be seen in 
the verse. The Anukr. seems to balance deficient a with redundant c. 

With this hymn ends the seventh anuvaka, of 8 (or 9) hymns and 3r verses; the 
quoted Anukr. says of the verses trbi(ad eka ea saptamafi _; and, of the hymns, sapta
ma11 Lis this to be joined with the colophon of the fifth anuvaka, p. 428? thus,pancama-
saj;tamav J affazt. ·· 

82 (87). Praise and prayer to Agni. 

[9aimaka (sa1npatkii1nczM, -1a!lrcam. agneyam. triiif/ttbham: 2. kakummati brhati; 
3.}igati.] 

Of this hymn, verses 2 and 6 are found in Raipp. xx., and verse 3 in iii. It is used in 
Kaui;. (59· I 5), with ii. 6, in a rite for success; and also (59. 19), with hymn I 7 etc.: 
see under I 7 ; further, vss. 2-6, in the uj;anayana ceremony (57. 2 I), accompany the 
laying of five pieces of fuel in renewing a lost fire*; and the comm. quotes it from the 
Nak~atra Kalpa (17-19) in various maharanti ceremonies. Vait. (29.19) employs, 
it . ( or vs. r ?) in the agnlcayana, after laying on fuel with vii. I 5; further (5, I 6) 
vs. 2, in the agnyadheya ceremony, while blowing the :fire with one's breath ; and yet 
again (2. 7) vs. 6, in the parvan sacrifice, while ladling out the sacrificial butter. * L Ke~.,. 
p. 359:zs; comm., p. 484 end. J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 428; Henry, 34,102; Griffith, i. 369. 

I. Sing (arc) ye good praise unto the contest for kine; put ye in us. 
excellent possessions ; lead ye this sacrifice of ours unto the gods ; let. 
streams of ghee purify themselves sweetly. 

The verse is found also as RV. iv. 58. ro and VS. xvii. 98. Both read in a. ar.yata 
(which is better), and.at the endpavante ... The comm. understands devatas .in c. He 
regards the waters or the kine as addressed, and explains a in several different ways. 

2. I seize in me Agni at first, together with dominion, splendor,, 
strength; in me I put progeny, in me lifetime,-haiU- in me Agni. 

The first and third padas are read. in TS. v.7.91 , and the first three in MS. i.6. I, 

with sundry variants: both put grh'{Jiimi in.a before dgre, and MS. rectifies the meter 
by inserting aluim between the two; for b, MS. has saha prajayli 11arcasa dhdnena 
(TS. entirely different, rayds fo1aya etc.) ; in c, MS. puts k.Jatrdm in place of prajam, 
and, for ifyus, MS. gives rdyas and TS. vdrcas (dis different in each text). Ppp. reads. 
at the end agnifz. The meter' (8 + II : II+ 6 = 36) is imperfectly described by the 
Anukr. 

3. Just here, 0 Agni, do thou maintain wealth; let not the down
putters, with previous intents, .put thee down; by dominion, 0 Agni, be 
it of easy control for thee; let thine. attendant increase, not laid low. 

The verse occurs also in VS. (xxvii. 4), .TS. (iv. I. 72) 1 MS. (ii. I 2. 5); all have the· 
better reading kfatrdm .at beginning of c; and, for the difficult and probably erroneous 
jn'irvaci'ttas of b, VS.TS. read jnTrvacftas, and MS. purvacittau (the editor noting 
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that K. and Kap. S. read with VS.). The word, in whatever form, probably refers to 
other worshipers who get the start of us and outdo our Agni by their own; the comm. 
says: asmattaft pilrva1iz tvadvi',!ayamanaska(i or tvadvi-1ayayiigakaratiamanasa(z. 
All the pada-mss. read at the end cinift-strta(t, and this is required by Prat. ii. 86; but 
SPP. alters to dni~strtaft-which, to be sure, better suits the sense. The RV.jada
text also has (viii. 33. 9) anifi-strtafz,; TS. (and by inference MS., as the editor reports 
nothing), dni.y/rtaft, unchanged. The verse in Ppp. stands in the middle of our hymn 
ii. 6 (between vss. 3 and 4) ; Land it is important to remember that its J)Osition in the 
Yajus texts, VS.TS.MS., is similar: see note to ii. 6. 3J. Ppp. reads dabhan for ni 
kran in b,. and kfatra1n Land s1qamam J in c. This jagati has one trz~·.tubh pada. 

4. Agni hath looked after the apex of the dawns, after the days, (he] 
first, Jatavedas, a sun, after the dawns, after the rays, after heaven-and
earth he entered. 

A ntt ' after' seems here to have a distributive force: Agni is ever present to meet 
the first dawn etc. with his brightness; or it is the opposite of prati in vs. 5 : anu. 
'from behind,' as pra#' from in front.' The verse is found as VS. xi. I 7, and in TS. 
iv. i. 2 2 , TB. I. 2. Pl3, and MS. i. 8. 9. All these have in c dmt silryasya fmru(rd ea 
rapnin (an easier and better reading), and, at the end, VS.MS. give if tatantha, and 
TS.TB. i1 tatlina. This verse and the next are repeated as xviii. I. 27, 28. 

5. Agni bath looked forth to meet the apex of the dawns, to meet the 
days, [he] first, Jatavedas, and to meet the rays of the sun in many 
places ; to meet heaven-and-earth he stretched out. 

A variation of the preceding verse, perhaps suggested by RV. iv. 13. I a, which is 
identical with its :first pada; its second half agrees much more closely with the version 
of the other texts th.an does 4 c, d. The comm. is still more faithful to that version, by 
giving the (preferable) reading pttrutra in c. 

6. Ghee for thee, Agni, in the heavenly station; with ghee Manu 
kindleth thee toclay; let the goddesses thy kin (naptt) bring thee ghee; 
ghee to thee let the kine milk, 0 Agni. 

Ppp. reads duhrate in d. The comm. gives naptryas iri c, and declares it to mean 
the waters; it is more probably the daughters of the sky in general. 

83 (88). For -release from Varu,;ia's fetters. 

[ r;una{Iftja. -caturrcam. vilruizam. anu.yfztbham : 2. jathyiipankti; 3, 4. tri.yfnM 
(4. brhafigarbha).] . 

The first two verses are found in Paipp. xx. The hymn (the whole, says the comm.) 
is, according to Kaut;. (32. 14),. to be repeated in a remedial rite for dropsy1 in a hut 
amid flowing waters; also (127. 4) all the verses in a sacrifice to Varm;i.a, after iv .. 16;3, 
in case of the portent of obscuration of the seven r.yz'.;-. Va.it. (r o. 22) has vs. :r * at the 
end.of the par;ubandha, when the victim's heart has been set upon a spit; and vs. 3 in the 
agn£cayana (28. 17), on loosening the cords by .which the :fire-dish has been carried, 
The comm. quotes the hymn from Nak~atra Kalpa (r4), with an offering to Varm;i.a in 
a mahar;anti for portents~ *LAccording to Garbe, thy whole hymn.J 

Translated: Henry, 35, ro4; Griffith, i. 370; Bloomfield, 12,562. 
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I. In the waters, 0 king Varm;a, is built for thee a golden house; 
thence let the king of firm courses release all bonds (ddman). 

All the authorities have mitluis at end of b, and SPP. admits this in his text, 
although it is a palpable n..1isreading for niitds L cf. Roth, ZD MG. xlviii. 107 J, which is 
given by Ppp. and by A(.S. in the corresponding verse (iii. 6. 24); our text has by emen
dation vzitas ./ the comm. makes for mitltas the forced interpretation ananyasadlza1'aizafz 
fuzn:~'c"iJJt antibhi'gmn,;10 ·vii. Our te:xt also makes the clearly called-for emendation of 
dh&miini to diimani L Roth, I.e., p. 108 J in d (the translation is made accordingly), 
.and of dhTimno-dhamnas in 2 a to cM-; yet not only all AV. authorities, but also 
Ppp. and A(.S., are opposed to it in both verses and a whole series of texts in vs. 2; 
it is not without sufficient reason, then, that SPP. retains dha-, although we can only 
wonder at the wide-spread corruption of the text. The comm. explains dhamiini 
m1t1icattt by sthanany asmadtyani tyajaht. The Ac;s. version of the verse reads: 
dvije rajno rz1ar1ttzasya grho mito hirat1yaya(t : s,z no dhrtavrato raja dhamno-dhamna 
z'ha 1nuncattt. Ppp. has its b like A<:;S.; in d it reads dhcimii 7;£ no s2tce. 

2. From every bond, 0 king, here, 0 Varu:t).a, release us; if "0 waters, 
inviolable ones l" if" 0 Varu:q.a ! " we have said, from that, 0 Vanwa, 
release us. 

The whole verse is found in many other texts: VS. vi. 22 b, c; TS. i. 3. I I r; MS. 
i.2.r8; A<;S. iii.6.24; c_;;c.;s. viii.I2,IIj u;;s. v.4.6: TB. ii.6.62 and vs. xx.r8 
have padas c-e; Land MGS., ii. r. r I, has the pratika: cf. p. r 5 I, under dhamno J. All, 
including also Ppp., as noted above, begin with dhilmno~dhamnafi (so SPP.: the comm. 
explains by sarvasmad rogas thii.niit ./ our text emends to dil-: L see note to vs. 1 J) ; 
Vs.c_;;c;s.u;s. have (in a-b) raja1is tato .,,- all, as also Ppp., have no vzunca in both b 
and e; VS. unaccountably gives ii.hits instead of dpas in c (but it has dpas in xx. r 8) ; 
TS.MS.TB. accent dl[hnyas and, with Lc,;S., omit the iti after it; for ydd itdvuf, in 
d, VS.TS.TB.A<;S.<;QS.L('.S. read fdpamahe (printed .yaya-, L<;S.), while MS. has 
fapiima!zai. Th.e acce12,t aghnyas (as nom.) and the reading varu1;2,a (voc.) are incon
sistent, and aghnyas of TS. etc. seems to be preferable ; but all the AV. pada-mss. 
(except a single one of SPP's) read vdru1;2,a!z, though all the sa1hhita-mss. without 
exception combine vartt1;2,e 'tz'. Our translation implies tlghnyas (or aghnyas); the 
comm. says !te aghnyaft. Padas c, d.are repeated below as xix. 44. 9 a,. b; they relate 
doubtless.to adjurations made in support of what is false. LThe Anukr. seems to sanc
tion our pronouncing the li.Jnncjfta as six syllables. J 

3. Loosen up the uppermost fetter from us, 0 Varu1ta, [loosen] down 
the lowest, off the midmost; then may we, 0 Aditya, in thy sphere 
(vratd), be guiltless unto Aditi. 

The verse is RV. i. 24.• r 5; and found also as· VS. xii. rz, and in TS. (i. 5. r I 3 et al.), 
MS. (i. 2. I8 et al.), SV. i. 589 (Naigeya appendix i. 4), and MB. (i. 7. ro). All 
agree in reading dthii at beginning of c instead of our adha (the comm. has atha), and 
SV. and MB. further put vayd,n after vrate .in c, while SV. accents anagrisas in d. 
LKnauer, Index to .MGS., p. 148, cites many occurrences of the verse.J LRepeated 
below as xviii. 4. 69. J 

4. Release from us, 0 Varu:q.a, all fetters, that are uppermost, lowest, 
that are Varu1ta's; remove from us evil-dreaming [and] difficulty; then 
may we go to the world of the well-done. 
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The last three paclas are identical with those of vi. 121. r, above. Our text ought 
to read in c, as there, nifi ,tv-. L Pronounce, as there, ni~r {itVli.smdt. J There is no 
brluiti element in the verse. 

84 (89). To Agni : and to Indra. 

Only the :first verse is found in Paipp., in iii. For the use by Kau<;, and Va.it. (not 
of vs. I), see under vss. 2, 3. 

Translated: Henry, 35, 105; Griffith, i. 37r. 

I. 0 Agni, shine thou here unassailable, Jatavedas, immortal, wide
ruling (vz"rqj), bearing dominion; releasing all diseases by humane, pro .. 
pitious [aids], do thou protect round about today our household. 

The comm. supplies tttz'bhis in c, d, and the translation given follows his lead. The 
verse is found also as VS. xxviL7, and in TS. iv. r. 73 and MS. ii. 12. 5; MS. makes c easy 
by reading milnttfatziim (it also has vi for VZfV<is), and VS.TS. by reading mdmt,1fr 

bh(yd!z. MS.VS. give after this.r;t'vtbhls/ and VS.TS. have iifiis for dmivas in c. 
All read dnlf /rtas (Ppp. anittatas) for dmartyas in a, and vrdh! for gdyavi at the 
end (Ppp. gayat'fi). Ppp. has, in c, d, manufyebhyafi rlvebhlr. All the texts thus 
relieve in various ways the difficulties and awkwardnesses of the second half-verse. 

We should expect here a separation of the hymn into two, as the remaining verses are 
addressed to lndra; but no ms. or other authority so divides. 

2. 0 Indra, unto dominion, [unto] pleasant force, wast thou born, thou 
bull of men (car.fa~zi); thou didst push away the inimical people; thou 
didst make wide room for the gods. 

This verse and the next are two verses, connected (butin inverted order), in RV'. 
(x. 180. 3, 2), found also in TS. i. 6. I 24. Both these read in c atni'traydnta1n, their only 
variant in this v.erse. In d carfaiztnlm is most naturally madedependent on vnabha, 
although, as such, it ought to be _without accent; Henry takes it as governed by the 
nouns in a. The verse (doubtless w.ith vs. 3) is used by Kauc;. (r7. 31) in the consecra
tio11 of a king L Weber, Rajasilya, p. r42J, and (r40. I 7) in the indramahotsava, with 
libation to Indra, and service of Brahmans. LRV.TS. accent carfm;tindm and all of 
W's and SPP's mss. seem to do so. Perhaps, in spite of W's version,·we have no right 
to correct our text by deleting the accent; but the a.ccent can hardly be aught else than 
an old blunder. J 

3. Like a fearful wild beast, wandering, mountain-staying, from dis
tant distance may he come hither; sharpening, 0 Indra, [thy] missile 
(? srkd), [thy] keen rim, smite away the foes, push away the scorners. 

The :first half-verse was read above as 26. 2 b, c. The verse is RV, x. 180. 2, TS. 
i. 6. {24 (as noted under the preceding verse), and also SV. ii. 1223; MS. iv: 12. 3, VS. 
xviii. 71; their only variant is atJagamytU inb, for which TS. has jagama, and aUthe 
rest jagantha. The comm. takes srka as an adj., = sa:ra?tat;:ila. L Cf. Knauer's Ind~x 
to MGS., p. 153.J LFor use by Kam;., see under vs. 2.J Va.it. (29. S) uses the verse 
in the agnicayana, in the covering of the.first layers. 
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85 (90). Invocation of Tarkshya. 

[ Atharvan (svastyaymzakama~ ). - tiirlr·1yadevatymn. triiif(ubham.] 

Not found in Paipp. Used inKau~. (59. 14), with 86 and 117, in a rite for general 
welfare, and by the schol. (note to 137. 4) in making a sacrificial hearth for the ajya
tantra.,· it is also reckoned (note to 25. 36) to the svastyayana ga?ta. 

Translated: Henry, 36, I05; Griffith, i.372.-See also Foy, KZ. xxxiv.268. 

I. We would fain call hither for [our] welfare Tarkshya, this vigorous, 
god-quickened, powerful overcomer of chariots, LTarkshya,J having un
injured tires, fight-conquering, swift. 

The verse is RV. x. r 78. 1 and SV. i. 332. For our sd!toviinam, in b, RV. reads 
sahilvanant and SV. sahovzfna.m; both have Prtandjam (undivided in RV. pada-text) 
in c instead of -ajim (p. -aojim); and, in d, the RV. pada-text understands ihfz as simply 
ihd, ours as ilul: if. The comm. also reads ..Prtanajam, but explains it as containing 
either the root aJ or Ji. 

86 (91). In.vocation of Indra. 

[ At!tarvan (svastyayanakilma!z, ). - aindram. triii.y/ubham.] 

Wanting in Paipp. Follows in its applications closely those of 85 (Kam;. 59. 14, and 
notes to 137. 4 and 25. 36); but appears further (x4a. 6) in the i'ndramahotsava, with 
hymn 91 and v. 3. rr, accompanying an offering of butter. 

Translated: Henry, 36, I06; Griffith, i. 372. 

I. The savior Indra, the helper Indra, the hero Indra, of easy. call at 
every call - I call now on. the mighty (rakrd), much-called Indra; let the 
bounteous (maghdvan) Indra make well-being for us. 

The verse is RV. vi.47. u, also SV. i. 333, VS. xx. 50, TS. i. 6. 12s, MS. iv. 9. 27 et al. 
In a, TS. accents dvt'taram_; in c, RV.VS. begin !tvdyami (for huve ntt); ford, they 
all read svas# no (but SV. idd#z havfr) maghdva dhatv (SV. vetv) indraft, L Cf. also 
MGS. i. I r. r6, and p. r 50.J 

87 (92). Homage to Rudra. 
[Atharvan. - riiudram. · jagatam.] 

Found also in Paipp. x:x:. Found in Kaug. (59. 29) in a rite for wdfare, with wor
ship of th'e Rudras; and reckoned(note to 50. 13) to the raudraga~a. Used repeatedly 
by Va.it.: in the parvan sacrifice {4. ro), when the clea, is thrown in.the :fire, 
and again, in the caturmasya sacrifice (9· rS), with a ea o Tryambaka; also (24. 17) 
at the end .of the agni,r/oma, when the priests quit the place of sacrifice. 

Translated: Muir, ivz. 333 ; Henry, 361 I 06; Griffith, i. 3 72. 

I.~ The Rudra that is in the fire (agnz), that is within the waters, that 
entered the herbs, the plants, that sha.ped (k!P) all these beings - to that 
Rudra, to Agni, be homage. 

TS.,a,t v. 5.93, has a nearly corresponding address, but making no pretense to a 
metrical character: · it reads yo ntdrtf agnait (so far, Ppp. agrees) yo apsze J'd o,radhifit, 
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yo rzub·o vff11a bhz'tvana "vhiifa tdsmai rudrliya namo ast:u _; thus omitting the per
plexing agnaye at the end, for which Ppp. also has the better reading adya. The 
comm. explains ciik/pe by (sra.ftmh) samartho bhaz,ati. Pada bis trirfztbh,.; Lbut a is 
not to be made good by pronouncing rudro as a trisyllable J. 

88 (93). Against poison. 

[ Garzttman. - tak.fakadevatyam. .3-av. brhati.] 

LProse.J Found in Paipp. xx., but so defaced as not to be comparable in detail. 
Used by Kau~. (29. 6) in a healing rite against snake-poison, rubbing the bite with 
grftss and flinging this out in the direction of the snake. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 5r r ; Henry, 36, 106; Griffith, i. 373. 

r. Go away! enemy (d-ri") art thou; enemy verily art thou; in poison 
hast thou mixed poison; poison verily hast thou mixed; go away straight 
to the snake; smite that l 

It can he seen in Ppp. that the combination arir va 'si is made. Addressed to the 
poison (comm.), or to the. wisp of grass that wipes it off (Henry)- or otherwise. The 
"verse" (12 : r4 : 10 = 36) is brhatf only in number of syllahles. LThe comm. reads 
abliyu_pehl. He takes the "that" to mea,n the snake. With regard to the auto-toxic 
action of snake-venoms, see note to v. 13. 4.J 

89 (94)• To Agni and the waters. 

[ Sindhudvipa. - caturrcam. iigneyam. iinttf/1tbham : 4 . .3-p. nicrtjaror!li'h.] 

L Partly prose...-" verse "4. J The first three verses are found also in Paipp. i. Various 
use is made of the hymn and of its several verses in the sittras. In Kau<;. it is addressed 
to the holy water (42. 13) on o.ccasion of the Vedic student's return home, and (42. 14) 
vss. I, 2, 4 accompany his laying of fuel on the fire after sunset; with vs. 3 (57• 24) his 
hands are washed in the upanayana ceremony, and with vs. 4 (57. 27) he partakes of 
hot food; two phrases occurring in the latter (edho 'sl, tejo 'si') appear (6. r2, 13) in the 
parvan sacrifice, but are hardly to be regarded as quotations from it (the comm., how~ 
ever, considers them such) ; and the schol. (note to 46. l 7) and comm. reckon the hymn 
as intended by the snanfyas, or verses to be recited at the bath taken after the death of 
one's teacher. In Va.it. (3. 18), vss. I-3 accompany in the parvan sacrifice the priests' 
cleansing ; · v:s. r. ( or more?) in the agn£;toma · (24. 6). is. repeated o.n approach to the 
ahavanrya :fit"e ; with vs. 3, the sacrificer's wife is decked in the caturmasya sacrifice 
(13. 20); with vs. 4,.fuel is laid on the fire in theparvan sacrifice {4. r). 

Translated: Henry, 36, 106; Griffith, i, 373. 

I. The heavenly waters have · I honored (cay) ; with sap have we been 
mingled; with milk, 0 Agni, have I come; me here unite with splendor. 

The verse is, with differences, RV.L 23. 23, and is found also in VS .. (x:x:. 22), 
TS. (i. 4. 453), MS. (i. 3. 39) 1 JB. (iL 68), L<;s. (ii. rz. r3). R\T. has, for a, apo adyd 
'nv acari~ram.,· the others nearly the same Lsee also note to vs. 4, below J, only all give 
the more regular grammatical form apds, and TS. omits adyd, while JB. reads acttr;am .,' 
in. b, R.V. has at end agasmahi, u;s. agamnahl, VS.TS.MS. asrk.1mahi;; in c, TS. 
combines payasvan ag-, and RV. reads ga/zi for aga1nam / VS. adds a fifth pada~ The 
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verse is repeated as x. 5. 46, and its second half is the last part of ix. r. 14. Ppp. agrees 
in a ,~ith RV., and has aganma!zi in b. The comm. glosses acayz'.[am withpiijayilmi. 

2. Unite me, 0 Agni, with splendor, with progeny, with life-time; may 
the gods know me as such; may Indra know, together with the seers (f".ri). 

The verse is repeated below as ix. I. 15 and x. 5. 47. It is RV. i. 23. 24; RV. reads, 
in c, asya unaccented, as the comm. also defines our word to be ; and one or two of our 
mss. (Bp.K.R.s.m.) so give it. The comm. explains ml/ asya by enam mii.m (supplying 
jJiitam), or, alternatively, etiidrrasya me (supplying; abhi'mataphala1fi sadhayitimz). 
Ppp. reads, for b, prajaya ea baliu1ji krdhi, and combines in d salzar.y-. L Perhaps the 
Anukr. scans c, d as 7 + 9. J 

3. 0 waters, do ye carry forth both this reproach and what is foul 
(nidla), and what untruth I have uttered in hate, and what I have sworn 
fearless1y (? ). 

The majority of our mss. (all but R.T.) accent zfpas in a, and SPP. reports that three 
of his mss. also do the same: both texts emend to apas. Ppp. omits abhi in c, and 
combines in d r,epe •bk£-. The verse is found, with pervading differences of reading, as 
RV. i. 23. 22t and also, less discordant, in VS. vi. 17, .Ap<_;S. vii. 21. 6, u;s. ii. 2. 11, 

VS. differs from our text only by accenting ablziru1:iam_; Ap. has va for ea in c and d; 
u;s. agrees throughout. The RV. text is this: iddm apaft prd va.hata ydt kflii ea 
durt'tdm mdyi :ydd vii 'ham abhi'dudrolzayad va fepti utif •nrtam. The sense of our 
abhtrz11:zam at the end is extremely questionable; very possibly it may contain abhi and 
have nothing· to do with the root bhi; it occurs only in this verse. The comm. explains 
it as abhl and ritt:ia for nza 'debt.' 

4~ Fire-wood (ldhas) art thou, may I be prosperous (edh) ; fuel 
(sam{dh) art thou, may I altogether prosper (sam-edh); brightness art 
thou, put thou brightness . in me. 

L Prose. J This address to the pieces of· kindling.wood or fuel piled on the sacred 
:fire, punning on the similarity of the roots idh 'burn' and edk 'prosper,' is found also in 
vs. xxxvm. 25, K. he. 7, :xx:x:vm. 5, A<;S. iii. 6. 26, u;;s. ii. 12, 12, <;GS. iL lo. vs. and 
<;GS. have all three parts, only omitting sdm edltt°ff.ya in the second*; L<;s. has only the 
first two addresses, and reads in each edhiffmahi.; A<;;S. reads as u;s., but has also 
our third address prefixed as its first, with the variant me dehi. The· Anukr. scans 
8+9:_10=.27. LMGS.has the first two addresses at i. I .• 16 (cf. p. 149, 156); then 
follows apo adyanv aclirz°fam_; and tejo 'sl is at ii. 2,· I I (cf. p. I 50).J *LAnd reading 
cdhitimdhi in the :first. J 

90 (95). To destroy some .. one'.s virile power. 

[Aiiglrat.-trcam. mantroktadevatyam. r. g!iyatri; .a. vh-iif jmrastiidbrhatf; 
3 . .3-av. 6.p. bhurig jagati.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kauc;; (36. 35) in a women's rite, being directed 
against the lover of one's wife. 

Translated: Henry, 37, 107; Griffith, L 374 and 475, 

J. Hew on, after ancient fashion, as it were the knot of a creeper ; 
harm the force of the barbarian (diisd). 
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This verse and the first half of the next are the :first five padas (a refrain being added 
as sixth) of RV. viii. 40. 6, with no variant in this verse. The two parts of the hymn, 
as divided after 2 b, do not appear to belong together. The tradition makes the hymn 
directed against one's wife's paramour; and the comm. regards this first verse as an 
appeal to Agni. Ppp. reads at end jambhaya. 

2. We, by Indra's aid, will share among us this collected good of his; 
I relax the vigor (? r;ibhrd1n) of thy member(?) by Varm}a's vow (1.watd). 

In the first half-verse (see above), RV. reads bhajemahi. The translation of c is 
tentative only; fi'bhrrivi (our W. (ibhram) is possibly a corruption of {ibhani.,- for bhra
jas (understood here as gen. of bhrdj) compa~ iv. 4. r. The comm. reads. fttblwam, 
and (doubtless merely on account of its apparent connection with root bhriij) explains 
bhrajas by diptam (supplying retas). Ppp. reads (corruptly) 1nlajayii1.1l bhrati i;ukra. 
The intrusion of vaycfrn or of vd.su in a turns the anzt,f!ttbh into a bad brhati_; but RV. 
has both. 

3. That the member may go off, and may be impotent (? dnavayas) 
toward women, of the depending, inciting (? ), peg-like, in-thrusting one, 
what is stretched, that do thou unstretch; what is stretched up, that do 
thou stretch down. 

The epithets in this verse are very obscure, and are rendered for the most part only 
at a venture. The comm. explains ana'vayas as either 'not arriving' (from root vi = 
gam) or 'not enjoying' (from a-vi == ad, i.e. bhak-1 ' enjoy') ; Jmadi-1.1ant ( our text reads 
incorrectly /dad-, with only one ms., Bp. 2 , and the Petersburg Lexicon conjectures "per
haps ' wet,' 11 from a reminiscence of ldid) he regards as from root krad, with substitu
tion of n for r, and renders 'inviting' (ahviinavant).; faiikurd he derives from.fa1'ik1t_; 
avastha is to him simply= (strisamfjJe) ava#;/ltamiina, or (as for avaft-.stlta) striya 
adhaftpradefe sa1nbhogaya ti1/hatafi. Lin a, b, Ppp. is quite defaced. J 

Here ends the eighth anuvaka, of 9 hymns and 24 verses. The quoted Anukr. says 
a!fa1nau nava, and caturvz'nfa. L~ Seep. 1045.J 

9 :r (96). To lndra: for aid. 
[Atharvan. -candramasam ( /). traii/ubham.] 

This and the two following hymns are wanting in Paipp. This one (the comm. 
says, with 92 and 93 also) is used by Kam;. (59. 7), with vi. 5 and 6, by one desiring a 
village; also (140. 6), withv. 3. II and vii. 86, to accompany an offering of butter in the 
indramahotsava.,· and it is reckoned to the abhaya gatt,a (note to 16. 8), and to the 
svastyayana gatt,a . ( note to. 25; 3 6}. 

Translated: Henry, 37, 108 i Griffith, i. 374. 

r. Let Indra be well-saving, well~aiding with aids, verygracious, all
possessing; let him put down (badlt) hatred, let him make for us fearless
ness; may we be lords of wealth in heroes. 

This hymn and the following are two successive verses in RV. (x. 13 t. 6, 7, or 
vi.47. 12, 13), and are also found. together in VS. (xx. 51, 52), TS. (i. 7. 13N), .and 
MS, (iv. 12. 5), All these agree in leaving out the nas which .disturbs the meter of c. 
Our pada:-text agrees with. that of RV. in both verses in falsely dividing svdovan, and 
the comm. explains the word correspondingly. with dhanavan ht'tatma va. 
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92 (97). To Indra : for aid. 
[ Atharvan (etc. as hy:mn 9I).] 

Wanting in Paipp. Reckoned to the s·vastyayana gatza (note to Kauc;. 25. 36), and 
by the comm. joined with 91 : see under 91. 

Translated: Henry, 381 108; Griffith, i. 374. 

r. Let this Indra, well-saving, well-aiding, keep far away apart from 
us any hatred; may we be in the favor of him the worshipful, also in his 
excellent well-willing. 

The other texts (see under the preceding hymn) invert the order of the two half
verses, and all but MS. read asvuf at end of (our) a. The sa,Jzhita-reading santttar is 
prescribed by Prat. ii. 48. The comtn. explains the word as == tirohitan or g'ilflhan. 

93 (98). For Indra's aid. 

[ B hr gvangiras. - aindra,n. gayatra1n.] 

Wanting in Paipp. Not employed by Kauc;., except as by the comm. declared to be 
joined with 9r and 92 in 59. 7 (see under 9r). 

Translated: Henry, 38, ro8; Griffith, i. 374. 

1. With Indra, with fury may we overcome them that play the foe, 
smiting Vritras irresistibly. 

The verse is found also in TS. iii. 5. 32 and MS. i. 3. 12. TS. reads say1tjas for 
nzanyttt~li, and .slisahyiima for abld syama_; MS., yujii for vaybn, cfoa badhe for abld 
syama, and ghnatii. for ghndntas. Most of the sa1izhita-mss. give 1ylimti. (our W.O., 
and two fifths of SPP's authorities, sy-), and both printed texts read it; but the Prat. 
(ii. 107) expressly requires syavza, and that accordingly should be the accepted text. 
Lln c1 rather, 'smiting adversaries' ?J 

94 (99)· For Indra's help to unanimity. 
[Athcwvcm.- si/umyam. ilnu,t/ttbhmn.] 

Found also in Paipp. xix. Not used by Kam;. In Va.it. (r3. r2)it accompanies, in 
the agnz'.ffoma, the conducting of king Soma to his throne; and again, later (23. 7), the 
bringing of the dhrwz1agraha of soma into the cup. 

Translated: Henry, 38, 109; Griffith, i.375.- Cf. Olden.berg, Rigveda i. p. 249. 

L Fixed (dhruvd), with a fixed oblation, do we. lead down Soma, that 
Indra may make the clans (v/.f) like-minded, wholly ours. 

The verse is RV. x:. I73 .. 6 and VS. vii. 25 c, and the first half is found in MS. 
i. 3. I 5; also in TS. iii. 2. 86, followed at the interval of two padas by the second half. 
R.V. has, · for cf7.,a .... nayiimasi, abfd . •• mnamasi (Ppp. abhi soma lihrt;amalzz'); 
for yatha nas in c it reads dtlto ft (Ppp. atrii te) *; and in d bali!zftas (also Ppp.) 
for sa1mnanasas. TS. has, for c, d, ydtlza na indra id vft;a{z klvalz(i sa7viJ;fz sdma~ 
nasa!t, kdrat. MS. reads vafi·(!) for•'.va in b; VS. is quite different: dh. dh.manasii 
vacd srJma·m dva na,Yiimi: dtha na fndra fd vft;o 'sapatnd.t,, samanasas kdrat. * L And 
hence karat for kdrat in d. - The vs. is also noted as occurring at K. xxxv. 7. J 
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95 (100). A spell against some one. 

[Kapln/ala. - trcam. mantroktagrdhradevatyam. a""1tttf/ztbham : 2, 3. bhtw[j.] 

Not found in Piiipp. Used by Kiiu~. (48. 40) in a witchcraft rite against enemies, 
with tying up a striped frog with two blue and red strings under the forelegs, putting it 
in hot water, and poking and squeezing it at each offering (pratya!zttti). 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 517; Henry, 38, 109; Griffith, i. 375. 

I. Up have flown his two dark-brown (fyiivd) quiverers (?vz"thurd), 
as two vultures to the sky- up-heater-~cl-forth-heater, up-heaters of his 
heart. 

The comm. renders ,z;z"tlmriitt by sa11itata1h calanafllau (also vyathanafilau bhaya
'"ilantiiu), and understands by them (through the hymn) either the two lips or the breath 
and expiration of the enemy who is represented by the frog (ma~ujukiitmana bliii:zn: 
tasya)-which is very unsatisfactory. To the vultures he applies the epithet ti'irkfylht. 
Roth suggests, as intended in the second half-verse, the heat and passion of love, which 
are to be expelled from some woman's· heart. 

2. I have made them (dual) rise up, like (two) weary--sitting kine, like 
(two) growling dogs, like (two) lurking ( ?ztd-av) wolves. 

The comm. explains ztdavantliu by goyut!zamadhye vatsiin udgrlzya gacdiantatt,; 
Henry renders II that watch one another." LHe would reject ltd in a.J 

3. The (two) on-thrusters, down-thrusters, also together~thrusters: I shut 
up his urinator who bore [away] from here- [whether] woman [or] man. 

Strim in d would .be a welcome emendation: "of the 1uan who bore away the woman 
from here " ; hut the analogy of i. 8. r c favors the text as given by the mss; The 
comm. supplies asmcikina1iz, dhanam. as object of jabhara_; or, altematively, he takes 
the latter as == prahrtavan asman ba,tldtavan_; me/hra (mih + tra) he paraphrases 
with mannasthiinojnilak.yatiam. His ignorance of the sense of the hymn is as great as 
that. of Kaug. - or as ours.· S PP. retains the ft of itdft before strt in d, against his 
usual practice elsewhere, and with only a small minority of his mss. 

96 (101). For quiet kidneys(?). 

[KapiFy'ala. -pritkrtam L? J *; vayasa,,n. am,1/ubham.] 

Found in Paipp, xx. Occurs in Kaug. (48.41) just after the preceding hymn, but in 
a different dte against an approaching e·nemy, who .. is made to drink a preparatfon .. 
* L Berlin ms. prag uktam.J 

Translated: Henry, 39, II r ; Griffith, i. 376. 

r. The kine have sat in their seat ; the bird has flown to its nest; the 
mountains have stood in their site; I have made the (two) kidneys stand 
in their station. 

Instead of the unsatisfactory and questionable* -vrkka:it, the comm. reads vrkatt, and 
understands it to. mean uthe he-wolf and the she-wolf"; they are to be made to stay 
in an eneD1y's house. He also reads in c a sthane, regarding ii as prefix· to asthu,(i. 
SPF, conibin.es again (cf. 95. s. d) in his text, with the .minority of his .authorities, 
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asthufi sth-. A ti#htpan at the end in our text is a misprint for --pam. Ppp. appears 
to read avzvamam instead. The second half-verse is nearly identical with vi. 77. I c, d. 
LBp. has ·vrkviittJ· 0., vrkva11J· E. and SPP's D., vrkdv: this last is, to be sure, not 
1vfkau 'wolves.' But has not the phraseology of vs. 2 of the preceding hymn (ati;rfki
pa1ii vtkau) something to do with the placing of this one here? J 

97 (t<fa). Accompanying an offering. 

[ A tharvan (yajnasampii1·!uikdma~ *·). - a1{arcam. manb·okMindri'fgnam. triii1{ubham: 
5. J-:P· iirci bhurig giiyatr'i; 6, 3-p. priijapatya brhat'i ~· 7. 3-j. samni bhurig 

fagatf; 8, upari:r/iid brhatf.] 

L Partly prose, 5-8.J Found also in Pai pp. xx. Accompanies in Kau<;. (6. 3), in the 
parvan sacrifice, the offering of the so-called sm-Jtsthitahovias _; vs. 8 is then (6. 4) speci
fied, with the direction ity uttama;Ji caht1:r;rhitena. Verse 2 is further found in the upa
nayana ceremony (55. 20), with vi. 53. 3, accompanying the release of a cow (the comm. 
·says, with different reading and division, accompanying a contemplation of the water-pot). 
In Vait. (4· r3), vss. 3-8 go with final offerings in the parvan sacrifice. LThe decad 
division cuts the hymn between vss. 2 and 3: cf. p. 389.J *l The text reads anena 
yajnasampurtzekamo yajne patim i)'!va "prarthayat I J 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 429; Henry, 39, I r I ; (?riffith, i. 376. 

r. Since today, as this sacrifice goes forward, we chose thee here, 0 
knowing hotar, mayest thou go fixedly, and, 0 mightiest one, do thou, 
foreknowing, go unto the fixed sacrifice, the soma. 

iii 

The translation follows our text, but this is, as the parallel texts plainly show, much 
corrupted in c. The verse is RV. iii. 2~>, 16, found also in VS. (viii. 20), TS. (i. 4. 442 ), 

MS. (i. 3. 38). In a, VS. begins vaya1it hi tva_,· in b, RV. reads cildtvo •2ni•, while 
the other texts have dgne lzotaranz avni-. Inc, RR reads ayas and utd 'fa1mf{hasJ· 
VS. has the same, and also fdhak both times for dhruvatn_; TS.MS. have fdhak, but 
ayaf between, and MS. -mi'-l/a, while TS. has •1nt'.f/hiis. In d, RV. begins pra:fandn 
vidv;J,n {ej-, VS.TS. begin prajandn yaj-, and have vidvin (for s6tnam) at the end; 
and MS. reads, for d, vi'dvdn jwajanann ztpa yahi yajndm. The comm. apparently 
has ayas in c, but he explains it as ::::: ayiikfis == yaja (quoting the TS. version of the 
pada), as if it were ayas; certainly, when it. is reduced to ayas, all recognition of its 
connection withyaj must be lost. The comin. also reads uta 'fatnifthas, with the other 
texts. Ppp. has ayas. in c, but otherwise agrees with RV. 

2. Lead us together, 0 Indra, with mind, with kine, together· with 
patrons, thou of the·.·· bay horses, together with well~being, together 
with .what of the prayers (brdhman) is pleasing (-/dtd) . to the gods, 
together. with .the favor of the worshipful gods. 

_The verse is RV. v. 42. 4, and also occurs in VS. (viii. I 5), TS. (i. 4. 44- 1),TB. (ii. 8. 26), 
and MS. (i. 3. 38). All save MS. read tio after i'ndra in a (also the comm., and one of 
SPP's mss.), and all (also Ppp.) 1u1i for n:ela/ in b, RV.MS. (also the comm.) have 
harivas, the others maghavan instead, and RV. at end s1.JastiJ in e, all (with Ppp.) 
brak1na1.1-a, and all save RV. devdkrtam (so Ppp. also) after it; in d, RV.TS.TB. (also 
Ppp.) have the more proper sittnatyd (-tau involves an anacoluthon which is · dis
regarded in the translation). SPP. follows the comm. and a single one of his mss. in 
readillg (with the other texts) bnlhma?ia in c. 
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3. The eager gods, 0 god, that thou didst bring - them, O Agni, 
send forward in [thine] own station (sadhdstha); having eaten, having 
drunk sweet things, assign to this man good things, ye good ones 
(vdsu.). · 

This and the following verse are given together in VS. (viii. 181 19), TS. (i. 4. 442-3), 
MS. (i. 3. 38), but in different order and combination: namely, in VS., our 4 before 3/* 
and in the others our 4 a, b and 3 c, d as one verse, and our 3 a, b and 4 c, d as a fol
lowing one. In our 3 a, VS. begins with yil1i ilv-, and TS. ends with devzfn (t-) ; in c, all 
end with -saf ea vffve, and after it VS. has asme, and TS.MS. csme. Ppp. reads, in b, 
preraya punar agne s,z1e sadlzasthe. The fourth pada is deficient. * L More precisely, 
our 4 a-c with 3 d before our 3 a-c with 4 d. J 

4. We haye made for you easily accessible seats, 0 gods, ye that have 
come enjoying me at the li~ation ; carrying, bearing [your] own good 
things, ascend ye to heaven after the good hot drink (? ). 

TS. (as above) reads at the beginning svagd, and later in a sddanam, MS. sddanit 
knzomi.,· in b, VS.MS. have -gme 'd,i?it savana1h }uh TS. sdvane 'demi j-; Ppp. also 
has kr;:totni, followed by the unintelligibleya ca1/e 'tla1it savane Ju:raiiafz.,· the AV. text 
(p. stivane: ma) is apparently a corruption of sdvane 'mii, which the comm. reads. In 
c, VS. inverts the order of the two participles, and all read havf1i.;1 for svd vdsuni _; .in 
d, VS.MS. have dswn for vasmn, and VS. svar for dfvam, and all ti1/hata for rohata. 
Ppp. gives, for c, d, v. bh. dudhas tva1it ghannmn tam it ti1!,hata 'nu.. All the AV. 
pada-mss. (except a single one of SPP's) read vdhamana: bhdramii1;ta, without final 
vlsarga, and all the sa1ithz'ta-mss. (except our P.p.rn.) have •ttti svif,; bot4 printed texts 
make the necessary emendation in sa1hkita to -~tii{t svzt (which the comm. also reads), 
and SPP. adcls the vi'sarga to both p'ples in his pada-text. The pada reading in a is 
sadanit : akanna ( our BJ?· -nii[t s. m. ), and the irregular hiatus· must be regarded as 
falling under Prat. iii. 34, although the passage is not quoted by the commentary to that 
rule; SPP. takes no notice of the anomalJ. The comm. explains gharmam in d by 
adityam. The Anukr. passes without notice the redundancy of c, due to the apparently 
intruded sva. 

5. 0 sacrifice, go to the sacrifice; go to the lord of sacrifice; go to 
[thine] own source (y6ni) : hail l 

L Prose.J The. same formula is found, without variant, as VS. viii. 22. a, and in 
TS. i. 4. 443 * and MS. i. 3. 38. The satifht.'ta-mss. add a stroke of punctuation before 
svd1n · which is wanting in the other texts, and which our eclition also omits; SPP. 
retains it. The comm. explains Vish1:u as .intended by yajftam. *LAlso vt 6. 2 2.J 

; 6. This [is] thy sacrifice, 0 lord of sacrifice, accompanied with song
utterance, of excellent heroism : hail ! 

LProse.J Agaip the AV. mss. add a punctuat~on-mark before sttviryaft,,* omitted in 
our text, but given by SPP.; the other texts (VS. viii. 22 b; TS.MS. as above) do.not 
have it. TS. differs only by reading sttvtraft.,· MS. does the same and omits svzfha (add
ing instead tena sdm. bhava bhr!tfa1iz gacha); VS. ends with sdrvavzras ta} Jz1:rasva 
s11ltl,,ii.. Ppp. has a yet more different versio.n: e1a te yajno yajamtlnas svaha s12ktana
movaka.s suvzrlis svaha. · *LTo avoid taking the word as an adjective, BR., s.v., would 
read with ".I'S. suvira~.J 
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7. Tldshat to those off erecl to ; vdshat to those not offered to; ye way~ 
(gdt?t-):finding gods, having found the way, go ye on the way. 

LProse.J The second part of the formula is found without a variant in VS. viii. 2r 

et al., TS. i. 4. 443 et al., MS. i. 3. 38. Ppp. reads s·vahzUebhyo va:racJh2Ueblzya{t. 

8. 0 lord of mind! [put] this offering of ours in heaven among the 
gods; hail! in heaven- hail! on earth-hail! in atmosphere-hail l 
in wind may I put [it]; hail! 

LProse.J In VS.TS.MS. (as above) a corresponding formula immediately follows 
our 7 b; but it is briefer: thus, VS. mdnasas pata imdn't deva yajiid1h svdha vcite 
dhti/i_,· TS. m. p. i. ntJ de•va devt!ftt yajitd1iz s7.1?l.hii 'Vtid s;Jzlhii vzf.te dhafz./ MS. vz.p. 
sttdhifJv itndvi yaj1itfah divf de·m!~·it ·vifte dha(l s'vziha. Ppp., again, m. p. ima1h de1.1a 

yajnmh svahii: •vii.cc s11aha viicaye dhiis sviilui. The Anukr. apparently scans this 
bit of prose as 8 + 7 : 9 + I 2 = 36. 

98 (103). With an oblation to Indra. 

[Atharvan. - mantroktatlaivatam. triii~fubham: I. vi'raj.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. In Kau<;. (6. 7), the verse accompanies, at the parvan 
sacrifice, the distribution of barltis to each divinity; and again (88. 6), in the pi?zr!a
pittyajna, the sprinkling of rice-grains joined with darb!ta. In Va.it. (4. 6), it goes with 
the casting of the prastam into the fire in the par1.1,m sacrifice. 

Translated: Henry, 40, II2; Griffith, i. 377. 

I. The barhis is all (sd.m) anointed with oblation, with ghee, all by 
the good Indra, all by the Maruts; [it is] all anointed by the gods, by 
the all.:gods; let the oblation go to Indra: hail! 

A corresponding but quite different verse is found as VS. ii. 22 (immediately fol
lowing a repetition of the VS. version of ·our 97. 7, 8): it reads ai'ikta,n instead of 
aktdm in a and c, has iiditya.tr · vasubhis for lndretza 11dsitna in b, tndras for de•vats in c, 
and, for d, di'Vyd1Jt nablio · gachatu yat s11aha. Ppp; also has (better) ·vasubhis for 
vasnnli in b, and de11ebhis in c, rectifying its meter. The comm. reads barhis for hav-is 
in d. The verse lacks three syllables in its second half. 

99 (104). When bestrewing the vedi. 
[Atharvan. -mantroktadiiivatam. trair/ubltmn: I. Muri/.] 

Wanting in Pai pp. Is in Kau~. (2. 20) the priest's direction for strewing the barhls / 
and the same in Va.it. (2. 7): both in. the parvan sacrifice. 

Translated: Ludwig, P~ 434; Henry, 40, II3; Griffith, i. 377 . ..;_ Henry gives an 
elaborate comment. Oldenberg, Indogennamsche Forschu.ngm, Anzeiger, iii. 3, refers 
to· Hillebrandt, Nett• imd Vollmondsopfer, .19, 64. 

I. Strew thou around, enclose the sacrificial hearth (vldl); do not rob 
the sister lying down yonder; the h6tar's seat [is] yellow, golden; those 
[are] jewels (nt'.fkd) in the sacrificer's world. 

The comm. regards the bunch of darbha grass as addressed. Ludwig conjectures the 
'sister' to be the. uttara11edi,,· and Henry also understands the same; it is perhaps 
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rather the grass that lies about; the comm. gives several diverse guesses. A corre
sponding verse is found in TB. iii. 7. 5 1 3 and A.p. iii. 13. 5: they read abkf for pari at 
beginning of a ; jamfm mii kHisir amttyil (dyana for b ; -dana harltah sit•vdrniih in c 
and, in d, ime for ete and brad/in/ for loki. · · · ' 

100 (105). Against bad dreams. 

[ Yama. - du[tsvapnaniifanadeva(11am. iimt.y/ttbham.J. 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kauc;. (46. I I) in a rite against bad dreaming~ 
and reckoned (note to 46. 9) to the dtt{zsvajmanar;ana garia. 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 498; Henry, 40, I I 5; Griffith, i. 378. 

I. I turn away from evil-dreaming, from bad dreaming, from ill
success (dbhiUi); I make brdkman my inner [defense]; [I put] away the 
pains having the aspect of dreams. 

The comm. (also Ppp.) reads svajmat in b. A corresponding verse is found in Kc;s. 
xxv. I I. 20 : for b it has papa{i svajmad abltutya-i,/ it reads karave for kr!Zve in c, and, 
ford, parafi svapnamukha krdhi. Ppp. ends with -ntttkha Stf,Va. Near half of SPP's 
authorities have julrafi in d. The comm. explains svajmamukhas by svajmadvliriklifi. 
L Griffith says: "I turn away: and lie on my other side " - to prevent the recurrence 
of nightmare. As to c, cf. i. I 9. 4 and v. 8. 6. J 

101 (106). As to food enjoyed in a dream. 

[ Yama. -dufisvap~ianilranadevatyam. ilnu.y/ubhcun.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kau<;. (46. 12) in a rite against ill effect from 
food eaten in dreams, and reckoned (note to 46. 9) to the dufzsvajnanafana gatta. 

Trnnslated: Ludwig, p. 444; Henry, 40, I r5; Griffith, i. 378. -Given by Bergaigne
Henry, Manuel, p. I 57, without other comment than is implied in the title. 

I. What food I eat in dream, [and that] is not found in the morning 
- be all that propitious to me, for that is not seen by day. 

The comm. appears to regard naht in c as two independent words. A corresponding 
verse is found in Ap<;S. x. 13. II and HGS. i. 17.4; reading thus: yq,d annam adyate 
naktam (H. siiya,n) na tat prilta!t k;itdho •vatl (H. av. k-1.): ·sarvam tad a:sman mii 
hz'tisir (H. -szn) nahi tad dadrre diva(H. diva dadne di'vafi), Ppp. has nas instead of 
me in c.. L~ See P· 1045.J 

102 (xo7). Accompanying self-relief; 

[ l'rajiipati. - mant·roktattiinildevatyam. viriit purastiidbr!tati.] 

Wanting in Paipp. Ka:u<;. (52. I 5) prescribes it in a rite for welfare, "with action as 

given in the verse" (itl mantroktam). 
Translated: Henry, 4r, IIS; Griffith, i. 378. 

L Having paid homage to heaven and earth, to the atmosphere, to 
Death, I will urinate standing erect; let not the lords (irz,ard) harm me. 

All the authorities readmek1iimi in c, and SPP. retains.it in his text, although it is a 
wholly impossible form, and tl1.e misreading off for fJI is an easy and familiar one; even 
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the meter demands me-k:ri- L rather 17rdhuds.:? J. The comm. has instead mal \ryami, 
explaining it as == ma g-ami;yiimi I Virtually all the authorities, too, leave ti:r/han 
unaccented (two out of fourteen of SPP's and our R.s.m. tf:r/han) ; this both editions 
emend. LThe Anukr. seems to scan as I r + 8: 7 + 8::::::: 34.J 

LThe squatting posture in making water is, I believe, general with the natives of India 
to this day. So Hesiod, ivorks and Days, 727: P.,'f/S' av1'' ~eAfoio n-rpaµpJ.vor; <lp0or; 
6µ,ixew ... etoµl!!VO<; KTA. Cf. :xiii. r. 56 and my note.J 

Here ends the •ninth anuvaka, of I 2 hymns and 2 r verses : the old Anukr. says 
navamo d7Jiidafa and cka7,1i;i~a. 

103 (108). For betterment. 

[Brahman. -iitmaclaivatam. trai;fttbham.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kat1~. (59. 19) with hymn 17 etc. (see under 17). 
Translated: Ludwig, p. 269; Henry, 41, 116; Griffith, i. 378. - Cf. Bloomfield, 

AJP. xvii. 408-9. 

I. What Kshatriya, seeking betterment, shall lead us up out of 
this reproachful hate.-who that desires sacrifice, or who that desires 
bestowal? who wins long life-time among the gods? 

This is apparently the appeal of a Brahman seeking employment (so Ludwig also). 
The comm. (also Ppp.) reads vanate in d; he gives alternative conjectural explana
tions, and tries, of course, 011 account of the repeated ka, to bring the verse into connec-· 
tion with Prajapati (Ka). Ppp. further has no •sya in a, and ka,f jn,r. ko yaj. in c. 

rn4 (109). Concerning Atharvan's cow. 

[ B1·ahman. - i!tmadliivatam. triii;fubham.] 

Found. also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kau~. (66. 17) in a savayajna, having as .sa-va a 
cultivated :field (urvarakhyt savayajne, comm.). 

Translated: Henry, 41, rr6; Griffith, i. 379. - Cf. above, v. u, introduction. 

I. Who, enjoying companionship with Brihaspati, shall shape [its] 
body at his will....:.... the spotted milch-cow, well-milking, with constant 
calf, given by VaruIJa to Atharvan? 

The translation implies in d tanvdm as read by Ppp.; compare RV. x. I 5. r4 d (AV. 
:x:viii.3. 59 reads tanvds, but with much better reason than here), also iii. 48. 4 band 
vii. IOI. 3 b. The comm. refers to v. rr as explaining the cow referred to, Some of the 
mss. (including our. Bp.E.O.K.) ac.cent sakhydm in c, an.cl SPP. adopts it in his text; 
ours has the correct .. sakhydvz. ·:Ppp. begit1s with ka1fz, and has in b, for nityavatsli1n, 

• dhenum etami and in c tiMz brhasjJatya sakhya. 

105 (no). An exhortation to holy life. 

[Atharvan'."-mantroktadevatyam, ilnu;fubltam.]. 

Found also inPaipp. :xx. Quoted by Kaui;. (55. r6) in the ttjJanayana ceremony, as 
the t.eacher takes the pupil by the arm and .sets Mm facing eastward ; and the second 
half-verse later in the same (56. I 6), as he makes the pupil turri so as to face him. 

Translated: Henry, 4r, II7; Griffith, i. 379; 
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I. Striding away from what is of men, choosing the words (vdcas) of 
the gods, turn thou unto guidances, together with all [thy J companions. 

Ppp. reads sa!ta for vacas in b, and, for d, devo devanli,n sakhya jtt.fiitza!z. The 
comm. parapl~rases pra?iitis by prakr,f{anayani.i,dlvedabralmi~caryaniyati(z.. 

106 (III). Deprecation tor offenses. 

[Atha:rvan. -niantroktculiiivatam ,uta jiitavedasam (c1 d, viirzt?iam). brhat1garbhii · tri,r/ttbh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Applied by KaU(;. (6. 2), in the parvan sacrifice, with 
offerings in expiation of any thing spilt or overlooked in the ceremony i and later 
(46, 24), when a direction at the sacrifice has not been fully executed. Used also for a 
similar purpose in Va.it. in the ,~r;m~-foma (r2. 5), and again later (16. 8). 

Translated: Henry, 4r, I 17; Griffith, i. 379. 

r. If (ydt) in forgetfulness we have done aught, 0 Agni, have offended, 
0 Jatavedas, in our behavior (cdra~za), uom that do thou protect us, 0 fore• 
thoughtful one; unto beauty be there immortality for us [thy] corn• 
panions. 

The sense of the last pada is obscure and doubtful. The comm. takes f1tbhtf as 
loc., ::::: fObhane saiige kannatti, Ppp. reads tasmat for tatas in c, and rukhe in d. The 
second half-verse is more·irregular than the Anukr. admits. 

107 (n2). To relieve a stinging pain. 

[ B hrgu. - siimyam util 'bdiiivata11z. iinu;fubham.] 

Wanting in Paipp. Used by Kau~. (31. z7) with vi. ro5, inaremedial rite against 
cold and catarrh. 

Translated: Henry, 42, Ii: 7; Grif'flth, i. 379. 

I. Down from the sky the seven rays of the sun make pass the waters, 
streams of ocean; these have made fall thy sting (~alyd). 

The comm. regards falya as used figuratively of a stinging disease: t;al;yavat pztjli
karlrza11i kasaf le.mzadz'rogam. The seven rays are to him the seven forms of the sun, 
as given in TA. i. 7. I. · 

108 (n3). Against enemies: to Agni. 

[Bhrg,u. -(ivyrcam. iigneyam. trat';/ubham: i. orhatigarbhil.] 
• 

Wanting in Paipp. Used by Kam;. (48. 37) in a witchcraft rite with hymns 3r, 34, 
and 59 (see under 31); and both verses separately are reckoned to the du~svapnana
;ana gatw (note to 46. 9). 

Translated: Ludwig, p. 5r7; Henry, 42, I 18; Griffith, i. 380. 

L Whoever seeks to harm us in, secret, whoever us openly.;_ us, 
0 Agni, one of our people, knowingly, or a stranger- to meet them let 
the toothed dratti go.; let there be of them no abode (vdstu), 0 Agni, 
nor offspring. 
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The comm. explains 'ararzr as iir#li:liri{zl rak1asi 'a pain-causing she-demon'; by its 
form it should be a fem. to draiia 'strange.' Again (as at iv. 16. I) SPF. unaccount
ably reads (with the comm., who explains it as an antarh:itanaman) in a nas ta;,at 
(instead of na staydt), and in fada-text taydt, although every known pada-ms. L begins 
the word vvi th s- and J staydt alone has etymological justification. Some of the sanihita-
111ss. (including our W. I.) read avf sv- in a-b. The mss. also vary between tlin and 
dm (our Bp. and all our sa7izhita-mss. have the latter; both editions give the former). 
L One does not easily see how the Anukr. justifies its definition.J 

2. Whoever shall assail us asleep or waking, standing or moving, 
0 Jatavedas, in accord with Vah;vanara as ally, do thou meet and burn 
them out, 0 Jatavedas. 

All SPP's pada-mss., and one of ours (D.), read sttftifm in a, by a frequent error. 
Ludwig suggests vaivasvatma for "l.laifviinare{ta in c; it would certainly be an 
improvement to the sense. 

109 (n4). L For success with the dice. J 
[Bildaraya11-i,*-saptarcmn. ilgneyam uta mantroktadilivatam. llntt.y/ubham: .r. viril/ 

j>urastildbrhati ,· a, .3, .5, 6. tri.y/ubh.] 

Found also in Paipp. iv. (in the verse~order 6, 1, 2, 5, 3, 7, 4). Used by Kau~. 
(4r. 13), with hymn 50 etc., in a rite for success in gambling: see under 50; and by 
Va.it. (6. ro), in the agnyfidheya ceremony, when the sacrifi.cer hands the adltvaryu the 
anointed dice, for winning at play the somakrayaiir cow. LThe decad division cuts 
the hymn between vss. 3 and 4: cf. p. 389.J *LNote that iv. 38 is for luck in gam
bling and is ascribed to the same rishi. Cf. introd. to iv. 38 and 40.J 

Translated: Muir, v. 429. (vss. 1-4); Ludwig, p. 456; Henry, 42, II8; Griffith, 
i. 380. - Cf. Zimmer, p. 28 5, 284. 

r. This homage to the formidable brown one, who among the dice is 
self"controller; with ghee do I aid ( ?) Kali ; may he be gracious · to us in 
such plight. 

Lfn a, Henry would suppress either iddm or else ndmo.J Ppp. combines yo 'k,!tfU 
in b, and reads kalyam in c. The comm. explains bablmfoe as bab/zruvariiayai 
'iatsa,hjnakiiya dytztajayakarh;te .devaya./ of Kali he says parii.jayaheltt{t jJaftca.ram~ 
khyayztkto 'k.yavt''.fayo "yaf.r, kallr ity ucyate, and quotes TB. L 5. u r ; ft"kf{tnU: is either 
talayami or satnartham kartum icchami. 

2. Do thou, 0 Agni, carry ghee for the Apsarases, dust for the dice, 
gravel and waters; enjoying in their respective shares the oblatfon .. giving, 
the gods. revel in both kinds of oblations. 

Ppp~ puts agne after ghrtam in a La great improvement of the meter J, reads naklte~ 
bhyas in b,makes.c refer to Agni bygivingyatitabh~g-as andju.ya~tas, and has madant'tt 
in d. Some of the mss. (including our D.K.) also read madantu, and it gives the pref
etable. sense; but both editions have -ti, as being better supported. Half SPP's mss., 
and. at least one (D.) of ourst give pan,;fin in b. The comm. boldly declares ak~rebhyas 
in b to meanpratikitavebhyas: they are to have dust etc. flung at them, that they may 
be beaten. 
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3. The Apsarases revel a joint reveling, between the oblation-holder 
(havirdhdna) and the sun; let them unite my hands with ghee; let them 
make the rival gambler subject to me. 

Ppp. begins ya ps-, puts antara first in b, reads in c Iii niiu Lin tending no? J ltastavi 
krtcna (this is a great improvement) sa1ii sr-, and has naf kit- in d. The comm. under
stands havirdhana in b to signify the earth. The first half-verse is identical with 
xiv. 2. 34 a, b. 

4. Ill luck (?) to the opposing player; do thou shed upon us with 
ghee; smite thou him who plays against us as a tree with a thunderbolt. 

Compare above, 50. I. The obscure word at the beginning is divided iidlona111ivz by 
the pada-mss.; SPP., however, alters his pada-text to li:dina-;Jdm, simply to agree with 
the comm's grammatical explanation! as if that ·were of the smallest authority or value; 
and here it is even worse than usual; the comm. makes the word a verb-form from root 
div + li, and glosses it with adivyamy aklii.ir iidivana,it * karomi / Ppp. treats the 
verse as a cited one; but it has not been found elsewhere in its text. * L In the Correc
tions to vol. ii., p. 535s, SPP. suggests adevanam.J 

5. He who made this riches for our playing, who the taking (?) and 
leaving of the dice-that god, enjoying this libation of ours-may we 
revel a joint reveling with the Gandharvas. 

The Ppp. version is quite different: yo no de1.10 cllianam -ida-,li didefa yo •kfiitiii1it 
grahattani fafatta1iz ea: sa no evatz, havir etc. ; also gandharvliis sadlz- in d. The 
comm. explainsgldhanam and ftffattam respectively by grahatta,Jt s11akfyii.ir ak.yair jitva 
svikarattam, and svt:yanam akfiiftii1h jaytthvasthiine ( one ms. -ya1ih,va-) •va(efa?tam. 

6. Having good things in common (? sd1izvam) -that is your appella
tion ; for stern-looking, realm-bearing. [are] the dice ; you as such, 0 drops, 
would we worship with oblation; may we be lords of wealth. 

Ppp. begins c with tasmai ta indro hav-. Emendation in b to ak:raft (voc.) would be 
a welcome improvement; Henry so translates. The minor Pet. Lex. conjectures that inda
vas in c means' the marks or pips on the dice': perhaps rather applied :figuratively to the 
dice themselves*; the comm. renders bysoma·vanta/i somopalak:ritaliavi'ryuktaft,tas adj. 
qualifying vaya;n; The comm. is uncertain whether the Gandharvas or the dice are 
addressed in a.;. in b he understands the two epithets to be gen. sing., ugrampafyil being 
for -fyiiyas I and he refers to and quotes TA. ii. 4. I, where they are found as singular, 
instead of our own text vi. I r 8. 2. The third pada isj«gttti L only py count J. · * LThe 
major Lex. takes it as' dice.'-W. put a sign opposite -inda·vo as if he meant to make a 
text-critical remark about it. His Collation-book notes no variant ms. reading; but SPP. 
reports z"dd,iz 'Va(t and inda,z,1dt,,.,· none give fndavatz.J t L As if it were indavaft = fnd11~ 
mantaft.J 

7. If (ydt) a suppliant I call on the gods, if we have dwelt in Vedic 
studentship, if I take up the brown dice -let them be. gracious to us in 
such plight. ' 

Ppp. begins with yad deviin, and reads. u1lima in b. One would like .to emend to 
alebhein c. 
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no (us). To Indra and Agni: for help. 

[B!z,nru, -trcam. aindragnam. z. giiyatri; a. tr(r{ubh; 3. a1wffztbh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx., vs. 3 not with vss. r, 2. Kaui;;. (15. I r) employs the hymn 
(the cor:nm. says, vss. I and 2), with vii. 3 etc., in battle incantations: see under 3; 
further (59. 20 ), for the satisfaction of various desires, with worship of the deities men
tioned in the verses. Va.it. (8. 6) has it (vss. I, 2 ?) with an oblation to Indra and 
Agni, in the if,,grtl)'atia z;s-ji _; and vs. 3 (3. I 7 ), in the jJarvan sacrifice, as the priests 
receive and partake of their i!z'ti•portion. 

Translated: Henry, 43, 121 ; Griffith, i. 38r. 

r. 0 Agni, together with Indra, ye slay the Vritras irresistibly for 
your worshiper (diifvdizs); for ye are both best Vritra-slayers. 

The translation implies emendation of hatds in b to hathds, which the construction 
clearly demands, and which is read by the comm., as also, in a corresponding verse, 
by TB. (ii. 4. 5 7 : this has also medina for dap't.ye in a, and yuvdm for ttbh;J, in c). 
Both editions give hatds, with all the mss. Ppp. is defaced, but seems to read atho for 
hato, and for c itgraya vrtrahantamam. LRender rather, 'ye slay the adversaries ... 
adversary-slayers'? cf. iv. 32.7, note.J LMS. has dgnii indrtif ea dii,fttfO just after its 
version of our vs. 2. J 

2. By whom in the very beginning they won the heaven (svar), who 
stood unto all existences, the two men-helpers (? ), bulls, thunderbolt
armed-Agni, Indra, Vritra-slayers, do I invoke. 

Found also in TB. (H. 4. 51) and MS. (iv. 12. 6); TB. puts in a sln,ar before qjayan, 
much improving the meter; MS. does the same, but corrupts to djananJ in b, TB. has 
bhlwanasya mddhye..,· in c, both acc::entprd car,1aid, and TB. vrfarza (as voc.)*; in d, 
MS. ends with-lid?ta1,h hzevema, while TB. has agnt tndra vrtrahdtta huve vam, Ppp. 
has at the be.ginning yabhya1lt. svar itayaty agre (e-va wanting), and hwl1ama at the end. 
The ' they ' of a, according to the comm., are the gods. For jwdcarfanf is given a con
jectural rendering, though the word is doubtless a corruption ; the Pet. Lex. had 
conjectured an emendation to prd carfa{ti Lcomparing RV. i. ro9. sJ; the comm. gives 
it an alternative explanation: either prakarfe~ia dra.yfarau, or prakrf fii, mami,rya yayor 
yaftrtvena santi. LAs to vrtra-, see note to vs, 1.J *LAnd MS. reads vdjrabiihum.J 

3. Divine Brihaspati hath served (?zpa-grah) thee with a bowl; 0 Indra; 
enter into. us. with songs -for the sacrificer, the soma-presser. 

In a, upa-;grak is rendered as· if equivalent to 11,pa-hr .. , the comm. takes .it thus : anyti
tra yatha na gacchasi tatha svadlzinath krtaviin. The comm. regards Indra as 
addressed in a,h, but.it is rather the drink itself, as received in the bowl: so in Vait. 
iii. r7. One might conjecture indo for .indra in c (our P,O~ tndram), but indra is 
cited in Vait. (ib.); L Garbe overlooked the fact that the second half of this vs. was 
intended J. Ppp. adds to· the somewhat meaningless d a fifth pada: sa·rva,iz tan't 
-rfradltasi na/i :. compare the Ppp. version of vi. 54. 3. LPpp .. reads in a itfai 'muh 
devas.J 
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III (II6). To a soma-vessel. 

[Brahman. -vrir{ahham. parabrhati triffttbh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. For uses, see below. 
Translated : Henry, 44, I 22 ; Griffith, i. 382. 

-vu. I I3 

I. Indra' s paunch art thou, soma-holding, soul 6f gods and of human 
beings; here do thou generate offspring that [are] thine in them (f.) ; 
let those that [are] elsewhere rest here for thee. 

Ppp. combines -dhanii "tma, and reads in b ,(after devfi11am) asya vi~varipa(t, and 
at the end firs te svadhito g·nzantu. The comm. regards the verse as addressed either 
to a bull let loose (as quoted in Kauc;. 24. 19) or to thejnttabhrt soma~vessel (as quoted 
in Vait. I 7. 9). In c, asz't is obscure, and is perhaps to be ernencled to i'istts ..,· the comm. 
explains it as either = jmro'varti"nffH xo:'rzt or yajamiiniidiritjH7.su 'Vik,1u. The verse is 
further reckoned L note to IGim;. I 9. I J to the jnt,!!ika mantras. It is a pure trif!ttbh, 
without brhati element; but the pada-mss. make the third pada end with ytf. L With a, 
cf. RV. iii. 36. 8 a.J 

u2 (n7). For release from guilt and distress. 
[ Varu!ta. - dvyrcam. mantroktiibdaivatam. ii1Wff1tbham : I. bhzwij.] 

Wanting in Paipp., Used in Kaug. (32. 3) in a remedial rite, with vii. 29 etc.: see 
under 29; it is also reckoned to the alihoHnga gaiia (note to 32. 27). The comm. 
regards it as quoted by Kauc;. (78. to); but doubtless the. verse there intended is the 
equivalent xiv. 2.45. 

Translated: Henry, 44, r 22 ; Griffith, i. 382. 

r. Beautiful (ftt1nbhani") (are] heaven and earth, pleasant near by, of great 
vows.; seven divine waters have flowed ; let them free us from distress. 

The epithets in the first half-verse are found only here,* and are obscure; for tintz'.. 
sumtte the comm. substitutes antafuvapneJ· p't-;nbhantt he renders by fobhakaritiyfiit, 
and :maltivrate by mahat karma yayofz. Henry would rectify the meter of c by reading 
it for O.pas. The verse is repeated• below as xiv. 2. 45. *LMahivrata occurs elsewhere.J 
t L BR. conjecture ;undhani: cf. note to vi. II 5. 3. J 

2. Let them free me from that which comes from a curse, then also 
from that which is of Varm]-a, then from Yama' s fetter, from all off ense 
against the gods. 

This verse is a repetition of vi. 96. 2. 

n3 (n8). Against a (woman) rival: with a plant. 

[ ,Shargava. -dvyrcam. tn/ikiidevatymn. I, viratj anu~rtubh; 2. raiikumatl 4.p. bhun'.f: ttf!dh.] 

Found also in Paipp. xx. Used by Kaut;. (36. 38), in one of the rites concerning 
women, against a wife's lover, with a. plant called ba1;iapartzi 'arrow-feather' (Darila, 
Lflrapunk/z~: for which BI. conjecturesJ farajmitkha, which is Thephrosia purpitrea 
L Rothj,. though T. spinosa is the spinous species). 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stud.. v. 250; Henry, 44, 122; Griffith, i. 382. 
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r. 0 rough one! thou of rough creepers ! cut up yon woman, 0 rough 
one ! - that thou mayest be hateful (?) to yon man of virile power. 

Ppp. reads trit!· everywhere, and trif/inandana,,- and its second half-verse is: adha
gr,tr.ytayadyamas tam asmai fejya·vata(t. The comm. gives, as one of his suggested 
synonyms for trHika, dtihajanikii or biiftapart7yakhyau.yadhi_,- -vandanas L cf. below, 
1 r 5. 2 J are, according to hi111, latanfivi 7,1rk,1attii1it co part" prarz?tjhas tadfyafakha11t 
ave.ytamanii vibhinnapar{t.alata1.life1afz. Krtadvf:r/a in c is literally 'having done what 
is hated' ( dve.ya.karitii, comm.). The second half-verse is plainly addressed to the rival. 
There is considerable discordance among the mss. in regard to the concluding word, 
f tY.)'£1-, ft~yii-, fafyii- being the variants, but ~vidently only inaccuracies of copyists; the 
comm. explains the word as= prafananasamarthya'vate. The verse is a good alttt• 

t!ttb!t, not 'Viraj. 

2. Rough art thou, a rough one; poisonous, a poisonous one art thou; 
- that thou mayest be avoided, as a barren cow (? vafti) of a bull. 

The first part in Ppp. reads: fri-1ta 'si tri,f{aka 'si 1.1r1a 1Jr-fiUaky asl. The comm. 
tries to find root tafic + a in vi.yatakt (=='Vi.yam iUaJikayati) ; 1/Clfc"i he paraphrases with • 
,vandliya gltu/i. The verse is rather kakummatl than r;aiikuvzati. LI t becomes a per
fectly regular anu1tuM if we add at the end of a (with Ppp.) an asi.J · 

u4 (II9)· Against enemies. 

[.Bhiirgava.-dvyrcam. agnf.{omfyavz. am,1/ubham.] 

The first verse is found also. in Paipp. xx. Used by Kau1;. (36. 39: doubtless only 
vs. I) in connection with the preceding hymn, at the end of the women's rites; vs. 2, on 
the other hand, appears in a healing rite (3r. 4) against demons, with vi. 34. 

Translated: Weber, Ind. Stud. v.265; Henry, 45,123; Griffith, i.383. 

t. I take from thy entrails (vak1d~zii), I take from thy heart, from the 
aspect of thy face, I take all thy splendor. 

Ppp. has, for b, a dade hrdayad adhi, and, for the second half-verse, ii te vwkhasya 
yad varca ii,fa?ti ma abhyatrpsasi. The comm.says untsavidkir vaiikfatza ity ucyate., 
or, alternatively, the vak,[a!Ziis are ka/lvikafyilrupadafz. This verse appears to belong 
properly with hymn II3, as vs. 2.with n5. 

2. Forth from here let anxieties go, forth regrets (? anttdh;,tf), and 
forth imprecations; let Agni smite the she-demoniacs; let Soma smite 
the abusers (f.).-

Lin the edition, the final r-sign of rak;asvinir has· slipped to the left from its place 
over the syllable ha-. The vs. seems to belong to h. I r 5 : see note to the preceding vs. J 

n5 (120). Against ill luck. 
[Atharvlingiras. -caturrcam. silvitram; jiltavedasam. anu1fub.kam i 2, 3. tri.y/ubh.J 

The first two verses are found also in Paipp. xx. It is used by Kau~. (18. r6-r8) 
in rites against nirrti ('perdition'),. with the driving off of a crow to whose leg certain 
things have been fastened, and with casting into the water certain wraps or garments. 
The comm ... quotes it also from the <;antika1pa (6. r6) in expiatory rites. 
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Translated: Muir, v. 348; Ludwig, p. 499; Grill, 4r, 187; Henry, 45, r24; Griffith, 
i. 383 ; Bloomfield, 168, 564. 

I. Fly forth from here, 0 evil sign (lak.pnt) ; disappear from here ; fly 
forth from yonder; with a hook of metal (ayasmdya) we attach thee to him 
that hates [us]. 

Ppp. reads in a paj;a- for papi, and, for d, ya dvi~mas tasmin tva s,ZJ_"jiima(i. The 
comm. has a.t the end sacamasi. He paraphrases pajJi lak{mti by papari7pi~zy a:l,zk.pni_; 
it might be rendered · also by 'luck' or 'fortune'; the expression is found also in MB. 
i. 4. r, 5. 

2. The unenjoyable flying sign that hath mounted me, as a creeper a 
tree - that, 0 Savitar, mayest thou put hence elsewhere than on us, 
being golden~handed, gran.ting good to us. 

Ppp. offers no variants. SPP. reports his pada-mss. as reading in a j>ataya: Ill or 
pataya : lz'ifi, which is very strange, as ours have tlrn true reading, patayalt7(t. All the 
pada~mss. give in b vandanaftoiva, and Prat. ii. 56 expressly recognizes this and pre
scribes the irregular combination to vdndane '•va.; but SPP., on the sole authority of 
the commentator, alters his pada-text to vdndanaoiva I The comm. explains vandanii 
simply as latavif&fa, and refers back to I 13. 1 as another instance of the use of the 
word ; patayalus he paraphrases with patayitri dattrgatyakliritii. 

3. A hundred and one [are] the signs of a mortal, born from his birth 
together with his body ; the worst of these we send forth out from here ; 
to us, 0 Jatavedas, confirm propitious ones. 

The Anukr. appears to allow the contraction fi'vii. 'sm- in d. LAs to " IOI," see 
iii. I I. 5 note.J 

4; These same have I. separated, like kine scattered on a barren (kh:ild) ; 
let the good (pu71-ya) signs stay; those that are evil have I made disappear. 

The pada-mss. read in a enaft _;·probably it is 'rather enli, ' thus.' The comm. reads 
blunderingly at the.end aninaran, and understands tas as its subject, as if the form were 
not causative.* He . glosses khila by vra,ia, The Jada-reading visthita[ioiva in b is 
according to Prat. iv. 77. L In a good pasture, the cows would keep close together; on 
a barren, they would naturally scatter. Quite otherwise Pischel, Ved. Stud..ii. 205.J 
LAp<;S. iv. 15. 4 may be compared.J LThe Anukr. does not note thatc is catalectic.J 
*LAlternatively, however, he does take it as a causative.J 

u6 (121)~ Against intermittent fevet~ 

[Atharviingiras. -dz'Yrcam. ciindramasam. I. puro;'IJ,ilj; 2. I-av. 2-j. itrcy antt,J/ublt.J 

This and the two following hymns are not. found in . Pai pp. This appears in Kaui;. 
(32. I 7: Ke~. adds, with hymn I r 7) in a remedial rite against fever, with aid of a frog 
as in hymn 95 ; and it is reckoned {note to 26. 1) to the takmanfiJana ga?t.a. 

Translated: Grohmann, Ind. Stud. ix. 386,414; Zimmer, p. 381; Henry, 45, 124; 
Griffith, i.384; Bloomfield, 4, 565.-Cf. also Bloomfield, JAOS. xvii. r73. 

r. Homage to the hot, stirring, pushing, bold one ; homage to the cold, 
former-desire~performing one. 
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The last epithet is extremely obscure and probably corrupt; the comm. makes k'?'h1an 
from the root hrt, and explains it as "cutting up or deferring the fruition of previous 
wishes"; Henry says "doing its will of old." Again SPP. changes the cddaniiya of 
five-sixths of his authorities and all of ours to nodanaya, because the comm. has the 
latter. The verse (9 + 7: I 2 = 28) is no 11.niilz except in the sum of syllables. 

2. He that attacks (abhi>i) every other day, on both [intermediate] 
days, let him, baffled (avratd), attack this frog. 

The comm. reads 1tbhaye1{vus. The verse, though really metrical (r r + 12) is treated 
by the Anukr. as prose (24 syllables). 

II7 (122). Invitation to Indra. 
[ A tharvaiigira.r. - iiind1-am. path yabr hatI.] 

Wanting in Paipp. Used by Kauc;;. (59. 14), with hymns 85 and 86, in a rite for 
welfare; and it is, with u8, reckoned (note to 25. 36) to the s11ast_yayana gattaJ· while 
a schol. (note to 137. 4) adds it and II8 in the introduction to the fifyatantra.: that 
another uses it with I r6 was noted urider that liyrnn. And Va.it. (23. 9) repeats it in 
the agnl.yfoma with the offering of the hari'yojanagraha. 

Translated: Henry, 46, 125; Griffith, i. 384. 

r. Come, 0 Indra, with pleasant peacock-chaired bays; let not any hold 
thee, away, as snarers a bird ; go over them as [over] a waste. 

The verse is RV. iii. 45. r, found also as SV. i. 246 et al., VS. xx. 53, TA. i. 12. 2. 

Our (and SPP's) readingyald in b agrees with all these, but is against our mss. and all 
but two of SPP's; they leave the word unaccented. RV.VS. in. c have ni, which is 
plainly the better reading, instead of vf.; SV. has the corruption ni yemur in nti, and 
TA., yet worse, nyimz'tr in na. L TA. has at the end, corruptly, nidhan:vdva d1i imi. J 

n8 (r23). When arming a warrior. 
[A.tharviiiigiras. -bahudevatyam 1&ta candramasttm. trii(r/ubham.] 

Wanting in Paipp. Used in Kau~: (16. 7) in one of the battle rites, for terrifying a 
hostile army, with arming a king or kshatriya; for its connection with hymn I r 7, see 
under that hymn; and some mss. read it in 39. 28, in a rite against witchcraft (probably 
wrongly, as the comm. knows no such use). Va.it. has it (34• r2) in the sattra sacrifice, 
with arming a king. 

Translated: Henry, 46, I 25 ; Griffith, i. 384. 

I. I cover thy vitals with armor; let king Soma dress thee over with 
the immortal (am,fta); let Varun.a make for thee [room] wider than wide; 
after thee conquering let the gods reveL · 

The verse is also RV. vi. 75. r8, found further as SV; ii. 1220, VS. xvii. 49, all these 
without variation from our text; but TS, (in iv. 6. 4s) has •vdrmablzis in a, abhf (for 
dnit) itt b, varivas te astit for 1varutias te kntotu L improving the meterJ in c, and, for 
d, j; t1Jilm anu madantu devilft. The third pada has a redundant syllable. 

The last or tenth amtvaka, of r6 hymns and 32 verses, ends here i and the quoted 
Anukr. says Ltrtrya J • ntylitt 1otfafa L cf. p. 4 r 3 end J, and paro dvatrbif aka ucyate. 

Two of our mss. sum up the book as of I t8 hymns, others note only the number of 
11argas or dec:ads; none say I 23. 

Here ends also the seven.teenthpmpa/haka. 
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